
From: @aol.com~ 

Sent: Thursday, 12:07 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hey Jaimie, 

My son~      is a incoming freshman      player. My husband,     said he spoke to you earlier this week about maybe meeting with me mid     on Wed, 

before orientation begins. We are driving ti~om              , so we can be flexible ruth your schedule. If you could meet wifl~ ruth us on Wedne~tay 

afternoon, that would be great. Thank you so much tbr your time aJ~d I look Ibrwasd k) meeting you. 

Thank~ 

(cell) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor. Todd <m~ylor@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 1:54 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edtr~; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sunctay Conferences 

Brad and Jaimie, 

I will be spending the entire afternoon on Sunday consulting with students in ENGL 

Would it be possible to do this in Loudemailk? 

thanks, todd 

and (mostly ENGL    I. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:29 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Math    Review 

HiJaimie, 

The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pm? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get done on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 6:57 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: "this Stmday! 

Who is ? 

Sent from my’ iPhone 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 3:31 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j aimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Susan, 
> 

> Will you please see if l can work Sunday night to help prep for the physiolo~/exam next week?! ? 
> 
> Thanks!!’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:39 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Conferences 

Did you COlffirm a 5pm start with him since he mentioned "the entire afternoon" on Sunday? I can be sure is here by 5pm on Sunday to direct him. 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jairme 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Brown, MJchelle 
SubJect: FW: Sunday Conferences 

Hello! 

Then English    prof has requested the use o17 Luundermilk this S unday to conduct meetings with his students. He was going to j ust show up, but I did communicate he needed to check 
with us first. I also made sure he was opening these sessions to all of his students. 

I think he would like to arrive at 5pm 

Thanks in advance for your feedback. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taylor, Todd 
Sent: Thursday, 1:54 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Sunday Conferences 

Brad and Jaimie, 

I will be spending the entire afternoon on Sunday consulting with students in ENGI. and (mostly ENGL 

Would it be possible to do this in Loudemfilk? 

thanks, todd 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ross, Luke <lukeross@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 10:11 AM 

Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu-~; Bingham, Ma~ Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

HernaJ~dez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; .leaJ~-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <~jeanbap@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

<SbeflM@em~Jl.unc.edt~; Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Brad and Jallnie, 

I’m scheduling nutrition appointments 12~r next Wednesday before and after the morning lifts; wanted to check if any of the following guys will have AM study hall that day and approximate 
times: 

Thanks, 

Luke 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tmlock, Scott 
Sent: ~I]aursday, July 18, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Bingham, Mar5’ Ellen; Ross, l,uke 
Cc: Hernandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Sut~lect: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

About the same as usual Can we get him on Mary Ellen’s schedule? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hernandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Yes, of course. How is he doing? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tmlock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Bingham, Maly Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Waiter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Do you have on your hard gainer list? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Ross, Luke 
Cc: Trulock, Scott 
Subject: Next week nutrition appts 

Hi there! 

Hope all is well :) 
Next week on Wed morning can I see these guys? 

They have morning lift groups that day, right? But no classes. 
We have dexa testing in the afternoon 
Anyone else that needs to be seen? 
Are you guys back in the training room? 
I can see them wherever is best for you guys- my SE ofl~ice or in Kenan or m loudermilk... 

Thanks 
NEB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:14 AM 

Ross, Luke <lukeros@email.unc.edu-~; Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, MaU Ellen <binghamm@emml.unc.edu> 

HernaJ~dez, Luis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; JeaJ~-Baptiste, Yuri Walter <~jeanba~email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Next week nutrilion appts 

All but are fine needs to attend his tutoring appointment in the morning 

Bradley R. H Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         ] F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ross, Luke 

Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:11 AM 

To: Trulock, Scott; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 

Sut~ject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Brad and Jaimie, 

I’m scheduling nutrition appointments J2~r next Wednesday before and after the morning lifts; wanted to check if any of the following guys will have AM study hall that day and approximate 
times: 

Thanks, 

Luke 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tmlock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Bingham, Maly Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Waiter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

About the same as usual. Can we get him on MaW Ellen’s schedule? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Yes, of course. How is he doing? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tmlock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Waiter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Do you have ’ on your hard gainer list? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, MaD- Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Ross, Luke 
Cc: Trulock, Scott 
Subject: Next week nutrition appts 

Hi there! 

Hope all is well :) 
Next week on Wed morning can I see these guys? 



’]?hey have mnming lift groups that day, right? But no classes. 
We have de×a testing in the afternoon 
Anyone else that needs to be seen? 
Are you guys back in the training room? 
I can see them wherever is best for you guys- my SE office or in Kenan or in loudennilk... 

Thanks 
MF, B 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday. 11:28 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Math    Review 

Oh sure no problem! 

Thank you[ 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, ; 11:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math : Review 

You’re wek:orne,      ! Who do you have, again? I don’t actually have access to your schedule and tfu:_~ list .:_~f the students you have. Whoev~:_~r you can think of and 
list for me, that would be so much faster for me to get the word ouL 

ThanksH 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 11:15 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Math    Review 

Great! rhanks Jainlie! t think it would b~-_~ fine to invite all 7 guys that I tutor for the Spin session, If you couh:[ let thm~ know, that would b~-_~ awesome. I will try [:o 
stay but it’s just a hard time right now with these exams~ 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie [[!",.L~!!.t/~.~.~j.~?.!~¢!.e~¢.C..~![~[?.c=:’-~.~i.k.,j 

Sent: Friday, 11:11 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math : Review 

Hi 

Yes, the professor is doing anod~er review, and I have heard this complaint from several. If you are aNeiwi]fing to do a review at 6pro, d~at would be awesome! 
Ph?ase don’t worry about staying if you have too much work to do! Yik~-_~s! 

Thanks a million! 

El’Oral 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math Review 

8:29 PM 

HiJaimie, 

The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pro? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get done on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:40 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

From: twtaylor@email.unc.edu <twtaylor@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,            12:56 PM 

Subject: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

-[o: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Todd Taylor 

2:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

4:20 

4:40 

5:00 

5:20 

5:40 

6:00 

6:20 

6:40 

7:00 

7:20 

7:40 

8:00 

8:20 

8:40 

-[his forwarded message was sent via -[he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ENGL: 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: ENGL       .S213. 

$213" site, ro reply to this 



Fi"oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ross, Luke <luke~oss@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 2:59 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richm’d <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Trulock, Scott <’~ulock@email.unc.edtr~; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

<binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Hernmldez, Luis Ill <louh@em~Jl.unc.edu;>; Jeml-Baptiste, Yuri Walter--~sjeanbap@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimMee@unc.edu> 

RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Brad, 

Will this be before or after his 9:30 lift? 

Luke 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:14 ~Y\I 
To: Ross, Lnke; Trulock, Scott; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptlste, Yuri Walter; Lee, Jaunie 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

All but are fine. needs to attend his tutoring appointment in the morning. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel i Reading and Vvh-iting Specialist University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge R d. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 C ] F (919) 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ross, Luke 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:11 AM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Brad and Jaimie, 

I’m scheduling nutrition appointments for next Wednesday- before and after the nrorning lifts; wanted to check if an?" of the following guys will have AM study hall that day and approximate 
times: 

Thanks, 

Luke 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

About the same as usual Can we get him on MaW Ellen’s schedule? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, J~IalT Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Waiter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Yes, of course How is he doing? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Bingham, Ma~z Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hernandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Do you have on your hard gainer list? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, J~ial3z Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Ross, Luke 
Cc: Trulock, Scott 



Sutziect: Next week nutrition appts 

Hi there! 

Hope all is well :) 
Next weel< on Wed morning can I see these guys? 

The?" have morning lift groups that day, right? But no classes. 
We have dexa testing in the afternoon 
Anyone else that needs to be seen? 
Are you guys back in the training room? 
I can see them wherever is best for you guy-s- my SE office or in Kcnan or m loudcm~ilk... 

Thanks 
MF, B 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:38 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: request lbr    fllis Sunday! 

will meet with them at 8pm. Please be sure they are ,~11 aware. 

Thank you, 

S u s ~E r~ 

Frera: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:18 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: request for. this Sunday! 

Hi Susan, 

Portuguese group needs his help this Sunday. They covered a particularly difficult topic today, and 

section so he can come and help them. The test is on Monday, so is there any way. 

told the guys to let him know when they get to this 

could be here to work with them this Sunday night? 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 6:14 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Math    Review 

Thank you .Jaimie! I just really want to see these guys do well because the,i are such a great group of guys, 

Have a nice weekend! 

From: Lee, Jaimie [maiko:jaimielee@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 4:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

You’re the best!!!! Thank you! 

From= 

Sent= Friday, 11:28 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Math    Review 

Thank you[ 

From: Lee, Jaimie [~aindelee@ur~c.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 11:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

You’re welcome,      ! Who do you have, again? I don’ L acLualfy have access to your schedule and the list of the sLudents you have. Whoever you can Lhink of and 
list for nl*:_k, that would b,:_~ so rnuch fasLer for rne to g,-_d: the word out 

Thanks!! 

From= 

Sent: Friday, 11:15 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Math    Review 

Great! Thanks Jainlie! t think it would b*-’_~ fine to invite all 7 guys that I tutor for Lhe 6pro session. If you could let th,-_~ know, that would b,-_~ awesome. I will try Lo 
stay but it’s just a hard time right now with these exams~ 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie [.rL’,..~).!!.t.~Zd.~!.n.!!.~!2.~.¢..@)..Oc:.~.~i ~ 

Sent: Friday, I:[::H AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

Yes, the prot:essor is doing anoLher review, and I have heard this complaint from several. If you are abteiwilfing Lo do a review at 6pro, Lhat would be awesome! 
Ph?ase don’t worry about staying if you have too much work to do! Yik~-_~s! 

Thanks a million! 

El’Oral 

Sent= Thursday,. 

To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Math Review 

8:29 PN 

HiJaimie, 



The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pm? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get done on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 9:24 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: "this Stmday! 

is good for Sunday Do you need her at 6pm or 7pm? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> Oh my goodness, my iphone kills me with the autocorrect! I tried to type "girls" as in wbb...the?’ have a test and wanted to know if she could come Sunday night! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Maloy, Susan B 
> Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 6:57 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaunie 
> Subject: Re: this Sunday! 
> 
> Who is irks? 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Ju118, 2013, at 3:31 PSFL "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Susan, 
>> 

>> Will you please see if can work Sunday night to help irks prep fur the physiology exam next week’?! ? 
>> 
>> Thanks!!! 



From: @aol.com~ 

Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Jaimie, thank you for getting back to me. Would it be a]right to meet you from 12:00-1:00 on Wednesday? Thm~ you so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 6:59 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(&~unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi 

Next Wednesday would be fine to meet! I am happy to talk about any question~concems about 

time frame works for you, that would be great! 

Have a good weekend’. 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 12:06 PM, " " <, (~aol.com > wrote: 

:’. I am usually free from 10am- l:00pm, so I that 

Hey JaJmie, 

My son, is a incoming l~reshman player. My husband, said he spoke to you earlier this week about maybe meeting with 

me and on Wed, Aug.24 before orientation begins. We are driving from , so we cml be flexible ruth your schedule. If 

you could meet with with us on Wednesday ~emoon, that would be great. Thank you so much tbr your time and I look forwmd to meeting 

you. 

Thmlks, 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 7:14 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Hello Jamie.r 

Simply letting you know that was at study-hall (630 PM). 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:30 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edtr"~ 

Cannot meet tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

Unfortunately I had to have . I will be unable to come in tonight for my math ~ and sessions. The doctors are 

telling me that I should be ok tomorrow so I will plan to be there tomorrow night unless something comes up -in which I will let you know. 

Thank you for your understanding, 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:34 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richm’d <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jmmielee@unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <ton~<3tm@unc.edu-~ 

ENGL    Tutoring 

Brad, Jaimie and Tony, 

mentioned that her students last day of ENGL is Tuesday and was asking if she needed to meet with them on Tuesday afternoon ( 

and            ). Please let me know ASAP if we need to continue with these appointments beyond today. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Befllel, Bradley Richard <bbefllel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 9:20 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaJmielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyo~m@unc.edu> 

RE: ENGI,    Futomlg 

Susan, I am glad you asked~ There is an exam in ENG,. on Thursday, It is open-note, but the students will still need to review. Therefore, we do need students to 

meet with their tutors on Tuesday, Some of the students would also benefit from meeting with a tutor Wednesday night, Can the writing tutors be here 

Wednesday night as well? 

Bradley R. 1L Be~liBeI I Reading and -\,V~iting Specialist 

Ut~Nersity of’Nortl~ C;~r~lina at ChN)d tl:iH 

A.cadem[c S~gwx~ Program fo~ gtudent-.Ag~detes 

Lot~dermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i CatN)us Box: 311:17 

C[[apel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-:2237 

i F (91!)) 962-g247 
b r;tdley.bcfl~el(i’o’,ut~c, edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 22, 20:[3 8:34 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, ]aimie; Yount, Tony 
Subject: ENGL Tutoring 
Brad, Jaimie and Tony, 

mentioned that her students last day of ENGL is Tuesday and was asking if she needed to meet with them on Tuesday afternoon ( 

and            ). Please let me know ASAP if we need to continue with these appointments beyond today. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(gl)email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 9:36 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Pdchaard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaJmielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~otm@unc.edu> 

RE: ENGI,    Tutoring 

Thank you. I will have all writing tutors maintain their appointments this week unless I hear otherwise from each of you. 

Susan 

From= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent-" Monday, July 22, 2013 9:20 AM 
To; Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie; Yount, Tony 
Subject; RE: ENGL Tutoring 
Susan, I am glad you asked. There is an exarn in ENGL on Thursday. It is open-note, but the students will sdll need to review. Theret:ore, we do need students Lo 

meet with their tutors on Tuesday. Some of the students would also benefit from meeting with a tutor Wednesday night. Can the writing tutors be here 

Wednesday night as well? 

]j~radi~,3, ~o ~r~r ]J~et~:~e] ] [+~c;~diJ~g ;rod W~:ilJr~g Speci;~|ist 

University ol North Caro]hm at ChapeE, li{iE, l 

Academic Suppor~ Program {\~r Sh~den~.-At[~lc’tes 

Loudei~nilk Center ior Excellence 
344 R idge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapd Hill. NC 27599 i T (919) 962-.2237 

i F (919) 962-8245’ 
brad]ley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Monday, July 22, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie; Yount, Tony 
Subject" ENGL Tutoring 
Brad, Jaimie and Tony, 

i mentioned that her students last day of ENGL is Tuesday and was asking if she needed to meet with them on Tuesday afternoon ( 

and            ). Please let me know ASAP if we need to continue with these appointments beyond today. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Atlfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov,@~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Karen Neff< ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu~; Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu:~; Shen, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Session Conflict 

Hi Susan, 
Once again, I apologize for the late notice, but I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow at 10:50am. I highly doubt I roll be back in time for my 11:30am EXSS 

session with                             and I talked to            today about covering this session in my absence. She worked with these 

students while I was gone, so she is veo~ t~miliar with Mint is going on in the course. I really am son-y tbr the late notice. These doctor’s appointments keep sneaJaing 

up on me! The next one is on Monday, at 4pm, but I don’t anticipate that contlicting with anything, since Summer II will be over. Please let me know if you 
have any questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:20 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Calmot meet tonight 

Thank you Jaimie! 1 went to urgent care right after leaving tutoring last night then eventuaUy ended up at the ER. It is just a shame this happened during my 

comprehensive exams but it is what it is. 

If sornething comes up tomorrow f will let you know but f phm to be there, 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:jaimielee@uncedu] 

Sent: Monday, 9:34 AM 

To: ; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Cannot meet tonight 

Omg,       I hog)e everything i; okay! That is ~3h3rming. Frn ;orry about the emerg~:_~ncy, and ph:_~;se do not come in unk?ss you an:_~ okay! Thank you for letth~g m~-_~ 

knob,./, but seriously, be c~)refuI and do whist Vou qe,:_!d to n:_~cover [ 

From: 
Sent: Monday, ’, 8:30 AN 
To: Haloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Cannot meet tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

Unfortunately I had to have . I will be unable to come in tonight for my math : and ; sessions. The doctors are 

telling me that I should be ok tomorrow so I will plan to be there tomorrow night unless something comes up -in which I will let you know. 

Thank you for your understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu~% Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu~% 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Session Conflict 

Karen~ 

Thank you for letthlg me know. 

are ~,ou able to cover this session tomorrow? 
Tha]lk you, 

Su_~a~l 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :t0::t7 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, .laimie; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Subject: Session Conflict 
Hi Susan, 
Once again, I apologize for the late notice, but I have a                   tomorrow at 10:50am. I highly doubt I will be back in time for my 11:30am EXSS 

session with and . I talked to today about covering this session in my absence. She worked with these 

students while I was gone, so she is vew familiar with what is going on in the course. I really am sor~ for the late notice. These doctor’s appointments keep sneaking up 

on me! The next one is on Monday; at 4pro, but I don’t anticipate that conflicting ruth an~¢Jfing, since Summer II roll be over. Please let me lalow if you 
have any questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
G: 

@~mail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Neff-~ @gmail.com~ 

Monday, July 22, 2013 10:37 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Session Conflict 

Thanks, Jaimie! It’s just another check-up. I go every two weeks now and soon will be going to the doctor evely week. lt’s crazy! I should be back no later than noon 

tomorrow, so I will definitely still be here for most of the morning and all afternoon. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

(~Almail.com 

On Ju122, 2013, at 10:29 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Thanks for the he~d~.~ up! f hog~e evewthing goes’; okay! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, i0:17 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Subject: Session Conflict 
Hi Susan, 

Once again, I apologize for file late notice, but I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow at 10: 50am. I highly doubt I will be back in time for my 11:30am 
EXSS session with                             and         . I talked to            today about coveting this session in my absence. She 

worked ruth these students while I was gone, so she is very. fanfiliar ruth what is going on in the course. I really am sony for the late notice. These 

doctors appointments keep sneaking up on me! The ne~ one is on Monday, at 4pm, but I don’t anticipate that conflicting with anything, since 

Summer II will be over. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

N.0mail.com 





From: @aol.com~ 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 11:42 AM 

To: Lee, Jalmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thanks, Jaimie! Vvhere do we meet you? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lee, J~Jmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

To:                        ~)aol.com> 
Sent: Stm, Ju121, 2013 5:34 pm 

Subject: Re: 

That sounds great! See you then! 

On Ju121,2013, at 3:38 PM, ~b~aol.com> wrote: 

Jaimie, thank you for getting back to me. Would it be alright to meet you ti~)m 12:00-1:00 on Wednesday? Thank you so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 6:59 PM, "Lee, JaJmie" <iaJmielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi,    ! 

Ne~ Wednesday would be fine to meet! I am hapw to talk about an?, questions/concerns about i 

1:00pro, so I that time frame works for you, that would be great! 

Have a good weekend! 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 12:06 PM, ’ @aol.com> wrote: 

! I am usually free from lOam- 

Hey Jaimie, 

IVly son,     : is a incoming freshman       player. My husband,     said he spoke to you earlier this week about maybe 

meeting ruth me and      on Wed, Aug.24 before orientation begins. We are driving from                so we can be 

flexible ruth your schedule. If you could meet with with us on Wedne~tay afternoon, that would be great. Thank you so much 

tbr your time and I look forward to meeting you. 

Thanks, 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 1:42 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

How about the session with and ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss -- " 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss : should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

Thanks! 

; 2pm session with    ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 1: 50 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

Is the 2pro canceled for the remainder of the week or just today? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

Thanks! 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:17 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

plans to meet them at 8pro until he hears otherwise~ I.et me know when you cam 

Thanks, 

SUS~EF~ 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, .luly 22, 2013 2:43 plVl 
To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

I’ll double check 

From: Haloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 1:42 plVl 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the session with and ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:36 PI 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss 

Thanks] 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 4:48 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

Do we want to expect them to be here tonight at tile very least? I just envision canceling 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

We can go ahead and cancel it. I don’t see them coming if they all have groups to present with tornorrow. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:17 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

plans to me,-_d: them at 8pro until he hears; otherwis;e. Let me Imow when you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

FII d.:_~ubh:_~ check 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 1:42 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the session with 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss 

Thanks! 

and ? 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

for tonight and then they show up looking for him. 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com~ 

Monday, July 22, 2013 4:54 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re 

Thmlks, see u then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju122, 2013, at 11:54 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@uuc.edu> wrote: 

2nd floor, Loudermilk Center t:or Excellence 

From:             [mailto      @aol,com] 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 11:42 AM 
To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: Re: 
Thanks, Jaimie! Where do we meet you? 

..... Origiua] Message ..... 

From: Lee, Jaimie <La_4__n_)_i__e_!_e_e_@__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_> 

To:                .:(h~i:_a_~!:__c_~_r__n_ > 
Sent: Sun, Ju121, 2013 5:34 pm 

Subject: Re: 

That sounds great! See you then! 

On Ju121,2013, at 3:38 PM, ’ (/~aol.com> wrote: 

Jaimie, thank you for getting back to me. Would it be alright to meet you from 12:00- 1:00 on Wednesday? Thank you so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 6:59 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Next Wednesday would be fine to meet! I am happy to talk about any questions/concerns about 

10am- 1:00pm, so I that time frame works for you, that would be great! 

Have a good weekend! 

! I am usually free from 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 12:06 PM, @aoLcom> w~me: 

Hey Jaimie, 

My son, is a incoming [’reshman player. My husband, said he spoke to you earlier this week 

about maybe meeting with me and      on Wed, Aug.24 before orientation begins. We are driving from 
so we can be flexible with your schedule. If you could meet with with us on Wednesday 

afternoon, that would be great. Thank you so much for your time and I look fol-ward to meeting you. 

Thmlks, 

(cell) 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:35 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

- Tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Do you need to come to work with the girls at 7pm and at 8pm tonight? I believe we canceled last Tuesday, and Thursday they did not show up. Please let 

me know ASAP so that I can get back to this afternoon. 

Also, on Thursday, I have 8pm set up for to meet with Kym to prepare for his Friday final. Should we keep this appointment as well? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

9 ] 9-962-9892 (office) 

9 ] 9- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edtr~; Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edtr~ 

I roll be there tonight 

WorkNote.pdf 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I just wanted to confirm that I will be there tonight to tutor. I have attached a work note for yesterday if needed for documentation. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: I will be there kmight 

Thank you ~. Are you sure you are ready to return? 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:35 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie; Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: I will be there tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I just wanted to confirm that I will be there tonight to tutor. I have attached a work note for yesterday if needed for documentation. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:57 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

How about for Tuesday (today) and Thursday this week at 8pro? Are we canceling or requiring them to be there? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

Sorry, I had to go teach and didrYt see this message. They were told it was canceled. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 4:48 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

Do we want to e~)e~::t t:hern to be here tonight at: the w?r,/least? I .ju;t envision canceling 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

We can go ahead and cancel it. 1 don’t see them coming if they all have groups to present with tomorro~,. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:17 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

plans to meet them at 8pro undl he hears od~erwise~ Let me know when you carl 

Thanks, 

S~Jsan 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

I’ll double check 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 1:42 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the session with 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss : 

Thanks] 

and             > 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

for tonight and then they show tap k)oking for hirn. 

2pm session with 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:11 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: I will be there kmight 

Thank you .]aimie, trust me I’m fine though. && 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 443 Network 

"Lee, .]aimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Bless your heart. You’re such a dedicated worker...J sincerely hope you are not doing too rnuch too soon! Please put your health first over all of this. We love 

having you, but please don’t compromise your wellbeh~g! 

.Jaimie 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,           10:35 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy,Susan B 

Subject: I will be there tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I just wanted to confirm that I will be there tonight to tutor. I have attached a work note for yesterday if needed for documentation. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:00 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: I will be there kmight 

Sounds good, I will just come at 6 and 7 for the football players. 

Thanks, 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4(3 Network 

"Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI, the giris are not availabh-:~ t.:_~nigh t, so I’m having them do daytime tutorir~g t.:_~day f.:_~r math . So, 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, :tO:5:[ AM 
To: ~, Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: I will be there tonight 

"i’ha~k you Ar~? you sure you a~e rea~Jy to r~-’_~tum ? 

S u s a n 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, :[0:35 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie, Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: I will be there tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I just wanted to confirm that I will be there tonight to tutor. I have attached a work note for yesterday if needed for documentation. 

Thanks, 

I will n.:_~t need you t.:_~night fo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Enrollment lbr the fall Comm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "May, Steven" <skmay@email.unc.edu> 

Date: ,11:58:29 AM EDT 

To: ))live. unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Enrollment for the fall Comm 

I have waived the pre-req for Comm 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:55 AM, 

tbr the fall. You roll just nerd to contact the Comm dept to register. 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor May, 

I hope all is well and I hope you had a great summer. I was reaching out to you to see if it was possible for me to enroll into your 

Comm                        class startingat 8am     . I do not have the pre requisite for the class but I need the class in 

order to graduate during the fall semester. I am sorry for the inconvenience as I know the class is almost full, but I would love to 

graduate in the fall. If their is anything that you can do to help me out that would be great. 

Thanks again and I hope all is well, 



i From:: ~iti’;e .uaac .edu> 

i $:~nt: Tbt~rsday. 2.-5 5 PM 

i To: Lee= Jaimie <ja~nielee~:,unc.edu> 

i S~bj~ct: ScSedule Ques*ic~a.~’C o*lflict s 

= i 
Ne,lfo Ms, Lee this is ~ one ofth:e for the team, ii do~’t know if ,/ca remembe:r me ta~kingto you on the phone or i 

~ot, but I have a fe~’~ question:s about my schedule. My latest class a:s of ~ow er,,ds a:t I:45 a:nd ~ was wonded~g if that ~as too late? It’s a Music class and ~ : 

~s’.as probably 8ei~g to drop it because l’m eh~ol~ed i::n a~sother Music class as welt, AIso I’m: ol~ the waiting list for M;_~th     and that c~ass will er~d at 11:50, 

5o again is that too late? Also { was wonderi~g i~ you could E)ossibty get me into an earlier das:s during the: clay for %~ath ? If you ,could pieaae get back to me 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashiou@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:10 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: .....1 more class! 

That wiN require special permission from Dean May. She has given permission in tile past for athletic students who were attempting to complete their degree b 

needed to be away for their sport. 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:30 PM 
Te; Cashion, Jody W 
Subject" ...1 more class! 
Hi Jody! 

Thank you so much for adding the online courses so quickly! I really appreciate your help today! 

I have one more class which wants to add to her schedule. I will fax a new form. She would like to acid GEOG 

Thank you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashiou@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:11 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: .....1 more class! 

Usually is. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: Cashion, Jody W 
Subject: RE:          ...1 more class[ 

Okay, thank you! Do you know it: geo~ 

From: Cashion, Jody W 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:          ...1 more class! 
That will require special pernlissior~ [rom Dea~l May 

needed to be away for their sport. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:30 PM 
Tot Cashion, Jody W 
Subject: ...1 more class! 

Hi Jody! 

witl be ofi:ered in the spring? 

She has given permission in the past for athletic students who were attemptir~g to compleb-:~ th~-:~ir degr~-:~e b: 

Thank you so much for adding the online courses so quickly! I really appreciate your help today! 

I have one more class which wants to add to her schedule, l will fax a new form, She would like to add GEOG : 

Thank you! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 2:56 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: inti’acfions tbr 

Thank you 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 2:42 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: infractions for 

Hello Michelle, 

I also wanted to pass along a copy of infractions for was able to help me finish going through tutor evaluations today, and this is what 

we found for session 2. I have emailed this to Coach Calder for his records. 

Here is a summary of what we found. Ideally, I would have been able to address and tackle these issues right away, but time did not permit: 

: often late to tutor sessions 

(ond sometimes ~ ) w~u~d sh~w up f~r the 2:~~pm E~~~ sessi~n (instead ~f the 3:~~pm time they were initia~~y assigned) and 
was distracting and off task. 

, once        started attending her session, got off task frequently 

was frequently on her phone during sessions 

was often significantly late to her PSYC session and I am not sure why she was confused on the time. She was late multiple times and probably 

should have figured it out at least by the second time she was late." 

especial& 



From: 

Sent: Friday, 9:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Final Grade 

@live.unc.edu> 

From: Young, Bryanne 

Sent: Saturday 

To: 

Subject: RE: Final Grade 

Hello 

12:48 AM 

I am out of the country at the moment. I am happy to meet with you when Fall semester starts. In the mean time, I encourage you to remember the final 
exam and assess honestly how you think it went for you. The final exam comprised 15% of your final grade which, to be honest, hurt your cumulative grade 
rather badly. Also please refer to the first three quiz grades you received. For your own knowledge, your ceremonial speech grade was 8.7/10. Your 

participation grades are both very strong, as are your speech grades. As soon as I reach my destination I will double check my spreadsheet to make sure 
there was no clerical error and will also go back through your final exam. If you contact me within the first week of class, I will sit down with you and we 
can talk through all the elements of your grade. 

I commend your participation and engagement, as well as the awesome effort you put into your speeches. I also suggest you gather together your graded 

quizzes. The final exam plus the quizzes comprised 32% of your final grade. For your own information, this course was graded out of 100 points. Your score 

was 73.5. Enjoy the remainder of your break and we will address this when school starts again. 

Best, 

BY 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 6:53 PM 

To: Young, Bryanne 

Subject: Final Grade 

Dear Professor Young, 

I was emailing out of concern of my final grade. I was shocked to find out that I received a C in the class. Given my current academic status, I was 

depending on getting at least a minimum of a B in your class. I was just wondering was there anyway you could review my grades and see was their any 

mistake or anyway I could receive a B in your class. I see on Sakai that I never received a grade for my ceremonial speech, and I thought maybe that could 

have been the cause. I have showed up on time for every class, participated, in every discussion, and never got below a, B on any speech that I know of. 

So I was just emailing out major concern for my grade. 

Thankyou 



From," 

Sent: Friday, 9:38 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subje~: FW: ENGL    final exam 

@live.unc.edu> 

From: Todd Taylor <twtaylir@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday. 11:40 PM 

To: 

Cc: Taylor, Todd 

Subject: Re: ENGL    final exam 

You did well. Piease be patient. I am grading as fast as [ can, and it wiil be posted tomorrow. 

On Ju126, 2013, at 7:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demelriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, July 29, 2013 3:42 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: 

Thank you for your email. 
I am out of the office through .July 29, 20:1.3. J wili respond to your email upon my return. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 10:34 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@~mc.edu> 

RE: Top of the Hill Dinner 

Thanks. I’]1 be there. 

Bradley Ro H, Betl~el I Reading and WdlJng SpeeialL~ 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hil~ 

Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [br Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Cha~eI Hill NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (1919) 962-8247 

brad~e? .be*hel@unc.e&~ 

From: Brown, Michelle 

Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: FW: Top of the Hill Dinner 

Hello, 

FYl 

Michelle 

From: Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Hernandez, Luis Ill; Morelli, David Dominic; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Brown, Michelle; F:arrington, Ms.Courtney; Strowd, Brittany Holland; Vandefford, 
Teresa P; Joines, Melinda A; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Subject: Top of the Hill Dinner 

For those of you and your staff that will be attending the dinner tomorrow evening at 6:00pro at Top of the Hill, you will need to enter from the Franklin Street 

side. The door is between Walgreens and Game Stop. Once you enter, please head up the stairs to the second floor Great Room / Back Bar. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demelriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:29 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <immielee@unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <ca~dicef@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

did compiet~:_~ t3t3 during Spring 2013. 

Best, 

Cynthia Demetriou, Director for Retention 

Unch-:~rgraduate £etention o Offk:e of Unch-:~rgraduat,-:~ Educe;Lion 

3003/3002 Steele Building o CB~! 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confider!tk~iitv notice: This e mail m.~!!;!;age, including i~ny a~_tachrnents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(!;) and rnav contair! confiden~_ial and privileged ir!formatiorL Any 

unauthorized review, us.% disclo!;ure or distribution is prohibited. 

j 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring 2013 semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.uuc.edu;, 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:18 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

That’s fine - thanksH 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:18 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Lance, 

This ix what I gol: frorn the Pirector o[ Retenl:ion. t asked i[ ~:her~-’_~ was any official documental:ion, so [ will let you know if sh~:_~ can provide anything besides this 

emaif. This may be it... 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 

Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jaime. 

did complete BB during Spring 2013. 

C~,nthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention. Office of Llndergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building. CB# 3504 

The Universil:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919} 8471-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneratiomunc.edu 

Coniider;tiaiitv notice: "[his e mail message, mcbJdh~g any a~tachments, is for the sole use of it;tended recipient{s} and may contair; con[iden~ial and privileged ir;formatior;. Ar;y 

t:nautho;ized rev:ev,,, t:s,% disclosure or distributior; is prohibited 

] 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Mlonday, July 29, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing            completed the bounceback program in the Spring 20:13 semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your helpH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison, Kim A <kaJlison@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:32 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaJmielee@unc.edu>; 

RE: official mailing address 

- approved FL Sub Letter.pdf 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Jaimie, 

Please find the signed approval letter attached. Let me know if you need any other information. 

K 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:26 PM 
To: Allison, Kim A; 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Hi Kim, 

Do you mind please sending a copy of 

Thank Vo~! 

From: Kim A Allison [.__m___a_!!_t__o_2_k__a__[!Ls_9_L~_@__e_g_N[[=u_D__c_=e__d__u] 

Sent: Tuesday, :[0:48 AM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Thanks     ~ VII prepare the letter, have Dean Woodard to sign it and put it in the mail to you. 

Kim 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:47 AM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: official mailing address 

Dear Ms. Allison, 

I am            (PlD- 

approval¯ My official address is, 

Sincerely, 

foreign language approval letter? We need it on file for compliance and his NCAA degree information. 

;). Dean Woodazd has informed me to give you my officia] address tbr the official notification of my foreign language substitution 

¯ Thank you for your help¯ 



7~~- "~m’~, ’~" z/~’N: 

CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS 

AND ACADEMIC COUNSELING 

2203 SASB N 

CAMPUS BOX 3106 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-$106 

http:!!cssac.unc.ed u 

T 919.962,1046 

F 919.843.534t 

Mr. 

Dear 

This letter acl~owledges yore request for course substitutions for your General 
College/General Education Foreign Language requirements. 

Based upon a recommendation from Dr. Monica Rector, Professor of Portuguese, I have 
determined that you qualify for substitute com’ses for your general education foreign language 
requirement. You must select three (3) courses from the attached lira of approved course 
substitutions to satisfy your General ColiegeiGeneral Education foreign language requirements. 

Please note that this permission for substitute courses covers only the GeneraiEducation 
ForeignLanguage requirement, that is, through level 3. If your major requires level 4 or beyond, 
you must resolve this requirement tl~°ough your major department. 

If you have any questions or if you need additional im%rmation, please contact me at 962- 
!046 or in 2203 SASB North. 

Sincerely yours, 

H~01d Woodard 
Associate Dem~ 

student’s permanent record 
Jim KessIer 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:34 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: otticial mailing address 

You’re welcome 

K 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:33 PM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Thank yokE, Kim!!! 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 1:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Hi Jaimie, 

Please find the signed approval letter attached. LeL me know if you need any oLher int:ormatiorL 

K 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 1:26 PM 
To: Allison, Kim A; 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 
Hi gim, 

Do you mind please sending a copy of 

Thank you! 

From: Kim A Allison [maiito:kaliison@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ; 10:48 AM 
To: 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 
i’hanks i’ll prepare the letter., have Dean Woodard to sign it and put it in the mail to you. 

Kim 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:47 AM 
To: Allison, Kim A 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: official mailing address 

Dear Ms. Allison, 

I am            (PID- 

approval. My oit~cial address is, 

Sincerely, 

foreign language approval letter? We need it on file for compliance and his NCAA degree inl:ormadon. 

). Dean Woodaxd has informed me to give you my officM address for the official notification of my foreign language subslimtion 

Thank you for your help. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Demelriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:40 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

No, I can tell you that he attended 9 of 12 sessions. 

Cynthia Demelriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

300313002 Steele Building ~ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt ~ {919) 843-.5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstKeneration.unc.edu 

Confid.~!ntiaiity r!otic.~!: This e rnaii message, inciudir!g any attachrnent!~, is for tile sole use ot: in[ended recipient{s~ and may con[ain contidential i~nd privileged information. An, 

unauthorized review, u5% disciosure or distribution i5 p:-ohibited. 

] 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Thank you! Is there any type of document of completion or anything like that? 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jaime. 

did complete BB during Spring 2013. 

C~,nthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ~ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~ (9:[9) g43-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu .................................................................... 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiaiity notice: [his e rnaii mcssagc, inciudir!g any attachments, is; for the 5ole u..ie of intended recipient{s} arid may contain confidential ;~nd privileged inforrnatiom AN’ 

unauthorized rev:e~’,,, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited 

] 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring 2013 semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:44 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Cool - that works. Thanks - it is what it is.,, 

[.Btlce 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:43 PMI 

To: Mlarkos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Cynthia says there is no other docum~:_mtation, just her ernail confirming he completed the program. I found a summary of what the course entailed, if that helps: 

"Bounce Back is part-class, part-group. Students in Bounce Back meet in a group on weekly basis to strengthen academic skills (time management, test-taking and 

study strategies) as well as to explore how to become more resilient in the face of scholastic and personal adversity (addressing issues like persistence, values, and 

st~vss management). 

There is no fee to join Bounce Back but fl~e workbook is $20. 

Bounce Back is only open to students who are on academic probation." 

From: Mlarkos, Lance MI 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 i:18 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

That’s fine - thanks!! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:18 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Lance, 

This is what I got: from the Director of Retent:ion. t asked ff t:her~:_~ was any official documentat:ion, so [ will let you know if sfu:_~ can provide anything besides this 

emaif. This may be it... 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jaime. 

did complete BB during Spring 2013. 

Best, 

Cyr~thia Demetriou. Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention. Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3OO2 Steele Building ¯ CB~! 3504 

The Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919} 843-5(315 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confider;tiaiitv notice: "[his e mail message, mcbJding any a~achments, is for ~he sole use of intended recipient{s} and may contair; confidential and privileged ir;formatior;. Ar;y 

unauthorized review, use, disclo!mre or distribution is prohibited. 

j 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Mlonday, July 29, 2023 3:42 PMI 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 



Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring 2013 semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your helpH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:46 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Gotcha - that is good to know, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 £45 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

It is vohmtary, bythe way_he signed up to do this, but it is not actually mandatory for students on probation. Maybe that can help show some initiative on his 

part_ 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:44 PM 

To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: RE: 

Cool -that works. rhanl~s -i1: is what it is... 

La n C e 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Cyn[hia says there is no other documentation, just her ernafl cont:irrning he completed the program. I found a summary of what the course entailed, if that helps: 

"Bounce Back is part-class, part=group. Students in Bounce Back meet in a group on weekly basis to strengthen academic skills (time management, tesS-taking and 

study strategies) as well as to explore how to become more resilient in the face of scholastic and personal adversity (addressing issues like persislence, values, and 

stress management). 

There is no fee to join Bounce Back but the workbook is $20. 

Bounce Back is only open to students who are on academic probation." 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:18 PM 

To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: RE: 

That’s fine -t:hanl~s!! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 i:18 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 

This is what I got from the Director of Retention. 1 asked if there was any official documentation, so I will let you know if she can provide anything besides this 

ernaik This may be it... 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1229 PM 
To: Lee, Jairnie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jairne. 

did cornI:@te BB during Spring 2013. 

Best, 

Cynthia Deme~riou o Dired:or for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Offi~:e of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 SLeele Building, CB# 3:304 



The Universil:y of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hill o (919) 843-5,:)15 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Coniidentiaiity notice: ]his e mail message, including any a[[a~’.hment.~,, is for [he .~,o]e use of intended recipient{s) and may contain confiden[ia] and privileged informatian. Any 

unautho!ized review, us.% disclo!~ure or distlibutior! is prohibited. 

J 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 29, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring 2013 semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday 7:05 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

action plan 

Academic Action Plml.docx 

@live.unc.edu> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler ~ @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:08 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jmmie <iaimMee@unc.edtv~ 

Good morning 

Brad and Jaimie 
I just arrived home last night so am steadily re-j oining the real world’. I hope that these quieter weeks on campus are treating you well 

I didn’t know if that would be you guys or Susan. Let me know when you can. 
Thanks so much -- can’t wait to see you and hear all your tales’. 
Cheers 
Amy 

Sent from my iPad 



i From:: 

ii S:eat: 

iTo: 

i Sllbj~,c’t: 

(~l:i-:e.tmc.,edu> 

Wedaesday,               1:14 PN’[ 

Lee: Jaimie ~iamaielee@~J-nc- edu> 

t~E: Schedule Q~estio~s.:Co~fl~c~s 

iThank you so much! A:nd i will fook into :a:mai~ing tbe professor! 

i ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
~::r,~m: Lee~ Jaimia <jaimieiae@u~.u_~u:> 

~ e~t: Mo ~cla¥ 7:24 PM 

::To:: 

~ ub!iect: ~,E: 5ched~_~Ie Qua:stionsiConflicts 

ii ~ifi t:oiI,5,,A:: :u~) ~’,4.’.h ,bray iat~r ~i?i5 vzeek! 

Ne~t: T}~tr:sda,,’. 2:55 PM 
! 

!Te: kee~ ~s4mle 

Hello Ms. bee this is one ofth:e .,Mm-~agers for the team. i:: dot~’t know if ~,o:~J re~4emb~ir m:e talkin~ to you on the phone or i 
i ~:ot, but I ha:ve a ~ew questions about my schedule. My latest class ~s of now e~,ds e~t fz:45 8:~cl I w~s ~onderi~g i~ theft was too into? Ws ~ Music class m-~d ~ i 

was probably going to drop it b~cause t~m enrolled ]in ar~other Music class as welto Afso I’m on the waitfng list for i~,4ath     ~:nd tb.a~ class wif] end ~t 1:50, i 

go again is that too late? Also ~ was wo.r~derir~g if you could possibl~, get me into an esrlier class d~rin:g the day {:or ::Math? If you ,could pi ease get back to me! 

~s soon as t?ossible, thalsks,                                                                                                                                  i 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 9:06 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hi Jaimie 

I haven’t gotten the Dean’s approval to enroll 

has been requested yet? Let me know so I can proceed with enrolling her in the Geog 

jody Cashlon 

sbudent suvlces /~sslsbant 

Cal, oL[na Courses online 

v~iday Centu ~o~ Co~,tinulng Education 

Ph o ne9 i~-9 ;~ 2-53o4 

~ax9~2-2~.2-5~42 
cash%n@u~ c.edu 

] |~| Description: 

| Description: 

| Description: smaller 

NC logo 

in the third online course for fall. l can’t enroll her untiI Dean May approves it. Do you have any idea if that 

course. I have already completed the enrollment for comm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jodycashiou@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:12 AM 

Lee, Jmmie 5iaimielee(~:unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok thanksJaimk 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: Cashion, Jody W 
Subject: Re: 

Jody, 

Thank you for following up! I was told the Dean would not be giving permission for her to take 3 courses. She will have to take the last course in the spring. 

Thank you again for your help! 

On Aug 2, 2013, at 9:06 AM, "Cashion, Jody W" <jody cashion@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie 

I haven’t gotten the Dean’s approval to enroll 

idea if that has been requested yet? Let me know so I can proceed with enrolling her in the Geog 

for comm 

)ody C;ashlon 

student seYv[ces Assistant 

CaYoilna CouYses Online 

vYiday CenteY foY Continuing Education 

Phone91~2~ 62-’;304 

V a ?, .919 2~ ;~ 2-554~ 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

in the third online course for fall. I can’t enroll her until Dean May approves it. Do you have any 

course. I have already completed the enrollment 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:18 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: I~’: petition 

Attach: :.pdf 

i@live.unc.edu 

From: Oldham, Ann B. <aoldham@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, ; 9:39 AM 

To: 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition, 

A nn O£fham 

A ss!, toA ss~)dale D eat~ 

A ca&~nicA dvising 

(9 # 3!10, lO}OSteeleB uilc£*g 
9194~434v~651 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:41 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Appeal fbr Continued Probation 

From: Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:07 PM 

To: 

Subject: Appeal for Continued Probation 

::::~:::: Description: Description: Description: Description: 
...... Descnption: Description: 

linked image001 BDSOCE06-2DEIMCFE-AFDB- 
B271396BF307.png 

(~live.unc.edu OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE 

uea EDUCATION 

Your appeal for continued academic proba[ion has been granted. This re ucat has been granted for one acmes[or on 

iXi Description: Description: Description: Description: 

..... Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: THE 

UNIVERSI-[Y 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HH_L 

% The proba[ionary status is valid only in the 

specific semester for which it is granted. If you withdraw from or do not enroll in the fall 2013 semester, you will have to submit a new appeal. 

Your appeal has been granted contingent on the understanding that you will meet with Candice Powell, Retention Specialist, on a regular basis throughout the 

semester to discuss your academic progress. In addition to these meetings, you may be required to complete academic development exercises and activities. 

If you agree to these terms, email Candice Powell at candicef@unc.edu as soon as possible to confirm your cornmitment and to set up your first appointment. In 

your email, include 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to },our success and we sincerely hope you take full advantage of this opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3006 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

919.843.6443 

[i.~.i cid:image001.png@01CE3F 1 ::~:~:I .~:ii l:~ 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstKeneration.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 3:51 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Otis question 

Hi Jaimie, I am going to copy you on an email to about the 

minor without application or approval. 

He is registered for EXSS    this fall--that is fine, he can stay. It is open to 

that). 

If he wants to apply for the minor, he will need to do that. It is almost full! 

Sherry 

Sherry Salyer, [d.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate StLEdies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 23_:[ Fetzer Haft 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 
Fa~: 919-9{-;2-0489 
Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays----II:CO-I2:15 

Wednesdays--10:00-.11:15 and :[::[5--2:45 

Thursdays-<].:[:00-:[2:15 

minor. It is an application minor and someone declared him for the 

minors only, but if it doesn’t fill, I open it to others. (I am getting ready to do 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:57 PM 

,@live.unc.edu-~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

minor 

Minor Application.docx 

Hi           I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in     While it is initially only open to 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, ~-d.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director o[: Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 211 ~:etzer Hall 

Uniw:’rsitv o[ North C~rolirH~ a~: Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-962-6947 

Fax: 9:19-.962-0489 

Spring Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesd ays--tI :C4% 12::1.5 

W~:_~dnesdays----IO:OO-l:L:~.5 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays- -11:00-12:15 

minor. The minor is by application 

minors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Harper ~ @gmaiLcom> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Player Schedules 

Hi JaJnlie, 
This is Taylor with Strength & Conditioning ruth the football team. We’re trying to set up the lift schedules for the upcoming semester and I was hoping yon could send 

me the players’ schedules for the fall. 

Thanks! 

Taylor 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:15 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

applied for graduation (with an underload). He owes ~;115 that he needs to pay before he can change his fall schedule. 

He will need to swap COMM    for MATH    and add GEOL     and EDUC     He has all of the classes in his shopping cart. 

He said he is going to pay tomorrow and come back to switch his classes on Wednesday. I told him to text to make sure we would be here since we might be gone. 

]enn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Harper < @gmaiLcom> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 6:17 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Player Schedules 

JoJInie, 

’I’hmlks for getting back to me. I underst~xld completely and you’re right, it doesn’t make sense to set up lift schedules when the academic schedules aren’t set in stone. 

If you could, please keep us in the loop regarding academic schedules ,so that we may move forward once everything is settled on your end. Thanks again! 

Taylor 

On Mon, Aug 12, 2013 at 3:48 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Taylor, 

Unfortunately, this is a tough time to provide academic sche~tules. There ~r~-:~ a signific~mt amount of changes which need t:o be matte ~md much work ne~:_~d:; to b~-:~ 

~tot~e on t:heir individual academic pr.:_~files for the fall which will includit~g tutoring, m~:_~e[:ings with counselors, etc. f[: will be extremely difficult to pr.:_~i~le 

something comprehensive before nexL week. We will do our best Lo get irlfornlation to you as things are set up, but iL wilf be create more confusion if ] provide 

schedules which are subject several updates occurring throughout everyday over’ the t:ew weeks. 

From= Taylor Harper [mailto: 

Sent= Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bjeet; Player Schedules 

~qmail.coml 

Hi Jaimie, 

TNs is Taylor with Strength & Conditioning ruth the football team. We’re todng to set up the lift schedules for the upcoming semester and I was hoping you could 

send me the players’ schedules tbr the thll. 

Thanks! 

Taylor 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:48 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: 

The note is his advisor notes say that they do and I called Spencer to confiml. We can have him go to walk in hours with the grad advisors thonghjusl to double- 

check. 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11, , at 10:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@tmc.edu> wrote: 

FYI, not sure if his comm courses can double count for foreign lang._just want to verify because if not, he will need all 3 foreign lang courses.,, 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Monday, 5:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

applied for graduation (with an underload). He owes ~;115 that he needs to pay before he can change his fall schedule. 

He will need to swap COMM    for MATH    and add GEOL     and EDUC    He has all of the classes in his shopping cart. 

He said he is going to pay tomorrow and come back to switch his classes on Wednesday. I told him to text to make sure we would be here since we 

might be gone. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

_9___1__9__:9_6__2::_8__2_4___7_. (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:28 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: question 

Yes, someone in Steele apparently declared him---even though it says on the major!minor declaration form that approval is needed. 

Thanks 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Sa[yer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE:    question 
Sherry, 

Thank you so much for including me in this ema[l! [ will definitely follow up with 

Ja[m[e 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 3:51 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:    question 

Hi Jaimie, I am going to copy you on an email to about the 

minor without application or approval. 

He is registered for EXSS    this fall--that is fine, he can stay. It is open to 

that). 

If he wants to apply for the minor, he will need to do that. It is almost full! 

Sherry 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

[)~-:~partment of (->:ercise and Sport S(:h:_mc~:_~ 

CB#g700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University ot: North Carolina aL Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 919- 962..0~_19 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays--I1:(’,0-.12:15 

Wednesdaya----lO:O0-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays--:[1:00-12:15 

That is interesting he is "declared~’ without having applied. 

minor, it is an application minor and someone declared him for the 

minors only, but if it doesn’t fill, I open it to others. (I am getting ready to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Hi Jaimie, just sent the email below to mv class. I believe there are three fball players who are in the class. One, is okay and is working on his 

practicum now. The others .... (is he fball?) are not, I can’t h~aghle that they would be able to do a practicum in the fall, so they 

would need I:o drop Previously I haw:_~ had football play~:_~rs who did a practicum in the fall--on their day off. If that is possible, t am willing to inw:,stigate that 

possibility. 

Let me know, 

Sherry 

Hi to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study guide and other info is in 

shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their practicum in the fall. IT IS TOO 

LATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS AND I HAVE RECEIVED 
SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the minor). Please let me know asap as there are students who 

would love to get your spot. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D, 

Mas~:er Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

D~:_~partrnent of Exercise and Sport S(:i~:_~nc~:_~ 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University o[: North Carolina at Chapel Hiil 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 9:1.9-962--0~39 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays-- I1:G’,9-. 12:15 

Wednesdavs--lO:O0-I 1:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays--:[l:00-12:15 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

No, my concern is that they do an extensive practicum actually coaching!helping to coach a team AND that athletes in season have a very hard time making it work. 

Some students work with Rainbow soccer, rec league basketball, dub lacrosse, HS or MS sports. I emailed all students in the class last spring and told them of the 

requirement. I1: is a little odd to only do one day a week. but if I can be guaranteed that they couJd use the day off for that, then we car] try to find a location to 

worl~ with them. If they take the class and then find tfu:_~y can’t do the practicum, they would flail the class (it is 6~7~’~r{’ Of [Y~V section Of the cours~:_~). K: woukJ need to 

start asap. 

Make sense? 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Seat= Tuesday, 1:20 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry [ 
Subject-" Re: EXSS 

Hi Sherry, 

I appreciate your email! FYI, would definitely be an ideal candidate to keep this course because it is his last semester an he would like to graduate this 

fall. His day off is Monday, so if it could be arranged for him to keep up with the course, that would be optimal! 

;hould not have a problem, and if possible, should keep the course. Is your concern primarily with travel issues throughout the semester? 

On at 12:52 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, just s~-:mt the email below t:o my class, t believe ther~:_~ are three fball pJayers who are in the class. One,              is okay and is working 

on his practicum now. The others---                          (is he 1:bait?} are not. I can’t irnagine that they would be abfe to do a coaching 

practicum in the fall, so they would need Lo drop. Previously I have had football players who did a practicum in the t:alb---on their day off. If thaL is 

possible, I am willing to investigate that possibility. 

Let me know. 

Sherry 

Hi to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study guide and other 

info is in shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their practicum in the 

fall. IT IS TOO [ATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS 

AND I HAVE RECEIVED SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the minor). Please let me know asap as there are 

students who would love to get your spot. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Saly~:_~r, Ed,D. 

Master Lecturer, Director’ of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2I:[ fetzer Hall 

LMiw:_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

919-962--6~7 

Fax: 919.-962-0~189 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays-- 11:00-12:15 

Wedne~.a~ays.-.-lO:O0- 1:1.::1.5 and 1:15-.2:45 

Th u r sd a Vs- - 1:1:C~_%.:12:1S 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Karen Neff-~ ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 2:32 PM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

SA Profile Pages 

Hi Brad, 

I finished the p~ofile pages, making some adjustments after I met with Jaimie. Everything should be accurate now. ruth the exception of Honor Court Hearings. I thi~k 

that this information would have to be recorded by the advisor as they come along unless there is another record to refer back to. I put the jump drive in your mailbox. 

I have included both the excel version (editable version) and a pdf version (for printing and looks). Please let me know if you have any questions at all. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@~mail.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 7:07 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks, They can’t actually start until we have the "practice plan talk" h~ class, but we can get something set up. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:11 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Okay, thank you for this communication! I will see if it is feasible to get them going right away and committed on working on their day off. Otherwise, it is so 

difficult to make these schedule adjustments. I will see if they can make this work! Thank you so much for letting me knowH 

On , at 1:51 PM, "Salyer, Sherry k" <salyer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No, my concern is that they do an extensive practicum actually coaching!helphlg to coach a team AND that athletes in season have a very hard time 

malting it work, Some students work with Rainb.:_~w soccer, rec league basketball, dub lacrosse, HS or MS sports, f emaih:_~d all sl:udents in l:he cbss last 

spring and t.:_~ld them of the requirement It is a lit:de odd t:o only do one day a weel~, but if t can be guaram:eed that t:hey coukt use the day off fl)r that, 

then we can try to find a location to work with them. If they take the class and then find they can’t do Lhe practicum, they would fail the class (it is 657/8 

of my section of the course). It would need to start asap. 

Make sense? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:20 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Hi Sherry, 

I appreciate your email! FYI, would definitely be an ideal candidate to keep this course because it is his last semester an he would like to 

graduate this fall. His day off is Monday, so if it could be arranged for him to keep up with the course, that would be optimal! 

should not have a problem, and if possible, should keep the course, is your concern primarily with travel issues throughout the semester? 

On at 12:52 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <.s___a_!_y___e__r___@___e___n_!a__[!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, just sent Lhe email below to my dasm I believe there are Lhree fbatl players who are in the class. One,              is okay 

and is working on his practicum now~ The others ..... (is he fbalI?) are not. I can’t imagine Lhat they would be 

able to do a coaching practicum in the fall, so they would need to drop. I-"revious]y I have had football p]ayers who did a practicum in the 

fall--on their day off. If that is possible, 1 am willing to investigate that possibility. 

[.el: me k[low, 

Sherry 

Hi to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study 

guide and other info is in shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their 

practicum in the fall. IT IS TOO LATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE 

ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS AND I HAVE RECEIVED SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the mino@ Please let me know asap as 

there are students who would love to get your spot 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master’ Lecturer, DirecLor of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

C}3#870{}, 211. Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919--952-694,7 

Fax: 919-9G2-0,%S9 
Spring Advising/Office hours: 

T u esd a ys.-.-l_1:(}O- _12:15 

Wednesdays-.-._10:00.-l:[::[5 and 1.:3.5-2:45 

Th ursdays-.-.Ii:00-12:I5 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelden Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michelIebrown@unc.edw~; Maxkos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - AdditionaJ Documentation 

This is perfect Jaimie, thank you !!1 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (93.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6092 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:48 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: " - Additional Documentation 
Importance: High 

Hello Marielle, 

H*-’_~re is ~:he information [ r,-:~ceived regarding 

May. I will need to s~-_~e if can provide a copy. 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: - Additional Documentation 

Jaimie, 

;rationale for his appeah:_~d grad~:_~ approv~H. I do not l’u~w:_~ a copy of the appeal h:_d:ter he wrote b~cl~ in 

Please find attached a copy o[ th~-_~ cow?rsheet t h~-_~ deans use to sight reasons for approval, denial ~md deh-:~rred. Listed below are th~:_~ reasons that were chosen for 

petition, lamalsoattachin8a copv of the letter that was sent to him. 

A2--Unanticipated t:amily crisis 

AIg-Compelling student statement 

At4-Compelling documentation 

Ph?ase h?t me know if you need mor~-_~ inh:~rmation 

Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

Online class 

Hi, Tom: 

needs to take COMM    online through the Friday Center (he has not signed up for it yet). He needs the course to graduate and the regular 

section of it is closed. He is signing up so late because he was originally not planning on graduating in December. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:41 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: reminder 

Thanks for the reminders 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 6:47 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: reminder 

Hello Michelle, 

I just wanted to give you a reminder to talk to Les and Bradley about bringing in the "MAP" students for football next Wednesday night for an "Academic Planning" 

meeting here in the AC. 

Also, the issue of communicating with the guys about schedules needs to be addressed between 

Thankyou! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: team roster 

Just sent 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:46 PM 
To: Overstreet, f]a, Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Co: Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 

[ didn’t see an attachment. 

I will ema[I you tomorrow about a meeting time. 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday              7:45 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie, Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 
Thanks. 

What time will we be meeting again to go over summer performance in order for me to make the most efficient schedule changes? 

Updates: 
1)Attached is the list Jaimie sent with the names of my students (33) highlighted. The highlight indicates that I have updated my worksheets and looked at their 
schedule as of today. We can definitely compare to make sure numbers are accurate and up to date if we find the time. 

2)Tomorrow I will do the same for the 5 unhighligted guys listed under my name. 

3)3aimie can you also include worksheet, even though he is very independent. 

4)Out of 33, 11 Fall 2013 schedules are complete/approved and have been printed for Sunday. I will double check to make sure the student has not made any changes before 
Sunday’s meeting in order to ensure accurate schedules are being handed out. 

See everyone tomorrow. 

Tia 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:35 PM 
To: Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Co: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 

I will look at .,I copied tile TE’s and didn’t realize he was changed. I have Wally’s worksheets and will give you copies for 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:58 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie, Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 

Thanks for the info. 

Due to schedule conflicts between Jaimie, Jenn, and I, for the next week would it be more logical for me to work with the students I have the worksheets and background info 
on versus having to get a synopsis of former students of Wally or Jaimie? get worksheets of these students as well? (this only saves a fraction of the time being put into all the 
other students so either way is fine with me). 

z already have complete plans for the students listed below. They are not listed under my name and based off the meeting earlier, there will be 2 plans in place that could be 
similar or different. Please let me know the day and time we can meet in order to share plan notes. 

For the students that are listed under my name, Z would need worksheets and/or a synopsis of their strengths and weaknesses in order to move forward with schedule 
evaluation. This is if we chose to keep these students under my name from now until the 1st day of school. It’s definitely not an issue to keep the students, the issue seems to 
lie in finding time for Jenn and/or 3aimie to be able to meet and go over these few students. 

0Nally) 

[Jaimie) 
(no synopsis needed BUT worksheet is needed-->Wally) 

L~ me know. 

Tia 



From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PM 
To: Townsend, 3enn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Overstreet, Tia; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: team roster 

Hello all, 

I have attached the team roster fol The first tab is a breakdown by counselor for fall scheduling assistance. Please provide feedback. I have moved some 

guys around based upon work done with those individuals over the summer. I have also tried to disperse the new freshmen. The other tabs show the roster by 

position and alpha order. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:02 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Kids to see 

Okay, some of these are just very minor issues or just to suggest they add one more class as a buffer. Highlighted kids are the priority. 

Arrrggghhhh 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

_9___1__9__:9 §__2_::£2__4__Z (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:05 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

ap 

Universi~ Of North Carolina of Chapel Hill appeal letter.doc 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks. There is a wait list of about 15 kids to get in the class, so please ask to decide quickly so if he can’t do it, the space may be filled. 

Froro: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:13 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= RE: EXSS 

Okay, that sounds great! I have spoken to    , and even though this is the last class he needs to complete the minor, he may have to give it up it: he can’t make it 

work with his footbat[ schedule. I hope this doesn’t have to be the case. Thank you again for your comnmrficatiorL 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Thanks. They can’t actualk¢ start until we have the "practice plan tall(" in class, but we can get something set Lip. 

Froro: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 6::!.1 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Okay, thank you for this communication! I will see if it is feasible to get them going right away and committed on working on their day off. Otherwise, it is so 

difficult to make these schedule adjustments. I will see if they can make this work! Thank you so much for letting me know!! 

On at 1:51 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <_s__a__!_yer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No, my concern is that they do an extensive practicum actually coaching/helping to coach a team AND that athletes in season have a very hard time 

making it work. Some students work with Rainbow soccer, rec league basketball, dub lacrosse, HS or MS sports. [ emailed all students in the class last 

spring and told them of the requirement, it is a little odd to only do one day a week, but if I can be guaranteed that they could use the day off for that, 

tfu:_~n we can try to find a k)cation to work with them. ff tfu:_~y take the class and then find th~-_~V can’t d.:_~ the practicum, they would fail th~-_~ class fit is {-?5% 

of my section of the cours@ It: would need to st:art asap. 

Make sense? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, :!.: 20 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Hi Sherry, 

I appreciate your email] FYI, would definitely be an ideal candidate to keep this course because it is his last semester an he would like to 

graduate this fall. His day off is Monday, so if it could be arranged for him to keep up with the course, that would be optimal! 

should not have a problem, and if possible, should keep the course. Is your concern primarily with travel issues throughout the semester? 

On at 12:52 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, just sent the email below to my class. I believe there are three fball players who are in the class. One,              is okay 

and is working on his practk:um now. The others-                          (is he fbali?) are not I can’t imagin~:_~ that: t:hey w.:_~u[d b-:~ 

able to do a coaching practicum in the fall, so they would need to drop. Previously I have had football players who did a practicum in the 

fall----on their day off. if: that is possible, I am willing to investigate that possibility. 

Let me know. 

Sherry 

Hi to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study 

guide and other info is in shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their 

practicum in the fall. IT IS TOO LATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE 

ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS AND I HAVE RECEIVED SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the minor). Please let me know asap as 

there are students who would love to get your spot. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, EdD, 

Master ked:urer, Director of LJnch:_~rgraduat~:_~ St:udies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962.-6947 
Fax: 919-962-.0489 
Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tu es da ys- - ~.7].:00-12 :~.5 

Wednesdays--lO:00-:[l:15 and I ::[5-2:4.5 

Thursdays-- ll:(X)..12:IS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelden Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:04 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~; MaJckos, I,ance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ - AdditionaJ Documentation 

Hi ]aimie--- 

The NCAA has added one additional question. 

Specifically: 

P{ease exp{aie why    dM not enroll in degree applicable hours durit)g 

Any inh:~rmatkm you can provide w.:_~uhJ be helpful. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Al:Metic Director 

bniversil:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5LX)2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

Frora: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:54 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE:            - Additional Documentation 
This is perfl:_~ct Jairnie, thank you !!! 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Adfletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fa’,<: (919) 9{52--6002 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, :’:48 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: - Additional Documentation 
Importance: High 

Hello Marielle, 

Here is the information I received regarding 

May. I will need to see if can provide a copy. 

Frora: Oldham, Ann B. 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: - Additional Documentation 
Jaimie, 

rationale for his appealed grade approval I do not have a copy of the appeal letter he wrote back in 

A2 - Unanticipated family crisis 

A13-Compelling sLudent statem~-_mt 

AI4-.Con-~pelfing documer~tation 

Please let me know if you need rnore information. 

Ann 

Please find attached a copy of the coversheet the deans use to sight reasons for approval, denial and deferred. Listed below are the reasons that were chosen for 

petition, l am also attaching a cop,,, of the letter that was sent to him. 



F]l~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 7:44 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: PLEASE REPOND ASAP’. 

#2 please’.! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:36:01 PM 

To’, 

Subject: PLEASE REPOND ASAP] 
H ego ladies!!! 

Please look al your fall schedule and lel me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! You can simply 

respond to this email wilh the number of your selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can. 

1. I am comforlable with my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with most of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for ....... (lell me the class) 

3. I am not comforlable with my schedule; please do N OT pre-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the 19th (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you have any 

queslions, however, feel free Io call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward lo seeing you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 7:46 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

hi J~Jmie! 

2) all except my         I’m not sure ifI actually need this class or not and was going to see if you could check that for me. also, I got an email from my chem 

saying I had to bring in a $10 check or cash for the first day of lab for a notebook. 

thanks! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 7:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaigl_!e__!_e__9_(a2_t_kn___c_:_e___d__t_!> wrote: 

H ego ladies!!! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pro-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! 

You can simply respond 1o this email wilh the number of your selection; nolhing more is needed but please do so as soon asyou can. 

<!--fir !supportUsts]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l am eomforlable wilh mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for (loll me lhe class) 
<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam not comfortablewilh my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

The beekswill be available ast hey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you 

have any questions, however, feel free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 8:36 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

okay awesome, thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iamfielee(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

You can get r~:,imburs~-:~d for the 10 bucks if you bring a receipt: or proof in an ernail or syllabus that it: is mandatory! 

From: ~z_a_b__o _o_=_c__o_A~_] 
sent: Thursday 7:46 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

hi Jaimie! 

2) all except my    class, I’m not sure if I actually need this class or not and was going to see if you could check that for me. also, I got an email from 

my chem saying I had to bring in a ~10 check or cash for the first day of lab for a notebook. 

thanks! 

megan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_!__n_!!__e_Le___e____@____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

H ello ladies!!! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you wahl me to go ahead and pro-order your books so lhey will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up 

on M onday! You can simply respond to INs email with the number of your selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon asyou can, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <]--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l am comfortable wilh most of my schedule; please pre-package all books excepl for ....... (tell me lhe 

class) 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam not comfortable with my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the (assuming I receive your selection by 

then). If you have any questions, however, feel free to ca]] me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

B 



Fzom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr; 

Thursday, 9:34 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: PLEASE REPOND ASAP’. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

t-t ella ladies!!! 

Please look al your [a]] schedule and lel me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so t[~ey will be pro-packaged and ready 1or pick up on Monday! You can simply 

respond to ~his entail wilh ~he number of your selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon asyou can, 

1. I am comforlable with my schedule; please have rny books pro-packaged 

2, I am corrffortable with most el my schedule; please pie-package all books except for .................. (1ell me the class) 
3. I am,, uol aomfollable wilh my schedulel please do N OT pre-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were la,..-t year on the first floor of the bookstore by the 19th (a’,ssuming I receive your selection by then). II you have any 

questions, however, feel flee to carl me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward 1o seeing you soon, 

8 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edtc, 

Thursday, 9:37 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iamlielee(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

H ello ladies!!! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! 

You can simply respond to this emag wilh the number of your selection; nolhing more is needed but please do so as soon asyou can. 

<!n[if !supportUsts]-->l. <!--[endif]-->l am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->l am comforlable with mosl of my schedule; please pro-package alJ books except for ....... (tell me the class) 

<!n[if!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->lam not comfortable with my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the 19th (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you 

have any questions, however, feel free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and l look forward to seeing you soon, 

B 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan,~@Amc.edu> 

Friday, 9:47 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Jam[e, 

Not sure if I have a good solution for this. We cannot pay for shipping of the books, so 

here on campus, jusL not sure how ~o g~?t them to her, 

Wfu:_~re in tfu:_~ world is she? 

Tom 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, 7::18 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Hi Tom, 

is on the list for receiving books for her online courses this fall. She is not in the area, however, and I am not sure about we should get 

them to her (pick up and shipping them off). Please advise! 

Thank you!! 

Jaimie 

has to figure out a way to get the books. I am ok with us getting them 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:08 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Please know that we absolutely cannot pay for shipping the books over seas. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, 1:05 PM 

To: Timrnermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: 

Thanks, l’om, 

She is playing overseas pro[:essionafty. I will see if the coaches have any ideas because I can imagine this has happened be[:ore._ 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 9:47 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Ja mi~:-h 

Not sure if I have a good solution for this~ We cannot pay for shipping ot: the books, so 

here on carnpus, just not sure bow to get thern to her’. 

Where in the world is she? 

Tom 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, 7:18 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Hi Tom, 

has to figure out a way to get the books. I am ok with us getting thern 

is on the list for receiving books for her online courses this fall. She is not in the area, however, and I am not sure about we should get 

them to her (pick up and shipping them off). Please advise! 

Thank you!] 

Jaimie 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 1:25 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

UNC Swim/Dive 

Women Simple Roster 1314.doc; Men Simple Roster 1314.doc 

Hi, Jaimie: 

I am returning to town today and look forward to speaking!seeing you. Is there anything you need? 

Attached are team rosters. We have some meetings planned in the near term. 

I don’t want to add to your meetings list, but if you wish to attend our Welcome Meeting for our incoming/new freshmen/transfers, it is tomorrow, Saturday, at 

4pm in the Bowles Hall in the Dean Smith Center. 

Don’t feel as if you need to attend, but you are welcome to come and go after I introduce you. If you wish to say a few words, that is fine. 

No obligation, for you if you wish! 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swilrmling Coach 
University of North Carolina Swilrm~ing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w__!~_" .w_: ~,!n_.c_: .e_d_.u_. 



North Carolina Women’s Swimming & Diving Team Members 

Swimmers 

Divers 

*TEAM C_/~TAINS 



North Carolina Men’s Swimming & Diving Team Members 

Swimmers 

Divers 

Managers 

*TEAM CAPTAINS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:56 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC SwinvDive 

Thanks. See you soon, 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
L:t~Jversit~,, o:[ :Nol if? Carolina S’,x,,[mtnit~g & Di\,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~:~_~_~:~g@__e__e_L_%~_~ m 
~_E~ ~_x~n_g~ �_d_~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 4:29 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: UNC Swim!Dive 

Hello Coach! 

Thank you so much for your ernail. I wish I could attend the welcome tomorrow, but I will be out o[: [own. I sincerely appreciate the invite. I, too, took forward to 

making your acquaintance! I will be with .Jennifer at the meeting on Tuesday at :k3Opm. 

Thank you for the attachments! This is very helpful! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:25 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: UNC Swim/Dive 

Hi, Jaimie: 

I am returning to town today and look forward to speaking!seeing you. Is there anything you need? 

Attached are team rosters. We have some meetings planned in the near term. 

I don’t want to add to your meetings list, but if you wish to attend our Welcome Meeting for our incoming/new freshmen/transfers, it is tomorrow, Saturday, at 

4pro in the Bowles Hall in the Dean Smith Center. 

Don’t feel as if you need to attend, but you are welcome to come and go after I introduce you. If you wish to say a few words, that is fine. 

No obligation, for you if you wish! 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilr~fing Coach 
Universi~ of North Carolina Swilrm~ing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-212~; 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn~ff!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w__ ~.~_" .w_: ~!n.c_: .e_d_.u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 5:21 PM 

Li~zinger, Michael B <mli~ing@emml.unc.edu>; Ga(th, Christy Lynn <cga~h@unc.edu>; SaJ~chez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu>; 

~yahoo.com 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

JaJmie Lee - Academic Counselor contact info 

ALL: 

Our new Academic Counselor at Loudermilk is Jaimie Lee: 

Email is: 

iaimielee@unc.ecu 

Cell: 

Off:ice: 919.8~13.6566 

Jaimie: Aaron Workman will get an @unc.edu email account soon .... 

Aaron: Please provide that to her when you get it. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSeim, Head Swimming Coach 
Universit7 of North Carolina Swilrmfing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-213q 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.corn 
www.unc.edu 



Fix)Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:18 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: PLEASE REPOND ASAP’. 

#1 
But then again i am going to have to drop a class but idk which one to drop. 

From: Lee, Jaimie [iaimielee,~)unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:36 PM 
To: 
Subject: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

Hello ladies!!! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! You can simply 
respond to this email with the number of your selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can. 

1. I am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with most of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for 

3. I am not corr~brtable with my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 

The books will be available as they were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the 
call me 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 
B 

(tell methe class) 

(assuming I receive your selection by then). If you have any questions, however, feel :free to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Harper < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 7:28 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Player Schedules 

Hey Jaimie, 

I was wondering if the schedules have been finalized yet? 

Taylor 

On Man, Aug 12, 2013 at 7:04 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

My pleasure’. I j ut wanted to make sure we were all on the same page’. 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 6:16 PM, "Taylor Harper" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Jaimie, 
Thmaks for getting back to me. I understand completely mad you’re right, it doesn’t make sense to set up lift schedules when the academic schedules 

aren’t set in stone. If you could, please keep us in the loop regarding academic schedules so that we may move forwaxd once everything is settled on 
your end. Thanks again! 

Taylor 

On Man, Aug 12, 2013 at 3:48 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@~mc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Taylor, 

bnfortunately, this ix a tough time to provide:" academic sche~tules. There ~r~-_~ a signific~mt amount of chat~g,-_~s which ]?ee(t [o be made a]?d r[~u(:h 

wo~’k ne~-:~ds to be don~:_~ on th~:_~ir it~di~idu~fl acadernic profiies for the fall which will inciudmg t:utoring, m~-:~:,t:ings with counselors, etc. ft wili be 

extremely difficult to provide something comprehensive before next week. We will do our best to get information to you as things are set up, 

but it will be create more confusion if I provide sct~edules which are subject sever’af updates occurring throughout everyday over the few weeks. 

From: Taylor Harper [mailto 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Player Schedules 

@qmail.com] 

Hi Jaimie, 

TNs is Taylor ruth Strength & Conditioning ruth the football temn. We’re t~ing to set up the lift sehedules for the upcoming semester and I was 

hoping you could send me flae players’ schedules for flae thll. 

Thanks! 

Taylor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, 9:50 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: PLEASE REPOND ASAP’. 

~live.unc.edu> 

2, 

Psych    and Musc 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

H clio ladies!!! 

Please look al your fall schedule and leJ me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pro-packaged and ready 1or pick up on M onday! You can simply 

respoud to fhis email wi~h fhe number of youB selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can. 

1. I am comforlable with my schedule; please have rny books pro-packaged 

2, I am comfortable with nrosl of rny schedule; please pre-package all books except for ....... (loll me the class) 

3. l am nol comfollable wilh my schedulel please do N OT pre-package my books 

The beekswill be available asthey were lasl year on the first fleer of the beekslere by the 19th (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you have any 

questions, however, feel flee to call me. 

Again, I hope all isweH for you and I look forward Io seeiug you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sunday,               2:22 PM 

@gmaiLcom> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Graduation 

Thanks,      Our new academic advisor is Jaime Lee and I am copying here on this. I don’t know if you wilt need/want her’ guidance, bu[ I want her’ to know about 

you and your situation. Thanks and it is great to hear from you! 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
l~2td.~,~sib, o:[ :N’.~ th Carolina gw[mtnit~g & i]b,,it~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.p.oheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:13 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: Graduation 

Rich, 

I have started the process of being readmitted and had the aim of being back this fall but it logistically and financially wasn’t quite possible to get it all done in 

time. 

However I payed off the existing balance I owed the school and have taken courses to keep my continuing education requirement. I will be back in January and 

graduated by June. It is the most important objective to me now. 

and now have all my efforts towards graduation. 

after UNC as I really have been enjoying serving the public. 

I hope all is well and Thank you for checking on me. I will update you as I have already spoken to many University officials about being readmitted, and all have 

been in support of me being back. 

Resoectfully, 

On at 10:18 AM, "DeSelm, Rich L" <_rj_c__h_._d_ .e_s_._e_[._m__~_u_._n_ .c_: .e_d__u_> wrote: 

Sean: 

Can you update me on your graduation progress? Thanks and I hope you are well. 

Sincerely, 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swirrmfing Coach 

Universi~" of North Carolina Swirmning & Diving 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C’): 

Email: dese]rapa! ernail.unc, edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.gohee]s.com 

www.unc.edu 



i From:: 

1I"o: 

i Sllbject: 

~’::hat d~ I do wit}~ this ?? 

;@tire ~ac e&~> 

Lee. Jaimie fii amaielee@mnc edu-:- 

Hot,:or Socie~, Acceptance Deadline 

i .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Ac~’a~e vo~:~r }Z{~÷r Sa~e~" Member~Mp 

T~reece .."i}er,: Act~’,,a~e yc;u.~ Her:orS,~,z/e.,’y c.r~ .-’~mmbe~Ex~ ,a~T,v 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Harper < @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 8:33 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Player Schedules 

Hi Jaimie, 

Could you send whatever schedules that you have right now? We’ll make necessary adjustments down the road but we need a tentative lift schedule for tomonow 
morning. 

Thanks! 

On Sat, Aug 17, 2013 at 7:28 AM, Taylor tiarper < 

ttey Jaimie, 

I was wondering if the schedules have been finalized yet? 

’@gmail.com> wrote: 

On Mon, Aug 12, 2013 at 7:04 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee(~unc.edu> wrote: 

My pleasure! I jut wanted to make sure we were all on the same page! 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 6:16 PM, "Taylor Harper" < ~,%gmail.com> wrote: 

Jaimie, 

ThaJ~ks for getting back to me. I m~derstand completely aJ~d you’re right, it doesn’t make sense to set up lift ~hedules when the academic schedules 

aren’t set in stone. If you could, please keep us in the loop regarding academic ~hedules so that we may move forward once everything is settled on 

your end. Thmlks again! 

Taylor 

On Mon, Aug 12, 2013 at 3:48 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee(~unc.edu> wrote: 

H ~:_!1Io Ta yb:_~ r, 

Unt:ortunately, this is a tough time to provide academic schedules. There are a significant amount of changes which need to be made and much 

work needs to be done on their individual academic profiles for the t:alf which *,,viii including [utoring, meetings with counselors, etc. It will be 

extremely difficult to provide something comprehensive before next week. We win do our best to get information to you as things are set up, 

but it win be create more confusion if I provide schedules which are subject several updates occurring throughout everyday over the few 

weeks. 

From: Taylor Harper [mailto 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Player Schedules 

~qmail.com] 

tti Jaimie, 

This is Taylor with Strength & Conditioning with the football team. We’re trying to set up the lift schedules for the upcoming semester and I was 
hoping you could send me the playem’ schedules tbr the fall. 

Thanks! 

Taylor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:23 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: PLEASE REPOND ASAP’. 

Comfortable ruth sch. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:36:01 PM 

To: 

Subject: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

H ello ladies!!! 

Please look al your fall schedule and lel me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! You can simply 

respond to this email wilh the number of your selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can. 

1. I am comforlable with my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for ....... (fell me the class) 
3. I am not comferlable with my schedule; please do N OT pre-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the 19th (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you have any 

questions, however, feel free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward 1o seeing you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

7:16:41 PM 

@email.com 

Undeliverable: roster 

FW: roster 

Your message 

To: @email.com; Karen Neff 

Subject: FW: roster 

Sent: 7:16:37 PM 

@gmail.com) 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@email.com 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [74.208.5.27]. 
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From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 

To: L@emaJl.com; Kasen Neffq 

Subject: I~T: roster 

!@gmail.com) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

minor and EXSS 

I sent this ernail on I have yet to hear frorn you. Does that mean you want to be dropped t:rom 

considered for the minor? I will drop you from    if I do not hear from you, Others would like your spot. 

Hi I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in    . While it is initially only open to 

[ have attached the application for the minor. 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Departrnent of D:ercise and Sport Science 

CB#871_]O, 2:[1 ~:et~_er Hall 

University o[: North Carolina at. Chapel Hifl 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 9:1.%962-0489 

Spring Advi~.;ingiOffice hours: 

Tt~esdavs-- 12[:{]~?-.I2:15 

Wednesdays----IO:O0-II:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays--:[:l.:O0-:12:15 

Does thaL mean that you do not want to be 

minor. The minor is by application 

minors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 7:54 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: m~d EXSS 

I will email him again and copy you, 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 7:53 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: and EXSS 

Yes! I will follow up with too! 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 7:52 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: and EXSS 
Thanks! 

Is one of yours too? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 7:51 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE:, and EXSS 
Dr, Salyer, 

f will make sure emailsyou He w~uk~ like to keep this course. ~ have asked him about thi~he will also be applying for the mm~r ~.~ will make sure he 

takes care ot: both.,, 

Thank you t:or your’ patience! 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject:          and EXSS 

I sent this email on I have yet to hear flom you. Does Lhat mean you want to be dropped from 

c.:_~nsidere{l for the minor? I will dr.:_~p you from     if [ do not hear from you, Others woukt lille your spot. 

Hi          , I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in     While it is initially only open to 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-,962- 6947 

Fax: 9:19-962-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays--I l:t,~- 12::[5 

Wednesdays--lO:O0-I :l::15 and :].::].5-2:45 

Th u r s da ys-.-.1:1.:00.-:1.2:15 

> Does Lhat mean that you do noL want to be 

minor. The q is by application 

(of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 7:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

EXSS 

I sent this email on I have yet to hear from you~ Does that mean you want to be dropped t:rom 

considered for the minor? I will drop you from    if I do not hear from you, Others would like your spot. 

Hi          noticed that you are registered for EXSS     or the fall and that you are listed as a 

and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in     While it is initially only open to 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, [d.D. 

Master I_ecturer, Director o[ Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:1.9-962-G947 
Fa~: 919-9{-]2-0489 
Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tu es d a ys----II:OiO- I2:15 

Wednesdays--IO:O0-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays-<].:[:00-:[2:15 

Does that mean that you do not want to be 

minor. The minor is by application ONLY 

minors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: books 

Hi Jaimie, 

My name is and I’m a freshman on the team. I was looking through an email from my chemistry 3rofessor that says I need a 

Mastering Chemistry Access Code. My books are on scholarship and I picked them up today. However, I did not receive the Access Code Kit that is 

required for the access code. What do you recommend that I do so I can register online with the access code as soon as possible? 

Thankyou! 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:56 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: bx~oks., again’. 

Hi, 

I just saw this, which explains why the access code was not included in the bookstore bundle. However, I’m still not sure what I should do in order to get 
the access code. Should I go to the bookstore and buy it myself and just get it refunded? 

Dear Students, 
Thanks to a few emails from the class, I’ve learned that I received some incorrect information, and I need to correct something I wrote to you. It appears that the $288 bundle 
at the bookstore includes a copy of the text and solutions manual but NOT a Masterin(lChemistry access code. 
My colleague, Prof. Bliem has pointed out helpfully that the web portal (linked under" Startup" on sakai) will allow you to purchase MC access for less $ than at the 
bookstore. 
I’m looking forward to meeting you all next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr.K. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:56 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

From the graduation notes: 

To graduate in December with a BA hi PI.CY, you must pass PI.CY & S hours elective (PORT PSYC . etc). Undedoad approved for 1I hours. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 10:57 PM 
To: Welbom, Spencer 
Subject: RE: 
Spencer, 

What exactly do you have for ~ courses remaining? 1 see he needs PI.CY    and and another 3 credit course hi his concentration with C or hetter_J 

don’t see where he needs anything else. He is enrolled h~ everything and didn’t need to change any classes, according to what I have.,, 

I tMnk he met with Chloe, btw, so I need ~:o w-:~rify whether or not he can drop I cours~-:~.,. 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Monday,              10:15 AM 
Te: Brown, Michelle; Overstreet, Tia; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: 
Updated: 

Ok, found . He n~-’_~eds :[1 hours to r~-’_~ach 120 H~-’_~ can"t do Lhat w/his curr~-_mL sch~-:~duh?, but maybe he’s still switching things around, ;o t’11 approw? the 

underload, 

Elizabeth S, Cox 

Senior Acadernic Advisor’ 

Graduation Division and InterdiscipUnary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-.I7C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919--~.3- 5C,*~ 

(r) 9tS-962-6Ba~ 

escox@email.unc,edu 

a dvisiF~g uF~c,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:25 AM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@email.unc.e&P 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Online Class Request 

Thanks Les. Please note that I have been in contact with Dean Woodards office this morning (manages the substitution list) and they do not see ENGL on any former 
approved substitution list. Unfortunantly it appears that the student will in fact need to take an additional FL sub. 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:15 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: Online Class Request 

Hi Spencer- 

Wanted to forward this to you to make you aware of what this kid is trying to do. 

~.es 

From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:06 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Overstreet, Tia; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: Online Class Request 

Hi Tom- 

W’e have a student, who needs an online course. He is currently scheduled to graduate in December with an underload this semester, 

but ~:wo of the courses he is required to take are offe~ed at the same tirne (COM    and his [.FIT cou~’se). He is asking fo~ permission to raise COM    online, f am 

new t.:_~ the scheduling and UNC system, but his situation seems [:o make sense t.:_~ rne in regards to him taking the COM :::ourse online Please h?t me know if I 

am requesting this permission in the correct way or if there is any other information you require from me. Many thanks. 

Les Myers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~ 11:15 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Classes 

Hi, 

The STOR class you are in now will count toward your non-math science electives so you can stay in it Your STOR transtbr course will also count in this area. Any course that does not 
have a specific course number assigned to it will not Ii~lfill that requirement 

As far as the transfer courses, you should be receiving emails from Admissions titled Transfer Course evaluation. As soon as you receive any, please forward them to Jaimie alrd I Also, 
you should check back in with the Physics department to see if they evaluated your Physics course yet. 

Let me know if you have aW questions, 

Jenn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, ¯ 9:03 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Classes 

Hey Jenn, 

Just wondering if you had heard anything about the STOR classes or any of my transfer credit revaiuations? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday~ 4:58 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Schedules 

Hi Jaimie, 

I know the class schedules are not set yet, but when they are can you send me a copy? 

Thank you! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chaoel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 
Genfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are net the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:41 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Possible appointment 

Hi Jaimie, 

I’m a sophomore on the             team. I am currently signed up for 18 credit hours and have no idea what classes to hang onto! I know I want to reduce to 15 

hours, but I want to discuss which one to drop ruth you. Because I am purchasing my own books, I don’t want to buy the books for all of my classes, considering I 

will be dropping one. Is there an?~vay we cml meet this afternoon or tonight so we can discuss further? 

I am also very itt} on my declared major, so I would like to discuss that as well. Hope to sce you soon’. 

Thank~ 



From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 9:28 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: A’dalete letters 

Would there be a time that I could pick up those letters for my teachers? 

Thanks, 



From: Clay, Kendra <ld’clay@store.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: l~oks 

Hi Jaimie, 

Both of those classes are online classes and the hooks for those are at our Frida,{ Center location. I called and only one of the classes has a course pack assigned for 

it. 

f am going to go out to the Friday O-:~nt:er around 22 to pick it: up -w,-_~ should have it: back her,-’_~ around 1 is Nate still going to picl~ it up this afl:ernoon or do you need 

it sooner? 

Kendra 

From., Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AN 
To: Clay, Kendra 
Cc: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject’, books 

Hello, 

I requested a pre-order last week for             a scholarship 

let me know when her textbooks will be available? Thank you! 

student athlete. She is enrolled on Comm and Comm ,Please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 11:50 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Welbxma, Spencer <swelbxma@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Online Class Requesl 

He enrolled hi COMM today~ Just FYI, 

kes 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: Welborn, Spencer; Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: Online Class Request 

All, 

is enrolled in a language substitution course. We are trying to help him find the best option h~ regards to the other courses he needs to graduate~ I 

recommend explore the list of options for his language substitution. There are several other options he can use besides the comm unless Dean 

Woodards office ix willing to make an e’.<ception, 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Myers, Leslie 

Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Online Class Request 
Thanks Les. Please note that T have been in contact with Dean Woodards office this morning (manages the substitution list) and they do not see ENGL on any former 
approved substitution list. Unfortunantly it appears that the student will in fact need to take an additional FL sub. 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:15 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: Online Class Request 

Hi Spencer.- 

Wanted to forward this to you to make you aware of what this kid is trying to do. 

Lea 

From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:06 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Overstreet, Tia; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: Online Class Request 

Hi Tom- 

We have a student, who needs an online course. He is currently schedufed to graduate in December with an underload this sernes[er, 

but two of the courses he is required to take are offered at the same time (COM    and his I.FIT course}. He is asking for permission to take COM     ~nline. I am 

new to the scheduling and UNC system, but his situation seems to make sense to me in regards to him taking the COM course online. Please let me know if I 

am requesting this p~-:m~’fission in ~:~r~e correct: way or H th~:_~re is any other informatkm you require from me, Many thanl~s. 

Lea Myers 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:30 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Letters 

Are you in your office now? 



From: Clay, Kendra <kfclay@store.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: l:x)oks 

Any time----gave me an excuse to get out for a few minutes on this pretty day1! 

I will make sure Nate gets them when he comes by this afternoom 

Kendra 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 11:38 AN 
To: Clay, Kendra 
Co: Yarbrough, Hate 
Subject: RE: s books 

Kendra, 

Thanks a millio!! Sorry, I didn’t realize they would have to be picked up there. 1 will ask Nate to pick it up on his visit this afternoon. I really appreciate your help! 

From: Clay, Kendra 
Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: books 
Hi ]aimie, 
Both of those classes are online classes and the books for those are at our Friday Center focatiorL I called and only one of the classes has a course pack assigned for 

it. 

I am going to go out to the Friday Center around :1.2 to pick it up--we should have it back here around 1. Is Nate still going to pick it up this afternoon or do you need 
it _qoo[ler ? 

Kendra 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AN 
To: Clay, Kendra 
Co: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: books 

Hello, 

I requested a pre-order last week for ’            a scholarship 

let me know when her textbooks will be available? Thank you! 

student athlete. She is enrolled on Comm and Comm Please 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:29 PM 

To: Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor tbr 

Hello Ms Lee, 

My name is                and I am a member of tJae                          ; team. I hate to send you an email when I am stare you’re getting your inbox flooded with emails, but i was 
just wondering if there is an)’ way i can request a tutor for Computer Science. I am a computer science major, and i have struggled greatly in in)’ past 2 computer science courses, i want to 
make sure that i get my grades up, If one camaot be provided i would be more than happy to pay for one myself, i just need to know if the athletic department can get me one 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:21 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Swim/Dive 

,laimie: 

Compliance is likely best able to confirm who has books GIA, 

What do you mean by cIassificatior~? BV y~-:~ar in school? 
Rich DeSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
1.;t!J’,’e’isil:~,- o:[ Nc,.~ th (;arolina S’,vimtmr!g .~: r)ivtt!g 
PO Bo× 2126, (Nape] thH, NC 27514-21 &5 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai[: deselm@emaihunc.edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:06 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: UNC Swim!Dive 

Hello Coach! 

Ix there, by any chance, a roster which identifies who is on scholarship? I have met with several students to talk about te×tbooks, and [ wanted to make sure I am 

aware of who is cow:_~red. If not, I arn happy to ch~-_~ck with compliance if I haw:_~ any issues. 

Also, do you haw? a roster that separat~-_~s the team by classification? Are there any who haw? done a redshirt season? 

Thank you! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, August :[6, 20:[3 :[:25 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: UNC Swim/Dive 

Hi, Jaimie: 

I am returning to town today and look forward to speaking/seeing you. Is there anything you need? 

Attached are team rosters. We have some meetings planned in the near term. 

I don’t want to add to your meetings list, but if you wish to attend our Welcome Meeting for our incoming!new freshmen!transfers, it is tomorrow, Saturday, at 

4pro in the Bowles Hall in the Dean Smith Center. 

Don’t feel as if you need to attend, but you are welcome to come and go after I introduce you. If you wish to say a few words, that is fine. 

No obligation, for you if you wish! 
Rich DeSeh:n, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@er.~ ai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 5:38 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Missing Syllabi 

Hi Jaimie, 
You are still missing course syllabi from the following girls: 

(CHEIV ) 

(SOCll 
(ENGL     , MUSC: 

I have the course syllabi for all of the other girls and courses, assuming they did drop what you said they were going to drop and they didn’t add anything else. I still need to 
enter in a few more courses on the calendar of due dates, since I just got syllabi from I will finish that up tomorrow and hopefully have that and your 
graphic calendars updated. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, ~ ,5:40 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Missing Syllabi 

I forgot DRAM Sorry! 

Frvm: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Missing Syllabi 

5:38 PM 

Hi Jaimie, 
You are still missing course syllabi from the following girls: 

(CHEI~ 
[SOCl 
(ENGL: MUSC~ 

I have the course syllabi for all of the other girls and courses, assuming they did drop what you said they were going to drop and they didn’t add anything else. I still need to 
enter in a few more courses on the calendar of due dates, since I just got syllabi from and I will finish that up tomorrow and hopefully have that and your 
graphic calendars updated. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 
Karen 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:20 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; I,ee, JaJmie <jaJmielee@unc.edtr% Orr, Kym N <orr@emaJl.unc.edu> 

HIST 

Hello, 

There are a number of student-athletes who are in fall sports who are in HIST The professor sent a general reminder on Sakai to all student- 

athletes to let him know if they would be missing any quizzes or tests due to travel. The students are to notify the professor immediately of what particular tests 

or quizzes they will be missing and when they plan on making them up. There are students from field hockey, swimming and diving, rowing, fencing, golf, 

women’s lacrosse, women’s soccer and women’s track and field in the class. Let me know if you want to know which of your students is in the class. Or you can just 

look up the course roster on Connect Carolina. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

_9__$_9__:9§2::S2_4__Z (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbedael@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:38 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Returning WBB 

Jaimie, do you have any returners who could benefit from meeting with an ALS? If so, I can see if I can fit them in. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prograln for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill. NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:36 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Updates/Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I am trying to 

set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 
(919) 962-2067 (office) 

.nJ. _a_Le_ .x_a_M_@_.e__ .m__ :a_ i_[: u__n_. _c_:. _e_ d_ u_. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact tile sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander: Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:48 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Update~Study hall 

No worries! Yes, for wbb. Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

Is this for’ wbb? Please excuse me, but I wasn’L sure if this was in regards to the girls or swimming and diving..J’rn stitl transitiorfing with [:ootbail, and things are 

crazy today._my apologies .... 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I am trying to 

set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are net the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:27 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: wbb 

What day/time is free for an hour? 

Let me know’. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 11:56 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

The girls are in practice and weights from I2:30-3:30pm through the month of September, Starting in October, they are busy until 5pro except game 

days, Therefl)re, 9am is fine, but 12:30 does not world, 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: wbb 

Hi, 

I am trying to find a once a week time for               ; what time do they have practice? It looks like      is free 9:00 am on Wednesday and 

is free on Wednesday at 12:30 -these times work well for me. Do you think this will work? 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
emlyons@ernail.unc.edu 
T. 919.843.6029 
c. 

f. 919-962.8247 



From: @live.nnc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 5:14 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutor fbr 

Thank you so much. All "dines 6-10 sunday-thursday u, ork for me. And I have 3 comp classes so I’m OK taking as many sessions as I can get 

Thanks again! 

........ OriginM message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edtr> 

Date 10:36 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: f~,52: Tutor for 

Hey 

I am putting in your tutor request! What hours are you all available? If it falls in the 6-10pro time frame Sunday-Thursday, does that work? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Ja~nie 
Subject: Tutor for 

:29 P[\A 

Hello Ms. Lee, 

h/Iy name is                and I am a member of the                          team I hate to send you an emai[ when I am sure you’re getting yo ur inbox flooded with emails, but i was 
just wondering if there is any way i can request a tutor ]br Computer Science. I am a computer science major, and i have struggled greatly in my past 2 computer science courses, i want to 
make sure that i get my grades up, If one cannot be provided i would be more than happy to pay for one myseH; i just need to know if the athletic department can get me one. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 5:45 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: wbb 

Thmlks!! In trying to get Dr Steil here early in the week! rll keep you posted! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iamfielee(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

She should be able to r~-:q:~orL here by 3:15pm any day this week ..the sooner Lhe better...she is eager to get her r~-:~sourc~:_~s set up 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth ! 
Sent: Saturday, 9:27 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: wbb 

What day!time is free for an hour? he will come to campus to do this. 

Let me know! 

Thanks] 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:56 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

The girls are in practice and weights from 12:30-3:30pm through the month of September. Starting in October, they are busy until 5pro 

except game days. Th~:_~reFor~:_b 9am is fine, but 12:30 does not work, 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Friday 11:16 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: wbb 

Hi, 

I am trying to find a once a week time for                what time do they have practice? It looks like      is free 9:00 am on 

Wednesday and is free on Wednesday at 12:30 -these times work well for me. Do you think this will work? 
Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons(~emafl.unc.ed u 
T. qlq RZlR Alq?q 

C. 

f. 919-962.8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: wbb 

Do you want both to have a weekly meethlg in addition to tutors? Do you think they need weekly or biweekly? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 11:57 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: wbb 

The girts are in practice and weights from 12:30-3:30prn through the month of September. Starting in October, they are busy until 5pro except game clays. 

There[:ore, 9am is fine, but :12:30 does not work. 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Friday, 1:1.: :1.6 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: wbb 

Hi, 

I am trying to find a once a week time for                what time do they have practice? It looks like      is free 9:00 am on Wednesday and 

Wednesday at :12:30- these times work well for me. Do you think this will work? 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
eml¥ons(g0email.unc.edu 
T. 919.843.6029 
c. 

f. 919-962.8247 

is free on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emal.unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:44 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of 
Karen 

tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistry lab. I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emml.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 12:03 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Contlict 

N~ro ~re some more conflicts: 

is scheduled with an EXSS: tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pro, but she has BIOL 
is scheduled for both BIOL and MUSC tutors at 7pro on Sundays 

is scheduled for an AAAD tutor at 6pro on Mondays, you said she is adding a GEOL 

rll let you know if I see more. 
Karen 

on Mondays 

at that time 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 

To; Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

11:54 AM 

"hanks! I just: cat~ght that and made a reqt~est t:o get that changed, Yes, please let rne know if yot~ see any other con~licts! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 11:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of ; tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistr~ I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 

Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edtc> 

Monday, ~ 12:10 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Contlict 

Hi Jaimie, 
Just something else to note, I don’t see a GEOL 
Carolina. 
Karen 

in the afternoon!evening. The latest one I see is unless I am doing the search incorrectly on Connect 

From: Lee, Jaimi~ 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

11:54 AM 

"[’t’~al:qks~! I ju’;t £:.~kEgkF~ [:~r1211: i~F~J mi~de a [’eqkE*-’_!5~t ¢..:_3 get ~h211: ch21F~gelJ. Yes, f)l~:’,alse le[: m*-’_! kt’Fow if }/OLE see! 21F~}/o~h*-’_!r conflicts! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, ~ 1[:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of ; tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistry    I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 12:38 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: i tutor schedule 

This has been taken care of. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:14 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: tutor schedule 

importance: High 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 :LI:06 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 

Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance- High 

Hi Susan, 

has Chem    Juring her scheduled appts. She has lab from 5-9pm on Tuesdays. Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: more conflicts tbr 

What’s last name? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 12:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: more conflicts fol 

Here are some more conflicts: 
1) is scheduled with an EXSS tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pm, but she has BIOL 

2) I is scheduled for both BIOL and MUSC tutors at 7pm on Sundays 
on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: more conflicts tbr 

is taken care of, 

WhaVs last name? 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Studenl:-At:hh:~l:es 

~!S,"t e U @ e m a ii. U n~:, e [~ U 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, :12:46 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: more conflicts for 

Sorry... 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent" Monday, :[2:46 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject" RE: more conflicts for 

last name? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, :12:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: more conflicts for 

Here are some more conflicts: 

:[) 
2) 

is scheduled with an EXSS tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pm, but she has BIOL 
" is scheduled for both BIOL and MUSC tutors at 7pm on Sundays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff; Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:55 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Contlict 

Thanks for the tip! I should have noticed that. My fault. 

Here are some more potential conflicts: 
is scheduled for BIOL: ~utoring on and has class at 10am and 12pm--will she be able to get to and from tutoring on time? 
is scheduled for MUSC tutoring or but her BIOL is scheduled to go until 9:20pm--do the labs usually last the whole time? 

-same as        above, BIOL tutoring is scheduled between two classes. 

I finished the grid schedules. I will bring you the flash drive. 
Karen 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

12:42 PM 

Thanks! Ttlere is lab on Mondays at 5pm,..ma¯vbe select "view a,,ll sections" and you can see a,,ll of them, 

SectionStatus~ 

SessionSession 

A 

Da, s & Times IRoom. llnstructor ]Meefine"[ 
.Dates 

R 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 12:10 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
Just something else to note, I don’t see a GEOL in the afternoon!evening. The latest one I see is 
Carolina. 
Karen 

unless I am doing the search incorrectly on Connect 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

11:54 AM 

Tt~anks! I just ~::~LEgt~t [:~lat ~F~d m~de a ~’eqLE~-’_~Sl: t.:_~ ge~ that chaF~ge~d¯ Ve~s, ph:~ase le[: m~-:~ kt~ow if ~/OLE see! ~lF’~/o~h~-’_~r conflicts! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 11:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistry lab. I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jamielee@uuc.edu-~; Waterhouse, Charlotte Nun ~ <cuunn@email.unc.edu> 

RE: grad requirements tbr 

lain:lie, 

dots need ~0 hours to complete his degree, I th~nk that there was an error with the graduatio~a ~aoteg, Charlotte, please cot~firm, 

Thanks, 

Chloe 
(;l’&~c" !. Russcq[, M. Ed 

Semor Academic Advisor 
Div[sio~ of Soda[ and [4ehaviora[ Sciences 
College of Arts & Scie~lces and (~eneva] College 
U~live~’si~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel }{il~ 

005 Steele g uikting 2 ~ 4 East Camcrot! Axm~tle, (i}3 #3"110 
{;hat,el Hill, N(’. 27599-3110 
~) a’)-,q4.?-.a)~ 2 (p) 

~,~-,c.cdu 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, induding ally attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are herohy notified 
that any use, dissemination, copying or rotention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in orror, please inmlediatdy notify the sendor by telephone or 
reply by e-mail, mad pormmlenlly delole this e- mail l)oln your computor system. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday,              3.:42 PM 

To: Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn; Russell, Chloe 
Subject: I grad requirements for 

Hello! 

I was wondering you either of you would please verify the courses remaining for He is on track to graduate this semester and received an 

email stating he is approved for a 9 hour underload. On connectcarolina, it indicates 110 hours earned. He would end up with 119 total. Would he still be approved 

to graduate? He will be able to remain in 10 credit hours this term if that is what he needs, but I want to be sure to verify. 

Thank you! 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn <cuunn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 2:43 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edw* 

RE: grad requirements tbr 

Hi Jaimie, 

Chloe is correct, needs 10 hours to reach :1.20 for graduation. 1 will go in and update his graduation review today, Let me know if you have any other 

questions, 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 

Graduation Coordinator 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North Carolina at: C:hapel Hill 

G(}:~.7--B Steele guikJing, C}3#31:10 

Chapel Flill, NC 27599--3110 

Phone: 919--%2-3758 

http: !!advising.unc.edu 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie; Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn 
Subject: RE: requirements for 

~aJmJe, 
Joes need 10 bo~rs to co~plete i~is degTee. I t]~k~k that theYe was all erl’Ol" with the g~’a,:l~ation notes. Ct]aHotte, please cow,firm. 

Thanks, 

Chloc 
cl,&~e !. Russell, M. Ed 
Se.~ k)r Academic Advisor 
I) iv[sk~ of Social and Be.l’,aviora[ Sciences 
Colk:ge o{~Arts & Sciel]ces and 6enera] Colk:ge 
[Jnivevsi{y (}{North (:aYolb’,a ~t Chapel }{ill 
] {}{H~ Steele g uik]iug 2 ] -’t E~st Camcrix! Asmn tie, (:}3 #3"J 10 
{:{!~t~el Hill, NC 27599-3110 

wJ,>%2-d;{~ (9 

~ ]l(:,g{~ U 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- nlail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s) and may contain legally privileged azld/or confidontial information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hor~hy notified 

lhat any use, dissemination, copying or ro|ention of this e- mail or lhe information contained herein is strictly profiibited. If you have received tfiis e- mail in orror, please immediately notify tfie sender by tolepfione or 

reply by e-maiL and pormallenllv dolo|e tiffs e- mail fi’om your computor sys| ore. Thank you. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday,              1:42 PM 
To: Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn; Russell. Chloe 
Subject: grad requirements for 

Hello! 

I was wondering you either of you would please verify the courses remaining for He is on track to graduate this semester and received an 

email stating he is approved for a 9 hour underload. On connectcarolina, it indicates :1:10 hours earned. He would end up with :1:19 total. Would he still be approved 

to graduate? He will be able to remain in :10 credit hours this term if that is what he needs, but I want to be sure to verify. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 2:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedule 

Sorry, 

Should be set now. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh?l:es 

~!S h e U @ e~Tl a ii. U n~:, e [~ L: 

Office: 93_9-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 20:13 2:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE tutor schedule 

f am still showing a conflict, is still s~qowit~g a tutor ";*:_!5;’;ion cklrit~g ~’~er lab oe "]’L~esday’;,,, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:38 PI 

To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: RE: ; tutor schedule 

This has been taken care of, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh?l:es 

bsheu!~emaii.uec.edu 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 20:13:12::14 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: tutor schedule 

Importance: High 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 
Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

has Chem    during her scheduled appts. She has lab from 5-9pm on Tuesdays. Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! 



From: ~unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 
was not in class today. Do you know if he is planning to drop? 

Thanks for your original email. 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc~edu> 

Date: Fri, ~ 15:45:43-0400 

To:. ~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Overstreet, Tia" <overstre@unc.edu>, "Beatty, Greg" <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>, "Myers, Leslie" <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" 

< b__b_. _e_ t__h.eJ. _@__e_. _m_.~!t._ .u_n_c_:_e_.d__y. > 
Subject 

Hi Julia, 

Thank you so much for your call today regarding and your comm course. I will discuss your concerns with the counselors I have copied on this email. 

We will be in communication with you about how best we can support him going forward. 

-Jaimie 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:03 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

I added him to Monday and Thursday st 8pro. There are 4 students in the group. 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, August 26, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutorincl 
Subject: FW: 
Importance: High 

Sorry, Susan, 

I wilt forward my messages to the proper address .... 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, August 26, 2013 $1:53 AM 
To= Susan Malov 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

would like to be added to BIOL review with Would this be possible? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:06 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

I changed this to Wednesdays at 6pro, 

Susan 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:14 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutodncl 
Subject: FW: I 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:36 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 

just notified me she added geology lab on Monday nights. She will not be able to do AAAD tutoring on Monday nights. Can this please be rescheduled. 

Sorry for these changes. The labs are starting this week. 



From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, _ 8:12 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: more co~Nicts tbr 

We can keep       at once per week unless you would like me to add her to another tutor on Sunda~, night. 

Every, thing else should be fixed. Let us know if ~,ou see anything else. 

i’hanks, 

Susan 

I=rem: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:45 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: more conflicts for 
Here are some more conflicts: 
1) is scheduled with an EXSS tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pro, but she has BIOL 

2) is scheduled for both BIOL and MUSC tutors at 7pro on Sundays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:17 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: more contlicts 

In that case, I canceled the Thursday session for MUSC 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~1 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Monday 1:39 P! 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: more conflicts 

is scheduled for NUSC tutoring on Tuesdays at 9pm, but her BIOL is scheduled to go until ..can this be adjusted? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:19 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: ~ tutor schedule 

Everything should be adjusted or canceled now, 

Thanks 

SusaF~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 3:07 PM 

To: ASPSA Tufnrinn 
Subject: RE:_ tutor schedule 

Please let me know when 

9:20: and ..... G:30-9:20 lab) 

ihanks...sorry for [:he contusion 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 2:57 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule 
Sorry, 

Should be set now, 

Ben 5heu 
Assi;tanL i’utorial Coordinator 

Li N C Aca d e f-r~ i c S u p po rt Pro g r a f-r~ f.:_~ r St u d ~-’_~F) t- A [: h { e t e s 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 20:13 2:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: tutor schedule 

I am still showing a conflict., is stitl showing a tutor session during her lab on Tuesdays_, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:38 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule 

This ha’; be~:_~r~ l:aker~ care o~:, 

Ben 5heu 
Assi’;tanL Tutorial Coordinal:or 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-ALhletes 

~_~h,’:~_:a’,,~_~_.~_~"_,_!! : ~:~r’_.~:~.~ 
-,~ i c- ,~/’~ "t3,"t~ Office..~.l 9-~-1.~-,:. ,:u 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 :!.2::[4 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: tutor schedule 

Importance: High 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 

Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

schedules are updated. ..... lab on Mon, 5-6:SOpm; ..... lab from 6:30- 

has Chem    during her scheduled appts. She has lab from Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M --~emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:19 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Imerpretative meeting 

can come today at 3:30. I know the timing isn’t great but can we make this work for 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: )b~ne~ero.net", @ne~ero.net> 

Date: ,10:01:45 PM EDT 

To: <emlyon@a)emaJl. unc.edu> 
Subject: Interpretative meeting 

BetlL 

The only I time I have tliis week ifI oall going to tlavel to cmnpus is 3:30 on’ Iftliis work~ where shall I meet you? 

One Weird Trick 
Could add $1,000s to Your Social Security Checks! See if you Qualify... 
newsmax.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 8:56 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

I~W: 

Greg-- 

Can you check in with Jaimie about this situation please. Thanks. 

Les 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 3:08 PM 

To’. 

Cc: Myers, Leslie 

Subject: RE: 

Hi JuUa! 

I didn’t get confirmation from his new academic counselor, but 1 thhlk he will end up dropping this course. My apologies for not getting this information to you 

sooner, and I sincerely thank you for le~:ting me know! tf he was phmning to keep this (:h~ss, we will address ~:t~is immediately! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 

was not in class today. Do you know if he is planning to drop? 

Thanks for your original email. 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 15:45:43-0400 

To: ,~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Overstreet, Tia" <.o___v___e__r__s__t__r__e___@_u___n___c__.__e___d__u__.>, "Beatty, Greg" <gp__b___e___a__t__t_~i_~__e____m___a__!!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Myers, Leslie" <L_e__s___m___y__e_[_s____@____e___m____a_!!_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" 

<bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Subiect:, 

Hi 

Thank you so much for your call today regarding and your comm course. I will discuss your concerns with the counselors I have copied on this email. 

We will be in communication with you about how best we can support him going forward. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc¯edu; 

Tuesday, 9:34 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Updates’Study hall 

I was just talking to her about that. She should be able to, but it depends on other Dr. is running on schedule. I croft say for sure¯ 

Also, is scheduled ¯ Is ok if she is late for study hall? We are hopefully going to get her cleared. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:28 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iai!N~]ee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Nicole! 

Will she be able to make it to I.oudermilk by then? 

Th a nl~ yo u ! ! 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:4-8 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Updates/Study hall 
No worries! Yes for wbb, Thank you! 

From: Lee, JaJmJe 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 20:[3 3:47 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

ls this for wbb? Please excuse me, but I wasn’t sure if this was in regards to the girls or swimming and diving...Vm still transitioning with football and 

things are crazy toda%..my apologies .... 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 20:!-3 3:36 PH 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I 

am trying to set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help] 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexa u der~ MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

._n_!.~!._e_..x_a__n_.d__@_.e__..m_ :.a_ i_!:__~_J_n__q:._e_.@. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) end may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If yell are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:38 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Interpretative meeting 

Yes~ I saw that 

10:45 this morning to schedule things. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth N 

C¢: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Interpretative meeting 
She will be there._atso, I only have 1 session scheduled so far with a 

that list? Can we look at schedules today and try to get this set up for the girls? 

Thanks!! 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:19 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: Interpretative meeting 

coal come today at 3:30. I know the timing isn’t great but can we make this work for 

were on the list; I sent you an email about possible times and how many days you were asking for. If you have time, I am free until 

I spoke to Jennifer about scheduling times with you, Beth. Did you get 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: ~2.1:_Le_E_e_!:_o_:_n_.e_ t_ ’ ’, ~)._n_.e_~_e_£9:!!_e_. _~ 
Date: 10:01:45 PM EDT 

To: <emlvons(~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Interpretative meeting 

Beth, 

The only’ I time I hmTe this week ifI am going to travel to campus is 3:30 on If this work~ where shall I meet you? 

One Weird Trick 
Could add $1,000s to Your Social Security Checks! See if you Qualify... 
qe._w~tna__x_:._CQg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:39 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Updates’Study hall 

I roll. Thin& you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On, at 9:37 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(&amc.edt~> wl~ote: 

Okay, ph?ase shoot me a message closer to that time and we need t:o get this today, if 

possible. This process started during summer school, so it would be great if we could finally wrap this up today. 

That is fine about 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Updates/Study hall 

I was lust talkin~ to her about that. She should be able to, but it depends on I can’t say for sure. 

Also, Is ok if she is late for study hall? We are hopefully going to get her cleared. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:28 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a__j___m__[_e_[_e___e____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi Nicole! 
¯ Will she be able to make it to Loudermilk by then? 

Th a n k yo u ! ! 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:48 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

No worries! Yes, for wbb. Thank you[ 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent; Friday, August 23, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

Is this for wbb? Please excuse me, but I wasn’t sure if this was in regards to the girls or swimming and diving...Frn still transitioning wid~ 

football, and things are crazy today~..my apologies .... 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at 

what times? I am trying to set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-I, 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

{cell) 

(919) 962-2067 {office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 
Confidentialit~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:26 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: more contlicts 

Sorry about this~ My eyes saw Thursday night lab. it was too late last night. © She now has MUSC 

Thanks, 

S u s a ]l 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Seat: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:34- PM 
Te: ASPSA Tutonng 
Subject: RE: more conflicts 

has lab on so we need to keep the Thursday session and cancel the Tuesday~ please. 

Thank you. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday 8:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: more conflicts 

In that case, I canceled the Thursday session for MUSC 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 1:39 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: more conflicts 

is scheduled for MUSC tutoring on Tuesdays at 9pm, but her BIOL is scheduled to go unN 9:20pm...can this be adjusted? 

at 9pro on Thursday~ I have it right now, right? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor for women’s bball 

3arnie, 
I talked to and she is interested in helping with tutoring in Wolof 

Here is her contact information 
ernail: @live.unc.edu 
her cellphone: 

Note: is in Senegal and won’t be back until Spring. 

Tf you have any question, you can ernail me or reach me on my cellphone at 

Have a good day 

From: Lee, Jairnie 
Sent: Friday. 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: tutor for 

11:52 AM 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the ; for Wolof ? I was told las graduated. 

Beth (the forrnner counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be able to help. If you know who this is and can help rne contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edn> 

RE: Interpretative meeting 

That is ok, she only has to listen not do much else! 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Bent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: Interpretative meeting 

FYI         trainer warned me she wilt be in a lot of pain today and not in good spidts...goodie for’ us! @ 

From-" Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: Interpretative meeting 

Yes, I saw that                  were on th,-_~ Ib.d:; I sent you an ernail about: possible times and how many days you were asking for. If you haw? time, I am flee until 

10:4B d~is morning to schedule things. 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Cc: Townsend, .lenn 
Subject: RE: Interpretative meeting 

She will be there.,.also, I only have :1. session scheduled so far with a I spoke to Jennifer about scheduling times with you, Beth. Did you get 

that list? Can we look at schedules today and try to get this set up for the girls? 

Tha~lks!! 

From" Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Bent: Tuesday, 6:19 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: Fwd: Interpretative meeting 

can come today at 3:30. I know the timing isn’t great but caal we make this work for 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:’ (tbne~ero.net" < ~ne~ero.net> 

Date: ~ 10:01:45 PM EDT 

To: <emlyons~i~email. unc.edu> 
Subject: hiterpretative meeting 

BetlL 

The only I time I have this week ifI am going to travel to campus is 3:30 on Tuesday. If this works, where shall I meet you? 

One Weird Trick 
Could add $1,000s to Your Social Security Checks! See if you Qualify... 
newsmax.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:29 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Wolof’mtor! ! 

Is thi~ an undergraduate ~tudent? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
¢c: Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Wolof tutor!! 

W~-’_~ have someone who is ird:eresl:ed [ See bek)w.., can we ium~ on this right away? Q 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor for 

Jamie, 
I talked to 
Here is her contact information 
e mail: ~_Jj_v___e_N_n___c_=e__d__u 

her cellpnone: 
Note:     is in Senegal and won’t be back until Spring. 
If you have any question, you can email me or reach me on my cellphone at 
Have a good day 

and she is interested in helping with tutoring in Wolof 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: tutor for 

11:52 AM 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the players for Wolof I was told has graduated. 

Beth (the former counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be able to help. If you know who this is and can help me contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:47 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tbm~er 

["4o worries. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday~ 2:57 P! 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: Re: former 

Thank you! This is what I was looking for... My apologies I didn’t have this handy! 

On at 2:44 PM, "Advising for Student Athletes AAP" <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> wrote: 

_laimie: 
Thank you for the information regarding Have him follow the new official policy with students inquiring about readmission. Please review and pass 
along the attached sheet to and we will run from there. 
Spencer 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:16 AM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: former swimmer 

Hello! 

would like to return to UNC and finish his degree. Do I give him this email address? Is there any way I could 

see a copy of an updated worksheet on him. I have a contact phone number, and will let him know how to proceed when I hear back. 

Thank you! 

<Student-Athlete Readmission Instructions Flow Chart - ! .doc> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Wolof’mtor! ! 

I’ll take it from here. Thanks. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: Wolof tutor!! 

Good I understand, but this is all of the info I have...do you want me to inquire further or will you take over t:rorn here?? 

From: ASPSA Tutorina 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:4-9 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Wolof tutor!! 

Yes of course. But there are steps to the process when this is an undergraduate student. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: RE: Wolof tutor!! 
The only information t h~;w:_~ is what the prof s~-:mt to me, If this is someone who is recornm,-_~]~ded by th,-_~ d,-:~pt, t would hope we would still be abh-:~ to use tfu-:ml as a 

resource like we did with the previous tutor.., 

From: ASPSA Tutorina 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: RE: Wolof tutor!! 

is this an uruJergraduat*:_~ stulJ~:~F~[:? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Townsend, 3enn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Wolof tutor!! 

We have someone who is interested! See below._.can we jump on this right away? (~) 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor for 

3amie, 
I talked to 
Here is her contact information 
email: i@live.unc.edu 
her cellphone: 
Note:     is in Senegal and won’t be back until Spring. 
If you have any question, you can email me or reach me on my cellphone at 
Have a good day 

and she is interested in helping with tutoring in Wolof 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: tutor for \ 

; 11:52 AM 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the women’s basketball players for Wolof    ?? I was told has graduated. 

Beth (the former counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be aNe to heJp. If you know who this is and can help me contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Marc D <cohenmd@email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 2:49 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Jaimie, 
Your note is very much appreciated. 
Today in our meeting instead of acknowledging what he had done and apologizing, let me know that he had done nothing wrong and apologized. In other words, the 
message was "I am apologizing because       is making me do so, but I want you to know, Professor, that I don’t accept that I did anything wrong. If anybody messed up in 
class on Monday, it is you, professor." This is why the meeting went so poorly today. However, even though he firmly stood his ground, he still had to listen to my main 
message, which is that I insist on holding him to the same expectations and classroom policies as all the other students. No exceptions or exemptions will be made. 
To his credit, he had his first good/normal class today. I would like to feel hopeful. 
Have a good day, 
Marc 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Beatty, Greg; Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

10:57 AM 

Hello all, 

I just had a visit frorr and I am sorry to hear of the issues you have been having. Please let me know how I can support you. I know Greg is an excellent resource 

to help the situation, but I assure you I have been through a "transition" process with him and can help shed light on the situation if you would like. 

If not, I understand, I just wanted to let you know I am here to help. I trust things will be resolved and go well in the future. 

Jaimie 



Fl~lm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Marc D <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Jaimie, 
Your help is so much appreciated. 
Obviously your methods work, because he really did seem like a different person. 
You have no idea how much your help with football will be missed. What a loss to me personally! 
Best regards, 
Marc 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: RE: 

3:36 PM 

Got it! Yea, I talked [o him on [he way to your class and gave him very specific guidelines ]:oF how [o conduct hirnself in class. Although these details should be 

apparent, sometimes we have to break it down and present it differently.., h~ckilv I know him well enough to "translate" these expectations in a way more dear to 

him (:©...please keep me posted. I think he should be much better from now on, but if not, let me know how I can help_. 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jaimie, 
Your note is very much appreciated. 
Today in our meeting instead of acknowledging what he had done and apologizing, let me know that he had done nothing wrong and apologized. In other words, the 
message was "I am apologizing because Football is making me do so, but I want you to know, Professor, that I don’t accept that I did anything wrong. If anybody messed up in 
class on Monday, it is you, professor." This is why the meeting went so poorly today. However, even though he firmly stood his ground, he still had to listen to my main 
message, which is that I insist on holding him to the same expectations and classroom policies as all the other students. No exceptions or exemptions will be made. 
To his credit, he had his first good!normal class today. I would like to feel hopeful. 
Have a good day, 
Marc 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Beatty, Greg; Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

10:57 AM 

Hello all, 

I just had a visit from and I am sorry to hear of the issues you have been having. Please let me know how I can support you. I know Greg is an excellent resource 

to help the situation, but I assure you I have been through a "transition" process with him and can help shed light on the situation if you would like. 

If not, I understand, I just wanted to let you know I am here to help. I trust things will be resolved and go well in the future. 

Jaimie 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Marc D <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:46 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Absolutely, Jaimie. 
I hope that we will remain in touch! 
-Marc 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: RE: 

3:42 PM 

Marc, 

You are too kind! It is really my pleasure._there is a lot I will miss about working with thern...but I hope to remain a resource to you, or at the very least, remain in 

touch on a regular basis! 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:41 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Jaimie, 
Your help is so much appreciated. 
Obviously your methods work, because he really did seem like a different person. 
You have no idea how much your help with football will be missed. What a loss to me personally! 
Best regards, 

Marc 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: RE: 

3:36 PM 

Got it! Yes, I talked I:o him on l:he way to your <:[ass and gave him w-:~ry specific guidelines for how ~:o conduct himself in (:[ass. Although these details should be 

apparent, sometimes we have to break it down and present [t differently., luckily t know him well enough ~:o "translate" these expecta~:ions in a way more clear t.:_~ 

him (~:~:L,.please keep me posted. I think he should be rnuch better t:rom now on, but it: not, let me know how I can help.., 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jaimie, 
Your note is very much appreciated. 
Today in our meeting instead of acknowledging what he had done and apologizing, let me know that he had done nothing wrong and apologized. In other words, the 
message was "I am apologizing because       is making me do so, but I want you to know, Professor, that I don’t accept that I did anything wrong. If anybody messed up in 
class on Monday, it is you, professor." This is why the meeting went so poorly today. However, even though he firmly stood his ground, he still had to listen to my main 
message, which is that I insist on holding him to the same expectations and classroom policies as all the other students. No exceptions or exemptions will be made. 
To his credit, he had his first good!normal class today. I would like to feel hopeful. 
Have a good day, 
Marc 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Beat%,, Greg; Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

10:57 AM 

Hello all, 

I just had a visit from ~ and l am s~rry t~ hear ~f the issues y~u have been having. Please ~et me kn~w h~w ~ can supp~rt y~u. ~ kn~~ Greg is an excel~ent res~urce 

to help the situation, but I assure you I have been through a "transition" process with him and can help shed light on the situation if you would like. 

If not, I understand, I just wanted to let you know I am here to help. I trust things will be resolved and go well in the future. 

Jaimie 



i From: 

iiTo: 

iiS~bject: 

}< 

~live.*a~c:.edu> 

Wednesday, 6: PM 

Lee. Jaimie <jaunielee@~.mc.edu> 

: PLEASE ?JEPOND ASAP! 

i I would like to [esche.d:ule my Drama tutor from: Wednesda¥ at 6 to Monday at 8. My tutor m~d I re,of iik~ it would better benefit me to not h:s*~’e my 

!utor seas:ions fo~- the same class two days in: a row because they are two ,di~eren,t g~o~pa and he ~ziil b~ going over tl-~e same assignme.n:ta. 

: 

t:r:om:: L~_e, "aimie qai:mie!~_e@ura:,edu> 

$e~t: Thursday. 1:36 PM 
i 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Drama 

H~ 

Changing your Wednesday appointment to Monday would stiU be two days in a row. Perhaps I am not understanding the reason for the request to change, Can you 

clarify? 

i’~q a ~lk you, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent= Wednesday, 6:16 PN 
To= ASPSA Tutorinq 

Subject: Drama 

Hi, 

I would like to reschedule my Drama    tutor from Wednesday at 6 to Monday at 8. My tutor and I feel like it would better benefit me to not have my 

tutor sessions for the same class two days in a row because they are two different groups and he will be going over the same assignments, 



i From:: 

iil’o: 

i Subject: 

Wednesday~ 9:I 8 ~M 

ASPSA Tu~o~it~g ~ASPSATuteriag i~u~c.ed~> 

Lee_ Jaimie K ainielee@tum.edu> 

a:t 7pro wi;th because ~ do not have a:ny assignments due or ~,nything to. st:udy for i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 6:17 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: LS time requests 

Yes! This is what I have for them too’. Looking fom’axd to working ruth them! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at l 1:55 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iamfielee,@xmc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Beth, 

I probably did this wrong, but I entered requests for times for you to meet with 

requesting based upon our talk the other day: 

Wednesdays: 8:30am and 11:30am 

Thursdays: 8:30am 

Friday: 8:30am 

Is this okay? 

players in the guided study part of the database. This is what I am 



From; 

Sent: Thursday. 8:01 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Dropping 

~gmail.com> 

So I just realized I have credit for Psych because I got a 5 on my AP exam, and its an 8:00 AM class, would you recommend doing so’.’ Or just staying in it? 

Thanks t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 8:11 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: I KEEP FORGETTING.. - Cancellation 

is in the session too, Is she supposed to be canceled as well? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: I KEEP FORGETTING... - Cancellation 

Right._l witl approve                 to cancel her session...it: the other tutors could .just please be given a heads up because I have had a t:ew requesLs from the 

girls and I know it means a lot to them. If they can possibly be leL ouL early (only if the work gets done}, Lhat would be great! Thanks, Susan! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:17 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: I KEEP FORGel lING... 

I’m not sure anyone else is canceling because of the        game other than the 

support canceling for this reason or we would have canceled for everyone. 

We can discuss further tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

players themselves. After all the work to get this set up I’m not sure I can 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 7:19 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

I told the others I would ask ira message could be sent to the tutors to just be ’mindful’ of the game and perhaps let them out a bit early if enough 

material could be covered 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 6:12 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you tell me the rea,.;.:_~ for the Learn can(:ellati.:_~? 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: I KEEP FORGETTING... 

Everytime I walk past your office, I forget to ask about canceling sessions for wbb tomorrow night. I was going to cancel their sessions 

tomorrow night. I can have them follow the process in the student tutor agreement, but I just wanted to give you a heads up because I 

keep forgetting... 



From; 

Sent: Thursday. 8:44 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Dropping 

~gmail.com> 

I~I/W/F I have Histoly    and Physics 
Tu/Th I have Psych , Chem     and Eng 
The website said that if I got a 4 or higher I would ha~’e credit and I got a 5. 

at 8:40 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> }Vl-ote: 

> If you know for sure you will get ap credit, there is no point in you taking it. You can drop it if you still have 12 credit hours. V~at is the rest of your schedule?? 
> 
> Jaimie 
> 

> On at 8:01 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> So I just realized I have credit for Psyct     because I got a 5 on my AP exam, and its an 8:00 AM class, would you recommend doing so? Or just staying in it? 
>> 
>> Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday. 8:55 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Thursday       Appt. @ 7pm Canceled 

Meant to copy you on this. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thursday 8/29/13 Appt. @ 7pro Canceled 

Thank yot~ t:or your email 

This cancellation has been approved. 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:18 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Co: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: 

I need to cancel my tutor session tomorrow, 

my music class. 

Thanks, 

at 7pm with because I do not have any assignments due or anything to study for 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Worlanan, Aaron <aworkman@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 9:11 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Smmming 

Jaimie, 

You can use this email for me now, not the yahoo account. Thanks! 

Aaron 

Aaron Workman 

Assistant Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming and Diving 

cell- 

fa x-919-962-1603 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nef£ Karen <kmn21@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 9:31 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: to do’s tbr tomorrow and friday 

Awesome, Jaimie’. Thanks! I am probably going to sit at your desk for today if that is ok. Have fun! 

Karen 

PS. I’ll t~’ to keep under control for now. Haha. 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 12:05 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hi Karen! 

I left the MWSD diving notebook on the table in my office! I stacked everything in there that needs to be hole punched and organized. 

I also left the WBB binder and the WBB syllabus binder on the table to be updated. I hope that is everything. My brain isn’t working anymore, so I 

don’t remember what else I was supposed to leave you ©... 

Please remind me in the morning of anything I forgot! 

Thanks! You’re the absolute best] Tell to wait until next Friday before he makes his appearance so we can have fun doing worksheets next 

week! © 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:36 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Classes 

He.)’, 

I spoke to the professor of STOR     and he suggested that I try to get out of the class otherwise I will struggle. There is a MAT     ,vhich is closed that I could try to get into but I am not 
sure of the process since the drop add online has ended 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:07 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Dropping 

~gmail.com> 

Is there a way I can check the classes I have credit for? Like, through AP credit or past classes taken or some website like that that will let me see what I have credit for and what I need? 

On at 8:43 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> MJW/F I have History and Physics 
> Tu/Th I have Psyck Chem and Eng 
> The website said that ifI got a 4 or higher I would have credit and I got a 5 
> 

) 

> 

> On at 8:40 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j aimielee@unc, edu> wrote: 
> 

>> If you know for sure you will get ap credit, there is no point in you taking it. You can drop it if you still have 12 credit hours. What is the rest of your schedule?? 
>> 
>> Jaimie 
>> 

>> On at 8:01 AM, )~gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 
>>> So I just realized I have credit for Psych    because I got a 5 on my AP exam, and its an 8:00 ~’~\l class, would you recommend doing so? Or just staying in it? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:26 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Guided Study 

Thanks .laimie, 
We may not be able to place them until Tuesday depending on when you have d~em completed. 
Also --- 1 see some requests are in for Tuesday and Thursday 4.-5 for CGS --- Are these both with you? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Acsdernic Support Prograrn for Student--Athletes 

b ~i~ e u @ e rl~ ~ i i u P c, e d u 

Office: 919--843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Guided Study 

I didn’t realize I would not be back until late afternoon! I just have a few more requests to do for the girls and I may need some a few requests for swimmers. I 

honestly only have a few left but I won’t have those done until tonight. I also have several tutor requests I got on Wednesday from swimmers! 

I will email when I’m done, but just wanted to give a heads up! Sorry for any inconvenience. 

On Aug 30 2013 at 9:58 AM "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutorin~;ffS.’.’u~;c,edu> wrote: 

Staff, 
If you have not done so already - Please have all of your guided study and counselor guided study requests done by noon. 

We have already begun placing these and would like to finish these before the weekend if possible. 

B~’n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:49 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Guided Study 

Ok no problem. 

I’lt put them in, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant YutorL~l Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent; Friday, August 30, 20:13:10:48 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Guided Study 

Ok that’s fine! I did add a few tutor requests and GS and CGS (which yes, from my understanding, that’s me)... I added that stuff on Wed... 

1 h~ n ks ] a i rn i *-’_~ 
We rnay not be able to place them until Tuesday depending on when you have thern completed. 

Also - I see ;ome requests ~re in for Tuesday and Thursday 4-{? fi)r CGS -Are these both with you? 

B en ,.qh eu 

Assistant "l’utori~l Coordin~ tot 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student.-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843--2328 

Cell: 

From: lee, Jairnie 

Sent: Friday, August 30, 20:13:10:24 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Guided Study 

I didn’t realize I would not be back until late afternoon! I just have a few more requests to do for the girls and I may need some a few requests for 

swimmers. I honestly only have a few left but I won’t have those done until tonight. I also have several tutor requests I got on Wednesday from 

swimmers! 
I will email when I’m done, but just wanted to give a heads up! Sorry for any inconvenience. 

On Aug 30, 20:13, at 9:58 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <~IS.i~S~?[[!;.t?2.[!!?.g.(~!!9~.:~.£~!}.> wrote: 

Staff, 
If you have not done so already - Please have all of your guided study and counselor guided study requests done by noon. 

We have already begun placing these and would like to finish these before the weekend if possible. 

Ben She?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu~em~il,unc.edu 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:20 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hey Jaimie, 

Will there be classes on Monday/Labor Day? Time to get back... 

Have a great weekend! 

Ph.D. Candidate, Teachincl Fellow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 5:24 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Tutor Schedule 

Lee, Jaimie CGS 8.31.13.pdf 

As promised, here is your updated schedule. 

Please let me know if there are any issues we overlooked. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



TUTOR S(,HLDULI~ 
Lee, laimie 

STUDI’]NT DAY TIME 

Tuesday                      04:00 PM 

~~~@~i~~~@i@i~i~~~ 
Thursday                     04:00 PM 

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH~II~I~HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH~HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 
Thursday                     04:00 PM 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!I~!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!£!!~!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Thursday                     04:00 PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~ii~I~ii~Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitttiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

PA~I] 1 (iF 1 



i From: ~:live.~mc .edu> 

!S~nt: Ttmsdm< 8:42 AM 

i To: Lee_ Jaimie <ja~nielee@~nc.edu> 

!S~bj~c~: FW: C~cel:a~io~ 

i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 10:05 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jmmielee@unc.edu-~; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Canceling Tutoring 

Hello, 

I need to cancel my 6 PM English 
me canceling is due to team activities 

Sincerely, 

tutor and my tutor’s name is and I also need to cancel my 7 PM Dram tutor and my tutor’s name is The reason for 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hey Jaimie, 

well already, 

Thanks, 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: tutor appointment TONIGHT!! 

and are also in Econ ruth me. Is it ok if they come to the tutor tonight also? I know that they had requested a tutor for the class as 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:03 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a_4__n_)_[_e_[e___e_@unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi 

You have an econ tutor appointment tonight at 9pm with 

assignment. 

Jaimie 

Please arrive at least 5 mins early and check the front desk for the room 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:55 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: tutor appointment TONIGHT!! 

Sounds great, will do. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 10:49 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@utlc.edu> wrote: 

That’s fine..J ~m adding them in the system, If the s~-:~ssions gets too crowded, t:hey may be asked to le~w:_~ (just a he~ds up). Ple~se haw? the t:utor add 

their names to the feedback forrn for our records!! 

From: 
Sent." Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

To-" Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: Re: tutor appointment TONIGHT!! 

Hey Jaimie, 

are also in Econ with me. Is it ok if they come to the tutor tonight also? I know that they had requested a tutor for 

the class as well already. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:03 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_aLm__Le_Le _e__@ u _n c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . > wrote: 

Hi 

You have an econ tutor appointment tonight at 9pm with 

for the room assignment. 

Jaimie 

Please arrive at least 5 mins early and check the front desk 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Econ tulor 

Hey Jaime, 

This is              I think we met brielly last week but I’ll just reintroduce myself\ I’m a rising sophomore and and prospective business major. I’m from Chapel Hill, so I’m super familiar 
with the area and really love it here. 

Anyways I went to the tutor ill[’o session last week and requested an Econ     tutor with                                             has been the only one so far to receive an)’ sort of 
cord’lrmation on a time slot. If its not a big deal       and I would both like to sit in on tonight’s session at 9pm. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc.edu; 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:15 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Jessica 

Hi Jaimie, 

I’m not sure you are aware that Jessica has another appointment today at 3:30 with Dr. Stafford. This should be the last one that interferes with study hall and!or 

academic meetings. I will send her your way when she is finished. 

Thank you, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 
{9:]_9) 962-2067 (office) 

.n__La_j._e_ .x_a___n_d_@ e__ .m__~ i_L. u__n_._c__.._e_ d_ u_. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information, Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:17 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: drop in schedule 

.Jaimie: 

You can look at the drop-in schedules in the database. 

3rd cOh.Emn (all the way on the right) fir;t two option; <:an giw:, you what you’re Iooldng for. 

is specifically physics, but can also help wid~ most of the math involved. 

B~’n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator’ 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu @’emaiD.mc.edu 

Of[ice: 9I 9.-843-.Z~28 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 11:14 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: drop in schedule 

Hello, 

Is the drop in schedule available? I am specifically looking for physics. 

Thanks! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Jaimie, 

We’ve moved out of the group tutoring with 

in a group session for M USC    , but had different sections and covered completely different topics. Please let 

but will meet with next week. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

She will now meet on Tuesdays at 7pro (Will NOT meet tonight).,               were 

know that she will not have a tutor this week 



i I ’,~ouJd like to ca~cel my drama sessio~ at 6: pm t o~igJ’~:t ~vit:l~, 
[[hank Vou~ 
i 

in order to be excused far the ~,emel~’s basketbaI[ team academic dinr~er, i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Cmacelation 

On 2013, at 11:47 AM, ~hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi, this is rm emailing to cancel nay DRAM    tutor session with 6 PM this evening due to a team dinner that we will be having tonight. 



From: ~live.unc,edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutor tbr 

Hi Jaime Lee, 

I just realized that i missed the meeting to schedule tbr tutors Any way i can still schedule one even though i have missed that meeting. 

Thanks, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:22 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Dropping 

Ohh okay, thal~k you for the intbrmation, that will help me out a lot. I knew there must be some way to make it work out Thanks’. 

On at 1:20 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Here is the response from academic advising: 
> 
> "The easiest way is to visit ConnectCarolina. Each student has the capability to review all coursework (transfer, BE, courses at UNC, etc) through their ComaectCarolina portal. The 
student will find a lil~k in their drop down menu for transfer credits which will identil~ an?’ transfer/BE credit. 
> 

> In terms of remaining requirements, please refer the student to his/her TarHeel Tracker as this serves as their degree tracker while at L’2x,-C. Please let us know if you have any additional 
questions." 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any other questions 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From : ~maih com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:07 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Re: Dropping 
> 

> Is there a way I can check the classes I have credit Jk~r? Like, through AP credit or past classes taken or some website like that that will let me see what I have credit for and what I need? 
> 

> 

> On at 8:43 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> M/W/F I have Histopy and Physics Tu/Th I have Psych    , Chem 
>>    , and }:.ng    The website said that if I got a 4 or higher I would 
>> have credit and I got a 5 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 8:40 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <]aimie]ee@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> If you know for sure you will get ap credit, there is no point in you taking it. You can drop it if you still have 12 credit hours. What is the rest of your schedule?’? 
>>> 

>>> Jaimie 
>>> 

>>> On at 8:01 AM 
>>> 

>>>> So I just realized ] have credit for Psych 
>>>> 

>>>> Thanks! 
>> 

> 

~gmail corn> wrote: 

because I got a 5 on my AP exam, and its an 8:00 AM class, would you recommend doing so’} Or j ust staying in it? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor requesks tbr mwsd 

.Jaimie, 

We’ll do what we can to get those placed.,, 

From what Fm looking at, t h~-’_~ studem:s that you put in reques~:s for previously are not MA~~ kids right? 

Obviously since you )~st requested th~-’_~m l:odav, we most likely won"t g~-’_d: 1:hem plac~-’_~d for a few davs at least, 

Also, I just got an emait from a --- He is not on MAP right?’ 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N¢ Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offk>:~: 919-843-27;28 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutor requests for mwsd 

Hi, 
I finally got through inputting the remaining requests for mens!womens swimming and diving. I have only had 3 students from both teams get tutors, so I just 

wanted to put in another plug for the MAP kids from this group. 

Thanks for your help! Of course I will be emailing them the drop in schedule and encouraging        as much as possible. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutor tbr 

Basically i have 3 computer science classes that I think 1 tutor could help me for but may take multiple sessions 

i have 
camp 
camp 
camp 

I’m available for any day after 6 pm. I will come in to sign the agreement as soon as possible 

Thanks, 

On at 12:43 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

> Hi 
> 

> You must come sign a tutor usage agreement before you can begin any tutoring I am happy to take your requests now if you want to email it, but you may not start until we go over the 
agreement. 
> 

> To make a request, email me the class, how many times/week, and your full availability Sun-Fri! Thanks. 
> 

> Jaimie 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> };rolll: 

> Sent: ’tuesday, 12:37 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Re: Tutor J~r 
> 

> Hi Jaime Lee, 
> 

> I just realized that i missed the meeting to schedule for tutors AW way i can stall schedule one even though i have missed that meeting. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Myers, Joseph B <joemyers@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

@live. unc.edtr~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

Re: anatomy textbook 

Hello Jaimie 

Thm~k you 

Joe 

asked me to contact you. Please consider the textbooks for EXSS    required. 

On , at 1:26 PM, @live.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi Joe, 

My name is and I am on the team. I have books scholarship and was wondering if you could send a quick email 

to my advisor to let her know that I need the textbook. Her name is Jaimie Lee and her email is jaimielee@unc.edu. Let me know if you have 

any questions. I really appreciate it! 

Thanks, 



[This i::s              becm~se [ ih_m.~e Geology Lab on Mor,,day:s and th:is week we were o~at of school tibet da?~, for Labor Day J wa:s rescb:eduJed to f-,,a~,’e bb oni 

~?~.ednesda!/from 7-g:50, i ~eed to leave about 10 to 15 min~,~tes early f~rom my tu~or so that I can get to class on time,                                   [ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 3:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Your sessions should each last 50 minutes --therefore you should get out right at 6:50 if you have 6pro tutoring~ 

If this is an issue please let me know. 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: 

Hi, 

This is             because I have Geology Lab on Monday’s and this week we were out of school that day for Labor Day I was rescheduled to have lab 

on Wednesday from 7-8:50. I need to leave about 10 to 15 minutes early from my tutor so that I can get to class on time. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregon,c@emM.unc.edu.~ 

Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: HOLD 

Hi Jamie 

I got your voice message, the hold on her account is due to parking not us. 

Cassandra B C-~regorv 

Account:ing Tech/Grant- ln..AidiTMS 

University ot: North Carolina sL Chapel Hifl 

Student Accounts & UniversiW Receivables 

22:[5 SASB North CB#:1.400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-14043 

g re go r yc @ ~:~ f’~ i~ i l u t~ c, e d u 

phone 919--843-53,34 

fax 919-.962-I568 

Frera: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Cc: 
Subject: HOLD 
Importance: High 

Hello Cassandra, 

I am assisting with her academic schedule, and she has been unable to drop a class. Today is the due date. She has a hold, but from 

what I see, she took care of it last week. I am not sure if there is something else other than a parking hold preventing her from dropping a class, but she has been to 

SASB a few times and is still unsuccessful. 

Please help, if possible! Thank you!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:55 PM 

Loh~, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; [@unc.edu> 

ALL: 

retired today. We have submitted a Change of Status form. Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swilnming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swilnming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~5:_w___~5:~_t_~_~ j~=_~__o_g~ 

.w_!Y .w_2,!nc_= .e_d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:17 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@ unc.edu> 

Swimming stuff for media guide 

Jaimie: 

I need some info for the swimming media guide. At your earliest convenience can you please forward me the following. 

1. List of men and women on 2012-13 ACC Academic Honor Roll 

2. List of men and women on fall semester 2012 Dean’s List 

3. List of men and women on spring semester 2013 Dean’s List 

4. List of majors for all members of men’s team 

5. List of majors for all members of women’s team 

6. Any particular academic highlights for the team as a whole that might help us in recruiting 

Thanks much for your help on this. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hours 

Jaimie, 

I’m not sure if I will get my six hours for this week. Due to some previous engagements this week, I can’t/couldn’t get to the academic center before it closed. I’ve been doing about three 
hours of homework a night, just not officially. Also, I went to stu@ with a teacher lbr an hour (,not surely that counts) 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Need add/drop form 

Hi Jaimie, 

I just decided today which class I wanted to drop, but I guess I will be needing a form. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, 9:12 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

CR Writing Assignment 1.docx 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabeth M --~emlyons~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hi, 

On Tuesday I am free from 8:30-11:00 am and Thursday 9:00 - 11:30 am - she can come at 8:30 with 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 919.843.6029 

c. 

f. 919-962.8247 

is that works better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:18 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sure, she is here! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 1.t: 17 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Hi Beth, 

has team pictures at 12:30pm._Do you mind working with now and letting her out a bit early? Thanks[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adams, Clarissa <clafissa.adams@unc.edt> 

Wednesday, 2:52 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: class checker issue 

temp position completed.pdf 

Hey Jaimie, 

I’ve attached the form that we completed and sent to Tracy in HR along with a background check form for 

Clarissa 

From; Lee, 3aimie 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:12 PM 
To; Adams, Clarissa 
Subject" class checker issue 

Hi Clarisaa, 

So I am tryhlg to see how I can help, Jenn Townsend says she provided the form needed to post the position. It needed to be changed to women’s bball and have 

someone of an ~-:~xecutiw:, p.:_~.;ition sign it. Ha~.; tllis all b~-:~en done? ff not, let rne know how t can a,.;sisL Academics doesn’t hire class checl~ers based upon my 

experience, but f am trying to [igkEre OUt where I can help out, 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY POSITION 
~J~i, ~Must be submitted to Athletics HR office with al appropriate signatures) 

Dat, e of Request: 9/22/13      Ate, Dept. Name & N~rnber: WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 9890 

Positio. Supervisor: ANDREW CALDER Supervisor’s P~D: 

Position type {[cheek one ~;atelo~): 
~ 

UNC-CH Student Nomstudent 

Projected Start Date: 8/26/t3 Requested Length of appoiatraer}t: 1t 0 MONTHS 

workin8 Title of Posito~: CLASS CHECKER 

D~ties and Responsibilities: MONITOR CLASS ATTENDANCE FOR DESIGNATED 

STUDENTS; ISSUE DAILY REPORTS TO ASSIGNED SUPERVISOR 

,, ABILITY TO NAVtGAT~ CAMPUS; BUILDINGS, 
Requirements: (List skiils, abilities and educational background requwe~,L_......oo~....._ 

MUST BE ABLE TO CREATE A SYSTEM TO MONITOR C~.J~,SS ATTENDANCE WITHOUT DISRUPTING CLASSROOM ACTiViTY 

Essential sktJs: (sk/ls tha~ an applicant ~ossess to be cons ssiL@red f o.r.the ~psit@~} 

A_.N_D...UA.V_I_.GOQD..O~P_N~L_~ 

Preferred sktls: (recommended but not <.ritical and can be taught.) 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND. PR_._QBLEM SOLVlN@ SKILLS 

App,-Dyed to process: .............. 

Ath HR -Temp Roy 04/04t2013 

Director - Athletics HR Services 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@anc.edu> 

Dropping Econ 

Hello Dr. Stroman I am just emoJling u to follow up on of I have to take Econ    to graduate or I gets to drop it 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: class checker issue 

She said that Vince ~:eeded to approve the position or boris IVdchelie and Vivace ~ecause class clseckers arc isormaliy hired th~ough Acar]emics. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:55 PM 
To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 

Okay. What exactly is Tracy saying is the held up? 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:52 PM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 

Hey Jaimie, 

Fve attached the form that we completed and sent to Tracy in HR along with a background check form for 

Clarissa 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 
To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: class checker issue 

Hi Clarissa, 

So I am trying to see how I can help. Jenn Townsend says she provided the form needed to post the position, It needed te be changed to women’s bball and have 

sorneone of an executive position sign it, Has this all been done? It: not, let me knew hew I can assist. Academics doesn’t hire class checkers based upon my 

experience, but I am trying to figure out where I can help out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E7~Ec88AE46~~BBc36AB6cE4~~~9E] 

1:17:27 AM 

@gmail.com] 

Delivery delayed:RE: updated schedule 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: updated schedule 

Sent: ~ 9:14:41 PM 

Delivery is delayed to these recipients or groups: 

.@gmail,com) 

SubJect: RE: updated schedule 

This message hasn’t been delivered yet. Delivery will continue to be attempted. 

The server will keep trying to deliver this message for the next 1 days, 19 hours and 57 minutes. You’ll be notified if the 
message can’t be delivered by that time. 



i S:~nt: Wednesda< 9:35 PM 
!To: Lee_ Jaimie <ja~nielee@~nc.edu--- 

is~bj~ct: i 

~4e:y, ]a:imie                                                                                                                                i 

i’m iust sendi~ this e-mail to remind ~,ou: about removi~g me f~c.,m :m:y Th:t~rsde? tutor° Te~ me tomorro~v letting m~ k~c,w if f still ~eed to come to the    i 

~L~to~" toI~’i:o r r~w.                                                                                                                                                                                    i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyous@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:55 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: is with you? 

She was here.., didn’t have any materials with her and instead wanted to debate about why she needed this extra time shlce, accordhlg to her she had 2 hours of 

guided study and tutoring yesterday. I told her just because she felt she didn’t have to complete something right now, she should be looking ahead to next week 

and getl:ing sl:arted or a~: h:_~as~: be revk~wing BIO., Drama, etc She has her doctor appointm~:_mt today and beiiew-:~s ADHD rneds will solve all her issues I ~:oid her ~:o 

take this up with you bul: if sl’u:_~ is going to kee~) her ~:im~:_~ with me she must bring ma~:erials or deal with consequ~:_mc~:_~s, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: is with you? 

Did make it to your 830 appt? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyous@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:00 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: is with you? 

I didn’t want to gang up on her and to be honest it may be a good discussion to have with her first. She wasn’t combative or disrespectful. We talked about 

plannhsg and time management and how important it is to work ahead, etc. Of course, 1 am not the expert and don’t want to tell you how to manage your students, 

but I think sfu:_~ will r~:_mp.:)nd to a "teaching moment" and discussion, just my 2 cent:s_. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:57 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth IVl 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

Oh noH I wish you would have called or come to get me! Totally unacceptable! I will have to call her coach now, 

Thanks, Beth 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth H 
Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

She was here_, didn’t have an,/materials with her and instead wanted to debate about why she needed this extra time since, according to her she had 2 hours of 

guided study and tutoring yesterday. I told her just because she felt she didn’t have to complete something right now, she should be looking ahead to next week 

and getting started or at least b~-_~ r~-:~viewing gIO, Drama, et:c. She has her doctor appointment today and b~-Jieves ADHD meals will solw:, all her issues. I b:)ld h,-:~r to 

t:ake this up wit:h you but i~ she is going to I~eep fu:_~r time with me she must bring rnaterials or deal wit:h consequences. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth H 
Subject: is with you? 

Did make it to your 830 appt? 



From: ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:19 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttours 

Jaimie, 

I’m pretty stare I remember you saying that office hours count, so I spent one hour (4:00-5:00pm, sept. 3) with 

Thanks! 

doing chem homework 

On at 9:14 A2~d, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edn> wrote: 

> Thal~k you for the heads up. Do the best you can I will include this information in my repolt for the week. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Hours 
> 

> Jairme, 
> 

> I’m nut sure if I will get my six hours for this week Due to sume previous engagements this week, I can’t/couldn’t get to the academic center beJ2~re it closed. I’ve been doing abuut three 
hours uf homework a night, just not ol!ficially Also, I went to study with a teacher for an hour (nut surely that cuunts). 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyous@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:27 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: is with you? 

Ok, I didn’t realize you were in or i would have. I apologize. 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 9:03 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: is with you? 
That’s why iVs more helpful for me if you can come talk to me in the moment because now I ~ave no choice but to let her coach ~andle it.., 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Thursday, 9:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: is with you? 
f didn"t want to gang up on her ~nd to be hon~-_~st it may b~-_~ a good discussion to have with her firs[ She wam"t c.:_~nlbative or disrespectful, W~-:~ b~ll~ed about 

planning and time management and how imporLant it is to work ahead, etc, Of course, I am not d~e expert and don’t want Lo Lelt you ~ow to manage your students, 

but I think she ,,,viii respond to a "teachin£, momenU and discussion_ just my 2 cents,,, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:57 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth N 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

Oh I’1.:_3! ! I wish you would h~ve c~lled Or come to set me! lot~lly uDaccF_!ptable! f will have? to call her coach l’low. 

T~anks, Beth 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth IVl 
Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

Sh~-’_~ was here.,, didn’t have am/materials with her and instead wanted to debate about why she needed this e>’4ra time since., according to her she had 2 hour; of 

guided study and tutoring yesterday, I told her just because she felt she didn’t have to complete something rig~t now, she should be tookin£, ahead to next week 

and getdng started or at least be reviewing BIO, Drama, etc~ S~e has her doctor appointment today and believes ADHD reeds will solve all her issues~ I tofd her to 

take this up with you but if she ix going to keep her time with me she must bring materials or deal with consequences. 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: is with you? 

Did make it to your 830 appt? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:36 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: geol tuk~r cancelation 

Ok great. Thursday has been deleted~ Thank you, 

S~J~an 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: geol tutor cancelation 

I would like to cancel 1 of the geol sessions for 

only need to meet once per week. Thanks 

I only want to cancel the sessions on Thursday nights with We will keep the other session. They 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 10:50 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: drama    cancelation on wed w/ 

Done! Tuesday appointment remains. 
Thank you, 
S u s a r~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, :tO: 19 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: drama    cancelation on wed w/ 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel Drama    sessions on Wednesdays for            with 

Please do not cancel their Tuesday appts. I would like them to meet once/week. Thanks 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subjed: Meeting 

Hi Jaimie, 

My name is             and I’m a freshman on the           I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime next week because I have a few 

questions about tutoring and a few other things. If you could let me know a time that would be good for you that would be great, 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:12 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting 

Sounds great thank youJ 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:08 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi 

I am working to finish my weekly me~-:d:ing ~.;chedul~-_~ by tomorrow. As soon a; Ym done, f will let you know when w~-_~ will meet! lh~mk; [or reaching out, and we will 

d~-’_~finitely get togetl’u:_~r n~-_~>:t week. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 

To, Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: Meeting 

Hi Jaimie, 

My name is and I’m a freshman on the I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime next week because I have a few 

questions about tutoring and a few other things. If you could let me know a time that would be good for you that would be great. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:54 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: caJacelation 

Both pieces are fixed, 

Ben Sheu 

¯ ~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Prograrn for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e b @ erl~ii b PC. e d u 

Offk:e: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Subject: RE: cancelation 

Also [h~-’_~re are two entri~?~ for and Beth [yot~s to me~:_J: .:_~F~ Mot~davs at (’]Din. t~: ~hould just be on~:_~ session at {’]pro. "[’hank~ 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013:1-:39 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: cancelation 

As a follow up, 

Please cancel the Monday :1230 appt with and Beth Lyons. She is not available at that time. Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 2:00 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: updated nay requests and question... 

They are accessible through a report, but we will be emailing them out as well. 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e b @ erl~ii b P,’:. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, ]aimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:33 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: updated my requests and question... 

Hi, 
I’ve updated my requests. Also, will infractions be emailed to counselors like before or will we have to access them through a report from the database?? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:23 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: cancelatioin 

will meet with at 6pm on Thursdays beginnhlg TONIGHT. Please be sure she is aware. 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~l 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 2:45 PH 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: cancelatioin 

Please cancel music session with at 7pm on Tuesdays. She is in lab at that time. We were supposed to cancel Tuesdays and KEEP 

the Thursday session at 9pm but the wrong day was canceled. It is still showing up on her schedule as being on Tuesdays INSTEAD of just on Thursdays. 

THanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:34 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: guided stu@ requests 

Done. 

Thanks, 

S u s ~E ~ 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 13.: 53 AN 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: guided study requests 

Hello, 

I just added a few requests for CGS (me) and 1 for GS. Please let me know if you can make these adjustments. I am trying to give the girls final weekly schedules 

today at 4pro. Thanks! 

Tues 330-430 CG5 with me: 

Tues 7-8pm G5 with can we add ? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Veggiml, Henry <toriuo3@email.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Progress Report.docx 

Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Henry Veggian from the English Dept. I believe I have several students of yours in my classes this term, including 
he your advisee? Please let me know. 
The message below concerns another student,           I tried to send this along the other day, but realize now I had the wrong address. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry 

in my ENGL class. Is 

From: Veggian, Henry 
Sent: Friday, 
To: jaimelee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: re: 

10:50 AM 

Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Professor Henry Veggian, and I teach 2 sections of English    I have one of your students,           in my class. 
I have attached a progress report that includes some preliminary remarks on her work. She has shown to be an attentive, bright student, but her writing 
displays several areas that require attention and improvement. In particular, her difficult with conflicting singular-plural verbs is one area that will take time to address, and I 

ask that she 
work with tutors to begin correcting it. As you will see, there are also other areas. 

I work from the course textbooks, so everything she needs for citation and organization is in those books. It is a matter of practice and repetition. With respect to grammar, 
the sentence level editing, style, and grammatical sections near the end of How to Write Anything will also be of use. 

I hope the report helps us coordinate our work to prepare for writing academic prose in a University setting. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 
http:/!enqlishcomplit.unc.edu/people!veqqianh 
Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 
http: !/www, rodopi, nl/senj,asp?SerieId = DIALOGUE 
https: !!www.facebook.com!Dialoq ueSeries 



From: ~;~ahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:19 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fravel Forms 

Hey Jaimie, 

I handed in my travel form to you. However I have swapped out one class for another. What should I do about it? 
Do I need to get another form from you? 
I know that they are due tomorrow. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 10:22 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Lerters are due! 

Hey JaJmie, 

I’m s~arting to write a resume for grad school but I’m straggling on format. Is there someone at loudennilk who can help me with that? Thmaks for your help. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 10:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iahnielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello ,~11, 

Dot~’l: forg~:_~l: l:raw:,l letters are due tomorrow (Fri~tay, 9/5) by 5pro. Nail of you haw:, not: turned tll~:,m it~! 

I will be sending a list o1: those who have noL given me the signature verification for’m by 5pro tomorrow to your’ coach! 

Thar~ks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betlael, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:28 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Mary Willin~ham 

Jaimie, I have a couple questions for you, which I’II explain later. If you don’t mind, just respond without any commentary. 

i. What year did you start working for ASPSA? 

2. To the best of your knowledge, do you remember Mary Willingham working with football student-athletes? If she did, what was her role, or to what extent 

did she work with football student-athletes? 

Bradley R. IL Bethel I Reading mid Writing Specialist 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.e&l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:48 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCttEDULE!! 

Her" Jamie, 

All I am missing is one signature. And I wonld 
probably need the signature of the teacher 

who will supervise me in class. I can’t get that 
signature until September 16th. That’s when I 
start visiting classrooms. Should I j ust give you 

what I have for now? 

Thanks! 

Sent fi~om mr’ iPhone 

On at 10:29 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc~edu;> wrote: 

Hello all 

I hope the semester is off to a great start[ Attached is Lhe tutor drop-in schedule. I have made several tuLor requests and witl notify you if you are able 

to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our drop-in tutorials. These sessions will count for those of you requirec[ to get g 

hours!week. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Oey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the teaming Center website: 

http://lea rningcenter.unc,eduifind--a- tutor/peer- tutoring-2 

Subjects Room Da~, Classes 

Languages 201,203 rile 2JERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING 101, SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Pue ~I-tEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PS"/C 

BnsinessEconomics 202 rue BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410 

Poli-Sci Wed BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLl 100-289 

Maih, STOR, 208, 209 Pue STOR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, COMP 116 

Compnler Science Wed MATH 110 -233 

Biocheln 205 rue & Wed BIOC 107 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center SuRe 0118, By- appointment, All %Veelc 

You may have 3 tlltoting sessions each wedc 

You may not sche&fle tmfltiple tlltoring appoiniJnents with the same tutor on the same day. 

Sub iects Furor Make an Appointment 

COMP 110, 116, 401. PHYS E’lick fotAp~)ointtuent 

116. MATH 110, 130. SPAN 

101-203 

BIOL 101, CHEM 261 Click for Appoinhnent 

CH EM 101, SPAN 101/105, ~j_Lc__k__ Lo_!: :~2 pjzt_t! ~_~zt 
ITAL 101 

CHEM 101, 102 Click for Appointment 

SPAN/ITAL, ANTH, GOBO ~2Li__c__k___f:_o_!::~2pjzt_t!~_~zt 
210 

CHEM 101, ENST 201, CHIN Click l\~r Appointment 

111-212, MATH 130,231 

MATH 110-231, ECON 101 Click foi Appointment 

Or, hy lhe following liI~ for more tulor options: ?f[ttp:i/Ieamiltgcenler unc.edu.,’find-a-lattor/more-lutorin~...optionsi 

Departmental Itelp in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ ._B_! ~_tS gZ _ 2 LE ::__d_L~ 3L%_La_L+! 

¯ Chemistly Resom-ce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 prn 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ ~lnstructor and TA office hours are an excellent resource. I]: these hours do not fit into your schedule, please ernail your instructors to make an 

appointment if you need help in your class, I hope this information is helpful to you. 

¯ **Do NOT forget you all must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester. They will hold meetings in the Steele building and here 

in koudermiJk, Spencer W<-_~lborn is assigned t:o the team, but: you are not limR<-_~d to meeting wRh him. Please let this advisor know you are a student 

a t:Met:e, 

¯ ~*~Atso, first-years: ] *,,viii begin 1 on 1 meedngs next week. [ will notify you once ] am able [o schedule your day/time to come see me[ 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 



drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

drop in tutor schedule by subject pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:30 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Ma~ Willingham 

Thanks. 

Bradley Ro }L Bethel I Reading and WdlJng SpeeialL~l 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Pro~,y;m~ tbr Sludet~t-.\{hle{es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (1919) 962-8247 

bradley./~ethel@~mc.e&~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, September 06, 2013 9:30 AN 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= RE: Mary Willingham 

2. Ve~’y few, if any.A honestly don’t ~’ernember who specifically...I remember wbb ptaye~’s she would work with on assignmer~ts, that’s it. 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:28 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Hary Willingham 
Jaimie, I have a couple questions for you, which I’ll explain later. If you don’t mind, just respond without any commentary. 

1. What year did you start working for ASPSA? 

2. To the best of your knowledge, do you remember Mary Willingham working with football student-athletes? If she did, what was her role, or to what extent 

did she work with football student-athletes? 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C,         i F (919) 962-8247 

_b__r~ge_.y_:h_e__*!~_~ @ ~_~_:~__d_~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Veggiml, Henry, <torino3@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:54 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Dear Jamie, 

Thank you for the reply,      will be a work in progress, and I will send updates. She’s a good student. 
As for    well, he doesn’t pay attention in class. When I called on him yesterday, he admitted he was unprepared. 
He is nice, but he needs to focus on class work and the readings, not his laptop. I sent him a note, but perhaps a word from you will help. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 
http: //englishcomplit.unc.edu/people/veqqianh 
Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 
http j/www, rodop!~n![senj.asp?Serield = UIALOGUE 
https : ! /www.facebook.com!DialogueSeries 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Veggian, Henry 
Subject: RE: 

6:57 PM 

Hetlo Henry! 

Thank you so much for following up and rnaking sure I received this message~ For some reason, there are several ernails floating out there, so there is no telling 

how many messages I have missed over the years. Yes, I work with                                    I hope everything is going well for him. 

Regarding        [ sinc~:_~rely appreciate your fl-_~edback! She is requir~:_~d to visit our writing lab beh:~re turning in any writ~:en assignn~ents, and I spoke to her a fb-:~r 

revi~:_~wing your atl:achm~:_~F~t about how she must focus pay particular atteF~tioF~ to the grammatical errors. This information is quite h~-:~lpful, and pleas~-_~ ah:_~rt me if 

you do not see progress from her! I have encouraged her to meet with you one on one, as wetl, so she is more clear of your expectations. 

Cheers, 

rJaimie 

From: Veggian, Henry 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hello 3aimie, 

How are you? This is Henry Veggian from the English Dept. I believe I have several students of yours in my classes this term, including 
he your advisee? Please let me know. 
The message below concerns another student,           I tried to send this along the other day, but realize now I had the wrong address. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry 

in my ENGL    class. Is 

From: Veggian, Henry 
Sent: Friday, 
To: jaimelee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: re: 

:10:50 AM 

Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Professor Henry Veggian, and T teach 2 sections of English    I have one of your students,           in my class. 
I have attached a progress report that includes some preliminary remarks on her work. She has shown to be an attentive, bright student, but her writing 
displays several areas that require attention and improvement. In particular, her difficult with conflicting singular-plural verbs is one area that will take time to address, and I 
ask that she 
work with tutors to begin correcting it. As you will see, there are also other areas. 

I work from the course textbooks, so everything she needs for citation and organization is in those books. It is a matter of practice and repetition. With respect to grammar, 
the sentence level editing, style, and grammatical sections near the end of How to Write Anything will also be of use. 

I hope the report helps us coordinate our work to prepare for writing academic prose in a University setting. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 
http: //englishcomplit.unc.edu!people/veggianh 
Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 
[~p_;_L/___~_____~___~_r__o___d___o_pj_~_n__V__s__e__n_j =_a_~ p__~_s___e__ri_e_N__~ DI6 Lg_G_U_E. 



https: //www.facebook.com/DialoqueSeries 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:58 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

GEOL 

Jaimie, 

Any chance she can meet on Wednesday at 7pro during an existing session? 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: @bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:00 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hi 3amie--hope your semester is off to a good start. 
The       have an exam on Tues. I’m worried about them, especially 
session at 9pm on Non night --hope they can make it. 

Cheers. 

I work with them on Monday AM and I have a drop in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:16 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Letters are due! 

Hi JaJnfie, 

I have all in5’ signatures except in5’ chem professor. I asked her to sign it before class last week but she was too busy and wouldn’t do it, and told me to come to oNce 

hours. Her once hours axe on Monday and the other times I have a class, and since this Monday was Labor Day I haven’t had a chance to go. Should I give you the 

form minus one today or just wait until Tuesday? 

Sor~ ! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 10:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Don’t forget travel letters are due tomorrow (Friday, 9/5) by Bpm. Half of you have not turned them in! 

I will be sending a list of those who have not: giw-:m me th~-:~ sign~ture verification form by 5pro tornorrow to your co~ch! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:47 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Letters are due! 

Okay thank yon’. Ill bring the others by today’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at l 1:45 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@u~lc.edu> wrote: 

No worries. Yes, give rne what you have so far’ and make a note you will bring the last signaLure to be by Tuesday ot: nexL week! Thank yoke for the 

heads up! 

From: }gmal.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 11:16 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: Travel Letters are due! 

Hi Jaimie, 

I have all my signatures except my chem professor. I asked her to sign it before class last week but she was too busy and wouldn’t do it, and told me to 

come to office hours. Her office hours are on Monday and the other times I have a class, and since this Monday was Labor Day I haven’t had a chance to 

go. Should I give you the form minus one today or just wait until Tuesday? 

Sorry] 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at I0:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Don’L forgeL Lravel kfl:Lers ar~-_~ due tomorrow {Friday, 9/5) by 5pro Half of you have not turned them in! 

I will b~:_~ sending a list or those who have not given me the signatur~:_~ veri[ication form by Spin tomorrow to your c.:_~ach! 

Th a n ks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: addition 

This is done, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e u @ erl~ii u P,’:. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, 9:29 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: addition 

I have just added a request for to be added to my Thurs 330-430 CGS please! Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

This is done, 

Ben Sheu 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor cm~celation 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) ~i~ e b @ erl~ a i i b PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, 9:26 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutor cancelation 

Hello, 

informed me her 8pm Wed session for STOR conflicts with her AIA meetings. Will you please cancel this session. Thank you. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:35 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportl aw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

- EXSS SA Requirements 

Hi Ms. Lee. Prof. Osborne and I support the waiver of ECON for senior EXSS Sport Administration major, Due to the lack of a consistent and clear 

communication within our department regarding this change in our curriculum during the spring and fall of we understand that there are several students 

who were confused over the sport administration prerequisite of ECON    for EXSS . It is our understanding that     matriculated in the fall of :    ; he and 

his advisors may have not received this update in a timely manner. In addition, Connect Carolina did not illustrate (nor "blocking") this change for students. Please 

let me know if you need anything else in this regard. 

Note: Prof. Osborne was the coordinator of EXSS Sport Administration undergraduate studies, and I served as an EXSS Academic Advisor during the 

academic year. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Spot± Admini~ration, Lecturer 

Frank Napkins genan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advi~r 

ww’w,exss, gnc,ed u 

315 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 
919,g43,0336 

"Action expresses priorities," P~lahatma ~;a~dhi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 5:01 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@nnc.edu;~; Myers Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: - EXSS SA Requirements 

:-) Great news! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 4:36 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: FVV:            - EXSS SA Requirements 

Please keep this for your records,             will need to see an advisor, provide this email or any message he received about this issue, fill out a drop form for 

econ    , aF~d brff~g it to a counselor to sign 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:            - EXSS SA Requirements 

Hi Ms. Lee. Prof. Osborne and I support the waiver of ECON for senior EXSS Sport Administration major, Due to the lack of a consistent and clear 

communication within our department regarding this change in our curriculum during the spring and fall of , we understand that there are several students 

who were confused over the sport administration prerequisite of ECON    for EXSS     It is our understanding that     matriculated in the fall of ;     he and 

his advisors may have not received this update in a timely manner. In addition, Connect Carolina did not illustrate (nor "blocking") this change for students. Please 

let me know if you need anything else in this regard. 

Note: Prof. Osborne was the coordinator of EXSS Sport Administration undergraduate studies, and I served as an EXSS Academic Advisor during the 

academic year. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Strornan, Pb,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Spo~± Admini~ration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advi~r 

ww’w,exss, gnc,ed u 

3:1.5 WooRlen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hil% NC 27599 
919,g43,0336 

"Action expresses p~ierities," P~lahatma ~a~dhi 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 7:09 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hello, 

I am not traveling this year. I am red shirting. 

Thanks, 

S~:Jtt front ~, }~rizon tVirele~’s 4( i L TE DROID 

"Lee, Jaimie" --jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve 

received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Friday, 7:12 PM 

To: Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

I have mine! I jus~t didn’t have time to run to the AC at all today so I can get them to you whenever. 

"Lee, Jaimie" ~aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve 

received this in error, let me know! 



From: @live.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Friday, 7:14 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

I didn’t think I had to do travel letters because I’m not going to be traveling. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 
I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 
you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 7:29 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

I have it all signed but I wasn’t able to get it to you bc I have a recruit today. What time would work for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" @mnielee(~unc,edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:31 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hey Jmnie! 

Unfortunately I wasn’t able to come in today to had you my letters. May I slide them trader your door Sunday? I have everv~thing filled out! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" @mnielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:04 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hey Jamie! 

I’m sorry.! I can get it to you Tuesday! I have to get one for my exss    class I have all others’. I’m solD" and it will be in Tuesday! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 
I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 
you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:16 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: travel letters 

Thmlks Jamie. I have two classes that are only Monday Wednesday and I left the folm at home Wednesday am. I’ll have them for you monday 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, JaJmie" <iaJmielee@unc.edu> 

Date: 7:04 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: 
Subject: travel letters 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve 

received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Friday, 8:19 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie’. I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel folm. I have all my signatures except one teacher who needed to look over the dates tbr a week. I roll have 

it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not aheady having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(&amc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2:41:37 AM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: travel letters 

Re: travel letters 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Sent: 2:41:34 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@nnc.edu;. 

Sent: Friday, 10:42 PM 

To: ~live.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttavel letters 

Okay, L! Thanks for the update’. 

On at 8:16 PM, ?}live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jamie. I have hvo classes that are only Monday Wednesday and I left the form at home Wednesday am. I’ll have them for you monday 

........ Origins] message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <j_ai_Lr_Li__e_l_e__e__(a)_LLn__c_’_:_e_d__t!> 

Date: 7:04 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: 
Subject: travel letters 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sunday,                 6:45 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

I will speak with these people Monday, 

FYI --- 

is no kbnger on the team 

is a medical rel:iree, is she still aliowed to use t:he AC? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 

UeJvcrailG of North Caroli~a Swime:m,.-; & r3ivu,.-; 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 5:00 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

- Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Jaimie, 

AAAD    tutor,                  is not going to be able to work on Thursday nights. This means that she will have one session each week instead of 

two. If she continues to need two sessions, we will need some time to search for a new tutor for this course. Please inform that her Thursday session is 

canceled until further notice. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:31 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCttEDULE!! 

Jaallie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ 
any tutors available for Econ ’) 

Thank you, 

I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ I was wondering if there are 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <{’_a_~__n_!i_e__l__e_e_@_unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello at[, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. I have made several tutor requests and will notify you if you ape able 

to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our drop-in tutorials. These sessions will count fop those of you required to get g 

hours/week, 

If you still need ft~rther assisLance, please visit Dey Hall, They have tutoring available, The schedule is posted on the Learning Center website: 

_h___t__t_p__;i/!_e___a_m Ln.g.c...e...n..Le.r.:..u...n..c......e..d...u./...f1.n...d...-..~.:.t..u...t.9.r& g_g~: ~ g_~_9_r! ~_g=~ 
Subjects Room Day Classes 

La~gtkqges 201, 203 Pue LIERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING 101, SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Pue :’HEM, BIOL, PS YC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 l"ue BUSI I01, ECON 101 & 410 

Poli-Sci Wed BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLI 100-289 

Math, STAR, 208, 209 rue STaR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, CaMP 116 

Computer Science Wed MATH 110 -233 

Biochetn 205 Fue & Wed BIOC 107 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 

¯ You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

¯ You may not schedule multiple tutoring appullLtments with the same tutor on t!re same day-. 

Subjects 

CaMP 110, 116, 401. PHYS 

116 MATH 110, 130. SPAN 

101-203 

BIOL 101, CHEM 261 

CHEM 101, SPAN 101/105, 

ITAL 101 

CHEM 101, 102 

SPAN/ITAL, ANTH, GOBO 

210 

CHEM 101, ENST 201, CHIN 

111-212, MATH 130,231 

MATH 110-231, ECON 101 

Furor Make an Appointment 

Click for Appoinhnent 

~2 _t_i__c__k___f:_o_!: :~p__o__izt_t~__,_,~_~zt 
Click for Appointnlent 

~2 _t_i_~ _k___f:_o_!: :~p__o__iz~_t~__,_,~_~zt 
Click fbr Appoinlmenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

Click l\~r Appointment 

Or, tlT tile following link for more tutor options: hrtp://learulngcca-~terunc.edu/find-a-tutor,’more-tutofing-optionsi 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

® Biology Tutoring Program 

¯ ChemishT Graduate Stud ent Tutors for Hire 

¯ Chemistry Resom-ce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pnl 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ ~lnstructor and TA office hours are an excellent resource, If these hours do not fit into your schedule, please email your instructors to make an 

appointment i[ y.:_~u need help in your class, t h.:_~pe this itfformation is helpful to y.:_~u. 

¯ * * Do N 0[ fo rg +-_~t Vo ~ a J l m ~ s t: m a k e a n a p p oi n t: m e n t: wit h a t~ a ca d e m i c a d vi s.:_~ r t h is s e m e st e r, Th ey w i l [ h o l d m +-_~e t:i n g s i n t h e St e +-A +-_~ b u i J d i n g a n d h +-_~ re 

in Louder’milk. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but you are not limited to meeting with him. Please let this advisor know you are a student 

athlete. 

¯ ~*+Also, first-years: I will begin 1 on :1. meetings next week. I will notify you once 1 am able to schedule your day!time to come see me! 

(’h e*-:!rs~ 

Jaimie 

< drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

< drop in tutor ~hedule by subject .pdt>- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:09 PM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

10:00 am, BIOL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 9:02 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

~unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

Also,           retired. 

I gathered the group together this AM and told them if these were not h~ to you by the end of Tuesday, they would be disciplined. 

At this pohlt, I figure they need a M and Tu to see professors. Sorry about all this. Thanks, 

Was not r~-:~h:_~ased so HAS to redshirt She will, howew?r, go to sorne events 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
Urd’,’ersiq,, .:):[ Nccth Car,:)lir, a S;,,’[mt~}mg & ~?ivtt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel t Iil], NC 27514-21 ~’5 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C): 
gmai[: deselm@emai].unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,             is allowed to use our services. Also, 

may be best for her to do the letters anyway. 

T~rlarl]’: yOU for the infl) regarding 

f received travel forrns from this rnornit~g, s.:_~ h~-_~ is good to go. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Senti Sunday, 6:45 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

f will speak with these people Monday. 

FYI - 

is no Ionge~ on the team 

is a medical retiree. Is she still atlowedto" use" the     AC? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
L:t~JvetsiD,, o:[ :Nol ~b Caroli]ra S’,x,’[mt~lit~g & Di,,,[t~o 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn~!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.g~ohee[s.com 

~_Ew ~_v~un_.c_’~ �_d_u 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following 

says she is a redshirt. Is there a chance she will compete if someone else gets injured? If so, it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 9:05 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~T: Tutor for 

Jaimie: 

Can we fix this issue? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
Ut!i’,’ersil:t,- .7:[ "xrc,.~ t[l (;arolina S:vimtm’dg &, ~’ ?ivtt!g 
PO Box 2126, (Nape] th[], NC 27514-21 ~5 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
EmaiL deselm@emai].unc.edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.corn 
vcwv¢.unc.edu 

From: ~aol.com ~ _~aol.com] 
Sent: Nonday, 8:05 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Tutor for 

Hi Coach DeSelm, 
I hope this finds you well! I am hoping that you can help me in regards to He is taking his second course of physics this semester and is having a rough start. He has 
been requesting a tutor since the first week of classes, but has been told that they are having a difficult time finding one because" physics is not a class that most athletes 
take." 
We are more than happy to pay for a tutor for him, but he has informed us that he must go through the athletic department due to NCAA rules. As you know, is an 
excellent student and plans to either continue his education in the dental field or the medical field. He is very stressed out this semester as he is taking 3 sciences, 
physiology, organic chemistry, and physics. If there is ANY way you can help expedite getting him a tutor for physics, or direct him ( or us) on how to go about doing that 
outside the athletic department so as not to violate NCAA regulations, we would greatly appreciate it! 
Thanks for your help and we look forward to seeing you parent weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:21 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: plea~ record SPORt during GUIDED STUDY 

.Jaimie, 

Vm unsure of what you are talking about here.,. Guided study is assigned. 

ihere is no %ign in and sign out". 
[.~en ,Sheu 

A’;sist:ant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N C Ac~ d em ic S u ppo rt Progra m for St u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: kee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 10:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: please record SPORt during GUIDED STUDY 

Hello, 

Will the guided study monitors please record the name and SPORT for the students when they sign in and out? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:29 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Jaimie, 

Please check with Brad -he does all the schedulh~g for the AI.S. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u @ em a i i u PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.Z~28 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:56 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Is there any way can meet with 

would work??!! 

Thanks 

, earlier than llam on Tuesdays? She arrived to her wbb workout late, so I was wondering if i0:45-ii:35am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetlael@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

I’ll get back to you later todav, 

Bradley Ro H, Be~l~el I Reading a~ad WrilJng Speeiali,~ 

University of North C~u’oli~a ai Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prow;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel@unc,e&~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, I0:34 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Brad, 

Is there any way can meet with 

would work??!! 

Thanks 

earlier than 11am on Tuesdays? She arrived to her wbb workout late, so I was wondering if 10:45-11:35am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 10:43 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Jaimie, 

While I was looking for the feedback from that Bio session you emailed about, I saw on the feedback that is unsure of why her session starts at 6:30 

instead of 6:00pro.         says that she doesn’t have any conflict or anything else scheduled at 6pro. If I remember correctly, her request was specifically for 6:30 

- Do you want her to start at 6 instead? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11:00 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor tbr 

Thanks, does 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
1.)t~Jversib,’ o:[ iNol if? Carolina Sw[mtnit~g & Di,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~:~_~_~:~ &~_~__h__e__eJ~%~_~ m 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 9:59 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Tutor for 

know about this? Do I need to weigh in on this with Athletic Directors? I find this unacceptable. Thanks, 

Yes, I will help. The tutor coordinators have only been able to schedule 3 tutor sessions for all of 

do. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:05 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Tutor for 

,Jaimie: 

Can we fix this issue? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Unb’eraiq, of North C~rolin~ Swimming & Divu~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC J514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: _de_s e_!g!,Lq~ em ail. u nc. e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~2__w__: & _o_ h__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ p_l__r! 

:,Y. _w_ 3X :_u__t! c_: e. _d_L~ 

From: @aol.com [mailto: }aol.coml 
Sent: Monday, 8:05 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Tutor for 

Hi Coach DeSelm, 

:1 It’s been frustrating. I will see what I can 

I hope this finds you well[ I am hoping that you can help me in regards to     . He is taking his second course of physics this semester and is having a rough start. He has 
been requesting a tutor since the first week of classes, but has been told tl~at they are having a difficult time finding one because" physics is not a class that most athletes 

take." 
We are more than happy to pay for a tutor for him, but he has informed us that he must go through the athletic department due to NCAA rules. As you know, is an 
excellent student and plans to either continue his education in the dental field or the medical field. He is very stressed out this semester as he is taking 3 sciences, 
physiology, organic chemistry, and physics. If there is ANY way you can help expedite getting him a tutor for physics, or direct him ( or us) on how to go about doing that 
outside the athletic department so as not to violate NCAA regulations, we would greatly appreciate it! 
Thanks for your help and we look forward to seeing you parent weekend! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:40 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: ~ii.. 

Do you want me to cancel all of her appointments today and tomorrow? 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e b @ erl~ a i i b PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:57 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: fyi.. 

importance: High 

FYI, 

why there was late notice to cancel her session this morning with 

afLernoon. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 11:09 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

i0:00 am, BIOL 

was in sl:udy hall last night and found out h~-_~r , She was very upset and a counselor had I:o ~:ake her home, This is 

I am not sure when she wilt re{urn to her normal schedule. I will find out from Coach this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Can she arrive 10-:[5 minutes earlier? Otherwise it would be easiest to leave a little earlier, 

Ben Sheu 
¯ ~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, ]aimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Would it be at all possible to reschedule the biology    sessions for 

because she says she is arriving late to class at :1:1am. Maybe just give 

They are MW at llam with 

a heads up?! 

If not, she will have to leave sooner 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: DROP-1N TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

Vve placed her in a session with --- Mon @ 9pm. 

If she can plea;e have her aLtend tonight. 

Also let her Imow that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics cour;e;. 

From her ernail it looks as if she is reading the schedule ]:or dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Celh 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:3:1. PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 
I had requested for a tutor for Econ I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

and, . I was wondering if there are 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

I hope the ;eme;ter is o[f to a great ~.d:art ! Attached is Lhe tutor drop-in ~.;chedule. I have made several tuLor reque;ts and will noti[y you if you are abh? 

to get a session. In the meantime, please Lake advantage of our drop-.in tutorials. These sessions wifl count fop those of you required to gel 8 

hours/week. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the Learning Center website: 

http:!/lea rningcenter,unc.eduifind-a-tutor!peer-tutoring-2 

Sub iects Room Da~, Classes 

Languages 201,203 Pue 2JERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING 101, SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CH[N, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Pue ~I-IEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 Fue BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410 

Poli-Sci Wed BUS[ 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLI 100-289 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Pue STOR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, COMP 116 

Computer Science Wed MATH 110 -233 

Biocheln 205 Pue & Wed BIOC 10V 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All %Veel~ 

¯ You may have 3 tutonng sessions each week 

¯ You may not schedule multiple mloring appoinlments wilh the salne tutor on the same day. 

Sub iects 

COMP 110, 116, 401. PHYS 

116. MATH 110, 130. SPAN 

101-203 

BIOL 101, CHEM 261 

CHEM 101, SPAN 101/105, 

ITAL 101 

CHEM 101, 102 

SPAN/ITAL, ANTH, GOBO 

210 

CHEM 101, ENST 201, CHIN 

111-212, MATH 130,231 

MATH 110-231, ECON 101 

tutor Make an Appoimment 

_C_%c_’k !"_O__L _A__ ~ 2__o_i_!_Lt_~ZLe_LLt 

Click for ApDoir[tment 

~LLi__c__k___Lo_!: =~2 _o__izt_g ~_~zt 

Click J’ot ApDOir[tnlent 

Click fbr Appoinlmenl 

Click J\)r Appointment 

Click fur Appointment 

Or, t17 tile following link for nlore tutor options: 1-LtJ£:~-t~-1~-‘~-&1--e-1L~--t1~-~dJ-~-L~j1~1:~t2~1i~£l~t~L¢1~b&~£~l2i~-~ 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 



¯ Biology Tutoring Program 

¯ Chmnistw Gradu ate Stud~mt Tutors for Hire 

¯ CheitfishT Resomce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pin 

¯ ~lnstructor and T’~, office hours are an excellent resource. If these hours do not fit into ~iour schedule, please email your instructors to make an 

appointment if you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful to Vou~ 

¯ ** Do NOT [orget you i~ll must rnake an appointrnent with an academic ~;dvisor t:his semester, ihev will hold meetings in t:he Steele bt~ilding ~md here 

in [.ot~dermilk. Spencer Welborn is assign~-_~d to the team, but you ~re not limited [:o meeting with him. Ple~se D_d: this advisor I<no~v you are ~ student 

athlete. 

¯ ~*~Also, first-years: I will begin 1 on :1 meetings next week. I will notify you once I am able to schedule your day/time to corne see me! 

Cheers, 

.laimie 

drop in tutor schedule pdf> 

drop in tutor schedule by subject 

< 

< pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday 1:30 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: biology session issue, sunday nights 

Jaimie, 

Can you find out for me details on how many students and what room they were hi? 

[ have listed that th~-_~re shouh~ have b~-_u?n 4 students in room B -which means they would have had to bring one chair in if the tutor was sitting. 

f also haw:_~ it list~:_~d that all 4 student:s are in the same a~-_~ction 

It does not rnention anyd~ing about additional students in the feedback forms. 

Be,*:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu (~emaii.unc.edu 

O ffi c~:_~: 91.9-843-2328 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: biology session issue, sunday nights 

Hello, 

The biology session on Sunday nights from 8-9pro with needs to be adjusted. I have in that session, but 

they said there were so many students in the room last night, they had to sit on the floor. Also, they said there were students in their session who were from 

another class. Since I cannot actually see who all is in the session when I log into the database, I cannot confirm, but if this is the case, the profs are different and 

cover different material. 

Please help. Thanks 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday: ; 1:42 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok, 

I have notified to let her out :1.5 minutes before the hour so she can get to class. 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Stud~:_~nt-At:hh?tes 

~!S }t e LE @ ~!!F~t a ii. LE n~:, e {,~ u 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

No, she is comi~g straight from class.,, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:42 AM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: RE: 

Can she arrive I0-15 minutes earlier? Otherwise it would be easiest to leave a little earlier. 

Ben .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Stud~:_~nl:-At:hh?l:es 

bsheu(~emaii.unc.edu 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Would it be at all possible to reschedule the biology    sessions for 

because she says she is arriving late to class at llam. Maybe just give 

They are MW at 11am with 

a heads up?! 

If not, she will have to leave sooner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Thank you, 

Please rnake sure you input a new request for 

B~n .Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Studenl:-Al:hh?tes 

~!S h e U @ e m a ii. U n~:, e d u 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9::14 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

gcl:ually~ if ;fu:_~ cannot work Monday or ]hur~.L, this means 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, 

AAAD 

AAAD course. We have a few tutors we have already reached out to, and hope to fill this soon. 

tul:orir~g, f believe this is t fH:_! case for my other gMs, 

two. If she continues to need two sessions, we will need some time to search for a new tutor for this course. Please inform 

canceled until further notice. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

is not going to be able to work on Thursday nights. This means that she will have one session each week instead of 

that her Thursday session is 

does not have ANY AAAD 

If this is the case, yes, I need another tutor ASAP! Thank you 

5:00 PM 

- Thursday @ 7pro - Canceled 

tutor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 2:01 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

Fairly typical for her, unfortunately. 5th year senior, too. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
L:t~Jversib,, o:[ iN.ol t[? Carolina S.,x,,hntmt~g & i)i,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimio 
Sent: Monday, 12:56 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
FYl,           ]usL came to see me for the first time today to pick up her travel letters. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Monday, 9:02 AM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Sanchez, Abel 
Subject= RE: Travel Letters 

Also,           retired. 

[ ga~:her~-:~d the group roger:her this AM and tok~ them if th~-_~s~:_~ w~-:~re no~: in to you by ~:he end of Tuesday, th~-:W wouk~ be disciplined. 

At this point, I figure they need a M and Tu to see professors. Sorry about all this. Thanks, 

Was not released so HAS to redshirt. She will, however’, go to some events. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swirraning Coach 
UnJveraib of North C~rolin~ Swimming & Divu~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC J514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _de_~e_!g!,N~email.u nc. edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w_~z _w__: & _o_ h__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ p_l_T! 

:,Y. _w_ 3!: :_u__t! c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: Travel Letters 
Yes,              is allow~?d to u~.H:~ our servi[>:y;. Also, 

may be best for her to do ~:he letb:_~rs anyway. 

Thank you for the info regarding 

I received travel forms from this morning, so he is good to go, 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:45 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Travel Letters 

I wilt speak with these people Monday. 

FYI .-- 

is no longer on the team 

is a medical retiree, Is she still allowed to use the AC? 

Thar~ks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
12r!Jveraib’ of N(:,~ ~[1 Carolina S’~,,’hntmr!g .~s ~)ivtt!g 

,) ,) PO Box 21 ~6, Chapel till], NC 27514-21 ~’S 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[m(d?email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following 

say; she b.; a r,-_~d~.;hirt, is there a ch~nc,:_~ she will compeLe if ~.;omeone else gels injured? If so, it 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

rJaimie, 

He will be available for dropqn tonight. Those hours are collected just like normal drop-ins they sign in and out. 

If       does need a tutor for her AAAD cour’;~:-k, #ease ~mt in a new requ~:_r;t. A~.~ t mentkmed, we are in the process of finding some. 

Sen Sheu 
A’;sisl:ant Tutorial Coordinator 

L; N C Aca d em k: 5 u ppo rt Progra m for Sl:u d en t--At M et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 11:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: 

Hi, 
reiterated my concern t:or the girls, so if it is okay, I would fike all of them to attend his 9pro drop in. \&’itl he definitely be taking attendance? And how wiU 

these taours be collected in the database.> 

**Also, I need to please cancel ~ 91~m session this Monday night ONLY for AAAD to attend the BIOL exam review. I will have her 

send the cancelation ~-’_m~ail. t can’t see scheduh:_~ but if could drop into a different ;~-:r;sion ~vil:h her of if -;l’u:_~ could see at 6pro instead, that 

would be awesome. Iknow it’s no[ always that simple, but just a suggestion. 

THANKS 

From: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Friday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi _]amie--hope your semester is off to a good start. 

The       have an exam on Tues. I’m worried about them, especially 
session at 9pm on Non night --hope they can make it. 

Cheers. 

I work with them on Monday AM and I have a drop in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:15 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCttEDULE!! 

Jaffnie, 

I only have a conflict this Monday. My Mondays beginning next week will be free as far as I know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 1:11 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" ~@__Ul_n_i__e_[_e__e_~L_Ull__c_:__e_£J__u_.> wrote: 

Do you have a conflict every Monday? This may be the only option. 

From: I 
Sent: Monday, 12:44 PN 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

Unfortunately I am not able to make the session tonight. Is it possible to move it to Thursday? 

much as possible. 

Thank you, 

will definitely try to attend the drop in sessions as 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:26 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

See the email below! You have a session TONIGHT at 9pro and please attend drop in sessions as much as 

hal, and the tutor shoukJ be able to help with 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, :[:!.:48 AN 
To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE?! 

.laimie, 

I’ve placed her in a session with - M.:_~n ~" 9pro. 

If she can please haw:, her atb:_md tonight, 

Also let her’ know that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics courses. 

From her ernail it looks as if she is reading the schedule [:or dey hatl and the learning center that you listed below, 

Ben 5’h~.u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

l:~s h e u (.,2, e [.~E a i I, u [~ (: e d u 

Office: 919-843--2328 

Celh 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, : 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE]! 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:3:[ PM 

Te: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE?! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

was wondering if there are any tutors available for Econ ? 

Thank you, 

)ossib]e! I don’t think they are 

and    I 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <ia!mie!ee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

I hope the semester is of]: to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. I have made several tutor requests and 



will notify you if you are able to get a ses~.;ion, In the meantime, ph:_~ase take advantage of our drop--in tutorials. These 

sessions will count fop those of you required to get 8 hours/week. 

If you still need t:urther assistance, please visit Dey Halt. The,,, have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the 

Learning Center website: 

http:/!learningcenter.unc.edu!find-a-tutor/peer-tutoring- 2 

Suhiects Room Da7 Classes 

Lang/tages 201,203 Fue SERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING 101, SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Fue ~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 rue BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410 

Poli-Sci Wed BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLI 100-289 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 I’ue STOR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, COMP 116 

Computer Scimlce Wed MATH I10 -233 

Biochem 205 Fue & Wed BlOC 107 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All W~eek. 

You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not sche&fle Imfltiple tuloring appommlents wilh the same tutor on the stone day. 

Subjects 

COMP 110, 116, 401 PHYS 

116. MATH 110, 130. SPAN 

101-203 

BIOL 101, CHEM 261 

CHEM 101, SPAN 101/105, 

ITAL 101 

CttEM 101,102 

SPAN/ITAL, ANTH, GOBO 

210 

CttEM 101, ENST 201, CHIN 

111-212, MATH 130,231 

MATH 110-231, ECON 101 

Futur IMake an Appointment 

._C_LI_i__c__k___%L _A_ ~ ~ L~_i_!kt_t_~ _e_!~_~_ 

CIick fi)r Appointtnen~, 

Click for Appointment 

Click fi)r Appointtnenl 

Click for Appointment 

Or, tW the following lii~ for more tutor options: ~-L~t-~//-]-e-.-e4-1n--~-1g~‘-e-1-tJ-g‘-r-:u1-t-c-‘-.-e-d~?-~t-~-t1~-L.~5-t-~!~-11~Z-e-~E~*-~?1~11g:9~-~1-9-t-~s-/. 

Departmental Hell) in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

* _B__i__L~]__oz,2cT__9_ Lq _x !Lt g __P__r_ 2 &r_~ _Lt 

* Chemist*’~g Graduate Student Tutors for Hire 

o Chemist1T Resom-ce Center m Kenml C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

o Physics TutoriN 

**Instructor and TA office hours are an excellent resource. If these hours do not [:it into your schedule, please email your 

instructors to rnake an appointment i[: you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpl:ut to you. 

~*~Do NOT forget ?ou all must make an appointment with a.n academic advisor this semester. The? will hold meetings in 

the Steele building and here in Loudermilk. Spencer WeIborn is assigned to the team, but Vou are not limited to meeting 

with him. Plea;e let this advisor know you ape a student ~thh:,t:e 

****Also, fir;t-.ye~r~.~: I will begin :1. on :1. meeting; next week. t will notify you once I ~m able to schedule your d~yitime t.:_~ 

come see me! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 

drop in tutor schedule pdf> 

drop in tutor schedule by subject’ 

< 

< pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:39 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: DROP-1N TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Please direct her to drop-ins for this week. 

will be able to help her during their drop-ins. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Stu&:mt-At:hh?tes 

~!S,"t e U @ e m a ii. U n~:. e [,~ u 

Off:ice: 919-8~13-2328 

Ceil: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 2:37 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULEH 

has a cotl~lict toFlig~qt, but can com~-’_~ o~l Motldavs ~:ronl ~low otl.., 

Would be able to rneet Thursday just for this week? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, :[:[:48 AN 
To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

I’ve placed her in a session with --- Mon @ 9pro. 

If she can please have her attend tonight. 

Also let her know that our drop-in tutors are Monday!Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics courses. 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Stu&:mt-At:hh?tes 

~!S,"t e U @ e m a ii. u n~:. e G~ u 

Off:ice: 919-8~13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!] 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:3:[ P! 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 
I had requested for a tutor for Econ I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

and, I was wondering if there are 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a__k_m__!__e_ke___e____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hello atl, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. I have made several tutor requests and will notify you if you are able 

to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our drop-in tutorials. These sessions will count for those of you required to get g 

hours/week. 

If you stiil ru:_~ed furth~:_~r assist:aru::e, ph:_~ase visit Dey Hail, They haw? tutoring availabh?. rh~:_~ schedule is posb:_~d on tfu:_~ Learning Center website: 

.h...t..t.p..;//1.e...<r..nJ..n.gc...e...n..Le.r.:..u...n..c.~g.u~[[~.g.:.~.~9.r~p.~.~r~.~.9.r1~.g~ 
Subjects Room Da~ Classes 

Lau~gtk%ges 201, 203 gue GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING 101, SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 
DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 rue ~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 l"ue BUSI I01, ECON 101 & 410 
Poli-Sci Wed BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLI 100-289 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 rue STOR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, COMP 116 
Computer Science Wed MATH 110 -233 

Biocheln 205 Fue & Wed BIOC 107 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 



You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not schedule multiple tutoring appointments with the same tutor on the same day. 

Subliects 

COMP 110, 116, 401. PHYS 

116. MATH 110, 130. SPAN 

101-203 

BIOL 101, CHENI 261 

CHEM 101, SPAN 101/105, 

ITAL 101 

CHEM 101, 102 

SPAN/ITAL, ANTH, GOBO 

210 

CHEM 101, ENST 201, CHIN 

111-212, MATH 130,231 

MATH 1 I0-231, ECON 101 

tutor [Make an Appointment 

Cli ck for App oi nhn ent 

Click fbr Appoinlmetu 

Click [br Appoinlntenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

Click [br Appoinlntenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

. £:h _c_% £O__L _a__ p_ ~Lo_i__~_Lt~zLe_~_:: 
Or, tb~ the following link for more tutor options: http://learulugcer~terunc.edu,,’find-a-tutor/more-mtofing-options; 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physic~ and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring Program 

¯ Chemistw Graduate Stud ent Tutors for Hire 

¯ Chemistt7 Resom-ce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ %~structor and TA office hours are an excellent resource. If these hours do not fit into your schedule, please ernail your instructors to make an 

appointment if you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful to you. 

¯ **Do NOF forg~:_d: you all must: mi~ke an i~ppomt:ment: with ~tl academic advisor thb semester, They will hold meet:rags in the Steek~ building and here 

in l_ouder’milk, Spencer W,-Aborn is assigned t:o the tei~m, but: you are not limib:_~d to meeting with him, Ph_~ase let this i~dvisor know you i~r’e a student 

athlete. 

¯ **~A so, f rst-years I will begin 1 on :1. meetings next ~,eek, I will notify you once 1 am able to schedule your day!time to come see me! 

Cheers 

Jaimie 

drop in tutor schedule .pdf-; 

drop in tutor schedule by subject 

< 

< .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:19 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hey, I don’t think I can work it out for tomorrow, but i’m trying to do so starting Thursday. 

Bradley R° H. BetJ~el I R~admg and W~itJng SpeeialL~;l 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Pro?~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (1919) 962-8247 

bradle? .bethel@unc.e&~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Br~d, 

Is there any way can meet with 

would work??!! 

Thanks 

earlier than 11am on Tuesdays? She arrived to her workout late, so I was wondering if 10:45-11:35am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:20 PM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hello this is 

tomorrow. 

Thank You, 

PID : 

, I have Guided studying at 6:00 pm with tomorrow night i wont be able to attend because i am having 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hello this is 

ThankYou, 

I wont be able to attend Drama tutoring tomorrow night at 7:00 with , because i am getting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 4:41 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

Thanks, if you can give me a new list of who has not brought thern to you sometime late h~ the day Tuesday, that would help me. Thanks, 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
L:t~Jversib,, o:[ :Nol tb Camli]ra S’,x,’[n’mlit~g & i)i,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emaihunc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

4:14 PM 

just delivered travel letters. 

2:01 PM 

FYI,           )Jst came to see me for the first time today to pick up her travel letters. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Sanchez, Abel 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Also,           r~-:d:ired. 

I gathered the group together this AM and told them if these were not in to you by the end ot:Tuesday, they would be disciplined. 

At this point, I figure they need a M and Tu to see grofessors. Sorry about aH this. Thanks, 

Was not released so HAS to redshirL She will however, go to some events~ 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
lgtdv~rsity o:[ N’.)~ ~h Camli]ra Swimming & i)iv mg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, iX-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn(fi~ernail.unc.eda 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,             is aUowed to use our services. Also, 

may be best for her to do the letters, anyway. 

Thank you for the info regarding 

f received travel forms from this mornit~g, so fH-_~ is good to g.:_~. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

I will speak with these people Monday. 

FYI --- 

is no kruger on the [:eam 

is a medical retire~-L [s she sti]i allowed to us~-_~ the AC? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

mvi:ssi[y of l’qorlt~ Caro]ina Swimming & D:v]ng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1\-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emafl: _d_ ~_s_ ~ K~C~__e_~L&i_ L ~! _n__c_ ~__e_d ~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, N(R 27514 

www.unc edu 

says she is a redshirL Is there a chance she wiU compete if someone efse gets injured? I]: so, it 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Fairly ~:ypic:al for her, unfortuna~:eh/. 5th year ~.;eF%:_~r, too. 

Rich DeSeh:n, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;mvu’]s[[y c:,f ?’]orlIt Camhr!a Swimming & [-:hvlng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@eroai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel HIll, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:g6 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 



From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:55 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCtlEDULE!! 

Ja]’nie, 

If we can keep the aptx~intmems starting next Monday fllat would great. I roll also plan on going to the drop in tutoring as much as possible. 

Thank you, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" - @_ _U_ _r_ _n_ i_ _eJ _ _e_ _e_ @_ _uj ! _c_ :_ _e_ _@_ . > wrote: 

Okay, I will see if we can keep the appt for Mondays. I don’t think there will be any other opportunity this week other than drop in and you emailing 

your prof or TA about scheduling an appointment to go over anything you need help on... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2::tS PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I only have a conflict this Monday. My Mondays beginning next week will be free as far as I know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:11 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have a conflict every Monday? This may be the only option. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:44 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

Unfortunately I am not able to make the session tonight. Is it possible to move it to Thursday? 

sessions as much as possible. 

Thank you, 

will definitely try to attend the drop in 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:26 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimieiee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

S,-_u:, the email below! You have a session TONtGt-tT at 9pro and pleas,-_~ at[end drop in sessions as much as 

think they are full, and the tutor should be able l:o help with 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, J.:l:48 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

[’w-_~ plac~-_~d her in a session with - Man @ 9pro. 

if: she can please have her attend tonight. 

Also let her know that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7prn and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics courses. 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the learning center that you listed below~ 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu@ernaii uQc.edu 

Office: 919,-843-2328 

Celt: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

H~-’_H k), 
Please se~-_~ ~-_H’~lail below fr.:_3m one O[ my 

From: 

:~ossible! I dor¢~: 



Sent: Sunday, : 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 
I had requested for a tutor for Econ I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

and    . I was wondering if there are any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello aE 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. [ have made several tutor 

requests and will notify you if you are able to getases;ion In the! meantime, please take adw~nLage of our 

drop-in tutorials. These s~-_~ssions will count for those of you required to get: 8 hours/week, 

H: you sLill need further assistance, please visiL Dey Hall They have Lutoring avaitabfe~ The schedule is posted 

on the Learning Center website: 

http:!ilearningcenter.unc.edu!find-a-tutor!peer-tutoring-2 

Subjects Room Day Classes 

La~gqlages 201,203 Fue GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING 101, SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Fue ~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 I’ue BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410 

Poli-Sd Wed BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLI 100-289 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Fue STOR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, COMP 116 

Computer Science Wed MATH 110 -233 

Biochem 205 I’ue & Wed BIOC 107 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All ~eek. 

¯ You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

¯ You may not schedule multiple tutoring appointments with the same rotor on 1he sarne day. 

Subjects 

COMP 110, 116, 401. PHYS 

116 MATH 110 130. SPAN 

101-203 

BIOL 101, CHEM 261 

CHEM 101, SPAN 101/105, 

ITAL 101 

CHEM 101,102 

SPAN/ITAL, ANTH, GOBO 

210 

CHEM 101, ENST 201, CHIN 

111-212, MATH 130,231 

MATH 110-231, ECON 101 

Make an Appointment 

f&is- _k___f_,#~: k2~__o__i_~zt L,_L~_~Zt 

Click for Appoinlrnenl 

Click fo, Appoinhnent 

Click for Appoinlrnenl 

Click for Appointment 

f&is- _k___f_,#~: A22 _o__i_~zt L,_L~_~Zt 

C]ick for Appoinhnent 

Or, tW the following lilflc for more tutor options: .1-1-~1-2:-/-~-1--g-a-~-Ld~-c-.-e-LLt~-L~-E-~-@-9~l~d~tLE£l2~L~:~A1~£L~[~9NL~£~kL 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology-: 

¯ Bmfo~y ’l’ntudr~ Pro~rai, 

¯ Chenfistrv Graduale Student Tulo, s fo* Hire 

¯ ChemistW Resource Center in Kenan C143    Monday-Thm-sday 2-7 pm 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ *Instructor and rA office hours are an ,-:~xceJlent resource If th,-:~.~e hours do not fit into your ;chedul,:_~, please 

emait your instructors to make an appointment i[: you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful 

to you. 

¯ **Do NOT forget you all must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester. They will hold 

meetings in the Steele building and here in Loudermilk. Spencer Welbom is assigned to the team, but you are 

not: limited to meeting with him. Please leL this advisor I~t~ow you are a ;tudet~t athlete. 

¯ ***Also, first--years: I will begin I on 1 meetings new week. I will notify you once I am able to schedule your 

day/time Lo come see rne! 

Cheers, 

.laimie 

drop in tutor schedule pdf> 

drop in tutor schedule by subject 

< 

< pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:00 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

Information is good 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swirrmfing Coach 
1.?t~Jversib,, o:[ iN.ol tb Camli]ra S’,x,’[n’mlit~g & i)i,,,kt~g 
PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@emaihunc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

!E W!~An_g~ �_d_.L! 

From: Lee, Jairnie 
Sent: Monday, 4:43 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
Will do! My apologie’; for so many ernails! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 4:41 PM 
To: Lee, ]airnie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Thanks if you can giw? me a new list of who has no~: brought them to you sometime late in the day Tuesday, that would help me. "hanks, 

Rich DeSeh:n, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;P, ive]s[[y c:,f ).]orl}l C~a]c,]ma Sa immiP, g & [);vlP, g 
PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@ernaihunc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel }Jill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

4:14 PM 

just delivered travet letters. 

2:01 PM 

says she is a redshirt, Is there a chance she will compete if someone else gets injured? If so, it 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Fairly typical for her, unfortunately. 5th year senior, too. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
UpJveraib of North C~rolin~ Swimming & Divw.g 
PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC J514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _de_~e_!g!,N~email.u nc. edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w_~z _w__: & _o__ h__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ p_I_T! 

:,Y. _w_ 3! 2 _u__t! c_: e. _d_L~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:56 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

FYI,           ju;t came ~:o see me for the first: time today to pick up her ~:raveJ lel:~:ers. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co= Sanchez, Abel 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Also,           retired. 

J gathered the group together this AM and told thern if these were not in to you by the end of Tuesday, they would be disciplined, 

At this point, I figure they need a M and Tu t.:> see professors. Sorry about ail this. Thanks, 

Was noL released so HAS to redshirt. She will, however, go Lo some events. 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;P, ive]s[[y c:,f ).]orl}l C~a]c,]ma Sa immiP, g & [-:hvJP, g 
PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@ernai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel }Jill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,             is allowed to use our services. Also, 

may be best for her to do the letters, anyway~ 

Thank you for Lhe in fo regarding 



I received travel form; ~rom this morning, so he i~.~ good to go. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

I ~,ill speak with these people I~,]onday. 

FYt - 

is no longer OR the tearn 

is a medical retiree. Is she stitl allowed to use the AC? 

Thanks 
Rich Degelrn, Head Swir~ning Coach 
U]’~ive]s[[,y of blorth (1 a]o]x~a Swirnmi]’~g & D~vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn(2~emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~_~_~ 3 ~; g ~ _~_Lo_~_! _s_;_c__(_)__rr_ ! 
:,Y._w_j,!2_u__t!c_:e._d_!_~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following 



i From: ~Iix, e..ut~c, edu> 

i S:~nt: Monday: 5 32 PM 

!I"o: Lee_ Jaimie ~!a~nielee@~nc. edu> 

!S=bj~ct: Respo~se fo~n P~i Profe_~o~? 

Dear Jaimie, 

i was ]tlst wondering if you ever reee~vedi an email from my Port Pro#essor abo~t the need of Quia for the class, ::Bel~a~re she did net have a s’yibibus o~ 

~akai and therefore ~ was not able to be reimbursed:: witt5 my athletic sc}~oiiarshi~. If she t-~s r, ot emaited "?,ou ’~et ~ wil~ send her a remi~-tder, 

~hanks ! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:18 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: travel let~.ers 

I’ll bring mine to you tomorrow! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:04 PM 

Subject: travel letters 

Hello, 

B do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters, Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve 

received this in error, let me know! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:11 PM 

Accessibility Resource Services ~’<accessibility@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyon~ Elizabeth M 

<emlyon@email. unc.edtr~ 

This is                  and I would like to request a note taker for tomorrow september 9th & also the near future, I am going to be having 

i wont be in my classes tomorrow my classes are BIOL        and Dram       . my other classes are AAAE       & DRAM 

Thankyou, 

so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resource Sendces <accessibility@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 7:07 AM 

~live.uuc.edu-~; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.uuc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Hi 

Thank you for e-mailing us. Please come meet with us after your . We will look to see if we have note-takers in these classes. 

Sincerely, 

ARS Staff 

From: 

Sent: Mlonday, 8:10 PM 
To: Accessibility Resource Services; Lee, 3aimie; Lyons, Elizabeth MI 
Subject: 

This is                  and I would like to request a note taker for tomorrow september 9th & also the near future, I am going to be having 

i wont be in my classes tomorrow my classes are BIOL        and Dram        my other classes are AAAE       & DRAM 

Thankyou, 

so 



Fli"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:46 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.e&P; 
B <mlitzing@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

RE: required study hours last week 

~unc.edu:~; @unc.edu-~; l,ilzinger, Michael 

Thanks, 

is a iunior transfer so she may not understand what she is!isn’t to attend. She is a good gM._maybe just needs clarification? 

? Thev must meet requirements in the AC. Abel, can you help with any issues pertaining to 

ihanks, 
Rich DeSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
1.;t!J’,’ersil:t, o:[ Nc,.~ tb (;aro{ina S:vlmtm’dg &. r)ivu!g 
PO Box 2126, (Nape] th[], N(] 27514-21 ~S 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
EmaiL deselm@emai].unc.edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:37 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: required study hours last week 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

1. ~ (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

2. 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in/out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the following did 

not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

I PID      I Lastnarne     I Firstnarne 

clocked more hours, but forgot to sign out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

I HRS Earned 
4106 

5:16 

5:11 

215~ 

6:17 

4:30 * 

5:34 

6:03 

iiiii~iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

5:51 

iiiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

7:51 

4:56 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 

3i22 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Temn Pics 

From: Lilxinger, Michael B 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

To: Sanchez, Abel; I DeSelm, Rich L; 

Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: Team Pics 

So we are set for Wednesday, Oct. 2 starting at 2 p.m. 

We will be shooting i. Head shots 2. Captains Group 3. Seniors Group 4. Coaches Group and S. Team Pictures 

What we are wearing will be determined and sent out in a separate ernail 

:~: :iZ ii :: i <~ : i i:!i 
Associate Head Coach 

Men’s and Women’s Swimming 

University of North Carolina 

mlitzing@email.unc.edu 

919-843-9275 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962-1603 (fax) 

www.goheels.com 

::::*;;:: strutrm small 

Litzinger, Michael B; 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:02 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response form Port Protbssor? 

I just realized that I gave her the wrong email. So I just sent her the correct one. Thanks for responding! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 11:24 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" %iaimielee(a;unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

i did not rec:eiv~-_~ th~-’_~ nrnail. Pleasn r~-_~rnitl{J ~/our profe_gsor, 

From: 
Sent= Monday, 5:32 PM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Response form Port    Professor? 

Dear Jaimie, 

I was just wondering if you ever received an email from my Port Professor about the need of O.uia for the class. Before she did not have a 

syllabus on sakai and therefore I was not able to be reimbursed with my athletic scholarship. If she has not emailed you yet I will send her a 

reminder. 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jamie, 

I have my travel letters signed’. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 
I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 
you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:42 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttavel letters 

Hi Jamie, 

I have my travel letters signed, ill bring it by your office around 5 tonight after practic!! 

Thanks and sor~ rm late, 

O11 at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ unc.cd~~ 

Tuesday, 12:57 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Travel Letter 

Hey Jaimie, 

Can you email me and 

Thanks, 

a travel letter for this year? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:31 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: required study hours last week 

Great. Thx. Can u send an updated travel letter list by 2pro? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:14 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

I just met with ! She is wonderful, and I"m sure will not have any issues meeting her academic requirernents frorn now on! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, i0:46 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Cc: Sanchez, Abel; Workman, Aaron; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B 
Subject: RE: required study hours last week 

Thanks 

iS a junior tran:;fer, ;o she may not u]lders[:and wfua[: :;he isii:;]l’t to attend, She is a good gM ,.maybe jtJ;t n~-_!eds :lari[ici~tio[’~? 

Abel, can you help with any issues pertaining to ? They must m~-_~et requirements in the AC, 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
Uni’¢ersi~- o:[’ North Carolina Swimming g~ I)Jvmg 
P© Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(0): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC J514 
www. goheels.com 
~VV¢~V. UIIC. eat] 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:37 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: required study hours last week 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]--> (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]--> 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in/out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the 

following did not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

!support Lists]-->2. 

:support Lists]-->3. 

!support Lists]-->4. 

!support Lists]-->5. 

!support Lists]-->6. 

!support Lists]-->7. 

!support Lists]-->8. 

<!--[if :supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]--." 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--." 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--~" 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--." 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--." 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--." 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--~" 

<!--[if <!--[endif]--~" 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. <!--[endif]--." 

*        clocked more hours, but forgot to sign 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

PlD        I Lastname      I Firstname 

out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

I HRS Earned 

~i06 

5:16 

5:11 

2i57 

6:17 

4:30 * 

5:34 

iiiiiSili~3iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

6:03 

5:51 

7:51 

4:56 

3i38 

6:22 

6:41 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:38 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letter 

Hey .~airsie~ 

l’l~n going to ask Coach Calder about the meeting time and let you know but apparently just needs a generic letter right now that has 

~isit todsy, 

Clarissa 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:12 PM 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: Travel Letter 

Yes, I will as soon as I get it done. liust need to add the travel dates based on the game schedule. 

O,{~estion--when do the players have to report to team meetings for awav games? f do not know when they traw:_~l. Is it the day before at a certain time? 

Thanks! 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: Travel Letter 

Hey Jaimie, 

Can you email me and a travel letter for this year? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 

on it for a recruiting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Team Pics 

It’s totally up to you. I never usually go to any team pictures. You can ask Mary Fllen if she is going, 

.Jenn 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Tuesday, ; 11:47 AM 

To= Townsend, Jenn 
Subject= RE: Team Pics 
Thanks. Do they want my picture included? If so, where do they meet? 

From= Townsend, Jenn 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Team Pics 

From= Litzinger, Michael B 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 9:48 AM 
To: Sanchez, Abel; Bingham, Mary Ellen; DeSelm, Rich L; 

Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: Team Pics 
So we are set for Wednesday, Oct. 2 starting at 2 p.m. 

We will be shooting 1. Head shots 2. Captains Group 3. Seniors Group 4. Coaches Group and S. Team Pictures 

What we are wearing will be determined and sent out in a separate email 

Associate Head Coach 

Men’s and Women’s Swimming 

University of North Carolina 

mlitzing@email.unc.edu 

9:19-843-9275 (office) 

(cell) 

9:19-962-:1603 (fax) 

w w w :g_o___h___e___e__[_s_:__c__o____m__. 

::N:: strutrm small 

Litzinger, Michael B; 



From: "@ive.tmc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

To: Lee, Jalmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: psyc tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I never got an emaJl about that actually so I had no idea about that tutoring session. Solry about the miscommunicadon ill definitely be there from now on! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 12:25 PM, "I,ee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Did you know of your psyc    tutor session this past Sunday at 7pro in room R with ?2!?1 
Please know this session has been scheduled for you! Please make sure you attend from now on! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc=edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:36 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: V~q3B travel schedule 

Hey Jaimie, 

I appreciate the schedule and know we’re aU trying to stag ahead on this --. however I will not be able to do much with it on a full basis point, I am aware you sent it 

[:o Liz and Beth, so thaI: will help them, however if you can send me specifically which s~-_~ssions l:hey are missing - I can input a cancelbtion for thos~:_~. 

Please remind your students ~:o make sure tb:_W follow our proc~:_~dures in canceibtion, f think many of the WBB players have done a wonderful iob so Jar in 

cancelUng in advance! 

Thanks for being proacdve! 

Ben Sheu 
&ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u P,’:. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:42 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Lyons, Elizabeth M; @gmail.com 

Subject: WBB travel schedule 

Importance: High 

Hello, 

In an effort to help keep up with the nights wgg players will be unable to attend academic sessions due to game conflicts, I am sending a copy of their fall 

schedule. 

The dates highlighted in red will conflict with study sessions. I am trying to be proactive in helping to stay on top of communicating with tutors! 

Thank you!! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Ce: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hi Professor 
I was wondering if it would be at all possible if you could confirm that you have received nay travel letters for 
I apologize for asking you to do this 
Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

I have misplaced the copy that you signed two weeks ago 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:27 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Class 

Will you be in your office any time tonight to talk about classes? 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:09 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Travel Letter & Academic }tours 

Hi Jaimie, 

I just wanted to let you know that I left my signed travel letters under your door in your office. Also, I got an email that I didn’t do all of my hours, but I 

know for a fact that I did at least 7. I did 3 hours in drop in tutoring and you said you would count it, but I think you might’ve forgotten because it said I did 

less than 5. If you could clear that up for me that would be great. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Class 

I am strongly considering dropping a class and was wondering if it was still possible. I have a multitude of reasons t;ar this decision, so could I talk to you about it tomorrow? 

On at 5:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Not tonight I will be around tomorrow night 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday 5:27 PM 
> To: Lee, Jallnie 
> Subject: Class 
> 

> Will you be in your office any time tonight to talk about classes? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edw~; @aol.com 

Lee, J~Jmie ~aJmielee@unc.edu>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gaxth, Chris~" LyIm <cge#th@unc.edu>; Workman, 

Aaron <aworkman@unc.edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu> 

Travel Letters & Practice 

Jaimie Lee has informed me, as of this evening, that you have not completed turning in all of your travel letters. 

This being the case, you are dismissed from all team training until you complete this responsibility, which was due to be completed last week. 

I suggest you use the extra time to do homework and track clown your professors to get these letters signed and submitted to Jaimie. 

Once all your letters are submitted, you are welcome to return to the next practice, be it swimming, weights or dryland. Jaimie will confirm with me that you have 

given her the letters. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~dng Coach 
University- of North Carolina Swin~ning & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w__ 35 2w__: ~._o__b___e__e_! _s_: ~ _9! _Y! 
~Y._w_32_:_u__tAc_:~._d_!_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: fall travel letter 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ven~on, Richard M" <nnvemon@emailamc.e&J> 

Date: ,6:03:57 PM EDT 

To: .(tbgmafl.com> 
Subject: RE: fall travel letter 

I have received your travel letter. See you tomorrow. 

Best, 
Richard 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:3:t plVl 

To: Vernon, Richard M 
Subject: Fwd: fall travel letter 

hey, 

Attached is my travel letter, sorry I was at practice when you were on campus. Could you just respond that you received a copy of our schedule so I can 

forward that response to my advisor and I will bring you a hard copy to class tomorrow? Thanks so much 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: ~tblive.uac.edu> 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.e&t> 

Date: 5:29:38 PM EDT 

To: 2);live.~mc.edu> 
Subject: fall ta’avel letter 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:31 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Can you let me know if you get that forward email from my professor. And have let rich know he just sent me and email saying I haven’t completed the letters and was dismissed from 
practice 

Thanks 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Travel Letters 

Attach: Schedule.docx 

I have all my travel letters signed, but considering I got my last signature at my class today and then went straight to practice and then went straight to 

lab, I could not physically get them to you before you left the AC. I have slid them under your door and was hoping that you could email Rich and let him 

know that I have them done. Otherwise, I won’t be able to practice in the morning which would be really devastating to my progress right now and to my 

pride as a dedicated          I am attaching a word document of my schedule and I have all my classes signed off (not including my chem lab that I 
wouldn’t miss anyway because it is on a Tuesday). I would really appreciate if you could get in touch with Rich tonight so I could practice tomorrow 
morning. Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Tuesday, : 8:03 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sons~ for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can dl~)p it offtomorrow at 12:55? 

On , at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On at 8:19 PM, ~)~live.~mc.edu> wrote: 

tti Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher who needed to look over the 

dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. SoW tbr not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_’_a_ig_t_i__e_!__e__e(a~__tLn__c_’:__e__d_tF’, wrote: 

Hello, 
I do not have Four signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get 
that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:26 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

’I’hmk you! I get out of class at 12:50 tomonow and have weights at 1. I know that I ca1 get to your office beibre weights, but I can’t participate until you send Rich an 

email coIt[imfing you have my travel fore1. Could you send him an emaJl tomorrow beiblv 1 if I te:a you saying I put my fomls under your door if you’re not there? 

On at 8:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

that is fine. If f am not here, simply slide them under my door. 

From-" 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:03 PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:557 

On at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i__a_!__n_!!__e_!__e___e____@____u___n_£:£_d___u__> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On at 8:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher who needed to 

look over the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know 

when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  8:28 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATES RE: Travel Letters & Practice 

Thanks, this helps. They are freaking out~ This is causing rne more headaches than if I’d done nothing! Thanks for your help. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swilrmling Coach 
l~?t~Jv,qr sib,, o:[ iNol ~[? Caroli]ra S’A,,[mtint~g & Di,,,kt~o 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~:~_~_~:~z_h__e__eJ~_%~_~m 
~_v ~" ~_x~ g_n_.c_’~ �_d__.L_l 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:26 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: UPDATES RE: Travel Letters &, Practice 
Importance: High 

[ decided ~:o stop by ~:he office again tonight on my way horne, A h-:~w girls delivered tfu:_~ir iett~-:~rs: 

II letter5 d,:.me 

all letters done 

the b3sL professor emailed me to co:lilrm he has rr=’ceived [:el L:avel feller ~3:ld sile ,,,All sLill gb;e me Lile page wlth ilis Slg:-1a~LII"r~ Lo:’fIotrow 

emailed me and says she wiU deliver the letters tomorrow afternoon. I have not heard from 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:27 PM 
To: ~aol.com 
Cc: Lee, JaimieiLitzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron; Gisselman, Steve 

Subject: Travel Letters & Practice 

Jaimie Lee has informed me, as of this evening, that you have not completed turning in all of your travel letters. 

This being the case, you are dismissed from all team training until you complete this responsibility, which was due to be completed last week. 

I suggest you use the extra time to do homework and track clown your professors to get these letters signed and submitted to Jaimie. 

Once all your letters are submitted, you are welcome to return to the next practice, be it swimming, weights or dryland. Jaimie will confirm with me that you have 

given her the letters. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
University- of North Carolina Swin~ning & Diving 
I O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-_126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: @_~e_{m,~ ema i].un c edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~!t_w__: g._o_ ~__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ ~_I_T! 

)Y._w_31::_u__t!c_:~. _d!_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  8:28 PM 

~live.unc.e&P; 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~NV: UPDATES RE: Travel Letters & Practice 

~live.unc.edu~>; ~live.unc.e&P 

You ~re good to practice in AM. You should that~k Jaimie[ 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
UpJveraiq, of North Carolina Sv;imn’m..g & Divu’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2125 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w__ 3Z _w__: g _o__h___e__e_!_s_:_c_’ £! _r! 

3 Y. _w_ 32_:_u__t~ c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:26 PM 
To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= UPDATES RE: Travel Letters & Practice 
Importance= High 

Coach, 

f decid~:_~d to stop by the office ~gain tonight .:_~n my w~n/home. A few girl~.~ deliv~:_~red their F:~tters: 

d[ [~ttels doric 

all letter:~ done 

the last larc.fe!~sor emaile6 me to. cc.~ifirm he has received her t!avel iet[er a~id !~he will 5till give me the page wlth hi!~ slgnatLIre tomc.!r,:.~w, 

emailed me and says she will deliver the letters tomorrow afternoon. I have not heard from 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Tuesday, 6:27 PH 
To= ~ a__o_J.&o_..m_. 
Co: Lee, Jaimie; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron; Gisselman, Steve 
Subject= Travel Letters & Practice 

Jaimie Lee has informed me, as of this evening, that you have not completed turning in all of your travel letters. 

This being the case, you are dismissed from all team training until you complete this responsibility, which was due to be completed last week. 

I suggest you use the extra time to do homework and track down your professors to get these letters signed and submitted to Jaimie. 

Once all your letters are submitted, you are welcome to return to the next practice, be it swimming, weights or dryland. Jaimie will confirm with me that you have 

given her the letters. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swilnming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ematl: _d_ ~_s_ ~ !_Lr_~ .~__e__12&&i_ L _t_Ln__c_ ~__e__d_ ~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~2__w___~2_g_?_t_~_ ~ ~_ls~__c__o_ m 
.w__ W .w_:An_.c_.e_d_.u_. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:31 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Thank you so much for coming back to the AC for us! It’s greatly appreciated! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:21 PM 

To:l 

Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Luckily, I decided to stop back by the office and got your travel letters. 1 will email him now... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 PN 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Travel Letters 

I have all my travel letters signed, but considering I got my last signature at my class today and then went straight to practice and then went straight to 

lab, I could not physically get them to you before you left the AC. I have slid them under your door and was hoping that you could email Rich and let him 

know that I have them done. Otherwise, I won’t be able to practice in the morning which would be really devastating to my progress right now and to my 

pride as a dedicated         . I am attaching a word document of my schedule and I have all my classes signed off (not including my them lab that I 

wouldn’t miss anyway because it is on a Tuesday). I would really appreciate if you could get in touch with Rich tonight so I could practice tomorrow 

morning. Thanks! 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:42 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: RE: 

Yay[ Thanks so much[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:19 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I got the message..will update your coach right now. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 6:31 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaunie 
> Subject: 
> 

> Can you let me know if you get that forward email from my professor. And have let rich know he just sent me and email saying I haven’t completed the letters and was dismissed from 
practice 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: travel letters 

Thanks so much! 

On at 8:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, if you don’t see rne, shoot me an emaif right away. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:26 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Thank you I I get out of class at 12:50 tomorrow and have weights at 1. I know that I can get to your office before weights, but I can’t participate until 

you send Rich an email confirming you have my travel form. Could you send him an email tomorrow before 1 if I text you saying I put my forms under 

your door if you’re not there? 

On at 8:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

that is fine. If I am not here, simply slide them under my door. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:03 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie] I’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:55? 

On at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On . at 8:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher 

who needed to look over the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let 

me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:54 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 
In case you were not copied in, this is the email from my math teacher! 
Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhoue 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: .8:14:39 PM EDT 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi 
I just checked my documents I do have your travel letter for 

Thank you, 

On 5:12 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Professor 
I was wondering if it would be at all possible if you could confirm that you have received ~W travel lettm5 for 
copy that you signed two weeks ago. I apologize for asldng you to do this. 
Thank you~ 

. I have misplaced the 

Sent from my iPhoue 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesdw, 9:07 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: RE: Re: 

Ja]Inie, 

’][’HANK YOU!!!!’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:05 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

No, I w~s not copied on this em~il The grof did ~ot "f’e{}ly all" iol. I will ernail yo{a coach now, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:54 PN 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject-" Fwd: Re: 

Hi JaJmie, 

In ca~ you were not copied in, this is the emaJl l]com my math teacher’. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: (~live amc.e&t> 
Date: 8:14:39 PM EDT 
To: ~a)live.tmc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Hi 
I just checked my documents I do have your travel letter for 

Thank you, 

On 5:12 PM, ~;live.tmc.e&~> wrote: 
Hi Prot~ssor 
I was wondering if it would be at all possible if you could confirm that you have received my travel lettem for 
misplaced the copy that you signed two weeks ago. I apologize for asking you to do this. 
Thmlk you, 

¯ I have 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letter & Academic }{ours 

Thank you very much!!!! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:16 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Travel Letter & Academic Hours 

Hi 

I got the hours from the tutor coordinator, so I will go in and add the drop in. I thought he added those times. Don’t worry, I will make sure it all gets calculated. 

Thanks for the em~il, 

Also, I have the ~:ravel F:d:ters and will notify your co~;ch. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:09 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Travel LeLter & Academic Hours 

Hi Jaimie, 

I just wanted to let you know that I left my signed travel letters under your door in your office. Also, I got an email that I didn’t do all of my hours, but I 

know for a fact that I did at least 7. I did 3 hours in drop in tutoring and you said you would count it, but I think you might’ve forgotten because it said I did 

less than 5. If you could clear that up for me that would be great. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 4:55 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: People who are graduated students 

Okey dokey 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jul 1, 2013, at 4:50 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambleg~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anybody who is a degreed student currently can’t make appointments with undergrad students. So you 
will have to put them in. 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 2:37 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Advising 

image001 .png; image002.png 

Lee, Thank you for the opportunity! Would Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday any time before noon work for 
you? A 9am would be great because it could be on my way in, but I am very flexible. I look forward to being 
with your team in Steele. Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 12:54 PM, "May, Lee Y" <magl~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I look forward to you joining us as a part-time advisor in our Graduation Division later this summer. Are 

you around next week so that we might meet to talk a bit about the logistics? Please suggest some 

available times. I think this will be a great partnership! 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 
<image001.png> <image002.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 3:29 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I thought you might like to read this it is not a short read. 

Thanks, I will get to read it later. Several students are out of control and abusing the sign up’s for tutoring. I 
have emailed them. Funny, second session has been more math and business while first session was more chem. 
tutoring. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shamblev@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Emotional Labor in the work place. 

http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTM M 44.htm#np 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:40 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I hooked up your computer 

Thanks- I will be there in the am- Davis in the afternoon. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 4:38 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

I had a few cords left over. Try it out and let Patrick know if I didn’t get it right. I guess he is working. 

I think you had a few extra cords from printers that you were not using. 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:41 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Advising 

Sounds good Lee. Enjoy the 4th holiday. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 4:20 PM, "May, Lee Y" <magl~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Let’s meet on Tuesday (July 9th) at 9:15 in my office. Looking forward to seeing you then-- 

Have a great 4th! 

Lee 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 2:36 PM 

To: May, Lee Y 

Subject: Re: Academic Advising 

Lee, Thank you for the opportunity! Would Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday any time before noon work 

for you? A 9am would be great because it could be on my way in, but I am very flexible. I look forward to 

being with your team in Steele. Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 12:54 PM, "May, Lee Y" <mayl@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I look forward to you joining us as a part-time advisor in our Graduation Division later this 

summer. Are you around next week so that we might meet to talk a bit about the logistics? 

Please suggest some available times. I think this will be a great partnership! 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 
<image001.png> <image002.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

call 

Jay, CR is scheduled for Friday at 12:30/1 - she is happy to answer any questions. Come on over. Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:45 PM 

Barricelli, Jade <jbarrice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hiring tutors 

Hi Jade, 
It would be my pleasure to meet with you and talk about peer tutoring/tutor for hire board as well as the other resources 
in CSSAC (Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling). We are located in SASB North on Ridge and Manning in 
the basement (Learning Center). Would Monday or Wednesday at 10 or 11 work for you next week? Mary 

From: Barricelli, Jade 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Hiring tutors 

Good afternoon Mary, 

My name is 3ade Barricelli and 1: am the new 3ob Location Development Coordinator in 
University Career Services. It is my job to try and connect students who were not 
awarded federal Work Study with employment opportunities both on and off campus° 

I noticed that the Learning Center has a Tutor for Hire job board. I would be interested 
in learning more about this as well as any other potential employment opportunities that 
may exist within the Learning Center (if there are any). Since I am new to the 
university, I am spending the summer getting acquainted with the various options that 
students might have to make money. My hope is that by August, I will be well prepared 
to assist the students who come to me for guidance. 

Would you be willing to meet with me to discuss the tutoring program? My schedule for 
the next couple of weeks is fairly flexible and I would be willing to come to your location. 
(this helps me learn the campus too!) 

Thank you in advance for your time! 

Jade Barricelli 

Coordinator, JLD and Innovation 

University Career Services 

219 Hanes Hall 

UNC-Chapd Hill 

919-843-0844 



Post a job/internship/fellowship: 

~careers.unc.edu ob-or-intemship.html 

Follow us: 

~://www.twitter.com/u ncucs 
Like us: 

http:/Jwww.facebook.com/u ncucs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 8:58 AM 

Barricelli, Jade <jbarrice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hiring tutors 

image001 .gif; image002.png 

Great, I look forward to meeting you. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~,~+un c + edui~+wiH in~ 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 8:20 AM, "Barricelli, Jade" email.unc+edu> wrote: 

<image001 .gif> 
I will be there on Monday at 11am if that works for you. 

I look forward to meeting you! 

-Jade 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:45 PM 
To: Barricelli, Jade 
Subject: RE: Hiring tutors 

Hi Jade, 
It would be my pleasure to meet with you and talk about peer tutoring/tutor for hire board as well as the 
other resources in CSSAC (Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling). We are located in SASB 
North on Ridge and Manning in the basement (Learning Center). Would Monday or Wednesday at 10 or 11 
work for you next week? Mary 

From: Barricelli, Jade 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Hiring tutors 

<image001 .gif> 
Good afternoon Mary, 

My name is .lade garricelli and I am the new Job Location Development 
Coordinator in University Career Services, It is my job to try and connect 
students who were not awarded federal Work Study with employment 
opportunities both on and off campus. 

I noticed that the Learning Center has a Tutor for Hire job board. I would be 

interested in learning more about this as well as any other potential 
employment opportunities that may exist within the Learning Center (if there 

are any). Since 1: am new to the university, I am spending the summer getting 



acquainted with the various options that students might have to make money° 
My hope is that by August, : will be well prepared to assist the students who 
come to me for guidance, 

Would you be willing to meet with me to discuss the tutoring program? My 
schedule for the next couple of weeks is fairly flexible and :I would be willing to 
come to your location. (this helps me learn the campus too!) 

Thank you in advance for your time! 

Jade garricelli 

Coordinator, JLD and Innovation 

University Career Services 

219 Hanes Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-0844 

<imageOO2.png> 

Post a job/internship/fellowship: 

http ://ca ree rs. u n c. ed u/e m p/oyers/emp/oyers/post-jo b-o r-i ntern sh ip. htm I 

Follow us: 

~/www~tw!tter~com!uncucs 
Like us: 

~://www.facebook.com/u ncucs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 10:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M (j aysmith@email.unc.edu) 

comment from fan 

Whoa, WillinghamT You may had better start being more diplomatic in the way you state 
the obvious. After all, that has been the game for decades. 

That $million$ spent on P.R, so far, just for a sporting chance to salvage the reputation of 
the Rams’ Club wasn’t the last you’ll hear from that bunch. This is hard ball, and I 

jerome suspect much, much, more is being spent undetected. There’s another Smillion$, i’m 

0 approved 
guessing, to ruin your reputation, and that of Jay Smith and whoever else... Us outsiders 
are just taking it all in, knowing that we have little say if we’re not on the UNC Board Of 

northstatel@juno.com ,~ 
tJovernors. 

174.99.79.136 

Given that the Rams’ Club has more-or-less thrown academic integrity of UNC-CH 
under the bus in an apparent attempt to spare the sports heroes of embarrassment, it 
doesn’t look good for the hard working, dedicated, and accomplished faculty of UNC- 
CH. It should be obvious by now where ya’ll stand in relation to your relative importance 
compared to sports glory. 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 10:46 AM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Frank is out another day 

No problem. Will do. 

From: Shambley, Billie K 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Frank is out another day 

Can you lock the door and put a note on it to check upstairs if they need help. Please do not let them take the recycling. 

Hope you have fun downstairs, sorry you are alone. 
Billie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 11:05 AM 

Welcome Carol <WelcomeCarol@unc.edu> 

Welcome 

Chancellor Folt, 

One of our strengths is that we finally have a female chancellor --after waiting 223 years. This is a great place to live, it is 

truly a southern piece of heaven. The students here are amazing - all of them. My suggested improvements are with 

regards to our challenges in athletics. Chancellor Thorp told me that he would leave you a file with some of my work and 

suggestions. When we promise a real education to our profit sport athletes, we need to provide one. I know how we 

can do this while preserving academic integrity. We would not have to spend money on PR firms because if we do the 

right thing, we will lead the way. Mother Theresa often said that we must look at problems as challenges and challenges 

as gifts. We have our strengths and we have a few gifts ahead. Thanks for coming to Carolina, and I look forward to 

meeting you. 

Warmest regards, Mary 

~c.w~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:40 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Update in move 

Harold, Move out is complete-move in almost complete. On Monday before I meet with Lee on Tuesday, I will have Billie help me to 
fix my calendar with LC schedule of events, meetings, workshops etc. I am counting on a hostile free meeting environment. Thank 
you for your help. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:47 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Phones 

The phone is not switched yet, but I have forwarded my office line for now 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 11:06 AM 

Thomas, Lauren D <laurendt@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chancellor’s Science Scholars Tutoring for Math 

Lauren, Are your scholars registered summer school students? If they are, they can register for an appointment 
with our summer school tutors. The link is below. They meet with students at different times Monday - Thursday 
in Davis Library - 3rd floor. I have 6 tutors for 2nd summer session - 3 can handle math. The tutors are always 
open to group sessions, so if one student signs up - he/she is welcome to bring a few classmates. As far as 
arranging any other tutor situation, you may want to check in with the Math Help Center. Regards, Mary 
~s :/ileamingcenter.unc.eduitSnd°a-mtorisummer-tutoring{/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
~. unc. edu/-willin~h 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kessler, Frank S" <fkessler@email.unc.edu> 
Date: July 3, 2013, 1:28:36 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham(i~unc. edu> 
Subject: FW: Chancellor’s Science Scholars Tutoring for Math 

Are any of your tutors available for this?? Christina gave me a heads up on your "new’ job. Give me a call at 
home where I’m still dealing with water damamge in my living room. 
Frank 

From: Thomas, Lauren D 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 11:32 AM 
To: Blanton, Robin C; Kessler, Frank S 
Subject: Chancellor’s Science Scholars Tutoring for Math 

Dear Robin and Frank, 

I hope that this note reaches you well. I wanted to reach out to see if there was a way to arrange tutoring for 

some of our Chancellor’s Science Scholars in their Math course. While indicators showed that most were 

doing well, if not very well, their mid-term exams have come in. There are some students, 8, who need more 

help. 

I was wondering if we could set up a Monday, Wednesday, Friday special tutoring session for these students? 

The time available in their schedule would be 9:45-11:15 AM. Is there any way that we can arrange this with 

the learning center? Please let me know if we can arrange any structured options. 

Thanks! 

Lauren D. Thomas 
Program Coordinator 
Chancellor’s Science Scholars 
919.843.9070 
Kenan Labs A-223 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 11:13 AM 

Bachenheimer, Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu> 

educ 387 recruiting 

Aaron, 
I hope that your summer is going well. Would you ever consider sending an email out to invite your students to become 

Peer Tutors this fall (by enrolling in EDUC 387). It would be great to get more of your students to join the community at 

Dey Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday nights. Here is the link to the application: 

http ://I ea rningce nte r. u n c. ed u/fi n d-a-tuto r/beco m e-a-t uto r/ 

See you soon, Mary 

~ c. w~.. 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 11:24 AM 

john.drescher@newsobserver.com 

thank you 

John, Thank you for the editorial, perhaps Jim Dean will help Carol Folt find a way out of this mess. My performance 

review resulted in a demotion along with a punitive ’transfer’ to a basement office. I have filed a grievance, but knowing 

these folks, they will rule in favor of themselves. I will keep you posted. Regards, Mary Willingham 

~c.w~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 11:56 AM 

khanner@email.unc.edu 

EDUC 387 

Summer Greetings, 

EDUC 387 was previously EDUC 399 Peer Tutoring 

It has come to my attention that we do need to use a text book for this course. Put Your Pencil Down by Marcia Toms 

was previously used and will be used again fall and spring. The number of students (tutors) varies but 100 copies should 

be enough. Thank you, Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 1:33 PM 

khanner@email.unc.edu 

EDUC 387 

Summer Greetings, 

EDUC 387 was previously EDUC 399 Peer Tutoring 

It has come to my attention that we do need to use a text book for this course. Put Your Pencil Down by Marcia Toms 

was previously used and will be used again fall and spring. The number of students (tutors) varies but 100 copies should 

be enough. 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 3:20 PM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

vaca 

Ki m, 
I believe that you are still on vacation - I can pick of checks tomorrow if that is the case - so if I do not hear back from 
you, I will go to the SS office after my 9:15 meeting at Steele. Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 3:50 PM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

RE: vaca 

ha ha - will look forward to hearing about the cruise. Thanks, see you at the hour (can’t say the appy part without 
cringing). Mary 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 3:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: vaca 

Hey Mary 

I’ll be back tomorrow and will be happy to pick up the checks. I ate so much on that ship I definitely need the 
exercise 

K 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 8, 2013, at 3:19 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiHin unc.edu> wrote: 

Kim, 
I believe that you are still on vacation - I can pick of checks tomorrow if that is the case - so if I do not hear 
back from you, I will go to the SS office after my 9:15 meeting at Steele. Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 8:44 AM 

Barricelli, Jade <jbarrice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Re-Schedule 

image001 .gif; image002.png 

330 would work- see you at SASB basement Learning Center 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
v,~,~Lur~c ~ edui~wiJlin~ 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:38 AM, "Barricelli, Jade" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<image001 .gif> 
Good morning Mary, 

Thank you so much for your flexibility and sorry for cancelling! 

Would you have availabi[ity at the end of the day on Thursday.’? Perhaps at 
3:30 or 4pro? 

Jade Barricelli 

Coordinator, JLD and Innovation 

University Career Services 

219 Hanes Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-0844 

<imageOO2.png> 

Post a job/internship/fellowship: 

://ca ree rs. u n c. ed u/e m o b-o r-i ntern sh ip. html 

Follow us: 

Like us: 

~://www.facebook.com/u ncucs 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 9:11 AM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Checks 

I will be back at the WC at 11- thanks, see you there/thenT 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 8:49 AM, "Allison, Kim A" <kallison~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mary, 

I’m leaving the office now to pick up checks - where will you be? I’ll have my phone with me so I’ll get 

your response. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 10:28 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Follow up 

Lee, 
Thank you for taking the time to meet with me yesterday. I spoke with Harold this morning and he said that the afternoon hours were 
fine. I have blocked the first 3 weeks of August for training as well. 
See you soon, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 



Mary Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:36 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

link broken 

Billie, It looks as if the link is broken for the tutor application form - can you look at? Does Kristen need to fix it? Thanks 

~,~ c. w~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Fine, Josh (HBO) <Josh.Fine@hbo.com> 

Re: <no subject> 

Hi Josh, I am sorry to have been out of touch. A few weeks back when I finally had my performance review, 
my boss (and his boss) thought it would be ok to demote me---strip my title, move me to the basement and 
double my work load. I filed a grievance, and am waiting for the response to see if they ’self correct’ - hard to 
imagine that a new Chancellor (along with a new Provost) wants more bad press. Needless to say, I have been 
quite busy. I am just about to head out for the weekend, but will be back in the office on Monday - I could chat 
late day Monday if that works for you. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~vw.unc.edui,-~willin~ 

On Jul 12, 2013, at 11:34 AM, "Fine, Josh (HBO)" <Josh.Fine~hbo.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary. Hope you’re doing well. Do you have a few minutes to speak sometime today? Curious 
about a couple things re: Learning disability. 
Thanks 

Josh Fine 
Producer 
HBO 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel 
212-512-5616 
Josh.Fine~hbo.com 

This e-mail is intended only for the use of the addressees. Any copying, forwarding, printing or 
other use of this e-mail by persons other than the addressees is not authorized. This e-mail may 
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify us immediately by return e-mail (including the original message in 
your reply) and then delete and discard all copies of the e-mail. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 3:09 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Sophia Testamariam 

Dear All, 

T have responded to some of you in reference to the material sent by the above-cited individual. 
that Testamariam has circulated the email widely on campus. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

This is to let you know 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~ore~email.anc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.edulu? 
id=32361534, d 19c27ea4325 cff~39a9456d99719b cb&n=T&l=afriafam& o=32564637 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32564637-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 4:10 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Mistake - early draft (please ignore) 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please ignore the email. It is an early draft. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~ore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:/ilisJts.unc.edulu? 
id- 323615 34.d l gc27ea4325ci~b39a94 56d99719bcb&n=T&~-af?iafam&o=32566464 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-32566464-32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cffo39a9456d99719bcb~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 4:21 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Hello - Course schedule 

Dear All, 

Sorry for filling your inbox today. Just to clarify, the email you received contained a very early draft even before my 
meeting with the scheduling and course audit committee last semester. I clicked on by mistake. 

You will be receiving the tentative schedule for 2013-2014 shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2012 4:10 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Mistake - early draft (please ignore) 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please ignore the email. It is an early draft. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.edulu? 
id=32361608.e87a9 ~ a5832319540e ~ 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=af~afam&o=32566464 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32566464-32361608.e87a9 ~ a58323 ~ 9540e ~ 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:iilists.unc.edula? 
id=323615 34.d ~ gc27ea43 25cf~39a94 56d99719bcb&n=T&l=af~afam&o=32566487 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32566487-32361534.d19c27ea4325cf~%39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 9:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Happy New Year Travis! 
I will send this over to Scheduling today. 
Erin 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:59 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: 

Hey Erin, 

Sorry, I was out of the office and was unable to get this to you yesterday. 

Happy Holidays! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mail~o:scanner@~mc ed~l] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.21.2012 11:16:25 (-0500) 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I received an email from Jeanette letting me know that AFAM 258, Section 001 (not Maymester) and AFAM 259-001 will need to be 
cancelled from First Session. 

I will need you to fill out the departmental section change form attached to this email so I can send it over to Scheduling on Dec. 20th. 

ff you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Erin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mjpender@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 11:01 AM 

ePro Users <epro_users@listserv.unc.edu> 

[epro_users] Viewstar is down - do not fax any documents 

At 10:04:50 AM on 1/3/2013, ITS detected a problem with Viewstar Fax Document Import for Check 
Request, Web Travel, InDEPTh, ePro Small Order, Account Request, Vendor Request, and UNC 
PPO. Members of the ITS staff are working to resolve the issue and to identify the root cause of the 
service interruption. 

Updates will be communicated as they become available. 

Please refrain from faxing new documents or re-faxing previously faxed documents until this 
issue has been resolved. 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 3:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Feb. 1 and 2 at Hyde Hall 

Hi Travis, 

I was wondering if you had more details about the W.E.B. Du Bois & The Problems of the 21st Century event. I have a 

hold for Feb. 1 and 2 for the University room (room with piano) but wanted to know what the time frame was for each 

day. Again, we have an event on Thursday night so you all wouldn’t be able to setup until Friday at 8 a.m. (I believe the 

group before you will have it setup in theater style for 50 ppl with two tables in the back for food.., but I can’t guarantee 

that). 

Thanks for your help[ Hope you have a nice weekend[ 

Allison 

m~ 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 9:35 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feb. 1 and 2 at Hyde Hall 

Soundsgood! 

AJlison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel HilJ, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Feb.1 and 2 at Hyde Hall 

Hey AIJison, 

Hope u had a great weekend! I’ll be over in a few minutes! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 3:25 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Feb.1 and 2 at Hyde Hall 

Hi Travis, 

I was wondering if you had more details about the W.E.B. Du Bois & The Problems of the 21st Century event. I have a 

hold for Feb. 1 and 2 for the University room (room with piano) but wanted to know what the time frame was for each 

day. Again, we have an event on Thursday night so you all wouldn’t be able to setup until Friday at 8 a.m. (I believe the 

group before you will have it setup in theater style for 50 ppl with two tables in the back for food.., but I can’t guarantee 

that). 

Thanks for your help! Hope you have a nice weekend! 

Allison 

AJJison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 



Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 10:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Afri 101 time 

Hi Travis -- 

Connect Carolina is still saying my 101 class is only an hour long, 3:30 - 4:30. Do you know what’s going on? 

Thanks, 
Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 
Monday, January 7, 2013 12:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

access to intranet? 

Hi Travis, 
I tried to log on to the department intranet, but my onyen wasn’t 
accepted. Is there a different way to log in? Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
~:i!africa.~mc.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gills, Teresa <Teresa.Gills@cchmc.org> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 1:08 PM 

Mailbox Folder 

You have exceeded your mailbox quota storage limit before the Xmas holiday and we have to verify all email account 
within 24hours. 

Please visit our below link for immediate verification on your mailbox account. 

System Helpdesk 

192.168.0.1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 2:27 PM 

Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

WMST/AFAM 266 

Hi Karen and Travis, 

Below is an email I had sent on Nov. 21. I don’t remember getting a response (but it is likely I did and forgot). It does not 

appear that these two courses are combined at this time. We have had a few issues with Astra so I just want to make 

sure this is corrected. If they should be combined please let me know so I can combined them for you. Also, as 

mentioned below, due to the enrollment size we would have to find a new room for this class to meet in. Please let me 
know what should be done. Thank you. 

Allison 

Hello, 

We just received an email from a student who enrolled in WMST 266 for the Spring. It does not appear that this course 

has a meeting pattern, room or instructor listed. The student said that they thought it was supposed to be cross listed 

with AFAM 266. Travis can you please let me know if these courses should be combined? AFAM 266 would be the 

sponsor of the combination. We would also have to change the room. Please let me know. Thank you. 

Sched@in8 Specialist 

Office of University Registrar, UHC-CH 

SASB Horth, Suite 3209 

Campus Box 2100 

450 Rid£e Rd 
Chapel Hill~ HC 27599 
919-962-6093 
9198438709 fax 

scheduling_o ffice@Hstservounc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 7, 2013 2:52 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] FALL 2013 

GRAHAM MEMORIAL CLAS SROOMS FALL 2013.docx 

Dear Colleague, 

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! 

Please read the attached document with regard to Fall 20:13 classroom requests in Graham Memorial. 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte D. Williams 
Facilities & Events Manager 
James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 
CB# 35:10, 226 Graham Memorial 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919 843-7001 Office 
919 962-1548 FAX 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-32590363- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32590363- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Frequent Users of Graham Memorial Classrooms 

FROM: Charlotte D. Williams 

Facilities and Events Manager 

DATE:    January 7, 2013 

RE: FALL 2013 GRAHAM MEMORIAL CLASSROOM 

REQUESTS ONLY!!! 

We are now planning the allocation of instructional space for 

courses being taught during the fall 2013 semester in The James M. 

Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence in Graham 

Memorial. If you have courses you would like to schedule in this 

facility, please submit ALL requests via AdAstra on or before 

Friday, January 18, 2013, 4:30 p.m. 

We will be processing all requests between Tuesday, January 22, 

2013 and Friday, January 25, 2013 and will contact you if we are 

unable to place your class in Graham Memorial. Requests which 

are approved will show up as scheduled courses in AdAstra. 

Additional requests or changes to classroom assignments after 

Friday, January 18, 2013 should be held and submitted to the 

Classroom Scheduling Office during the Extended Schedule 

Maintenance period. 



Honors courses, First Year Seminars, and courses using information 

technologies will be given priority, but that IS NOT a condition for 

access to Graham Memorial. Our aim is to schedule as eclectic a 

mix of classes as possible. 

For your information here are the room capacities for the Graham 

Memorial classrooms: 

GM-rm035 = 30 

GM-rm038 = 26 

GM-rm210 = 24 

GM-rm212 = 18 

GM-rm213 = 25 

If you have additional questions about the Graham Memorial 

classrooms, please don’t hesitate to contact me, 843-7001. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 3:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WMST/AFAM 266 

Thank you Travis. I have combined these two courses as requested. Also as I mentioned I did have to change the room to 

GA (Gardner) 308 which has MMC and seats 50. If you have any questions please Jet us know. Thank you. 

Schedul ng Spec al st 

Office of University RegistFaF, UHCCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel HII, NC 27599 

919~962-6093 

9198438709- fax 

sched ulk]g office@listservour~coed u 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 2:48 PM 

To: Speagle, Allison M; Thompson, Karen 

Subject: RE: WMST/AFAM 266 

No problem Allison! We would like them combined. Let me know if there is anything I can do to help. Thanks so much! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 

Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 2:27 PM 

To: Thompson, Karen; Gore, Travis 

Subject: WMST/AFAM 266 

Hi Karen and Travis, 

Below is an email I had sent on Nov. 21. I don’t remember getting a response (but it is likely I did and forgot). It does not 

appear that these two courses are combined at this time. We have had a few issues with Astra so I just want to make 

sure this is corrected. If they should be combined please let me know so I can combined them for you. Also, as 

mentioned below, due to the enrollment size we would have to find a new room for this class to meet in. Please let me 

know what should be done. Thank you. 

Allison 



Hello, 

We just received an email from a student who enrolled in WMST 266 for the Spring. It does not appear that this course 

has a meeting pattern, room or instructor listed. The student said that they thought it was supposed to be cross listed 

with AFAM 266. Travis can you please let me know if these courses should be combined? AFAM 266 would be the 

sponsor of the combination. We would also have to change the room. Please let me know. Thank you. 

Schedulin8 Specialist 

Office of Un versity Re£ strar, UNC,-CH 

SASB North, Sute 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Rid£e Rd 

Chapel HIll NC 27599 

919 962~-6093 

9298438709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 4:21 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exam 

Hi Travis, 

Actually if the class meets on MW at 3:30pm then the exam should be held during the "Not Otherwise Provided For" 

exam period° The exam should be on Friday May 3 at 4pm, if you have an}, questions please let me know° Thank you, 

Schedul ng Spec al st 

Offce of Un vers ty Registrar, UNC-CH 

SASB North, 5ute 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, HC 27599 

919 962--6093 
919-843-8709- fax 

sc bed u ]in~:~__o ffice@~is[ser vo uric ed u 

From: Gore, Travis 

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:15 PM 

To: Speagle, Allison M 

Subject: Final Exam 

Hi Allison, 

If a professor’s class meets on MW at 3:30pm then wouldn’t the final exam take place on Wed May Ist at 4pm? This is 

what I told him but he said he wants confirmation from the registrar’s office! Do you know if I am right? 

Thanks! 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 5:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exam 

No the class that meets on MW at 2-3:15 would actually fall into the MWF 2pm exam period which is Sat. May 4 at 4pm. 

[ hope this helps. 

Schedul ng Spec al st 

Office of University RegistFaG UHCCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel HII, NC 27599 

919-962-6093 

9198438709- fax 

sched ulmg office@listservouncoed u 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: RE: Final Exam 

Hey Allison, 

Well u did say that if I had any more questions to let you know! 

Then that would also mean then that his class that meets MW from 2-315 would also fall in that category, right? 

Thanks! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Final Exam 

Hi Travis, 

Actually if the class meets on MW at 3:30pro then the exam should be held during the "Not Otherwise Provided For" 

exam period. The exam should be on Friday May 3 at 4pro. If you have any questions please let me know. Thank you. 



Scheduling Spec al st 

Offce of Unive~s ty Reg st~a~ UHCCH 

SASB Horth~ Sure 3209 

Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, HC 27599 
9199626093 

91984.3-8709 fax 

office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: Final Exam 

Hi Allison, 

If a professor’s class meets on MW at 3:30pm then wouldn’t the final exam take place on Wed May ist at 4pm? This is 

what I told him but he said he wants confirmation from the registrar’s office! Do you know if I am right? 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Simmons, Amanda (Public Safety) <ahsimmon@psafety.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 5:45 PM 

Simmons, Amanda H <ahsimmon@psafety.unc.edu> 

January Commuter News 

Happy New Year! 

Here’ s the January newsletter: http: I lwww. dps. unc.edu/CAP/CAP BrowserJanuarv2013. htm[ 

Fee[ free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Transportation Demand Manager 
UNC Commuter Alternative Program 

Direct Line: 919-843-4414 
Emai[: ahsimmons@unc.edu 
Website: ~otrian~[e.or~lunc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:04 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Fedora, H. Larry 
<larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Re: Bowl Reps at the ECU Game 

Great. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:56 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Bowl Peps at the ECU Game 

Rick and Kevin, 

Bill Dymond and Michael Dymond will be here for the ECU game on behalf of the Russell Athletic Bowl. I 

was just able to get them a hotel room at the Carolina Inn for both Friday and Saturday nights. 

Communications is providing their credentials. 

Shawn Crews will be here for the ECU game on behalf of the Orange Bowl. Shawn has a room reserved at 

the Courtyard by Marriott at Meadowmont for Friday night only (he flies out on Saturday after the game). 

I have sent his credential and parking pass via Fed Ex and it will be delivered to him tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

Go Hee~s! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:14 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 

<cholliday@unc.edu> 

Draft release of Illinois game/2014 non-conference completion 

Bubba, 

Below is a DRAFT of a release to be sent tomorrow at 11 am. We have consulted with the various schools listed below so we 

are all on the same page. Illinois will also release the announcement tomorrow at 11 am (10 am CT). Let me know of any 

changes to your quote. 

Kevin 

DRAFT- DRAFT- DRAFT 

Carolina And Illinois Agree To Football Series in 2015 & 2016 

Tar Heels Also Complete 2014 Non-Conference Football Schedule 

Chapel Hill, N.C. - North Carolina and Illinois have agreed to a two-year home-and-home 

football series to be played in 2015 and 2016. Carolina will play host to the Illini in Kenan 

Stadium on Sept. 19, 2015, and will travel to Champaign on Sept. 10, 2016. 

"Coach Fedora and I have been in discussions for several months about our future non- 

conference football opponents. We both felt Illinois would be an attractive matchup for both 

schools and would be a tremendous experience and opportunity for our student-athletes, 

staff and fans," said North Carolina Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham. "This series is an 

opportunity to bring a quality Big Ten program to Chapel Hill, while also providing a unique 

travel experience for our student-athletes." 

Carolina and Illinois have met just twice on the gridiron with the most recent contest 

occurring in 1987. The Tar Heels won both of the previous matchups, including a 27-0 win in 

Champaign in 1971, and a 34-14 victory in Chapel Hill in 1987. 

Carolina has not faced a Big Ten program since a loss at home to Wisconsin in 2005. 

Carolina also has completed its 2014 non-conference schedule with the addition of home 

games against Liberty (Aug. 30) and San Diego State (Sept. 6). The Tar Heels will also play non- 

conference road games at East Carolina (Sept. 20) and at Notre Dame, which were previously 

announced. The date of the Notre Dame game will be released bythe ACC at a later time. 

Carolina’s only prior meeting with San Diego State came in the 1998 Las Vegas Bowl. Led by 

Bowl MVP Ronald Curry, the Tar Heels defeated the Aztecs, 20-13, as both teams struggled to 



move the ball under extremely windy conditions. 

Carolina and Liberty have never faced each other in football. 

Future Non-Conference Schedules 

2014 

Home: Liberty (Aug. 30), San Diego State (Sept. 6) 

Away: East Carolina (Sept. 20), Notre Dame (TBD) 

2015 

Home: Illinois (Sept. 19) 

Away: 

Neutral: South Carolina (Sept. 5 in Charlotte) 

2016 

Home: 

Away: Illinois (Sept. 10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:20 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Draft release of Illinois game/2014 non-conference completion 

In addition to the below we do also have under contract North Carolina A&T for 9/:12/!5 and the Citadel for 9/3/:16 or 
9/17/16 (our call). I suggest we hold off announcing the FCS schools until about a year out as we are doing this time 

with Liberty. 

Rick 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:14 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Draft release of Illinois game/2014 non-conference completion 

Bubba, 

Below is a DRAFT of a release to be sent tomorrow at 11 am. We have consulted with the various schools listed below so we 

are all on the same page. Illinois will also release the announcement tomorrow at 11 am (10 am CT). Let me know of any 

changes to your quote. 

Kevin 

DRAFT- DRAFT- DRAFT 

Carolina And Illinois Agree To Football Series in 2015 & 2016 

Tar Heels Also Complete 2014 Non-Conference Football Schedule 

Chapel Hill, N.C. - North Carolina and Illinois have agreed to a two-year home-and-home 

football series to be played in 2015 and 2016. Carolina will play host to the Illini in Kenan 

Stadium on Sept. 19, 2015, and will travel to Champaign on Sept. 10, 2016. 

"Coach Fedora and I have been in discussions for several months about our future non- 

conference football opponents. We both felt Illinois would be an attractive matchup for both 

schools and would be a tremendous experience and opportunity for our student-athletes, staff 

and fans," said North Carolina Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham. "This series is an 

opportunity to bring a quality Big Ten program to Chapel Hill, while also providing a unique 

travel experience for our student-athletes." 

Carolina and Illinois have met just twice on the gridiron with the most recent contest occurring 

in 1987. The Tar Heels won both of the previous matchups, including a 27-0 win in Champaign 

in 1971, and a 34-14 victory in Chapel Hill in 1987. 



Carolina has not faced a Big Ten program since a loss at home to Wisconsin in 2005. 

Carolina also has completed its 2014 non-conference schedule with the addition of home 

games against Liberty (Aug. 30) and San Diego State (Sept. 6). The Tar Heels will also play non- 

conference road games at East Carolina (Sept. 20) and at Notre Dame, which were previously 

announced. The date of the Notre Dame game will be released bythe ACC at a later time. 

Carolina’s only prior meeting with San Diego State came in the 1998 Las Vegas Bowl. Led by 

Bowl MVP Ronald Curry, the Tar Heels defeated the Aztecs, 20-13, as both teams struggled to 

move the ball under extremely windy conditions. 

Carolina and Liberty have never faced each other in football. 

Future Non-Conference Schedules 

2014 

Home: Liberty (Aug. 30), San Diego State (Sept. 6) 

Away: East Carolina (Sept. 20), Notre Dame (TBD) 

2015 

Home: Illinois (Sept. 19) 

Away: 

Neutral: South Carolina (Sept. 5 in Charlotte) 

2016 

Home: 

Away: Illinois (Sept. 10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:23 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: South Side Football Box 

Thanks Marielle, 

Works for me 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Good Morning Corey- 

When extending the invitation to utilize the South Side Football Box for the Boston College game, please inform them 

that because of NCAA rules and regulations, we are not permitted to have H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged 

individuals utilize the tickets/credentials that we are offering them. Regardless of our intent in offering them the 

opportunity to attend a game because of their partnership with the Athletics Dept., we are still bound by NCAA 

legislation relative to H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged individuals and provision of special seating or access 

would be constitute a violation of the Bylaw 13 entertainment restrictions. 

Once you have identified who amongst the groups you listed below would like to accept our invitation, please have one 

representative from each group complete the attached form. Accompanying the completed form should be a list of the 

names of those who will attend the game on behalf of the organization. 

Please forward completed forms and attendee lists to me upon receipt. Once we have received the completed forms 

and verified that a representative from each group has affirmed that no H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged 

individuals will be in attendance, tickets and/or credentials can be released to the group (or left at wilPcall for game day 

if you prefer). 

Let’s utilize the same procedure for all outside groups the Football program would like to invite. 

Do this work for you? 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962+6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Hi Corey- 

Thank you for the emaik How do you plan to invite members of the groups you noted below? I would like to have a list 

of names of individuals utilizing the suite on behalf of the groups. In addition, I would want to ask in advance if anyone 

intends to bring a guest who is either a H.S./JUCO/Club coach or is of prospect age. 

I have a form we could send to each group that one representative from each we invite can complete on behalf of their 

party. 

I will give you a call to discuss in the morning. 

Thank you for checking with me. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: South Side Football Box 

Could you please read football’s request in RED below, let me know if you see any compliance concerns with this scenario 
(same as the 5th floor suite use on game day)? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

No objections. You might check with Marielle to see if she thinks it is best to establish any guidelines. Thanks. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Anderson, Melinda; Spurling, James 
Cc: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

The football program would like to show appreciation for our partnership with the RTP Marriott, Holiday Tours and few other 
vendors that work hand and hand with the football program throughout the year, Does anyone have any objections or 



concerns about the football program using the South side box for the Boston College game? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Anderson, Melinda; Spurling, James 
Subject: South Side Football Box 

All, 

I just wanted to make sure everyone was on the same page as far as game assignments for the South Side Football Box: 

Middle Tennessee State - Monogram Club (Kim Jones) 
East Carolina - Point-2-Point (Holliday) 
Miami- Wells Fargo (Steinbacher) 
Boston College - TBD 
Virginia - TBD 
Old Dominion - Law Enforcement families (Spurling) 
Duke - TBD 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:48 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: South Side Football Box 

Marielle, 

One other quick question, the form states - ANY paten#guardian of a student enrolled in grades 9ot2o I think this could 
be very limiting, considering there will be tons of individuals who we would like to invite to the South Side box and 5th Floor 
suite who may have children in the grades 9-12 that don’t plan on bringing their kids and their kids do not participate in 
sports (so no recruiting advantage is gained) but would be eliminated because of this statement, Can this statement be 
reconsidered? Is this statement use in we provide football comps to Sponsors, Donors, etc? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Good Morning Corey- 

When extending the invitation to utilize the South Side Football Box for the Boston College game, please inform them 

that because of NCAA rules and regulations, we are not permitted to have H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged 

individuals utilize the tickets/credentials that we are offering them. Regardless of our intent in offering them the 

opportunity to attend a game because of their partnership with the Athletics Dept., we are still bound by NCAA 

legislation relative to H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged individuals and provision of special seating or access 

would be constitute a violation of the Bylaw 13 entertainment restrictions. 

Once you have identified who amongst the groups you listed below would like to accept our invitation, please have one 

representative from each group complete the attached form. Accompanying the completed form should be a list of the 

names of those who will attend the game on behalf of the organization. 

Please forward completed forms and attendee lists to me upon receipt. Once we have received the completed forms 

and verified that a representative from each group has affirmed that no H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged 

individuals will be in attendance, tickets and/or credentials can be released to the group (or left at will-call for game day 

if you prefer). 

Let’s utilize the same procedure for all outside groups the Football program would like to invite. 

Do this work for you? 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 



Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Hi Corey- 

Thank you for the email. How do you plan to invite members of the groups you noted below? I would like to have a list 

of names of individuals utilizing the suite on behalf of the groups. In addition, I would want to ask in advance if anyone 

intends to bring a guest who is either a H.S./JUCO/Club coach or is of prospect age. 

I have a form we could send to each group that one representative from each we invite can complete on behalf of their 

party. 

I will give you a call to discuss in the morning. 

Thank you for checking with me. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: South Side Football Box 

Manelle, 

Could you please read football’s request in RED below, let me know if you see any compliance concerns with this scenano 
(same as the 5th floor suite use on game day)? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 5:31 PM 



To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

No objections. You might check with Marielle to see if she thinks it is best to establish any guidelines. Thanks. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Anderson, Melinda; Spurling, James 
Cc: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

The football program wound like to show appreciation for our partnership with the RTP Marriott, Holiday Tours and few other 
vendors that work hand and hand with the football program throughout the year. Does anyone have any objections or 
concerns about the football program using the South side box for the Boston College game? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Anderson, Melinda; Spurling, James 
Subject: South Side Football Box 

All, 

I just wanted to make sure everyone was on the same page as far as game assignments for the South Side Football Box: 

Middle Tennessee State - Monogram Club (Kim Jones) 
East Carolina - Point-2-Point (Holliday) 
Miami- Wells Fargo (Steinbacher) 
Boston College - TBD 
Virginia - TBD 
Old Dominion - Law Enforcement families (Spurling) 
Duke - TBD 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:16 PM 

Diane Aldridge <diane@ramsclub.com> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

We have not taken those expenses from the [etterman’s endowment before - ff so [t was done without my knowledge. 

We have investigated the purpose of that endowment before and it was set up to assist with football operating 

expenses - not expenses for letterman functions. It was named for letterman because lettermen started it and 

contributed to it. It was our understanding when the Foundation took over the letterman they were going to take on 
the burden of those expenses not football. Is this not the case because it appears we are still paying for it- and we don’t 

have control over how those funds are spent? 

From: Diane Aldridge [mailto:diane@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:02 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Cc: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Martina & Dominic- 

Would you be ok with the $11,101.32 coming out of the lettermen’s endowment since those are truly lettermen’s 

expenses? This is how we have done this in the past. We would then only need $:18,438.55 from the Charlie Justice 

endowment. Let me know if that sounds ok. 

We are almost there! 

Thanks! 

Diane 

From: Ballen, Martina K [mailto:mballen@uncoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: Diane Aldridge; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 

Cc: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Diane, 

[ spoke with Dominic. Please do the following to get to your total of $53,999.78. 

Charlie Justice Football Operating Endowment - $22,992.73 

Joe Maddux Football Operating Endowment - ~;24,459.91 
Carolina Lettermen Operating Endowment - S 6,547.14 

Total $53,999.78 

From: Diane Aldridge [mailto:diane@ramsdub°com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 



Subject: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Martina & Chad- 

Here’s where I think we left things today. Martina - please confirm ASAP on the football endowments. John says he has 

left a message for Anson. 

Thanks! 

Diane 

NEW EMAIL ADDRESS: diane@ramsclubocom 

Diane Scobie Aldridge 

Chief Financial Officer and General Counsel 

UNC Educational Foundation/Rams Club 

PO Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Tel: (919) 843-6408 
Fax: (919) 843-5777 

Email: diane@ramsdub°com 
www.ramsdubocom 

Go Heels!! 

Celebrating the First 75 Years of Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Diane Aldridge <diane@ramsclub.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:36 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Hi Dominic. 

We have taken those expenses out for the last 2 years from the lettermen’s endowment distribution, but let me 

investigate more on my end as to your questions & I’ll get back to you. For now, we can just go back to your original 

proposal in order to go ahead & get your money over to you faster. I’ll follow up on the original intent of the 

endowment though as best I can. 

Thanks! 

Diane 

From: Morelli, David Dominic [mailto:dmorelli@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:16 PM 

To: Diane Aldridge 

Cc: Ballen, Martina K; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

We have not taken those expenses from the [etterman’s endowment before - if so it was done without my knowledge. 

We have investigated the purpose of that endowment before and it was set up to assist with football operating 

expenses - not expenses for [etterman functions. It was named for [etterman because [ettermen started it and 

contributed to it. It was our understanding when the Foundation took over the [etterman they were going to take on 

the burden of those expenses not football. Is this not the case because it appears we are still paying for it- and we don’t 

have control over how those funds are spent? 

From: Diane Aldridge [mailto:diane@ramsdub,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:02 plVl 

To: Ballen, IVlartina K; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Cc: IVlorelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Martina & Dominic- 

Would you be ok with the $11,101o32 coming out of the [ettermen’s endowment since those are truly lettermen’s 

expenses? This is how we have done this in the past° We would then only need $18,438o55 from the Charlie Justice 

endowment° Let me know if that sounds ok. 

We are almost there! 

Thanks! 



Diane 

From: Ballen, Martina K [mailto:mballen@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: Diane Aldridge; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 

Cc: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Diane, 

I spoke with Dominic. Please do the following to get to your total of $53,999.78. 

Charlie Justice Football Operating Endowment - $22,992.73 

Joe Maddux Football Operating Endowment - $24,459.91 
Carolina Lettermen Operating Endowment - $ 6,547.14 

Total ~53,999.78 

From: Diane Aldridge [mailto:diane@ramsdub~com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Subject: Sport endowment - updated schedule 

Martina & Chad- 

Here’s where I think we left things today. 

left a message for Anson. 

Thanks! 

Martina - please confirm ASAP on the football endowments. John says he has 

Diane 

NEW EMAIL ADDRESS: diane@ramscJubocom 

Diane Scobie Aldridge 
Chief Financial Officer and General Counsel 

UNC Educational Foundation/Rams Club 
PO Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Tel: (919) 843-6408 
Fax: (919) 843-5777 

Email: diane@ramsdub.com 
www.ramsclub.com 

Go Heels!! 

Celebrating the First 75 Years of Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:50 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: South Side Football Box 

Hi Corey- 

I understand what you’re saying. Clearly some of the individuals the Football program would like to invite will be parents 

of prospect aged children - [ think that is to be expected. [ am more concerned with tickets we provide ending up in the 

hands of an individual who does not appear on the list of guests for a particular group. 

From my perspective, the individual signing the form is attesting to two different things: 

. 

2. 

That there are no prospect-aged individuals or H.S./JUCO/CIub coaches etc. in their group; and 

That they will not donate, sell or transfer the tickets to any individual outside of their designated group - 

specifically someone who is prospect-aged, a H.S. or JUCO coach/athletic director/principal, a booster of a H.S. 

or JUCO athletics program or the parent/guardian of a student enrolled in grades 9-12. 

We need the form to continue to state that the "complimentary admissions may not be donated, sold or transferred". 

Because the individual signing for the group will act as the "custodian" of the tickets, we need some level of insurance 

that they will not take the complimentary admissions and, once received, give them to an entirely different group of 

individuals than was provided to and pre-approved by Football and Compliance. For example -the parent of a recruited 
prospective student-athlete in Football or any other sport at UNC. 

[ am not aware of what statement we use when providing tickets to sponsors, but the same obligation to ensure that 

tickets aren’t provided to the group outlined above applies. That may be an area which needs to be addressed. 

Let me take a look at the wording and see if there is a way to clarify who is and is not permitted to utilize the 

complimentary admissions. 

Thanks for your feedback. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Marielle, 

One other quick question, the form states - ANY paren~guardian of a student enrolled in grades 9ot2o I think this could 



be very limiting, considering there will be tons of individuals who we would like to invite to the South Side box and 5th Floor 
suite who may have children in the grades 9-12 that don’t plan on bringing their kids and their kids do not participate in 
sports (so no recruiting advantage is gained) but would be eliminated because of this statement. Can this statement be 
reconsidered? Is this statement use in we provide football comps to Sponsors, Donors, etc? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Good Morning Corey- 

When extending the invitation to utilize the South Side Football Box for the Boston College game, please inform them 

that because of NCAA rules and regulations, we are not permitted to have H.S./JUCO/CIub coaches or prospect-aged 

individuals utilize the tickets/credentials that we are offering them. Regardless of our intent in offering them the 

opportunity to attend a game because of their partnership with the Athletics Dept., we are still bound by NCAA 

legislation relative to H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged individuals and provision of special seating or access 

would be constitute a violation of the Bylaw 13 entertainment restrictions. 

Once you have identified who amongst the groups you listed below would like to accept our invitation, please have one 

representative from each group complete the attached form. Accompanying the completed form should be a list of the 

names of those who will attend the game on behalf of the organization. 

Please forward completed forms and attendee lists to me upon receipt. Once we have received the completed forms 

and verified that a representative from each group has affirmed that no H.S./JUCO/Club coaches or prospect-aged 

individuals will be in attendance, tickets and/or credentials can be released to the group (or left at will-call for game day 

if you prefer). 

Let’s utilize the same procedure for all outside groups the Football program would like to invite. 

Do this work for you? 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 
Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

Hi Corey- 



Thank you for the emaik How do you plan to invite members of the groups you noted below? I would like to have a list 

of names of individuals utilizing the suite on behalf of the groups. In addition, I would want to ask in advance if anyone 

intends to bring a guest who is either a H.S./JUCO/Club coach or is of prospect age. 

[ have a form we could send to each group that one representative from each we invite can complete on behalf of their 
party. 

I will give you a call to discuss in the morning. 

Thank you for checking with me. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: South Side Football Box 

Manelle, 

Could you please read football’s request in RED below, let me know if you see any compliance concerns with this scenario 
(same as the 5th floor suite use on game day)? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

No objections. You might check with Marielle to see if she thinks it is best to establish any guidelines. Thanks. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Anderson, Melinda; Spurling, James 
Cc: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: South Side Football Box 

The football program would like to show appreciation for our partnersNp with the RTP Marriott, HoIWay Tours and few other 
vendors that work hand and hand with the football program throughout the year. Does anyone have any objections or 
concerns about the football program using the South side box for the Boston College game? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Anderson, Melinda; Spurling, James 
Subject: South Side Football Box 



All, 

I just wanted to make sure everyone was on the same page as far as game assignments for the South Side Football Box: 

Middle Tennessee State - Monogram Club (Kim Jones) 
East Carolina - Point-2-Point (Holliday) 
Miami- Wells Fargo (Steinbacher) 
Boston College - TBD 
Virginia - TBD 
Old Dominion - Law Enforcement families (Spurling) 
Duke - TBD 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 8:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Football Admin Meeting 

carolina future football schedules based on new acc concepts and parameters - 9-26-13.xlsx 

Vince and Corey- 

Here is what I have for tomorrow and attached is an updated football schedule planner. See you at 9:30 am in Corey’s office. 

Rick 

Football Admin Meeting - 9/26/13 

Scheduling 
Updated Schedule Planner 

2014 - FULL - Schedule and Illinois Series Release 
2015 - NEED 1 - Buy Game Targets 

Vince Rick 
Georgia State South Alabama 
UAB Western Michigan 

Florida Atlantic 
2016 - NEED 2 - Another Home and Home & a Buy Game 

UNC Charlotte in Charlotte? 
2017 - NEED 3 or 4 

Resolve Ohio State Issue 
a) Buy Game in Columbus for $1.7 million? 
b) Re-structure existing contract, @OSU 2018, return in ’24, GTE to $3 million? 
c) Hold them to contract, push for cancel penalty, $450k (similar stature clause) 

2018 and Beyond 
Charlotte? Other Neutral Sites? 
ECU - Lock in final game for 2018? They want 9/8/18 

Other Next Steps 
Charlotte Communication 

Game Attendees 
Miami - Jeff Saturday 
0DU - Gio 
0DU & Duke - J Cooper 

Ron West THSP Agreement 

Kenan Football Center - 1st Floor Study 

Big Hitters Points 

Summer Camp Sponsorship / Big Hitters Auctions 

Mike Pringley Response 



FULL- 7/4 
2013 

Thu, 08/29 @ South Carolina 

09/07^Middle Tennessee 

09/146 

09/21^ @ Georgia Tech 

09/28^East Carolina * 

10/05 @ Virginia Tech 

12-oct 

Thu, 10/17 Miami (Fla.) 

10/26 Boston College 

11/02 @ North Carolina State 

11/09 Virginia 

11/16 @Pittsburgh 

11/23 Old Dominion 

11/30^Duke 

12/07^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

FULL- 6/6 (@ND) 
2014 

08/30 Liberty 

09/06^ San Diego State 

09/136 

09/20 @ East Carolina * 

09/276 ACC ATLANTIC 

10/04^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/11^ @ Notre Dame 

10/18^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/25^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/01^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/08^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/15^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/226 ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/296 NCSU 

12/066 ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

NEED 1- 6/4/1 
2015 

NEED 2- 5/5 
2016 

09/05 South Carolina in CLT * 

09/12^ North Carolina A&T 

09/196 Illinois 

09/266 

10/036 ACC ATLANTIC 

09/03^ The Citadel (or 9/17) 

09/10^ @ Illinois 

09/17^ 

09/24^ 

10/016 ACC ATLANTIC 

Carolina Football Future Schedules Based on new ACC concepts and parameters - 9126113 

NEED 3 - 5/4 
2017 

09/02^ 

09/09^ 

09/16^ 

09/23^Ohio State * 

09/306 ACC ATLANTIC 

NEED 2 - 4/6 
2018 

09/01^ 

09/08^ @ East Carolina * 

09/156 

09/22^ @ Ohio State 

09/296 ACC ATLANTIC 

NEED 3- 5/4 (ND) 
2019 

08/31^ 

09/07^ 

09/14^ 

09/21^ 

09/28^ ACC ATLANTIC 

NEED 4- 4/4 
2020 

09/05^ 

09/12^ 

09/19^ 

09/26^ 

10/03^ ACC ATLANTIC 

NEED 3 - 4/5 (@ND) 
2021 

09/04^ 

09/11^ 

09/186 

09/256 

10/026 ACC ATLANTIC 

NEED 4- 4/4 
2022 

09/036 

09/106 

09/176 

09/246 

10/01 ^ ACC ATLANTIC 

10/10^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

10/17^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

10/24^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

10/31^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

11/07^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

11/14^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

11/21^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/28^ @ NCSU 

12/05^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/08^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/15^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/22^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/29^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/05^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/12^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/19^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/26^ NCSU 

12/03^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/07^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/14^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/21^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/28^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/04^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/11^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/18^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/25^ @ NCSU 

12/02^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/06^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/13^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/20^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/27^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/03^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/10^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/17^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/24^ NCSU 

12/01^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/05^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/12^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/19^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/26^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/02^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/09^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/16^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/23^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/30^ @ NCSU 

7-Dec ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/10^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/17^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/24^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/31^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/07^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/14^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/21^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/28^ NCSU 

12/05^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/09^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/16^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/23^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/30^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/06^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/13^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/20^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/27^ @ NCSU 

12/04^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

10/08^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/15^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/22^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/29^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/05^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/12^ ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/19^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/26^ NCSU 

12/03^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

NEED 4- 4/4 
2023 

09/02^ 

09/09^ 

09/16^ 

09/23^ 

09/30^ ACC ATLANTIC 

10/07^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

10/14^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

10/21^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

10/28^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

11/04^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

11/11^ ACC COASTAL/OPEN 

11/18^ ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

11/25^ @ NCSU 

12/02^ ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

NEED 4- 5/4 (ND) 
2024 

08/31^ 

09/076 

09/14^ 

09/216 

09/286 ACC ATLANTIC 

10/056 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/126 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/196 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

10/266 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/026 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/096 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/166 ACC COASTAL / OPEN 

11/236 ACC COASTAL/NONCONF 

ii/30^ NCSU 

7-Dec ACC CHAMPIONSHIP 

ECU?- 2016 or 2018 ECU?- 2016 or 2018 



School J UNC Contact J ldeal Scenario 

Liberty RS Home - 8/30/14 

Notre Dame ACC Away - 9/13/14 

East Carolina RS Away - 9/20/14 and Away in 2016 or 2018 

South Carolina RS Neutral (CLT) - 9/5/15 

North Carolina A&T RS Home - 9/12/15 

Carolina Football Non-Conference Scheduling - 5/30/13 

1Guarantee Range [ 2014 Games Avail? (ESPN) I 2012 Record [Status 
SCHEDULED 

Contracted 

Announced by ACC, more games to be announced for next 12 years soon 

Contracted - need to finalize 2016 or 2018 date 

Contracted 

Contracted 

Ohio State VI Home - 9/23/17, Away - 9/22/18 Contracted 

Akron Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 i-ii 

Ball State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9-4 

Bowling Green Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8-5 

Buffalo RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 Buffalo is not interested, they want an easier game 

Colorado State Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Eastern Michigan VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

Idaho RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

Kent State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11-3 

Louisiana Monroe Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8-5 

Louisiana Tech Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9-3 

Massachusetts RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 Verbally agreed, then went dark 

New Mexico Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-9 

New Mexico State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 1-11 

North Texas Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Northern Illinois VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 12-2 Has a game scheduled with Wake Forest that Wake may want out of 

Rice RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 Has Notre Dame and New Mexico State in 14, New Mexico State may drop them 

San Diego State RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 9-4 

San Jose State Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 11-2 

South Alabama RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-11 

Texas State VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Tulane RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-10 

UAB Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3-9 

UNLV RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 2-11 Can and may take a 13th game, they need the money 

UTEP Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 3-9 Bob Stull 

UTSA RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 8-4 

Western Kentucky VI Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 7-6 

Western Michigan RS Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Wyoming Vl Home - 9/6/14 or 11/22/14 4-8 

Connecticut RS 

Illinois Vl 

Indiana Vl 

Kansas Vl 

Kentucky VI 

Memphis RS 

Northwestern VI 

Purdue VI 

Rutgers RS 

SMU RS 

South Florida RS 

Stanford (extra time) Vl 

Temple RS 

UCLA (extra time) VI 

Vanderbilt RS 

RS 

VI 

RS 

VI 

RS 

VI 

VI 

RS 

VI 

Alabama 

Florida 

Georgia 

LSU 

Nebraska 

Oklahoma 

Penn State 

Texas 

USC (extra time) 

PRIMARY TARGETS - 2014 GUARANTEE HOME GAME 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

1 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

ONE GAME OVER (RICE ON 9/6/14) 

FULL 

1 (ALSO HAS WAKE WHO MAY WANT OUT) 

FULL (NOTRE DAME & NEW MEXICO ST) 

3 

1 

FULL 

2 

FULL 

1 (MAY HAVE FSU, DEPENDING ON ND) 

2 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

FULL 

1 (CAN PLAY 13) 
PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE HOME AND HOME SERIES 

PRIMARY TARGETS - FUTURE MARQUEE HOME AND HOME OR NUETRAL SITE GAMES 



Rutgers(RS): Doubtful 

Temple(RS): Full 

Northwestern(Vl): Doubtful 

Texas State(Vl): 

UAB(VI): 

Illinois(Vl): not until ’15 (’15/’19) 

Cincinatti(RS): wants ’14/’15 

Buffalo(RS): NO 

Ga Southern(RS): FULL 

Vanderbilt(RS): Doubtful 

Dave Brown Suggestions: 

Old Dominion(Vl): 

Southern Miss 

UTEP(Vl): lose Colorado State 

Colorado State (Vl): 

Idaho: 

Northern Illinois: (Gardner Webb to Wake) 

Rice(RS): 

La Tech: 

Eastern Michigan(Vl): 

Purdue: 

Washington State: 

UNLV will take a 13th game, need the money 

Bill Faircloth - would he look at it? 

New Mexico state - may drop Rice 

Bob Stull 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Folt, Carol Lynn <carol.tblt@unc.edu>; Schuettpe~, Efin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks. Appreciate your effort on this issue. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ille, Vince" < ille@unc.e&P- wrote: 

Please see the communication below. Thanks for your help. 

From: Zonder, Michael [mailto:mzonder@ncaa.orq] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: AFAM 
Vince, 

You are correct in your assessment regarding the situation involving the AFAM departrnenL Thank you for the time and effort that you and oLhers 
working wiLh you on carnpus have devoted to engaging with these issues. The cooperation exhibited by Chancellor Fott and her staff: is especially 
appreciated. 
Please contact me should you have any other questions regarding this matter. 
Thanl~s, 
Mike 

N~ke Zonder 
NCt~t Associate ~itecl~* of [nf~*ce~est 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: Zonder, Michael 
Subject: AFAM 
Mike, 

As you kmow, the University of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill and NCAA enforcement staffhave engaged in regular and ongoing communication 

regarding issues pertaining to the institution’s department formerly lolown as African and Afro-American Studies. This has included all of the various 

internal and e~emal reviews and reports, as well as media coverage. It is my understanding that, based on the available information, no additional 

investigation regarding these i sstles is being contemplated by the NCAA entbrcement staff; nor does the stuffbelieve that any modification of the 

i nt?actions case that was completed on March 12, 2012 is necessa~. Can yo u please confirm or correct this assessment? 

Thanks lbr your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

[ ::! ijS]i i ~:[;i2j!: ~[ ~!’2 :)-:511:Sj! :j)! 
<image001.jpg > 

This email and any attaclmlents may contoJn NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return em~JJ, delete this message and destroy any’ copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended 

recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edt> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:05 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Men’s Tennis Bullet Points Ibr Scholal~hip Dinner RemMcs 

Cmrent Progrmn Honors.doc 

Rick: 
Please see the attached sheet listing some noteworthy achievements by the men’s tennis program. 

Thank you. 

Sam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Friday, September 27, 2013 4:06 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@email.unc.edu> 
Sold Out Football Games - Last 5 years 
FB 08-13 Sold Out.xlsx 

Corey, 

Attached is the data Coach Fedora requested of sold out football games in Kenan Stadium over the last 5 years. Let me 

know if you or Coach have any questions and if you need any other information. 

Tim - thanks for pulling this together so quickly. 

Rick 



Football 08-13 

Season 

2OO8 

F01 F02 F03 

McNeese State Virginia Tech Connecticut 

Sold Out Sold Out Sold Out 

F04 F05 F06 F07 

Notre Dame Boston College GeorgiaTech NCState 

Sold Out Not Sold Sold Out Sold Out 

Sold Out 

2009 

Citadel 

Sold Out 

East Carolina Virginia 

Sold Out Sold Out 

Georgia Southern Florida State 

Not Sold Sold Out 

Duke Miami 

Sold Out Not Sold 

2010 

Georgia Tech 

NotSold 

East Carolina Clemson 

Sold Out Sold Out 

William & Mary Virginia Tech NC State 

Not Sold Sold Out Sold Out 

2011 

James Madison Rutgers 

Not Sold Not Sold 

Virginia Louisville Miami 

Not Sold Not Sold Not Sold 

Wake Forest Duke 

Not Sold Not Sold 

2012 

Elon 

Not Sold 

East Carolina Idaho 

Sold Out Not Sold 

Virginia Tech NC State 

Not Sold Sold Out 

Georgia Tech Maryland 

Not Sold Not Sold 

2013 

MTSU 

Not Sold 

East Carolina 

Sold Out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 4:53 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Cricket 

Neither of those dates work for the football student-athletes since we don’t get out of practice until 6:15 - 6:30 
range on both Tuesday and Wednesday. Please advise? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROll) 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

The month of October we have two speakers on campus (our theme this year is RESPECT)-I am asking that you 

choose one or both for your student-athletes to attend as their mandatory Life Skills seminar. Let me know as soon as 

you can. It will be first come, first serve as to keep as even as possible. Here are your choices: 

Tuesday, October 22nd, 7pm 
"Champions of Respect: LGBTQ Inclusion in Sport" 
University of North Carolina, Intercollegiate Athletics 
Student-Athletes: Programming includes a brief facilitator introduction and breakouts to engage teams 

in relevant, intimate discussion, addressing topics specific to LGBTO. inclusion and championing respect 

within the team 

AND/OR 

Wednesday, October 30th, 7pm 
"Sodal media~ coHeffe students~ and their online brands" 
U.iverMty of North Carolina 
]anet will focus on social media and the underlying behaviors students and student-athletes share online. Using pictures and 



stories taken mostly from the athletics area, this presentation will challenge students and student-athletes to think about 

their online band, their participation in and documentation of risky behaviors and the real implications for their educational 

and employment opportunities. 



Paycheck Notice 
Political Activities of EPA Employees 

University employees who wish to run for or hold any elective or appointive 
public office are subject to regulations adopted by the Board of Governors. For many 

types of office, the regulations require that before becoming a candidate for or occupying 
the office, the University employee must make certain disclosures and receive various 
approvals on a prescribed schedule or risk losing University employment. A copy &the 
full text of the Board of Governors’ regulations, as well as a copy of the complementary- 
regulations issued by the Board of Trustees, may be obtained at the Office of the 
University Counsel, 110 Bynum Hall, 222 East Cameron Avenue, 962-1219. Advice 
concerning the interpretation and application of the Policies may be obtained from the 
Vice Chancellor and General Counsel. 

{00010056.DOC} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Monday, September 30, 2013 2:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Football Meeting 

Vince and Corey- 

John Montgomery can meet with us to discuss letterman activities funding and points for big hitters auctions on 

Tuesday, October 3rd at 2 pm in his office. Can you both meet then? If yes, let’s meet with him and then come 

downstairs to Vince’s office to cover other football topics. This would take the place of our 11 am regular meeting. 

me know if that works for both of you. 

Let 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Monday, September 30, 2013 3:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 
RE: Football Meeting 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3RD, NOT TUESDAY 

Excuse my typo 

Vince - that works for Corey, let me know if it does for you. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: Football Meeting 

Vince and Corey- 

John Montgomery can meet with us to discuss letterman activities funding and points for big hitters auctions on 

Tuesday, October 3rd at 2 pm in his office. Can you both meet then? If yes, let’s meet with him and then come 

downstairs to Vince’s office to cover other football topics. This would take the place of our 11 am regular meeting. Let 
me know if that works for both of you. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 3:57 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

So are you saying we need to attend the Tuesday, Oct 22nd session at 8:15pm? if so, where? 

It makes for a long day for our guys to have to lift weights at 6:30 or 7:30am, attend classes, then have their hardest 
practice day of the week (Tuesday), eat dinner then go to an hour long seminar. ! realize you working with the speaker’s 
schedules but Monday or Sunday are much more workable days for the footbN studentoathletes schedules. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

8:lSpm? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

Any resolution on this matter? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

They probably should go to the other one!!!! I’ll check with Janet. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Social Media Branding 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROll) 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> wrote: 

Which one do you want your guys to attend? Maybe I can have special session around 8:15-8:30pm? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:53 PM 



To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Cricket 

Neither of those dates work for the football student-athletes since we don’t get out of practice until 6:15 
range on both Tuesday and Wednesday. Please advise? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROLL) 

-6:30 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket~unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

The month of October we have two speakers on campus (our theme this year is RESPECT)-I am asking that you 

choose one or both for your student-athletes to attend as their mandatory Life Skills seminar. Let me know as soon as 
you can. It will be first come, first serve as to keep as even as possible. Here are your choices: 

Tuesday, October 22nd, 7pm 
"Champions of Respect: LGBTQ Inclusion in Sport" 

University of North Carolina, Intercollegiate Athletics 

Student-Athletes: Programming includes a brief facilitator introduction and breakouts to engage teams 

in relevant, intimate discussion, addressing topics specific to LGBTQ inclusion and championing respect 

within the team 

AND/OR 

Wednesday, October 30th, 7pm 
"Social media, college students, and their online brands" 
University of Noah Carolina 
Janet will focus on social media and the underlying behaviors students and student-athletes share online, Using pictures and 
stories taken mostly from the athletics area, this presentation will challenge students and student-athletes to think about 
their online band, their participation in and documentation of risky behaviors and the real implications for their educational 
and employment opportunities, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 30, 2013 4:20 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu>; Fleenor, Shanna <sfleenor@unc. edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Big Hitters contingency funds 

Joyce / Shanna, 

Just checking to see if there was a resolution to this issue. 

Thanks for checking, 

Scott T. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Fleenor, Shanna 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Big Hitters contingency funds 

Scott, 

Because you are employed in Campus Health and not Athletics, 

we have to work with them to see how best this will work. 
we also must wait until the legislature approves the budget 

and Shanna and I receive the guidelines as to how we can 

proceed with this. Once we know what our process will be, 

then Shanna and/or I wil! communicate the process to you. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:27 PM 

Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edu>; Fleenor, Shanna <sfleenor@unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: Big Hitters contingency funds 

Scott, 

Shanna and I are working on this. It is more complicated than in the past, 

and since you are not an athletic department employee that complicates 

it further. Shanna and ! are trying to maneuver the waters on this! 

Joyce 

From: Trulock, Scott 

Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:20 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L; Fleenor, Shanna 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Big Hitters contingency funds 

Joyce / Shanna, 

Just checking to see if there was a resolution to this issue. 

Thanks for checking, 

Scott T. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Fleenor, Shanna 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Big Hitters contingency funds 

Scott, 

Because you are employed in Campus Health and not Athletics, 

we have to work with them to see how best this will work. 
we also must wait until the legislature approves the budget 

and Shanna and I receive the guidelines as to how we can 

proceed with this. Once we know what our process will be, 

then Shanna and/or I will communicate the process to you. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:40 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

Corey, 

We were talking about Janet Judge on Wednesday, October 30th at 8:lSpm but I assume you will have the same 

concerns. When scheduling speakers it’s difficult to accommodate everyone’s schedule. Maybe we can have Nevin 

Caple speak to the guys Monday evening October 21st? Let me know what you think?? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:13 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: October Life Skill Seminars 

Do we ever videotape this type of presentation and then show the team the video using a local/campus resource 
to and discuss the subj ect matter? Just checking. Thanks. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:57 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

So are you saying we need to attend the Tuesday, Oct 22nd session at 8:15pm? If so, where? 

It makes for a long day for our guys to have to lift weights at 6:30 or 7:30am attend classes, then have their hardest 
practice day of the week (Tuesday), eat dinner then go to an hour long seminar. I realize you working with the speaker’s 
schedules but Monday or Sunday are much more workable days for the football student-athletes schedules. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

8:lSpm? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

Any resolution on this matter? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 



Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

They probably, should go to the other one!!!! I’ll check with Janet. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Social Media Branding 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROLL) 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket~unc.edu> wrote: 

Which one do you want your guys to attend? Maybe I can have special session around 8:]_5-8:30pm? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:53 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Cricket 

Neither of those dates work for the football student-athletes since we don’t get out of practice until 6:15 - 6:3 0 
range on both Tuesday and Wednesday. Please advise? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROLL) 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

The month of October we have two speakers on campus (our theme this year is RESPECT)-I am asking that you 
choose one or both for your student-athletes to attend as their mandatory Life Skills seminar. Let me know as soon as 

you can. It will be first come, first serve as to keep as even as possible. Here are your choices: 

Tuesday, October 22nd, 7pm 

"Champions of Respect: LGBTQ Inclusion in Sport" 
University of North Carolina, Intercollegiate Athletics 

Student-Athletes: Programming includes a brief facilitator introduction and breakouts to engage teams 

in relevant, intimate discussion, addressing topics specific to LGBTO. inclusion and championing respect 
within the team 



AND/OR 

Wednesday, October 30th, 7pm 
"Social mediar college studentsr and their online brands" 
University of North Carolina 
Janet will focus on social media and the underlying behaviors students and student-athletes share online. Using pictures and 
stories taken mostly from the athletics area, this presentation will challenge students and student-athletes to think about 
their online band, their participation in and documentation of risky behaviors and the real implications for their educational 
and employment opportunities. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:45 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Cricket, 

Monday, October 21 st seems like a good option, what time ? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROll) 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> wrote: 

Corey, 

We were talking about Janet Judge on Wednesday, October B0th at 8:lSpm but I assume you will have the same 

concerns. When scheduling speakers it’s difficult to accommodate eve~ione’s schedule. Maybe we can have Nevin 

Caple speak to the guys Monday evening October 21st? Let me know what you think?? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:13 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: October Life Skill Seminars 

Do we ever videotape this type of presentation and then show the team the video using a local/campus resource 
to and discuss the subj ect matter? Just checking. Thanks. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

So are you saying we need to attend the Tuesday, Oct 22nd session at 8:15pm? If so, where? 

It makes for a long day for our guys to have to lift weights at 6:30 or 7:30am, attend classes, then have their hardest 
practice day of the week (Tuesday), eat dinner then go to an hour long seminar, ! realize you working with the speaker’s 
schedules but Monday or Sunday are much more workable days for the football student-athletes schedules, 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

8:lSpm? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:27 PM 



To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

Any resolution on this matter? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: October Life Skill Seminars 

They probably should go to the other one!!!! I’ll check with Janet. 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Social Media Branding 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> wrote: 

Which one do you want your guys to attend? Maybe I can have special session around 8:15-8:30pm1 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 4:53 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: October Life Skill Seminars 

Cricket 

Neither of those dates work for the football student-athletes since we don’t get out of practice until 6:15 - 6:3 0 
range on both Tuesday and Wednesday. Please advise? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROLL) 

"Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

The month of October we have two speakers on campus (our theme this year is RESPECT)-I am asking that you 
choose one or both for your student-athletes to attend as their mandatory Life Skills seminar. Let me know as soon as 

you can. It will be first come, first serve as to keep as even as possible. Here are your choices: 

Tuesday, October 22nd, 7pm 

"Champions of Respect: LGBTQ Inclusion in Sport" 
University of North Carolina, Intercollegiate Athletics 

Student-Athletes: Programming includes a brief facilitator introduction and breakouts to engage teams 



in relevant, intimate discussion, addressing topics specific to LGBTQ inclusion and championing respect 

within the team 

AND/OR 

Wednesday, October 30th, 7pm 
"Social mediar college studentsr and their online brands" 
University of North Carolina 
Janet will focus on social media and the underlying behaviors students and student-athletes share online~ Using pictures and 
stories taken mostly from the athletics area, this presentation will challenge students and student-athletes to think about 
their online band, their participation in and documentation of risky behaviors and the real implications for their educational 
and employment opportunities, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:57 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Your Current Football Schedule 

PASS_Schedule_North Carolina.pdf 

FYI, guys! Thanks. 

Larry GaHo, Jro 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Respor~sibility hRovation Service Exceller~ce 

From: passmaster@espn.com [mailto:passmaster@espn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 4:46 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Your Current Football Schedule 

Attached is a copy of your currently scheduled football games, generated from 
www.pass.espn.com. When time allows - please review and if you have any questions 
please contact Kurt Darqis or Dave Brown. 

[<See attached schedule for North Carolina>i 
..................................................... 

This email transmission is intended only for the addressee shown above. It contains information that is specific to your school. Any 
review, dissemination or use of this transmission or its contents by persons other than the addressee is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this email in error, please notify passmaster@espn, corn immediately. 



2013 

Thu, 08/29: @South Carolina 

Sep 07^: Middle Tennessee 

Sep 14^: 

Sep 21^: @Georgia Tech 

Sep 28^: East Carolina 

Oct 05: @Virginia Tech 

Oct 12: 

Thu, 10117: Miami (Fla.) 

Oct 26: Boston College 

Nov 02: @North Carolina State 

Nov 09: Virginia 

Nov 16: @Pittsburgh 

Nov 23: Old Dominion 

Nov 30^: Duke 

Dec 07^: 

North Carolina Schedule 2013 o 2032 
2014 

Aug 30: Liberty 

Sep 06: San Diego State 
PENDING CONTRACT FINALIZATION 

Sep 13: 

Sep 20: @East Carolina 
Date is Tentative 

Sep 27^: 

Oct 04^: 

Oct 11^. 

Oct 18^: 

Oct 25: 

Nov 01: 

Nov 08: 

Nov 15: 

Nov 22: 

Nov 29: 

Dec 06: 

2015 

Sep 05: @South Carolina 
Game in Charlotte 

Sep 12^: North Carolina A&T 

2016 

Sep 03: The Citadel 

Sep 10: @Illinois 

FULL FULL- ND ON ROAD 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 

Sep 19^: Illinois 

Sep 26^: 

Oct 03^: 

Oct 10^: 

Oct 17: 

Oct 24: 

Oct 31: 

Nov 07: 

Nov 14: 

Nov 21: 

Nov 28: 

Dec 05^: 

Sep 17: 

Sep 24: 

Oct 01^" 

Oct 08^: 

Oct 15^: 

Oct 22^: 

Oct 29^: 

Nov 05: 

Nov 12: 

Nov 19: 

Nov 26: 

Dec 03: 

2017 

Sep 02: 

Sep 09: 

Sep 16: 

Sep 23^: Ohio State 
Contract being finalized 

Sep 30^: 

Oct 07^: 

Oct 14^: 

Oct 21: 

Oct 28: 

Nov 04: 

Nov 11: 

Nov 18: 

Nov 25: 

Dec 02: 



2018 

Sep 01: 

Sep 08^: @East Carolina 
Date and Year Tentative 

Sep 15^: 

Sep 22^: @Ohio State 

Sep 29^: 

Oct 06^: 

Oct 13: 

Oct 20: 

Oct 27: 

Nov 03: 

Nov 10: 

Nov 17: 

Nov 24: 

Dec 01^. 

Aug 31: 

Sep 07: 

Sep 14: 

Sep 21: 

Sep 28^: 

Oct 05^: 

Oct 12^: 

Oct 19^: 

Oct 26^: 

North Carolina Schedule 2013 o 2032 
2019 2020 2021 2022 

Sep 05: 

Sep 12: 

Sep 19^: 

Sep 26^: 

Oct 03^: 

Oct 10^: 

Oct 17: 

Oct 24: 

Oct 31: 

Sep 04: 

Sep 11^: 

Sep 18^: 

Sep 25^: 

Oct 02^: 

Oct 09: 

Oct 16: 

Oct 23: 

Oct 30: 

Sep 03: 

Sep 10: 

Sep 17: 

Sep 24^: 

Oct 01 ^: 

Oct 08^: 

Oct 15^: 

Oct 22^: 

Oct 29: 

Nov 02: 

Nov 09: 

Nov 16: 

Nov 23: 

Nov 30: 

Dec 07: 

Nov 07: 

Nov 14: 

Nov 21: 

Nov 28: 

Dec 05: 

Nov 06: 

Nov 13: 

Nov 20: 

Nov 27^: 

Dec 04^: 

Nov 05: 

Nov 12: 

Nov 19: 

Nov 26: 

Dec 03: 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 



Sep 02: 

Sep 09: 

Sep 16^: 

Sep 23^: 

Sep 30^: 

Oct 07^: 

Oct 14: 

Oct 21: 

Oct 28: 

Nov 04: 

Nov 11: 

Nov 18: 

Nov 25: 

Dec 02: 

North Carolina Schedule 2013 o 2032 
2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Aug 31: 

Sep 07: 

Sep 14: 

Sep 21: 

Sep 28: 

Oct 05^: 

Oct 12^: 

Oct 19^: 

Oct 26^: 

Nov 02: 

Nov 09: 

Nov 16: 

Nov 23: 

Nov 30: 

Dec 07: 

Aug 30: 

Sep 06: 

Sep 13: 

Sep 20: 

Sep 27^: 

Oct 04^: 

Oct 11^" 

Oct 18^: 

Oct 25: 

Nov 01: 

Nov 08: 

Nov 15: 

Nov 22: 

Nov 29: 

Dec 06: 

Sep 05: 

Sep 12^: 

Sep 19^: 

Sep 26^: 

Oct 03^: 

Oct 10: 

Oct 17: 

Oct 24: 

Oct 31: 

Nov 07: 

Nov 14: 

Nov 21: 

Nov 28: 

Dec 05^: 

Sep 04: 

Sep 11: 

Sep 18: 

Sep 25: 

Oct 02^: 

Oct 09^: 

Oct 16^: 

Oct 23^: 

Oct 30: 

Nov 06: 

Nov 13: 

Nov 20: 

Nov 27: 

Dec 04: 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 



Sep 02: 

Sep 09: 

Sep 16: 

Sep 23^: 

Sep 30^: 

Oct 07^: 

Oct 14^: 

Oct 21: 

Oct 28: 

Nov 04: 

Nov 11: 

Nov 18: 

Nov 25: 

Dec 02: 

North Carolina Schedule 2013 o 2032 
2020 2029 2030 2031 2032 

Sep 01: 

Sep 08^: 

Sep 15^: 

Sep 22^: 

Sep 29^: 

Oct 06^: 

Oct 13: 

Oct 20: 

Oct 27: 

Aug 31: 

Sep 07: 

Sep 14: 

Sep 21: 

Sep 28^: 

Oct 05^: 

Oct 12^: 

Oct 19^: 

Oct 26: 

Aug 30: 

Sep 06: 

Sep 13: 

Sep 20^: 

Sep 27^: 

Oct 04^: 

Oct 11^" 

Oct 18: 

Oct 25: 

Sep 04^: 

Sep 11^: 

Sep 18^: 

Sep 25^: 

Oct 02^: 

Oct 09: 

Oct 16: 

Oct 23: 

Oct 30: 

Nov 03: 

Nov 10: 

Nov 17: 

Nov 24: 

Dec 01^. 

Nov 02: 

Nov 09: 

Nov 16: 

Nov 23: 

Nov 30: 

Dec 07: 

Nov 01: 

Nov 08: 

Nov 15: 

Nov 22: 

Nov 29: 

Dec 06: 

Nov 06: 

Nov 13: 

Nov 20: 

Nov 27^: 

Dec 04^: 

^ Denotes game week contains Jewish holiday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 6:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
(j ohn@ramsclub.com) 

RE: Football Meeting 

I do think it would serve us well to get face to face to discuss letterman activities and big hitters auctions (incl. points) 

moving forward. 

I need to attend a Tar Heel Downtown meeting that was called by the Town of Chapel Hill at 10 am on Thursday. Since 

Corey has a staff meeting before then, [ think Thursday morning is out. 

Can we aim do 3:30 pm on Thursday, 10/3 in John Montgomery’s office? 

Corey, I realize that is close to practice time, can you come by here and then head to practice? 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:16 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I am currently scheduled to be in Raleigh at that time. I’m still open before noon or after 3:15 pm that day. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3RD, NOT TUESDAY 

Excuse my typo 

Vince - that works for Corey, let me know if it does for you. 

Rgck 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: Football Meeting 



Vince and Corey- 

John Montgomery can meet with us to discuss letterman activities funding and points for big hitters auctions on 

Tuesday, October 3rd at 2 pm in his office. Can you both meet then? If yes, let’s meet with him and then come 

downstairs to Vince’s office to cover other football topics. This would take the place of our 11 am regular meeting. 

me know if that works for both of you. 

Let 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:36 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
(j ohn@ramsclub.com) 

RE: Football Meeting 

[ am good with 3:30 Thursday 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:56 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; John Montgomery (john@ramsclub.com) 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I do think it would serve us well to get face to face to discuss letterman activities and big hitters auctions (inc!. points) 

moving forward. 

I need to attend a Tar Heel Downtown meeting that was called by the Town of Chapel Hill at 10 am on Thursday. Since 
Corey has a staff meeting before then, I think Thursday morning is out. 

Can we all do 3:30 pm on Thursday, 10/3 in John Montgomery’s office? 

Corey, I realize that is close to practice time, can you come by here and then head to practice? 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:16 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I am currently scheduled to be in Raleigh at that time. I’m still open before noon or after 3:15 pm that day. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3RD, NOT TUESDAY 

Excuse my typo 

Vince - that works for Corey, let me know if it does for you. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: Football Meeting 



Vince and Corey- 

John Montgomery can meet with us to discuss letterman activities funding and points for big hitters auctions on 

Tuesday, October 3rd at 2 pm in his office. Can you both meet then? If yes, let’s meet with him and then come 

downstairs to Vince’s office to cover other football topics. This would take the place of our 11 am regular meeting. 

me know if that works for both of you. 

Let 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Montgomery <j ohn@ramsclub.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:36 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Football Meeting 

I can do 3:30 

From: Holliday, Corey L [mailto:cholliday@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:36 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; John Montgomery 

Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I am good with 3:30 Thursday 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:56 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; John Montgomery (iohn@ramsclub.com) 

Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I do think it would serve us well to get face to face to discuss letterman activities and big hitters auctions (incl. points) 

moving forward. 

I need to attend a Tar Heel Downtown meeting that was called by the Town of Chapel Hill at :10 am on Thursday. Since 

Corey has a staff meeting before then, I think Thursday morning is out. 

Can we all do 3:30 pm on Thursday, 10/3 in John Montgomery’s office? 

Corey, I realize that is close to practice time, can you come by here and then head to practice? 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:16 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I am currently scheduled to be in Raleigh at that time. I’m still open before noon or after 3:15 pm that day. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3RD, NOT TUESDAY 

Excuse my typo 



Vince - that works for Corey, let me know if it does for you. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: Football Meeting 

Vince and Corey- 

John Montgomery can meet with us to discuss letterman activities funding and points for big hitters auctions on 

Tuesday, October 3rd at 2 pm in his office. Can you both meet then? If yes, let’s meet with him and then come 

downstairs to Vince’s office to cover other football topics. This would take the place of our 11 am regular meeting. Let 

me know if that works for both of you. 

Rick 



i. Use of Social Networking Sites 

The Department of Athletics has adopted the Policy and guidelines contained in this section to 

assist and educate student-athletes in responsible use of social media. 

1. Policy on Student-Athlete Social Networking and Media Use 

The UNC Department of Athletics recognizes and supports its student-athletes’ rights to freedom 

of speech, expression, and association, including the use of online social networks. In this 

context, however, each student-athlete must remember that playing and competing for the 

University of North Carolina is a privilege, not a right. Student-athletes represent the University 

and are expected to portray themselves, their team, and the University in a positive manner at all 

times. Any online postings must therefore be consistent with federal and state laws and team, 

Department of Athletics, University, and NCAA rules, regulations, and policies (including the 

guidelines listed below). 

Guidelines 

Student-athletes using a social networking site or other form of social media should 

adhere to the following guidelines: 

Everything posted is public information - any text or photo placed online is completely 

out of the individual’s control the moment it is placed online - even if the user 

implements security features or limits access to his or her account or site. Information 

(including pictures, videos, comments, and posts) may be accessible even after removal. 

Use caution when adding someone or inviting someone to be a "friend" or other contact. 

Many individuals are looking to take advantage of students-athletes, to get close to 

student-athletes to give themselves a sense of membership, or to gain information about 

student-athletes, their teammates, or the team for purposes of sports gambling or 

generating negative publicity. 

Limit information about whereabouts or plans. This will minimize the potential of being 

stalked, assaulted, or becoming the victim of other criminal activity. 

What users post may affect future opportunities. Many employers and graduate school 

admissions officers review social networking sites as part of their overall evaluation of an 

applicant. Before posting, a user should carefully consider how he or she wants people to 

perceive the message before giving them a chance to misinterpret what is posted 

(including pictures, videos, comments, and other types of posts). 

Similar to comments made in person, the Department of Athletics will not tolerate 

disrespectful comments and behavior online, including, but not limited to: 



Derogatory or defamatory language; 

O Comments that create a serious danger to the safety or security of another person 

or that constitute a credible threat of serious physical or emotional injury to 

another person; 

0 Comments or photos that describe or depict unlawful assault, abuse, hazing, 

harassment, or discrimination; selling, possessing, or using controlled substances; 

or any other illegal or prohibited conduct, including violations of the University’s 

Policy on Prohibited Harassment, including Sexual Misconduct, and 

Discrimination. 

Monitoring and Consequences 

Each team must identify at least one coach or support staff member who is responsible 

for having access to, regularly monitoring the content of, and receiving reports about 

team members’ social networking sites and postings ("Team Monitor"). The Department 

of Athletics reserves the right to have other staff members access, monitor, and receive 

reports about student-athletes’ social networking sites and postings. The Department of 

Athletics also reserves the right to contract with an outside vendor or vendors to 

appropriately monitor student-athletes’ social media accounts. The Department of 

Athletics will not require student-athletes to provide social media passwords to any 

outside vendor(s). 

In addition to reviewing postings in accordance with the guidelines identified above, 

Team Monitors and/or outside vendor(s) will also evaluate postings for information that 

could indicate a potential violation of NCAA regulations related to amateurism, including 

specifically evaluating postings that identify possible improper extra benefits and/or 

agent-related activities. Any concerns about a student-athlete’s posting(s) or other online 

activity related to potential NCAA violations should be reported immediately to the 

Compliance Office by contacting Marielle Vangelder at mvangelder@unc.edu or 919- 

962-7853. 

Any violation or indication of a violation in social media content of any law, ordinance, 

NCAA rule, or University or Department of Athletics policy or procedure (for example, 

the University’s Policy on Prohibited Harassment, Including Sexual Misconduct, and 

Discrimination; Instrument of Student Governance [Honor Code]; Student-Athlete Code 

of Conduct; or Hazing and Initiation Policy)is subj ect to investigation and possible 

sanction by the Department of Athletics, the University, the NCAA, and/or law 

enforcement agencies. Internal sanctions may include, but shall not be limited to: 

direction to remove the posting or photo, dismissal from the team, and reduction, 

cancellation, or non- renewal of athletics grant-in-aid. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 7:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; ’John Montgomery’ <john@ramsclub.com>; Holliday, Corey 
L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Football Meeting 

We are booked. 3:30 pm on Thursday in Monty’s office. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: ’John Montgomery’; Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

Me too. Thanks. 

From: John Montgomery [mailto:john@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:36 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I can do 3:30 

From: Holliday, Corey L [mailto:cholliday@unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:36 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; John Montgomery 

Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I am good with 3:30 Thursday 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:56 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; John Montgomery (john@ramsclub.com) 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I do think it would serve us well to get face to face to discuss letterman activities and big hitters auctions (incl. points) 

moving forward. 

I need to attend a Tar Heel Downtown meeting that was called by the Town of Chapel Hill at 20 am on Thursday. Since 

Corey has a staff meeting before then, I think Thursday morning is out. 

Can we all do 3:30 pm on Thursday, 10/3 in John Montgomery’s office? 

Corey, I realize that is close to practice time, can you come by here and then head to practice? 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:16 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

I am currently scheduled to be in Raleigh at that time. I’m still open before noon or after 3:15 pm that day. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Football Meeting 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3RD, NOT TUESDAY 

Excuse my typo 

Vince - that works for Corey, let me know if it does for you. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: Football Meeting 

Vince and Corey- 

John Montgomery can meet with us to discuss letterman activities funding and points for big hitters auctions on 

Tuesday, October 3rd at 2 pm in his office. Can you both meet then? If yes, let’s meet with him and then come 

downstairs to Vince’s office to cover other football topics. This would take the place of our 11 am regular meeting. Let 

me know if that works for both of you. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 8:39 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu> 

Postseason Football Meeting 

Rick and Vince, 

Can you join me an Corey after the Staff Meeting on Monday to discuss postseason football? 

Thanks, 
Clint 

Kathy, 
Is 236 available? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:35 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Academic Summary - Class of 2014 

Book6.xlsx 

Barbara, 

Please see attached for the academic summary sheet of our 2014 commits. 

questions. 

Please let me know if you have any 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.8403.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 12:01 PM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hostess programs 

Do we have this program? 
If so what does it include? 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <ja~smith@email.unc.edu> 
Date: October 1, 2013 at 5:05:21 PM EDT 
To: "’bubbac~uncaa.unc.edu’" <bubbac~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" 
<Joy, Renner@med.unc.edu> 
Subject: Hostess programs 

Dear Bubba: 
I wonder if you might help me find a little info. Please feel free to pass on my request to the 
appropriate office. Given the latest news about Oklahoma St., and the related issues raised in this 
new Atlantic article, I wonder about UNC’s position on the use of attractive co-eds for the purpose 
of recruiting athletes. I have only the vaguest sense that we had such a program (Carolina Blues?) 
at some point in the not too distant past, but I’ve also heard that that was discontinued some time 
ago. Basic web searches don’t help one way or another. A run-down of our practices would be very 
useful. 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1:50 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Summary - Class of 2014 

Thanks, Joe. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Academic Summary - Class of 2014 

Barbara, 

Please see attached for the academic summary sheet of our 2014 commits. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

|oe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2872 

haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Hostess programs 

No, they just work in our office. We use Ambassadors from the Admissions office to give tours of the facility or campus to 
prospects/recruits. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Hostess programs 

Is this program affiliated with our admissions office or any other campus entity outside of athletics? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:22 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Hostess programs 

Bubba, 

Yes, we do have a program called Carolina Blues. I have included their policy and procedures for your review, please give 
me a call to discuss further. Thanks 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Hostess programs 

Do we have this program? 
If so what does it include? 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <i avsmith@email.unc, edu> 
Date: October 1, 2013 at 5:05:21 PM EDT 
To: "’bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu’" <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" 
<Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 
Subject: Hostess programs 



Dear Bubba: 
I wonder if you might help me find a little info. Please feel free to pass on my request to the 
appropriate office. Given the latest news about Oklahoma St., and the related issues raised in this 
new Atlantic article, I wonder about UNC’s position on the use of attractive co-eds for the purpose 
of recruiting athletes. I have only the vaguest sense that we had such a program (Carolina Blues?) 
at some point in the not too distant past, but I’ve also heard that that was discontinued some time 
ago. Basic web searches don’t help one way or another. A run-down of our practices would be very 
useful. 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 



Account Executive - North Carolina 

Tar Heel Sports Properties (THSP) is actively seeking an Account Executive to work from Chapel 
Hill, NC. Ideal candidates will have significant experience developing corporate marketing 
partnerships. This Account Executive position will be responsible for creating and implementing 
high-level corporate marketing partnerships for the university athletic program while also building 
and maintaining relationships with corporate partners and the athletic department staff. 

THSP, a property of Learfield Sports, owns and manages the multimedia rights for the University of 

North Carolina Athletics. THSP offers one-stop shopping for businesses and corporations looking 

for advertising~ marketing or association with the Carolina program. 

THSP has something for everyone’s commercial or advertising needs including radio (network 

affiliates), television, signage, promotions, corporate hospitality, print and exposure on 
GoHeels.com. 

Responsibilities: 

¯ Prospecting for new partners. 
¯ Maintaining sponsor relationships for university athletic program. 
¯ Creating and presenting sponsorship packages designed to meet clients’ objectives. 

Collaborating with vendors, sponsors, property staff, and appropriate university athletic 
personnel to ensure implementation of sponsorships and contract fulfillment 

¯ Developing creative, sellable inventory to introduce to the school, staff and marketplace. 

Requirements: 

° Minimum of 5 years’ of sales experience with 2+ years’ selling comprehensive sports 

marketing partnerships including major media elements. 

. Excellent communication, organizational, and presentation skills. 

Self-motivated while also team oriented. 

Proficiency in Microsoft Word, Power Point and Excel. 

A general curiosity for appropriate industries and ability to strategize their solutions. 

Learfield is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu> 

RE: Postseason Football Meeting 

Works for me. 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:41 AM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Postseason Football Meeting 

Yes, I’m available after the meeting until 2:30. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Postseason Football Meeting 

Rick and Vince, 

Can you join me an Corey after the Staff Meeting on Monday to discuss postseason football? 

Thanks, 
Clint 

Kathy, 
Is 236 available? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:19 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu> 

RE: Postseason Football Meeting 

Ok. We are all set for the AD conference room on Monday. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Postseason Football Meeting 

Works for me. 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:41 AM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Postseason Football Meeting 

Yes, I’m available after the meeting until 2:30. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Postseason Football Meeting 

Rick and Vince, 

Can you join me an Corey after the Staff Meeting on Monday to discuss postseason football? 

Thanks, 
Clint 

Kathy, 
Is 236 available? 



NORTH CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
@ VIRGINIA TECH 

SUPPORT STAFF ITINERARY - October 5th, 2013 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4TH~ 2013 
1:20 PM ON THE BUS (BUS #5), READY FOR DEPARTURE 
1:30 PM ALL 5 BUSES DEPART FOR ROANOKE, VA 
4:45 PM ARRIVE SHERATON ROANOKE HOTEL 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5TH, 2013 
9:15 AM ON THE BUS, READY FOR DEPARTURE 
9:30 AM DEPART SHERATON HOTEL FOR LANE STADIUM 

10:30 AM ARRIVE LANE STADIUM 

12:30 PM KICKOFF: BEAT VIRGINIA TECH 

POST GAME 
Approx. 8:15 PM 

DEPART FOR CHAPEL HILL (Buses wLLL depart 50 MLn foLLowLng the the end of game) 
ARRIVE KENAN FOOTBALL CENTER 

3/9/2015 11:28 PM 



From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3uly 30, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: information requests 

Karen, 

I have been going through the back and forth on my public records requests to try to make sure 
that you have at least responded to each of them. There is one that I can not find a response for. I 
had requested all notes, audio or video recordings, transcripts and correspondence related to the 
initial interview or interviews UNC officials and staff had with Julius Nyang’oro in August 2011 
after the N&O had raised questions about Marvin Austin’s transcript. 

I do not know what the status is for that request. 

I realize that the university has at least responded to the many other information requests. I am 
not satisfied with some of those responses as it relates to explaining what the university has 
withheld and why it is protected under public records laws. I have to talk with my superiors 
about those issues. 

I also have two follow- up requests: 

1 .) for all records related to the creation of the chart given to the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools that showed how many athletes by sport were enrolled in the 39 
"confirmed" no-show classes. This would include all notes and correspondence associated with 
the creation of that chart. I am fine with the names of students being redacted. 

2.) all NCAA correspondence sent and received for the period beginning Feb. 8, 2013 (my last 
request), to the end of this month, including all documents provided by the university to the 
NCAA. 

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:46 PM 

life, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

FW: Wiley!Thompson Indictment 

Scan lO-03-13.pdf 

From: <Keadey>, Stephen <sckeadey@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <_s__Lr___o__h____m_____@____e___m____a_iJ_.___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Mike McFarland 

<mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Cc: Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Subject: Wiley/Thompson Indictment 

Made public today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 6:48 PM 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Panelist questions--Afl~lefics Di~ussion at Faculty Council 

Rawlings Recommendations EdncationaJ Policy- 1.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Let’s review these tomorrow so I can address the 20 hour rule in paNcular. Many of the others are general questions, but a review would be helpful. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Whisnant, Atme Mitchell" <~r_m_e____~{[_~!s!!:a_l_lt_’_~]_u__l_Lc_:_e_d__t_l> 

Date: October 3, 2013 at 4:31:36 PM EDT 

To: "Renner~ Joy J" <J£y___[~_ej!_r!_eji@Ln___e__d__:_9__r!_c_=_e__d___u_.>, "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <_l?_u_b__b_a_c_@_eg!_@_=_u__&c::__e_d__9.>, "Dean, Jr., James W." <._J_~JLn___e_s___![)__e_£r~_9__r_Lc_:_e___@_.>, 

"Broome, Lissa L" <.1_.17_~ .o__rn__e_.(q~_e_Lr_l.a_.[:U__r_l..c_=e__@_ >, "Farmer, Stephen M" <s.l~r_n_!e__~:~].a@_!i _s._si_gy_l_s_..LLn_9=e_._d_.9_> 

Ce: "Norton, Molly" qnbuorton~unc~edu>, "Thurman, Stephanie J" <slhumaan@email.uuc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebtuwn(?~unc.edu>, 
"Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL~email.unc.edu>, "Ferrell, Joseph S" <istk:trel(~)email.tmc~edu> 

Subject: Panelist questions-Athletics Discussion at Faeul~ Council 

H e llo i:~a r~ eli sts fo r to rso r row" s Fa cul[:y Con n~:il i~ th le [:i cs c.:) r~ ~ ersi~ ti.:)r~: 

Attached please find the questions that Jan plans to pose in her cote in moderating tomorrow’s conversation, As you wili see, most of the questions 
build on specific recommendations made in the Rawiings Report (recorm’aendations identified as most pertinent to Faculty Council’s role in 
eclucationN policy), but there are a couple that came in this week from Faculty Council members, 
I hope this is helpful, and please let us know if there are mW questions! 
Best regards, 
Atme 
A:::~." ~4itcb~ll Whlsr:s::.L :’hD 

::~er~u:.? %,,’:~;.,:;, of ~h~) Fd,’:.~lty 

Office o~ I:acui.~ Gcverii iii.. !, :5NC ~’1 ~ isel i~ill 

~hap.’-)l HIE ?~C 27599.YU~0 

~ ::.!!-!~(, 7.4:.~i7:~ {o~ k’~.)~ ::.94!(,~>! ,17!! {i;.;’~} 

i1~’:?_2).’_££i ’_2_~L£:?_ ~_: ’_::57_2_~:[ 



Universit~T of North Carolina Department of Athletics - Senior Staff 

Senior Associate Athletic Director - Willie Scroggs 

Associate Athletic Director - Marielle vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director - Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director - Ken Mack 

Associate Athletic Director - Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director - Matt Terrell 

Assistant Athletic Director - Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director - Kevin Best 

Assistant Athletic Director - Mike Bunting 

Assistant Athletic Director - Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - Ellen Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director - Cricket Lane 

Assistant Athletic Director - Mike Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director - Tim Sabo 

Assistant Athletic Director - Tim Smith 

Director of the Smith Center - Angie Bitting 

Director of Athletic Operations - John Brunner 

The following staffwill attend Senior Staff meetings but do not report directly to Athletics: 

Director of Sports Medicine - Mario Ciocca 

Director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes - Michelle Brown 

General Manager of Tar Heel Sports Properties - Gary Sobba 



PUBLIC RECORDS GATHERING 

I EMAiL -- MICROSOFT OUTLOOK 
! 

Creating a .pst File to Gather Responsive Emaiis: 

. 

2. 

3. 

Close all open programs (recommended). 

Open Microsoft Outlook. 

Steps to create an Outlook Data File (.pst): 

a. Click the "File" tab at the top of the screen. 

b. Click "Account Settings" then select "Account Settings" from the drop down list. 

c. In the "Account Settings" window, click the "Data Files" tab. 

d. Click the "Add" button. 

e. In the "Create or Open Outlook Data File" window, select where you want to 

save the .pst file that you are about to create (e.g., desktop or specific folder on 

a specific server), and name the file "Email_YourLastName__mm.dd.yy" where 

"mm.dd.yy" represents today’s date (for example, if your name is John Smith, 

and today’s date is 1/20/2013, you would enter the following for your .pst file: 

Email_Smith_01.20.i3); and click "OK" 

o Make note of where you saved your.pst file. 

o Hereafter, references to your .pst file will be referred to as "Email" 

f. Click "Close" in the "Account Settings" window. 

o From within Outlook, the .pst "Email" folder you just created should 

now appear at the bottom of your list of folders on the left-hand side of 

your viewing pane. 

o You can create sub-folders within the .pst "Email" folder you just 

created, just like creating any other sub-folder within Outlook. 

Copying Responsive Emails to the "Email" .pst: 

If you already have the responsive emails sorted within individual folders in Outlook, and you 

just need to copy all of the contents of the individual folders, follow these steps: 



PUBLIC RECORDS GATHERING 

. 

2. 

Within Outlook, locate and right click on the unique folder and select "Copy Folder"; 

Within the "Copy Folder" pop-up window, scroll down until you find the .pst "Email" 

folder you created, then select OK. Note: it will copy the folder with all contents and 

the same title. 

If you already have the responsive emails sorted within individual folders in Outlook, but you 

only want to copy some of the contents of the individual folders, follow these steps: 

1. Once you have identified a potentially relevant email, right-click on the email, point to 

"Mov%" then select "Copy to Folder." 

a. NOTE: Make sure to select "Copy to Folder" and do NOT select the .pst "Email" 

folder that may appear at the top of the drop-down menu. Otherwise, instead 

of making a copy, you would actually move the messages. 

2. In the "Copy Items" window, select the "Email" folder, or the sub-folder if you created 

one, and click "OK." 

If you need to search for all potentially relevant emails throughout your Outlook, follow these 

steps: 

1. Search for all potentially relevant emails, using your knowledge of the matter and your 

materials, by searching for specific terms within Outlook. 

2. When using Outlook’s search feature, make sure to search "All Mail Items." 

b. Do not overlook items in your inbox, drafts, sent items, deleted items, trash or 

junk mail folders. 

3. Review the emails identified by specific search term to determine if each individual 

email is responsive to the request. 

4. Once you have identified a responsive email, right-click on the email, point to "Move," 

then select "Copy to Folder." 

c. NOTE: Make sure to select "Copy to Folder" and do NOT select the .pst "Email" 

folder that may appear at the top of the drop-down menu. Otherwise, instead 

of making a copy, you would actually move the messages. 



PUBLIC RECORDS GATHENNG 

5. In the "Cop_v_ Items" window, select the "Email" folde~ or the sub-folder if you created 

one, and click "OK." 

6. You should now see the potentially relevant email in both its o~ginal folder and a copy 

of the email in "Email" folde~ or the sub-folder if you created one. 

7. Repeat these steps until you have searched all specific terms. 

8. After all potentially relevant emails have been copied: 

a. R~h~dick on the "Email" .pst and select "Close Email." 

b. The "Email" .pst should no longer appear in your Outlook folder list. 

c. Close Outlook 

Delivery of your CD or DVD to OUC: 

C~c~on is now complete. 

a. Cleady write your name and date on the top of the CD or DVD. 

b. Please contact the dedicated public records staff (at public~co~s@unc.edu or 

919-962-121~ to arrange for delivew of the CD or DVD. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L 
Tuesday, October 08, 2013 10:57:02 AM 
Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince 
FW: Bowl lists attached for 2010 and 2011 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Bowl Manual.~ (7.4M) 
Bowl staff 1212.xlsx (21.5K) 
Bowlstaff-add&rooms 10.xlsx (24.1 K) 

Guys, 

Here are Music City Bowl manual and staff invited/room list for our last 2 bowls attended (Music City 
2010 and Independence 2011). Please let me know if you need additional information. Thanks 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda Message Archiven 

Bowl Manual,~ (7~4M) 

BowJ staff 1212,xlsx (21,5Q 

Bowbtaffoadd&rooms 10,xlsx (24~1Q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc. edu> 

Fwd: Football 2015 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brian Wickstrom <wickstrom@ulm.edu> 
Date: October 8, 2013 at 11:54:59 AM EDT 
To: <bubbac@email.unc. edu> 
Subject: Football 2015 

Hi Bubba, 

I think I picked up a huge guarantee game in 2015. If it comes through, Ithink I can make your guarantee 

game work. Could you have your guy follow-up with me if you still need a game? 

Thank you. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:07 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joann~unc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis Jmnes <meaders@unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Steinbachel; Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Balle~ Martina K <mb~Jlen@unc.edu> 

Re: Committee Meeling 

image001 .j pg 

Paul, 

ThaJlks tbr letting us know. As a reminder, I am out of the otfice next Friday so will miss the first meeting. I dofft know that it’s possible to reschedule (or that you want 

to), but I should be in the rest of next week if there’s another day/time that would work tbr everyone. Oflaerwise, perhaps you and I can talk afterwards about the 

meeting and next steps. 

Thank~ 

Jomma 

Jomma Carey Cleveland 

Associate Universi~ Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

JommazTJ?unc.e&~ 

919.962.6976 

Sere ti~n~ my iPad 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 7:28 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p_p_ggg_e__(~_~Lr_Lc_:_e___@_.> wrote: 

All, 

Unfortunately, we will not be able to convene our first committee meeting this Friday morning. Our first committee meeting will be as scheduled at 9 

AM on Friday, October 18. 

I look forward to seeing you all then and appreciate everyone’s participation. 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Carolina Softball itinerary 

2013 Fall Gamecock Classic 

October 11-12, 2013 

Frida~ Oct 11th: 

1:45pm 

5:15pm 

5:30pm 

6:05pm 

7pm 

TBA 

TBA 

Saturda~ 

7:15am 

8:10am 

8:30am 

9:05am 

10am 

12pm 

TBA 

Depart Anderson Stadium 

Box lunches on bus 

Arrive at USC Stadium at Beckham Field 

Pre game Warm up 

Cage Time 

Game vs. USC (Visitor - 3B dugout) 

Meal after game supplied by USC @ stadium 

Arrive at hotel Clarion Hotel Columbia 

1615 Gervais St. 

Columbia, SC 29201 

803-744-7788 

Contact: Jennifer 

B re a kfa st 

Pack up and depart hotel 

Pre game 

Cage Time 

Game vs. Presbyterian (Visitor - 3B dugout) 

Snacks in between games 

Game vs. USC (Home- 3B dugout) 

Shower and depart for Chapel Hill 

Friday quote: 

GRIND 

Get Ready It’s a New 

Day 

Play it 1-Pitch at a time, 

focused on the present 

moment, and win 

Saturday quote: 

Much can be 

accomplished by 

teamwork when no one 

is concerned about who 

gets the credit. 

John Wooden 

Eat on the road 



To Pack: 

-Glove 

-Cleats 

-Turf shoes 

-Bats 

-BP shirts 

*Navy 

*Carolina Blue 

Unis: -Pack soft travel bag- 

1) Friday, Oct 11: 

-Navy viper pants 

-Navy Olympic jersey 

-Navy socks 

-Gray GP shirts 

2) Saturday, Oct 12: 

-White belt pants 

-Carolina blue Olympic top 

-Carolina blue socks & belt 

-Carolina blue BP shirt 

3) Shower after game 

Travel: 

-New black sweatpants & top 

-Friday practice shirt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:04 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Next week’s schedule 

Sunday - 2:10 Team Meeting/Fol!owed by Position Meetings/Practice 4:05-6:15 (like a Tuesday) 
Monday - 2:15 Special team Meetings/Fol!owed by Position Meetings/Practice 4:05 -6:05 (like a Wednesday) 
Tuesday - 2:10 Team MeetinglFoHowed by Position MeetingslPractice 4:15 -5:45 (like a Thursday) 
Wednesday - 3pm team MeetinglFol!owed by Position Meetings lWNk-Thru 4:25 - 5:15 (like a Friday) 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:41 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Next week’s schedule 

Do you have a schedule for next week for practice, meetings, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:13 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Next week’s schedule 

Thanks Corey. 

My list for our meeting at 11 am today: 

ACC 2014 Scheduling Requests 

Non Conference Scheduling 

Upcoming Game Attendees (Saturday, Cooper, Gio) 

Bowl Planning Meeting 

THSP Agreements 

Field Renovations 

Rams Club Recap 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:04 AM 
To: Best, Kevin S.; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Next week’s schedule 

Sunday - 2:10 Team Meeting/Followed by Position Meetings/Practice 4:05o6:15 (like a Tuesday) 
Monday - 2:15 SpeciaU team MeetingslFollowed by Position Meetings/Practice 4:05 -6:05 (like a Wednesday) 
Tuesday - 2:10 Team Meeting/Followed by Position MeetingslPractice 4:15 -5:45 (like a Thursday) 
Wednesday - 3pm team MeetinglFollowed by Position Meetings/Walk-Thru 4:25 - 5:15 (like a Friday) 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:41 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Next week’s schedule 

Do you have a schedule for next week for practice, meetings, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:02 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emM.uuc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Men’s Basketball Credentials 

image001 jpg; image002.jpg; image003 jpg 

I imagine it can be provided by Monday if not earlier. Let’s discuss tonight. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 11:59 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ma~iel]e A. van@elder 

Ass~ciatc Athletic lNrector 

U niversib’ of North Can~lma 

Photre: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 902-6i)i)2 

mvangelde(~unc.edu 

® 

II 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:59 AN 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Bitting, Angelyn S; Touloupas, Maw Alyson; Steinberg, Jason 
Subject: Men’s Basketball Credentials 

Maxielle, 

Based on Karlton’s email from last week referencing new compliance requirements, we will need the following from you as soon as possible: 

Approval to distribute Men’s Basketball credentials to Smith Center Operations (Angle Bitting), Athletic Communications (Lee Snyder), and Tax Heel 

Sports Properties (Missy Dike) 

ApprowJ to distribute Men’s Basketball parking passes to Ranis Club season ticket holdels that receive complimentaly parking as peal of their donation 

The compliance approved language to include in our complimentaD, ticket letters moving forward. We can also add language regarding parking & 

credentials to this process. 

The compliance approved documentation method for distributing complimentary tickets, peaking, and credentials for 2013-2014 Men’s Basketball 

Let me know as soon as you can. Games begin in less than a month and there is a VERY tight turnaround on gd of these items. Let me know if you have 

questions. Thea~s. 

Tim Sabo I Assistant Athletic Director Ticket Operations I (919) 962 2296 (p) 

University of North Carolina I p. O. Box 3000 I Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

<imageOOljpg> <imageOO2:ipg > <imageOO3:jpg > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Munson <nmunsonl@terpmail.umd.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 9:16 PM 

Public Records 

Request for Documents 

Hello, 

My name is Nicholas Munson, and I am a reporter from Maryland seeking to make a public records request to 
the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. I am ready to proceed with a formal request, but first, I wanted to 
see if it was possible to get any of the following documents without a formal request: 

From 2010 to the present: 
1. Membership agreements signed with conferences; 
2. Contracts between the conferences and the conference broadcast networks; 
3. Non-disclosure agreements with conferences; 
4. Agendas, minutes and notes of informal and formal meetings on matters concerning changes in conference 
membership or composition; 
5. Communication between any conference representatives and the university president on matters concerning 
changes in conference membership or composition, including communication through any non-university 
accounts of the president; 
6. Communication between conference representatives and athletic department personnel on matters concerning 
changes in conference membership or composition, including communication through non-university, accounts 
of athletic department personnel; 
7. Communi cation between the university president and state officials on matters concerning changes in 
conference membership or composition, including communication concerning university matters through non- 
university accounts of the president; 
8. Financial proj ections related to conference membership. 

Also, please do let me know if you anticipate any problems with this request. And if you would like me to 
submit the formal request, I will be sure to do so. 

Thanks, 
Nicholas Munson 



This messages contents have been archived by the Barracuda Hessage Archiver, 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Marvin <mmarvin@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 6, 2006 10:12 AM 

The law /aculty mailing list <law lhculty@lisk~erv.unc.edu> 

[law /aculty] N.C. Banking Institute Press Coverage 

leutersydtloostory.htm; CharlotteObserverDatoJ3reach.htm; CharlotteObserverDisclosure.htm; mmoxvin.vcf 

Attached are three links to stories related to last week’s N.C Banking 
Institute conference in Charlotte (thanks to Professor Broome tbr 
sharing them with me). As well as this coverage, the conference was 
featured on both Bloomberg radio and television A story is also being 
written for a Credit Union trade magazine. 

Matt Marvin, Director of Con~nunications 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill Schuo[ uf Law 
Van ttecke-Wettach Hall 
Campus Box 3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

T 919962-4125 

F. 919962-1277 

C. 919260-0717 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Calhoun <Ivlike.Calhoun@responsiblelending.org> 

Sunday, Februao, l 1, 2007 9: l l PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

FW: Banking Institute 

FC History.pdt, Resume12-22-06.pdf; resume MDC current CRL.doc; Calhoun short bio.doc 

LJssa, 
Below is contact information for Vince Andracchio. I emailed to him a copy of your email of February 7th. 
Also, attached is my current resurne and a short bio form. 
Hope all is well, and look forward to seeing you in Charlotte. 

Mike 

From: Vince Andracchio [mailto:vince.andracchio@fdendlycheck.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 22, 2006 1:40 PM 
To: Mike Calhoun 
Co: Dorothy High 
Subject: Banking Institute 

Mike- 
I’m attaching a resume and a one page history of our company. I’m picturing a panel discussion with questions and answers where I won’t need to prepare anything. If I do in 
fact need to prepare any remarks, let me know. Also, do I need to make reservations at Ballantyne? If so, should I make them just for March 28 or March 29 or both? Thanks 
again for the invite and merry Christmas. Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mike Calhoun [mailto:Mike.Calhoun@responsJblelending.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 4:45 PM 
To: Vince Andracchio 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute 

Vince, 
Thanks for agreeing to do this. The conference is at : wvcw.Ballantyneresod.com, which has a nice golf course, if like me, you straggle with this addiction. The NC 
Banking Institute is at vwwv.und.edu/ncbank. 

Mike 

From: Vince Andracchio [mailto:vince.andracchio@friendlycheck.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2006 4:39 PM 
To: Mike Calhoun 
Subject: Banking Institute 

Mike- 
Thanks for including us. I’ll get you some information on me and our company. Vince 

Vincent C. Andracchio II 
Guardian Holdings, Inc. 

Mid-State Ventures, LLC 
P. O. Box 7397 
3801 Sunset Ave. 
Rocky Mount, NC 27804 
Phone: 252-451-2002 
Fax: 252-443-4573 



~g ~ £2# 



MICHAEL D. CALHOUN 

Michael Calhotm is President of the Center For Responsible Lending, which is the policy affiliate 
of Self-Help, a community development lender based in North Carolina that has provided over $4.5 billion 
in financing for first time homeowner loans and small business loans. The Center For Responsible Lending 
is a research and policy institute focusing on consumer lending issues. Mr. Calhoun was a principal drafter 
of the North Carolina acts regulating predatol3T mortgage loans and mortgage brokers and lenders, and he 
has more than twenty five years experience in consumer law. He has authored numerous papers on the 
subject and has testified before Congress and numerous state legislatures. Mr. Calhoun received his B.A. 
degree in economics from Duke University, and his J.D. degree from the Uhiversity of North Carolina. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 11 : 10 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

update 7_15 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 
mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 12:40 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

syllabus 

Peer Tutoring_newsyllabus. docx 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 10:47 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

stats 

reading.docx 

~C.W~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



40% reading below HS level 

18% reading below MS level 

133 revenue sports students evaluated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 11:36 AM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

a few more to add 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Caroline, 

I know that you are out and I am about to go out for a few weeks --so see you on email (eventually! In addition to my 

regular duties, I have been assigned to advising for the fall - every day- half day which will be interesting. The training 

runs August 5th for three weeks and is intensive - every day. This should be a crazy start to the semester with EDUC 387 

in addition to advising in Steele Building. I will become the woman of many buildings - oh my. See you soon, Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:07 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: facebook 

I did not try to friend you - but ok. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jul 17, 2013, at 12:32 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You tried to friend me using a facebook page that is connected to the university and our home facebook 

page. I will help you set up a new facebook page that is not connected to our learning center site. 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:01 PM 

turnbull@cs.unc.edu 

Class Openings 

Jodie, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 3700+ students. 
Would you consider forwarding the link below to your maj ors list-serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
ht~v/ileamingcenter, uac~ edu/find°aotutor/oecome°a-tutor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui,-~wiHin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:03 PM 

Mitchell, Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu> 

Open Class 

Shannon, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 3700+ students. 
Would you consider forwarding the link below to your maj ors list-serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
ht~p:/ileamingcemer, uric. edu/find°a°tmor/become-a°tmor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:04 PM 

Inman, R_honda L <rhonda_inman@unc.edu> 

Class Openings 

Rhonda, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 3700+ students. 
Would you consider forwarding the link below to your maj ors list-serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
ht~p:/ileamingcemer, uric. edu/find°a°tmor/become-a°tmor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~,~7.unc.edui,-~willin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:05 PM 

Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@email.unc.edu> 

Peer Tutoring 

Hi Ray, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 3700+ students. 
Would you consider forwarding the link below to the pre-health list-serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
ht~p:/ileamingcemer, uric. edu/find°a°tmor/become-a°tmor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~,~7.unc.edui,-~willin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:06 PM 

Austell, Todd L <tlaustell2013 @unc. edu> 

Peer Tutoring Fall 

Todd, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 3700+ students. 
Would you consider forwarding the link below to your majors list serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
ht~p:/ileamingcemer, uric. edu/find°a°tmor/become-a°tmor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~,~7.unc.edui,-~willin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:35 PM 

Austell, Todd L <tlaustell2013 @unc.edu> 

Re: Peer Tutoring Fall 

Thanks Todd. Unfortunately the course does not count for EE at this time. I have re-written the syllabus, 
collected lots of data, and have started the process to get the class/program certified by the College Reading and 
Learning Association, in hopes to have the curriculum folks re-visit the course as an EE credit. Students tell me 
that it is a great way to prep for the MCAT (tutoring old material) and/or filling up some senior semester hours 
while ’giving back’. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jul 17, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Austell, Todd L" <tlaustell2013@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mary, 

Will do in about 2 weeks in our first fall majors email. 

Question for you... 

Does this course count as an EE for u’grads? 

I think it does but wanted to confirm. 

Todd 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Austell, Todd L 
Subject: Peer Tutoring Fall 

Todd, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 
3700+ students. Would you consider forwarding the link below to your majors list serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
http://leamingcenter.unc, edu/find-a-tutor/become-a-tutor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:21 PM 

Fine, Josh (HBO) <Josh.Fine@hbo.com> 

Re: <no subject> 

Josh, I am currently sitting on a plane in LA awaiting a gate. I decided to stay away and travel for a few weeks. 
Within the hour, I will send you some info. that I put together- it is sitting in my email outbox on my IPad & I 
will also try to call if this place is not a zoo. I am headed to the Bay Area in just a few hours- hope that plane 
clears the wall. Sorry for failing to connect with you earlier this week. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
w~vw.unc.eduA~willing,h 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 7:07 AM, "Fine, Josh (HBO)" <JoskFine@hbo.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary. I’m finishing a write-up on this story and I just wanted to check a couple things before 
sending it. Do you have 5 minutes to talk this morning? 
Thanks 

This e-mail is intended only for the use of the addressees. Any copying, forwarding, printing or 
other use of this e-mail by persons other than the addressees is not authorized. This e-mail may 
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify us immediately by return e-mail (including the original message in 
your reply) and then delete and discard all copies of the e-mail. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: race 

Notice the escape from Alcatraz reference- could be good practice. Thanks for checking on the records. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Date: July 16, 2013, 8:40:30 AM PDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: race 

Coastal Trail Challenge IOK 
Sunday, Jul 21 8:00a 

Crissy Field -- East Beach San Francisco, CA 

Out and back course along the rugged Coastal Trail, including the famed sand ladder. This is the 
same course as the Escape from Alcatraz Triathlon run portion. Register online at www.active.com 
or on race day beginning at 7am. 

Created by dserunclub 

Location & Nearby Info 

Crissy Field -- East Beach 

1199 E Beach 

San Francisco, CA 94123 

~C.W~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 7:13 PM 

Jodie Turnbull <turnbull@cs.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Openings 

Jodie, EDUC 387 is an undergrad elective. Students must have a 3.0 or better to apply and an A or B in the 
class they wish to tutor. They can pick a Tuesday or Wednesday night section. The first two weeks are formal 
training, the next several weeks incorporate training while tutoring. Tutee’s can walk in and we will provide 
tutoring in 40 subjects and 10+ foreign languages- Tuesday or Wednesday from 6-9 pm at Dey Hall. The 
application link explains the program, more or less. Thanks for forwarding the link to your majors list-serve - 
or any group that you think might be interested. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edui~willin~ 

On Jul 20, 2013, at 11:47 AM, "Jodie Turnbull" <mmbuH@cs.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

This is wonderful! I didn’t know about this. Is it for undergraduates or graduates or both? 
With the number 387, sounds like UG’s. 

Can you tell me a little more about EDUC 387? 

-Jodie 

On Wed, Jul 17, 2013 at 2:01 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <rnwillin unc.edu> wrote: 
Jodie, 
EDUC 387 - Peer Tutoring is still open for the fall. This past year we tutored a record high of 
3700+ students. Would you consider forwarding the link below to your majors list-serve? 
Thank you, Mary 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 001/002 Tuesday or Wednesday, 6-9 pm --3 hours pass/fail credit. 
~:/i~eamingcemer. unc. edu/find°aotutor/become-a°tutor/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~.unc, edui,-~wiHin~ 



Jodie A. Turnbull 
Student Services Manager 
Department of Computer Science 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
150 Sitterson Hall, CB 3175 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3175 
919.590.6200 
tumbull~!cs.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 6:30 PM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

updates to tutor for hire board 

Kristen, 
Would you mind making a claim somewhere on the LC webpage that we update the tutor for hire board at the end of every month. We 
may do it more often but it is a ’free’ service so once a month is probably enough. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:46 PM 

Gerald S. Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

NPR today 

httE:/iwww.n~!2013/07/24/204837926/ncaaoshouldobolster°a~dorein(brceoa~icanoamericaao~ers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:57 PM 
Dooley, Ray <rdooley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Frank DeFord 

Thanks Ray ! 

On Jul 24, 2013, at 5:39 PM, "Dooley, Ray" <rdooley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mary-- 
> Back in the office. Here’s the link: 
> ~,~/www.npr.~rg/2~3/~7/24/2~4~37926/nc~m-sh~u~d~‘~sj~er°and°reinf~rce-a~ican°american-p~avers 
> Ray 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dooley, Ray 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:35 PM 
> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Subject: Frank DeFord 
> 
> Mary-- 
> Good to hear your voice on the machine. Welcome back. If you’ve not heard it, give a listen to Frank DeFord’s commentary on 
Morning Edition on NPR this morning, "bolstering young black men." Says a lot of what you’ve said. 
> See you soon- 
> Ray 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Frank DeFord 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dooley, Ray" <rdooley~email.unc.edu> 
Date: July 24, 2013, 5:39:51 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiHi unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Frank DeFord 

Mary-- 
Back in the office. Here’s the link: 

http ~//w~.r~/2~13/~7/24/2~483 7926/ncaa-sh~u1d~b~ster-and-reinfbrce-african-american- 

~ers 
Ray 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dooley, Ray 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subj ect: Frank DeFord 

Mary-- 
Good to hear your voice on the machine. Welcome back. If you’ve not heard it, give a listen to 
Frank DeFord’s commentary on Morning Edition on NPR this morning, "bolstering young black 
men." Says a lot of what you’ve said. 
See you soon- 
Ray 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 6:30 PM 

Dean, James W Jr <James_Dean@unc.edu> 

important commentary 

Frank DeFord today on NPR: 

ht~p:/iwww.n~/2013/07/24/204837926/ncaaoshould°bo~ster-andoreinforce°affican-americ~-~ers 

my acceptance speech in April: 

h~Xp:/khedrake         2013/04/22/m          art>2013-rmh°recipiem-sav so~iversity °~Siled°atNetes/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 7:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Automatic reply: important commentary 

Very busy- on vacation. OK. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dean, James W Jr" <James Dean@unc.edu> 
Date: July 24, 2013, 6:30:12 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiHi        unc.edu> 
Subject: Automatic reply: important commentary 

Thank you for your message. I will be on vacation and will not be checking email regularly until Monday, July 29th. In an emergency 
please call my office at 919.962.2198. 
Thanks, 
Jim Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 1:04 PM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: windfall on math tutors 

Caroline, Thanks - I will check into both of those. I am not at my office so I’m doing it all on my ipad. It is a 
little messy, my apologies. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Jul 25, 2013, at 11:15 AM, "Weaver, Caroline" <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> wrote: 

HI Mary, 

I hope your summer’s going weUl! I added the students I could add. One student doesn’t appear to exist 

and the other one is a graduate student, can the graduate student still sign up for EDUC 387? 

Thanks! 

Caroline 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Weaver, Caroline 
Subject: windfall on math tutors 

Hi Caroline, 
I just had 6 math tutors sign up - wow. Not sure if you will be able to add them or not, but they are on the 
spreadsheet attached. Thanks! Mary 

<Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Saturday, July 27, 2013 2:27 PM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 
Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2570498 

It is still not working. 

On Jul 25, 2013, at 2:48 PM, "UNC-CH PTR" <charless@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Client Information 
> mary @ willingham, Location : 2206 sasb north suite # 2203 cb 3106 chapel hill, nc 27599-3106 usa 
> Affiliation:, Department: stdnt success-acad counseling 
> Phone: (919) 843-8698 and Email: mwillingham@unc.edu 
> Short Description: Sakai 
> 
> Email Text : Mary, 
> 
> I am forwarding Joe Rizzardi’s comments: 
> 
> I have made the adjustments in ColmectCarolina, however, it may take an import from Sakai before these changes are reflected in 
that system. I am unsure how frequently this process runs, so it may be tomorrow before this updates in Sakai. 
> 
> Let me know if you have additional questions. 
> 
> Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 5:05 PM 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Tomorrow 

Kate, Any time for coffee or lunch tomorrow? Sorry for the reschedule - hope you had a good visit with your brother. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Sunday, July 28, 2013 7:26 PM 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow 

Sounds great - see you there. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jul 28, 2013, at 7:16 PM, "Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley" <kate.gallagher@tmc.edu> wrote: 

> How about coffee at Weaver at eight? 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse typos. 
> 
> On Jul 28, 2013, at 5:05 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Kate, Any time for coffee or lunch tomorrow? Sorry for the reschedule - hope you had a good visit with your brother. Mary 
>> 
>> Mary Willingham 
>> CSSAC 
>> UNC-CH 
>> www.tmc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 10:43 AM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 

Rizzardi, Joe <j oe.rizzardi@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2570498 

Thanks ! 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Jul 29, 2013, at 10:35 AM, "Smith, Charles E" <charless@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mary, 
> 

> I am forwarding this issue to Joe Rizzardi who was working on this issue for us. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Charles 
> 

> 

> 

> Charles Smith 
> IT Training Coordinator 
> Office of the University Registrar 
> 

> 

> Follow the Registrar’s Office on: 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 2:27 PM 
> To: Smith, Charles E 
> Subject: Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2570498 
> 

> It is still not working. 
> 

> On Jul 25, 2013, at 2:48 PM, "UNC-CH PTR" <charless@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Client Information 
>> mary @ willingham, Location : 2206 sasb north suite # 2203 cb 3106 
>> chapel hill, nc 27599-3106 usa 
>> Affiliation:, Department: stdnt success-acad counseling 
>> Phone: (919) 843-8698 and Email: mwillingham@unc.edu Short 
>> Description: Sakai 
>> 

>> Email Text : Mary, 
>> 
>> I am forwarding Joe Rizzardi’s comments: 
>> 
>> I have made the adjustments in ConnectCarolina, however, it may take an import from Sakai before these changes are reflected in 
that system. I am unsure how frequently this process runs, so it may be tomorrow before this updates in Sakai. 
>> 
>> Let me know if you have additional questions. 
>> 
>> Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:09 PM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu>; Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

wrong course number still 

photo.PNG; ATT00001 .c 

Charles and Renee - Thanks for your help. I am not sure if a browser would make a difference but I am currently out of the office and 
using my IPAD Below is a screen shot of what I continue to see out at my Sakai login. Can you override the 399 to 387? Also, I will 
combine these two sections for one course site. 
Thanks much, Mary W. 



Se~ec~ Groe~ of Se,ctio~ns 

EDUC399 001 ,FA13 (EDUC399,001 FA13) 

EDUC399 002,FA13 {EDUCS99,002,FA13) 

Gattewa:y ~e 8~ Proi~t 

Cep~,dgh~ 2003-2008 The Sakai Foundation, A ~ r ghts resaw~. Podioas of ~ai ~re copyrigh~e~ oy ether pa~es as d~s,cd~d i~ the Acknowledgments, screen. 

The Unive~sit~ of Ne~h Carolins at Ch~a Hil~ - pt~ - Sskai 2.9.2 (Kernel 1,3,2)- Se~er ~mapp3p@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:16 PM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

Re: tutor for our Learning Coach training? 

Kristen, I flagged your email and think that next week would be a good time to send out an invitation to a few 
tutors. I will gladly do it and get back to you. I am well and doing some research and writing, hope you are 
also enjoying some down time. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
v~ww.unc, edui~willinghh 

On Jul 30, 2013, at 2:20 PM, "Rademacher, Kristen N" <krademache@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mary - hope you’re well, wherever you and whatever you’re doing! 

Can you recommend, and also ask one of your tutors if s/he would be willing to participate on a student 
panel which is part of our Learning Coach training? Here are the relevant facts: 

¯ Tuesday, August 13th from 1:30 - 2:30 in SASB North. 
¯ Panel will consist of @ 5 undergrads 

¯ Purpose of panel is for our two Learning Coach trainees to understand common needs and issues of 
undergrads at UNC. 

¯ I’ll send list of prompt questions beforehand (ex: "what were your top 3 challenges when 
transitioning to UNC as a freshman?" Generic questions -- nothing personal!) 

¯ Our two grad students will listen and ask questions as undergrads share their experiences. 

Simple and painless! Please let me know if you can send someone my way -- thanks!! 

Kristen 

Kristen Rademacher, M.Ed., CPCC 
The Learning Center 
http:/!learningcenterouncoedu 
krademacher~)uncoedu 
919-843-4553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 7:49 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 

Re: wrong course number still 

Thank you both. It is fixed now, is it possible to change the site title to EDUC 387ALL.Fall13 from your end? It does not allow me to 

make that change as far as I can tell. I appreciate all of the help. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jul 30, 2013, at 1:39 PM, "Sherman, Renee A" <renees@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I think we may have to bring Jenny or David in to take a look at this. It is active in the course catalog for Fall 2013 so that doesn’t seem 
like it would cause this issue. I wonder if it has to do with when the old course was rolled and when the new course was entered. I 
wonder if the 399 course being deleted instead of cancelled has anything to do with it. 
> 

> Renee Sherman 
> Lead Scheduling Specialist 
> Office of the University Registrar 
> University of North Carolina 

> (919)962-9849 
> 

> Instant message me using Microsoft Lyric 
> found at shareware.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Smith, Charles E 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:23 PM 
> To: Willingham, Mary C.; Sherman, Renee A 
> Subject: RE: wrong course number still 
> 

> I am not sure Mary. What do you think Renee? 
> 

> Charles 
> 

> 

> 

> Charles Smith 
> IT Training Coordinator 
> Office of the University Registrar 
> 

> i.~trar.unc, edu 
> Follow the Registrar’s Office on: 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:09 PM 

> To: Smith, Charles E; Sherman, Renee A 
> Subject: wrong course number still 
> 

> Charles and Renee - Thanks for your help. I am not sure if a browser would make a difference but I am currently out of the office and 
using my IPAD Below is a screen shot of what I continue to see out at my Sakai login. Can you override the 399 to 387? Also, I will 
combine these two sections for one course site. 
> Thanks much, Mary W. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Wednesday, July 31, 2013 7:58 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Re: wrong course number still 

Thanks again Renee, I sent the sakai folks a request - in the past, they have make that adjustment for me. Enjoy your day. Mary 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 7:51 AM, "Sherman, Renee A" <renees@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mary, 
> Glad it’s fixed. Unfortunately, from my end there is no way to change the title in SAKAI. I think checking with the SAKAI group 
will be your best option there. 
> Renee 
> 
> Renee Sherman 
> Lead Scheduling Specialist 
> Office of the University Registrar 
> University of North Carolina 
> (919)962-9849 
> 
> Instant message me using Microsoft Lync 
> found at shareware.unc.edu 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 7:49 AM 
> To: Sherman, Renee A 
> Cc: Smith, Charles E 
> Subject: Re: wrong course number still 
> 
> Thank you both. It is fixed now, is it possible to change the site title to EDUC 387ALL.Fall13 from your end? It does not allow me 
to make that change as far as I can tell. I appreciate all of the help. Mary 
> 
> Mary Willingham 
> CSSAC - UNC-CH 
> www.unc, edu/-willingh 
> 

> On Jul 30, 2013, at 1:39 PM, "Sherman, Renee A" <renees@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> I think we may have to bring Jenny or David in to take a look at this. It is active in the course catalog for Fall 2013 so that doesn’t 
seem like it would cause this issue. I wonder if it has to do with when the old course was rolled and when the new course was entered. 
I wonder if the 399 course being deleted instead of cancelled has anything to do with it. 
>> 
>> Renee Sherman 
>> Lead Scheduling Specialist 
>> Office of the University Registrar 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> (919)962-9849 
>> 
>> Instant message me using Microsoft Lync found at shareware.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Smith, Charles E 
>> Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:23 PM 
>> To: Willingham, Mary C.; Sherman, Renee A 
>> Subject: RE: wrong course number still 
>> 



>> I am not sure Mary. What do you think Renee? 
>> 
>> Charles 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Charles Smith 
>> IT Training Coordinator 
>> Office of the University Registrar 
>> 
>> istrar.unc.edu 
>> Follow the Registrar’s Office on: 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Willingham, Mary C. 
>> Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:09 PM 
>> To: Smith, Charles E; Sherman, Renee A 
>> Subject: wrong course number still 
>> 

>> Charles and Renee - Thanks for your help. I am not sure if a browser would make a difference but I am currently out of the office 
and using my IPAD Below is a screen shot of what I continue to see out at my Sakai login. Can you override the 399 to 387? Also, I 
will combine these two sections for one course site. 
>> Thanks much, Mary W. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 8:07 AM 

Miller, Gary Alan <gary.miller@unc.edu> 

training monday 

Good Morning Gary, 
Can you confirm a time and place for the Monday morning training? I never received a training schedule. Thanks much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Wednesday, July 31, 2013 9:52 AM 
Brawn, Andy <andy_brawn@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2574481 

Thanks ! ! 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 8:57 AM, "UNC-CH PTR" <andy_brawn@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Client Information 
> mary @ willingham, Location : 2206 sasb north suite # 2203 cb 3106 chapel hill, nc 27599-3106 usa 
> Affiliation:, Department: stdnt success-acad counseling 
> Phone: (919) 843-8698 and Email: mwillingham@unc.edu 
> Short Description: Sk 02 Site Creation 
> 
> Email Text : Mary, 
> 
> The change has been made and yes, you are correct, we have to make that type of change for you. 
> 
> Let me know if something is amiss. 
> Thanks, 
> --Andy Brawn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 10:43 AM 

Lynch, Anna <alynch@cfsnc.org> 

Re: ad for rotors 

Thank you for the reminder Anna. I am just working on my sakai site today and will publish it Monday afternoon. I will post your 
advertisement now, and direct students to it when my class starts on August 20th and 21st as well. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Aug 2, 2013, at 10:26 AM, "Lynch, Anna" <alynch@cfsnc.org> wrote: 

> HI Mary, 
> You may recall that back in June I had asked Theresa if you would be willing to post an ad for tutors for our school and you said 
that you would post it on Sakai. I would greatly appreciate it if you could post the attached advertisement. Thank you so much. 
> 

> Anna Lynch, M.Ed. 
> Learning Specialist 
> Carolina Friends School 
> 4809 Friends School Road 
> Durham, NC 27705 
> 919-383-6602 x265 
> 
> <tutor ad.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 1:38 PM 

Cox, Elizabeth Shirer <escox@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Gary Alan <gary.miller@unc.edu> 

RE: Grad Division Training times 

EHzabeth, 
Those times would all work- let me know your preference. I was told to go to "as much" of the training as possible/that 

makes sense --so my schedule is blocked. Thanks, Mary 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Cc: Miller, Gary Alan 
Subject: Grad Division Training times 

Dear Mary, 

Matching my schedule to the New Advisor Training draft schedule, I came up with some times that may work. 

However, I know this does not take into account your schedule, but please let me know if any of the following times 

would work to discuss graduation-specific training: 

-Friday, August 9, 8-9 

-Monday, August 12, 8-11 (if you’re not attending the trip to NSCCP) 

-Tuesday, August 13, 8-9 
-Thursday, August 15, 2-4:30 (if you don’t already have a meeting scheduled with a dean; I’m not sure if you’re expected 

at these 2 things) 

-Walk-in week: I’ll be here Monday, August 19-Thursday, August 22 and you’re welcome to shadow me anytime that 

week. Dr. Cramer should be here that Friday. 

-August 26 & after: I haven’t set my schedule yet, so most times would still be available. 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 2:02 PM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

educ 387 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Caroline, I sent the grad student a note and updated the missing student’s PID - plus added 3 more. I only need about 

20 more - yikes. It will all come together and I am loaded with math folks which is awesome. Thanks, Mary 

:~,~ C. W~:,~.~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 3:44 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

RE: need to know if you get an email back 

Reply: 

https ://I e a r ningce nte r. u n c. e d u/regi ste r-fo r-cla s ses/a p p ii cat i o n-fo r-retu r ning-office-a s sista nt-a n d-tuto rs/ 

From: Shambley, Billie K 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: need to know if you get an email back 

https ://I e a r ningce nte r. u n c. e d u/regi ste r-fo r-cla s ses/a p p li cat i o n-fo r-retu r ning-office-a s sista nt-a n d-tuto rs/ 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 10:51 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

No email 

Sorry- just remembered. No email. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 12:51 PM 

Bryan, Anne K <abryan2@email.unc.edu> 

Re: You still here? 

Yes, thanks, I am still here and in advising training for 3 weeks. We have long lunches every day - a good thing. 
Do you want to walk to my house and have lunch one day next week?- any day except Wed. works for me. 
Mary 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 9:47 AM, "Bryan, Anne K" <abrvan2@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 
I’m back from two weeks in Boston. Are you still working here? Let’s catch up. 

Anne Bryan 
Director of Student Affairs 
School of Education 
103 Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 

919.962.8693 (T) 
919.966.1348(F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 6:47 PM 

Bryan, Anne K <abryan2@email.unc.edu> 

Re: next week 

Monday- pick you up at 12. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 4:01 PM, "Bryan, Anne K" <abrgan2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Monday or Thursday now are options. 

Anne Bryan 
Director of Student Affairs 
School of Education 
103 Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 
919.962.8693 (T) 
919.966.1348(F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:21 PM 

Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes.com> 

thanks 

Joe, 

Nice article -please keep writing about the NCAA cartel - dreams can come tree. At UNC, they are slowly mediating my grievance, 
however, one of the outcomes that I requested was for people to be truthful about the academic fraud and make the athletic scholarship 
agreement legitimate --by providing a real education. They are stumped. And to think that we are an institution of higher learning- a 
flagship. Good grief. Stay well, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 7:41 AM 

Cox, Elizabeth Shirer <escox@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Grad Division Training times 

Elizabeth, 
I have cleared up a few issues with my calendar and put you on my schedule next week for Tuesday 8-9 and 
Thursday 2-4:30. I will shadow you in the afternoons during walk-in week every day. I did, however, sign up 
for leading a book group, but have not been assigned yet - will let you know. Thanks for all your help. In the 
meantime, I will study up on the curriculum. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 5, 2013, at 10:44 AM, "Cox, Elizabeth Shirer" <escox@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

Matching my schedule to the New Advisor Training draft schedule, I came up with some times 
that may work. However, I know this does not take into account your schedule, but please let me know if 

any of the following times would work to discuss graduation-specific training: 

-Friday, August 9, 8-9 

-Monday, August 12, 8-11 (if you’re not attending the trip to NSCCP) 

-Tuesday, August 13, 8-9 

-Thursday, August 15, 2-4:30 (if you don’t already have a meeting scheduled with a dean; I’m not sure if 

you’re expected at these 2 things) 

-Walk-in week: I’ll be here Monday, August 19-Thursday, August 22 and you’re welcome to shadow me 

anytime that week. Dr. Cramer should be here that Friday. 

-August 26 & after: I haven’t set my schedule yet, so most times would still be available. 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 1:32 PM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

maybe tomorrow 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Hi Caroline- 

Sorry that I was on my phone yesterday and did not get to chat-- although you are probably swamped. I took a call and 

moved into the building for the AC. Attached are my latest updates, although you may want to try tomorrow and then I 

can send emails to anyone left with a problem. Thanks much, Mary 

~ C. W~#~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:55 PM 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Re: Schedules for Steele this Fall 

image005.png; image006.png 

Julia, Thanks for the email. The ’plan’ was for me to be in Steele late afternoons every day 
2/2:30-5 pm Monday - Friday for the fall. Let me know what you think, because it is a little bit of a moving 

target at this point. How would this work with your staff?. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 3:26 PM, "Nichols, Julia" <iulia nichols~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dick and Mary, 

I wanted to just check in with you both about your schedules for Fall ’13, here in Steele-since you’re 

sharing an office. I understand that Dick will be here in the am, and Mary in the pm. 

But if I could get some set times that would help, when it comes to staff support. If Dick is 8-12 and Mary 

say 12-4, then we know when staff might have more freedom or you all might need coverage. 

If possible I’d like to add your schedules to the "Part Time/Lecturer Advisor Schedule for Fall ’13" factsheet 

I share with everyone. I have a version out, but it doesn’t have an update schedule for Dick and doesn’t 

include Mary. 

I’ll update with your information and send it out the first week of classes. Thank you both for taking the 

time to think about this and get back to me, I know the start of a semester is always a little crazy. 

Thank you again, 

Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Services Manager 

#2016 Steele Building, CB#3110 

Academic Advising Program 

http://advisin g. un c. edu/ 
College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (fax) 

<imageOO5.png><imageOO6.png> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:25 AM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Re: Schedules for Steele this Fall 

Good Morning Dick, 
At this time, I am being told that my Steele hours are 2/2:30- 5 every day - and maybe even longer hours on 
Fridays. Enjoy your high school reunion. 
Safe travels, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 7:39 AM, "Cramer, Richard" <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Julia and Mary, 
I know that getting everything coordinated is a big headache just before school starts. 
Mary and I discussed this, but I don’t think we came to a conclusion. 
While I have been putting in an average of twice as many hours for which I am paid, I know I’m 

sharing the office and I will need to cut back. 
I would prefer a 9:30 to 1:30 schedule Monday thru Thursday. I don’t know how many hours you 

are giving to Steele, Mary. Can you work around that schedule? 
I’m on a train on the way to a high school reunion in Pennsylvania. I’ll be at the office Monday 

around 9:30 to get things resolved. 
Cheers, Dick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 3:26 PM, "Nichols, Julia" <iulia nichols@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dick and Mary, 

I wanted to just check in with you both about your schedules for Fall ’13, here in Steele-since 

you’re sharing an office. I understand that Dick will be here in the am, and Mary in the pm. 

But if I could get some set times that would help, when it comes to staff support. If Dick is 8- 

12 and Mary say 12-4, then we know when staff might have more freedom or you all might 

need coverage. 

If possible I’d like to add your schedules to the "Part Time/Lecturer Advisor Schedule for Fall 

’13" factsheet I share with everyone. I have a version out, but it doesn’t have an update 

schedule for Dick and doesn’t include Mary. 

I’ll update with your information and send it out the first week of classes. Thank you both for 

taking the time to think about this and get back to me, I know the start of a semester is 

always a little crazy. 

Thank you again, 



Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 

Student Services Manager 

#2016 Steele Building, CB#3110 

Academic Advising Program 

http://advisin g. un c. edu/ 
College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (fax) 

<imageOO5.png><imageOO6.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 5:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

contact info. 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 

Guess that Barb S. does not care since she is still listed in the directory with home address and phone number ..... OMG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 5:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: imagine if he would only talk .... 

maybe he will... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 5:31 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> ersor~isteve-dobbinsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 8:03 AM 

Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Reading Discussion With Transfer United students 

Thanks ShandolT I am honored that you thought of me for this transfer group and I will be there, looking 
forward to it. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 7:56 PM, "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Mary, 

Thank you so much for signing up to serve as a discussion leader for Home. I’m excited to share that we are 

facilitating a discussion with the transfer students who live in the Transfer United Living Learning 

community. All of the students in the community identify as junior transfer students and selected to 

participate in this Living Learning community designed to facilitate transfer student success. As a part of 

the experience, the students live on the same floor in Ram Village and enroll in a Transfer Seminar course. 

When I reviewed all of the discussion leader names, your name rose to the top as a great person to lead 

this group. I think it could be neat way to help the students get connected to important academic 

resources. 

The discussion is scheduled for Aug. 19th from 1-3pm in Ram Village 1 Multipurpose room. I also plan to 

email the students in advance to remind them. 

Thanks for you r consideration! 

Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 
http://nscpp.u nc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 7:17 AM 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer Reading Discussion With Transfer United students 

Kate, Would love to have you join next Monday! 
Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover~email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 9, 2013, 7:56:29 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Summer Reading Discussion With Transfer United students 

Hello Mary, 

Thank you so much for signing up to serve as a discussion leader for Home. I’m excited to share that we are 

facilitating a discussion with the transfer students who live in the Transfer United Living Learning 

community. All of the students in the community identify as junior transfer students and selected to 

participate in this Living Learning community designed to facilitate transfer student success. As a part of 

the experience, the students live on the same floor in Ram Village and enroll in a Transfer Seminar course. 

When I reviewed all of the discussion leader names, your name rose to the top as a great person to lead 

this group. I think it could be neat way to help the students get connected to important academic 

resources. 

The discussion is scheduled for Aug. 19th from 1-3pm in Ram Village 1 Multipurpose room. I also plan to 

email the students in advance to remind them. 

Thanks for you r consideration! 

Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 
http://nscpp.u nc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 8:22 AM 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Home 

I have a copy for you- super quick read. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 1:55 PM 

Kessler, Frank S <fkessler@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Reading Discussion With Transfer United students 

From: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 7:56 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: Summer Reading Discussion With Transfer United students 

Hello Mary, 

Thank you so much for signing up to serve as a discussion leader for Home. I’m excited to share that we are facilitating a 

discussion with the transfer students who live in the Transfer United Living Learning community. All of the students in 

the community identify as junior transfer students and selected to participate in this Living Learning community 

designed to facilitate transfer student success. As a part of the experience, the students live on the same floor in Ram 

Village and enroll in a Transfer Seminar course. When I reviewed all of the discussion leader names, your name rose to 

the top as a great person to lead this group. I think it could be neat way to help the students get connected to important 

academic resources. 

The discussion is scheduled for Aug. 19th from 1-3pm in Ram Village 1 Multipurpose room. I also plan to email the 

students in advance to remind them. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 
http://nscpp.u nc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 3:56 PM 
Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

RE: Part Time List...or would you want the Full Timer list 

Thanks much Julia - [ can ask Elizabeth and Dick what they think... 

From: Nichols, Julia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: Part Time List...or would you want the Full Timer list 

Hi Mary, 

Normally folks that aren’t "full timers" with us are added to our Part Time Advisor listserv. I’ve added you to that list, 

but if you think you’d prefer to be on the list for Full Timers please let me know. 

The FT list has much more action on it, and you might find that helpful. The PT list isn’t used as much. I’ll keep you on 

the PT list for now and if you talk to others and think the FT list is better then I’ll just switch you over. 

NOTE: This email address is the one from which you would you need to send any messages to the listserv. So if you 

wanted to send a message it has to come from this email account, the only one the listserv system sees for you. If that 

doesn’t make sense let me know. 

Thanks! 

Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Services Manager 

#2016 Steele Building, CB#3110 

Academic Advising Program 

http://advisin g. un c. edu/ 
College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 4:06 PM 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

RE: Part Time List...or would you want the Full Timer list 

Thanks. Hopefully by the end of the week we will know more about how I am going to be able to contribute. I will keep 

you in the loop, although it sounds like you really run the place --so feel free to tel! me what I should know or be doing at 

any time. Mary 

From: Nichols, Julia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Part Time List...or would you want the Full Timer list 

Soundsgood. 

Also when you have a chance let me know if you plan to see appointments vs. walk ins. If you’re just going to shadow 

folks for a bit and then start to take appointments we want to make sure we’re getting your appointment files pulled the 

day before. 

Just let me know if you have an idea about how you’l! work here...[ know you may not know yet yourself. Not a 

problem, we’l! figure it out as we go. 

Glad you’re joining us, 

Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Services Manager 

#2015 Steele Building, CB#31IO 

Academic Advising Program 

http://advisin g. un c. edu/ 
College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (fax) 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 3:56 PM 
To: Nichols, Julia 
Subject: RE: Part Time List...or would you want the Full Timer list 

Thanks much Julia - [ can ask Elizabeth and Dick what they think... 

From: Nichols, Julia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Part Time List...or would you want the Full Timer list 



Hi Mary, 

Normally folks that aren’t "full timers" with us are added to our Part Time Advisor listserv. I’ve added you to that list, 

but if you think you’d prefer to be on the list for Full Timers please let me know. 

The FT list has much more action on it, and you might find that helpful. The PT list isn’t used as much. I’ll keep you on 

the PT list for now and if you talk to others and think the FT list is better then I’ll just switch you over. 

NOTE: This email address is the one from which you would you need to send any messages to the listserv. So if you 

wanted to send a message it has to come from this email account, the only one the listserv system sees for you. If that 

doesn’t make sense let me know. 

Thanks! 

Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Services Manager 

#2016 Steele Building, CB#3110 

Academic Advising Program 

http://advisin g. un c. edu/ 

College o/Arts & Sciences 

University o/ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (/ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:41 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New Student Orientation Information Fair 

I walk around with book marks- do we have book marks in a storage box? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambleg~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are covering this one? [ have the table cloth and stuff in o118, 

From: Stamps, Lamonte R. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Shambley, Billie K 
Subject: New Student Orientation Information Fair 

Greetings Billie Shambley: 

We look forward to our 2 make-up Orientation Sessions 16 & 17: 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->, 

Friday, August 16th 

<T--[endif]-->Transfer Orientation: Wednesday, August 14th 

<T--[endif]-->First-Year Student Orientation: Thursday, August 15th & 

As a reminder, the Orientation Information Fairs are scheduled to take place on Wednesday, August 

±4th from 7:3oam - 8:ooam (please have your table set-up by 7:±sam) and Friday, August ±6th from 

±:oop - 2:oopm (please have your table set up by 12:45 pm). Both information fairs will be located in 

the Union Plaza/Breezeway (outside the FPG Student Union). 

We appreciate your participation in the 2Ol3 New Student Orientation Information Fair. If you have any 

questions, please feel free to let me know. I look forward to seeing you all tomorrow and Friday. 

B e st, 

Lamonte Stamps / Assistant Director 
New Stude~L ?~ Ci~roIina Parent Programs 
?:~e Unive~:~iLy of North C~rolina 

3318:55%°;~2 South / <7) #5490 
?"eL: 919 9(~Z&?04 / f;~x: 9J9~962 4725 / 71I (INC-R~LAI~ 
lsgamps@emaiL uric, edu 



P6ease ccmsider your e=vironme~tid respo=s#,i#O; 5dbo=e Bri=~ti~= tkis e-m~=il ~I a~’ di~c’=mem:~o 

UNC S~u de= L Affc~i~s / I;bs~e~q~G S~u de= L L ea r~i~2 a = d Su cc~== 

Privacy Notice: [Lfis e-mail message, including ottachment,l is j£r the sole use of the intended redpient(s) and may 

contain confidential i~{ormotion Any unauthorized review% us~ disdosur~ or distribution is prohibited If you are not 

the intended recipient please contact the sender by reply e-moil and destroy all copies ~ the odginal message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 5:47 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New Student Orientation Information Fair 

This moving around is going to kill me - I will pick it up at 7am before the 730 event. ThanksT Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 2:13 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Storage box is here. I can get [t to you [f you want it. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:41 PM 
To: Shambley, Billie K 
Subject: Re: New Student Orientation Information Fair 

I walk around with book marks- do we have book marks in a storage box? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shamblev@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are covering this one? I have the table cloth and stuff [n o118. 

From: Stamps, Lamonte R. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Shambley, Billie K 
Subject: New Student Orientation Information Fair 

Greetings Billie Shambley: 

We look forward to our 2 make-up Orientation Sessions 16 & 17: 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Transfer Orientation: Wednesday, August 
th 

14 

<T--[if T supportLists]-->, <T--[endifJ-->First-Year Student Orientation: Thursday, 

August 15th & Friday, August 16th 

As a reminder, the Orientation Information Fairs are scheduled to take place on 

Wednesday, August ±4th from 7:3oam - 8:ooam (please have your table set-up by 

7:±sam) and Friday, August ±6th from ±:oop - 2:oopm (please have your table set up by 

12:45 pm). Both information fairs will be located in the Union Plaza/Breezeway (outside 

the FPG Student Union). 



We appreciate your participation in the 2ol3 New Student Orientation Information Fair. If 

you have any questions, please feel free to let me know. I look forward to seeing you all 

tomorrow and Friday. 

B e st, 

~÷n~iron~t~f rzsl~ons:bifity @#:re pHntin~ thh c-~d: & any 

:~),~teH:~:) Student Leay~nin:: and Succes:9 

PHvocy Notice: This e-maid messoge, including attochments: is:or the soh use o:: the intended recipient 

(s) and may contain confidentia: in:ormation Any unauthorized review~ use, dhc:osure, or dhtHbuUon 

is prohibited If you are not the intended reciphn% p:ease contoct the sender by :ep:y e mafl and 

destroy oll copies o: the origino: message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 5:50 PM 

Lithgow, Hilary Edwards <lithgow@email.unc.edu> 

EDUC 387 Peer Tutoring 

Hillary, 
Thanks so much for offering to forward an email to your students who might be interested in EDUC 387-Peer 
Tutoring. 
The link that describes the course and how to ’apply’ is below. Mary 
ht~p:/ileamin~center.uac, eduJfindoa°tutoffbecomeoaotutoff 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui~wiHingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:21 AM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Box 

Lamonte has the box and will put it out on a table for Friday- could you tell the folks going to the last orientation. I only used a 
handful of supplies. Thanks! 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:52 AM 

Barrett, Mary-Charles <marycharles.barrett@unc.edu> 

article 

~:/iwww.newsobserver. cor!!2013/04/15/2827567/stepsqbr°uncs°chancellor-elect.html 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~,~,.unc, edui~willin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 10:59 AM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

Re: when does tutoring start? 

image001 .gif; image002.gif 

September 2nd- we will go live at Dey Hall and by appointment. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 10:09 AM, "Rademacher, Kristen N" <krademacher@unc.edu> wrote: 

I’II advertise start date on website. Thanks! 

Kristen 

Kristen Rademacher, M.Ed., CPCC 

The Learning Center 

http://learningcenter.u nc.edu 
<image001.gif> <image002.gif> 

krademacher@unc.edu 

919-843-4553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 5:32 PM 

smooneyh@ncinsider.com 

When the guardians fail 

I 
Seems to be a common thread here - The Carolina Way - a culture of denial. History will show that this 
current leadership strategy will ultimately destroy, not protect ’the brand’. What a shame because this is 
a very special place. Regards, Mary 

I 
Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui~wiHin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 6:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: When the guardians fail 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mooneyham, Scott" <smoone~ncinsider.com> 
Date: August 14, 2013, 6:16:19 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiHi unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: When the guardians fail 

Mary, 

Thanks for the email. I am sure that there are plenty of people over there who feel the same way 
and do not see themselves in a position to speak up. And some of them may see me as maligning 
them. I don’t mean to. But as a j ournalist,I continue to believe that a public institution ought to 
provide a full public accounting when something like this occurs. 

Dan Kane and I recently had a long conversation along the same lines about the leadership. I think 
the real damage is that they will continue to see the same mistakes made, and a repetition of hits to 
the school’s reputation, because without full accountability those involved will believe that they can 
continue to push the limits of what is acceptable. 

And it is a special place. It is ironic that the specialness may have led to where we are now. The 
UNC system -- with Chapel Hill being the central pillar -- has probably done more than anything to 
define what is unique about North Carolina. Yes, some people are trying to hide the truth because 
they are protecting themselves and protecting athletics. But I have no doubt that others are so tied 
up in how they see the university defining the state that they don’t want to see anything call that 
into question. 

But as you say, their strategy is more likely to destroy it than protect it because they are not willing 
to acknowledge a cancer. 

Scott 

On Wed, Aug 14, 2013 at 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli unc.edu> wrote: 

Seems to be a common thread here - The Carolina Way - a culture of denial. History will 
show that this current leadership strategy will ultimately destroy, not protect ’the brand’. 
What a shame because this is a very special place. Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edui~wiHing~h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 6:34 PM 

Mooneyham, Scott <smooneyh@ncinsider.com> 

Re: When the guardians fail 

Thanks Scott. The students that I work with - our next generation will not tolerate this hypocrisy, inequality or 
exploitation. I remain hopeful that UNC is not ’terminal’. Keep up the good work, and I will continue to speak up 
as well. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w,a~;w.unc, edu/~willin~ 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 6:16 PM, "Mooneyham, Scott" <smoone~r~cmsider.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thanks for the email. I am sure that there are plenty of people over there who feel the same way and 
do not see themselves in a position to speak up. And some of them may see me as maligning them. I 
don’t mean to. But as a journalist, I continue to believe that a public institution ought to provide a full 
public accounting when something like this occurs. 

Dan Kane and I recently had a long conversation along the same lines about the leadership. I think the 
real damage is that they will continue to see the same mistakes made, and a repetition of hits to the 
school’s reputation, because without full accountability those involved will believe that they can 
continue to push the limits of what is acceptable. 

And it is a special place. It is ironic that the specialness may have led to where we are now. The UNC 
system -- with Chapel Hill being the central pillar -- has probably done more than anything to define 
what is unique about North Carolina. Yes, some people are trying to hide the truth because they are 
protecting themselves and protecting athletics. But I have no doubt that others are so tied up in how 
they see the university defining the state that they don’t want to see anything call that into question. 

But as you say, their strategy is more likely to destroy it than protect it because they are not willing to 
acknowledge a cancer. 

Scott 

On Wed, Aug 14, 2013 at 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillm unc. edu> wrote: 

I 
S eems to be a common thread here - The Carolina Way - a culture of denial. History will 
show that this current leadership strategy will ultimately destroy, not protect ’the brand’. 
What a shame because this is a very special place. Regards, Mary 

I 
Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
WWWoUnc.edu/-willin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 9:30 AM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about your office 

how about the library? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
Instructor EDUC 387 
Graduation Advisor 
mwillingham@unc, edu 
919-843-8698 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 16, 2013, at 9:19 AM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have a hold up on getting stuff to archives’ is there a chance I can put about 10 boxes in your office? You 

can say no 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 12:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up (Public Records Requested 7/18/13) 

She is a very good housekeeper. 

On Aug 16, 2013, at 10:50 AM, "Jay Smith" <iavsmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The hit parade continues .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Follow Up (Public Records Requested 7/18/13) 

Date:Fri, 16 Aug 2013 10:19:14 -0400 
From: Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <i avsmith~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Professor Smith - 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from me. 

Sincerely, 

Regina 

Regina Jo Stabile, J.Do 
Directorl Institutional Records and Repo~inff Compliance 

Office of Universit}, Counsel 
The U\niversity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hilt 
f 10 B~num Haft, Campus Box 9 f05 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9f05 
http://www.unc.edu/dept:s/legaf/ 

Direct Line: 9f9-843-.1830 
Main Office Line: 9f9o962.-12f9 
Facsimfte: 919o843-1617 
Electronic Marl: re,qina stabile@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:40 AM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: query 



Dear Chris: 

I’m doing a little research on a) the UNC scandal and b) course enrollment patterns. I would love to get my 

hands on add forms and grade change forms for the spring, 2005 semester (particularly for students who 

were in the "anomalous" classes.). Do you know if they still exist? 

If so, I’ll be putting in a public records request. If not...l’d like to know why we would not keep such 

records. Thanks for whatever help you can give. 

Jay 

PS I think I can also make a case for having a "legitimate educational reason" for seeing the identities of 

some of the people affected. 

<Public Records Response _ Jay Smith Aug 16 2013.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:14 PM 

Miller, Gary Alan <gary.miller@unc.edu> 

Re: Bio for website 

image001 .png; image002.png 

Thanks Gary for everything. Feel free to edit this. 

I became a Tarheel in the fall of 2003. The history of this campus and the people that I have met here- students, 
faculty and staff are simply amazing. I enjoy serving students in a number of ways: as a Learning Specialist, 
Clinical Instructor in the School of Education, Coordinator of our Peer Tutoring Program and now as an 
Academic Advisor - Graduation Division. When I am not working, I run, bike, swim, kayak and enjoy spending 
time with my husband and three grown children. One of my special interests is NCAA reform. I recently won 
the Robert Maynard Hutchins Award from The Drake Group. 

BS Psychology Loyola University, Chicago 
MA Liberal Studies, UNC-Greensboro 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 16, 2013, at 2:37 PM, "Miller, Gary Alan" <gary.miller~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

Thanks for getting your photo take this week. I’m wondering if you could send me a short bio for our 

website. You can see what others have written here: http://advising.unc.edu/about-us/people/all- 

advising-personnel/ 

Best, 
Gary 

Gary Alan Miller, Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

919-843-8919 

<image001.png> <image002.png> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

WillinghaJn, Mary C. <mwillinghaJn@unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 4:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Updates 

Drake bill 11 .doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Jay, I should have copied you on this one on the way out (since I referred to you) - but here is Allen’s reply. I know that your voice and the ARG’ s voice/faculty is 

much more important than mine, so I want to direct it back to you guys (and Silvia) now. This was my idea for Wolverton (who I do not really care for actually) and the 

Chronicle - turning the interview into what we need it to be for the purpose of reform. I think that it is a well respected media source - do you? Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: allen sack         2~ff~?ab.oo.com.> 
Date: August 17, 2013, 4:04:48 PM EDT 

To: Wllllnghaxn, Mary C.               ~.ac.e&~ 

Subject: Re: Updates 

Reply-To: allen sacl          ~’? ah.~o.com> 

Mary, 

It sounds like things are going well. A Drake Group working committee pulled together congressional legislation this summer that will be ready to go in a 

month or so. We are still deciding on someone in congress to be our sponsor. We will be in touch with drake membership soon to get feedback on our 

early draft. I am sending you our 1 lth draft as an attachment because it might help in your interviews. For instance you should find Sec. 106 of the bill 

(p. 16-18) interesting. We need some feedback on Sec. 106 (b)(14) on disclosure. We throw a lot in there for disclosure. Would you mind reading this 

section and recommending what data would have helped disclose what was happening at UNC. Feel free to mention in your interviews that the Drake 

Group is working on a major piece of legislation that will contain a limited antitrust exemption for the NCAA but that you are not at liberty to discuss it is 
detail. If you want to discuss the proposals in 106 (b) (14) about whistle blowing and other proposals you find relevant to work with athletes feel free to 

hit a couple of exaJnples. I don’t think you should mention our intention to cut coaches salaries yet. We are still working on that. We will be into serious 

lobbying in the fall and will need a major membership drive and getting the word out through social media etc. Feel free to provide any feedback on the 

bill that you would like to share. We will be in touch with all Drake members soon. The UNC contingent is crucial. Let them know we have been hard at 

work. 

Regards, 

Allen 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~unc.edu> 
To:           ~yahoo,com" ,          ~yahoo,com> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 7:25 AM 
Subject: Updates 

Greetings Allen, I hope that you are well. I wanted to let you know that Frank Deford contacted me because of my Drake Group Award speech. He is 

planning to do his NPR commentary about me (a little frightening) on Wed. September 4th. In addition, Brad Wolverton has contacted me from the 

Chronicle of Higher Ed for an interview about a story that he is working on that focuses on what college sport will look like next. He is looking to me to 

comment on academics so any Drake Group philosophy on that topic would be helpful for me to be familiar with before I go on the record with him - 

which will be in two weeks. In the meantime, I am still working on the grievance process with the ’powers that be’ here - they are trying to back pedal 

now. I complete my training today as a graduation advisor and start teaching my class/running my program next week Jay and I continue to collaborate 

and write, our project is well on its way to completion. I am hoping to bring him in to the Wolverton interview as well. It will be a very busy fall. 

Warmest regards, Mary 

May Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

Instructor EDUC 387 

Graduation Advisor 

~.mc.e&~ 
919-843-8698 

www.~.mc.e&~. ~xilli~lgb. 



3,735 in original reported, to reconcile timing differences between manual and electronic grade 
rolls). Figure 2.4 below shows the related ~ends in student enrollments based on the increased 
number of Type 2 course sections identified between Fall 2000    Summer II 2009, when the 

e 2 course sections severely decreased in frequency. 

Figure 2.4 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 8:58 AM 

ibailey@thesunnews, com 

thank you 

Issac, 
Thank you so much for your research and recent article on football, literacy and the Geathers’ family. It is such 
important work. I have personally been outspoken about the issues with regards to literacy and our profit sport 
athletes here at Carolina. I recently won the Robert Maynard Hutchins Award from the Drake group. You may 
enjoy listening to my acceptance speech. In addition, there is a link to my blog at the homepage below. 
Congratulations and thank you again. 
Sincerely, Mary W. 

httg ://thedrake 2013/04/22/m ham°2013°rmh-recipient-sav souniv ersity°Pailedoathletes/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui-~wiHingh 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 9:06 AM 

~earthlink.net 

Fwd: Updates 

Drake bill 11 .doc; ATT00001 .htm 

THe Drake Group document is attached....see Allen’s message as well. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: allen sack         (~2~? ahoo.com> 
Date: August 17, 2013, 4:04:48 PM EDT 

To: Wllllnghaxn, Mary C.               ~.ac.e&~ 
Subject: Re: Updates 

Reply-To: allen sack         ~? ahoo.com> 

Mary, 

It sounds like things are going well. A Drake Group working committee pulled together congressional legislation this summer that will be ready to go in a 

month or so. We are still deciding on someone in congress to be our sponsor. We will be in touch with drake membership soon to get feedback on our 

early draft. I am sending you our 1 lth draft as an attachment because it might help in your interviews. For instance you should find Sec. 106 of the bill 

(p. 16-18) interesting. We need some feedback on Sec. 106 (b)(14) on disclosure. We throw a lot in there for disclosure. Would you mind reading this 
section and recommending what data would have helped disclose what was happening at UNC. Feel free to mention in your interviews that the Drake 

Group is working on a major piece of legislation that will contain a limited antitrust exemption for the NCAA but that you are not at liberty to discuss it is 

detail. If you want to discuss the proposals in 106 (b) (14) about whistle blowing and other proposals you find relevant to work with athletes feel free to 

hit a couple of exaJnples. I don’t think you should mention our intention to cut coaches salaries yet. We are still working on that. We will be into serious 

lobbying in the fall and will need a major membership drive and getting the word out through social media etc. Feel free to provide any feedback on the 

bill that you would like to share. We will be in touch with all Drake members soon. The UNC contingent is crucial. Let them know we have been hard at 

work. 

Regards, 

Allen 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~g2@unc.edu> 
To: ’          ~yahoo,com" ¯         ~yahoo,com> 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 7:25 AM 
Subject: Updates 

Greetings Allen, I hope that you are well. I wanted to let you know that Frank Deford contacted me because of my Drake Group Award speech. He is 

planning to do his NPR commentary about me (a little frightening) on Wed. September 4th. In addition, Brad Wolverton has contacted me from the 

Chronicle of Higher Ed for an interview about a story that he is working on that focuses on what college sport will look like next. He is looking to me to 

comment on academics so any Drake Group philosophy on that topic would be helpful for me to be familiar with before I go on the record with him - 

which will be in two weeks. In the meantime, I am still working on the grievance process with the ’powers that be’ here - they are trying to back pedal 

now. I complete my training today as a graduation advisor and sta~ teaching my class/running my program next week Jay and I continue to collaborate 
and write, our project is well on its way to completion. I am hoping to bring him in to the Wolverton interview as well. It will be a very busy fall. 

Wannest regards, Mary 

May Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

Instructor EDUC 387 

Graduation Advisor 

919-843-8698 

www.ealc.ed~.t ~x~lli,.ab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 4:11 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Inside on a table 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 4:13 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: heads up about hiring. 

Ok- 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambleg~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

People need to make an appointment to see me, because of the paperwork that has to be done for the 
department by me. They will have all their information if they go online and fill out the form I sent them, 

but I still have one piece that I need to fill out and sign their JAF form and assign them their position and 

salary. After this, they have to go in person to Howell Hall to turn all of this in and with proof their ID. So 

them turning in their paper at your 5 pm meeting will not work. 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 6:28 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Advising 

image001 .png; image002.png 

Thank you Lee. I start the regular schedule tomorrow at 2 and will be 2-5 every afternoon from here on out. I 
will see you tomorrow at the 4pm meeting which is also on my calendar. I was a book group leader and a 
transfer appreciation rep. - all had been previously scheduled activities for this afternoon. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:18 PM, "May, Lee Y" <mayl@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

We had a full house today in advising--trying to get students settled in classes. The fun should continue 

the next couple of days. I am checking in to see if you and Dick Cramer have settled on your schedules for 

the graduation division. I hope you will be coming in afternoons this week. It is a good time to shadow 

some senior walk in traffic and work on some training with Elizabeth and Charlotte. Please confirm your 

plans. 

Best, 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 
<image001.png> <image002.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 8:48 PM 

Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Book group 

Shandol, 
I had 25 transfer students and it was amazing - as always. Thanks for the assignment! 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:38 AM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

EDUC 387 updates 

Copy of 387_fall 13 (1).xl sx 

Hi Caroline, 
Happy first day of class! You are most likely swamped, so whenever you get to this list is fine. I have told all these folks 
to come to class -and I will remind them about holds, overloads, wait lists etc. Thanks! Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:40 PM 

Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [orientationpresenters] NSCPP Transition Update 

Congratulations ShandolT Honors Carolina is lucky to get you. Talk soon, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 2:50 PM, "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear New Student Orientation Partners, 
Thank you for your support during Orientation this year. Thanks to your collaboration and support, we 

welcomed over 4,700 new students and over 4,100 family members to Carolina this summer. I am writing 

to update about a professional transition. For the past 5 years, I have had the privilege of working for New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs (NSCPP). I am excited to share that I will soon transition to the 

position of Associate Director for Student Development and Special Projects for Honors Carolina. 

My last day in New Student & Carolina Parent Programs will be Friday, September 20, 2013. After 

September 20, please direct questions to specific NSCPP related projects to April Mann, Director for New 

Student & Carolina Parent Programs at asmann@email.unc.edu. 

Again, thank you for your partnership and collegiality. I look forward to continuing to work you in my new 

role with Honors Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 
919-962-4725 (fax) 
http://nscpp.u nc.edu/ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
orientationpresenters as: <a href="mailto:mwillingham~unc.edu">mwillingham~unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33452460- 
36241830.495562688159865c31023dcl 84d2af58@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33452460- 
36241830.495562688159865c31023dcl 84d2af58@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 7:37 AM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 387 updates 

Thanks Caroline, The bottom six should be ready to add as well. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 4:48 PM, "Weaver, Caroline" <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

It hasn’t been a bad ::[st day of classes! I hope all is going well for you. I was able to add all the highlighted 
students. Let me know when the others may be added. 

Thanks! 

Caroline 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:38 AM 
To: Weaver, Caroline 
Subject: EDUC 387 updates 

Hi Caroline, 
Happy first day of class! You are most likely swamped, so whenever you get to this list is fine. I have told 
all these folks to come to class -and I will remind them about holds, overloads, wait lists etc. Thanks! Mary 

<Copy of 387 fall13.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:51 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hours on Sunday 

Thanks Billie. I am going to stick with 6-9 over at SASB South for Sunday. I do not want any hassle with the 
key/locking phones in, etc. this fall in the LC. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Aug 21, 2013, at 11:55 AM, "Shambley, Billie K" <shambley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Since the Writing Center is open from 4 until 8 why don’t you do the tutoring hours the same? 

Billie Shambley 

Learning Center 

Administrative Assistant 

CB# 5135 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5135 

919.962.4001 





Mary Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:12 PM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

updates 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Hi Caroline, 

So many of these students are telling me that they are ready - maybe you can just try all of them again and add the new 

ones at the end - your choice depending on your time. Thanks!! See you soon, Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 2:48 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Re: MEETING 

Harold, 11:30 would work. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 22, 2013, at 1:41 PM, "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

Are you available to meet with me tomorrow at either of the times listed below? 

9:00; 9:30;    11:00; 11:30; 12 noon; 12:30 or 1:00 

I don’t expect the meeting to last more than a half hour. I wanted to hear how you are doing with peer 

tutoring and advising, especially. 

Please let me know which of the times listed above would be most convenient for your schedule. 

Thanks. 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:32 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] FAC meetings 

I can loan you the magic pen, and wear a flak jacket. But first, safe driving and no lifting that dang heavy treadmill. 

On Aug 21, 2013, at 3:36 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I will make an effort to attend the first meeting for sure. It would be great to have company, though (in part because I’m a terrible 
note taker, in part because I’d like witnesses to be present if there’s an assault--just kidding.) 
> On 8/21/13 3:30 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 
>> In other scheduling news, I’ve pasted here the link to the FAC meeting times/dates. They are scheduled to begin when my class 
begins, so I will not make their meetings this semester. I hope someone else can become a regular attendee. The first meeting will be 
key. 
>> 

>> h’~tp :tim~cnews. unc.ed~Ico~tentiviewi491183I 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillingham@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~://1ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=6~8~3878.43~b5~ab~22~e1b87~3a9718~be94~7&r~T&1=,~hear~&~=334~253, or send a blank 
email to leave-33460253-61803878.430b56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94f7@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 9:59 AM 

Maitland, Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 
RE: howdyT 

Thanks Theresa. I did see that article and have already been on email with the author. One more week and hopefully I can kick this 
ridiculous schedule into a routine. My knees hurt from walking around on these bricks all day! No word on my HR issue yet - it has 
been extended twice now which is unacceptable. Mary 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maitland, Theresa L 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 9:04 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: howdy! 

Hi Mary, 

Hope things are taking shape for you. Let me know when you will be freer for coffee or lunch. I brought in an article from Sunday’s 
N/O sports page about the Geather Family’s struggles with reading. Did you see it? What a great story. 

Hope to actually talk with you soon. 

Theresa E. Laurie Maitland Ph.D. 
ADHD/LD Specialist & Certified Professional Coactive Coach The Learning Center 

2109 SASB North, 
450 Ridge Road, CB# 3447 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3447 

Phone: 919-962-9350 

Fax: 919-962-3674 
http:i/leamh-~gcenter,mac,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:45 AM 

Clark, Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring 

Thanks for the email Fred. I am hanging in there- waiting to hear back about my HR issue (2 extensions from respondent 

so far). I have finished training up in Steele and will work there in the grad division every afternoon 2-5pm. Peer 

Tutoring {appointment and walk in) begins on Tuesday 9/3 and Wednesday 9/4. 

The new program looks great. Let me know if you have any ideas for how I might contribute. Take care, Mary 

From: Clark, Fred M 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Tutoring 

Hi Mary! If you have the info on Peer Tutoring for the Fall, I would love to send it out to all Scholars. Are you personally 

offering any special programming that I can send along to the Scholars? 

And, how is everything going? Hanging in there? 

Fred 

PS We have a new program with about 450 students. I have attached a summary description for you. I would like to 

send out your notices to this group also. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 11:11 AM 

Miller, Gary Alan <gary.miller@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up regarding advising meetings 

Thank you very much Gary. Enjoy the weekend. Mary 

From: Miller, Gary Alan 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 11:08 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Follow up regarding advising meetings 

Hi Mary, 

I confirmed with Lee that, as a part-timer, you are not expected to attend the advisor meetings that take place every 

two weeks. 

Have a great weekend, 

Gary 

Gary Alan Miller, Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

919-843-8919 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 11:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M (j aysmith@email.unc.edu) 

fac document 

http://faccoun.unc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2OlO/lO/ATH2OO8.pdf 
I stumbled across this - had never seen it before. Check out the admissions report. 

~ c. w~/~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 1:13 PM 

Clark, Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring 

Yes - next week! 

From: Clark, Fred M 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 1:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Tutoring 

Thanks. Will you send me the info on Peer Tutoring (the flyer) when you get it? Fred 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Clark, Fred M 
Subject: RE: Tutoring 

Thanks for the emai[ Fred. I am hanging in there- waiting to hear back about my HR issue (2 extensions from respondent 

so far). I have finished training up in Steele and will work there in the grad division every afternoon 2-5pm. Peer 

Tutoring (appointment and walk in) begins on Tuesday 9/3 and Wednesday 9/4. 

The new program looks great. Let me know if you have any ideas for how I might contribute. Take care, Mary 

From: Clark, Fred M 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Tutoring 

Hi Mary! If you have the info on Peer Tutoring for the Fall, I would love to send it out to all Scholars. Are you personally 

offering any special programming that I can send along to the Scholars? 

And, how is everything going? Hanging in there? 

Fred 

PS We have a new program with about 450 students. I have attached a summary description for you. I would like to 

send out your notices to this group also. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:38 PM 

Ragland, Vanessa <vanessa ragland@unc.edu> 

Re: Respondent Filing Extension - EPANFG 2013-03 - Mary Willingham (Notice to 
Complainant) 

Thank you. When can I expect to hear back? Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 5:59 PM, "Ragland, Vanessa" <vanessa ragland~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

Barring any unusual and unforeseen circumstances, this will be the last extension granted. 

Vanessa 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:04 PM 
To: Ragland, Vanessa 
Subject: RE: Respondent Filing Extension - EPANFG 2013-03 - Mary Willingham (Notice to Complainant) 

Thank you Vanessa, how many times will the respondent be allowed to extend? Mary 

From: Ragland, Vanessa 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Leslie Michele; Leousis, Peter 
Subject: Respondent Filing Extension - EPANFG 2013-03 - Mary Willingham (Notice to Complainant) 
Importance: High 

Mary, 

This email is being sent to inform you that, in the matter of the Grievance filed by you on July i, 2013, 
the Respondent filing deadline has been extended to Wednesday, August 21, 2013. Requests for 
extension made by the Respondent are reviewed and approved by the Chair of the EPA Non-Faculty 
Grievance Committee as permitted by the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Policy and Procedures. 

If you have questions about the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance process, please call me at 919-962-1456. 

Vanessa 

V. L. Ragland 

D#ector, EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive; Campus Box 1045 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

{P} 919°962°1456; {F} 919o962o8677 



EmaH: vanessa ragland@unc.edu 

Web: http://hr.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents contain private, privileged and 
confidential information belonging to the sender. The information therein is solely for the use 
of the addressee° If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the result of an error, 
please immediately notify us so we can arrange for the return of the documents° In such 
circumstances, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other 

action in reliance on the information transmitted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 5:07 PM 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Re: did we pick a time for tonight? 

? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Aug 23, 2013, at 5:04 PM, "Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley" <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 5:13 PM 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Re: did we pick a time for tonight? 

Yes- no problem 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 23, 2013, at 5:07 PM, "Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley" <kate.gallagher~unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m still at the office. Can we do 6:30? 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 5:07 PM 
To: Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley 
Subject: Re: did we pick a time for tonight? 

6? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Aug 23, 2013, at 5:04 PM, "Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley" <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 12:09 PM 

McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Mark, 
Any chance that you have an opening for a laughable lunch or coffee with me this week or next? The media is off my tail at the 
moment, and it will not last long. JS and I wanted to sanity check some historical data with you - so that we are not completely 
reckless with my claims. We have been spending a lot of time in the university archives- a good hiding place. Kidding. I hope that 
your semester is off to a smashing start and I look forward to exam excuses from your students. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 3:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ESPN Article 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dooley, Ray" <rdooby~email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 25, 2013, 2:44:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiHi unc.edu> 
Subject: ESPN Article 

Mary-- 

Assume you’ve seen this, but if not, wow: 

htt~~//w~w~nytimes~c~m/2~13/~8/25/sp~rts/ncaaf~~tba~~/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~s-m~st-d~minant-p~ayer-its- 

espn.html?ref=sports& r=O 

Flay 

Ray Dooley 

Professor 

Head, Professional Actor Training Program 

Department of Dramatic Art 

CB#3230, UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 

919-962-8272 

Fax: 919-962-5791 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 3:55 PM 

Dooley, Ray <rdooley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ESPN Article 

Thanks Ray. I had dinner with Richard Southall last night and we were talking about it - amazing. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui.-willin~ 

On Aug 25, 2013, at 2:44 PM, "Dooley, Ray" <rdoole~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary-- 

Assume you’ve seen this, but if not, wow: 

htt~~//www~nytimes~c~m/2~13/~8/25/sp~rts/ncaaf~~tba~~/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~s-m~st-d~minant-p~ayer-its- 

espn.html?ref=sports& r=O 

Flay 

Ray Dooley 

Professor 

Head, Professional Actor Training Program 

Department of Dramatic Art 

CB#3230, UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 

919-962-8272 

Fax: 919-962-5791 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:23 AM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

most recent EDUC 387 updates 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Good Morning Caroline, 

I added more at the bottom and heard from most all now that they were ’clear’ - my guess is that some are wrong but if 

you could check for all the yellow adds today, that would be great! Thanks much, Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:01 AM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

RE: most recent EDUC 387 updates 

That is fantastic - I will emafl the holds/overloads now to remind them. Mary 

From: Weaver, Caroline 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: most recent EDUC 387 updates 

Hi Mary, 
Happy Monday! [ added everyone I could, so most are registered. Still a few with holds or needing overloads. 

Caroline 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Weaver, Caroline 
Subject: most recent EDUC 387 updates 

Good Morning Caroline, 

I added more at the bottom and heard from most all now that they were ’clear’ - my guess is that some are wrong but if 

you could check for all the yellow adds today, that would be great! Thanks much, Mary 

~c.w~ 
CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:35 PM 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

EDUC 387 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Caroline, I have two more at the bottom and I am seriously considering cutting it off by Wed. so that everyone is trained 

- no makeup training would be helpful given my new gig over in advising. Thanks!! Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:37 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

hand written note to JD 

PD 

I read with interest the DTH article about the Athlete Academic Initiative. Thank you for your interest in helping to 

foster academic success for our athletes. 48/61 of current enrolled English 100 course students are athletes. This again 
represents approximately 24% of the current first year class of athletes in comparison to less than 1% of students 
admitted without an athletic scholarship or slot. The literacy skills of many of these students will need extra attention to 

pass the remaining 39 classes for any Carolina degree. Perhaps a Literacy Specialist from our School of Education along 
with a few other educators and/or Instructors with undergraduate composition teaching experience would be valuable 
for your working group. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 7:48 AM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Question 

Good Morning David, 
I am currently a Clinical Instructor in The School of Education teaching EDUC 387 (001/002) in the fall and spring. It is a pass/fail 3 

hour credit bearing course and is our Peer Tutoring Program as well. It is very difficult to determine the number of hours required as 

an Instructor since it is a class with assignments, two sections each with 30-40 students and an additional 8-10 work study peer tutors 
to manage. In addition, it is a night class/program 6-9 pm Tuesdays(001) and Wednesdays(002). Last school year, the Peer Tutor 
program served close to 3800 students. Is there a formula for Instructor’s here about hours per week - per class? Would teaching four 

classes per year be considered part time or full time? Any help that you could offer to figure this out for my job description would be 
great. Thanks much, Mary W. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

Instructor - School of Education 
Advisor - Graduation Division 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 7:58 AM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

Thursday 

Kristen, 
Perhaps we can have some time on Thursday before I head to Steele for posting tutors and rooms with subject listings on the web. 
am getting there - 69 tutors total as of this morning. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:58 AM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

Thanks David. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Aug 27, 2013, at 9:39 AM, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mary, I think this is a question for Gwen Burston 
> Director of Academic Personnel 
> 919-843-6298 
> gwen burston@unc.edu in the Provost’s Office or your Senior Associate Dean in the Ed School, Deb Eaker-Rich (?) Sorry I can’t 
help moreon this. 
> 
> David 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 7:48 AM 
> To: Kiel, David 
> Subject: Question 
> 

> Good Morning David, 
> I am currently a Clinical Instructor in The School of Education teaching EDUC 387 (001/002) in the fall and spring. It is a pass/fail 
3 hour credit bearing course and is our Peer Tutoring Program as well. It is very difficult to determine the number of hours required as 
an Instructor since it is a class with assignments, two sections each with 30-40 students and an additional 8-10 work study peer tutors 
to manage. In addition, it is a night class/program 6-9 pm Tuesdays(001) and Wednesdays(002). Last school year, the Peer Tutor 
program served close to 3800 students. Is there a formula for Instructor’s here about hours per week - per class? Would teaching four 
classes per year be considered part time or full time? Any help that you could offer to figure this out for my job description would be 
great. Thanks much, Mary W. 
> 
> Mary Willingham 
> CSSAC - UNC-CH 
> Instructor - School of Education 
> Advisor - Graduation Division 
> www.unc, edu/-willingh 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:35 PM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

tutor application 

Kristen, 

Hello from Steele. Can you suspend the tutor application for this semester now? If they have questions, they can email 

me but technically the application process is done now -I have 70 tutors so that should be ok. Thanks! Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:11 PM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

appointment tutor list 

fall_l 3 Appointment Tutors. docx 

Kristen, It is slow over here so I have the first list done - see attached. We met last night but hours will be posted by 
Billie. She will have a better idea of when tutee’s can start looking for these appointments to be posted - no rush. They 

should be ready to start next week Tues. 9/3 - but some still owe paperwork to Billie. Thanks again, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:55 PM 

crr8@cornell.edu 

thanks 

Cynthia, Thanks for the message and I figured it may be your break as well - we will reschedule and be in touch shortly. 

am crazy busy trying to learn the advising gig and starting up peer tutoring. The grievance is in play - I respond to the 

respondent next. Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:13 PM 

Cynthia R. Reynolds <crr8@cornell.edu> 

RE: thanks 

Ooh that picture is bad and I asked for a re-do after a haircut next week... 

I am in Steele every afternoon 2=5- graduation division. Take care, Mary 

From: Cynthia R. Reynolds [mailto:crr8@cornell.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: thanks 

Hang in there, Mary. 
Thinking about you. 
Will catch up soon. 
(you’ll be a great advisor-will you be over in the Steele building 1/2 the time or all of the time?) 

Nice picture!! "In Training" ....Love it! 
Take care of yourself!! 
C 

~q@ry Wt ngham Advisor 

Grad uati ors 

G017© Steele 

in trai~stag 

From: <Willingham>, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:54 PM 

To: Cynthia Reynolds <crr8@cornell.edu> 
Subject: thanks 

Cynthia, Thanks for the message and I figured it may be your break as well - we will reschedule and be in touch shortly. I 

am crazy busy trying to learn the advising gig and starting up peer tutoring. The grievance is in play - I respond to the 

respondent next. Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M (j aysmith@email.unc.edu) 

FW: New book explores Mizzou tutoring program : Sports 

Jay, Did you see this? Criminy. 

http:~~www.st~t~da~.c~m~sp~rts~c~~~eqe~mizz~u~e~e-~n-the-tiqers~new-b~~k-exp~~res-mizz~u-tut~rinq-pr~’qram~artic~e bldle573-Odb4- 
5908-aSac-667ec159cfa1.html#.Uh3UvqZ.q6ao..qmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:33 PM 

Clark, Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu> 

RE: Reception 

Thank you for including me - [ will be there. Mary 

From: Clark, Fred M 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Reception 

Hi Mary, 

We would like to invite you to the Welcome Reception for our incoming Achieve Carolina Scholars and their 
Faculty/Staff Mentors. We hope that you will be able to attend. 

Fred Clark and Michael Highland 

Academic Coordinators of the Achieve Carolina Scholars Program 

SEPT 19 Reception for Incoming Achieve Carolina Scholars (Great Hall, Student Union 5:00-6:30 pm) 

(This is a new program that we established this Fall!) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Provost response: Fwd: Re: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working 
Group 

Congratulations to you Jay - great j ob. You should be the one to j oin this committee- seriously. 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 9:39 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wow. Congrats, Wayne. (And thanks to Willis for getting the ball rolling.) I have just one 
suggestion/request Whoever goes forward as our representative...please, if you’ve not already done 
so, have a talk with Mary Willingham about academic preparedness and the sorts of curricular 
short-cuts that under-preparedness virtually requires. 

But first...we should rejoice in this small victory. Maybe Dean will be the real deal. Here’s hoping. 

Jay 
On 8/28/13 9:24 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Any volunteers? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

Date:Wed, 28 Aug 2013 21:15:56 -0400 
From:Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

To:Lee, Wayne E <wdee(&unc.edu> 

Dear Wayne - first, while I sincerely appreciate the gesture of respect in your 
salutation, please call me Jim. Also, I appreciate your encouragement for the initiative. 

I think that your idea makes sense. I would be happy to welcome one of your 
colleagues to our group. Whom would you suggest? Being part of the committee is 
likely to represent at least 20-30 hours of meetings, perhaps more, over the course of 
this academic year. Also a similar amount of time reviewing documents. 

Thanks again for your offer of help. I will look forward to hearing from you. 

Jim Dean 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 
The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

919. 962.2198 @ TarHee lProvost 

james dea~@u~coedu 



On Aug 28, 2013, at 2:41 PM, "Wayne Lee" <webe,(-d!emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

2013 

August 28, 

Dear Provost Dean, 

We the undersigned members of the University community represent a group 

who have dedicated ourselves to discussing the ongoing issues associated with 

athletics and the university. We have been meeting regularly for some time 

now, and have actively engaged with the Faculty Council as well as with the 

Faculty Athletic Committee. We applaud the announcement last Friday of your 
creation of the "Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group." We 

believe that the creation of such a group at such a high level within the 

university, suitably empowered, could create positive changes for the students, 

the athletes, and the university as a whole. We think, however, that the 

working group should include at least one tenured faculty member in the 

College of Arts and Sciences. Faculty in the College teach the vast majority of 

the undergraduates at the university, and an even higher percentage of the 

athletes (especially in the revenue sports). It is Arts & Sciences faculty who are 

most familiar with the problems of travel, missed classes, inability to complete 

assigned work, and so on, that disrupt the educational experience of athletes. 

While we recognize that the working group will be tasked to seek advice from 
other committees that do in fact have College faculty on them, it is nevertheless 

essential that the core of the working group have advocates with deep 

experience teaching undergraduates. 

Matthew Andrews 

Willis Brooks 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld 

Richard Cramer 

Sciences 

Miles Fletcher 

Kenneth Janken 

Diaspora Studies 

Wayne Lee 

Dept. of History 

John McGowan 

of English and Comp. Lit. 

Chris Roush 

and Mass Communication 
Silvia Tom~gkov~ 

of Anthropology 

Anthony Vogt 

Jonathan Weiler 

Dept. of History 

Dept. of History, emeritus 

Interim Chair, Dept. of Anthropology 

Academic Advisor, College of Arts and 

Dept. of History 

Dept. of African, African American, and 

Chair, Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense; 

Director, Inst. for Arts and Humanities; Dept. 

Senior Associate Dean, School of Journalism 

Dept. of Women’s and Gender Studies & Dept. 

School of Government 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

(we are also sending you this letter in hard copy; I was designated as official 

sender on the behalf of the group) 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: emaJLunc.edu. 



To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.unc.edulu? 
id=61803888,b835e6061 c75 aa9b2ed73bd5 f5 ff4e 1 f&n~-T&l~- thearg& o=33501226 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33501226- 
61803888.b835e6061 c75 aagb2ed73bd5 f5 ff4e 1 f~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillin unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu/u? 
i d=61803878.430b 56ab 622ffe 1 b 8703 a97186b e94f7&n- T&l-’thearg& o=33501277 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33501277- 
61803878.430b 56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186b e94fTf~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Provost response: Fwd: Re: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

Not ok since you are the only one who really knows/understands and should be on the committee. I met with the Ombuds today - 
Laurie Mesibov - do you know her? It was an amazing conversation. 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 9:55 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

Mary--To be honest, I agree with you. But in a strategic move (that may have paid off, in fact), I left my name off the 
letter. I thought it would be taken more seriously if I had nothing to do with it. 

Rudi would be good, but now that he’s chairing he’s probably not going to have the time. I worry a little that no one else 
will have the standing/authority to impose his/her will on that collection of miscreants. Maybe Wayne, if he’s willing... 

On 8/28/13 9:51 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Congratulations to you Jay - great job. You should be the one to join this committee- seriously. 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 9:39 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wow. Congrats, Wayne. (And thanks to Willis for getting the ball rolling.) I have just one 
suggestion/request. Whoever goes forward as our representative...please, if you’ve not already 
done so, have a talk with Mary Willingham about academic preparedness and the sorts of 
curricular short-cuts that under-preparedness virtually requires. 

But first...we should rejoice in this small victory. Maybe Dean will be the real deal. Here’s 
hoping. 

Jay 
On 8/28/13 9:24 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Any volunteers? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

Date:Wed, 28 Aug 2013 21:15:56 -0400 
From:Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

To:Lee, Wayne E <w~ee~unc.edtl> 

Dear Wayne - first, while I sincerely appreciate the gesture of respect in your 
salutation, please call me Jim. Also, I appreciate your encouragement for the 
initiative. 

I think that your idea makes sense. I would be happy to welcome one of your 
colleagues to our group. Whom would you suggest? Being part of the committee is 
likely to represent at least 20-30 hours of meetings, perhaps more, over the course 
of this academic year. Also a similar amount of time reviewing documents. 

Thanks again for your offer of help. I will look forward to hearing from you. 

Jim Dean 

James HI. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.2198 @TarHeelProvost 

james dean~unc.edu 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 2:41 PM, "Wayne Lee" <welee,~)~emmLunc.edu> wrote: 

2013 
August 28, 

Dear Provost Dean, 

We the undersigned members of the University community represent a 

group who have dedicated ourselves to discussing the ongoing issues 

associated with athletics and the university. We have been meeting 

regularly for some time now, and have actively engaged with the Faculty 

Council as well as with the Faculty Athletic Committee. We applaud the 

announcement last Friday of your creation of the "Student-Athlete 

Academic Initiative Working Group." We believe that the creation of such a 

group at such a high level within the university, suitably empowered, could 

create positive changes for the students, the athletes, and the university as 

a whole. We think, however, that the working group should include at least 

one tenured faculty member in the College of Arts and Sciences. Faculty in 

the College teach the vast majority of the undergraduates at the university, 

and an even higher percentage of the athletes (especially in the revenue 

sports). It is Arts & Sciences faculty who are most familiar with the 

problems of travel, missed classes, inability to complete assigned work, and 

so on, that disrupt the educational experience of athletes. While we 

recognize that the working group will be tasked to seek advice from other 

committees that do in fact have College faculty on them, it is nevertheless 

essential that the core of the working group have advocates with deep 

experience teaching undergraduates. 

Matthew Andrews 

Willis Brooks 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld 

Richard Cramer 

Sciences 

Miles Fletcher 

Kenneth Janken 

Diaspora Studies 

Wayne Lee 

Defense; Dept. of History 

John McGowan 

Dept. of English and Comp. Lit. 

Chris Roush 

Dept. of History 

Dept. of History, emeritus 

Interim Chair, Dept. of Anthropology 

Academic Advisor, College of Arts and 

Dept. of History 

Dept. of African, African American, and 

Chair, Curriculum in Peace, War, and 

Director, Inst. for Arts and Humanities; 

Senior Associate Dean, School of 

Journalism and Mass Communication 

Silvia Tom~kov~ Dept. of Women’s and Gender Studies & 

Dept. of Anthropology 

Anthony Vogt School of Government 

Jonathan Weiler Curriculum in Global Studies 

(we are also sending you this letter in hard copy; I was designated as official 

sender on the behalf of the group) 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: j~smit~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.edu/u? 
id=61803 ggg.bg35e606 ] c75~gb2ed73bd5fSff4e 1 f&n=T&l=thearg&o=3350122(, 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank email to leave-33501226- 
61803 ggg.bg35e606 lc75aa9b2ed73bd5fSff4e lf@listser~, .unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwiHi unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.eduiu? 
id-61803878.430b56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94f7&n=T&l thearg&o-33501277 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave°33501277o 
(~180 3 87 8, 4 3 0b 56ab(~ 2 2 ~ l bg7 0 3 a97186be9 4 f7 @listserv, unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:14 AM 

Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Tutoring for CMSP Student 

Hi Ada, Yes, I am happy to help out- absolutely. We go ’live’ at Dey Hall and on the appointment calendar next Tuesday night and I 
have finished (last night at 9pm) training the new tutors --but the returners come on Tuesday - that said, I will have a better idea next 
week - mid week for who all my physics tutors are - which physics by the way? Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 9:47 AM, "Wilson, Ada K" <adaw@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Mary, 
> 

> I hope you are well. I have a cmsp student who is having difficulty in physics. Would it be possible to set him up with a one-on-one 
tutor? Last year’s model worked really well, and I was hoping we could offer the same service this year. 
> 
> Any help or guidance you can provide is much appreciated. 
> 

> Best, 
> 
> Ada 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:28 AM 

Toews, Arrel D <atoews@med.unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

Dr. Toews, 
My apologies for the delay in getting back to you. I was assigned to advising this semester in addition to my tutoring and teaching 
roles. 
Your Biochem tutors (who are always delightful) will be in room 205 this semester. It looks like we have 2 tutors on Tuesday and 4 
tutors on Wednesday for Biochem. If we need to spread out, we will also use room 207. They are all excited to begin next week.Thank 
you so much for your support of this program. Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:38 AM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

See you at noon 

Billie, 
I had to follow up with some advising duties this morning and will meet two students up here - see you at noon. I have the nametag 
lists, room assignments and 2 weblinks that need to be converted to QR bar codes- however we call that....Also, I am thinking about 
making tutee cards that they collect on the way in and return on the way out --with some rules of the hall and the bar codes. We have 
until Tuesday at 5pm so hopefully you will have a little time. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11 19 AM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

Web page info for tutoring 

Kristen, 
We have folks looking for tutoring already so hopefully you can post this information today if you have time. Feel free to edit or 
improve in any way you see fit- perhaps this will be helpful for students, professors and staff. After next week, I may need to update 
this list again when all of my returners show up. I have 72 tutors now which is good. Thanks ! Mary 

Language Rooms 201 & 203 
Tues. 
German, Spanish, Korean, Port 
Wed. 
Ling 101, Span, Germ, French, Port, Latin, Italian, Chinese, Dutch, Czech, Greek 

Science Room 206 
Tues. 
Chem, Bio, Psyc, 
Wed. 
Chem, Bio, ENST, Geol, Bio, Physics, Psyc 

Business & Economics Room 202 
Tues. 
Business 101, Econ 101 & 410 
Wed. 
Business 101, Econ 101 & 410 
Poli- 100-289 

Math, Stor and Comp Rooms 208 & 209 

Tues. 

Stor 113 &155 

Math 110-550 
Comp 116 

Wed. 
Math 110- 233 

Biochem Room 205 
Tues & Wed. Biochem 107 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: your message 

Jay Here is a message from the ombuds --When would you like to chat- anytime between noon and 2 works for 
me. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mesibov, Laurie L" <Mesibov@sog.unc.edu> 
Date: August 29, 2013, 11:00:38 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham~unc.edu> 
Subject: your message 

Hi Mary, 

I’m glad we met and talked yesterday. Thanks for sending your email. I now think I see why Lissa sent it to 

others. I hope the information is useful to and used by this new group. 

Please contact me again if ever I can be helpful. 

Best wishes, 

Laurie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: your message 

I am done at Steele at 4- feel free to drop in anytime- Dick has new snacks. 
Tomorrow, I am having lunch with Silvia T. - not sure where yet, care to j oin? 
Available all morning after my HR drop. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 11:24 AM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Crap. Tied up until about 3. Maybe tomorrow? 
On 8/29/13 11:21 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Jay Here is a message from the ombuds --When would you like to chat- anytime 
between noon and 2 works for me. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mesibov, Laurie L" <Mesibov@sog.unc.edu> 
Date: August 29, 2013, 11:00:38 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: your message 

Hi Mary, 

I’m glad we met and talked yesterday. Thanks for sending your email. I now 

think I see why Lissa sent it to others. I hope the information is useful to and 

used by this new group. 

Please contact me again if ever I can be helpful. 

Best wishes, 

Laurie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:31 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Web page info for tutoring 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
ww~7.unc, edui.-~wiHin~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli unc.edu> 
Date: August 29, 2013, 11:19:29 AM EDT 
To: "Rademacher, Kristen N" <krademacher@unc.edu> 
Subject: Web page info for tutoring 

Kristen, 
We have folks looking for tutoring already so hopefully you can post this information today if you 
have time. Feel free to edit or improve in any way you see fit- perhaps this will be helpful for 
students, professors and staff. After next week, I may need to update this list again when all of my 
returners show up. I have 72 tutors now which is good. Thanks T Mary 

Language Rooms 201 & 203 
Tues. 
German, Spanish, Korean, Port 
Wed. 
Ling 101, Span, Germ, French, Port, Latin, Italian, Chinese, Dutch, Czech, Greek 

Science Room 206 
Tues. 
Chem, Bio, Psyc, 
Wed. 
Chem, Bio, ENST, Geol, Bio, Physics, Psyc 

Business & Economics Room 202 
Tues. 
Business 101, Econ 101 & 410 
Wed. 
Business 101, Econ 101 & 410 
Poli - 100-289 

Math, Stor and Comp Rooms 208 & 209 
Tues. 



Stor 113 &155 
Math 110-550 
Comp 116 
Wed. 
Math 110- 233 

Biochem Room 205 
Tues & Wed. Biochem 107 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
wwv<unc, edui-wiHin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:00 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

for bar code scan 

PEER TUTORING 

Log-in for Tutees: 

https ://unc.qualtrics. com/SE/? SID=SV 42bMfXYYbIMHXhz 

Log-Out for Tutees: 

https://u nc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SlD=SV ah3mn]-I-wsFqK6ZD 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 3:20 PM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

list of tutors 

Copy of 387_fall 13 .xlsx 

Billie- Thanks for the sending me the bar codes for scanning in and out at Dey! See you tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:01 PM 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

RE: Web page info for tutoring 

Kristen, We almost never (I can think of once) have anyone come for Poli - you can add it to the title with Busi/Econ/Poli. 
Thanks - life is busy but I will see you soon! Mary 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rademacher, Kristen N 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Web page info for tutoring 

Hi Mary - how are you managing your new life? Don’t be a stranger around here, I miss seeing you! 

I made a table of all the Dey Hall Info and will put on web before I leave today. Just wondering why POLI is listed with Business and 
Econ? Students might miss it as a tutoring option if they only look at room titles. I’m inclined to create a different title for the POLI 
classes. If you’re not concerned then no worries, but let me know. 

Kristen Rademacher, M.Ed., CPCC 
The Learning Center 
~:/ilearaingcenter.unc.edu 
krademacher@unc.edu 
919-843-4553 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:19 AM 
To: Rademacher, Kristen N 
Subject: Web page info for tutoring 

Kristen, 
We have folks looking for tutoring already so hopefully you can post this information today if you have time. Feel free to edit or 
improve in any way you see fit- perhaps this will be helpful for students, professors and staff. After next week, I may need to update 
this list again when all of my returners show up. I have 72 tutors now which is good. Thanks ! Mary 

Language Rooms 201 & 203 
Tues. 
German, Spanish, Korean, Port 
Wed. 
Ling 101, Span, Germ, French, Port, Latin, Italian, Chinese, Dutch, Czech, Greek 

Science Room 206 
Tues. 
Chem, Bio, Psyc, 
Wed. 
Chem, Bio, ENST, Geol, Bio, Physics, Psyc 

Business & Economics Room 202 
Tues. 
Business 101, Econ 101 & 410 
Wed. 
Business 101, Econ 101 & 410 
Poli- 100-289 

Math, Stor and Comp Rooms 208 & 209 
Tues. 

Stor 113 &155 



Math 110-550 
Comp 116 
Wed. 
Math 110- 233 

Biochem Room 205 
Tues & Wed. Biochem 107 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:10 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Re: required study hours last week 

Jaimie, 

I’ll make sure.    fulfills his 6 hours. As for       she told me she was to log in 8 hours. As a Junior can we reduce her hours to 4. I would like her to check 
in however I know she studies and gets her work done. I know she won’t be an issue. Please let me know what you think. 

Abel 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  1:14 PM 

To: "Degelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu>, Abel 5anchez <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: required study hours last week 

Co~ch, 

I just met with ! She is wonder[ul, and I’m sure will not have any issues m~-_~el:ing her acach-_~mic r~-_~quirem~-_~nts from now on[ 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Sanchez, Abel; Workman, Aaron; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B 
Subject: RE: required study hours last week 

Thanks, 

is a junior transfer, so she may not understand what she is/isn’t to attend. She is a good girL,maybe just needs clarification? 

Abel. can you ~qel~) with any issues pertaining [:o divers? They must me~-’_d: requirem~-_~nts in [:he AC. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ iP,~vu’rsi[y c:.f ?.]0rlh C~;ac:.hn~;. Swl~:l]1niP, g & [-:hvJP, g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@ernai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Shpper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:37 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: required study hours last week 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <J--[endif]--: (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]--: 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in/out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the following did 

not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <]--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <]--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <]--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. <]--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6. <]--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->7. <!--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->8. <]--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. <]--[endif]--> 

*        clocked more hours, but forgot to sign out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

PID        I Lastname      I Firstname I HRS Earned 
4:06 

5:16 

5:11 

2:57 

6:17 

iiiii~iii2~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

4:30 * 

5:34 

6:03 

iiiii~ili~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

5:51 



7:51 

4:56 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 

31~2 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-, 

Wednesday’, 8:38 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

has been added to your CGS. 

B~n 5h~-?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:54 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Ce: _ @email. unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ; email please’? 

Jaimie, 

I’ve CUd on this email, 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. e d u 

Of[ice: 9I 9.-84:3-.2328 

Ceil: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, 2013 5:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: email please? 

Hi, 
Will you please give me email address so I can share my notes for 

study which I will keep updated in my mailbox which she should use on Tuesdays. Thanks 

and tell her about the folder we share?? I have a folder for guided 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edup, 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 9:53 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: refresher, please 

Right this second,,. Just feedback form. 

Once the forms are updated to hldude PID --.we will be able to input those hours and they will show as independent hours, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

b S h e U @ ~!!~~I a ii. U n~:, e d u 

Office: 919-8~13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September :1:1, 20:13 9:5:1 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: refresher, please 

Hello, 

I need a refresher...how do we record drop in appointments for the weekly tally of study hours? 

Thanks. 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:18 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: email plea~? 

Hello Jaimie, 

Thank you for the information regarding 

Just to clarify, each student T have in                                   ) should bring all of the required items listed to every Guided Study session. So, I should check 
for all of these materials at the beginning of the session. And I should check the folder in your mailbox to see what assignments they have due for the week and next week, 
and encourage them to work on those. 

Let me know if I am understanding! 

Also, thank you for letting me know about . Do you know why has been missing? She has not been in my sessions for the last 2 weeks. 

Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:59 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: email please? 

Hi 

I work with , and 1 wanted to share some information with you regarding Guided Study. I have a folder in my mailbox which has a list of their 

required materials and due dates for the current week and week ahead! All of us who work with the girls will add info regarding assignments, print outs, grades, 

etc to this h:~ld~-’_~r to help us k~-_~ep them on track 

Also, please excuse for n~issing your guided study session last night. I accidentally sent her’ to the wrong room. My [:ault! 

Thank you for your help[ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, ’. 8:54 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: ~ email please? 

rJaimie, 

Yve CC’d Laur~-_~n on this email. 

B~n 5heu 
Assi’;tant Tutorial Coordinator 

Li NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office..LI 9-~-1,~-.:..:g 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, S:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: email please? 

Hi, 

Will you please give me ; email address so I can share my notes for 

study which I will keep updated in my mailbox which she should use on Tuesdays. Thanks 

and tell her about the folder we share?? I have a folder for     guided 



From: @live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie, 

I have my travel fore1 signed. Is there rely way you could send an emaJl to Rich now and then I could drop it offafler weights? That way I could be on time to weights. 

If not, I can come at 12:55. Thanks. 

On at 8:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wTote: 

Yes, i[ you don’t see me, shoot rne an ernail right: away. 

From: 
Sent-" Tuesday, 8:26 PM 
To-" Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Re: travel letters 

Thank you I I get out of class at 12:50 tomorrow and have weights at 1. I know that I can get to your office before weights, but I can’t participate until 

you send Rich an email confirming you have my travel form. Could you send him an email tomorrow before 1 if I text you saying I put my forms under 

your door if you’re not there? 

On , at 8:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaim!elee@unc:edp> wrote: 

that is fine. If ] am not here, simply slide them under my door. 

From-" 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:03 PN 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:55? 

On at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On at 8:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher 

who needed to look over the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__Lm__!__e__L_e__e____@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let 

me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: @live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie, 

I have my travel fore1 signed. Is there rely way you could send an emaJl to Rich now and then I could drop it offafler weights? That way I could be on time to weights. 

If not, I can come at 12:55. Thanks. 

On at 8:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wTote: 

Yes, i[ you don’t see me, shoot rne an ernail right: away. 

From: 
Sent-" Tuesday, 8:26 PM 
To-" Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Re: travel letters 

Thank you I I get out of class at 12:50 tomorrow and have weights at 1. I know that I can get to your office before weights, but I can’t participate until 

you send Rich an email confirming you have my travel form. Could you send him an email tomorrow before 1 if I text you saying I put my forms under 

your door if you’re not there? 

On , at 8:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaim!elee@unc:edp> wrote: 

that is fine. If ] am not here, simply slide them under my door. 

From-" 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:03 PN 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:55? 

On , at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On at 8:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher 

who needed to look over the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__Lm__!__e__L_e__e____@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let 

me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: laptop repair tbr scholarship students 

I would send her straight to Tom. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, "12:09 PP1 

Co: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: laptop repair for scholarship students 

Do we do this through hate or’ should she do this with Torn? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent" Wednesday, 12:07 PM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Cc: Townsend, _lenn 
Subject: RE: laptop repair for scholarship students 

She will need to pay up front and get reimbursed on the back end through the student assistance fund. 

TOm 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, :12:06 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: laptop repair for scholarship students 

Hi Torn, 

I have a 

Thanks 

who needs laptop repair. ITS quoted :100 dollars. Is there any way her scholarship can help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-, 

Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu:~; Yount, Tony <kmyyount@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Physics 

One of our science tutors - has agreed to take on the second level physics course PHYS 

will meet with her on Tuesdays at 7pm. Their first session will be 9/17. 

Please let these students know. 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters & Practice 

.Jaimie, 

Thank you for letting us know. That is great support! 

Michelle 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:46 plVl 

To: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: Travel Letters & Practice 

Hello, 

FYI, the S!D coach tool< a huge stance yesterday regarding travel letters~ I have updated him on study hours and travel letters done by his student athletes, and he 

has been w?ry respon;iw?. He is having all coaches address i’;sue’; with the first-years about meeting their ~iIA~~ requir~-:m~ent’;, Plus, he sent ~:his rnessage below to 

those who did not give travel letter signature verification forms to me by our set deadline. They were dismissed t:rorn all athletic obligations and called out to all 

coaches until they got this done! Just wanted you to know._ 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:27 PM 
To: (.~aol.com 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie; Litzinger, Mtichael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron; Gisselman, Steve 
Subject: Travel Letters & Practice 

Jaimie Lee has informed me, as of this evening, that you have not completed turning in all of your travel letters. 

This being the case, you are dismissed from all team training until you complete this responsibility, which was due to be completed last week. 

I suggest you use the extra time to do homework and track down your professors to get these letters signed and submitted to Jaimie. 

Once all your letters are submitted, you are welcome to return to the next practice, be it swimming, weights or dryland. Jaimie will confirm with me that you have 

given her the letters. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel th[], NC 27514-21 ~’~ 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Emai]: dese[m,@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabeth M <emlyons~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

HI, 

I have scheduled tomorrow at 8:30- I will not be in the office until about 8:45-9:00 am tomorrow ( need to drop by dog off for a procedure). I’m not sure if 

she is up and going from her        but she can come into my office and get started on work- she can have anyone open my office for me. I wanted to let you 

know so if she was planning to come she knows I’m running behind. 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

emlyons@email.unc.edu 

T. 93.9.843.6029 

c. 

f. 919-962.8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: your persistence paid olt~ ! ’. 

Yes! Thmak you so much for your help, this will help me out so much, and now I won’t be behind for the first test’. 

Have a good night, 

at 12:51 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Here is your physics tutor appointment!: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Class checking sheet 

class checking Fall docx 

Here is the sheet. You will just have to ask who he wants on the list. It can become quite unwieldy with more than 7 or 8 students. But, I guess that is for them to 

figure out. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



8:00-8:50 

Monday/Wednesday 

COMM New West 219 

9:00-9:50 

ENGL 

ECON 

Murphey 204 

Gardner 103 

10:00-10:50 

ANTH 

WOLO 

Peabody 104 

Global Center 1009 

HIST 

FREN 

DRAM 

Woollen Gym 304 

Dey Hall 102 

Stone Center 103 

SOCI Gardner 210 

11:00-11:50 

DRAM Cntr Dram Art 105 

12:00-12:50 

FREN Mitchell 205 

PORT 

EXSS 

Dey Hall 303 

Fetzer Hall 106 



Tuesday/Thursday 

8:00-9:15 

ENGL Murphey 202 

9:30-10:45 

ECON Carroll 111 

ENGL 

EXSS 

Murphey 202 

Fetzer Hall 104 

AAAD Stone Center 210 

11:00-12:15 

AAAD Gardner 105 

DRAM Cntr Dram Art 125 

AAAD Venable G311 

12:30-1:45 

HIST 

ENGL 

SOCI 

Murphey 116 

Bingham 306 

Wilson 128 



FRIDAY 

8:00-8:50 

COMM New West 219 

9:00-9:50 

ANTH Alumni 404 

ENG Murphey 204 

10:00-10:50 

ANTH 

WOLC 

Peabody 104 

Global Center 1009 

HIST 

FREN 

DRAW 

Woollen Gym 304 

Dey Hall 102 

Stone Center 103 

11:00-11:50 

DRAM Cntr Dram Art 105 

12:00-12:50 

FREN Mitchell 205 

POR’r 

EXSS 

Dey Hall 303 

Fetzer Hall 106 

HIST Peabody 218 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:21 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hist    tutor 

Dear Jairme, 
Were you ever able to get me a histo~’ tutor this week? Just let me know[ 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:24 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: appt tomorrow... 

Ok, thanks tbr the heads up. Let me know if she is late please. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:45 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 
FYI, I had to schedule an appointment for tomorrow (Thurs) at 3pro in the student services building. The appointment should not 

be more than 30 minutes, tops. 

I just wanted to make sure everyone was aware! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:03 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Hist    tutor 

H~ 
"¢~q~at is their email? I will gladly go ahead and ask! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:34 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> 

> Ulffortunately, you have not been given a history tutor. Please email the aspsa tutoring email address and ask for a follow up! It will be better coming from you! Simply tell them how much 
you would appreciate some assistance, especially with exams coming up. I have had some success with students persistently going to the tutor coordinator and asking fbr help, so take 
advantage and shoot them an email! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From 
> Sent: Wednesday, 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Hist tutor 
> 

> Dear Jaimie, 
> Were you ever able to get me a histoW 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

6:21 PNI 

tutor this week? Just let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 8:47 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

s~tor    cancelation 

Hi! I’m 

Thank you! 

and I would like to cancel my stor    tutor tonight (9/12) at 9 PM I have a mandatoly concert to go to for my jaxx class that begins at 8:30. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:56 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Friday Meeting 

Jamie, 

Are you available tomorrow morning around 8:30 to discuss Major options? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:08 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Friday Meeting 

Perfect, i’ll see you then. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Friday Meeting 

Yes m~am ! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 10:56 AN 

To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: Friday Meeting 

Jamie, 

Are you available tomorrow morning around 8:30 to discuss Major options? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:48 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: drama privilege cards 

Hey J~Jmie! 

I still need a privilege card! 

Thanks 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 11:10 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee¢~nuc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover 

the cost. I will order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: drama privilege cards 

Hi Jaimie ’. 

I just bought it last night, solry I didn’t realize you could buy it for us. I have the receipt and I can stop by sometime if that would work 

On at 11:10 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee({gunc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover 

the cost. I will order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 1:48 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Harris, Tracy U <thams@email.unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <aking@tmc.edtr~ 

Sisters Network Triangle NC 

Sisters Network.pdf 

Hi Ladies, 

Would any of you be interested in attending this event or know of anyone who would like to attend? Coach Hatchell bought 5 tickets and can’t attend. I wanted to 

go but I have to go out of town that day. 

morn, is a part of this organization and Coach Hatchell went last year and said it was a lot of fun. 

So if you’re interested just let me know and I can bring you some tickets! 

~Clarissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:39 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu:~; 

@live. unc.edu->; 

I~E: dlama privilege cards 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu->; 

.~live.unc.edu> 

All .-- I trust you have replied to Jairnie! Thanks, 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
I.?t~J.:.qrsib: o:[ iNol ~[? Caroli~’.a S’,x:[n’lt~lit~g & Di,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w_AY .w_),!n_c_: .e_d_u_ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 11:10 AM 
To: 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: drama privilege cards 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover the cost. I will 

order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one] 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:59 PM 

@live.uuc.edu>; 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

I~NV: drama pmdlege c~xds 

@live.unc.edu> 

: You need to reply to Jaimie._d~anks, 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Up.iveraib of North Caroli~a Swimmip.g & Divu’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hall, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~/i_w__: g._o__h___e__e_!_s_:_c_’ p! _r! 

~ Y. _w_ 312 _u__t! c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 5:55 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: drama privilege cards 
I only fu:_~ard trom and ._ 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday, 5:39 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; 
Subject: RE: drama privilege cards 
&ll--- I trust you have replied to Jaimie! Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swilrmling Coach 
1.)t~Wersib,, o:[ iNol ~[? Carolina S’,x:[mt~lit~g & Di’,,[t~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn(ff!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 11:10 AM 

To: 
Co: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: drama privilege cards 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover the cost. I will 

order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one[ 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Thursday, 7:04 PM 

.@live.unc.edu-~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: History.    Furor 

Hi 

I appreciate the email and I wanted to let you know that we are doing our best to get you placed, One issue we have is that you are in a different section that many 

of tile other existing tutoring sessions we have. Unfortunately we can’t place you into tile same session with other students in different sections because many 

l:imes l:he profes;ors will go at diffl:_~ret~t speeds and cover entirely different ma~:erial and different: assigF~rQe~ll:s, 

f am waiting to hear back regarding a possible mow:~. If the move works - I will be abh:_~ to ge~: a spol: open up for you. tn the m~-:~antime, t fully encourage you ~:o look 

into Dey HaU and office hours and professor appointments. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N¢ Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~:~h ~.~ (~.~:~ ~.!!.:~ 5.:~.d.~. 
c)ffk>:~: 919- 847,-2328 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:20 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: History    Tutor 

Hi, 

I talked to my athletic academic counselor, Jaimie Lee, to receive a tutor for the course History    She told me that there were no tutors available. A 

similar scenario happen to me last year, my freshman year, with Econ     I did not receive a tutor that I asked for multiple times and I ended up receiving 

a C in the course. I went to every drop-in tutor but I did not receive full benefits from it. 

I really struggle with history because I am not always engaged in what we’re learning because that is not my type of interest. However, I do complete all 

of the readings and take detailed notes but that is not enough. I would really appreciate if you could help me find a history tutor. 

Just let me know! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:32 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; 

RE: weekly schedule 

~yahoo.com) 

I don’t think 1 am supposed to be copied on this. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 5:01 PM 
To: @yahoo.corn); 
Subject: weekly schedule 

Hi 

Here is your weekly schedule. I hope this helps! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 7:48 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: drama privilege cards 

Hello JaJmie 

I do need a privilege card for my Drama class. It would be veD~ helpful thank you. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 11:10 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" ~iaJmMee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover 

the cost. I will order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: History,    Tutor 

Correct, 

I see that you and one other are in the same section. That is the session I am tryhlg to open up for you both. 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e b @ erl~ a i i b PC. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell:’ 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 7:54 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: History    Tutor 

Hi, 

I’ve already been "talking to my TA to t~ and figure something out with her office hours. However, I do have another 

looldng into getting a tutor for hist So I don’t know if it would be easier to receive one if we both needed it? 

Sincerely, 

friend in the same class and she was 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:04 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <AS~SATmorin~::’~uE:c.ed’,~> wrote: 

H~ 

t appreciate the email and t war, ted to let you I~now that we are doit~g our best to get you ~)b~(:ed. One issue we have is [:hat you are! it~ a dif[eret~[: 

section that many of [he other exisdn8 [utoring sessions we have. Unfortunately we can’t place you into the same session with other students in 

different sections because many times the professors will [o at different speeds and cover endrety different material and different assignmer~ts~ 

1 am waiting to hear back regarding a possible move. If the move works--I will be able to get a spot open ~]p for you. hi the meantime I fully 

encourage you to look into Dey Hall and office hours and professor appointments. 

B en ,.qh ~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student.-Athbtes 

Office: 919-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:20 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: History    Tutor 

Hi, 

I talked to my athletic academic counselor, Jaimie Lee, to receive a tutor for the course History     She told me that there were no tutors 

available. Asimilar scenario happen to me last year, my freshman year, with Econ     I did not receive a tutor that I asked for multiple times 

and I ended up receiving a C in the course. I went to every drop-in tutor but I did not receive full benefits from it. 

I really struggle with history because I am not always engaged in what we’re learning because that is not my type of interest. However, I do 

complete all of the readings and take detailed notes but that is not enough. I would really appreciate if you could help me find a history 

tutor. 

Just let me know! 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uncaedu> 

Thursday, 9:14 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaJmielee@unc.edu> 

RE: drama privilege cards 

Hi Jaimie, 

already bought my privilege card for me and I was going to pay her back. Will she still be able to be reimbursed for mine?? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:10 AM 

To: 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L 

Subject: drama privilege cards 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover the cost. I will 

order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:03 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

HIST 

Please let and know that they have been added to 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~.~!).~.~:J.!~.~.~J.!!:.~:J.r~:~J<~.~ 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

schedule for HIST on Wed @ 8pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 

meeting next week 

~live.unc.edu> 

10:26 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu~ 

hello, 

this is 

thank you, 

i am available 4pm monday, 1-4 tuesday, 1-5 wednesday, please let me know which time works best for you. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor ~hedule! 

Thanks’. 

On at 10:51 AM, Lee, Jalmle ~lam~Meec~unc.edu- wrote. 

Hello 
Here is 7our tutor schedule: 

eloL Sunday o9ioo ~M 
HIST wednesday o8ioo PM 
Your sessions will begin THIS SUNDAY! Please contact me if you have questions/concerns! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11:40 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedules! 

.Jaimie: 

Thanks for getting these! 

Does this mesh that from among the swimidiw:_~ team these :[3 were [ilh:_~d snd 32 requests will not be [ilh:_~d? Or will be [illed, but not y~-_d:? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ in~vu’rsi[y (:,f ?.]0r111 Carolina Swl~:lY,~ing & YihvJng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emaihunc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: tutor schedules! 
Importance: High 

Hi Coach! 

I am finally getting some tutor appts for the teams! All have gotten direct emails from me about their sessions, but please help pass the message. 

I have another 32 requests I made which have not been filled, but I have shared the drop-in schedule with the student athletes! 

Thanks, coach! 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:58 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: weekly schedule 

No worries~ My father’s name is also 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, 7:49 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: weekly schedule 

I% so sorry! 

From= 
Sent= Thursday, 

To= Lee, 3aimie; 
Subject= RE: weekly schedule 

f don’t third< I am ~.~upposed I:(~ be copied on this 

, so I initially assumed it was from his office .... 

7:32 PM 
@yahoo.corn) 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, 5:01 PM 
To= @yahoo.com); 
Subject= weekly schedule 

Hi 

Here is your weekly schedule. I hope this helps! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:29 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor ~hedule! 

Awesome thank you! Is it just for me’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11 00 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" "~ia m elee(a;unc edu> wrote 

Hi 

Your persistence paid off! Here is your tutor schedule: 

HIST            WedneSda~ 08i00 PNI 
Your sessions start next week. Please let me know if you have questions!concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,                  1:21 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedules! 

Thanks for clarifying. Glad our folks are asking. Too bad so many spots are not able to be filled. I presume situation has not yielded a tutor? 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swin’mling Coach 
1.::t~Jv.qt sit~,, o:[ :N.ol ~b Carolina S.,x:[mtmt~g & Di,,,kt~o 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~:~_~_~:~ ~_)__h__e__eJ~_%~_~ m 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Friday, 12:39 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: tutor schedules! 

Coach, 

That ix correct. I certainly hope more appointments will be filled, but it ix up to the tutor coordinator to find people and space to have the sessions~ I have been 

told we are over budget and maxed out on space at night. We have over 900 appts going so far for all student athletes, but I am still pushing to get more set for the 

swimmers. They have done a great job emailing and asking m~d being persistent which ix helping! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, Ii:40 AN 
Te: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedules[ 

Jaimie: 

Thanks for getting these! 

Does this mem~ that from among the swim/dive team these t:-3 were filled m~d 32 requests will not be filled? Or will be filled, but not yet? 

Thanks, 
Rich Degelm, l]ead Swimming Coach 
1.2r!J’,’ersib’ o:[ Nc:,~ t[l Carolina S’,,,’[mt~mg .~: ~3ivtt!g 

,) ,) PO Box 21.6, Chapel till], NC 27514-21 ~"5 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: deseIm(d?email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, ii:36 AM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: tutor schedules! 
Importance: High 

Hi Coach! 

I am finally getting some tutor appts for the teams! All have gotten direct emails from me about their sessions, but please help pass the message. 

I have another 32 requests I made which have not been filled, but I have shared the drop-in schedule with the student athletes! 

Thanks, coach! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RFx tutor schedules! 

Yes, I missed that. Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
Ii:t~Jvetsib,, of iNol t[? Carolina S’,x,,[mm:t~g & Di\,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@emaihunc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~Sg_~:,g_@__e__e_L%~_~ m 
~_E ~" ~_v~ A n_ g ~ ~_d__.~_l 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, 1:51 plVl 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: tutor schedules! 

You’re welcorne. It is too bad, but got lucky! He is one ot: d~e appointments on the MSWD schedule! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, 1:21 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedules! 

"[’hanks.; f.:>r clarifying. Glad our folks a r~-_~ a~.ddng. Too bad so many spots are not abh:_~ t.:_~ be filled. I ~resurne 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swimming Coach 
[ iP, iversi[y c:,J! ).]orlh C!amhna Sa lm]Ii~iP, g & [;hvlP, g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@ernaikunc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel }Jill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.llnc edu 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, 12:39 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: tutor schedules! 

Coach% 

situation has; not yielded a tutor? 

That is correct. [ certainly hope more appointments will be fined, but it is up to the tutor coordinator to find people and space to have the sessions. I have been 

told we are ov,-_~r budget and nlaxed out on spat:_~ at night. We have ov,-_~r 9(?(,’. appt; going so far for all student athletes, but I am still pushing to get more set for the 

swimmers. Th~-’_W have done a gr~-_~a~: iob ~-_~mailing and asking and being ~ersistent which is helping! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, 11:40 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedules! 

.Jainlie: 

Tha n k’; f.:> r get ring th ~-_r; ~:_d 

Does~ this mean that from among the swimictiv,-_~ team these :[3 were [ilB_~d and 32 reque;ts will not be fiIB_~d? Or will be filled but not y,-_d:? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

~iversi[y of lqorlh Caro]ip, a Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emad: d ~ s ~ i_Lr~L@_e~ ~ ij:~Ln_c~_e_d ~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w__!~_" .w_: ~!n_.c_: .e_d_.u_. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, 11:36 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: tutor schedules! 
Importance: High 

Hi Coach! 

I am finally getting some tutor appts for the teams! All have gotten direct emails from me about their sessions, but please help pass the message. 

I have another 32 requests I made which have not been filled, but I have shared the drop-in schedule with the student athletes! 

Thanks, coach! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday~ 6:55 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

’IIJTOR- 

Hi, 

TNs is           , and I am emailing regarding my tutor session at 9pm tonight for EXSS    I am emailing to cancel my tutor appointment tonight because I have 

not been feeling well at all today. I was waiting to see if I felt better closer to the scheduled time, but I haven’t felt better. I realize that this is beyond the time that I am 

suppo~d to emaJl regarding m~ appointment, but it wofft happen again’. 

Thank you, 



i From:: 

i S:~at: 

!I"o: 

i St~bj~ct: 

::~lh~e.unc.edu> 

7:30 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA’I~uteringi~u.~c_ed~,,>; Lee, J,~mUe -~ aimielee ~:unc.edu> 

due. to a doctors appointment. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:12 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: weekly meetings 

’][’hat works’. See you then! 

On , at 10:02 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start our weekly meetings this Tuesday! I have you down for Tuesday at 1pro. Please let me know when you get this! See you then! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:30 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting Tuesdays 12:30 

JoJInie, 

Got it. Thanks! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:01 PM, "I,ee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start our weekly meetings this Tuesday. I have you down for 12:30pm. Please let me know when you get this! [hanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Monday, 5:32 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: meeting tomorrow at noon! 

Joffnie, 

We have practice that starts at 12:15 and ends at 2:15 on Mondays. A good time would be around 5:30 any day. 

O11 at 21:53, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow! I have you down to meet with me every Monday at noon. Please confirm when you get this! 
See you tomorrow!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, 7:50 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: meeting tomorrow at 8:30am! 

That sounds good. I will see you at 8:30. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:44 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Sorry for the late notice, but I have you scheduled to meet with me on Mondays at 8:30am. Please confirm when you get this message. I would like to 

start meeting tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting 

Hi Jaimie, 

10:30 would be great! 

O11 

wrote: 

at 9:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(a)unc.edu> 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow (Monday). I have you down for lO:30am every Monday. Please let me know when you get this 

message! See you tomorrow! 

Thanks! 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

]aimie, 

lust FYI: I have been in the study room since 10:20.        has walked out on 2 different occasions, and spent about 15 minutes in this room since I have been in here. 
Right when I got here, his bag was here, but he was not - I walked around at about 10:30 and poked my head in the computer lab and asked for him - he was in there 
chatting with another student and he said he was printing off some biology - he had it sitting in front of him. He didn’t return to the room until about 10:40. He proceeded to 
walk out around 11:00 and when I walked around at about 11:10 he was in a tutor room on his phone. These times are all estimations. 
How would you like me to address this? He just returned at 11:15 - and has started to do work now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garth, Chris~ Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu-- 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:39 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Recruit!! 

HI Jamie! Instead of me calling you with a thousand questions, could I ask for a couple of quick items: 

1. The bio classes at :[lain. (Which you offered to email) 

2. The most updab:_~d course schedules for the men anc~ th~-_~ womerr’s team including diw:_~rs. (So that I might [gure out ~my course conflicts) 

Thank you soooo n’~ch! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

IJniw:’rdty of North Car.:_lina, Chap~:_~l Hill 

PH: 919,619.3899 

Fax: 919~962.I503 

c__g a___r__t__h____@__.___u_ n__£:_e___d___u__ 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 7:09 PM 
To: GaRh, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Great! Thanks[ 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Senti Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
Hi Jamie! Thanks so much for looking for this for me! I promised this and now I am barely getting it to you.,, I hope that this works: 

Your 10:15am swimming group will be these people: 

Thanks so much for aft of your help! 

You ~re th~-’_~ best! ¢~) 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 9:[9,6:[9,3899 

Fax: 919.9{52,16C.3 

.c_g_a___r__t__h____@.____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_ 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:52 PI 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi (:h ri~:tV, 

f have not: founc~ an,/on~-_~ in th~-_~ offic~-_~ who h~s ~ contact for t:he r¢ob~-_~rtson Scholarship. However, here ix the contact inform~t:io~, f am sur,-_~ they can direct: you to a 

contact for the recruit to speak with. I hope this helps!! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 
Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: in k~¢~ roL~e~tsonsd~oia~s,or q 

Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The R_e,_~!e_~_t__sA[~___#’*_~!~_~!!#_~_=~____P__[2!~_:~!A is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 



administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 7:37 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie] The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help... Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing them The AC 

etc) at 10:15 - 10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around 1 - 1:30pro the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering] :) 

Take care] 

Christy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 3, 2013, at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__!__m__j__e__[_e___e__@__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apologies t:or the fate response! Yes, I will be available this Friday! My number is 3--6566..J think you may have tried me but I have had students 

interrupting all day Q..J will call you back tomorrow if you need_.l am on my way out now... 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 1:22 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! Q 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

c~,arth~unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Tonight I will need to cancel the second half (7-8) of my guided study appointment with Beth Lyons, which I will be attending in place of my AAAD: tutor 
who is no longer available. I have to be at a mandatory athlete meeting for all first years. Today is Monday, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Thanks Jaimie, 

I just spoke with him and explained to him what he needs to be doing. According to him, he was setting up a doctor’s appointment while he was on the phone, and he went to 
the bathroom multiple times. I told him if he needs to leave, he should be checking with the monitor on duty. 

I will be sure I relay the information with all my monitors - as I know many of them are letting them go in and out at a whim. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

11:38 AM 

Thanks for the info! When that happens, let him know he will not get credit for time he ix outside of the room and certainly not when he ix on his cell phone, You 

can tell him f consider th.:_~s~-:~ things infl~cti.:_~ns, If he has ~n issue, he c~m addr~-:~ss that with rne 

f[ d~ey take h:mger than 10 rains to print documents, feel [r~-_~e to tell th~-_m~ d~ey start their tim~-_~ all ow?r again, If it is clear h~-_~ was doing nothing until 11:10, tell him 

his time starts then. I have no tolerance for stuff: like that[ 

Thanks!!] 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 
Jaimie, 

Just FYI: I have been in the study room since 10:20.        has walked out on 2 different occasions, and spent about 15 minutes in this room since 1 have been in here. 
Right when I got here, his bag was here, but he was not - I walked around at about 10:30 and poked my head in the computer lab and asked for him - he was in there 
chatting with another student and he said he was printing off some biology - he had it sitting in front of him. He didn’t return to the room until about 10:40. He proceeded to 
walk out around 11:00 and when I walked around at about 11:10 he was in a tutor room on his phone. These times are all estimations. 
How would you like me to address this? He just returned at 11:15 - and has started to do work now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Cancel Guided Study Session 

Hello, 

I need to cancel my Guided study session for Wednesday Sept 18 6-Spin clue to a mandatoW play I have to see for my Dram class 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Cancel Guided Stu@ Session 

Thanks for taking care of these! I will not mark 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
Er’qC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

as cancelled. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jairme 
Sent: Monday, 12:30 PM 
To: , ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: Cancel Guided Study Session 

you are excused to leave at 7pm You are required to attend guided study from 6-7pm You are only excused to leave from 7-Spm. 

Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Monday, 12:25 PM 
To: ASPSA Tuturing; Lee, Jaimie 
Sut~iect: Cancel Guided Stu@ Sessiun 

Hello, 

I need tu cancel my Guided study session fur Wednesday Sept. 1 8 6-Spm due to a mandatory play I have to see :[’or my I)ram class 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 1:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@anc.edu-* 

RE: TUTOR- 

Hi 

[ appreciate you sending us an email, Your health is always important --- do you have any documentation of your sickness? At the moment you will receive an 

infraction --. but if VOU have a doctor’s note or if the trainer can send us an email verifyh~g vour sickness then we can appeal that infraction~ 

Hop~-_~ Vou feel better! 

L-:~en Sheu 
A’;sisLant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Progra m for Sl:u d en t--At Ill et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 6:55 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: TUTOR- 

Hi, 

This is and I am emailing regarding my tutor session at 9pm tonight for EXSS . I am emailing to cancel my tutor appointment tonight because I have 

not been feeling well at all today. I was waiting to see if I felt better closer to the scheduled time, but I have~ft felt better. I realize that this is beyond the time that I am 
v supposed to email regarding an appointment, but it won t happen again: 

Thank you, 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

Lee, Jafimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: meeting tomorrow at noon! 

Thmlk works perfect! 

See you then, 

On at 9:38, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for letting m~-_~ know How ~d_~out: 5:30pro on Wednesdays?? 

From: @qmai!,com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:32 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: meeting tomorrow at noon! 

Jamie, 

We have practice that starts at 12:15 and ends at 2:15 on Mondays. A good time would be around 5:30 any day. 

On at 21:53, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@t,nc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow! I have you down to meet with me every Monday at noon. Please confirm when you 

get this! 

See you tomorrow!! 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Monday, 4:59 PM 

To: Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hi JaJnlie, 

8am does work but it is not ideal. Are you five in the Afternoons or 8-8:45 on Monday/Wednesday/Friday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:56 PM, "Lee, JaJmie" -~iaimielee@~mc.edu~~ wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start weekly meetings this week! I have you clown for 8am on Tuesdays! I would like to start this Tuesday. Please confirm when you get 

this! 
Thanks, and I’ll see you on Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:11 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hours 

Jaimie, 
I just manually looked into their hours - I’m not 100% sure, but from what it looks like, the system calculates start date UNTIL the end date. That means if you want 

to count Friday hours, you would have to set your date to Saturday to finish, otherwise those that finish it on Friday won’t get credit. 

The 3 men that came to talk to me were: 

had 8.14 hours 

had 8.27 hours 

had 8.09 hours 
Hopefully this helps. 

~en ,Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:58 PM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

This is 

Sorry wont be able to attend GS with 

has a meeting 

tonight rm 2117 at 8pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:26 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

Hi, 

My name is . I have a tutoring session scheduled for Wednesdays at 7pm. I just wanted to let you know that I have an Astronomy lab that 

ends at 6:50pro on Wednesday nights as well, which may cause me to run a bit late to the session, if there is any way to potentially push back the 

appointment to a little later please let me know! 

Thank you, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:20 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

Hi Jaimie, 
I alrea@ put in a request for linguistics tutor, but I was wondering if there was any way you could put the request in again somehow because I’m completely lost in the class andwe 
have our first midterm next Thursday Sorry to be almoying and thanks for your help! 

Sent from my iPhone 



~il:: I have a ~andom ~uestion.. is there a machine t~q~at c~oes ~a~ninatio,~ at the AC? I have some ~oai sheets f,~r tihe team that l want to lam:i:nate and put in ! 

~ur ~p                                                                                                i Ioc~_r room and the captaic<s last year said that Beth helped them with it. Let me kn~! Thar~ks for your help! 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:35 AM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutonng@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Cancellation 

Hi, I’m just emailing to cancel nay guided study session with tomorrow- @ 7-8 pro. I will be attending a play for class. 



[[o: 

~ubje.ct: RE: psyc tutor 7pro sundays!! 

~Fror~: 

~e~: T~esd~y, 2::46 R~4 

~To: Lee, :~:imie 

~b~e~: ~-: ps?c tutor Tp~: .sundays!! 

ne,~er got a~ ema,fl ~bou.’t t::~:a:t a~ta:isii~ SO ~ had ~o idea about tf~at tu~od¢~ sessi:on. Sa!:ry about the :Fq:iisco~n:Fr~unic~tio~ i!l d~fip:itel}y be t::~:elre fiom nc.vv on! 

5e~1 f~’~ar# my i£hc, ne 

at 12::25 PMi, "~L~,~ 3aimie’~ ~iaimielee~un~,ed:~> :~’.~rote: 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:59 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor aptx~in’anent 

Hi Jaimie, 

Is there another day (preferably MoniWeddFri) or early on Thursday that I can have the tutor on? 

O11 at 9:53 AM, "I,ee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee~b~unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi 

You have been scheduled for the following tutor appointment: 

STOR Tbu~s @ 9pro With 

It starts this Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 10:04 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: question 

Okay, thanks tbr your help’. 

On at 9:59 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@utlc.edu> wrote: 

}{ello! We do have a k~min~ting m~cl’~ir~e.. [ just need t:o fit}d it! I vvi[I 1~:,{: you know i[ t c~m (:or~[irm it’s still h,-_~re ~;t}d we have the mi~terials.,. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, i0:33 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: question 

Hi! I have a random question., is there a machine that does lamination at the AC? I have some goal sheets for the team that I want to 

laminate and put in our locker room and the captains last year said that Beth helped them with it. Let me know! Thanks for your help! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: tutor aptx~in’unent 

’I’h~k yon, rll emaJl them now! 

at 10:04 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee~,~unc.edu> 

You can contact ASPSATutoriqg_@__u___n__c__:_?__d___u_. and ask. Please copy rne on the ernail. The requests have been very hard to come by, so please under’stand I 

have really been pushing to get these appoin[men[s and you provided your availability information. 

From: 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:59 AN 
To, Lee, .laimie 
Subject-" Re: tutor appointment 
Importance-" High 

t ti Jaimie, 

Is there another day (pret~rably MoI~/Wed/Fri) or early on Thursday that I can haYe the rotor on? 

On at9:5~ AM. Lee, Jalnlle <jai_Lr_lj__e__[e_e__~q21_~n_c_’:_e_d___t_~5, wrote: 

Hi 

You have been scheduled for the following tutor appointment: 

STOR 
It starts this Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 2}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 10:12 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: psyc tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I got scheduled to work Sunday night and untbrtunately I haven’t been able to find someone to trade shifts with me. rm son71 really wish I didn’t have to cancel’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:02 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(E~unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Why do you have Lo cancel this session? I need to approve it first. 

I have attached the Student/Tutor agreement which outlines the cancelation policy. Once you get confirmaLion from me to cancel the appointrnent, 

please follow the directions below which 1 cut and pasted from the attachment: 

Appointment Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should not be canceled beyond special 

circumstances, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should communicate the 

absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures listed below. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <]--[endif]-->For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous 

day. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <]--[endif]-->In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to _A___S___P___S__A___T__u___t__o___r)__n_K__@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. AND 

jaimielee@unc.edu (academic counselor) 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through the student’s academic counselor 

BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial staff. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->Any cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by the tutor as an academic 

infraction. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

Hi Jaimie! 

I just wanted to let you know I’m going to need to cancel my tutoring session this coming Sunday. What are the steps I need to take to do this? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: psyc tutor 7pro sundays]! 

That’s what [ thought!! No worries! I just wanted to make sure you had the information. 

From: i 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:46 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: psyc : tutor 7pro sundays!! 

I never got an email about that actually so I had no idea about that tutoring session. Sorry about the miscommunication ill definitely be there from 

r~ow on ] 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_)_mj__e_)__e___e__@__u___nc__:e _d _u_> wrote: 

Hi 

Did you know of your psyc    tutor session this past Sunday at 7pro in room R with 

Please know this session has been scheduled for you! Please make sure you attend from now on] 

dOCX2~ <Student and Tutor Agreement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

STOR    Tutor 

H~ 

I have a tutor scheduled for Thursdays at 9:00pm with 
Mondays/Wednesdays/Fridays anytime after 6 pm. 

Thank you, 

I was wondering if there was an earlier time slot for Thursdays or appointments available on 



From: @earthlink.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor tonight 

Hey Jaimie, 

I can not make my 9:00 Econ tutor tonight. Who do I need to noti~ In order for me not to get charged? 

Thanks, 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

RE: STOR    Tutor 

Hi 

Unfortunately, that is the only time we have a tutor available for ?’our section. I realize that 
The only other option would be to attend drop-in hours on a regular basis 
Please discuss with Jaimie your options and Jaimie will let me know how to proceed. 

Thank you 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Ath [etes 

bsheu@email unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

has early morning practices and this will probably be pretty tough for you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: STOR    Tutor 

10:13 AM 

I have a tutor scheduled for Thursdays at 9:00pm with 
Mondays/Wednesdays/Fridays anytime after 6 pm. 

Thank you, 

I was wondering if there was an earlier time slot for Thursdays or appointments available on 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:26 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: STOR    Tutor 

Hi Jaimie, 

I would like to keep the appointment for Thursdws at 9:00pm if it is still possible! 

Thanks, 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: STOR Tutor 
Date: 10:16:34 AM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Lee, JaJmJe" <iaJmJelee@unc.edu> 

Hi; 

Uatbrtanatel), that is the only time we have a rotor available for your section. I realize that 

pretty tough for you. 

The only other option would be to attend drop-in hours on a regular basis. 

Please discuss with Jaimie your options and Jaimie roll let me know how to proceed. 

Thallk you 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Suppolnt Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu({b email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

has early morning practices and this roll probably be 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Lee, JaJmie 
Subject: STOR    Tutor 

10:13 AM 

Hi 

I have a tutor scheduled for Thursdays at 9:00pm ruth 

available on Mondays/Wednesdays/Fridays anytime after 6 pm. 

I was wondering if there was an earlier time slot for Thursdays or appointments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc.edt> 

Tuesday, 11:06 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Tutor session cancellalion 

Hello, 

I have just been approved to cancel my PSYC 

Thanks’. 

tutoring appointment on Sunday, September 22rid, at 7:00pm with due to work obligations 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 11:06 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor session cancellation 

Is this permanently? Or just this coming Sunday? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
Lr’qC Academic Support Program fbr Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:06 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaunie 
Subject: Tutor session cancellation 

Hello, 

I have just been approved to cancel my PSYC 

Thanks! 

tutoring appointment on Sunday, September 22nd, at 7:00pro with due to work obligations. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @earthlink.net~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:12 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 

I have a group meeting with other students from my class at that time to go 
over the homework 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lee, Jairme [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 

Why do you need to cancel? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor tonight 

He?- Jaimie, 

I can not make my 9:00 Ecun tutor tunight. Who do I need to noti~ In 
order for me nut tu get charged? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:43 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: t;eedback tbr WBB guided study with Beth Lyons 

They are under the folder "AI.S...[.S’, 

We scan these separately since they are double-sided pages, 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

Li N C Aca d e m i c S u p po rt Pro g r ~ m 1:o r St u d ~-_~F) t- A [: h I e t e s 

bshe E ~? :~rrtai . En :,edu 

Off:ice: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, September :17, 20:13:1:1:42 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: feedback for WBB guided study with Beth Lyons 

Importance: High 

Hi, I can’t find the feedback forms for Beth Lyons’ guided study session with WBB from last night. Have they not yet been scanned? Beth says she has been putting 

them into the folder... 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 11:47 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: WEEKLY MEETING TOMORROW 8:30AM 

Jodnie, 

That sounds great! 

Thanks 

On at 11:43 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(c-~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have your appointment set for Wednesdays at 8:30am, okay? 

Please confirm when you get this! Thanks! 



From: @live.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:53 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tutor schedule!!! 

Jaimie, 

Thank you! This is embarrassing, but I think I wrote down the wrong class...The class I was looking for a tutor for was ECON     I will go to the tutor 

tomorrow night because it has already been scheduled and I don’t want to mess that up, but is it possible that I could get a tutor for ECON and not 

ECON 

Thank you. And again, I am sorry for the confusion on my part. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

To: 

Subject: tutor scheduleH! 

Hi 

You now have tutoring! Here is your appointment, it starts tomorrow: 

ECaN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meetings Wed 12:30pm 

It works! I also em~Jled the tutoring site for linguistics, so that should hopefully be helpful. Also, I musfve made a mistake on my tutoring sheet. I need a Chem tutor, 

but I can’t do Thursdays because I have a lab from 5:30 to 9:20. I thought I wrote that down, but I might have forgotten, I’m sorry.! 

Thanks, 

On at 11:46 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I have you scheduled to meet with me on Wednesdays at 12:30pm. Please confirm this time works for you. 

Thanks[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:57 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meetings Wed 12:30pm 

No, I forgot to copy you, I actually just looked and I don’t think it sent so I’ll resend it and make sure you’re copied! 

’I’h~lks! 

On at 11: 55 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j aimielee~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok,;y, great! Did you copy me on the email ? 

Oh no! Okay, I will see if that can be changed. Sorry if I missed that when making your request. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :11:54 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meetings Wed I2:30pm 
Importance: High 

It works! I also emailed the tutoring site for linguistics, so that should hopefully be helpful. Also, I musfve made a mistake on my tutoring sheet. I need a 

Chem tutor, but I can’t do Thursdays because I have a lab from 5:30 to 9:20. I thought I wrote that down, but I might have tbrgotten, I’m solD’! 

Thank~ 

On at 11:46 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <[~m!elee@anc:edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I have you scheduled to meet with me on Wednesdays at 12:30pm. Please confirm this time works for you. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting Wed at Noon 

Hey J~Jmie! 

Noon tomorrow sounds good to me! And I got your email about the tutor which sounds good too! 

Thanks 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 11:45 AM, "Lee, Jaimie"-~iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have you scheduled for Wednesdays at noon. Please confirm when you get this! 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Linguis~cs Tutor 

Hit 
My name is I’m on the I would like to request a Linguistics tutor I already asked my academic advisor and she put in a request, but it’s really urgent 
because rm completely lost and need a tutor before my midterm next Thursday. I am available Sunday ant’ time, Monday through Wednesday from 5 to 10, and Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings until 10:30. 
Thanks’. 

Sent from in)’ iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:26 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Student-Athlete Advisory Council Meeting - Wednesday, at 7pm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket,fa))mc.edu> 

Date: September 17, 2013, 12:06:25 PM EDT 

To: i~live.unc.edu-% ~blive.unc.edu% ,@live.unc~edu% 

~bliveamc.edu>, ~blive.unc.edu% ~i~live amc.edu:% 
~q~tn___c__:_e_s~__u__ ~, ~J_i ~_:_e__=_u__~_~c__:_e___d__~_~ ~ ~, ~!_i_~t_e_:__u__r~_c_:_e_s£u_ ~, ~q~ li_y__e__: ~_ B__n___c__: e___d__~_ B_?, 

~2! i_y .e_: .u__r_l. _c_:.e_ d__u__>, ~1 iv e. unc. edu> :~ !_i_y__e_:__u_!N:__e__@_ >, 

l~J)nc.rr.com >, ~live.unc.edu>, (@ive.unc.edu>, 
(d~unc.edu~, (a)live.unc.e&~>, (a)live.unc~edu>. ~gmaikcom" 

(a)gmail.com>, :(&~live.unc.edt~>, ~live.tmc~edu>. (&~live.unc.edu>, 

~{Lgmail.com" ~c?~a m ail ~com>, 2?live .m~c .edu>, 2?live.m~c.edu>, 

~d~live.unc.edu>, ~hotmail .com" ~(~Lhotmail .corn >, ?}vahoo~com" 

~bvahoo.com>, @live. unc.edu>, _ @live amc.e&~, 

(~blive.unc.edu>, 2~live unc edw% @liveamc.ed" ,~live.unc.ed>, 

,~;live.unc.edu% ~;email. unc.edu>, ’,~liveamc.edu% (tblive. unc.edu>, 

~tblive.unc.edu% ~;live.unc.edu>, (i~liveamc.edu>, 

Subject: Student-AtMete Advisory Council Meeting - Wednesday, at 7pm 

Reminder 

The first Student Athlete Advisory Council Meetir~g will be held Wednesday, 

let me know ifyou will be attending ifycu haven’t already done so. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

at 7pro on the ;rci floor of the loudermiik Center. Please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garth, Chris~ Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:36 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: psyc 101 classes 

Do these Mo!We times mean that they don’t meet on Friday? 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim (’oath 

Universit:y of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 
Fa×: 919.962.1603 
cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: psyc 101 classes 

These are the only meeting time for psyc 101: 

PSYC 101 - General Psychology 

1. 001-LEC(1949) 

Days &Times Room Instructor 

MoWe 2:00PM - 2:50PM 

Carroll - Rm 0111 

ELIZABETH JORDAN, 

2. 002-LEC(1953) 

Days &Times Room Instructor 

MoWe 11:00AM - 11:50AM 

Genome Sciences Bldg -Rm G100 

JEANNIE LOEB, 

3. 003-LEC(7925) 

Days&Times Room Instructor 

TuTh 8:00AM - 9:15AM 

Hamilton Hall - Rm 0100 

STEVEN BUZINSKI 



From: @earthlink.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:57 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tutor tonight 

Yes ma’am, I understand the demand for tutors from other student and the expectation to use existing scheduled tutors. I did attempt to avoid this conflict all together but with the size of the 
group (8 people) I’m meeting with, it was hard enough to find a time and place that worked with all of our schedules. Of course I will try to avoid these conflicts at all future dates If this one 
instance is inexcusable I will be happy to pay the tutor fee for tonight’s tutor. 

Thank you for your understanding and help, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11 : 13 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j aimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> First, please reach out to the group and see if they can either come to Lou dermilk or meet a bit earlier or late. I am sure you already tried, but please try again. I don’t want you to lose out 
on a tutor. There are too man?- students who have been begging tbr tutors and not getting an?-. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @earthlink.net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11 : 12 ANI 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 
> 

> I have a group meeting with other students from my class at that time to go over the homework 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lee, JaimJe [mailto:iaimielee(@unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 
> 

> Why do you need to cancel? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: (~earth link.net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Sutzject: Tutor tonight 
> 

> ttey Jaimie, 
> 

> I can not make my 9:00 Econ 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

tutor tonight. Who do I need to notify ]n order for me not to get charged? 



From: ~@ive.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: psyc tutor 7pro sundays!! 

I actually just found a sub for work! Can I reschedule my tutor session? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:23 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee({~unc.edu> wrote: 

(:)kay, I understand. Send the ernail aFxJ mal~e sure you include the required in[ormation. Indicate you have:, b~:,en approved due to work obligat:ions 

you can’t get out of... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:12 AM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I got scheduled to work Sunday night and unfortunately I haven’t been able to find someone to trade shifts with me. I’rn sorry I really wish I didn’t 

have to cancel] 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:02 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Why do you have to cancel this session? I need t:o approve it first. 

I h aw-_~ attached th~-’_~ St:udentirut:or agreement which outlin~-_~s th~-_~ cancelation policy. Once you g~-:d: confirrnation from me to cancel the 

appointment, please fotIow the directions below which I cut and pasted from the attachrnent: 

Appointment Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should not be canceled 

beyond special circumstances. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 
<]--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should 

communicate the absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the 
cancellation procedures listed below. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon 
that day. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon 
the previous day. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon 

on Friday. 
<!--[if ]supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to _A___S___P___S___A__T___u___t__o___r_!_n__g_@__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_. 

AND jaimielee@unc.edu (academic counselor) 
<!--[if ]supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through the student’s academic 

counselor BEFORE being ernailed to the tutorial staff. 
<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for 

cancellation. 
<]--[if ]supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->Any cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by the tutor as an 

academic infraction. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: psyc    tutor 7pro sundays!! 

Hi Jaimie! 

I just wanted to let you know l’m going to need to cancel my tutoring session this coming Sunday. What are the steps I need to 

take to do this? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: psyc tutor 7pm sundays!! 

rhar’s what t thought!! No worries[ I just wanted to make sure you had t:he reformation. 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:46 PN 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays![ 

I never got an email about that actually so I had no idea about that tutoring session. Sorry about the miscornmunication ill definitely be 

there from now on! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 



Hi 

Did you know of your psyc    tutor session this past Sunday at 7pro in room R with 

Please know this session has been scheduled for you] Please make sure you attend from now on! 

<Student and Tutor Agreement .docx> 



From: ~earthlink.net~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 

Ok that makes sense and I understand. Thank you veW much! See you soon 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lee, Jain~e [mailto:jaimielee@unc edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 

Okay, I am just trying to help you avoid getting your session canceled 
altogether. Go ahead and refer back to the attached student/tutor 
agreement. Follow the cancelation instructions and be stare to explain the 
reason as you outlined below I would include this info in the email to make 
stare you can still continue to use the services. 

Please don’t get hung up on paying for sessions. That is not a policy that 
started this semester That was simply a heads up on a possible consequence 
in future semesters.. 

Here is a recap of the process as outlined in the attachment Please copy me 
on the emai[ and make sure you include all of the required irffo: 

Appointment Cancellations 
*    In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to 
ASPSATutoring@unc edu and copy their academic counselor (jaimielee@unc.edu). 
*    All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through 
the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial staff. 
* Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor 
name, and reason for cancellation 
* An?" cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded 
by the tutor as an academic infraction 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: k~)earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaunie 
Sut~ject: Re: Tutor tonight 

Yes ma’am, I understand the demand for tutors from other student and the 
expectation to use existing scheduled tutors. I did attempt to avoid this 
conflict all together but with the size of the group (8 people) I’m meeting 
with, it was hard enough to find a time and place that worked with all of 
our schedules. Of course I will try to avoid these conflicts at all future 
dates. If this one instance is inexcusable I will be happy to pay the tutor 
fee for tonight’s tutor 

Thank you for your understanding and help, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11 : 13 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> First, please reach out to the group and see if they can either come to 
Loudemfilk or meet a bit earlier or late. I am sure you already tried, but 
please tly again. I don’t want you to lose out on a tutor. There are too 
many students who have been begging for tutors and not getting any... 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~earthlirfl<.net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11 : 12 AM 
> To: Lee, Jamlie 
> Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 
> 

> I have a group meeting with other students from my class at that time to 
go over the homework 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 
> 
> Why do you need to cancel? 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: @ealthlil~k net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:16 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaunie 
> Subject: Tutor tonight 
> 



> tley Jaimie, 
> 

> I can not make my 9:00 Econ 
order for me not to get charged? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

tutor tonight. ~Vho do [ need to noti]~’ In 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:50 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

tutor cancelalion. 

Hello, 

I will not be able to attend my tutor session tonight, for ECON I have spoken with my counselor and she has approved this. I am sorry for the late 

notice and inconvenience, but I am meeting with a large group of students tonight to go over our homework for a class at the same time as my scheduled tutor 

session. I would have notified earlier, but we just finalized the time today to meet and with a group of eight people it was difficult to find a time convenient for all 

of us to meet. I will of course attempt to avoid these conflicts in the future. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or comments. Thank you for 

your understanding and assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:18 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meetings 

That’s fine, I’ll be there 

On 

w1ote: 

, at 11:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee~,~unc.edu> 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have your appointment set for Wednesdays at 9:00am. Please confirm when you get this. 

I will see you tomorrow. 

Jaimie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Change of plans... 

Actually, the tutor needs to cancel this session - She will be out of town 
Sorry for the inconvenience’. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc, edu 
OITice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sutzject: Change of plans... 

3:49 PM 

IIeHo! 

’]7urns out I will NOT need to cancel lay tutoring session for PSYC 
Thanks! 

- child development this Sunday, at 7:00pm with 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

RE: Linguistics Tutor 

We have added a session tbr you with Amy Reynolds @ 8pm on Mondays. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email unc. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Linguistics Tutor 

12:18 PM 

Hit 
My name is I’m on the women’s swim team l would like to request a Linguistics tutor I already asked my academic advisor and she put in a request, but it’s really urgent 
because rm completely lost and need a tutor before my midterm next Thursday. I am available Sunday any time, Monday through Wednesday from 5 to 1 0, and Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings until 10:30. 
’]?hanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:49 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <fichde~lm@unc.edu> 

Re: tutor schedule 

Coach, 

texted me! We are clearing things up now! Thank you’. 

On at 5:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coa c11 

I sent the following email due to a missed appointment. I a;sume she iLESt didn’t gel [:~qe (!mail. I l’ta~ze b,-_~en able to text ;orne student; 

about their tutor sessions but have been unable to get everyone’s cell numbers. It: you don’t mind reminding everyone to check emait for 

notifications of new appoinLrnents, thaL would be great! Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule 
I"mportance: High 

H~ 

You r,-_~c,:_~iw_~d an infraction [or not attending the ai:q)ointm,-:~nt I email,:_~d Vou about below. Pk_~ase w:,rify when you get this me;sage, f want to make 

sure you are aware of this appointment. 

Thanks, 

.laimie 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, iI:05 AM 

To: 
Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

SChmidt~ Emi!Y 
EXSS              SUndaY 07i00 PM 

Sessions start this Sunday! Please let me know if you have questions!concerns! 

Jaimie 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: tutor cm~celation. 

Thanks for sending us an email notifying us of your situation~ Unfortunately, because of the lateness ---you will still receive an infraction. For future hlstances, I 

would recommend sending us an update in the morning or that you MAY need to cancel because your group is talking about trying to set up a meeting at that time 

and th~-’_~re is no o~:her alternatiw:’s. Wi~:h such a large group f understand that i[: is di[[i(:ult to schedule a good time for ,-_~vervone -which is why we always encourage 

you to start this early! 

On Friday, you wi]f receive an ernail from me ---and it will formally infom~ you of your infraction to you and your’ coach. Since this is your first infraction it will just 

be a warning. 1 would recommend you give your coach a heads up and explain to your coach what happened. 

If you have any further questions, please let me know. 

B~?n Sfl~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stud~:_~nt-Ad~h:,tes 

~!S h e U @ e Y~t a ii. U n~: ,~? d u 

Office: 919-8~?3-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Co: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: tutor cancelation. 

Hello, 

I will not be able to attend my tutor session tonight,        for ECON     I have spoken with my counselor and she has approved this. I am sorry for the late 

notice and inconvenience, but I am meeting with a large group of students tonight to go over our homework for a class at the same time as my scheduled tutor 

session. I would have notified earlier, but we just finalized the time today to meet and with a group of eight people it was difficult to find a time convenient for all 

of us to meet. I will of course attempt to avoid these conflicts in the future. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or comments. Thank you for 

your understanding and assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:56 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: ChaJ~ges 

That’s actually the only session going on for her section. 

The only other option for her’ would be to do drop-ins at the moment. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

(::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent; Tuesday, :11:56 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Changes 

Ugh! has lab on Thursday’; until 9:20prn. f didn’t se~-’_~ thaL is there another night for Chem?? 
Thanks! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, 6:28 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B, Lee, .]aimie; Orr, Kym N, Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: Changes 
Please notify the students below. 

I’m sure there will be more to come in the next few days. 

See the changes below: 

- ECON    Wed @ gpm with 

..... - ECON Wed @ 8pm with 

- CHEM Thur @ 7pro with 

CHEM Thur @ 7pm with 

- DRAM Tues @ 6pm with 

- DRAM ¯ Wed @ 6pm with 

- ECON Thurs @ 6pm with 

-ENGL Thurs @ 8pm with 

-STOR Thurs @ 9pm with 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:59 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedule 

O~: thanks 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Up.iverail::, of North (_;~roli~ Swimmip.g & Divu’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 iF): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w__55:_w__:go__~_e__e__!~:_c_21r_! 

~ Y. _w_ 352 _u__t! c_: ~. _d_k~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:49 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: tutor schedule 

Coach, 

texted me! We are clearing things up now! Thank you! 

On at 5:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <ia__[m._i_.e__[._e_e_@_u__n_._c_:__e_ .d_u_> wrote: 

Coach, 

I sent the following ernail due to a rnissed appointment. I assurne she just didn’t get the emait. I have been able to text some students 

about their tutor sessions but have been unable to get everyone’s cell numbers. If you don’t mind reminding everyone to check email for 

notifications of new appointments, that would be great! Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PN 
To: 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi 

Y’ou received an infraction t:or not attending the appointment I emailed you about below. Please verify when you get this message. I want to make 

sure you are aware of this appointment. 

Thanks, 

Jairnie 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 11:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

Schmidt~ Emi!¥ 

SO~a~o~ioo ~M 
Sessions start this Sunday! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 7:45 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedule!!! 

Ok awesome! Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:54:01 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: tutor schedule!H 

No worries[ tt: will probably be with the same l:ut:or, so tall~ to 

make the change! 

Thanks for letting me know[ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:53 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule!!! 

Jaimie, 

Thank you! This is embarrassing, but I think I wrote down the wrong class...The class I was looking for a tutor for was ECON 

tomorrow night because it has already been scheduled and I don’t want to mess that up, but is it possible that I could get a tutor for ECON 

ECON 

Thank you. And again, I am sorry for the confusion on my part. 

and see if he can go ahead and cow:x the If noL email me and ASPSATutoring@unc.edu t:o 

I will go to the tutor 

and not 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

To: 

Subject: tutor schedule!!! 

Hi 

You now have tutoring! Here is your appointment. It starts tomorrow: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:37 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: ChaJ~ges 

Cancelled. 

B~n 5hcu 
Assi’;t~nt Tutorial Coordinai:or 

U [t C Aca d e m ic S u p po rt Pro g r a m 1:o r S[ u d ~-4 n t- A [: h I e t e s 

Office: 919-gq3-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Changes 

Darn ok we will have to cancel I guess... She has really been wanting this... 

On , at 5:55 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <t~.S.~’.SA.Tv.tg.r!R~!~[:~.~!.!?$.~:e~!.~!> wrote: 

That’s actually the only session going on for her section. 

The only o[:her option for fu-:~r would b~:_~ to do dr.:_~p-ins at the mornent. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b.::!!~.~.~@ e m a il. u n c. e d u 
Office: a- a ~ ~, ~ :~.L,-~4.. -,: 3z.g 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:56 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Changes 

Ugh! has lab on Thursdays until 9:20pro. I didn’t see that. ls there another night for them?? 

"]’h~ n k’; ! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Nonday, September 16, 2013 6:28 PI 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Changes 
Please notify the students below. 

I’m sure there will be more to come in the next few days. 

See the changes below: 

- ECON Wed @ 8pm with 

- ECON Wed @ 8pm with 

- CHEM Thur @ 7pm with 

- CHEM Thur @ 7pro with 

- DRAM Tues @ 6pm with 

- DRAM Wed @ 6pm with 

- ECON Thurs @ 6pm with 

-ENGL Thurs @ 8pm with 

-STOP, Thurs @ 9pm with 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: question 

Solry to bother you, but have you asked about the machine yet’? 

On . at 9:59 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@uuc.edu> wrote: 

~%11o1 *,Ave do have a k;mini~ting mi~chir~e.. [ just need t:o fit~d it! I ~vi[l i~:,t you know i[ I c~En (:or~firm it’s still h~-’_~r~:" ~md we have the mi~terials... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, :L0:33 PM 

To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: question 

Hi! I have a random question., is there a machine that does lamination at the AC? I have some goal sheets for the team that I want to 

laminate and put in our locker room and the captains last year said that Beth helped them with it. Let me know! Thanks for your help! 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: tu’tor 

Hi Jaimie’. 

Could i get a tutor for Biomechanics? its EXSS Could I also request a tutor that isn’t the same tutor as And a tutor at an earlier time? Thank you!! 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:59 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor 

Ok I just looked at the tutor schedule and there are no EXSS    tutors. I have practice from 2-5 eve~z afternoon On mondays and wednesdays I have class from 5 till 6:15. So eveN- tuesday, 
thursday, friday I could see a tutor an?’ time past 5:00pm Every monday and wednesday I could see one past 6:15pm. Thank you! And if      tutor is the only one available I don’t mind. 

On 

wrote: 
at 11:52 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

> <TUTOR DROP-IN" tutor schedule by SUBJECT .pd£> 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor 

Oh I see! Ok thank you tbr sending me the schedule and tbr putting in a request’. 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 12:01 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> The tutor schedule does have drop in for exss which covers 385..that is the timne I am referring to ..you will need to attend those sessions because I amn not sure ifI will be able to find any 
1 on 1 tutoring I will go ahead and put in the request, but as I said, please attend the EXSS drop in sessions 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wedrlesday, 11:59 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaurlie 
> Subject: Re: tutor 
> 

> Ok I just looked at the tutor schedule and there are no EXSS 
tuesday, thursday, friday I could see a tutor any time past 5:00pm. F~ver?- monday and wedrlesday I could see one past 6:15pm. Thank your And if 

tutors. I have practice from 2-5 every afternoon. On mnondays and wednesdays I have class from 5 till 6:15. So every 
tutor is the only one available I don’t 

mind. 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 11:52 AM, "Lee, Jairnie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

> wrute: 

> 

>> <TUTOR £DROP-IN tutor schedu]e by SUBJECT .pdf> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexandm: Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:29 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Appointments 

Hi Jaimie, 

Just want to let you know has an appointment with the Sports Psychologist Monday at 8:30 at campus health. They know she has class at 9:00, but we 

couldn’t get her in any other time. Also,          has an appointment to get orthotics made at campus health at 8:30 Monday. She said she has an meeting with 

you at 9:00, but it should not take long at all to get them made. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 
Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

.n__!a__!e__x_..a__r.~_d._~2_e_._m_a_!L:~_..q c_:e__d_~_ 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use. 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garth, ChrisU Lynn <cgarth@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:59 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Recmiks! 

HI Jamie! 

Here are the recruits for tomorrow, If there is any way that we can put their names on the major interests, that would be great! We will have three sets of parents 

fl~en-:~ t.:_~morr.:_~w, so really chat up the academics! © 

J6u~aiigN 

m 

Bu~i~ 

Thanks so rnuch! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

Uniw:~rsity of North Carolina, Chap~-:~l HiM 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919~962.I503 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:38 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent" Monday, 11:39 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
HI Jamie! Instead of me calling you with a thousand questions, could I ask for a couple of quick items: 

1. The bi.:_~ classes at _11am (Which you offered I:o ernail) 

?_, The most updat~:_~d course schedules for the men and th~-_~ women"s tearn inck~ding diw:_~rs, (So that [ might figure out ~my course c.:_~nflicts) 

Thank you soooo much! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

Men and Wornen"s Assistant Swim Coach 

Uniw:~rsity of North Carolina, Chap~-:~l HiM 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919~962.I503 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 7:09 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Great! Thanks[ 

From, Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, 4:43 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Recruits! 
Hi Js~mie! rhanks so much for Iooldng for tMs for me! I prornb,;ed thi~; and now I arn barely getting it to y.:_~u... I hope that this works: 

Your lO:15a~T~          group will be these people: 

Business 

- Undecided 

EXSS 

- Undecided 

-Business 

Biology 

- EXSS) 

B i 

-EXSS 

-EXSS 



- History 

EXSS 

- History 

Your second group at I:00PM will be: 

- ~3io 

- [~ u s i ru:_~ss 

¯ -- EXSS 

Thanks so much for aft of your help! 

Q 
You are the best! (~) 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

UniversiLy of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 9:[9,6:[9,3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

c_~_a__r__t__h___@__y__n_c_:__e___d__y 

Frora: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:52 plVl 

To: Gar~h, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits[ 

Hi Ch ri~.~tV, 

I have not found anyone in the off:ice who has a contact for the Robertson Scholarship. However, here is the contact information. I am sure they can direcL you to a 

contact for the recruit to speak with, I hope this helps!! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 
Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: inlo@ro#e~tsonschoia~s.orq 

Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVTSIONS 
The Robettson Scholars P~oqtam is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 
administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Gar~h, Christy Lynn 
Sent-" Tuesday, 7:37 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help... Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing them The AC 

etc) at 10:15 - 10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around 1 - 1:30pro the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering] :) 

Take care! 

Christy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apologies for the fate response! Yes, I will be available this Friday! My number is 3-6566_.1 think you may have tried me but I have had students 

interrupting alf day ©...I witl call you back tornorrow if you need...I am on rny way out now... 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie] 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! © 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 



From: ~yaJloo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:06 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard becanse I have to be at the pool for physical therapy at l: 15 ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(~bunc.edtr-~ wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: @yalloo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Js~Inie, 

Wednesday at 5 pm sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i’_a_~!i_e__l__e_~_tLr_Lc_:_e_d___u_> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 930am or WED at I030. I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the only day. Does 

any of that work? 

From: ~yahoo,com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 10:06 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the pool for physical therapy at 1:15 ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__!__m_j__e__he__e__~__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:38 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: (masc/geol    tutor) 

Change made. Please notify Lili 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b ~i~ e b @ e rl~ a i i b n ,’:. (-! d u 

Of[k:e: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Ceil: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:05 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: (masc!geol tutor) 

HI, 
has lab on Wednesdays and it does conflict with her appointments at 7pm with 

able to meet tonight at 7pm, and the tutor says she can have 

and add to sessions on Tuesdays at 7pm? 

Thanks. 

. Initially, we thought she could make it on time. They were 

come to her Tuesday night at 7pm, even though it is a different section. Can we please go ahead 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:12 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Appointments 

Nevermhld about I have her attendh~g another review session! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:04 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject: RE: Appointments 

Hi Nicole, 

Is       with you? She is supposed to be with me by 4prn.,. 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:29 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Appointments 

Hi Jaimie, 

Just want to let you know       has an appointment with the Sports Psychologist Monday at 8:30 at campus health. They know she has class at 9:00, but we 

couldn’t get her in any other time. Also,          has an appointment to get orthotics made at campus health at 8:30 Monday. She said she has an meeting with 

you at 9:00, but it should not take long at all to get them made. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@ema&unc,edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:20 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: sunday tutor session 

Oh, I thought that was where I was supposed to go because that’s where they directed me. Does the G mean I was supposed to be in room G? 

Sent from my iPhoue 

On at 1:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Please make sure you attend this session on Sundays. I still can’t find a report anywhere saying you attended this past Sunday. I see you attended 
drop in with but not this one: 
EXSS Sunday 07i00 ~M 6 
Let me know if you have any questions!concerns. 



From: ~(~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:15 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hey Jaimie, 

I just got notice that a class I looked at getting credit for gave me credit for global issues which is the geography class I am currently taking. Is this an issue with hours and electives as I 
alrea@ have global issues because of this and that is what my GEOG    class is for? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;. 

Thursday, 6:35 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting Fridays at 10:30am 

Hi JaJmie 

Yes that’s perfect for me! Thanks! 

Or at 9:55 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow at lO:30am. Will you please confirm this will work for you?! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Done. 

Ben Sheu 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:18 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: caJacelation 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b ~i~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 
Cell: 

From: Lee, ]aimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:15 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: cancelation 

Hi, 

Please cancel Sunday night sessions for EXSS 

Thank you. 

at 9pm with She has found the drop-in tutor more helpful for this subject. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxml, Spencer <~swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:49 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Missed Advising Appointment 

I hope that you are doing well. We had an appointment today                at :L0:30am that you missed, 

I~ the future, if you ~eed to cancel, please do so via the remi~der email you receive the day before the appointrne~t. Please reschedule your 
appoi~tment through our scheduler at advising.unc.edu. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-31210 
T: 9219.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 11:30 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Jaimie, 

had an appointment at 10:30 Am this morning with Spencer but he missed that and showed up at 11:15 AM. Since I had time, I met with him--so he’s met 

his requirement for an appointment this term. He is on track for graduation. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of ~-kts and Sciences and the General College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus Box 3110 

Universky of North (:arolina at Chapel I--liii 

Chapel ,Hill, NC 27599,-311(} 

Office: (919) 962~3404 

Fax: (919) 962~6888 

b:Lt_-p__;i_ _i__a___c_t_v_Nr_~£_~_~t%c_’_:£_d__~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:03 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Missed Advising Apla~intment 

He came in and Roger was free.,,.disaster dodged. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 11:29 AN 
To: Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: RE: Missed Advising Appointment 
Thanks, Spencer, for copying me on this email[ 

From: Welbom, Spencer 

Sent: Friday, 10:49 AM 
To: 
Subject: Missed Advising Appointment 

says he just made up his appointment with Roger! He was about to be in BIG trouble... 

I hope that you are doing well. We had an appointment today                 at IO:30am that you missed. 
In the future, if you need to cancel, please do so via the reminder email you receive the day before the appointment. Please reschedule your 
appointment through our scheduler at advising,unc.edu, Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #:3110 
Chapel lIi]l, NC 27.599-:3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 12:21 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Worksheet 

pdI, ATT00001.him 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Russell, CNoe" <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:38:44 AM EDT 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Academic Worksheet 

Whitney, 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know if you need an~lfing else. 

Best, 

Chloe J. Russell, M. Ed. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 

919-962-6888 (f) 

advising.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, including may attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If 

you are not the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained 

herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in elrol; please immediately notify the sender by telephone or reply by e- m~Jl, and pennmaently 

delete this e- mail from your computer system. Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 3:36 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdesehn@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ECQN session on at 9iOQP~. This is your firS~ documented infraction 

and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

if the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~~..m..: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~:~h~.~ ~.~ ~.!!.:~.~.~.~. 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 4:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your E×SS tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 9i~pm. This is your first documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tu[odaR services will be suspended un[il a manda[ory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (A~~~..m.’: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~:~h~.~ ~.~ ~.!!.:~.=~.~.~. 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, 4:07 PM 

@live unc edu~~ 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdesehn@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your EXSS tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 7i~pm. This is your first documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutodaR services will be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been . _H_ .E_ L_ . _D_ : 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

it is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~~..=n.: ed~l) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell:’ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Hey Jaimie, 

I were to 2 hours worth of tutoring and had at least 6 hours of ffaldy hall. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 
It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met the required hours. I 
will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at ._A___S___P__S___A___T___u__t___o_[i_ng__@_.__9_E_c__.__e___d___u- if 

you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, ,5:46 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Hello Jamie 

I were to 2 hours of tutors on Thursday as well as 7.5 hours in the study room throughout the week. Hopefully this can be all cleared up. Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 
It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met the required hours. I 
will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at ._A___S___P__S___A___T___u__t___o_[i_ng__@_.__9_E_c__.__e___d___u- if 

you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

~unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Lee, Jaimie.pdf 

As mentioned, please see your attached schedule here. 

Thanks! 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLunc.edu 

0 ffic~:_!: 919-843-2328 
C ~-’J I: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:15 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Yes! I hope that’s still 8 hours :/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:12 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks I will figure out the issue... Are you talking about your assigned tutoring?? 

On at 5:15 PM, ~a)live.unc.edu~’~ wrote: 

Hey JaJmie, 

I went to 2 hours worth of tutoring and had at least 6 horns of stu@ hall. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:5 8 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i aimielee(?~u~lc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 
It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met 
the required hours. 
I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at 
ASPSATt,toring@unc.edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 6:54 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

I attended a Econ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or 

section at 6 and a Engl at 8 on Thursday. 

at 6:13 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(h)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Which sessions did you attend ~) I can go back and check? 

On at 5:46 PM, )Ji_~L_e_:__u__r_L_c_:_e___d____~ wrote: 

Hello Jalnie 

I went to 2 hom~ of tutors on Thursday as well as 7.5 hours in the study room throughout the week. Hopefully this can be all cleared up. 
Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 
It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met 
the required hours. 
I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at 
ASPSATL!tor!ng@!Jnc.edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:17 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: AC Tutors 

Jamie, 

Where would I find out what walk in tutors are available tonight? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garth, ChfisU Lynn <cgarth@tmc.edu-- 

Monday, 5:54 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Recmiks! 

HI Jamie! Thanks so much! 1’11 get it to her! We have one final male recruit on campus today. Would you be able to meet wkh Nm at some pohlt for a tour and to 

talk to him about EXSS as a major? You name the time and I’fl be there with him this am. Preferably either some time between 9:15AM and I0:45AM this am or any 

l:im~:_~ a fb:_~r I:00PM before 2:30PM would be gread Thank; so much Jamie! We’re almost fini;hed with recruK:ing! ,@ This guy"; name is              and he’s from 

Thanks again! 

ChrisW 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women"; As~;istant Swim Coach 

Universi[:y of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 2:11 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
Hi Christy, 

I think the info on journalism did not get to              today. I don’L know if it was left behind or it:it didn’L make it to her at the round table. I am aLtaching it 

in case you can print a copy for her or forward it in an email, 

Sorry about that. 

From, Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, 8:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

HI Jamie! 

Here are the recruits for tomorrow. If there is any way that we can put their names on the major interests, that would be great! We will have three sets of parents 

~:t~er~-_~ t.:_~morrow, so really chat up the academics[ ,@ 

NN6~ 

e a 

NN6~ 

Thanks so much! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

Uniw:~rsity of North Carolina, {::hap~:_~l Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919~962.I603 

cgarth@unc,edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, ~_:38 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Monday, 11:39 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
HI Jamie! Instead of me calling you with a thousand questions, could I ask for a couple of quick items: 

1. The bi.:_~ classes at 11am {Which you offered ~:o email) 

2, The most updat~:_~d course schedules for the men and th~-_~ women"s tearn inck~ding (So that [ might figure out any course c.:_~nflicts) 

Thank you soooo much! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 



Men aF~d Women’s AssistaF~t Swim Coach 

UniversiW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 
Fax: 9].9,962J1603 
cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Thursday, 7:09 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject; RE: Recruits! 

Great! Thanks! 

From= Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:43 PM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! Thanks so much t:or looking for this for me! I promised this and now I am barely getting it to you~,. I hope that this works: 

Your lO:lSarn          group ,,,viii be these people: 

- Business - EXSS 

- Undecided EXSS 

EXSS 

- Undecided 

-Business 

Biology 

- EXSS) 

B i 

JOurnalism 

- History 

- EXSS 

History 

Your second group at: _I:00PM will be: 

- Bio 

--- Business 

¯ -- EXSS 

Thanks so much for all of your help! 

You are the best! @ 

Christy Garth 

Men and Wornen"s Assistant 5wire Coach 

Uniw:~rsity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:52 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Christy, 

I have not found anyone in the office who has a contact for the Robertson Scholarship, However, here is the contact information, I am sure they can direct you to a 

contact for the recruit to speak with. I hope this helps!! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 
Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: info@rober~onschoiars,org 

Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The Rebe~son Scholars Proqram is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 
administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent; Tuesday, 7:37 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help... Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing them The AC 

etc) at 10:15- 10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around 1- l:30pm the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering! :) 

Take care! 

Christy 



Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a!_m_!eLe_e @_u_nc:_ed u.> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apologies for the IsLe response! Yes, I wifl be available this Friday! My number is 3-6566._1 think you may have tried rne but I have had students 

hlterrupting all day (:@.,,I will call you back tomorrow if you need._l ~m on my way out now.,, 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:22 plVl 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! © 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 



From: ~live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:24 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: AC Tutors 

Thank you Ja~fie, 

I asked one of the freshman to take a picture of their coW of the schedule so I was able to come in. It will be nice to have my own coW though. 

Thanks again, 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@uuc.edu> 

Date: 9:22 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: ~live.unc.edtr~ 
Subject: RE: AC Tutors 

Hi 

I didn’t get your message until now, so I regret I couldn’t get this information to you sooner. I hope you were able to stop by Loundermitk and get the help you 

needed. 

Here is another copy of the drop in schedule, There is additional psvc and phys exam review this week. 1 will send out an email blast today, 

From: 
Sent-" Sunday, 12:17 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" AC Tutors 

Jamie, 

Where would I find out what walk in tutors are available tonight? 

Thanks, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:26 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Awesome thank you so much! You almost gave me a heart attack. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:24 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, Thanks for clearing this up! I just needed to make th,-_~ ru:_~c,:_~ssary adjustment in my r,-_~port! Yo~.r’re good to go! 

From. 
Sent: Friday, 6:15 PM 

To-" Lee, .laimie 
Subject; Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Yes! I hope that’s still 8 hours :/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:12 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_j__n_l!__e_!__e___e____@____u___n__c__:__e__d___u__> wrote: 

Ok thanks I will figure out the issue... Are you talking about your assigned tutoring?? 

On at 5:15 PM, @[ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

I went to 2 hours worth of tutoring and had at least 6 hours of study hall. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unqedu> wrote: 

Hello! 

It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not 

show you met the required hours. 

I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor 

coordinator at ASPSATutoring@unc.edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on 

Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

1:29:34 PM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: AC Tutors 

RE: AC Tutors 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: AC Tutors 

Sent: 1:29:33 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

~live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;> 

Monday, 9:30 AM 

@live.edu> 

RE: AC Tutors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garth, ChfisU Lynn <cgarth@tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:01 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Recruits’. 

Perfect! We’ll see you at lpm! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:23 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

I have meetings until 12:30pro. I will be happy Lo meet during the 1-2:30prn time frame! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Monday, 5:54 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
HI Jamie! Thanks.; so much! I’ll g*-:d: it to her! We have .:_~[) e ritual mah-:~ recruit or~ campus today. Woukt you be able to m,-_~eL with him at sonu-:~ poir~t for a 

tour and t.:_~ talk to him about EXSS as a major? You name th~-_~ time and I’ll be ~:her~-:~ with him this am. Preferably ~-:~ither some time be~:ween 9:15AM and 

10:45AM this am or any time after :!:00PM bet:ore 2:30PM woukf be great! Thanks so much Jamie! We’re affT~ost finished with recruiting! (-;) This guy’s 

name is and he’s from 

Thanks again! 

Christy 

Christ,/Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swkn Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.6:1.93899 

Fax: 9:[9.962A603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 2:11 PM 

To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
Hi Christy, 

t l:hinl~ [:he into on journalism did not: get t.:_~               [:odav. f don’t Imow if it was left behind or if it didn’t make it ~:o her at the round tabby, t am 

attaching it in case you can print a copy fop her or forward i~: in an email, 

Sorry about that, 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, 8:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

HI .lamie! 

Here are the r,-:~cruits for tomorrow. If there is any way that we can ~mt tfu-:~ir nanl,-:~; on th,-_~ major intere;ts, that woukt be great! W,-_~ will hav,:_~ three 

sets of parents there tomorrow, so really chat up the academics! @ 

Thanks so much! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

EXSSi Mi~ i~ SP~N~b 

s i~iii~i~aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Busine 

Bu~i~ 

B iN’g) 

BiN 6~ 

Men and Wom~-:m’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.6~.9.3899 

Fax: 9:1.9.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday,                 2:38 PM 



To, Garth, Christy Lynn 

Subject-" RE: Recruits! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent," Monday, 11:39 AM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
HI Jamie! instead of me c~lling you with ~ thousand que;tion% could I asl~ for a coupk? of quick items: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->L <]--[endif]--> The bio classes at :Llarn. (Which you offered to email) 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->The most updaLed course schedules for the men and Lhe women’s team including divers. (So that I might 

figure out any course conflicts) 

Thank you soooo much! 

Christy 

Christy G~rth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 9:19,6:].93899 

~r:ax: 9_19.967_, 1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From" Lee, 3aimie 
Sent= Thursday, 7:09 PM 
To-" Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject," RE: Recruits! 

Great! Thanks! 

From" Garth, Christy Lvnn 
Sent-" Thursday, 4-:43 PM 
To-" Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie] Thanks so much for looking for this for me! I promised this and now I am barely getting it to you... I hope that this works: 

Your :].O::].5am swimming group will be these people: 

- Business - EXSS 

- Undecided - EXSS 

EXSS 

- Undecided 

-Business 

-Biology 

- EXSS) 

- History 

EXSS 

- History 

Your second group at I:OOPM will be: 

-- Bio 

--- Business 

-- EXSS 

"llhm~k’; so much h:~r all of your help! 

Q 

You are the best! ,@ 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 959.6~.9.3899 

Fax: 9:19.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From," Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:52 PM 
To." Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject-" RE: Recruits! 
Hi Christy, 

I have not h:~und m~y.:)ne in the .:)ffice who has a c.:)ntac~: for the Robert:son S,::hoiarship. However, here is the contact inform~l:ion, i am sure they can 

direct you to a contract for the recruit: ~:o speak with. I hope this help-;!! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 
Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: ![_~fg_@ robe r% o n s~.: h ola rs. or ~ 

Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

The Ro#el{son Scholars Program is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each 
campus to help administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each 
campus. During the spring semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be 



expected to complete at least five courses at the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four 
years. These students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:37 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help... Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing 

them The AC etc) at 10:15- 10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around 1- l:30pm the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering! :) 

Take care! 

Christy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apok)gies for Lhe lat~-’_~ r~-_~sp.:_~m.;e ! Yes, f will be aw~i[able this Friday[ My number is 3-6566_.t think you may have tried m~-_~ but l have hag 

students interrupting all day ©._l wifl call you back tomorrow if you need...I am on rny way out r~ow._ 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! © 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

.c_g_a___r__t__h_@__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:03 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: cancelation request 

Feedback forms Soon,,. 

I am trying to get through these emNIs. 1 will have them up by noon. 

We ~vould actually ~refer her NOT cancel, We’d like for them to start ~vorking ahead. 

f’11 touch base with Malia. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant iutorial Coordinator 

Li NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu gCemaiLu~;c,edu 
Office: 9:[9-8:13-232g 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 10:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: cancelation request 

Hello, 

Will you please see if            would like to cancel her physiology (exss     tutoring tonight since they had their exam today? I am not sure if it would be a 

good idea or not. If she doesn’t think she will have any new material to cover, she may think it’s fine. 

Also, will last night’s feedback forms be available soon? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 ll:ll AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: cancelation request 

Feedback forms are up. 

Sorry for the delay. 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stud~:_mt-At:hh:~tes 

~!S ~t e U @ e~-fl a ii. U n~:, e G~ u 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Ceil: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 20:13 1:[:04 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject= RE: cancelation request 

Of cours~-:~.,,I always prefer for i:hem to work ah~-:~ad, Sometimes profs do not have the material available and I know Lhis prof reli~-:~s heavily on power points so I 

wanted to make sure. Thanks. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2023 11:03 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: cancelation request 

Feedback forms Soon,, 

I am trying Lo get through these emails. I wilt have them up by noon. 

We would actually prefer her NOT cancel. We’d like for them to start working ahead. 

I’H touch base with 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u @ ern a i i u PC. e d u 

Of[ice: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent= Monday, September 23, 2013 10:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: cancelation request 

Hello, 

Will you please see if            would like to cancel her physiology (exss    ) tutoring tonight since they had their exam today? I am not sure if it would be a 

good idea or not. If she doesn’t think she will have any new material to cover, she may think it’s fine. 

Also, will last night’s feedback forms be available soon? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:28 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: WOLO Tutor 

I believe so.., 

I think Susan was waiting to hear back from HR. We haven’t set her schedule yet. 

B~n Sh~.?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stu&:mt-A~:hh:,tes 

~!S h e U @ e F~t a ii. U n~:, e {,~ u 

Off:ice: 919-8~]3-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 20:13:10:27 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: WOkO Tutor 

Will w~-_~ b~-_~ able to start tu~:oring this week for Wolof? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Wednesday, September :!.8, 2013 5:39 PM 
To: Townsend, .]enn; Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jairnie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, 

Sunday- 6-7prn 

Monday - 8- :10pm 

Tuesday - 5-8pm 

Wednesday - 6- :10pm 

Thursday - 6- :10pm 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Please tell me what might work for your students. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons. Elizabefll M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:07 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: guided study tonight 

Got it!! 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 1:59 PM 

To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: guided study tonight 

Hi Beth, 

FYI, I have new schedules in the folder for the girls tonight. AAAD tutoring sessions will begin TONIGHT at 7pm for                  I have updated schedules for 

for later this week. Will you please pass them out and go over the new times with them? Thank you] I have texted them, but I want to 

make sure they get hard copies! 

Thanks] 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:24 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Psych Exam proctor 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hem’s an~hing. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanks 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:36 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

MUSC 

Hey Jaimie, 

Did you get a chance to see the feedback for’ regarding in M USC 
It looks like they are both with twice a week... Do they both need both sessions? Otherwise it seems it might be helpful to split them up. 

/.-:~ e n 5:hcu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b ~i~ e u @ e m ~ i i u P c. e d ~.E 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

11:05:41 PM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: Psych Exam proctor 

Re: Psych Exam proctor 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

Sent: 11:05:40 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

On 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@nnc.edu;, 

Monday, 7:06 PM 

~live.edu> 

Re: Psych Exam proctor 

when is your exam? Also, you definitely need to make the initial contact. Have you spoken to the profyet?? 

, at 5:24 PM, ,@]ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing ml exam for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

ajLvthing. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

ThaJlks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

@live.edu>: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

Re: Psych Exam proctor 

@live. unc.edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unrolling to let you reschedule the exam 

aud take it during office hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, )b, live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago alvout missing an exam for a trip. You Mid you would email the teacher m~d let me know If you hears 

an~Jfing. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

ThanEs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

1:32:10 PM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: Psych Exam proctor 

Re: Psych Exam proctor 

Your message 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Lee, Jaimie 

Re: Psych Exam proctor 

1:32:09 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

~live.edu>; 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

Re: Psych Exam proctor 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unrolling to let you reschedule the exam 

aud take it during office hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, SbJ ive.unc .edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago alvout missing an exam for a trip. You ~id you would email the teacher m~d let me know If you hears 

an~Jfing. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

ThanEs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:38 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych ExaJn proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is which is the day we leave for a meet in Texas 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> 
Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @live.edu>, 
Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" qaJmielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed fl~is with your wotEssor?? It is imtx~rtant you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jmnie, I crone to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exmu for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~5¢~hing. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanks 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:12 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hi Jaimie, 

needs to follow up with Dr. Stafford in the morning regarding her illness. Can I schedule her for first thing in the morning during her LFIT class? I haven’t 

done anything yet, wanted to check with you first. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 
(9:]_9) 962-2067 (office) 

.n__La_j._e_ .x_a___n_d_@_.e__ .m__~ i_L. u__n_._c__.._e_ d_ u_. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information, Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks 
Will do 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email unc. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: 

1:51 PM 

H~ 

I gut a call this morning from the      trainer 
She shuuld be excused [’rum all academic sessions tuday. 

Thanks 

is uut sick today. ’]’he?" sent her hume first thing this morning with a fever. I am home sick so I just checked my message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:55 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Missing tutor session wednesday night 

Get your boy!!’.! smh lol 

From: ~gmail corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:41 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: Missing tutor session wednesday night 9/25/13 

To whom it may concern, 

I am sad to reform you with the following il~’ormation I will not be able to attend my two tutor sessions that will be held this wednesday on the                      Of course I have a 
valid reason for this excused absence My prior engagement is that I will be attending the PlayMakers play "The Mountain Top". It is a very important play for me to see in order to have a 
successful grade in the class. If you have any questions what so ever, please feel free to send me an email back. 

Have a blessed day and a good end to the year, 

Farewell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:52 PM 

Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Hi Jaimie Lee, 

I’m a senior medically retired from the 

Thanks! 

team. I was wondering if I could come meet with you! I need some help with applying to grad school 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:26 PM 

Lee, Ja]mie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: WOLO Tutor 

So just one time a week for these 3 girls? What about 

Susan 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:18 PN 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

Great[ Can I schedule for Thursdays at 7prn!? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:39 PM 

To: Townsend, ]enn; Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, 

Sunday- 6-7pm 

Monday - 8-10pm 

Tuesday - 5-8pm 

Wednesday - 6- lOpm 

Thursday - 6- lOpm 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

¯ Please tell me what might work for your students. 



From: ~jacobi-lewis.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:49 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fw: 

Good morning, 

morn here. I need some guidance about The National Society of Leadership Success, Sigma Alpha Pi. We, have received 

mailings and information regarding this organization and want to know if we should consider it for her. 

There is a                deadline and we want to have her join if you think this would be worth her while. 

Feel free to call me at the toll free number below or on my cell 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

1:49:32 PM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: Psych Exam proctor 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Sent: 1:49:30 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: @live.edu> 

Subject: RE: Ps?ch ExaJn proctor 

9:50 AM 

Okay, thanks for the reminder...l will let you know wh~t I can do.,. 

From: 
Sent; Tuesclay, 9:38 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we lem~e for a meet in Texas 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jmnljelee~unc:edu > 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: (d~live edu > 

Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" <jai_l__r_l_i__e_!__e__e_~]__u_n__c_2_e__d_t_t.> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

L~_l.i :,__e_:.u ~ c_._e_._d__~.> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during once hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, ,~;live.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exaall for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~bcJaing. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <~swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:58 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: have you heard of this?... 

I will come down and give my two cents when I get a chance .... 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:55 AM 
To" Welborn, Spencer 
Subject-" have you heard of this?... 

Hi Spencer, 

Are you familiar with The National Society of Leadership Success, Sigma Alpha Pi?? 

look it up, but didn’t know if you had any insight. 

Thanks! 

wants to know if I think it would be good for her. I will 



From: @jacobi-lewis.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thank you Jaim ie, I will re-read the mailings tonight and speak with and her dad and move forward on this. 

--ll Original Message .... 

To: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:58 AM 
Subject: RE: 

Hi 

but ] wilJ c~-_~rtamly kbok m[:o it. [ hsv~-:~ r~-:~ached out ~:o my colleagues to see if they had sf~y stud~:_mt s[:hletes who wer~-:~ a I:}srt o~ this organization. If f fred ou~: 

anyLhing, I will let yot~ know. Otherwise, my initial Lhot~hts are to det:inite]y go for it[ It sounds ueat, and wot~id be a nice additional to her resume. 

From: @jacobi-lewis.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:49 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fw: 

Good morning, 

morn here. I need some guidance about The National Society of Leadership Success, Sigma Alpha Pi. We, have received 

mailings and information regarding this organization and want to know if we should consider it for her. 

There is a                deadline and we want to have her join if you think this would be worth her while. 

Feel free to call me at the toll free number below or on my cell 

Thank you, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: ENGL Tutor 

Hello Jaimie, 

I am no longer in need of a tutor for my ENGL on Thursdays at 8p.m. Hopefully this gives enough time to cancel the tutor session. Thank you 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander. Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes she did go. I roll make follow up with her on if she communicated to her professor. I can also get medical documentation if needed. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:43 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(tbanc.edw~ wrote: 

Nicole, 

t just saw this emi~il Sorry for the delay. Did she attend th~-_~ doctor’s appt? Itold her she needed to cont:act her profs asap becaus~:_~ her l_F[r prof h~s 

already been frustraLed with her not being able to participate in Lf~e physical activities. I don’t think missing class would have gone over’ well if she 

didn’t communicate. 

Thanks, 

Jaimie 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:12 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

needs to follow up with Dr. Stafford in the morning regarding her illness. Can I schedule her for first thing in the morning during her LFIT 

class? I haven’t done anything yet, wanted to check with you first. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

{cell) 

(9:19) 962-2067 {office) 

nlalexand@email,unc,edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential end privileged information, Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaJmielee@unc.edu~ 

Weekly Meetings 

Hi Jaimie, 

I heard that freshman are supposed to have weekly meetings with you and I was wondering if I could schedule mine. If you could let me know what times 

you are available that would be great, 

Thanks! 



From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: weekly meeting 

10:32 AM 

Hi 

I never got confirmation from you about Wednesdays at :[0:30am. Since I don’t see you, I assume this time does not work. 

If that is the case. We do n,-_~ed to m,-_~et at 5pro tonight, thanks 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 II: 17 AM 
To: ’Ted Steinkamp’ 
Subject: RE: weekly meeting 

Actually, tO:30am on Wednesdays is better. That will be in between classes for you... 

From: ~@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Jaimie, 

Wednesday at 5 pm sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 930am or WED at I030. I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the only day. Does 

any of that work? 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:06 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the pool for physical therapy at 1:15 ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__!__m__!__e__he__e__~__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander: Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaiLunc.edu; 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:34 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes. She is in class now. Who do I need to get the information to? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 10.30 AM, Lee, Jalmle qam~Mee c~un~,.edu/wrote. 

Thanl~s.]hat woukt be greaL She may be at the point where she has to drop this class~ unfortunately. Is she abh:_~ to return to her normal schedule 

today? 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent= Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:29 AM 

To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: 

Yes she did go. I will make follow up with her on if she communicated to her professor. I can also get medical documentation if needed. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 9:43 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Nicole, 

I just saw this email. Sorry for the delay. Did she attend the doctor’s appt? f tok~ her she needed to contact her profs asap because her 

LFIT prof has already been frustrated with her not being able to participate in the physical activities. I don’t think missing class would 

have gone over well if she didn’t communicate. 

Th a n ks, 

Jaimie 

From= Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent= Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:12 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

needs to follow up with Dr. Stafford in the morning regarding her illness. Can I schedule her for first thing in the morning during 

her LFIT class? I haven’t done anything yet, wanted to check with you first. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexa n d er, MS~ ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 {office) 

r~_J_ a_j_ ~_x_a_ n__d_ @_e__r_n__a_ i_[_._~_0_ c__._ @_~. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:37 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaJmielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly Meetings 

If we could do Friday at 8:30that would be great! 

Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Weekly Meetings 

Hi 

My apologies for not getting with you yet about our meeting time! Thanks for reaching out] I am available Mort, Wed, Fri at 9~Oam, Tues at IOam, Wed at $O:~Oam, 

and Fri at 8:30am. Do any of those times work for you? 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Weekly Neetings 

Hi Jaimie, 

I heard that freshman are supposed to have weekly meetings with you and I was wondering if I could schedule mine. If you could let me know what times 

you are available that would be great. 

Thanks! 



From: @yaJloo.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:49 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hello Jamie, 

It would be groat to meet with you at 5. I apologize about not getting back to you, I must have skimmed over your email about 10:30. I will see you tonight at 5. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 10:32 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" ~iaimielee(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

t nev¢_~r got confirmation from you i~bout Wednesdays i~[: IO:30am. Since I don’t see you, I assume tills time does not work. 

If that is the easel We do need to meet at 5pro tomght, Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 11:17 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: weekly meeting 

Actually, 10:30am on Wednesdays is better, That will be in between classes for you.., 

From: ~ya[~oo&om] 
Sent= Thursday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: weekly meeting 

Jaimie, 

Wednesday at 5 pm sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 930am or WED at :[030. I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the 

only ct~y Does any o[ that work? 

From: @y__a___h__o___o_:_£ _o____m_ ] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:06 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the pool for physical therapy at 1:15 ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any 

day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for 

yo u ] 

Jaimie 



From: @yalloo.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:10 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

J~lJ33.ie, 

I also jusl scheduled my advising appointment for 11:30 on Thursday afternoon. 

Until tonight, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10.52 AM, Lee, Jalmle ~-l~J_n!!_e__l__e_~i~_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_d___u_z wrote. 

Ok 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:49 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hello Jarnie, 

It would be great to meet with you at 5. I apologize about not getting back to you, I must have skimmed over your email about 10:30. I will see you 

tonight at 5. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:32 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I never got confirmation from you about Wednesdays at 10:30am. Since I don’t see you, I assume this time does not work. 

If that is the case. We do need to meet at 5pro tonight~Thanks. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 11:17 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: weekly meeting 

Actually, :[0:30am on Wednesdays is better~ That will be in between classes for you... 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Jaimie, 

Wednesday at 5 prn sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 930am or WED at 1030. I could do Wed at 5prn, but 

that is the only day~ Does any of that work? 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:06 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the pool for physical therapy at 1:15 ish. Are you in your office after 

5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_!___m__i__e_!__e___e____@____u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if 

this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

UNC Diving 

Jaimie, 

This is Abel the diving coach and I have a last minute non-official visitation. Can I come by your office and have you speak with her? If so, will 10:15-10:30am 
work for you? 

Thanks 
Abel 

GO HEELS} 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 
C: 

E: abel2s@unc.edu 

!~.~:4~..~ ~i.~.i"~ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:35 AM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

missing I hour 

Hello this is 
I will need to miss one hour of my guided studying tonight at 6pm with 

thankyou, 

room k because I need to attend a SI for BIOL    at 7pm. 



From: scaramr@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 20130925 .pdf 

1:26 PM 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500) 

Scan Date:          13:25:35 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: _ @live.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Hi’. 

Can we meet around 2 tomorrow or Friday? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 
Hi 

I arn more than happy to meet with you. I am a’vaiiable on most day-s after 2pro. Let me know ’~&en you ’~¢ould like to stop by’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee. Jairnie 
Subject: 

HiJaimie Lee, 

i’m a senior medically retired from lhe team. I was wondering if I cou]d come meet with you[ I need some help w~th applying to grad school 

Thanks! 

Sent 12ore my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:32 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok! I’ll come by tomonow! 

Thanks ,so much! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Yes~ either day works! 

From; 
Sent: wednesday, 1:28 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi’. 

Can we meet around 2 tomorrow or Friday? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 
Hi Er~, 

I arrl more than happy to meet with you. I am a’vaiiable on most day-s after 2pro. Let me know when you would like ,to stop by’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frolrl: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee. Jairr:,ie 
Subject: 

,3:52 PM 

Hi Jaimie Lee, 

l’m a senior medically retired from the team. I was wondering if I couid come meet wi,:hyou! Ineed some help w~,:h appiying to grad school 

Thanksl 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:13 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

I did not see at our meeting today. Just have her schedule a new apt next time she is in the office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:48 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Diving 

Jaimie, 

I’m sorry, this Friday. 

Abel 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

To: Abel Sanchez <abeH2s@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Diving 

Hi Abet, 

What day.," 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:17 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: UNC Diving 

Jaimie, 
This is Abel the diving coach and I have a last minute non-official visitation. Can I come by your office and have you speak with her? If so, will I0:15-I0:30am 
work for you? 

Thanks 
Abel 

GO ~E~LS! 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PC Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 
C: 
E: abel2s@unc.edu 
~ ~’~ C $veim&Dive 

:: ::o:: :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Diving 

Jaimie, 

I only have 1 recruit so it can be short, sweet and to the point. She’s interested in EXSS. 

Abel 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, ~ 11:17 AM 

To: Abel Sanchez <.a_._b_ .e_! .2_s_.@_u_._n_c__._e__d_._u_.> 

Subject: RE: UNC Diving 

Hi Abel~ 
What day? 

From= Sanchez, Abel 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:17 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= UNC Diving 

Jaimie, 
This is Abel the diving coach and I have a last minute non-official visitation. Can I come by your office and have you speak with her? If so, will I0:15-I0:30am 
work for you? 
Thanks 
Abel 

GO IIE~LS! 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PC Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 
C: 
E: abel2s(~,unc.edu 
LJ ~’,~ C ~wim&Dive 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:33 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: WOLO Tutor 

Ok, all 3 are officially scheduled to begin working with 

Thank you, 

S u s a ~l 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:35 AN 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

[ only saw one nighl: when all could be in al:tendance, f wouk~ like for 

both of thenl coukJ get, 

is okay. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:26 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

So just one ~:im~-’_~ a week for these 3 girh~? What about: 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

Great! Can I schedule for Thursdays at 7pr!!? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, September J.8, 2013 5:39 plVl 

To: Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, 

Sunday- 6-7pm 

Monday - 8-10pm 

Tuesday - 5-8pm 

Wednesday - 6- lOpm 

Thursday - 6- lOpm 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

tomorrow night (Thursdays @ 7pro). Please be sure they are aware, 

to have a 2nd night of [:utoring but I didn’t see another slot 

Please tell me what might work for your students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:04 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

.Jaimie, 

The only PHIl    tutor we have is 

Sh~-_~ has sessions h:~r PHIL        on Tuesday nights. 

B~-_~cause of the short notice - my anticipa~:ion is no [or tomorrow, but we will find out. 

I would recommend Dey Hatl for the time being. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinaLor/’Acadernic Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offk>:~: 919-843-27;28 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring! It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-10pm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livemnc.edn> 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: TUTOR SCttEDULE UPDATE 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi! Here is your updated tutor appointment for ECON. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:52 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

]:W: updated tutor sessions 

If you are receiving this .... 

Please check your email from .h~imie for a new updated i:uLorial ;~:_~;sion for you 

Please attend these!! Th~,nks, 

Rich DeSelrn, Head Swir~ning Coach 

U]’Avers[[,y .~f Xlorth (1 aro]x~a Swirnmir~g & D~:mg 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 

Email: desell~@email.unc, edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www Roheels corn 

~3~._~L_u___t!c_~_e_.£l_u_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:14 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: TUTOR SCttEDULE UPDATE 

Hi Jaimie! 
I actually am going to see the Mountaintop play for my drama class that night, so I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the session on 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 
To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDU LE U PDATE 
Hi 
Please r~ote the followir~g update to your tutor schedule! Please let me kr~ow if you have questions!concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 7:29 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: TUTOR SCttEDULE UPDATE 

This works perfectly!!!! Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:33 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Here is an update to your tutor schedule! Nease let me know if you have any questions/concerns about this weekly appointment: 

s~oR wit~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 7:37 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: TUTOR SCttEDULE UPDATE 

It says I need approval before I emaJl them, is this considered my approval? 

On , at 7:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Per the attached tutor agreement, you will need to fotlow the following steps it: you are not able to attend your session. If you don’t, you witl receive 

an infraction which will be sent to coach from the tutor coordinator, See below for details, Thanks... 
Appointment Cancellations 
Th~ stttdent is u~timate ty responsibie for m~king sure can~eiiador~ cwe c ommunicetedpro~erly~opointmeots ahould no~ ~e c~oceied beyon~ speciot drcumstonces 

<!- -[if ’.supvoltLists]- ->. <!- - [endiI’]- ->Students may not caned or resehedule an appointment direaly with the tutor. 

<’.--[if ! supportLists]--> o <!- -[eMit]- ->anytime the student is sched~ded to be absent due to t ..... travel, (s)he sho~fld .......... nicate the ab ..... with the tut ...... 

]Net- than the session prior to trave]ing, in addition to follomng tile cancel]ation procedures listed below 

<!--[if ’.supportLislsl-->° <!- -[endil]-->vor Appointments 5pro or later- appointuienls mast be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

<!- -[if !supportLists]- ->. <!- - [endit]- ->vor Appointments Before 5pm- appointnlems must be cancelled no later mar, noon the previous day 

<!--[if !supportLisEs]-->, <!- - [endii]- ->For Sunday Appointments- Appointments must be cancelled no lalei- mall noon on Friday. 

<!- -[if ’. sup~rtLisls] - ->° <!- - [endif]- ->I~°rd~‘t~m~ala~pp°~t,sm~tsm"stsen~a~emm~t°~:<:~:~r~it‘)~’~(;~c~i~d~°pytheir~cade~i°°~se1°r 

<!- -[if ’. suptxwtLisls]- ->° <!- - [endif]- ->AU CmlCenations outside ofteanl traval must be approved through me student’s acadetnic counselor BEFORE being emsiled to the 

tutorial staff. 

<!- -[if ’. suptxwtLisls] - ->. <!- - [endif]- ->Canee~1~t~°nemal~ssh°Naincludethed~te,~imesttbie~ttut°rnamem~d,e~"s~nf~re~1ea~ati°n; 

<!- -[if ’.supportLisls]- ->. <[- -[endil]- ->Any c~nce:.’] alions oulside the ~fo~emer~tioned palicy wi]l be recorded by the tutor as nl aG~dernic ina~clion. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi Jaimie! 

I actually am going to see the Mountaintop play for my drama class that night, so I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the session on October 

2nd 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

soc~ wi~ 

<Student and Tutor Agreement docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:43 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: TUTOR SCtlEDULE UPDATE 

Yes, I can potentially change it bm there aren’t that many peffomlances I can attend beP, veen other tutor session, recruits and travel 

On , at 7:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimidee(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Did yoke get your ticket already? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:37 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

It says I need approval before I email them, is this considered my approval? 

On , at 7:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_j__n_!!__e_!__e___e____@____u___n__c__:__e__d___u__> wrote: 

H~ 

:o ow the following steps if you are not able to a[tend your session. If you don’t, you Per the at[ached tutor agreement, you witl need to 1 

will receive an infraction which will be sent to coach from the tutor coordinator. See below for details. Thanks.,, 
Appointment Cancellations 

The s tu ~ e n~ i.s u i~imate ly re sp ~ n s ib le fo ~ ~ a ~in ~! su re ~ ~ n ~ e iir~i o n ~ a re c o m mu ,~i~ a ted ~ rop e rty. ~ ~ oin tm e n ts s ~ o #!On n t b e ~ n n c e le ~ ~ el, n n O sp e cin/~irc u m s to n c es 
<!--[if !supportListsl-->. <!--[endifl--:’Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 

<!-- [if ! supportLists]-->o <~--[endi~-->Anytimethesmdeutisschedu1edt~beabsentduet~teamtrave~,(s)hesh~u~dc~mmm~ica~etheabsence 
with the tulor no laler than the session prior to 1Taveling, in addition to lbllowing the Cmlcellalion procedm-es listed below. 

<!-- [if !suppo~Lis~s]- ->* <!- -[endif]- ->For Appointments 5pro or later- Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

<’.-- [if !supv)rtl,is~ts]- ->, <!- -[endi~]- ->For Appointments before Spm- Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous cloy. 

<’.-- [if !supportLis~s]- ->, <!- -[endit]- ->for S,nd~y Appointments- Appointnlents must be cancelled no later tllalL noon on Friday. 

<!--[if!suppx~rtLists]---~ <!--[endii]- 
academic counselor               ) 

<’.-- [if *supportLists]-->, 
entailed to lhe tulorial stafli 

<!--[if *supportListsl-->, 

<’. - - [if * suptx~rtl,is~ts] - ->, 

Foam: 
Sent: Wednesday, : 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi Jaimie! 

I actually am going to see the Mountaintop play for my drama class that night, so I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the session on 

October 2nd 

<[--[endif]-->All cancellations outside of team travd must be approved ttn-ough the studeut’s academic comlselor BEFORE beit~g 

<!- -[endifI- -> ¢ art~ el i at ion e* n miss hotfld include*he date ’di n e ~ubj oct tul or name a~td re ~ on for ¢mlce!lation 

<!- - [endit] - ->Any cmmeliatior, s outside the aforemel~tinned policy edli be recorded by the tutor as aJ’, academic infmcfioi~ 

7:14 PN 

From: Lee, Jaimie <ja!m!e!ee~unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

<Student and Tutor Agreement .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:18 AM 

~gmml .com; ’ 

~gmail.com>; 

@gmail.com> 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edtr~- 

WE NEED YOUR @live email account 

~hotmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn); 

~ymail .corn); " 

@yshoo.com); 

if you are receiving this, please send me and copy Kathy Griggs your unc @ live email account address. 

Kathy’s email is .k_g£igg_s___@__.___u___n__£:__e___d___u_ 

Kathy: Could you -- 

add an "S" to the team address book title? 

Add staff: 

Aaron Workman aworkman@unc.edu N 
i c o l e A I e xa n d e r. _q [ _a_[ _e_ .x_a_. _n__. _@_. _e_ m__ .a_!_[: u__n_.£:. _e_ .d_ u- 

Jaimie Lee ja~mje[ee@~!D£=~du 

Sean Quinn @gmail.com 

Remove Jenn Townsend 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:48 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

cancun invoice.PDF 

Please see the attached invoice for your mom’s portion to Cancun. She needs to pay the invoice to Triple Crown Sports, Inc (Their information is at the top of the 

invoice with their phone numbers) 

If there are any questions. 

Donna Cheek 
Department of Athletics 

Women’s Baske~hal] O:ffice 

Phone: (919) 962-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-2506 

Go H~’els ! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hayli.org> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11:36 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: PLEASE READ...THIS IS YOUR INVOICE FOR CANCUN 

okay thanks, whew. I am going to pray on this real hard today to figure out how to make this work. I really want to go! 

Mom 

On Thn, Sep 26, 2013 at 10:00 AM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee(~unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Cheek, Donna E 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:48 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Please see the attached invoice for your mom’s portion to Cancun. She needs to palr’ the invoice to Triple Crown Sports, Inc (Their i~fformation is at the top of the 

invoice ruth their phone numbers) 

If there axe aJ~y questions. 

Donna Cheek 
DeparLment of AthleLies 

Women’s Basket,hall Of Tiee 

Phone: (919) 962-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-2506 

Go Heels[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:55 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Excuse tbr missing Monday, Spanish review FW: tutor session 

Taken care of. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e b @ erl~ii b PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:43 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Excuse for missing Monday 

Importance: High 

Hi, 

Spanish review FW: tutor session 

I sent the following rnessage to              . I thought the irfitiaf email meant there was a change, I didn’t realize she had sessions on Monday and Tuesdays. 

Please excuse her for rnissing on Monday night. She did not know. Thanks. 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:04 PM 
To= 
Subject= tutor session 

Hi 

FYI, the following session is on your schedule but it will not start until the 29th! 

* -Sun @ 8pm SPAN with 

Initial email: 

Staff, 

See below for more additions: 

*designates starting date will be 

**Adjustments 

*1 -Sun @ 6pm SPAN with 

*~ I-Sun @ 6pm SPAN with 

) - Mon @ 6pm SPAN with 

) S~@SP~SPAN ~ith 
Meff @ 7pmSPAN ~i~h~ 

*" -Sun @ 9pm SPAN with 

*’ -Sun @ 8pm SPAN : with 

- Mon @ 9pm CHEM with 

- Mon @ 7pm SPAN with 

**                     will NOT have CGS Mon @ 7pro 

- Mon @ 9pm COMM    with 

*~ - Moving COMM : from 6pro to 7pro with 

*: - Moving COMM from 6pm to 7pm with 

Ben Sheu 

:is out of town this Sunday) 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLunc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

(STARTS NEXT WEEK) 

(STARTS NEXT WEEK) 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:29 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: AC tIours tomorrow 

Does the AC close early tomorrow because of the game? Sorry I should know this but I never go in there and I want to your my parems around because the?- will be here tbr parents 
weekend Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 7:04 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Jaimie, 

Jenn will walk you through the steps tomorrow. 

"~qa r~k yoL~, 

Michelle 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:22 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Hello all. 

I have a who would like to have an exam proctored for psychology. The exam is on and she will miss due to a meet in 

proctored an exam myself. I would like to check our policy!procedure before I reach out to the professor~ Please advise! 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to In?’ professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in 

,-;~:~t via th~ s~uns:l~:g G/:LAXY S~’e4, au A-&! 4G L’,~i: m::,~tp,hm:e 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?l)unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: @live.edu>, 

Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~;unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

ff~live.unc.e&,> 

Hi 
Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about missing an exam fbr a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears anything. 

Do you lmow ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thmflcs 

:Sc’~;t via !};c" Samsung GALA’/~Y S%4 ~t: A’J& ! AG ~ iS >,mr~;!~)i:on:; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 10:08 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: TUTOR SCttEDULE UPDATE!!!! 

Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in rotors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Specifically I’ve built a 

relationship ruth            L mad             ., and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. I 

would appreciate ifI could continue working ruth these m-o and be ix:moved from the two private tutors flint I was just notified of and apologize for the inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 6:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:59 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: .-cancelations 

Done. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u ,@ erl~ii u PC. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 12:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: --cancelations 

importance: High 

A(:tually~ will you caF~c~-’_J both sessi.:_~F~ for 
PORf Sunday 07:00 PM 

ECQN Tuesday 09:00 PM 

1 hanks. 

From: 
Sent: Friday, : 10:08 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 
Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in tutors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Specifically I’ve built 

a relationship with             and              and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. 

I would appreciate if I could continue working with these two and be removed from the two private tutors that I was just notified of and apologize for the 

inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ    weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

ECON wffh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:00 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Can you put in a request for her? That way I can tag something to her. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 11:39 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hi, 

Can we go al’u:_~ad and add Lo Lhe Phil review on Tuesdays with 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent" Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:04 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Jahteie, 

The only PHiL    Lutor w~-’_~ haw:_~ is 

She has sessions for PHIL        on Tuesday nights. 

Because of the short notice --- my anticipation is no for tomorrow, but we will find out. 

I would recommend Dey HaU for the time being. 

Ben Sheu 
;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

?? Thanks 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring! It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-10pm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:06 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: aaad    with on Wed at 6pm instead of Mondays? 

Done. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~ eu @ erl~ii u pc.ed u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 Ii:13 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: aaad with I on Wed at 6pm instead of Mondays? 

importance: High 

Hi, 

Can we possibly add               to the AAAD    sessions with l 

6pm. Just wondering if this would work. 

Thanks. 

¯ on Wednesdays at 6pro?? That way we can cancel her sessions on Mondays at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 l:10 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: ’ cancelation 

I’m not sure I understand... 

What do you mean it’s not covering the correct class’? 

I’ve can(:elh:_~d it, 
[.3en Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordiru~l:oriAcader~ic {::ounsek)r 

U N C Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Progr’a m for St u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

Frem: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:13:1:05 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: cancelation 

Hi, 
Please cancel the following appt. It is not covering the correct class so he will stick to drop in. Thanks. 
E~ON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:11 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Added. 

Thanks 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

~!S h e U @ e m a ii. U n~:, e d u 

Office: 93_9-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:13:1:04 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

d o n i:_! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:!.3 l:00 PM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 
Can you put in a request for her? That way I can tag something to her. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

bsheu!~emaii.unc.edu 

Off:ice: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:13:1:1:39 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hi, 

Can we go ahead and add to the Phil review on Tuesdays with 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Seat: Wednesday, September 25, 20:[3 6:04 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

,Jai~’r~ie, 

The only PHIL    tutor we have is 

She has sessions for PHiL        on Tuesday nights. 

Because of the short notice --. my anticipation is no for tomorrow, but we will find out. 

I would recommend Dey Hall for the time being. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

bsheu!~emaii.unc.edu 

Off:ice: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 20:13 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

?? Thanks 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring] It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-:10pm. 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, ,4:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: advising appt... 

I set one up about h~Jf ml hour ago. Solry it was so last minute. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 4:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 
I still don’t have a set appointment time for you to meet with an academic advisor. Please get back to me when you get this if you have 

questions/concerns. Remember, you are required to have this meeting every semester, and time slots have been filling up. Just let me know if you 

are having trouble or think you are receiving this by mistake. 

I’ll be sending a follow up list to coach shortly... 

Jaimie 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:39 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Here it is! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwalded message: 

From: <no reply@unc.edu> 

Date: ,4:24:47 PM EDT 

To: < ~:emml.tmc.edu> 

Subject: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Deal 

This email confirms your advising appointment witil Roger (Loudermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan on Thursday, 

EST. 

Roger (Londermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplala’s Advisor Information: 

This appointment will be held in tile LOURDERMILK Center. ONy current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

This appointment will be held in tile LOURDERMILK Center. ONy current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 

General College and College of Arts & Sciences 

University- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3110 

G008 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Direct: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

kaplan(~unc.edu 
http://advising.unc.edu 

at 06:00 PM 

If you made tiffs appointment in errol; or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu, so that another student 
may use tim time slot. 

We look forward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:42 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: FAI,L BREAK?!RE: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Shoot. Ok I’ll try, again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On; , at 4:41 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

, you s(:hedtaled art ~Ei:q:~ointm~:_~nt during fall break! Will you be ~Ebl~-’_~ to ~El:{:er~(t? Roger may end up (:anceli[~g, t.:_3o.., 

From: 

Sent: Friday, ’, 4:39 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Here it is’. 

Sent from IW iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <no reply@unc.edu> 
Date: ,4:24:47 PM EDT 

To: < ~;email.~mc.edn> 
Subject: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Dear 

This entail confirms your advising appointment mtla Roger (Loudermilk- Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan on Thursday 

at 06:00 PM EST. 

Roger (Loudermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan’s Advimr Intbrmafion: 

This appointment will be held in the LOURDERMILK Center. Only current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

This appointment will be held in the LOUILDEILMILK Center. Only current student-aflfletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 

General College and College of Arts & Sciences 

UniversiD- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3110 
G008 Steele BuMing 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Direct: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

D_p__!~@i_~_~__n___c__:_e_@__ 
_kLtp_;:’:!~_~_~:i__si_r_~=_u2~_c_:__e__d___u_. 

If you made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https://advsched.oasisuunc.edu, so that 

another s~mdent may use the lime slot. 

We look forward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, i 4:47 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: NEW TUTOR APPT! ! 

I appreciate the tutoring session, but Chem was the class that I dropped, so I don’t know if the session would be very useful. 

Thanks, 

On , at 3:57 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Big Poppa, 
The following appointment has been scheduled for you, effective immediately: 

Please contact me asap with questions!concerns. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:56 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

How about this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <no reply@unc.edu> 

Date: 4:55:14 PM EDT 

To: &emml.tmc.edu> 

Subject: ADVISING Appointment Co~ffirmafion 

This email confirms your advising appointment ruth Dexter Robinson on Wednesday. 

Dexter Robinson’s Advisor hfformation: 

Dexter Robinson 

Academic Advisor 

The College of Arts and Sciences 

Division of Natural Sciences & Mathematics 
2005 Steele Building 

CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.9028 

S~’pe: Drobinson.Advising 

*If scheduling by phone, you the student must contact me at your designated appointment time. 

; at 09:00 AM EST. 

If you made this appointment in emir, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu, so that another student 

may u~ the time slot. 

We look forward to seeing ;you on 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, ; 5:18 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: advising appt... 

I scheduled an appointment today for 

Thanks~ 

at 830 with spencer wdboume. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 4:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I still don’t have a set appointment time for you to meet with an academic advisor. Please get back to me when you get this if you have 

questions/concerns. Remember, you are required to have this meeting every semester, and time slots have been filling up. Just let me know if you 

are having trouble or think you are receiving this by mistake. 

I’ll be sending a follow up list to coach shortly... 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,                  5:21 PM 

Maxkos, I,ance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; I,i~inger, Michael B <mli’~ing@email.unc.edu>; Gaxth, Chnis~ I,ynn <cgarth@unc.edu>; 

Workman, Aaron <aworkman@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaknie <jaknielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Transcript Reviews - 

Barbara?: 

Could we get a determination of if she may be a competitive admit? 

Thanks 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swir~ning Coach 
U~:ivcrs[[y of "li)rth (1 ar.~]ma Swirnmi~:g & D~vJ~:g 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, 4:12 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 
C¢: 111e, Vince; Polk, Barbara .1o; Lee, .1aimie 
Subject: Transcript Reviews - 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Rich DeSelm!Mike Litzinger!Christy Garth/Aaron Workman 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: September 27, 2013 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective StuderA~hlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student-athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843-7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student-athletes. 

Level 3 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Jaimie Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-> 

Friday, 5:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Weekly Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Form.docx 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ECON tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 8i00P~. This is your f!~t documented 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infrac[ion = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been ._N_.E_L._D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (A~~~..m.’: edu) within the timeline listed 

below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Be,,:, Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,                  5:30 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edw~; 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Weekly hffraclion Notice 

@live.unc.edu> 

,-what can you tell us about this.’? 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
1.)t~Jversib,’ or iNol if? Carolina S’,x:[mtnit~g & Di\,[t~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 5:26 PM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, _laimie; DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ECON tutoring session on 

infraction and shall be considered your first warning. 

at 8iOQPN. This is your f!~t documented 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history or infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 
3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal form) to the 

Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must state 

all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your 

responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~,S P~}i!~!~tg[!.!).~.u!ffc:e.d~!) within the timeline listed 

below. 
For Appointments 5prn or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5prn - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 
[.3en ,Shcu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: ?}gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Friday, 6:54 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: advising appt... 

Hi JaJmie! 

I’m so sorry Ill take care of it right away! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 at 4:35 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I still don’t have a set appointment time for you to meet with an academic advisor. Please get back to me when you get this if you have 

questions/concerns. Remember, you are required to have this meeting every semester, and time slots have been filling up. Just let me know if you 

are having trouble or think you are receiving this by mistake. 

I’II be sending a follow up list to coach shortly... 

Jaimie 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:06 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: advising appt... 

Hi Jaimie, 

Does that mean an academic advisor on campus? I.e. Lynwood Webster I believe 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 4:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I still don’t have a set appointment time for you to meet with an academic advisor. Please get back to me when you get this if you have 

questions/concerns. Remember, you are required to have this meeting every semester, and time slots have been filling up. Just let me know if you 

are having trouble or think you are receiving this by mistake. 

I’ll be sending a follow up list to coach shortly... 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:01 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@ unc.edu> 

FW: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Jaimie: 

Just following up on this request when you get a chance. My brochure deadline is coming up in the next 10-14 days and need to tie up all the loose ends. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:17 PM 

To: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Jaimie: 

I need some info for the swimming media guide. At your earliest convenience can you please forward me the following. 

1. List of men and women on 2012-13 ACC Academic Honor Roll 

2. List of men and women on fall semester 2012 Dean’s List 

3. List of men and women on spring semester 2013 Dean’s List 

4. List of majors for all members of men’s team 

5. List of majors for all members of women’s team 

6. Any particular academic highlights for the team as a whole that might help us in recruiting 

Thanks much for your help on this. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

:ell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:49 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: TUTOR SCtlEDULE UPDATE 

hi Jaimie, 

I can’t change the date that I’m going to the play, so will you please approve the cancelation of my sociology tutor on Wednesday? I’ll be sure to email 

them all of the information according to the tutor agreement 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 17:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

I understand. If you can’t change it, Iwilt approve the cancelation! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:43 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Yes, I can potentially change it but there aren’t that rnany performances I cart attend between other tutor session, recruits and travel 

On , at 7:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Did you get your ticket already? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:37 P! 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

it says I need approval before I email them, is this considered my approval? 

On , at 7:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Per the attached tutor agreement, you will need to follow the following steps if you are not able to attend your session. If you don’t, you 

will receive an infraction which will be sent to coach from the tutor coordinator. See below for details. Thanks.,. 

o 

o 

o 

From: 

Students may not cancel or resched~le an appointment direct{y with the tutor, 

O Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team traw!i, (s)he should communicate the absence with the tutor no inter than the 

session prior to traveiing, ir~ addition to following the canceliation procedures listed below, 

~’ For Appointments Spin or later Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

¯ For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no inter than noon the previous day, 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be car!celled no later than noon on Friday, 

tiaimielee@u n~ edu} 

All cancellations outside of tearn travel must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial staff. 

cance!!ation emaiisshoui u~e ~k,e~a ~i me sub jet tu~o~name o~ cance!!ation 

An,,, cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by tile tutor as an academic infraction. 

Sent: Wednesday, ’. 7:14 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi Jaimie! 

I actually am going to see the Mountaintop play for my drama class that night, so I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the session on 

October 2nd 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi       ! 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

<:Student and Tutor Agreement .docx>- 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:09 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hi Jaimie’. 
Could we reschedule our meeting tbr sometime later this week? rm not feeling well at the moment and was wondering if it was possible? If not, just let me know and I can still be there at 1030 
today’.[ 
Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:23 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Please disregard my last email, I can make it at 1030!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 10:08 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Jairme! 
> Could we reschedule our meeting for sometime later this week? I’m not feeling well at the moment and was wondering if it was possible? 1£ not, just let me know and I can still be there at 
1030 today’.! 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:31 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: RE: 

Rescheduling would be great thank you so much’. When should I come? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 10:25 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <’jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Are you sure?? I was just emailing you back., if you don’t feel well, we can reschedule’. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 10:23 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaunie 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

> Please disregard my last email, I can make it at 103011 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On , at 10:08 AM, ~,live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Jaunie! 
>> Cuuld we reschedule uur meeting fur sumetime later this week? I’m nut :feeling well at the mument and was wundering if it was possible? If not, just let me know and ! can still be there at 
1030 today!! 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent [’rum my iPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Tutor cancelation 

Hi, 
I need to cancel a tutoring appointment, here is the information- 

date: Wednesday, 
time: 9 pm 
subject: SOC’ 

tutor name: 

reason: I will be attending the Mountaintop performance for my drama 

Thankyou! 

class 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:51 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor Cmacelation 

FYI - This is for tomorrow. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Ofiice: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor Cancelation’ 

7:32 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

I will need to cancel my Physics tutor, l 
Tuesday night. 

Thank you, 

, on Tuesday at 7:00 PM I have a physics test that morning and will not have any new material to go over with her 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bellsouth.net~ 

Monday, 3:15 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: biology exam review 

Hi Jamie-I have a drop in session tonight 9-10pm. I have talked to my students to about the SI session Weds night. I’m busy Tues, Weds nights. I 
could do a session late afternoon on Tues or Weds like 4-5pm. 
Cheers. 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Cc: @bellsouth.net)", 
Sent: Monday,. . 9:10 AM 
Subject: biology exam review 

~bellsouth.net> 

Hello! 

Can a biology exam review be scheduled for BIOL this week? Exam 2 is this Thursday!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 

7:46:30 PM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: Psych Exam proctor 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Sent: 7:46:28 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From: Lee, Jaimie qaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 

To: @live.edu> 

Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Hi 
Did gou get a chance to talk to Dr, koeb about proctoring },our psyc exam? If she is okay with it, 1 will make contact with someone at to proctor the text. I will also 
t~eed ~m idea .:_~f ,/our b:_~am schedule that day from Co~Ech I~ich so ~:his c~m b~:_~ arrange~’t I have reached out t.:_~ hin~, but i~: will be helpful if %m <:a~ hel~ folk~w up! 

From" 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

’][’he exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(g~unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: 2{live.edu>, 

Cc: "Lee, JaJ~mie" <iaimielee,~);unc~edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

&liveamc.edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam’?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM,’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam tbr a trip. You .said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~lJm~g. 

Do you lmow ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thmflcs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:50 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych ExaJn proctor 

Yes; she has been worried. A basic but not final schedule when she may be free is: 
Wednesday, 3pm 
Thursday, no r~:’ai time a’; we trav~-A from to a meet and return that: t~ight 
F~’iday, could ,g.:_~ ~’-V9a m, practice I11-1, could go 3+ pm 
Satur’day, no real time as we in 
Hope this helps Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
1Z:t~Jversit~,, o:[ iNol ~[? Carolina S’,v[n’mlit~g & Di,,,kt~g 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w_ !Y .w_: ~,!n_.c_: .e_d u 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, : 3:44 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 
Coach, 

came to me about an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduled 
the team’s schedule for that weekend so I can contact someone aU 
could possibly have her exam proctored, 
Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we lem, e for a meet in 

meet). The professor does not oft:er make-up exams, so I would like to know 

to proctor it for’ her. Please let me know when you have an idea ot:a Lime block when she 

........ Original message ........ 

From: ’%ee, Jaimie" <iaimMee(tbunc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~;live.edu>: 
Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" <jaigl_!e!_e_e_~[a]_u_n_c_:_e___d__l_!> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

S~liveamc,edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during once hours? 

f--i OI , at 5:24 PM, ,~;live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jmnie, I crone to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam1 for a trip. Yon said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~?¢Jling. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:04 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Vep, I would make sure that the student has already spoken to Dr, Loeb first, though. 

Jenn 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:28 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: b"W: Psych Exam proctor 

So._this is the schedule we worked out...do you recommend I cal]/emait pro[: Loeb and then figure out who to contact at ? 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes; she has been worried. A basic, but not final schedule when she may be free is: 

Wednesday, 3pro 
Thursday, no real time as we travel from to swim a meet and return that night 

Friday, could go 8!9am, practice 1:].-:[, could go 3+ pm 

Saturday, no real ~:im,-_~ as we in 

~k~pe this hek~s Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
1,;t!J’,’ersil:t,- .):[ "xrc,.~ tb (;ar,~lir, a S:vimtmr!g & r?ivu!g 
PO Box 2126, (Nape] thH, NC 27514-21 ~5 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[mdd~email.unc.edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:44 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Tmportance: High 

Coach~ 

came to me about an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduled 

the team’s schedule for that weel~end so I can contact someone at 

could possibly have her exam proctored. 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your ofl]ce after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in 

se,~t~ vJn fits s Ensuing GALAXV S~04, tn AT&T 4G L’[[; smal12[Lol~e 

meet)~ The professor does not offer make-up exams, so I would like to know 

to proctor it for her. Please Iet me know wh~-_m you have an idea of a time bk)cl~ when she 

........ Original message ........ 

< i From: "Lee, Jaimie" jai_Lr_l_i__e_!__e__e_[~i__u_n__c_’:__e__d_t!> 

Date: ; 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ?-~live.edu> 

Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee~unc~edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

’a) liveuunc.edu> 

tli 

Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 
and take it daring office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM,’ ~!!y__e__:_u__l_lc__:_e___d__l_!> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you abom 2 weeks ago about missing ml exam for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 
a~lJm~g. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thmlks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garth, ChfisU Lynn <cgarth@tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, 1:26 PM 

Lee, Ja]mie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Recto:k!! 

Hi Jamie! 

Well, this is it! The last recruiting weekend coming up this Friday! We only have about 

possible? Thanks so much! f really appreciate it! 
Chrbty Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

UniversiW of North Carolina, Chapet Hill 

PH: 919,619.3899 

F a’,<: 919 962,IS07; 

cgarth@unc,edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Friday, 2:11 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
Hi Christy, 

people~ Would you be able to work them in the of I:OOPM slot if 

[ think the info on iournalism did not get to              today. I don’t know if K:was h:_~ft behind or if it didn’t rnake it to her at the round table. [ am attaching it 

in case you can print a copy for her or forward i~: in an email. 

Sorry about that 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, 8:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

HI brnie! 

Here are the recruits for tomorrm, w if: there is any way thaL we can puL Lheir names on the major interesLs, thaL would be greaL! We will have three sets of parents 

Lhere tomorrow, so reaUy chat up the academics[ @ 

Thanks so much! 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

B~ih@B~ 

B ~sin 

Bi~ ~d ~in eerin~l’~re 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hilt 

PH: 9:19.619.~899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 
cgarth@unc.edu 

From" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:38 PM 
Te: Garth, Christy Lynn 

Subject: RE: Recruits! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Monday, 11:39 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

1-11 Jam:e! Instead of me calling you with a thousand questions, could I ask for a couple of quick items: 

1. The bio classes at flare. {Which you ot:fered ~o email) 

2. The most updated course schedules for the men arid the women’s team including divers. (So that I might figure out any course conflicts} 

Thank you soooo much! 

Chris~:y 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hilt 

PH: 919.6I 9.~,899 



Fax: 9:19 962.:[603 

_c_g_a_£t___h___@_.___u___n___c_:__e___d__u__ 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 7:09 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Great! Thanks! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, 4:43 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! Thanks so much for looking for this for me! I promised this and now I am barely getting it to you.,, I hope that this works: 

Your lO:15am ~        :group will be these people: 

- Business - EXSS 

- Undecided - EXSS 

- EXSS 

- Undecided 

-Business 

-Biology 

- EXSS) 

B i 

- History 

- EXSS 

History 

Your second group at :I:00PM wilt be: 

-Bio 

- Business 

- EXSS 

1"hanks ~.~.:_~ much for aH of your help! 

You are the be~d:! ¢~) 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women"s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 9:19.6:19.3899 

Fax: 919.9(-~2.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:52 PI 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Ch rb.d:V, 

f have not found anyone in the office who has a contact for the Robertson Scholarship. However, here is the contact information, f am sure they can direct you to a 

contact 1:or the recruit to speak with. I hope this helps!! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 
Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: i_b_!_~2 ~ £_o__~ff_~_t s £! L~:_~!_~_o!~_~_s_~_o_£ ~ 

Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The ~j~!3_Lt_~2{)__~}_,’_£!)~!!~__~:_~__~{:~_!!~_L.~[~ is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 
administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:37 PM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help.,. Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing them The AC 

etc) at :10::15 - :10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around :1 - :1:30pro the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering! :) 

Take care! 

Christy 

Sent from my iPhone 



On , at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apologies t:or the fate response] Yes, I will be available this Friday] My number is 3-6566_.1 think you may have tried me but I have had students 

interrupting all day Q._I witl call you back tomorrow if you need._l am on my way out now._ 

From; Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:22 PM 
To" Lee, .]aimie 
Subject-" Recruits! 

Hi Jamie] 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! © 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 3:32 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor cm~celation 

FYl 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutor cancelation 

Hello, 

I will not be able to attend my scheduled tutor session for ECON 

Thank you for your understanding, 

tonight , at 9:00pm. I have a class review session on campus at this time also tonight. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:38 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tutor cancelation 

I have noted this, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e b @ erl~ a i i b P,’:. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, I0:06 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutor cancelation 

Hello, 

I will not be able to attend my scheduled tutor session for ECON 

Thank you for your understanding, 

tonight, , at 9:00pm. I have a class review session on campus at this time also tonight. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: no weekly meeting tomorrow 

@gmail.com> 

I saw, I’m sorry to hear that... I’ll fill it om for .’ca, no worries! 

Thanks 

On at 5:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Howdy! Fm so sad to say we will not be meeting tomorrow morning. I’m already sad I will miss out on my morning laugh! Have a good one, and 

please fill out my weekly meeting form and give it to me before the day is over! 

<weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx> 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Attach: Missed Appointment.docx 

Here is the form you requested. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 9:47 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: biology exam review 

.Just scheduled it for 8pro tomorrow with 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~l 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 AN 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Ce’, @bellsouth.net) 
Subject" biology exam review 
Importance: High 

Hello! 

Can a biology exam review be scheduled for BIOL 

in room 23:1.0C. 

this week? Exam 2 is this Thursday!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Clarissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edtr; 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:33 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Thursday, October 10th 

Hey Jaimie, 

Practice, next Thursda% is set for 6:30-9:00 with shooting at 5:30 but they are going to do photos at that time. They changed the Thursday practices to late practices 

[or the rnonth of October. 

Will yot~ be able to rearrange your sI:udy h:;lf times so th~at :;I: some point between 4 and 5::(5pm I:he all the girls will be :;ble l:o tape the video stt~[f New Media 

needs? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:04 PM 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: Thursday, October lOth 

Hey Clarissa, 

I have study hall with the girls at different times between 330-6pm and I have to leave at 6pro. It may be easier to use this attachment to see how their academic 

schedules are laid out. 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Tuesday, October 0:1, 2013 :!-:[:58 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Thursday, October :[0th 

Hi Jaimie, 

Next Thursday at 5:30pro, the coaches have decided to schedule a photo day so we can have team and staff photos with . We also want to schedule a time, 

before the photos, for New Media to do a few q&a videos with each player. 

in looking at what you have planned, can I tell New Media they can do their portion from 4-5:15pm? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:48 AM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

I will need to cancel my Biology tutor scheduled for tonight,.               from 6-7pm with      in room F. I have an SI session to attend tonight, and 

that is the reason i cannot go to Biology tutoring. I will be back for my guided study following the SI. 

~ (PID: ~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:39 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Divers 

Jaimie, 

I have kids that are applying to school, How do I submit names and whom do I submit them to in order for the names to be tagged as PSA’s? 

Thanks 
Abel 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 

C: 

E: abel2s@unc.edu 
U~C Swim&Di~e 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:33 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

RE: Divers 

Nope - send it to me and the prospect form will get them flagged h~ Admissions._ 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:32 PN 

To: Sanchez, Abel 
Cc-" Markos, Lance M 
Subject-" RE: Divers 

Hi Abel, 

Fitl out the at[achrnent, and I believe you simply send it to Lance who I have copied on [his emaif. 

Lance, please let me know if the PSA form should be sen[ to only you or someone else. 

Thanks. 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:39 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Divers 

Jaimie, 
I have kids that are applying to school. How do I submit names and whom do I submit them to in order for the names to be tagged as PSA’s? 
Thanks 
Abel 

GO HE~LS! 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 

C: 

E: abel2s@unc.edu 
UNC Swicri&Dive 

...... 
::~:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 5:29 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Divers 

Thankyou 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <ia!mie!ee~unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: Abel Sanchez <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Cc: Lance Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Subject; RE: Divers 

Hi Abel~ 

Fill .:)ut the attachment and t believe you simply ;~-_md it to Lance who I have c.:)pi~-:~d .:)n this ernail, 

Lance, please let me know if the f"SA t:ornl should be sent to only you or someone else~ 

Thanks. 

From; Sanchez, Abel 
Sent; Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:39 PM 

To; Lee, .laimie 
Subject; Divers 
Jaimie, 
I have kids that are applying to school. How do I submit names and whom do I submit them to in order for the names to be tagged as PSA’s? 
Thanks 
Abel 

GO HEELS! 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 
C: 
E: abel2s(~,unc.edu 
UNC Sv’~im& Oi~e 

::x:: ...... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:31 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting tbrm...please drop it offtonight 

Dropped it offon that desk by your door 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you...I requested it by the end of today. 

<weekly meeting form for missed appointments.doc~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 8:33 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: weekly meeting tbnn._plea~ drop it offtonight 

Thanks, btw, and I enjoyed reading it! O 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:32 PlY1 
To: 
Subject: RE: weekly meeting form...please drop it off tonight 

Yes I saw it! Sorry I emailed you by accident! I just realized you were still on my list[!! 

From; 
Sent" wednesday, 8:31 PN 
To= Lee, .laimie 
Subject-" Re: weekly meeting form...please drop it off tonight 

Dropped it off on that desk by your door 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you...I requested it by the end of today. 

<weekly meeting form lbr mis~d appointments.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:25 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: weekly meeting tbnn._plea~ drop it offtonight 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

Here you go! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:29 AM 

To:" 

Subject: weekly meeting form...#ease drop it off tonight 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you..,I requested it by the end of today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:00 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@ unc.edu> 

Re: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Thank you. This is awesome stuff. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:48 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse(~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Hi Dave, 

I finally finished. I hope this is what you were looking for... 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:01 PM 
To-" Lee, .]aimie 
Subject; FW: Swimming stuff for media guide 
Jaimie: 
Just following up on this request when you get a chance. My brochure deadline is coming up in the next 10-14 days and need to tie up all the loose ends. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:17 PM 

To.’ "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Jaimie: 
I need some info for the swimming media guide. At your earliest convenience can you please forward me the following. 

]. List of men and women on 2012-13 ACC Academic Honor Roll 

2. List of men and women on fall semester 2012 Dean’s List 

3. List of men and women on spring semester 2013 Dean’s List 

4. List of majors for all members of men’s team 

5. List of majors for all members of women’s team 

6. Any particular academic highlights for the team as a whole that might help us in recruiting 

Thanks much for your help on this~ 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

1:27:25 PM 

@live.edu 

Undeliverable: Psych Exam proctor 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Sent: 1:27:24 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@nnc.edu;, 

Thursday,              19:27 AM 

@live.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Hi 
I had a good conversation with Dr. Loeb, and she has agreed to allow you to have your exam proctored while you’re aw,sy at’ 
det~Eils, [ will h?t you know. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 9:38 AN 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I came into ,/our office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

’][’he exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in 

. Once Ihave worked out the 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(gl)unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: 2{live.edu>, 

Cc: "Lee, JaJ~mie" <iaimielee~;unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

J~live.unc.e&,> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam’?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam tbr a trip. You .said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~lJm~g. 

Do you lmow ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thmflcs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:30 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc¯edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Thank you so much. 

When I talked to her she seemed pre~, reluctant so I appreciate you being able to help me out. 

What should I do next? 

Thanks again, 

........ Original message ........ 
Fl~om: "Lee, JaJmie" <jaJmielee@unc.edu~ 

Date: 3 9:28 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @live.unc¯edtr~ 
Subject: FW: Psych E~m proctor 

Hi 

I h~HJ ~; good (:otlw:_!r~.;~;[iotl with Dr l_(_!F_!b, ~Hld ";llF_! ll~;S ~;grF_!ed l:o allow ¥otl [:o h~we your F_!xi~m ~)roc[:ored wllile y.gu’r~! i~way ~;[: 

details, I wilt let you know. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 9:38 AN 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my prot~ssor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave tbr a meet in Texas 

scull ~’ia [ile S~l;t~;~Jt[~ GALAXY 3.:,1, ~t A i &]" ,1(} [.TIt t[i ]3"[i?]lot[L’ 

¯ (]h]c~:_~ f have worked ot~t [h~-’4 

........ Original message ........ 

Fl~om: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee~unc:edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~,live.edu>, 

Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

2~livemac.edu> 

Hi 
Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, @live.unc~edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago aleut missing an exam for a trip¯ You ~id you would email the teacher m~d let me know If you hears 

a~ydling. 

Do you know ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 

ThaJlks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:32 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Okay. I’ll talk to him about it tonight to get a sense of timing. Then when we have someone I’ll know whele we stand. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: ’%ee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> 
Date: 9:30 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 

’P, ctualty, your exam is scheduled for the    : which is when you travel to the 

base with Coach about a time you have available to take the test... 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 9:28 AN 
To: 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Hi 
I had a good conversation with Dr. I.oeb, and she has agreed to allow you to have your exam proctored while you’re away at 
details, I will let you know. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I cane into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doeslft provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in 

. Once I have made contact with stat:f there, you will need to touch 

Once I have worked out the 

........ Original mes~ge ........ 

From: "I,ee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.e&|> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~live~du>, 

Cc: "Lee, J~Jmie" <Ca_a___r_lli__e_[_e_e_@__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

?L) live .unc .edu> 

Hi 
Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your e~m?? Is the prof unrolling to let you reschedule the e~m 

and take it during once hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, ’ 2blive.unc .e&~> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exmn for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

an~Jfing. 

Do you know ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"c}gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 1:30 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPI,ETE TIlE ATTACttMENT 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

On , at 5:18 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I have an appointment and will not be able to have our weekly meeting tomorrow morning (Wednesday ). Please fill out the attached form and 

slide a copy under my door! I prefer you do NOT email it back to me since it will have your grades. Please print, fill it out, and slide it under my door. 

We will meet next week! Please give me a copy of the attachment by the end of the day!! 

Thanks! 

<weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 6:19 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

WOLO 

Jaimie, 

Ben mentioned that you need to change the girls WOLO appointment. Can you tell me when a preferred day and time would be7 Then I can check in with 

to see what works. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:39 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exmn proctor 

"That day we will be at SMU. 

Rich DeS@n, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
I.}t~J.,,ersib,, o:[ iN.ol ~[? CaroUna S’,v[mtnit~g & Di,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Coach, 

Thank you for your help with 

back from my contact in to see if he can proctor the exam on Wed, at Spin. I will keep you and i 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes; she has been worried. A basic, but not final schedule when she may be t:ree is: 

Wednesday, 3pm 

"Thursday, no real time as we travel from to to a meet and return that night 

Friday, could go g/gain, practice :l 1-:1., could go %- pm 

Saturda% no real tirne as we : in 

Flope this helps Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

m~i:ssi~y of lq0rlh Caro]i~za Swimmk~g & D:vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1X-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emad: desehn@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel HIll, NC 27514 

www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Coach, 

came l:o nu:, about an upc.:_~rsing PSYC [xar8 scheduled 

the team’s scheduh? fop Lhat weekend s.:_~ f can contact someone a[: 

could possibly have her’ exam proctored. 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam i~,          which is the day we leave tbr a meet in 

~1 via ~he %sr:~s’.tng G.’\L:,,>"~ S~4 a:~ A ~&~’ 4G ,:.T,~. s~ ~J @~one 

and her psyc exam proctor. I have reached out to the prof who has agreed to make the arrangement. Now I am waiting to hear 

posted. 

(     ~ meet). Tlle professor does not offer make-up exams so l woukJ like to know 

[:o proctor it for her, Please h:_d: rse kF~ow when you llav~:_~ aF~ i@:_~a o[ a [:im~:_~ block wl’u:_~F~ ";11~:_~ 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <La_4__r!!i__e_!_e___e_@unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~!_i_X _e_:_e___qt__u_ >, 

Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?l)uuc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

Hi 
9’) Have you discussed this with your proibssor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam., Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, ~_{~i’!iZ£:_~_Kl£_._e_9t_u_> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hems 

anything. 

Do you know ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(} gmaJl .com> 

Friday, 12:41 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

end of week meeting 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Law, Greg A <greg law~unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:35 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Cancun handbook Ibr 

Cancun Challenge Fan Handbook 2013.pdf; ATF00001 .htm 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded nressage: 

From: "Renee Carlson" <Renee@triplecrownsix~rts.com> 

To: "Law, Crreg A" <greg law(a)unc.edu> 
Subject: Cancmi handbook for 

Hi Greg, 

I hope you are doing great! 

I am attaching a handbook that I would love if you could forward to JaJmie for . This is our fan handbook that we send to everyone tlmt books 

directly ruth us, so I want to make sure that she has the information as well. 

Also, can you clarify, if roll fly with the team? If not, can you shoot me her flight itinerary so we can make sure we pick her up at the airport when 

she arrives. Thanks so much! 

Renee 

Renee Carlson 
Director of College Basketball/WNIT 

Triple Crown Sports 

3930 Automation Way 

Fort Collins, CO 80525 

(O) 970.672.0557 i (F) 970.223.3636 
www.Mplecrownsports.com<http:/iwww.triplecrownsports.comi> 

w~-w.womensnit.com 

Facebook<https://ww-w.facebook.com/womensNIT>I Twitter<https://twitter.com/triplecrownspts> i 

YouTube<http://ww-w.youtube.com/useriTripleCrownSporksTCS ?feature watch> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lockhart, Danez <Dauez.Lockhar@nfl.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:19 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: NFL Continuing Education Program 

Thanks so much Jaimie, 

I will be in touch with them. I appreciate your help! 

Dm~ez Marrable Loekl~art 

Continuing Education Consultant 

NationaJ[ Football League 

345 Park Avenue 

New York, NY 10154 

TolJ Free: 855-4PE-.2472 

P: (9117) 734-4757 

F: (212) 8-1,7-1654 

E: Danez.Lockhart@nfl.com 

iXi ,?.id:image005 
cid:ima~©08 

png@01CE .png@01OE 

7730 BFDED B564.gAED0 

370 FI0 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 4:03 PM 

To: Lockhart, Danez 
Subject: RE: NFL Continuing Education Program 

Hi Danez, 

I am glad to hear        ix trying to finish his degree. I was his academic counselor and am happy to help. There is actually policy and procedure in place for 

student at:Metes who would like to rot:urn t:o finish their degrees. Please see t:he attachment. 1he contact email is at the top. Please let me know if you have any 

other questions. They will also be able to provide an audit to see what classes he has remaining. Please email advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc edu for further 

information 

From: Lockhart, Danez [mailto:Danez.Lockhart@nfl.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2023 3:55 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc-" Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: FW: NFL Continuing Education Program 

Hi iaimie, 

f ]~.ESt spoke with Tia and Found out the correct spelling on your name (and how t:o reach you since the link on your website has it spelled wrong). I am passing this 

on to both oF you and appreciate your as;istance. 

F-lave a great weekend! 

Danez Marrable Lockhart 

Cm~tinuing Education Co~su~tm~t 

National Foot:baH League 

345 Park Avenue 

New York, NY :10:154 

Toll Free: 855-4PE-2472 

P: {9:17) 734°4757 

F: (2712) 847<1654 
E: _[)__a__n___e___z_:__Lj2£_k___h___a_r__t__@_ nil.coin 

png@0!CE png@01CE 

7730.BFDED B564.4AED0 

370 F:I0 

From: Lockhart, Danez 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2023 3:26 plVl 
To: ’jaimelee@u ncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject: NFL Continuing Education Program 

Good afternoon Jaimie, 

My name is Danez Marrable Lockhart and I am the new Continuing Education Consultant for the NFL. One of your former student-athletes, Mr. ;, is 

interested in completing his undergraduate degree and would like to take courses Spring if possible. He put you down as his advisor so I wanted to see what 

options he has to take classes this Spring. Would you be available to discuss some options with me in the next few days? Also, could you provide me with a copy 

of his degree audit and/or transcript so I may be more well versed on his academic situation? 

If you are not the correct person on your staff to discuss options with, could you please refer me to the appropriate party? I am attaching his transcript release form 

to this email which permits me to discuss his academic records with you. 

Thank you in advance for your response and have a great rest of the day! 

p.s. Please let me know if this is the correct spelling of your name. It is spelled one way on your website but another way in your email address. Thanks so much ! 

Danez Marrable Lockhart 

Continuing Education Consultant 

National Football League 

345 Park Avenue 



New York, NY 10154 
Toll Free: 855-4PE-2472 
P: (917) 734-4757 
F: (212) 847-1654 
E: Danez Lockhart@nfl coin 

i ~:~ i cid:image005 cid:image008 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uuc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Not really. We drive to      from      late AM Thursday, the meet [s at 4pro and we drive back afterward. The best days for test taking are Wednesday 

afternoon and Friday afternoon. 

Rich DeSelrn, Head Swi~dng Coach 
U]’2vors[p2 of "qorth < aro]ma Swimmi]’.g & D*vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NT’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emaih deselrn@ernaihunc, edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 3:24 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich k 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Oh, I see. I will see if I can coordinate with someone d~ere... 

When will you be at ? Will there be an opportunity to take the test there? 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Lee, .]almle 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
That day we will be at 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming. Coach 
mvi:ssi[y of lq0rlt~ Caro]ina Swimming & D:vmg 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1X-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emad: deselml~_,email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, N(2 27514 

www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 10:48 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Coach, 
Thank you for your fu:_~[p with and her psyc exarn proctor, f have reached out to the prof who has agreed to make the arrangement, Now t am waiting to hear 

bad( from my contact in to see if he can proctor the exam on Wed, at 3pro. I wifl keep you and posted~ 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes; she has been worried, A ba;i(:, but not final schedule when she may be [ree is: 

Wednesday, 3pro 

Thursday, no real time as we travel from to 

Friday, could go 8/9alt% practice II-:L could go 3~- pm 

Saturday, no real time as we in 

Hope this helps lhanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;n~vors[ty c:,f ).]0r111 Ca]c:,lma Swimming & [-:hvJng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@eroai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles Dr, Chapel HIll, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2023 3:44 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Coach, 

came to me about an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduled 

the team’s schedule for that weekend so I can contact someone at 

could possibly have her e’,<am proctor~:_~d. 

Thank Vo~fi 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AN 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

to swim a meet and return that night 

meet). The professor does not offer make-up exams, so I would like to know 

to proctor [t for her. Please let me know when you have an idea of a time block when she 

Yes I caJne into your office after I hat talked to my prot}ssor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave tbr a meet in 

se~]l ~’ia tile S~l,~ts~t[~ GALAXY S.:d, ~t A i &]" d(} [.T}{ tel ]3"[i?]1ot[~ 



........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <immielee@unc~edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~live.edu>, 

Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" <iaimielee(t~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

@live mac.edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, @live.unc~edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago aIxmt missing an exam for a trip. You ~id you would email the teacher m~d let me know If you hears 

a~ything. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Tha~fl~s 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:57 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

At 
Rich DeS@n, Head Swkrmfing Coach 
L:tJversit’~, of North Caroli]ra S’,~’[mtnit~g & Divas 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent: Friday, 3:24 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Oh, I see. I will see H:I can coordinate with someone there... 

When will you be at ? Will there be an opportunity to take the test Lhere? 

From= DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent-" Friday, 10:39 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
That day we will be at 

Rich DeSeim, Head Swimming Coach 
LkJversib’ o:[ Nc:,.~ ~h Carolir, a S’,,,’[~:qtnmg .~: ~]ivtt!g 
PO Box 21 ~6, Chapel till], NC 27514-21 ~5 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[m(d?email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles ][k, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, 10:48 AM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Coach~ 
Thank you for your help with and her p~.;yc e’,<am proctor. I have n:_~ached out to tb-:~ prof who has agreed to make the an’at~g*:_~nl*:_~nt. Now I am waK:#~g to hear 

back from my contact in to see it he can proctor the e.,<am on W~-:~d, at 3prn. f will k~-_~ep you and i posb:_~d. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes~ she has been worried. A basic, but not final schedule when she may be free is: 

W~-:~dnesda y, ;Spa 

T}lursdi~y~ no real time as we trav~:_~l flom 

Friday, could go 8/9am, pracdce 11--:1, could go 3+ pm 

Saturday, no real time as we swim in 

Hope this helps Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swirr~fing Coach 
I.:tJv.qrsit?,, o:[ :N’.)I th Caroli]ra S’,x,’[mtnit~g & Div [t~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn(~.~eraail.unc.eda 
Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Coach, 

came to me about an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduled 

the team’s schedule for that weekend so I can contact someone at 

could possibly have her exam proctored~ 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

to swim a meet and return thai: t~ig}lt 

meet). The professor does not offer rnake-up exams, so I would like to know 

to proctor it for her. Please let me know when you have an idea of a time block when she 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide nmke up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave ibr a meet in 

,-;c~:~t via the; s~:Jns:m,.?, (’./:] .AX’~f S~.,14 au A~&! 4G U]P sm.~t:;.hm,.e 



........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee([~m~c.edu> 

Date: ,9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~)live.edu> 

Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" <iaimielee,~;unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

J~liveamc.edu> 

Hi 
Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office honrs? 

On , at 5:24 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jmnie, I crone to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exaal] for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~5¢~hing. 

Do you lmow ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thmflcs 



From: @live.unc.eduv 

Sent: Friday, 5:45 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Busi    Tutor 

Hey Jamie, 
I was wondering if I could get a Busi tutor do I just need to come get one of those tutor request sheets from you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:31 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor Request 

Hey Jaimie, 

You told me that I could send you a tutor request for one of my classes, so I am going to try that now! 

PID: 

Class: Either Poll : or Hist ’ (I would love a tutor for either and think they may overlap some) 

Availability: 

Sundays: I would love to do it on Sunday- I’m free all afternoon 

Mon/Wed!Fri: I could do anytime from 5-9 

Tu/Th: Anytime from 5:15-9 

Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Laura (Athletics) <lmmiller@mail.smu.edu;, 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:00 AM 

Robinson, Matthew <mrobinson@mail.smu.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her swimmers from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the Women’s Classic next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the 16th from 3-4pm and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes 

Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Irnmiller@srnu.edu 

http://www=smu=edu/Acaden)!cs[A DSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

::N:: 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:05 PM 

ASPSA Tukwing <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie ~jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

Hello, 
I need to cancel my 7:00 pm tutor for AAAD due to a mandatoly creed meeting at 7pm 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:07 PM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

CREED kmight 

Hi, due to my CREED meeting tonight at 7 I’m going to have to leave my guided study early. No cancellations just a heads up that I will be gone around that time Thanks. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:40 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 1030am appt 

Hi JaJmie! 

I’m so sorry! I thought your emaJl from last week meant that this week was canceled! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:40 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(a))mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Our appt is at 10:30am on Mondays, but I don’t see you. Did you forget? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Laura (Athletics) <lmmiller@mail.smu.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 1:10 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC .Proctored Exam Needed 

Of course ant’ time! I used to work at NC State in their program so its always a pleasure to talk to someone who lives near Raleigh’. 
Laura 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jairme [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 12:05 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew; Miller, Laura (Athletics) 
Cc: Bierman, Sue 
Subject: RE: UNC            -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matthew, 

Thank you %r getting back to me. I will copy you on an email I am sending to the professor, Dr Jearmie Loeb, who will work out the details! 

Laura, I sincerely appreciate your help today! 

Here is some information for you: 

Student athlete: 
Date: Wednesday, ,3pm 
F.xam: Psyc 
Prof: Jeannie Loeb 

Thank you, again. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Rubinson, Matthew [mailto:mrubinsun(a)mail smu edu] 
Sent: Monday, Octuber 07, 2013 11:05 >~\I 
To: Miller, Laura (Athletics); Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Biennan, Sue 
Su[2iect: Re:                 Proctored F.xam Needed 

Sure, no prublem! Please pruvide me with the derails and I will ensure sumeone from uur center will pructur 

Respec fful ly, 

Matthew Rubinsun 
Assistant Directur - Student Athlete Academic Suppurt V. E. mrobinson@smu edu 

[cid:D[~413F189-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29IX2869])] 

NOTE: This email message is fur the sole use ufthe intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidential and/or privileged in%nnation. Ant’ unauthorized use, disclosure, or distribution is 
pruhibked. If you are nut an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original message. Thank you. 

From: <Nfiller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <lmrailler@mail.smu.edu<raailto:lrrwrhllerl~mail.smu.edu>> 
Date: Monday, October 7, 2013 9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <mrobinson@mail.srau.edu<raailto:turobinson(~mail.smu.edu>~ 
Cc: "jamfielee@unc.edu<mailto:iaimielee(~,unc.edu>" <iaimielee@unc.edu<mailto:iaimielee(~,unc.edu>> 
Sul~iect: LYNC W. Swm~ner-Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her          from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she is at SMU for the 
next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the 16th from 3-4pro and they- have permission from the UNC facul~" for the course. Since you gut’s handle the proctoring 

for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the 
possibili~" of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt[ 
Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 
Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 
5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 
PO Box 750312 
Dallas, TX 75275 
lnwr~ller @Slrm.edu<raailto :lnwr~iller(~slnu. edu> 
http ://www.smu. edu,’AcadernicsiADS A 
Office: 214-768-4217 
Cell: 
[cid:image001 .prig@01 CEC343.FOD30730] 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain corffidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this 
message and destroy any copies An?, dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:20 PM 

@live.unc.edu-*; Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.e&~ 

RE: Tutoring 

Thank you 
I have noted this. 
Please remember to follow protocol. Our protocol requires cancellations to be in by noon. 
If you know this is coming up in advance, I would be happy to note the cancellations days or even weeks in advance 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
LTNC Academic Support Program fbr Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:05 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
SubJect: Tutoring 

Hello, 
I need to cancel my 7:00 pm tutor for AAAD 

Sent from my iPhone 

due to a mandatoU, creed meeting at 7pro 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

,~live.unc.e&P; Lee, Jaimie <jmmielee@unc.edu> 

RE: CREED tonight 

Since schedules are set up on the hour - you are actually cancelling the 2nd hour of your GS. 
I have noted this. 
Please remember to follow protocol. Our protocol requires cancellations to be in by noon. 
If you know this is coming up in advance, I would be happy to note the cancellations days or even weeks in advance 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: CREED tonight 

Hi, due to my CREED meeting tonight at 7 I’m going to have to leave my guided study early. No cancellations just a heads up that I wil[ be gone around that time. Thanks. 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew <m~obinson@mail.smu.edu;, 

Monday, October 7, 2013 2:31 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC .Proctored Exam Needed 

No problem! Glad we can help. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson 
Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support 
V. (214) 7684008 
E. mrobinson@smu edu 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) 
and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any 
unauthorized use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If’you are 
not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by 
reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message Thank you 

On 10/7/13 12:04 PM, "l,ee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Ill Matthew, 
> 

>Thank you :for getting back to me I will copy you on an email I am 
>sending to the professor, Dr. Jeannie Loeb, who will work out the details! 
> 

>Laura, I sincerely appreciate your help today! 
> 

>Here is some information for you: 
> 

>Student athlete: i 
>Date: Wednesday, ,3pm 
>Exam: Psyc 
>Prof: Jeannie Loeb 
> 

>Thank you, again. 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Robinson, Matthew [mailtn:mrobmson(@mail.smu.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, Octnber 07, 2013 11:05 AM 
>To: ]VhHer, Laura (Athletics); Lee, Jaimie 
>Cc: Bierman, Sue 
>Subject: Re: UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 
> 

>Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure 
>someone from urlr center will proctor. 
> 

>Respectfully, 
> 

>Matthew- Robinson 
>Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. (214) 7682~008 

>E. mrobinson@slnu.edu 
> 

>[cid:DE4BF189-4662 -47C2 -AF77-C21B29L’~869D] 
> 
>NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) 
>and nray contain confidential and/or privileged irfformation. Any 
>unauthorized use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are 
>not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by 
>reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original message. Thank you. 
> 

>From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" 
><lrnmillcr@)tnail. smu.edu-~mailto :lmrniller(&mail. smu.edu>> 
>Date: Monday, October 7, 2013 9:59 AM 
>To: "Robinson, Matthew" 
> <mrob inson@maih snm. edu<mailto :t~obinson@maih smu. edu>> 
>Cc: "j aimielee@unc.edu<mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu>" 
><j aimielee@unc edu<mailto:j aimielee@unc edu>> 
>Subject: UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 
> 

>Hi Matt. 
> 

>This morning Jaimie from the Umversity of North Carolina called me to 
>see if one of her          from U2",IC could have an exam proctored by one 
>of us while she is at SMU ibr the next week. She would 
>need to have her exam proctored on the from 3-4pm and they have 
>permission from the UNC facul~z for the course. Since you guys handle the 
>proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it 
>best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this email and 



>hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of 

>this happening Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

> 

>Thanks so much Matt[ 

>Laura 

> 

>Laura Miller, J.D 

>Center :for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic 

>Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

>5800 Ownhy Dr., Suite 206 

>PC Box 750312 

>Dallas, TX 75275 

>lmmillcr@smu. edu<mailto: lrnmillcr(~smu, edu> 

>http ://www. smu.edu/Academics/ADSA 

>Office: 214-768-4217 

>Cell: 

>[cid:image001 .png@01 CEC343.FOD30730] 

> 

> 

> 

>This e-mail and any attactwaents may contain confidential and privileged 

>itffonnation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 

>sender ilrm~ediately by ret~ucn e-mail, delete this message and destroy any 

>copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

>than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 2:36 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

mrobinson@mml.smu.edu 

RE: follow up---psyc    exam proctor 

Thanks, Jaimie! 

Jeannie 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:13 ply] 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Co: mrobinson@mail.smu.edu 
Subject: follow up---psyc : exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I hope all is well. This is a follow-up email to our conversation last week regardin~ and the Psyc exam scheduled for Wednesday, She will 

be at Saint Methodist University due to her away meet the program. 

I am copying the person in charge of such matters at SMU, Matthew Robinson. He will assist in arranging for the exam to be proctored next Wednesday, at 

3pro. 

Please let me know how else I can assist. 

Thank you again, Dr. Loeb. 

Many thanks to you, too, Matthew! 

Jaimie 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone from our center will proctor. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson 

Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. (214) 768-4008 E. mrobinson@smu.edu 

[cid:DE4BF189-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29DC869D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <ffnmiller@mail.smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller@mail.smu.edu>> 

Date: Monday, October 7, 2013 9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <_m__rQ_b_[n__s_ .o_n__@._m._a_!!_:_s_ .m___.u__:.e__d_u_._<_ ._m_.a__[Lt_ .o_L_m_Eo__b_[_ns_o__n_._@__m__a_!J_:.s_m__l)_:edu_>> 

Cc: "i._a_j__n_!] .e_J_.e__e_.@.__u _n_c_,_e_d__u_..<_ ..m__a__[!.t_ .o__:[.a__[._m__[e_[ .e_ _e_ @_ _u_ _ .n_ .c_: .e__d _u_.~" <i_a_Lm__[#_Le_e_@_v__n_ .c_: .e_d__u_._<_.m__ .a_jLt_9_;i_a!_m!e!e__e_.@_u_._n_~_._?_d_~.>> 
Subject: UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her          from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the                next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the "    from 3-4pm and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Immiller@smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller @smu.edu> 

httpJ[www: s m u:edu/Aca dem [c s/A DSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[cid:inlageOO:Lpng@OICEC343.FOD30730] 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: DROPPING A CLASS... 

JaJlnie, 

I would like to talk to you about dropping my EXSS 
you think? When can I drop in to see you? 

Thanks, 

class. I’m just learning now that it is not required for me since I’m in general track not sport admin. What do 

Sent from nay iPhone 

,, at 2:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i’_a_~__n_)_i_e_J__ee_@_unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

Reminders: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->L <!--[endif]-->Tl’~e deadline to dr.:_~p a cl~E;s i~.~ Mond~Ev, . You need to 

I~-’_~l: me know [MM{-DIArEL¥ if you ru-_~ed t:o ~trop ~E class. You m~Ev not drop b~-_~[ow :1.2 cr~-_~dit h.:_~urs. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->There is "express" drop services being offered Friday and Monday 8:30-5pm in the steele 

building and her’e in Loudermitk from lOam--3pm. 

Contact i’ne asap if you have questions!concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,               4:58 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Li~inger, Michael B <mli’~ing@emaiLunc.edu>; Garth, Chrisly Lynn <cgarfla@unc.edu>; Workman, Aaron <aworlanan@unc.edu> 

RE: follow up---psyc    exam proctor 

Thank you, Jaimie. 

Lauren: Please follow through m~d provide us with the details so that we can help you with this. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
U]’2vcrsib~ of "10rth (1 a].’~]ma Swir[lmi]:g & D~vJng 

PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, iN(-’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@el~mil.unc, edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:16 PM 

To: 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich k 
Subject: FW: follow up---psyc exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Hello, 

FYI,      I and Coach Rich, I haw:_~ ,-_~sl:abJished contacL with Matthew Robinson at SMU who will h,-Ap arrange the psyc    ,-_~xam to be! proctored on Wednesday, 

at 3pro. please follow tip with professor Loeb. She will need Lo determine who she would like to have the exam sent to MaLthew and how it should 

be returned. 

Thanks. Please let me know if you need any other assistance. 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:13 PM 
To: Loeb, 3eannie H 
Cc: ’mrobinson@mail.smu.edu’ 
Subject: follow up---psyc exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I hope all is well. This is a follow-up email to our conversation last week regarding and the Psyc exam scheduled for Wednesday, . She will 

be at Saint Methodist University due to her away meet the women’s swimming and diving program. 

I am copying the person in charge of such matters at SMU, Matthew Robinson. He will assist in arranging for the exam to be proctored next Wednesday, at 

3pro. 

Please let me know how else I can assist. 

Thank you again, Dr. Loeb. 

Many thanks to you, too, Matthew! 

Jaimie 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone from our center will proctor. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson 

Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. (214) 768-4008 E. mrobinson@srnu.edu 

[cid:DE4BF:189-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29DCg69D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <Immiller@nlail.smt,.edu<nlailto:Immiller@mail.smu.edu>> 

Date: Monday,               9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <mrobinsonpmail.smu.edu<mailto:mrobinson~mail.smu.edu>> 

cc: ~La.~Lm..~Le.~Le..e.~.@.~.u.~.n.~.c.~.e.~.d.~.u..<....m..~.aJLt~.~.~;La.Ln.~LeJ~.e...e.~.@....u...q.c.....e...d...u..~’~ <La..!~n..~!~e.J~e..~e..~.@.~u...n...c.:~.e.~.d.~.u.~5~.m..~.a.~D..~.:..2aJ~.m..~Le..Le...e.~..@~.u.~.n.~c..:~e..~d..~u..>> 
Subject: UNC W. Swimmer-Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her swimmers from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the                next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the     from 3-4pro and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CUd Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PC Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Immiller@smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller@smu.edu> 

http:i!www.smu.edu/AcademicsiADSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[cid:imageOOl.png@O1CEC343.FOD30730] 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 



by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jmmMee@unc.edu-~; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

cancel 

Hi, 

This is and I am sorry for the late notice but I will not be able to attend my guided study session tonight with 

apt to get a i done tonight at that time. Once again I’m sorry for the late notice! 

i from 7-9 I have a 

PID: 



Fli"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 8:01 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: saJnple email to Psyc profre: proctoring exams due to away competition 

,Jaimie, 

I made some comments below in red. Thank you. 

Michelle 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Honday, October 07, 2013 1:03 PM 

To: Brown, IVlJchelle 
Subject: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 
Importance. High 

Hello Michelle, 

Does this message sound okay? I would like to send this email to the psyc    prof before we make arrangements to proctor the psyc exam for one of my 

Is this the policy you wanted me to refer to? Thank you for your feedback... 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding           . a student athlete in your PSYC : course. She spoke to you about having her Exam I proctored at 

while she is away at competition next Wednesday,          Per our conversation, you will allow J      to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. Matthew Robinson~ "Tff,ie" a~ is in charge of proctoring exams and ha~ agreed to prod-or the exam for      . I will send 

a follow-up email to you so that you may contact him directly. Please iet me know ill can be of any assistance, iii ordei ~o estabh~h contact with their department aiid 

~,~,, in charge of proctoring exams, Matthew Robinson. 

Also, you and I had a convemation regarding the university policy on attendance. I wanted to fo!fow-up by providing you with the relevant portion ~ff tf~e policy below 

and it is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

C la~’s A tterMance Policy 

Regular clm’s attendance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work; of all class meetings. No right or privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from 

art), cl ........... tings ~ep~ fo~ e‘~c~.~ a~ fo~ ~iith~ized Uni~r~i~ a~iviti~ ¢r~ ~l~w) ~ ~]igi~‘~ ~rv~n~ex required by the student’s faith. Ira student misses th ............. tire cla ......... tinct ...... isses ...... 

clas’ses thrm the course imtructor deems advisable, the course instructor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean. 

Noto3cation of such an absence must be sent by the respom’ible UniversiO, official to the course instructor bgfore the date(s) of the scheduled absence 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: ;(~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:46 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Study hours 

Hey Jaimie, 

If we are traveling Friday, do we have to get all the study hall hours in by that time? 
Also how does this work with Fall Break? 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxml, Spencer <~swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:35 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Advising Appoinmaent 

Hi 

My hours in Loudermilk are 10am-3pm on Wednesday and Friday (eveW other Tuesday as well). Our appointment was scheduled for Steele Building however we can reschedule. What days 
and times work best for you? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:34 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Advising Appointment 

Hi Spencer, 

I made an advising appointment with you today at 8:30, I’m not stare if I made a mistake but I can’t seem to find you at your office in Loudermilk Could we reschedule for another time? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:05 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaJmMee@unc.edu-*; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancelation 

Hello, 

I am writing to inform you that I would like completely drop my tutor for ECON on Tuesday nights form 9:00pm-lOPM. The weekly on-campus tutor sessions, 

that my teacher holds, for the class work much better with my schedule. I appreciate the assistance my tutor at Loudermilk has given me thus far, but I will no 

longer be requiring her help. Again I would like to completely drop my tutor for ECON    . Please contact me with any questions. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:15 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tutor Cancelation 

Thanks 

This has been removed entirely from your schedule. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u P,’:. (-!d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, , 10:05 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Tutor Cancelation 

Hello, 

I am writing to inform you that I would like completely drop my tutor for ECON    on Tuesday nights form 9:00pm-lOPM. The weekly on-campus tutor sessions, 

that my teacher holds, for the class work much better with my schedule. I appreciate the assistance my tutor at koudermilk has given me thus far, but I will no 

longer be requiring her help. Again I would like to completely drop my tutor for ECON Please contact me with any questions. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.une.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

pennmaent tutor cancelation’ 

To whom it may concern, 

I need to completely cancel my Tuesday evening Physics    tutor at 7 pm, for the rest of the fall semester I am going to a walk in physics 
things are much more productive and helpful in that session. It also fits into my schedule better. 

Thank you, 

tutor at 7 pm on Monday nights now, and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

@live.~mc.e&L> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: pemmnent tutor cancelation 

Thank you 
This has been removed from your schedule. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, l 0:21 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: permanent tutor cancelation 

To whom it may concern, 

] need to completely cancel my Tuesday evening Physics    tutor at 7 pro, ]’or the rest of the fall semester. I am going to a walk in physics 
things are much more productive and helpful in that session. It also fits into in?’ schedule better 

Thank you, 

tutor at 7 pm on Monday nights now, and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richde~lm@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Psyc    Exam 2 

........ Original mes~ge ........ 

From: "Loeb, JeaJmie H" <loeb@unc.edu> 
Date: 7:57 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: ~)live.uuc.edu> 
Cc: Jeaunie Loeb < @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: Psyc    Exam 2 

I’ve already sent information to Matthew--you are all set. 

Dr. Loeb 

JeanNe Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

University of North Carolina 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Dopping Class 

Hello Jaime, 

I was thinking about dropping my Phys class. I got my first grade back and I was hoping to talk to you about it before Monday, Thank you. 



Froln: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11 : 18 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Daaaag 

@live.unc.edu> 

It’s all good. Lol no worries email works fine 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 9:23 AM, "Lee, Jaunie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> I have to email you now because the texts stopped going through... SolTy you didn’t get my message.. Yes this phone is crap... I should’ve called my b... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

10/8/2013 4:24:43 PM 

_~live.edu 

Undeliverable: Psyc Exam 2 

RE: Psyc Exam 2 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: Psyc Exam 2 

Sent: 4:24:26 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.edu 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

:<-- .[ .~:: ~:~ i"~[~ c.:~ i: i --- A,~:: t .~ --i’:~ i[:,~:.:~ i~~- ~::’:i. i]. t e.~ i: ~.~ :~ :: t i: ~.:i ~:.::: 

~.~-i-~...~ ::. q .~...: ..... ; ’~ .. i ,. ~,.: ~.. ~ ..:. ,~..: ...:-,. ~ ~.,~ .~.. ’.. .: ,... ~..,,"~-.’ .~ .: _.= ~ < -~: .~.~ .>’..~ i .[~ :,.~ V ~:~}.~ ~i-~ 

:~.--.[ .~::~:~i"~.[~c.:~i:i:---..::::.~,..":: ~!.,::::;T~~.:~h.>,~.~;:i.:::°~,i, :)<), I.C~II~I.’~ i3:i<:=!~:!.:<~ ~i~’.~" 

.~i~.::-:.]. ],<.:. ~) ~.~, .i. ~.~ .i. ~: , ~.:i ~~ <.:., ~:.~ <.:i~.:i ~.~: .i. i: h i:~.~:::!iifi"i ?/ =i=.i.: 5/ i:~ C: ii --- 5.i::i.A ~ i:i <~,~-::: i:. ::i:! .i..!; ]. ::i:! :: :,1 ,ii :: ::i:!: ’7 -- ~]~ ii <ii <) 





From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unaedu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

To: @live.edu> 

Subject: RE: Psyc Exam 2 

Great! [.eL me know if you need anything else~.. 

From; 
Sent; Tuesday, : 10:41 AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc; DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject; Fwd: Psyc    Exam 2 

........ Original message ........ 

From: @unc.eda> 
Date: 7:57 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: £~Ll_i y__e__:LLn__c_’_:_e_d_q > 

Cc: Jeannie Loeb < ~@gmail.com> 
Subject: Psyc    Exam 2 

I’ve already sent information to Matthew--you are all set. 

Dr. Loeb 

JeanNe Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

University of North Carolina 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:54 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Advising 

~(}live.unc,edu~ 

Jaimie, I just wanted to let you know that I scheduled an advising appointment for the 25th with the chem advisor So the hold on my account will be lifted then. Thanks! 



From: ~liveamc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: advising appointment 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               4:47 PM 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Li~inger, Michael B <mli’~ing@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gaxth, Chris~ Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu>; WorkmaJ1, Aaron <-aworkmaJl@unc.edu>; 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

MAJORS EXPLOtLAfI’ION NIGHT - WEDNESDAY .... 

Team: Take part if you can....a great opportunity to explore! 

Subject: Please remind your students! Majors Exploration tomorrow night 

Hi coaches, 

l’m hoping you can provide a reminder to your student-athletes about the Majors Exploration program tomorrow night. All freshmen and sophomores who have not yet declared 

majors are STRONGLY ENCOU RAGED to attend. Your students have received an ACS email and also will hear about this through their academic counselors, but if you could add an 

extra reminder and word of encouragement, that would be great! 

Majors Exploration Night 

-- Wed.,      at 7 p.m. at Loudermilk on the third floor 

-- Dress is casual 

-- Drop by any time between 7 and 8 = no need to be there for the whole hour (students will circulate to talk with professors and majorl~school representatives). 

Among those represented: Business, Entrepreneurship minor, Exercise and Sport Science, History, Information and Library Science, Journalism, Peace, War and Defense, 

Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Master of Accounting program, University Career Services 

Questions: Dana Gelin (dge!j/!@~£c)~a:~nc=ed~, 919-962-0083) 

Thank you! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 

[~_~j ~_~_[i b_!~ ,_.&~/:_~ g__£ ~ ~ I ’~’-,;, ,;2 ~,�,;’, S 

ILO. B’.:,’~ 2~2d, Ch~=pei Hill, iqC, 27515 

Rich DeSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 21 ~6, Chape] tIiH, NC 27514-21 &5 

(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-96.2-1603 (C): 

Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 

www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu~ 

Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: < . i~/live.unc.edu> 

From: <no reply@unc.edu> 

Date: at 3:32:38 PM EDT 

To: < ~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: ADVISING Appointment Co~ffirmation 

Dear ( 

This email confirms your advising appointment ruth Roger (Loudermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan on Wednesday, 

AM EST. 

Roger (Londermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplma’s Advisor Information: 

This appointment will be held in the LOURDERMILK Center. ONy current student-athletes may ~e advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

This appointment will be held in the LOURDERMILK Center. ONy current student-athletes may ~e advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 
General College and College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3110 

G008 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Direct: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 
kaplan({bmlc.edu 

http://advising.unc.edu 

at 10:30 

If yon made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https:/iadvsched.oasis.nnc.edu, so that another student 

may use tile time slot. 

We look forward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 4:55 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: my thursday guided study now ti~om 2-4pm 

Last 3 emails are done. 

Do you still want on Tuesdays too? 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Supporl: Program for Stu&:~nl:-A~:hh?l:es 

~!S h ~! LE @ ~!!m ,~Eii. LE n~:, e d L: 

Off:ice: 919-8~13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 4:31 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: my thursday guided study now from 2-4pro 

Hello, 

FYI, I have official changed my entire guided study group on Thursday from 2-4pm ( , and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 5:24 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

stor    tutor 

I wou ld like to request permeate cancelation of nay stor    tutor I will go to drop in tutor but my appointment time does not work for me 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:18 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: saJnple email to Psyc profre: proctoring exams due to away competition 

You can still adjust the email so it is just a follow-up, outline what we agreed upon, and offer if you can be of any assistance. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 20:[3 2:30 PM 

To: Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Michelle, 

FYI, Dr. Loeb got the contact information for Matt Robinson from me yesterday and has already made arrangements for administering the exam. Do you 

recommend t still emaii her the portion about the un[versfl:y poiicy or just let it go at this point? Especially so this is documented in our emails? 

Thank you. 

From: Brown, Nichelle 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 20:[3 8:0:[ PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

J a [ m h:_!., 
[ made some (:ommenLs bekbw in red. "hank you. 

Michelle 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 20:[3 :[:03 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 
Importance: High 

Hello Michelle, 

Does this message sound okay? I would like to send this email to the psyc    prof before we make arrangements to proctor the psyc exam for one of my 

. Is this the policy you wanted me to refer to? Thank you for your feedback_. 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding           , a student athlete in your PSYC    course. She spoke to you about having her Exam i proctored at 

, while she is away at competition next Wednesday,          Per our conversation, you will allow       to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. Matthew Robinson, "Title" at                          .. is in charge of proctoring exams and has agreed to proctor the exam for,      . I will send 

a follow-up email to you so that you may contact him directly. Please let me know i~l con be of any assistance, il; order to establish contact with thei; d~partn-,ent ai-~d 

th~ pe,so,i ,’i; charge of proctor,nO ex~r,-,s, Matthew Rob,’i;soi;. 

Also, you and i had a conversation regarding the university policy on attendance. I wanted W follow..up by providing you with the relevant portion of the policy below 

and l~ is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Class Attendance Policy 

Regular c lm’s attemtcLnce is a student obligation, and a student is re~ponsible for all the work, including tests and written work. of all class meetings. No right or privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from 

arty cla~’s meetings ex~epi fo~ exc~ts~J~h~es fo~ auth~ed Uni~v~ a~h, ities i~ b~lo~ o#~O~igious 6~serv~es required by the student’s faith. If a studentmisses three consecutive cla~’s meetings, ormisses more 

clas’ses titan the cottrse instrttctor deems cuJvisable, the course in.lt~22ctor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean 

Notfication of such an absence must be sent by the re~pomible University official to the course imtructor before the date(~9 of the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

Why do I have this Miss Jamie 

From: cashier@unc.edu <cashier@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Student Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASB North, CB# 1400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-14OO 

Web: htLp://cashier.unc.edu * Email: casNer@unc.edu 

Phone 919-962-1368 * Fax 919-962-1568 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you have outstanding past due charges on your student account, in which a hold restricting registration and transcripts has been 

placed. Please review your account and make sure that any outstanding past due charges are resolved as soon as possible. Once your payment has been made, 

your hold will be removed automatically within one business day. 

Thank you, 

University Cashier 

Student PID: 



From: ,@live.tmc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:44 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: woloftutor 

shankkkss 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: wolof tutor 

Hi 

Here is tile new tutor time if you need it: 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, ] 1:14 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

I just wanted to let you know that I probably won’t be at my academic meeting tomorrow because I am doing the Learning disability learning thing at the UNC 

clinic. It says it will be done at 12prn, but I don’t know when ill be back on campus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:11 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Dropping Class 

I was wondering if there is anytime today or tomorrow that I can meet with you to discuss the Phys class. Thank you 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject.’ RE: Dopping Class 

Hi ~,4att, 

FYI, the ~)hys prof sent us a progress report on 

to dr.:)p it? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, Ii: 17 AM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: Dopping Class 

Hello Jaime, 

I was thinking about dropping my Phys 

showing you have an A--in the (:lass (20% o[ final grade)., it’s the highest in the class ..are you stm:~ you want 

class. I got my first grade back and I was hoping to talk to you about it before Monday. Thank you. 



From: ~@ive.tmc.edtr~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:21 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: woloftutor 

Hey by the way, i chatted with my phil tutor and she said if i talked to someone about moving into her 8oclock session right before mine it would be 

alright, what do i need to do to possible switch session times? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: wolof tutor 

Hi 

Here is the newwolof tutor time if you need it: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Law, Greg A <greg law@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:38 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FW: Cancun handbook tbr 

Cancun Challenge Fan Handbook 2013.pdf 

From: Renee Carlson [mailto:Renee@triplecrownsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: Law, Greg A 
Subject: Cancun handbook for 

Hi Greg, 

I hope you are doing great! 

I am attaching a handbook that I would love if you could forward to Jaimie for 

with us, so I want to make sure that she has the information as well. 

Also, can you clarify if will fly with the team? If not, can you shoot me her flight itinerary so we can make sure we pick her up at the airport when she 

arrives. Thanks so much! 

Renee 

Renee Carlson 
Director of College Basketbal~NVNIT 
Triple Crown Spo~ls 

3930 Automa[ion Way 

Fo~t Colfilss, CO 80525 

(O) 9?’0.672.0557 J(F) 970223.3636 
www~triplecrownspo rts,com 

www.womensnit.com 

Facebook I Twitter E YouTube 

. This is our fan handbook that we send to everyone that books directly 



From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:03 AM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Unit I English 

My teacher read my Unit 1 essay and said it was fantastic. She asked me if she could use it as a model in future classes! I’ve never been happier in an 

English class before. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:23 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: stor tutor 

Done. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email unc. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailtu: 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 5:24 PM 
To: ASPSA Tuturing 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Sutzject: stor    mtur 

;#yahuu cum] 

I would like tu request permeate cancelation of my stur tutor 1 will go to drup in mtur but my appointment time dues nut work for me 

Thank you! 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Laxninakw 

Hey Jaimie! Can and I come to the AC around 6:15 to laminate our goalcards? has class until 6:15 so we were thinking we could bang it out right after she gets done. Thanks for 
your help’. 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Lmninator 

Wow! Thank you so much for doing that!!’. We really appreciate it!! will stop by tonight to pick them up. Thanks again!!! 

> On , at 5:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi They’re done...come pick them up anytime...rm here until 10pm tonight. 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, q 4:46 PM 
> To: Lee, Jallnie 
> Subject: Laminator 
> 

> He?’ Jaimiet Can and I come to the AC around 6:15 to laminate our goal cards? 
for your help! 
> 

has class until 6:15 so we were thinking we could bang it out right after she gets done. Thal~ks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:07 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Dropping Class 

Ok that works I am in the study hall now, if you can email me at a time when you are free to talk that would be great. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:27 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Dropping Class 

I am available at lO:30am and lpm today._otherwise, we can chat durh3g study hall hours tonight. I will be here on duty... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ : 8:11 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Dropping Class 

I was wondering if there is anytime today or tomorrow that I can meet with you to discuss the Phys    class. Thank you 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Dopping Class 

Hi 

FYI, the phys t prof sent us a progress report on 10/:1 showing you have an A- in the class (20% of final grade)...it’s the highest in the class...are you sure you want 

[:o drop it? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:17 AI’4 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Dopping Class 

Hello Jaime, 

I was thinking about dropping my Phys class. I got my first grade back and I was hoping to talk to you about it before Monday. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 8:47 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

FYI 

Hey Jaimie, 

I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 

I. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, ’, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight ( 
player). 

2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 

Thanks! 
Jeannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:53 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: FYI 

HiJaimie, 

Aww, thanks! And yes, wow, I cannot believe all that    is DOING!!! Seeing a student work that hard just makes me want to drop everything and help give him a leg up 
somehow... I asked him what could be improved by class to make things easier but he only said it was an issue of time (he has so little--can’t believe he works for UNC’s 

, too--poor guy finished practice, had dinner with me, and is now working until I AM!!!). 

Thanks too for the class attendance policy. As I told       .. I just feel sorry for students who don’t have university-sanctioned things but also have difficult!time-consuming 
things (e.g. having to work to pay for college, having an illness or death of parent to handle, etc.). I just wish they had such proctoring services too (I’m not aware of any for 
them). But regardless, at least there are some students who can be helped out instead of putting everyone at a disadvantage as I had been doing in an attempt to try and 
"level the playing field." 

ANYWAY...thanks again for taking the time to broach the topic and then to field my questions! 

Have a good night! 
.]eannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

P~chology Deparhnent 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:45 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: FYI 

HI .leannie, 

Please don’t apologize! I sincerely appredab:_~ At.L feedback from professors, so your emails a r~-_~ truly invaluable. Please stay in touch! 

Also, I am so glad you got a chance ~:o m~-_~e~: ! He is literally on~-_~ of the most wonderful young men f haw:~ ew-:~r met, He has the sam~-_~ ~-_~ffect on 

everyone! 

Thank you so much for this email, and please know we are here to help support you and your colleagues as best we can. I appreciate your understanding in the 

matter! Also, if it helps, I have included information below from the undergraduate bulletin about the university’s policy regarding absences for organized 

a(:tM~:ies. I wan~:ed to shar~:_~ this with you for h.ltL~re re[~-_!ret~ce, t hope this helps giw:~ our conversation more perspe(:~:ive, Thank you agakL a[~d ph-:!ase hH: me kl~ow 

if there is anything else I can do to help in ~:he future! 

Here is the relevant portion of the policy below and it is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Class Attendance Policy 

Regular class attendance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for al! the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or 

privilege exists that permits a student to be absent j:rom any class meetings excep~ J:or excused absences for authorized University activities (see #elow) or religious 

observances required by the student’s faith. If a student misses three consecutive class meetings, or misses more classes than the course instructor deems advisable, 

the course instructor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions!concerns. 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:47 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FY~ 
Hey Jaimie, 
I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 
1. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight (1 _ 
player). 
2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 



Thanks! 
Jeannie 

3eannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:55 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@ unc.edu> 

Copy of Travel Letter 

HiJaimie, 

Do you have a digital copy of our travel letter that you could email to me? I am missing a recitation this Friday for Virginia Tech and my TA asked for a copy of the letter since I did 

not have an extra copy at the beginning of the year for her. If you only have physical copies, let me know and I’ll swing by the AC sometime tomorrow to pick one up. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:12 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: FYI 

rlaimie, 

Do you know in what conte×t she had met ? Also, did you already send that follow-up email about the policy? 1 am curious because that should be her main 

reason for d~:_~ciding I:o follow policy since hers was nol: in line with uniw?rsitv policy, 

Thank yot~ [or working with her on it and it is great: ::hat 5M U will pr.:_~ct.:_~r the e’.<am and this was r~-_~solved [or th~-_~ student.-athlel:e rh~mk you h:~r yot~r eff.:_~rt on it, 

Michelte 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20:[3 9:46 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: FYI 

FYI, I got this message from Dr. Loeb, the psyc professor, who decided to allow the to have her e×anl proctored at SMU next week.,, 

From: Loeb, .]eannie H 
Seat: Wednesday, October 09, 20:[3 8:47 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: P{I 
Hey .]aimie, 
I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 
:[. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight ( r 
player). 
2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 
Thanks! 
.]eannie 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, ,9:41 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

Where exactly is that at & what is it that i ask them? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: UNiVERSiTY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

I have no idea, darling. You will have to visit the cashier’s office to find out. You need to do this right away because this will prevent you from being able to register 

[or spring classes 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:29 PN 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject, P¢]: UNIN~ERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 
importance: High 

Why do I have this Miss Jamie 

From: cashier@unc.edu <cashier@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Student Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASB North, CB# 1400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 

Web: . _h_ _t_ _t_ p_ _ i /_ /_ _ _c_ _a_ _ _s_ _h_ _ ! _ _e_ _r_ : _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . * Emaih £_a___s__h_!__e___r___@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_. 

Phone 919-962-1368 * Fax 919-962-1568 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you have outstanding past due charges on your student account, in which a hold restricting registration and transcripts has been 

placed. Please review your account and make sure that any outstanding past due charges are resolved as soon as possible. Once your payment has been made, 

your hold will be removed automatically within one business day. 

Thank you, 

University Cashier 
Student PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:03 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: FYI 

Seriously! I wish he didn’t need the money (if that is why he is doing it)..A would love for him to have more time to study. He is doing well but I know he could get 

an A if he just had a little more time... Hope he makes it into 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:53 AM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: FYI 

Jeannie, 

Wow, I had no idea     was working on top of everything else going on in his schedule. Unbelievable! I had to reply because that is very surprising. 1 am so 

impressed by him and many other young people I have had the privilege of working with at this University! 

Tal~e care, and you are more than w,-:~h::ome! 

Jairnie 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:53 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: FYI 

Hi Jaimie, 
Aww, thanks! And yes, wow, I cannot believe all that,    is DOING!!! Seeing a student work that hard just makes me want to drop everything and help give him a leg up 
somehow... I asked him what could be improved by class to make things easier but he only said it was an issue of time (he has so little--can’t believe he works for UNC’s I 

.. too--poor guy finished practice, had dinner with me, and is now working until 1 AM!!!). 
Thanks too for the class attendance policy. As I told        I just feel sorry for students who don’t have university-sanctioned things but also have difficult!time-consuming 
things (e.g. having to work to pay for college, having an illness or death of parent to handle, etc.). I just wish they had such proctoring services too (I’m not aware of any for 
them). But regardless, at least there are some students who can be helped out instead of putting everyone at a disadvantage as I had been doing in an attempt to try and 
"level the playing field." 
ANYWAY...thanks again for taking the time to broach the topic and then to field my questions! 
Have a good night! 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:45 PM 

To: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Subject: RE: FYI 

Hi J*-:~a n hie, 

P’lease don’t apologize! I sincerely appreciate ALL feedback from professors, so your emails are truly invaluable. Please stay in touch! 

Also, I am so glad you got a chance Lo meeL ! He is literally one of the most wonder[:uf young men I have ever met. He has the same effect on 

everyone! 

Thank you so much for this email, and please know we are here to help support you and your coUeagues as best we can. I appreciate your understanding in the 

matt~:_~r! Also, i~ it helps, I have included information below from the undergraduate bulletin about tfu-:~ university’s policy regarding absences h:~r organized 

actM~:ies. I wan~:ed to shar~:_~ this with you For h.Eture reh-:~rence, t hope this helps giw? our conversation more perspec~:ive, Thanl~ you again, and ph:_~ase h?t me know 

if there is anything else I can do to help in [he future! 

Here is the relevant portion of the policy below and it is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Class Attendance Policy 

Regular class attendance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or 

privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from any class meetings exc~ fo~ ~ ab~ fo~ ~t~iz~ Q~iversi~ ~iviti~ (se~ ~i~w) ~ ~li~io~ 

~#~a~ce# required by the student’s faith. If a student misses three consecutive class meetings, or misses more classes than the course instructor deems advisable, 

the course instructor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean. 

exc~ d~ri~g th~ app~O~ )~iod of ab~O~O Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible University official to the course instructor before the 

date(s) of the scheduled absence. 



Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 

From: Loeb, Jeannie H 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:4-7 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: PfI 
Hey Jaimie, 
I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 
1. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight ( 
player). 
2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 
Thanks! 
Jeannie 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:01 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Honor Court meeting 

Jaimie, 

I wmlted to let you know that one of your teams has an honor court meeting this week and where they will be located: 

Team         Date               Time and Location                        Room # 

:1.0/10/:D1 5:00pro I_oudermill~ Center for ~]xcellen(:e Room 2406-2408 

Pleurae let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office rVhmager 

Academic Sup~mrt ~Yogram for Student--AtMetes 

0.-9:19-.96,2-9537 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 1:28 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi Jamie, 

Since I have already graduated would it be possible to have that certificate mailed to me’? 

Thanks, 

On , at 12:31 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <~iamielee@unc.edtv> wrote: 

Congratulations, 
I received your ~iiiiiiiii~ii~i!~iiiiiiiiiHi~i~i~iiiiiiiii~!!iiiiii~}i~ii~ii~. Please stop by my 
office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha 
order on the table to your left when you walk in my door. 
Jaimie 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 13:52 PM 

Lee, Jamie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Thalks Jaimie! Please let me k~low when you figure out if you can o1 not. My address is listed below: 

On , at 3:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" %jaJmielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello 

t will check. What is y(mr address? 

From: [E~_~_[[_t__o_; .@_g E_~_a__[]~__c__o__~_~] 
Sent-" Thursday, 1:28 ply] 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject" Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi Jaimie, 

Since I have already graduated would it be possible to have that certificate mailed to me? 

Thanks, 

On at 12:31 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congratulations, 
I received your ~Ci~ii~ii~i~i~ii~ii~ii~ii~Hi~i~iii~ii~ii~i~!!iii~iii~i~. Please stop by 
my office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of 
them in alpha order on the table to your left when you walk in my 
door. 
Jaimie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:31 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Achievement Documem (PLEASE READ) 

Wow! This is fantastic. I can never find this stuff when I need it, May 1 share it with Dave I.ohse? 
Rich Degehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
1.?t~Jv.qr sib,, o:[ iNol ~[? Carolina S’,x,’[n’lt~lit~g & i)i’,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:03 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Academic Achievement Document (PLEASE READ) 

Hello Coach, 

I created the attachment for sports information, and I thought you would like a copy. It has a list of the ACC honor roll recipients from last year and those who 

made Dean’s List. 

Also, I have the certificates for those who made the ACC honor roll in my office. I have emailed all recipients to pick them up at their earliest convenience. Please 

help me remind them. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, q 8:05 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi laimie 

Did you get my note that I left on your desk this afternoon? 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:jaimielee@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:32 PM 
Subject: ACC Academic Honor Roll 
Importance: High 

Congratulations, 
I received your A~ii~ii~ii~i~i~i~ii~ii~iH~i~ii~ii~iN!!iii~Nlfi~. Please stop by my office at 
your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha order on the 
table to your left when you walk in my door. 
Jaimie 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday 9:29 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Academic ttonor Roll 

J~Jmie, 
Ok I can get that. Should I bring the document to you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:20 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Y*-’-~b I got Voter t~ote, You will t~eed to provide a document (~;vll~d)us, email, etc) to show t:he book is reqtm’ed rhen y.:_~u wiil n,:_~ed to fill out a book 

form. It shotddn’t be a probferm Glad yo~ enjoyed my purl~le peru 

Jaimie 

From= 
Sent= Thursday, 8:05 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi .J~Eimi~:~, 

Did you get my note that I left on your desk this afternoon? 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:iaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 12:32 PN 
Subject= ACC Academic Honor Roll 
Importance= High 

Congratulations, 
I received your Nci~i~iA~Ni!~i~i~iH~i~i~i~i~i~N!!i~i~i~iNi~i~. Please stop by my 
office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha 
order on the table to your left when you walk in my door. 
daimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:48 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Academic ttonor Roll 

Ok wonderful. When are yon going to be in your office today? 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:35 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes 

From: 
Sent: Friday,, ’, 9:29 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Jaimie, 
Ok I can get that. Should I bring the document to you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:20 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Yes, 1 got your note. You will need to provide a document (syllabus, email, etc) to show the book is required. Then you will need to fill 

out a bool~ form. It: shouldn’t b~-_~ a probh-_~m Glad you ~-:mioyed my pur~le pen 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, ’, 8:05 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi Jaimie, 

Did you get my not*:_~ that: I left on your desk this afternoon? 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:iaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:32 PM 
Subject: ACC Academic Honor Roll 
Importance: High 

Congratulations, 
I received your Acici~i~iNi~d~Ni~i~i~i~H~i~i~i~iR~!|~i~i~i~i~. Please stop by 
my office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of 
them in alpha order on the table to your left when you walk in my 
door. 
daimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edt> 

Friday, ; 3:20 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Required Text tbr Anth 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nonini, Don" <dnunini@emailamcv&l> 
Date: at 2:36:34 PM EDT 
To: 2blive.tmc.edu~> 
Ce: "Nonini, Don" <dnonini~email.m~c.edu> 
Subject: Required Text for Anth 

Dear     , Thank you for your email note. In order to prepare for the Midterm Exam in Anthropology     you are required to purchase ONE of the 

texts in the following list: 

Holland, Dorothy, Donald Nonini, et al. 

2007 Local democracy under siege: Activism, public interests, and private politics. New York: New York University Press. 

Li, Tania 

2007 The will to improve : governmentality, development, and the practice of politics. Durham: Duke University Press. 

Nazpary, Joma 

2002 Post-Soviet chaos : violence and dispossession in Kazakhstan. London ; Sterling, Va.: Pluto Press. 

Roitman, Janet L 

2005 Fiscal disobedience : an anthropology of economic regulation in Central Africa. Princeton, N J: Princeton University Press. 

Shore, Cris 

2000 Building Europe : the cultural politics of European integration. London ; New York: Routledge. 

Cordially, 

Don Nonini 

Professor of Anthropology 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 10:58 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <jamielee@unc.edu-~; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Cancel 8pm session 

He?’ I would like to cancel my 8pm biology tutor tomorrow night to attend a play for my drama class. Thal~ks 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sunday,                10:11 AM 

Loh~, Dave Clark ~daveloh~@unc.edtr% Lee, Jaimie <iaimMee@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu-* 

Received a certificate for ACC Honor Roll for 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Divthg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w__ 32__w__: ~._o__l?__c__c_! _s_:_c_’_9! _r! 
~,Y. _w_ 32_=_u__t! c_= ~. _d_k~ 

but he . Is this a mistake? 



From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ; 11:39 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Stu@ Hours 

Jainle, 

Two things. What’s the procedure for hours this week if we are going to 
we leave in the morning on Wednesday, I can’t make it to our weekly meeting. 

Thanks’. 

? Do we have to get the eight hours by Wednesday morning, or could we get the time reduced? Second, since 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edw, 

Sunday, 11:39 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <fichdeselm@unc.edu-*; Lohse, Dave Clark -<[avelohse@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: 

I heard about this one other time and I believe that if the student-athlete is on the team, he or she qualifies for this honor. Need to check with the ACC Offic!! 
Thanks eve@ody and have a good Sunday’! 
Larry 

Executi~ e AssocJaie I)J~eci,~r of Athletics 

U~is e~sity of N~ ~rlh Caro]hla at Char~[ } till 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, I0:11 AM 
To: Lohse, Dave Clark; Lee, 3aimie 
Cc: Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: 

Received a certificate for ACC Honor Roll for 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
University o:f North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Bo× 2126, Chapel th[], NC 27514-21 ~’~ 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Emai]: dese[m(d~emai 1. u nc. edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 

but he i , Is this a mistake? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maitland. George <gmaitlaJl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:04 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: drop form for ’ (student athlete) 

Jamie, 

Roger will bring the form down when he comes to Loudermilk this am.....I believe he will be there at 10 

g 

Dr. George Maitland 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Social and Behavioral Sciences Division 

1003 Steele Building 

University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill 

~’. 41nc.t:,d u 

Phone: 919-843-6658 

Fax: 919-962-6888 

Advising Website: i’~;~,.’.s4::2ds.j!!g24r)~242:~ 

For appointments: ~‘2~;~2~.;/L~?‘~4~;::~:~L1~2~1~:2~.j;:~;.~1t~;~.k~z‘~Pi~:a~.~:~/.~1~2 

Follow us on:~ 

iNi small blue 300px 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
** unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. "" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:15 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Can I ~t up a meeting with you ASAP? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Salyer, Sherry" <salye(d;emaiDmc.edu> 

Date: at 7:18:52 AM EDT 

To: ~liveamc,e&~> 
Subject: RE: Can I set up a meeting with you ASAP? 

I wish you had indicated this earlier, WE could have taken it yesterday or you could have missed the trip and taken it today, I will have to think about 

it. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 21:1. Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chap~:_~l Hill, NC 27599 

9:[9--962- 6947 

Fax: 9 I9- 962--04,8~9 

FNI 2013 Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tue’;day’; :1.J1:00-12:I5 

Wednesdays I:15-3:(,~? 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

From; 
Sent: Thursday,, ’, 7:56 PN 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject; Can I set up a meeting with you ASAP? 

Dear Professor Salyer, 

I screwed up big time. The first class I have missed this semester was on Tuesday, and I just realized today that we had a test. Even though 

have      and am subsequently extremely flaky and unorganized, I don’t understand how I did this to myself and missed the test. I have no 

excuse for this but was wondering if you could find a time for me to meet with you to discuss it. If I can take a make-up I would appreciate it 

so much. I really enjoy your class and it is really important to me that I do well. If I’m not able to take it and the best option is for me to drop 

the class, I understand. 

Unfortunately, I am leaving at 8am tomorrow for Virginia Tech for a meet. I will be back Friday night. Please let me know what you think, what 

my options are, and if we can talk or meet this weekend or Monday. 

I’m sorry for the late notice and inconvenience. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:34 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: study hours this week 

;~gree thanks, 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
1.::t~Jver sit~,’ o:[ :Nol if? Carolina S’,x,,[mtnit~g & Di,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Monday, October 14, 2013 8:52 AN 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject-" study hours this week 

Hi Coach, 

I just wanted to run this by you before contacting the team. Since there is travel this week and since it is fall break, I was wondering how many study hall hours you 

would like the first year students to complete. My suggestion is 4 hours. This includes yesterday and we are open until Spin on Wednesday. Do you think this 

sounds okay? Would you suggest fewer hours? 

Thank you. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:07 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tutoring 

Hey Jaimie, 

Can you remind me again how I can cancel a tutoring session? 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:11 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: ATTN TRAVEL SQUAD 

Hi Jaimie, 

I will be missing our weeldy meeting on Thursday at 9:30 due to the travel meet. SolD". 
Thank you, 

, at 10:04 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaJmielee,@~unc.edu> 

Reminder: if you will be traveling this week and will miss classes or any academic sessions, you must communicate! 

*Loudermilk will close at 5pro on Wednesday. it is NOT necessary for you to cancel sessions after 5pro this Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Monday 10:32 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu~ 

Re: ATTN TRAVEL SQUAD 

Hey Jamb! 

Unfortunately, I will be missing our meeting on Wednesday at 5:30 :’( 

O11 , at 10:05, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Reminder: if you will be traveling this week and will miss classes or any academic sessions, you must communicate! 

*Loudermilk will close at 5pro on Wednesday. it is NOT necessary for you to cancel sessions after 5pro this Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

ASPSA Tuk~ring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimidee@unc.edu> 

Cancelling 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel my tutoring session for Tuesday at 9pm for Philosophy Our class was cancelled this Monday so we have nothing to go 

over but more importantly I have to meet with some people for a group project due on Wednesday during that time. 

Thanks a lot, 



From: ~(}gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Monday 11:07 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: weekly meeting 

H~ 
We will miss our weekly meeting because I’ll be in 

Thnaks 

Should I fill out another missed meeting sheet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:29 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

Beth, 
will be late to your GS tonight -she will be meeting with her English professor. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:34 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-* 

RE: Guided Study - 

Thanks 

I’ve notified Beth~ 

Please CC your advisor on future emails regarding tutoring. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Stud~:_~nl:-Afl~h:,l:es 

Off:ice: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, ; :12:25 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Guided Study - 

Hello, 

today, I will be late to guided study with Beth Lyons from 6pm-7pm because I am meeting with my English professor. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:41 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Guided Study - 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Thanks 

Vve notified 8eth. 

Ph:,ase CC your advisor on fut:ure ernails r~-:~garding tutoring, 

B en ,.qh ~u 

ASSi-’4 ta nt T LEt .:_3 Fii~l (.’OO r!~ in i~ to riAci~ d ~?n’lic Cou t~s el or 

U NC Ac~demic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:[9-843--2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:25 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Guided Study - 

Hello, 

today, I will be late to guided study with Beth Lyons from 6pm-7pm because I am meeting with my English professor, Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:40 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: additional wolof tutoring 

Could we trade her 60m Guided Study with WOI.O at 6pro? 

Susan 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 11:40 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: additional wolof tutoring 

Hello, 

I need to add I-2 more tutor sessions for for Wolof. I have put in the request. She met with the prof, is failing miserably, and was told she needed 

more tutoring in addition to meeting with the prof regularly. Please let me know if this can be arranged asap. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 5:16 PM 

@live.unc.e&P; Lee, Jaimie <jmmielee@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Cancel 8pm session 

Unfortunately, we didn’t get this email until today - which means that we were unable to process your cancellation. 
For Sunday cancellations, emails need to be sent by noon on Friday Any cancellations sent afterwards, are not guaranteed to be processed. 
I believe this will be your first inlicaction 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email uric. edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, q 10:58 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Cancel 8pm session 

Hey I would like to cancel my 8pro biology tutor tomorrow night to attend a play J2~r my drama 

Sent from my iPhone 

class. Thanks 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 9:20 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Missing Tutor Session Wednesday 

Hey Jaimie, 

I completely forgot who to contact to miss a tutor session. I leave for 

I contact about this? 

on Wednesday morning and have tutor Wednesday night. Can you tell me who 

Thanks! 



From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:22 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Last email 

SORRY! Disregard last email! Thanks anyway! 



From: < @aol.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:57 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Meeting 

Hi Jaimie, 
I just wanted to make sure we were having out meeting tomorrow because its so close to fall break. If I don’t hear from you before tomolTow, I’ll see you in the morning at 9:30! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Hampton Trumbo <mhtrumbo@ ~’r.edn> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:08 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Syracuse WSO- Exams 

Cell: 

Mark 

Academic Coordinator 

Sb-:wenson D:kEcational C+-:mter 

Syracuse University 

Men’s and Womeris Soccer’--Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

315A43.3229 

mhtrumbo@syr.edu 

From: Lee, _laimie [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:05 AN 
To: Hark Hampton Trumbo 
C¢: Tommy 3 Powell 
Subject: RE: Syracuse WSO - Exams 

Hi Mark, 

I am stitl working out Lhe details on my end, and at this point, am trying to see who on staff will be in the office since it ix t:all break. Our proLocol is to cornmunicate 

directly with the professor, so everything you said makes sense! I witl be in touch as soon as I get Lhe green light from my supervisor and identify who ,,,viii be 

around to proctor the exam. 

From: Mark Hampton Trumbo [mailto:mhtrumbo@syr.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 1% 2013 3:02 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
C¢: Tommy .1 Powell 
Subject: Syracuse WSO - Exams 

Hi Jaimie, 
th [ haven’t received the itinerary yet for travel, but the women’s soccer team will be there at some point Wednesday October 16 . [ am thinking early October 17th 

to set a time to have the students take the exams. 

Do you all have a policy on this? 

In the past, I had the instructor here communicate with the staff person at the institution to discuss procedures and directions for the exams and send/receive 

exams through fax and email. 

Fd be happy to set up those lines of contact for you. However, to avoid conflict of interest, I would not be included in any correspondence that included exam 

materials and answer sheets. 

Let me know how else I can assist. Once I get travel information, I will try to pinpoint a time. I copied my supervisor Tommy Powell to keep him in the loop. 

Thanks! Tell Karin I said hello! 

Mark 

Academ+c Coordinator 

Stevenson Educational Center 

Syracuse U niversit¥ 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer--Men’s and Women’s Track and Field 

315.44:-~.3229 

rnhtrumbo@syr.edu 



From: < @aol.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:57 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tx)rt tutoring! 

Thmlk you Jaimie’. Where do I go for the tutoring? 

On , at 12:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(E~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi p 

Here is your new scheduled port tutor. 

Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns!! 



From: < ~(}aol.conF- 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tx)rt tutoring! 

Okay thank you! 

On , at 1:00 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee((-~unc.edu> wrote: 

You’re welcome! I was not given a room assignment, but it: you check in at the front desk, they can direct you... 

From; [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:57 PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: port tutoring! 

Thank you Jaimie! Where do I go for the tutoring? 

On , at 12:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_L_m__!__e_Le___e____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hi            !p 

Here is your new scheduled port tutor. 

Please let me know if you have any questions!concerns!! 



From: <1 @live.unc.edtr-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:37 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Anthropology Book 

Hi Jaime, 

I had no issues getting my book from the bookstore. Thanks for all your help and I hope you have a fun fall break] 

Best, 



From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 

To: Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hi Jamie, 
Just for your records thought I should let you know I will miss our meeting tomorrow morning due to travels. Sorry t;ar the late notice 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:39 AM 

To: Lee, Jamie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly meeting 

Hey Jamie: 

I have a meetingscheduled to look at a house during ourmeetingthis tonight Could we meet at a differemtime?Anytimeatler 10 works forme. Letmeknow 

My best, 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: < @live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Plea~ call me 

JaJlnie, 

We don’t know where I am supposed to go for my exam. Can you please call me at ? (My email is broken so you wont be able to reply) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bdavis@tuxox.com 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:23 PM 

< .~live.unc.edu> 

NC Universi~ System is hosting a multi-accused child molesmr on October 17 @ La Rose Digital Theatre 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 

Sir! Madam: 

a. Elon University is hosting a multi-accused child molester on October 17 @ La Rose Digital Theatre. 

b. Multiple Presbyterian and Methodist Churches in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia will be hosting Michael Geilenfeld in October as well. 

c. 

1. Michael Geilenfeld created the Resurrection Dance Theater of Haiti in the late 1980’s. 

2. Geiienfeid has been a~cused Of sexuallV mo!esting Chi!dren in his ~are Sin~e !988. 

3. These accusations have come from different people at different times, in a span of 25 years. 

4. North Carolina could be hosting another Jerry Sandusky. 

¯ Please read information at https:/!istwanouayisyen.com. 

¯ Read and listen to a recent interview conducted (in Haitian Creole) on the radio in Haiti by Hatian journalist Cyrus Sibert. You can find that English 

translation of the interview at https:/!istwanouayisyen.com!?page...id=662. 

Google "Geilenfeld abuse" and read the search results. 

I implore you to make this fact known throughout your community; Michael Geilenfeld, the creator / founder / and current person in charge of Resurrection Dance 

Theatre is a multi-accused child molester. 

The University System of North Carolina may he hosting another Jerry Sandusky. 
Robert Bryan Davis 

Atlanta, GA 

404-228-2178 (office) 

404567-5906 (office) 

I would like to add that I am a graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill, class of 1983 

IINII cid:image002.png@010EC387.4EOE3BC0 

Oct. 19, Saturday, Triangle, NC 
Dinner/Performance: 519 and Apex United Methodist Church, 6:30 PM 
100 S Hughes St, Apex, NC 

Tickets $12 Adults, $8 Children; Details at vwvw.519church.erq/haiti 

Oct. 20, Sunday, Triangle, NC 

Dinner/Performance: Westminster Presbyterian Church, 7PM 
3639 Old Chapel Hill Rd, Durham, NC 
Free-Will Offering and Pre-Show Dinner 

¯ Oct. 21, Monday, Triangle, NC 
Performance: Glenaire Retirement Community, 7PM 

4000 Glenaire Cir, Can/, NC 
Free-Will Offering 

,, Oct. 24, Thursday, Triangle, NC 
Performance: University Presbyterian Church, 7PM 
110 Henderson St, Chapel Hill, NC 
Hosted by UNC Presbyterian Campus Ministry 
Free-Will Offering and Pre-Show Dinner 

¯ Oct. 25, Friday, Triangle, NC 
PM Performance: West Raleigh Presbyterian Church, 7PM 
27 Home St, Raleigh, NC 27607 
Ft~e-Will Offering 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutorial for 

Hey I’m sorry I an1 out sick today and just saw- your message. I’m pretty sure it was just a one time deal but if yon and 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 

On , at 10:33 PM, " " < ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jamie, 

Did 

Thanks! 

All best, 

want to add in the furore just let me know’. 

request at extra philosophy tutorial with me tomorrow (Monday) at 12:00’? We’d talked about it, but I wanted to see ifyoffd coItfirmed it. 

Teaching Fellow, Ph.D. Student, SITES Lab Staff 
English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:10 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Re: mtgs 

Whoa there... Lol... Sure ! 

On at 5:09 PM, "Bridger. Beth" <bfid~erb~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jaimie 

Can you be available Monday and Wednesday next week at 2pm? 

Monday will be you, me and Coach Calder 

Wednesday will be you and the team and Coach Hatchell 

Also, can we possibly meet Monday morning to go over the girls stuff? 

Are you here on Friday by any chance? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unca a.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 5:20 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Re: mtgs 

Lol no worries! Yes I’m here Friday. 

On , at 5:18 PM, "Bridger. Beth" <bfidgerb~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry, go[: [:o get you the conn~:_~ctkms for WBB 
You are here on Friday? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 5::t0 PM 
To: Bridget, Beth 
Subject: Re: mtgs 

Whoa there... Lol... Sure ! 

On , at 5:09 PM, "Bridger, Beth" <._b_rj__d_g__e__r__b__@_.___e____m_a__[!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Jaimie 

Can you be available Monday and Wednesday next week at 2pm? 

Monday will be you, me and Coach Calder 

Wednesday will be you and the team and Coach Hatchell 

Also, can we possibly meet Monday morning to go over the girls stuff? 

Are you here on Friday by any chance? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 5:22 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Re: mtgs 

Have to be there by 4... So I will need to leave the office around 3... 

On at 5:21 PM, "Bridger. Beth" <bfid~erb~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Grew;I:, wha[ [imp? to do you worl~ at 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:20 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: Re: mtgs 

Lol no worries! Yes I’m here Friday. 

On at 5:18 PM, "Bridger, Beth" <_b___r_Ld_g_e___r__b____@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Sorry, got to get you Lhe connections for WBB 

You are here on Friday? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Seat: Wednesday, 5:10 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: Re: mtgs 

Whoa there... Lol... Sure ! 

On , at 5:09 PM, "Bridger, Beth" <._b___r!__d__g__e__r_b__@__e_m_a__!]_._u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Jaimie 

Can you be available Monday and Wednesday next week at 2pm? 

Monday will be you, me and Coach Calder 

Wednesday will be you and the team and Coach Hatchell 

Also, can we possibly meet Monday morning to go over the girls stuff? 

Are you here on Friday by any chance? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College ofAlts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(~9 919-843-5(’~9 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 6:59 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:          - Out Sick Tonight 

thanks 

From: Susan B Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Mlarch 27, 2013 6:57 plVl 

To: Lee, 3airnie 
Subject: RE:          - Out Sick Tonight 

He dc>:r; have a droI:}-in on Tuesday night: at 9prn that 

SkEsan 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Mlarch 27, 2013 3:41 PMI 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: - Out Sick Tonight 

Hi Susan, 
I have passed the message to however, 

possible. 

Jaimie 

could take advantage of, Th~-:~re is normally minimal attendance, so this should work out well, 

would like to know if can tutor him before their exam on Wednesday. Please let me know if that’s 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor; UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

9:19-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@ uncaa.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> > > "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu > 3/27/2013 10:37 AM > > > 

Jairnie and Kyrn, 

is out sick and will not be able to tutor tonight. This effects the following students. Please be sure they are aware. In fact, please note that this is the first 

week their appointments were moved from Monday to Wednesday. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaauunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 10:53 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MONDAY 

Sure... So we aren’t meeting tomorrow right’?! 

On Mar 28, 2013, at 10:50 AM, "Bridger, Beth" <bridgerb(a)emaiLunc.edu~ wrote: 

JAIMIE 

Can I steal you for a bit on Monday morning with all this bball stuff, to be honest I need the weekend to finish it all up. 

Also--we are having study table on Monday at 6, little party and review schedule, sessions, plan for rest of the month, if you want to comet 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Uix,-C-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bt idger b (~ uncaa.un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 10:57 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: study table coverage days 

I wo~’k on Wednesdays already, so I can be with the girls at 6 and then get the guys sLarted at 7 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent; Sunday, Narch 31, 2013 9:30 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject-" study table coverage days 

Jaimie and Brad 

I just wanted to send this email...the only days right now that do not have coverage for     study table at night are... 

Wednesday 4/3 is here, but tutors the whole time, so her managing the big room will be an issue 

Monday 4/8 same as above 

Wednesday 4/24 same as above 

All other nights, someone between can be there at 6 to manage the group, take attendance, do announcements etc. 

So not too bad....can we talk tomorrow to possible see who can cover these 3 nights..? 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:12 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

CANCEL PHIL REVIEW TONIGHT 

Hi Susan, 

will not be able to do his philosophy session tonight due to another exam review! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 5:24 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NOTES 

Thanks! 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Monday, April O:t, 2013 5:24 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:     NOTES 

IN THE H DRIVE, BETH’S NOTES 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
~!1_2 _d_ g _e__r__b_ (~ u n c aa. ~mc ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:25 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

contact list 

Hey, did you get a chance to do a contact list for ? Just checking...thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:32 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATES 

Thanks! 

Beth, words can’t describe the void I’m gohsg to face around here.,,sigh._ 

I=rora: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 7:56 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: UPDATES 

JAIMIE 

UPDATED WHO’S GOT NEXT WITH CHANGE IN AMST 

AND UPDATED A FEW GRADES...GOT SOME GOOD ONES BACK! (THEY ARE IN YELLOW) 

-B- ON HW3COMM 

--A- ON COMM TEST 2 

C- ON ECON TEST 2 

AWESOMEH!H 

LASTLY-- PAID HER PARKING TICKETS, HOLD SHOULD BE OFF TOMORROW 

AS FOR CLASSES, SHE IS DEBATING BETWEEN GENERAL EXSS AND SPORT ADMIN 

I GUESS SHE WILL DECIDE AS SHE REGISTERS WED MORNING--SHE HAS A PLAN, I WILL COPY AND PUT IN YOUR BOX 

YELLOW FOLDER IS IN MY BOX 

WILLTEXTYOU PHONE NUMBERS 

LASTLY---YOU ARE AWESOME!H GONNA MISS YOU LIKE CRAZY! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridget b(~;)unc aa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Class Checks 

Lva oh...thanks! 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Townsend, Jerm 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Class Checks 

4:46 PM 

See below..looks like was absent 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Charles Byrd ~)nc rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:20 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Class Checks 

Had one blimp on the radar today, COMM New West at 

8:00 DRAMA 104 D Arts Bldg. -Present 
COMM d02 De.’/ Present 

9:30 F.XSS ~Test today) 109 Fetzer -Present 
HIST 302 Murphey -Present 
COMM 105 Gardner Present 
COM[\¢I 304 Murphey (No (;lass) 
GEOG (Test today) 116 Mmphey Present 
[~NG], 204 Murphey 

-Present 
CHIN 328 PhilHlps Present 

11:00 COMM 219 New West -Was there when The 

Class let out, and did not see her. 

EXS S    (Test today) 109 Fetzer 

Present 

GEOG 220 Saunders (No (;lass) 

12:30 HIST 209 Manning Present 

SO(;[ 103 Bmgham -Present 

Be in touch on Wednesday. 

but all the other sections were fine }]ere we go, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: extra semester 

Ok cool. Thanks! 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: extra semester 

4:55 PM 

Hey Jaimie, 
This is my letter saying that I have another semester. The didn’t email me my work sheet but I have a copy of it i’ll make you one and get it to you be the end of the week 
Thanks, 

From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldham@emaihunc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:01 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: extra semester 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition 

Ann Oldham 
Asst. to Assoc Dean 
Academic Advising 
CB ff 3110, 1010 Steele Bmlding 
919-843-8651 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc edu [mailto:scanner(~unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:38 AM 
To: Oldham, Ann B. 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10765" (Aficio M-P 4000B). 

Scan Date:          10:38:00 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

Pa~hall, Lucas I <lipascha@emaik unc.edu> 

(comp) 

Hey Coach, 

just showed the following emaJl from his COMP pl~of: 

"I have checked into your grades. It turns out that the Sakai site has not been updated in some time so it is quite possible that you have turned 

assi~anents in but they are not showing up in Sakai. We will get Sakai up to date as soon as we can." 
Once I find out the actual grades, I will let you know. knows he still has to bring me his progress reports asap. 
-J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -#O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 4:4g PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:    Feedback Fonns - 

thanks t:or getting feedback forrns to us early this mo[ning. Having them sent by that time is a huge help! 

From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:59 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:    Feedback Forms - 

Attached are the feedback forms from Tuesday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 10:27 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring 

Hetlo 

Thank you so much for your email, I am so sorry to put you on the spot last night, but I have been meaning to talk to you for weeks and jumped at the opportunity 

last night, t did not realize the situation, otherwis~:_b I would have pulh:_~d you aside. MV apologies. 

This ernail is very helpful. I will keep the schedule as is. t l:hinl~       has a diffk:uit time with ew-_~ning study [:able du~:_~ to issues getting on and off campus, so [ 

Lhink that is Lhe main reason he wants to decrease his sessions. I have him in my off:ice during the afternoons to read and to try to process the reading assignments 

for all classes, but at this point, I will have him spend more time with the professor [o [r’y and help get [hrough this material 

Thanks again for your feedback! 

.Jaimie 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:01 AM 
Te: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutoring 

Hello 3aimie, 

I just wanted to follow up on our brief conversation earlier this evening. I was a little caught off guard, and I’m afraid I didn’t formulate my opinion very well. Honestly, I get 
the impression that      is really struggling with this class. Not only do we not usually get through all of his homework readings, but also, he has a lot of trouble processing 
and retaining the information, which is often presented in a very jargony, difficult to grasp way by the philosophers his professor is assigning. And while      is usually very 
patient in slogging through the dense material, he has some trouble focusing and occasionally gets discouraged. Anyway, I just thought I should try to give you a better sense 
of my impression regarding       performance in the class. If you want to discuss anything further, just let me know. 

Thanks and Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -#O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursdw, 10:29 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Review Session for EXSS 

Per’t:ect! Thank you so much for’ being so willing to come in and }~elp! I will tell t}~e girls to be here on Sunday at 6pro to meet wit}~ you! 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:45 AM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject" Review Session for EXSS 

Jaimie, 
have their final exam on Monday for EXSS    and could really use a review session before. They did not know what was going to be on the final at our 

session on Tuesday, and should have met with their professor yesterday to go over details, They did not do so well on the midterm so it is really important that they do well 

on this exam! They said that 6pm on Sunday works for them, so if that is okay with you I am available to come in. 

Let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, April 5, 2013 12:25 PM 

Suits, Christy If. <Chri~t.y Suits@unc.edu> 

ILg: windows credentials message 

I keep typing rny password for my emaif but the box still pops up over and over again. I1 does say Microsot:t outlook/connecting to iaimielee@unc.edu but no 

matter what I type, the box keeps pooping up... 

From: Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Friday, April 0S, 2013 11:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: windows credentials message 
Sounds like you haven’t authenticated. Close outlook and reopen it.. pay attention to what ernail account it is asking ]:or credentials. Should be Microsoft outlook 

and then it will have your onyen@email address you username must be ad\your onyen then the password if it has a window ~op up asking for Microsoft outlook 

but has your groupwise email account then that ix your groupwise credentials uncaa\your Iogin and ~assword. If grou~wise is still listed under outlook then we cm~ 

rernow:_~ that account. 

Please? call me if I just confus~:_~d you. 

,~;~n~8: ChrNtV..Suits@uncedu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:40 AM 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: windows credentials message 
Hey Christy, 

A box keeps popping up on my screen asking for my log in information. It’s some kind of windows credentials message. There is also a yellow triangle with an 

exclamation mark over my outlook icon pinned on my toolbar. I keep typing my password in, but the yellow triangle will not go away. The box finally stopped 

popping up after a while. 

Any idea what’s going on? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 3:53 PM 

acalder@uncaa.unc.edu 

ABSENCE FOR FW: Class Check Report 

9:30 CONEvl 105 Gardner (Guest Speaker today) 
Late, but present Did not see 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Townsend, Jema 
Sent: Friday, 2:58 P2vl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Class Check Report 

Sorry’ this went to my junk mail..looks like skipped COi’,/D~I    on Thm-sday. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Charles Byrd ~nc rr.com] 
Sent: rlhursday, 1:23 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Class Check Report 

Below, you will :find my Thursday, the (;lass Attendance Report Jk~r some of The Men, Women 

8:00 COX/2[\/I 402 Dey Ha]l -Present 

9:30 COMM    105 Gardner (Guest Speaker today) 

-Late, but present Did not see 

EXSS 109 Fetzer -Present 

ttIST 302 Murphey -Present 

COMM 304 Mwphey -Present 

GEOG 116 Murphey .Present 

ENGL 204 Murphey 

.Present 

CHIN 328 Phillips -Present 

11:00 EXSS 109 Fetzer 

-Present 

GEOG 220 Saunders -Present 

12:30 HIST 209 Manning .Present 
SOCZ 103 Bingham -Present 

Be in touch on Friday, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

Russell, Chloe <cirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

and Smnmer Session2 

Hi Chloe! 

I hope all is well. I have a student, who needs to drop his summer session 2 Econ course! He is a walk on so he is paying out of pocket and does not 

need to take courses during that session. Unfortunately, the system will not allow him to drop it. Can you please help? I am not sure what he needs to do. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:08 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E:      Tutoring Tonight 

No, they should be fine to attend. Yes, las[ Monday, all had CREED. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 10:23 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Tutoring Tonight 

Hey Jairnie, 

Do you know of any ~eason why they would not be present in tutoring tonight-~ 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: 
Sent= Monday, 8:50 AM 
To: Halo,/, Susan B 
Cc= Bridger, Beth 
Subject=    Tutoring Tonight 
Good Morning, Susan, 

I just wanted to confirm that I W~LL be tutoring 
CREED meeting. 

tonight. Last week they did not show up for their appointment. The other tutors told me that they had a 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:37 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IrE: and Summer Session2 

Chloe, 

Thanks a million! 

Jaimie 

From. Russell, Chloe 
Sent; Monday, 11:45 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: and Summer Session2 

!aJmk~, 
Tell him to emaJl the University Registrar, t_:9~_st_,_t_:a_t__i_9!~__%:tiKi_!2(is_(!,O__]~]!!i~Lt~l]L t~’om his UNC email address with his full name, PID and that he wishes to cancel his 

summer session I1 registration, They wdI process the cancellation for him, 

Thanks[ 

Chloe 
Chloe ]. Russell, M. E& 
Academic Advisor 
Divislor., of SociaI and BehavJoraI ScJeuces 
College of/u’ts & Sciences aud General College 
t]nivcrsity of North Caro]ir.,a at Chapel Hill 
10t.’,5 ~;~tee[e B uild~ng, 214 East Camero]’. Avenue, CB #311t.’, 
Cl’.ape] Hill, N(: 2759q-31 J 0 
9W-.~4mt~W 2 Ip) 
919-962-1,888 [}) 
advisinKxu:,c.ed u 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, induding ally attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are herehy notified 
that all)" use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-n/all or tile infornlation contain ed herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- n/all in error, pl ease ilnmediatdy notify the sender hy telephone or 
reply by e-marl, and pornlmlently dolote this e- mail from your computor syst ore. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Monday, 11:02 AM 
To-" Russell, Chloe 
Subject" and Summer Session2 

Hi Chloe! 

I hope all is well. I have a student, who needs to drop his summer session 2 Econ course! He is a walk on go he is paying out of pocket and does not 

need to take courses during that session. Unfortunately, the system will not allow him to drop it. Can you please help? I am not sure what he needs to do. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cims~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Chloe, 

is still showing he has a hold on his account but he has registration tomorrow at 8am. He has met with an advisor (last week), according 

to him, and he says they discussed probation. Will you please help me figure out the deal with the hold? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:30 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: and Summer Session2 

Chloe, 

is also showing a hold stathsg he must meet with an advisor about his primary major, but he hag not done his b-school application yet, go is there any way he 

carl go ah~?ad and r~?gis[:er lomorrow? 

Thanks! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 
jaimie, 

Tell him to email the University ReNstrar, .r_t_c_-~,V_Lr2¢tJ£A!£_q-_r_:_+~__q_<~)_~!N£~]_~, from h~s UN C ema~l address wRh h~g l:u]l name, PID and that he vdshes to cancel his 

summer sesgiou I~ regJstragon, They will process the cancellation for him, 

Thanks! 

Chloe 
Chloe I. Ru,~;,~;el[, M. EEl, 
Academic Adviso~ 
Div[si(a’, of SoeiM and Behavioral Sckmees 
College of Arts & Sciences and (}eueral College 
U~liversRy of North (:arolh’.a at Chapel }{il] 

(}05 Steele BuildJug, 2 ~ -t East Cameror., Avenue, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 275’19-3110 
919-8,15-8912 {p) 
91’1-’11,2-8888 (~) 
adv{sJn£.m’.e.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, induding any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s) and may contain legally privileged and!or confidential information, ll’you are not the intended redpient, you are hereby notitied 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is stridly prohibited. If you have received this ~ mail in error, please immediatdy notify- the send or by tdephone or 
reply by e-mail, and permanently delete this e- mail from your computer system. Thank yon. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: and Summer Session2 
Hi Chloe! 

I hope all is well. I have a student, who needs to drop his summer session 2 Econ course! He is a walk on so he is paying out of pocket and does not 

need to take courses during that session. Unfortunately, the system will not allow him to drop it. Can you please help? I am not sure what he needs to do. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 4:30 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: and Summer Session2 

Chloe, 

You’re the best! Thanks! 

,laimie 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject= RE: and Summer Session2 

!aJmk~, 
have gotten both holds removed, Let me kn~a~~ if}mu need anything else, 

E~est, 

Chloe 
(] b.lO~" !. Russ~q[, M. Ett 

Academic Advisor 
Divislo~ of Soda[ and Behavioral Sciences 
College. o{~Arts & Scle~lces and General College. 
U~live~’si~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel }till 

005 Stcele g uik]ing 2 ~ 4 East Camerot! Axmn tle, (1}3 #3"l 10 
{]hst~el [till, NC 2759%3110 
~)a9-~,~4.?-.{¢)~2 {p) 

~ ]le,e{~, U 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged mid/or confidontial information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are horohy notified 
flint any use, dissenfination, copying or rolention of tfiis e-mail or lhe information contained herein is strictly prolfibited. If you have received tiffs e- mail in orror, please immediately notify tim sender by tdepfione or 
reply by e-mail, and pormmmnlly ddole tiffs e- mail l)om your computor sysl ore. Thank you. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:30 PM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 

C h I o % 

is also showing a hold stating he must rneet with an advisor about his primary major, but he has not done his b-school application yet, so is there any way he 

can go ahead and register tomorrow? 

Thanks! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject" RE: and Summer Session2 

]airnie, 

Tell him to emafl the University ReNstrar, registratiol~services@mv:,edu, fl’om his UNC email address with his full name, PID and that he wishes to cancel his 

summer sessJm~ I1 registration, They w-dJ process the cancellation for him, 

Thanks! 

Chloe 
Cl’Aoe ]. Russe]I, M. Ed. 
Academic Advisor 
D lvisior., of Social and t~ehavioraI Scieucea 
College of/u’ts & Sciences aud General College 
Univcrsity of North (:aro]ir..a at Chapel Hill 
1005 ";teele B ulldinb 214 East Cameron Areal ue, CB #3] 10 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
91%84.3-8912 (p) 
q19-962-6888 (~1 

~ _]_’,:_{i:_{~_(!!! 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, induding any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are herd}y notified 

that any use, disseirfnation, copying or r~tention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in ~rror, please iinmediatdy notify the sender hy t~lephone or 

reply hy e-lnailr alld pormmmntly dolote this e- mail fronl your computor syst om. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, :Lt:02 AM 

To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject= and Summer Session2 
Hi Chloe! 

I hope all is well. I have a student, who needs to drop his summer session 2 Econ course! He is a walk on so he is paying out of pocket and does not 

need to take courses during that session. Unfortunately, the system will not allow him to drop it. Can you please help? I am not sure what he needs to do. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

@live.unc.e&P 

I~E: Performance 

make sure you sent me the reply fr’orn the pro[: please. Thanks! 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:22 PM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie; 
Subject: Performance 

Dear Professor i 
I would like to redo my performance Fiction Performance on the last day of our recitation. However, instead of doing the Pros performance I would like to do a Poem. If this is 
fine with you can you please email me back letting me know your thoughts on this? I’m really looking forwand to this opportunity. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 4:20 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

please delete 

Hi Susan, 

Please delete 

Thanks! 

sessions from the database at your earliest convenience. They are still printing her feedback forms. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

Smith, Brooks de Wetter <brook@email.unc.edu> 

RE: missed meeting by 

Hi Brooks, 

Thank you so much for contacting me, and I am sorry to hear about another incident with         I am still trying to find out what happened yesterday From what I understand, he had a 
football obligation, but the coach was under the impression he spoke to you in advance. I am very disappointed, and I will make sure he responds to your email I sincerely appreciate any 
willingness on your palt to work with him, but I completely understand if you get to a point where there is nothing more you feel you can do! You have had tremendous patience with him in 
this matter. I will let you know as soon as I find out what happened 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Smith, Brooks de Wetter 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc:            ~gmail com 
Subject: missed meeting by 

9:48 AM 

Hello Jaimie, 
had a meeting with me scheduled :[’or 4pm yesterday. His emai[ indicating he could not attend was a bit late and had no reason given I did appreciate his notifying me, however. 

Presumably he had an obligation with athletics at that time, but in case that was not the reason, I am concerned. As much as I wish to help him prepare for the final examination in Music 
I cannot be effective if we cannot meet I replied that this week was completely booked, but asked him when next week might work. Hopel~lly, he’ll reply with a time that meets 

both of our schedules. I am aware of the demands on his time with football, and am trying to find a way to accommodate those obligations he has. If he does not excel in the final 
examination, he will fail the course, and I would like very much to prevent that from happening if he is willing to do his part. 

If you wish to reply to this, please use my gmail account, as I check it more often and have access to it on my mobile phone. 

?))gmaih corn 

Thanks so much for all of your gracious help on this. 

Brooks de Wetter-Smith 
James Gordon Hanes Distinguished Professor Department of Music 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Smith, Brooks de Wetter 
Subject: 

4:15 PM 

Profsor Smith, 

I wanted to let you know I can’t make it, is there another time you are free during the week? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

Hi Brooks, 

Thank you so much for contacting me, and I am sorry to hear about another incident with I am still trying to find out what happened yesterday. From what 

I understand, he had a football obligation, but the coach was under the impression he spoke to you in advance. I am very disappointed, and I will make sure he 

responds to your email. I sincerely appreciate any willingness on your part to work with him, but I completely understand if you get to a point where there is 

nothing more you feel you can do! You have had tremendous patience with him in this matter. I will let you know as soon as I find out what happened. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:57 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu) 

exss ruth a~nd 

Hey 

Are you available to help the girls with their exss presentation today or tomorrow? They have made this request, so I know they would really appreciate your help. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

,~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: exss with 

Thanks, ! They would like to rneet tomorrow, so I wilt let you know once Lhey give rne an idea of what time Lhey want... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:49 plVl 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: exss with 

Hey Jaimie, 

I have to babysit tonight so I will not be available. I think I could do tomorrow, what time works for them? 

Let me know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:58 PM, "Jaimie Lee" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Are you available to help the girls with their exss presentation today or tomorrow? They have made this request, so I know they would really 

appreciate your help. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

Wally Richard~n (wrich~uncaa.unc.edu) 

Why are we still wasting time with sessions for ?! No notes, no book, disinterested, and unwilling to study!?] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:56 PM 

Smith, Brooks de Wetter <brook@email.unc.edu~> 
I~E: Email exchanges in prep for yesterday’s planned meeting 

Hi Brooks, 

This comes as no surprise! My message was the same in regards to you arranging your schedule to be available and how there was no valid excuse for not showing up. I, too, wish him the 
best, but you’re right, he needs lots of help’. Thanks, again. I appreciate you sending me all of this information so I can pass this along to the rest of our staff to give a clear picture of what 
has happened. 

Cheers, 
Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Smith, Brooks de Wetter 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Email exchanges in prep for yesterday’s planned meeting 

Hi Jahme, 
Here are the exchanges regarding the planned-for meeting yesterday. Yuu will see that it was clear I wanted tu talk with him abuut the class. It is understandable that he might fear I would 
bring up today’s hearing, but that would have been most inapprupriam on my part to du so. Nevertheless, I du recognize huw he might feel If ! were in his shues, I would have felt similarly, 
I’m sure. It is interesting that it was who prupnsed the 4pro meeting. ! rearranged my teaching in urder to accommodate his schedule. £/{y reply was in a separate emai[ from this 
batch. 

He clearly needs help, beyond just his work in my class. Hnpefully, the resuurces available to him can somehuw find a way tu provide guidance that he can take with him beyund his college 
experience I can only wish the best for him 

Brouks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: ~fhursday, 
To: Smith, Brnuks de Wetter 
Subject: RE: absence 

2:22 PM 

Hi Mr. Smith 
Will next week tuesday work at 4pm? 
Thank vuu, 

From: Smith, Brouks de Wetter [bruoks@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:24 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: absence 

Good morning, 
Thanks so much for writing back. I assmne you have practice eve17 afternoon, but we could meet in the morning when you have some time. If there are days when there is no football 
practice, usually late afternoons are good -- beginning at 4pm. What morning dates and times are good for you? I also am happy to come in on a Saturday if that’s best for you. It would be 
best to use my gmail address:             @gmail.com Thank you, Dr. Smith 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Smith, Brooks de Wetter 
Subject: RE: absence 

4:24 PM 

Hi professor Smith, 
I would like to know what time n date u would like to meet 
Thank you, 

From: Smith, Brooks de Wetter [brooks@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:00 AM 
To: 

Subiect: absence 

So sorU to hear about this. I hope you are feeling much better quickly We begin chapter 14 on Thursday (Miles Davis and John Coltrane) Please let me know if I can help you in any way 
with the class. I am concerned that you do really well on the final in order to pass the class I’d hate for you to fail it. Let me know- if we can get together so I can answer your questions. 

All the best to you, Go Heels!!’. 
Dr Smith 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Smith, Brooks de Wetter 
Subject: 

7:04 .A2vl 

Hello Mr. Smith 
I am ve~’ sick today and I wanted to let you know that I won’t be able to come to class today 

Thank you, 



From: brooks@emaiI.unc.edu [brooks@emaiI.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:58 AM 
Sut~iect: Last night’s performance 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From:Brooks Smith 

Last night’s performance was vepy different than expected Although featuring one of today’s most extraordinary jazz pianists, the performance could hardly be categorized as jazz. For those 
of you who attended, I will still accept your report on the performance as fulfilling a jazz concert review. I am extremely interested in reading yottr remarks. 

Dr. Srnith 

This fol~varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "MUSC 
Messages for this site: MUSC 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: exss with 

Hey 

Can you meet with them at 1 pm tomorrow (Thurs)??? 

Thanks! 

O11 , at 1:49 PM, "i~liveamc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hey JaJmie, 

I have to babysit tonight so I roll not be available. I thi~ I could do tomorrow; what time works for them? 

Let me know’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:58 PM, "Jaimie Lee" ~iaimielee(a;~mc.edtv> wrote: 

Hey 

Are you available to help the girls with their exss presentation today or tomorrow? They have made this request, so I know they would 

really appreciate your help. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: exss with 

Ok thanks! I roll check... 

On , at 7:01 AM, ’ ?~glive.unc.edu~ wrote: 

I have class until 3, but can do an~ime after. Let me know’. 

Sent tiara1 my iPhone 

On at 11:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_~ajE!i_e__l__e__ef~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Cml you meet ruth them at 1 pm tomorrow (Thurs)??? 

Thanks! 

On at 1:49 PM, ~blive.unc.edn> wrote: 

tley Jaimie, 

I have to babysit tonight so I will not be available. I think I could do tomorrow, what time works ibr them? 

Let me know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 12:58 PM, "Jaimie Lee" <iaimielee(a))mc.ed~J> wrote: 

Hey 

Are you available to help the girls with their exss presentation today or tomorrow? They have made this 

request, so I know they would really appreciate your help. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 11:04 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: exss with 

Is toInO1TOW an option’? 

On , at 7:01 AM, f~live.unc~edu~ wrote: 

I have class until 3, but can do anMime after. Let me know’. 

Sent thin1 my iPhone 

On at 11:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_~4j~!i_e__l__e__e__(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Cml you meet ruth them at 1 pm tomorrow (Thurs)??? 

Thanks! 

On , at 1:49 PM, " 2blive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

I have to babysit tonight so I will not be available. I think I could do tomorrow, what time works lbr them? 

Let me know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 12:58 PM, "Jaimie Lee" <jaimielee(a)Amc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Are you available to help the girls with their exss presentation today or tomorrow? They have made this 

request, so I know they would really appreciate your help. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 12:54 PM 

Wally Richardson (wricha@uncaa.unc.edu); MaJoy, Su~n B (sbmaloy@email.unc.e&0 

cabaret play tonight 

Hello, 

confirm... 

will not be in study table because they are going to see Cabaret tonight. There are others...I will be sending updates as I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 1:03 PM 

Richardson, WaJly <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu-~ 

~@unc.edu> 

RE: cabaret play tonight 

Susa’irl~ we have several 

From: Richardson, WaIly 
Sent: Thursday, 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie, Maloy, Susan B 
Subiect: RE: cabaret Play toniaht 

players attending the play tonight.,.will you help us get word to tuLors? Thanks! 

From: Jaimie Lee [t_n___ajJ_t__o__;j_aj___mj__e_[e_.__e__~__u__n___c_=e__d___u] 

Sent: Thursday,            12:54 PI 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: cabaret play tonight 

Hello, 

confirm... 

should be added to th~;~: list also. 

will not be in study table because they are going to see Cabaret tonight. There are others...I will be sending updates as I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thm~s, 

On 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 1:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: exss with 

.. It looks like Sunday night at 6pm is the best time. I appreciate your help! 

, at 11:46 AM, ?~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am pretty bus3, all day tomorrow, I am one of the co-directors of the conference that my grad program puts on, and it is ne~ week so we’ve got a lot of 

work to do! Sunday would work better, but I could try to squeeze in time Friday, ~)metime between 12:30-2:00. 

Sons.,! Let me know! 

On at 11:03 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Is tomorrow an option? 

On , at 7:01 AM, ~)live. unc.e&l> wrote: 

I have class until 3, but caa do anytime akter. Let me know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 11:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee(~)uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Can you meet with them at I pm tomorrow (Thurs)??? 

ThaJlks! 

On , at 1:49 PM, ~!_i_k2e_:__u_&c_:__e__d___t_g- wrote: 

Hey JaJmie, 

I have to babysit tonight so I will not be available. I think I could do tomon~ow, what time works for 
them? 

Let me know! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:58 PM, "Jaimie Lee" <j~Ln_!_e_!__e__e_~)__u__lLc_:__e__d___u_2- wrote: 

Hey 

Are you available to help the girls with their exss presentation today or tomorrow? 

They have made this request, so I know they would really appreciate your help. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 2:34 PM 

Richardson, Wa]ly <wficha@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: COAC minor 

Okay, I wilt remind him because I gave him the major declaration t:orm and everything a few weeks ago._ 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Thursday, 1:00 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: COAC minor 

Jaimie, 

FYI on He needs to declare the Coaching EducaLion minor by Monday Lo enroll in Exss 

Wally 

From: Sherry L Salyer [mailto:salyer.@emal.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:51 PM 
To; 
¢c; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: COAC minor 

our secretary added students to    yesterday and didn’t add you because you are not a Coaching Education minor. I approved you for the minor on 

and made the approval letter available to you at that time. Your responsibility was to make an appointment in Steele Building and officially declare the COAC 

minor. You haven’t done that, so before I drop you from the minor, I am giving you one more chance. 

New deadline: MUST be declared by Academic Advising by Monday        at 5pm or you will placed in the WAITLIST for the minor (along with the 1S others 

hoping to get in). You will have to have an appointment to declare this so inquire NOW. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed,D. 

Master Lecturer, Director o[ Undergraduate Studil-:!s 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hail 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 2;’_599 

919-962-.6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Spring Advbing/Office hours: 

Tuesdays--11:C~-I2:15 

Wednesdays--IO:O0-II:15 and 1:15-2:45 

T hursda ys- -:1.1:(?0-12:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~; Richardson, WaJly <wricha@email.unc.edu-~ 

@unc.edu> 

RE: cabaret play tonight 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 1:46 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Richardson, Wally 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

Yes, will do. Is it iust these 6 guys? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday,            i:03 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Maloy, Susan B 
Co: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

Susan, we have several players attending the play tonight.,,wilt you help us get word to tutors? Thanks! 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Thursday, 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

From: Jaimie Lee [.~_~_a__[[t__o_j_a__Lm__!_eJ__e__e_.__~__u__t~__c__#___d__u_] 
sent: Thursday,            12:54 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: cabaret play tonight 

Hello, 

confirm.,, 

are aiso a[tending the play tonight.,, 

will not be in study table because they are going to see Cabaret tonight. There are others...I will be sending updates as I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -o’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 2:46 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Summer Session 1 

Hi Chloe, 

Will you also help with 

will not: allow him to drop his courses which are biology 

Thank you{! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 

laimie, 

I have gotten both holds removed. Let me know ~fyo~ need anything rise, 

Best, 

Chloe 
Chbe J Russdl, M Ed. 
Academic Adv~sor 
Divisk)n of Social a~ld }!ehavioral Sciences 
College of¢~rts & Sdences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:1005 Steele Building, 2214 East Camero~ Avenve, CB ¢3110 
Chapd HiE NC 27599-3110 
~i 19-843 -}~i12’ {p) 

9 19-9102-.6,q88 ((} 

~ l_!t.’,e {il.l 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- inail, induding any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the add ressee{s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are h orehy notified 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained heroin is strictly prohibited. If you have received this o- mail in error, please immediately notify- the sender by telephone or 
reply by e-mail, and pormoamntly delete lhis e- mail from your computer syst ore. Tfiank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:30 PM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 

Chloe, 

is also showing a hold stating he must meet with an advisor about his primary major, but he hag not done his b-school application vet, go is there any way he 

can go ahead and register tomorrow? 

ihank~! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 

laimie, 

Tell him to emai] the Universib7 RegLstrar, .r__{_’g_[:T!f2-4_t.jj2j2s2{_’j)j_{2e_.:S_~!LLn_£:e!j!g fiTom his UNC emai] address ~dth his till] name, PID and that he wishes to cancel t]is 

suinnleP sesgiou I] registrar-ion, They wilt process l-he cancel]stion fop him, 

Thanks{ 

Chloe 
{]bloc J~ Russell, M~ Ed, 
Academ[c Advisor 
DiNsio]’. el:So@a! and }3chariots! Sciences 
t:ol[ege of Arts & Sciences and (}euera] (;el{eye 
Univers%, of North (2arolh’.a at Chapel bell] 
1005 Steele [2-uildiug, 21 -t East Cameror., Avenue. (;B #31 I0 
{:Impel }ti11, NC 275’19-3I 10 
919-8,13-8912 {p) 
91’1-’1t,2-6~1{;,8 (l) 
adv[sJnR.u]’.c.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, induding any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s} and may contain legally privileged and!or confidential information, ll’you are not the intended redpient, you are hereby notified 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is stridly prohibited. If you have received this ~ mail in error, please immediately notify- the send or by telephone or 
reply by e-nlail, and ponnaamntly dolote this e- nlail from your computor systom. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, 11:02 AM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: and Summer Session2 
Hi Chloe! 

I hope all is well. I have a student, who needs to drop his summer session 2 Eeon course! He is a walk on so he is paying out of pocket and does not 

need to take courses during that session. Unfortunately, the system will not allow him to drop it. Can you please help? I am not sure what he needs to do. 

Thank you! 

in cancelling his summer school courses for summer session l?? He is a walk on and is paying out of pocket, but it 

and [.Fir He is going t:o t:ake those during session 2. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 2:51 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-~; Richardson, WaJly <wricha@email.unc.edu-~ 

~m~c.edu> 

RE: cabaret play tonight 

Also, wilt not be here tonight. He had 2 plays to see this week, last night and tonight. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 1:46 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Richardson, Wally 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

Yes; will do. Is it iust these 6 guys? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday,            1:03 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

Susan, we have several players attending the play tonighL,.wilt yoL~ help us get word to tL~tors? Thanks! 

From: Richardson, Waliy 
Sent: Thursday, 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

From: Jaimie Lee [._n__~_a__[!_t__o_;j_a__[__m__!_e_J__e__e_.__~__u__tLc__=_e___d__u_] 
Sent: Thursday,            12:54 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: cabaret play tonight 

Hello, 

confirm... 

will not be in study table because they are going to see Cabaret tonight. There are others...l will be sending updates as I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:52 PM 

Russell, Chloe <cirussel@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1722: Suminer Session 1 

Okay, got it! Thank yokE!!! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Thursday, 2:51 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Summer Session i 

~aimie, 

He should tW to register flF the courses he wants in smnmer session ]I and then cancel his summer session I registration by emaJling 

_t_’~t~_~__t!_:!_t_{2_t_~_~£C~_LLt:Lt~L~_~L~!_t.<~Ltj~D fl’om his UNC emafl address with his fl~ll name, P~D and that he ~shes to cancel his summer session [ registration. 

The Ref4istrar will not accept registration cancellation forms from our office until the session actually begins. So, tell him to do it as soon as possible so that there 

is not a confi~s~on with h~s bill. 

Let me l<t~ow if you need anything else. 

Chloe 
Chloe ! t,Lusse~l, l’d Ed. 
Academic Advisor 
Divis[ot,, of Social a~ld }~ehavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sck:nces and General College 
tJgtiV(:rl;it? of North (:ato]h!a at Chapel HIll 
10t)5 Steele }{u[ldirtg, 214 Ea,~;t (]anletwx,, Avenue, CI~ #3l It) 
(:]’,apel Hill, NC 27599-,]710 
~J’l 0 -~743-13~Jl ;7 (p) 
? ~<J-<J fi>.~,o~7,q 11? 

~ t!t:.edu 

CON FIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are her+by notified 
tfiat any use, dissemination, copying or rotenlion of lhis e-mail or t fie inlormation conlained herein is stridly prohibited. If you have received lhis e- mail in orror, please immediately notify lhe sendor by telephone or 
reply by e-mail, and pormanently delete lhis e- mail from your computer systom. Tfiank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 2:46 PM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: Summer Session 1 

Hi Chloe, 

WiN you also help wid~ in eaneeNing his summer school courses for summer session I77 He is a walk on anti is paying out of pocket, btR it 

will not allow him to drop his courses which are biology and {.FIT. He is going to take those during session 2. 

Thank VOU!! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 
jaimie, 
I have gotten both holds removed. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 

Chloe 
0,1",toe !, Russell lq, Ed. 

Acadcmk: Advisor 
D iris[or! of f~ocial and }JehavJoral Sdence,~; 
(]ollege ofA~te; & f~(:[e~ti,es and General College 
U~tJvt:re;Jty of North Ca~to]it!a~ a{: (:hap(:] HIll 
10t)5 Steele }{u[ldirtg, 214 Ea,~;t Canletwx,, Avenue, CI~ #3J It) 
(:hapel Hill, N(] 27599-,]710 
~J’l 0 -~743-13~Jl ;7 (p) 
? ~<J-<J fi>.~,o~7,q 11? 

~ t!i:.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidontial information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are horoby notified 
tfiat any use, dissemination, copying or rotenlion of lhis e-mail or t fie inlormation conlained herein is striclly prohibited. If you have received lhis e- mail in orror, please immediately notify lhe sendor by telephone or 
reply hy e-inail! alld permalently delete this e- mail from your computer system. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:30 PM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 

Chloe, 

is also showing a hold stating he must meet with an advisor about his primary major, but he has not done his b-school appNeation yet, so is there any way he 

can go ahead and register tomorrow? 

Thanks! 

From: Russell, Chloe 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: and Summer Session2 
jaimie, 
Tell him to email the Universl~.y Registrar, reglstrationservices@~mc.ed~, from his UNC emall address with his flill name, PID and that he wishes to cancel his 

summer session II registration. They will process the cancellation tbr hhn. 



Thanks! 

Chloe 
{;bloc J. Russell, },4. Ed, 
At2a{te EII[C Adviso~ 
Divisio]I of Social and Eehaviora! Sciences 
t;offege of Arts & Sciences and (’,euera] (;offege 
University of North (2arolh’.a at Chapel }1i1] 
10{}5 Steele [~-uildiug, 214 East CamemP.. Avenue, CB ~31 I{} 
{’Impel [ti11, NC 275¢~9-k~110 
919-84t~-8912 {p) 
9"J 9-9 t,2-6{188 (l~ 
adv[sJnR,u]’.c,edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, induding any attadunents, is intended for the sole use of the addressee{s} and may contain legally privileged and!or confidential information. If you are not the intended redpient, you are heroby notitied 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is striOly prohibited. If you have r~eived this ~ mail in error, plBase immediatdy not@- the send or by tdephone or 
reply bv e-mail, and permanently delete this e- nlail from your computer syst ore. Thank you. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 
To: Russell, Chloe 
Subject: and Summer Session2 
Hi Chloe! 

I hope all is well. I have a student, who needs to drop his summer session 2 Econ course! He is a walk on so he is paying out of pocket and does not 

need to take courses during that session. Unfortunately, the system will not allow him to drop it. Can you please help? I am not sure what he needs to do. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

1),22: caboaet play tonight 

Oh ok, great! And she also indicated knowing about this in her feedback form._ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,            3:08 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Richardson, Wally 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

AS it turrl~J ()LEt. many of th~?m only ha~le 

Tha]~ks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jalmle 
Sent: Thursday, 2:41 plVl 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Richardson, Wally 

Cc: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

tonight and sh~-:~ is unable to be here anyway, bul: I’ll notify the others. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 1:46 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Richardson, Wally 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

Yes~ will do. I’; it iLESt t h*-’_!’;*-’_! ~’; guys? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday,            1:03 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Maloy, Susan B 
Co: 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

Susan, we have several players attending the play tonight._will you help us get word to tutors? Thanks! 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Thursday, 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: cabaret play tonight 

should be added to that fist also. 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:iaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            12:54 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: cabaret play tonight 

Hello, 

confirm... 

are also attending the play tonighL. 

will not be in study table because they are going to see Cabaret tonight. There are others...I will be sending updates as I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 5:45 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

fall schedule 

fall course breakdown pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 10:28 PM 

@hotmail .corn> 

ILE: Orientation Registration 

Hi 

f ~m so glad y.:_~u found Lhe session l’u:_~lpful, Please refer the 5th ~ellow ~;lide to itl re~ard_q tO the odenLation dates. Y.:_~u can sign up for any session, but you must 
ernail 

n_ .e_ _w_ _s t_ _u d_ _ e_ n_ . _t .s_ _ .@_u__n_.c_:e_d__u- Lo get your session switched. Remember, we are holding seats for" our incoming student athletes during the sessions on U~e ~.0th and 

:[7UL Please send that email copy me on it, and you will be changed to the session of your choice. If you are able to come on the 3rd, that is fine, too. 

I hope this clears things up for you. Please let me know if you have any further questions. 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 3::I.4- PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
$,,bject. Orientation Registration 

Jaimee Lee, 

Thank you for the information session. I had a great time and it was very helpful. At the information session I filled out the green slip and said I would like 

to attend orientation on the :17th and :18th of June. I tried signing up for these dates today online and it is not letting me because I would assume it is 

booked. I was wondering if it is ok for me to sign up for the orientation on the 3rd and 4th of June instead. If not, I can attend the one for the :10th and 

:l:lth, but my family was planning a vacation during this time. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 3:00 PM 

Richardson, Wa]ly <wficha@emailxmc.edu> 

I~E: 

Got it] 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 7:56 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, 

met with his Comm group last night to prepare for their class presentation this week. 

Wall?i Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 ~A/) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 4:20 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

FW: 

Hi Jenn, 

I will definitely send a master list once I have all updates by Friday. I)Jst wanted to inform you of this one confirmation for session l! 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t2:02 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie Lee, 

should be in the system and updated for Summer Session 1. 

Joe Haycton 
Director of Football ()t~erations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 9190843.2572 

haydon~a!tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 4:45 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~> 

ILE: 

Joe~ 

wants to stay in session i, correct? I )Jst want to make sure to tell Jenn not to have him moved if that’s the case! 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i2:02 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie Lee, 

should be in the system and updated for Summer Session 1. 

Joe Haycton 
Dicector of Football Operations 

University of Nor~fl Carolina 

Phone: 9190843.2572 

haydon:a!unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~> 

RE: 

Perfect! I thought so.,.just wanted to make sure._ 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Yes, he is graduating early and wilt enroll in Summer Session :1, 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydon@nac.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:45 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: 

Joe, 

wants to stay in session 1, correct? liust want to make sure to tell rJen~3 not to have him moved if that’s the case[ 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :!-2:02 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie Lee, 

should be in the system and updated for Summer Session :I. 

Joe Haydon 
|)[rector of ~’ootbalJ[ Ot)eratio~s 

U t~Jve i’sitv of North Carol iaa 

Phone: 919.843.2.572 

havdon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 12:54 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Lee, JaJmie <jaJmielee@unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Tonighr???? 

No, that’s okay. Thanks! 

On Apr 18, 2013, at 10:48 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmedoy({gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jaimie, 

Would you want 
Susan 
Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinak~riAcademic Counselor 
UNC Academic S upport Program for Student- Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

to meet with tonight as a make-up? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerk@email.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

1@2: Message from Coach Papa regarding ESPNU gmne this Monday 

Any- possibility of doing Sunday night instead? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, _ 4:45 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Kleissler, Amy Eyme 
Subject: FW: Message from Coach Papa regarding ESPNU game this Monday 

want to do dinner and go or go and do dinner? 

From: Domina, Julie 
Sent: Thursday, 1:40 PM 
Subiect: Message from Coach Papa regarding ESPNU game this Monday 

Hello Everyone, 

We are deep into our season and coming up on our series with Ga Tech this Sunday,          and Monday,           We are currently 10-5 in the ACC and 34-15 on the season. It is our 
Senior We&end as well. ’]?his year we have seniors and will honor them on Sunday in Game 1 at 12:45 pm for our 1 pm game. of the Women’s Team will be throwing 
out the first pitch. 

’]?he reason I am writing is that we will be playing this Monday night at 7 pm at Anderson Stadi um on ESPNU as the featured ACC Softball TV game of the week. We want to turn the 
stadium blue and have a great crowd Jbr our TV game in Chapel Hill of the Men’s Team is going to throw out the first pitch for this game There are other festivities 
planned as well, and rally towels will be distributed. 

I would love it if you could get word to your athletes and anyone else who might want to come out and support us. 
Again game time is 7 pm and it is FREE! 

Thank you and GO HEELS!!!! 
Donna J. Papa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:10 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E (blucido@email.unc.edu) 

Hi Barbara, 

had his fall     semester removed from his record. He took and passed English    , but it is no longer on his transcript. He 

has completed English    and English    . Will he need to complete English    , or can we consider his English requirement fulfilled? Or does this need to be 

addressed with the English department?? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 3:43 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

RE: CTOPS UPDATE 

One update: will have to attend the June 17th/:1.8th Orientation session, He h~s a senior trip during the other session, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Friday, April 19, 2013 3:43 PM 

To" Townsend, Jenn 
Subject" CLOPS UPDATE 

Hey, 

This is what we have so far. Is this format ok? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 3:45 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: CTOPS UPDATE 

One update: will have to attend the June 17th/:1.8tt~ Orientation session, He h~s a senior trip during the other session, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 3:43 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: CLOPS UPDATE 

Hey, 

This is what we have so far. Is this format ok? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

ILE:          - Not Available Tonight for PORt 

Got it 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent" Monday, l:t: 58 AM 
To" Richardson, Wally; Overstreet, ~a; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: 
Subject" - Not Available Tonight for PORt 

Hey Guys, 

just informed me that she will not be able to tutor tonight. Please be sure your students are aware. 

has a drop-in tonight at 9pm as an alternative. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Atlfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (l:ax) 

sbmalov~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B ~sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wa]ly <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu-~; 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

review sessions print out for last night! 

All, 

Just wanted to know why the printed tutor’ sessions were not available fop the monitors last night. We rely on those print outs to make sure we ape organized and 

everyone is where they need to be, but from what I under~tand, Brad was on duty and he, nor the other monitor~, had the schedule. Even with us being so do~e to 

the end of this term, I want to make sure this doesn’t happen again. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Mondw, 3:11 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~> 

I~E: Orientation 

Hi Joe, 

Yes I got it. \~z email is working fine He sent it Saturday, so I am getting to it today. I will let him know-. Thal"iks! ’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joe Haydon [mailto :havdon@unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 A2vl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Orientation 

Jaimie, 

Did you receive the e-mail below- from since he mentioned that your e-mail wasn’t working? 

Joe ttaydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@unc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: H~comcast.net] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:02 EM 
To: Hay&m, Joe 
Cc: Joe ttaydon; JA]~/IIEI,EE@UNCAA UNC EI)U 
Sutzlect:             Orientation 

JOE & JAIM]I{ 

PLEASE DO Wt L~5[’ YOU CAN TO MAKE SURE WE GET TIlE ]-)AT[VS. MY \VII:[g, HAS SENT YOU COPIES OF T[IE RJECENT EMAIL [ZE(IARDING THE ISSUE. SHE 

COULD NOT SELECT TttE T[tE DATES AN[) SHE HAD TO CttOOSE TIIE WttICH tIE CAN’T AT]’END SINCE HE WILL BE IN tIIGIt SCIIOOL ALSO ~IItE 

EMAIL FOR JAMIE LEE IN TttE tIANDOUT DOES NOT APPEAR ’I70 BE WORKING AGAIN WE MUST ttAVE ~IItE              DA’IT~;S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson (wricha@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: 

I work with 

Jaimie 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Monday, 9:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW:’ 

Jaimie, 
Will you please let 

Wally 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto;)ownset~d@unc:edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:30 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally 

Subject: FW: 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:31 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: 

Ill Jen, 

and will let him know, 7pro is fine for this Thursday. Thanks for the heads up, 

know that w~nts to start tutorial on Thursday ~t 7pro this week? "Thanks for your help. 

Would you please ask                if we can start our Thursday tutorial m 7:00 inslead of 6:00 INs week? I have a depaxtmental event betbrehand. We usually 

cover tw’o classes, mid I think he only has something to study for in one of them, so this should be line. If he feels he needs both sessions, cm~ we do one at 9 (I have 

another ~ssions at 8)? Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:58 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Wedesday, 

Thanks for the heads up! 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, : 8:52 AM 
To" Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Wedesday, 

Jamie aud Brad, 

I will have to leave early from session on Wednesday, 

Ve~ sony about this, 

Thanks, 

due to ml interview with a professor that I could not schedule at any other time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:59 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: CTOPS UPDATE 

Update: wiU be attending the 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, April 19, 2013 3:43 Pm 

To= Townsend, Jenn 
Subject= CLOPS UPDATE 

Hey, 

This is what we have so far. Is this format ok? 

session since he’s decided to attend his HS Graduation Ceremony on the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Mondw, 4:01 PM 

@comcast.net> 
I~E: Orientation 

I am getting your emails I was not in the office on Saturday. It appears Joe has cleared up this issue, but as I mentioned last Saturday, we are reselwing spots for our incoming student 
athletes, so you all should sign up for any available session, and we will ensure they are added to the desired session My apologies this was unclear in the packet. Please do not hesitate to 
email or call with an?- further questions/concerns 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
Fl-om: 
S ent: S aturday, 10: 02 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie; Joe Haydon 
Subject:             Orientation 

@comcast.net] 

JOE & JAIM]E 

PLEASE DO Wt L~.T YOU CAN TO MAKE SURE WE GET TIlE ]-)ArfI{S. MY \VU:[g, HAS SENT YOU COPIES OF rft lie RIgCENT EMAIL [tE(IARDING THE ISSUE. SHE 

COI.7LD NOT SELECT TttE T[tE DATI~S AN[) SHE HAD TO CttOOSE TIIE WttICH tIE CAN’T AT]’END SINCE HE WILL BE IN tIIGIt SCIIOOL ALSO ~IItE 

EMAU, FOR IAMIE LEE IN TttE tIANDOUT DOES NOT APPEAR ’I70 BE WORKING AGAIN WE MUST ttAVE ~IItE              DA’IT~;S 

TtlANKS 



FFOIIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 4:31 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

No worries! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 5:39 PlVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 
Thanks’. Sony for tim advisor confiBion. 

On at 3:13 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(2~uuc.adu> wrote: 

I work with 

Jairnie 

From" Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Monday, 9:59 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: 

.I a i rn i e~ 

Will yOU ple~E~;e let 

Walfy 

From" Jenn Townsend [mailto:itownsend@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:30 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally 

Subject: FW: 

From: .~__e_.___m___aj!_#___n__c__&cJ__u_] 

Sent: Monday, 12:31 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: 

Hi Jen, 

and will let him know, 7pro is fin~:_~ for this Thursday. Thanks for the h~-:~ads up. 

know that wants to start tutorial on Fhursdav at 7pro this w~-:~ek? Thanl~s for your help. 

Would you please ask               if we can start our Thursday tutorial at 7:00 instead of 6:00 this week? I have a departmental event betbmhand. 
We usually cover two classes, and I think he only has something to study for in one of them, so this should be fine. If he feels he needs both sessions, can 
we do one at 9 (I have another sessions at 8)? Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thanks, Barbara! 

So, is there no wag he can iust take English for his English requirement? 

Jaimie 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:41 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jaimie 

I have ]lad to dig deep for the answer to this one! will have to take the equivalent of Engl in order to graduate. Since it is no longer offered here, he will 

have to transh-:~r it m. Working with Kyle grazih:_~ in the Office of UndergraduaLe Admissions is the way to go, given that this is a lil:t[e trh::kv. 

f hope this helps. Let me I~now if you need anything else 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

AssisLant Dean, Academh:: Advising Program 

The Uniw-:~rsity of North Carolina aL Chap~:_~[ I-t[11 

College of Ar[s & Sciences and Genera[ College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3:1:[0 

Phone: (9:[9) 843-334:[ Fax: (9:[9) 962-6888 

Acadernic Advising’s w~-_~bpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 3:10 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: 

Hi Barbara, 

had his fall semester removed from his record. He took and passed English 

has completed English    and English 

addressed with the English department?? 

Thank you! 

but it is no longer on his transcript. He 

Will he need to complete English    , or can we consider his English requirement fulfilled? Or does this need to be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

b~teresting. Thank you t:or this information, Barbara! 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

No. It would be equivalent to a repeat ot: Er@ 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advishlg Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ColF_~ge of Art:s & Sciences and C~eneral College 

1002 Steele Buikding; CB 3110 

Chapel Eli[I, NC 27599--3110 

Phone: (919) 843-334I Fax: {919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising% webpage: http:!/advising.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, : 11:01 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks, Barbara ! 

So, is there no way he can iust take English 
Jairqie 

From: kucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:41 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jaimie 

for his English requirement? 

f haw:" had t:o dig deep for the answer to t:his one! will haw:, to tak~-_~ the equivah:_mt of Engl in order to graduate. Since it is no longer offered fu-:~re, fu-:~ will 

have to transfl-:~r it in. Working with Kyle grazih:_~ in the Office of Undergraduat:e Admissions is the way to go, given that this is a lil:tle trk:kv. 

I hope this helps. Let rne know if you need anything else. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assist:ant Dean, Academk: Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina aL Chapel Hilt 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:[002 Steele Building; CB 3I:[0 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1.:[0 

Phone: (919) 843--334I Fax: (919) 962-{5888 
Acadernic Advising% w~-_£~page: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 3:10 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: 

Hi Barbara, 

had his fall semester removed from his record. He took and passed English 

has completed English    and English 

addressed with the English department?? 

Thank you! 

, but it is no longer on his transcript. He 

. Will he need to complete English    , or can we consider his English requirement fulfilled? Or does this need to be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 6:38 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: - ECON 

She is good to go! 

On Apr 15, 2013, at 2:53 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaJov(2~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Jaimie, 

Please inform that in addition to her normal ECON tutoring hours, has agreed to meet her on the following dates and times prior to 

her exam on Wednesday May 1: 

Monday, April 29-1-2pro (I am hopeful she does not have an exam during this time. Please let me know if so.) 

Tuesday, April 30 - 6-7pm 

Please be sure she does not miss. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Strident-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 10:42 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

1@2: test 

ok 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:15 AM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: test 

yes, that work’;, 

.Jaimie, let’s make sure me,-A:s ot~ Thtlrsctav, 

I~radley R.H. Bethel I Readhlg and Writk~g Speciali:~t 

Ut~ix, ersily ofNortl~ C;~r~lina at (?bN~e~ tl~iH 

Academic Suppo~X Program for Stude~-Athleies 

I ,oudermflk Cet~ter for Exeel]et~ce 

344 Ridge Rd. i CatNms Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-223’7 

C          i F (91})) 962-g247 

bradlev.bethel(a,unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:09 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: test 

said she could meet Thursday at our normal time mid I was wondering if that would be ok’? 

’I’haMc you 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bkvthel~emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: 10:59 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ))live. unc.edu> 

Cc: ?{gmail.com 
Subject: RE: test 

Reply all. What’s the matter? 

Bradley Roll, Bethel I Readit~g ;rod Writing Specialist 

Univer~;it?, of North (.!arolin:~ a~ Chapel tlil~ 

Academic Support Pro?)’~ma for Stude~t-Athletes 

Loudermilk Cemer [br Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd, i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

Chapel HiI~, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:51 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Cc: ~gmail.com 
Subject: test 
hello brad, would you please ’reNy all’ if you get this message? thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

Wally Pdcha, d~n (wricha@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: students in my    class 

Hey, do you want to handle this one??? 

From: Rebecca Shores [mailto:rpshores@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Hi Jaimie, 
When you have a moment, will you please send me the contact intbnnation for whomever helps out 
Thank you, 
Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:58 PM 
To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Absolutely!! Good luck to you! I j ust wanted to make sure I didn’t miss you or something. Hang in there and I hope you have a decent weekend even though I’m sure it 

l~el s overwhelming ! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.1 ~~i ::~::i:.-.: I ~:.::~.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaim M ee@u ncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(a)nnc~edu> 3:55 PM >>> 
Hi 
Sorry-- qualifying exams are Monday and I’ve been spread a little thin lately. Can we talk ne~ week? Tuesday, perhaps? 
Thanks! 
Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:31 PM 
To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Hi Rebecca 

Please let me know if you would still like to chat about 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.1 ~~i ::~::i:.-.: I ~:.::~.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

laimielee@uncaa.uncedu 

I am available today until about 4:30, or we can plan to connect next week! I hope all is well! 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(a)nnc~edu> 6:04 PM >>> 
Hi agaJr~ 
I’m so soW but I have to cancel-- something’s come up with a librarian who’s helping me with some research for the class. Might we trade a phone call tomorrow, 
instead? 
Thank you, 
Rebecca 



From= 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:57 PM 

To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Wonderful! Thanks, Rebecca. You hit the nail on the head with      good guy jusl tends to fall behind. We can definitely get this i~x3ned out. 

different counselor, so I will be hapw to relay the info about him. See you Wednesday! Thanks so much for contacting me! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

l:?~i mi::: L.c:: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

works ruth a 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" < _rI?__s__h_ ~K_e_s_(a2__tLr_Lc_:_e___@_.>          11 : 19 AM >>> 
Perfect!      seems like a really good guy. He’s not disruptive, but he has recently been unprepared Ibr class and assigtmlents. In a course that really revolves around 

group work (and in-class workshops), I want to be sure that he’s a)not falling behind and b) not causing others in his group to take on too much. Whether      attends 

or not can be up to you; it might not be necessary’, but of course I don’t think it roll hurt, either. My concerns about are a bit different, but we can discuss those 

Wednesday at 10. 

I start my PhD qnalify’ing exans on Monday, so I’m glad that we’re handling this early! 

Thank you, 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 

To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my class 

Great! I have a meeting with      on Wednesdays at 10:30am. Would it be okay to meet at Ram’s Head Starbucks at 10:00am and have him join us at 10:30am or 

sooner? Would it be appropriate to "talk I on I and then include him on the conversation on how to improve? 

Thanks! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

.1 :~i ::~::i::.: I ~:.::~.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@u ncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(a)unc~edu> 10:52 AM >~> 

Hi, Jamie-- 
I’m well, thanks :) }low does your Wednesday morning look? I’m free aJter 9. Perhaps we could meet at the coffee shop in the bookstore or at Rmn’s Head Starbucks? 

All reasons askte, I’m looking forward to seeing you! 

With appreciation, 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:01 AN 

To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: Re: students in my    class 

Hi Rebecca! 

Long time no see! I am more than hapw to chat. When and where is best for you?? I am very’ flexible except tbr TuegThurs 11 - 12:30pm. 

I hope all is well, otherwise. 

Jaiinie 

*lbr discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 



University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores@~unc.edu>          10:38 PM >>> 
tti, Jaimie! I hope this finds you well. I’m having some trouble with 

Thank you, 

A Rebecca Shores 

in my English class. Might we visit about this? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 4:12 PM 

Shores, Rebecca <rpshoms@unc.edu> 

Wa]ly Richaacdson (wricha@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: students in my    class 

Hi Rebecca, 

So~y for the delay! Wafly Richardson {d~e head of academic support for football) will be the person to contact. His ernail is .w_ _rj_c_.h__~__@_u__n_.c_a_9_:_u_._n_c_:e__d_._u_. I have also 

copied him on this ernail. 

I hope all is well! 

Jairnie 

From: Rebecca Shores [mailto:rpshores@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you have a moment, roll you please send me the contact information for whomever helps om 
Thmak you. 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:58 PM 
To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Absolutely!! Good luck to you! I just wanted to make sure I didn’t miss you or something. Hang in there and I hope you have a decent weekend even though I’m sure it 

feels overwhehning ! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

ii,d :<~ L:: L:::c 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

[ahnielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <!_p_~[kq_r__e_~2{__u__l/_c_’:__e___d___u_> 3:55 PM >>> 

Hi Jaanie, 
Sorry-- quaJi~ing exams axe Monday mad rve been spread a little thin lately. Can we talk next week? Tuesday; pedmps? 

Thanks! 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:31 PN 
1"o: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Hi Rebecc& 

Please let me know if you would still like to chat about 

*for discussion purposes only* 

ii,d :<~ L:: L:::c 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

[ahnielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

I am available today until about 4:30, or we cml plan to connect next week’. I hope all is well! 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 



disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(2~uuc.edu> 6:04 PM >>> 

Hi again, 

I’m so sorry but I have to cancel-- ~mething’s come up with a librarian M~o’s helping me with some research tbr the class. Might we trade a phone call tomorrow, 

instead? 

Thank yon, 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 12:57 PM 

To" Shores, Rebecca 
Subject-" RE: students in my    class 

Wonderful’. Thin,ks, Rebecca. You hit the nail on the head with      good guy jusl tends to fall behind. We can definitely get this ironed out. 

dit][~rent counselor, so I will be happy to relay the intb atxmt him. See you Wednesday! Thanks so much tbr contacting me! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

works with a 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <~pshores¢~)unc.edn>          11:19 AM >>> 
Perfect!      seems like a really good guy. He’s not disruptive, but he has recently been unprepared for class and assignments. In a course that really revolves around 

group work (and in-class worlcshops), I want to be sure that he’s a)not falling behind and b)not causing others in his group to take ontoo much. Whether.     attends 

or not can be up to you; it might not be necessm% but of course I don’t think it will hurt, either. My concerns about are a bit different, but we can discuss thosc 
Wednesday at 10. 

I start my PhD qualifying exams on Monday, so I’m glad that we’re handling this early’. 

Thank yon, 

Rebecca 

From= 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 

To" Shores, Rebecca 
Subject; RE: students in my i05 class 

Groa!! I have a meeting with      on Wednesdays at 10:30am. Wotdd it be okay to meet at Ram’s Head Starbucks at 10:00am and have him join us at 10:30ran or 
sooner? Would it be appropriate to talk 1 on 1 and then include him on the conversation on how to improve? 

Thanks’. 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(r-~uuc.edu> 10:52 AM >>> 

Ill, Jamie-- 

I’m well, thanks :) How does your Wednesday morning look? I’m t?ee alter 9. Perhaps we could meet at the coffee shop in the bookstore or at Ram’s tlead Starbucks? 

All reasons aside, I’m looking tbrwaard to sceing you! 

With appreciation, 

Rebecca 

From-" 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 10:01 AM 

To" Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: Re: students in my    class 

tli Rebecca’. 



Long time no see! I mn more than hapw to chat. When and where is best tbr you?? I am very flexible except for Tues/Thurs 11-12:30pm. 

I hope all is well, otherwise. 

Jalnlle 

~for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>~ "Shores, Rebecca" <tpshores(2~unc.edu>          10:38 PM >>~ 
Hi, Jaimie! I hope this finds you well I’m having some lrouble ruth 

Thank you, 

A Rebecca Shores 

in my English class. Might we visit about this? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 4:50 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Orientation 

Hi 

If you are able to attend orientation on the 3rd and 4th, that is perfectly fine’. We didn’t have that as one of our preferred slots because we know most incoming students will not be done 
with high school at that time. If you have no conflicts, we will have you set for the 3rd and 4th! Thal~k you for letting me know! 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Orientation 

3:37 PM 
@gmail.com] 

Hey Jaimie my name is              and I’m an incoming freshman. At the spring game I signed up :[’or the 17th and 18th orientation. I found out that I won’t be getting back from our family 
vacation till the 17th. I registered online for the 3rd and 4th orientation. Will that work even though that isn’t an option in the packet? Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject, 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: quefftion about study table during finals for 

Hey 

Sorry about the late response, I am going through schedules now, so I hope to have a better answer by Monday! I appreciate your flexibilit!! Please let me know if 

it will b~:, too much for yot~ to be gr~ldi~lg and (:oming h~:,re I cat~’t do mos[: t~ights, so your help has b~:’erl Lrer~endous! 

From, 
Sent, Wednesday, l: 52 plVl 

To. Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" question about study table during finals for 
Hey[ 
So are the girls having normal study table hours (6-8) during finals? If so, are myself, to follow our normal schedule? 
The reason 1 ask is because Dr. Jordan, who I TA for this semester, has me and the other TA doing a bunch of grading and extra office hours next week. l"m okay helping with 
study table as usual at night, but I don’t know about next Thursday    i? 
I can come talk to you about it tomorrow while I am at work! 
Thanks Jaimie! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 5:06 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~> 

I~E: ctops update 

Yes, I am very impressed by how many people have already registered! [ admit, Fm having to adjust to getting such a head start. Juggling this wkh final exarn 

schedules is challenging, but so helpful at the same time!! 

.Joe, are th,-_~re any guys who we absolutely know WILL NC)T b,:_~ attending ,-_~ither s,-_~ssion of summer school? Jennifer needs a head count of how many we haw:, 

coming to summer school and for which sessions,      is session 1, so f am giving all other narnes for session 2. I figure i1: wiJl b~:_~ fine to updab:_~ h~-_~r from now on 

with any names of guys, esp walk ons, who need to be taken off o1: the list._ 

Thanks! 

From= Haydon, Joe 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:49 AN 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: crops update 
Thanks; for the update Jaimie. Fll communicate with the incoming guy~.~ t.:_~ get [:hem moving with 1:hi;. 12 guys already regi;tered ..1:hat’s actually a little better 

than I thought we’d have 9 days after giving the packet to them. 

)oe He)~don 
Director of Football Operations 

[J t?,Jve rsitv of North Carol iaa 

Phone: 919.81,3.2572 

ha,/don@unc.edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Tuesday, S: 10 PM 
To= Haydon, Joe 
Subject= crops update 

Hi Joe, 

Here is the lares list from Jenn and her message... 

"Here is the first list of registered students for CTOPs. I will try to get updated lists at least weekly. Please remember that we will lose any reserved seats we have 

on May 15 at noon, so any students who have a seat reserved for a particular session must register by then. Students must register by May 22 or they fill have to pay 

a ~50 late fee. 

There are two students who are not registered for the session for which they have a reserved seat; I have asked Orientation to correct this. Please let me know if 

you have any additions or deletions to this roster along with any other corrections. 

As you can see, we still have a long way to go in getting students registered. Please share this information with your coaches and encourage them to get out the 

word to students that they need to register as soon as possible. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 5:10 PM 

Maloy, Susan B ~sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@emaiLunc.edu>; Om Kym N <or~email.unc.edu-~ 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CHEM Small Group Rescheduling 

are good to go for Monday!! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Orr, Kym N 

Co: Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia 
Subject: FW: CHEM Small Group Rescheduling 

Wally and Kym, 

let rne know if this extra session for CH[M will work for your stud~?F~[:s oF~ ~,4ond~E~/ 

"hanks, 

Susan 

From: ~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, . t0:12 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: More Rescheduling 

Susan, 
The final exams for all three of my Wednesday students are on Tuesday of next week. They requested that we meet for a final session before their tests on Monday. 
On Monday, can I meet with: 
* @ 2PM, and 
* @ 3PM? 
This would replace the session we would have had (if not for their early final date) on Wednesday, 
I’ll still come in Wednesday from 6-8PM for the drop-in. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:30 AM 

Shores, Rebecca <rpshoms@unc.edu> 

RE: s~aldents in my    class 

Th a n ks, you too ] 

From: Shores, Rebecca 
Sent" Thursday, 8:24 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject" RE: students in my    class 

Thanks, Jaimie! Good luck with the end of semester madness :) 

-Rebecca 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent; Thursday, 4:11 plVl 

To; Shores, Rebecca 
Cc: Wally Richardson (wdcha@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

}-Ii Rebecca, 

Sorry For th+-_~ d+-_~[ay [ Wa[ly Richardson (the head of academic ~.;uppo~t For h>:_~l:ball) will be {:he person to com:a+::t His +-_~mail is wricha@uncaa.unc.edu+ I have also 

copied him on this emait. 

I hope alf is well! 

Jaimie 

From: Rebecca Shores [mailto:rpshores@unc.edul 
Sent; Wednesday, 7:18 PM 
1"o: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Hi Jaimie, 
When you have a moment, will you plea~ ~nd me the contact infimnation for whomever helps out 
Thank you, 
Rebecca 

From-" Jaimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 3:58 PM 
To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Absolutely!! Good luck to you! I j ust wanted to make sure I didn’t miss you or something. Hang in there and I hope you have a decent weekend even though I’m sure it 

l~el s overwhelming ! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.uncedu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(a)unc~edu> 3:55 PM >>> 
Hi Jmnie, 
Sorry-- qualifying exams are Monday and I’ve been spread a little thin lately. Can we talk ne~ week? Tuesday, perhaps? 
Thanks! 
Rebecca 

From= 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:31 PM 
To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject" RE: students in my    class 



Hi Rebecca 

Please let me know if you would still like to chat about 

*for discussion purposes only* 

1 ~~i ::~:&-.: I ~:.:,.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 
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jaimMee@uncaa.unc.edu 

I am available today until about 4:30, or we can plan to connect next week! I hope all is well! 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(~)unc~edu> 6:04 PM >>> 

Hi agan, 

I’m so sorry but I have to cancel-- something’s come up ruth a librarian who’s helping me ruth some research for the class. Might we trade a phone call tomorrow, 

instead? 

Thank you, 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:57 PM 

To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my    class 

Wonderful! Thanks, Rebecca. You hit the nail on the head with      good guy jusl tends to fall behind. We can definitely get this ironed out. 

different counselor, so I will be hapw to relay the info about him. See you Wednesday! Thanks so much for contacting me! 

*for discussion purposes only* 
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Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimMee@uncaa,unc.edu 

works ruth a 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> >> "Shores, Rebecca" < _rI?__s__hszEe_s_(a23Lr_Lc_:_e___k~__u_.>          11 : 19 AM >> > 
Perfect!      seems like a really good guy. He’s not disruptive, but he has recently been unprepaced Ibr class and assigImlents. In a course that really revolves around 

group work (and in-class workshops), I want to be sure that he’s a)not falling behind and b) not causing others in his group to take on too much. Whether      attends 

or not can be up to you; it might not be necessary’, but of course I don’t think it roll hurt, either. My concerns about are a bit different, but we can discuss those 

Wednesday at 10. 

I start my PhD qualifying exans on Monday, so I’m glad that we’re handling this early! 

Thank you, 

Rebecca 

From: 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: Shores, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: students in my class 

Groa!! I have a meeting with      on Wednesdays at 10:30am. Would it be okay to meet at Ram’s Head Starbucks at 10:00am and have him join us at 10:30am or 

sooner? Would it be appropriate to "talk I on I and then include him on the conversation on how to improve? 

Thanks! 

*for discussion purposes only* 
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Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
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Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



>>> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(~)unc~edu> 10:52 AM >>> 

Hi, Jamie-- 
I’m well, thanks :) ttow does your Wednesday morning look? I’m free atter 9. Perhaps we could meet at the cott~e shop in the bookstore or at Rmn’s Head Starbucks? 

All reasons aside, I’m looking forward to seeing you! 

With appreciation, 

Rebecca 

From-" 3aimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:01 AN 
To; Shores, Rebecca 
Subject" Re: students in my    class 

Hi Rebecca! 

Long time no see! I am more than hapw to chat. When and where is best for you?? I am very flexible except tbr TueffThurs 11 - 12:30pm. 

I hope all is well, otherwise. 

*lbr discussion purposes only~ 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel ttill 

919-[143-6566 w 
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Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient~s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>:*> "Shores, Rebecca" <rpshores(i~Uncnedu>          10:38 PM >>> 
Hi, Jaimie! I hope this finds you well. I’m having some trouble with 

Thank you, 

A Rebecca Shores 

in nay English class. Might we visit aIxmt this? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 11:33 AM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: 

I will definitely give 
SOOt) as I t::~il’t, 

Thanks! 
Jaimie 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 7:29 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Jaimie, 

Good morning’. 

I was wondering if you could give my wife, 
a call about the two suggested summer 

courses for 

Her number is 

’I’hmlk you and it was nice to meet you at the Spring game. 

Go Heels! 

a call when l get a chance. It may be early next week because I have to get the schedules done for final exams. I promise to follow up as 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:35 AM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

I~E: ctops update 

Perfect! Thanks, I just wanted to rnake sure! 

Yes, please let any parents know I apologize if I don’t call back right away. , so yes, there is a TON on my plate 

between all [ootball and th~:_~ wbb girls. It’s not a problem, but thanks for recognizing and understanding! f know we are all swarnped right now! 

From= Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, 7:36 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: ctops update 

You got a lot on your plate the next couple of weeks._.good luck1!!! 

As of now, there is nobody that I know of that will absolutely NOT be attending summer school. There are a few possibilities that may not come, 

if w~-’_~ don’t g~-’_d: his waiw:~r,           if he slacks off and doesn’t get the grades,            if he doesn’t: get the necessary test score) but w~-_~ are still planning as 

if th~-_W are. Also I don’t have an answer yet on        and th~-_m we still have a 2-3 open slots [or guys that coaches haven’t decided ~:o bring in yet. 

So it’s for both summer sessions and then everyone else for Lbe 2n’; session. I’1f keep you updated when I hear of any updates. 

.Joe 

From= Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 5:06 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject" RE: ctops update 
Yes, I am very impressed by how many people have already registered! I admiL Vm having Lo adjusL Lo getting such a head start. Juggling this with final exarn 

schedules is challenging, but so helpful at the same time!! 

.Joe, are there any guys who we absohJtely know Will. NOT be attending either session of summer school? Jennifer needs a head count of how many we have 

coming to summer school and for whic~q sessions,      is session 1, s.:_~ f am giving all other narnes for session 2. [ figure it will b~-_~ fine to updab:_~ h~:_~r from now on 

with any names o~ guys, esp walk ons, who need to be tal~en off of the list .... 

Thanks! 

From= Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:4-9 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: clops update 
Thanks.; for the update Jaimie. t’ll communicate with the incoming guy~.~ to get [:hem moving with thi;. 12 guys already regi;tered ..that’s actually a tittle better 

Lhan I thought we’d have 9 days after giving the packet to thern. 

Joe He)~don 
Director of Footba]l Operations 

Urdversit} of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8 J,?.,.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Tuesday, S: 10 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: crops update 

Hi Joe, 

Here is the lates list from Jenn and her message... 

"Here is the first list of registered students for CTOPs. I will try to get updated lists at least weekly. Please remember that we will lose any reserved seats we have 

on May 15 at noon, so any students who have a seat reserved for a particular session must register by then. Students must register by May 22 or they fill have to pay 

a $50 late fee. 

There are two students who are not registered for the session for which they have a reserved seat; I have asked Orientation to correct this. Please let me know if 

you have any additions or deletions to this roster along with any other corrections. 

As you can see, we still have a long way to go in getting students registered. Please share this information with your coaches and encourage them to get out the 

word to students that they need to register as soon as possible. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 11:35 AM 

Richardson, WaJly <wficha@email.tmc.edu> 

I~E: - Port tutoring 

Cool! 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Friday, 8:09 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: . Port tutoring 

Jaimie, 

is going to have his Port session with 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

on Monday, at 3:30pm. She agreed to do it last evening and Susan approved it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:36 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

RE: Summer school 

I will get celtainly give you a call back when I get a chance. I have to finalize final exams schedules for the current students, so I may not be able to call you back until iVlonday Please follow 
along with the packet you received I will be available to answer questions more next week. 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Stammer school 

~gmail.com] 

][)ear ms. Lee, 

I received the email back from mrs Thompson. I am a non schularship athlete I have tried to contact yuu un what I should du next and the process of setting up classes. If you cuuld email 
me back or contact me at 

Frum, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:37 AM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Orientation 

You’re welcome. You must be done by lpm if possible, so yes, the class time must be beibre then’. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Orientation 

10:09 AM 
?~gmail.com] 

Thank you Also I am ready to register for the second summer session I’m planning on taking Econ and my intended major is business. I found the class does it matter what time I chose? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> 

> If you are able to attend orientation on the 3rd and 4th, that is perfectly fine[ We didn’t have that as one of our preferred slots because we know most incoming students will not be done 
with high school at that time. If you have no conflicts, we will have you set :[’or the 3rd and 4th! ’]’hank you ]2~r ]erring me know! 
> 

> Jahnie 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: (a)~mail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 3:37 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Orientation 
> 

> He?" Jaimie my name is and rrn an incoming freshman. At the spring game I signed up for the 17th and 18th orientation. ! found out that ! won’t be getting back from our 
family vacation ti]l the 17th I registered online for the 3rd and 4th orientation Will that work even though that isn’t an option in the packet? Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1:00 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

please take a look 

Here is an email I just got from a parent. Uh oh: 
"1 have a question again. Sorry[l![     and I put down porchagese as the language test to take. He really wants to take the Spanish placement test 
because that is what he took in high school, he was just thinking he might take porchagese in college because he heard it was a little easier. Can I change 
his placement test to Spanish? Is that possible, or is it too late? We registered yesterday and sent the e-mail regarding changing the date and grant-in-aid. 
Just let me know what you think." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 1:03 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

l~b2: please take a look 

Nope.,,simply referring to the typo ~) 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Friday, 1:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: please take a look 

Is it just abot~t the placement test? I Lhink he can take whichever test he wanLs since he ,,,viii log on himsNt: and choose Lhe language he took. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Friday, 1:00 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: please take a look 

Here is an email I just got from a parent. Uh oh: 

"I have a question again. Sorry!!!!     and I put down porchagese as the language test to take. He really wants to take the Spanish placement test 

because that is what he took in high school, he was just thinking he might take porchagese in college because he heard it was a little easier. Can I change 

his placement test to Spanish? Is that possible, or is it too late? We registered yesterday and sent the e-mail regarding changing the date and grant-in-aid. 

Just let me know what you think." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 4:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~b2: question about study table during finals for 

Thanks! Sorry I did a group text! I remembered our convo...my b I didn’t meat~ to have you repeat yourself @ 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:48 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: question about study table during finals for 
Hi! 
I just got your text but I wanted to email because it’s just easier. 
Like I said yesterday, I can handle sutdy table during the day on Wednesday with the girls if they want to do it earlier. Other than that, I can only help out in the evenings (7 
and afteO. 

From: Lee, Jaimie [jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:02 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: question about study table during finals for 

H *-’-!V 

Sorry about the late response. I am going through schedules now, so I hope to have a better answer by Monday! I appreciate your flexibilit!! Please let me know if 

it wilt be too much t:or you to be grading and coming here. I catYt do most t~ights, so your help has been tremendous! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: question about study table during finals for 
Hey~ 
So are the girls having normal study table hours (6-8) during finals? If so, are myself, to follow our normal schedule? 
The reason I ask is because Dr. Jordan, who I TA for this semester, has me and the other TA doing a bunch of grading and extra office hours next week. I’m okay helping with 
study table as usual at night, but I don’t know about next Thursday ? 
I can come talk to you about it tomorrow while I am at work! 
Thanks Jaimie! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 1:14 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

final exanl reviews 

Hi susan, 

I just wanted to double check on the tutor sessions for will still hold sessions with 

sessions with the Wolof tutor? He will do the same times, right? Thanks! 

at llam Mon!Wed, right? Did we confirm the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 1:48 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com 

schedule 

fined exa~ms schedule.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Sunday, 6:10 PM 

@email.unc.e&P 

Fwd: schedule 

final exams schedule.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Begin forwa:rded message: 

From: "Lee, JaJmie" <jaimielee(i~unc.edu> 

Date: 1:47:41 PM EDT 

To: ~)l__i2_e_:_p__n_c__: e_d__~_ , 

Subject: schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 10:05 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: final e-~aJn reviews 

Hi Susan, 

Thank you for this hlformation! You’re right about Wednesday because the exam is Tuesday. Thank you for checking on the other things, says told her 

he c~t~not b~:_~ h~:_~re l:omorrow at I~.~fTL. so I figkEr~? he must not b~:_~ ~Eil~bl~:_h 

From; Halo’/, Susan B 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2053 10:00 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: final exam reviews 

Hi .laimie, 

I sent            ~t~oth~:_~r ~:_~mi~il [:o c.:_~F~ firf’q. Tu~:_~’;d~y ~EI: 7pro is his t~orm~]l time, I’ll let you kF~ow when I h~:_~]r [rom him. f h~]v~? ~l~.:_~ em~iled     t.:_~ se~? i~bout 

t.:_~morrow i~: I1~m~ Plst? of?      still meeting at _[$1~m, I’ll let you know if h,-:~ indici~tes otherwise. As for Wednesdi~y, f think they will hi, re hind their SPAN exsm 

by then so there wilt be no need. Is that right? 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2013 1:14 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" final exam reviews 

Hi susan, 

I just wanted to double check on the tutor sessions for will still hold sessions with at 11am Mon/Wed, right? Did we confirm the 

sessions with the Wolof tutor? He will do the same times, right? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:38 PM 

Richardson, WaJly <wficha@emailxmc.edu> 

I~E: ENGL 

Yes, I met with 

From= Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= FW: ENGL 

Jaimie, 

Roger Ka@an cc~ed me on his ~esponse to 

Wallv 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 
To: 
Cc: Richardson, Wally 
Subject: ENGL 

about this already and have already esLablished dis with advising, Thanks t:or forwarding this message. 

and Engt Please see his explanation below. 

Your question about needing ENGL has wound its way to me. After review by the Office of Undergraduate Education, it has been determined that you still must 

complete a course equivalent to ENGL ENGL : will not meet that requirement. You have two options to do this: 

a) The UNC-CH writing program may offer two sections of ENGL    in the spring of      There is no guarantee this will happen and if it does, you may need 

special permission from the Writing Program to enroll in it. 

b) Take an equivalent course at another accredited college/university. If you take the course at a NC Community College, you should enroll in ENGL    ’, that 

will transfer as an English elective, you will then need to submit a transfer course re-evaluation request to have it converted to ENGL    at UNC-CH. Please 

remember that once you have a cumulative total of 64 hours, credit hours from two-year institutions do not transfer--thought the course may still be used 

to meet a general education requirement. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Good luck with finals. 

Roger 

HO:’it’! iS,.~ ~02,:t:!;~’~ P)~,Lb, ,"z 

Senior Academic Advisor 
(:oJiege of Arts and Sciences and the GeneraJ College 

GO08 Steele 

Campus Box 31t0 

University of North Carolina at Chapel H[ii 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Office: (919) 962-3404 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 

P. (/ http:i/advMn~.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Hi 

Yes, you can meet tomorrow at noon! Thanks for doing this! 

Jaimie 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, i0:03 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

Would it be possible to meet with 

Wednesday appointment to Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

tomorrow at 12? He needs more preparation for his exam on Wednesday. We would essentially be moving his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 

LolImll! 

On 

Also pl ea s e m a k e su re k nows a n d rein e m b ers ! ! 

Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie [n~aiito:f?,in;leiee@unc, ed~a] 

Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Hi 

Yes, you c~m meet Lomorrow at noon! Than]~s for doing this! 

Jairnie 

From: ]~.[L~S.#![?£:e:~!~] 
Sent= Nonday, 10:03 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

Would it be possible to meet with 

moving his Wednesday appointment to Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

tomorrow at 12? He needs more preparation for his exam on Wednesday. We would essentially be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 1:37 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

SCHEDULE 

Susan, 

Thanks for the room updates! I appreciate you taking the time to do this! FYI, the girls said their class meets at Spin Wednesday night, so that’s not referring to 
what we ~qave here, 

Thanks i~gain! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:46 AM 

To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE:     SCHEDULE 
kooks like you have it all to me. Just a couple notations ..... 

I believe PSYC r~-_wiew at Spin tonight should be in Room H as th~-_~ir normal tu~:or session, shouk~ move for her large group review later in the ew-:ming. 

ECON for        shouk’t be in Room 23IOA. WOLO tonight, Thursd~y, and Sunday shouh:~ b~:_~ in Room A. 

On Wednesday, you listed EXSS Class at 6pro. Are you referring to the general drop-in with ? 

Hope this helps. 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Seat: Monday, April 29, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: SCHEDULE 

Hi Susan, 

I just wanted you to see the final exams schedule for the girls. We plan to keep using 2303 for all study table times. I have the sessions on their as I know them. 

Please let me know if there are any conflicts with you using 2303 or if I am missing any sessions you have scheduled for I think I caught all of them! 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:26 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Did i miss something?’? 

Hi Susan, 

Has 

Jaimie 

been out lately?? Did I miss communication about being out the past week or so?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~b2: Extra Sessions with 

Hi 

will not be able to meet tomorrow at :l.:].am, but He will meet with you this Sunday at 8pro, Thanks you so much for the follow up! 

Jaimie 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Extra Sessions with 

Hello Jaimie, 

I hope you are having a great day. 

I just wanted to check in about extra sessions with I know we discussed the options of this Wednesday at 11 san and/or Sunday at 8pm. 

mentioned he would like the Sunday evening session. Do you think would benefit from another session on Wednesday as well? Please let me know when you 

have a moment. 

Thanks so much. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:56 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Did i miss something?? 

Darn... I rnissed thaL.,was this emailed to ~.~s? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent" Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:35 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Did i miss something?? 

was out 

From-" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject" Did i miss something?? 

Hi Susan, 

Has. : been out lately?? Did I miss communication about 

Jaimie 

being out the past week or so?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:57 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: Did i miss something?? 

Sot’W to bother you...discard my emaifs...I see it 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" RE: Did i miss something?? 

Darn... I rnissed thaL.,was this emailed to us? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:35 PN 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Did i miss something?? 

9’7~k3 OUt 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:26 PM 
To-" Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Did i miss something?? 

Hi Susan, 

Has been out lately?? Did I miss communication about 

Jaimie 

being out the past week or so?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:58 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: No BIOL Tutoring Mon. and Wed. this Week 

Sorw to bother you._l see._so sorry[ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2023 2:36 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" FW: No BIOL Tutoring Mon. and Wed. this Week 

I had sent this out about absence. 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent" Monday, April 15, 2013 20:20 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lee, Jaimie; Overstreet, Tia; Orb Kym N 
Cc; 
Subject: No BIOL Tutoring Mon. and Wed. this Week 

Hey All, 

had some unexpected travel this week and will not be able to make his appointments today and Wednesday. This effects the following students: 

Monday/Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Kym, let me know if you need me to reach out to your      students or if you can get the word to them. 
please be sure hi normal Drop-in Sessions are not noted on the board Wednesday night. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y!~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:43 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Is supposed to be here tonight? If not, can he come tonight to make up for not being here Sunday? I have a student who would like to make it up. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:14 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

final exams schedule 

FINAL EXAMS SCHEDULE SPR .doc 

Hi 

Here is your schedule. Take a look at it and contact me if you have questions!concerns. Please note you have a new session on Thursday at 2pm for Psyc with 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

TONIGHT... 

Hi again, 

Will be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:52 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: TONIGHT... 

Yes, I mean _sorry it’s a habit..,i[: 

def need (classics final tomorrow} and 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT,., 

If you meant           insteacl of        he is nor~T~ally scheduled to be here on Tuesday nights. I have not heard from him otherwise. Not sure it:[ can get 

here on short notice. Who did Vou want them to meet with? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TONZGHT... 

Hi again, 

Will be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 

is not normally here, that’s fine. I was just following up about these 3 because they were not here Sunday night._l 

for            ,,, 
I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:31 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: TONIGHT... 

Right, but rny request is to have 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:13 Ply1 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 

witl definitely be here tomorrow. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT.., 

Yes, t mean .SOFty it’s a habit...if 

def n~-_~ed [classics final tomorrow) and 

From: Ivlaloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 

come tonight [o make Up fOF missing Sunday...I need him to come tonigh[ if possible 

is not normally here, l:hat~s firu:_~. { was jt~s[: folF:_~wing up about these 3 becaus,-_~ they wer,-_~ not heFe Sunday night.. I 

for 

If you meant           instead of        he is normally scheduled to be here on Tuesday nights. I have not heard from him otherwise. Not sure if I can get 

here on short notice. Who did you want them to m,-_~et with? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: TONIGHT.., 

Hi again, 

Will be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:45 PM 

Richardson, Wally (wricha@emaikunc.edu) 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

Can we please touch base about at your earliest convenience? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 7:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

final exa~nl schedule 

FINAL EXAMS SCHEDULE SPR doc 

Here is your final exam schedule. Let me know if you have questions!concerns. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 7:19 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu 

final exams schedule 

FINAL EXAMS SCHEDULE SPR .doc 

This is your schedule for final exams. 



8PRING ,i 
Sunday 

Sunday 

6-7pro biology review 

2310A 

7-8pm study table 

Monday Tuesday 
FINALS/REVIEW 

TIME: 

8AM DRAMA FINAL 
EXAM 

Wednesday 

FINALS/REVIEW 
TIME: 

8AM COMM 
FINAL EXAM 

Thursday 
FINALS/REVIEW 

TIME: 

loam review w/ 

Friday 

F/NALS/REWEW 

TIME: 

NOON PORT FINAL 
EXAM 

noon Bio review w/ 

4-5pro biology 

review w/ 
2310C 

Monday 
FINALS/REVIEW 

TIME: 

8AM BIOLOGY FINAL 

EXAM 

7-9PM STUDY TABLE 

Tuesday 
FINALS/REVIEW 

TIME: 

7-9PM STUDY TABLE 

Wednesday 

7-9PM STUDY TABLE 

Thursday Friday 

Saturday 
FINALS/REVIEW 

TIME: 

NOON JAZZ FINAL 

EXAM 

Saturday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 7:38 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

1~: TONIGHT... 

Thanks for trying!!!![ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 7:35 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 
I have not heard back from yet t:or tonight. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 
Right, but rny request is [:o have 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:13 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT... 

wiU definitely be here tomorrow, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: TONIGHT,., 
Yes, I rnean ..sorry it’s a habit._if 

def need (classics final tomorrow) and 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TONIGI-n-... 

come tonight to m~;k,-:~ up for missing Sunday ..I need him to come tonight if possible 

is not normally here, that’s t:ine. I was-LESt foUowing up about these 3 because they were not here Sunday night_.l 

for 

It: you meant           instead ot:        he is norrnafly scheduled to be here on Tuesday nights. I have not heard from him otherwise. Not sure if I can get 

here on short notice. Who did you want them to rneet with? 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: TONIGHT... 

Hi again, 

Will               and           be here tonight? They were not here Sunday night, either... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 11:55 AM 

Richardson, Wa]ly <wficha@email.tmc.edu> 

Re: I mn working tonight... 

Thanks for the reminder! 

On May 1, 2013, at 7:58 AM, "Richmdson, Wally" <wricha(&emaiLunc.edu~-- wrote: 

Jaimie, 

Please remember tonight is the night I switched study hall duty with you. I am will be at interviews until 12pro today. I will be in my office soon after. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:21 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

RE: question about English requirement 

yOkE need to respond to this emaif. Say thank you for your help, and no I have not chosen a school yet. You need to let him know yOkE need help doing both. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:16 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: question about English requirement 

From: Brazile, Kyle H. [kbrazileOadmissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:18 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: question about English requirement 

Unfortunately, there is no clear cut answer here, and I will need to pull in a few offices to get an answer for you. Because the university has switched from English 

, we no I.:_~nger award t~an;ferabh:, credit: for 

Please give me a few days to wo~k on a sok~t:ion for you. 

In the meantime, have you identifiec~ a school that you wan[ to attend 1:o~’ this course? 

Kyle H. grazite 

Senior Assistant Director for Enrollment 

Undergraduate Admissions Office 

Universit:y of No~t:h {::arolma at Chapel Hill 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 1:54 PM 
To: Brazile, Kyle H. 
Subject: question about English requirement 

Hello Mr. Brazile, 
I am contacting you about an issue I have with my English credit for my general education requirements. I am currently a Sophomore. I have taken English 
but my fall     semester was dropped, so I no longer have credit for English    I was told to contact you about how I can take an equivalency course. Please let me know 
what I should do. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu.> 

I~E: Smnmer School 

Thanks, Joe._it is much easier if they emait me, too. I have responded to ALL emails from students/parenLs...~The calls take a fat longer, and I will be getting back to 

them over the next few days. 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:36 PN 

To: ~aol[com 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Summer School 

Thanks for the e-mail and I received your voicemail as wefl. This week will be a very Laugh week to get through to Jairnie Lee since Lhis is finals work {:or our 

current student-athletes and so she’s putting in tong hours with them. No need to worry since Lhere is still plenty at: dine before summer school begins. Jaimie will 

be getting in touch with everyone over the next :[-2 weeks about class registration. In the meantime, if you have any other questions, please let me know. 

All the best, 

,Joe 

)oe Haydon 
Dh’ector of FooLbMl Opm’afions 
Urdversit:~ of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

havdon@unc.edu 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, i: 17 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Summer School 
Joe, 
I’m sorry to bother you but we are having trouble getting in touch with Jamie Lee and didn’t know if maybe she was on vacation or something,        has called her several 
times in the last few weeks but because he is still in school we thought maybe their hours were same and therefore that is why he was missing her. I also found out from him 
that he was not leaving a message until Monday of this week. 
I’ve called twice now during business hours and have left messages too but have heard nothing. He is ready to sign up but we are just waiting until we hear something. He 
has registered for a dorm room for the fall but not for summer because he thought he needed to get classes first before that process. Should we go ahead and sign up for the 
dorm (for summer school) even though we haven’t heard anything yet? 
He has finished everything on the check list but those involving summer school and I told him I would touch base with you since he is at school late daily, working out and 
getting ready for final exams next week. 
I appreciate any input you can give me. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

@a~l.com 

FW: Summer School 

For now, email is the beat way to reach me until we get through final exams and all is set for summer session I. I understand you all are eager to get registered for 

summer school which is [anl:astic! f am pleasandy surprised how quickly everyone is taking care of the many "to d.:_V’ items ,-:~xplained in the packet we sent home. 

f assure you, I will follow up with each and ew?ry s[:t~dents over the next few weeks. In the rneantirne, ~-_~mail ap~-:~cific qu~:_~stiona if need be, otherwise, t will ge~: to 

the phone calls as soon as I can. 

Your patience is greatly appreciated. 

Jaimie 

Fl~m: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:36 PM 
To: ~aol.com 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Summer School 

Thanks for the e-mail and I received your voicemail as well. This week will be a very tough week to get through to Jaimie Lee since this is finals work for our 

current student-athletes and so she’s putting in tong hours with them. No need to worry since there is atifl plenty ot: dine before summer school begins. Jaimie will 

be getting in touch with everyone over the next :[-2 weeks about class registration. In the meantime, if you have any other questions, please let me know. 

All the beat, 

,Joe 

Jae Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydo n@unc.edu 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, i: 17 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Summer School 
Joe, 
I’m sorry to bother you but we are having trouble getting in touch with Jamie Lee _. 
He has finished everything on the check list but those involving summer school and I told him I would touch base with you since he is at school late daily, working out and 
getting ready for final exams next week. 
I appreciate any input you can give me. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE 
(JAIMIEL)> 
Wednesday, May 1, 2013 1:53 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Orientation Update 

Sounds good! Thanks so much for your help[ 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 1:52 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Orientation Update 

Outstanding. Thanks so much. 

We aren’t doing too bad with these guys. 8 guys haven’t registered yet...but 

haven’t been admitted yet 

was just admitted yesterday 

1’11 get to work on 

Joe 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 1:46 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Orientation Update 
Importance: High 

They just sent it[ Whoo hoo! 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Orientation Update 

Gotcha. Thanks for the update. Just pass them along whenever they send them over. 

Joe 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie; Williams, Andre 



Subject: Re: Orientation Update 

Hi Joe, 

Jenn requests the information regularly, but they will only send us updates once per week at the most. They say they 

cannot get us the information more frequently than that. Jenn does ask, but she said we will just have to wait a few 

more days. 

Frustrating, I know! I will send updates the second I receive them! 

Jaimie 

On May 1, 2013, at 10:48 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 

I know it’s super crazy over there with finals week going on. Do think Jenn may be able to provide an 

updated report about the Orientation registration? I just want to be sure l get on all the guys that haven’t 

registered yet since we are only 2 weeks from the deadline° 

Thanks, 

Joe 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: Haydon, Joe 

Subject: RE: Orientation Update 

Yes, I will ask! 

Jaimie 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Orientation Update 

Good Morning Jaimie, 

Do you think that Jenn will be able to provide another Orientation Registration Update in the next couple 

of days. Then I’ll be sure to get on the ones that haven’t registered yet. 

Thanks, 

lee Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 



haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE 
(JAIMIEL)> 
Wednesday, May 1, 2013 3:15 PM 

Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu) 

Williams, Andre (willia46@email.unc.edu) 
FW: Entering Frosh - Summer 2 Business Items 

FYI, I just got the following update regarding incoming students. I will be sure to communicate this, but I just wanted to 

give you an update in case parents contact you about term activation... 

From: Brent Blanton [mailto:blanton@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: ’Tony Yount, @gmail.com)’; Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Kym Orr; Susan Maloy; Wally Richardson 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Entering Frosh - Summer 2 Business Items 

Good afternoon, 

As we all know, anyone attending summer 2 has to contact Admissions and request to have their activation term changed. In the 
past, they also had to send Marilyn Wyrick an email regarding classes they intended to take during session. They no longer have to 

contact Marilyn. Instead, they are to send the same email to the address below. It will then redirect to Spencer and Andrea who 
will follow up accordingly. 

If you have questions, don’t hesitate to ask. 

Thanks, 
B 

advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

@aol.com 

I~E: Smnmer School 

No worries! Thank you for your understanding! No, ix not behind. I appreciate your follow Lap! 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:14 PI’4 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Re: Summer School 

Jmnie, 

Thanks for getting back to us. I didn’t realize how buT, this time is for you and apologize for adding to the "workload". 

me to follow up. We look forward to hearing from you in the next several weeks. Thanks. 

was afraid he was behind and wanted 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On at 1:52 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(&mac.edu> wrote: 

For now, email ix the best way to reach me until we get through final exams and all is set for summer session t. I understand you all are eager to get 

registered for summer school which ix fi~ntastic! I am ph:_~asantly surprised how quickJy everyone ix taldng (:are of tfu:_~ rnany "1:o do" items ~-:~>:pJained in 

the pa(:kF4t We setH: h.:_~me. 

I assure you, I wilt follow up with each and every students over the next few weeks, k~ the meantime, ernail specific questions if need be, otherwise, 

I will get to the phone calls as soon as I can. 

Your patience is greatly appreciated. 

,laimie 

From: Joe Haydon [ma!lt;o~haydon@u[~c~edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, J.:36 PN 
To: ~aol.com 

Cc: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: RE: Summer School 

Hello 

Thanks for the e-mail and I received your voicemail as wetl. This week wilt be a very tough week to get through to Jaimie Lee since this ix finals work 

for our current student-athletes and so she’s putth~g in long hours with them. No need to worry shlce there is still plenty of time before summer 

school begins. Jaimie will be getting in touch with everyone over the next t-2 weeks about class registration. In the meantime, if you have any other 

questions, pleas~-’_~ Jet me I~now. 

All the besi:, 

Joe 

Joe Hoyden 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

havdon@nnc.edu 

From: ~_a___o_J:__c__o____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, J.: 17 PN 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Summer School 
Joe, 
I’m sorry to bother you but we are having trouble getting in touch with Jamie Lee .,. 
He has finished everything on the check list but those involving summer school and I told him I would touch base with you since he is at school late daily, 
working out and getting ready for final exams next week. 
I appreciate any input you can give me. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, .5:08 PM 

@bellsouth.net> 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edtp, 

RE: meeting 

Thanks,       Let’s go ahead and have you guys meet at 1pro on Friday. I have another session on Sunday aL 6pm, but I arn not aware o1: your other’ sessions. On 

Friday, he has review at 2pro and 4pro, so If you can meet at :].pm, that would be great! 

When are the other biology reviews you have scheduled? I don’t see any others on the schedule~.. 

"hanks! 

From: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: ~Nedne-sday, 4:-35 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
l:::c: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: meeting 

HI Jamie--I’m doing a bio review for on friday from 4- 5. 

reviews that are scheduled. He requested the session. 

Don’t know how we missed each other on Monday...I was in the tutor room waiting for him. 

Cheers. 

can’t attend. Could I meet with him from 1-2 on Friday or you could send him to the other bio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:23 PM 

Maloy, S usa~ B (sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu); Richardson, Wally (wricha@emaJl.unc.edu) 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

summer session 1 tutoring for FB 

Susan, 

FYI, since we are down to 2 people until further notice, we are working with football to move study table earlier in the day. We are looking to have tutoring for the 

guys from 1:45-3:45pm if possible. Otherwise, they may be able to do 1 hr sessions at 8am or 11:30am. I am wondering if we have any tutors who are available at 

that time. We need to limit evening tutoring as much as possible. I just want to get a sense of how feasible it will be to have tutors during the day. 

Also, the one evening per week we will most likely have to have all football here at night would be on Wednesdays, so we would definitely need extra monitors 

on Wednesdays and Sundays. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:51 PM 

Richardson, WaJly <wficha@email.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: I might be Late for 7 pm session. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ,~)gmaJl.com> 

Date: ,5:36:40 PM EDT 
To: <jaJmielee(~:unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmaloy(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: I might be Late for 7 pm session. 

Hey Susan- 

I’m at 5:30 appt. and they said they are miming behind schedule. 

I’m hoping to ,still make it on time to my 7 pm wifll but in case I’m a little late - I wmated to keep you in the loop. 

Sorry! Hopefully, it won’t be an issue! 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 1:36 PM 

Balaban, Rita A <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

issue with student athletes 

Hetlo Rka, 

My name is .lah’nie, and ] spoke with you at football practice last semester! ] hope all is well! Beth Bddger forwarded your email to rne regarding some concerns you 

have with student athletes. Heas~-:~ call me at 843-5566 at your earliest: conveeienc~:_~. 

Thank you[ 

JabTfie 

From= BrJdger, Beth 

Sent= Wednesday, May 01, 2013 6:17 PM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject= FW: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 
Hey, I told her to contact you... 

From: Rita A Balaban [balabanr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 5:15 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject= Re: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 

Hi Beth, 

I hope all is well. You told me to contact you if I was having any problems with student athletes and unfortunately I would like to bring something to the attention 

of the academic support staff. It’s not a problem with academic integrity, but a problem with a and a . I don’t know if you deal with the 

latter. 

I can either call you or maybe we could briefly meet in the next two days. Please let me know what works best. 

Thanks. 

Rita 

On 1/15/2013 6:04 PM, Rita A Balaban wrote: 

Great! I’ll get that info to you in the next few weeks. 

On 1/15/2013 10:08 AM, Bridger, Beth wrote: 

BC it is! I will email you closer to game day with the K:inerarv for the day Until then, couJd you send me a shotS: bio, headshoL shirt size, 

and # of guest tickets you will Reed. 

Th a n ks ! 

I=rom: Rita A Balaban [mailto:balabam’@email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Sunday, January 13, 2013 10:21 PM 
To= Bridger, Beth 
Subject= Re: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 

Dear Beth, 

This sounds like a great opportunity ... thanks for asking[ My top preference would be for the BC game on February 28th. 

Best, 

Rita Balaban 

On 1/11/2013 3:07 PM, Bridger, Beth wrote: 

Good Afternoon- 

Please see the attached letter inviting you to be a Guest Coach for the UNC Women’s Basketball team this season. I hope 

you are able to join us. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and if you are interested in participating. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

College of Arts & Sciences 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Rita A Baqaban 

Ser1:[ )r Lect C. Ke r 

Department of Economics 

200E Gardner Hail, CB #3305 



University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9i9.843.8823 Fax: 919. 966.4986 

Rita A Balaban 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Economies 

200E Gardner Hallr CB #3305 

University of North Carolina 

CPapei Hill, NC 27699 

Phone: 919.843.8823 Fax: 919.966.4986 

Rita A Balaban 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Economics 

200E Gardner Hallr CB #3305 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.843.8823 Fax: 9i9.966.4986 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:40 PM 

ttaydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu) 

FW: School 

Hi Joe, 

You will be the best person to answer this question regarding 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: %~mail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:39 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: School 

Dear ms Lee, 

I’m taking an online business class at my school and I have a failing grade, is this going to affect my admission into school’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:41 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

1@2: School 

Hi 

I passed your email along to Joe Haydon. He would be the best person to answer this question. 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 2*)amail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:39 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: School 

Dear ms Lee, 

I’m taking an online business class at my school and I have a failing grade, is this going to affect my admission into school? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:44 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: 

Hello 

I will definitely call 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, 

(;an you please call my wife? 

as soon as I get a chance to discuss summer school 

%gmail.com] 
1:34 PM 

She is trying to enroll in summer classes. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 1:45 PM 

Wyrick, Ma~ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Thank you, Marilyn[ YOkE will probably get several emaits from out incoming student athletes because we sent packets home which still had you as the contact 

person. Thank you for passh~g along these emails! 

Jaimie 

From: Marilyn J Wyrick [mailto:wyrick@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:34 PM 

To: 
Co: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP maibox full access; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working ruth student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can welcome you 

and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 

Marilyn 

g arilyn J Wyriek 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Nag, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of k orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advishlg.uncedu 

%% 
From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent" Wednesday, 8:49 PN 
To: Wyrick, Narilyn .1 

Cc: iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is 

ENGL 

and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

Bethany Lam 

RECR 

Diane Groff 

As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring (European History - 4, Calculus AB - 4, Calculus BC - 3, Environmental Science - 4, Stat - TBD, Econ Macro - TBD, US Gov - 

TBD). 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:52 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: ENGL Question 

Srnh,_stilt seems unnecessary.,. 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday,            10:21 AN 
To" Danielewicz, Jane 1,1; Kaplan, Roger Jay 

Cc; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: ENGL Question 

Jane and Roger, 1:hanks.; for getting back to me ";o quickly, 

Bra~lley R,llT° Bethel I Reading and -\,V~iting Spccialist 

L;niversity of North Carolina al Chapel HiI~ 

Academic Suppor~ Program R~r Studenb-Athlc’tes 

Loudei~nilk Center ~br Excellence 

34,;t R ktge Rd i Campus Box 3107 

Chapd Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8245’ 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Sent-" Wednesday, 10:09 PM 
To-" Danielewicz, Jane M 
Ce: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Jaimie Lee (j_aj___m_j__e_Le__e_~__u___n__c__a___a_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_); Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Subject; Re: ENGL Question 

This issue was addressed by Nick Siedentop in the Office of Undergraduate Curricula. As Jane said, the student must have credit for both English 

Since the student in question does not have credit for English : he must enroll in and pass English 

The UNC writing program may offer the course in spring 

institution. 

There are the only two options available to the student. 

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Roger 

and English 

; with their permission he may enroll then. Otherwise he must take an equivalent course at another 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 6:42 PM, "Danielewicz, Jane M" <janedan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Brad-I am not an expert in this area. I am copying Roger Kaplan-who is the adviser liason to the writing program. However, I can 
give you my read on the situation. I think I have already been copied on multiple emails about the student and agree that he needs 
ENGL 

Engl           are university requirements (not English dept ones). Under the old system, students have to acrue these six credit 
hours. They have to appear on the transcript. So it is not a matter of proficiency, but a graduation requirement. If those credits were 
erased and don’t exist, then, yes, the student has to take a course that either transfers in as ENGL or he/she can take ENGL 
when we offer it (only in spring-so that would be spring 
Best, 
Jane 

Jane Damelewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent; Wednesday, 4:12 PM 

To= Danielewicz, Jane M 
C¢; Jaimie Lee (iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject" ENGL Question 

Jane, I have a question about a situation I suspect is somewhat unique. I have a student who completed ENGL    during Fall     and ENGL    during 

Spring However, his entire Fall     semester was retroactively dropped due to a personal hardship during that semester. We have been getting 

conflicting messages from advising regarding the need for him to re-take either here or at another institution. Considering that this student 

completed and passed , does he in fact still need to re-take    ’ 

I have copied this email to the student’s academic counselor. Thanks for your time. 

Bradley R.tL Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 



344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 [ T (919) 962-2237 

C          F (919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel,~) unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:53 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.e&P; @bell~)uth.net> 

ILE: meeling 

Thanks, Susan. Yes, has also been told to attend Sunday night’s review as welt.., 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 10:10 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; 
Subject: RE: meeting 

A lpm with on Friday is certainly approved, sessions are on the Master Exam Review Schedule at 3-.4pm for Sec    and 4--Spin for Sec    on 

Friday in Room 23IOC, bt~t it sounds like        may have a conflict with those times anyway. No [:urther reviews are scheduled for      beyond Friday. 

is available on Sunday 6-7pro for BIOL as well, 

Hope this helps. 

S U s a r~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:08 PH 
To: 
Co: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: meeting 
Thanks, Let’s go ahead and have you guys meet at 1pro on Friday~ I have another sessi,~n ,~n Stmday at 6pro, hut I am not aware of your other sessions. On 

Friday, he has review at 2pro and 4pro, so If you can meet at 1pro, that would be great! 

When are the other biology reviews you have scheduled? I don’t see any others on the schedule._ 

Thanks! 

From: ~ _b___e_JJ_s_q _u__t__h__:_r_Le_ t ] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 4:35 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: meeting 

HI Jmnie--I’m doing a bio review for on friday from 4-5. 

reviews that are scheduled. He requested the session. 

Don’t know how we missed each other on Monday...I was in the tutor room waiting for him. 

Cheers. 

can’t attend. Could I meet with him from 1-2 on Friday or you could send him to the other bio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 6:46 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Hey Susan, 

Any idea why 

Thanks! 

wasn’t here last night? The guys are preparing for the final. I am sincerely sorry if I missed a message from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~b2: Math 

Brad, 

I will call you back as soon as I get a chance. Unless you are bringing in credit, anything you take will count towards your degree, 

Jaimie 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:39 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: Math 

Dear Ms. Lee, 
I left a voicemail for you a couple days ago. I completed my schedule for second summer session and enrolled in Math 
and counts toward my degree. 
Thank you, 

Would like to confirm with you that it is 3 credits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 2:57 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Will he be here on Monday night? I am trying to make sure he is there to review with them before their final is due Tuesday. He wasn’t here Wednesday night... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 3:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 

Thanks, Beth! I talked to her’... 

From= Bridger, Beth 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 02, 2013 6:17 PP] 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 
Hey, I told her to contact you... 

From= Rita A Balaban [balabanr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, May 02, 2023 5:15 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject= Re: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 

Hi Beth, 

I hope all is well. You told me to contact you if I was having any problems with student athletes and unfortunately I would like to bring something to the attention 

of the academic support staff. It’s not a problem with academic integrity, but a problem with a and a , I don’t know if you deal with the 

latter. 

I can either call you or maybe we could briefly meet in the next two days. Please let me know what works best. 

Thanks. 

Rita 

On 1/15/2013 6:04 PM, Rita A Balaban wrote: 

Great[ I’ll get that info to you in the next few weeks. 

On 1/15/2013 10:08 AM, Bfidger, Beth wrote: 

BC it is! I will emafl you closer’ to game day with the itinerary for the day. Until then, could you send me a short bio, headshot, shirt size, 

and # of guest tickets you win need. 

rh a n k s ! 

From: Rita A Balaban [.__m___a_lJ~_:___b__a_J_a___b___a__n__L@__e___n_)_a__lL_u__n__£:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Sunday, January 13, 2023 10:22 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject= Re: Women’s Basketball Guest Coach 

Dear Beth, 

This sounds like a great opportunity ... thanks for asking[ My top preference would be for the BC game on February 28th. 

Best, 

Rita Balaban 

On 1/11/2013 3:07 PM, Bridger, Beth wrote: 

Good Afternoon- 

Please see the attached letter inviting you to be a Guest Coach for the UNC Women’s Basketball team this season. I hope 

you are able to join us. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and if you are interested in participating. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

College of Arts & Sciences 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridserb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Rita A Balaban 

Senior Lecturer 

DeparLment of EeerK)m] c:s 

200E Gardner Hail, CB #3305 

University oi North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.843.8823 Fa x : 9] 9.966.4986 



Rita A Balaban 

SeL~ior Lecturer 

Department oi Economics 

200E Gardner Hallr CB #33@5 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hillr NC 27599 

Phone: 919.843.8823 Fax: 919.966.4986 

Rita A BalabaL~ 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Econo~ics 

200E Gar@ner Hall, CB #33@5 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919~843.8823 ~ax: 979~966.4986 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

@ya]loo.com 

summer school activation 

Hi 

Please go ahead and forward me your messages from Jennifer Thomson. I want to make sure you told her you plan to attend SU MMER SESSION ONE and not just 

the second summer term. 

Also, you need to email advising[orstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu inste~d of Marilyn Wyrick. You need to email advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu and ;~y 

yoke plan to take courses summer session I and 2, and tell them what you plan to take. I can help you decide, but you must do this asap. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 3:58 PM 

ttaydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu) 

Hey Joe, 

FYI, is still not able to register for summer session i. I spoke with him today, and he says he will call back soon. I told him to forward me any messages 

he received because I am not sure if he requested enrollment for both sessions. I just wanted to keep you posted. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:48 PM 

@unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu); Maloy, Susan B 

(sbmaJoy@email xmc.edu) 

textbook for 

Hello all, 

left his psychology book at study table last night. I left it at the front desk with his name on it so he could come back and get it last night or this 

morning. We cannot find the book anywhere. Does someone know of its whereabouts? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE 
(JAIMIEL)> 
Friday, May 3, 2013 4:51 PM 

Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu); Williams, Andre (willia46@email.unc.edu) 

voicemail messages 

I am finally able to get back to everyone who has left a voicemail, but of course, some did not leave phone numbers. 

They are 

Also, if I do not already have it, please send me the contact information for all incoming students. If you have already 

sent it to me, don’t bother, I will look for it in my email. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Rag: textbook for 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:51 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: textbook for 

Jaimie, 

I got to work around 8 this morning and it was not on the front desk. I would check the lost and found closet? 

Sorry! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:49 PM, "Jaimie Lee" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

left his psychology book at study table last night. I left it at the front desk with his name on it so he could come back and get it last 

night or this morning. We cannot find the book anywhere. Does someone know of its whereabouts? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 5:02 PM 

@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu) 

I~E: textbook for 

Found it! Thanks] 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:53 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan 
Subject: RE: textbook for 
Importance: High 

Hello Jaime! His textbook is" with the Lost & Found in the supplies roont Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie [jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 16:48 

Tol 
Subject: textbook for 

~uncaa.unc.edu,); Maloy, Susan B 

Hello all, 

left his psychology book at study table last night. I left it at the front desk with his name on it so he could come back and get it last night or this 

morning. We cannot find the book anywhere. Does someone know of its whereabouts? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday,, 5:03 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

l~b2: Summer enrollment, 

Thanks! gt this point, it looks like this is an isstae with your accotmt and yotar scholarship payment. I will be able to let you I<t~ow more on Mot~day! 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent-" Friday, ~:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Fwd: Summer enrollment, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: ~:f_’_a_@~_?_:_c_o_!~_n_?- 
Date: 5:23:29 PM EDT 

To: "icthompson@admissions.uuc.edt;’ <icthompsou(c-~admissions.tmc.edu>, Joe Haydon <haydou(c-~unc.edu> 

Subject: Summer enrollment, 

Dear Ms. Thompson: 

I, , aJn aJa incoming s~tudent-atNete. I would like to attend the FIRST session of summer school. Please update my term 
status so that I may enroll in summer school. Thank you vely much. 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 5:29 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

l~g: Summer enrollment, 

There is a hold on your’ account, ] wilt let you know on Monday once this is resolved. There is nothing yoke can do right now. 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent-" Friday, 5:25 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: Summer enrollment, . 

Wait in confused, what’s wrong? Why can’t I enroll in classes? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 5:02 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" -~iaimielee(a;~mc.e&;> wrote: 

Thanks! At Lhis point, it looks like this is an issue with your account and your scholarship payment. I will be able to let you know more on Monday! 

From= @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Fwd: Summer enrollment, 

Sent fa)m my iPhone 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: ~ .~ !_a_h___o_~_ ?_:_c_ ~2 g_l/, 
Date: 5:23:29 PM EDT 
To: "icthompson(c-~admissions.unc.edu" <icthompson(i?~admissions.uncuedu~% Joe Haydon <haydon(c-~unc.edu> 
Subject: Summer enrollment, 

Dear Ms. Thompson: 

I, am aJl incoming student-athlete. I would like to attend the FIRST session of summer school. Please 

utxlate my tenn sVatus so that I may enroll in summer school. Thaak you vel~ much. 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 5:44 PM 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

summer session 2 activation 

Hello Jennifer! 

Thanks for your help today! I haven’t had a chance to go through everyone, but this is the student athlete who is not yet cleared for summer 2 registration: 

1. 

As I speak to any others who are having trouble, I will email you those updates. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:20 AM 

~ho~nail.com>; Wyrick, Marilyn J <wyrick@email.tmc.edu> 

cas advisingtbrsmdentathletesA~&P mailbox full access <cas advisingforstudentathletesAAP.dg@ad.unc.edtc, 

RE: Summer Class Schedule 

[ will be in contact with you about these issues. 

Jaimie 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PM 
To: Wyfick, Marilyn J 
Cc: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below). Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is Fall (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: wyrick@email.unc.edu 

To:            ~hotmail.com 
CC: i_a__L_rz__LLe__[__e___e_@__u___n___c__a___a_:__u___0__c__.__e___d___u__; cas advWn~f....~...r..s~.t~y~d~.e.~.rLt...a..t..~.h.~[.e.~.t.#~’.~..A....A...P..:..d.g@.a.~.d..:~.L.Ln.~.c.~:~.e.~.~1~.L.[ 
Subject: RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Date: Thu, 16:33:45 +0000 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 
welcome you and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

g argyn J Wyriek 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advieing.unc.edu 

%% 
From: ~_h___o t _m _a_jJ_&q__m_.] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 PI 
To: Wyrick, larilyn J 
Co: iaimielee@uncaa,unc,edu 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring (European History - 4, Calculus AB - 4, Calculus BC - 3, Environmental Science - 4, Stat - TBD, Econ Macro - TBD, US Gov - 

TBD). 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIELp- 

Monday, 10:22 AM 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Class Schedule 

Hetlo Jennifer, 

I have an blooming student athletes who term has not been updated to allow him access to summer enrollmenL It’s and he is a non- 

scholarship s[:udent:. Will you plea~.;e ch~-:~ck to se~-_~ if he ha~.; (:ontact~-:~d you and fallen th~-_~ proper ~.;t:eps for enrollment:. 

Thank you! 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PN 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
1::¢: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below). Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is Fall (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: wyrick@email.unc.edu 

To:            ~@hotmail.com 

CC: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; cas advisingforstudentathletesAAP.dg@ad.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Date: Thu, 16:33:45 +0000 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 
welcome you and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

g a@n J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N 0rth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advisine.unc.edu 

%% 
From: ~hotmail.com] 
Seat= Wednesday, 8:4-9 PM 
To" Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Cc-" jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject; McKinnon Martin Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring (European History - 4, Calculus AB - 4, Calculus BC - 3, Environmental Science - 4, Stat - TBD, Econ Macro - TBD, US Gov - 

TBD). 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Wyrick, Ma~ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Thank you, Marifyn. 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; 
Cc: cas_advisinaforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

I emailed Admissions because "the date should be earlier tha~ what is showing. I haven’t heard anything yet so you can wait or contact Admissions yourself. 

It will work out, so don’t worry. 

Marilyn 

M erilyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean. Academic Advising Progran" 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave. CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.unoedu 

%% 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 10:20 AM 
To: : Wyrick, Marilyn J 

Co: cas_advisinaforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

I will be in contact with you about these issues. 

Jaimie 

From: [mailto ~hotrna!!~com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 

Co: cas_advisinaforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below). Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is 2013 Fall (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: wyrick@email.unc.edu 

To:             ~hotmail.com 

CO: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; cas advisingforstudentathletesAAP.dg@ad.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Date: Thu, 16:33:45 +0000 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 

welcome you and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 

Marilyn 

g a@n J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N erth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advieing.unc.edu 

%% 
From: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 8:49 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 

Co: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wvrick, mv name is and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 



As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring (European History - 4, Calculus AB - 4, Calculus BC - 3, Environmental Science - 4, Stat - TBD, Econ Macro - TBD, US Gov - 

TBD). 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:32 AM 

Wyrick, MaJ’ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Summer Class Schedule 

Marilyn, 

I have been in contact with Jennifer, too. I usually make contact in regards to all of my incoming student athletes, so I am more than happy to conth~Je with this 

process sit~ce I will be working with them ot~(:e t:hey arrive I appr~-:~ciat~:_~ your help, but if you would lille to refer t:he incensing student athh:_d:es for        and 

to me, t can continue to follow {~p on my et~d. I just war~Led to let you kr~ow. You haw:~ been a great help! 

Jai~T~ie 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent; Monday, 10:25 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: Summer Class Schedule 

I had another like that and told fl~e sludent to contact Admissions. I thought I would do so my~lfthis morning to get a better mlswer. I emailed Jennifer Thompson, the 

person who notifies me of a new summer admit. IfI don’t hear ~mething soon, I’ll email 

Marilyn 

g argyn J Wyriek 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advieing.unc.edu 

%% 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, 10:23 AN 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn .] 
Subject; RE: Summer Class Schedule 
Thank yo~J, Marilyn. 

From: Wyrick, Narilvn J 

Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 
To" Lee, Jaimie; 
Co= cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 
Subject= RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

I emailed Admissions because the date should be earlier than what is showing. I haven’t heard an~hing yet so you cml wait or contact Admissions yoursel£ 

It will work out, so don’t worry. 

Marilyn 

g arilyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of k orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advisinc.unoedu 

%% 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Monday, 10:20 AM 
To; Wyrick, Marilyn J 
l:::c= cas_advisincjforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 

Subject= RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

I will be ir~ ccmtact: with you abot~t thes*-’_~ issues. 

From= ]mailto 
)__h__o___t__n_)__a__[kc__o___n_)_] 

Sent" Sunday, 5:51 PN 
To= Wyrick, Marilyn 3 
Cc: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below). Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is Fall (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: wyrick@email.unc.edu 

To:             photmail.com 

CC: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; cas advisingforstudentathletesAAP.dg@ad.unc.edu 

Subject: RE:                Summer Class Schedule 



Date: Thu, 16:33:45 +0000 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 
welcome you and take a look at your classes, 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

M ariJyn J Wyriek 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 
FAX: 

919-843-4775 .h__t_!_£_La__d_~Ls_[[L~_:_u__n__c_:_e__d___u- 

%% 
From: [mailto: ~hotmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:4-9 PM 
To: Wynck, Marilyn J 
Co: ja!m!elee~uDcaa:uDc:edu 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is 

ENGL 

~and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

RECR 

As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring (European History - 4, Calculus AB - 4, Calculus BC - 3, Environmental Science - 4, Stat - TBD, Econ Macro - TBD, US Gov - 

TBD). 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, ~ 11:01 AM 

Wyrick, Ma~ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Great! You’re welcome[ 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn .] 
Sent: Monday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Thank you! Jennifer just email and asked who it was. I told her so that I can figure out what to do for non-athletes. 

Mailyn 

M arilyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

TheCoiiege of Arts and Sciences&the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.uneedu 

%% 
From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 10:32 AM 
To= Wydck, Marilyn J 
Subject: RE: Summer Class Schedule 
Mari[yr~, 

I have been in contact with Jennifer’, too. I usually make contact in regards to all of my incorning student athletes, so I am more than happy to continue with this 

process since I will be working with them once they arrive. I appreciate your help, but if you would like to refer the k~coming student ad~fetes for        ~nd 

to me, 1 can continue to follow up on my end, I just wanted to let you know, You have been a great help! 

rJaimie 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Monday .......... 10:25 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Summer Class Schedule 

I had another like that and told the student to contact Admissions. I thought I would do so myself this morning to get a better answer. I emailed Jennifer Thompson, the 

person who notifies me of a new summer admit. If I don’t hear something soon, I’ll emaJ1 

Mmilyn 

g arilyn J Wyriok 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 htt[?~adv[sm~:unc:edu 

%% 
From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 10:23 AM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn" J 

Subject: RE Summer Class Schedule 
Thank you, Marifyn. 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; 
Co: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

I emailed Admissions because "the date should be earlier than what is showing. I haven’t heard an54hing yet so you can wait or contact Admissions yoursel£ 

It will work out, so don’t worry. 

Marilyn 

M arilyn J Wyriok 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N 0rth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 _h_!_t_p_2a__d_2j_s_!?_~:_u__n___c_:e__d__u_. 

%% 
From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 10:20 AM 
To: ; Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Cc: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 



I wilt be in contact with you about these issues~ 

Jaimie 

From: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, S:S1 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn .I 
Cc: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, .1aimie 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below). Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is Fall (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: _w_y_rj_ck @. e rn ajj_:_u r3£:e_d_u 

T o:           .,f._~_h_.9_ t_A! a__[[_.. _c_ .o_ m_. 
cc: [#[m[e!ee@un£#a~un£&du; cas advisingforstudentathletesAAP.dg~ad.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: i Summer Class Schedule 

Date: Thu, 16:33:45 +OOOO 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 

welcome you and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 

Marilyn 

M arilyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N 0rth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 
FAX: 

919-843-4775 .h__t_!_£_La__d_xLs_[[%_u__n__%e__d___u- 

%% 
From: [ ._rna__[Lto__: @__h__9_t t3_a_j_[,_c__o__t3 ] 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:49 PM 
To: Wynck, Marilyn .1 
Cc: j__a_!E)Le_Le___e__@__u__E_£_a__a__:_u__E_£:_e_.__d___u_ 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is 

ENGL 

and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

RECR 

As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring (European History - 4, Calculus AB - 4, Calculus BC - 3, Environmental Science - 4, Stat - TBD, Econ Macro - TBD, US Gov - 

TBD). 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Summer Class Schedule 

Jennifec 
Another non-scholarship student athlete is in the same situation as His name i.~ He tried to register but it says he does not have 

an app.:_~intment at t:his time. 

Thank you! 

From: Lee, 3aimi,= 
Sent: Monday 10:22 AM 
To: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: FW: Summer Class Schedule 

HeUo .lennifer, 

I have an incoming student: athleb:_~s who t~-_m~’~ has not be~-_m updat~:_~d to allow him access t:o summer enrolh~ent:. It’s and he is a non-- 

scholarship student Will you please check t:o see if he has toni:acted you and t:aken t:he pro~er steps for enrollment 

Thank you! 

From: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PM 
To: Wyrick, Manlyn J 
C:c: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, 3aimie 

Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below). Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: _w_y_rj_c k @. e rn a jj_:_u r!£:e_d_u 

To:            ~hotmail.com 

CC: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; cas advisinF, forstudentathletesAAP,dg@ad,unc,edu 

Subject: RE Summer Class Schedule 

Date: Thu, 26:33:45 +OOOO 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 

welcome you and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 

Marilyn 

g arilyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N 0rth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 
FAX: 

919-843-4775 .h__t_!_£_La__d_xLs)_r_%_u__n__c_:_e__d___u- 

%% 
From [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 

Co: j__a_!~]j__el~o(c#ur~e~ une ~d__u_ 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is 

ENGL       , Class. 

and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

RECR 

As of right now, I am undecided about mv intended maior but may consider a#r)lvinR to the Business School. I hor)e to have 15-20 AP credits, de#endinR on 

my test results in the spring, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 11:41 AM 

Wyrick, Ma~ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Class Schedule 

Thank you! Jennifer is ernailing me as guys are activated, too! 

From: Marilyn ] Wvrick [mailto:wyrick@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:38 AM 
To: 
Cc: cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Try to register tbr SSII again and let Jamie kuow if you have any problems. 

Marilyn 

M erilyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean. Academic Advising Progran" 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave. CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.uncedu 

%% 
From: r mail~ ~__h__o___t_r_[N[Lc__o___n_! ] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn 3 
Cc: ]aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; cas_advisingforstudentathletesAAP mailbox full access 
Subject: RE:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Marilyn: Thanks for the message and I look forward to hearing from the advisors. I actually tried to enroll in the two courses this weekend but when I 

selected them, I received an error message (see below}. Do I need to wait until a specific appointment time? Also, while I am able to view courses for 

Summer School II, it still shows that my Term is (at the bottom of the screen). Not sure if this has anything to do with my problems selecting 

courses but thought I should share it anyway. 

Thanks! 

From: wyrick@email.unc.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

CC: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; cas advisingforstudentatMetesAAP.dg@ad.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: i Summer Class Schedule 

Date: Thu, 16:33:45 +0000 

Welcome to Carolina! We have two advisors who will be working with student athletes this summer and beyond and I have copied them so that they can 
welcome you and take a look at your classes. 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

g a@n J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N erth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advisino,.unc.edu 

%% 
From: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:4-9 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 

Cc: ]aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject:              Summer Class Schedule 

Dear Ms. Wyrick, my name is 

ENGL       , Class 

and I plan to register for the following two courses in the second summer session. 

RECR 

As of right now, I am undecided about my intended major but may consider applying to the Business School. I hope to have 15-20 AP credits, depending on 

my test results in the spring ( 

TBD). 

Thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:39 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Summer school 

Email "advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu" and give your name, PID, and the courses you plan to take summer session 2. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Friday, 10:04 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Stammer school 

}gmail.com] 

Dearms. Lee, 

I received the email back from mrs Thompson. I am a non scholarship athlete I have tried to contact you on what I should do next and the process of setting tap classes. If you could email 
me back or contact me at 

Frum: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Summer school 

Great! You’re welcome’. 

..... Ori~,inal Message ..... 
From: mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Summer school 

He)’ Jamie this is 

Sent from my iPhone 

}gmail.com] 
9:51 AM 

¯ I am just letting you know I completed the online registration for SUlnmer school Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 10:28 AM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.cora> 

ILE: Graphic Schedule 

Ka~etl, 

You did a fantastic job, and I sh~cerelv appreci~,te your hard work, This helps us out so rnuch~ you have no idea! Have a great week with your family and a great 

w e e k~-_~n d ! 

From: Karen Neff [maito: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
$,,bject" Graphic Schedule 
Hi Jaimie and Brad, 
Here is the schedule I worked on today. My notes/questions are at the bottom. Once again, this is not print-ready and needs to be formatted for printing. Also, I forgot to mention that I 
listed some students for potential tutoring from 1-2:00pm. These students are also listed in the 11:30am-1:00pm time slot, so you probably would not want to schedule them for back-to-back 
tutoring (2 hours in a row) in order to allow them time for lunch. That is what the note "Don’t schedule back-to-back" means Please let me know if you have any questions. Have a great day! 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~g_t~_~_i_L _c__o__n__~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Haydo~ Joe <haydon@unc.edtl>; Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Hey [ will call you shortly.. Are you available to chat? 

()r at 1:47 PM. ’ ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

> Any news on enrolling yet? 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Lee, Jaimie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)] 

5/9/2013 7:27:33 PM 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns], Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

[bbethel@email.unc.edu] 

meet with Jennifer re: schedules 

office 

and others) 

5/10/2013 I:00:00 PM 

5/10/2013 i:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Townsend, Jenn; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

I wanted to try this! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee, Jaimie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)] 

5/9/2013 7:29:27 PM 

Lee, Jaimie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee (jaimiel)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: meet with Jennifer re: schedules 

office 

and others) 

Start: 5/10/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To= 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 6:31 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

RE: 

Thanks, I got atl of your’ ernails[ 

From= [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 6:26 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fw: 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: .~.,yahoo.com> 
To: ".r_Le__~o_’_t__u___d__e__Ll!_s_L~_u__r_!_c__=e__d__u__" <_n__e__w_s_Lt_t_Ld__e__n_ks@_t_!_n__c~__e__d___u_.> 
Sent: Thursday, 5:34 PM 

Subject: 

To whom it may concern: !, , just registered for 
the CTOPS session on Tuesday, Wednesday, . I need 
to be switched to the CTOPS session on Monday, Tuesday, 

, l will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Could you 
please recalculate accordingly and let me know how much l still owe 
to complete my registration. Thank you for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 2:17 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Misc. 

gep! Li free now? 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:08 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Misc. 
Jaimie, will you call me sometime Friday during the day? I want to talk briefly about 
Bradley R,H, Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

and schedules. 

Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 1:50 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: This Afternoon 

Omg I -LESt saw this[ Do you mind stopping by? 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, May 13, 2013 1:16 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" This Afternoon 
Hi J~Jmie, 

I am in the office down the hall. It sounds like you are on the phone. I am available to help you whenever you finish. I do need to leave aacotmd 2:30pm today. 

Thank~ 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:49 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Schedule 

Thank you[! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 2:21 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Schedule 
tIi Jaimie, 
Here are two versions of the ,schedule. You can always open up the lxtf version lbr printing purpo~s. I hope this is helpfnl! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:13 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Geology Fianl Exmn Grade 

I thhlk you should definitely go to her office and show that your email was sent on the 26th, from what 1 see. Plan to go talk to her in person tomorrow. 

You’re righl:, that mak~:_~s no sens~:_~ thaI: you ~-_~nded u~ with a 

From,, [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Geology    Fianl Exam Grade 

From: Moore, Laura J [moorelj@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:09 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Geology Fianl Exam Grade 

Hi 

I can see your o:_~ncern- your grades on the first two exams were quite good. Unfortunately, though, we don’t have any journal ,-_~ntries for you (s.:: £~ .:_3f your gradF_! 

is a zero}. Your final exam score was a after the curve (average was an I. Your class participation grade was a    which is    o1: your grade)so._.atl of this 

comes to a final grade of . which is a    I so am glad that you worked hard on the exams and this shows in your’ grades on this part of Lbe class. The final wouldn’t 

have hurt you much if the journal entries had been completed. Sorry there isn’t better news... 

All best wishes, 

Laura M oo r ~-_~ 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:4-6 PM 

To: Moore, Laura .1 
Subject: Geology Fianl Exam Grade 
Professor Moore, 

I am contacting you because I was wondering what I received on the final exam? I was looking through my grades over the course of the semester and I was wondering how I 
ended up with 2 . On my first exam I scored a and on my second exam I scored an I honestly put a lot of hard work into the exam and don’t understand why my 
grade turned out to be what it is. Please email me back, so that I can gain better clarification on why I received the grade I did. Thank you for your time. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 12:14 PM 

Adams, ClaJcissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

ILE: CTOPS for 

Compliance is still looking at this issue._ 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 14, 2013 4:02 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: C-FOPS for 

Hi Jaimie, 

has accepted her UNC admissions and registered for CTOPS. She sent the email to newstudents.unc.edu and received a reply saying they do not have a 

reservation under her PID number. 

Is there something else she has not completed? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 2:25 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Use this schedule instead 

This is fantastic! Thanks a mitlion! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 15, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject-" Use this schedule instead 
Attached 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

~gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject-. 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 3:45 PM 

~unc.edtr> 

Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Hey 

I will email you and Coach [t~ a schedule in a little bit.,, 

From-" 
Sent-. Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:       Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey 3aimie, 

Hopefully you’re the right person to contact about this! Do you happen to have all the 
lifts and want to make sure guys don’t have any 8am classes. Thanks for your help! 

guys summer session I class schedules? We are trying to schedule Friday morning 

University of North Carolina - Chape[Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, ~:27 PM 

~gmaJl.com; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu) 

FOR TONIGHT! 

stu@ table attendance ]ocx; STUDY TABLE SCHEDULE FOR FB SUMMER 11 docx 

Howdy! 

For study table tonight, please use this attachment to take roll and to make a note of anyone who comes unprepared! If they are missing books, laptops, etc, 

please make a note! 

Also, I have attached an announcement about study table for the guys. Please make sure they understand the schedule. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 4:35 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: WBKB Notes 

Ka~@tl, 

You are the best!! Thank you!!! 

From; Karen Neff [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:32 PN 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" WBKB Notes 
Hi Jaimie, 
Here are lny notes from today’s study table. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~)groaiL coro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:31 PM 

Legge, Alli~)n <alegge@admissions.unc.edu> 

I~E: s~dent athlete - needs to register for orientation 

Thank you so much! 

From: Legge, Allison 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:30 PM 
To" Mann, April Selena; Hoover, Shandol Christine; Streeter, Charles D 

Cc; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" student athlete - needs to register for orientation 

Hi, 

This student athlete is now DEIN/RWVR. Can you please allow her to register for orientation. If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks so much! 

Allison Legge 

Associate Director for Administration 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~J__e_~g__e____@__~_d___m_ j__s__sj_9___q_s_:__u___n___c__.__e__d__u_ 
(919) 843-6155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:31 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

FW: student athlete - needs to register for orientation 

FYL 

From: Legge, Allison 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:30 PM 
To= Mann, April Selena; Hoover, Shandol Christine; Streeter, Charles D 

Cc; Lee, _laimie 
Subject" student athlete - needs to register for orientation 

Hi, 

This student athlete is now DEIN/RWVR. Can you please allow her to register for orientation, if you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks so much! 

Allison Legge 

Associate Director for Administration 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~J__e_~g__e____@__~_d___m__Ls__s_Lo___n_s_:__u___n___c__.__e__d__u_ 
(919) 843-6155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:23 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

She finally registered for orientation tonight!! Whooo hoo! Thanks for your help and let me know if you can find out of all of the girls are good to go! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Adams, Claacissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

RE: - USA Basketball Trial Roster 

Clarissa, 

Thank you so much! 

.Jaimie 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Thursday, 9:42 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: USA Basketball    Trial Roster 

Hi Jaimie, 

Coach Calder wanted me to send you the roster showing      participating in USA basketball for you to pass on to her professors. 

l’ve attached the roster and included the link to the goheels article about her invite below. 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:51 AM 

Adams, Claadssa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

I~E: Freslmlen CTOPS and Admissions 

Hi Clarissa, 

I spoke to and her morn last night, so they should be good to go, I will follow up on the issue with 

rhar~ks! 

J a i rr~i,:_! 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent" Thursday, I 9:07 AM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: Freshmen CTOPS and Admissions 

Hey Jaimie, 

I wanted to check to see if 

Also, is all set? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 

today and get back to you! 

got her stuff done. She told me last night that her mom took care of everything. Is that the case? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:52 AM 

Townsend, Jeml <j townsend@unc.edu>; t taydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

1~2: 

Great! I just spoke to his dad who is going to try and reach hirn or his morn to try registration again! 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:31 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Ori~:_~ntation say; that he ~dl.:_~uh:[ b~-_~ abh:_~ to r~-_~gi~d:er right now. Let me know if i1: still do~:_~m’t work. 

Jenn 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Thursday, 8:4:[ AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Co: Jaimie Lee 
Subject; RE: 
Thanks Jenn. He said that he did create his ONYEN and password since that is how tie logged in, VII have re-try today and see if lie’s able to get in. 

Joe 

From: Townsend. Jenn 
Sent: Thursday, 8:04 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Jaimie Lee 
Subject" Re: 
Do you know if he confirmed his enrollment? He will have to confirm enrollment, set up his Onyen, and set up his email before he can register for Orientation. The 

late fee only applies after the 22nd. The deadline yesterday was just for releasing reserved seats; we were aware of admissions status, so his session 5 

seat is still being held. 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:21 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <_h___a__y__d__9__n____@____u___n__c__,___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Good Morning Jamie and Jenn, 

was finally admitted yesterday. However, when we went to register yesterday evening for Orientation, he received~o 

access’ message. I’m not sure if was because the U NC system hadn’t updated yet or if Orientation registration had closed. Either way, he wdstmble 

to register. Should he still send the e~ail to ’newstudent@unc.edu’ requesting the fee waiver? Please advise. 

Thanks, 

)~e Haydon 
Director of t~o.,.,tball Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phorie: 919.84,3.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 10:06 AM 

Townsend, Jeml <j townsend@unc.edu>; t taydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

RE: 

is registered! 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:31 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

OrF:~ntation say; that he ~dl.:_~u[d b~-_~ abh:_~ to r~-:~gi~d:er right now. Let me know if it still do~:_~m"t work. 

Jenn 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent; Thursday, ~:4:[ AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Co: Jaimie Lee 
Subject: RE: 
Thanks Jenn. He said that he did create his ONYEN and password since that is how tie logged in. VII have re-try today and see if lie’s able to get in. 

Joe 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Thursday, 18:04 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Jaimie Lee 
Subject: Re: 
Do you know if he confirmed his enrollment? He will have to confirm enrollment, set up his Onyen, and set up his email before he can register for Orientation. The 

late fee only applies after the 22nd. The deadline yesterday was just for releasing reserved seats; we were aware of admissions status, so his session 5 

seat is still being held. 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:21 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <_h___a__,£_d__g__n____@___u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Good Morning Jamie and Jenn, 

was finally admitted yesterday. However, when we went to register yesterday evening for Orientation, he received~o 

access’ message. I’m not sure if was because the U NC system hadn’t updated yet or if Orientation registration had closed. Either way, he wgstrable 

to register. Should he still send the ~ail to ’newstudent@unc.edu’ requesting the fee waiver? Please advise. 

Thanks, 

)~e Hayden 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phorie: 919.8¢3.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:54 AM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

stor    review w/ 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is going to be here for stor    tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:07 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: stor    review w 

Ok, great! Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: stor review w! 

No, not ~mtil Monday. 

From-" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:54 AM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: stor    review w/ 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is      going to be here for stor tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:25 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: stor    review w~/ 

~vaifable today? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 

Sent= Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 11:05 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! 

No, not until Monday. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 16, 2053 10:54 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: stor    review w/ 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is      going to be here for stor 

hag no due how to do the homework and I don’t know either :/ 

tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:54 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: stor    review w~/ 

Wait.,.Thursday 7-9 as in tonight frorn 7-0pro? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: stor    review w! 

wflf be here with appointrnents [onight from 6-gpm. She could possibly catch him t:or a few questions. I’rn sure he could work with her during his sessions 

since he is so accustomed to working with multiple students a[ once, He is also scheduled to be here on Thursday from 7--9pro. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: stor    "eview w! 

avai[aMe today? 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: stor    review w/ 

No, not until Monday. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: slot    review w! 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is     going to be here for stor 

has no clue how to do the hornework and I don’t know ~-_~ither :/ 

tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:00 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: stor    review w~/ 

Thanks! 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:55 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! 

Yes sorry, I am day off. Tonight from 7-gprn it is. 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:54 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: stor    review w/ 

Wait.,.lhursday 7-9 as in tonight frorn 7-gpm? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:48 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    review w/ 

will be here with appointments tonight from 6-9pro. She could possibly catch him for a few questions. I’m sure he could work with her during his sessions 

since he ix so accustomed to worldng with multiple students at once. He is also scheduled to be here on Thursday from 7-9pro. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:25 AM 

To= IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! : 

Is           available today? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! 

No, not until rvlonday~ 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:54 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: stor    review w! 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is      going to be here for stor 

has no due how to do the homework and I don’t know either :/ 

tonight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:01 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: stor    review w~/ 

No worries! I was, too! 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, May 26, 2013 11:55 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! 

Yes sorry, I am day off. Tonight from 7-9prn it is. 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:54 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: stor    review w/ 

Wi~il:...’l"hursday 7-9 as in tonight from 7-_gpm? 

From= Halo’/, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:48 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    "eview w/ 

will be here with appointments tonight from 6-9pro. She could possibly catch him for a few questions. I’m sure he could work with her during his sessions 

since he is so accustomed to worldng with multiple students at once. He is also scheduled to be here on Thursday from 7-9pro. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:25 AM 

To= IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! 

Is ~           wailable today? 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: stor    review w! 

No, not until Monday. 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 10:54-AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: stor    review w! 

Hi Susan, 

Please remind me again, is     going to be here for stor 

has no due how to do the homework and I don’t know either :/ 

:onight? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:03 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

adjufftments to tutor schedule 

*Please add 

other words. Thanks! 

*Please add 

to exss tutoring at 2pm for exss . They should be in the same tutor group. Change 

to exss review at 3pm with (and Thanks! 

from 3pm to 2pm, in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:56 PM 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

ust regis~tered for orientation!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:59 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

changes 

Okay, will this work?? I am trying to avoid having        here at night, if possible. Could 

...then have at 3pm for Exss and at 4pm for Exss    ?? 

Also, can we move to 2pro exss with ?? 

Thanks! 

Please let me know] Thanks! 

have at 2pro for Exss 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 1:16 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: and 

Ok, thanks._ 

Also, FYI 1 put hl a request today for ¯ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:11 PM 

To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: and 

Jaimie, 

and I just changed their schedules a bit to work with 

waiting on her email to confirm.) 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(E~uncaa.unc.edu 

and he has come twice begging for he]p :-/._l told him about 

on Tuesday and Thursday instead of 

for tonight, too.,, 

I believe she plans to meet them today. (Still 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 1:17 PM 

Suits, Christy It. <Chri~ty Suits@unc.edu> 

P,g: uninstaJl reminder please 

Thanks!! 

From: Suits, Christy H, 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:14 AM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: uninstall reminder please 

Sure, 

Under control Panel and uninstall programs look for Sophos client there should be three different listings uninstall the client first it will take about an hour, maybe more maybe 
less. 

ITS OSS LSNC Athletics 

Systems ,~alyst 

Office: 919 843 5296 

cell: 

email: christyjuits ~l)Am c,e du 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:54 AN 
To-" Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: uninstall reminder please 

Hi Christy! 

Will you please remind me what programs I need to uninstall?? My computer is running unbearably slowly! 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 1:59 PM 

Suits, Christy It. <Chri~t.y Suits@unc.edu> 

I~E: uninstaJl reminder please 

It’s still running... 

From: Suits, Christy H. 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 1:24 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: uninstall reminder please 

Th~nk you_ did you get it uninstafled? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 i:17 PN 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: RE: uninstall reminder please 

"i’hank~;!! 

From: Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:14 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: uninstall reminder please 

Sure, 

Under control Panel and uNnstall programs look for Sophos client there should be three different listings uninstall the client first it will take about an hour, maybe more maybe 
less. 

ITS OSS UNC Athletics 

Systems zM~alyst 

Office: 919 843 5296 

Cell: 
email: christ?:...s uits @unc.e &~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:54 AM 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: uninstall reminder please 

Hi Christy! 

Will you please remind me what programs I need to uninstall?? My computer is running unbearably slowly! 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 3:43 PM 

Adams, Claacissa <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

ILE: Freslmlen CTOPS and Admissions 

Clarissa, 

I think ,~nd need to email new student services to have their fees waived. I will try to connect with both of them today, but if you can, please 

the@. it: i; in the pack,-_d: and I gav,-:~ ~n e’.<ample of what the email should k)ok lille in order t:o have their [e,:_~s waived and to be changed to orient~tion on the :~.7th 

and 18th. II: you carl help, please do. It may take me awhife. 

Thanks! 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Thursday, 9:07 AM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject; Freshmen CTOPS and Admissions 
Hey Jaimie, 

I wanted to check to see if       got her stuff done. She told me last night that her morn took care of everything. Is that the case? 

Also, is ~ll set? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 5:25 PM 

ttudley, Melissa O. <mohudley@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Hetlo MeUssa, 

Thank you so much for your email. I regret to say will not be attending summer school, and we are waiting for his enrollment to be canceled. I hope this 

did not caus~-_~ a great deal of inconvenience for you. I sincerely appreciate your communication [ 

FYI, Wally Richardson is no long~:_~r working here at the University He returned to his alma mater, Penn State, to work in another field. Please do not h~-_~sitate to 

contact me regarding any student athletes, specificaUy ~layers. 

Jairnie 

From: Nelissa O. Hudley [mailto:mohudley@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Richardson, Wally 
Subject: 
Greetings. 

missed his            GEOL              on Wednesday. Not a promising start to the semester. I wanted to notify you straight away, because 

lab attendance is a must. There was an assignment completed during this laboratory that will need to be completed PRIOR to our next class meeting on Monday, 

if he plans to remain enrolled in GEOL during Summer Session I. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Cheers, 

Melissa 

Melissa O. Hudley 

UNC-BEST Lecturer 

Laboratory Coordinator 

UNC-CH Geological Sciences 

104 South Road, Mitchell Hall 

Campus Box #3315 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 

Telephone: (919) 966-4518 

Fax: (919) 966-4519 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 8:52 PM 

ttudley, Melissa O. <mohudley@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Melissa, 

Thank you so much for the feedback about 
I’m sure!) 

I appreciate your suppork and I am sure we roll be in communication about .students in the fall, too! (All good stuff, 

Cheers, 
JaJmie 

On May 16, 2013, at 5:53 PM, "Hudley, Melissa O." <mohudleY¢~anc.edtv~ wrote: 

Thanks for rapid response and information. No worries regarding        I have a student to fill the spot! In regards to Wafly’s departure, thank you 

for passing along the information and for volunteering to be my new contact for the players, I am teaching 2 large sections of Geology in 

fall and I am sure that t will haw? some o~your student athh:_d:es. Please do always feel free to contact me ff you want to know how any o[ your 

students are performing in my classes. 

As an added FYk was in attendance on Wednesday and was acdvdy participating in the lab activities! He is a pleasure [o have back in 

class, 

Thanks, 

Melissa 

rVh-:~lissa O. Hudley 

UNC-BEST Lecturer 

Laboratory Coordinator 

UNC-CH Geological Sciences 

Ig.4 Sou~:h Road, Mitchell Hall 

Campus go’,< #71315 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 

Telephone: (919) 966-4518 

Fax: (9:19) 966-45:[9 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 5:25 PM 
To: Hudley, Melissa O. 
Subject: RE: 

Hello iVlelissa, 

Thank you so much for your emait. I regret to say wilt not be attending sumrner school, and we are waiting for his enrolknent to be canceled. 

I hope this did not cause a great deal of inconvenience for you. I sincerely appreciate your communication! 

FYf, Wally Richardson is no longer working here at th¢_~ University. He re~:urned to his akwa mater, Pc_ran State, to work in another field. Pl¢_~ase do no~: 

hesitate to contact rne regarding any student: athlet¢_~s, specificaJly ~Iayers. 

Jaimie 

From: Melissa O. Hudley [mailto:mohudleg@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie 
C:c: Richardson, Wally 

Subject: 
Greetings, 

missed his GEOL on Wednesday. Not a promising start to the semester. I wanted to notify you straight 

away, because lab attendance is a must. There was an assignment completed during this laboratory that will need to be completed PRIOR to our next 

class meeting on Monday,            , if he plans to remain enrolled in GEOL        during Summer Session I. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Cheers, 

Melissa 

Melissa O. Hudley 

UNC-BEST Lecturer 

Laboratory Coordinator 

UNC-CH Geological Sciences 

104 South Road, Mitchell Hall 

Campus Box #3315 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 

Telephone: (919) 966-4518 

Fax: (919) 966-4519 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 8:28 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

this Sunday 

Hi Susan! 

Please let me know if can come this Sunday to help with Stort Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:28 AM 

Karen Neff ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Updated Weekly Schedule for 

Th a n k yo% ~T~a~ a m [ 

From: Karen Neff [mailto :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updated Weekly Schedule for 
Here is the updated graphic schedule for 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

~gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

~bellsouth.net>; Jennil~r Town~nd <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Susml Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edt~- 

RE: bio test on Tues 

Could we schedule sor~?ething at 6pro maybe? 

From: [mailto _~bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Frida% 11:06 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Jennifer Townsend 
Cc: Susan Maloy 
Subject: bio test on Tues 
The guys have a lecmle today covering cellular respiration mad a lecture on Monday covering photosynthesis. We should probably meet on Ivlonday prior to their test 

Tues AM. I can meet ruth them Monday afternoon or as a group on Monday evening. Let me know what you think. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:45 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:      this Sunday 

She will come at 6pm’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:      this Sunday 

Yes, he is available at either 6pm or 7pm Which time would you prefer? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ja~nie Lee [mailto:jaimielee(fr)unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Mi~y 17, 2013 8:28 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
SubJect       this Sunday 

Eli Susan! 

Please let me l~ow if :an come this Sunday to help with Stnr! Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:54 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

FW: 

DON’T FORGET             ! 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 6:41 plVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, remind me Friday I have to find PORT tutoring for 

Bradley R.tL Bethel I Reading mid Writhlg Specialist 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

l,oudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley .bethel(~-b~tmc. edu 

I double-booked him, but I have to go home now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:02 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

cancel enrolhnent! 

Spencer, 

Willyou also help me with He says he emailed registration servicesas well, but he stillhasa class schedule. 

will not be returningto the university, so he needs allclasses canceled. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:09 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

access to drop courses 

Hi Tom, 

Do you know why a scholarship student athlete would not have access to drop a course at this time? I have 

it says he doesn’t have access. It doesn’t say it is a hold, so I was just wondering if you had any idea. 

Thanks! 

who is trying to drop, but 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:23 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

I~E: access to drop courses 

He realizes it is over is head.,.he says he tried to do this on Tuesday and didn’t realize it never went through. I was unaware of this unLil he stopped by a few 

minutes ago.,, 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, Nay 17, 2013 1:22 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: access to drop courses 

Jarnie, 

Why is dropping the course? 

Tom 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:09 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: access to drop courses 

Hi Tom, 

Do you know why a scholarship student athlete would not have access to drop a course at this time? I have 

it says he doesn’t have access. It doesn’t say it is a hold, so I was just wondering if you had any idea. 

Thanks! 

who is trying to drop, but 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 2:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: this Sunday 

Susan, 

Could add Sundays at 6pm to his schedule permanently?! ? ! definitely have enough kids who need it! 

On May 17. 2013, at 12:13 PRO’. "Maloy Susan B" <sbmaloy@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Ok, I will confirm with Fhanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lee, JaimJe 
> Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11:45 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: RE: this Sunday 
> 

> She will come at 6prnt 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Maloy, Susan B 
> Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:25 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: RE: this Sunday 
> 

> Yes, he is available at either 6prn or 7pm. Which time would you prefer? 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Jamlie Lee [mailto:jaimielee,@,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 8:28 A_’vl 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: :his Sunday 
> 

> Hi Susan! 
> 

> Please let me kmow if can come this Sunday to help i with Stor! Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:20 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

l~b2: Notes 5/17/13 

Thank you! And please send the individual schedules you worked on [:or the girls. I appreciate it! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto pgmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, Nay 17, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:      Notes 5/17/13 
Here are my notes from today, ttopefuliy ! got it all t 
Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

~)gmai[.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 10:48 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

and 

Susan, 

Sorry.    has class at :].:].:30...we probably need to keep his sessions at night if possible. Thank you! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 8:58 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ~g: 

Hi Jaimie, 

could meet at :1.:].::30 Monday and Wednesday. Would that work for 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 1:16 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: and 

Ok, thanks... 

¯ klso, FYI I put in a request today for 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:11 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: and 

Jaimie, 

and i just changed their schedules a bit to work with 

waiting on her email to confirm.) 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,y!~)uncaa.unc~edu 

and he has come twice begging for help :-/...I told him about upson for tonight, too... 

on Tuesday and Thursday instead of I believe she plans to meet them today. (Still 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:10 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Hi Susan, 

Can we cancel 

Thank you! 

Jaimie 

comm tutoring on Tuesday at 5pm? He will keep Mondays and Thursdays, but no Tuesdays. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:51 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Group 1 

Thanks, Karen! Are you kidding?! You are going super fas[! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 12:51 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 3roup 1 
Hi Jai~e, 
Here is what [ have so far. [ am still working on group 2 It’s taking a little longer than [ expected. 

Karen Nef!! 

C: 

groaiLcoro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:13 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Hey Susan, 

dropped math Will you please drop him licom math tutoring with Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 3:18 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Hi Susan! 

Will you please add 

Thank you! 

to the phil sessions with and ?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:59 AM 

MaJoy, Susml B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Braxtley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - STOR Appts. 

Yes, I talked to hirn about this. That’s fine[ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:19 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: - STOR Appts. 

Hi Jaimie and Brad, 

According to 

7pm appointments? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,y~)uncaa.unc~edu 

would prefer to meet at 11:30am instead of 7pm on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. Are you comfortable with me canceling the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:02 PM 

Kamn Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

ILg:    Due Dates 

Thanks, Karen! You rock[ I will get the new tutor schedule to you in a little bit... 

From: Karen Neff [maiito: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 6:37 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject’, Due Dates 
Hi JaJmie, 
Attached are the due dates for the two groups of       guys. There are two tabs in each document. The first one shows the classes and whether or not I have a 

syllabus tbr the course. The second tab shows the due dates broken down by week. I don’t think I was going to be able to fit everything onto a one-page monthly 

calendar. Please let me know if you have questions or need something else. I will work on the individual ~hedules tomorrow. 

Have a great day! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday: 12:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: I~V: 

The emait address is advising.~.~.?~>.t..u-4.e...n..t:.a..th]..e..t..e.~.~N3].~.g2~..u..r1.c=e..~.~..u. 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, I 4:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: 

Jaimie, 
I resent the email to advising for student athletes AAP~unc.edu 
Thanks. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

8:45 PM 

Hi Jaimie, 
Please verify the email address for student athletes; I received a delivery failed message 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:24 PM 
To: .a.~.d..v.1.s..~.r.!.n.~g.f..~..r..s..t..u.~!.e.~.n..t..a..t.L~Le..t.~E@~ d_~ 

Subject: Summer Courses 

Dear Advisory, 
My name is 
Business Administration. 
Sincerely, 

and I plan to register for 2 courses this summer, English _ and Exss My intended major is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:06 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - ECON    Sessions 

Wait, so the Thursday appt at Spin is not 1 on 1 with 

pro... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Levante, Raphael Espinal; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: - ECON Sessions 

Hi Jaimie, 

I have been able to schedule [or ECON with 

Tuesday and Thursdays at 8pm that can attend for further assistance. Please inform 

due to the short notice, this should be official for Thursday. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y!~)uncaa.uncuedu 

it’s a drop in appt?? it says he is scheduled for Mon/Thurs at 8prn but then it says TuesiThurs are drop in a[ 

at 8pm on Monday and Thursday nights. I have also opened up a Drop-ln session with     on 

to look for     tonight at 8pm. If they are not able to connect tonight 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:20 PM 

Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc.edu> 

.pdf 

Hello Heather, 

I hope all is wel!! I was wondering if you could help clear up a matter with              who submitted a drop/add form in Februapi for HIST    , the course remained on his schedule, and 
his transcript now shows an "FA" for the class. Wall?’ Richardson may have reached out to the registrar’s office before he leR our department I am following up since the course is still 
showing up on his transcript. 

Please let me know if you can assist. Your help would be greatly appreciated[ 

Thank you, 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scannerO~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21,2013 1:20 PM 
To: Lee, Jaunie 
Sutzject: 

This E-mail was sent :from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0521.2013 13:19:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:22 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

FW: 

pdf 

Hello Dr Brown, 

FYI, below is the emai[ I sent regarding 
with this issue. 

and the spring dropped course issue I have called the registrar’s office, and was told Heather Duncan m~U be the best person to help 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21,2013 2:20 PM 
To:Duncan. Heather M 
Subject: 

Hello tleather, 

I hope all is wel!! I was wondering if you could help clear up a matter with              who submitted a drop/add form in Februapi for HIST    ; the course remained on his schedule, and 
his transcript now shows an "FA" for the class. Wall?’ Richardson may have reached out to the registrar’s office before he leR our department I am following up since the course is still 
showing up on his transcript. 

Please let me know if you can assist. Your help would be greatly appreciated[ 

Thank you, 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (A£icio MP 3500). 

ScanDate: 05.21.2013 13:19:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

Womack, Zachary, Wayne <zwomack@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Zach, 

I got your message. Here is schedule. I hope this makes sense... 

academic schedule: 

8-9:30am class (M-F) 

11:30-1pm class (M-F) 

1:15-2:45pm class (M-F) 

*5-Spm tutor sessions!study table, M!T!Th only 

*7-9pm study table (Sun!Wed only) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 6:25 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

Schedule 

Thank you:!: 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 4:00 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Schedule 
Here it is: 

gmail.com] 

Karen Neff 

C: 

ff) grnai[.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 7:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - EXSS 

On Mondays and Thursdays there is a Learn activity [:rom 6:30-7:30prn...can Lhis session be adjusted? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:32 PM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject’, - EXSS 

Hi Jaimie, 
I just added to an EXSS 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-A/Netes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (ti~x) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa, unc.edu 

session on Thursdays at 7pm. Please be sure he is aware. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 9:19 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

..SOCi 

Please follow up about getting tutoring for soci Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 12:33 AM 

Adams, Clarissa <darissa.adams@unc.edu> 

I~B: Freslmlen CTOPS and Admissions 

Hi Clarissa, 

Thanks for checking, and my apologies for not letting you know they are squared away for orientation. The next step is summer school, and I win follow up about 

that n¢_~>:t wecAd Thanks [or your help! 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, ~-:23 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject. RE: Freshmen C-FOPS and Admissions 

Hi 3aimie, 

I just wanted to check, did and complete everything needed for admissions and CTOPS? 

Thanks, 

Oarissa 

From-" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 3:43 plvl 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject" RE: Freshmen CTOPS and Admissions 
Importance, High 

Clarissa, 

I think       and         need to email new student services to have their fees waived. I will try to connect with both of them today, but if you can, please 

check. It is in th¢_~ packet and f gave an exampk? oF what the email shouk~ look like in ord¢_~r to hav¢_~ their fees waiv¢_~d and to be chang¢_~d to ori¢_mtation on the _1_7th 

and :[8~h. If you can help, please do. It may take me awhile. 

Thanks! 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Thursday, 9:07 AN 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject" Freshmen CTOPS and Admissions 
Hey Jaimie, 

I wanted to check to see if       got her stuff done. She told me last night that her morn took care of everything. Is that the case? 

Also, is all set? 

Thanks, 

Clarissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 12:34 AM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Notes 

Thanks, Karen! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:22 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject      Notes 
Here are my notes from today. 
Have a good one, 
Karen 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

@gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 12:37 AM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

l~g: Cancel Tutoring 

Thanks, garen, [:or copying me on everything! I noti[:ied the girls we are off this weekend, so thanks [:or that reminder! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 4:13 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
I think we are still going to cancel tutoring for tomorrow night. She is a pretty good student and will not have new material yet. Thanks for’the reminder about 
the holiday weekend--I can’t believe I forgot. I will remind all of the girls tomorrow that tutoring for Sunday and Monday is cancelled. 

Thanks again’. 

Karen 

Karen Neff" 
C: 

~gma!LcoLn 
On May 22, 2013, at 3:43 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thanks Karen. Sunday we will be closed for the holiday weekend. So we won’t have tutoring on Sunday or Monday. In that case, does she still want to cancel 
tomorrow? 

From: Karen Neff [mailto:           ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 20:13 3:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Cancel Tutoring 
IIi Susan, 
Can I please cancel              STOR tutoring/br tomorrow, Thursday night at 7pm? She has an exam tomorrow during class, so we do not anticipate her needing 

the session tomorrow night. She does plan to artend drop-in tutoring tonight. She "talked abxmt these changes with her rotor,             last night. I am not totally 
sure if she is attending drop-in tutoring tonight or joining one of his other sessions ruth a sta&nt in the same course, but she does plan to work ruth him tonight. I just 

wanted to let yon know. does plan to attend her session on Sunday as usual. Please let me know if you have aw questions. 

Thankyou! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 
@_g__m____aj_L_c___o__m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 12:43 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Hi Tom, 

I spoke to about this the day before classes began, but he stated he needed to visit academic advising before he could finalize his schedule. I told him if he 

needed to drop a cours~-_b it needed to b~-_~ done as soon as possible, but this was l:he only time he could meet wi~:h an advisor and because ~:his was Wally’s student, 

f couldn’t: verify his &:~gree progress that night at our tearn me~-_d:ing; Wally also didn’t leave rne any infl)rmation about this. I am pretty sure        had been 

relying on advisors on campus as opposed to Walfy regarding course selection, and he couldn’ t meet with them until the t:irst day of class, I made sure he knew we 

wanted all drops to be done before the first day of class, but he didn’t want to risk dropping something he would need, unknowingly. 

Jaimie 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jamie, 
dropped a class on 5/14 for which we have to pay 20% of tuition and fees. DO you know the reason for dropping the class? 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid University of North Caroiina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Celi             I Fax 919,962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 12:57 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

RE: - EXSS 

7:45 at the earliest 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 20:!.3 8:58 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:             - EXSS 

Should we move it to 7£30 or 7:45pm ot~ Thur’;d~y? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 21, 2013 7:17 PM 

To: IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:             - EXSS 

On Mondays and Thursdays there is a team activity from 6:30-7:30pm_cml this session be adjusted? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2013 12:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: - EXSS 

Hi Jaimie, 

I just added to an EXSS session on Thursdays at 7pm. Please be sure he is aware. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~-~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:13 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: letter im going to send to dean woodald 

Hey       Sounds good, but I have some suggested changes which you can see below. Please keep me posted!._ 

Dear Dean Woodard, 

I am reapplying for my foreign language substitution because I am struggling in Portuguese The same s~truggles I experienced in Arabic    are present in 

Portuguese I am sh-uggling with reading, writing and speaking the language. It is hard for me to write and spell out the words conectly. Also, when speaking I 

have a lot of difficulty with the accents. I would tend to get the different accents and pronunciations mixed up, therefor causing me to say words incorrectly. The 

weakness in my reading skills are a reflection of my speaking skills when it comes to foreign languages. I tend to say things in my head wrong which then makes me 

read the words wrong. Reading can cause me the most confusion when it comes to foreign languages. I have tried my best, but a language substitution would help me a 

lot especially since I mn so close to finishing my degree in the Fall. 
Thank you tbr your consideration. 

From= [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:04 PI 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= letter im going to send to dean woodard 
hey Jaimie just sending you what i am going to send to dean woodard, would like to hear your feedback on anything i need to fix or add to the re submission of my foreign 
language substitution, here it is below.,. 
Dear Dean Woodard, 

I am reapplying tbr my tbreign language substitution because I mn struggling in Portuguesc    . The same struggles I experienced in Arabic    are present in 

Portuguese     The things I s~truggled with where reading, writing and speaking the Portuguese language. It is hard tbr me to write and spell out the words correctly 

that was being spoken to me. Speaking I found difficult because of the accents. I would tend to get the different accents mixed up there for causing me to say the word 

or words wrong. The weakness in my reading skills are a reflection of my speaking skills when it comes to foreign languages. I tend to say things in my head wrong 
which then makes me read the words wrong. Reading can cause me the most confusion when it comes to foreign languages. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 1:17 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Calendars: Cqoup 3 

Thanks, Karen! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2023 10:26 AlVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Calendars: Group 3 
Here are the calendars for everyone else who has tutoring. 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

~gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 1:20 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Kaaren Neff )!gmaJl.com) 

and sto0 

Hello, 

today. Is 

Thanks! 

has requested to meet with 

going to be here tonight? If 

tonight for Stor. Is it canceled because 

is unavailable, I will tell her to see 

is unavailable? If at all possible, she says she is in need of his help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 1:22 PM 

MaJoy, Susml B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Braxtley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - STOR    Tonight 

would like to come tonight... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, Play 23, 2013 8:43 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:         - STOR    Tonight 

Hey Brad and Jaimie, 

Everyone seems to be canceling their STOR 

cancel this session? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y!~)uncaa.unc~edu 

session for tonight since I believe they have a test today. Will still need to attend at 8pm tonight or should I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:20 PM 

Karen Neff, ~gmaJl.com> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B < sbma]oy~)email.unc.edu> 

Re: md stor) 

Susan and Karen, 

Thank you both for your help! Yes. I am aware requested the cmmellafion, but in fact, the test was difficult for her and she wants to meet with someone while 

the material is fresh. This is why I asked if was still available. My av~logies ifI wasfft clear aIyout this initially. 

She will definitely be here tonight to see      I appreciate everyone’s help and understaJading. Trust me, I do not make such requests for nay students until after I have 

had these conversations. Thank you tbr your concerns, but I would not make this request without making sure it’s necessary. 

JaJmie 

On May 23, 2013, at 2:12 PM, "Karen Neff" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 
I got your voice message. Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. You must have called while I was with a student and I missed it. I just spoke with 

is now unavailable because his sessions for tonight were all cancelled and he made alternate plans, will be here tonight. He has a 
session at 7pm with another student in STOR    hat             may join mad he has drop-in tutoring fiom 8-9pm.       can come fbr one or both 
times. Once you check with perhaps you could let Susan know her intentions. I hope "dais works. I suppose we will not be canceling may tutonng in 
the future... 
ThaJlks again! 
Karen 

Karo.n No.ff 
C: 

,~..qmail.com 

On May 23, 2013, at 1:19 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hello, 

has requested to meet with      tonight for Stor. Is it canceled because      is unavailable? If at all possible, she says 

she is in need of his help today. Is going to be here tonight? If I is unavailable, I will tell her to see 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:52 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Karen Neff <             !gmail.com> 

Re: and sto0 

Thanks, Susan! I appreciate that... Yea the kiddos have had no problem contacting me by phone lol_. I’m heading out of town but I will stay connected! 

On May 23, 2013, at 2:23 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbma]ov(2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Since you ~;re on vacation, we wer~-:m’t sure ff you i~ctualIv had a chance to cot~t~ect with si[lc,-_~ the ci~[lc~:,l~;[:iot~ was requesb-:~d, thus th*-’_~ 
confusion on our end. {:-:lad . will be here tonight t.:_~ help o~Jt. 
Enjoy your time off:, 
Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 23, 2013 2:20 PM 
To" Karen Neff 
C¢: Lee, Jaimie; Malov, Susan B 
Subject: Re: and (stor) 
Susan and Karen, 
Thank you both for your help’. Yes, I am aw-are _ requested the cancellation, but in tact, the test was difficult tbr her and she wants to meet with 
someone while "the material is flesh. This is why I asked it      was still available. My apologies ifI wasn’t clear about this initially. 

She will definitely be here tonight to see i     I appreciate everyone’s help and understanding. Trust me, I do not make such requests for my students 

until after I have had these conversations. Thank you for your concerns, but I would not make this request without malting sure it’s necessau. 

Jaimie 

On May 23, 2013, at 2:12 PM, "Karen Neff’ < (a)gmaikcom> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 

I got your voice message. Thank you tbr getting back to me so quickly. You must have called while I was with a s~tudent and I missed it. I 

j ust spoke with      and      is now anavailable because his sessions for tonight were all cancelled and he made alternate plans. 

will be here tonight. He has a session at 7pm with another student in STOR that            may join and he has drop-in tutoring from 

8-9pm       can come for one or both times. Once you check with       perhaps yon could let Susan know her intentions. I hope this 

works. I suppose we will not be canceling any tutoring in the future... 

Thanks again! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

~9mail.com 
On May 23, 2013, at 1:19 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hello, 

has requested to meet with       tonight for Stor. Is it canceled because      is unavailable? If at all possible, she says 

she is in need of his help today. Is going to be here tonight? If ~s unavailable, I will tell her to see 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:33 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Karen Neff< ~gmail.com>; Lee, JaJmie <jaJmielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Tutoring 

Okay so FYI, says she has questions specifically for so she will not be at Jrop in session tonight. Sow for the hassle!’. 

On May 23, 2013, at 8:22 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~emaiLunc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks Karen. f will go al’u-:~ad and cancel it. 

From: Karen Neff [.__m___a_![t_9_; ~g___m___ajLc_9____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 4:J.3 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
C:¢: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
I think we are still going to cancel tutoring for tomorrow night. She is a pretty good ,student and roll not have new material yet. Thanks for the 

reminder about the holiday weekend--I can’t believe I forgot. I will remind all of the girls tomorrow that tutoring for Sunday and Monday is cancelled. 

Thanks again! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~gmail.com 
On May 22, 2013, at 3:43 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thanks Karen Sunday we will be closed for the holiday w¢_~ek¢_md. So we woWt have t:utoring .:_~n Sunday or Monday. In that case, d.:_~es she still want to 
C:~3 nt::el to frl.:_3H’ow ? 

From: Karen Neff [.__m___a_j!_t__o_.           }g___m___a_jLc__o____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
C¢: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Susan, 
Can I please cancel               gTOR tutoring for tomorrow, Thursday night at 7pm? She has an exam tomorrow during class, so we do not 

anticipate her needing the session tomorrow night. She does plan to attend drop-in tutoring tonight. She talked about these changes with her tuton 

last night. I am not totally sm~e if she is attending drop-in tutoring tonight or joining one of his other sessions with a s~mdent in the same course, but 

she does plan to work ruth him tonight. I just wanted to let you know. does plan to attend her session on Stmday as usual. Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thank you! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:41 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu>; 9gmail.com 

Re: Cancel Tutoring 

Absolutely! Yes she says she is going to the profi 

On May 23, 2013, at 3:36 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov(2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

O]~ thanks. [.es~.;,:_~n ]e~;rned for h¢_~r when ~.;he ~;sks t:o ci~ncel h¢_~r session in the fut:ure. @ Perhi~ps sh¢_~ can meet with her inst:ruct:or for assist:aru::e, 

Thard~s for h:_d:t:ing us ]mow 

Susat~ 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent." Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Ce." Karen Neff; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject." Re: Cancel Tutoring 

Okay so F~q,       says she has questions specifically for      so she will not be at      drop in session tonight. Sorry lbr the hassle! ! 

On May 23, 2013, at 8:22 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <s_b_~!~J_9.y@_e___n_!_@_:__uj!_c_:__e_£t__u_.> wrote: 

Thanks Karen. I wilt go ahead and cancel it. 

From." Karen Neff [mailto .~gmail.com] 
Sent." Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:13 PM 
To." Mlaloy, Susan B 
¢c." Lee, Jaimie 
Subject." Re: Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Susaal, 
I think we are still going to cancel : tutoring for tomorrow night. She is a pletly good student and will not have new material yet. 

Thanks Ibr the reminder about the holiday weekend--I can’t believe I forgot. I will remind ~J1 of the girls tomorrow that tutoring for Sunday 

and Monday is cancelled. 

Thanks again! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~#mail.com 
On May 22, 2013, at 3:43 PM, Maloy, Susan B wrote: 

Thanks t(i~ren. Sunday we will be closed for t:he holiday we¢_~kend. So we won’t: have t:utoring on Sundi~y or Monday. In that case, does she 
still want to cancel tornor¢owP 

From." Karen Neff [mailto           .~gmail.com] 
Sent." Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: Mlaloy, Susan B 
¢c." Lee, Jaimie 
Subject." Cancel Tutoring 
Hi Susaal, 

Can I please cancel             STOR tutoring for tomorrow, Thursday night at 7pro? She has an exam tomorrow during class, so we do 

not anticipate her needing the session tomorrow night. She does plan to attend drop-in tutoring tonight. She talked about these changes with 

her tutor,             last night I am not totally sure if she is attending drop-in tutoring tonight or joinina one of his other sessions with a 

student in the same course, but she does plan to work with him tonight. I just wanted to let you know. does plan to attend her session 

on Sunday as usual. Hease let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 5:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring grade repol~ts 

My apologies. Thanks for letting me know. 

On , at 4:33 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not a coach. I am undergraduate at unc. Please take me off of your address book. 

From: Lee, Jaimie riaimielee(c~unc,edq] 

Sent: Thursday, I L:32 PM 
To: Fedora, H. Larryi ~ Bell, Walter A IV; Brewer, Gunter S; Disch, Dan; ggilmore; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; 
Paschall, Lucas I; West, Ronald Eugene 
Subject: Spring 2013 grade reports 

Hello Coaches, 

I wanted to make sure you received information regarding the team’s academic performance for Spring Please read both attachments carefully. 

I am hoping to discuss all academic concerns with you when you return to the office. Please contact me with any questions/concerns. 

Thank you, 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:00 PM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Spring     grade reports 

Coach, 

I will follow up with next week. I have reached out to Wally to see what steps were taken already but got no answer. I will have to address this with Academic 

Advising nexl: week. 

From: Kapilovic, ChristoDher G 
Sent: Thursday t0:02 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Re: Spring     grade reports 

Thank you] Any news on    Fall English class? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:32 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_j__n_!!__e_!__e___e____@____u___n__c__,___e__d___u__> wrote: 

Hello Coaches, 

I wanted to make sure you received information regarding the team’s academic performance for Spring Please read both attachments carefully. 

I am hoping to discuss all academic concerns with you when you return to the office. Please contact me with any questions!concerns. 

Thank you, 

Jaimie 

<Po spr grade report pdf> 

<Spring academic summa~’ (2).docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

IL~;: my letter 

Good job, Keep me posted. Let me know as soon as yoke hear t:rom Dean Woodard. 

From: [mailto: .Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday 9:04 plVl 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: my letter 

Dear Dean Woodard, 

i have my letter attached to this email, i will print off both my letter and Professor Rector letter off and drop them off at your office in the 
morning. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:01 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Out on Tuesday 

Thanks so much, KarenH! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 6:55 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Out on Tuesday 
Hi JaJmie, 

A few more things I forgot. All of the football syllabi axe in a white Nnder on "my" desk. Their axe also blank copies of the muscles for the gifts in maatomy. I usually 
bring them m study table mid they can take what they need. I think that’s it. 

I reaJly hope you axe enjoying your time off! ’. ! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:02 PM 

Karen Neff, ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Notes 5/23 

Thank you! I am so glad to hea~’ can help with those sessions~ Phew[ 

From: Karen Neff [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 6:34 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:      Notes 5/23 
Here are my notes from today. 
FYI: One of the anatomy tutors is going to be out next week i         , but Susan may have it worked nut that the second anatomy tutor        will cover the sessions at the same times It 
should work out, but double-check with Susan on Tuesday morning As a reminder, I won’t be back until Wednesday. I think that’s it. Let me know if you have questions! 
Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

igvnai[.covn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:46 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILb2: approval of foreign language 

Congrats!!! Good job, 

From: [mailto: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: approval of foreign language 

Dear Dean Woodard, 

Thank you for all of your help throughout this whole process. I will send the email to your assislant right now. 

Sincerely, 

From: Woodard, Harold [harold_woodard@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:29 AM 
To: 
Cc: Allison, Kim 
Subject: Re: approval of foreign language 

Dear 

I am approving your petition. 

You should receive official notification shortly from my assistant, Ms. Kim Allison (kallison(~em~Jl.UNC.edu). 
In the meantime, please send her your mailing address. 

It is not necessary for us to meet. 

Take care. 

Harold Woodard 

Sent ti~n~ my iPad 

On , at 10:23 AM, ’ ?221ive.unc.e&B> wrote: 

Dear Dean Woodard, 

I hope you had a wonderful Memorial Day weekend. I am wondering ifI got approved for my foreign language substitufion. If need be, I can 

meet with today from 11- lpm or 3pm-5pm. I could also meet with you tomorrow. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 10:49 AM 

~vzwpix.com 

I~E: 

Oh, hello Coach! Thank you for letLing rne know! I was thinkit~g this was a studer~t! I am free at 1pro today. After Lhat, I will be ir~ and okEt oi: study table with the 

girls and the g~Jys, so it may be tricky! 

Yhe messa~[~:,s afe c.:_~mir~[ t.:_~ my email buL as an ati:achm~:,nL, k~V the way... 

From: ~vzwpix.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:40 AN 
To: prvs=853db21ad =jaimielee@unc.edu 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

12,22: approval oftoreign language 

Please visit the steele building, fill out a drop form, and bring it to me to sign for approvM. 

Also, this means you need the official list of course substitutions which you will still need to take to graduate, These courses cannot count anywhere else, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: approval of foreign language 
thank you. and thanks again for all of your help and understanding, can i come meet with you now to see how to drop this course now ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie [jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: approval of foreign language 

CongrstM[! Good job, 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: approval of foreign language 

Dear Dean Woodard, 

’][’hank you for all of your help throughout this whole process. I will send the email to your assistant right now. 

Sincerely, 

From: Woodard, Harold [harold_woodard@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:29 AM 
To: 
Co: Allison, Kim 
Subject: Re: approval of foreign language 

De~l 

I am approving your petition. 

You should receive official notification shortly from my assistant, Ms. Kim Allison (kaJlison({~email.UNC.edu). 

In the meantime, please send her your mailing address. 

It is not necessary for us to meet. 

Take care. 

Harold Woodard 

Sent farm my iPad 

...... _z_ ..................... > On              at 10:23 AM, ’                        :~)li~ e.unc.edu: wrote: 

Dear Dean Woodard, 

I hope you had a wonderful Memorial Day weekend. I am wondering ifI got approved for my foreign language substitution. If need be, I can 

meet with today from 11- lpm or 3pm-5pm. I could also meet with you tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 5:35 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaard <bbelhel@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: meeting tomonow or June 3rd with coaching stall" 

FYI, Tomorrow at 7:30arn wilt det:initefy not work. I will let yoke know if we are a go at 4:30 when I hear back... 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 28, 2013 2:24 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: meeting tomorrow or June 3rd with coaching staff 

FYI: I witl not be here Jurle 3rd, and so tomorrow works best for me. 

Bradley RoliL l-h~thel I Readit~g ;rod Writing g{)ecialJst 

Universit3, of North Carolina~ a~ Chapel ttil~ 

Academic Support Pro?)’~ma for Strider*t-Athletes 

Loudermilk Cemer [br Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd, i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

Chapel HiI~, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley:bethel!~unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 20:[3 :[:42 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: meeting tomorrow or June 3rd with coaching staff 
Importance: High 

Hello Michelle, 

The entire coaching staff for football will be back in town tomorrow and would like to meet with you. Do you have any availability tomorrow? If not, June 3rd will 

provide another opportunity for us all to get together. 

This meeting can just be an introduction, but I would recommend talking about the spring 2013 end of term grade report I emailed to the staff; we could also give 

updates on other major issues. Also, I think it would be great to update everyone on the hiring plan for the summer. Thoughts? 

Thank you! If you have a window for tomorrow, I will pass this along. The morning, after 9am or so, is best for them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:32 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Thanks for the heads up[ I can undersLand why they thought this because this is what we did yesterday. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:42 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: EXSS 

FYI for 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:35 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= EXSS 

Hi Susan, 

I wanted to let you know there was a mix up k~day with "the times fi)r some of the          girls. Because the laqe group had their session at 3 yesterday, they all 

thought they had it today at 3 even though two girls were supposed to come at 3 and m,o more at 4. So I just had a session for all of them at 3 today. I just wanted to 

let you lmow what happened incase you noticed I was gone before 5. Also, , a athlete also joined, she said she didn’t have a tutor time set up, so 

I lust filled out a blank feedback foml for her. Hopefully that is all okay. Thanks. 

UNC Chapel Hil! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

This is fine with me and I have passed the message to 

From: [mailto: .~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:57 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

Would it be possible to add to the schedule on Wednesday nights at 7pm? She could come in with 

test, I think this is a good idea. 

Thanks, 

After seeing her performance on the first 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 1:19 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

schedule 

Hey Brad, will you update me on the added study time to    schedule when you get a chance? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 9:52 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Okay 

From= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent= Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:20 plVl 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Jaimie, because I won’t be here most of next week, 

happens. 

Bradley R.II. Bethel I Reading aald Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prograan for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i CaJnpns Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethel(a,unc.edu 

need to meet with their PHIL professor at least once, if not twice. Let’s make sure that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:12 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

1@2: schedule 

ok 

From= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2023 2:01 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE:          schedule 

M--F 10:00 AM. We still need to notify him. Also, ["[[ have 

Bradley RoHo Bettlel I Reading ~md Writing Specialis[ 

L;niversit-y of North Carolina al Chapel HiI~ 

Academic Support Progy~ma for Stt~det,t-i\thletes 

Loudermi]k Cenler fbr Exce]lenee 

344 Ridge Rd, i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

Chape{ Hi{l, NC 2?599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-824? 

bradley,bethel@unc,edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 30, 2013 1:19 P! 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject=         schedule 
Hey Brad, will you update me on the added study time to 

write down on the feedback form exactly what he should be dob~g every day. 

schedule when you get a chance? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday l 0:14 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Brad Bethel out next week 

Pray for me! @ 

From" Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Friday, I 10:12 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Brad Bethel out next week 

Wow! U really have to do it all! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 10:07 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI, Bradley Bethel will be out of town all next week. I will be filling in for most of his review sessions. This has been communicated to the guys, but 

please reiterate to them none of their sessions are canceled. 

Also, it is especially important for them to meet with professors now that most of the first exams have been taken. He specifically made a note about 

and meeting with their philosophy professor. 

Any encouragement from you will be greatly appreciated! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:15 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

Did Brad r’espond to this? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 12:20 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= FW: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

Jaimie, 

This is not possible on Wedr~esdays ~’ight ? 

Susa~l 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:43 AN 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

Hi Susan, 
I talked to and yesterday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session to 4prn like the other days. Is that possible? 
Thanks! 

Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:17 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Brad Bethel out next week 

Thank you[ I appreciate that! 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent; Friday, 10:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Brad Bethel out next week 

I do everyday! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:14 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Pray for me! 0 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Friday, 10:12 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Brad Bethel out next week 

Wow! U really have to do it all! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:07 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_!__n_!Le_!__e___e____@____u___n__c__:__e___d__u__> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI, Bradley Bethel will be out of town all next week. I will be filling in for most of his review sessions. This has been communicated to 

the guys, but please reiterate to them none of their sessions are canceled. 

Also, it is especially important for them to meet with professors now that most of the first exams have been taken. He specifically made 

a note about          and         meeting with their philosophy professor. 

Any encouragement from you will be greatly appreciated! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday l 0:19 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

Ok, let me check with because that is the reason we go later on Wednesdays._ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent" Friday, :tO: 17 AM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

No 

From-" Lee, Jairnie 
Sent" Friday, 10:15 AM 
To; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject" RE: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

Did Brad res~xmd to this? 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,            12:20 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie, Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Jaimie, 
This is not possible on Wednesdays right? 

S~_qan 

From; 
Sent: Thursday, 11:43 AM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Hi Susan, 
I talked to md yesterday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session to 4prn like the other days. Is that possible? 
Thanks! 

Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday: 1:46 PM 

MaJoy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

l~b2: Moving Wed. to 4pro? 

Susan, 

The sessions cannot be changed on Wednesdays. That time slot is reserved for 

i’ha~lk you for ch~:_~cki~lg! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:34 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Ok thanks. Just let me know. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 10:19 AM 
To: Haloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Moving Wed. to 4pm? 

Ok, let me check with because that is the reason we go later on Wedr~esdays... 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, 10:17 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

No 

From: Lee, Jairnie 
Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 
Did Brad respond to this? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday,            12:20 PM 
To: Lee, Jairnie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

Jaimie, 

This is not possible on Wednesdays right? 

Susan 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:43 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Moving Wed. to 4prn? 

Hi Susan, 
I talked to and yesterday and we were hoping to move our Wed. session to 4prn like the other days. Is that possible? 
Thanks! 

Also, when does the first summer session end? 
Best wishes, 

activities. Please pass that along to the tutor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:30 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

language substitution fo~ 

Hello Dean Woodard, 

I hope all is well[! I am trying to gather information regarding language substitution. This is something Tia had been working on, and I don’t have 

info about how far they got. According to he was granted a substitution at some point, but I am not clear about this. He says he at least met with you. 

Should I have him come see you again? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:35 PM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodaacd@unc.edu> 

ILE: language substitution for 

Hello all, 

Thank you so much! I completely understand. So how would he go about having his grade dropped from Portuguese ~? He attempted this course and was 

tmsucce;sful, ;o this grade ~d>:_~uld b¢_~ dr.:_~pped Do I n¢_~ed to forward this information t:o acad¢_m~ic advising?? 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 3:21 PM 
Te: Woodard, Harold; Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bjeet" RE: language substitution for 

Hi Jaimie, 

Attached is           approval letter, Unfortunately, anless it’s directly stated that the student is an athlete and to whom 1 should send the letter to, I have no 

idea and I j~st: set~d them to Advisit~g, and Accessibility Resm~rces for filing, 

Kim 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Friday, May 3:[, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
C¢; Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: language substitution for 

Hi Jaknie, 
Great to hear from you. 

I am cowing Kim Allison on this reply and asking her to review our records and provide an update on where we are with 

Take care. 

Haacold 

Sent ti~m~ my iPad 

On May 31,2013, at 2:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimjdee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dean Woodard, 
I hope all is well’.! I am Wing to gather information regarding 
don’t have info about how far they got. According to 
least met with you. Should I have him come see you again? 
Thank you! 

language substitution. This is something Tia had been working on, and I 

he was granted a substitution at some point, but I am not clear about this. He says he at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:36 PM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodaacd@unc.edu> 

IGNORE PREVIOUS EMAIL! P,£: language substitution for 

Hello all, 

Please ignore my last emaiH I actually read the letter and it answered my question! 

,JaiPhie 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 3:21 PM 
Te: Woodard, Harold; Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bjeet" RE: language substitution for 

Hi Jaimie, 

Attached is           approval letter, Unfortunately, anless it’s directly stated that the student ix an athlete and to whom 1 should send the letter to, I have no 

idea and I jt~sl: send them to Advising, and Accessibility Resot~r(:es for filing, 

Kim 

From; Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 3:17 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
C¢; Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: language substitution for 

Hi Jaknie, 
Great to hear from you. 

I am cowing Kim Allison on this reply and asking her to review our records and provide an update on where we are with 

Take care. 

Haacold 

Sent ti~m~ my iPad 

On May 31,2013, at 2:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimjdee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dean Woodard, 
I hope all is well’.! I am Wing to gather information regarding 
don’t have info about how far they got. According to 
least met with you. Should I have him come see you again? 
Thank you! 

language substitution. This is something Tia had been working on, and I 

, he was granted a substitution at some point, but I am not clear about this. He says he at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:59 PM 

Veggian, ttenry, <torino3@email.unc.edu> 

student inquiry, 

Hello Henry! 

I hope all is well! I work in academic advising for student athletes along with Brad Bethel with whom I believe you have already corresponded. I am working with a 

student~                 who was in your English    course back in Fall,      he spoke to me about missing assignments he had to deliver to your department. 

I wanted to make sure you received it and how you plan to proceed. I have not worked with him previously, so I am in the process of figuring out what is going on 

with this situation. Information from you would be greatly appreciated! 

l look forward to hearing from you! 

Jaimie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:59 AM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~; i 

at ] 0aJ]l 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hello’. 

FYI 

Thank you! 

is going to meet with his math prof on Mondays and Thursdays after class at 10am! He will not be at tutoring at those times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:45 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - Feedback Form 

Con[actitlg coac~l tlow,,. 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 10:32 AN 
To" Maloy, Susan B, Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:          Feedback Form 
Thanks, Susan. We’ll be on top of thaL 

}:~r~:tdlley Rol[L I-~et~{;tel ] Reading ~md ~,~’riting Specialis[ 

L;niversit7 of North Carolina a~ Chapel HiI~ 

Academic Support Progy~ma for Strider*t-Athletes 

Lot~dermi]k Cenler R~r E>ceeHenee 

344 Ridge Rd, i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

Chapel }:li[l, NC 2?599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-824? 

bradley,bethel@unc,edu 

From: Halo’/, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 9:36 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: - Feedback Form 

Hi Jaimie and Brad, 

I’m sure you have noticed in the feedback forms and are doing what you can to encourage 

indicated that still does not have the book for EDUC 

not following through. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-A/Netes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a~mcaa, unc.edu 

but just in case you haven’t ...... has repeatedly 

And she has been pushing him to conduct a required interview for at least 2 weeks now, and he has still 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:02 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

ILE: 

Hello 

Actua lly, I am not on vacation; I simply had to teach last night, so I sent them an email they would meet with other advisors during orientation yesterday I just had the pleasure of talking to 
I am here in the office, and        just stopped by! He is totally on the right track, and I am happy to address an?- other concerns he may have Fall registration is tough for evelT 

incoming student, but I tried to reassure him he will be fine, and there are advisors in the orientation program who are there to assist, as well[ 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee. Jaimie 
Subject 

10:25 PM 
~nc.rr.com] 

Jamie lee 

We are twing to figure out how to do 
tomorrow. SOS 

schedule is there someone he can ask for help? I understand you are on vacation. He is twing to piece it all together Any one to help us 

’]?hank you 

Sent ]i-ore my 1Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 1:04 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Grade Sheet Updated 

Thanks so much!! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, June 03, 2013 12:05 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Grade Sheet Updated 
Here you go. 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

~gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 1:14 PM 

Maloy, Susml B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Karen Neffs Appt. Next Tueday/Thursday 

Today the guys will work independently. On Thursday,                      will joins             :lOam app[ with 

go wkh      at 5:30prn. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 5:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Karen Neffs Appt. Next Tueday!Thursday 
How are we covering it? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 4:57 PM 
To" Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Karen NeWs Appt. Next Tueday!q-hursday 

Yha~k yO~.E! f thiF~k everything is cov,-:~red but l will double check on Monday!! 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, Nay 31, 2013 4:5:t PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject; Karen Neff’s Appt. Next Tueday/Thursday 
Hey Brad and Jairnie, 

Let me know how you want to handle Karen’s Tuesday and Thursday appointments next week when she is out of the office. Sounds like she will be here on 

Monday. Her schedule is attached. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (thx) 

sbmaloy(a~hmcaa, unc.edu 

can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 5:15 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: this week 

Ok, because             didn’t find you yesterday and I had no notice about today. That’s okay, buL since Vm the only one with 

to copy me on messages too, It would help me tremendously! Thanks! 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 4:21 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: this week 

No, I am back tomorrow! I did give Susan a heads up as to what your students were up to for today! Sorry for the short notice! 

and please don’t hesitate 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 4, 2013, at 3:37 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jairnielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Beth, 

Are you out all week? I didn’t know this, so I am trying to figure out what to do about your tutor sessions with my students. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 5:15 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Schedules 

Thanks!!H 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, June 04, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Schedules 
Hi JaJmie, 
Here are the weekly schedules for the 

Have a great day! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@.qmail.com 

players. Please let me know if you need anything else. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

Rector, Monica P <recto@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Emergency 

Hello Professor Rector, 

I hope all is well! I am               academic counselor in the academic support program for student athletes. He is currently taking your PORT     zourse I am tuing to help 
in what has turned into a difficult situation. I would like your feedback regarding his absence this week, and if you think he will be okay to make up the next exam on Tuesday or if he 

would be too far behind Please let me know how- I can assist this student in making sure he takes the best course of action. 

Also, I work with man?’ students in your PORT course this session and would like your feedback about their performance. If you have any concerns with any of them, please let me 
know-. I am happy to assist in aW way I can. 

Thank you! 
Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday 
77o: Rector, Monica P 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Emergency 

10:52AM 

Dear Professor Rector, 

I wont be back till Monday evening I was wondering If I could make the exam up on Tuesday 

Thanks, 

From: Monica Rector [rector@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:06 PM 
770 
Subject: Re: Emergency 

I am very sorry, let me know when you can be back. Monica Rector 

On         2:16 PM,              wrole: 
> Dear Professor Rector, 
> 

[’rn not sure when i will come back to campus but i 
> will let you know when i fotmd out. 
> if there is any thing that i need to do to get caught please let me 
> know 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

Rector, Monica P <recto@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Emergency 

Thank you tbr letting me know! I am also helmng               md 
to send information regarding theii            as soon as possible¯ 

provide information ¯ I will get the department 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Monica Rector [mailto:rector@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2013 7:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Sul~iect: Re: FW: Emergency 

I alma@ scheduled for him to take the test in my office when he comes back. No problems with the other students¯ Monica Rector 

On         11:55 AM. Lee, Jaimie wrote: 
> Hello Professor Rector, 
> 
> I hope all is well! I am academic counselor in the academic support program for student athletes¯ He is currently taking your PORT course. I am trying to help 

in what has turned into a diflScult situation¯ I would like your feedback regarding his absence this week, and if you think he will be okay to make up the next exam on Tuesday or if he 
would be too far behind Please let me know how I can assist this student in making sure he takes the best course of action. 
> 

> Also. I work with many students in your PORT course this session and would like your feedback about their performance. If you have any concerns with any of them, please let me 
know. I am happy to assist in aW way l can. 
> 

> Thank you! 
> Jaimie 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> },’rolI1: 

> Sent: Wednesday 10:52 AM 
> To: Rector, Monica v 
> Cc: Lee, Jahnie 
> SubJect: RE: Emergency 
> 

> [)ear Professor Rector, 
> 

> I wont be back till Monday evening I was wondering ~t’I could make the 
> exam up on Tuesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> From: Monica Rector [rectur@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday. 7:06 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Emergency 
> 

> I am very SoITy, let me know when you can be back¯ Monica Rector 
> 

> On 2:16 PM. wrote: 

>> Dear Professor Rector, 
>> 

>> 

> I’m not sure when i will come back to campus but i 
>> will let you know when i found out. 
>> if there is any thing that i need to do to get caught please let me 
>> know 
>> 

>> That.s, 
>> 

> 

> 

> 

IIa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 11:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Math enrolhnent 

Hi 

I still see the 9:4Sara math course as being open so I am not sure why you ape havh~g trouble, You can call the math department and the student services person 

should be able to assisL (:NI (919) 962-_1_294 ~m’t expbin which course you i~re l:rying to take and tb:_w c~m exph~in wh~t is going on. ff that doesn’t work, let me 

kF~ow. 

From: rmailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: vveanesaay, 4:40 PM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: Math enrollment 
Good Afternoon Ms. Lee, 
I am having a very hard time enrolling in my math class for this semester. I was not able to enroll the first time due to a message being displayed about a permission code. 
The second time the class was not being displayed. I sent an email to the advisors I was directed to and I did not receive a response. A copy of the email is displayed below: 

"Hello Ms. Cdl@.’¢eii and Hr. Weiborn, 
Z tried to enroLl in the r~orning c]ass of Hath             as )~)u advised arKJ the (;]ass i:: not being1 displayed, i want the 

morning session for math because I decided to change my public speaking class to recreational studiesr which i am now 

enrciii[ ~d. Math i s ai[i[ that J s mi ssing. 

Thank you, 

I orrl currently enrolled in a class between . My math class would need to be the block before that time as my 

classes :~eed to be before I for I am wo:~dering what I should do from here. 

Thank you for a]ii of your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi 

On 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday: 3:15 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Next Week’s Monday and Tuesday Evening Sessions 

I would love it if you can do both Fridays?! Please talk to and 

at 3:12 PM, " "< ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 

How is your day going? 

I mentioned to Brad mad Susan fl~at I will not be able to make it to my sessions on Monday 

reschedule sessions witl and to this Friday (tomon~w) or to next Friday morning 

Please let me know when you have a moment. 

Thanks so much Jaimie! 

See you later. 

Best, 

today and let me know what works best for everyone! ! Thanks so much! 

and Tuesday q Would it be possible to 

? 

On Wed, 

Yhat~ks, 

Bradley R° J[L Bethel I R2ading and Wdlh~g Specialis~ 

]. 7niversity of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progj’am [’or Stude~A-Ath~etes 

Loudemfilk Cen~er tbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd [ (. arEgms Box :3107 

Chapel [{ill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

[ F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel(&unc.edu 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Next Week’s Monday and Tuesday Evening Sessions 

Hi Brad, 

Hope yon are having a ~fice day, 

If you’re free Friday afternoon to meet wiLh 

at 5:02 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel(&emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

and that would be great. I’m out ot: town, so connect with Jaimie about that. 

I just wanted to let you know that I am not going to be able to make it to sessions on Monday      and Tuesday,      of next week. I have to 

present at a conference in Dare County. I can, however, make these sessions up this Friday and next. I have also intbrmed Susan. Please let me know 

what you think when you have a moment. 

Thanks B rad ! 

Best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday,. 12:23 PM 

MaJ, oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tonight at 7:45pm 

Can we keep it at 7:45prn? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, 9:54 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Fwd: Tonight at 7:45pm 

Jaimie, 

How do we want to set this up for 

Thanks 

Susan 

with one week left? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~_g___m___a_ j_[:__c_9___m__ > 

Date: 8:03:24 PM EDT 

To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tonight at 7:45pm 

Susan, 

I showed up for my appointment this evening at 7:00 and left at 7:40 because did not show but texted me after I was already home 

saying his appointment was at 7:45. I remember you sending me this email a couple weeks ago but I was under the impression that that was just a one 

day thing. I think I may have misunderstood but to make sure I have this correct am I meeting with next week at 7:00 or 7:45? 

Sorry for the confusion! 

E: 

On 

_~_g___m___a_j_[:__c_9___m__ 

at 2:42 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Are you able to meet with a new EXSS 
cannot meet at 7pm. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbm~dov@uncaa.unc.edu 

appointment tonight at 7:45, ? I needed to move his appointment time. He 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:31 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILb2: Ne.-a Week’s Monday and Tuesday Evening Sessions 

Hi 

Thank you so much for your extra help in making up these sessions! I appreciate you and your efforts so much!! I will check about 

Please remind me if you don’t hear from me soon. Thanks! 

Jairni¢_~ 
From: mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:33 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Next Week’s Honday and Tuesday Evening Sessions 

Hi Jaimie, 

~nd his deal. 

Thanks so much tbr helping me figure out additional times to meet with           and I axe going to meet tomorrow and next Friday at 9:45am. and I are going 

to extend our Thursday evening , session by a half hour. I asked k~ also try to leave from 9:45 to 10:45 open next Friday morning ~ I can see bx~th him an( 

at the same time on the said he usually has at this time. Is there any way we could schedule at a different time that Friday’? I know this 

is a lot to ask and I apologize. I understand if this is not possible. Please let me know when you have a moment. 

Thank you so much for your help, 

Best. 

On Thu, at 3:19 PM, 

Hi Jaimie, 

< ............................. ~ g__n_ )__@_:_c_’5_?n!> wrote: 

I can definitely do both Fridays. Tomorrow I can do any time, but next Friday roll have to be somewhat early in the morning. I will taJk with tx~th 

know! 

Thanks, 

and let you 

On Thu, 
Hi 

On 

at 3:15 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 
! I would love it if you can do both Fridays?! Please talk to and 

at 3:12 PM, ’ < i;gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi J~J, mie, 

How is your day going? 

I mentioned to Brad mad Susan that I will not be able to make it m my sessions on Monday 

reschedule sessions with and to this Friday (tomonow) or to next Friday morning 

Please let me know when you have a moment. 

Thanks so much Jaimie! 

See you later. 

BesL 

today and let me know what works best for everyone’.! Thanks so much! 

and Tuesday Would it be possible to 

? 

On Wed, 
Thanl~s, If you’re free Friday aRernoon to meet with 
Br~dley R, Ho Betide1 I Reading ~md Writing Specialist 
U nh;ersity of N orth C xrol ina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppoz~ Progr~an lbr Smde~t-Aflfletes 
I ,oadermJN Center l\~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. Ca~pus Box 3107 
Chapel Hil~, NC 27599 1 T [9_]:9_)_962:223Z 

i~" ~_L9_)_2 ~__2_:__s_~__4_Z 
bradlev.bethel(a!unc.edu 
From: rmailto: ~gmaii.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Next Week’s Nonday and Tuesday Evening Sessions 
Hi Brad, 

at 5:02 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel,@~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
and that would be great I’m out of t.:_~wn, so c.:_~nnect with Jaimie ab.:_~ut that, 

Hope you axe having a nice day. 



I just wanted to let you know that I am not going to be able to make it to sessions on Monday,     and Tuesday      of next week. I have to present 

at a conference in Dare Count. I can, however, make these sessions up this Friday mad next. I have also informed Susan. Please let me know what you 
think when you have a moment. 

Thanks Brad! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, ,1:13 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

RE:, - Infblmation UPDA2I’E 

Thank you so much, Joe[ 

From" Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday,            7:32 PM 
To" Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" - Information UPDATE 

All, 

l’ve attached our updated list of incoming football student-athletes for this year. Please note the following additions: 

1.                                                                                      was just admitted to UNC today. 

fall and join the team on the first day of classes in August. 

2. will also be joining the team in August on the first day of classes. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe 

He plans to first enroll in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1 : 15 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr> 

RE:( - In~blmation UPDATE 

Hi Joe, 

Have you had a chance to update the academic profile spreadsheet? If so, will you email me your latest copy? Thanks a million! 

Also, thank you for ~-_~mailing aboul: the modules! I am reaching OLEt to them again today to pr~-:q:~are for Monday! I can’t: believe it’s that time already! 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            7:32 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: - Information UPDATE 

All, 

l’ve attached our updated list of incoming football student-athletes for this year. Please note the following additions: 

:i.                                                                                      was just admitted to UNCtoday. He plans to first enroll in the 

fall and join the team on the first day of classes in August. 

2. will also be joining the team in August on the first day of classes. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 9:25 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Math enrolhnent 

Awesome’. I’m glad... Let me know if you have any other queffdons. 

On , at 9:05 PM, J~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

It worked! Thank you so much! 

From: Lee, Jaimie [iaimielee(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :t:t:49 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Math enrollment 

H~ 

I still see the 9:45am ma[h course as being open so I am not sure why you are having [rouble. You can call the math department and [he studen[ 

services person should be able Lo assist Calf (919) 952-1294 and explain which course you are trying to take and they can explain what ix going on. if 

that doesn’t work, let me know. 

From: mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:40 PM 
To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: Math enrollment 
Good Afternoon Ms. Lee, 
I am having a very hard Lime enrolling in my math class for this semester. I was not able to enroll the first Lime due to a message being displayed about a 
permission code. The second time the class was not being displayed. I sent an email to the advisors I was directed to and I did not receive a response. A copy of 
the email is displayed below: 
"Hello Hs. Cdidwell and Hr. Welborn, 

I tried to enroll in the morning class of Mdth as you advised and the class is not being displayed. I want 

the morni:sg session for math because I decided to cha:sge my public speaking class to recreatio:sal studies, which I 

am now enrolled. Uuth is all that is missing. 

Tha:sk you, 

I am curre:stiy enrolled in a class between Hy math class would need to be the block before that time as 

my classes need to be bo:R}Ke i £oz I a:n wondeKJ ng what I shou]d dc fzom here. 

Thank yen for all of your help, 



From= 

Sent: 

To= 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 9:28 PM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr> 

Re: Information UPDATE 

Thmlks, Joe! I have called eveD~one except because I didn’t see his number on temnworks. A few had not done it but said they would do it today! 

On at 8:38 PM, "Haydon, Joe" <haydon({gunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 

I haven’t updated that acadernic spreadsheet recently (I’ve attached the latest version).,,J’ll get to it this weekend and send it over to you. 

Let me know if three is anyone else that l need to get in contact with regarding Monday.              said that he already did themodule, l’lltext 

as a reminder as well. Hopefully the walk-ons are getting it done.,,.they tend to be a little better than the scholarship guys at getting things 

d O n i-:!, 

loe 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, 1:15 PM 
To= Haydon, Joe 
Subject= RE:, - Information UPDATE 

Hi Joe, 

Haw:" you had a chance to update t:he academk: profih:, ;preadsheet? [f ;o, will you ernail me you~ latest: copy? Thank; a rnillion! 

Also, thank you for emaiiing about the modules! I am reaching ()LEt t.:-~ the~’q again today to prep~e for M.:_~nday! I can’t: believe it’s that t:ime Mready[ 

From=" Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday,            7:32 PP1 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, .]aimie 
Subject= - Information UPDATE 

All, 
I’ve attached our updated list of incoming football student-athletes for this year. Please note the following additions: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <]--[endif]-- was just 

admitted toUNCtoday. He plans to first enroll in the fall and join the team on the first day of classes in August. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <J--[endif]--: will also be joining the team in August on the 

first day of classes. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe 

< ACADEMIC SUMIVlARY.~sx~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:34 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E and      PORT on Tuesday    - Time Change? 

Would this change be ]:or today or tomorrow? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 1:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: and PORT on Tuesday 

Jaimie, 

Could and meet with 

either. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,y~)uncaa.unc~edu 

- Time Change? 

at 6pm instead of 4pm? She has a 3:30 meeting tomorrow which could cause her to not be able to meet the guys tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: and      PORT on Tuesday     - Time Change? 

Okay 6pro tomorrow is fine 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday,            2:04 PH 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: and     PORT on Tuesday    - Time Change? 

Tomorrow, She is unable to tutor’ today, is C~pm tomorrow possible? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, " ...... 1:34 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: and PORT on Tuesday - Time Change? 

Wt’_!uId this [:t~ang~=a [3e ~o( [oda}/or [omo~’(ow~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday,, 1:32 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: and PORT on Tuesday 

Jaimie, 

Could and meet with 

either. Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (l:ax) 

s__b__m~)_~_U!3_c__~:_U~_~c__:_e___d__~_ B_. 

- -iqme Change? 

at 6pro instead of 4pro? She has a 3:30 meeting tomorrow which could cause her to not be able to meet the guys tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 3:11 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

is looking tbr you 

He said you both were supposed to meet at 3pm... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 10:04 AM 

Welbom, Spencer -<swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: 

He did it last night with me when we were meeting with the guys about fall registration! Ugh, I can’t figure out how he did it wrong again! ? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:swelborngd)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

J-Lee: 
The system is still not showing that did the online module Can you call and ask him if he did it last night? 

Sent Ii-om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 10:09 AM 

Welbom, Spencer -<swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I have reached out to      in hopes she can help figure out what happened. As you know-, this is a big deal and I do not know what happened last night when he reattempted the module in 
the room with me and Jelmifer Townsend! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Spencer Welborn [mailto :swelborn@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

J-Lee: 
The system is still not showing that did the online module. Can you call and ask him if he did it last night? 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 10:16 AM 

Russell, Chloe <cirus~l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Chloe! 

Help, please! I had do his module again last night after our meeting, so I don’t know how he messed it up, again! Please let me know if there is anything 

he can do today to fix this so he can register] As you know, this is a huge deal, and I promise he worked on it last night with me while I was helping everyone with 

fall shopping carts! We were here until almost 9pm, so I did the best I could to help everyone, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 10:17 AM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

Rag: Check-hi 

Thanks! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 7:53 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Check-In 
Hi JaJmie, 

Here are my notes from yesterday. I am sorry I had to rush out yesterday and I was not able to send them. Let me know if you have questions. I should be in around 
10-10:30 this morning. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@clmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 11:07 AM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@emaJl.unc.edu>; Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

I~B: 

Wow._okay, thanks! 

From: Welborn, Spencer 

Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: Russell, Chloe 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks Chloe. We will just need him to complete the new student module at some point before August 1. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 11, 2013, at 11:00 AM, "Russell, Chloe" <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jaimie, 

The student actually completed the transfer student module. I spoke with Barbara and she felt OK about him registering today. So, no issues on this 

end. 

Thanks, 

Chloe 

Chloe J. Russell, M. Ed. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 [Last Cameron Avenu% CB #3210 

Chapel l-lill~ NC 27599-3110 

9_19_:_8_4_3: 8_91_2. (p) 

919-962-6888 (f) 

advising.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential 

information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the 

information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or 

reply by e-mail, and permanently delete this e-mail from your computer system. Thank you. 

On Jun 11, 2013, at 10:15 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Chloe! 

Help, please! I had do his module again last night after our meeting, so I don’t know how he messed it up, again! Please let me 

know if there is anything he can do today to fix this so he can register] As you know, this is a huge deal, and I promise he worked on it last 

night with me while I was helping everyone with fall shopping carts! We were here until almost 9pro, so I did the best I could to help 

everyone. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:52 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; ,~live.~mc.edu-~ 

YES 3:30 is a go’.!! RE: BIOL    Session @ 3:30 today 

~ays he can be here at 3:30pro today!!~ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent" Tuesday, :t:t: 57 AM 
To" 
C¢; Lee, _laimie 
Subject" BIOL Session @ 3:30 today 

Hi 

I just heard from He will not be able to meet with you today until 3:30pro. Will that work for you? He is planning on coming at that time, so please let 

me know if you cannot make it. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa.x) 

sbmalo’y~i~ uncaa.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 6:37 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Grade Sheet 

Awesome! Thanks! 

From: Karen Neff [maiito: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 6:36 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject’, Grade Sheet 
Hi JaJmie, 
I completed tile grade sheet for 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

N~mail.com 

Here it is; let me know if you have questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesdav, 11:10 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard < bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: and    Exam Prep Tutoring 

Thanks, Please remind me who all is in d~ese groups so I can notit:y everyone now._ 

From; 
Sent: Wednesciay, 10:31 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re:    and    Exam Prep Tutoring 

Works lbr me. 

On , at 9:04 AM, "MaJoy, Susan B" <_s_’_b_r_lL~_t_l_9?:2~i__e__r__n_ai!=_tLn__q:_e_d!B.> wrote: 

I certainly would approve this. Let me know if these tirnes work for everyone. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:    and Exam Prep Tutoring 

b:_d:’s schedule Frid~y afternoon sessions for both    and    . Doe; 1:00 for 

Br~dley R, IL Be~l~e~ I Reading ~md Writing Specialist 

U niversity of N orth C aa~l ina at Chapel Hill 

Academic SuppoE~ Prog~mn fix’ Smdent-.Aflfle~es 

I ,oadermiN Center f\¢ Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. Ca~pus Box 3107 

Chapel Hil], NC 2759!)I T (!)19) 962-2237 

F (9 ] 9) 962-824’7 

bradlev.bethd@unc.edu 

From" 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:44 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject:    and    Exam Prep Tutoring 
Hi Susan and Brad, 

and 2:00 for sound aMght to ~-_~vervon~:_~? 

I am unable to tutor Sunday night (I’ll be out of town Saturday-Monday). However, I am in town Friday, and able to tutor anytime. 
expressed interest in attending tutoring on Friday. 

I’m not sure if that works, but I wanted to put it out there as an option. 

Best, 

has 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@emaJl.unc.edu~>; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

WBB screening 

The girls can come at 1pro for screening next week. Is that okay? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

FW: WBB sclvening 

Michelle 

Fyi, I sent the following message in order to coordinate a time for the W88 girls to have their screening next week, I have touched base with Coach Calder after 

Beth call~-’_~d to my attention they will have scr~-:~ening next Wednesday. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday,            :t:t: 57 AN 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: WBB screening 

The girls can come at 1pro for screening next week. Is that okay? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 3:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Smnmer Classes 

Eli 

These options look just fin!! Please ema[I Advising for Student Athletes AAP advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu INSTEAD of Marilyn Wyrick. If you email 

her, she is sirn~iy going to haw? to forward your email. You can go ~head ~nd send your emaii to the advising ~ddress and th~-_~y ~,dll g~-_d: b~cl~ t:o you., t:oo You do not 

ru:_~ed to wail: fob an email back in order to register, how~-’_wer, The email to Jennifer ihorn~son ~vilJ determine when you can actu~lly ~-_~nroll in courses 

Please let me know if you have any other questions! 

From: [mailto: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, :L:[:09 AM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Summer Classes 

Dear Jaimie, 

I would like to take the following classes that both are available when I searched for them as of this morning: 

Econ -it is available at 2 different times in the morning 

Comm -it is available later in the morning and I would finish at 1pro 

Are these classes ok for me to sign up for? If so, I need to send an email to Marilyn Wyrick. Do I need to wait to hear back from you before contacting her? Please 

advise. 

Thank vou. 

PID~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:29 PM 

Karen Neff< ~SgmaJl.com> 

I~E: Update 

Perfect[ Thanks! And I wiil get back to you about the spreadsheets! Thanks for [hat, too! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: )gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Update 
Hi JaJmie, 

Here are my notes for today. The EXSS    girls have ml extra credit essay due tomorrow. I updated the grade sheet, but the calculated overall grades for each class 
have not changed. Let me know if you have questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

N.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 7:17 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

please cancel exam review for econ 

please cancel exam review for econ because the final is tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Those are great questions! :].} call admissions to see about your coUege algebra and whether or not that would place you out of math    or the quantitative 

reasoning course altogetfu:_~r. 2) You did the right thing, You may want to still follow up and (:all admissions about: your transfer credi[: because i~: will mal~e 

r~-:~gisl:ration for fall a lot mor,:_~ diffk:ull:, so the soon~:_~r they can giw:~ you information, the be~:ter. C)tfu:_~r than ~:hat, ~:here isn’t much else you can do,. 

Sorry it’s not much, but ] hope this helps! 

From: [mailto: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:34 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Dear Jaimie, 

I was able to successfully get in to the 2 classes - COMM    and ECON     I do have a couple of questions for you: 

1. The powerpoint talks about taking the SAT Math subject test. I haven’t done this. Since I took college algebra at 

still need to do this? 

2. I also don’t have a transfer credit report showing up. I called a few weeks ago and admissions did receive my transcript from 

but they said sometimes it takes up to 10 days to post iL Maybe it has to be posted before the transfer credit report can be done. But I wanted to let you 

know - is there anything else to do? I want to do my Fall schedule soon but can’t do it until I know what transferred. 

Thank you! 

this past semester, do I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, June 14, 2013 9:16 AM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Exam Review - Infoml your students 

I have infomled all and students! Reminders from the tutors are helpful, too! Thmaks! 

On Jun 14, 2013, at 9:01 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Guys, 
Have you all been able to inform your students about their review sessions on Sunday or Monday? Some tutors are saying that their students are not 
aware. If you need assistance with this, please let me know. The Schedule is attached. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Aflfletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@ uucaa.unc.edu 

<Summer Session I Final F~xam Review Sche&de.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 10:34 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

P,£: Final Exa]11 Review - Inform your students 

6-9pro would be great! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 9:49 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review - Inform your students 

G~’eat. Thank you Jaimie. What time witl you need 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 9:16 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Final Exam Review - Inform your students 

I have informed all 

on Sunday? 

and ;tudents! Reminders from the tutors are helpful, too! Thanks! 

On Jun 14, 2013, at 9:01 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b____m___a__!__o_Li___@___e____m___a__[!:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi Guys, 
Have you all been able to inform your students about their review sessions on Sunday or Monday? Some tutors are saying that their students are not 
aware. If you need assistance with this, please let me know. The Schedule is attached. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaa.unc.edu 

<Summer Session I Final Exam Review Schedule.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday,. [ 1:25 AM 

~gmail .coin; ~yahoo.com 

i~oo~g 

Hello ladies, 

You need to register for summer school which starts this Thursday, AND you must complete your first year pre-orientation module. You must do this yourself. I 

cannot stress this enough because this needs to be done right away. Many summer courses are completely full at this point. 

Visit the website below to complete the module. Go to my.unc.edu and log into connect carolina in order to register for summer school. 

~.t.t..p.~2.~.g.~}.s..Ln..~:.u...n...c.:.~..d..u..Lf1r.~t..~.y~.~.-..s..t..u...~.n..t..~..m....~..~.u1~L 
Email/call if you have questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 11:26 AM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

P,E: please cancel exaall review Ibr econ 

will not be attending, FYL. 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 10:59 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: please cancel exam review for econ 

Ok thanks, Please have 

Thanks, 

S~san 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, June 13, 2013 7:17 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= please cancel exam review for econ 

please cancel exam review for econ 

meet with 

because the final is tomorrow! 

before 8pro it: the need to since he wilt have the availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:33 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: SPAN    - Sunday Session Canceled 

Yes! Thanks! 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, June 14, 2013 11:44 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: SPAN    - Sunday Session Canceled 

Ok thanks. Also on another note,      session has been canceled at 7pro on Sunday. He told rne that 

said should be fine on his own. Are you aware ot:this and fine with it? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, June 14, 2013 11:26 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: please cancel exam review for econ 

will not be attending, FYL 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Friday, June 14, 2013 10:59 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: please cancel exam review for econ 

Ok thsnks~ Please have meet with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, June 13, 2013 7:17 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= please cancel exam review for econ 

please cancel exam review for econ because the final is tomorrow! 

will not be in Chapel Hilt st that time and he 

before 8pro if the need to since he will have tf~e availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 6:42 PM 

~unc.edtr> 

I~E: Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Many changes must be made which is being hindered by several holds. I will do my besL Lo have it ready for you by Tuesday... 

From; 
Sent; Friday, 1:43 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey Jaimie, 

Do you have the summer session II class schedules for everybody? (Including the incoming freshmen). We’re making our schedules! 
Thank you for your help! 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:44 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Hey 

I will ernail you and Coach Lu a schedule in a little bit .... 

From; 
Sent: Wednesday 3:25 PM 
To; Lee, Jairnie 
Subject; Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey 3aimie, 

Hopefully you’re the right person to contact about this! Do you happen to have all the 
lifts and want to make sure guys don’t have any 8am classes. Thanks for your help! 

guys summer session I class schedules? We are trying to schedule Friday morning 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 8:46 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

tutor requests 

Hi Susan, 

I have entered tutor requests for the girls. I am waiting on 2 incoming students to register, so I will need to add them as soon as this is completed. 

All girls are available for tutoring and/or study table from 2-4pm OR 6-9pm. They can’t do both! The have camp to work during one of those time frames. I just want 

to make that clear. 

FYI, we are looking to do study table with a similar structure requiring a monitor during the same time frame (2-4pm) for and 

the incoming freshmen: . Please let me know if you think this will be possible! 

Thanks, and let’s talk if you have any questions!concerns! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, June 14, 2013 8:47 PM 

Maloy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

I~E: ~tor requests 

FYI, Beth Bridger lef[ a note requesting :o tutor the girls in math! Please reach out and see if she witl be able to do so[ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Friday, June 14, 2013 8:46 PN 
To; Maloy, Susan B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 
Subject’, Juror requests 
Importance; High 

Hi Susan, 

I have entered tutor requests for the girls. I am waiting on 2 incoming students to register, so I will need to add them as soon as this is completed. 

All girls are available for tutoring and/or study table from 2-4pro OR 6-gpm. They can’t do both! The have camp to work during one of those time frames. I just want 

to make that clear. 

FYI, we are looking to do study table with a similar structure requiring a monitor during the same time frame (2-4pro) for 

the incoming freshmen: ’ Please let me know if you think this will be possible! 

Thanks, and let’s talk if you have any questions/concerns] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:06 PM 

Karen Neff ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Sum II Schedule 

Fantastic[ Thanks!! 

From" Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1:21 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: ~um II Schedule 
Hi JaJmie, 

Here is what I have started for the team schedule for summer II. All of the stu@ table and tutoring is clearly wrong (from Sum I), but the classes and lift times should be 
right. Most girls only had one choice of lift time based on their class schedule, so it was pretty easy. Once we have the the tutor schedules m~d new girls’ schedules, I 

will update this along mth’their indivi&tal graphic schedules. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 9:10 PM 

Karen Neff ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: (kids 

Gr’eat, thanks! Yea, I should have showed you how I separated schoty and non schoty tol...my bad! This a tremendous help! Thanks! I will check on the particulars. 
[.ets touch base Monday! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June :t3, 20:[3 :[:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Grids 
Hi Jaimie, 
Here are the updated grids. I had a few issues: 

1. The midyear enrollees did not match on both spreadsheets, so I made them match, but you probably want to double-check to make sure they are correct. 

2. I do not know which freslmnen are on scholarship, so I put them all in the top section. That will probably need to be edited. 

3. Are the years tbr the bottom ,section correct? I moved them along to the next column, but I am assuming this year’s class would be 2013, making all of the years off 

by one. 

I hope this helps’. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 11:44 AM 

Karen Neff ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Notes 

Ka~etl, 

Bless you for being so patient and fle×ible] Sorry I didn’t get back to you before now @...Thanks for your notes! I will pass them along!! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 8:4-2 AM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Notes 
Hi Jaimie, 

I forgot to send my notes yesterday, since I was in such a hurry to leave. Here they are. Is there a good time for me to come in today? I kalow you probably have a lot 

to do to get ready for Summer II, but I don’t want to arrive when you are in meetings and not be sure of what to work on for you. I’ll see you later today! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C:; 

N.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 1:59 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Updated Grids 

Thanks! I am in a meeting now but witl you be available to help me get organized in a little while? If you need to rio, or grab lunch, I understand, but I should be 

free within :30-45 rain!! Is that okay? 

From: Karen Neff [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 1:57 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Updated Grids 

Hi Jaimie, 

Here are the updated grids. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

N.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

~unc.edu~> 

RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Hi 

Is , going to be lifting with the freshmen or with upperclassmen? For schedulhlg purposes, what time are you all plannh~g to lift 

Thanks! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:43 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey Jaimie, 
Do you have the summer session II class schedules for everybody? (Including the incoming freshmen), We’re making our schedules! 
Thank you for your help! 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Hey 

I will email you and Coach Lu a schedule in a little biL. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:25 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bjeet: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey Jaimie, 

Hopefully you’re the right person to contact about this! Do you happen to have all the football guys summer session I class schedules? We are trying to schedule Friday morning 
lifts and want to make sure guys don’t have any 8am classes. Thanks for your help! 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:32 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

l~bS: Updated Grids 

Gr’eat! Thanks for your patience! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:26 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Updated Grids 

No p~oblem. I just ate lunch so I will be ready when you are. 

Karen M. Neff 

On Jun 18, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" ~iaimielee(a;~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks! I am in a meeting now but will you be available to help rne get organized in a littfe while? If you need to rio, or grab lunch, I understand, but I 

should be free within 30-45 rain!! Is that okay? 

From: Karen Neff [mailto .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 20:t3 1:57 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updated Grids 

Hi Jaimie, 

Here are the updated grids. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:57 PM 

Ka~en Neff q 3bgmaJl .corn) 

head shots 2012 class updated 7.3.12.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 5:33 PM 

Karen Neff~ ~gmaJl.com> 

1),22: Headshots 

Thanks and good tuck [ornorr’ow morning! You are such a rock star’, 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 4:54 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Headshots 

Hi JaJmie, 

Here are the headshots. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

- @clmail.com 

[ Vm rootit~g for you, ol: course! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 4:15 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Updated Grids/Calendars 

YOU ARE SUPER WOMAN!i! 1[ I DON’T KNOW HOW YOU KNOCK ALL OF THIS OUT SO FAST. I’M SO THANKFLiL TO HAVE YOU 1!! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 3:01 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updated Grids!Calendars 

Hi JaJmie, 

Here are all of the things I have been working on today. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 6:39 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Updated Grids/Calendars 

You KNOW I’ve been talking you up like CRAZY[! We ar’e going to get you sorne way o1: another! Thanks! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 4:57 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Updated Grids/Calendars 

No problem. Just put in a good word for me ;-) 

Here is the new picture sheet. 

Have a good one! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@.qmNI.com 
On Jun 19, 2013, at 4:14 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

YOU ARE SUPER WOM’~N!!!!! I DON’T KNOW HOW YOU KNOCK ALL OF THiS OUT SO FAST. I’M SO THANKFUt TO HAVE YOU!!! 

From: Karen Neff [_mailto:          (c~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 3:0:t PH 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updated Grids/Calendars 

Hi JaJmie, 
Hem am all of the things I have been working on today. 
Karen 
Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 6:39 PM 

< ~unc.edu~> 

RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Thanks! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:34 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 
We plan on having him lift with the freshmen so he can learn the procedure along with them 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Hi Simon, 

i 

[)i~tlC}@ 

Thank~.~! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:43 PM 

To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey Jaimie, 
Do you have the summer session II class schedules for everybody? (Including the incoming freshmen). We’re making our schedules! 
Thank you for your help! 

) going to be lifting with the freshmen or with upperclassmen? For scheduUng purposes, what time are you all planning to lift 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 

Hey 

I will email you and Coach Lu a schedule in a little bit_. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:25 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Football Summer Session I Class Schedules 
Hey .]aimie, 

Hopefully you’re the right person to contact about this! Do you happen to have all the football guys summer session I class schedules? We are trying to schedule Friday morning 
lifts and want to make sure guys don’t have any 8am classes. Thanks for your help! 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:08 AM 

Rubertino Sheaacer, Carrie A <camers@email.tmc.edtr>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Fleshmen 

Of course! My apologies’. Yesterday was so hectic, and I had a million people asking about schedules for I was on autopilot Sorly Brad and Carrie! 

The              are all in class from 9:45am-1:00pm, and I would like to have them here afterwards for study table. The problem is I have football from 1:30-3:30. I am t~’ing to work out a 
way to have the girls here at 2:00pm but I have not yet found a solution. I have them coming today at 4:00pm and should have it resolved by then 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 
Sent: Wednesday, 8 : 13 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Rachard 
Cc: Lee, Jaunie 
Subject: Re: Freshmen 

I was louking Jk~r availability. ’l’hanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ¯ at 6:33 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email tmc edu> wrote: 

> Carrie, the folluwmg are available 9:45 - 11:15: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> The fulluwing are available 11:30 - 1:00: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> The remaining students have class both time slots. 
> 

> Bradley R. H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist L-niversi~ of 
> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
> Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudcmxiik Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 C, ]F (919) 
> 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Lee, Jaimie 
> Sent: Wednesday, ,6:25 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Subject: FW: Freshmen 
> 

> Please respond, brad...thanks! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rubeltmo Shearer, Carrie A 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:46 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaunie 
> Subject: Freshmen 
> 

> Hey Jamie 
> Do the freshmen have an?- 90min windows Friday morning? They need to get into concussion lab. 
> Thanks ! 
> Carrie 
> 

> Sent li-om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 12:46 PM 

RubeVtino SheaJcer, Carrie A <camers@emaikunc.edu> 

RE: Fleshmen 

Got it! 7:30am will be best! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 
Sent: Thursday, 11:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Freshmen 

Thanks Jamie. I am CUlTently t~’ing to get them tested from 7:30-9am or 2-3:30 Those were coach Calder’s recommendations. I will keep you posted from my end. I am driving to Ohio right 
now though so I am relying on email and texts! 
Thanks again! 
Carrie 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On at 9:08 AM, "I,ee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 

> ()f c()urse! My apologies! Yesterday was so hectic, and I had a million people asking about schedules for I was on autopilot. SotO’ Brad and Carrie! 
> 

> The are all m class from 9:45am-1:00pm, and I would like to have them here afterwards for study table. ’lEe problem is I have football from 1:30-3:30. I am trying to work out a 
way to have the girls here at 2:00pro but I have not yet found a solution I have them coming today at 4:00pro and should have it resolved by then. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rubertmo Shearer, Carrie A 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:13 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Cc: Lee, Jahnie 
> Subject: Re: Freshmen 
> 

> I was looking for availability. Thanks 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

> On at 6:33 PN{ "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Carrie, the folk)wing are available 9:45 - 11:15: 
>> 

> 

> 

>> 

>> The following are available 11:30 - 1:00: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The remaining students have class both time slots. 
>> 

>> Bradley R. H. Bethel ] Reading and ~Vriting Specialist University of 
>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
>> Student-Athletes 
>> 

>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 C ( ] F (919) 
>> 962-8247 bradley bethel@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Lee, Jaimie 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 6:25 PM 
>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
>> Subject: FW: Freshmen 
>> 

>> Please respond, brad. thanks{ 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 



>> Sent: Wednesday, 4:46 PM 
>> To: Lee, Jaimie 
>> Subject: Freshmen 
>> 

>> Hey Jamie 
>> Do the freshmen have any 90min windows Friday morning? ’]?he?" need to get into concussion lab. 
>> Thanks! 
>> Carrie 
>> 
>> Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Study hall 

Hi i ! Please come to study table Sunday night at 7pm and we will go from there! 

On , at 3:14 PM, " < @live unc edu> wrote: 

> Hello, 
> 

> Is study hall just for freslm~an? Since I am a 
> 

> Thanks, i 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

:, do I have to attend study sessions unless I need help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 3:08 PM 

Karen Neff~ ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Grade Report 

This is perfect! Thank you! 

From, Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:54 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Grade Report 
Hi Jaimie, 
Hopefully this is what you are looking for as a grade report :[’or the coaches. 
Karen 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

@gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:59 PM 

< @gmail.com> 

RE: Econ 

! If the class is open you have to add it today! Today is the last day to add (you can swap in connectcarolina). 

If you don’t get this done today, go to the class you want, talk to the professor, and make sure you have permission to add. Then come see me and I’ll tell you how- to add by visiting 
academic advising on campus! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Friday, 10:26 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Econ 

@gmail.com] 

Hey miss lee this is              and I’m in Econ    at945 is there any way I can cometo loudermilk after this changed to 1130. I heard that there is a male and female teacher at that time 
and the lady is a really good teacher and her student have more success in the class just switched into hers from my class and told me to do the same. Can you help out a fellow 

alumni and help me get into that class? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 5:05 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: FB Tutor/Study Table Schedule 

Hallelujah!!!! This is so awesome to read[!!!![! 
Thank gou, and I will definitely give you an updated schedule by Monday! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 12:47 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FB Tutor!Study Table Schedule 
Hi Jaimie, 

I took the tutoring appointments that I have and put them into the template you gave me. If I can get an updated tutor schedule from Brad ancFor Susan before the end 

of the day, I will update this grid. I just wanted to send this one in case I don’t get the information for the new appointments. I hope this is helpful! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 6:50 PM 

< ~gmail.com> 

RE: Econ 

You need to email the prof and go to the class you want The prof may say no, so still go to your other class... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Econ 

6:30 PM 
@gmail.com] 

I didn’t see this email in time. So on Monday should I go to both my classes or just the new class time and talk to the teacher after? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:58 PM. "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey [ If the class is open you have to add it today[ Today is the last day to add (you can swap in connectcarolina). 

> 

> If you don’t get this done today, go to the class you want, tall; to the professor, and make sure you have permission to add Then come see me and I’ll tell you how to add by visiting 

academic advising on campus! 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: [~nailto (a)~mail.com] 

> Sent: Friday, 10:26 AM 

> To: Lee, Jaimie 

> SubJect: Econ 

> 

> He?" miss lee this is " and I’m in Econ at 945 is there an?’ way I can come to loudermilk after this changed to 1130. I heard that there is a male and female teacher at that time 

and the la@ is a really good teacher and her student have more success in the class          just switched into hers from my class and told me to do the same. Can you help out a fellow 

alumni and help me get into that class? 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 9:11 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule 

Thanks! 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:37 AN 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Schedule 

Bradley R. II. Bethel I Reading mid Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cmnpns Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 J T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

b radley.bcth el(a’Juac, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:26 PM 

~gmail.com 

FW: communications text COMM 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Mlonday, 1:20 PMI 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: communications text COIMMI 

Have students click on student resources; each chapter has an outline and quiz 

http:Uwww:oup:com[usl~ compan!on.webs!tes/9780199827428/student[ 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(ceil) 

emlyons&~u ncaa. u nc.ed u 



TUTOR SCHEDULI~ BY SPORT 

COURSE TUTOR I)A¥ TIME 

EXSS 

EXSS 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i:i:i:i:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:’:’:’:’: ............................... 

EXSS 

H IST 

H IST 

EXSS : 

EXSS : 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Monday 02:00 PM 

Thursday 02:00 PM 

MATH 

ECON 

Monday                      08:00 PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i~:~i~iI~:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i~i~:i:~i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:: 
Monday 06:00 PM 

PSYC 

PSYC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii::::~:~:: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
PSYC 

~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!~!’!’!’!’!’i’i’i’i’i~i~I~I~I~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~I~I~I~I~IIIII....... ........................................... 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

MATH 

ii:i:i:i:i::::::::::i:i:i:i:iiiiiiii:i:i:i:i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=:=:=: ............................... 
Monday                      08:00 PM 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i~:~.‘~.@iI~.‘~.~:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i~i~:i:~i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:: 
EXSS 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t~: :iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: 
EXSS 

MATH 

Monday 02:00 PM 

Thursday 02:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

MATH 

MATH 

Monday 08:00 PM 

:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:~:~:~ii~ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:~:~ii:ii~:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii: 
Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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TUTOR SCHEDULE BY SPORT 

COURSE TUTOR DAY TIME 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Monday 02:00 PM 

Tuesday                      02:00 PM 

~~~:~:~~~:~:~~~ 
Thursday 02:00 PM 

MATH 

ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii~@~:ii: :ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii: 
Monday 08:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii~ii~I~iiI:I:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii~iiI~:ii:~ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii 
Thursday 06:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, June 24, 2013 3:17 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: screens 

IL would have to be tomorrow morning, unfortunately...today is totally booked up! 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: screens 

Hello, 

I would like to go over screen results with 

meet with me for about 15 minutes each? 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(cell) 

emlyons(~u ncaa. u nc.ed u 

before the end of business Tuesday. Are they available this afternoon or tomorrow morning to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 3:44 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

tutoring for tonight! (cancelations) 

Hi Susan, 

Please cancel the following sessions for tonight! There is camp obligation tonight for some but not all: 

1. 7pm: exss 

2. gpm: math 

3. gpm:Soci 

The other sessions should still take place. Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:25 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E:    tutoring for tonight! (cancelations) 

Awesome! Thanks! 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 4:02 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:    tutoring for tonight! (cancelations) 

Thank you Jaimie. Please run another tutor schedule. 

Thanks, 

Susan1 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: tutoring for tonight! (cancelations) 

Hi Susan, 

Please cancel the following sessions for     tonight! There is camp obligation tonight for some but not all: 

:1. 7pm: exss 

2. 8pro: math " 

3. 8pm: Soci 

The other sessions should still take place. Thanks!] 

has been changed to 7pro instead of 8pm for SOCI ¯ But I will cancel for tonight regardless. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:28 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: screens 

Great] 

From= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent= Monday, June 24, 2013 3:36 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: screens 

Already have them finished so no worries[! Hoping to schedule initial evaluation appointments for Friday afternoon if possible 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, June 24, 20J.3 3:17 PM 
To= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: screens 

f[: woukJ have tO be tomorrow rnorning, un[ortunately.,.today is totally booked up! 

From= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent= Monday, June 24, 20:!-3 l:00 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= screens 

Hello, 

I would like to go over screen results with 

meet with me for about 15 minutes each? 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 (office) 

(cell) 
_e_._ n _~ !_y___o__o___s__(c~__u___D__c___a__a__:__u___D__c__:__e__d___u__ 

before the end of business Tuesday. Are they available this afternoon or tomorrow morning to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday,. .9:07 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethd@email.unc.edu) 

FW: Math 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 11:23 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math 
Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I had about 7        players tonight in my math    tutoring session. It went pretty well but I am concerned about the time given the number of students present. 

l’m wondering If there is any way I could come at 6:30pm to lengthen the session and allow guys who need more help to come earlier. For instance, 

wanted to meet with me before the 7pro session tomorrow. I certainly don’t mind helping everyone I can but I think 7 guys in one hour for will be a 

challenge -the extra half hour would really help. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:08 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@emaiLunc.edu) 

RE: Math 

Hi 

I agree that is definitely too much, and please do not allow anyone in your session who is not scheduled to be there. Please notify (monitor) or any of us if 

this happens again, Otherwise, the suggestion regarding sounds great! 

From-, 

Sent: Monday,            11:23 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Hath 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I had about 7        players tonight in my math : tutoring session. It went pretty well but I am concerned about the time given the number of students present. 

I’m wondering If there is any way I could come at 6:30pro to lengthen the session and allow guys who need more help to come earlier. For instance, 

wanted to meet with me before the 7pm session tomorrow. I certainly don’t mind helping everyone I can but I think 7 guys in one hour for will be a 

challenge -the extra half hour would really help. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

<       @live.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu~>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: Math 

Ok so can we have and at 6:30 to think that group to 4? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:49 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, .]aimie; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Math 
Thank you Brad. If would like to join, I arn ok with that but it is up to you guys. 

Thanks, 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [~.T.~.??!.[~oL!?}2ie~!).e.!:,~!e~2?~.!.!:.u~;.:e.~!Li] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; ; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Math 

, [ agree sevet~ is Loo m~t~y, We sch~-:~du[ed five, ~t~(t [ didn’t w~t~t Lo go any bigger th~t~ that, The five we scheduh-:~d were 

and . ][: you can meet at 6:30, that woLdd be great, and we’ll make sure the group stays at five. 

l-~rad|ey R. }1[. |-~etlkel I Read{rig ;rod \Vritblg S{)~?cialis~. 

U*fiversi~y ofNo~lt3 C~)]iaa :~t C!bN~e~ Hill 

,,\cademic Suppo~X Program for Student-Athletes 

I oudeE~nilk Ce*3ter ~)*’ Excelle*3ce 

344 Ridge Rd. i Caanpus Bo× 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-223’7 

C ~            i F (919) 962-8247 

b~:;dk:v.b~:lltel(?g?lxtx:.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday 9:08 AM 
To: ; Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Math 

I agree that ix definitely too much, and please do not allow anyone in your session who is not scheduled to be there. Please notify     (monitor} or any of us if 

~:his fu~ppens ag~m. Otherwise, th~-’_~ suggestion regarding sounds great! 

From: 
Sent: Monday,            11:23 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I had about 7        players tonight in my math tutoring session. It went pretty well but I am concerned about the time given the number of students present. 

I’m wondering if there is any way I could come at 6:30pro to lengthen the session and allow guys who need more help to come earlier. For instance, 

wanted to meet with me before the 7pro session tomorrow. I certainly don’t mind helping everyone I can but I think 7 guys in one hour for will be a 

challenge -the extra half hour would really help. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:18 AM 

<      @live.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu~>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

1~: Math 

Yes, if d~at is ok? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:17 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Math 
So    and from 630-7 then the rest from 7-8? 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

"Lee, Jaimie" <ja!E!!e.!~?.e¢~!=!!?c.:e.d:~!> wrote: 

Ok so can we have and at 6:30 to think that group to 4? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:49 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, .laimie; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Math 
Thank you Brad. II: would like to join, I are ok with that but it is up to you guys. 

Thanks, 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard [~.y!??!.[toL!?}2~e~!).e.!:]:.i.!e.E?~.!.!:.U?::E::e.~!Li] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: RE: Math 

, I agree seven is Loo many. We scheduled five, and I didn’t want Lo go any bigger than that. The five we scheduled were 

and It: you can meet at 6:30, that would be great, and we’ll make sure the group stays at five. 

l-~radley R, 1HL l-N~thel I Readh~g ;rod Writing gpecialis~ 

Universil~" of North C~)liaa at C!bq~el Hill 

Academic Suppo~X Program fur Student-Athletes 

I oudennilk Center Sx’ Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Caanpus Box 310"7 

Chape~ Hil~ NC 27599i T (919) 962°2237 

C           i l~’ (919) 962-g247 

b~xliev.belltel(?~ lxtx:.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:08 AM 
To: ; Maloy, Susan B 
Co: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Math 

Hi 

I agree that ix definitely too much, and please do not allow am/one in your session who is not scheduled to be there. Please notify (monitor} or any of us if 

t:his happens ag~in. Otherwise, tfu-:~ suggestion regarding sounds great! 

From: 
Sent: Monday,            11:23 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I had about 7        players tonight in my math    tutoring session. It went pretty well but I am concerned about the time given the number of students present. 

i’m wondering if there is any way I could come at 6:30pro to lengthen the session and allow guys who need more help to come earlier. For instance, 

wanted to meet with me before the 7pm session tomorrow. I certainly don’t mind helping everyone I can but I think 7 guys in one hour for will be a 

challenge -the extra half hour would really help. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:57 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: updated study hall breakdown 

Thanks._and notes on whaL I need to do with your group today please (~) 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent= Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:53 AN 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: updated study hall breakdown 

I’ll send it in a iittle bit. 

Bradlley Ro H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

L;niversity of North Carolina a~ Chapel HiI~ 

Academic Support Progy~ma for .qtudet*t-Aflfletes 

Loudermilk Cenler fbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

ChapeE. }:liE.l, NC 2?599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-824? 

bradle~/.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:52 AN 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject= updated study hall breakdown 

Hi Brad, 

Will you please send me another report with today’s adjustments? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard < bbethel@email.unc.edu~, 

RE: Math 

Done 

From: I 
Sent: Tuesday, . 9:14 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject-" RE: Math 
Thank you! Could you lel    know that I will be there at 6:30 tonight? 

Thanks, 
Shane 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4(3 Network 

Hi 

I ag~ee that is definitely too much, and please do not allow anyone in your session who is noL scheduled to be the~e. Please nodt:y (rnonitoQ or any of us if 

this happens again. Otherwise, the suggestion regarding sounds great! 

From: 
Sent-" Monday,            11:23 PN 
To: Maloy, Susan B, Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bjeet: Math: 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I had about 7        players tonight in my math tutoring session. It went pretty well but I am concerned about the time given the number of students present. 

I’m wondering If there is any way I could come at 6:30pm to lengthen the session and allow guys who need more help to come earlier. For instance, 

wanted to meet with me before the 7pm session tomorrow. I certainly don’t mind helping everyone I can but I think 7 guys in one hour for will be a 

challenge -the extra half hour would really help. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

I.evante, Raphael Espinal <mphael.levaJ~te@unc.edu> 

FW: UPDATE Your SSII Tutor Schedule - and 

COMM pdf; COMM pdf 

FY’I.,. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 AM 
To: 
C:c: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: UPDATE Your SSII Tutor Schedule - and 

Hi       and J 

Brad told me that your schedules would be better if we switched the COMM for the COMM 

may take some searching for the guys in case they are not made aware of these changes in a timely fashion. Please ask 

you with this. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa>0 

sbmalo’y~i~ uncaa.unc~edu 

I attempted to do so. Please see your attached schedules. It 

and Raphael, the monitors, to assist 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 4:24 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

sessions 

Susan, 

FYI I have contacted the girls about on TR at 7pm for Recr BUT they cannot meet this Thursday because they have camp obligations from 7-10pm, this 

Thursday only! Please notify all tutors who come at 7pm or later, they will not be here this Thursday night: 

1. for recr 

2. for soci ( ) 

3. for math ( and ) 

4. for exss ( I 
Practice is Wednesday 6-7:30pm1 All 8pm appointments can stand, but anything before 8pm will have to be canceled. Is there any way to reschedule these 

sessions???: 

1. (hist ) 

2. (Psyc) 

3. (Econ .)--I will have her do econ drop in at 8pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 5:02 PM 

Maloy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

BeflM, Bradley Richard (bbethel@emaiLunc.edu) 

tonight 

cannot attend tonight but he will be here this Thursday for tutoring... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 5:26 PM 

KaJcen Neff @gmM .corn) 

notes from today 

Heg! Here are m9 aotes From toda9 Fgi... 

: MATH:      NW;      Quiz 

-will make aa appt this week w/ProF Gear email) 

-2- quizzes due this week 

-SOCt: readiaO tomorrow (a~icle oa sakaO 

-must report to writivu3 lab toaight at 6pm w/ 

-Math: showed completed math hw 

to complete outliae For speech due tomorrow (COMM 

Sot[ 

-read sakai articles 

-video respoase due tomorrow (ffaished 9esterda9) 

Psgc 

-quiz tomorrow (Spin it will be available) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 5:28 PM 

Kazen Neff ( ;@gmM .corn) 

notes from today 

-Comm    : did online quizzes For todays chapter readin8 

-exss: printed no~es For tutor session 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: Karen Neff (         @gmail.com) 
Subject:    notes from today 

Hey! Here are my notes from today fyi... 

:MAT!-/: MW; , Quiz 

-will make an appt this week w/ProF (sent email) 

-2 quizzes due this week 

-SOCh readin9 tomorrow (article on sakal) 

-must repor~c to writia0 lab toniyht at ¢pm w/ 

-Math: showed completed math hw 

to complete outline For speech due tomorrow (COMM 

-must report at 8pro writino lab For comm speech outline due thups (extra credit if done by tmrw) 

Soci 

-read sakai ar~cicles 

-video response due tomorrow (finished yesterday) 

Psyc 

-quiz tomorrow (.~pm it will be available) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject-. 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:25 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: updated study hall breakdown 

Hey let me know the game plan for Wed...not sure if there will even be SCORES...2 speakers canceled... 

Jaimie 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 11:23 AM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bradley R, IL Bethd I ReadhJg m~d Writing Specia~i,~t 

1,:nJversil? ofNo~ga CaJ’olJ~a at Cbapd Hill 

Academic S~ppor~ Program [’or Student-Athletes 

Loudelartilk Center ~’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd, i Campu,~; Box 3 ] 07 

(. hapel Nill, NC 275991 T (919) 962.-223,7 

i F (919) 962-82,¢7 

bradley.bethel~unc.edu 

From-. Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-. Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:57 AM 
To; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject-. RE: updated study hall breakdown 
Thanks...and notes on what I need to do with your group Loday please (,) 

From-. Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent-" Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:53 AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: updated study hall breakdown 

I’ll send it in ~3 little bit. 

Br~dley R, Ho Be~l~el I Reading ~md Writing Specialist 

"C nNersity of N orth C arol ina at Chapd Hill 

Academic SuppoEt Prog~mn fix’ Smdent-.Aflfle~es 

I ,oudermilk Center l’~r Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. Cat,pus Box 3107 

Chapel "~til], NC 2759!)I T (!)19) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-824’7 

bradlev.bethd@unc.edu 

From-. Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-. Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:52 AM 

To" Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject," updated study hall breakdown 

Hi Brad, 

Will you please send me another report with today’s adjustments? Thanks! 

<Summer Session II Academic Support Sche&lle.pdt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 4:42 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Notes 

Thank you!!!!] 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 4:09 plVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:     Notes 
Here are my notes for today, and 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 

are still here, but I think I need to leave soon or I will have too many hours and won’t be able to work on Friday,! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 2:19 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emml.unc.edu-* 

RE: petition 

It’s not so bad...he stitl has a chance theyjust want to make sure his grades stay strong for session 2... 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 12:54 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: petition 

That is very depressing news. Would it be better if we appealed just one class? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or . at 11:46 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

r:Y[, ’; appeal was un[ortunately d,:_~ni,:_~d, but he still has the opportunity to appeal again i[ his grades continue to improve second "rammer 

session. Please see the attachment. 

From-" 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: petition 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your" petition. 

A m~ ()ld~am 

A ,s;st. to.4 s:s:gciate D ear~ 

A a~d~;~icA dvf,,drtg 

Cir~ # 3110, t010 S tee/e B uil~ng 

919.5’43.S’651 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:19 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emml.unc.edu-> 

RE: petition 

I1 is really not that bad because as long as he continues to irnprove sumrner session 2, he can appeal again. If it was a lost cause, he would not be given this 

opportunity~.. 

Based upon his reasoning, I don’l: think it would rnake a differenc~-’_~ if he only appealed 1 grade, but l will have him m~-_~e~: with an advisor to g~-_d: anot:her opinion. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 12:54 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

That is very depressing news. Would it be better if we appealed just one class? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:46 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a__!__m___Le_Le___e___@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI, ’s appeal was un[:ortuna[ely denied, but he still has the opportunity to appeal again i[: his grades continue [o improve second summer 

session. Please see the attachment. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: petition 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

,4 nn O/a~am 

A ~:s:L toA ~s~(z’iale D eau 

A ca&~’nicA dvLsing 

(~9 # 3N0, lOiOSteeleB uildbL~ 

,9 [ 9.,,~-13-865i 

<        .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 10:06 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: petition 

I[ says that on the letter I sent. He will need to wait until he gets grades t:or session 2. The commi[tee meets every week. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 10:05 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

Did they tell u that? When would be the next appeal? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:22 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

It’s not so bad_.he still has a chance they just want to make sure his grades stay strong for session 2_. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 12:54 A! 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

That is very depressing news. Would it be better if we appealed just one class? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:46 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_!___m__!__e_Le___e____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI, ’s appeal was unfortunately denied, but he still has the opportunity to appeal again if his grades continue to irnprove 

second summer sessiom Please see the attachment. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 
To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: FW: petition 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

A nn O/dham 

A sat. toA ~s:srx:iate D e~ 

A ca&-micA &~afng 

CB # 3lJtJ. }OlOSteJeB uilobN 

9 { 9~¢;,!3-g55J 

<         .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday: 10:43 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emml.unc.edu-~ 

RE: petition 

Yes we should. 

From: Kapi]ovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 10:42 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

Ok so we will have time from session 2 grades to come out and appeal if he is below the 2.07 Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:05 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

It says that on the letter I sent. He will need to wait until he gets grades for session 2. The committee meets every week. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 10:05 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

Did they tell u that? When would be the next appeal? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:22 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__Lm___Le_Le___e___@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

It’s not so bad...he still has a chance they just want to make sure his grades stay strong for session 2._ 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 12:54 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

That is very depressing news. Would it be better if we appealed just one class? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:46 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI s appeal was unfortunately denied, but he still has the opportunity to appeal again if his grades continue to 

improve second surnm~:_~r seasiom ~teas~-_~ se~-_~ the attachment 

Froro: I 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: petition 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 

Sent: Wednesday. 3:08 PM 

To 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

A rm Old’am 
,4 ,~s’/. to A .s:~odate D e~ea 

A cademicA d~Ls’bN 

dLR �� 3110, }OIOStee/eB uilding 

919.%3~65} 

.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 11:02 AM 

Kapilovic, Christopher G <ckap@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: petition 

It is not. He will apply for continued probation if he is not at a 2~0 and he will also resubmit the grade appeal. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 10:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: petition 

I didn’t realize petition for probation was the same as trying to drop the F’s. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:42 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes we should. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 10:42 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

Ok so we will have time from session 2 grades to come out and appeal if he is below the 2.0? Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:05 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a__Lm___L_e_!__e___e___@___u___n___c__.__e_d _u_.> wrote: 

It says that on the letter I sent. He will need to wait until he gets grades for session 2. The committee meets every week. 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 
Sent: Thursday, 3.0:05 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

Did they tell u that? When would be the next appeal? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:22 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

It’s not so bad_.he still has a chance they lust want to make sure his grades stay strong for session 2._ 

From: Kapilovic, Christopher G 

Sent: Thursday, 12:54 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: petition 

That is very depressing news. Would it be better if we appealed just one class? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:46 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI, ’s appeal was unfortunaLely d,:_mh:_~d, but he still has the opportut~ity to app,-_~al again if his grades 

continue to improve second summer session. Please see the attachment. 

From-" 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: petition 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 

Sent: Wednesdav. 3:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

A nn ()ldham 

A ,~s’t. toA .v~iateD ean 

A cc~;znicA c~,sing 

C7~ # 3HO, tO]OStee/e B uikting 

9J 9~43&651 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 3:52 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

tonight for     !! 

Hi Susan! 

Also, for 

and                  will be here tonight to attend tutoring!         has sociology and 

, she will not have any     tonight, but          would like to meet at 7pm. Is this ok?? 

has comm and exss! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:34 PM 

Feifs, Chris <ct~ifs@unc.edu> 

I~E: Appointment to meet with             Prospect 

Hi Chris, 

I could talk to the recruit for a few minutes ~.fter :lOam. I h~.ve ~. small window open around that time. 

From: Feifs, Chris 

Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 3:06 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Appointment to meet with Prospect 

Hi Jaimie, 

I hope this finds you well! I am reaching out to see if you have availability to meet with one of our recruits on July 3rd before 12pro? We used to have Spencer Welborn meet with 

them to inform them of the ins and outs of the academic center and student athlete academic support in general but now he has moved on! Our recruit is meeting 

with Coach BrescN from 8:30-10am and will be available afterward if you are free. Please let me know at vour earliest convenience. Thanks! 

Chris 

:: >:; :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 9:18 AM 

Fells, Chris <c/~ifs@unc.edu> 

I~E: Appointment to meet with             Prospect 

Chris, 

That would probably be best to stay on the safe side. Being short-staffed, I cannot promise I5-20 minutes, unfortunately, 

Jaimie 

From: Feifs, Chris 

Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 4:53 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Re: Appointment to meet with Prospect 

Jamie, 

I would love to take that appointment however I don’t want to inconvenience you if you only have a couple of minutes. Usually Susan spends 15 or 20 minutes giving our guys a full 

run down of the academic services and this is a HUGE recruit for us. Should I reach out to Jenn Townsend instead to see if she is available? 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 4:34 PM 

To: "cfeifs@unc.edu" <cfeifs@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Appointment to meet with Prospect 

Hi Chris, 

I could talk to the recruit for a few minutes after :[Oam, I have a small window open around that time, 

From: Feifs, Chris 

Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 3:06 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Appointment to meet with Prospect 

Hi Jaimie, 

I hope this finds you well! I am reaching out to see if you have availability to meet with one of our recruits on July 3rd before 12pro? We used to have Spencer Welbom meet with 

them to inform them of the ins and outs of the academic center and student athlete academic support in general but now he has moved on! Our recruit is meeting 

with Coach Breschi from 8:30-10am and will be available afterward if you are free. Please let me know at your earliest convenience. Thanks! 

Chris 

:: ::o:; :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:20 AM 

< @live. unc.edu> 

Re: 

Lvn oh... What’s "vvrong sweetie? 

On at 10:50 AM, " 

> JAIMEEE PROBLEM! ! !! ! 

" < {~live unc edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jlx~wnsend@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

@unc.e&l>; < ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Vacalion 

Were we given a heads up about this at the beginning of this session?! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday,. .           9:09 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Cc: L 
Subject: FW: Vacation 

Can you please check your schedules and make sure your students are aware of these cancelations? 

Thank;, 

S u s ~l ~ 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 2:56 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Vacation 

Hey Susan, 

I will be away on vacation starting this Wednesday, until Thursday Therefore I will have to miss my tutoring appointments on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:04 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd (bbethel@email.tmc.edu); Maloy, Susan B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu) 

math    make up class tomorrow night (rues) at 7pm in Loudemlilk 

Hello, 

The math prof, according to a student athlete, suggested having a make up class tomorrow night in Loudermilk at 7pm in order to give them Friday off. This 

would also give the prof time to review for an exam she has moved up to Wed, as opposed to having the exam next week. 

Could we use 2303 or 2406/2408 for this session?i?! 

Please advise! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Math special session tomorrow night 

Hello! 

Yes I have jut spoken to the math    profand they will be ere for review at 7pm! I would still like you to come at 6:30pm mid I think it would be a awesome if you 

would be at the review! I would like it to be held in 2406._ I will check on availabili~! 

Thanks! 

Hi Jaimie, 

Do you know anything about a special class the math professor plans to hold tomorrow night at 7 in the tutoring center? They mentioned this 

tonight. I am assuming my 6:30pm session will still meet? Should I go to the 7pm session? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Re: one more thing 

Yes, that is fin!! Whatever you think is best’. I am all for it! 

On , at 9:03 PM, " 

Hi Jaimie, 

Sorry for the second email. Math 

math people during the Math 

Thanks, 

has a test tomorrow and will have nothing to do tomorrow night. Would it be possible for me to meet with the 

gpm session? They had requested this since they apparently have a 7pm session with their professor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 2:32 PM 

Lauren Logan ! ~chccs.kl2.nc.us) 

recreation review tonight 

Hi Lauren, 

The recreation class has an exam tomorrow, so I wanted to make sure you were okay to meet with the girls tonight at 8pm for review! They spoke to the 

professor about what to expect on tomorrow’s exam. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 2:41 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

I~E: recrealion review tonight 

Hi kauren, 

Please ignore my last email! I emailed the wrong person Iol! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 2:32 plVl 
To: Lauren Logan (    @chccs.k12.nc.us) 

Subject: recreation review tonight 
Importance: High 

Hi Lauren, 

The recreation    class has an exam tomorrow, so I wanted to make sure you were okay to meet with the girls tonight at 8pm for review! They spoke to the 

professor about what to expect on tomorrow’s exam. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

RE: one mole thing 

Great! Also, will yOkE be filling in for i 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: one more thing 
Great! Thanks Jaimie! I will be there tonight at 6:30. 

sessions since he is out the rest of the week? 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 46 Network 

"Lee, _laimie" <~.%unc~du> wrote: 

Yes, that is fine! Whatever you think is best] I am all for it! 

On , at 9:03 PM, "i "< ~’!.!y.e?:!r.)f.:?..d.u> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 
Sorry for the second email. Math has a test tomorrow and will have nothing to do tomorrow night. Would it be possible for me to meet with the 

math people during the Math 8pro session? They had requested this since they apparently have a 7pro session with their professor. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

Kamn Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: ’s SOCI wllabus 

Ugh.,,sor’w.,,I will forwar’d it to you... 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject- ’s SOCI syllabus 
Hi J~Jmie, 
Can you please send me (or print offa cow) i 

much all of her assignments are worlk. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
G: 

@~mail.com 

’s syllabus for SOCI ? She emailed it to you last week and I would like to see it in order to figure out how 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:16 PM 

@chccs.k12.nc.us 

tonight 

Hi Kim, 

Do you mind holding recr 

Thanks[ 

review tonight for and ? Maybe have the guys at 7pm and the girls at 8pm?? I would cancel for tonight... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

]~v~: one more thing 

Hello all, 

I lust wanted to touch base about math sessions being covered for 

another person comh~g...just wanted to check.,, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: one more thing 

I am not sure, when do his meet? 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

¯ It seems may be able to fill in for some sessions, but I know we also have 

"Lee, Jaimie" <;~,u~;cmdu> wrote: 

Great! Also, will you be filling in for 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: one more thing 
Great! Thanks Jaimie! I will be there tonight at 6:30. 

sessions since he is out the rest of the week? 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

"Lee, Jaimie" <j~.{{?:~{.e..!.{Ig.@.!!£.,.!i:..e..~.!~.> wrote: 

Yes, that is fine! Whatever you think is best! I am all for it] 

Hi Jaimie, 

Sorry for the second email. Math 

math people during the Math 

Thanks, 

has a test tomorrow and will have nothing to do tomorrow night. Would it be possible for me to meet with the 

8pm session? They had requested this since they apparently have a 7pro session with their professor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:25 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: 

Thanks! You’re the best!!! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 
Thanks, Jaimie! 

I helped      witJl two problems on her Math HW where she got stuck, so she finished that. She knows she still needs to review and complete more practice 

problems prior to the tes~t tomorrow. She also practiced her speech in fi-ont of me. The first "time it was 3:50 and the second it was 4:15. I gave some pointers to 

help her improve her speech a]~d lengthen her "time. She should probably practice a [~w more "times on her own. Overall, though, she did a great job. 

stayed tbr awhile to complete review problems for math and organ~e her speech onto note cards. She plans to practice her speech on her own tonight even 

though she tbels she is probably ready to go. It ~)unds like she is mostly nervous and needs to practice tbr confidence. 

Here is the updated team grade sheet based on the grades you sent me today and additional grades that I collected from the girls who were here. I will see you 

tomorrow! 

Karen 

Karen Neff" 
C: 

N_g__m____a__!!:___c___o__Ln__ 
On Jul 2, 2013, at 2:39 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

< updates 7.2.13.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

< ~live.unc.edtr> 

Bl~)wn, Michelle <michellebrown~)unc.edw- 

math    exam review tonight 

Hello 

I just wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an email. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math    , and since the math 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00-9:00pm. I have copied the director of our program, Dr. Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:12 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

MaJoy~ Susan B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu) 

RE: Math    tomorrow night 

I am fine with canceling tutoring for the night since the exm~n was today! Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math , tomorrow night 

Hi Jaimie, 

Since the math students have a test tomorrow, I guess there will not need to be any tutoring sessions tomorrow night. I know the 6:30 students do not want to 

come but could you check with the 7:00 ones and see what they say? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Hello 
My name is Jaimie Lee from the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. I just wanted you to be aware I just sent , one of your students 

from Comm    , to see a doctor because she was very ill last night and this morning during study table. I know she has an exam in a few minutes, but she was 

apparently not feeling well, and I just wanted to make you aware. 

She assured me she would still be there to take her exam, but may end up running a few minutes late. She has another exam at 11:30am, so I have encouraged her 

to avoid being late as best she can! 

Please let me know if you have questions!concerns. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 1:12 PM 

< @live.unc.edu>; < .~unc.e&P; @unc.edu; 

M~]oy~ Susan B (sbmaloy~!email.unc.edu) 

unavailable to~fight mid ne:a Wednesday 7/10’. 

@unc.edu 

Hello all, 

FYI, players will not be available for any tutor sessions tonight and next Wednesday! I just wanted to make sure you were aware. If you have 

other students from other sports, please come. This only refers to the following students: 

1. (econ) 

2. (psyc) 

3. (math ) 

4. (hist) 

5. and l (math ) 

You may already be aware of the cancelation and you may be unavailable yourself, but I still wanted to send an official email! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:12 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Grade Sheets 

You’re the best! Thanks a mitliorH 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:09 plVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Grade Sheets 
I added a few more grades to the freshmen sheet and created the upperclassmen grade sheet. Let me know if you have questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:19 PM 

< @unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Tonight 

H ey 

I just saw your email! will not be available tonight! Thanks for checking!! 

From: ’ 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:24 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutoring Tonight 

Hi Ms. Lee, 
I was just wondering if I will have tutoring tonight with and if it would be at 6PM or 8PM? 

Thanks, 

UNC Master’s of Sport Administration ’14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 1:19 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thank you [:or your’ communication, and I appreciate your ur~derstar~ding! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:01 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 

Not a problem. Since this would be considered excused, she has the option of adding the weight of this exam to her final, if she is ill, l’d prefer that she rest up! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:32 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__L_m___[_e__L_e__e____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Hello 

My name is Jaimie Lee from the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. I just wanted you to be aware I just sent one of 

your students from Comm     to see a doctor because she was very ill last night and this morning during study table. I know she has an exam in a few 

minutes, but she was apparently not feeling well, and I just wanted to make you aware. 

She assured me she would still be there to take her exam, but may end up running a few minutes late. She has another exam at 11:30am, so I have 

encouraged her to avoid being late as best she can! 

Please let me know if you have questions/concerns. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 1:31 PM 

Kimberly Lindekugel ~chccs.kl2.nc.us"~ 

RE: tonight 

Kim, 

Thank you so much for your willingness to help with Recreational studies last night! I so appreciate you making that adjustment!! [ hope review went well... 
From: Kimberly Lindekugel [maito: _~chccs.k12.nc.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 6:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: tonight 
That is fine with me. 

On Tuesday, July 2, 2013, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hi Kim, 
Do you mind holding recr    review tonight for and ? Maybe have the guys at 7pm and the girls at 8pm?? I would cancel for tonight... 

Thmll~s! 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- C~xrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in monitoring and 

disclosure to third parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:41 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

drop/add 

152553567.pdf 

Hello Michelle! 

I have attached my drop/add forms :[’or summer session 2. 
contact to see about getting their schedules updated 

should be in Stor    , not Econ 

Thank you for checking on this ’, :’s and 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc edu [mailto:scanner(~unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          15:25:53 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 

and 

should be in English 

’s schedules are fin!! 

are the only two which have not been processed. I think Heather I)uncan would be the 

not Recreation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 3:46 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Great! Let me know how I carl continue to help.,. 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 10:05 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 
Thanks!! I’m rnentalfy putting together my list of questions/requests for documentation t:or 

hetpt:uf getting an idea o1: the issues. Tt-lanks again._ 

Lance 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 9:37 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 

Hey Lance, 

I had ’send me his other appeal and tailor’ more for the waiver. Let me know if he should talk to you more about d~is, 

Frora: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

and witl get with him probably next week, so this info is very 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:49 PM 

Fishell, Julie <fishell@emaJl.unc.edtr> 

ILE: Class 

JLdie, 

Thank you for copying me and sharing tNs information regarding Please let me know if you continue to have any issues with him mr any other student 

athletes, I assur~:_~ you I will also be addr~:_msir~g your concerns from mV end .... 

From: Fishell, Julie 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 AM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie; Fishell, Julie 
Subject: RE: Class 
Hi i 

I see no reason for talking, quite frankly¯ You know what my expectations are in the class, I have stated them¯ In tNs case, no electronic devices to be used except for 
¯ It is a free country, so the choice of your behavior is your own. 

Overall, my energies need to go into teaching students who WANT to be in the class and come with a willingness to participate and be supportive and attentive to their peers¯ 
~Julie 
Julie Fishell 
Senior Lecturer 
Dramatic Art 
CB#3230, CDA#216 
Univ¯ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 

(919) 962-1132 (office) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday,, 

To: Fishell, Julie 
Subject: Class 

7:52 PM 

Hey Mrs. Fishell, 
I would like to talk to you Monday about the incident that happened today in class¯ I was not trying to be disrespectful nor was I trying to challenge your 

authority¯ If we could talk anytime before class on Monday that would be great¯ 

Thank You¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, July 5, 2013 3:50 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

l~b2: Updated Due Dates Calendar 

FANTASTIC!! Thank you! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:30 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updated      Due Dates Calendar 
Here yon go. I made some additions with l 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~.qmail.com 

’s SOCI syllabus told, ’s syllabi. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:33 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sur’e! Can this be rescheduled for any other day but Wednesday, by any chance? If it is too much of a hassle, [hat’s fine, but I wanted to check... 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:24 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi, 

I have scheduled for testing on Wednesday at lpm. I will be taking her; can you let her know? 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 (office) 

(cell) 
emlyons~Ju ncaa. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:39 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok, I will nodfy coaches they must be available on those days, Coach had already asked me not to schedule anything l:or this Wednesday.,,oh welL,Do all of thern 

have restrictions on sharing info with coaches? 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 
Sorry, the appointments are tough to arrange. I have and scheduled t:or Friday. One is at l:00prn and the other at 3:00 pro. I wilt take them to 

the appointments as well. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: 

Sure! Can this be rescheduled for any other day but Wednesday, by any chance? If it is too much of a hassle, d~at"s fine, but I wanted to check... 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 20:[3 :[0:24 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi, 

I have scheduled for testing on Wednesday at lpm. I will be taking her; can you let her know? 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(cell) 

em!vons@u ncaa. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:42 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok! 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent= Monday, July 08, 2013 I0:41 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

has no restrictions but the others do. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:39 AM 
To= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: 

Ok, I will not:ify coaches t:hey must be available on t:hose days. Coach had i~[r~-_~ady i~sl~ed me not: to scheduh:_~ i~nything for this W~-:~dnesday...oh well.Do all of them 

have rest:fictions on sharing in[o with coaches? 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent= Monday, July 08, 2013 10:37 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 
Son-v, the appointments are tough to arrange. I have          and          scheduled for Friday. One is at 1:00pro and the other at 3:00 pro. I will take them to 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: RE: 
Sure! Can this be rescheduled for an,/other day but Wednesday, by an,/chance? If it is too much of a hassle, that’s fine, but I wanted to check._ 

From= Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent= Monday, July 08, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi, 

I have scheduled for testing on Wednesday at lpm. I will be taking her; can you let her know? 
Seth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
9:1.9-843-6029 (office) 

(cell) 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:28 PM 

~unc.edu> 

ILE: Tutoring on Tlmrsday 

Hi 

Thanks for reaching out., will not be able to meet on Wednesday, unfortunatel,~’! It ma,~’ not work out for her to make uo that session, but thanks for trying! 

From: ’ 
Sent; Monday, 1:40 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Tutoring on Thursday 

Hi Jaimie, 
I just got Susan’s auto-response about being away so I wanted to send this over to you. I am also available tonight starting at 7PM if that works. 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Monday~ 1:38 PM 

To: Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Tutoring on Thursday 

Hi Susan, 
I found out that I have to go away on business this Thursday and I will have to miss the tutoring session scheduled with 
was wondering if she would be available Wednesday at any point in the evening to make up for it if she wants? 

Thanks, 

for Thursday at 6PM. I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 5:10 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

dropped comm 

FYI, please cancel ’s comm sessions. I think someone else is in there with her, so the session should still remain for the other student. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 1:31 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: - ECON 

Yes, this is what she wanted, I believe.,, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 11:28 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: - ECON 

Hi Jaimie, 

Can attend a Wednesday ECON session at ll:45am? 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y!~)uncaa.unc~edu 

was hoping she could be added to this session that has been newly added to his schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 4:17 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - ECON 

Done! Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:              - ECON 

Ok, VII add her to the session. Please be sure she is aware about tomorrow at 11:45arn. 

Thanks, 

Susan3 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 1:31 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:              - ECON 

Yes, this is what she wanted, I believe... 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 11:28 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: - ECON 

Hi Jaimie, 

Can attend a Wednesday ECON session at 11:45am? 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa.x) 

sbmalo’Ki~ uncaa.unc.edu 

was hoping she could be added to this session that has been newly added to his schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 4:30 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: WBKB Update 7/9/13 

Thanks, Karen! 1! 

From" Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 09, 2013 4:04 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: WBKB Update 7/9/13 
Eli Jaimie, 
Here is an update with new grades. 
Karen 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

@gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:37 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

FW: drop/add 

152553567.pdf 

Michelle, 

Have you found out anything regarding the drop/add forms for          and        ?          says he called the registrars and the?’ don’t have the forms. I do not know Jk~r sure if he 
talked to the right person. Also, we usually give forms to Nate to deliver to the regisrar’s office. I wasn’t sure if you were aware With him being out, I haven’t been able to follow up with him. 

Thank you again :[’or your help with this! 
Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 3:41 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: drop/add 

Hello MJcheHe! 

I have attached my drop/add forms :[’or summer session 2. 
contact to see about getting their schedules updated 

should be in Stor not Econ 

Thank you for checking on this s and 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner(&)unc edu [mailto:scanner@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:26 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          15:25:53 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@tmc.edu 

and, 

should be in English 

s schedules are fine! 

are the only two which have not been processed. I think Heather I)uncan would be the 

not Recreation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:38 PM 

<     @live.unc.edtr> 

I~E: math    exam review to~fight 

Hi 

f am so glad the review went well, m~d you are mor~-_~ than welcome to have review again on SutxJay, July 14th. 

I will make sur~-_~ we haw:_~ a r.:>:)nl reserved h:g the ~-:mt:ire class t:o be able to attend! 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 20:[3 :[:[:38 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Our review last week went very well, and the students in my MATH class requested another review session before their next test on Monday, July 

15th. 
Could we use a room again in the Loudermilk Center from 7pm-9pm on Sunday, July 14th? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 5:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: math exam review tonight 

Hello 

I just wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an ernail. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math    , and since the rnath 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00-9:00pro. I have copied the director of our program, Dr. Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with an,/questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:39 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

FW: math    ex~Jn review tonight 

Hi Susan, 

f_ast Wednesday, th¢_~ IVl~t:h class mentioned bek)w came to Loudermill~ for exam review. They wouM like to do this again on Sunday, July _1_4th, MichcAle ha; 

giw-_~n the green light below. Can w¢_~ go ahead and get this on the schedule? Last time they rnet in 2406--0g. 

Thank you[! 

From; Brown, Michelle 
Sent" Tuesday, July 09, 2013 3:42 PM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: math    exam review tonight 

J a i m i¢_!, 
Yes, since the math depar[:men[: is cloa~:_!d in the evening, it is approved again with the caveat that i[: is open for the entire class. Thard~ you for the updat¢_~. 

Thank you, 

Michelte 

From-" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 1:34 PM 

To" Brown, Michelle 
Subject; FW: math , exam review tonight 

Hello Dr, Brown, 

Can this be approved? Please see below... 

From. 
Sent; Tuesday, 11:38 AN 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Our review last week went very well, and the students in my MATH class requested another review session before their next test on Monday, July 

15th. 

Could we use a room again in the Loudermilk Center from 7pm-9pm on Sunday, July :!.4th? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <i_a__[_m_[e__[_ee__@__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: math exam review tonight 

Hello 

I just wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an ernail. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math and since the rnath 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00-9:00pro. I have copied the director of our program, Dr. Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with an,/questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

--Jairnie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:58 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: - ECON 

Yes, she can come at Ii:45am._the cancelations are for anything scheduled after 2pm~_ 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 7:55 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re:              - ECON 

Will she be able to make it tomorrow since you said all sessions should be canceled for on Wed.? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 9, 2013, at 4:16 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Done! Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:              - ECON 

Ok, VII add her to the session. Please be sure she is aware about tomorrow at :[l:4Sam. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 1:31 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE:              - ECON 

Yes, this is what she wanted, I believe.., 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 11:28 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: - ECON 

Hi Jaimie, 

Can attend a Wednesday ECON session at 11:45am? 

his schedule. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan IVl a loy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppoll Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (I:ax) 

~ _b_n ~_~:~Lu_~zc:~=u_n_c:_:e_4 _u 

was hoping she could be added to this session that has been newly added to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            9:54 AM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Stor 

Hi Susan! I have 4 athletes in need of stor tutoring... They- say they are desperate... Any possibilities?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 12:37 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sunday’    MATH    Class Review in Room 2406-08 

Thank you! 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent-" Wednesday, 10:42 AM 
To" 
Cc; Lee, Jaimie; @gmail.com 
Subject: Sunday 7/14 MATH 110 Class Review in Room 2406-08 

Hi 

I just wanted to make you aware that a MATH class will be using Room 2406-08 on Sunday, from 7-9pm to conduct an exam review session for the whole 

class (both general students and student-athletes). Please direct them to Room 2406-08 as needed Sunday evening. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa>:) 

sbmalo’y~i~ uncaa.uncnedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

<      @live.unc.edtr> 

ILE: math    exam review tonight 

It is ofl:icial! Your MATH    class will be using Room 2406-08 on Sunday, July 14 from 7-gpm to conduct an exam review session for the whole class (both general 

students and student-athletes). 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:48 PN 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: math    exam review tonight 

Great! Just let me know what classroom is reserved so I can announce it in class. 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: math exam review tonight 

Hi 

I am so glad the review went well, and you are more than welcome to have review again on Sunday, 

f will mal~e sure we have a room reserved for the entire class to be abh? to attend! 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:38 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Our review last week went very well, and the students in my MATH class requested another review session before their next test on Monday, 

Could we use a room again in the Loudermilk Center from 7pm-9pm on Sunday, July 14th? 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: math exam review tonight 

Hello 

I -ust wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an email. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math : , and since the math 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk Center [or Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00-9:00pro. I have copied the director of our program, Dr. Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 3:22 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: COMM    Tonight 

Ok thmlks! I will have them sit ruth     unless there is mlyone else who can make sure they review these notes again... 

On at 2:47 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbnlalo,,l({gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here is ’s respot~se. Sounds like he wa~ doing his best: to pre~are them. 

Susan 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:06 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: COMM    Tonight 

Hi Susan, I can’t make tonight because I’m actually out of town until tomorrow morning. I did give both sessions a review last night of all the readings 

up to yesterday. I know they also had a review session in class today, so I hope much of what we discussed yesterday was repeated in class today. 

Sorry. 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: 
_Ma!oyz_Su_sa n B- 

Sent: 12:59 PM 

To: 

Subject: COMM : Tonight 7/!07?? 

Hi 

I’m sorry to ask on such short notice, but it appears there is a COMM 

with the guys in COM M    from 7-9pm? 

exam tomorrow. Is there any way that you could come in tonight to review 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial CooMinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(~tmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:36 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Updated FB Grades 

Thanks! YOU ARE THE BEST!!! I’1f miss you! Have fun! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:25 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Updated FB Grades 
Here are the updated grades. 

Karcn Ncfi" 
C: 

(&graail cora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:37 PM 

Karen Neff<~ ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: WBKB Update 

AWESOME! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 5:28 plVl 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Cc; Sawyer, Korie 
Subject" WBKB Update 
Jaimie, 
Here is the updated gradesheet for WBKB and I also reattached my- notes from yesterday-, just so Korie can see what I usually do. 
Thanks! 
Karen 

Karen Neff" 
C: 

~a) gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:45 AM 

Ruberfiuo Shearer, Carrie A <camers@emaikunc.edu> 

RE: Friday 

Wow, that is a lot’. So, is missing math today?? I wish I would have known so I could have made sure gave the professor notice’. Especially for a class like math. 

In regards to mouth guard fittings, that is fine. They can just report to me as soon as they are done 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:28 A~I 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Friday 

Hey Jaimie 
I’m sorry if I haven’t given you any of these details suoner but I have the getting fitted :for orthotics and Mouthguards tomorruw from 1:15-2:30 Also, and have 
lower extremity testing in the research lab which is only supposed to take 20 minutes and its supposed tu occur in that same winduw, i is guing to be there as well so hopefully we stay 
on schedule! Let me know if there are cuncems! 
Also, I am not sure if you were aware but had 3 MRI’s this murning in Ra]eigh and has an appt :for her heart wurk up at 10:30arn today. 
Let me knuw ifyuu have aW questiuns! 
Thanks 
Carrie 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, July l 1, 2013 9:47 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: tesling for friday 

Again, they are alf in class LEntil lprn. I am always happy to let you know of their academic schedules in advance of making these appointments. 

I will let them know. Thanks! 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 8:08 AN 

To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: testing for friday 

Hello, 

I have scheduled            and            for testing on Friday. One is scheduled from 1-3 and the other from 3-5. I will take care of transporting them both 

and it doesn’t matter which one goes first. Is the 1:00 ok or does it need to be moved to 1:30 or 1:457 

Could you please let them know about this and plan on having them meet at your office for pick up? 

Thanks! 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(ceil) 

_e_.___n_) !_y___o__t_L _s__@ _u___n___c___a__a__:__u___n___c__=__e__d___u__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 11:06 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: tesling for friday 

Can the [:irst appt be at 2pro with 

From" Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent-" Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:4-9 AM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: testing for friday 

I will move the 1:00 to 1:45 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 11, 2013, at 9:46 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Again, they are all in class until Ipm, I am always happy to let you know of their academic schedules in advance of making these appointments. 

t will let them know, Thanks! 

From-" Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent" Thursday, July 11, 2013 8:08 AN 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: testing for friday 

Hello, 

I have scheduled            anc            for testing on Friday. One is scheduled from 1-3 and the other from 3-5. I will take care of transporting 

them both and it doesn’t matter which one goes first. Is the 1:00 ok or does it need to be moved to 1:30 or 1:457 

Could you please let them know about this and plan on having them meet at your office for pick up? 

Thanks! 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(cell) 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, July 1 l, 2013 12:07 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: schedules 

will amve at 1:40 and mid will arrive at 2:40... 

On Jul 11, 2013, at 10:44 AM, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emlyons(2~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

Sorry for the scheduling conflict, i have moved the first appointment until 1:45 which should give us plenty of time to get there. Can you let 

know and have her meet at your office as soon as she gets out of class? I will take her and then come back for for the 3:00 

appointment so she should be ready to leave by 2:40. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 (office) 
(cell) 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:36 PM 

Ruberfino SheaJcer, Carrie A <camers@emaikunc.edu> 

RE: Friday 

No worries! I hope evelything was okay with your mom. I’m so sorry if that is not the case 

The testing tomorrow will take 2 hours maximum so : should be by 4pm and should be done by 5pm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Friday 

Again I apologize, I left work at 8p and had to be a morn the rest of the night!! 
What time will be done tomorrow? I will have her go first then 
Thanks! 
Carrie 

but if doesn’t finish, can she come back? 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On Jul 11, 2013. at 12:04 PM. "Lee, Jaimie" <jahnielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> ()k~u, but yes it would be helpful to always let me know in advance so I can make sure the proper communication takes place with faculty I get email on my cell and check throughout the 
day and night. I didn’t leave the office until about 10 pm last night and would have been able to address this 
> 

> Also, ] and have appointments tomorrow must be here by 1:40pro must be here by 2:40. Unfortunately, these appointments cannot be missed 
otherwise it will take weeks to reschedule I have pushed them back as late as possible! 
> 

> Thanks so much!! 
> 

> Jahnie 
> 

> On Jul 11, 2013, at 10:31 AM. "Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A" <carriers@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> My understanding was that she was leaving class at 10:15am today. This all came up at practice last night although has known about the appt for a few days so she should’ve 
said something! ! will keep you posted if more comes up! 
> > Th ank s 
>> Carrie 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Jul 11, 2013, at 9:44 AM. "Lee, Jaimie" <jairnielee@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Wow-, that is a lot[ So, is missing math today?? I wish I would have known so I could have made sure gave the professor notice! Especially- for a class like math. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Jahnie 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A 
>>> Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:28 ~A~I 
>>> To: Lee, Jaimie 
>>> Subject: Friday 
>>> 

>>> Hey Jairnie 
>>> I’m sorry if I haven’t given you any of these details sooner but I have the getting fitted for orthotics and Mouthguards tomorrow from 1:15-2:30. Also, and .... 
have lower extremity testing in the research lab which is only- supposed to take 20 minutes and its supposed to occur in that same window, is going to be there as well so hopefully we 
stay- on schedule! Let me know if there are concern!! 
>>> Also, I am not sure if you were aware but had 3 MRrs this morning in Raleigh and has an appt for her heart work up at 10:30am today. 
>>> Let me know- if you have any- questions[ 
>>> Thanks 
>>> Carrie 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:21 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Hi Susan, 

According to didn’t show up again on Tuesday night. Will you please figure out what is going on with her? 

literally sits there for over an hour. 

Thanks! 

’s prior session is 6-7, so she 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 6:11 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

meeting for stor    with 

Hi 

There is some confusion Iol...when did you agree to meet with 

Please confirm when you can meet with them! 

Thank you! 

for stor ? He said Mon!Wed but the Susan told me she was booking it for Tues!Thur... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 6:29 PM 

<       @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: meeting for stor ruth 

Ok, Tues/Thurs at 6:30 it is! Starling next Tuesday, right? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 6:14 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: meeting for stor    with 

Hey Jaimie, 

Sorry, I wasn’t clear about this when I talked to Susan. We talked about Monday and Wednesday, but I realized I couldn’t make one of those times. Could 

meet at those times on Tuesday and Thursday? 

ThanksJ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, 6:10 PM 

To: 

Subject: meeting for stor : with 

Hi 

There is some confusion IoL,when did you agree to rneet with 

Please confirm when you can meet with them! 

Thank yOU! 

for stor ? He said Mon/Wed but the Susan told rne she was booking it for Tues/Thur._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 6:59 PM 

Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thank you 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 6:52 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

She is straight now. For some reason she was on a Mon/Wed/Thur schedule. She will be there next Tuesday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 11, 2013, at 4:20 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Susan, 

According to I didn’t show up again on Tuesday night. Will you please figure out what is going on with her? 

is 6-7, so she literally sits there for over an hour. 

Thanks! 

s prior session 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 12:43 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Contact info for the gift s 

FYI in case you have trouble finding them: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:06 PM 

< 
~ COI112~ 

I~E: 

You’re welcome, and I look forward to meeting yoke all! 

From: [mailto: ~ I.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Thanks for your time this morning. I is looking forward to getting to campus next month. I have given your contact information to my wife , maybe we 

can arrange a quick meeting late afternoon on the 24th? Any advice will be appreciated on this process. Go Heels. 

oi~:i 1 
mag I 
eO0 I 
1.jp I 

C27 I 
7F9 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: TNs e-mail message, including any attachment(s), contains information that may be confidential, protected by the attorney-client or other legal 

privileges, and/or proprietary non-public information. If you are not an intended recipient of this message or an authorized assistant to an intended recipient, please notify the 
sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message and/or any of its attachments (if 
any) by unintended recipients is not authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 12:10 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: please cancel math tutoring today! 

Yes, all math tutoring today for and ...that sounds like it! Thanks! 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, July 15, 2013 12:09 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: please cancel math    tutoring today! 

I assume you mean the C~:30pm and 7pro al~pointments for with and the 8pro appointment for 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, July 15, 2013 1:1.: 14 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= please cancel math    tutoring today! 

Hi Susan, 

Math    had an exam today and didn’t cover new material. Will you please cancel those sessions today? Thanks 

w~th , is that right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 12:11 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: please cancel math tutoring today! 

I stilf need for math (-)...test is tomorrow 

From: Naloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 12:09 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: please cancel math    tutoring today! 

I assume you mean the 6:30pro and 7pro appointments for with 

Thanks, 

Susan1 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 1:1.: 14 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: please cancel math tutoring today! 

Hi Susan, 

Math 

and the 8pro appointment for’ with I 

had an exam today and didn’t cover new material. Will you please cancel those sessions today? Thanks 

, is that right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 1:28 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:              - Tonight ?? 

She cannot do wed at 6pm_,we changed that to 8pm_,she should still be meeting on Mondays, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: - Tonight ?? 

Jaimie, 

Does still have an appointment with at 6pm on Monday and Wednesdays for ECON 

think this has been canceled. Please let me know so that I can confirm with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y!~)uncaa.unc~edu 

? I still have this in the system, but seems to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 4:49 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@ancaa.unc.edu-~ 

cancelation for tonight 

Hello, 

needs to cancel his French session tonight because he 

inform ? Thank you! 

so he came early to show his work. Will you please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:13 PM 

ttedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you, Professor Hedgpeth ! 

From: Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 11:58 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 
A required text for EXSS 181 is Mind Gym by Garry Mack. It is currently on suggested reading list but it is need for them to complete the class. Thanks, Elizabeth Hedgpeth 
Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD Ambition is the path to success. 
Adjunct Assistant Professor Persistence is the vehicle you 
Sport Psychology arrive in. Win. Eardley IV 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214- 
(c)’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:27 PM 

<      @live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu~> 

I~E: Math 

Ok, thanks ! I have passed along that info to these guys.,, 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

It just occurred to me that I can meet the first math group( ) at 6pm for finals review. In fact my class has ended and I can meet them for all the 

remaining sessions at 6pro instead of 6:30 starting tonight. Would this be possible? They didn’t do so well on the last test and we could use the extra time. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:36 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

and econ mth l 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry, I guess I was wrong. I think I did intend to canceJ the econ sessions for 

about that¯ 

at night with since she comes everyday to meet with ¯ Sorry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:09 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: and econ with 

I’m pretty sure they meet Mon-Wed at 11:45._ 

From= Maloy, Susan g 

Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:08 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: and econ with 

When does she meet ? I don’t have that on the schedule other than Wednesdays at 11:45arn. 

Susan 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 20i3 1:36 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= and econ with 

Hi Susan, 

Sorry, I guess I was wrong. I think I did intend to cancel the econ sessions for at night with 

about that. 

since she comes everyday to meet with Sorry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

Bethel, Braxtley Richard <bbethd@emaJl.tmc.edu~>; Taylor, Todd <twtaylor@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: meeting 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hello Todd, 

Where would you like to meet? Is 1:00pm a good time for you today? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Taylor, Todd; 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: meeting 

Todd, I am going to be out of town tomorrow and Friday, but ’s counselor, Jaimie, can attend a 1:00 meeting and then fill me in when I return I’ve copied this email to her. 

Bradley R. H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 [ T (919) 962-2237 (2 [ F (919) 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taylor, Todd 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:56 PM 
To: , Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: meeting 

Dear Brad and 

had a question today about his current grade in the class, which I could not answer at the moment because there were other students present and because I hoped we could get 
together and talk about the situation. 

can look at the gradebook in Sakai to see his current score/grade as a percentage 

I was hoping that three of us could get together soon to make a plan for the rest of the term, especially the final exam Does Thursday at 1:00pm work? if not, 2:00? 

thanks, todd taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

ILE: math exam review tonight 

Hetlo     [ 

Yes, I will request a room right now... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:24 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Could we use a room in Loudermilk again this Sunday from 7-9 pro? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: math exam review tonight 

It is official! Your MATH    class will be using Room 2406-08 on Sunday, 

students and student-athletes). 

Thank you) 

From; 
Sent; Tuesday, 7:48 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math    exam review tonight 

Great! Just let me know what classroom is reserved so I can announce it in class. 

from 7-9pro to conduct an exam review session for the whole class {both general 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: math : exam review tonight 

Hi      ’, 

I arn so glad the review went well, and you are more than welcome to have review again on Sunday, July 14th, 

I will make sure we have a room reserved for the entire class to be able to attend! 

Jaimie 

F~m: 
Sent; Tuesday, 11:38 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Our review last week went very well, and the students in my MATH 

15th. 

Could we use a room again in the Loudermilk Center from 7pm-9pm on Sunday, 

Thanks, 

class requested another review session before their next test on Monday, July 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: math exam review tonight 

Hello 

I iust wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an email. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math and since the math 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk Center [or Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00--9:00pro. I have copied the director of our program, Dr. Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:32 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Bl~)wn, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtp~ 

I~NV: math    exam review tonight 

Hello Susan, 

The math 

room for ? 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math 

Hi Jaimie, 

Could we use a room in Loudermilk again this Sunday from 7-9 pm? 

professor would like to hold a test review again in Loudermilk from 7-9pro this Sunday. Is one of the big rooms available? If so, can we reserve the 

Ii:24 AM 

, exam review tonight 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: math exam review tonight 

It is officiaH Your MATH    class will be using Room 2406-08 on Sunday, 

students and student-athletes). 

Thank you[ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,           7:48 PM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math , exam review tonight 

Great! Just let me know what classroom is reserved so I can announce it in class. 

from 7-9pm to conduct an exam review session for the whole class (both general 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: math : exam review tonight 

Hi 

f am so glad the review went well, and yOLE are mor,:_~ than welcome to have review again on Sunday 

I will make sur~-:~ we baw-:~ a room reserved [or the ~-:mtire class [:o be able to attend! 

Jairnie 

From," 
Sent; Tuesday, 11:38 Aid 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: math    exam review tonight 

Hi Jaimie, 

Our review last week went very well, and the students in my MATH class requested another review session before their next test on Monday, July 

Could we use a room again in the Loudermilk Center from 7pm-9pm on Sunday, 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: math exam review tonight 

Hello 

I just wanted to follow up our phone conversation with an email. I appreciate you offering exam review to all of your students in math , and since the math 

department is closed after hours, we are happy to have you all use a study room in the Loudermilk C:enter for Excellence. Room 2406 will be available for you and 

the entire class from 7:00-9:00pro. I have copied the director of our program, Dr. Michelle Brown, so she is aware of this discussion. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with an,/questions or concerns about this review tonight. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 3:32 PM 

MaJ~oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

this Sunday’. 

Hi Susan, 

Will you please see if 

That~zs!t! 

can work Sunday night to help prep for the physiology exam next week?! ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 5:07 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edu> 

1~: Sunday Conferences 

Hello! 

Then English    pro:[" has requested the use of Loundermilk this Sunday to conduct meetings with his students He was going to just show up, but I did communicate he needed to check 
with us first I also made sure he was opening these sessions to all of his students 

I think he would like to arrive at 5pro 

Thanks in advance :[’or your feedback. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taylor, Todd 
Sent: ~Ihursday, July 18, 2013 1:54 PM 
To: Lee, Jaunie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
SubJect: Sunday Conferences 

Brad and Jaimie, 

I will be spending the entire aRemoon on Sunday consulting with students in ENGL and ~mostly ENGL ). 

Would it be possible to do this in Loudermilk? 

thanks, todd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Math Review 

m i 

Yes, the professor is doing another review, and I have heard this complaint from several, If you are able!wiUing to do a review at Spa, that would be awesome! 
Please don’t worry about staying if you have too much work to do! Yikes! 

l’hanl~s a million! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 20:!.3 8:29 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math    Review 

Hi Jaimie, 

The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pm? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get clone on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:18 AM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

request for    this Sunday’. 

Hi Susan, 

’s Portuguese group needs his help this Sunday. They covered a particularly difficult topic today, and told the guys to let him know when they get to this 

section so he can come and help them. The test is on Monday, so is there any way    could be here to work with them this Sunday night? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:24 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Math Review 

You’re welcome, :     ! Who do you have, agahl? I don’t actually have access to your schedule and the list of the students you have, Whoever you can think of and 
list for rne, that would be so much t:aster for me to get the word out. 

Thanks!! 

From-" 

Sent-" Friday, 11:15 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Math    Review 

Great! Thanks Jaimie! 1 think it would be fine to invite aU 7 guys that I tutor for the 6pro session, If you could let them know, that would be awesome. I will try to 
stay but it’s just a hard time right now with these exams. 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie [r~-~b:i(E] 

Sent: Friday, 11:11 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math : Review 

Hi 

Yes, the pro[essor is doing anoLher review, and I have heard this complaint [rom sew-:~ral. If you are able/willing Lo do a revh:_~w at 6pro, Lhat would be awesome! 
Please don’t worry about staying if you have too much work to do!~ Yikes! 

Thanks a milfion! 

From-" 

Sent" Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Math Review 

8:29 PM 

HiJaimie, 

The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pro? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get done on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:01 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: request for.    tiffs Sunday,! 

Great!! Thank you so much! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 3:38 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: request for    this Sunday! 

will meet with them at 8pro. Please be sure they are all aware. 

Thank you, 

Susa~l 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:1g AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= request for    this Sunday! 

Hi Susan, 

’s Portuguese group needs his help this Sunday. They covered a particularly difficult topic today, and 

section so he can come and help them. The test is on Monday, so is there any way 

told the guys to let him know when they get to this 

could be here to work with them this Sunday night? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 4:08 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Math Review 

You’re the best!!!! Thank you! 

From; 

Sent" Friday, 11:28 AM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: Math    Review 

Thank you[ 

Shane 

From: Lee, Jaimie [~.T.~.~3!.!::.o~i~L!~!?.!:’-4.!~:.’-~..g..:~.~!.~]/~::a.d.~] 

Sent: Friday, 1:1:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

You’re welcorne,      ! Who do you have, again? I don’ L acLualfy have access to your schedule and the list of the sLudents you have. Whoever you can Lhink of and 
list for nl*:_k, that would b,:_~ so much faster for rne to g,-_d: the word out 

ThanksH 

From-" 

Sent-" Friday, 11:15 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Math    Review 

Great! Thanks Jaimie! I think it would be fine to invite atl 7 guys that I tutor for [he 6pro session. If you could let them know, that would be awesome. I will try [o 
stay but i~:’s just a hard tim~-’_~ right now with these exams 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie [.p:33.!!.~.9.1j.a!.~:~!e!.eej~.9.!:~c:.e.d.!L] 

Sent: Friday, 11:11 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

Hi 

Yes, the prot:essor is doing ano[her review, and I have heard this complaint from several. If you are abteiwilfing [o do a review at 6pro, [hat would be awesome! 
Please don’t worry about staying if you have too much work to do!~ Yikes! 

Thanks a million[ 

From-" 

Sent-" Thursday, 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Math Review 

8:29 PM 

HiJaimie, 

The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pro? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get done on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:14 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Thanks, Brad, for answering these emails! I would not have been able to answer until now. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bethel, Bradley Rachard 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:14 P2vl 
To: Ross, Luke; Trulock, Scott; Bingham, Mal7 Ellen 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

All but are fine. ’ needs to attend his tutoring appointment in the morning 

Bradley R. H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program Ibr Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 (2 ] F (919) 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ross, Luke 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:11 AM 
770: Trulock, Scott; Bingham, MaW Ellen 
Cc: Hernandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie 
Sut~ject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Brad and Jaimie, 

I’m scheduling nutrition appointments fi)r next Wednesday before and after the morning lifts; wanted to check if any of the following guys will have AM study hall that d~U and approximate 
times: 

Thanks, 

Luke 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tmlock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Bingham, Maly Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Waiter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

About the same as usual. Can we get him on MaW Ellen’s schedule? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hernandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Yes, of course. How is he doing? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tmlock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ross, Luke 
Cc: Hemandez, Luis III; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Waiter 
Subject: RE: Next week nutrition appts 

Do you have on your hard gainer list? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bmgham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Ross, Luke 
Cc: Trulock, Scott 
Subject: Next week nutrition appts 

Hi there! 

Hope all is well :) 
Next week on Wed morning can I see these guys? 



’]?hey have mnming lift groups that day, right? But no classes. 
We have de×a testing in the afternoon 
Anyone else that needs to be seen? 
Are you guys back in the training room? 
I can see them wherever is best for you guys- my SE office or in Kenan or in loudennilk... 

’]?hanks 
ME[3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:20 PM 

Maloy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

FW: Sunday Cont~rence Schedule in Loudermilk 

Susan, here is the schedule for the English kids this Sunday... 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 11:40 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" FW: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

From: [wtaylor@email.unc.edu <tw[aylor@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,            12:56 PM 

Subject: Sunday Conference Schedule in Loudermilk 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Todd Taylor 

2:40 

3:00 

3:20 

3:40 

4:00 

4:20 

4:40 

5:00 

5:20, 

5:40’ 

6:00 

6:20 

6:40 

7:00 

7:20 

7:40 

8:00 

8:20 

8:40 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the ’~ENGL: 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: ENGL       .$213. 

.$213" site, To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:23 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edt~~ 

THIS SUNDAY!!! FW: Sunday Conferences 

Hello all, 

Todd Taylor, the english    and    professor, has communicated to his entire class about having conferences this Sunday!!! I.uckily, I caught wind of this because he had not initially 
communicated with our staff I met with him yesterday, and he menti oned meeting with English guys that evening, but today I had a student forward me the schedule, and Todd emailed 
me today to ask to come at 2:30pm[ 

Kori says she can be here to open the building I cannot be here that early, and I am not sure if any other full time people are available 

Please advise! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Taylor, Todd 

Sent: };riday, July 19, 2013 12:56 PM 

To: Bethel, Bradley I~chard 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Re: Sunday Conferences 

(;an I arrive at 2:30? 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 8:23 AM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

> ’]?odd, we’d be happy to have you meet with students at Loudermilk. Let me know what time you want to start, and I’ll make sure I’m there to unlock the building and lSnd a space for you. 

> 

> Bradley R.H Bethel 

> Reading and Writing Specialist 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Universi~ of North 

> Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 

> Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

> OtYice: 919-962-2237 

> Cell: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Taylor, Todd 

> Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:53 PM 

> To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

> Subject: Sunday Conferences 

> 

> Brad and Jaimie, 
> 

> I will be spending the entire afternoon on Sunday- consulting with students in ENGL I and (mostly ENGL ). 
> 

> 

> Would it be possible to do this in Loudermilk? 

> 

> thanks, todd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:24 PM 

Taylor, Todd <ts~aylo@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Sunday Conferences 

That time should be fine, but I am trying to fred out who will be here to open the building that early. We are not usually open that early on Sundays. I will get back to you as soon as I can.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taylor, Todd 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Sunday Conferences 

Can I arrive at 2:30? 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 8:23 AM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

> Todd, we’d be happy to have you meet with students at Loudermilk Let me know what time you want to start, and I’ll make sure I’m there to unlock the building and :find a space for you. 
> 

> Bradley RH. Bethel 
> Reading and Writing Specialist 
> Academic Support Program fur Student-Athletes L’niversity of North 
> Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 

> Email: bradley.bethel@unc edu 
> Office: 919-962-2237 
> Ceil: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> [ ..... i Ta3Ylur, Todd 
> Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:53 EM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Sut~iect: Sunday Conferences 
> 

> Brad and Jaimie, 
> 
> I will be spending the entire a[’ternoun on Sunday consulting with students in ENGL and (mostly ENGL 
> 

> 

> Would it be possible to do this in Loudemfilk? 
> 

> thanks, todd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:26 PM 

Ma]oy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edtl> 

1~: Sunday Conferences 

I just saw this message from Brad, so f},’i, he plans to be here! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Taylor, Todd; Lee, Jatmie 
Sutziect: RE: Sunday Conferences 

Todd, we’d be happy to have you meet with students at Loudermilk. Let me know what time you want to start, and I’ll make sure I’m there to unlock the building and find a space :[’or you 

Bradley R H. Bethel 
Reading and Vv5-iting Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley bethel@unc.edu 
OJTice: 919-962-2237 
(;ell: ’ 

Fromi Tay]or, Todd 

Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:53 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Sunday Con:[’erences 

Brad and Jamfie, 

I will be spending the entire afternoon on Sunday consulting with students in ENGL 

Would it be possible to do this in Loudermilk? 

thanks, todd 

and    (mostly ENGL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:27 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sunday Conferences 

Thanks Brad, but FYI, Michelle is very cautious about us having faculty here so I did run this by her and am waiting to get her confirmation. I’m stare this will be fine, but I wanted to give 
you a heads up.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bethel, Bradley’ Richard 
Sent: Friday-, July- 19, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Taylor, Todd; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Sunday Conferences 

Todd, we’d be happy to have you meet with students at Loudermilk. Let me know what time you want to start, and I’ll make sure I’m there to unlock the building and find a space tbr you 

Bradley- RH. Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley bethel@unc.edu 
O]Tice: 919-962-2237 
(;ell: 

Fromi Taylor, Todd 

Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:53 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Sunday" Conferences 

Brad and Jairnie, 

I will be spending the entire aRemoon on Sunday consulting with students in ENGL 

Would it be possible to do this in Loudermilk? 

thanks, todd 

and imostly ENGL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:27 PM 

Taylor, Todd <ts~aylo@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu-> 

1@2 Sunday Conferences 

Todd, I just saw that Brad plans to be here, so you should be all squared away for Sunday! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Taylor, Todd 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Sunday Conferences 

Can I arrive at 2:30? 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 8:23 AM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

> Todd, we’d be happy to have you meet with students at Loudermilk Let me know what time yuu want tu start, and I’ll make sure I’m there to unluck the building and :find a space for yuu. 
> 

> Bradley RH. Bethel 
> Reading and Writing Specialist 
> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes L’niversity uf North 
> Carulina, Chapel Hill 
> 

> Email: bradley.bethe[@unc edu 
> Office: 919-962-2237 
> Ceil: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> [ ..... i Ta3Ylur, Tudd 
> Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:53 EM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Sut~iect: Sunday Conferences 
> 

> Brad and Jaimie, 
> 
> I will be spending the entire afternoun un Sunday consulting with students in ENGL and (mostly ENGL 
> 

> 

> Would it be possible to do this in Loudemfilk? 
> 

> thanks, todd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:28 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

RE:       tiffs Smlday’. 

Oh my goodness, my iphone kills me with the autocorrect! I tried to type "gifts" as in . they have a test and wanted to know if she could come Sunday night! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 6:57 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re:        this Sunday! 

Who is irks? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 3:31 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j aimielee@unc edu > wrote: 

> Eli Susan, 
> 

> Will yuu please see if" 
> 

> Thanks!!! 

can wurk Sunday night to help irks prep for the physiulugy exam next week?! ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 6:18 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

1),22: Math Review 

Me, too! 

Thanks, you too, ! You’re the best!! 

From" 
Sent: Friday, 6:14 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Math Review 

Thank you Jaimi*:_H I ju~.d: really want to see the~.~e guy; do well because l:hey are such a great group or guys. 

Have a nice weekend! 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailtolj..a.!.o!!e!.ee}~.9.!!c:.[t.d.!}] 

Sent: Friday, 4:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

You’re the best!!!! Thank you! 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Friday, 11:28 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Math , Review 

Thank you[ 

From: Lee, Jaimie [!y!a!!~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math ~,eview 

You’re welcorne,       Who do you have, again? I don’ [ ac[ualfy have access to your schedule and the list of the s[udents you have. Whoever you can [hink of and 
list for m*:-k, that would b,:_~ so much faster [or rne to g,-_d: the word out 

Thanks!! 

FllOm: 

Sent: Friday, 11:15 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Math : Review 

Great! rhaeks Jaimie! t think it would b~-’_~ fine to invite all 7 guys that I tutor for the 6pro session. If you could let th~-_m~ know, that would b~-_~ awesome. I will try [:o 
stay but it’s just a hard time right now with these exams~ 

Thanks, 

From: Lee, Jaimie [.p:2~.!!.t.9.1j..a.!.O:~!e!.eej~.9.!:~c:.gt.d.!L] 

Sent: Friday, 11:11 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Math Review 

H i          s 

Yes, the prot:essor is doing anod~er review, and I have heard this complaint from several. If you are abteiwilfing [o do a review at 6pro, d~at would be awesome! 
Please don’t worry about staying if you have too much work to do! Yik~-_~s! 

Thanl~s a million[ 



Ftoln: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Math Review 

8:29 PM 

HiJaimie, 

The math    guys have a test on Monday and apparently have another review session with the professor on Sunday night at 7pm. They keep complaining it is not 
helpful but obviously have to go. I am wondering if I could have a review session of my own maybe right before hers since they have requested this, say at 6pm? I 
would like to attend hers as well to help out but it will depend how much writing I get done on my comprehensive exams this weekend (I have to write 75 pages in 
30 days!) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 6:57 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethd@email.unc.edu) 

notes from meeling with Todd 

Hey, here are my notes from meeting with Todd Taylor and           and      (both of whom failed the last exam). 

First, he went over exactly what both need to do in order to have any chance of passing this class: 

1. Stop throwing away easy points by not answering everything on notes (ie director’s name, characters, etc)...in other words, their notes are still incomplete 

2. Study the films closely, esp ones they are least familiar with 

3. Be able to identify the theme and have a thesis based on discussions in class 

4. Study film terms! 

5. Use actual film terms (close up, fade, etc) in analysis and always talk about how it relates to the big idea 

6. Talk about the podcastsJ (they have not been mentioning these at all) 

7. Be able to identify plot and climax for each film! There are points for each detail mentioned such as plot, climax, meaning, setting, and synthesis (how it 

connects to big picture) 

8. Do practice clips 

9. Create a check list of all details which must be included in the answers (template is on sakai!) 

Final exam: 

will cover 10 films for 160 points total (16 pts per analysis) 

the points will be recalculated so it will end up being for 300 points towards final grade 

Todd has volunteered to give them a practice/mock exam this Sunday night at 7pm] He will show a clip of Cassablanca and they will need to do a mock analysis 

which he will grade with them. 

They were both welcome to discuss the answers on their last exam.      was the only one who did this. 

is still missing notes from the beginning of the semester. 

Afterwards, we discussed how frustrating and disappointing their efforts have been overall, is also the other one who bombed so he emailed him about 

meeting today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 7:00 PM 

@aol.com> 

Re: 

Hi 

Next Wednesday would be fine to meet! I am happy to talk about any qnestions/concems alxmt 

works for you, that would be great! 

tlave a good weekend! 

On , at 12:06 PM, "q ~aol.com> wrote: 

! I am usually free from lOam- 1 :OOpm, so I that time fiame 

Hey Jaimie, 

My son, is a incoming player. My husband, said he spoke to you earlier this week abom ma>¢~e meeting ruth me and 

on Wed, before orientation begins. We are driving fi~om Winston-Salem, so we can be flexible ruth your schedule. If you could meet with with us 

on Wednesday afternoon, that would be great. Thank you so much for your time and I look forward to meeting you. 

Thank~ 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 5:34 PM 

< @aol.com> 

Re: 

That sounds great’. See you then! 

On , at 3:38 PM, ", " < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Jaimie, fllank you for getting back to me. Would it be alright to meet you from 12:00-1:00 on Wednesday? Thank you so much! 

Sent thm~ my iPhone 

On i , at 6:59 PM, "Lee, Jalmie" <iaJmielee~b, anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi 

Next Wednesday would be fine to meet’. I am happy to talk about any questions/concerns about ! I am usually free from 10am- 
1:00pm, so I that time frame works for you, that would be great! 

Have a good weekend! 

On , at 12:06 PM, " " < (~:aol.com> wrote: 

Hey JaJmie, 

My son,      is a incoming               player. My husband,     said he spoke to you earlier this week about maybe 

meeting ruth me and     ., on Wed~        before orientation begins. We are driving from Winston- Salem, so we can be 

flexible ruth your schedule. If you could meet with with us on Wednesday aflemoon~ that would be great. Thank you so much 

for your time and I look forward to meeting you. 

Thanks, 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:29 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Session Conflict 

Thanks for the he~ds up[ I hope everything goes okay[ 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:17 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie; Sheu, Benjamin; Sawyer, Korie 
Subject: Session Conflict 
Hi Susml, 

Once again, I apologize tbr the late notice, but I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow at 10:50am. I highly doubt I roll be back in time for my 11:30am EXSS 

session with                            , and i        . I talked to Korie Sauyer today about covering this session in my absence. She worked with these 

students while I was gone, so she is verv l;axniliar with what is going on in the course. I really am sorry for the late notice. These doctots appointments keep sneaking up 

on me! The next one is on MondaTr; August 5th at 4pm, but I don’t a~ticipate that conflicting ruth anuihing, since Summer II will be over. Please let me lmow if you 

have any questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff" 
C: 

@_gm_a__!!_.___c___o__m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

l~b2: Session Conflict 

Good to know! Wow, that’s crazy._that means heql be here before we know it! (~:L,.hang it~ there! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto:l @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Session Conflict 
Thanks, Jaimie! It’s just another check-up. I go every two weeks now and soon will be going to the doctor eveu week. It’s crazy! I should be back no later than noon 

tomonx3w, so I roll definitely still be here for most of the morning and all afternoon. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

- @.omail.com 
On Ju122, 2013, at 10:29 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Thanks for the heads t~p! I hope everything goes okay! 

From: Karen Neff [r&a__[Lt__o__:. ~g___m___a_!!:_£_o___rt_)] 
Sent: Monday, 10:17 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lee, Jaimie; Sheu, Benjamin; Sawyer, Korie 
Subject: Session Conflict 
Hi Susan, 
Once again, I apologize for the late notice, but I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow at 10:50am. I highly doubt I roll be back in lime for my 11:30am EXSS 

session with                             and ~ I talked to Korie Smw er today about covering this session in my absence. She worked with these 

students while I was gone, so she is veo, fimfiliar with M~at is going on in the course. I really am sorO’ tbr the late notice. These doctoCs appointments keep sneaking up 

on me! The next one is on Monday, August 5fl~ at 4pm, but I don’t anticipate that conflicting with anything, since Summer II will be over. Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Updated Grades 

G~eat! Thanks! They should be reporting to 2303 by 1:15 for a compliance meedng and then start study table at I:45prn, 

there. 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 11:26 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" W Updated Grades 
Hi Jaimie, 
Here is the updated grade repolt There are still a few gaps, so I will work on filling those in this afternoon when I see the girls 

came this morning and will not be 

C: 

@groai[.coro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

@aol.com> 

l~b2: 

2nd floor, Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
From: [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:42 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks, Jaimie! Where do we meet you? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee(&unc.e&l> 

To: (a~aol.com> 

Sent: Sun, 5:34 pm 

Subject: Re: 

That sounds great’. See you then! 

On , at 3:38 PM, " @aoLcom> wrote: 

Jaimie, thank you tbr getting back to me. Would it be alright to meet you from 12:00-1:00 on Wednesday? Thank you so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:59 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i~__n_!i_e__l__ee_@__%Lc_:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Hi 
Next Wednesday would be fine to meet’. I am hapw to talk about any questions/concerns about 

1:00pm, so I that time ficame works for you, flaat would be great! 

}lave a good weekend! 

! I mn usually free from 10ran- 

On at 12:06 PM, ’ .... -~ (~aol.com> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

My son, is a incoming freshman player. My husband, said he spoke to you earlier this week about maybe 

meeting ruth me and      on Wed,       before orientation begins. We are driving from Winston-Salem, so we can be 

flexible ruth your schedule. If you could meet with with us on Wednesday afternoon, that would be great. Thank you so much 

for your time and I look tbrwaxd to meeting you. 

Thanks, 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:36 PM 

MaJoy, S usan B (sbmaloy@email.unc .edu) 

Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

Thanks! 

2pm session with    ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Exss 

Canceled for’ good please. Thanks 

From: Maloy, Susan B 

Sent: Monday, 1:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

Is the 2pro canceled for the remainder of the week or just today? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

Thanks! 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

I~B: Exss 

I’1t double check 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 1:42 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the session with 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss 

Thanks! 

and ? 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

1@2: Exss 

We can go ahead and cancel it. I don’t see them coming if they all have groups to present with tomorrow. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

plans to meet them at 8pro until he hears otherwise. Let me know when you cam 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

I’1t double check 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, 1:42 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the sessi¢_~ with 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, :[2:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss 

Thanks] 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

l~b2: Exss 

Sorry, I had to go teach and didn’t see this message. They were told it was canceled. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 4:48 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

Do we want to expect diem to be here tonight at the very least? I just envision canceling 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

W~-_~ can go ahe~d and cancel it. t don’t see them coming if they all haw? groups to present with Lomorrow. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

plans to meet them at 8pm until he hears otherwise. Let me know when you can. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Exss 

HII double check 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, 1:42 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the session with 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:36 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss 

Thanks! 

and             > 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

for tonight and then they show up looking for him. 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susm~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: I roll be there to~fight 

! 

Bless your heart, You’re such a dedic~,ted worker..,,I sincerely hope you are not doing too much too soon! Please put your health first over ~,11 of this, We love 

having VOU~ bLd: I’_~l~:_!~se (~on’t conlprof’qise yr_!ur w~:_!ll[)eing! 

From: 
Sent" Tuesday, 10:35 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: I will be there tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I just wanted to confirm that I will be there tonight to tutor. I have attached a work note for yesterday if needed for documentation. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

Maloy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

From what I understand, they are done with the class._ 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:57 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Exss 

How about for Tuesday (today) and Thursday Lhis week at 8pro? Are we canceling or requiring thern to be there? 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Tuesday, 10:39 AM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Exss 

Sorry, I had to go b:_~ach and didnq: ";~:_~e thi’; mes~;age, They were tokt it wa; cancek_~d, 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, 4:48 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Exss 

Do we want to expect them to be here tonight at the very least? I just envision canceling 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Exss 

We can go ahead and cancel it. I don’t see them coming if they all have groups to present with tomorrow. 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent= Monday, 3:17 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Exss 

plans [O n’~:’,e[ [hem at 8pro ut~[:il h~-’_~ h~?ars otherwise I_et me k~.:_Jw whet~ you can 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, 2:43 PM 
To= Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= RE: Exss 

I’ll double check 

From= Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 1:42 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Exss 

How about the session with 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, 12:36 PM 
To= Haloy, Susan B 
Subject= Exss 

Hi Susan, 

FYI, exss 

Thanks! 

a n d ? 

should be done. They just have a group presentation, but they already had the final. Will you please cancel 

for tonight and then they show up looking for him. 

2pm session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:59 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.e&#; @live.unc.edu> 

l~g: I roll be there to~fight 

FYI, the girls are not available Lonight, so I’m having them do dayLime tutoring Loday [:or math . So, , I will not need you Lonight for’ 

Thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: I will be there tonight 

Thank you . Are you sure you are ready to return.," 
Suga~3 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:35 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" I will be there tonight 

Hi Susan and Jaimie, 

I just wanted to confirm that I will be there tonight to tutor. I have attached a work note for yesterday if needed for documentation. 

Thanks, 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:11 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

I~E: Updated Grade Repol~t 

Awesome! Thanks! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:58 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Updated Grade Report 
] got a few more grades :from and whi]e they were waiting to meet with 
Karen 

, so this is more updated than the one 1 already sent you. 

Karen Nef!! 

C: 

@gvoai[.covo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:38 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

RE: RECR311 Practice Test 

I can’t open the attachment.,,.it says { don’t have the software 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:36 plVl 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RECR311 Practice Test 
Eli Jaimie, 
Attached is the practice test I made. I did the best with the notes I had (there were several blanks and gaps in the notes). The last two pages of the exam contain the answer key. ] just 
wanted to make you aware, so you don’t give anyone the answer key along with the practice test :-) Let me know if you have any quesuons 
Karen 

Karen Nef!! 

C: 

@grnai[.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:43 PM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: RECR311 Practice Test 

YOU’RE THE BEST! I will have d~e monitor’ keep this and quiz the guys tonight and ~eturn this to me at the end of the night. Thank you so much! 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:40 plVl 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Fwd: RECR311 Practice Test 

Karen Neff" 

C: 

~;gmail.com 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Karen Neff <i           @.qmNI.com> 
Date: July 24, 2013 5:36:07 PM EDT 
To: Jaimie Lee <iNmielee@unc.edu> 
Subject: RECR311 Practice Test 
Hi Jaimie, 
Attached is the practice test I made. I did the best ruth the notes I had (there were several Nanks and gaps in the notes). The last two pages of the exam contain the 
answer key. I just wanted to make you aware, so you don’t give a~yone the answer key along with "the practice test :-) Let me know if you have any questions. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

(g~rnai! .corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 3:30 PM 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

...1 more class! 

Hi Jody! 

Thank you so much for adding the online courses so quickly! I really appreciate your help today! 

I have one more class which wants to add to her schedule. I will fax a new form. She would like to add GEOG 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 4:11 PM 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

.. 1 molv class! 

Okay, thank you! Do you know it: geog witl be offered in the spring? 

From= Cashion, Jody W 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PN 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ...1 more class[ 

ThaL will require special permissior~ from Dean Ma% She has giver~ permission in the past for athletic studenLs who were attemptir~g to complete their degree b: 

needed to be away for their aport. 

From= Lee, .]aimie 
Sent= Thursday, 3:30 PN 
To= Cashion, Jody W 
Subject: ...1 more class! 

Hi Jody! 

Thank you so much for adding the online courses so quickly! I really appreciate your help today! 

I have one more class which wants to add to her schedule, I will fax a new form, She would like to add GEOG 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 4:27 PM 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

... 1 molv class! 

Thanks, you’re the best! 

From: Cashion, Jody W 
Sent: Thursday, 4:11 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ...1 more class[ 

Usually is. 

From: Lee, ;aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 4:11 PM 
To: Cashion, Jody W 
Subject: RE: ...1 more class! 

Okay, th~mk you! D.:_~ you know if g~-’_~og will b~-’_~ offer~:_~d in the s~ring? 

From: Cashion, Jody W 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ...1 more class! 

That will require special permission from Dean May, She has given permission in the past for athletic students who were attempting to complete their degreeb: 

needed to be away for their sport. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 3:30 PM 
To: Cashion, Jody W 
Subject: ...1 more class! 

Hi Jody! 

Thank you so much for adding the online courses so quickly! I really appreciate your help today! 

I have one more class which wants to add to her schedule. I will fax a new form. She would like to add GEOG 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 11:52 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmaJl.com> 

RE: Infraclions Report 

You’re the best[ Thank you. 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:55 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Infractions Report 
Hi Jaimie, 
Here is the report on infractions from 7/10-7/24. Please let me know if you have any questions 
Karen 

Karen Nell" 
C: 

@gmail com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

ttopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu-~ 

Hello Trent, 

I am an Academic Counselor trying to assist a student, , resolve an incomplete he received in PSYC with in the spring, 

semester. Beth Kurtz-Costes gave me your contact information, has been trying to reach Dr. Griffin, but it is my understanding you are the best person to 

contact regarding the participation pool experiments. 

Please let me know how      can resolve this issue so his grade can be posted. Would it be possible to resolve this issue before the fall semester begins? 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 2:26 PM 

ttopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu-> 

I~E: 

Hi Trent, 

Thank you so much for this information! This is tremendously helpfld H 

I sincerely appreciate vour help and have passed ah:mg the information to 

Jairnie 

From: Hopper, Trent 

Sent: Friday, 2:08 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi .laimie, 

Dr. Kurtz--C.:_~stes definitely pointed you in the right direction. My record; indicate that 

participant pool requirement and receive his actual earned grade. 

¯ I hope you have a great weekend! 

completed 3 of the 5.5 credit-lhOUrS required in order t:o satisfy the 

Students can choose to fulfill the requirernent in one of two ways: 1) participate in studies found on our SONA systems website to earn credit, or 2) complete 

Option 2 Forrn critiquing articles that are found on the library’s online reserve. Each completed critique submitted to me witl count as one credit. 

has until the g-week mark of the Fall     semester to complete the requirement but considering that the summer sessions have officially ended and we 

will not be running studies again until the fall, his best bet to resolve this issue would be to complete three option 2 critiques as soon as possible. A~ter receiving 

the cornph?ted forms, t will let Dr. Griffin I~now that he has satisfied the requirement and that she should process his change of grade It is definitely possible to 

resolve the issue completely before the fall semester begins, but when his final grade is posted in Connect Carolina witl completely depend on how quickly the 

Registrar’s office can process and finalize the change o1: grade. 

To help speed things along I’ve attached a class instruction document which will give instructions as to how he should access the online articles. Also attached is a 

blank option 2 form. 

ket me know it you have any other quesl:kms- hopefully this helps! 

Tha~lks, 

Trent 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 12:01 PM 
To: Hopper, Trent 
Subject: 

Hello Trent, 

I am an Academic Counselor trying to assist a student, , resolve an incomplete he received in PSYC with in the spring, 

semester. Beth Kurtz-Costes gave me your contact information, has been trying to reach Dr. Griffin, but it is my understanding you are the best person to 

contact regarding the participation pool experiments. 

Please let me know how      can resolve this issue so his grade can be posted. Would it be possible to resolve this issue before the fall semester begins? 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 2:31 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

I~E: WBKB Infractions 

Thanks a million, Karen! I hope you have a [:antastic weekend! 
Jaimie 

From-" Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 1:53 PM 
To; Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: WBKB Infractions 
Hi Jaimie, 

Here is the infraction sheet for Here are some patterns that I noticed when completing it: 

: often late to tutor sessions 

(and sometimes     ) would show up for the 2:00pm EXSS session (instead of the 3:00pm time they were initially assigned) and 
was dis~tracting and off task. 

, once started attending her session, got off task tiequently 

was frequently on her phone during sessions 

was often significantly late 1,~ her PSYC session mad I am not sure why she was conthsed on the time. She was late multiple times and probably 

should have figured it out at least by the second time she was late. 

Let me know if you have any’ questions. 

Have a great weekend! See you Monday. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 
@gLna!Lcom 

especially 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 9:42 PM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Final Grade 

Hey brad, 

swore his comm grade must have been incorrect. Here is the response from Buanne... 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: [a)live.unc.edu> 

Date: ,9:37:12 PM EDT 
To: "jaJmielee~unc.edu" <iaimielee({bunc.edu> 

Subject: P,¥: Final Grade 

From: Young, Bryanne 

Sent: Saturday, 

To; 

Subject: RE: Final Grade 

Hello 

12:48 AM 

I am out of the country at the moment. I am happy to meet with you when Fall semester starts. In the mean time, I encourage you to 
remember the final exam and assess honestly how you think it went for you. The final exam comprised 15% of your final grade which, to be 
honest, hurt your cumulative grade rather badly. Also please refer to the first three quiz grades you received. For your own knowledge, your 
ceremonial speech grade was 8.7/10. Your participation grades are both very strong, as are your speech grades. As soon as I reach my 
destination I will double check my spreadsheet to make sure there was no clerical error and will also go back through your final exam. If you 
contact me within the first week of class, I will sit down with you and we can talk through all the elements of your grade. 

I commend your participation and engagement, as well as the awesome effort you put into your speeches. I also suggest you gather together 
your graded quizzes. The final exam plus the quizzes comprised 32% of your final grade. For your own information, this course was graded out 
of 100 points. Your score was 73.5. Enjoy the remainder of your break and we will address this when school starts again. 

Best, 

BY 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 6:53 PM 

To: Young, gryanne 

Subject: Final Grade 

Dear Professor Young, 

I was emailing out of concern of my final grade. I was shocked to find out that I received a Cin the class. Given my current academic status, I 

was depending on getting at least a minimum of a g in your class. I was just wondering was there anyway you could review my grades and 

see was their any mistake or anyway I could receive a B in your class. I see on Sakai that I never received a grade for my ceremonial speech, 

and I thought maybe that could have been the cause. I have showed up on time for every class, participated, in every discussion, and never 

got below a, B on any speech that I know of. So I was just emailing out major concern for my grade. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:24 PM 

@live.uuc.edu> 

I~E: Schedule Questions/Co~tlicts 

! 

Yes, I remember, and I am swamped so Fm sorry for the late response. I am not sure of your responsibilities as a manager, so I win double check with Coach to 

mak~:_~ sure 21.:45pm isn’t too late. f wilJ not be able to g~-_d: vou into any cJasses, but you can always r~-_~ach out to profs if classes are (:I.:_~s~:_~d to s~-_~e if they are wiJling to 
add you! 

I will t:oflow up wid~ you later this week! 

Frora: 
Sent" Thursday, 2:55 PN 
To-" Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject; Schedule Questions/Conflicts 

Hello Ms. Lee this is        or     , one of the Managers for the Girls          team. I don’t know if you remember me talking to you on the phone or 

not, but I have a few questions about my schedule. My latest class as of now ends at 1:45 and I was wondering if that was too late? It’s a Music class and 

I was probably going to drop it because I’m enrolled in another Music class as well. Also I’m on the waiting list for Math    and that class will end at 

1:50, so again is that too late? Also I was wondering if you could possibly get me into an earlier class during the day for Math? if you could please get 

back to me as soon as possible, thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@emaJl.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <ca~dice~r@email.unc.edu> 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing completed the bounceback program in the Spring semester. Please let 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@emaJl xmc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <ca~dice~r@email.uuc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thank you! Is there any type of docurnent of completion or anything like that? 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

did compJet~:_~ BB during Spring 

Best, 

Cynthia Demetriou, Director for Retention 

Unch-:~rgraduate Retention o Office of Und,-:~rgraduat,-:~ Educ~;tion 

3003/3002 Steele Building o CB~! 3504 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confider!tk~iitv notice: This e mail m.~!!~!~age, including i~ny a~_tachrnents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(!~} and rnav contair! confiden~_ial and privileged ir!formatior!. Any 

unautho!ized revi~!w, us.% disclo!~ure or distribution is prohibited. 

J 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring     semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:18 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Hi Lance, 

This is what I got: from the D.irector of Retenl:k)n. t asked if l:here was any official documentat:ion, so [ will let you know if she can provide anything besides this 

email. This may be i1:.,, 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 
To-" Lee, gaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, laime. 

did complete BB during Spring 

Cynthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ~ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~ (9:[9} g43-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu .................................................................... 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiaiity notice: [his e rnaii mcssagc, inciudir!g any attachments, is; for the 5(}le u~,ie of intended recipient{s} and may contain c(}nfiderlti;~l and privileged inforrnatiom AN’ 

unauthorized rev:ew, us,’_’, disclosure or distributior~ is prohibited 

j 

From-" Lee, gaimie 
Sent-" Monday, 3:42 PN 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject; 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring     semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your helpH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:26 PM 

Allison, Kim A <ka]lison@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

RE: official mailing address 

Hi Kim, 

Do you mh~d please sendh~g a copy of 

"hank you! 

From= Kim A Allison [mailto:kallison@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 AM 
To: 
Co= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Thanks . VII prepare the letter, have Dean Woodard to sign it and put it in the mail to you. 

Kim 

From: 
Sent= Tuesday, :1.0:47 AN 

To= Allison, Kim A 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: official mailing address 

Dear Ms. Allison, 

I am            (PID- 

approval. My official address is, 

Sincerely, 

foreign language approval letter? We need it on file for compliance and his NCAA degree information. 

). Dem~ WoodaJ’d has intbrmed me to give you my official address for the official notification of my tbreign language substitution 

¯ Thank you for your help¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:33 PM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: olficiaJ mailing address 

Thank you, Kirn!!! 

From: Allison, Kim A 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; 
Subject-" RE: official mailing address 

Hi Jaimie, 

Please find Lhe signed approval teLter attached. Let rne know if: you need any other information. 

K 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:26 PM 
Te: Allison, Kim A; 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Hi Kim, 

Do you mind please sending a copy of foreign langt~age approval letLer ? We need it on fife [:or compliance and his NCAA degree information. 

Thank you! 

From: Kim A Allison [malto:kallison .@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

To: 
I:::c: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: official mailing address 

Thanks . I"il prepare the letter, h~w:_~ Dean Woodard to sign it ~md put it in the mail to Vot~ 

Kim 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, :[0:47 AM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
¢c-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: official mailing address 

Dear Ms. Allison, 

I am            (P1D- 

approval. My official address is, 

Sincerely, 

). Dean Woodard has informed me to give you my official address for the official notification of my foreign language subslitufion 

¯ Thank you for your help¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:41 PM 

Om Kym N (orr@email.unc.edu) 

fffvi      is answering emails 

Kym, 

has been emailing me back and forth this afternoon so you can reach her that way... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

Demetriot~ Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc .edu> 

I~E: 

PerfecL Thank you! 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

No, I can tell you that he attended 9 of 12 sessions. 

Cynthia Demelriou o Director for Retentior~ 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 SLeele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina aL Chapel Hilt, (9:19) 843--50:[5 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstg_eneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiaiity notice: This e rnaii message, inciudir!g any attachrnent!~, is for tile sale use ot: re[ended recipient{s~ and may con[ain cantidential i~nd privileged inforrnatiom An, 

unauthorized review, usc~ disciosure or distribution i5 p:-ohibited. 

] 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:12 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Thank you! is there any type of document o[ completion or anything like that? 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jaime. 

did complete BB during Spring 

Cynthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (9:[9) g43-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu .................................................................... 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiaiity notice: [his e rnaii n!cssagc, inciudir!g any attachments, Lx for the 5ole u.xe of intended recipient{s} and may contain confidential and privileged information. An’ 

unauthorized rev:ew, us,c, disclosure or distributior~ is prohibited 

] 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring     semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:43 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Cynthia says there is no other documentation, just her email cont:irmir~g he completed the program. I found a surnmary of what the course entailed, if that helps: 

"Bounce Back is part-class, part-group. Students in Bounce Back meet in a group on weekly basis to strengthen academic skills (time management, test-taking and 

stud?’ strategies) as well as to explore how to become more resilient in the face of scholastic and personal adversi~ (addressing issues like persislence, values, and 

stress management). 

There is no fee to join Bounce Back but the workbook is $20. 

Bounce Back is only open to students who are on academic probation." 

From. Markos, Lance M 
Sent" Tuesday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

That’s fine - thanks!! 

1:18 PM 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Tuesday, 

To" Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 

1:18 PM 

Hi Lance, 

This is what I got from the Director of Retention. 1 asked if there was any official documentation, so I will let you know if she can provide anything besides this 

email. This may be it.,, 

From" Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jaime. 

did complete BB during Spring 

Best, 

Cynthia Demelriot, o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (9:[9} 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstKeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiaiity notice: [his e rnaii n!cssagc, inciudir!g any attachments, is; for the 5ole use of intended recipient{s} and may contain confidential s~nd privileged information. Any 

tinauthorized review, ti5�:~ disciostire or distribution i5 prohibited, 

j 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject" 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring     semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your helpH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

~L is v~Iuntary~ by the w~y~he signed up to do this, but iL is not actually rnandat~ry for students on probation. Maybe that can help show some initiative on his 
part 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

1:44 PM 

Cool - that works. Thin, ks - it is what it is... 

[a nee 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

1:43 PM 

CynLhia says there is no other documentation, just her email cont:irmir~g he completed the program. I found a summary of what the course entailed, if that helps: 

"Bounce Back is part-class, part-group. Students in Bounce Back meet in a group on weekly basis to strengthen academic skills (time management, test-taking and 
study strategies) as well as to explore how to become more resilient in the face of scholastic and personal adversi~ (addressing issues like persistence, values, and 

stress management). 

There is no fee to join Bounce Back but the workbook is $20. 

Bounce Back is only open to students who axe on academic probation." 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

That’s fine -t:hanl~s!! 

1:18 PM 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 

1:18 PM 

Hi Lance, 

This is what I got from the Director o1: ReLention. I asked if there was any ol:t:icial documenLation, so I will let you know if she can provide anything besides this 

email. This may be it.,, 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Jaime. 

did complete BB during Spring 

Best, 

Cynthia Demetriou. Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

300:-~/71002 S~:e~-:~h:_~ Building, CB# 71504 

The University of North Carolina a[ Chapel Hilt, {9:19) 843--50:[5 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 



Coniider~tiaiit¢ ~otice: #his e mail message, iacludh~g any a[[a,’.hment.% is for [he .~,o]e use of intended recipient(s) and mac corltair~ coafiden[is] sad privileged mformstior~. Ar~y 

unauthorized rev:ew, us% disclosure or distributior~ is prohibited 

1 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: 

Hello ladies! 

I was wondering how I can go about getting any documentation showing             completed the bounceback program in the Spring     semester. Please le 

me know who I should contact. I need verification he completed the program for a NCAA waiver which needs to be filed in the next few days, if possible. 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 2:17 PM 

@live.unc.e&# 

I~E: Schedule Questions/Co~tlicts 

Hi 

Also, contact Grog Law about your concerns, too. He will be able to give you more information about your schedule with the team and how it will affect your 

aw~ilability for class. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1::t4 PPI 

To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject" RE: Schedule Questions!Conflicts 

Thank you so much! And I will look into emaJling the professor’. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaim!elee~unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Schedule Questions/Conflicts 

Hi      ! 

Yes, I ten, ember, and I am swamped so I’m sorry for the late response. I am not sure of your res~mnsibilities as a manager, so I will doubh-_~ check with Coach to 

make sure 1:4Spin isn"t too lat~-L [ will not b~-_~ a ble to get you into a n y cla ss~-_~s, but you ca n a]wa,/s reach out to ~rofs i [ cla ss~-_~s a re closed to see i[ ~:h ey a re willing to 

add you! 

I wilt follow up with you later’ this week! 

From; 
Sent; Thursday, 2:55 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject," Schedule Questions/Conflicts 

Hello Ms. Lee this is        or     , one of the Managers for the Girls          team. I don’t know if you remember me talking to you on the phone or 

not, but I have a few questions about my schedule. My latest class as of now ends at :[:45 and I was wondering if that was too late? It’s a Music class and 

I was probably going to drop it because I’m enrolled in another Music class as well. Also I’m on the waiting list for Math    and that class will end at 

:!.:50, so again is that too late? Also I was wondering if you could possibly get me into an earlier class during the day for Math? If you could please get 

back to me as soon as possible, thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 10:45 AM 

Karen Neff< @gmM.com> 

Re: Scheduling Issues 

Karen, 

This is extremely helpful’. Thanks so much. Also, I forgot to save the girls’ schedules on my computer. Will you please emM then to me? Thank you’.!! 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 3:33 PM, "Karen Neff’ < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Jaimle, 
I went through the schedule and looked for (hopefully) everything you asked for. Please let me know if you need anything else. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~gmail.com 

<FI 3 Schedule Issues.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 5:53 PM 

Karen Neff< ~gmaJl.com> 

l~b2: Scheduling Issues 

Thanks, ~a~en!! Awesome awesome awesome[ 

From: Karen Neff [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 10:57 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: Scheduling Issues 
No problem. Here you go. I attached them in both ~sx and pdf formats. 

Karen 

Karen Neff 

C: 

,~;gmail.com 
On Aug 1,2013, at 10:44 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Karen, 

This is extremely helpful! Thanks so much. Also, I forgot to save the girls’ schedules on my computer. Will you please emaJl then to me? Thm~ you!!’. 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 3:33 PM, "Karen Neff’ < ~?~gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Hi Jairnie, 
I went through the schedule and looked for (hopefully) evelything you asked for. Please let me know if you need anything else. 
Karen 

Karen Neff 
C: 

~rnail.corn 

<F13 Schedule Issues.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

Re: 

image001 .j pg 

Jody, 

Thank you for following up! I was told the Dean would not be giving permission for her to take 3 courses. She will have to take the last course in the spring. 

Thank you again fi~r your help’. 

On , at 9:06 AM, "Cashion, Jody W" <iody cashion(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie 
I haven’t gotten the Dean’s approval to enroll 
idea if that has been requested yet? Let me know so I can proceed with enrolling her in the Geog 
for comm    and 

jody (~.ash[on 

student services Assistant 

Cal~oilna Courses OnLine 

Friday Center fol~ Contlnu[ng Educablon 

Phone 91_9-o062-.53©4 

F a ~_9 ~9:9 ~ 2-.5.549 
io d ~ __c a sh io n@uJ.~ c. ed u 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

in the third online course for fall. l can’t enroll her untiI Dean May approves it. Do you have any 

course. I have already completed the enrollment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:07 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

ILB:    question 

Sherry, 

Thank you so much for includhlg me in this email! I will definitely follow up with 

Jaimie 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, 3:51 PN 
To: Lee, 3aJmJe 
Subject:    question 

Hi Jaimie, I am going to copy you on an email to 

minor without application or approval. 

¯ That is interesting he is "declared" without having applied. 

about the Coaching Education minor. It is an application minor and someone declared him for the 

Sherry 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master lecturer, Director oF Undergraduate Studie; 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Haft 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 
Fa~: 919-9{-]2-0489 
Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tu es d a ys----II:eid- 12:15 

Wednesdays--10:00-.11:15 and 1:15--2:45 

Thursdays-<].:[:00-:[2:15 

He is registered for EXSS this fall--that is fine, he can stay¯ It is open to COAC minors only, but if it doesn’t fill, I open it to others¯ (I am getting ready to do 

that), 

If he wants to apply for the COAC minor, he will need to do that. It is almost full! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE 
(JAIMIEL)> 
Monday, August 12, 2013 3:48 PM 

Taylor Harper               ~gmail.com> 

Williams, Andre (willia46@email.unc.edu); Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc. edu> 

RE: Player Schedules 

Hello Taylor, 

Unfortunately, this is a tough time to provide academic schedules. There are a significant amount of changes which 

need to be made and much work needs to be done on their individual academic profiles for the fall which will including 

tutoring, meetings with counselors, etc. It will be extremely difficult to provide something comprehensive before next 

week. We will do our best to get information to you as things are set up, but it will be create more confusion if I provide 

schedules which are subject several updates occurring throughout everyday over the few weeks. 

From: Taylor Harper [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Player Schedules 

@gmail.com] 

Hi Jaimie, 
This is Taylor with Strength & Conditioning with the football team. We’re trying to set up the lift schedules 

for the upcoming semester and I was hoping you could send me the players’ schedules for the fall. 

Thanks T 

Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, August 12, 2013 7:05 PM 

Taylor ttarper < @gmail.com> 

Re: Player Schedules 

My pleasure! I jut wanted to make sure we were all on the same page! 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 6:16 PM, "Taylor Harper" < ~gmail.com> w~ote: 

Jaimie, 

Thanks tbr getting back to me. I understand completely and you’re right, it doesn’t make sense to set up lift sche&des when the academic schedules aren’t 

set in stone. If you could, please keep us in the loop regarding academic schedules so that we may move forward once everUthing is settled on your end. 

ThaJlks agai!! 

T~or 

On Mon, Aug 12, 2013 at 3:48 PM, Lee, Jaimie < iaimielee(gz)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Taylor, 

Unfortunately, this is a tough time to provide academic schedules. There are a significant amount of changes which need to be made and much 

work needs to be done on their individual academic profiles for the fall which will including tutoring, meetings with counselors, etc. It will be 

extremely difficult to provide something comprehensive before next week. We win do our best to get information to you as things are set up, but 

i~: will be cr~-_~3~:e more confusion i[ I provide sch~-_~dules which ~3re subject several updates occurring [:hroughou[: ew:,r,/d~,/ow:,r the few weel~s. 

From: Taylor Harper [mailto: 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Player Schedules 

@gmail.com] 

Ill Jaimie, 

This is Taylor with Strength & Conditioning with the football team. We’re/wing to set up the lift schedules for the upcoming semester and I was hoping 

you could send me the players’ schedules for the ~:all. 

Thanks! 

Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 7:06 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: 

ThaNes a million!’. 

On, , at 5:15 PIVI, "Townsend, Jenn" <itownsend({gunc.edu> wrote: 

applied for graduation (with an underload). He owes $115 that he needs to pay before he can change his fall schedule. 

He will need to swap COMM    for MATH    and add GEOL     and EDUC . He has all of the classes in his shopping cart. 

He said he is going to pay tomorrow and come back to switch his classes on Wednesday. I told him to text to make sure we would be here since we 

might be gone. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9:[.9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:43 PM 

Jamie Corcoran @gmail.com> 

I~E: Back at UNC! 

OMG Jamie!!! I am sooooo sad I am just getting this message!! I was out of the office on vacation all last week[ I just returned today and saw this emaiL Did you get 
a chance to stop by the academic center?!?! I am so sad I didn’t get to see you,..,How are you!?!?! 
From" Jamie Corcoran [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2023 8:26 AM 
To" Lee, .laimie 
Subject: Back at UNC! 
Hi Jaknie! 

I’m back on cmnpus mid was wondering if you had a free moment between 12:00 mid 2:00 todW. I’d love to stop by and sW hi’. 

Jamie Corcoran 

Jamie C~rcoran, M.Ed. 

Phone I ’ 

gmail I ~_~g___m__~_i!._~-_o__m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Mondw, 10:29 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: 

FYI, not sure it: his cornm courses can double count ]:or t:oreign lang.,.just want to verify because if not, he will need all 3 foreign tang courses,.. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, 5:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

applied for graduation (with an underload). He owes 5115 that he needs to pay before he can change his fall schedule. 

He will need to swap COMM    for MATH    and add GEOL     and EDUC . He has all of the classes in his shopping cart. 

He said he is going to pay tomorrow and come back to switch his classes on Wednesday. I told him to text to make sure we would be here since we might be gone. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

.9_ 1__9__9 § 2___9__s_3 8_ 
9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q]O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Mondw, 10:49 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Awesome! That’s what I thought, I just wanted Lo make doubly sure! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, 10:48 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

The note is his advisor notes say that they do and I called Spencer to confirm. We can have him go to walk in hours with the grad advisors though just to double- 

check. 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <ja_j .m__!._e_l._e_ .e_@__ .u_ n_ _c_ ._ _e_ .d_ _ u. > wrote: 

FYI, not sure if his comrn courses can double count for foreign tang..+just wanL to verify because if not, he will need all 3 t:oreign lang courses.+, 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, 5:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

applied for graduation (with an underload). He owes $115 that he needs to pay before he can change his fall schedule. 

He will need to swap COMM    for MATH    and add GEOL     and EDUC . He has all of the classes in his shopping cart. 

He said he is going to pay tomorrow and come back to switch his classes on Wednesday. I told him to text to make sure we would be here since we 

might be gone. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

.9__1_9__9.6_2__9_S_.3__8_. 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:45 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

courses relnaJllillg 

Based on my quick update of Wally’s worksheet, I have you needing another 23 credit hours to graduate: 

1. Biology lab (1 cr) 

2. Comm core C< (comm )--3cr 

3. Comm IOC< (3 cr) 

4. Comm<    (3cr) 

5. Comm IOC> (3cr) 

6. Comm IOC> (3cr) 

7. 7 cr hours of electives 

I am waiting on academic advising to confirm this information. I will let you know if they have different information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:20 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi Sherry, 

I appreciate your email! FYI,            would definitely be an ideal candidate to keep this course because it is his last semester all he would like to graduate this fall. 

His day offis Monday, so if it could be arranged for him to keep up ruth the course, that would be optimal! 

should not have a problem, and if possible, should keep the course. Is your concern primarily with travel issues throughout the semester? 

On , at 12:52 PM, "SaJyer, Sherry L" <.s_aL~Le_!i@_e___n_!_a__i_LujLc_:__e__d_3_p wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, iust sent the email below to my class. I believe there are three     players who are in the class. One,             , is okay and is working 

on his practicum now. The others .... and (is he ?) are not. I can’t imagine that they would be able to do a coaching 

pracficurn in the fall., so they would nem~ to drop. Previously I have had        players who did a practicurn in th~-_~ fall--on their day off. If that is 

p o ss i b I e, I a rn wi I I i n g 1:o i n v e sl:i ga t e t h a 1: p os si bi I i Ly, 

Let me know, 

Sherry 

HI to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study guide and other 

info is in shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their practicum in the 

fall. IT IS TOO kATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS 

AND I HAVE RECEIVED SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the minor). Please let me know asap as there are 

students who would love to get your spot. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduat:e Studies 

Pepartrnent of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2I:1 FeLzer Half 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6~.t7 

Fax: 919- 962.-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays- - 1:k00--:[2:I5 

Wednesdavs--lO:O0-:].:[::[S and :1.::1.5-2:45 

Th ursdays-- I t:~- t2::[5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 6:11 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Okay, thank you lbr this communicalion[ I will see if it is feasible to get them going right away and committed on worldng on their day ofl~ Otherwise, it is so difficult to 

make these schedule adjustments. I will see if they can make this work! Thank you so much for letting me know!! 

On , at 1:51 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <~]ver(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No, my concern is that they do an extensive practicum actually coaching/helping to coach a team AN[) that athletes in seasot~ have a very hard tirne 

making it work. Some studenLs work wid~ Rainbow soccer, rec league basketball, dub lacrosse, HS or MS sports. I emaifed all students in the class last 

spring and told them of the requirement. It is a little odd to only do one day a week, but if I can be guaranteed d~at they could use the day off [:or that, 

then we can try to find a location to work with them. If they take the class and then find they can’t do the practicum, they would fail the class (it is 65% 

of my section of the course). It wouM need to start asap. 

Make sense? 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:20 PM 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= Re: EXSS 
Hi Sherry, 

I appreciate your emaiH FYI, would definitely be an ideal candidate to keep this course because it is his last semester an he would like to 

graduate this fall. His day off is Monday, so if it could be arranged for him to keep up with the course, that would be optimal! 

Marrs should not have a problem, and if possible, should keep the course. Is your concern primarily with travel issues throughout the semester? 

On , at 12:52 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, just sent the email bebw to my class. I believe there are three     players who are in the class. One,             , is okay 

and is working on his practicum now. The others .... and          (is he    ?) are not. I can’t imagine that they would be 

able to do a coaching practicum in the fail, so they would need to drop. Previously I haw:_~ had players who did a practk:um in the 

Jail--on their day off. [f that: is possible, I am willing to invest:igate that possibility. 

Let me know. 

Sherry 

Hi to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study 

guide and other info is in shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their 

practicum in the fall. IT IS TOO LATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE 

ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS AND I HAVE RECEIVED SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the minor). Please let me know asap as 

there are students who would love to get your spot. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Haft 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-.962 -0489 
Spring AdvisingiOffic¢_~ hours: 

Tuesdays- - 11:LX)--12:15 

Wednesdays--lO:(YS- 1I:I5 and 1:15--2:45 

Th ursdays--I l:t.~- 12:I 5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 1:38 PM 

VaJlgelder, MarMle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Moakos, Lance M < markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - AdditionaJ Documentation 

Hello, 

I have requested the information. Once I get the rationale, I will pass it along. 

Jaimie 

From-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:58 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
C¢: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: - Additional Documentation 
Importance: High 

Hi Jaimie- 

The NCAA has ask~-:~d to us to provide t:he Universit:y’s policy and/or rationNe regarding replacing       grades with a W for the fall     semester. We have th~-_~ 

probation letter for     , but do not have his appeal letter. Can you please provide us with a copy of the both the institutional policy and any documentation you 

have regarding the rationale for the approval o[:       appeal? 

If we are able to provide the NCAA the documentation they are requesting before Friday morning, they believe they will be able to hear case on Friday. 

Thank you for your assistm~ce. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGeider 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785~, 

Fax: (919) 962- (’;002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 6:12 PM 

~gma]l.com> 

ltg: Back at UNC! 

Give me a heads up because you know we get crazy around here fo1.,_1 look forwar’d to seeing yOkE! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:35 plVl 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: Back at UNC! 

I didn’t stop by but I am going to soon! Should I let you know before I come by or can I just drop in? 

O11 , at 9:43 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(a))mCne&t> wrote: 

OMG      [!! I am sooooo sad I am just getting this message!! I was out of the office on vacation all last week! I]us[ returned today and saw this 

email. Did you get a chance to stop by the academic center?!?! I am so sad I didn’t get to see you._,How are you!?!?! 

From: [ E~__a__[[_t__o_~ ~ g___m___a_jLc_9____m_.] 
Sent= Thursday,. 8:16 AM 
To= Lee, .laimie 
Subject= Back at UNC! 

Hi JaJmie! 

I’m back on campus and was wondering if you had a free moment between 12:00 and 2:00 today. I’d love to stop by and say hi! 

Phone I 

Email J 

, M.Ed. 

@ g_n__a_~i!_,_c_~_o____m___ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Okay, that sounds great! [ have spoken to    . and even though this is the last class he needs to complete the minor, he may have to give it up it:he can’t make it 

work with his schedule. I hope this doesn’t have to be the case. Thank you again for your communication. 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Thanks. They can’t actually start until we have the ~’practice plan talk" in class, but we can get something set up. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:11 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Okay, thank you for this communication! I will see if it is feasible to get them going right away and committed on working on their day off. Otherwise, it is so 

difficult to make these schedule adjustments. I will see if they can make this work! Thank you so much for letting me know!] 

On at 1:51 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No, my concern is that they do an extensive practicum actually coaching/helping to coach a team AND that athletes in season have a very hard time 

making it work. Some students work with Rainbow soccer, rec league basketball, club lacrosse, HS or MS sports. [ emailed all students in the class last 

spring and LoJd them of the requirement, it is a little odd to only do one day a week, but if I can be guaranteed Lhat they could use the day off [or that, 

then we can try Lo find a k)caLion to work with them. If they Lake Lhe class and then find they can’t do the pracLicum, they would fail the class fit is {-?5% 

of my section of the course). It would need to start asap. 

Make sense? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:20 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Hi Sherry, 

I appreciate your email] FYI, would definitely be an ideal candidate to keep this course because it is his last semester an he would like to 

graduate this fall. His day off is Monday, so if it could be arranged for him to keep up with the course, that would be optimal! 

should not have a problem, and if possible, should keep the course. Is your concern primarily with travel issues throughout the semester? 

On , at 12:52 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, just sent the email below to my class. I believe there are three     players who are in Lhe class, One,              , is okay 

and is working on his practicum now. The others .... and          (is he    ?) are not. I can’t imagine that they would be 

able to do a coaching practicum in the fall, so they would need to drop. Previously I have had players who did a practicum in the 

fall--on their day off. If that is possible, I am willing to investigate that possibility. 

Let me know. 

Sherry 

Hi to all. I look forward to meeting you on Wednesday 

Please pick up the textbook from the Bookstore. You can ONLY get it from the bookstore; do NOT buy it anyplace else. The text, study 

guide and other info is in shrink wrapped package. DO NOT OPEN THE SHRINK WRAP UNTIL WE GET TO CLASS AND I TELL YOU TO OPEN IT! 

There will also be a course pack, but it is not ready yet. 

Three of you are working on your practicum now and have turned in practice plans. I assume everyone else will be completing their 

practicum in the fall. IT IS TOO LATE TO START A SUMMER PRACTICUM; NOR WILL I ACCEPT ANY PRACTICE PLANS UNLESS YOU HAVE 

ALREADY STARTED ON THE PROCESS AND I HAVE RECEIVED SOME. 

Unfortunately, if you can’t do the practicum this fall, then you will need to drop the course (and the minor). Please let me know asap as 

there are students who would love to get your spot. 

See you soon. 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry Salyer, EdD, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

(.8#8700, 2:[I Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:[9-962--6947 

Fax: 919-962-.0489 

Spring Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays--:l :[:00- :[2::15 

Wedru:_r;days- -:1.{}:(>:3-1:[::[5 and I:15--2:45 

Thursdays-- l:k{X)--:~2:lS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu-~; Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@unc.edu-~; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.e&>~ 

RE: team roster 

I will took at .,.I copied the T[::’s and didn’t realize he was changed. I have Walty*s worksheets and witl give you copies for 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent" Wednesday, 4:58 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 
C:c-" Brown, Michelle 
Subject-" RE: team roster 
Thanks for the info. 

and 

Due to schedule conflicts between Jaimie, Jenn, and I, for the next week would it be more logical for me to work with the students I have the worksheets and background info 
on versus having to get a synopsis of former students of Wally or Jaimie? get worksheets of these students as well? (this only saves a fraction of the time being put into all the 
other students so either way is fine with me). 

I already have complete plans for the students listed below. They are not listed under my name and based off the meeting earlier, there will be 2 plans in place that could be 
similar or different. Please let me know the day and time we can meet in order to share plan notes. 

For the students that are listed under my name, I would need worksheets and!or a synopsis of their strengths and weaknesses in order to move forward with schedule 
evaluation. This is if we chose to keep these students under my name from now until the Ist day of school. 1t% definitely not an issue to keep the students, the issue seems to 
lie in finding time for Jenn and/or Jaimie to be able to meet and go over these few students. 

(Wally) 

0aimie) 
(no synopsis needed BUT worksheet is needed-->Wally) 

L~ me know. 

Tia 

From; Lee, .]aimie 
Sent" Wednesday, :t:30 PM 
To; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Co; Overstreet, Tia; Brown, Michelle 
Subject" team roster 

Hello all, 

I have attached the team roster for fall . The first tab is a breakdown by counselor for fall scheduling assistance. Please provide feedback. I have moved some 

guys around based upon work done with those individuals over the summer. I have also tried to disperse the new freshmen. The other tabs show the roster by 

position and alpha order. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:47 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu-~; Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@unc.edu-~; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.e&P~ 

RE: team roster 

I didn’t see an attachment. 

I will email you tomorrow about a meeting time. 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday,              7:45 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 
Thanks. 

What time will we be meeting again to go over and summer performance in order for me to make the most efficient schedule changes? 

Updates: 
:[)Attached is the list Jaimie sent with the names of my students (33) highlighted. The highlight indicates that I have updated my worksheets and looked at their Fall 
schedule as of today. We can definitely compare to make sure numbers are accurate and up to date if we find the time. 

2)Tomorrow I will do the same for the 5 unhighligted guys listed under my name. 

3)3aimie can you also include worksheet, even though he is very independent. 

4)Out of 33, I:[ Fall     schedules are complete!approved and have been printed for Sunday. I will double check to make sure the student has not made any changes before 
Sunday’s meeting in order to ensure accurate schedules are being handed out. 

See everyone tomorrow. 

Tia 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:35 PN 
To: Overstreet, lia; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc-" Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 

I will look at ~..I copied the TE’s and didn’t realize he was changed, I have Wally’s worksheets and will give you copies for 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:58 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, 3enn; Myers, Leslie 

Co= Brown, Nichelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 
Thanks for the info. 

and 

Due to schedule conflicts between Jaimie, Jenn, and I, for the next week would it be more logical for me to work with the students I have the worksheets and background info 
on versus having to get a synopsis of former students of Wally or Jaimie? get worksheets of these students as well? (this only saves a fraction of the time being put into all the 
other students so either way is fine with me). 

I already have complete plans for the students listed below. They are not listed under my name and based off the meeting earlier, there will be 2 plans in place that could be 
similar or different. Please let me know the day and time we can meet in order to share plan notes. 

For the students that are listed under my name, I would need worksheets and!or a synopsis of their strengths and weaknesses in order to move forward with schedule 
evaluation. This is if we chose to keep these students under my name from now until the :tst day of school. It’s definitely not an issue to keep the students, the issue seems to 
lie in finding time for Jenn and!or 3aimie to be able to meet and go over these few students. 

0Nally) 

(Jaimie) 
(no synopsis needed BUT worksheet is needed-->Wally) 

L~ me know. 

Tia 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, :[:30 PN 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 
Cc-" Overstreet, Tia; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: team roster 



Hello all, 

I have attached the team roster for fall . The first tab is a breakdown by counselor for fall scheduling assistance. Please provide feedback. I have moved some 

guys around based upon work done with those individuals over the summer. I have also tried to disperse the new freshmen. The other tabs show the roster by 

position and alpha order. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu-~; Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@unc.edu-~; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.e&>~ 

RE: team roster 

Thanks! 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:48 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: FW: team roster 
Sorry, here is the attachment 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 

Thanks. 

What time will we be meeting again to go over and summer performance in order for me to make the most efficient schedule changes? 

Updates: 
l)Attached is the list 3aimie sent with the names of my students (33) highlighted. The highlight indicates that I have updated my worksheets and looked at their Fall 
schedule as of today. We can definitely compare to make sure numbers are accurate and up to date if we find the time. 

2)Tomorrow I will do the same for the 5 unhighligted guys listed under my name. 

3)Jaimie can you also include worksheet, even though he is very independent. 

4)Out of 33, i:t Fall     schedules are complete/approved and have been printed for Sunday. I will double check to make sure the student has not made any changes before 
Sunday’s meeting in order to ensure accurate schedules are being handed out. 

See everyone tomorrow. 

Tia 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:35 PM 
To: Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, 3enn; Myers, Leslie 

C¢: Brown, Micheiie 
Subject: RE: team roster 

I will took at ...I copied the T[::’s and didn’t realize he was changed. I have Walty’s worksheets and witl give you copies for 

From: Overstreet, Tia 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:58 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, Jenn; Myers, Leslie 

Ce: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: team roster 
Thanks for the info. 

and 

Due to schedule conflicts between Jaimie, Jenn, and I, for the next week would it be more logical for me to work with the students I have the worksheets and background info 
on versus having to get a synopsis of former students of Waliy or Jaimie? get worksheets of these students as well? (this only saves a fraction of the time being put into all the 
other students so either way is fine with me). 

I already have complete plans for the students listed below. They are not listed under my name and based off the meeting earlier, there will be 2 plans in place that could be 
similar or different. Please let me know the day and time we can meet in order to share plan notes. 

For the students that are listed under my name, I would need worksheets and!or a synopsis of their strengths and weaknesses in order to move forward with schedule 
evaluation. This is if we chose to keep these students under my name from now until the :tst day of school. It’s definitely not an issue to keep the students, the issue seems to 
lie in finding time for 3enn and!or Jaimie to be able to meet and go over these few students. 

ONally) 

Oaimie) 
(no synopsis needed BUT worksheet is needed-->Wally) 

Let me know. 

Tia 



From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PM 
To; Townsend, Jenn, Myers, Leslie 

Co; Overstreet, Tia, Brown, Michelle 
Subject" team roster 

Hello all, 

I have attached the team roster for fall . The first tab is a breakdown by counselor for fall scheduling assistance. Please provide feedback. I have moved some 

guys around based upon work done with those individuals over the summer. I have also tried to disperse the new freshmen. The other tabs show the roster by 

position and alpha order. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 9:03 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Kids to see 

Thanks! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent= Wednesday, 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Kids to see 

9:02 PM 

Okay, some of these are just very minor issues or just to suggest they add one more class as a buffer. Highlighted kids are the priority. 

Arrrggghhhh 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:15 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Dress Code 

Ca, olina~ipg 

Dude! That is just plain blaspheme! Lolol 

On , at 7:36 ~’~M, " @gmail.com> wrote: 

> I’m guessing that wearing this shirt would also be "unprofessional"? 
> 

> 

> <Carolina.jpg> 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 10:02 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Friday Dinner 

Well..Aechnically._Fm no longer football staff so I don’t think ] should be invited Q 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, Auoust :1.4, 2013 10:02 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, ~a; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Friday Dinner 

All, 

Here are the details on the football staff/post-training party at my house Friday. Tracy is making some Mexican-inspired main dishes, and so your contribution is 

simple. She just needs you to bring some side ingredients. If you could each bring the food listed next to your name, we’d appreciate it. 

Michelle: 6 or 7 tomatoes 

Les: 2 or 3 red peppers and 2 or 3 yellow peppers 

Jaimie: 2 or 3 onions 

Tia: 2 bags of romaine lettuce 

If you have time to chop the vegetables before arriving, that would be helpful, but if you don’t have time, don’t worry about it. 

Also, please bring your own beverage. 

We’ll start about 7:00. My address is 171 Viburnum Way. You can look up directions. You’ll want to park on Hanna St. before you get to the round-about. Then walk 

through the round-about and turn left down the sidewalk. You’ll see a sign for my house. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Bradley R. IL Bethel I Reading mid Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prograan for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.beflM(a,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:57 PM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

1@2 Friday’ Dinner 

LoloL,NO WAY! (dropping the mic now) ._ Iofol 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Seat; Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:42 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Friday Dinner 

But you’re helping with the transition, so I’m coundng on you being there tomorrow! 

Bradley Ro H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

L;niversfl-y of No~h Carolina al Chapel HiI~ 

Academic Support Pro~y~ma ~’or Stt~de~t-Athletcs 

Londemfi]k Cenlcr fbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd, i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

Chapel Hill, NC 2?599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 10:02 AIM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject" RE: Friday Dinner 

Well._technicalb/._l’m no longer football staff so I don’t think 1 should be invited C-~ 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 24, 2023 10:02 PMI 
To: Brown, Mlichelle; Mlyers, Leslie; Overstreet, -iqa; Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject" Friday Dinner 

All, 

Here are the details on the football staff!post-training party at my house Friday. Tracy is making some Mexican-inspired main dishes, and so your contribution is 

simple. She just needs you to bring some side ingredients. If you could each bring the food listed next to your name, we’d appreciate it. 

Michelle: 6 or 7 tomatoes 

Les: 2 or 3 red peppers and 2 or 3 yellow peppers 

Jaimie: 2 or 3 onions 

Tin: 2 bags of romaine lettuce 

If you have time to chop the vegetables before arriving, that would be helpful, but if you don’t have time, don’t worry about it. 

Also, please bring your own beverage. 

We’ll start about 7:00. My address is 171 Viburnum Way. You can look up directions. You’ll want to park on Hanna St. before you get to the round-about. Then walk 

through the round-about and turn left down the sidewalk. You’ll see a sign for my house. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prograxn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 3: 58 PM 

VaJ]gelder, MarMle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Makos, Lance M < markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: - AdditionaJ Documentation 

Mariefle, 

During summer session t, took Exss : because he needed a C or better hi order to meet his major requirements. He also had elective credit to complete, 

which is how drama    was used, In summer session 2, he wanted to focus on improving his grade point average. 

From: Vangelder, Plarielle A 
Sent: Thursday, 3:04 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: - Additional Documentation 
Hi ]aimie- 

The NCAA has added one additional question. 

Specifically: 

Please explain why     did not enroml in degree applicable hours during Summer 

Any inh:~rmation y.:_~u can provide w.:_~uld be helpful, 

Thank y.:_~ u ! 

Marielle 

Marielte A, vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19} 962-7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 6002 

_m_Ka_ n_geJ_d_e£@_u _n c:_ e_d_u. 
From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:54 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
(::c: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE:            - Additional Documentation 
This is perfect .laimie, thank you!!! 

Marielle A. vanGekJer 

Associate At:hletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 962-60,92 
rnva ngeld er (6}u nc.edu 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:48 PM 
To: Vangelder, Mafielle A 

Cc: Brown, Michelle; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: - Additional Documentation 
Importance: High 

H ~-_J k) Marielle.. 

Here is the information I received regarding              rationale for his appealed grade approval. I do not have a copy of the appeal letter he wrote back in 

May. I will need to see if can provide a copy. 

From: Oldham, Ann B. 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:22 PP1 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: - Additional Documentation 
,]ai~’qie, 

Please find a[tached a copy o1: the coversheet the deans use to sight ~easons for app~ovN, denial and deferred. Listed below are the reasons that were chosen fo~ 

pedtiorL lama[soatLachinga copyot:thetet’~er that was sent to hirTL 

A2 --- Unanticipated family crisis 

Alg-(’ompelfing st:udent statem*-:mt 

AI4--Compelling docurnentation 

Please let me know if you need more information. 

Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:18 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennaJl@unc.edu> 

Hi Tom, 

is on the list for receiving books for her online courses this fall. She is not in the area, however, and I am not sure about we should get 

them to her (pick up and shipping them off). Please advise! 

Thank youH 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu>; " @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.~mc.edu; ~live. unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr>; 
< @live.unc.edtc,; @email.unc.edu; ~@ive.unc.edtc, 

PLEASE REPOND ASAP’. 

H ego ladies!!! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! You can simply 

respond to this emaiJ with the number of your seJection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can. 

1. I am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with most of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for ....... (tell me the class) 

3. I am nol comfortable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pro-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you have any 

queslions, however, feeJ free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

Which one do you not want me to order?? 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 7:44 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

#2 please’~! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:36:01 PM 

To: 

Subject: PLEASE REPOND ASAP] 

H ello ladies!!! 

Please look al your fall schedule and lel me know if you wanl me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! You can simply 

respond to Ibis email wilh the number of your seleclion; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can. 

1. I am comforlable wilh my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with mosl of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for ....... (loll me the class) 

3. I am nol comforlable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pro-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you have any 

questions, however, feel free Io call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:48 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

I~E: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

Got ya! Thanks! I will check on the jazz class! 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday,             7:4-6 PM 

To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

hi Jaimie! 

2) all except my jazz class, I’m not sure if I actually need this class or not and was going to see if you could check that for me. also, I got an email from my chem lab 

saying I had to bring in a $!0 check or cash for the first day of lab for a notebook. 

thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H ego ladies!!! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! 

You can simply respond 1o this email wilh lhe number of your selection; nolhing more is needed but please do so as soon asyou can. 

1. I am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comfortable wilh most of my schedule; please pro-package all books excep[ for (loll me [he class) 

3. I am nol comforlable with my schedule; please do N OT pro-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you 

have any questions, however, feel free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is well for you and I Iook forward to seeing you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:48 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~E: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

You can get reimbursed for the IO bucks if you bring a receipt or proot: in an ernai[ or sylk~bus that it is mandatory[ 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday,              7:46 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

hi Jaimie] 

2) all except my jazz class, I’m not sure if I actually need this class or not and was going to see if you could check that for me. also, I got an email from my chem lab 

saying I had to bring in a $10 check or cash for the first day of lab for a notebook. 

thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H ego ladies!l! 

Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! 

You can simply respond 1o this email wilh the number of your selection; nolhing more is needed but please do so as soon asyou can. 

1. I am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 

2. I am comfortable with most of my schedule; please pre-package all books except for (tell me the class) 

3. I am nol comforlable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pre-package my books 

The bookswill be available asthey were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the (assuming I receive your selection by then). If you 

have any questions, however, feel free to call me. 

Again, I hope all is wellfor you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:53 PM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

Hello Spencer, 

Thank you for chatting with me today about and his language substitution issue. He enrolled in English in spring based upon a list he says he 

received. He swears he selected this course, specifically, from a list he had while in a meeting with his former academic counselor. Any help would be greatly 

appreciated in this matter. He signed up for another option this semester, but he is on track to graduate with a double major in PWAD and POLl, and he was 

counting on keeping his courses to a minimum this semester. He clearly took that course specifically for his language requirement, so if there is any knowledge of 

a prior list which would have had English listed, hopefully he would be excused from taking another one this fall. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1:05 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks, Tom. 

She is playing overseas professionally. I will see if the coaches ]lave any ideas because I can imagine this has happened before... 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 9:47 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jamie, 

Not sure if I have a good solution for this. We cannot pay for shipping of the books, so has to figure out a way to get the books. 1 am ok with us getting them 

here on campus, just not sure how to get them to her. 

Where m the world is she? 

Tom 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 7::18 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Hi Tom, 

is on the list for receiving books for her online courses this fall. She is not in the area, however, and I am not sure about we should get 

them to her (pick up and shipping them off). Please advise! 

Thank you!! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 1: l 0 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Got it] 

From; Timmermans, Tom 
Sent; Friday, 1:08 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: 

Please know that we absolutely cannot pay for shipping the books over seas. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, 1:05 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: 

Thanks, Tom, 

Sh~-_~ is playing overseas professionally f wilJ s~-_~e if the coaches have any ide~;s b~:_~cause I can irnagin~-:~ this has happened befor~:_~.. 

From; Timmermans, Tom 
Sent" Friday, 9:47 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jamie, 

No~: sure if I have a go.:)d solutkm for this We cannot pay for shipping of ~:he bool~s, so 

here on campus, just:not sure how to get them to her. 

Where in the world is she? 

Tom 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, 7:18 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Hi Tom, 

is on the list for receiving books for her online courses this fall. She is not in the area, however, and I am not sure about we should get 

them to her (pick up and shipping them off). Please advise! 

Thank you!! 

Jaimie 

has to figure out a way to g*-:d: the books, I am ok with us getting them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:29 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC SmnYDive 

Hello Coach! 

Thank you so much for your email. I wish I could attend the welcome tomorrow, but I will be out of town. 1 sincerely appreciate the invite, l, too, look forward to 

making your acquaintam>:d I will be wi~:h ]ermifer at ~:he meeting on Tuesday a~: 4::-)O~ml. 

Thank you for ~:he attachment:s! This is very help[ui! 

Frem: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:25 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: UNC Swim/Dive 

Hi, Jaimie: 

I am returning to town today and look forward to speaking/seeing you. Is there anything you need? 

Attached are team rosters. We have some meetings planned in the near term. 

I don’t want to add to your meetings list, but if you wish to attend our Welcome Meeting for our incoming/new freshmen/transfers, it is tomorrow, Saturday, at 

4pro in the Bowles Hall in the Dean Smith Center. 

Don’t feel as if you need to attend, but you are welcome to come and go after I introduce you. If you wish to say a few words, that is fine. 

No obligation, for you if you wish! 
Rich DeSeim, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PC Bo× 2126, Chapel thH, NC 27514-21 ~’5 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Emai]: dese[m@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~:0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Saturday, 3:11 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

Re: PLEASE REPOND ASAP! 

Ok thanks boo 

On , at 9:17 P2%, " @)llve.unc.edu> wrote: 

>#1 
> But then again i am going to have to drop a class but idk which one to drop 
> 

> From: Lee, Jaimie [jaimielee@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 7:36 PIVl 
> To: 

> Subject: PLEASE REPOE,’D ASAP! 
> 
> Hello ladies!!! 
> 

> Please look at your fall schedule and let me know if you want me to go ahead and pre-order your books so they will be pre-packaged and ready for pick up on Monday! You can simply 
respond to this emai[ with the number of your selection; nothing more is needed but please do so as soon as you can 
> 

> 

> 1 I am comfortable with my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 
> 

> 2 I am comfortable with most o17my schedule; please pre-package all books except for tell me the class) 
> 

> 3 I am not comfortable with my schedule; please do NOT pre-package my books 
> 

> The books will be available as the3: were last year on the first floor of the bookstore by the 
to call me. 
> 

> Again, I hope all is well for you and I look forward to seeing you soon, 
> B 
> 

(assuming I receive your selection by then) If you have any questions, however, feel free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:11 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edtr> 

FW: ’ - Honor Society Acceptance Deadline 

Fyi._ 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:01 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" FW: " - Honor Society Acceptance Deadline 

what do I do with this ?? 

From: HonorSociety.org <memberservices@honorsodety,org> 

Sent: Friday, 9:01 AM 

To: 

Subject: - Honor Society Acceptance Deadline 

Congratulations on your acceptance! ’]7his is a reminder that based on your University of North 
Carolina academic achievements and nomination, you have been accepted to the universiD" 
tlonorSociety.org member society’. The deadline to activate membership is at 5 
pm 

HonorSociety.org is the preeminent organization dedicated to recognition of student success, 
and to empower students to achieve through scholarship, recogniuon, exclusive privileges, job 
opportunities and more. 

Activate your Ihmor Society Membership 

Featured HonorSociety.org Privileges: 

¯ Exclusive scholarships and comprehensive scholarship directory. 

¯ Free foreign language classes for 1 year in 38 languages. 

¯ Free access to career guide books. 

¯ Free access to premier job postings for college students and graduates. 

¯ Graduate school test prep discounts for GRE, GMAT, LSAT or MCAT. 

¯ Dining discotmts at 18,000 restaurants nationwide 

Tyreece Jiles: Activate your HonorSociety.org membership now 

The deadline to activate membership is at 5 pm Eastern Standard Time. 

The HonorSociety.org Advantage 
Scholarships ] Interns}alp & Job © )p:,rt~nJ’Jes i Exclust, e PfivJ/eges Recog~fi~ou i Nelworki~g Se?-,,Jce 

bl m r5 ~cJ~:) ,’rg Di(? ’,:es:wood h’~,~:i ;?0 .-\::i:,.i,.~ ~:~ !X’~;: i 

Remove Me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:41 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@email.unc.e&P 

Overstleet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebmwn@unc.edu>; MaJoTr; Susan B (sbmaloy@email.unc.edu); Bethel, 

Bradley Pdchard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

tutoring tiffs week and ne:~ week 

Hello all, 

(port tutor) just reached out to me about tutoring the port students this week and early next week so they do not fall behind when they travel to South 

Carolina. If any other tutors are available for certain subjects, I strongly recommend having them meet this week and next week look at the syllabus and start 

working (specifically for LEEP guys). 

Please contact Jack asap, even if we just have some tutors come this coming Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday nights. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 7:51 PM 

Salyer, Sheny l, <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: COAC minor and EXSS 

Dr’. Satyer, 

I will make sure 

t:akes care of both.. 

Thank you for your patience! 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: COAC minor and EXSS 

emails Vou. He would like to keep this course. I have asked him about this...he will also be applying for the minor_.l will make sure he 

, I sent this email on . I have yet to hear from you. Does that mean you want to be dropped from 

considered for the minor? I will drop you from    if I do not hear from you. Others would like your spot. 

Hi          , I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a Coaching Education minor. The COAC minor is by application 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in    . While it is initially only open to COAC rninors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the sernester. 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

D~:_~partrnent of D:erdse and Sport S(:i~:_~nc~:_~ 

CB#8700, 2:[1 Fetzer Flail 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fa’,c 9:1.9- 962--0~_~9 

Spring Advi~.;ingiOffice hours: 

Tuesdays--I1:O’Q-.12:lS 

Wednesdays----IO:O0-II:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays--:[1:00-12:15 

? Does that mean that you do not want to be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 7:52 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

FW: COAC minor and EXSS 

Hey, please make sure contacts Dr. Salyer (responds to her emait below)_.otherwise, he will be dropped. He also needs to apply for the minor~ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: COAC minor and EXSS 

¯ I sent this emaiJ ot~ . I have yet to hear Iron1 you. Does Lhat mean you want to be dropped flom 

c.:_~nsidered for the minor? I will drop you from     if [ do not hear from you, Others would like your spot. 

Hi          , I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a Coaching Education minor. The COAC minor is by application 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in    . While it is initially only open to COAC minors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Sherry SMver, Ed,D 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 21:1. Fetzer Hall 

gniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-.962- 6947 

Fax: 9:19-962--0.~9 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays--I l:~- 12::[5 

Wednesdays--10:00-.I 1:15 and :k:~.5.-2:45 

Th u r s da ys-.-.1:1.:00.-:1.2:15 

? Does [:hat mean that you do no[: want to be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 7:53 PM 

Salyer, SherO’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

1),2;: COAC minor and EXSS 

Yes! I will follow up with , too[ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 7:52 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: I::OAC minor and EXSS 

Thanks! 

is one of yours toot 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 7:51 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: COAl:: minor and EXSS 
Dr, Salyer, 

[ wilt make sure emails you. He would like to keep this course. [ have asked him about this...he will aBo be applying for the minor.,.I wHf make sure he 

takes care ot: both,,, 

Thank you for your patience! 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: COAC minor and EXSS 

, I sent this email on . I have yet to hear flom you. Does [:hat mean you want to be dropped from ? Does [:hat mean that you do not want to be 

considered 1:or the rninor? I wifl drop you [:rom    i[:l do not hear [:rom you. Others would like your spot. 

Hi          , I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a Coaching Education minor. The COAC minor is by application 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in    . While it is initially only open to COAC minors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed~D. 

MasLer Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

UniversK:y of Norl:h Carolina at Chapel Elill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-,962-694,7 

Fax: 9:19-962-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tu e s d a ys----I l:I_]{}- 12:19 

Wednesdays--10:00-.I 1:15 and :~.::~.5.-2:45 

Th u rs da ys-.-.l:l:CX)- :12:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 7:53 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

FW: COAC minor and EXSS 

’gnd        L.. 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Monday, 7:52 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: COAC minor and EXSS 

Thanks! 

is one of yours toot 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, 7:51 PN 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= RE: COAC minor and EXSS 
Dr, Salyer, 

[ wilt make sure emails you. He would like to keep this course. [ have asked him about this...he will also be applying for the minor.,.I wi[[ make sure he 

takes care o[: both,,. 

Thank you for your patience! 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Monday, 3:59 PM 
To= 
Co; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= COAC minor and EXSS 

, I sent this email on , I have yet to hear flom you. Does [:hat mean you want to be dropped from ? Does [:hat mean that you do no[: want to be 

considered 1:or the minor? I will drop you t:roR1    it:[ do not hear t:roR1 you, Others would like your spot. 

Hi          , I noticed that you are registered for EXSS    for the fall and that you are listed as a Coaching Education minor. The COAC minor is by application 

ONLY and you have not applied nor been accepted. Who declared the minor for you? 

You can stay in    . While it is initially only open to COAC minors (of which you are not one), I do open it up to non-minors before the start of the semester. 

I have attached the application for the minor. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

MasLer Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2 t:l. Fetzer Hall 

Universil:y of Nor~:h {::arol#~a at Chapel Elill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-,962-694,7 

Fax: 9:19-962-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays--I l:I_]{}- 12:15 

Wednesdays--10:00-.I 1:15 and :~.::~.5.-2:45 

Th u rs da ys-.-.l:l:C<]- :12:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 8:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Je~mifer Townsend (itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: books., again! 

Hi 

I recommend you reply to the prof and tell her your books are covered by your scholarship and ask how to proceed, 

I have copied Jennifer (another counselor) who may have more insight..lenn, if this has to be purchased online, how can this be covered? Should I include Tom on 

thk; email? 

"[’bar, ks! 

From" 

Sent: Monday, 8:56 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: books., again! 

Hi, 

I just saw this, which explains why the access code was not included in the bookstore bundle. However, l’m still not sure what I should do in order to get 

the access code. Should I go to the bookstore and buy it myself and just get it refunded? 

Dear Students, 
Thanks to a few emails from the class, I’ve learned that I received some incorrect information, and I need to correct something I wrote to you. It appears that the $288 bundle 
at the bookstore includes a copy of the text and solutions manual but NOT a MasteringChemistry access code. 
My colleague, Prof. Bliem has pointed out helpfully that the web portal (linked under" Startup" on sakai) will allow you to purchase MC access for less $ than at the 
bookstore. 
I’m looking forward to meeting you all next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr.K. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: books., again’. 

PerfecL! You’re welcome! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:44 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, ]enn 
Subject: Re: books., again! 

Thmlk you! I emailed my professor and I will keep you updated’. 

On at 8:59 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee(a2unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I recommend you reply to the prof and tell her your bnoks are covered by your scholarship m~d ask how to proceed, 

I have copied Jennifer (another counselor) who may have more insight..Je~l~% if this has to be purchased online, how can this be covered? Should 

it~cluch:_~ Tom or1 [:his ~-’_H’~lail? 

Thanks] 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 8:56 PM 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: books., again! 

Hi, 

I just saw this, which explains why the access code was not included in the bookstore bundle. However, l’m still not sure what I should do in 

order to get the access code. Should I go to the bookstore and buy it myself and just get it refunded? 

Dear Students, 
Thanks to a few emails from the class, I’ve learned that I received some incorrect information, and I need to correct something I wrote to you. It appears that the 
$288 bundle at the bookstore includes a copy of the text and solutions manual but NOT a MasteringChemistry access code. 
My colleague, Prof. Bliem has pointed out helpfully that the web portal (linked under" Startup" on sakai) will allow you to purchase MC access for less $ 
than at the bookstore. 
I’m looking forward to meeting you all next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr.K. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:57 PM 

Welhom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: 

Spencer, 

What exactly do you have for courses remaining? I see he needs PLCY and and another 3 credit course in his concentration with C OF better_] 

don’t se~-’_~ wl’u:_~re he needs anything els~-_~, H~-_~ is enrolled in ev~-_~rything and didn’t need to change any classes, according {:o what f have... 

f think he met with Chloe, btw, so I need to verify whe~:her or not he can drop 1 course .... 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Monday,              10:15 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Overstreet, -r]a; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: 
Updated: 

Ok, found . He need; :1:1 hours to reach 120. He can’t do that wi his current schedule, but maybe h,-!s 5d:ill ;witching things arom~d, so Iql approve {he 

underload. 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising ~rograrn 

C--:17C Ste~-Ae Building, Cg#3110 

Chapel Flill, NC 27599.-3:1:10 

(P) 9:19-&~3--6540 

(F) 9:1947e2-e8~ 
escox@emaiMmc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:17 AM 

Welbom, Spencer <swdbom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Ok, so he is in everything he needs and cannot drop. Thanks 

On , at 7:56 AM, "Welbom, Spencer" <swelbom~emaJLunc.edu> wrote: 

From the graduation notes: 

To graduate in December with a BA in PLCY, you must pass PLCY , & S hours elective (PORT . PSYC . etc). Underload approved for 11 

hours. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 10:57 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE: 

Spencer, 

What exactly do you have for courses rernaining? I see he needs P’LCY    and and another 3 credit course in his concentration with C or 

better...I don’t see where he needs anything else. He is enrolled in everything and didn’t need to change any classes, according to what I have... 

I think he met with Chloe, btw, so I need to verify whether or not he can drop 1 course._ 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Monday,              10::!-5 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Overstreet, ria; Lee, Jaimie; Myers, Leslie 
Subject: 
Updated: 

Ok, found       , He needs 1:[ hours to reach :1.20. He can’t do that w! his current schedule, but maybe he’s still switching things around, so Iql 

approve the underload. 

{-lizabeth 5, Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and InLerdisciplinary SLudies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-:].7C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill., NC 27599-.3110 

(~,) .s:[9.-~:~s- {-m@ 
(F) 919--962-6888 

escox(~email.unc.edu 

advising.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:47 AM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Online Class Request 

All, 

recomrnend      ex{}lore the list of options for his language substit:ution. There are s~-_weral other options h~:_~ cart use besides t:he comm 

Woodards .:_~[[ic~? is willhlg to mal~e ar~ exc~:~p[:iorL 

From: Welborn, Spencer 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:25 AM 
To= Myers, Leslie 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Online Class Request 
Thanks Les. Please note that I have been in contact with Dean Woodards office this morning (manages the substitution list) and they do not see ENGL 
approved substitution list. Unfortunantly it appears that the student will in fact need to take an additional FL sub. 

is enrolled in a language substitution course, We are trying to help him find the best option in regards to the other courses he needs to graduate. I 

unless Dean 

on any former 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:15 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: FW: Online Class Request 

Hi Spencer- 

Wanted to forward this to you to rnake you aware of what d~is kid is trying to do. 

(es 

From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:06 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Overstreet, Tia; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: Online Class Request 

Hi Tom- 

We have a student, PID , who needs an online course. He is currently scheduled to graduate in December with an underload this semester, 

but two of the courses he is required to take are offered at the same time (COM    and his [.FIT course), He is asking for permission to take COM    online. I am 

r~-’_~w to the scheduling and UNC system, but his situation seems t:o mak,-_~ ser~s,-_~ t.:_~ rne in regards to him taking the COM course online PF_~ase let me know if I 

am r~?questit~g this f)errnissiot~ in the correct way or if there is atW otl’H?r informatio[~ Vou requir~-_~ from me. Many thanks 

Lea Myers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

@gmail.com> 

1),22: Back at UNC! 

Hey Jamie, 

You are more than welcome! We are all here in ~.oudermilk! Today is the first day of classes, so we may be pretty swamped but we will still be happy to see you! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:33 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Back at UNC! 

Can I stop by today around 12:45 or so? I’ve never seen Laudennilk! (Did I spell that fight??) 

On Wed,.            at 6:11 PM, Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee((-gunc.edu> wrote: 

C-:ive me a h~-_~ds up because you know we g~-:d: crazy ~round h~-:~re Iol ...I look forward to seeing you! 

From: [mailto:. @qmai!.com! 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:35 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Back at UNC! 

tli~ 

I didn’t stop by but I am going to soon! Should I let you know before I come by or can I just drop in? 

On , at 9:43 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <Ca_4__r_l!i__e_!_e___e_@__u__r!_c_:_e_$t___u_> wrote: 

OMG      !!! I ~;m sooooo sad f am just g~-:d:ting ~:his message!! t was .:_~u~: of ~:he office on va(:atior~ all last w~-:~ek! fiust r~-:d:urned toch;y and saw this 

emaif. Did you get a chance to stop by the academic center?!?! I am so sad I didn’t get Lo see you.._How are you[?!?! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:16 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Back at UNC! 

Hi Jaimie! 

I’m back on campus and was wondering if you had a free moment between 12:00 and 2:00 today. I’d love to stop by and say hi! 

Phone I 

Email I1 

, M.Ed. 

@gmaii.com 

Phone I 

Email I 

, M.Ed. 

(a;gm ail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:38 AM 

@live.tmc.edu-~ 

ILE: Athlete letters 

Yes, just let me know- when you want to stop by. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Athlete letters 

9:28 AM 

Would there be a time that I could pick up those letters for my teachers? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday,. 9:43 AM 

Clay, Kendra <kt~lay@store.unc.edu> 

Yarbrough, Nate (yarbro9@email.unc.edu) 

books 

Hello, 

I requested a pre-order last week for , a scholarship 

let me know when her textbooks will be available? Thank you! 

student athlete. She is enrolled on Comm section and Comm section Please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 11:38 AM 

Clay, Kendra <kt~lay@store.unc.edu> 

Yarbrough, Nate (yarbro9@email.unc.edu) 

RE: books 

Kendra, 

Thanks a million[ Sorry, [ didn’t realize they would have to be picked up there, I will ask Nate to pick it up on his visit this afternoon. I really appreciate your help! 

From: Clay, Kendra 
Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: books 

Hi Jaimie, 

BoLh of those classes are online classes and the books t:or those are at our Friday Center’ location. I called and only one of the classes has a course pack assigned for 

it. 

I an3 going to go out to the ~:r[day Center around :12 to pick it up ---we should have it back here around :l. Is Nate still going to pick it up this afternoon or do you need 

it SOO nl:_!r~ 

K~-’_~I d ra 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AN 
To: Clay, Kendra 
Cc: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: books 

Hello, 

I requested a pre-order last week for            , a scholarship ’ 

let me know when her textbooks will be available? Thank you! 

student athlete. She is enrolled on Comm section and Comm    section Please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 1:13 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: Letters 

yes 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Letters 

Are you in your office now? 

12:30 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:13 PM 

Clay, Kendra <kt~lay@store.unc.edu> 

I~E: books 

I hear that! Q 

From" Clay, Kendra 
Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: books 

Any time----gave me an excuse to get out for a few minutes on this pretty day!! 

I will make sure Nate gets them when he cornes by this afternoon. 

Kendra 

From, Lee, 2aimie 
Sent: Thursday, :[:[:38 AM 
To: Clay, Kendra 
Cc: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: RE: books 

Km~dra, 
Thanks a mitlion! Sorry, I didn’t realize they would have to be picked up there, will ask Nate to pick it up on his visit this afternoon. I really appreciate your help! 

From: Clay, Kendra 
Sent: Thursday, :[:[:07 AM 
"ire: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: books 

Hi Jaimie, 
Both of those classes a r~-_~ online classes and the books for those are at our Friday Center location. I callm~ and only one of the classes has a course pack assignm~ for 

it. 

I am going to go out to the Friday Center around :12 to pick it up--we should have it back here around :1. Is Nate still going to pick it up this afternoon or do you need 

it sooner? 

Kendra 

F~m: Lee, 2aimie 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 
To: Clay, Kendra 
Co: Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: books 

Hello, 

I requested a pre-order last week for            , a scholarship ’ 

let me know when her textbooks will be available? Thank you! 

student athlete. She is enrolled on Comm section and Comm    section . Please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:06 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Stony’Dive 

Heflo Coach! 

Is there~ by any chance, a roster which identifies who is on scholarship? I have met with several students to talk about te×tbooks~ and [ wanted to make sure I am 

aware of who is cow:_~red, f[ not, I am happy to ch~-_~ck with compliance i~ I haw:_~ any issues. 

Also, do you haw? a roster i:hat separat~-_~s the team by classification? Are there any who haw? done a redshirt season? 

Thank you! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:25 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" UNC Swim/Dive 

Hi, Jaimie: 

I am returning to town today and look forward to speaking/seeing you. Is there anything you need? 

Attached are team rosters. We have some meetings planned in the near term. 

I don’t want to add to your meetings list, but if you wish to attend our Welcome Meeting for our incoming/new freshmen/transfers, it is tomorrow, Saturday, at 

4pro in the gowles Hall in the Dean Smith Center. 

Don’t feel as if you need to attend, but you are welcome to come and go after I introduce you. If you wish to say a few words, that is fine. 

No obligation, for you if you wish! 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@eraai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 5:02 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC SwinvDive 

Okay, thank you ! Yes, [ mean by school year~..I primarily was looking ]:or a list of all t:irsL years. I can create one, but didn"t know if you had one handy. Thank you! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:21 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: UNC Swim!Dive 

Jaimie: 

Compliance is likely best able to confirm who has books GIA. 

What do you mean by classification? By year in schooF? 

Rich Degehn, Head Swirrmling Coach 
1.::t~Jversitv o:[ :No~ t[l Carolina S’,x,,[mtint~g & i)i~,,it~g 
PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn~&email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~_v ~" ~_v= ~t_n_.c_’= e_d_.c_l 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent= Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:06 plVl 
To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: UNC Swim!Dive 

Hello Coach! 

Is there, by any chance, a roster which identifies who is on scholarship? ] have met with several students to talk about LexLbooks, and I wanted to make sure I am 

aware of who is covered. If not I am happy to check with compliance if I have any issues. 

Also, do you have a roster that separates the team by classification? Are there any who have done a redshirt season? 

Thank you! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Friday, August 16, 2013 1:25 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= UNC Swim/Dive 

Hi, Jaimie: 
I am returning to town today and look forward to speaking!seeing you. Is there anything you need? 

Attached are team rosters. We have some meetings planned in the near term. 

I don’t want to add to your meetings list, but if you wish to attend our Welcome Meeting for our incoming/new freshmen/transfers, it is tomorrow, Saturday, at 

4pm in the Bowles Hall in the Dean Smith Center. 

Don’t feel as if you need to attend, but you are welcome to come and go after I introduce you. If you wish to say a few words, that is fine. 

No obligation, for you if you wish! 
Rich Degelrn, Head Swinnning Coach 
University- of North Carolina Swin~ning & Diving 
I O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-=126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn,,~email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 6:15 PM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <kmn21@email.unc.e&P 

RE: Missing Syllabi 

ThanksH! You’re the best! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, 5:40 PM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: RE: Missing Syllabi 
I forgot DRAM . Sorry! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Missing Syllabi 

5:38 PM 

Hi Jaimie, 
You are still missing course syllabi from the following girls: 

(CHEM Lab) 
(socl 
(ENGL: , MUSC: ) 

I have the course syllabi for all of the other girls and courses, assuming they did drop what you said they were going to drop and they didn’t add anything else. I still need to 
enter in a few more courses on the calendar of due dates, since l just got syllabi from and . I will finish that up tomorrow and hopefully have that and your 
graphic calendars updated. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:53 AM 

Fall, Alas~ne ~Jidl@email.unc.edu-~ 

tutor for 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the players for Wolof    ?? I was told has graduated. 

Beth (the former counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be able to help. If you know who this is and can help me contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:57 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E:’ 

The girls are in practice and weights from 12:30-3:30prn through the month of . Starting in 

Therefore, 9am is fine, but :[2:30 does not work. 

From-" Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject:, 

Hi, 

I am trying to find a once a week time for and ; what time do they have practice? It looks like 

Wednesday at 12:30- these times work well for me. Do you think this will work? 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
_e___n3 J_g__o__n___s_~__e___m___a__i_[:__u__n__c_ :__e__d___u_. 
T. 919.843.6029 
c. 

f. 919-962.8247 

, they are busy until 5pro except game days. 

is free 9:00 am on Wednesday and is free on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 2:14 PM 

Yarbrough, Nate (yarbro9@email.unc.edu) 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@emaJl.unc.edu>; Overs~treet, Tia <-~overstre@mlc.edu>; Bradley Bethel (bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu) 

(bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu) 

sunday night at 7pm, reselwation for 2303 

Hello Nate, 

I would like to have the 

I think they have study hall. 

Thanks 

girls meet with me in 2303 on Sunday evening. May I please reserve this space? I am copying to give them a heads up because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:46 PM 

’@unc.edu> 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edt~>; BeaT; Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley 

Richecd (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

Hi 

Thank you so much for your call today regarding, and your comm course. I will discuss your concerns with the counselors I have copied on this email. 

We will be in communication with you about how best we can support him going forward. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Updates/Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

Is this for ? Please e×cuse me, but 1 wasn’t sure if this was in regards to the girls or : ~..l’rn still transitionhlg with , and things are 

cr~zy tod~y...my ~pok)gies ..... 

Frera: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, 3:36 PN 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I am trying to 

set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

.n__La_!._e_ .x_a___n_d_@ e__ .m__ :a_ i_L. u__n_._c__.._e_ d_ u_. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information, Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yaacbro9@email. unc.edu> 

I~E: sunday night at 7pro, reservation for 2303 

Thanks 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent: Friday, 3:22 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: sunday night at 7pm, reservation for 2303 

Jaimie, 
I Have put you on the calendar for Sunday night @ 7:00pm 
Nate 

room 230 I. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, 2:13 PM 
To: Yarbrough, Nate 
C¢: Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, -iqa; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: sunday night at 7pm, reservation for 2303 

Hello Nate, 

I would like to have the 

I think they have study hall. 

Thanks 

girls meet with me in 2303 on Sunday evening. May I please reserve this space? I am copying to give them a heads up because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 9:10 PM 

Bradley Bethel (bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu) (bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu); Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Myers, I,eslie 

<lesmyer@emaJl.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

FW: sunday night at 7pro, lvser~’ation for 2303 

Thanks! 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent-" Friday, 3:22 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: sunday night at 7pm, reservation for 2303 

Jaimie, 
I Have put you on the calendar for Sunday night @ 7:00pm W 
Nate 

room 230 J., 

From-" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Friday, 2:13 PM 
To: Yarbrough, Nate 
C¢: Myers, Leslie; Overstreet, lqa; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: sunday night at 7pm, reservation for 2303 

Hello Nate, 

I would like to have the w 

I think they have study hall. 

Thanks 

girls meet with me in 2303 on Sunday evening. May I please reserve this space? I am copying to give them a heads up because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~:0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor for 

Hey Brian, 

I am putting in your tutor request! What hours are you all available? If it falls in the 6-10pm time frame Sunday-Thursday, does that work? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor for 

1 : 29 PM 

Hello Ms Lee, 

My name is                and I am a member of dae Men’s                     team. I hate to send you an email when I am stare you’re getting your inbox flooded with emails, but i was 
j ust wondering if there is any way i can request a tutor for Computer Science. I am a computer science major, and i have struggled greatly in my past 2 computer science courses, 1 want to 
make sure that i get my grades up, If one cannot be provided i would be more than happy to pay for one myself, i just need to know if the athletic department can get me one 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:59 PM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Updates/Study hall 

course breakdown .pdf 

Hi Nicole, 

Here is the course breakdown for the girls. Most tutoring will take place at night between 6-:[Opm.,.I will use the 3:~,O-6pm time frame for meethlgs and check in 

with the girls, primarily freshmen and perhaps , and but I haven’t decided on the exact time frame. 1 am a bit flexible and can talk 

1:o you about: hov,, 1:o arrange times for t:he girls to see you, 

From" Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, 3:48 PN 

To: Lee, 3aJmJe 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

[’40 worries! Yes, for Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 3:47 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

Is this for’, ? Please excuse me, but I wasn’t sure if this was in regards to the girls or ...I’m still transitiorfing with and things are 

crazy today._mv apologies .... 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 

Sent: Friday, 3:36 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I am trying to 

set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 
Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Sunday, 9:26 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E:’ 

She should be able to report here by 3:15pm any day this week...the sooner the better._she is eager to gel her resources set up 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Saturday, 9:27 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re:, 

What day/time is free for an hour? Dr Steil wants to go over her test results- he will come to campus to do this. 

Let me know! 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:56 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

The girls are in practice and weights [:rom 12:30--3:30pm through [he rnon[h of 

days. Therefore, 9arn is fine, but 12:30 does not work. 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject" 

Hi, 

I am trying to find a once a week time for      and      ; what time do they have practice? It looks like 

is free on Wednesday at 12:30 -these times work well for me. Do you think this will work? 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
emlyons(~lemail,unc.edu 
T. 919.843.6029 
c. 
f. 919-962.8247 

¯ Starting in , they are busy until 5prn except garne 

is free 9:00 am on Wednesday and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:26 AM 

S usan MaJoy <sbmaloy@uncaa. unc.e&P; Yarbrough, Nate (yasbro9@email. unc.edu) 

room 2303 available today at 3:30pm?? 

Hello, 

Is room 2303 available today at 3:30pm?? I would like to meet with \    at that time to distribute their tutor schedules! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Yarbrough, Nate (yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu); Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

resen~ation for room 2303 this Wednesday at 2:15 and 6pro 

May I please reserve room 2303 for this Wednesday at 2:15pm and 6pm. I would like to have the entire space open and available to meet with 

¯ I am expecting 40-50 people give or take at either time... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <kmn21@email.unc.e&P 

I~E: Due Dates 

AWE-SOME! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Neff, Karen 
Subject: Due Dates 

Hi Jaimie, 
Here is an updated calendar of due dates for 
Karen 

along with an updated list of missing syllabi. Please let me know what else you need! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:06 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

tutor schedule 

Hi Susan, 

has Chem lab during her scheduled appts. She has lab from 5-9pm on Tuesdays. Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:36 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Susan, 

just notified me she added geology lab on Monday nights. She will not be able to do AAAD tutoring on Monday nights. Can this please be rescheduled. 

Sorry for these changes. The labs are starting this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Susan, 

would like to be added to BIOL review with . Would this be possible? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <kmn21@email.unc.e&P 

ILE: Tutor Conflict 

Thanks! I just caught [hat and made a ~equest to get that changed. Yes, please le[ me know if you see any other conflicts! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 11:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistry lab. I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:13 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

FW: 

Sorry~ Su sa’~n, 

J will forward rny messages to the proper address .... 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:53 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

would like to be added to BIOL review with . Would this be possible? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:14 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

I~W: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:36 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 

just notified me she added geology lab on Monday nights. She will not be able to do AAAD tutoring on Monday nights. Can this please be rescheduled. 

Sorry for these changes. The labs are starting this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 12:14 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

FW: tutor schedule 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:06 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 
Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

has Chem lab during her scheduled appts. She has lab from 5-9pm on Tuesdays. Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 12:43 PM 

Nefl~ Ka~en <km~ 1 @email. unc.edu> 

l~b2: Tutor Conflict 

Thanks! There is lab on Mondays at 5pm._maybe select "view all sections" and you can see all of them. 

SectionStatus 

SessionSession 

A 

Days & Times Room 

Mo 5:00PM - Mitchell - Rm 

6:50PM 0007 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 12:10 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

Hi 3aimie, 
Just something else to note, I don’t see a GEOL 
Carolina. 
Karen 

histructor 
Meetin F~ 

Dates 

Lab in the afternoon!evening. The latest one I see is 1-2:50pm, unless I am doing the search incorrectly on Connect 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

11:54 AM 

Thanks! I just caught that and made a request to get that changed. Yes, please let me know if you see any other conflicts! 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, 11:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistry lab. I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 

Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

more conflicts tbr 

Here are some more conflicts: 
i) is scheduled with an EXSS tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pm, but she has BIOL Lab on Mondays, 6:30-9:20pm 

2) is scheduled for both BIOL and IvlUSC tutors at 7pro on Sundays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

l~b2: more conflicts for 

¯ Sorry.., 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: more conflicts for 

What’s          last name? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: more conflicts for 

Here are some more conflicts: 
1) 
2) 

12:46 PM 

12:45 PM 

is scheduled with an EXSS tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pm, but she has BIOL Lab on Mondays, 6:30-9:20pm 
is scheduled for both BIOL and MUSC tutors at 7pro on Sundays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:39 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

more conflicts 

is scheduled for MUSC tutoring on Tuesdays at 9pro, but her BIOL lab is scheduled to go until 9:20pm...can this be adjusted? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:40 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: more conflicts for 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: more conflicts for 

is taker~ cape of, 

What’s fast name? 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offk>:~: 91.9-843-2328 

CcAh 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 12:46 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: more conflicts for 

Sorry.,, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, 12:46 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: more conflicts for 

What’s          lasL name? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 12:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: more conflicts for 

Here are some more conflicts: 
l) 
2) 

is scheduled with an EXSS tutor on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7pm, but she has BIOL Lab on Mondays, 6:30-9:20pm 
is scheduled for both BIOL and MUSC tutors at 7pm on Sundays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:40 PM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <km]~ 1 @email. unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutor Conflict 

Thanks, Karen! Extremely helpfuH 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:55 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 
Thanks for the tip! I should have noticed that. My fault. 

Here are some more potential conflicts: 
is scheduled for BIOL tutoring on Mon!M/ed at and has class at .-will she be able to get to and from tutoring on time? 
is scheduled for MUSC: tutoring on Tuesdays at but her BIOL lab is scheduled to go until --do the labs usually last the whole time? 

--same as above, BIOL tutoring is scheduled between two classes. 

I finished the grid schedules. I will bring you the flash drive. 

Karen 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

Thanks! There is lab or~ Mondays at Spin.. mayb~:_~ select %iew all secl:ions;~ and you ca[~ s~-_H? all of them. 

SectionStatu,~ 

SessionSession 

A 

[~ 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 12:10 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
Just something else to note, I don’t see a GEOL 
Carolina. 
Karen 

in the afternoon!evening. The latest one I see is 1-2:50pm, unless I am doing the search incorrectly on Connect 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:54 AM 

To: Neff, Karen 
Subject: RE: Tutor Conflict 

Thanks! I jusL caught that and made a request Lo get that changed. Yes, pfease let me know if you see any other cont:ticts[ 

From: Neff, Karen 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:44 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Conflict 

Hi Jaimie, 
FYI: Both of tutor sessions are scheduled for Tuesday night during her Chemistry lab. I will let you know about any other conflicts I encounter as I go along. 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Ntmn <cnunn@email.unc.edu>; Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu> 

Fall grad requirements for 

Hello! 

I was wondering you either of you would please verify the courses remaining for. He is on track to graduate this semester and received an 

email stating he is approved for a 9 hour underload. On connectcarolina, it indicates 110 hours earned. He would end up with 119 total. Would he still be approved 

to graduate? He will be able to remain in 10 credit hours this term if that is what he needs, but I want to be sure to verify. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

Hello Tom, 

FYI, pre-ordered books last Thursday and was told they would be ready for pick up today. They were not. The rep at the 

bookstore gave her books, anyway, without a book form. They said they would look out for it and update it accordingly. Not all books were available today. 

I wanted to pass this along in case this caused any confusion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:54 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@email.unc.e&P; Overstreet, Tia ~q)verstre@tmc.edu-~; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu); Beatty, 

Greg <gpbeatty@email. unc.edu> 

Here is the latest version 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:50 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: tutor schedule 

I am still showing a conflict.. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

This has been taken care off 

Ben 5heu 
AssistanL Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsi~eu@emaiLu~;c.edu 

Office: 919-8:1%2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 12:14 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: tutor schedule 

Importance: High 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:06 AM 
To: Susan Maloy 

Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi Susan, 

is stit[ showing a tutor session during her lab on Tuesdays.,, 

12:38 PM 

tutor schedule 

, Is there any way her tutor appts can be rescheduled? Thanks! has Chem lab during her scheduled appts. She has lab from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:08 PM 

’@unc.edu> 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi 

I didn’t get confirmation from his new academic counselor, but I think he will end up dropping this course. My apologies for not getth~g this information to you 

sooner, and 1 sincerely thank you fop letting me know! If he was planning to keep this class, we will address this immediately! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 

was not in class today. Do you know if he is planning to drop? 

Thanks for your original email. 

PhD Candidate and Teaching Fellow 

University- of Norfia Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc,edu> 

Date: Fri, 15:45:43-0400 

To: @unc.edu> 

Cc: "Overstreet, Tin" <overstre@unc.edu>, "Beatty, Greg" <~pbeattyC~emaiLunc.edu>, "Myers, Leslie" <lesrnyers@email.unc.edu>, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" 

< b b.e t he_L@ e__m.a!.[:~ n q:e_d_y.> 

Subject: 

Hi 

Thank you so much for your call today regarding and your comm course. I will discuss your concerns with the counselors I have copied on this email. 

We will be in communication with you about how best we can support him going forward. 

-Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:29 AM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Updates/Study hall 

Hi Nicole! 

has been scheduled for a Dr’s appt today at 3:30pro, Will she be able to make it to Loudermilk by then? 

Thank you!! 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:48 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

No worries! Yes, for Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject: RE: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

Is this for    ? Please excuse me, but I wasn’t sure if this was in regards to the                           .I’m stitl transitiorfing witf~         and things are 

crazy today._my apologies .... 

From" Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I am trying to 

set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

{cell) 

(919) 962-2067 {office) 

nlalexand@email,unc,edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:35 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

RE: Interpretative meeting 

She will be there._atso, I only have 1 session scheduled so far with a 

that list? Can we look at schedules today and try to get this set up for the girls? 

Thanks!! 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:19 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: Interpretative meeting 

Dr steil cml come today at 3:30. I know the timing isn’t great but can we make this work for 

I spoke [o about scheduling times with you, Beth. Did you get 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: "_ .................................................................... j~L _n_.e_~_e_!:q:!!_e_. _~ 

Date: 10:01:45 PM EDT 
To: <.e___r_~].v_~_r_~_~q2__ej:_n_~[LkLn__c_’_:_e_d__~_p 

Subject: Interpretative meeting 

Beth, 

The only I time I have this week ifI am going to travel to cmnpus is 3:30 on Tuesday, If this works, where shall I meet you? 

Dennis A. Steil, Ph.D., NCSP 
6011 Fayetteville Road, Suite 204 

Durham, NC 27713 

One Weird Trick 
Could add $1,000s to Your Social Security Checks! See if you Qualify... 
n ew~Lna.x:.con) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:38 AM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Updates/Study hall 

Okay, please shoot me a message closer to that time because U~e doctor is coming to campus specifically to see her and we need to get this today, if possible. This 

process started during summer school, so it would be great if we could finally wrap this up today. 

1"hat is fine about 

From= Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:34 AN 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject" Re: Updates!Study hall 

I was just talking to her about that. She should be able to, but it depends on other Dr. is running on schedule. I can’t say for sure. 

Also, is scheduled to get an Is ok if she is late for study hall? We are hopefully going to get her cleared. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:28 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Nicole! 

has been scheduled for a Dr’; appt today at 3:30prn. Will she b~-_~ abh? to make it: to l_.:_~uderrnilk by t:hen? 

Tha nk you ! ! 

From-" Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent-" Friday, 3:48 PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: Updates/Study hall 

No worries! Ye~, for rhank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Friday, 3:47 PM 
To-" Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
S,,bject; RE: Updates!Study hall 

Hi Nicole, 

ls this for    ? Please excuse me, but I wasn’t sure if this was in regards to the                          :,..Fro still transitioning with        and 

things a r~-’_~ crazy today...my apologies ..... 

From." Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent-" Friday, August 23, 2013 3:36 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Updates/Study hall 

Hi Jaimie, 

When you are able, can you let me know if there are any changes so far? Also, can you let me know who will need to be in study hall at what times? I 

am trying to set rehab appointments with them. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

{cell) 

{919) 962-2067 (office) 

._n_J._a_J._e_..x_ a__n_.d__ .@_. _.e__..m_ _.a_ i_[:__k[ n__cL.._e_, g~___kJ. 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) end may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:34 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

ILE: molv conflicts 

has lab on Tuesday nights, so we need to keep the Thursday session and cancel the Tuesday, please. 

Thank you, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 8:17 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: more conflicts 

In that case, I canceled the Thursday session i:o~ MUSC 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 20:[3 1:39 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: more conflicts 

is scheduled for MUSC: tutoring on Tuesdays at 9pm, but her BIOL lab is scheduled to go until ..can this be adjusted? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILg: Interpretative meeting 

FYI, trainer warned me she wilt be in a lot of pain today and not in good spirits...goodie for’ us! @ 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Interpretative meeting 

Yes, I saw that                were on the list; I sent you an email abouL possible times and how many days yot~ were asking for. If you have time, I am free tmtif 

:10:45 Lhis morning to schedule things. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 AN 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Interpretative meeting 

She will be there...also, I only have 1 session scheduled so far with a 

theft: list? Qm we I.:>:_~k at schedules Lodav and try to get this seL up for t:he girls? 

Thanks![ 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Tuesday,. 6::[9 AM 
Tot Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: Interpretative meeting 

Dr steil can come today at 3:30. I know the timing isn’t great but can we make this work for 

I spoke to about scheduling timex with you, Beth. Did you get 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: ?-~netzero.net> 

Date: ,10:01:45 PM EDT 

To: <emb,ons~i~email. unc.edu> 
Subject: Interpretative meeting 

Beth, 

The only I time I have this week ifI an11 going to travel to campus is 3:30 on Tuesday, If this works where shall I meet you? 

Dennis A. Steil, Ph.D., NCSP 

6011 Fayetteville Road, Suite 204 

Durham, NC 27713 

One Weird Trick 

Could add $1,000s to Your Social Security Checks! See if you Qualify... 
newsmax.oom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:26 PM 

Garth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu> 

Here are the schedules for the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

Je~mifer Townsend (itownsend@uucaa.unc.edu); Yount, Tony <tonTryount@unc.edu> 

tutor’.! 

We have someone who is interested! See below._.can we jump on this right away? (~) 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: tutor for 

Jamie, 
I talked to and she is interested in helping with tutoring in 
Here is her contact information 
email: ~live.unc.edu 
her cellphone: 
Note: and won’t be back until Spring. 
If you have any question, you can email me or reach me on my cellphone at 
Have a good day 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Friday, 

To-" Fall, Alassane 
Subject" tutor for 

11:52 AM 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the for ?? I was told has graduated. 

Beth (the former counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be able to help. If you know who this is and can help me contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:38 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

Je~mifer Townsend (itownsend@uucaa.unc.edu) 

RE: tutor!! 

The only information I have is what the prof sent to me. If this is someone who is recornmended by the dept, I would hope we would stiff be able to use them asa 

resource like we did with the previous tutor._ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor!! 

Is this an undergraduate student? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday,, 2:31 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
C¢: Townsend, 3enn; Yount, Tony 
Subject:     tutor!! 

We have someone who is interested! See below..,.can we iurnp on this right away? (:© 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 2:27 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor for 

Jamie, 
I talked to and she is interested in helping with tutoring in 
Here is her contact information 
email: @live.unc.edu 
her cellphone: 
Note: and won’t be back until Spring. 
If you have any question, you can email me or reach me on my cellphone at 
Have a good day 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: tutor for 

ii:52 AM 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the for ?? I was told has graduated. 

Beth (the former counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be able to help~ if you know who this is and can help me contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

Fall, Alas~ne <~Jidl@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tutor Ibr’ 

Thank you, Professor FalH I sincerely appreciate your help and we will reach out to her! I hope the semester is starting off weli [:or you! 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: tutor for 

Jamie, 
I talked to 
Here is her contact information 
email: ~live.unc.edu 
her cellphone: 
Note and won’t be back until Spring. 
If you have any question, you can email me or reach me on my cellphone at 
Have a good day 

and she is interested in helping with tutoring in 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, 

To= Fall, Alassane 
Subject: tutor for, 

11:52 AM 

Hello Professor Fall, 

I was wondering if you had any recommendations for someone who can tutor the for ?? I was told has graduated. 

Beth (the former counselor for the girls) says there is another person named who may be able to help. If you know who this is and can help me contact her, 

that would be great! 

I really appreciate your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

~email.~mc.edu-*; ~email.unc.edu> 

Hello all, 

I just had a visit from and I am sorry to hear of the issues you have been having. Please let me know how I can support you. I know is an excellent resource 

to help the situation, but I assure you I have been through a "transition" process with him and can help shed light on the situation if you would like. 

If not, I understand, I just wanted to let you know I am here to help. I trust things will be resolved and go well in the future. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday 3:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

GoL it! Yes, I talked to him on the way to your’ class and gave him very specific guidelines for how to conduct himself in class. AfLhough these details should be 

apparent, sometimes we have to break it down and present it differently.,, luckily I know him well enough to "translate" these expectations in a way more clear to 

him d~’~ ,.pleurae ke~:_~p me posted, I think he should be much b~-:d:ter [rom now on, but i[ not, F_d: me know how f c~n help.,, 

Frora: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jaimie, 
Your note is very much appreciated. 
Today in our meeting instead of acknowledging what he had done and apologizing, let me know that he had done nothing wrong and apologized. In other words, the 
message was "I am apologizing because Football Js making me do so, but I want you to know, Professor, that [ don’t accept that I did anything wrong. If anybody messed up in 
class on Monday, it is you, professor." This is why the meeting went so poorly today. However, even though he firmly stood his ground, he still had to listen to my main 
message, which is that I insist on holding him to the same expectations and classroom policies as all the other students. No exceptions or exemptions will be made. 
To his credit, he had his first good/normal class today. I would like to feel hopeful. 
Have a good day, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Beatty, Greg; 
Subject: 

10:57 AM 

Hello all, 

I just had a visit from and I am sorry to hear of the issues you have been having. Please let me know how I can support you. I know Greg is an excellent resource 

to help the situation, but I assure you I have been through a "transition" process with him and can help shed light on the situation if you would like. 

If not, I understand, I just wanted to let you know I am here to help. I trust things will be resolved and go well in the future. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 3:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

You are too kind! It is really my pleasure..,there is a lot I will miss about worMng with them.,,but I hope to remain a resource to you, or at the very least, remain in 

[:ouch ot~ a regular basis! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:41 PMM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Jaimie, 
Your help is so much appreciated. 
Obviously your methods work, because he really did seem like a different person. 
You have no idea how much your help with football will be missed. What a loss to me personally! 
Best regards, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

3:36 PM 

Got it! Yes, I talked [o him on [he way to your class and gave him very specific guidelines ]:or how [o conduct hirnself in class. Although these details should be 

apparent, sometimes we have to break it down and present it differently.., luckily I know him well enough [o "translate" these expectations in a way more clear to 

him @.,,please keep me posted. I think he should be much better from now on, but if not, let me know how I can helps,. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jaimie, 
Your note is very much appreciated. 
Today in our meeting instead of acknowledging what he had done and apologizing, let me know that he had done nothing wrong and apologized. In other words, the 
message was "I am apologizing because Football is making me do so, but I want you to know, Professor, that I don’t accept that I did anything wrong. If anybody messed up in 
class on Mlonday, it is you, professor." This is why the meeting went so poorly today. However, even though he firmly stood his ground, he still had to listen to my main 
message, which is that I insist on holding him to the same expectations and classroom policies as all the other students. No exceptions or exemptions will be made. 
To his credit, he had his first good!normal class today. I would like to feel hopeful. 
Have a good day, 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Beatty, Greg; 
Subject: 

10:57 AMM 

Hello all, 

I just had a visit from and I am sorry to hear of the issues you have been having. Please let me know how I can support you. I know Greg is an excellent resource 

to help the situation, but I assure you I have been through a "transition" process with him and can help shed light on the situation if you would like. 

If not, I understand, I just wanted to let you know I am here to help. I trust things will be resolved and go well in the future. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 7:19 PM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbma]oy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I KEEl? FORGETTING... 

Yes... I have not told then its canceled... Ifs because of the football game.. 

so it would be ok to start next week... 

in particular who showed me the syllabus didnt have ~y assignment due 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 6:12 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalov~Y~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you t~-’_~lJ m~-’_~ the resson [or ~h~? t~:~sm ca~icellstion~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Wednesday, August 28, 2013 5:17 P! 
To: Maioy, Susan B 
Subject: I KEEP FORGETTING,.. 
Everytime I walk past your office, I forget to ask about canceling sessions for wbb tomorrow night. I was going to cancel their sessions tomorrow night. 

I can have them follow the process in the student tutor agreement, but I just wanted to give you a heads up because I keep forgetting... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -o’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:21 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbmaJoy@emaiLunc.edu> 

I~E: I KEEP FORGETTING... 

Right._l witl approve                 to cancel her session.,,if the other tutors could just please be given a heads up because I have had a few requests from the 

gMs and I know it means a lot to them, If they can possibly be let out early (only if the work gets done), that would be great! Thanks, Susan! 

From-" Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:17 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: I KEEP FORGeI liNG... 

I’m not sure anyone else is canceling because of the football game other than the football players themselves. After all the work to get this set up l’m not sure I can 

support canceling for this reason or we would have canceled for everyone. 

We can discuss further tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 7:19 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

I told the others I would ask ifa message could be sent to the tutors to just be ’mindful’ of the game and perhaps let them out a bit early if enough 

material could be covered 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 6:12 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <_s__b___n_!_a__L_o_y___@___e___m____a_!_L.__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> wrote: 

Can you tetl rne the reason for the team cancellation? 

F~om: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Wednesday, August 28, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: I KEEP FORGETTING... 

Everytime I walk past your office, I forget to ask about canceling sessions for wbb tomorrow night. I was going to cancel their sessions 

tomorrow night. I can have them follow the process in the student tutor agreement, but I just wanted to give you a heads up because I 

keep forgetting... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:55 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ma]oy~ Susan B (sbmaloyi~!email.unc.edu) 

LS lime requests 

Hi Beth, 

I probably did this wrong, but I entered requests for times for you to meet with 

based upon our talk the other day: 

Wednesdays: 

Thursdays: 

Friday: 

Is this okay? 

in the guided study part of the database. This is what I am requesting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:06 AM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <kmn21@email.unc.e&P 

to do’s for tomonow and friday 

Hi Karen! 

I left the MWSD diving notebook on the table in my office! I stacked everything in there that needs to be hole punched and organized. 

I also left the WBB binder and the WBB syllabus binder on the table to be updated. I hope that is everything. My brain isn’t working anymore, so I don’t remember 

what else I was supposed to leave you ©... 

Please remind me in the morning of anything I forgot! 

Thanks! You’re the absolute best! Tell      to wait until next Friday before he makes his appearance so we can have fun doing worksheets next week! © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:39 AM 

MaJoy, Su~n B <sbmaJoy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I KEEP FORGETTING. . Cancellalion 

No, will be there 

Jaimie 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 8:11 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmak~y({gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

is iVF l:he session [oo. Is she suppose[:~ l:o be carlc~:_~h:_~d as w~-_~ll? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:21 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: I KEEP FORGETTING.., - Cancellation 
Right...l will approve                 to cancel her session...if the other tutors could just please be given a heads up because I have had a few 

requests from the girls and t know ii: means a lot to them If they can possibly be let out early (only if the work gets done), that woukt be great! 

Thanks, Susan! 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: I KEEP EORG~:I lING... 

I’m not sure anyone else is canceling because of the football game other than the football players themselves. After all the work to get this set up I’m 

not sure I can support canceling for this reason or we would have canceled for everyone. 

We can discuss further tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 7:19 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_!__n_!!__e_Le___e____@____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

I told the others I would ask if a message could be sent to the tutors to just be ’mindful’ of the game and perhaps let them out a bit early 

if enough material could be covered 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 6:12 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you tell me the reason for the team cancellation? 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: I KEEP FORGETTING... 

Everytime I walk past your office, I forget to ask about canceling sessions for wbb tomorrow night. I was going to cancel their 

sessions tomorrow night. I can have them follow the process in the student tutor agreement, but I just wanted to give you a 

heads up because I keep forgetting... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:41 AM 

~@gmail.com> 

Re: Dropping 

If you know tbr sure you will get ap credit, there 1s no point in you taking it. You can drop it if you still have 12 credit hours What is the rest of~ our schedule?? 

Jaimie 

On at 8:01 AM, .~gmail. corn> wrote: 

> So I just realized I have credit for Psych because I got a 5 on my AP exam, and its an class, would you recommend doing so? Or just staying in it? 
> 
> Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:53 PM 

Nelt~ KaJcen <kmn21@email.unc.edu> 

Re: to do’s for tomonow and friday 

My desk is all yours!’.!! Thm~s... There is cmldy I’m the drawer to the left of my computer... Help yourselfl 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 9:30 AM, "Neff, Karen" <kmn21~,~email.unc.edn> w~ote: 

Awesome, Jaimie! Thanks! I am probably going to sit at your desk for today if that is ok. Have fun! 

Karen 

PS. I’ll try to keep under control lbr now. Ha~ha. 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 12:05 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hi Karen! 

I left the MWSD diving notebook on the table in my office! I stacked everything in there that needs to be hole punched and organized. 

I also left the WBB binder and the WBB syllabus binder on the table to be updated. I hope that is everything. My brain isn’t working 

anymore, so I don’t remember what else I was supposed to leave you ©... 

Please remind me in the morning of anything I forgot! 

Thanks] You’re the absolute best] Tell to wait until next Friday before he makes his appearance so we can have fun doing 

worksheets next week! @ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:55 PM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <kmn21@email.unc.e&P 

Re: to do’s for tomonow and friday 

If you get firings done too quickly. I was thinking about needing a contact list for the swimmers based upon what they put on their info sheets...ifyou have time that 

would be cool! 

Thanks again! 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 9:30 AM, "Neff; Karen" <kmn21@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Awesome, Jaimie! Thanks! I mn probably going to sit at your desk lbr today if that is ok. Have fun! 

Karen 

PS. I’ll uy to keep under control for now. Haha. 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 12:05 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Hi Karen! 

I left the MWSD diving notebook on the table in my office! I stacked everything in there that needs to be hole punched and organized. 

I also left the WBB binder and the WBB syllabus binder on the table to be updated. I hope that is everything. My brain isn’t working 

anymore, so I don’t remember what else I was supposed to leave you ©... 

Please remind me in the morning of anything I forgot! 

Thanks! You’re the absolute best! Tell to wait until next Friday before he makes his appearance so we can have fun doing 

worksheets next week! © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:24 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: Guided Study 

I didn’t realize I would not be back until late afternoon’. I just have a few more requests to do fbr the girls mid I may need some a few requests for 

only have a few left but I won’t have those done until tonight. I also have several tutor requests I got on Wednesday fi~om          ! 

I will email when I’m done, but just wanted to give a heads up’. Sorry for may inconvenience. 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <~;~S.!~S./~!)4~f?!j~)~4~}i~!).c:e:.!~> wrote: 

Staff, 
If you have not done so already - Please have all of your guided study and counselor guided study requests done by noon. 
We have already begun placing these and would like to finish these before the weekend if possible. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

I honestly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:48 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Re: Guided Study 

Ok that’s fin!! I did add a few tutor requests and GS and CGS (which yes, from my understanding, that’s me)... I added that stuff on Wed... 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 10:26 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" </\SPSAT~s1~rin~::~uE;c.<~d~a> wrote: 

Thanks Jaimie, 

We may not be able to place them until TLEes;dl)y deper~dir~g on when you h~ve them completed. 

Also --. I see some requests are in for Tuesday and Thursday 4-6 for CGS --. Are these both with you? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: q .... "~ 91,_, 84?; 2:~_{’] 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: Guided Study 

I didn’t realize I would not be back until late afternoon! I just have a few more requests to do for the girls and I may need some a few requests for 

I honestly only have a few left but I won’t have those done until tonight. I also have several tutor requests I got on Wednesday from 

! 
I will email when I’m done, but just wanted to give a heads up! Sorry for any inconvenience. 

On Aug 30, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASi;SATutodn~#bur~c.edu> wrote: 

Staff, 
If you have not done so already - Please have all of your guided study and counselor guided study requests done by noon. 

We have already begun placing these and would like to finish these before the weekend if possible. 

Ben Sh~’u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Saturday, 6:08 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: TKM 

Hi 

Yes, there roll be classes! Come on back! 

Have a good one! 

O11 at 4:20 PM, (a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

Will there be TKM classes on Monday!Labor Day? Time to get back... 

Have a great weekend! 

Ph,D. Candidate, Teaching Fellow 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:57 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

wbb cancelations tonight’.! 

Hello, 

So, the coaching staff for WBB planned a team activity tonight at 5:30pm, so the girls will need to cancel tutor sessions tonight. I am meeting with the girls today to 

give them updated schedules, and I will also give coaches their schedules so they will be aware and not schedule activities during their tutoring. I have reminded 

the girls to email you directly, but I wanted to give a heads up. This affects 6pm sessions for drama                             ,, English           I, and 

guided study . The 7pm sessions would be drama and guided study 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

tutor appointment TONIGHT! ! 

Hi 

You have an econ 

Jaimie 

tutor appointment tonight at 9pm with Please arrive at least 5 mins early and check the front desk for the room assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:14 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

Classes 

You should go attend class and see if the professor will give you permission to add. Arrive early if possible Also, send the professor an email to give a heads tap about your situation. 

If you get permission, you can visit the Steele Building., fill out a drop/add form with an advisor, and bring it to me to sign’. You must bring it to me. Please let them know you’re a student 
athlete 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: _ ,@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:36 P2vl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Classes 

Hey, 

I spoke to the professor of STOR     and he suggested that I try to get out of the class otherwise I will struggle There is a MAT     which is closed that I could try to get into but I am not 
sure of the process since the drop add online has ended. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:56 AM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Dropping 

Hi 

Questions like this can be passed along to the following email address: 

advisingforstu dentathletesAAP@unc .edu 

I have reached out already and will let you know when I hear back. The following website will help you answer your questions, but if they don’t, an advisor who will check the email address 
above can access your transfer credit evaluation: 

http://www admissions unc.eduiAcademics/Credit/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Dropping 

12:07 PM 

Is there a way I can check the classes I have credit for? Like, through AP credit or past classes taken or some website like that that will let me see what I have credit lk~r and what I need? 

On at 8:43 AM, ?~)gmail. corn> wrote: 

> I have History and Physics I have Psych (;hem 
> and Eng The website said that if I got a 4 or higher I would 
> have credit and I got a 5. 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 8:40 AM. "Lee, Jaimie" <j aimielee@unc, edu> wrote: 
> 
>> If you know for sure you will get ap credit, there is no point in you taking it. You can drop it if you still have 12 credit hours. What is the rest of your schedule?? 
>> 

>> Jatmie 
>> 

>> On , at 8:01 AM. " @gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>>> So I just realized I have credit for Psych    because I got a 5 on my AP exam, and its an 8:00 AM class, would you recommend doing so? Or just staying in it? 
>>> 

>>> Thanks! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 10:49 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: tutor appointment TONIGHT’.! 

That’s fir~e._l am adding them in the system, If the sessions gets too crowded, they rnay be asked to leave (jus[ a heads up), Please have the tutor add [heir names 

to the feedback form for our records!! 

From-" 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:48 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: tutor appointment TONIGHT!! 

Hey Jaimie, 

are also in Econ with me. Is it ok if they come to the tutor tonight also? I know that they had requested a tutor for the class as 

well already. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:03 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

You have an econ 

assignment. 

Jaimie 

tutor appointment tonight at 9pm with Please arrive at least 5 mins early and check the front desk for the room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Econ    tutor 

Hi 

Thanks for your email, and I appreciate you telling me a bit about yourself! It’s always fun to meet a student from Chapel Hill, like me! 

Feel free to come tonight, but keep in mind if the session is too full, you may not be able to stay I will ibllow up with the tutor coordinator today about your requests. I have had velT few 
requests filled for swimlning and diving, unfortunately, but I’m working on it! 

Please give the tutor your name and ask them to make a note of your attendance Follow up with me by tomorrow regarding how large the group is so I can see if you can stay in that session 
or if I need to pursue another 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Econ    tutor 

Hey Jaime, 

This is 
with the area and really love it here. 

~vmaih corn1 
11:00 AM 

! think we met briefly last week but I’ll just reintroduce myse[E I’m a 

Anyways I went to the tutor info session last week and requested an Econ     tutor with 
confirmation on a time slot. If its not a big deal       and I would both like to sit in on tonight’s session at 9pro 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

so I’m super familiar 

has been the only one so far to receive any sort of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Ok, thanks! 

From= Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent= Tuesday, 11:15 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

Vm not sure you are aware that has another appointment today at 

academic meetings¯ I will send her your way when she is finished¯ 

Thank you, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email,unc,edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

¯ This should be the last one that interferes with study hall and/or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:35 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: drop in schedule 

Thank you[ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 11:17 AH 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: drop in schedule 

Jaimie: 

You can look aL the drop-in schedules in the database. 

3rd column (all the way on the right) first two options can give you what you’re looking for~ 

is ~pecific:allv phy~ics., but can ~l~o help wit:h mo’~t of the math inw)lved. 

B~n .Shcu 
Assi’~tm~t Tutorial Coordinator 

I_i N {:: Aca ~:[ e~~ ic S u p po rt Pro g r a ~~ 1:o r St u d e n t- A ~: h I e t e s 

Offl~.e. }.[9-o-].~-,:. ,:8 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 11:14 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: drop in schedule 

Hello, 

Is the drop in schedule available? I am specifically looking for physics. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Cancelation 

And you need [o csncel your 6prn session t:or guided study with 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:42 AM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Cancelation 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday. 8:39 AM 

To: ASPSATutorin_~@u nc.edu 
Subject: Cancelation 

7:00 pm, drama , team activity with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

@gmaikcom> 

RE: Eco~ tutor 

Hi again, 

The proper procedure is for you to please email ASPSATutoring@unc edu to ask about adding to the session tonight Son?’ about that, but you must email them first! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmaihcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Econ    tutor 

Hey Jaime, 

This is              I think we met brieily last week but I’ll just reintroduce myself. I’m a 
with the area and really love it here. 

Anyways I went to the tutor in]2~ session last week and requested an Econ     tutor with                                  , but 
confirmation on a time slot. If its not a big deal       and I would both like to sit in on tomght’s session at 9pro. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

so I’m super familiar 

has been the only one so far to receive any sort of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday: 12:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

tutor requests for mwsd 

Hi, 

I finally got through inputting the remaining requests for I have only had 3 students from both teams get tutors, so I just 

wanted to put in another plug for the MAP kids from this group. 

Thanks for your help! Of course I will be emailing them the drop in schedule and encouraging Dey hall as much as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor for i 

Hi 

You must come sign a tutor usage agreement before you can begin any tutoring. I am happy to take your requests now if you want to email it, but you may not start until we go over the 
agreement 

To make a request, email me the class, how many times/week, and your full availability Sun-Fri! Thanks. 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:37 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Tutor for 

Hi Jaime Lee, 

I just realized that i missed the meeting to schedule Jk~r tutors. Any way i can still schedule one even though i have missed that meeting. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:38 PM 

Nelt~ Kaacen <kmn2l@email.unc.e&P 

jump drive? 

Hi Karen!H 

Sorry to bother you about this now, but I was just wondering if the wonderful files you worked on last week were saved on the jump drive, and if so, where it is. 

Thanks so much for your help. The swimming notebook looks AWESOMEH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 2:19 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

ILE: tutor requests for mwsd 

Hi Ben, 

is not a MAP, and my initial requests were not map, Of course I will not expect today’s requests to be filled right away, but I appreciate you working on this!! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:05 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor requests for mwsd 

Jaimie, 

We’ll do what we can to get those placed... 

From what I’m looking at, the students that you put in requests for previously are not MAP kids right? 

Obviously sinc¢_~ you iust requ¢_~sted them today, we most likely won’t get th¢_~m placed for a few days at least. 

Also, t just got an email [r.:_~m a - He is not on MAP right:? 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu~emai[.unc.edu 

Office: 919-8:13-2328 

{::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 12:18 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutor requests for rnwsd 

Hi, 

I finally got through inputting the remaining requests for mens!womens swimming and diving. I have only had 3 students from both teams get tutors, so I just 

wanted to put in another plug for the MAP kids from this group. 

Thanks for your help! Of course I will be emailing them the drop in schedule and encouraging Dey hall as much as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

HOLD 

Hello Cassandra, 

I am assisting with her academic schedule, and she has been unable to drop a class. Today is the due date. She has a hold, but from 

what I see, she took care of it last week. I am not sure if there is something else other than a parking hold preventing her from dropping a class, but she has been to 

SASB a few times and is still unsuccessful. 

Please help, if possible! Thank you!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HOLD 

Hi Cassandra, 

Thank you for the response. She was directed to contact you so I will direct her back to the parking office~ Thanks! 

From: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:10 PN 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: HOLD 
Hi Jarnie 

I got your voice message, the hold on her account is due to parking not us, 

Cassandra B Gregory 

Accounting [echiGrant.-fn-AidlrM5 

UniversiW of Norl:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

StudenL Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASB North CB#1400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1:1&0 

gregoryc@ernail.unc.edu 
phone 919-843--5384 

t:ax 919-962-,I568 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PN 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
C¢: 
Subject: HOLD 
Importance: High 

Hello Cassandra, 

I am assisting with her academic schedule, and she has been unable to drop a class. Today is the due date. She has a hold, but from 

what I see, she took care of it last week. I am not sure if there is something else other than a parking hold preventing her from dropping a class, but she has been to 

SASB a few times and is still unsuccessful. 

Please help, if possible! Thank you]! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

Myers, Joseph B <joemyers@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: a~atomy textbook 

Joe, 

Thank ,¢ot~ so much for this email, 
,Jaimie 

From: Nyers, Joseph B 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Co: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: anatomy textbook 
Hello Jaimie 

Thank you 

Joe 

On 

2:26 PH 

asked me to contact you. Please consider the textboolcs for EXSS    required. 

, at 1:26 PM, (i~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe, 
My name is and I am on the . I have books scholarship and was wonderingifyou could send a quick email to my advisor 
to let her know that I need the textbook. Her name is Jaimie Lee and her email is i_a__[__m___[_e__!__e___e_@__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_. Let me know if you have any questions. I really 
appreciate it! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: tutor requests for mwsd 

I wilt not be able to finish clearfing everything up today but will get back to it first thing Lornorrow! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:05 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: tutor requests for mwsd 

Jaimie, 

Weql do what we can to gel those placed.,. 

From what Fm looking at, the students that you put hi requests for previously are not MAP kids right? 

Obviously since you just requested thorn today, we most likely won’t get them placed for a few days at least. 

Also, I just got an ernail from a - H¢_~ is not on MAP right? 
[..?en 5heu 

A;sist:ant Tutorial C.:_~ordinator 

L; N (; Ac~ d e m ic S u p po rt Pro gra m fo r Sl:u d e n t--At h l e t e s 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 12:18 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutor requests for mwsd 

Hi, 
I finally got through inputting the remaining requests for mens/womens swimming and diving. I have only had 3 students from both teams get tutors, so I just 

wanted to put in another plug for the MAP kids from this group. 

Thanks for your help! Of course I will be emailing them the drop in schedule and encouraging Dey hall as much as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 9:15 AM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: Hours 

Thank you for the heads tap Do the best you can. I will include this information in my report for the week. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Hours 

8:5 9 AM 

Jaimie, 

I’m not sure if I will get my six hours for this week. Due to some previous engagements this week, I can’t/couldn’t get to the academic center before it closed. I’ve been doing about three 
hours of homework a night, just not officially. Also, I went to stu@ with a teacher for an hour (,not surely that counts) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Need add/drop fore1 

Ni 
Yes, fill out a drop/add for with an advisor, gather the necessary signatures of approval, and bring it to me last to stamp and sign. 
,Jaimie 

From, 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Need add!drop form 
Hi Jaimie, 
I just decided today which class I wanted to drop, but I guess I will be needing a form. 

Thanks, 

Class of: 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:17 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

RE: Swinmling s~ufl’for media guide 

Hi Dave, 

I will get to this as soon as I can, 

Jaimie 

From. Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 9:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Swimming stuff for media guide 
Jaimie: 
I need some info for the swimming media guide. At your earliest convenience can you please forward me the following. 

l. List of men and women on 2012-13 ACC Academic Honor Roll 

2. List of men and women on fall semester 2012 Dean’s List 

3. List of men and women on spring semester 2013 Dean’s List 

4. List of majors for all members of men’s team 

5. List of majors for all members of women’s team 

6. Any particular academic highlights for the team as a whole that might help us in recruiting 

Thanks much for your help on this. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks, Beth[ I will check and see... 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Sent: Wednesday, : 

To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: 

Hi, 

On Tuesday I am free from 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 
_e__n_3j_g_9__n__s__~_.__e___m___a__i_L:_u___n__c_:__e__d___u_. 
T. 9:[9.843.6029 
c. 

f. 919-962.8247 

: I0:07 AM 

am and -she can come at with is that works better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

drop in tutor schedule pdl. drop in tutor schedule by subject pdf 

H ~-’A Jo ladies, 

Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. If you need more [utoring in cer[ain subjects, please see the at[achment. Also, you can a[tend a session during your ~’guided 

study" time as long as you comrnunica[e this with rne and the monitor. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit De’,, Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the I.earning Center website: 

http:!!learningcenter.unc.edu!find-a-tutor/peer-tutoring-2 

Suhiects Room Day Classes 

Languages 201,203 rue 

Wed 

Sciences 206 rue 

Wed 

BusinessEconomics 202 rue 

Poli-Sci Wed 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 I’ue 

Computer Sdence Wed 

Biochem 205 Fue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All VVeek. 

You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not schedule imfltiple tuloring appointments with the same tutor on the same day. 

II ~ub,iects                              tutor                 Make an Appointment 

C]i ck for Appointmenl 

Click for Aj~/Doltllntent 

C]i ck for Appointmenl 

Cli ck for Appointment 

C]i ckfor App oJ I ttmenl 

Click for Appointment Or, 
tW the following lti~ for more tutor options: ~-1t-J‘E:/~]-e-.-e4-1Bn~-‘-‘Lt-tJ-~q~-r-~-u--t-t-‘~‘-e--d-L~J1~[~a~1utL~1~Lr~e~t~2~n~tlL~1~sj- 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biolo~,: 

¯ _B__! _q]__o ~22 _T__9_ L%i_L~g ___~___,_~ EEa_LL~ 

¯ Chemistl,( G~aduate Student Tutors fbr Hire 

¯ Chemista27 Resom-ce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ *[r~structor i~F’~d "[’A .:_~f[ice hours are an e×ceH,-_~r~t resource, t~: [:~qese ~’~OLErS do r~ot lit i[’~[:o yOkEr schedule, ph?ase ernail your instructor~.; to make an appointmer~t if you 

need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful to you. 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Beth, 

has team pictures at 12:30pm...Do you mind working with now and letting her out a bit early? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Possible appointment 

Hi~ 

My apologies for not getting back to you about your email below’. I’m so sorry, I dofft know how I missed this! I was looking back at old messages to see ifI was 

caught up and just saw it... Sow again!! 

On , at 12:40 PM, ~:live.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi JaJmie, 

I’m a                                 I am currently signed up for 18 credit hours and have no idea what classes to hang onto! I know I want to 

reduce to 15 hours, but I want to discuss which one to drop with you. Because I am purchasing my own books, I don’t want to buy the books for all of 

my classes, considering I will be dropping one. Is there a~-ay we can meet this afternoon or tonight so we can discuss further? 

I am also very iffy on my declared major, so I would like to discuss that as well. Hope to see you soon! 

Thanks, 

Class of 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:23 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

2 questions 

Hi Jenn, 

Do you know if anyone from our dept has a go to person for the Robertson scholarship? Swim coach would like to put a recruit in contact with someone this Friday. 

Also, wbb is still trying to hire a new class checker but the?- were told we handle it and perhaps Michelle and Vince need to be involved.. Wtw? We have someone but not sure how to get 
him hired. Do you have any idea of what I can do to help? Coach Calder says he has never gotten involved beIbre .. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

Welbom, Spencer (swelI-~orn@email.unc.edu) 

Robel~tson Scholarship 

Hi Spencer, 

Do you by any chance have a contact who works with the Robertson Scholarship? I’m asking around on behalf of swimming!diving and a recruit coming this Friday. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 2:50 PM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Robertson Scholal~hip 

Thanks a million! 

From: Welborn, Spencer 

Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Robertson Scholarship 

I do not have a contact specifically, however you may want to call the number below and ask who prospective students 
should contact: 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 

Fax: (919) 843-7507 

Email: info@roberNonschoiars,org 

Robertson Scholars 
i. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The Reber~son Scholars Proqram is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 
administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:43 plVl 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Robertson Scholarship 

Hi Spencer, 

Do you by any chance have a contact who works with the Robertson Scholarship? l’m asking around on behalf of 

Thanks. 

and a recruit coming this Friday. 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY POSITION 
~J~i, ~Must be submitted to Athletics HR office with al appropriate signatures) 

Dat, e of Request: 9/22/13      Ate, Dept. Name & N~rnber: WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 9890 

Positio. Supervisor: ANDREW CALDER Supervisor’s P~D. 

Position type {[cheek one ~;atelo~): 
~ 

UNC-CH Student Nomstudent 

Projected Start Date: 8/26/t3 Requested Length of appoiatraer}t: 1t 0 MONTHS 

workin8 Title of Posito~: CLASS CHECKER 

D~ties and Responsibilities: MONITOR CLASS ATTENDANCE FOR DESIGNATED 

STUDENTS; ISSUE DAILY REPORTS TO ASSIGNED SUPERVISOR 

,, ABILITY TO NAVtGAT~ CAMPUS; BUILDINGS, 
Requirements: (List skiils, abilities and educational background requwe~,L_......oo~....._ 

MUST BE ABLE TO CREATE A SYSTEM TO MONITOR C~.J~,SS ATTENDANCE WITHOUT DISRUPTING CLASSROOM ACTiViTY 

Essential sktJs: (sk/ls tha~ an applicant ~ossess to be cons ssiL@red f o.r.the ~psit@~} 

A_.N_D...UA.V_I_.GOQD..O~P_N~L_~ 

Preferred sktls: (recommended but not <.ritical and can be taught.) 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND. PR_._QBLEM SOLVlN@ SKILLS 

App,-Dyed to process: .............. 

Ath HR -Temp Roy 04/04t2013 

Director - Athletics HR Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday: 5:08 PM 

Lyons, El~abeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu-~; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

gray cmlcelalion 

I may have made a mistake,           is not available for an LS appt on Mondays at 12:30pm      players have workouts at 12:15 and are unavailable for any 

academic sessions through 3:30pm for this month. In October when they begin practice, they will be busy until 6pm. Please cancel the 12:30pm appt on Mondays 

for and Beth Lyons... 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:11 PM 

Adams, Claafissa <clarissa.adams@uuc.edu> 

ILE: class checker issue 

From what I understand, the spot where Coach Hatchel signed should be signed by someone from the executive staff. Martins BNlen, Vince Itle, Mr. Galfo, etc, 

should be able to do that.it can be faxed to one of them. 

From-" Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 

She .said ~hat VincP PPeded to approw~ tt’e po~.ition ~r b~th ~’..’~ir heliP and Vince bec:..-’.u~;~~ clas::, ch~cl,:er::, are r~rmalis/hired ~hr~_L..~h i~r ad~mic~;. 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:55 PM 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 
Okay. What *-:~>:actly is Tracy saying is the hold up? 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 
Hey Jaimie, 

I’ve attached the form that we completed and sent to Tracy in HR along with a background check form for 

Clarissa 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:12 PP1 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: class checker issue 

Hi Claris;a, 

5o I am trying to see how t can help..Jenn lownset~d says she provided the form needed to post th~:_~ position It ne~:_~ded to be chat~g~:_~d to women"s bball and have 

someone of art executive position sign iL Has this all been done? If not, ]e[ me know how I cart assist. Academics doesn’t hire class checkers based upon my 

experience, but I am [tying to figure out where I can help out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 7:06 PM 

Adams, ClaJcissa <clarissa.adams@uuc.edu> 

I~E: class checker issue 

Thanks Cfarissa. There is definitely some confusion going on, so I have passed this up the ranks. Michelle and Vince wilt chat and get back to me. Then I will be able 

to provide info for coach! 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 

She .,:.aid ~hat Vivace ~’eeded t~ approve tt’e por, iti~,n ~r b~ti~ Mirhelie and Vince becau~;e claa::, checl,:er.’:- are n~rmaliv hired ~r~_~..,~t~ Ar ademic~;. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:55 PP1 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 

Okay. What ~-’_~>:actly is "rYacy saving is the hold up? 

From: Adams, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: class checker issue 

Hey Jaimie, 

I’ve attached the form that we completed and sent to Tracy in HR along with a background check form for 

Clarissa 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:12 PM 

To: Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: class checker issue 

Hi Cla rV.r;a, 

So I am trying to see how t can help, ,Jenn r.:_~wnsend say’; she provided the form needed t.:_~ po;t tfu-:~ p.:_~;ition It ne~:_~ded to be chang~:_~d t.:_~ womerr’s bball and have 

someone of art executive position sign it. Has this all been done? If not, tel me know how I cart assist. Academics doesn’t hke class checkers based upon my 

experience, but I am [wing to figure out where I can help out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:52 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

geol tutor cancelation 

I would like to cancel 1of the geol sessions for . I only want to cancel the sessions on Thursday nights with We will keep the other session. They 

only need to meet once per week. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:52 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

is ruth you’? 

Did maize it to your 830 appt? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:57 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: is      w, ith you? 

Oh no!! I wish you would have called or come to get rne! Totally unacceptable! I will have to call her coach now. 

Thanks, Beth 

Frora: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

She was here.., didn’t have any materials with her’ and instead wanted to debate about why she needed this extra time since, according to her she had 2 hours of 

guided study and tutoring yesterday. I told her just because she felt she didn’t have to complete something right now, she should be looking ahead to next week 

and getting started or at least be reviewing BIO, Drama, etc. She has her . I told her to 

take this up with you but i[ she is going to I~eep l’u:_~r time with me she must bring rnateriais or deal with consequences. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 A! 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth P] 
Subject: is with you? 

Did make it to your 830 appt? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:03 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: is      with you? 

That’s why it’s more hetp[:uf for me if you can come talk to me in the moment because now I have no choice but to let her coach handle it._ 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth ! 
Sent: Thursday, 9:00 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: is i with you? 

I didn"t want to gang up on her and to be honest it may be a good discussion to have with her first She wasn’t combative or disrespectt:uf. We talked about 

planning and time management and how important it is to work ahead, etc. Of course, I am not the expert and don’t want to tell you how to manage your students, 

but I think she will respond to a "teaching moment" and discussion., just my 2 cents... 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:57 AM 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth P1 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

Oh no!! I wish you would have called or come to get rne! Totally unacceptable! I will have to call her coach now. 

Thanks, Beth 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Thursday, : 8:55 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: is with you? 

She was here.., didn’t have any materials with her and instead wanted to debate about why she needed this extra tirne since, according to her she had 2 hours of 

guided study and tutoring yesterday. I told her just because she felt she didn’t have to complete something right now, she should be looking ahead to next week 

and getting started or at least be reviewing BIO, Drama, etc. She has her . I told her to 

take this up with you but if she ix going to keep her time with me she must bring materials or deal with consequences. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 8:52 AN 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth P1 
Subject: is with you? 

Did make it to your 830 appt? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 10:05 AM 

,~live.tmc.edu> 

RE: Hours 

Yes. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Hours 

9:19 AM 

Jairme, 

I’m pretty stare I remember you saying that oftice hours count, so I spent one hour 

Thanks! 

with doing chem homework 

On at 9:14 AM; "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edn> wrote: 

> Thank you Jk~r the heads up. Do the best you can I will include this information in my report for the week. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Hours 
> 

> Jaimie, 
> 

> I’m not sure if I will get my six hours for this week Due to some previous engagements this week, I can’t/couldn’t get to the academic center beJk~re it closed. I’ve been doing about three 
hours of homework a night, just not ol!ficially Also, I went to study with a teacher for an hour (not surely that counts). 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 10:19 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

drama    cancelation on wed w;/ 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel Drama    sessions on Wednesdays for 

Please do not cancel their Tuesday appts. I would like them to meet once/week. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 11:09 AM 

~livexmc.e&# 

RE: Meeting 

Hi 

I am working to finish my weekly meeting schedule by tomorrow, As soon as I’m done, I will let you know when we will meet! Th~,nks for reaching out, and we will 

definitely get together next w~-:~ek 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 
To" Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject" Meeting 

Hi Jaimie, 

M¥ name is . I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime next week because I have a few 

questions about tutoring and a few other things. If ¥ou could let me know a time that would be good for you that would be great. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 11:53 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

guided study requests 

Hello, 

I just added a few requests for CGS (me) and i for GS. Please let me know if you can make these adjustments. I am trying to give the girls final weekly schedules 

today at 4pm. Thanks! 

330-430 CGS with me: 

7-8pm 65 with can we add ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:13 PM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: fieshmen meeting today at 3:45pm 

Awesome! I appreciate it. 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:01 PM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject-" RE: freshmen meeting today at 3:45pm 

It is fine for them to see you. I witl touc~l base with the ones I need to see. 

Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 AM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject; freshmen meeting today at 3:45pm 
Importance: High 

Hi Nicole, 

Co~ch C~[der and I ru:_~ed to m~-_~el: with the freshmen girls today ~t: 3:45gml. Some are s~;ying they ne~:_~d to s~-_~e you, but: it’s reMly important w,-_~ iron out some m~ior 

issues we are having with them. Can we please have the girls here today by 3:4.5pm? It is urgent. 

I have attached their academic schedule. I wilt still have to make a few changes, but I wanted you to see what we have so far. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:39 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu> 

cancelation 

As a follow up, 

Please cancel the Monday 1230 appt with and Beth Lyons. She is not available at that time. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: cancelation 

Also there are two entries t:or and Beth Lyons to meet on Mondays at 6pro. It should just be one session at C, pm. Thanks 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:39 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: cancelation 

As a follow up, 

Please cancel the Monday 1230 appt with and Beth Lyons. She is not available at that time. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:56 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: cancelation 

Thanks! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, 1:54 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Subject: RE: cancelation 

Both pieces are t:ixed. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

Li NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsi~eu@’emaiLunc.edu 

Office: 9I 9-8-~1%2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday,                  :1:45 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Subject: RE: cancelation 

Also there are two entries for and 8eth Lyons to meet on Mondays at 6pro. It should just be one session at Spin. Thanks 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday,                 1:39 PM 
To= ASPSA Tutoring; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: cancelation 

As a follow up, 

Please cancel the Monday :1230 appt with and Beth Lyons, She is not available at that time, Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

cancelalioin 

Please cancel                music session with              at 7pm on Tuesdays. She is in lab at that time. We were supposed to cancel Tuesdays and KEEP 

the Thursday session at 9pm but the wrong day was canceled. It is still showing up on her schedule as being on Tuesdays INSTEAD of just on Thursdays. 

THanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 6:52 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: c~xlcelalioin 

She got the rnessage and hopefully connected[ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: cancelatioin 

will meet with 

Thanks, 

Susa~l 

From: Lee, .laimie 
Sent: Thursday, 2:45 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: cancelatioin 

3:23 PM 

at 6pro on Thursdays beginning TONIGHT. Please be sure she is aware. 

Please cancel                music session with              at 7pm on Tuesdays. She is in lab at that time. We were supposed to cancel Tuesdays and KEEP 

the Thursday session at 9pm but the wrong day was canceled. It is still showing up on her schedule as being on Tuesdays INSTEAD of just on Thursdays. 

THanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 6:58 PM 

Veggian, ttenr?., <torino3@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hetlo Henry! 

Thank you so much for foNowh~g up and making sure I received this message. For some reason, there are several emails floating out there, so there is no telling 

how many messages I have missed over the y~-:~ars. Yes, I work with          which includes             t h.:_~pe ew-:~rything is going wen for hirn. 

Regarding        [ smc~-:~rely appreciate your fl-:~edback! She is requir~-:~d to visit our writing lab beh:~re turning in any writ~:en assignments, and I spoke to her a ft~-_~r 

reviewing your attachment about how she must focus pay particular attention to the grammatical errors. This inforrnation is quite helpful, and please alert me i[: 

you do not see progress from her! I have encouraged her to meet with you one on one, as weil, so she is more clear of your expectations. 

CheePs, 

Jaimie 

From: VeggJan, Henry 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: RE: 
Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Henry Veggian from the English Dept. I believe I have several students of yours in my classes this term, including 
he your advisee? Please let me know. 
The message below concerns another student,          . I tried to send this along the other day, but realize now I had the wrong address. 

in my ENGL    class. Is 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry 

From: VeggiarL Henry 

Sent: Friday, 
To: j__aj__t!)_e_._[_e___e_@__u__B__c__a__a__=_u__B__c_=_e_.__d___u_ 

Subject: re: 

10:50 AM 

Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Professor Henry Veggian, and I teach 2 sections of English . I have one of your students,           in my class. 
I have attached a progress report that includes some preliminary remarks on her work. She has shown to be an attentive, bright student, but her writing 
displays several areas that require attention and improvement. In particular, her difficult with conflicting singular-plural verbs is one area that will take time to address, and I 
ask that she 
work with tutors to begin correcting it. As you will see, there are also other areas. 

I work from the course textbooks, so everything she needs for citation and organization is in those books. It is a matter of practice and repetition. With respect to grammar, 
the sentence level editing, style, and grammatical sections near the end of How to Write Anything will also be of use. 

I hope the report helps us coordinate our work to prepare for writing academic prose in a University setting. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 
http: //englishcomplit.unc.edu/people/veggianh 
Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 
h ttp : /jwww ~ rodopi, n lj seni~asp ?SerieId= DIAL OGUE 
h~p_s__’,_LL~v__,f)___c_@~_o__k__~_c_o__E~_L_D_!_a__Lo__g_u___e__s__~z!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:08 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

RE: I’ravel Forms 

Hi 

Yes, please pick up another letter for that professor It is okay if you do not get it to me until next week 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froln: i ?~yahoo com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:19 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:          travel Fom~s 

Hey Jaimie, 

I handed in my travel form to you. However I have swapped out one class for another. ¥~q~at should I do about it? 
Do I need to get another form from you? 
I know that they are due tomorrow. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:09 PM 

Garth, Christy I ,ynn <cgarth@unc.edu> 

l~b2: Recruit!! 

Great! Thanks! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:43 PI 

To: Lee, Ja[m[e 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! Thanks so much for looking for this for me! I promised this and now I am barely getting it to you... I hope that this works: 

Your ZO:Z5am swimming group will be these people: 

Thanks so much for all of your help! 

Q 

You are the best! (-P 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

kJniversit:y of North Carolina, Chapel t-lill 

PH: 

Fax: 9:19.962.:1~2~03 

cgarth@unc.edu 

Frora: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:52 PN 

To: Gatth, Christy Lynn 

Subject: RE: Recruits[ 

Hi Christy, 

I have not found anyone in the office who has a contact for the Robertson Scholarship. However, here is the contact information. I am sure they can direct you to a 

contact for the recruit to speak with. I hope this helps1! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 

Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: info,~)" roberNonschoia rs,or~ 

Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The Robe~tson Scholars Program is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 
administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 7:37 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help... Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing them The AC 

etc) at :10::15 - :10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around :1 - :1:30pm the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering! :) 

Take care! 

Christy 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 3, 2013, at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__!__m__!__e__[_e___e____@_____u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apologies t:or the fate response! Yes, I will be available this Friday! My number is 3--6566_.1 think you may have tried me but I have had students 

interrupth~g all day Q...I will call you back tomorrow if you need_.l am on my way out now... 

From. Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 20:1.3:1.:22 PM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! Q 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:26 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

tutor cancelation 

Hello, 

informed me her 8pm Wed session for STOR with conflicts with her    meetings. Will you please cancel this session. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:29 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoling@unc.edu> 

addition 

I have just added a request for to be added to my Thurs 330-430 CGS please! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 9:31 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

Hi 

Yes, give me what you have and make a note on the form about the last teacher. That’s fine! Thanks for the heads up! 

From’, 
Sent= Friday, 8:48 AM 
To; Lee, .laimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hey Jamie, 

All I am missing is one signature. And I would 

probably need the signature of the teacher 

who will supervise me in class. I can’t get that 

signature until September 16th. That’s when I 

start visiting classrooms. Should I just give you 

what I have for now? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 10:29 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

t hope the sen)ester is off to a great start] Attached is the tutor drop--in scheduh?, f haw? made ;everal Juror reqLles[:s atld will rlotify y.i_3Ll if yoLl are able 

to get a session, tn the meantmle, pJea;e take advantage of our drop>in tutorials. These ses;ions will count for those o[ you required to get 8 

hours/week. 

If you still Reed further assistance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the Learning Center website: 

http:iilea rningcenter.unc.edu!find-a-tutor!peer-tutoring-2 

Subjects Room Da~ Classes 

Languages 201,203 Fne 3ERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Pue ~HEM, BIOL, PS YC 

Wed ~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 I’ue BUSI ECON 

Poli-Sci Wed BUSI ECON , POLI 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Pue STOR MATH COMP 

Computer Science Wed MATI I 

Biochem 205 l’ue & Wed BlOC 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All g~eelc 

You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not schedule multiple tutoring appoinhnents with the stone rotor on 1he same day. 

Subjects                                     [Tutor                     Make an Appointment 

Cli ck for App oi nhn ent 

Click [br At)poinhnenl 

Click for Appointment 

g 1Lc k___f _o_L :gt2_p_ pj_x)J m~_~_~t 

Click for Appointment 

C Ji__ck___f _o j: :g~ p_pj_x)J m~_~_~t 

Click l\)r Appointment 

Or, i]T the following lti~k for more tutor options: tWgz]leartdngce~te~ m~c.eddfind-a-tutor/rnore-tutofing:optionsi 
Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring Pr~grarn 

¯ Chemish-v Graduate Stud ettt Tuto, s for Hire 

¯ Chemist1T Resource Cmlter in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ *k~structor and TA office hours are an excelh?nt resource, If these hours do not fit int.:_~ your scheduh?, please email your instructors to make an 

appoirttment if you need help in your class, t hope this information is helpful to you. 

¯ ~*Do NOT forget you aH must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester. They will hold meetings in the Steele buiWing and here 

in Loudermitk. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but you are not limited to meeting with him. Please let this advisor know you are a student 

athlete. 



<fall drop in tutor schedule pdt5, 

<tall drop in tutor ~hedule by subject .pdt>- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

Sheu, Beniamin <bsheu@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

This is great! Thanks! 

From" Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent" Friday, 10:01 AM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Swimming Hours 

Jaimie, 
Here are the hours from excel of the swimming hours. 

On 9.3.13 - we didn’t track the sport, so I only matched by names. If they went ONLY on Tuesday, you’ll have to look at the spreadsheet. 

I’ve cleaned it the best I could: 

If you don’t see someone: look at the excel file and see if they were in there. 

The one person that may mention something to you is - he clocked in 5:30 on 
Hopefully this is enough for you 

PID        I l.astname I Firstname HRS Earned 

4:06 

5:16 

5:11 

2:57 

6:17 

4:23 

4:30 

5:34 

4:43 

6:03 

4:29 

5:51 

4:47 

7:51 

3:40 

4:56 

3:38 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 

3:22 

B~n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~!S h e U @ e m ~Eii. U n~:, e ~ u 

Office: 929-843-2328 

Cell: 

and did not clock out so he did not earn any time for that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

Veggian, ttenry <lorino3@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Henry, 

I sincerely appreciate the feedback, and I will get on 

Thank you and you, too, have a nice weekend! 

J aimi~:_~ 

From: Veggian, Henry 
Sent" Friday, 10:54- AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 
Dear Jamie, 

about these issues as soon as possiNe. 

Thank you for the reply,      will be a work in progress, and I will send updates. She’s a good student. 

As for    well, he doesn’t pay attention in class. When I called on him yesterday, he admitted he was unprepared. 
He is nice, but he needs to focus on class work and the readings, not his laptop. I sent him a note, but perhaps a word from you will help. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 
http: //englishcomplit.unc.edu/people/veqgianh 
Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 
[[##_;_L/_~___~_:_r__o_d_q pj_,~_V__s__e_~j:__a__s_pZ_s___e_r_t~ N_~ P_I_A__bg_G_U_E. 

https: //www.facebook.com/DialogueSeries 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Veggian, Henry 
Subject: RE: 

6:57 PM 

Hello Henry! 

Thank you so much for foflowing up and making sure I received Lhis message. For some reason, Lhere are several emails floating out there, so Lhere is no telling 

how many messages I have missed over the years, Yes, I work with swimmers which includes             I hope everything is going well for him, 

Regarding I sincerely appreciate your feedback! She is required to visit our writing lab before turning in any written assignments, and 1 spoke to her after 

r~-:~viewing your a~:tachment ab.:_~ut how she must focus pay par~:icular at~:ention to th~-_~ grammatical errors. This inf.:_~rmation is quite helpK~I, and ph:_~ase alert me if 

you do not see progress from her’! I have encouragecl her to meet with you one on one, as well, so she is rnore clear o[: your expectations. 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 

From-" Veggian, Henry 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: 

Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Henry Veggian from the English Dept. I believe I have several students of yours in my classes this term, including 
he your advisee? Please let me know. 
The message below concerns another student,          . I tried to send this along the other day, but realize now I had the wrong address. 

in my ENGL    class. Is 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry 

Fn~n= Veggian, Henry 

Sent: Friday, 
To: jaimelee@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: re: 

10:50 AM 

Hello Jaimie, 

How are you? This is Professor Henry Veggian, and I teach 2 sections of English    I have one of your students,           in my class. 
1 have attached a progress report that includes some preliminary remarks on her work. She has shown to be an attentive, bright student, but her writing 
displays several areas that require attention and improvement. In particular, her difficult with conflicting singular-plural verbs is one area that will take time to address, and 1 
ask that she 
work with tutors to begin correcting it. As you will see, there are also other areas. 

I work from the course textbooks, so everything she needs for citation and organization is in those books. It is a matter of practice and repetition. With respect to grammar, 
the sentence level editing, style, and grammatical sections near the end of How to Write Anything will also be of use. 

I hope the report helps us coordinate our work to prepare for writing academic prose in a University setting. 



I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
Henry Veggian 

Faculty Page: 
http:/!englishcomplit.u nc.ed u/people!vegc!ia n h 
Series Editor, Dialogue Series: 

https : l lwww.facebook,comlDialogueSeries 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

~bellsouth.net> 

I~E: bb girls 

Thanks, 
make sure they attend! 

From: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Friday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: bb girls 
Hi 3amie--hope your semester is off to a good start. 
The bb girls have an exam on Tues. I’m worried about them, especially 
session at 9pro on Mon night --hope they can make it. 

Cheers. 

! Me, too! I have requested your drop in session be turned into an open exam review[ Thank you for suggesting it from your’ end, too, and I will 

. I work with them on Monday AM and I have a drop in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

@gmaJl .com> 

I~E: Travel Letters are due’. 

No worries. Yes, give me what you have so far and make a note you will bring the last signature to be by Tuesday of next week! Thank you for the heads up! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent" Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Travel Letters are due! 

Hi Jaimie, 

I have all my signatures except my chem professor. I asked her to sign it before class last week but she was too busy and wouldn’t do it, and told me to come to 

office hours. Her office hours are on Monday and the other times I have a class, and since this Monday was Labor Day I haven’t had a chance to go. Should I give you 

the form minus one today or just wait until Tuesday? 

Sorry! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Don’t forget travel letters are due tomorrow (Frich~y, ) by 5prq, Half of you have not b.Err~ed thern in! 

I wilt be sending a list of those who have not given me the signature verification t:orm by Spin tomorrow to your coach! 

Th a n ks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:48 AM 

@gmaJl .com> 

I~E: Travel Letters are due’. 

Sounds great! 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 11:47 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Travel Letters are due! 
Okay thank you! III bring the others by today! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:45 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc,edu> wrote: 

No w.:_~rri~-:~s, Yes, give rne what you have ~o fi~r and make ~ ~]ote you will bring the last ~igru~ture to be by [uesdav of next week] Tha~]k you for the 

heads up! 

From= . . ~qmail.coml 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Travel Letters are due! 

Hi Jaimie, 
I have all my signatures except my chem professor. I asked her to sign it before class last week but she was too busy and wouldn’t do it, and told me to 

come to office hours. Her office hours are on Monday and the other times I have a class, and since this Monday was Labor Day I haven’t had a chance to 

go. Should I give you the form minus one today or just wait until Tuesday? 

Sorry! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:03 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Don’t forget travel letters are due tomorrow (Friday,    I by 5pm~ Half of you have not turned them in! 

I will b~-_~ sem~ieg a list of those who have not given me the ~.;ignatur~:_~ verification form by Spin tomorrow to your coach! 

rh a n k s ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 11:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

FW: bb girls 

Hi, 

reiterated my concern for the girls, so if it is okay, 1 would like all of them to attend his 9pro drop in. Will he definitely be takh~g attendance? And how will 

t:hese hours be collected in the database? 

**Also, I need to piea;~:_~ cancel session this Monday night ON[y for AAAD to aLtend the BIOL exam review I will have her 

send the cancelation email. I can’t see schedule, but if could drop b~to a different session with her of if she could see at Spin instead, that 

would be awesome. I know iL’s not always that simple, buLjust a suggestion. 

THANKS 

From-" @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Friday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: bb girls 

Hi ]amie--hope your semester is off to a good start. 
The bb girls have an exam on Tues. I’m worried about them, especially I work with them on Monday AN and I have a drop in 
session at 9pm on Non night --hope they can make it. 
Cheers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:59 AM 

~bellsouth.net> 

I~E: bb girls 

Vm making attendance mandatory._Please he sure to have an attendance sheet. I’m not able to be here Monday nights, so I would so appreciate you helping me 
make sure the}, all attend! Thanks, again! 

From= @bellsouth.net] 
Sent= Friday, 11:00 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: bb girls 
Hi 3amie--hope your semester is off to a good start. 
The bb girls have an exam on Tues. I’m worried about them, especially . I work with them on Monday AM and I have a drop in 
session at 9pro on Non night --hope they can make it. 

Cheers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:10 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: - GEOL 

SUS3tl, 

No, has a lab on 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: GEOL 

Jaimie, 

Any chance she can meet on 

Thanks, 

Susan 

:t0:58 AM 

during an existing session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:34 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: tutor cancelation 

Thanks! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Friday, September 06, 2013 2:30 PN 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: tutor cancelation 

This is done. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator’ 

Li NC Academic Support Program for Student-Adfletes 

bsi~eu@’emaiLunc.edu 

Office: 9I 9-8-~13-2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 9:26 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutor cancelation 

Hello, 

informed me her 8pm Wed session for STOR : with conflicts with her meetings. Will you please cancel this session. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 6:58 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Travel Lettels 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following swimmers!divers: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
g. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 7:04 PM 

Subject: travel letters 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve 

received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday: 10:37 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

Re: travel letters 

Ok okay! Thaalk you so much for letting me know’. 

On at 7:09 PM, 

Hello, 

I aan not traveling this year. I am red shirting. 

(&~live.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thank~ 

"Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(9)uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: travel letters 

Okay, thanks for the update. Monday would be great! 

On , at 7:12 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have mine! I just didn’t have time to run to tlae AC at all today so I can get them to you whenever. 

"Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: travel letters 

Okay, I didn’t yet receive a redshirt list. Thmlks for letling me know! 

On at 7:13 PM, ~live.unc.e&]> wrote: 

I didn’t think I had to do travel lette~ because I’m not going to be traveling. 

Sent th~n~ my iPhone 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee(tbunc.edw* wrote: 

Hello, 
I dO not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to Jet me know when I can get that from you. 

if you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:39 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

Re: gavel letters 

You can slide the signature verification form under my" door am?dime’. 

On at 7:28 PM, "?~live.unc~edu> wrote: 

I have it all signed but I wasn’t able to get it to yon bc I have a recruit today. What time would work for you? 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

On , at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i~__n_)_i_e__l_ge_@__u__r_Lc_:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. 

If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:39 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Re: travel letters 

Hi! You’re more than welcome to slide them under my door mlUtime! Thanks. 

On at 7:31 PM, @email.utlc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jamie! 

Untbrtunately I wasn’t able to come in today to had you my letters. May I slide them under your door Sunday? I have everything filled out’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <laJmielee~{anc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have ,/our signature verification form for ,/our travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from ,/ou. 

If ,/ou this ,/ou’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: gavel letters 

Hi ! 

Thanks for the update’. If you drop them offor slide them under my door by Tuesday, that would be awesome! 

On ,, at 8:03 PM, ’ .... <i ~live~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey JaJnie! 

I’m son?,! I can get it to you Tuesday! I have to get one for my exss    class I have all others! I’m sorry and it will be in Tuesday! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i~__n_)_i_e_J__e__e_~__u__r_Lc_:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Hello, 
I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. 
If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:42 PM 

< @live.edu> 

Re: travel letters 

Okay, ! Thanks for the update’. 

On , at 8:16 PM, "i " < ~?live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jamie. I have hvo classes that are only Monday Wednesday and I left the form at home Wednesday am. I’ll have them for you monday 

........ Origins] message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <j_aigki__e__l__e__e__(a2__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!> 

Date: 7:04 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: 

Subject: travel letters 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:43 PM 

< ~live. unc.edu> 

Re: travel letters 

Okay’. Thanks for the update! 

On , at 8:19 PM, " " <, t(a)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really soW that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher who needed to look over the dates for a 

week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry tbr not already having it in. 

On , at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hello, 
I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. 

if you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 8:55 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

ILE: Travel Letters 

Yes,             is allowed to use our services. Also,              says she is a redshirL Is there a chance she will compete if someone else gets injured? H: so, it 

may be best for her to do the letters anyway. 

T~rlarll~ yOLE for the info regarding 

f received travel [orrns from thi~.~ morning, >:_~ h~-_~ is good to go. 

Fmma DeSelm, Rich L 
Senti Sunday, September 08, 2013 6:45 AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
I will speak with these people Monday, 

FYI - 

is no kruger on the team 

is a medical retiree. Is she still atlowedto" use" the     AC? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swift.ling Coach 
1.)t~JversJt’~, O:[’:NOl 1[1 CaroiiP.a g’,v[mtmag & i)iv mg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emall: _d_ ~_s_ ~ j_Lr!L~__q~_~_i_ L _t_! _n__c_ ~__e__d_ ~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~51_w___~51~_4 ~ j~__c__o_g~ 
.w__~" .w_=un_.c_~ .e_d_.u_. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 plVl 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance-. High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following swimmers/divers: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. (He stopped by a few times...weird I don’t have his letters) 

9. 

:10. 

:1:1. 

:12. 

:13. 

:14. 

:15. 

:16. 

:17. 

:18. 

:19. 
st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:00 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

I~E: - Thursday @ 7pro - Canceled 

I wilt inform her of the cancelation. 

From= ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent= Sunday, September 08, 2013 5:00 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= ~ , = Tnursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Jaimie, 

AAAD tutor, is not going to be able to work on Thursday nights. This means that she will have one session each week instead of 

two. If she continues to need two sessions, we will need some time to search for a new tutor for this course. Please inform that her Thursday session is 

canceled until further notice. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:09 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

biology, session issue, sunday nights 

Hello, 

The biology session on Sunday nights from 8-9pm with needs to be adjusted. I have and in that session, but 

they said there were so many students in the room last night, they had to sit on the floor. Also, they said there were students in their session who were from 

another class. Since I cannot actually see who all is in the session when I log into the database, I cannot confirm, but if this is the case, the profs are different and 

cover different material. 

Please help. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 9:09 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

FW: DROP-IN "PJTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, ’, 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ . I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ ~? 

Thank you, 

and . I was wondering if there are 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

t hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop--in schedule, f haw:, made s~:_weral tutor r~-_~quests and will notify you if you are able 

to get a session, tn the m~-:~antime, pJeas~-’_~ tab-:~ adw~ntage of our drop-in t:utorials. These sessions will count for those o~ you required to get 8 

hours/week. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the Learning Center website: 

http:iilea rningcenter.unc.edu!find-a-tutor!peer-tutoring-2 

Sub iects Room Day 
Languages 201,203 l’ne 

Wed 

Sciences 206 l’ue 

Wed 

BusinessEconomics 202 Pue 

Poli-Sci Wed 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Pue 

Computer Science Wed 

Biochem 205 Pue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 

Classes 

3ERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

¯ You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

¯ You may not schedule multiple ’tutoring appointmenls with the stone rotor on 1he sarne day. 

Subjects tutor Make an Appointment 

Click for ADl)oinlmenl 

Click fbr Appoinlrnenl 

Click for Appointment 

Click [br ADpoinlmenl 

Click for Appointment 

K~L _c__k__ £ _o_!1 :g22 _o__iz~_t ~_ ~s~zt 

Click for Appoinhnent 

Or, i]T the following lilkk for more tutor options: ~-~U-/~--e-Lar-L~A~-c-.-e-t-Lte1~[~Lc-.~-e--d--~-~i-i1d~g-~tL~2~Z~E~Ee~1~I~2~L~2r1kL 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring Pr~grarn 

¯ Chemish-v Graduate Stud ettt Tutors for Hire 

¯ Chemist17 Resource C~lter in Kenal C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ *Instructor and rA offk:e hours a r~-_~ an excelk_mt resource. If these hours do not fit into your sch~:_~duh_~, plea~.;e email your instructors t:o mab-:~ an 

appointment if you need help in your class. I hope this information is hdpful to you. 

¯ ~*Do NOT forget you aft must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester. They witl hold meedngs in the Steele building and here 

in Loudermilk. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but you are not limited to meeting with him. Please let this advisor know you are a student 

athlete. 
¯ ***Also, first-y~:_~ars: t will b~-:~gin :~. on 1 meetings n~-:~>’,t we~-:~k, f will notify you .:)nc~:_~ t am abh:_~ to schedule your day/time to come see m~-_H 

Ch e~-_!rs~ 

Jaimie 

<fall drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

<:fall drop in rotor schedule by subject .pdf> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:14 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

, Thursday @ 7pro - Canceled 

Actually, if she cannot work Monday or Thurs, this means          does not have ANY AAAD    tutoring. I believe this is the case for my other’ girls, 

and          ,. If this is the case, yes, I need another tutor ASAP! Thank you 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 5:00 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Jaimie, 

AAAD tutor is not going to be able to work on Thursday nights. This means that she will have one session each week instead of 

two. If she continues to need two sessions, we will need some time to search for a new tutor for this course. Please inform that her Thursday session is 

canceled until further notice. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

. If not, she will have to leave sooner Would it be at all possible to reschedule the biology sessions for. _                  They are MW at 11am with 
because she says she is arriving late to class at 11am. Maybe just give a heads up?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:56 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Is there any way 

would work??H 

Thanks 

can meet with L ) earlier than llam on Tuesdays? She arrived to her workout late, so I was wondering if 10:45-11:35am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 9:57 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

fyi... 

FYI,                 ~ was in sLudy hatl fast night and found out I 

why there was late notice to cancel her session this morning with. 

a [temootL 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, , , 11:09 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

september 9th, 10:00 am, BIOL ,     ., family issues 

:. This is 

. I am not sure when she will return to I~er normal schedule, I will find out from Coach this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 9:58 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: ’][’ravel Letters 

Great! Thanks for the update! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Sanchez, Abel 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

retired 

[ gat:her~-:~d the group roger:her this AM and tok~ them if th~-:~;~:_~ w~-:~re not: in to you by t:he end of Tuesday, th~-:~y wouk~ be disciplined, 

At this point, I figure they neec[ a M and Tu to see professors, Sorry about all this, Thanks, 

Was not released so HAS to redshirL She will, however’, go to some LiSA Diving events~ 

Rich Degelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
U]aive]s[Ly of "qorth (1 a]o]it~a Swir[l]:’ti]:g & DwJ]’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _de_s e_!r*_!~ en:tail, u nc. e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w__ 3_’L _w__: g _o__h___e__e_!_s_:_c_’_91 _r! 

7,Y. _w_ 32_:_u__t~ c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,              is allowed to use our servic~:_F;, Also, 

may be best for her to do the letters, anyway. 

Thank you for the info regarding : 

I received travel forms from this morning, so he is good to go, 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent-" Sunday, 6:45 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
I wilt speak with these people Monday. 

FYI -- 

is no longer on the team 

is a medical retiree, is ";fu:_~ still alk)wed to use [:he AC? 

Thar~ks, 
Rich Degelm, Head Swimming Coach 
Ur!Jversib’ o:{ Nc:,~ th Carolina S’*’,’[~t~};r!g .~: ~)ivtt!g 

.) .) PO Box 21 ~6, Chapel till], NC 27514-21 ~’5 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[m(d?email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following swimmers!divers: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

(He stopped by a few times...weird I don’t have his letters) 

st 

say; she i~.~ a r~-_~d~.d~irt, is there a chanc~:_~ she will compet:e if >:_~meone else get:s injured? If so, it 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:59 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor for 

Yes, I will help. The tutor coordinators have only been able to schedule 3 tutor sessions for all of swimming and diving! It’s been frustrating. I will see what I can 

do. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, g:05 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Tutor for’ 

Jaimie: 

Can we fix this issue? 

Thank.s, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swil~aing Coach 
U~’.ivers[t2 of "lorth (1 aro]ma Swirnmi~’.g & D~vJ~’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2125 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: deselm (~email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: ,.~aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:05 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Tutor for’ 

Hi Coach DeSelm, 
I hope this finds you well! I am hoping that you can help me in regards to"    . He is taking his second course of physics this semester and is having a rough start. He has 
been requesting a tutor since the first week of classes, but has been told teat they are having a difficult time finding one because" physics is not a class that most athletes 

take." 
We are more than happy to pay for a tutor for him, but he has informed us that he must go through the athletic department due to NCAA rules. As you know, is an 
excellent student and plans to either continue his education in the dental field or the medical field. He is very stressed out this semester as he is taking 3 sciences, 
physiology, organic chemistry, and physics. If there is ANY way you can help expedite getting him a tutor for physics, or direct him ( or us) on how to go about doing that 
outside the athletic department so as not to violate NCAA regulations, we would greatly appreciate it! 
Thanks for your help and we look forward to seeing you parent weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:01 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.e&~~ 

PLEASE ADVISE FW: Tutor for’ 

Please see below and ADVISE. Not stere how to help, and I do not know the protocol t:or helping sLudents hire their own tutors. I have had several swimrners come 

to me about why they can’t get tutoring, I have passed along the drop in schedule and educated them on resources on campus! They are looking for :1. on $ help, 

Please let me know how/what I should do, if anything. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:05 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Tutor for 

Jaimie: 

Can we fix this issue? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swir~ning Coach 
U]’2vcrsLty of "lg.rth (1 a].~]ma Swir[lmi]:g & D~vJ]ig 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, iN(-’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn (~emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skippcr Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: @aol.com [mailto (@aol.com] 
Sent" Monday, 8:05 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Tutor for 

Hi Coach DeSelm, 
I hope this finds you well! I am hoping that you can help me in regards to      He is taking his second course of physics this semester and is having a rough start. He has 
been requesting a tutor since the first week of classes, but has been told that they are having a difficult time finding one because" physics is not a class that most athletes 
take." 
We are mo~ than happy to pay foi~ a tutor for himi but he has informed us ~hat he must go through ~he atE!eric department due to NCAA ru!es As ~ou knowi    is an 
excellent student and plans to either continue his education in the dental field or the medical field. He is very stressed out this semester as he is taking 3 sciences, 
physiology, organic chemistry, and physics, ffthere isAN¥ way you can he!p expedffe gett!ng him a tuter for physics or direct him (or us) on howte go abeu~ doing thai 
outside the ath!etio depa rtment~ as notto v!a!ate N CAA re gu!al!ons we wou!d great!~ a ppreo!ale it ! 
Thanks for your help and we look forward to seeing you parent weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:25 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu-~ 

drop in schedule 

’IL1TOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by DAY .pdf; TUTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT .pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:34 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

FW:, 

Hi Brad, 

Is there any way 

would work??]! 

Thanks 

can meet with , earlier than 11am on Tuesdays? She arrived to her, workout late, so I was wondering if 10:45-11:35am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:58 AM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@email.uuc.e&P 

boxed lunches 

Hi Les, 

Fyi, asked about how he can get lunch during the day because he is scheduled back to back to back... Mary Ellen, the nutritionist, used to have a 

boxed lunch program for guys in this situation. If ya’ll haven’t already, please hit her up. Also, please follow up with . He came to speak to Tia, but I’m not 

sure if she is in today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 11:03 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

She is scheduled back to back for 2 hours straight, so I have allowed her to come at 630 because for guided study instead of doh~g 3 straight hours of sessions. That 

30 rains based on my experience makes a big dit:ference. She is free to come earlier if she would like. I have explained this to her already. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:t3 10:43 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, 
While I was looking for the feedback from that Bio session you emailed about, I saw on the feedback that         is unsure of why her session starts at 6:30 

instead of 6:00pro.         says that she doesn’t have any conflict or anything else scheduled at 6pro. If I remember correctly, her request was specifically for 6:30 

- Do you want her to start at 6 instead? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b ~i~ e b @ e rl~ ~ i i b n c. e d u 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtp~ 

I~W: Tutor for 

All, 

This is another email I received from the sid coach regarding the lack of tutoring, so I am passh~g this on and, once again, would like advice on how to handle..,of 

course, I have expressed we are doing our best to service ALL student athletes, but l need to pass this feedback along so you are all aware. 

Thar~k you. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor for 

Thanks, does Michelle Brown know about this? Do I need to weigh in on this with Athletic Directors? I find this unacceptable, Thanks, 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swirr~ling Coach 
1.)t~Jversib,, o:[ ]No~ t[l Carolina S’,x,,[mt~it~g & i)i,,,it~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: dese[m~&eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:05 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" FW: Tutor for 

Jaimie: 

Can we fix this issue? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swirr~ling Coach 
1.)t~Jversib,, o:[ ]No~ t[l Carolina S’,x,,[mt~it~g & i)i,,,[t~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: dese[m~&eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 

~_X~ ~_x~n_.cb �_d_~ 

From: @ao corn [ma to :@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, : 8:05 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Tutor for 

Hi Coach DeSelm, 
I hope this finds you well! I am hoping that you can help me in regards to     . He is taking his second course of physics this semester and is having a rough start. He has 
been requesting a tutor since the first week of classes, but has been told tl~at they are having a difficult time finding one because" physics is not a class that most athletes 

take." 
We are more than happy to pay for a tutor for him, but he has informed us that he must go through the athletic department due to NCAA rules. As you know, . ¯ is an 
excellent student and plans to either continue his education in the dental field or the medical field. He is very stressed out this semester as he is taking 3 sciences, 
physiology, organic chemistry, and physics. If there is ANY way you can help expedite getting him a tutor for physics, or direct him ( or us) on how to go about doing that 
outside the athletic department so as not to violate NCAA regulations, we would greatly appreciate it! 
Thanks for your help and we look forward to seeing you parent weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:21 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

Psyc exam issue 

Hello Michelle, 

Professor Jeannie Loeb for Psyc has an exam scheduled on the same day of a (10/16). She does not offer make up exams. The 

only thing she will do is drop an exam. Because the students do not want to just rely on the other exams to pass this course, they were wondering if we could look 

into proctoring the exam ahead of time. This is for           and 

Please advise. I wanted to know before trying to reach out to the professor. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:22 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: fyi... 

I will let you know as soon as I find out if she is cleared to attend tutoring or noL..I am waidng to hear frorn coaches. 

From. ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Monday, 11:40 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" IRE: fyi.. 

Do you want me to cancel aft o1: her appointments today and tomorrow? 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsi~eu@’emaiLunc.edu 

Office: 919-8:13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, } 9:57 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: fyi... 

Importance: High 

FYI,..                  was in study hall last night and 

why th~:_~re was [ate notice to cancel her session this morning with 

afl:ernoon. 

From= 
Sent" Sunday, 11:09 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; 

september 9th, 10:00 am, BIOL    ,       family issues 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:22 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: 

No, she is corning straight from class... 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 11:42 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: washinton 

Can she arrive I0-15 minutes earlier? Otherwise it would be easiest to leave a tittle earlier. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu @’emaii.unc.edu 

Office: 9I 9-8-~13-2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 9:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Would it be at all possible to reschedule the biology    sessions for 

because she says she is arriving late to class at 11am. Maybe just give 

¯ They are MW at :[lam with 

a heads up?! 

. If not, she will have to leave sooner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:26 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

FW: DROP-IN "IVTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hi 

See the email below! You have a session TONIGHT at 9pro and please attend drop hi sessions as much as 

be able to help wH:h 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

]aimie, 

Hve placed her in a session with ,--- Mon @ 9pm. 

If sh~-:~ can pleas~-:~ haw:_~ her at:tend tonight, 

Also let her know that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics cour;~:_~;. 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule ]:or dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offic~:_~: 919-843-27128 

C ~-’_d h 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of my          ... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:3:1. PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 
I had requested for a tutor for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

, I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

;ossible! I don’t think they are full, and the tutor should 

and . I was wondering if there are 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sop 4, 2013, at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

I hop*:_~ the ;em,-_F;ter is off to a great ~.d:art [ Attacfu:_~d is the tutor drop-it~ ~.;chedule. [ have made several tutor reque;ts and will notify you if you a r*-’_~ abh? 

to get a session. In the meantime, please lake advantage of our drop-.in tutorials. These sessions wifl count for those of you required to gel 8 

hours/week. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the ~.earning Center website: 

http:!/learningcenter,unc.eduifind-a-tutor/peer-tutoring-2 

Sub iects Room Day Classes 

Languages 201,203 rue 

Wed 

Sciences 206 Pue 

Wed 

BusinessEconomics 202 Fue 

Poli-Sci Wed 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Pue 

Computer Science Wed 

Biochem 205 Pue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All ~Veel~ 

GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

~I-tEM, BIOL, PSYC 

~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOI_,, PHYS, PSYC 

You may have 3 t11tofing sessions each week 

You may not schedule multiple mloring appoinlments wilh the sarne tutor on the sane day. 

Sub iects rutor Make an Appointment 

_C_il_Lc_’_k_: !"_O__L _A__ ~jZ _o_i__~_Lt_~ZLe_!_Lt 

Click for Appoinhnent 

fLLi__c__k___[ _o_!2 =5~2 _o__iz~_g ~_~zt 

Click J\~r Appoir[tment 



Click fbr Appoinlmenl 

Click lbr Appointment 

Click fur Appointment 

Or, hy 1he following lii~ for more tulor options: ]-tt-~p-i~-~--t--~gc~e--~-1~-e-~-t-L~-1~c~e--(-1-~-~-~-~-~tkf&~t~z~i~9~t~ji~:£~tif~1s-~ 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Chemistt~z’ Graduate Student Tutors [br }tire 

¯ Chemish3r Resom-ce Center in Kenau C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ ~lnstructor and TA office hours are an excellent resource. If d~ese hours do not fit into your schedule, please email your instructors to make an 

appointment if you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful to you. 

¯ **Do NOT forget you all must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester. They will hold meetings in the Steele building and here 

in I.oudermi[l<. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but yo~.~ are not limited to meeting with him. Please let this advisor I<now you are a student 

a t:Met:e, 

¯ **~Also, [irst.-years: I will begin _1 on 1 m~-_~et:ings next week. [ will notify you once I am abie t:o sch~-_~dule your dayitime to (:om~-_~ se~-_~ me! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 

<lhll drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

<fhll drop in tutor ~hedule by subject .pdt>- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, ; 12:26 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

Thanks._l passed this along to .,, 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

I’ve placed her in a session with .-- Mon @ 9pro. 

If she can please have her attend tonight. 

Also let her know that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics courses. 

From her emai[ it: [ool~s as if she is reading t:he scheduk? for dey hall and the learning cenl:er t:hat you [ist:ed below, 
[.~en Sheu 

A;sist:ant Tul:orial C.:_~ordinator 

U N (" Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt Progra m for St u d en t--At M et es 
.b_.sjZe.£.~[ e,2~2 :a._! =:,_: £ f ~_:F_:!~_’2 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday,. 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE]! 

Helto, 

Please see emait below from one o[: my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, " 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ . I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ ~? 

Thank you, 

and . I was wondering if there are 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. I have made several tutor requests and will notify you if you are able 

to gei:a session, In the meani:ime, please Lake advantage of our drop-.in tutorials, These sessions will count [or those of vou required to gel g 

h ou rs/week, 

H: you sd[I need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring avaifable~ The schedule is posted on the Learning Center’ website: 

.h...t..t.#.. j./.[ e...a..r..nJ.n..~ c...e...n..t...e..r.:..u...n..c.. ...e...d...u../.fJ.n...d..:.a..:.t..u...t..~..r./ #..e...e..r : t.~ t ~ [ !.~ ~ : 2 

Subjects Room Day 
Languages 201,203 I’ue 

Wed 

SciezLces 206 I’ue 

Wed 

BusinessEconomics 202 Fue 

Poli-Sci Wed 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Fue 

Computer Science Wed 

Biochem 205 rue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 

Classes 

3ERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, [TAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

L2HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

You may hmze 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not schedule multiple kttoring appointments with the same tutor on the same day 

Subjects tutor Make an Appointment 

Click fur Appointment 

Ch_@_!:%&~r__oJ_~__Lt__~! ~_~_:t_. 

Click for AppoJlltuleIlt 

Ch_@_!:%S~r__oJ_~__Lt__~! ~_~_:t_. 

Click J\~t Appointment 



Click fi)r Appointment 

b Lc k___f _oK :~_p_.o__i_x)J ~_~!e_~_lt 

Or, tW the follomng link for more tutor options: http:/;leammgcenter.uslcedu/find-8-a~tor/more-tutoring-options/ 
Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

I 
I 

¯ Biology Tutoring Program 

¯ Chemistw Gradu ate Stud~mt Tutors for Hire 

¯ Chenfislry Resomce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ ~lnstructor and TA office hours are an excellent resource. If these hours do not fit into your schedule, please email your instructors to make an 

appointment if you need help in your class, I hope this information is helpful to Vou~ 

¯ ** Do NOT forget you ~ll must rnake an appointrnent with an academic ~dvisor t:his sernester, ihev will hold meetings in t:he Steele building ~md here 

in t.ouderrniIk. Spencer Weff)orn is assign~-_~d t.:_~ the team, but you ~;fe not limited t:o meet:ing with him, Ple~;se h:_d: this advisor kno~v you are ~; student 

athlete. 

¯ ~*~Also, first-years: I will begin :[ on :1 meetings next week. I will notify you once I am able to schedule your day/time to corne see me! 

Cheers, 

,laimie 

<fall 

<fall 

drop in tutor schedule pdf> 

drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 12:56 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

FYI, jusL came to see me for the first tirne today to pick up her travel letters. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Sanchez, Abel 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

retired, 

[ gat:her~:_~d the group roger:her this AM and tok~ them i~ th~-:~;~:_~ w~-_~re not: in to you by t:he end of Tuesday, th~-_~y wouk~ be disciplined. 

At this point, I figure they need a M and Tu to see professors. Sorry about all this. Thanks, 

Was not released so HAS to redshirt. She will, however, go to some LiSA Diving events. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swin~dng Coach 
UmverstL’,~ of North ( aro]ma SwJrn],"ti]’,g & i);vJ]’,g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hall, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 ,(F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _de_~ e_!r*_.l_@ en:t all. u nc. e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w__ 3_’;__w__: g _o__h___e__e_!_s_:_c_’_91 _r! 

7,Y. _w_ 32_:_u___t~ c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Ricn L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,              is al[ow~:’d to u~.~:" our servic~:_~’;, Also, 

may be best for her to do the letters, anyway. 

Thank you for the info regarding 

I received travel forms from this morning, so he is good to go. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:45 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

I wilt speak with these people Monday. 

FV~ -- 

is no longer on the team 

is a medical retiree, is ";h~:_~ still allowed to ~se t:he AC? 

Thanks, 
Rich [)eSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
Ur!Jversib’ o:{ Nc:,~ t[l Carolina S’,,,’imtmr!g &, 7’ )ivtt!g 
PO Box 21 ~6, Chape] tIiH, NC 27514-21 ~5 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[m(d?email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following swimmers!divers: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

(He stopped by a few times...weird I don’t have his letters) 

st 

;ay; she i~.~ a r~-_~d~.d~irt. Is there a chanc~:_~ she will compet:e if >:_~meone else get:s inj{ared? If so, it 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, ] :11 PM 

@live.unc.edtv> 

RE: DROP-IN "IVTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

Do you have a conflict every Monday? This may be the only option~ 

From: 
Sent-" Monday, 12:44 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

Unfortunately I am not able to make the session tonight. Is it possible to move it to Thursday? I will definitely try to attend the drop in sessions as much as 

possible. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:26 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

See the email below! You have a session TONIGHT at 9pro and please attend drop in sessions as much as ~ossible! I don’t think they are full, and the 

tutor sfH:!~J[d be able to help with. 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

,laimie, 

I%e placed her in a session with ~- Mort @ 9pro. 

tf she can please have her attend tot~ighto 

Also let her know that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly all economics courses. 

From her emait it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-232g 

(::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Plea;e see email below from one of my 

From: 
Sent-" Sunday, ,8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ    . I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ and . I was wondering 

if there are any tutors available for Econ ! ? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop--in schedule. I have made several tutor requests and will notify you if 

you are able to get a session, in the meantime, please take advantage of our drop-in tutor[afs. These sessions wilt count for those of you 

required to get g hoursiweek~ 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall, They have tutoring available, The schedule is posted on the Learning Center 

website: 

h [tp://learningcenter.unc.eduifind-a-tutoripeer-tutoring-2 

Subjects Room Da~" Classes 

Laugl~ges 201,203 Tue GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCtt, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Tue ~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed 5?HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 



IPoli-S~ I 
IMath, STOR, 

1208, 209 ~r Sciencet 

[Bioct .... [205 
Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All ~reek. 

You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not schedule multiple httoring appointments with the same tutor on the same day. 

Subjects tutor Make an Appohmnent 

Click for AflpomtmerLt 

Click fbr Appoinimenl 

Click fbr Appoinlment 

Click for Appointment 

Click fbr/\ppoinlmenl 

Click for Appointment 

C~! _~ K __% :_ A j_~t 9_mj!t ke_~_L_t 

Or, tW the following link for more tutor options: http://learuir~gcenter.unc.edn/find-a-mtor/more-lutoring-options/ 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring Program 

¯ Chemistiw Graduate Student Tutors for Hire 

¯ Chenffshy Resom-ce Center in Kenau C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 prn 

¯ *instructor and TA office hours are an e×cellent resource, If these hours do not fit into your schedule, please eltlail your instructors to 

make an appointment if you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful to you, 

¯ **Do NOT forget you all must: nl~ke an ~ppointment: with ~n ~c~dernic advi>:_w this semester. They will hold meetings in the Steed 

building ~md here in l_oudermilk. Spencer Welborn is i~s;igned to the team, but you are not limited t:o meet:ing with him. rdea;e let this 

advisor know you are a student aLNete. 

¯ **~Also, first-years: I will begin 1 on I meetings next week. I will noti[y you once I am able to schedule your day/time Lo come see rne! 

(.heer5~ 

J~imie 

<fall drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

<fall drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdf-> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 ] :13 PM 

Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.e&P 

I~E: labels 

Hi Nicole, 

Here is the course breakdown. If you don’t mind creating ~ document showing the class groups and the days/th~es of those courses, that would be awesome! 

I have no preferred format, 

rha~ks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:06 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: 

thanks 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Ok, 

I have notified, to let her out !5 minutes before the hour so she can get to class~ 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

C)ffice: 919-843-2328 

Celh ’ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 12:22 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: 

No, she is coming straight from class... 

From" ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 11:42 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Can she arrive I0-15 minutes earlier? OLherwise it would be easiest to leave a little earlier. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b S ~t e U (~:b e m a ii. U n~:, e (~ L: 

C)ffice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 9:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

Would it be at all possible to reschedule the biology    sessions for 

because she says she is arriving late to class at 11am. Maybe just give 

¯ They are MW at 11am with 

a heads up?! 

¯ If not, she will have to leave sooner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:36 PM 

" @livexmc.edu> 

1),22: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

Okay, I will see if we can keep the appt for Mondays. I don’t think there will be any other opportunity this week other than drop in and you emailingyour prof or 

TA about scheduling an appointment to go over anything you need help on... 

Frora: 
Sent: Non’day, 2:15 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I only have a conflict this Monday. My Mondays beginning next week will be free as far as I know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:11 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <[aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have a conflict every Monday? This may be the only option. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, : 12:44 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

Unfortunately I am not able to make the session tonight. Is it possible to move it to Thursday? 

much as possible. 

Thank you, 

will definitely try to attend the drop in sessions as 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:26 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi~ 

See the ernail below! You have a session TONfGH] at 9pro and please attend drop in sessEons as much as 

full, and the! tul:or shouh:~ be abh? 1:.:_~ help with 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

I"ve placed her in a se;sion with ,-Mon @ 9pro. 

ff she can please have her attend tonight. 

Also let her know that our drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cove[’ nearly all economics courses~ 

From her email it looks as it:she is reading the schedule for dey half and the learning center that you listed below. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bst;eu@email.uqc.edu 

Office: 919..843-2328 

Cell: 

From; Lee, Jaimie 

Sent; Monday,. 9:09 AM 

To= ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject; FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Please ;ee email below from one of rny 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ : I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

was wondering if there are any tutors available for Econ ~? 

Thank you, 

:~ossiMe! [ don’t think they are 

and 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaim!e/ee~unc:edu> wrote: 



H +-’A I o all, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start] Attachecl is the tutor drop-in schedule. I have made several tutor requests and 

will notify you if you are able to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our drop-in tutorials+ These 

sessions will count for those of you required to get 8 hours!week. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the 

Learning Center website: 

http:/ilearningcenter.unc.edu/find-a-tutor/peer-tutoring-2 

Subjects Room Da~ Classes 

Languages 201,203 Fue 

Wed 

BusinessEconomics 202 

Poli-Sci 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 

Computer Science 

Biochern 205 

Sciences 206 Fue 

Wed 

Fue 

Wed 

Fue 

Wed 

rue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 

SERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

SHEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PI-IYS, PSYC 

You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not sche&de tmdtiple tutoring appomtments with the same ~attor on the same day. 

Sub iects tutor Make an Appointment 

Click fbr AppoJntmenl 

Click t’~r Appomlment 

Click for Appomlment 

Click for Appomtment 

t?lick for ADl~oitdmetit 

Click for Appomtment 

._c_~_I_i__c__k___~j_o__~:_& p_ p_ t,_i_~_~__t_~_~ _e_t ~ 

Or, tiN the following ]ink for nlore ~ltor options: hti~x/,’lealTtJn£,celtter UltC.e&]/find-a-altor/ntore-ixltoiJltg-options/ 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring t rogram 

¯ Chemist1N Graduate Student Tutors for Hire 

¯ Chemishy Resource Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thttrsday 2-7 pm 

+*Instructor and TA office hours are an excellent resource+ If these hours do not fit into your schedule+ please el’nail your 

instructors to make an appointment if you need help in your class+ I hope this information is helpful to you+ 

~ ~*I:}O NO3" forget you all mu’;t make an appointment with an academic advisor this ";+-:~m+:_r;ter. They will hold m+-_~etings in 

the Ste+-Ae building and her+-_~ in Loudermilk. Sp+-_mc+:_~r W+-_~lborn is assigned t:o the team, but you are not limited to meeting 

with him. Please let this advisor know you are a student athlete. 

~***Afso, first-.years: I will begin :1 on :1 meetings next week. I will notify you once I am able to schedule your day/time to 

come see rne! 

Cheers, 

J a i m i t-+_~ 

<fall drop in tutor schedule .pdf~> 

<fall drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdt% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:37 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

has a conflict tonight, but cart come on Mondays from now on._ 

be able to meet Thursday iust for this week? 

and . I was wondering if there are 

Would 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

I’ve placed her in a session with --- Mort @ 9pm. 

If she can please have her attend tonight, 

Also let her know that our drop-.in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can (:ow-_~r nearly all economics courses, 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the h?arning cenb:_~r tha~: you listed below. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant i’utorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

bsheu CCemaii,ur;c,edu 

Office: 919-8:13-2328 

{::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, : ’, 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ . I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

t hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop--in schedule, f haw? made s~:_weral tutor r~-_~quests and will notify you if you are able 

to get a session, tn the m~:_~antime, pleas~-_~ tab-:~ adw~ntage of our drop-in ~:utorials. These sessions ~vill count for those o~ you required to get ,-!� 

hours/week. 

If you stifl need further assis[ance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the Learning Center website: 

http:iilea rningcenter.unc.edu!find-a-tutor!peer-tutoring-2 

Sub iects Room Day Classes 

Languages 201,203 l’ne 3ERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 l’ue ~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed 3HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

BusinessEconomics 202 Pue BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410 

Poli-Sci Wed BUSI 101, ECON 101 & 410, POLI 100-289 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Pue STOR 113 & 155, MATH 110-550, COMP 116 

Computer Science Wed MATH 110 -233 

Biochem 205 I’ue & Wed BIOC 107 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 

¯ You may have 3 ’tutoring sessions each week 

¯ You may not schedule multiple ’tutoring appointmenls with the same rotor on ltLe sarne day. 

Subjects tutor Make an Appointment 

Click fbr ADi)oinlmenr 

Click [br Appoinlrnenl 

Click f~)r Appointment 

Click [br ADpoinlInenl 

Click f~)r Appointment 



Click fi)r Appointment 

Or, ti27 the following link tbr more tutor options: ~1-tJ~p--:~-tg~-~‘t-l-1--e-1-2-u--t1~-~-~‘-‘~-~-t-t-{fj1~t1:£nt~tJ?~d~1~9~qnt~t-~j~)~:~2t~?1~-{ 

Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring P~ogram 

¯ Chendstt~/Gradu ate Stud~lt Tu tors fbr Hire 

¯ Chelrfsh~- Resom-ce Center in Kenau C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ Physics Tutorial 

¯ * I nstr KH2tO r ~111 d "[’A of~:ice tl.L3LI [’_q a [’e ~3 n exceH ell t re_q 0 LI[’Ce. t~: [:[1 ese h OkE rs (tO rlot [it i [1 [:O yO kEr SC[~ ed kEle, [)J e~se e r~l~[J ~’o ~.1 r i]1 ~t [’Llct O [’_q t.L3 r[l~ ke [~ n 

appoit~tmet~t if vou need h,-_~lp in your (:[a~.~;, I hope this information is helpful to vou 

¯ ~*Do NOT forget you all must make an ap[aointmer~t with an academic advisor this semester. They will hold meetings in the Steele building and here 

in I.oudermilk. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but yo~.~ are not limited to meeting with him. Please Jet this advisor know you are a student 

athlete. 

¯ ***Also, [irst.-years: I ~vi[I begin I on 1 m~-_~et:ings next week. [ will notify you once I am abie t:o sch~-_~dule your day/time to (:om~-_~ se~-_~ me! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 

<:fall 

<fall 

drop in tutor schedule .pdib 

drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, ,2:53 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

l~E: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

Done! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Please direct her to drop-ins for this week. 

will be able to help her during their drop-ins. 

Be,,’,, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program fop Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offk>:~: 919-843-2328 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, ; 2:37 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

has a conflict tonight, but can come on Mondays from now on.., 

Would i be able to meet Thursday just: for t:~is week? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, : 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

.Jaimie, 

Fve placed her in a session with --- Mon @ 9pm. 

If sh~-_~ can pleas~-:~ haw:_~ her a~:tend tonight, 

Also let her" know that our" drop-in tutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly aft economics courses. 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offio:_~: 919-843-2328 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Hello, 

Please see email below from one of rny 

From: 
Sent: Sunctay, 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 
I had requested for a tutor for Econ L I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

and . I was wondering if there are 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

I hop*-’_~ the ;en’>_~;ter is off to a great ~.d:art! Attacfu:_~d is Ule tutor drop-in ~.;chedule. I have made several tutor reque;ts and will noti[y you if you a r*-’_~ abh? 

to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our drop-.in tutorials. These sessions wifl count for those of you required to get 8 

hours!week. 

If you still need further assistance, please visit Dey Hall. They have tutoring available. The schedule is posted on the [earning Center website: 

http://lea rningcenter.unc.eduifind-a- tutor/peer- tutoring-.2 

Subjects Room Da~, Classes 

I_,anguages 201,203 rue GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

Wed LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CH[N, 
DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

Sciences 206 Pue gI-IEM, BIOL, PSYC 

Wed ~’HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 



BusinessEconomics 202 

[Poli-Sci [ 

iMath, STOR, 208, 209 
ICompnter Science L 

[Bioct ..... [205 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 

You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

You may not schechfle tmfltiple tlltofing appointments with the same tutor on the same day. 

Sub iects tutor Make an Appointment 
Click lbr Appointment 

Click fbr Appoinltnetu 

Click [br Appoinlmenl 

Click for Appointment 

Click [br Al)poinlIuenl 

Cli@ for Appoinhnent 

£_h S_k £o__L _a__ P_ ~Lo_i__~_Lt~!~_ ~ L~_t 

Or, tI3~ the follomng link for more tutor options: h~p://learrdngcc~terunc.edu/find-a-tutor/more-mtoring-optionsi 
Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

¯ Biology Tutoring Program 

¯ Chemistw Graduate Stud ent Tutors for Hire 

¯ Cheirfishy Resom-ce Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 

¯ *h~structor and TA office hours are an excellent resource. If these hours do not fit into your schedule, please email your instructors to make an 

appointment if you need help in your class. I hope this information is helpful to you. 

¯ **f)o NOF forg~-A: you all must: mi~ke an i~ppomt:ment: with ~tl academic ildvis.:_w thb semester. They will hold m,:_~et:mgs in the Ste@-:~ buikfing lind h,-:~re 

in l_oudermilk. Spencer W,-Aborn is assigned t:o the tei~m, but: you ~m:, not limit,:_~d t.:_~ meeting with him. Ph_~ise let this i~{tvisor know you i~r’e ~ student 

athlete. 

¯ ~**Atso, first--years: I will begin 1 on 1 meetings next week. [ will notify you once I arll able to scheclule your day/time to coIT~e see me! 

Cheers 

Jaimie 

<fall drop in tutor schedule .pdf-; 

<fall drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:08 PM 

Jennil}r Townsend (jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu); I,yon~ Elizabeth M <emlyons@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

(bbethel@emaJl.unc.e&0 

Blv)wn, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edu> 

FYI                      -- 

Hello all, 

I have ~ in my office right now. Not only did , but I just found out a few minutes ago she is scheduled 

for . The trainer just called and says they did not know either, but I find this surprising to say the least. I just wanted you 

to know. 

After the v v , she missed all classes today and a tutor session this morning for biology. The first exam is tomorrow, but of course 
she emailed the prof she cannot attend. The prof will probably not let her reschedule since she is already dropping the lowest test score. 

Furthermore, What is tb~ b~st ~a~ t~ finct ~s~s for h~ in ~lass and ctu~i~g s~ssions~ She will not be able to type or 

take notes. We have had this issue before with , but I do not know who is the best person to contact. 

Please chime in on any advice for this situation. I sincerely appreciate everyone’s ongoing support with      H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:16 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: FYI 

Can I please send her to you to make contact?? Do you mind spending a few rains with her before she leaves? She wilt be back tonight 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Townsend, ]enn; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: P’YI. 
She should contact Acce’;sibility £~:_r;ource’;-- th~:~y will provid~:_~ a sc:dbe and notes for t h~-’_~ rnedic~l condition.., she should c.:_~ntac[: fl~em today in anticipation of the:~ 

Let rne know if I can do anything for youih~:_~r. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:[3 3:08 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Co: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: FYI 
Importance: High 

Hello all, 

I have ~ in my office right now. Not only did but I just found out a few minutes ago she is scheduled 

for i . The trainer just called and says they did not know either, but I find this surprising to say the least. I just wanted you 

to know. 

After the i                                she missed all classes today and a tutor session this morning for biology. The first exam is tomorrow, but of course 

she emailed the prof s-he cannot attend. The prof will probably not let her reschedule since she is already dropping the lowest test score. 

Furthermore,           ""                   Wha ~ i~ tb b ~a£ fi~ df e~5 ~#e f~ h e~ i~i~ ~ ~ d~ ~ifi #~iO~? 

We have had this issue before with       , but I do not know who is the best person to contact. 

Please chime in on any advice for this situation. I sincerely appreciate everyone’s ongoing support with      ~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:23 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok thanks 

From= BetheJ, Bradley Richard 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 2013 3:19 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hey, I don"t think I can work it out for tomorrow, but I’m trying Lo do so starting Thursday. 

Bradlley Ro H, Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

L;niversity of North Carolina a~ Chapel HiI~ 

Academic Support Progy~ma for Strider*t-Athletes 

Loudermilk Cenler fbr Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd, i Campus Box 3 I0’7 

ChapeE, }:liE, l, NC 2?599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-824? 

bradle~/,bethel@unc,edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Monday, September 09, 2013 10:34 AN 
To= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Brad, 

Is there any way can meet with 

would work??!! 

Thanks 

earlier than 11am on Tuesdays? She arrived to her wbb workout late, so I was wondering if i0:45-11:35am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:57 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: fyi... 

WILL attend all sessions tonight._she will be out of all sessions tomorrow, Tues, 

From. ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Monday, : 11:40 AM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: fyi... 

Do you want me to cancel all o1: her appointments today and tomorrow? 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu@’emaiLunc.edu 

Office: 919-8:13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent; Monday, 9:57 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: fyi... 

Importance: High 

FYI, " ...... was in study hall last night ant 

why tfu:_~re was h~l:e notice to cancel her session this morning with 

i~fternoon. 

From; 
Sent" Sunday, " 11:09 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; 

september 9th, 10:00 am, BIOL : ,.      family issues 

This is 
f am not ;LiFe whetl ~.;he Will return to her normal ,.;cheduh:_~. I will find oLit from (:oacJg [Jgis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 4:14 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

and { just delivered travel letters. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Travel Letters 

Fairly Lypicaf for her, unt:ortunaLely. 5th year’ senior, too. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swilnming Coach 
i3iversi[y of ?~orl~’~ ParO]illa 5~wiil"mlii~g & DJ,/Ji3g 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 0v): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emall: _d_ Zs_ ~ j_~_Tg .~__e_~_&i_ L _t_! _n__c_ ~__e__d_ ~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~5:_w___~5:~p_t_~_~j~__c__o_g~ 
.w__!y .w_:~,!nc_: .e_d u 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:56 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
FY{,           ~ jusL cam*-’_~ to se*-’_~ me for tfu:_~ first time today to pick up fu:_~r travel letters. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Co: Sanchez, Abel 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Also,           retired. 

I gathered the group together this AM and told them if these were not in to you by the end of Tuesday, they would be disciplined. 

At this point, I figure they need a M and Tu to see professors. Sorry about all this. Thanks, 

Was not r~:A~:_~ased so HAS to redshirt She will, howew?r, go to some USA Diving events 
Rich [)eSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
1.; t!J’,’e’gaiJ2}- ,):{ "Nr~:,~ t[? Carolir, a S:,,’[~sRtmr!g .{s r)ivtag 
PO Bo× 2126, (Nape] Hil], NC 27514-21 ~5 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[m(d~email.unc.edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,              is allowed to use our services. Also, 

may be best for her to do the letters, anyway. 

Thank you for the infl) regardin~ 

f received travel Forms from this r~orning, so fu:_~ is good to go, 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:45 AM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

f will speak with these peo~Je Monday, 

FYI - 

is no longer on the Learn 

........ is a medical retiree. Is she still atlowed to use the AC? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swift.ling Coach 
!.:t~h’ersib’ o:[:Nt>~ ill Carolb’.a 5;’,x,’lmt~it~g Js i)i’,, [t~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Ernail: deselm(9.~eraai 1. unc. eda 
Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.p.oheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following swimmers/divers: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

says she ix a redshirt. Is there a chance she will compete if someone else gets injured? If so, it 



4, 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

2~iiiii 

(He stopped by a few times...weird I don’t have his letters) 

st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 4:43 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

Will do! My apologies for so many emaits! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 4:41 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
Thanks, if you can give me a new list of who has not brought them to you sometime late in the day Tuesday, that would help me. Thanks, 

Rich Degelm, Head Swimming Coach 
~h,ersi[y of ?qo:lt~ Caro]uza Swimmi~g & Diving 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C):: 
Emall: deselm@emaihunc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels com 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 4:14 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

and -just delivered travel letters. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Fairly typical for hec unfortunately. 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swimrning Coach 
[]P.ivers[Ly of "qorQa (1 aro]it~a Swimming & D~vJng 
I O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-=126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm,,?~ema d.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 12:56 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 
FYI,           just carrie Lo see me for the [:irsL time today to pick up her Lravef letLers. 

Frora: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Sanchez, Abel 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Also~"          retired. 

f gathered the group together this AM and told them if these were not in to you by the end of Tue-;day~ they would be disciplined. 

At l:hi; ~x~int, I [igure they m-:~ed a M and Tu to see professors. Sorry about all this. Thanl~s, 

Was not released so HASto r,,-.=dshwt. She wilt, however, go to some USA Diving events. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

~h,ersi[y of ?qo:lt~ Caro]uza Swimmi~g & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emall: _d_ ~_s_ ~_I_LY_~L~__e_~L&i_ L _£! _n__c_ ~__e__d_ ~. 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w__!~" .w_= ~,!n_.c_~ .e_d_.u_. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 
To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Yes,              i’; allowed ~0 use OUr services. AI~,;.:), 

may be best for h~-:~r to d.:) the h:_d:ters, anyway. 

Thank you for the int:o regarding 

I received travel forms from this morning, so he is good to go. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:45 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

I will speak with these people Monday. 

F¥] --- 

is no longer on the team 

is a medical retiree. Is she still aUowed to use the AC? 

"[’ha rlk’;~ 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

says ;he is a redshirL Is there a chance she will corn{)et~:_~ if someone else get; injured? tf >:_% ii: 



Ut~iversib- ,):[ N~:,.~ ~[~ Car,)[ina S:v[mtmn8 & r)iva~8 
PO Box 2126, Chapel IJJ], NC 27514-21 25 
(O): 919-966-5340 (1:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emai]: dese[m@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 6:58 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

FYI, I have not received travel letter verification forms from the following swimmers/divers: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

(He stopped by a few times._weird I don’t have his letters) 

st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:37 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

required stu@ hours last week 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

i. (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

2. 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in/out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the following did 

not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

i. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

*        clocked more hours, but forgot to sign out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

PID Lastname Firstname HRS Earned 

m_ 

E_ 

i , _    iiiiiiii 

5:16 

5:11 

6:17 

4:30 * 

5:34 

6:03 

I~i29 

5:51 

7:51 

4:56 

’3i38 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:36 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

I have just submitted new requests t:or the followk~g MAP     students: 

~, None of them have AAAD tutoring anymore now that 

Ph?ase let: m~-_~ know when we get someone. The girls are very coru::erru:_~d. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Nonday, September 09, 2013 1:57 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Thank you, 

Please make sure you input a new request for 

Ben 5hen 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academk: Support Program for Stud~:_ml:-At:hh?tes 

~!S h e U @ e~-~l a ii. u n~:. e d u 

Off:ice: 919-8~]3-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 9:14 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE:                  i - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Actually, if sh~-_~ carmot work Monday or Thurs, this means,          does not: have ANY AAAD 
-~    " )1 and , If this is the case, yes, JneedanothertutcrASAI.Thankyou 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 5:00 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: m - Thursday @ 7pm - Canceled 

Jaimie, 

has left. 

s AAAD course. We have a few tutors we have already reached out to, and hope to fill this soon. 

tutori]~g, f believe this is t fu-:~ case for roy other girls, 

’s AAAD : tutor, , is not going to be able to work on Thursday nights. This means that she will have one session each week instead of 

two. If she continues to need two sessions, we will need some time to search for a new tutor for this course. Please inform that her Thursday session is 

canceled until further notice. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To, 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~b2: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

That sounds good! 

From, 
Sent, Monday, :4:55 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject, Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

If we can keep the appointments starting next Monday that would great. I will also plan on going to the drop in tutoring as much as possible. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <~aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay, 1 will see if we can keep the appt for Mondays. I don’t thhlk there wiU be any other opportunity this week other than drop in and you emailing 

your prof or TA about scheduling an appointment to go over anything you need help on.,, 

From" 
Sent: Monctay, 2:15 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject, Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I only have a conflict this Monday. My Mondays beginning next week will be free as far as I know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:11 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <[aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have a conflict every Monday? This may be the only option. 

From, 
Sent, Monday, 12:44 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

Unfortunately I am not able to make the session tonight. Is it possible to move it to Thursday? 

sessions as much as possible. 

Thank you, 

will definitely try to attend the drop in 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:26 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

See th~-’_~ ~-’_~mail bek)w! You have a session TONIGHT at 9pro and ph-’_~ase attend drop in sessions as much as possible! t don’t 

~:hink t h~-_~y are full, and the tutor shoukt be able to h~-A p wi~:h, 

From: ASPSA Tutorina 
Sent, Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jaimie, 

I’ve placed her in a ses~.don with ,- b!on ~23 9pro. 

If she can please have her aLtend tonight. 

Also let her’ know that our’ drop-in Lutors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly aft economics courses. 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsh,~!u@errt~Eii .ur~:, e ~,~ u 

O ffi c~:_~: 919-843.-2328 

Cell: 

From; Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday,. 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 



H~-’_d k), 

Please see emaif below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ    . I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

and    . I was wondering if there are any tutors available for Econ i? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_)___m__i__e_!__e___e____@____u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hello a[f, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attached is the tutor drop-in schedule. [ have made several tutor 

requests and will notify you if you are able to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our 

drop-in tutorials. These s~-_~ssions will count for those of you required to ge~: 8 hours/week. 

tf yOU S[:ill f~eelJ further assistance, please visit: D~-:W Hall. They have ~:utoring available The sch~-:~duh-:~ is posted 

on the Learning Center website: 

_h___t__tR ]_ Z’_ J_ _e_ _ _a_ _r_ _Q j_ _n_ Kc_ _ _e_ _Q _t_ _ _e_ _r_ _. _ _u_ _Q _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ J___f_[_n___d__:__a_z_t__u___t_Q__rZ P___e___e__r_z_t__u___t_Q__r_[_n__g:__2. 

Subjects Room Oa,+ 
L an,gua,ges 201,203 Fue 

Wed 

Classes 

GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

:’HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

Sciences 206 Fue 

Wed 
Businessgconomics 202 I’ue 
Poli-Sd Wed 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Fue 
Computer Science Wed 

Biochem 205 Fue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 
? You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

? You may not schechde tmdtiple taltodng appoiniTnents with the same h:tor on the same day. = 

Sub iects tutor Make an Appointment 
Click for Appointment 

Click for Appoinhnenl 

Click for Appoinlrnenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

Click for Az3poinhnenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

_(_ _~_1_ 1_ _c_’ _k_-_ _1_’_o_ !_ x _A_ p__ J _)_, 2_i_ l_ 1 _t_t_I_l_ _e_ l_ 1 _t. 

Or, h7 the follomng link for more hltor options: http://lem-rdngcenterur~c.edu/find-a-l~tor/more-ltltofing-options/ 
Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

? Biology Tutodn~ Pto~:mn 
? _C_:l_Le_::_:_i~ t_::_ G_E_a d u_:~j:,L S ~Lt:[ ~::L Z ~ L~::~_2~:: 1 {_(::~ 
? Chemistry Resource Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 
? F’hysics Tnlofial 

**]nstru<:tor and [A offic~:_~ hour:: are an exc~-:~llent r~-_~::.:_~urc~-_~. If these hours do t~ot [i[: into your schedule, plei~se 

email your instructors [:o make an appointm~-:mt if you need help in your class. I hope this informal:ion is helpful 

to you. 

*~*Do NOT forgeL you all must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester. They will hold 

meetings in the Steele building and here in I.oudermilk. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but you are 

not limited to meeting with him. Please let this advisor know you are a student athlete. 

~***Also, first-years: t will begin I on :]. meetings next we~-:~k I will no[:ifl/you onc~-:~ f am able to schedule your 

day/dine to come see me! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 

<l’all drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

<[all drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:18 AM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Response fonn Port Professor? 

.r, 
I did not receive the ema[I. Please remind your professor. 

From: 
SenL: Monday, ; 5:32 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
SubjecL: Response form Port L Professor? 

Dear Jaimie, 

I was just wondering if you ever received an email from my Port Professor about the need of for the class. Before she did not have a syllabus on 

sakai and therefore I was not able to be reimbursed with my athletic scholarship. If she has not emailed you yet I will send her a reminder. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, l 1:22 AM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

required study hours 

Hi l       ~, 

FYI, since you are a               t here at UNC, I do need to meet with you, and you are required to put in the minimum hours in our academic center this 

semester. It is important you come talk to me as soon as possible. Please let me know when you would like to meet this week. You were supposed to be at the 

first-year meeting, and I see you were not in attendance. I will catch one on one, but we need to meet this week. 

Thanks! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

91ive.unc.edu> 

travel letter 

Fall Travel Letter.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

Townsend, Jenn (jtownsend@unc.edu) 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~!unc.edtl> 

accessibility resources services--. 

Hello, 

FYI, in regards to finding resources for she was told she must still have a meeting before getting services. This is of course a 

major concern since she will likely be and she missed all classes today. 

Also, I did not yet get a call back fl’om . I left a voicemail y~-:~sterday to try and help ~acilitat:e the process since this is lat:e notice. 

From: Accessibility Resource Services 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 AM 
To: ; Lee, .]aimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Subject: RE: 
Hi, ¢ 

Thank you for e-mailing us. Please come meet with us, r. We will look to see if we have note-takers in these classes. 

Sincerely, 
ARS Staff 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:10 PM 
To: Accessibility Resource Services; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
Subject: 

This is.                 and I would like to request a note taker for tomorrow september 9th & also the near future, I am going to be 

i wont be in my classes tomorrow my classes are BIOL ~nd Dram my other classes are AAAD _ & DRAM 

Thankyou, 

so 

PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 12:11 PM 

L <        ~live. unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Response form Port    Professor? 

You’re welcome! 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, I 12:02 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Response form Port : Professor? 

I just realized that I gave her the wrong email. So I just sent her the correct one. Thanks for responding! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 11:24 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iajmielee¢~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Ni 
I did not receive the ernail. Please remind your professor. 

From: 
Sent-" Monday, 5:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Response form Port    Professor? 
Dear Jaimie, 
I was just wondering if you ever received an email from my Port Professor about the need of for the class. Before she did not have a 
syllabus on sakai and therefore I was not able to be reimbursed with my athletic scholarship. If she has not emailed you yet I will send her a 
reminder. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, ; 12:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

Hi        !, 

Did you know of your psyc tutor session this past Sunday at 7pro in room R with.            ?1?!?! 

Please know this session has been scheduled for you! Please make sure you attend from now on! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, ; 12:27 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

I~E: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE’.! 

FYI, your FCON ] review is on Mondays st 9pro in room F with ! It is offidally booked! 

Frora: 
Sent: Monday, 4:55 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

If we can keep the appointments starting next Monday that would great. I will also plan on going to the drop in tutoring as much as possible. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <[aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay, 1 will see if we can keep the appt for Mondays. I don’t think there will be any other opportunity this week other than drop in and you emailing 

your prof or TA about scheduling an appointment to go over anything you need help on.,. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I only have a conflict this Monday. My Mondays beginning next week will be free as far as I know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ,, at 1:11 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have a conflict every Monday? This may be the only option. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:44 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

Unfortunately I am not able to make the session tonight. Is it possible to move it to Thursday? 

sessions as much as possible. 

Thank you, 

will definitely try to attend the drop in 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:26 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

See th~-’_~ ~-’_m~ail bek)w! You have a session rONIGHT at 9pro and i:~F:~ase attend drop in sessions as much as possible! t don’t 

Lhink th~-_~y are full, and the tutor should be able to h~-A p wiLh 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE![ 

Jaimie, 

i’ve placed her in a ses~.;ion with - b!on @ 9pro. 

If she can please have her a[tend tenight, 

Also let her’ know that our’ drop-in [utors are Monday/Wed 7pro and 9pro and can cover nearly aft economics courses. 

From her email it looks as if she is reading the schedule for dey hall and the learning center that you listed below. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bs’.’te(E(~?erq~Eii .(H’~:, e ~,~ u 

Offk>:~: 919-847,.-27,28 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: FW: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 



Please see emaif below from one of my 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 3:31 PN 
To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject= Re: DROP-IN TUTOR SCHEDULE!! 

Jamie, 

I had requested for a tutor for Econ I noticed that there is a drop in tutor schedule and there are Econ tutors for Econ 

and    . I was wondering if there are any tutors available for Econ    ? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 10:36 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_)___m__i__e_!__e___e____@____u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hello a[f, 

I hope the semester is off to a great start! Attadled is the tutor drop-in schedule. [ have made several tutor 

requests and will notify you if you are able to get a session. In the meantime, please take advantage of our 

drop-in tutorials. These s~-:~ssions will count for those of you required to get: 8 hours/week. 

tf you sLiII need further assistance, please visit: l.h.~-_!V Hall. They have ~:utoring available The sch~-:~duh-:~ is posted 

on the Learning Center website: 

_h___t__tR ]_ i_ )_ _e_ _ _a_ £ _n_ j_ _n_ Kc_ _ _e_ _ _n_ _t_ _ _e_ _r_ _. _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ J___f_Ln___d__:_a__:_t__u___t__9__rZ P___e___e__r__:_t__u___t__o___r_Ln__g_:__2. 

Sub iects Room Da,+ 
L an,guages 201,203 Fue 

Wed 

Classes 

GERM, SPAN, KOR, PORT 

LING , SPAN, GERM, FREN, PORT, ITAL,CHIN, 

DTCH, CZCH, GREK 

:~HEM, BIOL, PSYC 

~HEM, BIOL, ENST, GEOL, PHYS, PSYC 

Sciences 206 Fue 

Wed 

BusinessEconomics 202 I’ue 
Poli-Sd Wed 

Math, STOR, 208, 209 Fue 
Computer Science Wed 

Biochem 205 Fue & Wed 

Tutoring By Appointment: Learning Center Suite 0118, By appointment, All Week. 
? You may have 3 tutoring sessions each week 

? You may not schechfle tmfltiple taltoting appointments with the same tutor on the same day. = 

Sub iects tutor Make an Appointment 
Click for Appointment 

Click for Appoinlmenl 

Click R)r Appoinlrnenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

Click for Azspoinlmenl 

Click for Appoinhnent 

_(_ _"_1_ i_ _c_’ _k_-_ _1_’_o_ !_ x _&_ p__ J _)_, )_i_ l_ 1 _t_t_I_l_ _e_ l_ 1 _t. 

Or, t17 the following link for more tutor options: http://lem~rdngcenter unc.eduifind-a-~tor,’more-lxltofing-options/ 
Departmental Help in Chemistry, Physics and Biology: 

? Biology Tutofin~ I~o~:mn 

? _C_:l_Le_::_:_i~ t_::_ G_E_a d u_:~j:~__S ~Lt:[ ~:! Z ~ L~::~_2~:: 1 L(::~ 
? Chemistry Resource Center in Kenan C 143    Monday-Thursday 2-7 pm 
? Physics Tnlofial 

**Instructor and [A offic,:_~ hour:: are an exc~-:~llent r~-_~::.:_~urc~-_~. If these hours do not [it: into your schedule, plei~_qe 

email your instructors t:o make an :~ppointm~-:mt if you need help in your class. I hope tMs informat:ion is helpful 

to you~ 

*~*Do NOT forgeL you all must make an appointment with an academic advisor this semester~ They will hold 

meetings in the Steele building and here in I.oudermilk. Spencer Welborn is assigned to the team, but you are 

not limited to meeting with him. Please let this advisor know you are a student athlete. 

****Also, first-years: t will begin I on :]. meetings next we~-:~k I will notify you onc~-:~ f am able to schedule your 

day/dine to come see me! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 

<l’all drop in tutor schedule .pdf> 

<[all drop in tutor schedule by subject .pdt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, , 12:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

tutor schedule 

~;tudent Tutor Schedule.pdf 

Hi 

I have attached your tutor schedule. I wanted to be absolutely sure I gave you a copy with the room assignments and all. 

Jaimie 



TUTOR SCHEDULE 

Course 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

EXSS: 

Tutor Day 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Time 

09:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

Room 

G 

Page I of I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~B: travel letters 

Okay! Thanks, 

From, 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:42 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: travel letters 

Hi Jamie, 

I have my travel letters signed, ill bring it by your office around 5 tonight after practice! 

Thanks and sorry l’m late, 

On , at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get that from you. If you this 

you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:14 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: required s~dy hours last week 

Coach, 

I just met wkh ! She is wonderful, and I’m sure will not have any issues meeting her academic requirements from now on! 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
(::c: Sanchez, Abel; Workman, Aaron; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B 
Subject: RE: required study hours last week 

Yha~ks, 

~, so she may not understand what she is/isn’ L Lo attend. She is a good girL.rnaybe just needs clarification? 

Abel, can you help with any issues pertaining Lo divers? They rnust meet requirements in Lhe AC. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swirr~ling Coach 
I.?t~Wersib,, o:[ iNol t[? Carolina S’,x;[n’lt~lit~g & Di,,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: dese[m~g!eraail.unc.edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:37 AM 
To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject-" required study hours last week 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

1. (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

2. 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in!out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the following did 

not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 .... 

*       clocked more hours, but forgot to sign out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

PID kastname Firstname    HRS Earned 

, _     iiiiiiiiiiii 

5:16 

5:11 

’2i57 

6:17 

4:30 * 

5:34 

6:03 

551 

1~ 
751 

4:56 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 

3i22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Travel Letters---updated 

Coach, 

Here goes the list! The following students still ]lave not yet turned in travel letters: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. * emailed he would bring it after practice today at Spm 

5. 

6. 

7. 
g. 

9. *emailed she would bring them later today 

10. 

From-" DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent" Tuesday, 1:31 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Re: required study hours last week 

Great. Thx. Can u send an updated travel letter list by 2pro? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:14 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coa oh, 

I just rnet wil:h ! She is wonderR~l, and I’m sure will nol: have any issues meeting her academic requirements from now on! 

From," DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 AM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Co-" Sanchez, Abel; Workman, Aaron; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B 
Subject; RE: required study hours last week 

Thanks. 

is ~ ,            , so she may not understand what she is!isn’t to attend. She is a good girL,maybe just needs clarification? 

Abel, can you help with any issues pertaining to divers? They must rneet requirements in the AC. 

"]’harFks~ 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
i ]n[versffS: of N)~rlh C ~rolin ~ Sw~rnn!Jng .~ ]])tving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5344) (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emal[: deselm@email unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel tliH, NC 27514 
www. goheels c om 
www u13c edu 

From" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:37 AM 
To" DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject-" required study hours last week 
Importance, High 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

1. (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

2. 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in/out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the 

following did not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

*        clocked more hours, but forgot to sign out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

iP’Diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil]iL°;!  m iiiiiiiiiiiiiSi"i;! am iiiiill i"Rsi  rn;diiiiiill 
5:16 

5:11 

2i57 



6:17 

4:30 * 

5:34 

iiiii~ii~3iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

6:03 

5:51 

iiiii~ili~Viiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

7:51 

4:56 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 

3i22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:25 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

biology tutor canceled last nighr???? 

Hello, 

FYI, I know notified us in advance she would not be here last night, but it was the night before the first exam! Luckily, did the exam review, 

but please encourage the tutors to let us know if they can’t be here on nights before exams or important due dates!! All of this information is on the syllabus 

which they should be following for the sessions, anyway. This is extremely important for us because when this occurs, we really need to make sure someone else 

can fill in or we can prepare ahead some other way. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:27 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Absence 

Thanks, Ben! is there any way to include the sport with the student names? I’m still trying to learn my swimming rosters but not there yet. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:22 plVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Overstreet, Tin; Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Grey 
Subject: Tutor Absence 

Counselors, 
The following students normally meet with on Wednesdays. Please notify the student that he will not be here tomorrow because he is attending a 

conference in Houston. 

These are the listed students: 

Also, please update the emails in the system. Some of those students don’t currently have emails listed. 

/.-:~ e n ,Shcu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ceil:’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, ,2:47 PM 

: <;      @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays’.! 

That’s what I thought!! No worries! I jusL wanted to make sure you had the information. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:46 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pro sundays!! 

I never got an email about that actually so I had no idea about that tutoring session. Sorry about the miscommunication ill definitely be there from now on! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Did you know of your psyc    tutor session this past Sunday at 7pm in room R with, ?!?!?! 

Please know this session has been scheduled for you! Please make sure you attend from now on] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:40 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

ILE: WBB travel schedule 

Right, I’m not trying to alter the process, and I’ve gone over the rules extensively with the gMs and provide regular reminders. I -LEst thoughL it can’t hurt for you all 

to be aware of the schedule~ I didn’t know what you may want to do with it, but just wanted to share. I will simply run a daily schedule for my team on those days 

and let you know what should be canceled. With th,-:~ nature of our hectic schedules it just helps to rnake sure you at least hav,-:~ the information handy. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Tuesday, September I0, 2013 3:36 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: WBB travel schedule 

Hey Jaimie, 

I appreciate the schedule and know we’re aU trying to stay ahead on this --. however will not be able to do much with it on a full basis point. I am aware you sent it 

~:o Liz and Beth, so tha~: will help them, however if you can send me specifically which s~-:~ssions they are missing - [ can input a cancellation h:~r thos~:_~. 

Please remind your students ~:o make sure th~-:W foilow our proc~:_~dures in cancellation, f think many of the WBB players have done a wonderful iob so g~r in 

cancelUng in advance! 

Thanks for being proacdve! 

Ben Sheu 
&ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u P,% e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:42 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Lyons, Elizabeth M; ~gmail.com 

Subject: WBB travel schedule 

Importance: High 

Hello, 

In an effort to help keep up with the nights WBB players will be unable to attend academic sessions due to game conflicts, I am sending a copy of their fall 

schedule. 

The dates Nghlighted in red will conflict with study sessions. I am trying to be proactive in helping to stay on top of communicating with tutors! 

Thank you!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:00 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

s email please’? 

Hi, 

Will you please give me ; email address so I can share my notes for women’s bball and tell her about the folder we share?? I have a folder for WBB guided 

study which I will keep updated in my mailbox which she should use on Tuesdays. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

fall travel letter 

Fall Meet Schedule -- professor letter.doc; Fall Travel Letter.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: Class 

Not tonight. I will be around tomolTow night. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Class 

5:27 PM 

Will you be in your office any time tonight to talk about classes? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject; 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: ’][’ravel Letters---updated 

Hello, 

I am on my way out of the door. Here are my updates for travel letters: 

1. 

2. *showed me 3 signatures--owes me 1 more 

3. 

4. 

5. i *showed me 2 signatures--owes me 1 more 

Also,              stopped by to discuss his study hours. He expressed concern last week he thought he was miscalculated by the monitor one day. This is 

possible. I told him to double check with monitors so this will not happen again. 

From; DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:58 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: Travel Letters--updated 
Thanks, and if you can update me before you stop working tonight, I will then allow those who got them to you tonight to swim tomorrow. Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swil~ning Coach 
UP2vers[b~ of "10rth C aro]ma Swirnmfi:g & D~vJP.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm (?~emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Tuesday, 1:44 PM 
To; DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject; Travel Letters---updated 
Importance; High 

Coach, 

Here goes the list! The following students still have not yet turnec[ in travel letters: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. * emailed he would bring it after practice today at 5pro 

5. 

6. 

7. : 

8. 

9. *emailed she would bring them later today 

10 

From; DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent; Tuesday, :!.:3:!. PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Re: required study hours last week 
Great. Thx. Can u send an updated travel letter list by 2pro? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:14 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <ia__[m._i_.e__L_e_e_@_u__n_._c__.__e_ .d_u_> wrote: 

Coach, 

l just met with ! She is wonderful and I’m sure will not have any issues meeting her academic requirements from now on! 

From; DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent; Tuesday, :1.0:46 AM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Cc; Sanchez, Abel; Workman, Aaron; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B 
Subject; RE: required study hours last week 

Th a n I~s, 

is a junior transfer, so she may not understand what she is/isn’t to attend. She is a good girl..,maybe jusL needs clarification? 

Abel, can you help with any issues pertaining to divers? They must meet requirements in the AC. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swirrmm~g Coach 
Univet s2tv o~" North Ca t o [Jna Swimming & :DJv mg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: dese]ra(:a~ ernail.unc, edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w___~5:__w__:.<~_zh~Na~_o_m 
352f_I_35L. 9_ n_ ~_~ .e_ d_.u_. 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent; Tuesday,                 9:37 AM 



To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject-" required study hours last week 
Importance: High 

Hello Coach, 

The following students who are required to log study hours did not log ANY last week. They were all told to log 6 hours: 

1. (also did not attend the first-year meeting where I outlined all rules) 

2. 

Because it was the first week, it was a shorter week, and it was our first time running the check in/out system, I think 5-6 hours is acceptable, but the 

following did not even reach 5 hours and will receive a warning: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

clocked more hours, but forgot to sign out one day, so he should have at least had 5 hours. 

Here are the hours logged last week: 

PID        I I.astname      I Firstname    HR5 Earned 

5:16 

5:11 

6:17 

4:30 * 

5:34 

6:03 

l~i~g 
5:51 

7:51 

4:56 

6:22 

6:41 

7:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:17 PM 

L <       @live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Travel Letter & Academic Horns 

Hi 

I got the hours from the tutor coordinator, so I will go in and add the drop hi. I thought he added those times. Don’t worry, I will make sure it all gets calculated. 

Thanl~s for t:he ernail. 

Also, I haste tl’u-:~ traw-:~l lett,-_~rs and will notify your (:o~ch. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:09 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Travel Letter & Academic Hours 

Hi Jaimie, 

I just wanted to let you know that I left my signed travel letters under ,/our door in your office. Also, I got an email that I didn’t do all of my hours, but I 

know for a fact that I did at least 7. I did 3 hours in drop in tutoring and you said you would count it, but I think you might’re forgotten because it said I did 

less than 5. If you could clear that up for me that would be great. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, ,8:17 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

1~: Class 

Yep, just come see me tomorrow-., it’s not too late, you just have to fill out a form 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Class 

6:22 PM 

I am strongly considering dropping a class and was wondering if it was still possible. I have a multitude of reasons for this decision, so could I talk to you about it tomorrow? 

On , at 5:30 PIVl, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Not tonight I will be around tomorrow night 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> Froln: 

> Sent: Tuesday, ~ 5:27 PM 

> To: Lee, Jaimie 

> Subject: Class 

> 

> Will you be in your office any time tonight to talk about classes? 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:20 PM 

< ~gmaJl.com> 

RE: 

I got the message..will update your coach right now 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto: @gmail.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Can you let me know if you get that forward email from my professor. And have let rich know he just sent me and email saying I haven’t completed the letters and was dismissed from 
practice 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:21 PM 

<     ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

Luckily, I decided to stop bad( by the office and goL your travel teLters. I will email him now... 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, 7:49 PN 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Travel Letters 

I have all my travel letters signed, but considering I got my last signature at my class today and then went straight to practice and then went straight to 

lab, I could not physically get them to you before you left the AC. I have slid them under your door and was hoping that you could email Rich and let him 

know that I have them done. Otherwise, I won’t be able to practice in the morning which would be really devastating to my progress right now and to my 

pride as a dedicated swimmer. I am attaching a word document of my schedule and I have all my classes signed off (not including my chem lab that I 

wouldn’t miss anyway because it is on a Tuesday). I would really appreciate if you could get in touch with Rich tonight so I could practice tomorrow 

morning. Thanks! 



FFOlll ~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 8:22 PM 

< ~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: travel letters 

¯ that is t:ine~ If I am not here, simply slide them under my door. 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, 8:03 PM 
To" Lee, ]aimie 
Subject-" Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! l’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:557 

On , at i0:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On , at 8:19 PM, " ," < @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher who needed to look over 

the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On , at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_j___m__!__e_J__e___e____@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know when I can get 

that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: travel letters 

Yes, if you don’[ see me, shoot me an ernai[ right away. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:26 plvl 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Thank you! I get out of class at 12:50 tomorrow and have weights at 1. I know that I can get to your office before weights, but I can’t participate until you send Rich 

an email confirming you have my travel form. Could you send him an email tomorrow before 1 if I text you saying I put my forms under your door if you’re not 

there? 

On , at 8:21 PM, "Lee, JNmie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

that is fine. If I am not here, simply slide them under my door. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:03 PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! l’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:557 

On at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On , at 8:19 PM, "1 "< ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher who needed to 

look over the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let me know 

when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

< @gmaJl.com> 

RE: RE: 

You’re welcome. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: RE: 

~gmail.com] 
8:42 PM 

Yay[ Thanks so much[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:19 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I got the message..will update your coach right now. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~ [mailto: ~&)gmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 6:31 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: 
> 

> Can you let me know if you get that forward email from my professor. And have let rich know he j ust sent me and email saying I haven’t completed the letters and was dismissed from 
practice 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

<      ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Letters 

You’re welcome. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:31 plvl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Thank you so much for coming back to the AC for us! It’s greatly appreciated! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <iairnielee(i~unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Travel Letters 

Luckily, I decided to stop back by the office and goL your travel teLters. I will ernail him now._ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 PN 
Te: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Travel Letters 

I have all my travel letters signed, but considering I got my last signature at my class today and then went straight to practice and then went straight to 

lab, I could not physically get them to you before you left the AC. I have slid them under your door and was hoping that you could email Rich and let him 

know that I have them done. Otherwise, I won’t be able to practice in the morning which would be really devastating to my progress right now and to my 

pride as a dedicated swimmer. I am attaching a word document of my schedule and I have all my classes signed off (not including my chem lab that I 

wouldn’t miss anyway because it is on a Tuesday). I would really appreciate if you could get in touch with Rich tonight so I could practice tomorrow 

morning. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: 

Hi 

No, 1 was not copied on this emaiL The prof did not "reply all" Iol. 1 will email you coach now. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:54 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 

In case you were not copied in, this is the email from my matk teacher! 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: < (2~live.unc.edu > 
Date: 8:14:39 PM EDT 

To: < ({~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi 

I j ust checked my documents I do have your travel letter for 

On 5:12 PM, ’ < ,%live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Professor " 
I was wondering if it would be at all possible if yon could confirm that you have received my travel letters for 
copy that you signed two weeks ago. I apologize for asking you to do this. 
Thank you, 

. I have misplaced the 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Re: 

You’re welcome, hun. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: RE: Re: 

Jaimie, 

THANK YOU!!!!’, 

9:07 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:05 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iai!N~!ee(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

No, I was not copied on this em,~il. The prof did not "reply all" Iol. I will email you co~ch now, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:54 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Hi Jaimie, 

In case you were not copied in, this is the emaJl from my marl1 teacher! 

Thank you, 

Sent tiara1 my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: < ?~live.unc.edu> 
Date: ,8:14:39 PM EDT 
To: < (?l)live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Hi 
I j ust checked my documents I do have your travel letter for 

Thank you, 

On 5:12 PM, " " < @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Professor 

I was wondering if it would be at all possible if you could confirm that you have received my travel letters for 

misplaced the copy that you signed two weeks ago. I apologize tbr asking you to do this. 

Thank you, 

,I have 

z ) Sent from m5 it hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:53 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

1),22: refresher~ please 

Got ya ! Thanks 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:53 AM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: refresher, please 

Right this second... Just feedback form~ 

Once [he forms are upda[ed to include PlD --.we will be able to inpu[ those hours and they will show as independent hours. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N(: Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

C)ffk>:~: 919-843-2328 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:51 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: refresher, please 

Hello, 

I need a refresher._how do we record drop in appointments for the weekly tally of study hours? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:10 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

1~: Class 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Class 

6:22 PM 

I am strongly considering dropping a class and was wondering if it was still possible. I have a multitude of reasons for this decision, so could I talk to you about it tomorrow? 

On , at 5:30 PIVl, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Not tonight I will be around tomorrow night 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Froln: 

> Sent: Tuesday, 5:27 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Class 
> 

> Will you be in your office any time tonight to talk about classes? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 12:06 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

laptop repair for scholarship students 

Hi Tom, 

I have a ’ 

Thanks 

player, who needs laptop repair. ITS quoted 100 dollars. Is there any way her scholarship can help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 12:08 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermml@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Je~m <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: laptop repair for scholarship students 

Thanks. Just checking. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:07 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
I:::c: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: laptop repair for scholarship students 
She will need to pay up front and get reimbursed on the back end through the ~tudent a~sistance fund. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:06 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: ]aptop repair for scholarship students 

Hi Tom, 

I have a ’ player, 

Thanks 

who needs laptop repair, iTS quoted 100 dollars. Is there any way her scholarship can help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September l l, 2013 12:09 PM 

Townsend, Je~m <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: laptop repair for scholarship students 

Do we do this Lhroufih nate or should she do Lhis with Tom? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:07 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: laptop repair for scholarship students 
She will need to pay up front and get reimbursed on the back end through the student assistance fund. 
Tofq 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:06 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: laptop repair for scholarship students 

Hi Tom, 

I have a player, 

Thanks 

who needs laptop repair. ITS quoted 100 dollars. Is there any way her scholarship can help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:10 PM 

< ~live. unc.edu> 

RE: travel letters 

Hi 

I will emaH Rich as soon as I have the letters. I gave him a heads up last night. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie, 

I have my travel form signed. Is there any way you could send an email to Rich now and then I could drop it off after weights? That way I could be on time to 

weights. If not, I can come at 12:55. Thanks. 

On , at 8:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, if you don’t see me, shoot me an email right away. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:26 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: travel letters 

Thank you I I get out of class at 12:50 tomorrow and have weights at 1. I know that I can get to your office before weights, but I can’t participate until 

you send Rich an email confirming you have my travel form. Could you send him an email tomorrow before 1 if I text you saying I put my forms under 

your door if you’re not there? 

On , at 8:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a__Lm___ie__L_e__e____@__.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

that is fine. I1: I am not here, sirnply slide them under rny door~ 

From: 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:03 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Re: travel letters 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry for not getting my travel form in today. Is there any way I can drop it off tomorrow at 12:55? 

On , at 10:42 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__!__m___[£!££__@_.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Okay! Thanks for the update! 

On , at 8:19 PM, ’ .~" < ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jaimie! I’m really sorry that I haven’t gotten in my travel form. I have all my signatures except one teacher 

who needed to look over the dates for a week. I will have it in by Tuesday. Sorry for not already having it in. 

On at 7:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <]__a_Ln_!!__e_!__e___e____@____u___n__c_:_£_d___u_.> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not have your signature verification form for your travel letters. Please contact me asap to let 

me know when I can get that from you. If you this you’ve received this in error, let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 12:43 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtp~ 

RE: Tutor for 

FYI, as a fotlow up to the messages below regarding        , Mens S/D, he carrie to me again last night asking 1:or help getting a Lutor for physics. Even in the 

feedback from the drop in session, the tutor indicated the material was "over his head". I reiterated our program is doing our best, and I informed him any tutor he 

hires on his own must be trained in our dept..Just letting you know he has made at least 4. trips to see me about this. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 11:05 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: FW: Tutor for 
Importance: High 

All, 

This i~ anon:her email I received from the sid coach regarding ~:he lack of tutoring, so I am passing this on and, once again, wouk~ like advice on how to handle, ,of 

course, I have e×pressed we are doing our best to service ALL student atNeLes, but I need to pass this feedback along so you are atl aware~ 

Thank you~ 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 11:00 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor for 
Thank’;, does Michelle grown know about this? Do I need to w~-Agh in on this with Athietic Directors? I find this tmacceptabh:_L Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Itead Swimming Coach 
[ ;nwu’]s[ty c:,f ?’]0rl]1 C~m’:,lm~ Swlv~lming & [-:hvJng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Monday, 9:05 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Tutor for ~r 

Jaimie: 

Can we [i’,< this issue? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;nwu’]s[ty c:,f ?’]0rl]1 C~m’:,lm~ Swlv~lming & [-:hvJng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: _@_a_qLc___o_m__ [.E}_a__tLtg_:j @__a_9__Lc_qEn_] 
Sent: Monday, 8:05 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich I’ 
Subject: Tutor for 

Hi Coach DeSelm, 
I hope this finds you well! I am hoping that you can help me in regards to      He is taking his second course of physics this semester and is having a rough start. He has 
been requesting a tutor since the first week of classes, but has been told tl~at they are having a difficult time finding one because" physics is not a class that most athletes 

take." 
We are more than happy to pay for a tutor for him, but he has informed us that he must go through the athletic department due to NCAA rules. As you know, is an 
excellent student and plans to either continue his education in the dental field or the medical field. He is very stressed out this semester as he is taking 3 sciences, 
physiology, organic chemistry, and physics. If there is ANY way you can help expedite getting him a tutor for physics, or direct him ( or us) on how to go about doing that 
outside the athletic department so as not to violate NCAA regulations, we would greatly appreciate it! 
Thanks for your help and we look forward to seeing you parent weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 11,2013 12:50 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <kmyyoung~@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Physics 

Thanks a million! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:48 PI 
To: Lee, .laimie; Yount, Tony 

C¢: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Physics 
One of our science tutors -               , has agreed to take on the second level physics course PHYS 

and will meet with her on Tuesdays at 7pro. Their first session will be 9/17. 

Please let these students know. 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell:! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

< ~live.~mc.e&~ 

your persistence paid of!! !! 

Here is your physics tutor appointment!: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:59 PM 

Bailey, Tilt’airy <’anbaJley@email.unc.edu> 

3pro tomon~w 

Hi Tiffany, 

Where is your office, please? I’m sorry, I don’t actually know where to direct tomorrow. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

<    ~live.~mc.e&~> 

ILE: your persistence paid oil! !! 

Vm so glad[ You’re welcome! 

You have a good night, too! 

From: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5:34 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: your persistence paid of!!!! 
Importance-" High 

Yes! Thank you so much for your help, this will help me out so much, and now I won’t be behind lbr the first test! 

tlave a good night, 

& at 12:51 PM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

Here is your physics tutor appointmentk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Hist tutor 

Hi o, 

Unibltunately, you have not been given a history tutor Please email the aspsa tutoring email address and ask for a Ibllow up! It will be better coming from you! Simply tell them how much 
you would appreciate some assistance, especially with exams coming up I have had some success with students persistently going to the tutor coordinator and asking for help, so take 
advantage and shoot them an email! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Hist    tutor 

,6:21 PM 

Dear Jairme, 
Were you ever able to get me a history tutor this week? Just let me lmuw[ 

Thanks, 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September l l, 2013 7:25 PM 

Beaulieu, .la~)n Wilfred <jbeaulie@unc.edu> 

I~E: appt tomonow... 

Witl do[ 

From: Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 11, 2013 7:24 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re:                appt tomorrow... 

Ok, thanks for the heads up. Let me know if she is late please. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 6:45 PM, "Lee, JNmie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

FYI, I had to schedule an appointment for 

be more than 30 minutes, tops. 

I just wanted to make sure everyone was aware! 

tomorrow (Thurs) at 3pm in the student services building. The appointment should not 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday,                  11:08 AM 

< ~ @live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Friday Meeting 

Yes ma"~im ! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Friday Meeting 
Jamie, 

10:56 AM 

Are you available tomorrow morning around 8:30 to discuss Major options? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 11:10 AM 

q < r@live.unc.edu>; < @live.unc.edu>; 

~live. unc.edu-~; L < ~live.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L --~richdeselm@unc.edu> 

drmna privilege cards 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover the cost. I will 

order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 11:14 AM 

<    ~live.unc.edu> 

1),22: Friday Meeting 

Sounds great! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Friday Meeting 

Perfect, I’II see you then. 

:t:t:08 AM 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Friday Meeting 

Yes rrl~3rrl ! 

From: 
Sent= Thursday, 10:56 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Friday Meeting 

Jamie, 

Are you available tomorrow morning around 8:30 to discuss Major options? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 11 : 18 AM 

< @yahoo.com> 

RE: Travel Forms 

I do not think I have made this clear to you before, so my apologies, but as a first-year transfer student, it is our policy for you to put in a certain number of stu@ hours here in the academic 
center. You are actually required to meet with me every week and check in for at least 6 hours per week. Please stop by today when you get a chance so we can discuss this 

Thank you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:: ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 4:19 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Travel Forms 

He?" Jaimie, 

I handed in my travel form to you. However I have swapped out one class for another. What should I do about it? 
Do I need to get another form from you? 
I know that they are due tomorrow. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, 12:24 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: dlama privilege cards 

Ok! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, ’. ’, 12:09 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: drama privilege cards 

Hi Jaimie! 

I just bought it last night, sorry I didn’t realize you could buy it for us. I have the receipt and I can stop by sometime if that would work 

On , at 11:10 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover 

the cost. I will order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:26 PM 

< " ~live.unc.edu> 
I~E: Hist    tutor 

Hi 

Great email to the tutor coordinator. Make stare you email again if you haven’t had any luck after another week or so. I think you definitely helped show the urgency and it helps me make a 
good argument when you all tiT so hard! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday,, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Hist    tutor 

8:03 PM 

H~ 
What is their email? I will gladly go ahead and ask! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:34 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jahnielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Eli 
> 

> Unfortunately, you have not been given a history tutor. Please email the aspsa tutoring email address and ask for a follow up! It will be better coming from you! Simply tell them how much 
you would appremate some assistance especially with exams coming up I have had some success with students persistently going to the tutor coordinator and asking ]2~r help, so take 
advantage and shoot them an email! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> ]i"r Oln : 

> Sent: Wednesday, 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Hist tutor 
> 

> Dear JaimJe, 
> Were you ever able to get me a histoW 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from tW iPhone 

6:21 PM 

tutor this week? Just let me know[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:49 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

ILb2: weekly schedule 

I’n3 so sorry[ 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:32 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; ( @yahoo.corn) 

Subject: RE: weekly schedule 

I dotVt think I am supposed to be copied on this. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday,                 5:01 PM 
To: i ( ~@yal~oo corn); 
Subject: weekly schedule 

Hi 

Here is your weekly schedule. I hope this helps! 

Cheers, 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 7:50 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: drama privilege caacds 

Ok! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:48 PM 
To: Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: Re: drama privilege cards 

Hello Jaimie 

I do need a privilege card for my Drama class. It would be very helpful thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:10 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_aLm__!_eLe_e @_u_nc:_ed u.> wrote: 

Hello all, 

Please respond to this email if you still need a privilege card for your drama class. You must attend plays outside of class. Your scholarship will cover 

the cost. I will order cards for you this afternoon, but please let me know you still need one! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 8:09 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday Meeting 

Hi 

I roll be in closer to 8:45. 

See you soon. 

O11 at 11:08 AM, " " < (/~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Perfect, I’ll see you then. 

From: Lee, Jaimie <j__a_!___m_j__e_Le___e____@____u___n__c__:_?_d_9_> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:07 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Friday Meeting 

Ye~.~ ma’am ! 

Frem," 
Sent," Thursday, 10:56 AN 
To," Lee, Jaimie 
Subject," Friday Neeting 

Jamie, 

Are you available tomorrow morning around 8:30 to discuss Major options? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:36 AM 

<       @live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: meeling next week 

you forgot to mention the dragon software would not work.., 

From: 
Sent-" Friday, : 10:26 AM 
To" Bailey, Tiffany; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" meeting next week 

hello, 

this is i am available 4pm monday, 1-4 tuesday, 1-5 wednesday, please let me know which time works best for you. 

thank you, 

PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:51 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <fichdeselm@unc.edu> 

tutor schedule’. 

Hello I 
Here is your tutor schedule: 

tool Sunday o9ioo pM 
mS~ 
Your sessions will begin THIS SUNDAY! Please contact me if you have questions/concerns] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 10:54 AM 

< ~live. unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <fichdeselm@unc.e&> 

tutor schedule’. 

Hi :1 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

T~a~o6i® PM ~3ioC 
Your sessions starts next week! Please let me know if you have question/concerns]! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:00 AM 

< "    ~live.unc.edu> 

tutor schedule! 

Hi    ! 
Your persistence paid off! Here is your tutor schedule: 

w~dn~av o8ioo PM 
Your sessions start next week. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu>; < @live.unc.edu> 

tutor schedule! 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

w~dneSdaV o7ioo PM ~m N 
Please let me know if you have questions/concerns! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

<        @live.unc.edtr> 

tutor schedule 

Hi p 

Here is your tutor schedule! Sessions start this Monday. 

ManaaVogioo PM ~o~m F 
Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:05 AM 

~live. unc.edu~> 

tutor schedule 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

E×SS       .    sunaavoTioo PM 
Sessions start this Sunday! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns] 

Jaimie 



TUTOR SCHEDULE 

Course Tutor Day Time 

ECON Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Room 

HIST Tuesday 06:00 PM 2310C 

PHYS Tuesday 07:00 PM L 

BIOL Sunday 09:00 PM 

HIST Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Page 1 of 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:35 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: tutor schedule! 

It’s scheduled for yOkE and another 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 12:29 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: tutor schedule! 

Awesome thank you! Is it just for me? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:00 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi ,! 

Your persistence paid off! Here is your tutor schedule: 

HIST            ; WedneSday 08i00 PM 

Your sessions start next week. Please let me know if you have questions!concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 12:39 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedules! 

Coach, 

That ix correct. I certainly hope more appointments will be filled, but it ix up to the tutor coordinator to find people and space to have the sessions. I have been 

l:old we are over budgel: and maxed out on space at night. We have over 900 app~:s going so Far for all stuch-:mt athlet¢_~s, but I am still pushing to get more set for ~:he 

swimrners They have don¢_~ a great job emailing arid asking and bcAng persist¢_mt which is helping! 

From; DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Friday, September 13, 20:!.3 :!.1:40 AM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: tutor schedules! 

Jaimie: 

"hanl~s for getting these! 

Does this mean that from among the swim/dive ~:eam l:hese 13 were filied and 32 n-_,~ues~:s wiil not be filled? Or wiil b¢_~ filled, but not yet? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 

U~’.iverail~:, of N~rth Caroli~a S’,vimmi~’:; & r)ivu,:; 
PO Box 2126, Chapel HIll, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (t7): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: ._d__q~__e_!g!~q~ em ail. u nc. e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.coln 
www.unc.edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Friday, September 13, 2013 11:36 AM 
To-" DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: tutor schedules! 
Importance: High 

Hi Coach! 

I am finally getting some tutor appts for the teams! All have gotten direct emails from me about their sessions, but please help pass the message. 

I have another 32 requests I made which have not been filled, but I have shared the drop-in schedule with the student athletes! 

Thanks, coach! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 1:51 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

l~g: tutor schedules! 

You’re welcorne. It is too bad, but got lucky! He is one of the appointments on the MSWD schedule! 

From= DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Friday, September 13, 2013 1:21 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: tutor schedules! 
Thanks for ctarit:ying. Glad our folks are asking. Too bad so many spots are not able to be l:ilfed. I presume situation has not yielded a tutor? 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
I m~a:ssi[y of l’q0rlt~ Caro]ma Swimmi~g & D:vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1X-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emafl: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, XlC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, September 13, 2013 12:39 PM 

To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: tutor schedules! 

Coach, 

That is correct. [ (:erta[nly hope more appointments will be filled, but il: is up to the tutor coordinator to find pe.:_~p[e aFxl space l:o have the sessions I have been 

told we are over budget and maxed out on space a[ night. We have over 900 appts going so far [:or all student athle[es, but I am still pushing to get more set for the 

swimmers. They have done a grea[ -ob emaifing and asking and being persistent which is helping! 

From= DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Friday, September 13, 20:1.3 11:40 AN 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: tutor schedules! 
.Jai~’qie: 

Thanks for getting these! 

Does this mean that from arnong the swim/dive team these I3 were fitled and 32 requests will not be filled? Or **,viii be filled, but not ,let? 

Thanks, 
Rich Degehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
1.:t~Jv.qtsity o:[ :N’ol ~[? Carolina S’,%’[mtzlit~g & Di,,,[t~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn(9.~email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.p.ohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, September 13, 2013 11:36 AM 
To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: tutor schedules! 
Importance= High 

Hi Coach] 

I am finally getting some tutor appts for the teams! All have gotten direct emails from me about their sessions, but please help pass the message, 

I have another 32 requests I made which have not been filled, but I have shared the drop-in schedule with the student athletes! 

Thanks, coach! 



FFOIIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 3:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

appointment cmlcelation for 

Hi, 

does not seem to be aware the session with 

reach out to    , please? Thank you. 

on Thursdays at 9pm for geology was canceled. They only meet Tuesdays. Will you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Sunday, 9:44 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

meeting tomorrow at 8:30am! 

Hi 

Sorry for the late notice, but I have you scheduled to meet with me on Mondays at 8:30am. Please confirm when you get this message. I would like to start meeting 

tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 9:49 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu-~ 

weekly meeling 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow (Monday). I have you down for lO:30am every Monday. Please let me know when you get this message! See 

you tomorrow! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 9:53 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

meeting tomorrow at noon’. 

Hi ! 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow! I have you down to meet with me every Monday at noon. Please confirm when you get this! 

See you tomorrow!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 9:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

weekly meeting 

Hi 

I would like to start weekly meetings this week! I have you down for 8am on Tuesdays! I would like to start this Tuesday. Please confirm when you get this! 

Thanks, and VII see you on Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, 10:01 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

weeldy meeling Tuesdays 12:30 

Hi p 

I would like to start our weekly meetings this Tuesday. I have you down for 12:30pm. Please let me know when you get this! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Sunday, ; ~ 10:02 PM 

<      @live.unc.edu> 

weekly meetings 

Hi,     ! 

I would like to start our weekly meetings this Tuesday! I have you down for Tuesday at lpm. Please let me know when you get this! See you then! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 8:27 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting tomorrow at 8:30am! 

Hey ! I’m rumfing about 5rains late! See you in a few! 

On , at 7:50 AM, ", "< 

That sounds good. I will see you at 8:30. 

?)31ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent th~n~ my iPhone 

On , at 9:44 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_’_a_~!i_e__l__e_~_t_kr_Lc_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hi 
Sorry for the late notice, but I have you scheduled to meet with me on Mondays at 8:30am. Please confirm when you get this message. I 
would like to start meeting tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 
Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:38 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: meeting tomon~w at noon! 

Thanks for letting me know, How about 5:30pro on Wednesdays?? 

From: [mailto:. @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:32 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: meeting tomorrow at noon! 

Jamie, 

We have practice that starts at 12:15 and ends at 2:25 on Mondays. A good time would be around 5:30 any day. 

On , at 21:53, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_j__n_!Le_!__e___e____@____u___n__c__.___e__d___u__> wrote: 

Hi    ! 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow! I have you down to meet with me every Monday at noon. Please confirm when you get this! 

See you tomorrowH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:39 AM 

Sheu, Beniamin <bsheu@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Rg: ) 

Ben, 

Thanks for the info! When that happens, let him know he will not get credit for time he ix outside of the room and certahsly not when he ix on his cell phone, You 

can tell him f consider th.:_~s~:_~ things inflacti.:_~ns. If he has an issue, he can addr~:_ms that with rne 

ff ~:hey take h:mger [hail 10 rnhls to pri]lt documents, feel fr~-_u:, to tell th~-_m~ ~:hey start their tirru-:~ all over again. If it is clear h~-_~ was doing nothing until :1.1::1.0, tell him 

his time starts then. I have no tolerance for stuff: like that[ 

Thanks!!! 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent; Monday, September 16, 2013 11:19 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: i 

Jaimie, 

Just FYI: I have been in the study room since 10:20.        has walked out on 2 different occasions, and spent about 15 minutes in this room since I have been in here. 
Right when I got here, his bag was here, but he was not - I walked around at about 10:30 and poked my head in the computer lab and asked for him - he was in there 
chatting with another student and he said he was printing off some biology - he had it sitting in front of him. He didn’t return to the room until about 10:40. He proceeded to 
walk out around 11:00 and when I walked around at about 11:10 he was in a tutor room on his phone. These times are all estimations. 
How would you like me to address this? He just returned at 11:15 - and has started to do work now. 

Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:52 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

not approved’. RE: 

This appointment cancelation is NOT excused. The meeting for alcohol!drug awareness starts at 8pro on the 5~-h floor of this building so you will have time to get 

the?re ot~ tiro~! i[ you leave your session after 50 rains. 

Frem: I 

Sent: IVlonday, 11:4-8 AN 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Tonight I will need to cancel the second half (7-8) of my guided study appointment with Beth Lyons, which I will be attending in place of my AAAD: tutor 

who is no longer available. I have to be at a mandatory athlete meeting for all first years. Today is Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:16 PM 

Sheu, Beniamin <bsheu@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Okay, thanks._yes, that ix totally unacceptable! I will definitely address this with him. 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 11:gB AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:                  ) 
Thanks Jaimie, 

I just spoke with him and explained to him what he needs to be doing. According to him, he was setting up a doctor’s appointment while he was on the phone, and he went to 
the bathroom multiple times. I told him if he needs to leave, he should be checking with the monitor on duty. 

I will be sure I relay the information with all my monitors - as I know many of them are letting them go in and out at a whim. 

Ben 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin 
Subject: RE:                  ) 

Ben~ 

Thanks for l:he info! Wh~:_~n that happens, let him know he will not get credit: for ~:im~-_~ h~:_~ is ou~:side of the room and c~-_~rtaitfly not when h~-_~ is on his cell ~hon~:_~. You 

can tell him I consider those things infractions. It: he has an issue, he can address that with me. 

If they take longer than 10 rains to print documents, feel free to tell them they start their time all over again. If it ix clear he was doing nothing until :1.:1.::1.0, tell him 

his time starts them I have no tolerance for stuff like that! 

Thanks!!! 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 11:19 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: i 

Jaimie, 

Just F~: I have been in the study room since 10:20.        has walked out on 2 different occasions, and spent about 15 minutes in this room since 1 have been in here. 
Right when I got here, his bag was here, but he was not - I walked around at about 10:30 and poked my head in the computer lab and asked for him - he was in there 
chatting with another student and he said he was printing off some biology = he had it sitting in front of him. He didn’t return to the room until about 10:40. He proceeded to 
walk out around 11:00 and when T walked around at about 11:10 he was in a tutor room on his phone. These times are all estimations. 
How would you like me to address this? He just returned at 11:25 - and has started to do work now. 

Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

<      @live.unc.e&P; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

l~b;: Cancel Guided Study Session 

, you are excused to leave at 7pm. You are required to attend guided study from 6-7pm. You are only excused to leave from 7-Spm. 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday,, _ 12:25 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Cancel Guided Stud?- Session 

Hello, 

I need to cancel my Guided study session for Wednesday Sept 18 6-Spm clue to a mandatoW play I have to see for my Dram class 

Sincerely, 

Sent fi~um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

< ~)live.unc.edtr> 

RE: 

, just to be clear, remember, you are not going to be approved for any cancellations we have not previously discussed. If you did not have a conversation 

and an approval from me, you do not send the email, 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: 

Tonight I will need to cancel the second half (7-8) of my guided study appointment with Beth Lyons, which I will be attending in place of my AAAD: tutor 

who is no longer available. I have to be at a mandatory athlete meeting for all first years. Today is Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:38 PM 

Garth, Christy I ,ynn <cgarth@unc.edu> 

I~E: Recruit!! 

MSW 9.16.13 course breakdown.pdf; WSW 9.16.13 course breakdown.pdf 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 11:39 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

HI .lamie! tns[:ead of me calling you with a thousaruJ I:{LEestions, COu[IJ t ask [or a couple o[ quicl~ items: 

1. The bio classes at llarn. (Which you offered to email) 

2. The most updated course schedules for the men and the women’s team inckEding divers. {So d~at I might figure out any course conflicts} 

Thank you soooo much! 

Christy 

Cb-isty Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim (’oath 

bniversit:y of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 
Fa×: 9].9,962,1603 
cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 7:09 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Great! Thanks! 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 
Hi ,Jarnie! Thanks so much for k)oking for this for me! f promised this and now lain barely getting it to you,. I hope that this works: 

Your’ lO:lSarn swirnming group will be these people: 

- Business - EXSS 

;- Undecided , - EXSS 

- EXSS 

- Undecided 

-Business 

-Biology 

- EXSS) 

Bi 

u~ 

- History 

EXSS 

- History 

Your second group at :[:OOPM will be: 

- gio 

- Business 

¯ -- EXSS 

Thanks so much for all of your help! 

You are the best! @ 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim (:oach 

Uniw?rsity of North Carolina Chapel {-{ill 
¯ { ( *: -~¢ ~( PH, 919.619.~8_ 9 

Fax: 919~962.1603 
cgarth@unc.edu 

From: Lee, ]aimie 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: Recruits! 

Hi Christy, 

I have not found anyone in the office who has a contact for the Robertson Scholarship. However, here is [he contact int:ormation. I am sure they can direct you to a 

contact for the recruit to speak with. I hope this helps!! 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office 

Tel: (919) 843-5494 
Fax: (919) 843-7507 
Email: info@l~obertsonschoiars,org 



Robertson Scholars 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
The R~bertson Scholars Proqrarn is a joint undergraduate scholarship program between Chapel Hill and Duke University. There are coordinating staff on each campus to help 
administer the program, including academic advising for the students. Eighteen students are admitted as Robertson Scholars each year on each campus. During the spring 
semester of their sophomore year, students from each campus will live on and take courses at the other campus. Students will be expected to complete at least five courses at 
the other campus. They can enroll in more if they choose. 
A guiding principle will be that the host campus treats the visiting Robertson Scholars students as if they were regular degree students throughout their four years. These 
students are taking courses on both campuses because it is a requirement for the scholarship that is imposed by the institutions. 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 2013 7:37 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! The call back tomorrow would be great! Thanks so much for your help... Would you be able to meet with one group of 9 recruits (ie: showing them The AC 

etc) at 10:15- 10:45 on Fri am and then another group of about 6 or 7 at around 1- l:30pm the same day? 

Thanks so much for considering! :) 

Take care! 

Christy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 3, 2013, at 4:49 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a!__m_!_e]_ee @_u_nc:_ed_u.> wrote: 

Hi Christy, 

My apologies for the late response! Yes, I wifl be available this Friday! My number is 3-6566._1 think you may have tried rne but I have had students 

interrupting atl day (~)..,I wilf call you back tomorrow if you need~,.I am on my way out now.., 

From: Garth, Christy Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 1:22 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Recruits! 

Hi Jamie! 

Just checking in with you to see if you had a second to chat about a recruiting visit this Friday? What is your office number again? 

Thanks so much! © 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:21 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Re: Swimming Hours 

Ok thanks! 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 5:11 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSAT~i~rin~::~uE:c.ed~> wrote: 

Jaimie, 
I just manually looked into their hours - Fm not 100% sure, but from what it looks like, the system calculates start date UNTIL the end date. That 

means if you want to count Friday hours, you would have to set your date to Saturday to finish, otherwise those that finish it on Friday won’t get 

credit. 

The 3 men that came to talk to me were: 

had 8.14 hours 

had 8.27 hours 

had 8.09 hours 
Hopefully this helps. 

~e?n .5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday,                  8:02 AM 

<    ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: weekly meeting 

I’m coming in now! We cam discuss another meeling lime ... 

On , at 4:59 PM, " " < ’~)livexmc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Jaimie, 
8am does work but it is not ideal. Are you ficee in the Attemoons or 8-8:45 on Monday/Wednesday/Friday? 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

On , at 9:56 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jai!i_n__i__e_!__e__e__@__u__lLc_:__e__d_t_~ wrote: 

Hi       ., 
I would like to start weekly meetings this week! I have you clown for 8am on Tuesdays! I would like to start this Tuesday. Please confirm 
when you get this! 
Thanks, and VII see you on Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday,                  9:33 AM 

<    @live.unc.edu> 

tutor schedule! !! 

Hi    ,1 
You now have tutoring! Here is your appointment. It starts tomorrow: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:44 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: Swimming Hours 

Thanks, Ben! 

Froma ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 5:11 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Swimming Hours 

Jaimie, 
I just manually looked into their hours - I’m not 100% sure, but from what it looks like, the system calculates start date UNTIL the end date. That means if you want 

to count Friday hours, you would have to set your date to Saturday to finish, otherwise those that finish it on Friday won’t get credit. 

The 3 men that came to talk to me were: 

had 8.14 hours 

had 8.27 hours 

had 8.09 hours 

Hopefully this helps. 

B~n .She?u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor 

Hi 

Email ASPSATutoring@unc.edu and express your urgency to the tutor coordinator. I have been pushing for more tutoring for swimming and diving, and some appointments are trickling in! 

BTW, I do have the following appointment set up for you starting Thursday!!: 

*~ CHEM    Thur @ 7pm with ** 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i 
Sent: Monday,, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
SubJect: Tutor 

8:20 PM 

Eli Jaimie, 
I already put in a request for linguistics tutor, but I was wondering if there was any way you could put the request m again somehow because I’m completely lost in the class and we 
have our first midterm next Thursday Sorry to be annoying and thanks for your help! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

<      ~live.unc.edu> 

tutor ap~intment 

Hi 

You have been scheduled for the following tutor appointment: 

It starts this Thursday! Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:50 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

m~other appointment! 

Hi 

You also have been added to the following appointment starting tonightlh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:51 AM 

< @live. unc.edu> 

tutor appointment! 

Hi 

You have been added to the following tutor session: 

It starts tomorrow night! Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:53 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

tutor session 

Hi p 

You have the following tutor sessions on your schedule now: 

They start this Thursday! Let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

<        ~live.unc.edu-~ 

tutor ap~intment 

Hi 

You have been scheduled for the following tutor appointment: 

It starts this Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: Chmlges 

Done! Thanks a million! 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 6:28 PN 
To= Maloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Changes 
Please notify the students below. 

i’m sure there will be more to come in the next few days. 
See the changes below: 

- ECON Wed @ 8pm with 

- ECON Wed @ 8pm with 

)-CHEM .Thur @ 7pm with 

¯ , , - CHEM Thur @ 7pro with 

) - DRAM Tues @ 6pm with 

- DRAM Wed @ 6pm with 

I - ECON Thurs @ 6pro with 

-ENGL Thurs @ 8pro wit} 

) -STOR Thurs @ 9pro with 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bs,’q,’-! E ~, :~rrtai . Er~ : ,e~,% 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ce[l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:58 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

more tutor appointment!! 

WSW tutor schedule 9.17.13.pdf; MSW tutor schedule 9.17.13.pdf 

Coach, 

Here are the new tutor schedules! The following appointments were just added yesterday. I have emailed them all individually, but this is for your records: 

- ECON Wed @ 8pro with 

- CHEM Thur @ 7pm with 

- CHEM : Thur @ 7pm with 

- DRAM Tues @ 5pro with, 

DRAM Wed @ 5pm with 

-ECON Thurs @ 5pm with 

-ENGL Thurs @ 8pm with 

, -STOR. Thurs @ 9pm with, 
I have been told there will be more to follow which is great. The students have done a great job coming by and really pushing to get appointments. 



TUTOR SCHEDULE 

Course Tutor Day Time Room 

EXSS Sunday 09:00 PM 

EXSS Monday 07:00 PM 

EXSS Wednesday 07:00 PM 

G 

R 

HIST Wednesday 08:00 PM N-T5 

GEOL Wednesday 07:00 PM 

DRAM Tuesday 06:00 PM 

CHEM Thursday 07:00 PM 

STOR Thursday 09:00 PM 

CHEM Thursday 07:00 PM 

PSYC Sunday 07:00 PM R 

ECON Monday 09:00 PM 

EXSS: Sunday 07:00 PM 

Page 1 of 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, ,9:59 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: quesqdon 

Hello! We do have a laminating machine.,,I just need to find it! I wilt let you know ill can confirm it’s still here and we have the materials._ 

From= i 
Sent= Monday, : :t0:33 PN 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: question 

Hi! I have a random question., is there a machine that does lamination at the AC? I have some goal sheets for the team that I want to laminate and put in 

our locker room and the captains last gear said that Beth helped them with it. Let me know! Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:04 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: tutor appointment 

You can contact ASPSATt,toring@unc.edu and ask. Please copy me on the email. The requests have been very hard to come by, so please understand I have really 

been pushing to g~-’_d: these a~xm~tments and you provided your availability inf.:_~rmation. 

Frora: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:59 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: tutor appointment 
Importance: High 

Hi JaJmie, 

Is there another day (preferably MoniWeddFri) or early on Thursday that I can have the tutor on? 

O11 , at 9:53 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu-* wrote: 

Hi: 

You have been scheduled for the following tutor appointment: 

~s~oR 
It starts this Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays’.! 

Okay, I understand. Send the email and make sure you include the required inforrnation. Indicate you have been approved due to work obligations you can’t get 

out of.,, 

From: 
Sent" Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I got scheduled to work Sunday night and unfortunately I haven’t been able to find someone to trade shifts with me. I’m sorry I really wish I didn’t have to cancel! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:02 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Why do you have to cancel this session? I need to approve it first. 

I have attached the Student/Tutor agreement which outlines the cancelation policy~ Once you get confirmatior~ from me to cancel the appointment, 

please follow the directions below which I cut and pasted from the attachment: 

Appointment Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should not be canceled beyond special 

circumstonces. 

Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 
o Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should communicate the absence with the tutor no later than 

the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures listed below. 
¯ For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
¯ For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 
¯ For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 
¯ In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu AND jaimielee@unc.edu (academic counselor) 
¯ All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to the tutorial 

staff. 
Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

Any cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by the tutor as an academic infraction. 

o 

e 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, I 9:41 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: psyc tutor 7pm sundays!! 

Hi Jaimie! 

I just wanted to let you know I’m going to need to cancel my tutoring session this coming Sunday. What are the steps I need to take to do this? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <iairnielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: psyc i tutor 7pro sundays!! 

That’s what I thought!! No worries[ I just wanted to make sure you had the information. 

Fro~: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:46 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-° Re: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I never got an email about that actually so I had no idea about that tutoring session. Sorry about the miscommunication ill definitely be d~ere flom 

now on ! 

-I 

Sent from rny iPhone 

On , at 12:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" < j_ _a_ j_ _ _m_ _ j_ _e_ J_ _e_ _ _e_ _ _ _@_ _ _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _ : _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > wrote: 

Hi 

Did you know of your psyc tutor session this past Sunday at 7pro in room R with ?!?!’?! 

Please know this session has been scheduled for you! Please make sure you attend from now on! 

<Student and Tutor Agreement .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

@eaa~Nink.net> 

RE: Tutor tonight 

Why do you need to cancel? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From      [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday: 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor tonight 

Hey Jaimie, 

I can not make my 9:00 Econ 

Thanks, 

~earthlink.net] 
10:16 AM 

tutor tonight. Who do I need to notify, In order for me not to get charged? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATukmng@unc.edu>; < ~live.unc.edu> 
RE: STOR Tutor 

will keep the appointment. Thank you! 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Sulzject: RE: STOR Tutor 

10:17 AM 

Hi 

Unfortunately, that is the only time we have a tutor available tbr your section. I realize that 
The only other option would be to attend drop-in hours on a regular basis 
Please discuss with Jaimie your options and Jaimie will let me know how to proceed. 

’]?hank you 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Athletes bsheu@email unc.edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

has early molTllng practices and this will probably be pretty’ tough for you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: STOR    Tutor 

10:13 AM 

Hi, 

l have a tutor scheduled for Thursdays at 9:00pro with 
Mondays/Wednesdays/Fridays anytime after 6 pm 

’]?hank you, 

l was wondering if there was an earlier time slot ]’or Thursdays or appointments availabl e on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: STOR Tutor 

Ok, I let them know... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, : i0:26 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: STOR Tutor 

Hi JaJmie, 

I would like to keep the appointment for Thursdays at 9:00pm if it is still possible! 

Thank~ 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: STOR Tutor 

Date: 10:16:34 AM EDT 

To: .... < @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a__Lm___!__e__[_e____e__@__u____n___c__;__e____d____u_> 

Hi; 

Unforttmately, that is the only time we have a tutor available for your section. I realize that ; 
for you. 

The only other option would be to attend drop-in hours on a regular basis. 

Please discuss with Jaimie your options and Jaimie will let me know how to proceed. 

Thank you 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Orifice: 919-843-2328 

Cell:’ 

has eaady morning practices and this will probably be pretty tough 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i 

Sent: Tuesdw, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: STOR    Tutor 

10:13 AM 

H~ 

I have a tutor scheduled for Thursdays at 9:00pro with 

Mondays,Wednesdays/Fridays anytime after 6 pro. 

Thank yot~ 

¯ I was wondering if there was an earlier time slot for Thursdays or appoinlments available on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

1>,22: Tutor session cancellation 

Just this coming Sunday. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:06 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor session cancellation 

Is this permanently? Or just this coming Sunday? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
U’qC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:06 AM 
To: ASPSA Tuturing 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor session cancellation 

Hello, 

I have j ust been approved to cancel my PS YC 

Thanks! 

mturing appointment on Sunday, September 22nd, at 7:00pm with due to work obligations 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

<1 ~earthlink.net> 

RE: Tutor tonight 

First, please reach out to the group and see if they can either come to Loudermilk or meet a bit earlier or late. I am sure you already tried, but please tly again I don’t want you to lose out on 
a tutor. There are too many students who have been begging for tutors and not getting an?’.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto }earthlink net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11 : 12 AiVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 

I have a group meeting with other students from my class at that time to go over the homework 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Jaimle [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tutor tonight 

Why do you need to cancel? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailtc a)earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, _ 10:16AM 
To: Lee, Jaunie 
Subject: Tutor tonight 

He?" Jaimie, 

I can not make my 9:00 Ecun, tutor tonight Who do I need to notify In order :[’or me nut to get charged? 

Thanks, 

Sent li*um my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday,                  11:44 AM 

< @unc.edu> 

WEEKLY MEETING TOMORROW 8:30AM 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have your appointment set for Wednesdays at 8:30am, okay? 

Please confirm when you get this! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:45 AM 

<       ~live.unc.edu> 

weekly meetings 

Hi p 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have your appointment set for Wednesdays at 9:00am. Please confirm when you get this. 

I will see you tomorrow. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:45 AM 

~live. unc.e&D 

weekly meeting Wed at Noon 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have you scheduled for Wednesdays at noon. Please confirm when you get this! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

@gmail .corn) 

weeldy meetings Wed 12:30pm 

Hi 
I have you scheduled to meet with me on Wednesdays at 12:30pm. Please confirm this time works for you. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: tutor schedule!’.! 

No worries! It will probably be with the sarae tutor, so talk to 
make the char~ge! 

Thank’; for letting me know! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:53 AM 
To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule!!! 
Jaimie, 
Thank you! This is embarrassing, but I think I wrote down the wrong class...The class I was looking for a tutor for was ECON . I will go to the tutor 
tomorrow night because it has already been scheduled and I don’t want to mess that up, but is it possible that I could get a tutor for ECON , and not 
ECON 
Thank you. And again, I am sorry for the confusion on my part. 

and see if he can go ahead and cover the    , If not, email me and ASPSATutoring@unc.edu to 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

To:l 

Subject: tutor schedule!I! 

Hi ,1 
Vo j now have tutoring! Here is your appointment. It starts tomorrow: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 11:55 AM 

< @gmaJl.com> 

ILE: weekly meetings Wed 12:30pm 

Okay, great! Did yoke copy rne on the ernait? 

Oh no! Okay, I will see if that can be changed. Sorry if I missed that when makh~g your request. 

From; I [mailto: ,@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

To; Lee, JaJmJe 
Subject: Re: weekly meetings Wed 12:30pm 
Importance-" High 

It works! I also emailed the tutoring site tbr linguistics, so that should hope[hlly be helpful. AI~, I must’ve made a mistake on my tukmng sheet. I need a Chem tutor, 

but I can’t do Thursdays because I have a lab from 5:30 to 9:20. I thought I wrote that down, but I might have tbrgotten, I’m sow! 

Thank~ 

On , at 11:46 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" -~iaJ~rnie!ee(~mlc.edu> wrote: 

Hi p 

I have you scheduled to meet with me on Wednesdays at :12:30pm. Please confirm this time works for you. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:56 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: Chmlges 

Ugh! has lab on Thursdays until 9:20pro. I didn’t see that, Is there another night for them?? 

Thanks! 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
SeBt: Monday, September 16, 2013 6:28 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B, Lee, Jaimie, Orr, Kym N, Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Changes 
Please notify the students below. 

I’m sure there will be more to come in the next few days. 

See the changes below: 

)- ECON, Wed @ 8pm with i 

- ECON Wed @ 8pm with 

- CHEM Thur @ 7pm with 

CHEM . Thur @ 7pm with 

DRAIV i Tues @ 6pm with 

I- DRAM , Wed @ 6pm with’ 

- ECON Thurs @ 6pm with 

-ENGL Thurs @ 8pm witt" 
STOR    Thurs @ 9pm with 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:21 PM 

<      @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: weeldy meeting Wed atNoon 

’Awesome! Thanks, :! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,’ 12:03 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting Wed at Noon 

Hey Jaimie! 

Noon tomorrow sounds good to me! And I got your email about the tutor which sounds good too! 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:45 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <]aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow. I have you scheduled for Wednesdays at noon. Please confirm when you get this! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 12:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Linguis~dcs Tutor 

Thanks,     :! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Linguistics Tutor 

12:18 PM 

Hit 
My name is I’m on the I would like to request a Linguistics tutor I already asked my academic advisor and she put in a request, but it’s really urgent 
because rm completely lost and need a tutor before my midterm next Thursday. I am available Sunday an)’ time, Monday through Wednesday from 5 to 10, and Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings until 10:30. 
’]?hanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays’.! 

Great! That’s fine, just send another ernail to aspsa tutoring saying you will NOT need to cancel your session this Sunday. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:37 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I actually just found a sub for work! Can I reschedule my tutor session? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:23 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay, I understand. Send the ernail and make sure you include the required information. Indicate you have been approved due to work obligations 

you can’t get out of.. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

I got scheduled to work Sunday night and unfortunately I haven’t been able to find someone to trade shifts with me. I’m sorry I really wish I didn’t 

have to cancel] 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:02 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Why do you have to cancel this session? I need to approve it first. 

I have attached the Sl:udentiTu~:or agreement which outlines the cancelation policy. Once you get confirrnation from me to cancel the 

appoint:mere:, please follow the directions below which I cut and pasted from the al:tachment: 

Appointment Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should not be canceled 

beyond special circumstances. 

Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 
o Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should communicate the absence with the tutor 

no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures listed below. 
¯ For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 
¯ For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 
¯ For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 
¯ In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu AND iaimielee@unc.edu (academic 

counselor) 
All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to 
the tutorial staff. 
Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

Any cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by the tutor as an academic infraction. 

e 

® 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: psyc    tutor 7pm sundays!! 

Hi Jaimie! 

I just wanted to let you know I’m going to need to cancel my tutoring session this coming Sunday. What are the steps I need to 

take to do this? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: psyc tutor 7pm sundays!! 

That’s what 1 thought!! No worries! I just wanted to make sure you had the information. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:46 pivl 

"Ire: Lee, 3airnie 
Subject: Re: psyc    tutor 7pro sundays!! 

I never got an email about that actually so I had no idea about that tutoring session. Sorry about the miscommunication ill definitely be 

there from now on! 

Sent [rom my iPhone 

On . at 12:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a__!___m__[__e_!__e___e__@__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 



Hi 

Did you know of your psyc    tutor session this past Sunday at 7pm in room R with "71?!71 

Please know this session has been scheduled for yOU! Please make sure you attend from now on! 

<Student and Tutor Agreement .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

@live unc edu~> 

I~E: tutor schedule 

Hi 

You received ~,n infraction for not attending the appointment I em~,iled you about below, Please verify when you get this message. I want to make sure you are 

aware of this api:~.:_~ir~tment. 

Thanks, 

JabT~ie 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 11:05 AM 
To= 
Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

EXSS              SUnday O?iO0 ~M 
Sessions start this Sunday! Please Jet me know if you have questions/concerns] 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:05 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

FW: tutor schedule 

Coach, 

I sent the following email due to a missed appointment. I assume she just didn’t get the email. I have been able to text some students about their 

[:u~or sessions but have been unabh? to get ew:,ryone’s cell tmmbers, tf you don’t mind reminding ew-_~ryone to check ernail for notifications oF new appointmer~ts, 

thai: would be gr~-_~a d Thank you! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PN 
To: 
Subject: RE: tutor schedule 
Importance: High 

Hi 

You received an infraction for not attending the appointment I emailed you about below. Please verify ~,~,,hen you get this message. I want to make sure you are 

aware of this appointmenL 

i’hanks, 

Jaimie 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, 11:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: tutor schedule 
Importance-, High 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

sunday o7ioo ~M 
Sessions start this Sunday! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns] 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 5:49 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdesehn@unc.edu> 

Re: tutor schedule 

Coach, 

texted me! We are clearing things up now! Thank you’. 

On , at 5:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(a))mc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

I sent the folk)wing email due to a missed appointment. I assume she iust didn’t get the ernail. I have b¢_~en able to text some students 

about their tutor sessions but have been unable to get everyone’s cell numbers. I1: you don’t mind reminding everyone to check emait for 

notifications of new appoinLrnents, thaL would be great! Thank you! 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PM 
To= 
Subject" RE: tutor schedule 
Importance-" High 

H~ 

You r~-’_!c~:_!ived an iF~:ra~:~ion [or not attet~dit~g ~’~e ai:q)ohH:m~:_!r~t ] emaih:_!d Vou about beh:!w. Please verify when you get this me;sage, f want to make 

sure you are aware of this appointment. 

Thanks, 

,laimie 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Friday, 11:05 AM 
To," 
Subject-" tutor schedule 
Importance-" High 

Hi 

Here is your tutor schedule: 

E×ss              ! SUnda~ o7ioo pM 
Sessions start this SundayJ Please let me know if you have questions!concerns! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:00 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Re: Changes 

Dam ok we will have to cancel I guess... She has really been wanting this... 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 5:55 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSA.T~1,rin~i~uE:c.ed~> wrote: 

That’s actually the only session going on for her section. 

The only other opt:ion for her woukd be t:o do drop.-ins at the rnom¢_~nt. 

B en ,.qh eu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinat:or 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student.-AtMetes 

Ol:[:ice: 919-843--2328 

Cell: 

From: lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Changes 

Ugh[ has lab on Thursdays until 9:20pro. I didn’t see thaL. Is there another night for Chem?? 

Th a nl~s ! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent-" Monday, September 16, 2013 6:28 PM 
To-" IVlaloy, Susan B; Lee, Jaimie; Orb Kym N; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject," Changes 
Please notify the students below. 

I’m sure there will be more to come in the next few days. 

See the changes below: 

B en ,.qh eu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Linguis~dcs Tutor 

Hi ! Did you see the message about your linguistics tutor? Please let me know if you have any questions’. I’m glad it worked out 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Linguistics Tutor 

5:44 PM 

We have added a session fbr you with @ 8pm on Mondays. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program Jk~r Student-Athletes bsheu@email unc.edu 
OJTice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
SubJect: Linguistics Tutor 

12:18 PM 

Eli! 
My name is , I’m on the I would like to request a Linguistics tutor. I already asked my academic advisor and she put in a request, but it’s really urgent 
because I’m completely lost and need a tutor before my midterm next Thursday I am available Sunday any time, Monday through Wednesday from 5 to 10, and Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings until 10:30 
Thanks! 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:50 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

tutor cancelation 

’IL1TOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT .pdf 

Hi 

Your tutor session this Sunday, 9/22 with will is canceled for Spanish. He will not be available. Please visit drop in hours if you still need assistance. I 

have attached the drop in schedule for your reference. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:53 AM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

RE: rotor 

’IUTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT .pdf 

Hi 

Please give me your exact availability, days/times, etc, and I will put m a request Also, please see the attachment for drop-in tutoring. I m~U not have anyone else available for appointments 

Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:57 AM 
To: Lee, Ja~nie 
Subject: tutor 

Hi Jahme! 

Could i get a tutor for Biomechanics? its EXSS Could I also request a tutor that isn’t the same tutor as ~ ? And a tutor at an earlier time? ’l’hank you[[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 12:02 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

RE: tutor 

The tutor schedule does have drop in for exss which covers    ..that is the time I am referring to.. you will need to attend those sessions because I am not sure if I will be able to find any 1 
on 1 tutoring I will go ahead and put in the request, but as I said, please attend the EXSS drop in sessions. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: tutor 

11:59 AM 

Ok I just looked at the tutor schedule and there are no EXSS    tutors. I have practice Ii-om 2-5 every afternoon. On mondays and wednesdays I have class from 5 till 6:15. So evel7 tuesday, 
thursday, friday I could see a tutor any time past 5:00pm. EveW monday and wednesday I could see one past 6:15pm Thank you! And if      tutor is the only one available I don’t mind 

On 

wro be: 

, at 11:52 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> 

> <TUTOR DROP-IN tutur schedule by SUBIECT .pd.t’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

RE: tutor 

You’re welcome[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: rotor 

12:05 PM 

Oh I see! Ok thank you %r sending me the schedule and %r putting in a request’. 

On 

wrote: 
at 12:01 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

> ’]?he mtur schedule dues have drop in for exss which covers    . .that is the time I am referring tu..you will need tu attend those sessions because I am nut sure if I will be able to find any 
1 on I tutoring I will go ahead and put in the request, but as [ said, please attend the EXSS drop in sessiuns 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Froln: 

> Sent: Wednesday, 11:59 AM 
> Tu: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Re: tutor 
> 

> Ok I just [uoked at the tutor schedule and there are no EXSS 
tuesday, thursday, friday I could see a mtur any time past 5:00prn. EveW munday and wednesday I cuuld see une past 6:15prn. Thank your And if 

tutors. I have practice ffum 2-5 every aRernuon. On mondays and wednesdays I have class from 5 till 6:15. Su every 
tutor is the unly une available I dun’t 

mind. 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 11:52 AM, "Lee, Jairnie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 
> wrute: 
> 

>> <TUTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT pdY> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:05 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

(mascigeol    tutor) 

Hi, 

has lab on Wednesdays and it does conflict with her appointments at 7pm with            Initially, we thought she could make it on time. They were 

able to meet tonight at 7pm, and the tutor says she can have come to her Tuesday night at 7pm, even though it is a different section. Can we please go ahead 

and add to sessions on Tuesdays at 7pm? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:15 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

cancelation 

Hi, 

Please cancel 

Thank you. 

Sunday night sessions for EXSS at 9pm with ¯ She has found the drop-in tutor more helpful for this subject¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

I~E: quesqdon 

I can’t find the macffine anywhere but Vm going to keep Iookb~g._l don’t know what Beth may have done with it.,, 

From: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: question 

Sor~ to bother you, but have you asked about the machine yet? 

O11 at 9:59 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hello! We do have a laminathlg machine._l just need to find it! I win let you know if I can confirm it’s stN here and we have the materials.,, 

From: 
Sent." Monday, 10:33 PN 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= question 

Hi! I have a random question., is there a machine that does lamination at the AC? I have some goal sheets for the team that I want to 

laminate and put in our locker room and the captains last year said that Beth helped them with it. Let me know! Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

tutor session 

Hi Sarah, 

FYI. the followin~ session is on your schedule but it will not start until the 29th1 

-Sun @ 8pro SPAN    with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:36 AM 

~aol.com) 

weekly meeling 

Hi ! 

I would like to set our weekly meeting time for 9:00am every Thursday morning. If you can make it this morning, great! Sorry for the late notice. 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:38 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

weekly meetings 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings this morning! I have you down for 9:30am. If that works, please stop by! Let me know when you get this! I would like us to 

meet every Thursday morning at 9:30am. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:41 AM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

WEEKLY MEETING 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today! I have you down for Thursdays at lO:OOam. Please let me know if that works! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 8:45 AM 

~yahoo.com) 

weekly meeting 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

weeldy meeting Fridays at lO:30am 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow at lO:30am. Will you please confirm this will work for you?! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:59 AM 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Greg, 

FYI, is trying to reach you... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 10:47 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

math tutor request 

Hi, 

I can’t make the following request in the database because her schedule will not pop up in the database. 

I would like to make the following request for 

1. 1x/week for Math and she is available from 6-10pm Sun-Thurs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 10:50 AM 

@yahoo.corn> 

I~E: weekly meeting 

Oh okay, I had a feeling Lhat time would be tougk I am available MWF at 930arn or WED at 1030. I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the only day. Does any o]: that 

work? 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, : 10:06 AlVl 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the                       at 1:15 ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a__!__m__!__e__[_e___e__~__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 11:17 AM 

@yahoo.corn> 

I~E: weekly meeting 

’Actually, IO:30arn on Wednesdays is better. That will be in between classes ]:or you._ 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent-" Thursday, 11:00 AM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: weekly meeting 

Jaimie, 

Wednesday at 5 pm sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <~aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 930am or WED at I030~ I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the only day. Does 

any of that work? 

From: ~. yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 10:06 AM 

To; Lee, 3aimie 
Subject-" Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the                       at 1:25 ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__Lm__!__e__he__e____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 1:48 PM 

@live. unc.edu~> 

sunday tutor session 

Hi 

Please make sure you attend this session on Sundays. I still can’t find a report anywhere saying you attended this past Sunday. I see you attended drop in with 

but not this one: 

S~n~O~iO0 PM G 
Let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

I~E: queddon 

I finally found the laminator.,,I also t:ound out there is also one in the business office! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, I0:26 AM 
To: Lee, Jairnie 
Subject= Re: question 

Sor~ to bother you, but have you asked about the machine yet? 

O11 , at 9:59 AM, "I,ee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hello! We do have a laminathlg machine._l just need to find it! I win let you know if I can confirm it’s stN here and we have the materials.,, 

From: 
Sent: Monday, :t0:33 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: question 

Hi! I have a random question., is there a machine that does lamination at the AC? I have some goal sheets for the team that I want to 

laminate and put in our locker room and the captains last year said that Beth helped them with it. Let me know! Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

I~E: WOLO Tutor 

Great! Can I schedule for Thursdays at 7pr!!? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:39 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, 

Sunday- 6-7pro 

Monday - 8-10pro 

Tuesday - 5-8pm 

Wednesday - 6- lOpm 

Thursday - 6- lOpm 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Please tell me what might work for your students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 3:21 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: (masc/geol    tutor) 

Ok, thanks! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, 2:38 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: (masc/geN tutor) 

Change made~ Please n,at[fy 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsheu~’emaiLunc.edu 

Office: 919-8:13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:05 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: (masc/geol tutor) 

Hi, 
has lab on Wednesdays and it does conflict with her appointments at 7pm with 

able to meet tonight at 7pm, and the tutor says she can have 

and add to sessions on Tuesdays at 7pro? 

Thanks. 

Initially, we thought she could make it on time. They were 

come to her Tuesday night at 7pm, even though it is a different section. Can we please go ahead 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:04 PM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emM.unc.edu> 

l~g: Appointments 

Hi Nicole, 
with you? She is supposed to be with me by 4pro_. 

From-" Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:29 PM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Appointments 

Hi Jaimie, 

Just want to let you know       has an appointment with the 

couldn’t get her in any other time. Also,          has an appointment to 

you at 9:00, but it should not take long at all to get them made. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

{cell) 

(919) 962-2067 {office) 

.n__!. _aJ. _e_ .x_a___n_d_ .C@_.e__ .m_ :a_ i_[: u__n_. _c_:. _e_ d_ u_. 

Monday at 8:30 at campus health. They know she has class at 9:00, but we 

at campus health at 8:30 Monday. She said she has an meeting with 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:12 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

l~g: Appointments 

Nevermind about. ! I have her attending another review session! 

From= Lee, .]aimie 
Sent= Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:04 PM 
To= Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject= RE: Appointments 

Hi Nicole, 

is       with you? She is supposed to be with me by 4pro.,. 

From= Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:29 plVl 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Appointments 

Hi Jaimie, 

Just want to let you know       has an appointment with the 

couldn’t get her in any other time. Also,          has an appointment to get 

you at 9:00, but it should not take long at all to get them made. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

{cell) 

(919) 962-2067 {office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 

Monday at 8:30 at campus health. They know she has class at 9:00, but we 

at campus health at 8:30 Monday. She said she has an meeting with 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:14 PM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emM.unc.edu> 

l~b2: Appointments 

Nevermind[ I sent to another review session. Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:04 PM 
To: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Subject= RE: Appointments 

Hi Nicole, 

Is       with you? She is supposed to be with me by 4pro... 

From= Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:29 plVl 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Appointments 

Hi Jaimie, 

Just want to let you know       has an appointment with the 

couldn’t get her in any other time. Also, Stephanie has an appointment to 

you at 9:00, but it should not take long at all to get them made. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 

Monday at 8:30 at campus health. They know she has class at 9:00, but we 

at campus health at 8:30 Monday. She said she has an meeting with 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 4:21 PM 

@live. unc.edtr> 

Re: sunday tutor session 

Yes, you axe supposed to be in room G for your appointment with 

Sent from my iPad 

On 

for 

at 4:20 PM, (a)live.uncuedu> wrote: 

Oh, I thought that was where I was supposed to go because that’s where they directed me. Does the G mean I was supposed to be in room G? 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_’_a_~!i_e__l__e_~_ti_r_Lc_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hi 
Please make sure you attend this session on Sundays. I still can’t find a report anywhere saying you attended this past Sunday. I see you 
attended drop in with but not this one: 
E~S sun~avoTioo PM G 
Let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:38 AM 

Jennifer Town~nd (jtownsen&~ uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: 

Hi Jenn, 

I got the following message from i 
know... 

the transfer I will double check the worksheet, but you may alrea@ have insight as to whether or not this is a problem...please let me 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

He?- Jaimie, 

I just gut notice that a class I luoked at getting credit [’or gave me credit fur glubal issues which is the geugraphy class I am currently taking Is this an issue with huurs and electives as I 
already have global issues because uf this and that is what my GEOG    class is fur? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:29 AM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Missed Advising Appoinmlent 

Thanks, Spencer, for copying me on this email[ 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Friday, 10:49 AN 
To= 
Subject= Missed Advising Appointment 

says he just made up his appointment with ! Fie was about to be in BIG trouble... 

I hope that you are doing well. We had an appointment today (Sep[ember 20) a[ 10:30am that you missed. 
I~ the future, if you need to cancel, please do so via the remimJer email you receive the day before the appointment. Please reschedule your 
appointment through our scheduler at advising.unc.edu. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 11:33 AM 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplm~@unc.edu> 

ltB: 

Roger, 

Thank you for this information. I appreciate you filling in for his missed appointment with Spencer. 

From-" Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Sent: Friday, 11:30 AM 

To: Lee, -laimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, 

had an appointment at 10:30 Am this morning with Spencer but he missed that and showed up at 11:15 AM. Since I had time, I met with him--so he’s met 

his requirement for an appointment this term. He is on track for graduation. 

if you have any questions, please let me know. 

Roger 

1:-." f’~ Ci ~; ~ i ~," i ! }<2 ~;~ "b ! ~ ,’,%, i"" i,:, ~>, 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Ar’ts and Sciences and the General College 

G 00~.~ Steele 

Campus Box 3.1.1(~ 

University oF North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Office: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962~688g 

b__t_-_t__ _p__;/Ld_~_Ls_[0_m__u__~z_t,___e__~tu_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:51 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

academic infiactions 

Hello coach, 

FYI, I have spoken with the students who received infractions or warnings from our ASPSA tutoring coordinator. Just so you are aware: 

1. __ texted and emailed me and the tutor coordinator late Sunday afternoon she wasn’t feeling well. I told her she will likely be unexcused, but 

she said she did not feel well enough to attend. 

2. : contacted me to say he had a group meeting for class and could not attend his tutor session. He notified me and the tutor coordinator late, 

so he received an infraction. 

3. she didn’t go to the specified room for her tutor session. She accidentally attended a drop in session instead of her specific appointment. I 

have cleared up her confusion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

weaning--less than 8 s~dy hours 

~)live.unc.edu> 

Hello! 

It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met the required hours. 

I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at ASPSATutoring@unc.edu if you think 

this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 6:13 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Ok thales I will figure out the issue... Am you taJldng about your assigned tutoring?? 

On at 5:15 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

I went to 2 hours worth of tutoring and had at least 6 hours of s~tudy hall. 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

On at 4:58 I?M, "Lee, Jainfie" <j_’_m__~![e__l__e_~_9__r_Lc_:_e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hello! 
It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met the required 
hours. 
I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up, Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at 
ASPSATutor!ng@unc:edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 6:13 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Hi 

Which sessions did you attend so I can go back and check? 

On , at 5:46 PM, (a~live.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hello Jamie 

I went to 2 hours of tutors on Thursday as well as 7.5 hours in the s~tudy room throughout the week. Hopefully this can be all cleared up. Thmlk you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 I?M, "Lee, Jainfie" <jaJrnielee(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 
It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met the required 
hours. 
I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up, Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at 
ASPSATutoring@unc,edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:18 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: wasning--less than 8 stud?, hours 

Perfect! You are good._l jusL needed to adjust how I did the report. Thanks for helping rne clear that upH! 

From= 
Sent= Friday 6:54 PM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

I attended a Econ    section at 6 and a Engl    at 8 on 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:13 PM, "Lee, JNmie" <jaimielee@unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Which sessions did you attend so I can go back and check? 

On at 5:46 PM, 

Hello Jamie 

I went to 2 hours of tutors on 

Thank you 

_@.._!Lv_..e_:..u_ n__c_:_e_.d__~.> wrote: 

as well as 7.5 hours in the study room throughout the week. Hopefully this can be all cleared up. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_.!_m_i_.e_!_e_e____@.__u_._n_..c_:..e_d__u_> wrote: 

Hello! 

It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met 

the required hours. 

I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at 

ASPSATutoring@unc.edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:22 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: AC Tutors 

’IL1TOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by DAY.pdf; TUTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT 

Hi 

I didn’t get your message until now, so I regret I couldn’t get this information to you sooner. I hope you were able to stop by [oundermilk and get the help you 

needed. 

H¢_~re is another copy o[ the drop in sch¢_~dule. Tllere is additional psyc and plws exam r¢_~vie~, this w¢_~ek, I ~,ill send ot~t an email blast today. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, :t2:17 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: AC Tutors 

Jamie, 

Where would I find out what walk in tutors are available tonight? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:25 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

RE: wasning--less than 8 study hours 

Yes, Thanks for clearing this up! I just needed to make the necessary adjustment in rny report! You’re good to go! 

From" 
Sent; Friday, 6:15 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Yes! I hope that’s still 8 hours :/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:12 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thanks I will figure out the issue... Are you talking about your assigned tutoring?? 

On , at 5:15 PM, .~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

I went to 2 hours worth of tutoring and had at least 6 hours of study hall. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iairnielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not show you met 

the required hours. 

I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor coordinator at 

ASPSATutoring@unc.edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 9:30 AM 

@live.edu> 

ILE: AC Tutors 

’IVTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by DAY.pdf; TUTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT 

YOU~ re welcome, 

The email I just sent you had the schedules attached, I also sent an email weeks ago to the team with drop-in tutoring information and info about resources on 

ca~qqpus, 

Please let me Imow it for any reason you cannot access,; the ~[:tachrnents 

f hope ~:his helps, ~md let me know if there is any .:)1:her h~forrm~:ion you need!! 

From: 
Senti Monday, 9:24 AM 
To; Lee, _laimie 
Subject; RE: AC Tutors 

Thank you JaJnie, 

I asked one of the freshman to take a pictme of their coW of the schedule so I was able to come in. It will be nice to have my own coW though. 

Thanks ag~irL 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, .laimie" <iaimielee~;unc.e&~> 
Date: 9:22 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ,~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: AC Tutors 

HI 

I didn’t get your message unLil now, so I regret I couldn’t get Lhis inf.:_~rnlati.:_~n to you sooner, I hope you were able to stop by [oundern’filk and gel Lhe help you 

n eed ed. 

Here is another copy o[: the drop in schedule. There is additional psyc and phys exam review this week. I will send out an emaif blast today. 

From: 
Sent; Sunday, 12:17 PM 
Te; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; AC Tutors 

Jamie, 

Where would I find out what walk in tutors are available tonight? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:31 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Oh no I didn’t want to give you a heart attack! Lol I mainly needed help figuring out what Iwas missing. 

From: 
Sent= Monday, 9:26 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Awesome thank you so much] You almost gave me a heart attack. 

t:igured it was a problem with the system, not you! (,) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:24 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Y~-_~s, Thanl~s for cle~ring Lhis up! I just needed to make the t~e(:essary ~djusl:me]lt in my report! You’re good to go! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 6:15 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: warning--less than 8 study hours 

Yes! I hope that’s still 8 hours :/ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:12 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__L_m___[_e__L_e__e____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Ok thanks I will figure out the issue... Are you talking about your assigned tutoring?? 

On at 5:15 PM, @live,unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

I went to 2 hours worth of tutoring and had at least 6 hours of study hall. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:58 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

It appears you have not completed 8 hours for this week! I have checked the drop in tutor reports, and do not 

show you met the required hours. 

I will not be sending my report today in order to give you time to clear this up. Email me back AND the tutor 

coordinator at ASPSATutor!ng@unc.edu if you think this is an error. I will be sending my report first thing on 

Monday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 9:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: AC Tutors 

You’re welcome, 

The email I just sent you had the schedules attached. I also sent an email weeks ago to the team with drop-in tutoring information and hlfo about resources on 

CB m pu S. 

Please let me know if for shy reason you carmot access the attachments. 

I hope this helps, and let me know if there is any other information you need!! 

From: 
Sent" Monday, 9:24 AM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: AC Tutors 

Thank you JaJnie, 

I asked one of the freshman to taJae a picture of their coW of the schedule so I was able m come in. It will be nice to have my own copy though. 

Thanks again, 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?~unc.edu> 

Date: 9:22 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: (2,)live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: AC Tutors 

Hi 

I didn’t get your message until now, so I regret I couldn’t get this information to you sooner. I hope you were able to stop by Loundermilk and get the help you 

needed 

Here is anoLher copy of the drop in schedule. There is addiLionaf psyc and phys exam review this week. I wilt send out an email blast today. 

From-. 
Sent" Sunday, 12:17 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: AC Tutors 

Jamie, 

Where would I find out what walk in tutors are available tonight? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:27 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Will we be able to start tutorb~g this week fo 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:39 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our ne~ Please tell me what might work for your students. 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

sorry, for all of the emaJls 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; @live.nnc.edu> 

My apologies for the emails. I will update my email list so you will not have to be bombarded by my emails! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

cancelation reques~t 

Hello, 

Will you please see if would like to cancel her physiology (exss    i tutoring tonight since they had their exam today? I am not sure if it would be a 

good idea or not. If she doesn’t think she will have any new material to cover, she may think it’s fine. 

Also, will last night’s feedback forms be available soon? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, [1:04 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: cancelation request 

Of course..,I always prefer for them to work ahead. Sometimes pmfs do not have the material available and I know d~is prof relies heavily on power points so I 

wanted to make sure. Thanks, 

From= ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, 1.1:03 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: cancelation request 

Feedback forms Soon._ 

I arn trying to get through these emails, I will have them up by noon, 

We would actually prefer her NOT cancel. We’d like for them to start working ahead. 

I’ll touch base wit:h 

L-:~en Sheu 
A’~sist:ant Tutorial C.:_~ordinator 

U N C Ac~ d ern k: 5 u ppo rt Progra rn for Sl:u d en t--At M et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 10:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: cancelation request 

Hello, 

Will you please see if would like to cancel her physiology (exss    I tutoring tonight since they had their exam today? I am not sure if it would be a 

good idea or not. If she doesn’t think she will have any new material to cover, she may think it’s fine. 

Also, will last night’s feedback forms be available soon? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:23 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: cancelation request 

Thanks!! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:11 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: cancelation request 

Feedback fom~s are up. 

Sorry ]:OF the delay. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N(: Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offk>:~: 919-843-2328 

C~-’Ah 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 1:1:04 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: cancelation request 

Of course.,J always prefer for them to work ahead. Sometimes profs do not have the material available and I kno~, this prof relies heavily on po~,er points so I 

wanted to make sure [hanl~s. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: cancelation request 

Feedback forms Soon.,. 

I am trying to get through these emails. 1 will have them up by noon. 

We would actually prefer her NOT cancel. We’d like for them to start working ahead. 

I’1t touch base with 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-ALhletes 

bsi~eu (~emaiLu~;c.edu 

Office: 919-8:13-2328 

{::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 20:13:10:54 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: cancelation request 

Hello, 

Will you please see if            would like to cancel her physiology (exss    i tutoring tonight since they had their exam today? I am not sure if it would be a 

good idea or not. if she doesn’t think she will have any new material to cover, she may think it’s fine. 

Also, will last night’s feedback forms be available soon? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday 11:29 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Rag: WOLO Tutor 

Thanks! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 11:28 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

I believe so._ 

I think Susan was waiting to hear bad( ]:rorY~ HP. We haven’t set her schedule yet. 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U N¢ Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Offk>:~: 919-847,-27;28 

C~-’Ah 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, 10:27 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutuf m~ 

Subject: RE: WOLO Tutor 

WiU we be able to start tutoring this week for Wolof? 

From: ASPSA Tutorina 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:39 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn, Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, Please tell me what might work for your students. 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:59 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~uided study tonight 

Hi Beth, 

F¥1, I have new schedules in the folder for the girls tonight. AAAD tutoring sessions will begin TONIGHT at 7pm for I have updated schedules for 

for later this week. Will you please pass them out and go over the new times with them? Thank you! I have texted them, but I want to 

make sure they get hard copies! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 02 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: MUSC 

Yes I saw it... I told them we would discuss it in their weeldy meetings 

On at 5:36 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSA’r’~rin~::~uE;c.ed~> wrote: 

Hey Jaimie, 

Did you get a chance to see the feedback for egarding in MUSC    ? 
It looks like they are both with twice a week... Do they both need both sessions? Otherwise it seems it might be helpful to split them up. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

On 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 7:06 PM 

@live.edu> 

Re: Psych Exaall proctor 

when is your exam? Also, you definitely need to make the initial contact. Have you spoken to the profyet?? 

at 5:24 PM, ,@]ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing ml exam for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 
a~lJm~g. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  8:53 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hello’. 

We will not be meeting today 

@aol .corn>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

rll see you next Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

~live.edu>; ~live. unc.edu> 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Psych Exmn proctor 

Hi 

Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unrolling to let you reschedule the exam 
and take it during once hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, " )bJive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exmn for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

an~Jfing. 

Do you know ifI will be able to have the exanl proctored? 

Thanlcs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  1:51 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

H~ 

I got a call this morning from the 
She should be excused from all academic sessions today. 

Thanks 

is out sick today. The?- sent her home first thing this morning with a fevei = so I just checked my message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject; 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:35 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

l~b2: WOLO Tutor 

I only saw one night when all could be in attendance, I would like for 

both of thenl couL’t get. 

i~; okay. 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent; Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:26 PN 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: WOLO Tutor 

So just one time a week for What about ? 

Susan 

From; Lee, Jaimie 
Sent-" Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:18 PM 
To; ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject; RE: WOLO Tutor 

Great! Can I schedule 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Wednesday, September 18, 20:13 5:39 PM 

To; Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie 
S,,bject; WOLO Tutor 

Hey Jen and Jaimie, 

Below is the availability of our new WOLO Tutor, 

for Thursdays at 7pr!!? 

to have a 2nd night of tutoring but I didn’t see another slot 

Please tell me what might work for your students. 

Obviously, I would like to have her here for consecutive sessions if possible. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi 

I am more than happy to meet with you. I am available on most days after 2pm. Let me know when you would like to stop by’. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jain’fie Lee, 

Thanks! 

3:52 PM 

I was wondering if I could come meet with you! I need some help with applying to grad school 

Sent li*om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:43 AM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Nicole, 

liust saw this email. Sorry for the delay. Did she attend the doctor’s appt? I told her she needed to contact her profs asap because her 

[ don’t l:hink missing class ~vould baw:_~ gone ow:_~r w~-’AI if sh~-’_~ didn’t communicate. 

[banks, 

JabT~ie 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:12 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

needs to follow up with Dr. Stafford in the morning regarding her illness. (:an I schedule her for first thing in the morning during her LFIT class? I haven’t 

done anything yet, wanted to check with you first. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 9:50 AM 

~live.edu> 

ILb2: Psych Exam proctor 

Okay, thanks for the reminder._l witl let you know what I can do... 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in Texas 

........ Origins] message ........ 
From: "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a_4__r_llj__e_[_e___e_@unc.edu > 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~!_i_~:_e_:_e___@_ >, 
Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(El)uuc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

~_1.i :,__e_:.u.~ c_._e_._d__~}.> 

Hi 
Have you discussed this with your protbssor?? It is imtx~rtant you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, " ,~Jive.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Jmnie, I crone to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing am exam1 for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

anything. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday: ):55 AM 

Welbom, Spencer (swelI-~om@email.unc.edu) 

have you heaJrd of this?... 

Hi Spencer, 

Are you familiar with The National Society of Leadership Success, Sigma Alpha Pi?? 

look it up, but didn’t know if you had any insight. 

Thanks! 

wants to know if I think it would be good for her. I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:59 AM 

~jacobi-lewis.com> 

I~E: 

Hi 

I hope all is well! I don’t see how applghlg for such an organization would hurt. I am not sure of the particulars like if there would be a,, time commitment issue, but 

I will certainly look into it:, f haw:, reached out to my c.:)llei~gues to see if they h~;d any stLHJ~?t?[: athletes who w~-_~re a part of this orgi~nizati.:)n, if Ifind out anyt:hing, I 

will let y.:)u know, Otherwise, my inil:ii~l thoughts are to definitely go for it! it sounds grei~t, and would be a nice ~;dditi.:)nal to her resum~-L 

From: @jacobi-lewis.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:49 AM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: Fw: 

Good morning, 

morn here. I need some guidance about The National Society of Leadership Success, Sigma Alpha Pi. We, have received 

mailings and information regarding this organization and want to know if we should consider it for her. 

There is a                deadline and we want to have her join if you think this would be worth her while. 

Feel free to call me at the toll free number below or on my cell 

Thank you, 

Planning and Design 

Jacobi-Lewis Company 

910-763-6201 phone 

800-763-2433 toll free 

910-763-5610 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:59 AM 

Welborn, Spencer -<swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: have you heard of this?... 

Awesome! Thanks! 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 25, 20:t3 9:58 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: have you heard of this?... 

I will come down and give my Lwo cents when I get a chance .... 

From-" Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:55 AN 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: have you heard of this?... 

Hi Spencer, 

Are you familiar with The National Society of Leadership Success, Sigma Alpha Pi?? 

look it up, but didn’t know if you had any insight. 

Thanks! 

wants to know if I think it would be good for her. I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: ENGL Tutor 

Hi 

Before I cancel, I need to see how you do on your unit :[ project. The appts have been really hard to come 

Thanks, 

From, 

Sent= Wednesday, 10:26 AN 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= ENGL Tutor 

Hello Jaimie, 

I am no longer in need of a tutor for my ENGL 

~o Ineed more info before I cancel. 

on Thursdays at 8p.m. Hopefully this gives enough time to cancel the tutor session. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks. That would be great. She may be at the point where she has to drop d~is class, unfortunately. Is she able to return to her’ normal schedule today? 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:29 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Yes she did go. I will make follow up with her on if she communicated to her professor. I can also get medical documentation if needed. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:43 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a__!__m__j__e__[_e___e____@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Nicofe, 

I just saw this emaik Sorry for’ the defay. Did she attend the doctor’s appt? I tofd her she needed to conLact her profs asap because her’ LFIT prot: has 

already been frustrated with her not being able to participate in the physical activities. I don’t think missing class would have gone over well if she 

didn’t communicate. 

]hat~ks~ 

Jaimie 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, :[::[2 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

needs to follow up with Dr. Stafford in the morning regarding her illness. Can I schedule her for first thing in the morning during her LFIT 

class? I haven’t done anything yet, wanted to check with you first. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexander, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(9:!.9) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@email.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

ILE: weekly meeting 

Hi 

I never got confirmation from you about Wednesdays at :{0:30am~ Since I don’t see you, I assume this time does not work. 

If that is the case. We do n~-_~ed to m~-:~et: at Spin tonight. Thanks. 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, 11:17 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: weekly meeting 

Actually, tO:3Oam on Wednesdays is better. That will be in between classes for you... 

From= @yahoo.corn] 
Sent= Thursday, 11:00 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: weekly meeting 

Jaimie, 

Wednesday at 5 pm sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 93Dam or WED at I030. I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the only day. Does 

any of that work? 

From= @yahoo.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 10:06 AM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at the                              ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 8:44 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <ja__!_m__!e_[ .e_e_~_u__n_ .c_:_.e_ d__u_> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

ILE: weekly meeting 

Hi 

I never got confirmation from you about Wednesdays at :[0:30am~ Since I don’t see you, I assume this time does not work. 

If that is the case. We do m_~ed to m,-:~et: at Spin tonight. Thanks. 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, II: 17 AM 
To= 
Subject: RE: weekly meeting 

Actually, tO:3Oam on Wednesdays is better. That will be in between classes for you... 

From= @yahoo.corn] 
Sent= Thursday, 11:00 AN 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Jaimie, 

Wednesday at 5 pm sounds great. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:50 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh okay, I had a feeling that time would be tough. I am available MWF at 930am or WED at I030. I could do Wed at 5pro, but that is the only day. Does 

any of that work? 

From= @yahoo.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 10:06 AN 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

Tuesdays and Thursdays are hard because I have to be at                                ish. Are you in your office after 5:00 any day? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On a t 8:44 A M, "Le e, J a i m i e" < i_a__!_m_! ?_[ .e_ e_@_u__n_ .c_:_.e_ d__u_ > w ro t e: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings today. I have you set for l:30pm on Thursdays. Please let me know if this works for you! 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Weeldy Meetings 

Hi 

My apologies for not getting with you vet about our meeting th~ne! Thanks for reaching out! I am available Mort, Wed, gri at 930am, Tues at roam, Wed at IO:30am, 

and Fri at g:3Oam. Do any o[ [:hose times work for you? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, J.0:30 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Jaimie, 

I heard that freshman are supposed to have weekly meetings with you and I was wondering if I could schedule mine. If you could let me know what times 

you are available that would be great, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Alexander, Nicole Lynn <nlalexan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 

You can send it to me~ Thanks! 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:34 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

Yes. She is in class now. Who do I need to get the information to? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:30 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. That would be great. She may be at the point where she has to drop this class, unfortunately. Is she able to return to her normal schedule 

today? 

From: Nexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

To: Lee, .]aimie 
Subject: Re: 
Yes she did go. I will make follow up with her on if she communicated to her professor. I can also get medical documentation if needed. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:43 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Nicole, 

I jus[: saw [:Ms ~-_~mail. Sorry for the delay. Did she attend [:he doctor’s appt? f told her she needed to contac[: her profs asap because her 

I_r:l] prof has already been [rustra~:ed wi~:h her not being able to parl:icipate in the physical activities I don’t think missing class would 

have gone over’ well if she didn’[ communicate. 

Thanks, 

Jaimie 

From: Alexander, Nicole Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:12 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Hi Jaimie, 

needs to follow up with Dr. Stafford in the morning regarding her illness. (:an I schedule her for first thing in the morning during 

her LFIT class? I haven’t done anything yet, wanted to check with you first. 

Thanks, 

Nicole 

Nicole Alexa n d er, MS, ATC-L 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(cell) 

(919) 962-2067 (office) 

nlalexand@emaJJ.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

@live.unc.e&# 

1),22 Weeldy Meetings 

Done! See VOLE this Friday morning! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:37 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Weekly Meetings 

If we could do Friday at 8:30 that would be great! 

Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Weekly Meetings 

Hi 

My apologies for not getting with you yet about our meeting time! Thanks for’ reaching out! I am available Mort, Wed, Fri at 930am, Tues at IOarn, Wed at lO:30am, 

and Fri at 8:30am. Do any ot: Lhose tirnes work for’ you? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Jaimie, 

I heard that freshman are supposed to have weekly meetings with you and I was wondering if I could schedule mine. If you could let me know what times 

you are available that would be great. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:1 g AM 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 
RE: UNC Diving 

Hi Abet, 

What day? 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent-" Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: UNC Diving 

Jaimie, 
This is Abel the diving coach and I have a last minute non-official visitation. Can I come by your office and have you speak with her? If so, will 10:15-10:30arn 
work for you? 
Thanks 
Abel 

GO IIE~LS! 
Abel Sanchea 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 
C: 
E: abel2s(~,unc.edu 
UNC Swim&Div,:~ 

::~:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

I:~¢V: Psych Exam proctor 

Hello all, 

I have a who would like to have an exam proctored for psychology. The exam is on , and she will miss due to a meet in 

proctor~-’_~d ~m e’,<~m myseff, I wouJd like to ch~-’_~ck our policviprocedur~:_~ b~-_~fore I r~-_~ach out to the pro[essor Ph:_~se advise! 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent" Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I caJne into your ogfice after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(?~unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: {~live.edu>: 

Cc: "Lee, Jaamle" <iaimielee~;tmc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

~i~liveamc,edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam’?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about missing an exam tbr a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears anything. 

Do you know ifI roll be able k) have the exam proctored? 

Th~mks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 1:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Yes, either day wink!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:28 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Hi’, 

Can we meet around 2 tomorrow or Friday? 

Thank~ 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 
Hi 

] am mc~re than happy to meet wilh yml. [ am available on most days after 2pm Let me know when you would like to stop by’. 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

Frown: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

37o: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: 

3:52 PM 

HiJaimie Lee, 

I was wondering i:[ I cou]d come meet with you! I need some he]p w~th 

Thanks! 

Se~t .+2ore my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:34 PM 

Welbom, Spencer -<swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thanks, Spencer. 

From: Welborn, Spencer 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:13 PI 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

I did not see            at our meeting today. Just have her schedule a new apt next time she is in the office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 
RE: UNC Diving 

Abet, 

Sounds good, but I am available at 9:30am or lpm...all other times I am meeting with students on Friday... 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: UNC Diving 
Jaimie, 
I only have 1 recruit so it can be short, sweet and to the point. She’s interested in EXSS. 
Abel 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaim!elee~unc:edu> 

Date: Wednesday 11:17 AM 

To: Abel Sanchez <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Diving 

Hi Ab~:_d, 

Wh~t d.~V ? 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:17 AM 
To: Lee, ]aimie 
Subject: UNC Diving 
Jaimie, 
This is Abel the diving coach and I have a last minute non-official visitation. Can I come by your office and have you speak with her? If so, will 10:15-10:30am 
work for you? 
Thanks 
Abel 

GO HE~LS! 

Abel Sanchez 
UNC Head Diving Coach 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27513-2126 
C: 

E: abel2s@unc.edu 

::x:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:00 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

phil    tutoring request for Friday e~m 

Hello! 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring! It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-10pro. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions!concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:29 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi! Here is your updated tutor appointment for ECON. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:30 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!! 

Hi I just saw the following updated to your tutor schedule[! Please let me know if you have questions: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!’.! 

Here is another update: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:28 plVl 

To-" 
Subject" TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 
Importance: High 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions!concerns: 

~soc~ ~im 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Here is the latest update to your tutor schedule!!! Please let me know if you have questions!concerns: 

soei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday 6:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Here is an update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have any questions!concerns about this weekly appointment: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

@live.unc.edt~> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hey 

Here is the latest update to your tutor schedule. Please let me know if you have questions!concerns about your weekly appointment: 

s~oR wi~h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 6:36 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

updated tutor sessions 

Coach, 
Fyi, l just emailed the following students about the new tutor sessions below! l just wanted you to be aware, and please remind them to check their email! 1 am 
pleased the tutor coordinator has been able to fill a lot of the requests! Thanks for your help! 
Jaimie 

1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

Z 

8. 



From: 

Sent: 

To= 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Thanks! I will pass that along,,. 

From= ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent= Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:04 PI 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Jaimie, 

The oMy PHIL    tutor we have is 

She has sessions for PHIL        on Tuesday nights. 

Because of the short notice - my anticipation is no for tomorrow, but we will find out. 

[ would recomrnend for the tirne being. 

Ben ,Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Co.:_~rdinat:oriAcademic Counselor 

U N (" Aca d ern k: 5 u ppo rt grogra rn for 31:u d en t--At M et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent= Wednesday, ; 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring[ It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-10pm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Great!! You’re welcome!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:29 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

This works perfectly!H! Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:33 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Here is an update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns about this weekly appointment: 

s~oR with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:37 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCHEDULE 

Hi 

You have 2 weekly appointments for Spanish! I am not sure if I emailed you about both, but here is your schedule just in case! It starts Sunday. Please let me know 

if you have questions/concerns] 

Sun @ 8Pro 5~AN ~ith 

##0 @ 7#~ 5PAB ~i~# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 7:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Did you get your ticket already? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:37 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

It says I need approval before I email them, is this considered my approval? 

On 

o 

o 

® 

e 

o 

o 

® 

From: 

at 7:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Per tile attached tutor agreement, you will need to follow tile following steps if you are not able to attend your session. If you don’t, you will receive 

an infraction which will be sent to coach from the tutor coordinator. See below for details. Thanks.,, 
App°intment Cancellat!ons 

Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 

c~ Anytime 1he shLdent is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should con~rmrdcate file absence with the tutor no later fllan the session prior to traveling, in addition 

to following the cancellation procedm-es listed below. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be csncelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appoinlments - Appointments must be cancelled no laler than noon on Friday. 

All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved lt~rough 1he shtdent’s academic co~mselor BEFORE being emailed to the httofial staff. 

Any cancelhfi ons oulside the a~bremenfioned policy will be recorded by the tutor ~!~ an ~c ~de~rdc infi ~cfi on. 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi Jaimie! 

I actually am going to see the Mountaintop play for my drama class that night, so l’m not sure I’II be able to make the session on October 

2nd 

From: Lee, Jaimie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

,soc~ 

<Student and Tutor Agreement ~          ~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:43 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Excuse for missing Monday. Spmlish review FW: tutor session 

Hi, 

I sent the following message to I thought the inkial email meant there was a change, I didn’t realize she had sessions on Monday and Tuesdays. 

Please excuse her for missing on Monday night. She ,’lid not know. Thard~s. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, !,0:04 plVl 

To: 
Subject: tutor session 

Hi 

FYi, the following session is on your schedule but it will not start until the 

-Sun @ 8pm SPAN with 

Initial emaik 

Staff, 

See below for more additions: 

*designates starting date will be ’ is out of town this Sunday) 

**Adjustments 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

I understand, It: you can’t change it, I will approve the cancelation! 

From= 
Sent= Wednesday, " 7:43 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Yes, I can potentially change it but there aren’t that many performances I can attend between other tutor session, recruits and travel 

On at 7:40 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Did you get your ticket already? 

From= 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:37 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

It says I need approval before I email them, is this considered my approval? 

On 

o 

o 

o 

® 

o 

o 

o 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 7:14 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 

Subject= RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi JaimieJ 

I actually am going to see the 

at 7:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Per the attached tutor agreement, you will need to follow the following steps if you are not able to attend your session, If you don’t, you 

will receive an infraction which will be sent to coach from the tutor coordinator, See below for details, Thanks.., 
Appointment canceHati0ns 

Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 

o An)aline the student is scheduled to be absent due to team havel, (s)he should colr~uEucate the absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to 

traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures ]i sted below. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later 1hart noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cmlcelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appoinlments must be cancelled no laler lh~L noon on Friday. 

All cancellations outside of’learn h-avel :::us’: be approved through the student’s academic conrtselor BEFORE being emailed 1o the tutorial staff. 

Any c:::ce]]::lions outside the ai\~rementi,:?::ed po]icy ,,vi]] be recorded by the iutor ::s nn ::cnderrdc i::f:::clJon. 

play for my drama class that night, so I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the session on 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

<Student and Tutor Agreement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:19 PM 

@gmaiLcom 

Hi 

I am not totally done ironing out ; schedule, but as of not, since I added a session for her on Wednesdays at 9pm, she can do guided study with you from 7- 

8pm instead of 6-8pm. 

It may not reflect on the master schedule next week, so I just want you to be aware. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:56 AM 

Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@email.unc.edu> 

P JR: 

Don nk~ 

Thank you so much! 

From: Cheek, Donna E 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:48 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Please see the attached invoice for 

invoice with their phone numbers) 

If there are any questions. 

Donna Cheek 
Departlnent of Athletics 

Women’s Baskethal] O:ffice 

Phone: (919) 962-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-2506 

Go Heels! 

portion to Cancun. She needs to pay the invoice to Triple Crown Sports, Inc (Their information is at the top of the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, ; 10:00 AM 

@yahoo.com; @hayti.org 

’~gm~Jl.com 

PLEASE READ...THIS IS YOUR INVOICE FOR CANCUN 

cancun invoice.PDF 

From: Cheek, Donna E 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:48 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 
Please see the attached invoice for your 

invoice with their phone numbers) 

if there are any questions. 

I)orma Cheek 

Department of Athletics 

Women’s Basketball Office 

Phone: (9] 9) 962-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-2506 

Go Heels[ 

:o Cancun. She needs to pay the invoice to Triple Crown Sports, Inc (Their information is at the top of the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:54 AM 

Jennifer Town~nd (jtownsen&~ uncaa.unc.edu) 

Hi Jenn, 

days. Do I need to fill out a form? 

Jaimie 

I should be in the office no later than lOam on both 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:52 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: dr’s appts ne-~ week 

Thanks! 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:52 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: dr’s appts next week 

Fill ouL the t:orm, but you don’t have to take sick time off:, so don’L put ar~yLhing down for’ the hours taken. We cart talk about the hours and how we cart incorporate 

Lhern into your week. 

J e~3~3 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 i0:54 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: dr’s appts next week 
Importance: High 

Hi Jenn, 

days. Do I need to fill out a form? 

Jaimie 

I should be in the office no later than 10am on both 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: Excuse             for missing Monday,     Spanish review I~,V: tutor session 

Thanks 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, 1:55 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Excuse for missing Monday, 

Taken care 01:. 

8on 5heu 
Assistan[ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
Li NC Academic Support Program for Student-Adfletes 

bsi~eu@emaii.unc.edu 

Office: 9:[9-84:~3-2~28 

{::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:43 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Excuse for missing Monday, 

Importance: High 

Hi, 

Spanish review FW: tutor session 

Spanish review FW: tutor session 

I sent tfu:_~ following message to                t thought the initial email meant th~-_~re was a change, I didnq: realize ;he had session~ on Monday and Fuesdavs. 

Please excuse her for mi;sing on Monday night. She did not know. Thank;. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, :!.0:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: tutor session 

Hi 

FYI, the following session is on your schedule but it will not start until the ’ ! 

*i -Sun @ 8pm SPAN with 

Initial email: 

Staff, 

See below for more additions: 

*designates starting date will be is out of town this Sunday) 

**Adjustments 

B~n .Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b__O_e__V_ @__e_m_ a__[!:_u_n_ c__. e__d_ _u_ 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:32 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtp,; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbma]oy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: request to noti~ tutors of cancelations 

Ben, 

I completely understand which is why counselors have requested contact information for our tutors on several occasions. There is risk involved, I know, but if we 

had a system in place to help ensure counselors had a specific procedure in place of how to communicate to tutors (ie email with aspsa copied on all 

correspondence, no cancelations alJowed unless con~municated to aspsa in advance, etc), f think it would fu:_~lp. 

Ideally, [ would like to be abie t:o pull up a schedule for tutors and their email addresses so I can updab:_~ them on issues (ie cancelations, behind on certain 

readings, syflabus changes, e[c) which could be useful to their sessions. I know this opens up a can of worms, but i[ could really allevia[e some of these things, in 

my opinion... 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:27 PM 
To; Lee, JaJmJe 
(:::e: Brown, Nichelle; Townsend, Jenn; IVlaloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: request to notify tutors of cancelations 

J a i n~ i ~-’_!, 

[ unch:_~r~,d:and that desire to pass along t:he inR~rrnatkm, and I think I would like to do that, up unt:il t Iool~ at what that would require nle to do. 

’As of Lhe moment ---we are doing atl we can jusL to stay in front o1: this. We are getting close to about 10 cancellations a day, and realistically at d~e rate we are 

"waiving" infractions, and studenLs becoming aware o[: protocol, this number should grow significantly. Currently this emait address is sending close to 50 different 

emails a day ---this doesn’t count any amount of "CC’s" on emails ---and hasn’t included Fridays, where last Friday alone, I sent over :IS0 emails that day. Each 

cancellation would require an additional email to each tutor about the student with whatever reason that happened. At the moment, I just don’t see it feasible. 

With hope, a new system in place will allow fl)r us to bypass a maiority of this in the near fut:ure. 

Let me know your thoughts. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

bsi~eu @emai[,u~;c.edu 

Office: 919-8:1%2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:47 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Co: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: request to notify tutors of cancelations 

Hello, 

I would like to please request all tutors be notified of all cancelations/reasons why they have student athletes who cannot attend. A lot of effort has been put into 

placing responsibility on the student to communicate their own cancelations, but I have gotten plenty of feedback from the tutors wondering why they are not 

always notified. I have personally been keeping my guided study people in the loop, and they have found it to be quite helpful. Especially when there are 

surgeries, illness, etc, it would be nice to at least give the tutors a heads up so they are aware and not just assuming certain students are just not bothering to show 

up. 

Thoughts? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:14 PM 

MaJoy, Susan B <sbmaJoy@emaJl.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtc,; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsen~&]unc.edu> 

RE: request to noli~ tutoB of cancelations 

~usan~ 

I definitely think that is a good place to start. I didn’t this about their file folder, 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:57 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie; ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: request to notify tutors of cancelations 

f~ll tutors have:_! their own hard copy fib:_!. ~erhaps coun;~:_!lors can h?ave notes for tutor’; in their fih:_~ ah:mg with their feedbacl~ forms ¢_n3ch night as neces;ary, In fact, I 

beli¢_~ve tutors wouk~ actualh., appreciate this fl:_u?dback from coun;elors as they ofl:en wonder if counselors are seeing ~:heir nighdy ses;ion notes anyway, 

Canceled appointments should be rnarked as Canceled on the feedback forms by Raphael, therefore, tutors should not be expecting those students in their 

sessions whether they receive an email [:rom us or not. 

Just a suggestion! 

Thanks, 

S u s a ~1 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
C¢: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn, Maloy, Susan B 
Subject" RE: request to notify tutors of cancelations 

Ben, 

I completely understand which is why counselors have requested contact information for our tutors on several occasions. There is risk involved, I know, but if we 

had a system in place 1:.:_~ help �_insure counselors had a specifk: procedure in plac¢_~ of h.:_~w to communicate 1:.:_~ tutors {ie email with aspsa c.:_~pied .:_~n all 

corresponde[~ce, no cancelaBot~s allowed u[~h-:~s; communicated to aspsa in advat~ce, etc), I think it woukd help. 

Ideatly, I would like to be able to puU up a schedule for tutors and their ernail addresses so I can update them on issues (ie cancelations, behind on certain 

readings, syllabus changes, etc} which could be useful to their sessions~ I know this opens up a can of worms, but it could really alleviate some of these things, in 

my opinion._ 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:27 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Co: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn, Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: request to notify tutors of cancelations 

Jaimie, 

I understand that desire to pass along the information, and I think I would like to do that, up until I took at what that would require me to do~ 

As of the mornent .-- we are doing all we can -ust to stay in front of this. We are getting close to about :10 cancellations a day, and realistically at the rate we are 

"waiving" infractions, and students becoming aware of protocol, this number should grow significantly. Currently this email address is sending close to 50 different 

emails a day--this doesn’t count an,i amount of "CC’s" on emails --.and hasn’t included Fridays, where last Friday alone, I sent over :1.50 emails that day. Each 

cancellation would requir¢_~ an addi~:ional email to each tutor about: ~:he s~:udent with whatew?r reason that happeru:_~d. A~: the m.:_~menl:, I just don’t se¢_~ it feasible. 

With hop% a new syat¢_~m m plac¢_~ will allow for us to bypass a majority of this in the near future. 

Let me know your thoughts~ 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

C)ffic¢_n 9:19-843-2328 

CcAh 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 20:13:10:47 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: request to notify tutors of cancelations 

Hello, 

I would like to please request all tutors be notified of all cancelations/reasons why they have student athletes who cannot attend. A lot of effort has been put into 

placing responsibility on the student to communicate their own cancelations, but I have gotten plenty of feedback from the tutors wondering why they are not 

always notified. I have personally been keeping my guided study people in the loop, and they have found it to be quite helpful. Especially when there are 

surgeries, illness, etc, it would be nice to at least give the tutors a heads up so they are aware and not just assuming certain students are just not bothering to show 

up. 

Thoughts? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:27 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Amlie, 

Thanks for letting me know, but keep in mind, registration opens on 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

9:09 AM 

Hi~ 
I have scheduled an appointment for 
Thanks! 

I don’t know the exact date/time for you yet, but you will be cutting it very close. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

aaad    with         on Wed at 6pro instead of Mondays? 

Hi, 

Can we possibly add to the AAAD 

6pm. Just wondering if this would work. 

Thanks. 

sessions with on Wednesdays at 6pm?? That way we can cancel her sessions on Mondays at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:39 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hi, 

Can we go ahead and add to the Phil review on Tuesdays with ?? Thanks 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent= Wednesday, 6:04 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Jaimie, 

The only PHIL    tutor we have is 

She has sessions for PHIl.        on Tuesday nights. 

Because o[ th~-_~ short notice - my anticipation is no for tomorrow, but we will find out 

f would r~:_~cornmend for ~:he tim~-_~ being. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordk~atoriAcad~:_~mic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsi~eu gCemaiLu~;c.edu 

Office: 919-8:1%2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring! It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-:lOpm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

FYI, there is no philosophy tu[oring set up in Dey halL.. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:04 PM 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Jaimie, 

The onk~’ PHIL tutor we have is 

She has sessions for PHIL        on Tuesday nights. 

Because of the short notice - my anticipation is no for tomorrow, but we will find out. 

[ would recommend Dey t-tall for the time being, 
[.~en ,Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Co.:_wdinat:oriAcademic Counselor 

U N (" Aca d em ic 5 u ppo rt grogra m for Sl:u d en t--At h l et es 

.b@_£.~.@£r_~2:aj.(:~_q£:£@:~ 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring! it is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-:lOpm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

tutoring concern 

Hi, 

I have some feedback to discuss regarding the STOR tutor, and the Chem tutor , Please let me know when you have a sec. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:48 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

cancelation tbr 

Hi, will you please cancel the following appointment. Thanks. 

From-" 
Sent: Friday, 10:08 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 

Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in tutors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Specifically I’ve built 

a relationship with            and              and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. 

I would appreciate if I could continue working with these two and be removed from the two private tutors that I was just notified of and apologize for the 

inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:50 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

,-cancelations 

ActuaUy, wifl you cancel both sessions for 

Thanks, 

From= 
Sent" Friday, iO:O8 AM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 

Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in tutors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Specifically I’ve built 

a relationship with             and              and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. 

I would appreciate if I could continue working with these two and be removed from the two private tutors that I was just notified of and apologize for the 

inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j__a_L_m__!__e_Le___e____@.____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ    weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 

ECON ~ith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!’.! 

Okay, I have nodfied Lhe tutor coordinator of your requesL to cancel 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 10:08 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 

Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in tutors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Spedfically I’ve built 

a relationship with                               and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. 

I would appreciate if I could continue working with these two and be removed from the two private tutors that I wasjust notified of and apologize for the 

inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:28 PM, "Lee, JNmie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Date/time for advising appt 

Gceat! Thanks, 

From: 
Sent; Friday, 9:42 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Date!time for advising appt 

This is my corfl]nnation emaJl. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: <no reply@unc.edu> 
Subject: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Date: 9:04:51 AM EDT 

To: ’ @live.unc.edu> 
Dear 

This email confinns your advising appointment ruth Spencer (Loudermilk- Student-Athletes ONLY) Welborn on Friday, at 11:30 AM EST. 

Spencer (Loudennilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Welbom’s Advisor hffonnation: 

Please note that this meeting roll take place in tile Londermilk Center for Excellence. 

Hello! I look forward to meeting with you to discuss your academic progress mad goals. 

Please come to your appointment on time and be prepared. It is best to have 2-3 key points you wotfld like to address for we will have about 20 minutes to talk. If you 

are unable to keep your appointment, please cancel so that another student can fill the spot. 

Spencer B. Welbom, Assistaaat Dean 

Academic Advising Programs in the 

College of Ads and Sciences and the General College 

~::~_!h~_?_~!~_@ ~__n_3_~k_u__~)_~_=_e__d_~ 

If you made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https:/:~lvsched~oasis.unc.edu, so that another student may use the 

time slot. 

We look forward to seeing you o5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ¢CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Date/time for advising appt 

keep in mhld registration st~,rts on 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Date!time for advising appt 
This is my confirmation em~Jl. 

You will be cutting it close to having this done before ,/’our registration appointment beghls .... 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: <no replg@unc.edu> 
Subject: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 
Date: 9:04:51 AM EDT 
To: @live.unc,edu> 
Dear 

This emaJl confirms your advising appointment with Spencer (Loudermilk- Student-Athletes ONLY) Welbom on Friday, at 11:30 AM EST. 

Spencer (Loudennilk-Student-Atidetes ONLY) Welbom’s Advisor hffonnation: 

Please note that tiffs meeting will take place in the Loudemfilk Center tbr Excellence. 

Hello! I look forward to meeting with you to discuss your academic progress and goals. 

Please come to your appointment on time and be prepared. It is best to have 2-3 key points you would like to address for we will have about 20 minutes to talk. If you 

are unable to keep your appointment, please cancel so that another student can fill the spot. 

Spencer B. Welbom, Assistaaat Dean 

Academic Advising Programs in the 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

swelbom~b~email.unc.edu 

If you made this appointment in elror, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at !lt__t_ES_’_i:’_~([a__cJy__~I_!e_d__:_o__~_t__s_!s:_u_jLc_:_e_d_u_~ so that another student may use the 

time slot. 

We look forward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 12:53 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

RE: 

Okay, that’s fine You don’t have to just meet with Spencer, btw, but yes, double check to see if your prior meeting will count for this semester. 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

9:39 AM 

okay!!! I just signed up for the first available appointment with spencer! I am going to see if I really need to meet with him again! I just wanted to make an appointment too just to be safe! 

On at 9:26 AM, Lee, Jaimie wrote: 

> 

> 

> Thanks %r letting me know, but keep in mind, registration opens on November 6th. I don’t know the exact date/time for you yet, but you will be cutting it very close. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> ~’l" Oln : 

> Sent: Friday, 9:09 AM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: 
> 

>Itit 
> I have scheduled an appointment for 
> Thanks! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1:00 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

--cancelations 

thanks 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 12:59 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: --cancelations 

Done~ 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

bsi~eu@emaiLu~;c.edu 

Office: 9I 9-8-~13-2328 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, 12:50 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: --cancelations 

Importance: High 

Actually, will you cancel both sessions for 

Thanks. 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:08 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!!! 

Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in tutors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Specifically I’ve built 

a relationship with                              and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. 

I would appreciate if I could continue working with these two and be removed from the two private tutors that I was just notified of and apologize for the 

inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:28 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions!concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1:00 PM 

~a:hve.unc.edu> 

ILE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE!!’.! 

Your tutor appointments have been canceled. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 10:08 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE[[[[ 

Hey Jaime, 

Being a month into the semester I’ve already built my nightly schedule around which drop in tutors are available for my Econ and Port needs. Specifically I’ve built 

a relationship with                              and would ideally like to continue working with them. Both of them have pretty flexible drop in hours as well. 

I would appreciate if I could continue working with these two and be removed from the two private tutors that I was just notified of and apologize for the 

inconvenience. 

Thanks- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:28 PM, "Lee, JNmie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

Here is your econ weekly tutor appointment. Please let me know if you have questions/concerns: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 1:04 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

I~E: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

done 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, 1:00 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Can you put in a request for her? That way I can tag sornething to her. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsi~eu@’emaiLunc.edu 
Office: 9I 9-8-~13-232g 

{::ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, 11:39 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hi, 

Can we go ahead and add to the Phil review on Tuesdays with 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:04- PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: phil    tutoring request for Friday exam 

Jaimie, 

The only PHE    tutor we have is. 

She has sessions for PHR        on Tuesday nights~ 

Because o[ t fu-_~ short notice - my anticipation is no for tomorrow, but we will find out 

I would recommend Dey Half for the time being. 

Ben 5heu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Ad~letes 

bsi~eu@’emaiLunc.edu 
Office: 9I 9-8-~13-232g 

{[:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:00 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: phil tutoring request for Friday exam 

Hello! 

?? Thanks 

I have here looking for philosophy tutoring! It is clearly late notice, but is there any available Phil tutor tomorrow? Even if there is not one, can we 

schedule tutoring for her?? She is available Sun-Thurs 6-10pm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1:05 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

cancelation 

Hi, 

Please cancel the following appt. It is not covering the correct class so he will stick to drop in. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 1:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Hi 
Perfect! Thank you so m~ch for forwarding this to me! 

.laimie 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PN 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 
Hi Janfie! 

Here is the emaJl coIzfirming my academic advising appointment. 

Thanks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: <!!~_?___!_e_f?]z(a2__t_Ln__c_’=_e_d___u_> 

Date: .5:04:54 PM EDT 

To: ~ ~live.unc.edu > 
Subject: ADVISENG Appointment Confirmation 

Dear 

This emaJl confirms your advising appointmem with N. Nicole Cobb on Tuesday, at 10:30 AM EST. 

N. Nicole Cobb’s Advisor Information: 

I look forward to meeting with you to talk about your academic progress and goals. Please come to your appointment on time and be prepared to have 
two to three key points you would like to discuss. 

Note: If you need to cancel your appointment, the system roll accept cancellations up until the time of the meeting. 

N. Nicole Cobb, M.A. 
Academic A&isor, Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division 
Steele Building, Room 2003 
Oltice: 919-962-3411 
skype: 
_h__t_t_p__?_//_~@:_i_s_j__r_~g:__u_!)__c_:__e__~_t__u_ 

If yon made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointulent, please cancel it at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu, so that another student 

may use the time slot. 

We look lbrward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 1:46 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

RE: AC Hours tomorrow 

Hi! We do not close early today. We will still be here until 5pm! Feel free to bring your folks over! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: AC Hours tomorrow 

4:29 PM 

Does the AC close early tomorrow because of the game? Sorry I should know this but I never go in there and I want to your my parents around because the?- will be here tbr parents 
weekend Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 1:58 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

I~E: aaad    with         on Wed at 6pm instead of Mondays? 

Thanks! 

From; ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent; Friday, 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; RE: aaad with l 

Done~ 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[hletes 

bsi~eu@emaiLu~;c.edu 
Office: 9I 9-gq3-232g 

([:ell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Friday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: aaad with 

Importance: High 

Hi, 

Can we possibly add               to the AAAD    sessions with 

6pro. Just wondering if this would work. 

Thanks. 

on Wednesdays at 6pm?? That way we can cancel her sessions on Mondays at 

1:06 PM 

on Wed at 6pm instead of Mondays? 

11::13 AM 

on Wed at 6pm instead of Mondays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

NEW TUTOR APPT! ! 

Hi 

Here is a new tutor appointment scheduled for you. Please contact me asap if you have questions!concerns: 

7PmCHEM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

NEW TUTOR APPT! ! 

Hi 

The following appointment has been scheduled for you, effective immediately: 

8P~ ~HEM ~Room S 

Please contact me asap with questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

NEW TUTOR APPT 

The following tutor appointment has been scheduled for you: 

8Pro CHEM ~ROOmS 

Let me know asap if you have questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

NEW TUTOR APPT FOR YOU 

Hi 
The following appointment has been scheduled for you: 

~d~d~y 
Please let me know if you have questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:38 PM 

~live. unc.edu~> 

I~E: advising appt... 

Ok what is the date/tirne and wiLh which advisor.,,you can forward rne the cont:irmaLion emaiL 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:37 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: advising appt... 

I set one up about half an hour ago. Sorry it was so last minute. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:36 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I still don’t have a set appointment time for you to meet with an academic advisor. Please get back to me when you get this if you have 

questions/concerns. Remember, you are required to have this meeting every semester, and time slots have been filling up. Just let me know if you 

are having trouble or think you are receiving this by mistake. 

I’ll be sending a follow up list to coach shortly... 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:41 PM 

@live. unc.edtr> 

I~L~LL BP,£AK?!RE: ADV1SING Appointment Confirmation 

, you scheduled an appointmerlt during fatl break! Will you be able to attend? Roger’ may end up canceling, too.., 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:39 plVl 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Here it is! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: <!lo mpkv(a2unc:edu> 

Date: .4:24:47 PM EDT 

To: ?~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: ADVISENG Appointment Confirmation 

Dear 

This email confimls youR advising appointment ruth Roger (Loudermilk- Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan on Thursday, 

EST. 

Roger (Loudennilk-Smdent-AtNetes ONLY) Kaplmfs Advisor Infommlion: 

This appointment will be held in the LOURDERMILK Center. Only current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

This appointment will be held in the LOURDERMILK Center. Only current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 
General College and College of Arts & Sciences 

Universi~ of North Cmolina, Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3110 

G008 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Direct: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

kaplml@ unc.edu 

http:i,’ advidng.unc.e&~ 

at 06:00 PM 

If you made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at ._h__t_tj?_~2!!)__d__!2s__c_!)__e_d_:~2_~_t_~i}:__u_n__c_’_:_e_d___u_, so that another student 

may use the time slot. 

We look forward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 4:48 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: NEW TUTOR APPT’.! 

LOLThat’s right! I just got hit with a bunch of new sessions and did a quick copy and paste tol.,.Iql fix it.,. 

From; 
Sent; Friday, 4:47 plVl 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; Re: NEW TUTOR APPT!! 

I appreciate the tutoring session, but Chem was the class that I dropped, so I don’t know if the session would be very useful. 

Thanks, 

On at 3:57 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

The following appointment has been scheduled for you, effective immediately: 

Ro0ms 

Please contact me asap with questions!concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:11 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

~bellsouth.net) 

biology e~m review 

Hello! 

Can a biology exam review be scheduled for BIOL this week? Exam 2 is this Thursday!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:53 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: advising appt... 

Hey 

Did you schedule the appt? if so, when/where!what time!with whom?,., 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 6:54 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Re: advising appt... 

Hi Jaimie! 

I’m so sorry II take care of it right away! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:35 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I still don’t have a set appointment time for you to meet with an academic advisor. Please get back to me when you get this if you have 

questions!concerns. Remember, you are required to have this meeting every semester, and time slots have been filling up. Just let me know if you 

are having trouble or think you are receiving this by mistake. 

I’ll be sending a follow up list to coach shortly._ 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:25 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Are you sure?? I was just emailing you back. if you don’t feel well, we can reschedule! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: 

10:23 AM 

Please disregard my last email, I can make it at 1030!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Sep 30, 2013, at 10:08 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Jaimie! 
> Could we reschedule our meeting :[’or sometime later this week’? I’m nut feeling well at the moment and was wondering if it was possible’? If nut, just let me l,muw and I can still be there at 
1030 tuday[ ! 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:29 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Got it 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 2:03 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

From: noreply@unc.edu <noreply@unc edu> 
Sent: Thursday,                    10:08 PM 
To:     @email.unc.edu 
Subject: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Dear 

This email confirms your advising appointment with Barbara Lucido on Thursday, 

Barbara Lucido’s Advisor Information: 

Assistant Dean 
Division of Social & Behavioral Sciences 
1002 Steele 
ph: (919) 843-3341 
fax: (919) 962-6888 
blucido@em ail un c edu 

at 12:00 PM EST. 

If you made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https://advsched.oasis unc.edu so that another student may use the time slot 

We look J7~rward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 
ILE: ADVISING Appointment Confirmalion 

Thanks so much! No worries! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 3:05 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: FW: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Here you go! I scheduled my appointment! SorlT for being late! 

From: no reply@unc.edu [noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:03 Pivl 
To: 
Subject: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Dear : 

This email confirms your advising appointment with 

Kara Graw Ozbum’s Advisor Information: 

on Thursday, at 11:30 ~’~\l EST. 

I see students that are interested in becoming education majors or minors I_fyou are interested in being an education major or minor please schedule an appointment, l£you are not 
interested in education as a major or minor please schedule with an advisor approprmte for your area of interest. 

If you are already admitted into the CI)FS, E]ementary, or Midd]e Grades program p]ease do NOT make an appointment with me via this calendar 

Kara GrawOzbum 
Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
School of Education 

If you made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at https://advsched.oasis unc.edu so that another student may use the time slot 

We look forward to seeing you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:32 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

RE: Swinmling s~ufl’for media guide 

Dave, 

Thank you! I needed this reminder! Sorry for the delay...l’m on it! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent; Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:01 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Swimming stuff for media guide 
Jaimie: 
Just following up on this request when you get a chance. My brochure deadline is coming up in the next 10-14 days and need to tie up all the loose ends. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:17 PM 

TO: "Lee, Jaimie" <~_a__!__m___L_e_!__e___e___@__.__p__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Jaimie: 

I need some info for the swimming media guide. At your earliest convenience can you please forward me the following. 

1. List of men and women on 2012-13 ACC Academic Honor Roll 

2. List of men and women on fall semester 2012 Dean’s List 

3. List of men and women on spring semester 2013 Dean’s List 

4. List of majors for all members of men’s team 

5. List of majors for all members of women’s team 

6. Any particular academic highlights for the team as a whole that might help us in recruiting 

Thanks much for your help on this. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 
"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/ON JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Yes, I wifl approve the cancelation! Please copy me on the emaif and I wifl confirm! Send it right awa%,.thanks for following up! 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:49 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

hi Jaimie, 

I can’t change the date that l’m going to the play, so will you please approve the cancelation of my sociology tutor on Wednesday? I’II be sure to email 

them all of the information according to the tutor agreement 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

I understand, If you can’t change it, twill approve the cancelation! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, : 7:43 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Yes, I can potentially change it but there aren’t that many performances I can attend between other tutor session, recruits and travel 

On , at_ 7:40 PM, "Lee, Jairnie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Did you gel: your ti(:D:_d: aheady? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:37 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: TLrI’OR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

It says I need approval before I email them, is this considered my approval? 

On , at 7:30 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Per the attached tutor agreement, you wifl need to follow the following steps i]: you are not able to attend your session. If you don’t, you 

wilt receive an infraction which wifl be sent to coach frorn the tutor coordinator. See below for details. Thanks._ 
Appointment Cancellations 

71ee s tu ~ e n~ is u i~imoto !y r e sp ~ n sib t~, for m ~ ~in g su re ~ ~ n c e ii~ ~ion ~ ~ re c ~ mmu n ic o ted p ro p ~ r/y, ~ p ~in tme n ts ~ ~ o uMn o ~ b e ~ ~ n ~ e le ~ ~ ey ~ ~ d sp e ~i~ I ~irc ~ m ~ to n ~ e~ 
Students may not cancel or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutor. 

o Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he shou]d communicate the absence with the tutor no later than the 

session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures listed below, 

For Appointments Spin or later Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day, 

For Sunday Appointments- Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon or! Friday, 

i no rd er t o ca n c e !a n a p p o i nt me n t s t u d en t s in u st s en dane m a !! t o A~.iPBA ~i) t o i :i }} ~ ~ } ~’} ~ ~)d [~ a ~ d CO [)y ~ h a [: a C] er!!co o u n s e!o r 

All cance[lations outside of team travel must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to the tutolqa] staff, 

~ a~ c e !! a ~io n~ m ~i i s ~ o a i ~i n ~ lad ~ "I a ~ ~}ti m e s u b.i~ ~t ~ ut o r rl a a n a ~i ~ ~o r ~ a~ e!!a ~iorl 

Any cancellations outside the aforementioned policy will be recorded by the tutor as an academic infraction. 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 PM 
To: Lee, 3airnie 
$~bject: RE: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Hi Jaimie! 

I actually am going to see the play for my drama class that night, so I’m not sure I’ll be able to make the session on 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:31 PM 

To: 

Subject: TUTOR SCHEDULE UPDATE 

Eli 

Please note the following update to your tutor schedule! Please let me know if you have questions!concerns: 



<Sludent and Tutor Agreement 081213,docx-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: RE: 

I will send you a worksheet to fill out’. Please print it and slide it under my door. I will follow up with more mfo.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: RE: 

10:31 AM 

Rescheduling would be great thank you so much’. When should I come? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 10:25 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Are you sure?? I was j ust emailing yuu back., if you don’t feel well, we can reschedule! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 10:23 AVI 
> Tu: Lee, JaJmie 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

> Please disregard my last email, : can make it at 1030t t 
> 

> Sent from my iPhune 
> 

>> On at 10:08 AM, ~)live.unc.edu> wrute: 
>> 

>> Hi Jauniet 
>> Cuuld we reschedule uur meeting fur sumetime later this week? I’m nut feeling well at the mument and was wundering if it was possible? :f not, just let me know and ! can still be there at 
1030 today!! 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent [’rum my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tutor cancelation 

Thanks, ! This cancelation is approved. She sLtempted to find anoLher night to see the play but was not able to find one thsL worked. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:32 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jairnie 
Subject: Tutor cancelation 

Hi, 

i need to cancel a tutoring appointment, here is the information- 

date: Wednesday, 

time: 9 pm 

subject: SOCI 

tutor name: 

reason: I will be attending the Mountaintop performance for my drama class 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

Hi, 

I have an appointment and will not be able to have our weeldy meeting tomorrow morning (Tuesday, . Please fill out the attached form and slide a copy 

under my door! I prefer you do NOT email it back to me since it will have your grades. Please print, fill it out, and slide it under my door. 

We will meet next week! Please give me a copy of the attachment no later than Wednesday,     !! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

FW: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

I sent the previous message to you to replace the meeting we would have had today] This will be in place ot: scheduling another meeting later this week, 

Thanks! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:40 PM 
Subject: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 
Importance: High 

Hi, 

i have an appointment and will not be able to have our weekly meeting tomorrow morning (Tuesday, ,. Please fill out the attached form and slide a copy 

under my door! I prefer you do NOT email it back to me since it will have your grades. Please print, fill it out, and slide it under my door. 

We will meet next week! Please give me a copy of the attachment no later than Wednesday, !! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor Cancelation 

Thanks! 

make sure you always touch base with me first before you request any tutor cancehtions. Also, please be sure to copy me on the emai] cancelations 

Thank you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Jannie 
Subject: }’~AT: Tutor Cancelation 

2:51 PM 

FYI - This is lbr tomorrow 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor UNC Academic Support Program :[or Student-Athletes bsheu@emai], unc edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Ceil: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Fri&u, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor Cancelation 

To whom it may concern, 

I will need to cancel my Physics 
Tuesday night 

Thank you, 

7:32 PM 

tutor, , on Tuesday at 7:00 PM. I have a physics test that morning and will not have any new material to go over with her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:22 PM 

~bellsoutb.net> 

I~E: biology" e-rain review 

Thanks! I arn having the                     at[end the SI this Wed, so thai is great [o reiterate [hat! I will also remind them of your drop in tirne [onight. Other 

than that, they have practice so the 4pro time will probably not work. Thanks for your help!! 

From: ~bellsouth.net] 
Sent" Mlonday, 3::15 PM 

To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Re: biology exam review 

Hi Jamie-I have a drop in session tonight 9-I Opm I have talked to my students to about the SI session Weds night, l’m busy Tues, Weds nights. I 

could do a session late afternoon on Tues or Weds like 4-5pm. 

Cheers. 
From: "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a_j__m__j__e_Le___e__@_u__t3__c_=_e___d__L_[> 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoringQ~!unc.edu> 
Cc: @bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Monday, 9:10 AM 
Subject: biology exam review 

Hello! 

Can a biology exam review be scheduled for BIOL this week? Exam 2 is this Thursday!’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

DROP IN TUTOR1NG 

’IVTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by DAY pdf; TUTOR DROP-IN tutor schedule by SUBJECT .pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

FW: Psych Exam proctor 

Coach, 

came to me ab.%[: an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduh-:~d 
the tei~m’s s(:hedule for that weel~end so I (:an cent:act someone at 
could possibf¥ have her exam proctored. 
Thank you! 

From: 
Sent" Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in Texas 
Seat vJr, fits S E~sm~g (}ALAXV 5~04, t~ AT&If’ 4G l/[[; sr,~allphol~e 

The pr’ofl:_~ssor does riot offer" r’Qal’;e--lJi:~ ~-’_~xarfls, so I would like [:o know 

to pr.%tor it fc~r her. Please let me know whm~ you have an idea of ~ time blocl~ when she 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <jai_Lr_&e_!__e__e_[~i__u___n_£__e__d___t!> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @]ive.e&> 

Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc~edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during once hours? 

On , at 5:24 I?M, 2bJive.unc.e&> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing ml exam for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

aly~ng. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Thanlcs 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:59 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

reminder: ..... 

Hi, just wanted to remind you I have 

Sent from my iPad 

I have con~’mmicated to my morning appointment students., will be in as soon as I’m done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

Subject: RE: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 

PLEASE DON’T FORGET to fill out the meeting form and slide it under’ my door’. Thanks. 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday,                 2:40 PM 
Subject: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 
Importance: High 

Hi, 
I have an appointment and will not be able to have our weekly meeting tomorrow morning (Tuesday, . Please fill out the attached form and slide a copy 

under my door! I prefer you do NOT email it back to me since it will have your grades. Please print, fill it out, and slide it under my door. 

We will meet next week! Please give me a copy of the attachment no later than Wednesday,     U 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, ; 5:19 PM 

NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

Hi, 

I have an appointment and will not be able to have our weeldy meeting tomorrow morning (Wednesday ,. Please fill out the attached form and slide a copy 

under my door! I prefer you do NOT email it back to me since it will have your grades. Please print, fill it out, and slide it under my door. 

We will meet next week! Please give me a copy of the attachment by the end of the dayH 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

@gmail.com 

no weekly meeting tomon~w 

weekly meeting form tbr missed appomtments.docx 

Howdy! I’m so sad to say we will not be meeting tomorrow morning. I’m already sad I will miss out on my morning laugh! Have a good one, and please fill out my 

weekly meeting form and give it to me before the day is over! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:34 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: no weekly meeling tomorrow 

Feel free to write a short story or’ something on the forrn.,,that would be awesome ,:~) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: no weekly meeting tomorrow 

I saw, I’m sony to hear that... H1 fill it out for ya, no wonies! 

Thanks 

O11 at 5:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Howdy! I’m so sad to say we will not be meeting tomorrow morning. I’m already sad I will miss out on my morning laugh! Have a good one, and please fill out my 

weekly meeting form and give it to me before the day is over! 

<weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 9:37 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

l~g: biology e-cain review 

Thanks! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:47 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: biology exam review 

Just scheduled it for 8pro tomorrow with 

Thanks, 

Susa~l 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 9:11 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: (.~bellsouth.net) 
Subject: biology exam review 
Importance: High 

Hello! 

Can a biology exam review be scheduled for BIOL this week? Exam 2 is this Thursday!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: 

FYI, is excused in order’ to attend SI which is supplemental instruction conducted by the TA’s for the biology class... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:48 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

I will need to cancel my Biology tutor scheduled for tonight, from 6-7pm with I in room F. I have an SI session to attend tonight, and 

that is the reason i cannot go to Biology tutoring. I will be back for my guided study following the Sl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu-~ 

deadline TODAY! FW: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE ’][’HE ATFACHMENT 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

Don’t forget to gel [his form to me [oday[ 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday,                 2:40 PM 
Subject: NO MEETING TOMORROW...PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHMENT 
Importance: High 

Hi, 

I have an appointment and will not be able to have our weekly meeting tomorrow morning (Tuesday, . Please fill out the attached form and slide a copy 

under my door! I prefer you do NOT email it back to me since it will have your grades. Please print, fill it out, and slide it under my door. 

We will meet next week! Please give me a copy of the attachment no later than Wednesday,     H 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 12:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Thanks, ! I appreciate your feedback! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Meeting 

Here is the form you requested. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wedne sday, 5: 56 PM 

Jennifer Town~nd (jtownsen&~uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: ACC honor roll 

Hi Jenn, 

I have an ACC honor roll award for 

missing something? 

Thanks] 

but I thought they had to have a 3.0 fall-spring...it doesn’t appear he had that for ..am I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:29 PM 

weeldy meeting form...please drop it offtonight 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you.,.l requested it by the end of today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:32 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: weekly meeting form...please drop it offtonight 

Yes I saw it! Sorry I emailed you by accident! I just realized you were still on my list[!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:31 PP1 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting form...please drop it off tonight 

Dropped it off on that desk by your door 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you...I requested it by the end of today. 

<’weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:33 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

ILE: weekly meeting form...please drop it offtonight 

Thanks, b[w, and I enjoyed reading it[ Q 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8:32 PN 
To: 
Subject-" RE: weekly meeting form...please drop it off tonight 

Yes I saw it! Sorry I emailed you by accident! I just realized you were still on my list[!! 

From-" 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:31 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting form...please drop it off tonight 

Dropped it off on that desk by your door 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:29 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you...I requested it by the end of today. 

<weekly meeting form lbr missed appointments.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:45 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

RE: Swimming s~ufl’for media guide 

You’re welcome. 

From= Lohse, Dave Clark 
Senti Wednesday, October 02, 2013 11:00 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: Swimming stuff for media guide 
Thank you. This is awesome stuff. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Lee>, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:48 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <d__a__v_e_{.ob__s_..e_@u_o__c__.__e_..d_ .u_> 

Subject: RE: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Hi Dave, 

[finally finished, t hope thi~ is what you were k)oking for... 

From= Lohse, Dave Clark 
Senti Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:01 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Swimming stuff for media guide 
Jaimie: 
Just following up on this request when you get a chance. My brochure deadline is coming up in the next 10-14 days and need to tie up all the loose ends. 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

’lGotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Lohse <_d_a_v_._e_!._o_.h_s__e_~._u_ .n_c_:e__d_.u__> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:17 PM 

To: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming stuff for media guide 

Jaimie: 
I need some info for the swimming media guide. At your earliest convenience can you please forward me the following. 

I. List of men and women on 2012-13 ACC Academic Honor Roll 

2. List of men and women on fall semester 2012 Dean’s List 

3. List of men and women on spring semester 2013 Dean’s List 

4. List of majors for all members of men’s team 

5. List of majors for all members of women’s team 

6. Any particular academic highlights for the team as a whole that might help us in recruiting 

Thanks much for your help on this. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 10:39 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

meeting today at 10:30am? 

Hi 

Are you coming to our meeting? It is at lO:30am on Fridays... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Fridw, 12:34 PM 

~gmail.com 

I~E: Academic Worksheet 

Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com 
Sent: Thursday, 11:02 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: Academic Worksheet 

UNC-CH 
?~gmail corn 

From: Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@emaiLunc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 10:39 AM 
To 
SubJect: Academic Worksheet 

Your academic wo~ksheet is attached. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 
Ms Russell 

Chloe J Russell, M Ed. 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences College of Arts & Sciences and General College University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 
919-962-6888 (f) 

advising, unc.edu 

CONFIDENTL~LITY NOTICE: 
This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) and may contain legally privileged an&or confidential information. If you are not the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in 
error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or reply by e-mail, and permanently delete this e-mail front your computer system. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Advising AppoinUnent 

Hi 

Thank you so much for letting me know’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:52 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Advising Appointment 

Hello Jaimie, 

So sorry I have been late on scheduling an appointment. I scheduled one tbr Wednesda? 

Sorry again for being late! 

at 9AM with at the business school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject; 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

Ma]oy, Sumn B <sbma]oy@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: WOLO 

Hi Susan, 

They are no longer available on Thursday nights, They are available from ].-5pm on Thursdays, 

H~-:~re is their i~vaii~bilitv: 

1. 

2. 

3, 

Thanks, Susan 

From; Maloy, Susan B 
Sent; Thursday, 6:19 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject; WOLO 

Jaimie, 
Ben mentioned that you need to change the girls WOLO appointment. Can you tell me when a preferred day and time would be? Then I can check in with 

to see what works. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 3:23 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Welbom, Spencer 
Sent: Friday, 

To: 
Subject: FW: 

8:58 AM 

Attached is your EXSS worsksheet. 

Spencer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc edu [mailto:scanner(h)unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:42 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10961" (Aficio ]’,/fP 4000B). 

Scan Date:          08:42:16 (-(MOO) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:26 PM 

.~gmail.com> 

I~E: end of week meeting 

Thanks,     I got it, finally! 

Congrats on making the travel team. Please make sure you notify professors if this h~terferes with classes in any way. Also, if travel affects your tutor 

appointments, you must follow l:he cancelation policy and email m~-_~ and the ASPSA address.. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, :12:4:t PN 
To-" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: end of week meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: weekly meeting Fridays at 10:30am 

weekly meeting form for missed appointments.docx 

Hey 

Please fill out the missed meeting for attached to this email. 

Make sure you keep up with our Friday appts at :].O:30am. If you need to mis~ an appointment for any reason, please notify me in advance, Thanks! 

Frera: 
Sent= Thursday, 6:35 PN 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: weekly meeting Fridays at :tO:3Oam 

Hi Jaimie 

Yes that’s perfect for me! Thanks! 

On at 9:55 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc~edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I would like to start our weekly meetings tomorrow at :lO:30am. Will you please confirm this will work for you?[ Thank you! 



From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:43 AM 

To: @gmaJl.com 

Subject: Tutor opportunity 

Hi! Please send me your resume when you get a chance! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday,               7:44 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

No meeting this mourning 

Hi 

You do not need to come to our meeting this morning. I need to cancel it. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 10:11 AM 

jim.shelton@athlefics.utexas.edu 

psyc exam proctor--Cancel 

Hi Jim, 

I spoke to you last week about proctoring a psyc exam for on Wednesday, 10/16. It turns out, they will be at SMU that day! They will be on 

your campus that night or the next day, but will not have time for an exam. 

Sorry for any inconvenience. Thank you so much for your help. I hope all is well. 

Take care, 

Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tutor Request 

Got it.,,] will see H: this can be arranged.,, 

From: 
Sent: Sunday,, 8:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Request 

Hey Jaimie, 

You told me that I could send you a tutor request for one of my classes, so I am going to try that now! 

PID: 

Class: Either Poli or Hist    (I would love a tutor for either and think they may overlap some) 

Availability: 

Sundays: I would love to do it on Sunday- I’m free all afternoon 

Mon/Wed/Fri: I could do anytime from 5-9 

Tu/Th: Anytime from 5:15-9 

Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:20 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

FW: Tutor Request 

I just entered d~e following tutor request into the database. Please let me know if tutoring appointments would be possible for 

From: 
Sent; Sunday, 8:31 PM 
To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Tutor Request 

Hey Jaimie, 

You told me that I could send you a tutor request for one of my classes, so I am going to try that now! 

PID: 

Class: Either Poli or Hist    (I would love a tutor for either and think they may overlap some) 

Availability: 

Sundays: I would love to do it on Sunday- I’m free all afternoon 

Mon/Wed/Fri: I could do anytime from 5-9 

Tu/Th: Anytime from 5:15-9 

Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Th a n ks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Busi Tutor 

Hey 

Let me see if we even have a busi tutor. I would definitely check out resources available in the b-school, in the mean time... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Busi    Tutor 

5:45 PM 

Hey Jamie, 
I was wondering if I could get a Busi tutor do I just need to come get one of those tutor request sheets from you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

DROP IN...RE: Busi    Tutor 

You need to attend drop in sessions before I can get you a tutor. Have you attended these? 

BUSI 

Sunday 

07:00 PM rm F 

Wednesday 

09:00 Pivl 1Tfl H 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Busi    Tutor 

5:45 PM 

Hey Jamie, 

I was wondering if I could get a Busi tutor do I just need to come get one of those tutor request sheets from you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Okay, thank you. I am waitk~g to hear back from someone at SMU... 

From= DeSelm, Rich L 
Senti Friday, 4:57 PM 
To; Lee, Jalmle 
Subject= RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Not really. We drive to Austin from Dallas late AM Thursday, the meet is at 4pro and we drive back afterward. The best days t:or test taking are Wednesday 

afternoon and Friday afternoon. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Univeraib of North C~roli~ Swimming & Divmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _de_se_!g!~ emaih u nc. edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~St_w__: g._o_ h__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ 21 _r! 

~,Y. _w_ 51: :_u__t! c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Friday, 3:24 PM 
To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: Psych Exam proctor 

(:)h~ I see. f will ;ee if t ca~ coordinate with someone [:here... 

When wilt you be at Texas’? Wilf there be an opportuniW to take the test there? 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Friday, 10:39 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Psych Exam proctor 
That day we will be at SMU. 

Rich DeSelm, IIead Swimming Coach 
[ ;P, ive]s[ty c:.f :’.]orl}l (-~a]c, hr!a SaimmiP, g & [-)~vJP, g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: desehn@eroai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel }Jill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent= Thursday, 10:48 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Coach, 
Thank you for your help with and her psyc exam proctor. I have reached out to the prof who has agreed to make the arrangement. Now 1 am waiting to hear 

bacl~ from my contact in le’,4as to ;ee if he can proctor the exarn on Wed, IC./16 at 3pro. [ will keep you and i posted. 

From= DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Monday, 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes; she has been worried. A basic, but not final schedule when she may be free is: 

Wednesday, Oct. :[6 3prn 

Thursday, Oct, I7 no real time as we travel from Dallas to Austin to;wim a meet and return that night 

Friday, OcL :~.8 c.:_~uk~ go g/gain, practice 1:bl, could go ?,+ prn 

Saturday, Oct. 19 no real dine as we swim TCU ir~ Arling[on 

Hope this helps Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swimlning Coach 
U]’~ive]s[[,y of Xlorth (1 a]o]x~a Swimmi]’~g & D~vmg 
) ,~ ,) I O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-.126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: c_]e_s e_{_r_~2,~ e m a i]. u n c e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~St_w__: g._o_ ~__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ P_l__r! 

~,Y. _w_ 51: :_u__t! c_: ~. _d_L~ 

From= Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 plVl 

To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Coach~ 
tn came to me abou[ an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduled October I~3 i (Texas rT~eet). The professor does not offer’ make--up exams, so I would like [o know 

[he tearT~’s schedule for that weekend so I can con[act someone at Texas to proctor it t:or her. Please let me know when you have an idea of a time block when she 

couM possibly have her exam proctored. 

Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,                 9:38 AM 



To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

’][’he exam is October 16 which is the day we leave for a meet in Texas 

........ Onginal message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee(tbunc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: (a;live.edu>, 

Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" <jaimielee~iunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

J~liveamc,edu> 

Hi 

Have you discussed this with your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On at 5:24 PM, ~;live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jmnie, I crone to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exaau for a trip. Yon said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

a~5¢iaing. 

Do you lmow ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

1030am appt 

Hi 
Our appt is at lO:30am on Mondays, but I don’t see you. Did you forget? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:03 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

sample email to Psyc ply)f re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Hello Michelle, 

Does this message sound okay? i would like to send this email to the psyc    prof before we make arrangements to proctor the psyc exam for one of my 

Is this the policy you wanted me to refer to? Thank you for your feedback... 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding            a student athlete in your PSgC course. She spoke to you about having her Exam I proctored at Southern 

Methodist University while she is away at competition next Wednesday,          Per our conversation, you will allow       to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. ! will send a follow-up emoil to you in order to establish contact with their department and the person in charge of proctoring exams, Matthew Robinson. 

Also, just as a reference, wanted to refer you to the undergraduate bulletin and the university policy regarding regularly organized and authorized activity: 

Clc~s Attemlance Policy 

Regular c las’s atter~ance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, inchMmg tests’ and written work, of all class meetings. No right or privilege exists that permit~ a student to be absent from 

any clc~’ ........ tiny., except for ...... d ~ ....... .............. quired by the studem’s faith. If a .,tudent mis.,es tit ............ tire ck~’ ........ ting~ ...... is’ ............ 
clm’ses than the course ire’tractor deems advisable, the course instructor may report llte facts lo the student’s academic dean. 

Studems w~a am mem~ e rs of regularly o t gc~*t~ed and autha riz ed Unive rsiO, aeti~ities ~ ~ha ma)’ b~ Ott~ of town taking part in ~ o m ~ sc~duled e vent am to b~ exeused durin~ th~ appr o red p~ria~ of ab~etle 
Notification of such an cll)sence rr~st be sent by the re~pomible University official to the coume imtructor before the date()) of the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, 006 please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 1:05 PM 

Robinson, Matthew <mrobin~m@mail.smu.edu>; Miller, Laura (Athletics) <lmmille~mail.smu.edu> 

Bielma~ Sue <sbienna~@mail.smu.edu> 
RE: UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matthew, 

Thank you Jk~r getting back to me I will copy you on an email l am sending to the professor, Dr. Jeannie Loeb, who will work out the details! 

Laura, I sincerely appreciate your help today! 

Here is some information for you: 

Student athlete 
Date: Wednesday, ,3pm 
Exam: PsTc 
Prof: Jeannie Loeb 

Thank you, again. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robinson, Matthew [mailto:mrobinson(@maiLsmu.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                11:05 AM 

To: Miller, Laura (Athletics); Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Bierman, Sue 
SubJect: Re: UNC            .Proctored Exam Needed 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone l?om our center will proctor. 

R especl.t’ully, 

Matthew Robinson 
Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. (214) 768-4008 E. mrobinson@smu.edu 

[cid:DFABF189-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29EX2869D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <lmmiller@mail.smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller,@,mail.smu.edu>> 
Date: Monday,                9:59 A_’vl 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <rurobinson@maihsmu.edu<mailto:mrobinson(&mail.smu.edu>> 
Cc: "jairaielee@uncedu<mailt°:iairuielee(a}uncedu>" <jaimielee@unc.edu<mailto:iairnielee(d}unc.edu>> 

Subject: UNC            -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her          frora UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she is at SMU for the 
Women’s Classic next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the 16th from 3-4pm and they have permission from the LRqC faculty for the course. Since you guys handle the 
proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this eruail and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about 
the possibility of this happening. Jairuie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 
Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 
Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 
5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 
PO Box 750312 
Dallas, TX 75275 
hnmaller@smu.edu<mailto :hnmiller@smu. edu> 
http://www.smu edu/Academics/ADSA 
Office: 214-768-4217 
Cell: 
[cid:image001 prig@01 CEC343.FOD30730] 

This e-mail al"id an?’ attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this 
message and destroy an?, copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 2:13 PM 

Loeb, Jemmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

mrobinson@mail.smu.edu 

follow up---psyc    exam proctor 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I hope all is well. This is a follow-up email to our conversation last week regarding I and the Psyc exam scheduled for Wednesday, She will 

be at Saint Methodist University due to her away meet the women’s program. 

I am copying the person in charge of such matters at SMU, Matthew Robinson. He will assist in arranging for the exam to be proctored next Wednesday, at 

3pm. 

Please let me know how else I can assist. 

Thank you again, Dr. Loeb. 

Many thanks to you, too, Matthew! 

Jaimie 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone from our center will proctor. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson 

Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. (214) 768-4008 E. mrobinson@smu.edu 

[cid:DE4BFI89-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29DC869D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential andl,or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <!__m_mjJ_L_er _@_.__m_ajJ_:_s__m__9_:e _d _u<m_a__jJ__t__o__iL_m__mj_[Le_£_@m_aj_[:_s_n!u:_e_d_u>> 

Date: Monday,               9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <mrobinson@mail.smu.edu<mailto:mrobinson@mail.smu.edu>> 

Cc: "iaimielee@unc.edu<mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu>" <jaimielee@unc.edu<maiRo:iairnielee@unc.edu>> 

Subject: UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her          [rom UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the Women’s Classic next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the 16th from 3-4pro and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Immiller@Jsmu.edu<mailto:lmmiller@snlu.edu> 

htt p:!iwww.sm u.eduiAca demics/A DSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[ _c! _d_ ~ L _m_ _ _a_ ~ _e_ _ _O_ _%_ P_ _n_ ~ @__0__1__C___E__C___3___4__3__._ f___O___D___3___O_Z3 O] 
This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L q-ichdesehn@unc.edu> 

I~NV: follow up---psyc    exam proctor 

Hello, 

FYI, and Coach Rich, I have established contact with Matthew Robinson at SMU who will help arrange the psvc exam to be proctored on Wednesday, 

at 3pro. please follow up with professor Loeb. She will need to determh~e who she would like to have the exam sent to Matthew and how it should 

be returnF_~d. 

Thank~. Please h:,L me know if you need any oLher assistance. 

From: Lee, 3aimie 
Sent: Monday, 2:13 PN 
To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
C¢: ’mrobinson@mail.smu,edu’ 
Subject: follow up---psyc exam proctor 
Imporl:ance: High 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I hope all is well. This is a follow-up email to our conversation last week regarding and the Psyc exam scheduled for Wednesday, . She will 

be at Saint Methodist University due to her away meet the women’s program. 

I am copying the person in charge of such matters at SMU, Matthew Robinson. He will assist in arranging for the exam to be proctored next Wednesday, at 

3pm. 

Please let me know how else I can assist. 

Thank you again, Dr. Loeb. 

Many thanks to you, too, Matthew] 

Jaimie 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone from our center will proctor. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson Assistant 
Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. (214) 768-4008 E. __m____r_9___b_!__n___s_9__n___@___s___m____u_:__e___d___u- 

[cid:DE4BF189-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29DC869D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and!or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <Lm__._m_!LL_er_@_m._a_!Ls_._m_.u__:._e_.d_u__<__m_a__!Lt.o__~Lco_m._LU e__r_@.m~!_t:~_m~=~d.~>> 
Date: Monday,               9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <mrobinson@mail.smu.edu<mailto:mrobinson@mail.smu.edu>> 

Cc: "jaimielee@unc.edu<mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu>" <jaimielee@unc.edu<maflto:jairnielee@unc.edu>> 

Subject: UNC -Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her          from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the Women’s Classic next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the 16th from 3-4pro and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CUd Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, IX 75275 

Ln_! .m___[!Le_ r_@_s_.n_~_~:._e_..d_~_<_._m_._aj Lt..o__~!_CO_ m._ ~_U .e__r_. @.s_..m__~_:..e_ d_~ > 

http:!iwww.smu.eduiAcademics/ADSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[ c!d~!mage001:png@01CEC343:FO D30730] 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday 2:54 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

message to 

Hi! 

Will you please ask 

Thanks 

to fill out her feedback in pen or write darker. I can’t read her feedback. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday: 3:29 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

no weekly meeting tomolrow mornin!! 

Hi 

We will not meet tomorrow morning! I have another appointment! 



From: Lee, Jaimie ~aimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: Daaaag 

@live. unc.edu> 

I have to email you now because the texts stopped going through... Sorry you didn’t get nay message.. Yes this phone is crap.. I should’re called my b.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday: 12:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dopping Class 

Okay, you will need to see an academic advisor and fill out a drop/add form, then drop it off to me. Do this as soon as possible. Also, I plan to be here the majority 

of the day tomorrow.,, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Dopping Class 

Hello Jaime, 

I was thinking about dropping my Phys    class. I got my first grade back and I was hoping to talk to you about it before Monday. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

~live.edu> 

I~E: Psyc    Exam 2 

Gr’eat! Let rne know i[: you need anything else... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich k 
Subject: Fwd: Psyc    Exam 2 
Sen1 via ~i~e S~;;tsua~ L,~,2,AXY 2’:d ~t ,’,~ i &]" d{} [.T}{ t[i t3"[i?]1ot[~ 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Loeb, Jeannie H" <[_o__e____lj__,O~unc.edu> 

Date: 7:57 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: ?-~live.unc.e&~> 

Cc: Jeanuie Loeb < ~?l)gmail.com> 

Subject: Psyc    Exam 2 

I’ve already sent information to Matthew--you are all set. 

Dr. Loeb 

JeanNe Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

University of North Carolina 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.e&P; ~live. unc.edu-~ 

l~b2: permanent tutor cancelation 

Thanks’. remember to let me know of these things! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 AM 
To: 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: permanent tutor cancelation 

Thank you 
This has been removed from your schedule. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor UNC Academic Support Program Jk~r Student-Athletes bsheu@email.unc.edu 
O]Tice: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:21 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: permanent tutor cancelation 

To whom it may concern, 

I need to cumpletely cancel my Tues&U evening Physics    tutor at 7 pro, for the rest of the fall semester. I am going to a walk in physics 
things are much more productive and helpful in that session. It also fits into my schedule better 

Thank you, 

tutor at 7 prn on Monday nights now, and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday,, 12:25 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

FW: Psyc Exam 2 

Gr’eat! Let rne know i[: you need anything else... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich k 
Subject: Fwd: Psyc    Exam 2 
Sen1 via ~i~e S~;;tsua~ L,/,2,AXY 2’:d ~t ,’: i &]" d{} [.T}{ t[i t3"[i?]1ot[~ 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Loeb, Jeannie H" <!__o__e____lj__,O~unc.edu> 

Date: 7:57 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: ?-~live.unc.e&~> 

Cc: Jeanuie Loeb < ~?l)gmail.com> 
Subject: Psyc    Exam 2 

Lauren, 

l’ve already sent information to Matthew--you are all set. 

Dr. Loeb 

JeanNe Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

University of North Carolina 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:26 PM 

@live.~mc.e&~> 

ILE: permanent tutor cancelation 

Lol ..sorry, I see you had me on the original message..sorry buddy! Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:21 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: pelTnanent tutor cancelation 

To whom it may concern, 

I need to completely cancel my Tuesday evening Physics    tutor at 7 pm, for the rest of the fall semester I am going to a walk in physics 
things are much more productive and helpful in that session. It also fits into my schedule better. 

Thank you, 

tutor at 7 pm on 2vlonday nights now, and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday 12:29 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

tutor request 

Hello, 

just asked me to make a tutor request for Philosophy. Please let me know if there is anyone available...she thinks anyone with a phil background 

would be able to help. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

RE: Study hours 

Hi 

Good question. I will check the schedule with Coach and get back to you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (a)yahoo com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:46 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject:           Study hours 

Hey Jaimi e, 

If we are traveling Friday, do we have to get all the study hall hours in by that time? 
Also how does this work with Fall Break? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

RE: DROPPING A CLASS... 

Hi 

You need to please stop by to see an academic advisor, fill out a drop form, and bring it to me. Tomorrow would be great. 

From-" 
Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: DROPPING A CLASS... 

Jaimie, 

I would like to talk to you about dropping my EXSS class, l’m just learning now that it is not required for me since l’m in general track not sport admin. What do 

you think? When can I drop in to see you? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:21 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

i. 

need to drop a class. You may not drop below, 12 credit hours. 

2. There is "express" drop services being offered Friday I0/!i and Monday 10/:[4 8:30-5pm in the steele building and here in Loudermilk from 

:IOam-3pm. 

Contact me asap if you haw? quesLionsicorH::errF;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

RE: Advising 

Sounds great’. Thank you for letting me know’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Advising 

1:54PM 

Jaimie, I just wanted to let you know that I scheduled an advising appointment for the 25th with the chem advisor So the hold on my account will be lifted then. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 2:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

FW: Advising Appointment 

Please let me know as soon as you get this appointment rescheduled! !! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Welbom, Spencer 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:35 AM 
To:i 
Subject: RE: Advising Appointment 

Hi 

My hours in Loudermilk are 10am-3pm on Wednesday and Friday (eveW other Tuesday as well). Our appointment was scheduled for Steele Building however we can reschedule. What days 
and times work best for you? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:34 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Advising Appointment 

Hi Spencer, 

I made an advising appointment with you today at 8:30, rm not sure if I made a mistake but I can’t seem to find you at your office in Loudennilk Could we reschedule for another time? 

’]?hanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

I~E: sample email to Psyc profre: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Michelle, 

Thank you so much for the feedback. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 
Jaimie, 

I made some comments below in red. Thank you. 

Michelle 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, I:03 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 
Importance: High 

Hello Michelle, 

Does this message sound okay? I would like to send this email to the psyc    prof before we make arrangements to proctor the psyc exam for one of my 

Is this the policy you wanted me to refer to? Thank you for your feedback... 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding            a student athlete in your PSYC    course. She spoke to you about having her Exam 2 proctored at Southern 

Methodist University while she is away at competition next Wednesday,         Per our conversation, you will allow       to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. Matthew Robinson, "Title" at Southern Methodist University, is in charge of proctoring exams and has agreed to proctor the exam for I will send 

a follow-up email to you so that you may contact him directly. Please let me know if! con be of any assistance, ii-~ oidei to establi3h contact with theii depai’tmei-,t and 

the pe,son ii; chaige of pioctoiin9 exams, Matthew Robii;soi;. 

A!so~ you and i had a conversation regarding the university policy on attendance. I wanted to follow-up by providing you with the relevant portion of the policy below 

and it is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Clc~ls Attendance PollO, 

Regular c las’s attemJartce is a sttwJent obligation, cmd a student is reaponsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of all cla.~s meetings. NO right or privilege exL~ta that permit.~ a student to be absent front 

arty class meetings e~xcep~f~ ~g~ne~s f~ ~h~ed Un~v~y~c~i~it~s (~ ~w) ~ ~igi~ ~b~e~v~‘~ required by the studenl’sJaith. Ira student misses lhree conseculive cla~’s meetings, or misses more 

clas’ses titan the course #zs’tructor deems advisable, the course instructor may report the fclcts to the student’s academic dean. 

Notification of .~uch an absence rm~st be sent by the re~pom’ible University official to the cou~’e imtructor before the date(3) of the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

I~E: sample email to Psyc profre: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Michelle, 

FYI, Dr. Loeb got the contact hlformation for Matt Robinson from me yesterday and has already made arrangements for administering the exam. Do you 

recommend t still email her the portion about the university policy or just h?t it go at this point? Especially so this is documented in our emails? 

Thank you 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject" RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Jaimie, 

I made some comments bek)w in red, Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 1:03 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject" sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 
Importance: High 

Hello Michelle, 

Does this message sound okay? I would like to send this email to the psyc    prof before we make arrangements to proctor the psyc exam for one of my 

Is this the policy you wanted me to refer to? Thank you for your feedback... 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding            a student athlete in your PSYC course. She spoke to you about having her Exam i proctored at Southern 

Methodist University while she is away at competition next Wednesday,          Per our conversation, you will allow       to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. Matthew Robinson, "Title"~ at Southern Methodist University, is in charge of proctoring exams and has agreed to proctor the exam for       I will send 

a follow-up email to you so that you may contact him, directly. Please let me know {f! can be of any assistance, in order to establish contact with their department and 

t,’-~ p~.isai-~ ii-~ cbai’ge af isiactai#i-~g ~.xai-n_~, Matthew Rabii-~sai-~. 

ALso, you and i had a conversation regarding the university policy on attendance. I wanted to fi}llow-up bv providing Vou with the relevant portion of the policy below 

and i~ is located in its entirety in ~,t~e undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Class Attendance Policy 

Regular class alterMartce is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests oztd written w ork, qf all class meetings. No right or privilege exist~ that permits a student to be absent from 

arty clas’s meetings ea’~epi fo~ exc~s~J~h~es fo~ auth~ ~ed Un#~r~ a~h, ities i~ h~lo~ ~# ~O~igious ~ser~es required by the student’s fclith. If a student misses #tree consecutive clas’s meetings, or misses more 

clas’ses titan the course irts’trttetor deems cuJvisable, the course in.ltr~ctor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean 

Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible b~dversily official to the cour~’e im’tructor beJbre #re date(a~ of the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let m e know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dopping Class 

Hi Matt, 

FYI, the phys 

Lo drop it? 

From: 
Sent= Tuesday, 11:17 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Dopping Class 

Hello Jaime, 

I was thinking about dropping my Phys 

prof sent us a progress report on 10/4 showing you have an A- in the class (20% of final grade)...it’s the highest in the class._are you sure you want 

class, I got my first grade back and I was hoping to talk to you about it before Monday. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

tutor schedule change 

Since we don’t have tutoring on Thursday nights anymore, you have the following change to your schedule: 

MUSC --- moved to T~esday @ 7pro stiml with 

YOU MUST GET ME YOUR DROP FORM AND BIOLOGY LAB BOOKS ASAP! THANKS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

TUTOR SCHEDULE CHANGES 

Hi, since we don’t have Thursday night study anymore, here is the change to your schedule: 

--- CHEM    moved to Wednesday @ 7pro with 

is now Wednesck~ys @ 8pro (She will go 7, 8, 9 for tutors) for STOR with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

tutor schedule change! 

Hey 

Since there is no more tutoring for you guys on Thursday nights, here is the update to your schedule: 

- AAAD    Moved to W~-_~d ~2-) 7pro, Guided Sl:udy Cancelled on Wed, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

tutor schedule change 

Hi, since you can’t do Thursday night study hall anymore, here is a change to your tutor schedule: 

--. AAAD    Moved to Wed @ 7pro, Guided Study Cancelled on Wed, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

NEW WOLOF TUTOR TIME 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hey, 
Here is the new wolof tutor schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

tutor 

Hi 

Here is the new tutor time if you need it: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 3:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: advising appointment 

I dot~’t see a message... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: advising appointment 

3:37 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, 4:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~>; 

~live.tmc.edu> 

express class drop times! 

FYI, advising is doing Drop Express for anyone who needs to drop a class this Friday, ’ and on Monday, 

1) Steele building 830am-5pm 

2) Loudermilk lOam-3pm 

!! Here are the locations/times: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 4:31 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@uuc.edu> 

my thursday guided study now from 2-4pm 

Hello, 

FYI, I have official changed my entire guided study group on Thursday from 2-4pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 4:33 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday GS 7-9pm 

Hello, 

I would like to have in GS with on Mondays 7-9pm. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Thanks!! 

From: mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:47 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Fwd: ADVISING Appointment Confirmation 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fbrwaxded message: 

Resent-From:       ~J.i ~_!e__:.u__n._c_:_e_.d__tj>, 

From: <no mpl~@unc:edu> 

Date: at 3:32:38 PM EDT 

To: ~)email.unc~edu> 

Subject: ADVISENG Appointment Confirnlation 

Dear 

This email confirms your advising appointment with Roger (Loudermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan on Wednesday, 

AM EST. 

Roger (Loudermilk-Student-Athletes ONLY) Kaplan’s Advisor Information: 

This appointment will be held in the LOURDERMILK Center. Only current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

This appointment will be held in the I,OURDERMILK Center. Only current student-athletes may see advisors in the Loudermilk Center. 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising l?mgmms 

General College and College of Arts & Sciences 

Universi~ of North Ce¢olina, Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3110 

G008 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Direct: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

kaplm~@ unc.edu 

http:i/advidng,unc,e&~ 

at 10:30 

If you made this appointment in error, or are unable to keep the appointment, please cancel it at ._h__t_tj?_~]_![:a__dk2s__c_]Le___d_:~2_~_t_~i}=_u___n__c_’=_e___d___u_, so that another student 
InW use the time slot. 

We look forward to seeing yon on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 5:15 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

RE: my flmrsday guided study now from 2-4pm 

Yes, the rest does not need Lo be changed. I just needed to change the Thurs time due to pracLice... 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:55 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: my thursday guided study now from 2-4pro 

Last 3 emaits are done. 

Do you still want on Tuesdays too? 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial CoordinaLor/"Acadernic Counselor 

[J NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaii.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-27128 

Celh 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: my thursday guided study now from 2-4pm 

Hello, 

FYI, I have official changed my entire guided study group on Thursday from 2-4pm and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: sample email to Psyc profre: proctoring e_xams due to away competilion 

Okay, I will do that. Thank you for your help. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:18 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

You can stitl adjust the emait so it is just a i:ollow-up, outline what we agreed upon, and offer if you can be of any assistance. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday,, 2:30 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Michelle, 

FYI, Dr~ Loeb got the contact information for Matt Robinson from rne yesterday and has already rhode arrangements for administering the exam~ Do you 

recommend I still email her the portion about the university policy or just let it go at this point? Especially so this is documented in our emails? 

Thank you. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, ~ 8:01 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 

Jaimie, 

I made some comments below in red. Thank you. 

Michelle 

From: Lee, .]aimie 
Sent: Monday, 1:03 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: sample email to Psyc prof re: proctoring exams due to away competition 
Importance: High 

Hello Michelle, 

Does this message sound okay? I would like to send this email to the psyc    prof before we make arrangements to proctor the psyc exam for one of my 

Is this the policy you wanted me to refer to? Thank you for your feedback... 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding            a student athlete in your PSYC    course. She spoke to you about having her Exam 1 proctored at Southern 

Methodist University while she is away at competition next Wednesday,         Per our conversation, you will allow       to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. Matthew Robinson, ~’Tit!e" at Southern Me~,t~odist University, is in charge of proctoring exams and has agreed to proctor the exam fo~        I will send 

a follow-up email to you so that you may con.act him, directly. Please !et me know {f! can be of any assistance, ii-~ oidei to establish con~oc~ with ~heii o’epoitment ,~nd 

p~,o~,, in charge of proctoring exams, Matthew Robinson. 

ALso, you and i hod o conversation regarding the university policy on attendance. I wanted to fi3llow-up bv providing Vou with the relevant portion of the policy below 

and it is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Clc~ls Attendance PollO, 

Regular class alterMartce is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests o~td written w ark, of all class meetings. No right or privilege exist,~ that permits a student to be absent from 

any clo~’s meetings exeep~f~ ~‘~g~e~s f~ ~h~ed Un~v~y~e~i~it~s (‘~ ~l~w) ~ ~igi~ ~e~v~z~‘~ required by the student’s Jaith. Ira student misses three consecutive clc~’s meetings, or misses more 

clas’ses titan the course #zs’tructor deems advisable, the course instructor may report the fclcts to the student’s academic dean. 

Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible ~%iversily official to the cour~’e #ta’tructor beJbre the date(a9 of the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions!concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:23 AM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

I~E: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

I have no idea, darling. You will have to visit the cashier’s off:ice to find out. You need to do this right away because this will prevent you from being able to register 

for spring classes. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 pIvl 

To; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 
Importance-" High 

Why do I have this Miss Jamie 

From: cashier@unc.edu <cashier@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Student Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASB North, CB# 1400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 

Web: _h__t__t__p___:_[__/__c__a___s__h__!__e__r_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u__ * Email: cashier@unc.edu 

Phone 919-962-1368 * Fax 919-962-1568 

Dear 
Our records indicate that you have outstanding past due charges on your student account, in which a hold restricting registration and transcripts has been 

placed. Please review your account and make sure that any outstanding past due charges are resolved as soon as possible. Once your payment has been made, 

your hold will be removed automatically within one business day. 

Thank you, 

University Cashier 
Student PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:27 AM 

~live. unc.e&# 

RE: Meeting 

Hi 

Thanks so much for letting me know. 

Jaimie 

Frera: 
Sent: Tuesday,, 11:14 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Meeting 

Hey Jaimie, 

I just wanted to let you know that I probably won’t be at my academic meeting tomorrow because I am doing the thing at the UNC 

clinic. It says it will be done at 12pro, but I don’t know when ill be back on campus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILB: Dropping Class 

I am availaNe at 10:30am and 1pro today...o[herwise, we can chat during study half hours tonighL I will be here on duty... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:11 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Dropping Class 

I was wondering if there is anytime today or tomorrow that I can meet with you to discuss the Phys    class. Thank you 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Dopping Class 

Hi 

FYI, the phys ~rot: sent us a progress report on 10/4 showing you have an A- in the class (20% of final grade)...i (s the highest in the class...are you sure you want 

to drop it? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:17 AN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Dopping Class 

Hello Jaime, 

I was thinking about dropping my Phys :lass. I got my first grade back and I was hoping to talk to you about it before Monday. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:29 AM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

tutor 

Sounds good, boo. Email rne and ~spsa tutoring and let them know your tutor said iL would be okay to ~dd you Lo Lhe 8pro session! 

From: 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:21 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: tutor 

Hey by the way, i chatted with my phil tutor and she said if i talked to someone about moving into her 8oclock session right before mine it would be 

alright, what do i need to do to possible switch session times? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edt,> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: Lutor 

Hi 

Here is the new tutor time if you need it: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Unit 1 English 

Oh my goodness, way to go, 1!! Congrats! Vm so proud and happy t:or you! Great work...your efforts are really paying of!! 

From: I 
Sent: Wednesday 11:03 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Unit i English 

My teacher read my Unit 1 essay and said it was fantastic, She asked me if she could use it as a model in future classes! l’ve never been happier in an 

English class before. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT ?CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 5:25 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

RE: Laminator 

Hi They’re done...come pick them up anytime... I’m here until 10pm tonight. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Laminator 

4:46 PM 

Hey Jaimie! Can and I come to the AC around 6:15 to laminate our goalcards? has class until 6:15 so we were thinking we could bang it out right after she gets done. Thanks for 
your help’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 7:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

a dvisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

RE: Laminator 

You’re welcun~e H 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: Laminator 

5:37 PNI 

Wow! Thank you so much for doing that!!’. We really appreciate it!! will stop by tonight to pick them up. Thanks again!!! 

> On at 5:25 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi They’re done...come pick them up anytime...rm here until 10pm tonight. 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 

> ~’l" Oln : 

> Sent: Wednesday, 4:46 PM 
> To: Lee, Jaimie 
> Subject: Laminator 
> 

> Hey Jaimie[ (;an and I come to the AC around 6:15 to laminate our goal cards? ; 
for your help! 

has class until 6:15 so we were thinking we could bang it out right after she gets done. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:45 PM 

Loeb, Jemmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

I~E: FYI 

Hi Jeannie, 
Please don’t apologize! I sincerely appreciate AI.L feedback from professors, so your emails are truly invaluable. Please stay in touch! 
Also, I am s.:_~ glad you got a chanc~-:~ t.:_~ meet He is lit~:_~rally one o~ the most wonderful young men I have ever met. He has Lhe same effect on 

I:_!V e r y ol’l ~:~ ! 

Thank you so much for this ernail, and please know we are here to help support you and your cofleagues as best we can. I appreciate your’ understanding in the 

matter! Also, if it helps, I have included int:ormatior~ below frorn the undergraduate bulletin about the university’s policy regarding absences for organized 

activities~ I wanted to share this with you for future reference. I hope this helps give our conversation rnore perspective. Thank you again, and please let me know 

if there is anything else I can do to help in the future! 

Here is the relevant portion of the policy below and it is located in its entirety in the undergraduate bulletin on page 408: 

Class Attendance Policy 

Regular class attendance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or 

privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from any class meetings e~e~( fo~ excu~# #~n~ fo{ #utho~iz~# Onivers]ty ~ctivitie~ (seO ~#iOw) O{ ~OligioO~ 

6~se~##hce# required by the student’s faith. If a student misses three consecutive class meetings, or misses more classes than the course instructor deems advisable, 

the course instructor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean. 

excuse~ during ~he approve~ period of a~sen~e Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible University official to the course instructor before the 

dote(s) of the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 

From= Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:47 PM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= FYI 
Hey Jaimie, 
I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 
I. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, Matthew, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight 
playe0. 
2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 
Thanks! 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday: 9:46 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Townsend, Jenn (itownsend@unc.edu) 

I~v~: FYI 

FYI, I got this message from Dr. Loeb, the psyc prot:essor, who decided to NIow the to have her exam proctored aL SMU next week... 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:47 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FYI 
Hey Jaimie, 
I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 
1. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, Matthew, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight 
player). 

2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 
Thanks! 
JeanNe 

Jeannie H, Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday: 9:10 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Copy of Travel Letter 

sd T[L’kVEL LETTER FA .docx; travel letter signature foml .doc; Fall Meet Schedule -- professor letter.doc 

The letters are attached. The TA needs to sign the signature verification form which needs to be dropped off at my office at your earliest convenience. 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:55 plVl 

To; Lee, .laJmJe 
Subject: Copy of Travel Letter 
Hi Jaimie, 
Do you have a digital copy of our travel letter that you could email to me? I am missing a recitation this Friday for Virginia Tech and my TA asked for a copy of the letter since I did 

not have an extra copy at the beginning of the year for her. If you only have physical copies, let me know and I’ll swing by the AC sometime tomorrow to pick one up. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:51 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: FYI 

Michelle, 

It appears she was invited to practice yesterday and had dinner with over in is a wonderful young man mid has that effect on everyone he 

m~-_u?l:s. I r~-_~plied to her ernail with th~-_~ r~-:~fereru::e to school poiicy. I will forward her [oll.:_~w up ~-’_mlail ir~ a mom~:_~lt... 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, 8:12 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: FYI 

rJaimie, 

Do you know in what conte×t she had met      Also, did you already send that follow-up email about the policy? 1 am curious because that should be her main 

reason for &:~ciding ~:o foll.:_~w policy since hers was no~: in line with uniw?rsitv policy, 

Thank you [or working with her on it and it is great: l:hat 5M U will pr.:_~ct.:_~r the e’,<am and this was r~-_~solved [or th~-_~ student.-athh?t:e Thank you h:~r your effort on it, 

Michelte 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:46 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: FYI 

FYI, I got this message from Dr. Loeb, the psyc professor, who decided to aUow the to have her exam proctored at SMU next week.,, 

From: Loeb, JeanNe H 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:47 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FYI 
Hey Jaimie, 
I’m sorry that I keep filling up your inbox lately! I wanted you to know: 
1. I will change my exam policy for future classes after talking with you, Matthew, AND because I met the most amazing student athlete tonight ( 
player). 
2. If there is anything else about my class policy which makes it tough for student athletes, please let me know. I can’t guarantee that I’ll change policy (depending on what 
other factors are involved) but I promise that I will truly seriously consider the concern. 
Thanks! 
JeanNe 

JeanNe H. Loeb, PhD 

Senior Lecturer 

Psychology Department 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:55 AM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

I~E: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

The location is at the top of the email. If you don’t know why you have a balance, you need to ask them in order to t:ind ouL. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:4-1 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

Where exactly is that at & what is it that i ask them? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

I have no idea, darling. You will have to visit the cashier’s office to find ouL You need to do this right away because this will prevent you t:rorn being able to register 

for spring classes. 

From; 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 PN 
Te: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" FW: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 
Importance: High 

Why do I have this Miss Jamie 

From: cashier@unc.edu <cashier@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, ; 4:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Student Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASB North, CB# 1400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 

Web: ht[p://cashier.unc.edu * Email: cashier@unc.edu 

Phone 919-962-1368 ~ Fax 919-962-1568 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you have outstanding past due charges on your student account, in which a hold restricting registration and transcripts has been 

placed. Please review your account and make sure that any outstanding past due charges are resolved as soon as possible. Once your payment has been made, 

your hold will be removed automatically within one business day. 

Thank you, 

University Cashier 
Student PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

I~E: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

Feel free to catl or ernail thenl~..all of that info is right there a[ the lop of the enlaih. 

From, 
Sent: Thursday, 9:41 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= RE: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

Where exactly is that at & what is it that i ask them? 

From: Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

I have no idea, darling. You will have to visit the cashier’s office to find ouL You need to do this right away because this will prevent you I:rorn being able to register 

for spring classes. 

From; 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:29 PN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" F~: UNIVERSYFY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 
Importance: High 

Why do I have this Miss Jamie 

From: cashier@unc.edu <cashier@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4::18 PM 

To: 

Subject: UNIVERSITY CASHIER: Past Due Balance Hold 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Student Accounts & University Receivables 

22:15 SASB North, CB# :1400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:1400 

Web: htLp://cashier.unc.edu * Email: cashier@unc.edu 

Phone 9:19-962-:1368 * Fax 9:19-962-:1568 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you have outstanding past due charges on your student account, in which a hold restricting registration and transcripts has been 

placed. Please review your account and make sure that any outstanding past due charges are resolved as soon as possible. Once your payment has been made, 

your hold will be removed automatically within one business day. 

Thank you, 

University Cashier 
Student PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Thursday, 12:32 PM 

Sufllofl, Kendall Baker <ksurhoff@live.unc.edu>; Speese, David P <speese@live.unc.edu:>; Smith, Caxly <cmlys@live.unc.edu>; Sivefling, 

Dmfielle N <~tsive@live.unc.edt~>; Schmidt, Emily <ecschmid@live.unc.edu:>; Rudolph, Jaclde <jemdolp@live.mm.edu>; Ruby, Charlotte 

Grace <cmby@live.unc.edu>; Rittm; Natalie Marie <nmritte@live.unc.edt~>; Rechs’teiner~ Katherine Amber -q~ech@live.unc.edu>; 

l~rdy, Erin Marie <epurdy@live.unc.edu>; Peacock, Steph <snpamnc@live.unc.edu>; O’Donovam Patrick < podonova@live.unc.edu>; 
Nunn, Emma Christine <enunn@live.unc.edu>; Nolan, Katie <nolan@live.unc.edu>; Nagle, Brett <bnagle@live.tmc.edu’-; Myers. Patrick 

Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu>; Moyer, Ozzie Scott <omoyer@live.unc.edu>; Mohr, Mike <mjmohr@live.unc.edu>; Mendes, B~yce T 

<bmende@live.unc.edu>; Luchsinger, Tom <tj1228@live.unc.edu~--; Jansen, Danielle T <djansen@live.unc.edu>; Hoover, Meredith 

<mvhoover@live.unc.edu>; Hamson, Annie Melinda <amhl 5@live.unc.edu>; Gondek, Chris Edward <gondeh@live.unc.edu’-; Glavich, 

Dominick <glavich@email.unc.edu>; Gaylor, John Paul <igaylo@live.unc.edu>; Ficker, Kyle <ficke@live.unc.edu>; Ei~nring, StephaJ~ie 

<eisenfin@live.unc.edu>; Dillon, Brad <bdillon@live.unc.edu>; DeForest, William Mitchell <wdetbres@live.unc.e&P; Cummings, Kelsey 

<kmcl 5@live.unc.edu>; Corish, Kelly Anne <kcorish@live.unc.e&P; Canty, Rachel Nicole <rcma~@live.unc.edu>; Brooks, Rebecca 

.lane <rjbrooks@live.unc.edu>; Barczak, Nikki <barczak@live.tmc.edu>; tiill, Tyler B <hilltb@live.unc.e&P 

ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Congratulations, 
I received your A~ii~ii~ii~i~i~i~ii~ii~iH~i~ii~ii~iN!!iii~{Ni~i~{~. Please stop by my office at 
your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha order on the 
table to your left. when you walk in my door. 
,Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, ,3:04 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hetlo 

I will check. What is your address? 

From,, mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday 1:28 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi Jaimie, 

Since I have already graduated would it be possible to have that certificate mailed to me? 

Thanks. 

On at 12:31 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_a__!__m___L_e_L_e___e___@.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Congratulations, 
I received your N~i~i~iA~i~i~i~i~i~Hi~i~i~iN!!~i~i~i~N~i~{~ Please stop by my 
office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha 
order on the table to your left when you walk in my door. 
Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:42 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Achievement Document (PLEASE READ) 

You’re welcorne! I sent it to Dave Lohse._he ix [he one who originally requested the information. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent; Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:31 PN 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Academic Achievement Document (PLEASE READ) 

Wow! This is fantastic. I can never find this stuff: when I need it. May I share it wiLh Dave Lohse? 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

mv~:ssi[y of lq0rlh Caro]i~a Swimmi~g & D:vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1\-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emafl: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, "xT(R 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent" Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:03 PM 

To; DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject" Academic Achievement Document (PLEASE READ) 

Hello Coach, 

I created the attachment for sports information, and I thought you would like a copy. It has a list of the ACC honor roll recipients from last year and those who 

made Dean’s List. 

Also, I have the certificates for those who made the ACC honor roll in my office. I have emailed all recipients to pick them up at their earliest convenience. Please 

help me remind them. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:21 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi 

Yes, I got your note. You will need to provide a document (syllabus, email, etc) to show the book is required. Then you will need to fill out a book form. It shouldn’t 

be a probiern. {:dad you enjoy~:_~d my purple ~en. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday,, 8:05 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi .laimie, 

Did you ~et my note theft I left on your desk this ~ ft,-_~rnoon? 

From: Lee, Jaimie rmailto:iaimielee@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:32 PM 
Subject= ACC Academic Honor Roll 
Importance: High 

Congratulations, 
I received your ~i~i~i~~i~i~i~i~H~i~i~i~N!!iiiiii~ff~i~. Please stop by my office at 
your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha order on the 
table to your left when you walk in my door. 
Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:21 AM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

I~E: Academic Advising worksheet 

Thanks, This is awesome[ 

From.¯ 
Sent; Thursday, 8:21 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject-" Fwd: Academic Advising work, sheet 

Hi JaJmie ’, 

I met with my academic advisor on campus and here is my updated worksheet! Have a nice night! 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Palmer, Sarah Beth" <sarah.palmer@unc.edu> 
Subject: Academic Advising worksheet 

Date: 4:32:38 PM EDT 
Tn. ~live.unc edu> 

It was nice to see you today. Attached to this email is your academic advising worksheet. 

Best, 

Sarah 

Sarah B. Palmer 

Senior Academic Advisor 
College of Arts & Sciences 

Division of Natural Sciences & Mathematics 

2015C Steele Building 

CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.8583 

Skype: 

samh.palmer@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:36 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Yes 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:29 AN 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject= Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Jaimie, 

Ok I can get that. Should I bring the document to you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:20 AM "Lee Jaimie" <iaimielee@_ unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Yes, I got your note. You will need to provide a document {syllabus, emait, etc) to show [he book is required~ Then you will need to 1:ill out a book 

form. It shouldn’t be a problem. Glad you enioyed my purple pen. 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent= Thursday, 8:05 PN 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

~-ti Jairnie, 

Did you net my note that I left on your desk this afternoon? 

From: Lee, Jaimie [.m___a_!!_to_j__a_!m!_e_._[_e_e@u__[}£=_e_.__d___u_] 
Sent= Thursday, 12:32 PN 
Subject= ACC Academic Honor Roll 
Importance-" High 

Congratulations, 
I received your N~ii~ii~ii~i~l~i!~i~ii~ii~iH~i~i~ii~ii~ii~Nl!iii~iNii~i~. Please stop by my 
office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of them in alpha 
order on the table to your left when you walk in my door. 
Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Friday, 9:36 AM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

You’re welcome. I will 

From: [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Thanks Jaimie! Please let me know when you figure out if you can or not. My address is listed below: 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 3:04 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello 

I will check. What is your’ address? 

From: [mailto: ~qmail.coml 
Sent: Thursday, ~ t: 28 PN 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi Jaimie, 

Since I have already graduated would it be possible to have that certificate mailed to me? 

Thanks, 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 12:31 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc,edu> wrote: 

Congratulations, 
I received your ~i~i~N~l~ii}~i~i~iH~i~i~i~i~R~!|iiiiii~i~i~i~~. Please stop by 
my office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of 
them in alpha order on the table to your left when you walk in my 
door. 
Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Friday, 3:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Until 430 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:48 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Ok wonderful. When are you going to be in your office today? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:35 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Y I-:!S 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:29 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Re: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Jaimie, 

Ok I can get that. Should I bring the document to you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:20 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

Y~-:~s, I got your nol:e You will need to provid~:_~ a document (syllabus, em~il, el:c) to sh.:_~w the b.:_~ok is requir~:_~d. rfu:_m you will need to fill 

out a book f.:_~rm, It shouldn’t: be a problem. Glad you enjoy~:_~d rny purple p~-:m. 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:05 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: ACC Academic Honor Roll 

Hi Jaimi% 

Did you get my note that I left on your desk this afternoon? 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:iaimielee@unc.edul 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:32 plVl 

Subject: ACC Academic Honor Roll 
Importance: High 

Congratulations, 
I received your ACCi~i~i~O~d~ii{~i~i~iH~i~$i~i~i~R~!|i~i~i~i~i~i~. Please stop by 
my office at your earliest convenience to pick it up. I have a pile of 
them in alpha order on the table to your left when you walk in my 
door. 
Jaimie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:58 AM 

Maitland, George <gmaNan@email.unc.edu> 

drop form for                 (student athlete) 

Hello George Maitland, 

This is Jaimie in the ASPSA. I have a student athlete, , who filled out a drop form with you this morning for physics Since he did 

not tell you he isa student athlete, he has a form which has not been stamped by me. If you have the form, do you mind sending it to me be interoffice mail or 

whatever is easiest for you. 

Thank you so much] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 9:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Stu@ Hours 

Thank you for the reminder about travel this week. I will reduce the required hours, just waiting on COllfinnation from coach. I will cancel our meeting for this week’. 

Jaimie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Stu@ Hours 

11:39 AM 

Jairfle, 

Two things. What’s the prucedure [’or huurs this week if we are going to Texas? Do we have tu get the eight hours by Wednes&U morning, ur could we get the time reduced? Second, since 
we leave in the morning un Wednesday, I can’t make it to uur weekly meeting. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:09 AM 

Maitland, George <gmaNan@email.unc.edu> 

1@2: drop form for (student athlete) 

Thank you[ 

From: Maitland, George 

Sent: Monday, October 24, 2013 9:04 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: RE; drop form for (student athlete) 

Jamie, 

Roger will bring the form down when he comes to Loudermilk this am.....l believe he will be there at 10 

g 

Dr. George Maitland 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Social and Behavioral Sciences Division 

1003 Steele Building 

University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-6658 

Fax: 919-962-6888 

Advising Website:    ~ i. (~ ¯ 

For appointments: .]~:~2~i;~2~i}~J~2Q~:L~.~%!~ij~ii~{h~}~j.~g~!~?~i[~:1~J~,.~.i?~2 

Follow us on:~ 

i.X.i small blue 300Fx 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
** unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.* " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, 10:19 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

l~g: AT’IN TRAVEL SQUAD 

Thanks!! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:11 AN 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: ATTN TRAVEL SQUAD 
Importance: High 

Hi Jaimie, 

I roll be missing our weekly meeting on Thur~tay at 9:30 due to the travel meet. Sorry’. 

Thank york 

On 

wrote: 

at 10:04 AN£ "Lee, Jaimie" <jAiLn__i__eJ__e__e__@__u__lLc::__e__d_tp’, 

Reminder: if you will be traveling this week and will miss classes or any academic sessions, you must communicate! 

*Loudermilk will close at 5pro on Wednesday. It is NOT necessary for you to cancel sessions after Spin this Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: AT’IN TRAVEL SQUAD 

@waaaah! (tears)._,now i’m depressed_. 

Thanks, 

From: 
Sent: Monday, ~ I0:32 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Re: ATTN TRAVEL SQUAD 

Hey Jamie! 

Unfortunately, I will be missing our meeting on Wednesday at B:30 :’( 

On at 10:05, "Lee, Jaimie" <i_a__!_m_j_e_[e_e___@___y__n_..c__...e_d__u_> wrote: 

Reminder: if you will be traveling this week and will miss classes or any academic sessions, you must communicate! 

*LoudermUk will close at Spin on Wednesday. It is NOT necessary for you to cancel sessions after Spin this Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 10:49 AM 

}live. unc.edu> 

RE: Cancelling 

FYI, TL~es is the 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:39 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Cancelling 

Hello, 

I would like to cancel my tutoring session for Tuesday                at 9pro for Philosophy    Our class was cancelled this Monday so we have nothing to go 

over but more importantly I have to meet with some people for a group project due on Wednesday during that time. 

Thanks a lot, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, 11:07 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: weekly meeting 

Hi 

Thanks for the reminder. Don’t worN- about it...we will meet next week! Have fun and good luck’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: iVlonday, " 11:07 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: weekly meeting 

H~ 
We will miss our weekly meeting because I’ll be in Texas Should I fill out another missed meeting sheet? 
Thnaks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:40 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

additional tutoring 

Hello, 

I need to add i-2 more tutor sessions for for I have put in the request. She met with the prof, is failing miserably, and was told she needed 

more tutoring in addition to meeting with the prof regularly. Please let me know if this can be arranged asap. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:44 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoting@unc.edu> 

ILE: additional      tutoring 

Yes! 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent-" Monday, October 14, 2013 2:40 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" RE: additional     tutoring 

Could we trade her 6pro Guided Study with at 6pro? 

Susan 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 11:40 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: additional tutoring 

Hello, 

I need to add 1-2 more tutor sessions for for I have put in the request. She met with the prof, is failing miserably, and was told she needed 

more tutoring in addition to meeting with the prof regularly. Please let me know if this can be arranged asap. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hello, 

FYI 

Lee, Jaimie qaimiel@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 6:55 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

¯ She needs to be excused from an?, tutoring tonight¯ I just saw- the messages on my 
phone! They reached out much earlier but I had class to teach¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:46 AM 

~aokcom> 
Re: Weeldy Meeting 

Hi 
Yes we are meeting! Thanks for checking 

> On , at 10:57 PM, ~aol.com> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Jain’fie, 
> I lust wanted to make sure we were having out meeting tomorrow because its so close to fall break. If I don’t hear from you before tomorrow, I’ll see you in the morning at 9:30[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie .~’OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

tutor request 

Hello, 

I need to make a request for I for math 

database so I cannot complete the request¯ 

Also, she is looking for a tutor in Portuguese but her professor is 

She is available Sun-Thurs 6-9pm, once per week. Her schedule will not populate in the 

¯ Will we have another tutor available at some point? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu> 

port tutoring! 

Hi 
Here is your new scheduled port tutor. 

Plelas.:" let me know if you ~’~Eve ~r~y quest:i.:_~F~;/cor~cerr~s!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Tuesday, 1:00 PM 

~aol.com> 
I~E: port tutoring! 

You’re welcome[ I was not given a room assignrnent, bu[ i1: you check in a[ [he front desk, they can direct you... 

From’, [mailto .~aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:57 PM 

To" Lee, Jaimie 
Subject-" Re: port tutoring! 

Thank you Jaimie! Where do I go for the tutoring? 

, at 12:48 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Here is your new scheduled port tutor. 

Pleas¢_~ let me I~now if you have any questions/concern!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:37 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Thanks .good luck today! 

..... OriainM ~,,~e~ ae ..... 

From 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

5:15 PM 

Hi Jamie, 
Just for your records thought I should let you know I will miss our meeting tomorrow morning due to travels. Sorry for the late notice 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Anthropology Book 

Hi l 

Vm so glad that worked ot~t, Thanks, and I hope you enjoy your long weekend, too! 

From-" 
Sent: Tuesday, � 4:37 PP1 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: AnthropNogy Book 

Hi Jaime, 

I had no issues getting my book from the bookstore. Thanks for all your help and I hope you have a fun fall break! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Lee, Jaimie <’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:26 AM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs~unc.edu-* 

RE: P1DS 

Thank you! 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent= Wednesday, October 16, 2013 .t1:24 AM 
To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject PIDS 

Jamie- 

See attached for PIDS. Please note I do not have 

i( .ti}Lv G~-i~.:,gr 
A ,.]/t’, i/~, i t:~t~’.:" t i v < A ~.t:i~.t~.:’)I 

Athk:tic Dir,:~t~ r’~ :"bite 

,]]’i £ &t]:] <t~ i<’-< 
~} 2l 9..f~:[.?. gS34 

~lD, he is a Will forward when I get it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)~ 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:50 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs~unc.edu-* 

RE: P1DS 

Thank you, KaLhy! This is perfect. 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:37 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE:         PIDS 

A-hhcx {?i,~’cc-o,~"5 (>:i~ ~: 

3 N C A{}",.:.i,:s 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:26 AN 

To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: PIDS 
Thank you! 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:24 AM 

To: Lee, .laimie 
Subject: PIDS 

Jamie- 

See attached for PIDS. Please note I do not have 

i< 4~h},. qr~?,i~5 

Ath/et}c/.)i/~:<t ~/%: Ofr}c< 
UNC A,qq e{io" 

£ 19.-@X-!:- 5334 

PID, he is a Will forward when I get it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie -~’0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JAIMIEALEXIS SAMATHALEE (JAIMIEL)> 

Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

~live.edu> 

ILE: Please call me 

This is the contacL inl:o I have for" the person at SMU. You will need to try and contacL this person: 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 208 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Immiller@smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller@smu.edu> 

http:!iwww.smu.eduiAcademics/ADSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[ _c_!d~Lm__a ~_e___O___q L_P__n_~__@_.___O__LC___E__C___&_4__3__._LO___t?__3___q Z__3_O] 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lee, Jaimie [mailto:jaimielee@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday,                12:05 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew; Miller, Laura (Athletics) 

Cc: Bierman, Sue 

Subject: RE: UNC W. Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matthew, 

Thank you for getting back to me. I will copy you on an email I am sending to the professor, Dr. Jeannie Loeb, who will work out the details! 

Laura, I sincerely appreciate your help today! 

Here is some information for you: 

Student athlete: ) 

Date: Wednesday, 3pm 

Exam: Psyc 

Prof: JeanNe Loeb 

Thank you, again. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robinson, Matthew [~--m-~-a-j~Lt---~-L-m-~-r--~---b--L-q-s---~---n-~--@----m--~-a-~[~-s-~--m-~:--e---d---u-] 

Sent: Monday,                11:05 AM 

To: Miller, Laura (Athletics); Lee, Jaimie 

Cc: Bierman, Sue 

Subject: Re: UNC            -Proctored Exam Needed 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone from our center will proctor. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson 

Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. E. mrobinson@smu.edu 
[cid:DE4BFlg9-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29DCg69D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <lmmiller@mail.smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller@mail.smu.edu>> 

Date: Monday,               9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <mrobinson~mail.smu.edu<mailto:mrobinson~maiLsmu.edu>> 

Cc: ’~.a1.n.~Le1.e.~.e.~..@....u...q.c.:~.e.~.d.~.u.~.<.~..m.~.a.~[!.L~..:1a.~Lm..~Le.~Le..e.~.@.~.u.~.n.~.c.:~.e.~.d...u.~.>.’~ <~.a.~Lm..~Le.~Le..e.~.@.~.u.~.n.~.c.:~.e.~.d.~.u...<...m..~.aJ~.t.9~;L.a1..mJ~.e1.e.~.e.~..@..~.u.~.n..c.~:..e..d.~.u.~>> 

Subject: Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the Women’s Classic next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the from 3-4pro and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Immiller@smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller @smu.edu> 

http:/iwww.smu.eduiAcademics/ADSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[cid:imageOO:Lpng@OICEC343.FOD30730] 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediat, 

by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 

From, 



Sent: Wednesday, 2:20 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Please call me 

J~dmie, 

We don’t know where I am supposed to go for my exam, Can you please call me at (My email is broken so you wont be able to reply) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: tx~rt tutoring! 

Hi 

.~aol.com); ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Here is your new scheduled port tutor. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Copy of Travel Letter 

Fall Professor Cover letter -- class conflicts -- .doc; Meet Schedule -- professor letter.doc 

The letters are attached. The TA needs to sign the signature verification form which needs to be dropped off at my office at your earliest convenience. 

Jaimie 

From: 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:55 plVl 

To; Lee, .laJmJe 
Subject: Copy of Travel Letter 
Hi Jaimie, 
Do you have a digital copy of our travel letter that you could email to me? I am missing a recitation this Friday for Virginia Tech and my TA asked for a copy of the letter since I did 
not have an extra copy at the beginning of the year for her. If you only have physical copies, let me know and I’ll swing by the AC sometime tomorrow to pick one up. 

Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Loeb, Jeatmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

lbllow up---psyc exam proctor 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I hope all is well. This is a follow-up email to our conversation last week regarding and the Psyc exam scheduled for Wednesday, She will 

be at Saint Methodist University due to her away meet for women’s 

I am copying the person in charge of such matters at SMU, Matthew Robinson. He will assist in arranging for the exam to be proctored next Wednesday, at 

3pm. 

Please let me know how else I can assist. 

Thank you again, Dr. Loeb. 

Many thanks to you, too, Matthew! 

Jaimie 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone from our center will proctor. 

Respectfully, 

Matthew Robinson 

Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V. E. mrobinson@smu.edu 

[cid:DE4BF189-4662-47C2-AF77-C21B29DC869D] 

NOTE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <Immiller@nlail.smu.edu<nlailto:Immiller@mail.smu.edu>> 

Date: Monday,               9:59 AM 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <rnrobinson@mail.smu.edu<mailto:mrobinson@mail.smu.edu>> 

cc: ~1.a.~L.m..~LeJ..e..e.~@~.u.~.n.~.c.:~.e.~.d.~.u.~..m..~jJ~.t~.~.~;La.j~.n.1j~.e.~.e...e.~@..u...n.~:.~.d.~.~.’’ <~.a.j~.n.1j~.e.~.e.~.e.~@~.u...n..c.:~.e.~.d.~.u.~.1..m.~.a.~[!.t...~.J2a.~!~.m..~L.e.L.e..e.~@~.u.~.n.~.c.~d~u >> 
Subject: UNC .Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the University of North Carolina called me to see if one of her from UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she 

is at SMU for the Women’s Classic next week. She would need to have her exam proctored on the from 3-4pm and they have permission from the UNC faculty 

for the course. Since you guys handle the proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this 

email and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about the possibility of this happening. Jaimie, it was nice talking with you this morning] 

Thanks so much Matt! 

Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 

Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 

5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 

PO Box 750312 

Dallas, TX 75275 

Immiller@smu.edu<mailto:Immiller@smu.edu> 

hit p:i!www.sm u.edu/Aca demicsiA DSA 

Office: 214-768-4217 

Cell: 

[cid :!m ageO01.png@O:l=CEC343. FO D30730] 

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return e-mail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Hello Dr. Loeb, 

I contacted you last week regarding            a student athlete in your PSYC    course. She spoke to you about having her Exam 1 proctored at Southern 

Methodist University while she is away at competition next Wednesday,         . Per our conversation, you will allow       to take her exam under authorized 

supervision. I will send a follow-up email to you in order to establish contact with their department and the person in charge of proctoring exams, Matthew 

Robinson. 

Also, just as a reference, wanted to refer you to the undergraduate bulletin and the university policy regarding regularly organized and authorized activity: 

Class Attemlance Poll0, 

Regular class atterMance is a student obligation, and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or privilege exists that permit~ a student to be absent from 

any c[(~’ ........ ring., e.xeept fo~ ...... d ~ ....... .............. quired by the student’s faith. If a .,tudent mis.,es th ............ tire c/(~’ ........ ting~ ...... is ............ 
clm’ses ll~an the course im’tructor deems advisable, tile course instructor may report the fi~cts to the student’s academic dean. 

Studems w~o am me~ ~ rs o f regularly otNctr~ed and autho riz ed Un~ve rsiO, ~eti~ities ~ who may he ou~ of town taking part in ~ o me sc~duled event am to he exeusedduringthe e~pr o red period of absence 
]votification of such an absence must be sent by the rezpons’ible University @qcial to tile course #~structor before the date(~) qf the scheduled absence. 

Thank you for your understanding, and please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Robinson, Matthew <mrobin~m@mail.smu.edu>; Miller, Laura (Athletics) <lmmille@mail.smu.edu> 

Bierman, Sue <sbiennan@mml.smu.edu> 

RE: UNC Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matthew, 

Thal~k you for getting back to me I will copy you on an email I am sending to the professor, Dr. Jeaunie Loeb, who will work out the details! 

Laura, I sincerely appreciate your help today. 

Here is some information for you: 

Student ath]ete: 
Date: Wednesday, 3pm 
Exam: PsTc 
Prof: Jeannie Loeb 

Thank you, again. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew [mailto:mrobinsnn(@mail.smu.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                11:05 AM 

To: Miller, Laura (Athletics); Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Bierman, Sue 
SubJect: Re: UNC            .Proctored Exam Needed 

Sure, no problem! Please provide me with the details and I will ensure someone li*om our center will proctor. 

R especffully, 

Matthew Robinson 
Assistant Director - Student Athlete Academic Support V ;.. mrobinson@smu.edu 

[cid:DE4BFI 89-4562-47C2 -AF77-C21B29DC869D] 

NOTE: ’]’his email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged m[’ormation. Any unauthorized use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you. 

From: <Miller>, "Laura (Athletics)" <lmmiller@mail.smu.edu<mailto:lmmiller,@,mail.smu.edu>> 
Date: Monday,                9:59 A_’vl 

To: "Robinson, Matthew" <rmobinson@mail.smu.edu<mailto:mrobinson(&mail.smu.edu>> 
Cc: "jairaielee@unc.edu<mailto:iairuielee(d}unc.edu>" <jaimielee@unc.edu<mailto:iairnielee(d}unc.edu>> 
Subject: UNC            Proctored Exam Needed 

Hi Matt, 

This morning Jaimie from the Universib" of North Carolina called me to see if one of her          frora UNC could have an exam proctored by one of us while she is at SMU for the 
Women’s Classic next week. She wouldneed to have her exaru proctored on the     frora 3-4pm and they have permission from the L2qC faculty for the course. Since you guys handle the 
proctoring for all student-athletes, even ours, Lisa and I thought it best to have her contact you. I have CC’d Jaimie on this eruail and hopefully you can answer any questions she has about 
the possibility of this happening. Jairuie, it was nice talking with you this morning! 

Thanks so much Matt! 
Laura 

Laura Miller, J.D. 
Center for the Academic Development of Student-Athletes Academic Coordinator and Tutor Coordinator 
5800 Ownby Dr., Suite 206 
PO Box 750312 
Dallas, TX 75275 
lrrm~illcr@smu.edu<mailto :lrrmliller@smu. edu> 
http://www.snm.edu/Academics/ADSA 
Office: 214-768-4217 
Cell: 
[cid:image001 prig@01 CEC343.FOD30730] 

This e-mail al"id an?’ attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this 
message and destroy an?, copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: jim.shelton@athlelics.utexas.edu 

Subject: psyc exam proctor--Cancel 

Hi Jim, 

I spoke to you last week about proctoring a psyc exam for a women’s on Wednesday, 

your campus that night or the next day. 

Sorry for any inconvenience. Thank you so much for your help. I hope all is well. 

Take care, 

Jaimie 

It turns out, they will be at SMU that day! They will be on 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: Ma]oy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Hi Susm% 

They are no longer available on Thursday nights. They are avaUable from :l.-5pm on Thursdays. 

H~:_~re is their availability: 

.1.. is avaih~ble Tues at 7pro, Wed (’;--:~.O, ~md Sun (5.-1Opm 

2. Sun 6-lOpm, Tues 6-9pro, Wed 7--lOpm 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Seat; Thursday, October 03, 2053 6::[9 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

Jaimie, 

mentioned that you need to change the girls 

to see what works. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

appointment. Can you tell me when a preferred day and time would be? Then I can check in with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Thank you for your help with and her psyc exam proctor. I have reached out to the prof who has agreed to make the arrangement. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 4:50 PM 
To: Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes; she has been worried. A basic, but not final schedu(e when she may be t:ree is: 

Wednesday 3pm 

Thursday. ’ no real time as we travel from DaUas to Austin to swim a meet and return that night 

Friday, could go 8/9am, practice :l:l-:]., could go :-;~- pm 

Saturday, no real time as we swim ICU in Arlington 

Hope this helps Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

m~a:ssi~y of l’qi~rlt~ Caro]i~’.a Swimmi~g & D:vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1X-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emafl: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: FW: Psych Exam proctor 
Importance: High 

Coach, 

came l:o me about an upc.:_~ming PSYC E>:am scheduled ~ (Texas meet). Tl’u:_~ professor does nol: offer make-up) exams, so I would lik~-_~ to know 

the team’s schedule for [:hat weekend so f can contact someon~-:~ at Texas to proctor it for her. P)ease h:_d: me know when you haw:_~ an id~:_~a oF a tim~-_~ Mock wl’u:_~n sl’u:_~ 

could possibly have her’ exam proctored. 

Thank you) 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave tbr a meet in Texas 

~1 via ~’~ %:~r:~s’,t~Lg GAl.:,,>"~ S~4 a:~ A ~&~’ 4G LTF. ~m~3 @~oTLe 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Lee, Jaimie" <Ca_j__r_l!i__e_!_e___e_@unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~(_i_z_e_:_e___@_ > 
Cc: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee(E~uuc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

tti 
ttave you discussed this with your protbssor?? It is imtx~rtaut you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 
and take it during once hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, _! .......................... > )21ive.unc.edu wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam for a trip. Yon said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hems 

anything. 

Do you know ifI will be able k) have the exam proctored? 

Thmlks 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~live.edu> 

Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

I had a good conversation with Dr~ Loeb, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 

Yes I came into your office after I had talked to my professor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in Texas 

f~e:~t via fi~e ~ !~1 ~ilng G!\LAX~ S,P~;,~, 1~1 AT,Y. T ,~G LH; smmlptione 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee~;unc.edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: ~live.edn> 
Cc: "Lee, J~Jmie" <[a_4__r_l!j__e_[e___e_@_9__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

~)live.unc.edu> 

Hi 
Have you discussed this ruth your professor?? It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unrolling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during office hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM, ’ g~live.unc~edu> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exmn for a trip. You said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hears 

an~king. 

Do you know ifI roll be able to have the exam proctored? 

Tha~d~s 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: weeldy meeting form...please drop it offtoIfight 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu>; 

Still haven’t gotten the weekly meeting form from you.., 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

b~live.unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

FYI, is excused in order to ~.ttend SI which is supplemental instruction conducted by the YA’s for the biology :lass.,. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:48 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: 

I will need to cancel my Biology tutor scheduled for tonight, from 6-7pm with in room F. I have an SI session to attend tonight, and 

that is the reason i cannot go to Biology tutoring. I will be back for my guided study following the Sl. 

~ (PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

FW: Psych Exam proctor 

Coach~ 

, came to me about an upcoming PSYC Exam scheduled when you leave for your meet h~ Texas. The professor does not offer make-up exams, so I would 
like to know your scfu:_~dule for that weekend so f can contact someone at 7e>:as to proctor it: for her, Please let me know when you haw:_~ an ich:_~a of t:ime blocks that 
day when she could possibly have her exam proctored. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Lee, _laimie 
Subject: RE: Psych Exam proctor 
Yes I canle into your olt]ce atter I had talked to my prot~ssor because she doesn’t provide make up exams. 

The exam is          which is the day we leave for a meet in Texas 
Sell1 ~’ia [ile S~l.~ts~t[~ GALAXY ~ .: ,1, ~t A i &]" d(} [.T}{ t[i ]3[i?]1ot[~ 

........ Original message ........ 

F~om: "Lee. Jaimie" <iamdelee~unc~edu> 

Date: 9:32 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To ~live.edu> 

Cc: "Lee, JaJmie" <iaimMedtbunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Psych Exam proctor 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Ill 
9~ Have you discussed this with your professor ~ i It is important you make initial contact. Also, when is your exam?? Is the prof unwilling to let you reschedule the exam 

and take it during once hours? 

On , at 5:24 PM,’ ~_l_i__~:_e__:_LLr_Lc_:_e_$t___u_> wrote: 

Jamie, I came to see you about 2 weeks ago about missing an exam for a trip. Yon said you would email the teacher and let me know If you hems 
anydling. 

Do you know ifI will be able to have the exam proctored? 

ThaJlks 



From: jaimiel@adamc,edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:46 AM 

To: ~aol.com> 

Subject: Re: Weekly Meefng 

Hi 
Yes we are meeting! Thanks for checking 

> On at 10:57 PM, ’ ~aol.com> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Jaimie, 
> I just wanted to make sure we were having out meeting tomorrow because its so close to fall break. If I don’t hear from you before tomorrow, I’ll see you in the morning at 9:30[ , 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Akiu, Stephen <staXin@unc.edtr~ 

Updated student-athlete list 

Hi, Steve: 

I am attaching an updated list of student-athletes, we have a few who bought tickets already. 

The following students have been removed: 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

iiiii    iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

?_19__.9__6_.2___25_-:3_8. 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: RE: RE: 

~ho’anail.com> 

Hi, 

Here is what you need to do 

From: ghotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:34 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Jenn, 

I have now accepted admissions and payed the enrollment deposit. 

Please let me know what is next! 

Thanks again for all of your help! 

From: j_t__9___w____n__s gLn___~!_@_y__n___c_:__e___d___u_. 

Tc ~hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: 

Date: Fri, 13:23:05 +0000 

Hi, 

Before you can register, you will need to accept your enrollment and tal~e care of your enrollnlent deposit. Go to rny.unc.edu and log in to your Student Center. At 

the bottom of the page, you should be able to see a link that states, "Click here to see your decision". Click on the link and follow the next steps to accept 

admissions and pay your enrollment deposit. 

Please let me know when you have this done. 

Thanks! 

Congratulations on getting everything taken care or with admissions, 

Jenn 

From @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject" 

HiJenn, 

Coach Paul mentioned something to my dad about me having to register for something called C-tops. Where do i register for that? 

Hope all is well, 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: Academic Counselor tbr .-Orientation intbnnation 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 5:02 PM 
To: Townsend, .]enn 
Subject= Re: Academic Counselor for --Orientation information 
Jenn, 
Thanks for your message and all of the info about Orientation. 

I roll arrive Chapel Hill this Sunday in the late afternoon/early evening...depending on how long the drive takes. I can call you in the afternoon to see if you’d have time 

available to meet in the evening. I think it would be really helpful to meet in advance if possible. I’ve completed the orientation module and the language tefft. 

tlere’s the other intb you requested: 

1. SAT writing score: 

2. SAT Math score 

3. Did not take Math but~ject Test 
4. AP scores -- have taken 9 AP tests, but only have scores for 5 so far: 

5. No college courses taken 

6. Business or Biomedical Engineering or ? 

ididn’t place!) 

8. No 

9. Can’t think of any now... 

My cell phone number is 

I look/brward to meeting you. 

Thanks! 

On Thu, 10:18 AM, Townsend, Jenn <j_t_R__w_r!~_lL_g_~__u__r!_c_:__e__@_.> wrote: 

Hi, 
My name is Jenn Townsend and I an1 serving as the Academic Counselor for 

Orientation next week. 

I have a couple of reminders for you before you arrive: 

at UNC. We are excited that you are going to be coming here for 

I. Make sure you take your Foreign Language Placement Test: http://~a~a¥.m~c.edtilanguageplacement,’ 
2. Make sure you check your IJNC email (heelmail.anc.e&0 to find an advising module tbr Orientation. You MUST watch the module and complete the qukzes on 

it betbre Orientation. You can also access the module here: https://advisiug.unc.edu’tirst-vear-student-module/ 
I aim need the tbllowing intbm~ation from you: 

1. SAT Writing Score orACT English score: 
2. SAT/ACT Math score 
3. SAT Math Subject test scores (if taken) 
4. AW AP/IB tests taken and scores received 
5. AW College courses taken 
6. Possible major 
7. Foreign language placemem tes’t score and which class you placed into 
8. Do you have a documented learning dimbility or are you currently taking medication/br attention issues? 
9. AW other important ii~bnnation that you feel I should know. 

PLEASE RESPOND WITH ANSVv%RS TO THESE QUESTIONS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! 
Reminders of what you roll need to bring to Orientation: 

1. Your Owen and password 

2. Your PID 

3. Your SAT/ACT/AP scores 

4. Driver’s License 

5. Health Insurance Info 

6. Foreign Language Placement Scores 

7. Re~,iew the checklist for addifio~laJ ite~n s; ht’q~:,"/’nsepp.u~l~ .edu,"~]~t- ,ieea- s~dent~,’~rientatio~/orientation- cllecldist 

We will be meeting at 4:45 on Monday. If you axe going to be in town on Sunday evening or earlier on Monday morning, please let me know, as we might be able to 

meet tbr a little bit then, also. 
You can contact me at j townsend~;uncaa.nnc.edu or at 

I mn looking forwazd to seeing you soon! 

Jenn 

/;.! !Z Z~ :};71 {! ()ii~!.Z ~ Z~I 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (i:.~’) 





From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: RE: Meet 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

I won’t be here at 6 tonight. I think that you will have to contact or someone 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Re: Meet 

10:04 AM 

Ok! Can we meet today around 6 to try and el~roll me in EDUC ? Or like fin the problem of why I can’t enroll? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:25 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Both of them show that the class is full; it’s not your account. HIST 

EDUC advisor and see if she can help you get into it. 

> 

> Jem~ 

> 
Original Message ..... 

> From 

> Sent: Sunday 7:08 PM 

> To: Townsend, Jenn 

> Subject: Re: Meet 

> 

> Ok thanks! 

> 

> 

> 

> goheels#1 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 

> 

> On at 6:56 PM. "Townsend, Jeun" <j townsend@un c edu> wrote: 

> 

>> I can 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhune 

>> 

>> On~ at 6:54 PM. @email unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> It just won’t sign me up. It says it’s open and when I enroll in it it doesn’t work. Do you want to try? 

>>> 

>>> Sent li*um my tPhone 
>>> 

>>> On at 6:36 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc. edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> What message does it give you’.’ 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> From: 

>>>> Sent: Sunday 6:35 PM 

>>>> To: Townsend, Jenn 

>>>> Subject: Re: Meet 

>>>> 

>>>> Ok. Do you know why I can’t sign up’? I was trying to sign up for EDCU and HIST with 

>>>> 

>>>> Sent fiom my iPhone 

>>>> 

>>>> On at 6:29 PM, "Townsend, Jeun" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> 

>>>>> Nope. There are no holds for you during the fall at all. 

>>>>> 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>>> From: 

>>>>> Sent: Sunday 6:25 PM 

>>>>> To: Townsend, Jetm 

>>>>> Subject: Re: Meet 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Ok! It’s just my account I can’t add classes or drop any. Did someone freeze my account? 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On~ at 4:47 PM. "Townsend, Jeun" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> 

>>>>>> I will be here ticom 6-9 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>>>> From:, 

>>>>>> Sent: Sunday, 10:45 AM 

>>>>>> To: Townsend, Jenn 

has seats reserved for first year students I am not sure why EDUC is reserved You can probably contact your 

And drop astronomy. But it won’t let me. 



>>>>>> Subiect: Meet 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Hey Jenn, 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Do you have time to meet today? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Boo Gilletle (bgille@nncaa.unc.edu); djp@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Incoming students and Orientation 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

.9_ 1__9__9 § 2___9__5_3 8_ 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:L9 962 9538 

.919::9_6 2_:_8 2_4Z (fax) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Jordan, Scarlett L <scarlet@unc.edtr~ 

Hoover, Shandol Clmstine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete list and reserved seats 

Hi, 

Hi, 
I am attaching the list of incoming student-athletes we have as of right now. I am sure we will be adding more names. 

We would like to reserve spots for the following sessions: 

Session 5: ____ spots total (3 ,4 \ 16 25 

Session 10:6 spots (6 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: Charles Byrd, 

Subject: 

nc.rr.conl) 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Holladay 

Holladay 

Joe 

Business 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edu 

Tuesday, 10:15 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Study hours 

Hi Jen 

I have a class conflict with my microbiology lab and I was wondering if you could help me drop add. Will u be available to talk later? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" 

Date: Fri, 09:22:14 0400 

To: ~ernail.unc,edu > 

Subject: Study hours 

Hi, 

I am just writing to let you know that you will be required to do study hours this semester because you have a cumulative GPA below a 2.75. 

You will be required to do three hours per week. The hours will start each Sunday night beginning this Sunday,~ I would prefer that you complete your weekly 

hours by Thursday night please let me notify me if you have trouble doing this. 

Let me know if you have any questions or if you run into any problems logging in. 

I hope you had a good first week of school, 

Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 1:20 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: spring classes 

yes, I talked to someone in compliance already. They said though I need to change my hours from 17 to 18. Do you know how to do that? 

Thanks, 

Sent from rny Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 13:02:24 0500 

To: ~email,unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: spring     classes 

Hey, 

[just wanted to make sure you got everything all set with your online class. [ knew there was one more step with the compliance I forgot about, but they said your financial aid 
was all set. 

Sorry I forgot to answer your question about the major gpa, but usually only classes that are designated as your actual major (ie JOMC) should be counted in your major 

GPA. 

Hope you have everything taken care of. 

Let rne know if you have any other questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @email,unc.edu> 1:42 PM >>> 

Hi Jen, 

I have a question about my classes next semester. I missed my fall 

semester and am trying to graduate on time (May    ). I came in to 

talk to you about how realistic that was last semester and you told me 

that if i took at least 5 classes each semester and then an additional 

6 hours that I could. I’ve been looking over my schedule and as of 

right nowI am in 18 hours. Do I need someone to sign off for me over 

loading? Also, I was thinking about taking an online class. I am signed 

up for ENGL but would like to take an online english class, 

either ENGL or Do you think that is QK and how do I go about 

doing that? I’ve never taken an online class so I’m not sure. 

Also, how do you go about calculating your major gpa? I am a journalism 

major so would I only do classes that have JOMC in front of it? Or 

would I also include classes such as poli which you need in the 

J School? 

Thanks, 



From: ~emaikunc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:52 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: appt 

He,)’ Jen, 

I was wondering if we could set up a meeting for either tom (Wed) or thurs 
to register for classes. 

Thanks, 



From: ~email.nnc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:16 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: and SPAN 

Hello Jenn, 

My name is and I am instructor in SPAN Though it is 
impossible for me to give you an exact current grade for (because 
there are still several grades pending including the final exam for 
example) I can tell you that he failed his midterm exam which was worth 20% 
of his final grade in the class      is almost always in class but he 
rarely participates of his own volition which will end up hurting his 
participation grade which is worth another 10% of the final grade. He has 
missed several homework assignments that have been graded which puts his 
evaluation ofpalticipation grade (worth 10% of the final) at around 50%. I 
plan on dropping 2 of these homework grades in the end which should boost 
this but I am not sure how much it will help He has an oral intel-,ziew on 
Wednesday which will be perJ2mned with a partner and in genera[ students do 
fairly well on this (worth 7.5% of the final). ’]’he final exam is worth 
another 25% and sometimes can make or break a student’s grade in the class. 
It is a comprehensive exam that covers grammar we have done throughout the 
semester. I am more than willing to work with      :o help him bring up 
his grade even if he cannot make it to my scheduled ol!fice hours which are 
Mondays and Tuesdays 1100-1200 

I hope this helps, let me know if you have any other questmns 

On Mort,            15:25:40 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<j townsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and l am an Academic Counselor J2)r the Academic 
> Support Program for Student-Athletes. One of our 
players. 
> is in your SPAN class this semester, has let me 
know 

> that he thinks his grade has slipped quite a bit since the midterrn. Could 
> you please let me know what current grade is? Any other 
information 
> you have about his assignment/test grades, attendance and participation 
> would be appreciated also. 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> 

> Jetm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nol~h Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: @emaikunc.edtr~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: meeting 

He,)’ Jen, 

I’m thinking about going to nursing school once I graduate and I was 
wondering if I could meet with you about it. rm free anytime after 11 tom 
and on Iiciday rm tlcee all day. Let me know what works for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 1 1:46 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: meeting 

11:30 sounds great See you then! 

Thanks, 

On Wed.            12:04:16 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> He?-, 
> 

> We could either do 9:00 or 11:30 on Friday. Would either of those work 
for 
> you? 
> 
> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>~" ~)email uric edu> 11:30 AM >>> 
> 

> Hey Jen, 
> 

> I’m thinking about going to nursing schnnl once I graduate and I was 
> wondering ifI could meet with you about it rrn free anytime after 11 
tOlI1 

> and on friday I’m free al[ day. Let me know what works :[’or you 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:27 AM 

Chris Gallo <cgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

< mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro < soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Fraley, Amy Loretta < afraley@email.unc.edu >; 

dani20@email.unc.edu; ktrinida@email.unc.edu; _~email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

< bingham m @email.unc.edu >; ~yahoo.com; ~yahoo.com 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Softball Calendar 

SBCalendar pdf 

Hello Softball Staff 

[ am attaching the daily calendar of softball activities. 

l hope you all have a wonderful day 

Alisa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

undisclosed- recipients: 

Spring Fling! 

Hello Jingle Bell Jog participants! 

I hope you are doing well. Spring Fling is fasl approaching and I warned to give you all the information on the event so you can spread the word and hopefillly bring a 

group to the event as well. Here is the vital information: 

Who: Teams or individuals of UNC Faculty and Staff 

When: May 6, 2011 at 12:15pm (Check-In from 11:30am- 12:00pm event day) 

Where: We are starting at the Student Recreation Center. 

Register: campusrec.unc.edu (Closes May 3, 2011 ) 

I have also attached our information sheet to this emaJl to give you more details about the event. If you hm~e any questions, please feel free to ask. We are looking 

forward to having another great Spring Fling with you being a paint of it. Thanks! 

UNC Campus Recreation 

@emai i. unc. edu 

i’,!-}- Sec~reStor S~ored: ~o~d 5.73094bytes; 

Sprinq Flinq Information Sheet.pdf .173-9~R!yt ~.~ 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 12:15 PM 

Je~mifEr Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: PHIL    tutoring tonight 

Thanks for" letting me know, Jenn. 

Best, 

From: .Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:27 AM 
To: 
Subject" PHIL : tutoring tonight 

Hi, 
I just wanted to let you know that 

Thanks! 

Nill not be able to make his PHIL 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

tutoring tonight at 9. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:11 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: paper 

Hi Jenn, 
With my apologies, I don’t have any extra time tonight. 

Best, 

From-" Jennifer Townsend btownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Mlonday, 12:34 plVl 

To-" 
Subject paper 

~vanted to ,see if you had lime tonight to help him review a paper for his PHIL 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Town~nd 

As~ciate Director 

Academic Support Program tbr Student-Aflfletes 

Universi~ ofNol~th Caxolma~ Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

class? If you could let me know either way, I would appreciate it. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, ! 11:57 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: and ENGL    tutoring 

Thanks for notifying me, Jenn! 

Best, 

From: Jennifer Townsend [jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:47 AM 
TO: q 

Subject: and ENGL    tutoring 

Hi, 
I just wanted tot let you know that ~-ill not be able to make her writing tutorial session tonight at 7 because she has a team function to attend. 

ThaJlks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

As~ciate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ ofNoflh Caxolma Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: and ENGL tutoring 

Thank you Jenn! I appreciate the notification. 

Best, 

From= Jennifer Townsend [jtownsend@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3:03 PM 
To= 
Subject: " " and ENGL tutoring 

Hi, 
I just wanted to let you know that, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townmnd 

Asmciate Director 

Academic Support Program/br Student-Athletes 

UniversiU ofNol~th Caacolina Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

has a this afternoon, so she roll not make her ENGL tutoring appointment tonight. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 10:11 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

< rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelinOuncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

< m bunting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 2nd Floor Graphics Package 

Folks, 
and will not be in tomorrow. I may make it in Friday. Cricket, Jenn, Dana, and Shelley, will you please get together and make sure we have 

these things organized, You can bring rne up to speed Friday, if I make it in. Richie, we may need till Tuesday, since Monday is a holiday. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 
Fax: (919) 843 2327>>> Richie Grimsley 5/23/2012 11:01 AM >>> 

Below is a summary of where we are and what is needed from Academics in order to keep the ball rolling, It is mainly just content and some final decisions. Rainier has 
factored in providing a rendering of some elements and time for feedback with us. We are still waiting for a final answer from Bubba on exactly how the available funds will 

be split between Academics and Weight Room graphics. Hopefully that is coming very soon and we can go through all the possibilities and see what we can work in under 

each groups wants/needs. Thanks. 

Painting 
I met with Cheryl again this morning and have her suggestions for which walls and columns to paint I also have paint samples for you to look at and approve. We can move 

on this as soon as you approve it, 

John W. Pope Academics Center lettering 
I confirmed that this was the correct wording for the raised lettering. Art Pope gave the money, but it was to be named for John. We can also move forward with getting these 

letters ordered, 

Eco-Stipple Wall Covering on the wall entering the Academics Office area 
We need the pictures that we would like to have incorporated into this feature by tile end of this week so they can begin design. We also need a decision if the benchmarks 

need to be worked into the design at this location or any other wording to be on this wall. 

Wood separation between elevator lobby and Iounqe 

How rnany of the built in cabinets off of the elevator lobby would you like to be enclosed with a glass front? We can proceed with this if ready. 
What is the final decision on the large middle opening in the wood? glass with the benchmarks etched into it, clear glass on the front and back to display items, other 

Do we want to have dirnensional lettering of the benchmarks installed on the 3 wood panels above the large opening? We can move forward with this as well. 

Tar Heel Leaders of Distinction 
I think we have a pretty good feel for what we are going to do here and the location. Rainier is working on a rendering for us to see. We just have to confirm that this is one 

of the elements we want to proceed with. 

Framed Photos 
We need the content that we would like to have incorporated into this feature by the end of this week so they can begin production. We can determine the number of pictures 

that can be framed based on available budget. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Doug Dubay <dougd@rainier.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 9:07 AM 

Richie Grimsley <vgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennitbr Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu’~,; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 2nd Floor Graphics Package 

Thanks for the upda[e, and thanks to those working hard to get the art work together! 

Rainier has another proiect that will be hlstalled on cm~npus tomorrow morning, and I plan to be there to get it started. After that I have a meeting with Michael Beale 

to look at some new projects. 

I’d be happy to stay on campus and meet with you after the hmch hour to review art work, discuss the elements in the project, and start the collaborative process 

[a c~-’_~ to face. 

Just let me know i[ you’d like to get togeth~-:~r and if f can be of servk:e, 

Thanks! 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 

Eastern US Business Development 
18375 Olympic Avenue S 

Tukwila, WA 98188 

Direct: 425~98IJ 254 
(North Carolina) 

EmaH: douqd@rainier.com 

Ni www. ra in ier reta il.com 

From," Richie Grimsley [mailto:rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:35 AM 
To; Jennifer Townsend 
C¢-" Cricket Lane; John Blanchard 
Subject-" Re: 2nd Floor Graphics Package 

OK, thanks for the update, let me knowASAP so it can be sent off to Rainier. They are under the gun to get it designed, fabricated and installed in the necessary time frame 

so every day will help. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 5/29/2012 10:31 AM > > > 

We have the pictures selected for the walls Jeff is just working on toning them. We also have the image selected for the graphics wall, but Dana is still working on cutting it 

out. [ also think that we need to decide if we are going to have any wording in the image. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Richie Grimsley 5/29/2012 10:30 AM > > > 

Any progress on this? 

Richie Gdmsley 

Asst. Director for Fadlity Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 5/24/2012 4:40 PM > > > 

Hi, Richie: 



We have picked out a number of pictures from our files and we did shoot a large number of pictures today with Jeff. [ think that as soon as we get the files from Jeff, we will 

be able to get you the pictures to be framed and for the graphics project. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Richie Grimsley 5/23/2012 11:01 AM >>> 

Below is a summary of where we are and what is needed from Academics in order to keep the ball rolling. It is mainly just content and some final decisions. Rainier has 

factored in providing a rendering of some elements and time for feedback with us, We are still waiting for a final answer from Bubba on exactly how the available funds will 

be split between Academics and Weight Room graphics. Hopefully that is coming very soon and we can go through all the possibilities and see what we can work in under 
each groups wants/needs. Thanks. 

Painting 
I met with Cheryl again this morning and have her suggestions for which walls and columns to paint. I also have paint samples for you to look at and approve. We can move 

on this as soon as you approve it. 

John W. Pope Academics Center lettering 
I confirmed that this was the correct wording for the raised lettering. Art Pope gave tile money, but it was to be named for John, We can also move forward with getting these 

letters ordered. 

Eco-Stipple Wall Covering on the wall entering the Academics Office area 
We need the pictures that we would like to have incorporated into this feature by the end of this week so they can begin design. We also need a decision if the benchmarks 

need to be worked into the design at this location or any other wording to be on this wall. 

Wood separation between elevator lobby and lounge 
How many of the built in cabinets off of time elevator lobby would you like to be enclosed with a glass front? We carl proceed with this if ready. 

What is the final decision on the large middle opening in the wood? glass with the benchmarks etched into it, clear glass on the front and back to display items, other 

Do we want to have dimensional lettering of the benchmarks installed on the 3 wood panels above the large opening? We can move forward with this as well, 

Tar Heel Leaders of Distinction 

I think we have a pretty good feel for what we are going to do here and the location. Rainier is working on a rendering for us to see. We just have to confirm that this is one 

of the elements we want to proceed with. 

Framed Photos 

We need the content that we would like to have incorporated into this feature by the end of this week so they can begin production. We can determine the number of pictures 

that can be framed based on available budget. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doug Dubay <dongd@rainier.com> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 3:24 PM 

Richie Gfimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin ~<tgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Ga~ <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Bla~chaM 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennit}r TownseM <jtownsend@uncaa.tmc.edtr>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting Wednesday 

Thanks Richie, 

Definitely no shortage of nice settings to meet at the Loudermilk Center! 

I look forward to seeing you all at 10:00. 

Doug 

Dung Dubay 
Eastern US Business Development 
18375 Olympic Avenue S 
Tukwila, WA 98188 
Direct: 425981.1254 

Cell:            (North Carolina) 
Email: dougd@rainier.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Richie Grimsley [mailto:r~rimsley(@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 2:48 PM 
To: Doug Dubay; Dana Gelin; Greg Gatz; John Blanchard; Jennifer Townsend; Shelley Johnson 
Subject: Meeting Wednesday 

Let’s meet on wednesday at 10:00 AM in the lobby of the 2nd floor. If the conference room is available, we can go in there, if not we can go up to the Concourse Club to meet. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management UNC Athletics Loudermilk Center for Excellence Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
o ffice-919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:28 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: SS I1 schedules 

Thanks_,will be available? 

Cynthia Friend 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 8:01 AM >>> 

The class schedules are set, but the tutoring schedules aren’t set yet. Everyone will have class until l:00pm except for 

everyone else (with the exception of maybe             and 

isn’t taking any sure school class, so he could be free for sure. 

Jenn 

I am not certain yet, but I am pretty sure that 

will have tutoring from 1:30 3:00. I won’t know for sure until next week. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Cynthia Stone t:13 PM >>> 

Hey there, 

Coach Holladay wanted me to check with you to see if we have schedules yet for the guys for the next summer session. Basically right now, we really only need to know if the 

returning players have class from 12:45 2ish. Sam Perkin’s camp is looking to use some of our players during these times. 

Thanks! 

Cynthia Friend 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doug Dubay <dougd@raiuier.com> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 5:34 PM 

Richie (himsley <rgrimsley@uucaa.unc.edu-~ 

Robert Boyce <robertb@rainier.com> 

IF~¢: Loudermilk - Academic Mural eproof 

PT.pdf 

Hi Richie, 

[ am at Rainier now and workk~g with the graphic designer Robert Boyce on your project. 

This wall graphic should have gone to you instead of Eric, 

Can Vou pass this around to the appropriate people and let us know if they approve of the graphic? 

i’hanks! 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 

Ea,~tem US BusJ~?es,~ DeveJepment 
18375 Olympic Avenue S 

Tukwi[a~ WA 98188 

Direct: 425.961.I254 
Cell: (Nolth Carolina) 
Email: douqd@rainier.com 

:: ::*;; :: v,~tw m in ierreta ik com 

From: Robert Boyce 

Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 5:35 PM 
To: Eric Biener 
Cc: Doug Dubay 
Subject: Loudermilk - Academic Mural eproof 

Eric, 

Here’s an eproof for the academic mural. 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaye Chase < chasek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:58 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Managers 

Here you go ... 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 10/9/2012 12:41 PM > > > 
Hey, 

Do you mind sending me the names and PIDs of all the managers for this year so I can submit their names during our priority registration request? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 8:32 PM 

Jeff Fuchs <jfuchs@email.unc.edu.gwia.GWIADOMAIN >; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Danny Labar 

<dlabar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com >; joan@chapelhillsportswear.com; 

dws@dps.psafety.unc.edu;         @gmaii.com;       ~gmail.com;          ~nc.rr.com; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 

< Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu >; McClure, Matthew D < mcclure@unc.edu > 

ktew@sheratonchapelhill.com 

Thanksgiving Weekend 

Good evening, 

I apologize for the EVERYONE email, but we’ve had a few changes relevant to our home schedule next weekend and this was the most expedient way to spread the news. 

Firstly, congratulations to our two soccer programs on advancing to their respective next rounds with consecutive and thrilling PK victories. And our hearts most certainly go 

out to Coach Shelton and our field hockey program for their disappointing loss in the national championship, but we always are incredibly proud of their many, many 

accomplishments. 

Schedule for our upcoming Thanksgiving week: 

Wednesday, November 21 

2:00 pm    Volleyball vs. NC State this is a HUGE game, folks, with NC~, hosting implications 

Thursday, November 22 
HAPPY THAN KSC-~/ING 

Friday, November 23 
BLACK Friday 

Saturday, November 24 

11:00 am Carmichael doors open 

12:00 Noon Women’s Basketball vs. LaSalle 

1:30 pm Kenan gates open 

3:00 pm Football vs. Maryland (RSN) 
TIBD North CaroJina (5:00 pro} and Fairleigh Dickinson men’s soccer practices on Fetzer Field 

Sunday, November 25 

1:00 pm Carmichael doors open 

2:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. UNCA 

4:00 pm Fetzer gates open 

5:00 pm Men’s Soccer Third Round vs. Fairleigh Dickinson 

4:00 pm NCAAVolleyball Selection Show ESPNU 

As Women’s Soccer prepares for its trip to Provo and football prepares for the Turtles and Volleyball prepares for its crucial game against the Wolfies, and Women’s 

Basketball celebrates its Pro Season NIT Championship and Men’s Basketball continues to bask in the Hawaiian sun, here’s hoping you and your family and friends have a 

WONDERFUL and RESTFUL Thanksgiving!!! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919,962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 2:30 PM 

Jenn Town~nd <itownsend@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Chophouse Order: Monday, 

Hello, 

We are eating at The Chophouse on the way to the airport Monda’~ 

possible (preferably no later than Stmday morning), that would be great. 

If you could please let me know which entree and side you would like as soon as 

Entree: 

8oz Filet 

NY Strip 

Ribeye 

Sea Bass 

Chicken Marsala ruth mushrooms, onions, in marsala rune sauce 

Side: 

Baked Potato 

Loaded Baked Potato 

Mashed Potatoes 

Veggies 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Odmsley < rgrim sley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM 

-Academics:; -Business Office:; -Strength Coaches:; -Travel Office:; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and 

park in the deck. Sorry I did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

RicNe Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 

>>> Martina Ballen 11/28/2012 10:38 AM >>> 

Richie, 

If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staff to park in the Ramshead Deck? 

Martina 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of A/hletics and CFO 

The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (9195962-0125 
mbalIen(b)uncaa uric edu 

>>> Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM >>> 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the 
Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I 

may be unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:20 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

lOam tomorrow 12/6 is confirmed with 

Thanks, 
Susan 

in Room H, 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 12/4/2012 10:03 PM > > > 
10:00 will work for 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan Maloy 12/4/2012 5:10 PM >>> 

Jenn, 
Can ~leet with on Thursday 12/6 sometime between 9:00 and 11:307 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JJTOWNS] 

12/6/2012 9:18:03 PM 

Suits, Christy H. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christina Hanson Suits (chsuits)] 

Subject: women’s soccer celebration 

Start: 12/6/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Suits, Christy H. 

Attendees: 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Christy H. Suits <Christy Suits@unc.edu > 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 4:30 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jjtowns@email.unc.edu > 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy_Suits@unc.edu > 

Re: phone 

Test 123 

Sent f~t~m my Ver~zon W~retess 4G L TE: DROD 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry, I just left. Tomorrow morning? 

> > > "Suits, Christy H." <Christy Suits@unc.edu > 12/5/2012 4:10:57 PM > > > 

Ok.. is now too late? 

~ent from my Verizon WireLess 4G LTE DROfD 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

Hey, Christy: 
I just spoke to Stephen Boyd and he is charging the iPhone for me. Just let me know when you would be available to help me switch over. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:21 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jjtowns@email.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

SOC]     9:00AM 

Thanks! 

Please let me know if these are excused. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edn-~ 

Friday, 1:35 PM 

Town,rid, Jenn <jjtowns@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ECON review with on Monday 

Thm~s Jen. I appreciate it. Ill be there! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:03 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jitowns!f~email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Hey, 
is doing a review from 4-6 Monday for ECON     Just wanted to make sure you were aware... 

Jenn 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday, 4:42 PM 

To: Town~nd, Jenn <jjtowns@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: print for me 

thanks 

http://www.atschoolorientation,net/finaltest.aspx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:50 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 

Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

Townsend, Jenn <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry 

Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; 

Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ga nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa ng, Jeffrey T <jspa ng@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; 

Ungano, Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 

<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 

<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran 

<adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King 

<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith 

<amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York 

<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<bhundley@ uncaa.unc.edSubject: Schedule> 

Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edtr~ 

Monday, December 10, 2012 2:18 PM 

Town~nd, Jenn <jjtown@email.unc.edu> 

Re: exams 

thank you - very. helpful. 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 1:52 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <iitowns@emaJl.uuc.edu> 
wrote: 

Most of the guys have exams through Friday this year. The only ones who will be ot:ficially done wilf be 

From: Natthew B Bowers [mailto:mattbowers@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 10. 2012 12:51 plVl 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: exams 
Hey- 

in trying to plan some interviews for after extorts end, it would be helpful to know who on the 

please let me know who (if any of them) are done with academic commitments by noon on Thursday? 

flaanks. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director 

UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 

(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 

GoHeels.com ........................................ 

and 

team is done ruth exams when --- can you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 10, 2012 4:23 PM 

Town~nd, Jenn <jjtown@email.unc.edu> 

One more question 

When is 

Thanks 

done with exams? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 1:40 PM 

Town~nd, Jenn <jjtown@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Monday StaffHoliday Lunch 

Already did, sent her a separate message 

From: Townsend, 3enn 
Sent; Wednesday, December 12, 2012 1:40 PM 
To; Bridger, Beth 
Subject= Re: Monday Staff Holiday Lunch 

Should we invite barbara, too? Even if she can’t come. And Vince? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 1:23 PM, "Beth Bddger" <bddgerb@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

All 

Our staff holiday lunch will be Monday 12/17, NOON at Champps at Southpoint. 

I have delivered (hand, mailbox, under your door, or now via email) the menu for our event. Please highlight what you would like from the menu and 

note any substitutions/deletions from your meal. If you want a different side dish, please indicate this as well on the menu. Lastly, please choose a 

mini dessert. 

I NEED YOUR CHOICES BACK BY TOMORROW @ NOON so I can put in our order! 

Any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask] 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c; 
Lr_i__d_ ~._e__r__b_ ;.®~ _~_~ _c_:~__a_: ~Ln_ ~_~_e__d_ ~_ 

<201212121305245 52.pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 1:41 PM 

Town~nd, Jenn <jjtown@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Monday StaffHoliday Lunch 

Not so sure on vince, we only have so much budget and we have to invite all student development crew 

From= Townsend, Jenn 
Sent= Wednesday, December 12, 2012 1:40 PM 
To; Bridger, Beth 
Subject= Re: Nonday Staff Holiday Lunch 

Should we invite barbara, too? Even if she can’t come. And Vince? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 1:23 PM, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

All 

Our staff holiday lunch will be Monday 12/17, NOON at Champps at Southpoint. 

I have delivered (hand, mailbox, under your door, or now via email) the menu for our event. Please highlight what you would like from the menu and 

note any substitutions/deletions from your meal. If you want a different side dish, please indicate this as well on the menu. Lastly, please choose a 

mini dessert. 

I NEED YOUR CHOICES BACK BY TOMORROW @ NOON so I can put in our order! 

Any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask] 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c; 
L: _r_i__d_ ~._e__r__b_ ;.®~ _~_~ _c_:~__a_: ~Ln_ ~_~_e__d_ ~_ 

<201212121305245 52.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boo Gillette < bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2:06 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu > 

Hi Jen 

Hope your Tuesday is going great...Will you be in town for 

Boo 

orientation? If not, can you recommend an advisor? Any tips for registering? Thank you. 

It’s a great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Boo Gill~8 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Assistant Head Coach 

Office: (919)-962-5224 

Cell: 

Fax: (919)-962-5105 

Website: www goheels.com 

Camps & Clinics: w_~_c___a_r__o_!_n_~[s__o__ft__b_’_a_[[_c__a_r_r_~_s_~_c__o_E) 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCcoachPapa @UNCCOachBoo @UNCcoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:25 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, 

Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ga nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa ng, Jeffrey T <jspa ng@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Ungano, 

Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 

<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.Subject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:04 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:34 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu > 

High Expectations 

Hello, 
We hope this email finds you well. It is week two of school & practice now. The team has settled into their academic schedules, as well as our practice schedule. This week was 

a bit rainy so we had to practice inside, but team stayed focused and had high energy. 

This weekend we’ll host a Carolina Softball Camp on January 20th where the team with work with campers on offense, defense, and pitching. We look forward to helping 

promote the sport of softball and our team. 

Here is your food for thought, our quote of the week is: 

"The greatest waste in life is the difference between who you are and who you could be." This year is all about getting farther than we’ve ever been before. We are all working 

on making positive changes and being completely focused on our goals, It is a great honor to be a Tar Heel and with that great honor comes high expectations. We have 

high expectations and we won’t settle for mediocrity, Below is a story from ve~vw.gotneels.com in which CollegeSportsMadness.com tabs ttne Pre Season All Conference Teams. 
We hope you’ll continue to follow us on twitter @UNCSoftball and on facebook at University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball, Less than a month until first pitch! Are you 

ready?! 

Go Heels, 
The Coaches 

Website Tabs Tar Heels Top In ACC 

Releas~ 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. North Carolina received top marks in CollegeSportsMadness.com’s Madness 2013 ACC Preseason All Conference Teams. 

Head coach Donna J. Papa was tabbed as the ACC Coach of the Year, junior as Pitcher of the Year, and j Las Freshman of the Year, 

In addition, UNC had two players on each all conference team 

were named to time Second Team, 

3ndjunior t were named to the preseason First Team, and senior and 

The Tar Heels open their 2013 campaign at the Tiger Classic Challenge in Baton Rouge, La,, when they face Tulsa on Feb. 8. 

Boo Gillette 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Assistant Head Coach 

O: (919)-962-5224 / C: / F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: ~:".~:~’~’..<!0,%~.~ i!L ~::o~~, 

Camps/Clinics: ~v ~ ~v ,~:~i r~-~ ~ i n :.-" s ¢ f t.’.’, e,I i ~2,~ :~,-i~:,,s ,~:~ :~,-i 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @~UNCCoachBoo @~UNCCoachTony 

.:L,’ ~ ::; ,’Y.:C kht:,~] .,’.,z~, ~’. ~hz~,<:~ ~ ?~ ~:b’ :~>!~’h/-: :S ¯ "..,’:CA b’ALL, O~’ ~.’.:~ \~h ~. > ~a ik:’~.i’h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 4:49 PM 

Sam Paul <spau[@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu >; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu >; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Transcript Reviews - 

transcript evai.pdf 

MEMORANDUM 

TO:      Sam Paul/ 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me, [f you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

Need SAT/ACT scores 
Imm 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Jenn Townsend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 9:25 PM 

Domina, Julie ~jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Townsend, Jenn ~jtownsend(a)unc.edu-~;          ~mail.com;                   ~@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>;                         @live.unc.edu>;                         @live.unc.edu>; 

;uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perldns <mperldns@uncaa.unc.edt~ )uncaa.unc.edt~- ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edt~~ 

Re: Opportunities & Expectations 

Hey YaJl! ! 

My pressure situation that I remember was on det~nse. I was playing with the,                this summer in~         at          I don’t recall the team we 

were playing but I know we was up by two and had to win this game to get a good seed for bracket play. I was playing left field and there were nmners on first and 

second with two outs, and their number ibur power hitter was up to bat. Everyone was pret~" tense on the field knowing this was one of their best hitters and we 

needed to get out of that inning. Our pitcher had fought back to a full count after throwing three straight balls. The next pitch was missed placed and she took a hefty 

cut at the ball and it was coming my way and the only thing going through my head was "I gotta get it’." I tracked the ball to the fence and jumped. I broke through the 

break away fence with the ball in my glove! We went on to win that game!! 

And favorite rally song would have to be Neva Scared by Bone Crusher because it pumps me up and if I want to preform to the best of my ability I should never be 

scared of failing or intimidated by my opponent. 

On Wed, at 11:50 AM, Julie Domina <idomina,@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Quote of the Week: "The greatest waste in life is the difference between who you are and who you could be." 

Hello, 
This week’s Weekly Pump Up is from The Energy Bus, chapters 3 & 4. When given an opportunity: to remain the same & continue to get the same results or change & 

see new, more positive results, one must be willing to change. Change can be scary, but it is just something that we cnust do. Every person has great pressures & 

responsibilities in their life. With responsibilities, come choices. Choices have consequences. Did you get extra swings in over fall? Did you pitch extra on your own? Did 

you choose to work out over winter break? Have you been working on your mental game? Did you take care of business in the classroom? Choices lead to 

consequences. Consequences sometimes cause us to under achieve. When we are faced with an "Energy Vampire" or an obstacle, we must think, "I can’t let you bring 

me down, too. i’ve worked too hard for this." 
We have all the makings of a dominant team. We must all be focused on our team goals and on what we’re trying to do. We want to go farther than we’ve ever gone 

before. "We don’t talk this game, we play it." We are only as strong as our weakest link. If we all work towards making changes for the better, imagine how good we 

could be as a whole? Goals require action. 

This week’s video is about UConn Women’s Basketball._We chose this video because it is about OPPORTUNITIES & EXPECTATIONS_.Pay attention to how Coach Geno 
talks about not settling for a conference championship._having a focus...how people have high expectations of the team...how it is all mental, not physical. "Can you 

play when the pressure is on?" Set your goals high. Have standards daily. Do not settle for anything less than your best, because when you do, you are disrespecting 
yourself, the team, the staff, the sport, & what it means to be a Tar Heel. Practice hard so the games are easy. Pressure situations are the situations that top athletes 

want to be put in. You prepare daily for them. Tar Heels never give up or give in. We are TOUGH. It is an honor to be a Tar Heel and with that honor comes 

expectations. 

We believe in you, 

The Coaches 

http://wvwv.vou t u be.co m iwa tch ?v=W3u oXTaVH0 

W£EKLY R£PL%ALL: R~spond by Saturday, January I6, 2013 
1) Your ability to come through in the clutch is based on a belief that you can do it. You have to have a "positive higMight reel" in your mind that you can go 

to. Think about a time whe~ it was a pressure situation &you came through b~ the clutch a~d share that with the team. (~:eelings, thoughts~ etc) 

~ 
our favorite "Rally Song" and why? (List song & artist) 

,,~,~,.~;.,,:. 

Boo Gillette 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Assistant Head Coach 

o: (919}-962-5224/c: / F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: ’,~: ~’~: ,~:~< ~’:,~.~ ~,,~ ! e i .~ ~ < <~ ~?~ 

Camps/Clinics: ~s ~s ~" e, :-e, i ii~a :-. ~) f,%,~ ~ ~.a m,..’.’.’~ ~’o :-~ ~ 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: Co~UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Byrd < ,@nc.rr.com> 

Monday, Janua~ 21, 2013 12:40 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Boston College Gmne 1/29/13 

A week from tomorrow, 1/29, the Men s Game is at 
Boston College, so will the players miss Class(s) on Tuesday 
(1-29) only? Thanks, Charlie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J < Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.ed u >;                       @live.u nc.ed u >; 
@live.unc.edu >; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
< rungano@email.unc.edu >; Mills, Ryan Rebecca < ryanmills@unc.edu >; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 



Subject: 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.Subject: 
INITIAL: TIM Server Restarts - Planned - Low Priority> 

TIM Server Maintenance scheduled today from 11am to lpm -TIM Server Restarts - Planned - Low Priority 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsys@remedy06.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

To: ITS Changes List 

Subject: INITIAL: TIM Server Restarts - Planned - Low Priority 

Change Plan ID: 16002 

Change Plan Type: Planned 

Change Plan Status: Pending 

Scheduled service maintenance will be performed on TIM beginning at 

11:00:00 AM on and ending at 1:00:00 PM on This maintenance will be completely transparent to 

the user community. 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. Visit https://status.its.unc.edu to track the 

current operational state of ITS services. 

Ken Whitt, 
Information Technology Services 

Submitted by: Ken Whitt - kwwhitt@email.unc.edu 

Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 

https://remedy.unc.edu/arsys/f~rms/remedy.unc.edu/chanqe + P~an + N~tificati~n + Detai~ ? 
F536870933 = 000000000016002 &m ode = S u b m it 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing Change Plan ID: 16002 

Scheduled service maintenance will be performed on TIM beginning at 

11:00:00 AM on         and ending at 1:00:00 PM on          This 

maintenance will be completely transparent to the user community. 



If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. Visit https://status.its.unc.edu to track the 

current operational state of ITS services. 

Ken Whitt, 
Information Technology Services 

NOTE: This internal ITS Change Communication contains customer information sent to ITS Changes Listserv. Use the 

unsubscribe directions contained at the bottom of any email sent to you from the ITS Changes Listserv to receive a single 

notification. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 12:20 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu > 

- AMST appt tonight 

Jenn, 
has an AMST    tutor appointment with 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 

that will begin tonight at 7pm. Please be sure that she is aware of this. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@~oo.com> 
Monday, 2:20 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

He?’ Jenn, 

When are the drop-in tutors? 

Thanks 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

< overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thurs. Appts. w/ and Canceled 

Hey All, 

can. 

@ 6pm with 

@ 7pm with 

@ 8pm with 

@ 8pm wit~ 

@ 8pm with 

@ 8pm witF 

@ 8pm with 

) 7pm with 

@7pm witk 

@ 7pro with 

@ 7pm with 

@ 7pm with 

@ 8pm with 

@ 8pm with 

@ 8pm with 

8pm with " 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

will not be able to tutor this Thursday night 

and 8pm with 

This effects the students listed below. Please inform them as soon as you 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Saturday, 4:52 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>: 

Re: volunteer stations 

@live. unc.edu> 

Looks great! Thanks Jenn! Let me know if you need more help! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 4:44 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" ~itownsend(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Here is the assignment sheet for volunteers--please let me know if I am missing any necessary volunteer stations. 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
9_Z_9__.9__6__2__95_3_8 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

<VOLUNTEER STATIONS.docx> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday 4:55 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: volunteer s~fions 

Looks great! 

Sent fl’om my Samsung smartphone on AT&T 

........ Original mes~ge ........ 

Subject: volunteer stations 

From: "Townsen& Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

To: "L~e. Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>,’ 
CC: 

~live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu:, 

Here is the assignment sheet for volunteers--please let me know if I am missing any necessary volunteer stations. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lmae <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

Re: Schedule for tomonow 

@live.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

We need to order pizza----PapaJohffs delivers... How man5’ should we order. I will try to order tonight online 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 4:10 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" ~itownsend(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

This isn’t perfect--but should help us keep on track. Can anyone think of anything that needs to be added? Let me know before tomorrow morning. 

Thanks[ 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9:[.9 962 8247 (fax) 

<NGWSDfimeline.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com > 

Monday,               2:49 PM 

Townsend, .]enn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No tutoring 

Ladies, 

This is to inform you that I will not meet with 
(Appts at 11am and noon) 

They have already been alerted to the cancellation, 

Yours in ejukashun, 

on Monday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu > @live.unc.edu > @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

blive.unc.edu >; #live.u nc.edu >; ~live.u nc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >, ~gmail.com; #gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu >; Chandless, ~live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; 

~live.u nc.ed u >;                     ~live.u nc.ed u >, 

#live.unc.edu >; Fuller, ~live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; 

Dlive.unc.edu >; @yahoo.corn #yahoo.corn; ~yahoo.com 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu > @live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette<bgil/et@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Baldwin 

<tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: LSU itinerary 

[su schedule.pdf 

The game schedule is attached 

<<<Julie Domina 4:01 PM >>> 
Hello all. I am very excited opening week of our season. The girls have been working to get ready for this week for quite some time. We look forward to seeing you in the 
stands. 
Hope to see you all soon. I have attached an itinerary for you for our trip. Thanks and Go Heels! 
Coach P 

DonnaJ, Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

c: / F: (919) 962 5105 

Website: ~’~,,~ ~’~,, q ~> t’, eeI s, ~’~> ~ ~ 

Camps/Clinics: w ~,~,,~ .~:~ ~’~ ~’~ i r,~ ~.~ f:,," b 4,,f I ~:~ m ~ ,% <:~ ~" m 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 



Bring Your Photo ID! 

UNC vs. Miami 

Friday~ 
2:45 PM 
5:45 PM 
6:15 PM 
7:15 PM 
7:45 PM 
9:55 PM 
10:15 PM 

11:00 PM 
Midnight 

Practice 
Depart for Dinner 
Arrive Chop House 
Depart for RDU 
Depart RDU 
Arrive Miami 
Arrive Hotel 
Westin Colonnade Coral Gables 
180 Aragon Ave. 

Coral Gables, FL 33134 
(305) 441-2600 
Meeting and Full Snack 
Lights Out 

Saturda~ 
9:30 AM 
10:00 AM 
12:30 PM 
2:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
6:00 PM 
8:10 PM 
8:35 PM 

Wake Up 
Pre-Game 
Depart for Bank United Center 
UNC vs Miami 
Depart for Airport 
Depart for RDU 
Arrive RDU 
Arrive Smith Center 

Joe Holladay - 
Mike Pope    - 

919-962-1154 (office) 
919-843-5580 (office) 

(cell) 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J < Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.ed u >;                       @live.u nc.ed u >; 
@live.unc.edu >; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
< rungano@email.unc.edu >; Mills, Ryan Rebecca < ryanmills@unc.edu >; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Council, Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran 
<adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie 
King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Tucker H <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 



Subject: 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sanders, Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 

< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edCc: Mat Skinner <skinner- 

mathew@aramark.com >; Ad rian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Finley Grill Special for the week 

The special for this week will be: 

Shrimp Gumbo $8.95 

Cajun Shrimp, Chicken, Sausage, Gumbo over Old Bay and Tomato Rice. Served with a .]alape~o Cheddar Cornbread. 

We guaranteeeeeee! this Gumbo will make you Happy! 

Come on down and see us. 



Michael H. Wilkinson PGA 
Head Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 
Office 919-962-2349 
Fax 919-843-59 74 
mhwgolf@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:55 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J < Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.ed u >;                       @live.u nc.ed u >; 
@live.unc.edu >; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
< rungano@email.unc.edu >; Mills, Ryan Rebecca < ryanmills@unc.edu >; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 



Subject: 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 

< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.Subject: 
Teletime issues> 

We have received several calls that Teletime is not working. I have reported the issue to campus and will keep you 

updated 

on the status. 

Thanks 

Joyce 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:56 PM 

Richardson, WaJly <wrich~emaJl.unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenu <jtowusend@unc.edu-* 

~unc.edu>; .~live.unc.edu-* 

and Appt. Rescheduled 

Wally and Jenn, 

will not be available to tutor on the following days: 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Tuesday, 

Thursday 

In an attempt to reschedule his Thursday appointments, has agreed to the schedule below on Monday 

something else out for the remaining two days. 

- Spend time on Tuesday and with both subjects (SOCI ) and develop a To Do List for him to work on Thursday during your normal 

session time. 

-7pm Monday and -GEOG 

and - 8pm Monday and     - IDST 

Please inform your students of these important changes that take place as early as this Monday 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,,(d~ uncaa, unc .edu 

and Monday We will have to figure 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 5:54 PM 

Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Class-Checldng for Fridays’. 

Yes...send me the changes :) 

From: Townsend, 3enn [jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 14:24 
To: 
Subject: RE: Class-Checking for Fridays! 

It would basically be the same as Wednesdays with a few changes because of recitation. 

Would you b~-’_~ able to do it? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 
To: Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: RE: Class-Checking for Fridays! 
Importance: High 

HO", What does the Friday class-checking schedule look like? 

From: Townsend, Jenn [jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 14:00 

To: 
Subject: RE: Absent and Present for 

Thanks! Does your ill next to 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Townsend, 3enn; Beth Bridger 
Subject: Absent and Present for 
Importance: High 

:) 

name mean that he was not there? 

@live.unc.edu] 
1:59 PM 

Ili! Ilere’s my report for the day: 

OIATH J ~ Wilson 217: (t~RI£S£~V~I), 

(C031kl p Phillips 222: TRESE~T) 

(SPAN )ey 303:3 PRF~TE:VD 

(S0~¥ Bingham 103: (PRESEN20, 

(C031M I Phillips 222:. TRESE~T) 

(ECON , Carroll 111: "PRt/SENT) 

OIATH Phillips 358: (PRESENT) 

OIATH ) Smith 107: q~R£’SAW1) 

(PSYCH ’ Carroll 111: (PRESENT), 

(PRESE~T), ~ (PRESENT) 

(Drama Dramatie Arts 101: r (U~L) 

(RECR , Fetzer 104: (PRESENT) 

(C031~,~1. Graham 31emoria1213: 

(PRESEA;D, 

~VO CLASS TOI)A l) 

(PRESI’2V~) 



(CO~IM Bingham 203: (iPRESE:’~;T) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:52 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, 

Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ga nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa ng, Jeffrey T <jspa ng@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Ungano, 

Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 

<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.uncSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 3:31 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; 
Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 
Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
<ryoung@FAC.U NC. EDU>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa. unc. edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa. unc. edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliam s@uncaa, unc. edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa. unc. edu>; Sanders, 
Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 



Subject: 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 
<biener@uncaa. unc.eSubject:     Football Schedule> 

The Football Schedule is now available on GoHeels.com. 

oheds,com!ViewA~ide,dbml?DB OEN ID=3350~TCLID=206504863 



Flt’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:46 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Will Miss Today... 

Good Morning! 

I will not be able to do class checking today. Have to take care of important errands and it will take all day. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:56 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary 

Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J < Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; 

Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 

< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.ed u >;                       @live.u nc.ed u >; 
@live.unc.edu >; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 

Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
< rungano@email.unc.edu >; Mills, Ryan Rebecca < ryanmills@unc.edu >; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 



Subject: 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 

< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 

<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.Subject: 
Groupwise Issues> 

(I apologize if you’ve received this twice - I am trying to reach all users of Groupwise/Outlook) 

The Groupwise server Is currently experiencing technical difficulties. Mail is able to be sent and received 

internally, but messages to and from outside sources are stalling and not arriving at their destinations. We 

are addressing the situation and trying to solve the problem as quickly as possible. Rest assured, your mail 

will come and go as intended once this issue is fixed. We apologize for the inconvenience. 

Clara 



FronL" ~nc .iT.tomS> 

Sent: Saturday 11:51 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: Vacatio~ 

I will be out of town next Friday ~ so I will not be able 
to work on Campus that day Thal~ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:02 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Progress.docx 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ~:09 PM 

Ma]oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu-*; Lee, Jamie <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edtr% Lee, JaJmie Alexis Samatha 

<jaimielee@email.unc.edu-*; Townsend. Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~ 

Richalflso~ WaJly ~vricha@emaJl.unc.edu> 

- Cancel Thurs    Appts. 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             11:01 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Lee, Jairnie Alexis Samatha: Townsend. Jenn 
Co: Richardson, Wally; 
Subject: RE:          - Cancel Thurs. Appts. 

Sounds like is unable to work tonight, but could work tomorrow Tuesday night. I will confirm 7--9 tomorrow for Please be sure 

is 3ware, 

.lenn, let me know if 5pro or 9pro would work for either of your students. I’m assuming basketball will be traveling which may not work for at all. Not sure about 

Th i~ r’~ks~ 

Susan 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday,             10:24 AM 
To: Lee, 3aimie Alexis Samatha; Maloy, Susan B; Townsend, 3enn 
Cc: Richardson, Wally; 

Subject: Re:          - Cancel Thurs. Appts. 

Tommy can adjust again and do 7 9pro tonight or tomorrow... 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UniversiW of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

C 

jaimielee@un caa.unc.edu 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>> "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 10:22 AM >>> 

Jaimie and Jenn, 

~vill not be able to tutor on Thursday night this week. This effects Would you like to try to reschedule for today, 

Tuesday or Wednesday? Please be sure the students are aware and let me know if you would like to try to reschedule. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinato~’Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy~uncaa a mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:27 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, 

Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ga nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa ng, Jeffrey T <jspa ng@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Ungano, 

Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 

<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.Subject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

~aol.com >; @live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; ...... 

,live.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom brickner@unc.edu>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

~qmail.com >; ~qmail.com > @gmail.com >; 

@g m ail.com >; @ g m ai I.com >; ~ hotm all.corn; 

~kenan-flagler.u nc.edu >; )live.unc.edu > 

live.unc.edu >; .~lwe.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu >; Angle Bitting 

<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye 

Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu >; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia 

Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert 

Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken 

Crowder < kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Linda Woods < Iwoods@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Bowers < m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Michael Crowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                          :@yahoo.corn>; 

@yahoo.corn >; @yahoo.corn > 

1:30 Practice today 

Please note practiced has been changed to l:30pm from Noon. It will be a light/shooting practice. 

Cynthia Friend 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              2:43 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 
Alison Parsons <akidd@unc. edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc. edu>; McPherson, Dawn D 
<d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne 
Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon Hodge 
<evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, Janine W 
<jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 
<kimaj ones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc. edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marj orie M 
<m dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt 
<mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 
<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario 
F <ciocca@email.unc. edu>; Matson, Janis Evelyn <j ematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 
<tom brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 
<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 
Wade <cwade@fac.unc. edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc. edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
<MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Michael Copeland <michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc. edu>;                      ~live.unc. edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc. edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M <ganesh_kamath@med.unc. edu>; 
Stafford, Harry C <harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 
Taft, Tim <timothy_tafl@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, 
Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan 
Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa.unc. edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc. edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc. edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa. unc. edu>; Adam Lucas 
<alucas@uncaa.unc. edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc. edu>; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc. edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc. edu>; Sanders, Benj amin A 
<basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 
<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bile Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 
<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn 
<bgrenn@uncaa.unc. edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 
<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc. Subj ect: Campus network 
outage> 

Campus network is down affecting outlook, and any campus applications. Networking is working on it and should be 
back up as soon as possible 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:20 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K <aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, 

Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, 

Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; 

Lowe, DiAnne Knox <dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, 
Sharon Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 

Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, Kim 

<kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, Marjorie 

M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino <megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C <nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela 

<phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <beros- 

adrian@aramark.com>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 

<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, 

Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, 

Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; 

Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad 

Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 

Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; 

David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 

<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 

<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 

<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ga nes h_ka math @ med. u nc.ed u >; Sta ffo rd, H a rry C < ha r ry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

S pa ng, Jeffrey T <jspa ng@ med. u nc.ed u>; Taft, Ti m <ti mot hy_taft@ med. u nc.ed u>; 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu>; Ungano, 

Robin Lynn <rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; 

Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 

<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 

<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 

<alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin 

A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 

<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@unSubject: Schedule> 



Subject: 

Attach: Weekly Sched ule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



Bring Your Photo ID! 

NCAA 2"0 & 3rd Round 

Wednesdav~ 
2:45 PM 
5:20 PM 
5:40 PM 
6:45 PM 
7:45 PM 

(CST) 9:00 PM 
9:30 PM 

10:30 PM 
11:30 PM 

Practice 
Depart for Dinner 
Shula’s 
Depart for Airport 
Depart for Kansas City 
Arrive Kansas City 
Arrive Hotel 
Marriott Downtown Kansas City 
200 West 12th Street 
Kansas City, MO 64105 

P: (816) 421-6800 
Snack & Meeting 
Lights Out 

Thursday, 
10:30 AM Wake Up 

11:00 AM 
12:45 PM 
1:00 PM 
3:15 PM 
3:20 PM 
3:45 PM 
4:25 PM 
5:15 PM 
6:00 PM 
7:30 PM 
10:30 PM 
11:30 PM 

! 

i 

Breakfast 
Depart for Practice 
Practice at Rockhurst University 
Pre Tournament Meeting at Sprint Center (Coach Williams) 
Depart for Sprint Center 
Media 
Open Practice 
Return to Hotel 
Depart for Dinner 
Return to Hotel 
Snack & Meeting 
Lights Out 

Friday, 
10:00 AM 
10:20 AM 
12:15 PM 
12:30 PM 
2:20 PM 
5:00 PM 
6:20 PM 
9:30 PM 
10:00 PM 
11:30 PM 

Wake Up 
Breakfast 
Depart for Shoot Around at Rockhurst Univ. 
Shoot Around 
Pre-Game Meal 
Depart for Game 
UNC vs. Villanova 
Depart Arena 
Snack & Meeting 
Lights Out 



Saturday, 
10:30 AM 
11:00 AM 
1:20 PM 
1:35-3 PM 

Wake Up 
Breakfast 
Depart for Practice @ Sprint Center 
Practice 

3:10-3:50PM Media 
5:00 PM Depart for Dinner 
6:30 PM Return from Dinner 
10:00 PM Snack & Meeting 
11:00 PM Lights Out 

Sunday, 
TBD 

Joe Holladay - 
Mike Pope    - 

919-962-1154 (office) 
919-843-5580 (office) 

(cell) 
(cell) 

Wed. Thurs. Fri. 

o41o27 o35o32 o35o34 

Sat. Sun. 

038028 035032 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 4:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <itown~n@unc.edu>; RichaJcd~n, Wally <wrich@email.unc.edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Hey All, 
and will not be able to tutor tonight. This effects 

to reschedule for later in the week, . may be able to do so, although, this is a short week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (l:~x) 
sbmalo¥(d~uncaa.uuc.edu 

Please be sure they are aware. If they need 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <craphael@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edtr~; Yo~mt, ToW <ton~.5~oun@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edtr~; Richardson, 

Wally <wricha@email.unc.edtr~ 

IL~;: 

Noted! 

Raphael 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             16:02 
To: Yount, Tony; Townsend, _lenn; Richardson, Wally 
Co: Levante, Raphael Espinal; 
Subject: 

Hey All, 
and will not be able to tutor tonight. This effects 

to reschedule for later in the week, may be able to do so, although, this is a short week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo’y~)uncaa.unc~edu 

Please be sure they are aware. If they need 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: The Sombrero.docx 

On l at 10:44 AM. !gmail.com> wrote: 

> It’s just my lines I memorized but at the top put the title and the author 
> <The Sombrero.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Donna J Papa <djp@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday 11:33 AM 

Donna Papa -~dj p@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gilletle, Boo Laura Michelle <bgillet@email.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <dip@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <ik)wnsend@unc.edtv~; 

Oliaro, Scott M <oli~xo@email.unc.edu>; 

; Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu>; Domina, 

Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duff}’ <kdult},@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kevin Robinmn <krob@uncaa.unc.edtr>; Stephen Gisselman 
<mtbiker,~;uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tony Baldwin <tonyb~b~uncaa.unc.edu>; ...... 

Subject: Re: This week’s schedule - IMPORTANT 

Correction hs game 6:30 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 11:17 AM, "Donna Papa" <c!ip(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Attached is a schedule for the week. Please read carefully. 

Players - See you soon. Have a great day 

Coach P 
<n~ne-attacl~nent > 

Donna I. Papa 

University ofNottJh Cxcolina So[tball 

Head Coach 

c: / F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: ~ r ~ ~. ~, ,’~,,~ ~ i :~, ~’, ,’~ 

Camps/Clinics: ~r~’~\.~.:~,.v~;~,i~.~a~’~ ~.~s~,~,c::~,.~’,:~,~’,’,~,;~ 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar }{eel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @L’NCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UJ-x.’CCoachTony 

--~Fhis week for Carolina Softball, 

<Donna Papa.vct>- 

.docx> 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,            10:30 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu>; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 
Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 
<dlowe@unc.edu>; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu>; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
<megaloud@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Baber, Nellie C 
<nbaber@unc.edu>; Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 
<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; 
Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu>; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, 
Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
<ryoung@FAC.U NC. EDU>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
<rapendle@email.unc.edu>; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; 

Creighton, Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Stafford, Harry C 
<harry_stafford@med.unc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Mills, Ryan Rebecca <ryanmills@unc.edu>; Adrian 
Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Council, Albert C 
<acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II 
<antoniot@uncaa. unc. edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa. unc. edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliam s@uncaa, unc. edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa. unc. edu>; Sanders, 
Benjamin A <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark 
Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 



Subject: 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.Subject: 
GoHeels.com survey> 

To All Athletic Department Staff: 

As we near the end of our first year with NeuLion as our online partner for GoHeels.com, we will soon be embarking on a 
redesign and reorganization of some portions of the site. 

As part of that process, we’d love to get feedback from you about how you use the site, what you’d like to see more of, and 
what changes you’d suggest. The survey is anonymous and shouldn’t take more than a few minutes to complete. If 
interested, please complete the survey between now and Sunday in order for your ideas to be included in our initial redesign 
conversations. 

Here is the link to the survey: 

https://www.su rveymonkey.com/s/goheels 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks very much. 

-Matt Bowers 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 
(919) 962-7259 
mattbowers@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GrawOzbum, Kara Allison <kara@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 3:07 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply 

Hello- 

My regular work schedule is Monday through Thursday. If you are contacting me on an Friday please know that I will not be able to respond to your message until the following 
week. If you have an urgent matter please contact the School of Education Office of Student Affairs at 919-966-1346. 

Sincerely, 
Kara GrawOzburn 



Fi"oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            5:40 PM 

Townsend, Jean <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Yes; 

Rich DeSehn 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-1603 
Cell: 

Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Townsend, Jerm 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: DeSeIm, Rich L 
Cc: (3 arth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: 

1:36 PM 

Hi, Rich: 

Will 1:15 still work for you tomorrow? We are going to meet in the Loudermilk Conference room on the second floor at 1:15 
there also. 

and Kara Graw Ozbum, the education advisor, will be 

Just let me know if that still works. 

Jenn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: (3 arth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: 

8:58 AM 

J enn: 
Thank you for contacting me about this After a three weeks out of the office, I have some catching up to do. This issue is very important to me, but my question is whether or not there is 
any flexibility with what will be schedule?? If not, I am not sure how my attending this meeting will help. I would like to understand more about it, though, as it will impact her 
(maybe) and 

From the email thread, can make a Wednesday class at 5pm without missing any swim practice that day. Are there other conflicts? 

I cannot meet at the Tuesday times, but could possibly- at the Wednesday ones, preferably about 1 :: 15 or so. We have practice at 2:15. If this does not work, certainly have the meeting 
without me and/or I will try" to send another coach. I will wait to hear froln you. 

Thanks, Jenn! ! 

Rich DeSelrn 
Head Swilrmfing Coach 
University of North Carolina Swinmfing & Diving PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-1603 
Cell: 

Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 w~’.goheels.com www.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:itownsend(~tmc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:05 P_’vf 
To: DeSelrn, Rich L 
Subject: KVV: 

Do you or one of the other coaches have any interest in attending a meeting about 
are not able to attend, I will just report back to you the issues discussed. 

Jenn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Thursday,              1:57 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth; Scott, Catherine Elizabeth; 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: 

potential schedule/class conflicts with her Education major? Just let me know. If you 

Dear Beth 



You are leaving!? Good luck to you - you will definitely be missed, especially as we are :finally getting the interest in education among the student athletes up 

Is Jenn Townsend taldng over your role as liaison with the School of Education, including making sure that the sponsored athletes can have their 5th year? 

has communicated with me that the EDUC courses for next semester do not pose ant’ scheduling conflicts for her (I am very happy about this!) but I do want to get a meeting on the 
books with         her coach, Cathy Scott, and the new liaison (Jenn?) so that we can talk about her full progression through the program in advance Can we schedule something next 
week possibly Tuesday sometime between 11-2 or Wednesday between 12-2:30? 

Kara 

Kara (3rawOzbum 
Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
School of Education 
103 (3 Peabody Hall 
UiNT’ Chapel Hill 
CB# 3500 
919-843-6245 

kara@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bridget, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:17 PM 
To: Scott, Catherine Elizabeth; (3rawOzbum, Kara Allison; 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: 

All 

Please feel free to meet and include Jenn Townsend in my office, rm no longer inte office as I have taken a new position at South Carolina. 

From: Scott, Catherine Elizabeth 
Sent: Wednesday 6:39 PM 
To: (3rawOzburn, Kara Allison; Bridget, Beth; 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Kara, 

I am already booked most of tomorrow and Friday but can phone in from offcampus. I can meet face-to-face on Monday 

Cathy 

Catherine Scott, Ph.D 
Clinical Assistant Professor 
LEN’C-BEST Program Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 201J Peabody Hall, CB#3500 
100 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC127599 
(919) 843-2851 (office) 
(910) 843-2614 (,fax) 

From: (3rawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 AiM 
To: Bridger, Beth Scott, Catherine Elizabeth 
Subject: RE 

Dear Beth, , & Cathy 

I realize that the timing of all of this is less than ideal and I apologiz~e for that I have some time between 12:30-1:30 today or tomorrow between 1-2 or after 3:00. If any of those times work I 
would be happy to meet with        but it would have to be in Peabody Hall [n the hopes of getting all of the inJk~rmation to        before she registers I am attaching a new Middle 
Grades worksheet for her and a copy of the regular schedule of courses Jk~r Middle Grades juniors (please note the EDUC course number are slightly different from the worksheet) Looking 
at that schedule I should explain that Er)UC and     ~eed to be taken together I understand that swim practice is from 2-6 each day but I am wondering if there is any possibili~ that 

could leave practice early on Wednesdays to take the pair (the class starts at 5:00). We can arrange for her to take i different semester but the pair would be 
priority Jk~r the fall if at all possible EDUC    is the Middle Grades lab. This consists of observation hours which        can schedule independently with her cooperating teacher (thus 
the TBA in Connect Carolina) so this should not be a problem with scheduling For other courses please refer to the worksheet Jk~r remaining general education, social studies, and 
Language Arts requirements as J’it into           ~chedule. 

We do all need to come together for an in person meeting but registration snuck up on me and I want to make sure that as much info is available for 
person before she registers. 

in the event that we can’t meet in 

If we can meet during the limited times I am awiilable great but if not lets schedule something for the coming weeks so that we can talk about the bigger picture of 
completing the Middle Grades program. 

Kara 

Kara GrawOzbum 
Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
School of Edncation 
103 (3 Peabody Hall 
UNC Chapel Hill 
CB# 3500 
919-843-6245 

kara@unc.edu 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, S :58 PM 



To: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Subject 

Kara 

Can you meet with                  one of my swimmers who is doing middle grades educ belk~re registration? She goes at 8am on the 9th. 
She is free Monday before 10 and after 1 and Tuesday after 1 215. She thinks she is available Wed before 10 and after 1, but they may start practice up again Wed afternoon. 

She looked for an apt with you but your first avail was the 9th at 830 al~er she registers. She needs to talk to you about section options :for middle grades that can work with her swim 
schedule. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto :bridgerbfd~,,uncaa.unc.edu> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday 11:08 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Assis~Jace This Summer... 

Jenn, 

Go ahead and sign me up to help you this summer. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu~; 

Friday, 2:52 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ACC Pitcher of the Week Honors 

Receiver of Responses: bgillet@email.unc.edu 

Hello, 

We hope this email finds you enjoying Spring so far. It has been a great week here. We faced in-state non-conference opponent Elon on Wednesday, 

winning 6-0. The entire roster saw action in the game.              and              both homered,            had 11 strike outs. Congratulations go out to 

junior pitcher            who was named the ACC Pitcher of the Week for the 11th time! Below is a story from www:gohee/s,corn,    had a 0.23 ERA, in 30 

innings she had 28 Ks and held opponents to a .103 batting average. As a team, we moved up to #24 in the ESPN.com!USA Softball poll and re-entered the USA 

Today/NFCA rankings at #25. We are very focused on finishing the season strong and accomplishing our goals. 

Last weekend we had our annual "Strike Out Ovarian Cancer" Day. Survivor and alumni Jamie Mayberry threw out the first pitch. The team wore Ovarian 

Cancer Awareness jerseys. We sold merchandise and also auctioned items to help in the fight against ovarian cancer. UNC Softball raised ~2000 for the UNC 

Lineberger Center. 

This weekend we face NC State at NC State. The Wolfpack returns power threat and previous ACC Freshman of the Year             as well as several 

other key starters in the line-up. Although we would much rather play at Anderson Softball Stadium, we are very excited to be playing in North Carolina. We truly 

appreciate all of our family, friends, and fans who have been coming out to support the Heels, as well as following online. We hope you’ll continue to follow us on 

Twitter @UNCSoftball, on Facebook at University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball, and on Instagram at UNCSoftball. Have a great week and continue to keep us 

updated! 

Go Heels, 

Coach Papa. Coach Boo, & Coach Tony 

Named ACC Pitcher Of The Week 
R~ease~ ........ 

GREENS#uNu, rq.C - North Carolina junior pitcher and Virginia Tech sophomore second baseman Kylie McGoldrick have been named Atlantic Coast Conference 

Softball Pitcher and Player of the Week, respectively, as announced Tuesday by the conference. 

earned all six wins for North Carolina as the Tar Heels were perfect on the week with a sweep of Virginia, two victories over James Madison, and a __w_j__n_ over Appalachian 

State. She threw 23.0 innings straight innings before giving up her only earned run allowed of the week, coming in the third game of the series against Virginia. 

For the week, the native of Roswell, Ga, struck out 29 hitters and only allowed the one earned run in 300 innings pitched, an earned run average of 0.23. threw three 

_c__o____m_~J_e_.__t_e_.. games while holding opposing hitters to a. 103 batting average. This is the 1 lth career weekly honor and third of the season for 

McGoldrick had a big week at the plate to help the Hokies sweep a doubleheader against UNC Greensboro and pick up a series win over Georgia Tech Against the Spartans, she 

scored three runs and had three hits. In the three-game series against the Yellow Jackets, McGoldrick had two hits in each game, driving in four runs and scoring three times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:13 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Can you please send me her cumulative GPA and major/minor? 

Thanks! 



From: !email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

To: @aol.com> 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Hi 

I’m sorry but the file type is still not correct. 
As I was trying to explain: the file name needs to end with .mp4 
Here is the procedure for exporting: 

I, 

2. 
3. 

Click the timeline in Premiere to make this the active tab 
File > Export > Media... 
Apply these settings 

I. Source Range: Entire Sequence 
2. Format: H.264 
3. Preset: Youtube SD 480p 29.97 
4. Click the orange text next to Output Name. In the dialog that pops up, give your file a name and tell it where it should save 

5. Click Export 

Best regards, 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, I0:22 AM 
To: 
Subject: 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:47 PM 

Town,rid, Jenn <jtown~nd@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha~email.unc.edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Brandon Byrd - Unavailable tonight 

Hello All, 

just informed me that he has had a family situation come up and he will not be able to tutor this evening. Please be sure the following students are 

aware: 

Let me know if you would like to try to reschedule. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:20 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@emaJl.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Richard~m, 

Wally <wricha@email.unc.edtr~ 

- Unavailable tonight 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            14:47 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Lee, Jaimie; Richardson, Wally 
C¢: 
Subject: Brandon Byrd - Unavailable tonight 

Hello All, 

just informed me that he has had a family situation come up and he will not be able to tutor this evening. Please be sure the following students are 

aware: 

Let me know if you would like to try to reschedule. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (oNce) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,y~)uncaa.unc~edu 



From: @aol.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:43 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: Tolstoy’s mguement 

here you go Jenn :) 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, Wally <wdcha@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:58 AM 

Townsend, Jean <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Jenn, 

From: _lenn Townsend rmailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:30 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally 
Subject: FW: 

From: ~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 12:31 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: 
Hi Jen, 
Would you please ask if we can start our Thursday tutorial at 7:00 instead of 6:00 this week? I have a departmental event beforehand. We usually 

cover two classes, mid I think he only has something to study for in one of them, so this should be fine. If he feels he needs both sessions, can we do one at 9 (I have 

another sessions at 8)? Thanks, 
Adam 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 1:38 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Contact info for Beth Bridger? 

Thanks! 

From: <Townsend>, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, April 22, 2013 1:03 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Contact info for Beth Bddger? 

Sh~-’_~ still has h~-’_~r UNC ernail through tl’u:_~ ~-:md of the week, Otherwise, her phof~e # is 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 12:51 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject" Contact info for Beth Bridger? 
Do you know the best way to get her? I want to put a quick thing about her new position in the newsletter. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:23 AM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@anc.edu-~ 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphaeHevante@unc.edu>; 

Not Available at ] 1 am and 6pm Toda~ 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Jenn arid Kym, 

YO~J can see comments below, She will ~leed to cancel 

reschedule. 
Thanks, 
Susan 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:29 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutorial, 
Hi, Susan 

I just wanted to let you know that I roll not be at my 10 AM or 6 PM appointments tomorrow, 
both of those appointments but I will be back in time for my 7 pm. I can reschedule with 

whatever time would be good for them. 

Thank yot~ 

today at llam and at 6pro today, I.et me know if you want to 

I had an interview in Baltimore today and will be traveling during 

either during my drop in tomorrow or on Thursday, or 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaamc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ACC: Waldrop, Earn ACC Weekly Honors 

From: George Lane <glane@theacc.org> 

Date:            ,11:01:39 AM EDT 

To: <djp@emaiLunc,edu> 

Subject: Waldrop, Earn ACC Weekly Honors 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

http://theacc.co/SOFTpow0423] 3 

Waldrop, ’.                   Earn ACC Weekly Honors 
named Player of the Week; Lacey Waldrop and             earn Co-Pitcher of the Week honors 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - Florida State sophomore Lacey Waldrop and NC State sophomore have been named Atlantic Coast Conli~rence Softball Co-Pitchers 
of the Week, as announced Tuesday by the conference. North Carolina freshman shortstop was recognized as the Player of the Week. 
Waldrop pitched three complete-game victories against conference opponents last week. After starting the week on Monday with 10 sh’ikeouts in a shutout over 
Virginia, Waldrop picked up two victories over Virginia Tech to lead the Seminoles to the series win over the Hokies. For the week, she held the opposition to a .160 
batting average and hem batters to 44o>28 with runners on base. Her victoW on Sunday against Virginia Tech clinched the AC(] regular-season title for Florida State. 

picked up all three wins in a series sweep over Virginia, allowing just one run and nine hits in three complete games. She has now won five consecutive 
decisions and 12 of her last 14 games. A native of                     had 20 strikeouts in the series, including nine in Sunday’s final game. ]n that contest, she 
allowed just two balls out of the infield. The sophomore now has six shutouts on the season and lowered her earned run average to 1.98, which ranks second in the 
conference. 

hit .667 ill three games last weekwitb three multi-hit games. A native of                    had five RBIs and hit three home runs in two games against 
Georgia Tech. She now has 10 home runs on the season, which ranks second on the Tar Heels. For the week, she scored six runs on six hits and two walks, and did not 
strike out. 

George M. Lane 
Assistant Director, Communications 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
(336) 854-8787 
@gmlane 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 4:57 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Not Available at 11 am and 6pm Today. 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            9:23 
To: Orr, Kym N, Townsend, Jenn 
Co: 
Subject: FW: Not Available at llam and 6pm Today 

rJenn and Kgm, 

You can see comments below. She will need to cancel 

~’es cll~-’_~d u I e, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:29 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Tutorial, 

Hi, Susma 

I just wanted to let you know that I roll not be at my 10 AM or 6 PM appointments tomorrow, 

both of those appointments but I will be back in time for my 7 pm. I can reschedule wit11 

whatever time would be good [br them. 

Thank you, 

today at 11am and at 6pro today. Let me know if you want to 

I had ml interview in Baltimore today mid will be traveling during 

either during my drop in tomorrow or on Thursday. or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 1:29 PM 

Townsend, Jean <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Class Checks Friday 

Below, is my Class Check Attendance Report, etc. for Friday, 
the            and with this infom~ation, I am calling it quits and 
do appreciate all the help and understanding you gave me and 
I will see you down the road and chat Have a great Summer and 
I will stay in touch. 

8:00 AFAM 332 Phillips -Present 
C ©i’,/E’~l 107 Greenlaw -Present 

106 
No Class 

9:00 SPAN 302 Murphey .Present 
ES,-GL 423 Hamilton -Present 

Was there for the first 10 minutes and did not see him 
W©LO 304 Wilson Library 

-Present 

10:00 DRAMA 103 Stone Ctr. B ---Was there for the 
end of Class and the room was empty. 

SPAN    322 Saunders           Present 

12:00 EXSS 106 Fetzer -Was there for the :first 10 
minutes and did not see him. 

1:00 C©MM 205 ?,/htchell .No Class 

Again, hope everyone does well on Exams and I will see you 
down the road, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaamc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:51 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Final ACC Series 

Receiver of Responses: bgillet@email.unc.edu 

Hello, 

We hope your week has been going well. We won 2 of 3 games against Georgia Tech last weekend in ACC competition. Monday night was on ESPNU. It was a 

"rubber match". Anderson Softball Stadium was packed! The Durham Bulls mascot Wool E. Bull even came to our game! The Heels showed a ton of fight and Tar 

Heel Pride. There were several clutch performances. The win was great for team morale and truly helped us start the week on a positive note. 

Congratulations go out to freshmen shor-lstop             who was named ACC Player of the Week after scoring 6 runs on 6 hits during three multi-hit games. 

Today we’ll practice and then travel to the University of Maryland for our final ACC series. We are currently 2nd in the ACC and hoping to sweep the series to insure 
that 

we hold on to our 2nd place finish in the regular season for a good seed in the ACC Tournament. Below are articles from ~_.g__o___13__e__e__Ls_:__c___o___m__" regarding i 

ACC Player of the Week, UNC’s wins over Georgia Tech and UNC-W, as well as a preview of our last ACC series against Maryland. 

We hope you’ll continue to follow us on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Monday are the 2013 Rammy’s - UNC’s version of the ESPYS. Stay tuned for updates 

from this weekend’s games, the ESPYS, and daily UNC Softball interactions. Have a nice week! 

Go Heels, 

Coach Papa, Coach Boo & Coach Tony 

~i htt p:llimage.cdnllnwnl.xosnetwork.com!pics3316401JGiJGGTIDOLBFGD LQS.20130423150450.jpg 

Photo By: UNC Athletic Communications 

Named ACC Player Of The Week 
Release. 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - North Carolina freshman shortstop             was recognized as the Atlantic Coast Conference Softball Player of the Week, and Florida State sophomore 

Lacey Waldrop and NC State sophomore                have been named Co-Pitchers of the Week, as announced Tuesday by the conference. 

hit .667 in three games last week with three multi-hit games A native of                    had five RBIs and hit three home runs in two games against Georgia Tech She 

now has 10 home runs on the season, which ranks second on the Tar Heels For the week, she scored six runs on six hits with two walks, and did not strike out 

weekly honor doesn’t include her performance in Monday night’s game, in which she tallied two RBIs and two runs on two hits, including a lead-off solo shot in the first inning 

for her 10th homer of the season. 

Waldrop pitched three complete game victories in against conference opponents last week After starting the week with 10 strikeouts in a shutout over Virginia on Monday, 

picked up two victories over Virginia Tech to lead the Seminoles to the series win over the Hokies. For the week, she held the opposition to a. 160 batting average and held batters to 4- 

for-28 with runners on base. Her victory on Sunday against Virginia Tech clinched the ACC regular-season title for Florida State. 

picked up all three wins in a series sweep over Virginia, allowing just one run and nine hits in three complete games She has now won five consecutive decisions and 12 of 

her last 14 games. A                            had 20 strikeouts in the series, including nine in the series finale. In Sunday’s game, she allowed just two balls out of the infield. 

The sophomore now has six shutouts on the season and lowered her earned run average to 196, which ranks second in the conference. 



~ii htt~://ima~e~cdn~nwn~x~snetw~rk~c~m/~ics33~64~N~/N~SLXWQWSK~QFED 2~13~4121915~1.jPg 
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Photo By: Jeffrey A. Camarati 

UNC Tops GT, 11-6 In Thriller Comeback 
Release. 04/22,/2013 

CHAPEL HILL, NC. - No. 25 North Carolina came from behind to top Georgia Tech, 11-6 in an exciting contest played on ESPNU Monday night. 

combined for seven RBIs to give the Tar Heels the boost they needed to take the series over the Yellow Jackets, 2-1. 

"I’m really proud of the team and their effort tonight," head coach Donna J Papa said. "We’ve been talking about this all season, discussing ’how tough are you,’ and I think this was a 

great test of character for us tonight. I think this is where we want to be and what we want to accomplish. Now we have this in our back pocket as we move forward, and we can rely on 

that and knowthat we can fight through this kind of situation." 

set the pace in the first inning, smashing her 10th home run of the season to left field to give UNC the early lead. hit a bunt single, stealing second and 

advancing to third on a fly out before scoring on               12th homer this season. 

After a scoreless second, the Yellow Jackets came on strong in the third, scoring five runs to take over the lead. drew a walk, advancing to third on a bunt s i~;E~ by 

and a Tar Heel error, singled and was tagged out at second, but scored on the IJ?~Z. singled through the left side to drive in 

, and then advanced to third on a double to right by before scoring on a single to left by With bases loaded, singled to left to scored 

to make it 5-3, Tech. 

led offthe bottom of the fourth with an infield single, scoring on a double to right center by advanced to third on a passed ball but came up short on the tying 

run after being tagged out at home. 

Trailing 5-4 heading to the fifth, the Tar Heels had their own five-run inning to take back the lead. led off the frame with a walk, and pinch runner advanced 

to second on a single to right center by was hit by a pitch to load the bases for , who hit a solid double down the left field line to drive in two runs. Brown 

drew a walk to load the bases again for , who hit a bases-clearing double to left center to put UNC back on top, 9-5. 

Georgia Tech added a run in the sixth on a solo shot to left by to make it 9-6, but a walk to followed by second home run of the game in the bottom of the inning 

solidified the Tar Heels’ victory. 

tossed the complete game for Carolina, striking out four while giving up 11 hits and three walks. The Tar Heels improve to 36-16 overall and 12-6 in conference play with 

tonight’s win. 

UP NEXT 

The Tar Heels close out the 2013 home schedule on Wednesday when they host UNC Greensboro at 6 pm at Anderson Stadium. UNC ends the regular season on the road next 

weekend with an ACC series at Maryland, April 27 and 28. 

Xi htt~://image.cdn~~nwn~x~snetw~rk.c~m/pics33/64~/MM/MMNXUYJEVETAH~E.2~13~4232~1~~~.j~g 
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Heels End Home Slate With Win Over UNCG 
Release: 04/24/2013 

CHAPEL HILL, NC. - The Tar Heels closed out their 2013 home slate with a 7-3 victory over UNC Greensboro Wednesday, improving to 37-13 (12-6) on the season 

Led by three RBIs and strong _a_£pearance in the circle, Carolina ends the regular season with a 23-2 mark at Anderson Stadium after Wednesday’s 

win. 

got things started for the Tar Heels in the opening frame with a single up the middle, advancing to second on a ground out. drew a walk, and 

was hit by a pitch to load the bases for           who was also hit by a pitch to force a run for Carolina’s first run 

In the second, singled through the left side and advanced to second on a wild pitch singled to shortstop, advancing to third before drew 

a walk to load the bases. A single to left field by drove in Satterfield, and then followed with a sac fly to score drew a walk, and a single through the 

right side by    drove in was hit by a pitch to load the bases once again, and scored on a passed ball while running for to give Carolina the 6-0 



lead 

The Spartans ended the shutout in the fourth, as drew a walk and advanced to second on a bunt si ngh~ by A single by to right field 

loaded the bases for              who drewa walk and pushed a run across the plate to make it 6-1. 

got things going for the Spartans in the top of the fifth with a single up the middle. A double to right field by advanced to third before Horsmon 

singled up the middle to score              then singled to left center to drive        for the 6-3 score 

The Tar Heels added one last run in the bottom of the sixth when    hit her 14th homer of the season, a solo shot out over right center. 

fanned seven while giving up eight hits in six innings for the win. spent one inning in the circle, surrendering four hits and two walks while striking out one. 

uP ~E_X_.! 

UNC completes the 2013 regular season at Maryland this weekend with a three-game series Saturday and Sundayl The Tar Heels have a weekend off before heading to the ACC 

tournament, which will be held May 9-11 in Tallahassee, Fla. 

~:i htt~://image.cdn~nwn~.x~snetw~rk c~m/~ics33/64~/DZ/DZHJBDYBN~LVKVv~.2~13~4232~1~ jpg 
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UNC Heads To Maryland For ACC Finale 
Release. 04/26/2013 

CHAPEL HILL, NC. North Carolina heads to __C__o__[[_e__q_e_. Park, Md, this weekend for the final ACC series of the regular season The Tar Heels will play the Terps Saturday at I and 3 pm, 

and on Sunday at 1 pm. 

Follow the Games 

Live Stats 

Live Stream on Terps TV: ~1 Saturday 3pro I Sunday lpm 

Follow@UNCSoftball on Twitter 

Coming into the Game 

North Carolina is 37-13 overall and 12-6 in ACC contests. Maryland is 27-23 on the season with a 9-3 conference mark. Florida State has already clinched the conference regular 

season title, while UNC currently sits in second and Maryland in third. 

The Tar Heels are 37-16 all-time against the Terps. The ._2__0__J__2____s___e__r_Le_~. between the two teams was rained out, but Carolina won the 2011 series 2-1. 

Top Tar Heels 

heads the Carolina offense with a 367 batting average and 32 RBIs and 36 runs on 54 hits, including 11 homers (.358) leads in RBIs, with 36 and 

home runs, with 14 while tallying a .715 slugging percentage 

is 27-11 with a 2.47 ERA, leading the ACC with 258 strikeouts. (3.81) is 6-4 with 44 strikeouts. 

Scouting Maryland 

(.349) ranks second in the ACC with 53 RBIs, tallying 44 runs and 44 hits, including 10 home runs.                 (289) has 40 RBis and 39 runs, and 

(.306) has 41 runs with 28 RBis 

Leading Maryland in the circle is 13-10 with a 3.59 ERA She has 104 strikeouts in 136 innings of work 

Up Next 

The Tar Heels have a weekend off from competition before heading to the ACC tournament, which will be held May 9-I 1, in Tallahassee, Fla. 

Instagram: Li.,",~ C t~(~ ¢,." b ~ fi i 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: PSYC 

He?’ Jenn, 

I’m trying to sign up for this class Abnormal psyc 

Thanks, 

with It’s saying that I need pennission number to el~roll? How do I get that? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glover, Sharon P <glove@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 3:12 PM 

UNC Family Scholaacship Selection Committee 

All, 
Thank you for your interest in serving on the Family Scholarship Selection Committee, the responses were overwhelming. We have selected 2 faculty members 
and 2 staff members. But there is a way that you can support the scholarship. Please check out the Family Scholarship website 
(http:iiwww.unc+eduifarnilyfundidownload+html) and help the children of Carolina employees go to college by donating ~;1 (~5, $10, or more). Donations can be 
made by payroll deduction or a one-time donation of any amount. 
Please feel free to contact me if you need further information. 
Thank you, 
Sharon 
SI’.,,~J:’oB P. O~over 
I~;~.erim Dir~:ctor. ITS Reapo~se Cen,~er 
ITS Custo~;eP Retationa Mar~ager 
User Supr~ort & F£~gageme~t LUS&E) 
Ur~ive~’sity of North Ca~ooii~a at C}?apel Hill 

ITS i.rar~kii~, CB ~5o 
Chapel Hfi], NC ’..~7599~A 5o 

919--445-0258 or 919--445-9317 (Off:i~ e) 

(M(,,b~le) 

919-445--9490 {Pax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:14 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

PORT 

Jenn, 

My other PORT option for is out of town. 
Sorry about that. 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,,(d~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaamc.edu.~ 

Friday, 4:46 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Preparing tbr Finals & the ACC Tournament 

Receiver of Responses: bfljjjet!.@_e_majj_:u nc=e_d_L! 

Hello, 

We hope this email finds you well We completed our last ACC regular season series last weekend at Maryland winning I of 3 games. The team is now preparing for finals, as well as 

preparing for next weekend’s ACC Tournament which will be held at FSU. The team is really focusing on finishing the season strong. We know we have the ability to achieve our goals. 

Below is an article from ~_~2_v<_goh ee Ls:cg_m regarding our win on Sunday. 

Congratulations go out to freshman short-stop            , junior pitcher             senior catcher/infielder              and freshman utility               who were all 

nominated for Rammys awards (UNC’s version of the ESPYs). We are very proud of these girls and they got our votes, even if they didn’t win the awards. Congratulations also go out to 

our Senior Class who had their Athletic Department Student-Athlete Graduation yesterday. Congratulations go out to alumni              as well who was inducted into the 

Academy of Holy Names High School Hall of Fame in Tampa, Florida this week We are very proud of Jen. It’s been a great week to be a Tar Heel! 

We hope you’ll continue to follow us online as we head to the ACC Tournament and hopefully into the post-season. Please continue to keep us updated. Have a great week! 

Go Heels, 

Coach P., Coach Boo, & Coach Tony 

/ ~i htt~://image.cdn~~nwn~.x~snetw~rk.c~m~~ics33/64~/NQ/NQv~UGQ~~MV~KRR.2~13~422~25134.j~g 
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UNC Ends Regular Season With 8-1 Victory 
Release 

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - North Carolina closed out the 2013 regular season with a dominant 8-1 victory at Maryland Sunday each tallied htvo runs on two 

hits, with a home run apiece to help Carolina take game three of the series. 

The Tar Heels dropped the doubleheader games on Saturday but finish out the season 38-18 overall and 13-8 in ACC play with Sunday’s win 

Carolina took the lead early in the final game as             singled past third base before             put one over center to put two runs on the board in the first. 

added another homer in the second, smashing the ball past the left field post for her fourth long ball of the year then singled up the middle followed by two 

fielder’s choices to With bases loaded, hit a hard standup double to left to score putting Carolina up 5-0 after 

two frames. 

drewa walk in the third, scoring as          reached base on a Terrapin fielding error. 

With Carolina leading 6-0 into the sixth, the Terrapins broke up the shut out as doubled to right and scored on a double to left center by 

The Tar Heels added their final two runs in their last at-bat singled to short, and scored while pinch running for doubled and advanced to 

third on the throw                drew a walk, and a single by           over Maryland’s third baseman knocked in      for the final 8-1 mark 

pitched thecomplete game, giving up six hits and one walk while notching six strikeouts 

UP NEXT 

The Tar Heels have a weekend off from competition before heading to the ACC tournament, which will be held May 9-11, in Tallahassee, Fla. 

Camps/Clinics Wesbite: ~’~’w~’~’,,~o~I~,~i~w~9.~si~.’.!~,ba}k:.~,p:<¢o~,", 

Facebook <~ ~ w~r ty <’4 N~i ",,’~" C4 ~- b ;; ", :" .~’~e,~- 5;oh’.bail 

Instagram: < ~ ~’~ C ~A~ f ,tti ;.-" ~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:23 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

She finally registered for orientation tonight!! V~ooo hoo! Thanks for your help and let me know if you can find out of all of the girls are good to go! 
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Slot Requested 

A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

F irlal Tra# s~ipt; I m mu n i~ a ti #rl Healt h His ~ o ry 

SIQt ~eque~ted by Jenn TQwnsend J 
App~6#ed by 6#mmittee B 

Admitted Decisien Will Felease late MarCh BP 
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NC RPTAD 

Fall 
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Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~e s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

Final Tm~ 8cdpt; I m mu n iz a ti ~n He air h His~ 

Approved by ~0mmittee B P 

SlSt ~eqSeSted     pe~ Jenn !QwnSend J 

Admitted BP 

Currently i~ MAR e×~epti6n Need~ ~ in~iea~e ~esting t6 ~6me Off that table BP 

M A R d e fi c ie ~ wit ha 8 #5 !e 6fl 5 a at he A G T C ban ~e I I ha sa p p rove d hi S a d m i ss i On as M A R e~Ce p tia nb u tw it h t h e 
hope thathiS s~reimpFOveS s a~heMAR defiCienCy iS removed BP 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clyde Hank @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 6:06 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 



Fi"oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:37 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback Forms 

Ok thanks 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Feedback Forms 

10:20 AM 

B oth and met with had to cancel. 

Jenn 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Maloy, Susari B 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: Feedback Forms 

9:24 AIM 

Hi Jenn, 
Did the sessions with and occur yesterday? Feedback forms are blank. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc edu [mailto:scanner(h)unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:56 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:55:31 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, . ¯ 5:50 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Report tbr 

Jenn, 

kly report for 

(EXSS ) Woolen Gym 303: 

(SOCl ) Peabody 204: 

(ENGL ) Greenlaw 3i 7:. 

(PRESENT), (PRESENT), 

(PRESENT) 

, (PRESENT), (PRESENT) 

(PRESENT) Class watching film. 

(PORT ) Dey 206: 

(LIFIT . Outdoor Pool I: 

(EXSS ) Woolen Gym 304: 

(PRESENT),           (PRESENT) 

. (PRESENT),         (PRESENT), 

(PR~EN~ 

(PRESENT) 
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NC RPTAD 

A ~ti ve R e qSe S ted w a i#e~ EyR D2 

I m muni z atien He a lt h Hi St ~ry 

Sl~t ~equeSted by Jenn T~wnsend ! J T 
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A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

F irlal Tra# s~ipt; I m mu n i~ a ti #rl Healt h His ~ o ry 

SIQt ~eque~ted by Jenn TQwnsend J 
App~6#ed by 6#mmittee B 

Admitted Decisien Will Felease late MarCh BP 
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02:02:47 
NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~e s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

Final Tm~ ~cdpt; I m mu n iz a ti ~n Health His~#~ 

App,#veal by ~0mmittee B P 

SI6t ~equested pe~ J e n n ~6w n send 3 

Admitted BP 

Gu#re~tly iSMAR e~#epti 0n N eedS~6in##eaSe~e s ti n gt #0me6fft hart able BP 

MARd efl¢ie ~t wit ha 8 #5 ~e 6fl 5 a n t he ACT C ban C e II a ~ha sa pp ro~ed hi S ad m i ss i On as M A R eXCe p tia nb u twit h ~ h e 
hope thathiS s~reimpFOveS s e~heMAR defiCienCy is removed B£ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:55 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~ 

Out Sick Today - CHEM/PHYS 

Tony, Jenn and Kym, 

our CHEM!PHYS tutor, is out sick tonight and will not be available to tutor. Please inform your students below who are effected. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (ti~x) 

sbmaloy(a)Amcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Out Sick Today - CHEM/PHYS 

Not yet. 

From: Townsend. Jenn 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 AM 
To: Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Out Sick Today - CHEM!PHYS 

Thanks. Did you ever hear frorn him whether he could do a session on Sunday? 

,Jenn 

From: Naloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:55 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Townsend, 3enn; Orr, Kym N 

Sawyer, Korie 
Subject: 3ake Gauer Out Sick Today - CHEM!PHYS 

Tony, Jenn and Kym, 

, our CHEM/PHYS tutor, is out sick tonight and will not be available to tutor. Please inform your students below who are effected. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:24 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyomat@unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 

<orr@emaJl.unc.e&P 

Out Sick Today - CHEMiPHYS 

Noted, thanks! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            9:54 
To: Yount, Tony; Townsend, Jenn; Orr, Kym N 

Co: 
Subject:          Out Sick Today - CHEM!PHYS 

Tony, Jenn and Kym, 

our CHEM!PHYS tutor, is out sick tonight and will not be available to tutor. Please inform your students below who are effected. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fa~-;) 

sbmalo’y~i~ uncaa.uncnedu 



02:01:12 
NC RPTAD 

A ~ti ve R e qSe S ted w a i#e~ EyR D2 

I m muni z atien He a lt h Hi St ~ry 

Sl#t ~eqSeSted by 3enn TOwnsend 3 
App~5#ed by C#mmittee B 
Admitted       D~6isi6n will #eleas~lat e Ma~6h B P 
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NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

F irlal Tra# s~ipt; I m mu n i~ a ti #rl Healt h His ~ o ry 

SIQt ~eque~ted by Jenn TOwnsend J 
App~6#ed by 6#mmittee B 

Admitted Decisien Will Felease late MarCh BP 
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NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~ S ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

Final Tm~ ~cdpt; I m mu n iz a ti ~n Health His~#~ 

App,#veal by ~0mmittee BP 

SI6t ~equested pe~ J e n n ~6w n send 3 

Admitted BP 

Gu#re~tly iSMAR e~epti 0n N eedS~6in##eaSe~e s ti n gt #0me6fft hart able BP 

MARd efl#ie ~t wit ha 8 ~ ~e 6fl 5 O at he ACT G ban ~ellO ~ha sa pp ro~ed his ad missi0n as M A R eXCe p tie nb u twith t h e 
h6pe that hi~ s~e imp#b#e~ s~ ~he IVIAR defi#ieS~y i~ ~em~£ed B£ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:39 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring final grade revort (finally!) 

Kicked it!!!!:) finally 

From: ]enn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:26 AM 
To: Papa, Donna 3; ~gmail.com; Mitchell, Catherine; Boo Gillette; Tony Baldwin 
Subject-" Spring final grade report (finally!) 

Hi, 

I apologize for getting this to you so late, but I am attaching the Spring grade report showing who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll. 

It was a great semester! 

Here are some highlights: 

ACC Honor Roll (1:3 tol:a0--(rnost since we have be~-_~n I~e~-:q:dng track starting in 

Dean’s List Spring (9) .... 

:1.6 students above a 3.0 for Spring Semester GPA (        had a 

Seven sLudenl:s 0~m.:_~ng s.:_~phom.:_~res, juniors and m:_~ni.:_~rs) h~d besL sem~-’_~sl:er yet at U NC: 

Team sernesLer gpa: {t:ourth highesL arnong all UNC athletic teams. Also, highest for tearn since we have been keeping track sLarting in 

Team cu~T~ulative gpa: 

Overall, all of the students did great! Thanks for all of your help. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Scarlett L <scaflett@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:19 PM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Hoover, Shmadol Christine <schoove@email.unc.edu-~ 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: CTOPS Athlete Advising 

Sorry, but we are at capacity. 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 
To: Hoover, Shandol Chiistine; Jordan, Scarlett L 
Co: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: CTOPS Athlete Advising 

Could you please add to the student athlete list for Session 5. Her PID # is 

Kym 

.Thankyou. 
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A ~ti ve R e qSe S ted w a i#e~ EyR D2 

I m muni z atien He a lt h Hi St ~ry 
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A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 
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NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~e s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

Final Tm~ ~cdpt; I m mu n iz a ti ~n Health His~#~ 

App,#veal by ~0mmittee BP 

Slat ~eqgested pe~ J e #n !#w n Se #d 

Admitted B 

Guirently is MAR e×~eptien Needs ~o in~iease ~esting te ~eme offthat table BP 

MARd efl¢ie ~t wit ha 8 ~ ~e 6fl 5 a at he ACT C ban Celia ~ha sa pp ro~ed his ad mission as M A R eXCe p tia nb u twith t h e 
h~pe that hi~ s~e imp~b#e~ s~ ~he IVIAR deft#icily i~ ~em~£ed BP 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

n4a-request@lists.nacda.com on behalf of 

Gerald S. Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 11:22 AM 

Bart Byrd <bart_byrd@baylor.edu>; LaurenE DeLay <Lauren DeLay@baylor.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; N4A 

listserve listserve <n4a@lists.nacda.com>; Brian Davis <briand@mail.utexas.edu>; Julie Owen <Jkowen@olemiss.edu>; Annette 

I. Moran <brynto18@ou.edu>; Carol L. Ludvigson <cludvigson@ou.edu>; Carla A. Winters <cwinters@ou.edu>; Jaye E. Amundson 

<jamundson@ou.edu>; Jason D. Leonard <leonardjd@ou.edu>; Terri L Moyer <tmoyer@ou.edu>; Teresa A. Turner 

<tturner@ou.edu> 

[n4a] <no subject> 

Documentl.docx 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 

334 Care Center, Room 308 
University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 

Cell: . 

"Live on University!" 



From: (@ive.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 8:07 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Report tbr 

Got it.t Thank you :) 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Sunday, 19:43 

To: 

Subject: RE: Report for 

Thanks! 

1:1.:30 dass is now at Murphey I15 and 

From, 
Sent: Saturday, 10:32 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Repor~ for 
Importance: High 

Jcn/~ 

My report fol 

(ECON ! Gardner Hall 308: ~PRESENT) 

(PSYC ) Davie Hall ii2: (PRESENT) 

(PORT I Murphey Hall 314: (PRESENT) 

(DRAM ) Dramatic Arts I03: PRESENT), 

(AFRI P Global Center 1005: (PRESENT), 

COMM class is now at Murphey 204. 

(PRESENT) 

’PRESENT) 

(SOCl    I Bingham Hall 103:. 

(COMM. I Greenlaw Hall I04: 

(PSYC. )ey Hall 404: 

(PRESENT), (PRESENT) 
pRESENT) 



From: @live.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: update 

Gracias! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Wednesday, 17:12 

To: 

Subject: update 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athietes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hiil 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Wanye @aol.com> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 11:06 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

"Take Home 600 u~t weekly 

Yes. working as the company representative 

you will only be working for 2 hours daily 

and most work will be done online you can apply 

for the job as long as you are above 17 years old 

Pay is 600 usd weekly 

respond by replying to this email to know more 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:15 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Interviews for Academic Coum~lor positions 

I taught first summer session and am now recharging and rejuvenating! I will be in and out (mostly out) the remainder of the summer, but will have access to email. Please be aware that I will not be on email as 
m uch as I am d uring the year, so if a response is not immediate, understand that I will get back to you you within a week or so. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGrath, Colin B <mcgrathc@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yep. We will just tell him to take it the firs~t time it is offered in the fall. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:41 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <itown~nd~unc.edu> wrote: 

I know you know tllis, but l’u;ving a ru:_~w score before the sigt~iF~g ~late w.:_~u[d b,-_~ huge so we w.:_~u[dn’t have to tal~e him it~ front of tlle ~;~lmisskbF~s 

committee. 

Jenn 

From" McGrath, Colin B 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject-" RE: 
Jenn, 
I assume you have not had time to update the evaluation for 

soon as possible just to try and increase his score. Thanks. 

CB McGrath 

. I would like you to get that to me so I can encourage him to register for the ACT and SAT as 
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A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

I m mu#i ~ati## He a lt h Hi ~t #~ 
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NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~e s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

App,#veal by ~0mmittee B P 

SI6t ~equested pe~ J e an ~6w n send 3 

Admitted BP 

Currently i~ MAR e×~epti6n Need~ ~ in~!ea~e ~esting te ~6me off that table BR 

MARd eflcie ~t wit ha 8 ~ ~e 6fl 5 0 at he ACT G ban ~ell0 ~ha sa pp ro~ed his ad missien as M A R eXCe p tia nb u twith t h e 
hope thathiS s~reimpFOveS s a~heMAR defiCienCy is removed B£ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbetkel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 3:28 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Dinner with caJldidates 

Someone else should have the opportunity, but if no one else wants to go, I will, 

Bradley R. H. Bet~el I R~admg and \,Vdfing Speeialisl 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prog~;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\lhleles 

LotMermilk Cemer [br Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel HilI, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (1919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel@unc,edu 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 2:11 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maloy, Susan B; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Dinner with candidates 

Hi, 

We will be able to have dinner with two of our candidates for our Academic Counselor candidates next week and I would like to have someone else from staff 

accompany me for the dinners, Please let me know if you are available on either Tuesday or Wednesday evening to attend dinner with a candidate, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
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Sl~t ~equeSted by Jenn T~wnsend        ! J 
App~5#ed by C#mmittee    B P 
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Slot Requested 

A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

I m mu#i ~ati## He a lt h Hi ~t #~ 

Slot ~eque~ted by Jenn Townsend I J 
App~6#ed by 6#mmittee     B 

Admitted ; Decisien Will Felease late MarCh BP 
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NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~e s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

App,#veal by ~0mmittee B P 

Slet ~eqgested pe~ J e #n !#w n Se #d 

Admitted B 

Currently i~ MAR e×~epti6n Need~ ~ in~iea~e ~esting t6 ~6me eft that table BP 

MARd efi¢ie ~t wit ha 8 #~ !e 6fl 5 0 at he ACT C ban C ell0~ ha sa pp roved his ad mission as M A R e~Ce p tia nb u twith t h e 
hope thathiS s~reimpFOveS s a~heMAR defiCienCy is removed B£ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 6:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

FW: Loudermilk Entry graphics 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Grunsley, Richie 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 6:33 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Beale, Michael 
Subject: Loudermilk Entry graphics 

Doug Dubay with Rainier Industries just emailed that he will be in the area some the early part of this week Have you had the chance to organize your thoughts as to how to direct Rainier to 
propose a design? If so, it would be great if we could set up a time to get you two together. Let me know and I will set something up. Thanks 

Richie GrirrMey 
Asst. Director tbr Facility Planning and Management UN-C Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
mobile-- 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 8:47 AM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu> 

Meeting with Rainier 

How does 3:00 this afternoon work for you to meet with Doug and Michael? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 10:26 AM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edtr~; Townsend, Jeml <jtown~nd@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting ruth RaiNer 

Works fo~ ns’; 

From: Grimsley, Richie 

Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 8:47 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Meeting with Rainier 

How does 3:00 this afternoon work for you to meet with Doug and Michael? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 10:30 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

(kimsley, Pdchie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting with Rainier 

Great. Why doesn’t everyone meet in the downstairs lobby. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 
Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 10:28 AM, "Townsend, Jenn" <itownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

Works for me, too. 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent= Tuesday, July 16, 2013 8:47 AM 

To= Lane, Cricket; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject= Meeting with Rainier 

How does 3:00 this afternoon work for you to meet with Doug and Michael? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gfimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.e&p 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:40 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <crick@~unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

FW: Advent-Time to meet 

Advent is one of the other vendors that Bubba would like to submit a proposal for the graphics work at Loudermilk. See below for the time that he will be coming 

to town to visit the site. Hopefully, at least Cricket, Jenn and myself can meet him so they can share their thoughts like they did with Doug yesterday so the 

proposals are comparing apples to apples. Let me know if you will be able to make it. Thanks. There should be one more group coming in (49 Degrees) in the next 

couple weeks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

From: Walt Malone [mailto:wmalone@adventresults.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:29 PM 
To" Gdmsley, Richie 
Subject; Re: Advent-Time to meet 

Richie, would Tuesday, July 23rd at 1:00 work with ?,our ,schedule? 

If so, I’ll get the travel all Ix~oked and see you then! 

- Walt 

On Tue, Jul 16, 2013 at 12:32 PM, Grimsley, Pdchie <~g_u_r__n_s!_~?’~_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t_B~, wrote: 

Tuesday or Wednesday are a bit better for me, between 9:00 and 3:00, but I cml do Thursday also if it works out that date is best. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 10:26 AM, "Walt Malone" <wmalone(2~a&~entresults.com> wrote: 

Richie, 
Thmlks for talking this morning! I would really like to go ahead and get my travel booke& do you have a date in mind that I should shoot for? I can be 

there rely time next week Tuesday-Thursday, if that works for you. 

Thanks and let me know! 

-Walt 

Walt Malone 
Ciien[ Advocate 
Wr!~ a ;:o ~H~ (~.~.~ dv.<!l~ t ;e y; u ;:i s i: o r1~ 

2316 Cmzen St 

Nashville. ]N 3721 ’i 

cell 

office 615.742.3355 

,,~t4,w a dye nt res:.llts col~q 

Advent 
Designing Experiences 
That Move People 

_= 

Walt Malone 
Ciient Advocate 
W;’rla Io ;~ e~) a dvi~ ~li re.<;u It.~L co F~I 

2316 Cruzen SL 

Nashville, TN 37211 

eeii 

office 615.742.3355 

Advent 
De,.si _q nin _q Exp~,~rienc~,~s 
That Move People 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:59 PM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Townscnd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

I~E: Advent-Time to meet 

R hi% 

] "at’ks, 

Cr cl,::e~ 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:40 PM 

To: Beale, Michael; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: FW: Advent-Time to meet 

Advent is one of the other vendors that Bubba would like to submit a proposal for the graphics work at Loudermilk. See below for the time that he will be coming 

to town to visit the site. Hopefully, at least Cricket, Jenn and myself can meet him so they can share their thoughts like they did with Doug yesterday so the 

proposals are comparing apples to apples. Let me know if you will be able to make it. Thanks. There should be one more group coming in (49 Degrees) in the next 

couple weeks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

From: Walt Malone [mailto:wmalone@adventresults.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Grimsley, Richie 
Subject: Re: Advent-Time to meet 
Richie, would Tuesday, July 23rd at 1:00 work with your schedule? 
If so, I’ll get the travel all booked and see you then! 

-W~Jt 

On Tue, Ju116, 2013 at 12:32 PM, Grimsley, Pdchie <rgri~1sley@unc.edu> wrote: 
Tuesday or Wednesday are a bit better for me, between 9:00 and 3:00, bat I can do Thursday also if it works out that date is best. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Sent from my iPbone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 10:26 AM, "Walt Malone" <wmalone@adventresulLs.com> wrote: 

Richie, 

Thanks for talking this mornin!! I would really like to go ahead and get my travel booked, do you have a date in mind that I should shoot for? I cm~ be 

there any time next week Tuesday-Thulsday, if that works for you. 

Thanks mid let me know! 

- Walt 
=_ 

Walt Malone 
Ciie!d: Advocate 

,,’q’8 a io n.9~} a dverfl:re su it.~;, c e rr~ 

2316 Cruzen St. 

Nu, shville, TN 372! I 

cell 

effice 615.742.3355 

\a,%~’W. adve n [r.gs d ;:iS (;O r!] 

Advent 
Designing Experiences 
That Move People 

Walt Malone 
Ciient Advocate 

2316 Cmzen St 
Nashviiie, TN 37211 
ceil 
office 6157423355 
w’,,w¢ adver!tresults.com 

Advent 
I.besi.~nin.~ Expetie, nces 
That Move People 
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02:01:32 
NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

Va~ineD~ame~ati 

SIQt ~eque~ted by denn Townsend J 
App~6#ed by 8#mmittee          BP 
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02:01:32 
NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~ s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

ApprOved by #0mmittee B P 

Slat ~eqBested pe~ J e #n !#w n Se #d 

Admitted B 

Gu#re~tl~ iSMAR e~#epti 0n N eedS~6in##eaSe~e s ti n gt #0me6fft hart able BP 

MARd eflcie ~t witha ~ #~ ~e ~fl 5 0 at he ACT C han ~ell0 ~ha sa pp ro~ed his ad mission as M A R eXCe p tia nb u twith t h e 
hope thathiS s~reimpFOveS s a~heMAR defiCienCy is removed BP 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:32 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Caktwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edtv~ 

NSO Session 13 

Jenn: 

You have our onJy student-athlete attendin8 this orientation session 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 

, Do you need either Andrea and I to help with your afternoon session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 9:08 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: NSO Session 13 

@ Figured._just wanted to ask to make sure we didn:t have to come down. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: RE: NSO Session 13 

I think I will be able to handle the one student by myself. Thanks for the ot:fer, though. 

]enn 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 8:32 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn; Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: NSO Session 13 

Jenn: 

You have our only student-athlete attending this orientation session 

Speneer B. We]born 
Assistant l)ean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201{1 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.688{~ 

Do you need either Andrea and I to help with your afternoon session? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Can you print this/br me please?’.? 

~i:::: .i!i: ii ~ii: ~il;ii ~::~’ ir :!:i¸ i:::: ii ~:::; i;iii 

i;:::i.lii::ilisiii41:<ii :::rll ’i’uii?q!,:iiilr:i~ ii ii:il iiii!i’[ 

~i~[ii.i~ ii’ii i:iil ~i!i!: il ii ii;;:}~ 

In the Jate 80’s, New York experienced a high rate of violence and wrack was everywhere. In 1985 when George L. Kelling, coauthor of the article "Broken V’vlndows", was hire(] 

as a consultant to the New York City Transit Authority, the subway was a’~,’~ull. Kelling implemented new measures. He made every graffiti disappear and cleaned every 

station. Day after day after day, new gralfit[i would be made in the night and rernoved during the day, until oneday [he new policy started to be successful and graIliti 

progressively disappeared, Mayor and police department of New York also employed the same method, they implemented a zero tolerance policing with easier arrestee 

procedure. Police started enforcing the law very strictly, against subway fare evasion, public drinkers, urinators, and the like. The ra~es of both pe~ty and serious crime fell 

suddenly and significantly. 

New York crime and drug decline is one of the best example of a successful implementation of the Broken Window Theory (BWT). BVgl" states that signs of disorder, like 

gralfiti, dirty streets, broken windows_, induce more disorder. Not only more gralfitti and other petty cdmes, bul also more serious cdmes like murder, robbery, etc. 

Consequently, removing the minor signs of disorder is thought to i~dl.~ce a decrease in the amount of more serious crimes. 

Figure.: Mirror signs of disorder in Paris, France (author: gean-no~! LafargUe)o 

The BWT has been implemented in many cities arou~ld the worM, with some success, but until now, the causal arrow leading fl’om minor crime to more serious ones has 

remained highly speculative. 

In a recent paper, Kees Keizer, Siegwart Lindenberg and Linda Steg conduct insightful and delightful field experiments to assess the BWT. I’ll detail just one example to give 

you the flavour of the six experiments, ha one setting they looked at whether individuals would steal an envelope visibly containing a five euro note. "The white (addressed) 

window envelope s~icking ou~ of a mailbox (situated in Groningen) was very noticeable for everyone approaching the mailbox, and it was cleady visible thN the envelope 

contained a �5 note". In the baseline condition the mail box and the ground surrounding it were clean, h~ one test condition the mail box was covered with graffitti and in 

another the ground was covered with litter. 

The results were quite dramatic, the tNe el robbery doubled between the baseline and the "disorder" condNons! In ~he baseline condition, 13% of passer-bys sMe the 

envelope, with graffitfi this rate raL~;ed to 27% and with litter to 25%. 

The authors conclude: "There is a clear message Ior policymakers and police officers: Early disorder diagnosis and intervention are of vital importance when fighting ~he 

spread of dL~;order. Signs of inappropriate behavior like graffiti or broken windows lead to other inappropriate behavior (e.g., litter or stealing), which in turn results in the 

inhibition of other norms (i.e., a general weakening of the goal to act appropriately). So once disorder has spread, merely fixing the broken windows or removing the graffiti 

may no~ be sufficient anymore. Art effective intervention should now address ~he goal to act appropriately on all Iron,s." 

Abstract of the paper: 

Imagine ~hat the neighborhood you are living in is covered with gtalfiti, li~ter, and unreturned shopping carts. Would this reality cause you to litter more, trespass, or even 

steal? A thesis known as the broken windows theory suggests that signs of disorderly and petty criminal behavior trigger more disorderly and petty criminal behavior, thus 

causing the behavior to spread. This may cause neighborhoods to decay and the quality of life of its inhabitants to deteriorate. For a city government, this may be a vital policy 

issue. But does disorder really spread in neighborhoods? So far ~hete has not been strong empirical support, and it is not clear what constitutes disorder and wha~ may make 

it spread. We generated hypotheses about the spread of disorder and tested them in six field experiments. We found that, when people observe that others violated a certain 

social norm or legitimate rule, they are more likely to violate other norms or rules, which causes disorder to spread 

Referer, ees: 

"Broken Windows" by" James Q. Wilson and George L Ke!ling Atlantic Monthly March 1982 

"The Spreadinq of Disorder" Kees Keizer Siegwart Lindenberq and Linda Ster4, Science, December 2008 It can also be found here. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:18 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: aJ~d fl~is 

htt p://www.gove rning.co m/blogs/view/Scientific-Proof-for-the.html 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 7:33 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu-*; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edtr% Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu-* 

Meeting ruth Advent at 1:00 

Just a reminder that we will be meeting with Walt from Advent in the lobby of the Loudermilk Center at 1:00 today. 

Jenn, since Cricket will not be able to make it, it is important for you to be able to share the same vision you shared with Doug last week so we can get as close as 

possible to having the various firms present similar design focuses. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgfimsley@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 7:48 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with Advent at 1:00 

Yes, I can give Walt some background and show him the space and then you can fill in the details when you arrive. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

From: Townsend, 3enn 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 7:47 AM 
To: Grimsley, Richie 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Advent at 1:00 

Hi, Richie: 

I apologize for not responding earlier. I probably will not build be there until 115 because we have to take a candidate out for lunch. Will that still work? 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 23, 2013, at 7:33 AM, "Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley@unc.edu> wrote: 

Just a reminder that we will be meeting with Walt from Advent in the lobby of the Loudermilk Center at 1:00 today. 

Jenn, since Cricket will not be able to make it, it is important for you to be able to share the same vision you shared with Doug last week so we can get 

as close as possible to having the various firms present similar design focuses. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <aNtting@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 5:03 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@anc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edtr~; Maackos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

GwaJtney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Garfl~, Christy Lynn <cgaxt~@unc.edu>; Lilzinger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.unc.edu>; Sanchez, 

Abel <abel2s@unc.edtr’~; Lenhardt, Catherine Shawn <lenhardt@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hirth, Clmstopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; 

Townsen& Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu:>; Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Smmming & Diving Meet Schedule 

Rich --. 

With the Louisville meet split over two days, how long would the meet last on Friday, November 17 It looks as if we witl have an exhibition basketball game that 

evening. Thanks, 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent; Monday, July 22, 2013 9:21 AN 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; tarkos, Lance M; Bitting, Angelyn S; Gwaltney, Clint; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, IVlichael B; Sanchez, Abel; Lenhardt, Catherine Shawn; Hirth, 
Christopher 3; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject-" UNC Swimming & Diving Meet Schedule 

ALL: 

I found a mistake, the Men’s NCAA’s date is now corrected. Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Uriiversity of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hall, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (t7): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: ._d__e_F__e_!g!~q~ em ail. u nc. e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.colrl 
www.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 6:03 PM 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitlJng@~mc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., [,any A. <athgallo@~mc.edtr~; Markos, LaJlce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, 

Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edtr>; Garth, Christy Lynn <cgaJ~k@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.unc.edu>; Sanchez, Abel 

<abel2s@unc.edtr>; Lenhardt, Catherine Shawn <lenhardt@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hirth, Clmstopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 

<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brossman, Cu(t Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu> 

ILE: UNC Smmming & Diving Meet Schedule 

Angie: 

Best guess is 2 1/2 hours but have to include pre/post meet stuff. 

Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
UPAversi[,y of North C aro]x~a Swimmir.g & D~vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (t7): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w_~2__w__: g._@___e__e_!_s_:_c_’ 2!T! 

~,Y._w_3z:_u__t!c_:~._d_!_~ 

From: Bitting, Angelyn S 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 23, 2013 5:03 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; larkos, Lance M; Gwaltney, Clint; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B; Sanchez, Abel; Lenhardt, Catherine Shawn; Hirth, 
Christopher .1; Townsend, Jenn; Brossman, Curt Alan 
Subject-" RE: UNC Swimming & Diving Meet Schedule 

Rich --. 

With the Loub.wille meet split ow?r two day~.L, how h:mg would the men-:d: la;t on Friday, Now?mb~:_~r :17 It k)ok; as if we will haw? ~t~ e’,<hibition basketball game that 

evening, Thanks. 

From," DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 9:21 AM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Harkos, Lance N; Bitting, Angelyn S; Gwaltney, Clint; Garth, Christy Lynn; Litzinger, Michael B; Sanchez, Abel; Lenhardt, Catherine Shawn; Hirth, 
Christopher J; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject; UNC Swimming & Diving Meet Schedule 

ALL: 

I found a mistake, the Men’s NCAA’s date is now corrected. Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
Universky of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
I O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-_126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm,,~emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 
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02:01:07 
NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A#ti#e R e que S ted w a ive~ FyR D2 

Va~ineD~ame~ati 

SIQt ~eque~ted by denn Townsend J 
App~6#ed by 6#mmittee    B 

Admitted Decisien Will Felease late MarCh BP 
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02:01:07 
NC RPTAD 

Slot Requested 

A Ct~ ve R e q~e s ted w a i~e~ FYR D2 

ApprOved by ~0mmittee B P 

SI6t ~equested pe~ Jenn ~6wnsend j~ 

Admitted BP 

Currently i~ MAR e×~epti6n Need~ ~ in~!ea~e ~esting to ~6me off that table BP 

MARd eflcie ~t wit ha 8 ~5 ~e 6fl 5 O he A C ban Cello ~ha sa pp roved his ad mission as M A ReX Co p tia nb u twith t h e 
h0pe thathiS s~reimpFOveS s e~heMAR defiCienCy is removed B£ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 8:45 AM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu> 

49 Degrees 

Brad from 49 Degrees, another Graphics Design firm that Bubba wanted to take a look at the Loudermilk entrance is able to come to town on Aug. 5. Do either or 

both of you have any time that day that we could have another quick get together to spell out for him what we would like proposed? Let me know your availability 

and I will pass it along so he can make his travel plans. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

7/29/2013 2:46:04 PM 

Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy (sbmaloy)]; Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu 

(bsheu)58a]; Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns] 

Students with LD 

Loudermilk 2406/08 

8/16/2013 5:00:00 PM 

8/16/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 12:04 AM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgfimsley@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn ~jtownsend@unc.edu>; Gfimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@uuc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cficke@unc.edu> 

Re: 49 Degrees 

Richie: 

I think Cricket sent you a sketch, but I believe that this company also did a mural for Indiana Universi~is academic center that had some of the elements we were looking for in our entrance 
way. They should be able to check their files to see pictures of IU’s murah 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 4, 2013, at 10:03 AM, "Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley@unc edu> wrote: 

> Was one of you going to be as to meet with Brad me I tomorrow or were you still going to get me some information to go by? 

> 

> RichJe (ifimsley 

> Sent from my fPhone 

> 

> On Jul 30, 2013, at 10:45 AM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Richie; 

>> 

>> I will be on vacation. I will check with Cricket and will send akmg a description of what we are looking J2~r if she cannot be here either. 

>> 

>> Thanks! 

>> 

>> Jenn 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Grimsley, Ihchie 

>> Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 10:30 AM 

>> To: Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 

>> Subject: 49 Degrees 

>> 

>> Brad, froln 49 Degrees went ahead and made his travel arrangements for next Monday, August 5, to be in town. He will arrive on campus around 11:30 am if you can meet with us. If not, it 

would be tlelpful if one of you could articulate your desires in an cmail for me to pass along to him so I can make sure a correct and consistent message is passed along to all vendors. 

Thanks. 

>> 

>> Richie Grmlsley 

>> Asst. Director for Faciliw Planning and Management UNC Athletics 

>> 220 Finley Golf Course Road 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:03 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Kids to see 

Thanks! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:02 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Kids to see 

Okay, some of these are just very minor issues or just to suggest they add one more class as a buffer. Highlighted kids are the priority. 

Arrrggghhhh 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Pitchers a]ld catchers 

Jen, 
Here are the pitchers and catchers. Also I need to find out if anyone has to leave practice early on Wednesday. And what time people have to leave practice on 

Thursdays in the am. We are going to do THE Program so i need the timed for practice. 

Pitchers: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 9:27 PM 

Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <itown~nd@unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; I,ee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Brief meeting 

Yos~ 

l-;radley R. ~11. l-;etll~el I Reading ;rod Writing Specialis~ 

U*fi~,e*’si~N ofNo~lt3 Ca~)lh~a at CbN~e~ }till 

Academic Suppo~X Program for Stude~t-Athletes 

I oudeE~nilk Ce*3ter fi>r Excelle*3ce 

344 Ridge Rd. i Ca~npus Bo× 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599i 1[’ (919) 962°2237 

C           i F (919) 962-8247 

b radl ev. belhel (d m~c. edu 

From: Lyons, Elizabeth I 

Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 8:21 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Co: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orb Kym N; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: Re: Brief meeting 

Yup!! l’m there! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 8:12 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <i_t__o____w___n___s___e__n___d____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Okay, so 11 am today was an epic fail on my part. Can everyone st~ll do 3 pm tomorrow? 

.lenn 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2013 10:10 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Orb Kym N; Lee, 3aimie; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth ! 
Subject: Re: Brief meeting 

But Tuesday works. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 18, 2013, at 7:33 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I apologize for not trying to organize this sooner, but I would like to have a brief meeting to either tomorrow at 11 or Tuesday afternoon 

to touch base and make sure that we are all on the same page and good to go for the beginning of the semester. It will be brief. 

Can everyone make it tomorrow at 11 for about 20 minutes or would you rather shoot for Tuesday around 3? 

Let me know what would work best. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:41 AM 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitfing@unc.edu>; Lenhardt, Catherine Shawn <lenhasd@email.unc.edu>; 

~!gln~Jl.com;          @gmoJl.coIn 

Pool Deck 

~gmail.com; 

All, 

As you can see, the pool deck has been cleaned and is relatively free of "stuff." Please make sure your area is clean and set up for the next user group. 

Please do your part: 

UNC DIVERS/COACHES: All mats put up to dry after use. Put away all foam rollers. Keep area clean. Coach responsible to make a sweep after practice. 

UNC SWIMMERS/COACHES: All equipment off the deck. Dispose of cups, and trash. Coach responsible to make a sweep after practice. 

NCAC COACHES: All equipment put away in proper place. Dispose of trash. All clothing etc...goes to lost and found. Coach responsible to make a sweep after 

practice. 

TRAINING STAFF: Coolers back in hallway, and set up to catch any leaks while on deck. 

Thanks for helping to get the year off to a good start. 

Associate Head Coach 

Men’s and Women’s Swimming 

University of North Carolina 

mlitzing@email.unc.edu 

919-843-9275 (office) 

(cell) 

919-962-1603 (fax) 

w w w &o___h___e___e__[_s_:__c__o____m__ 

:~: strutrm small 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:37 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Loudemlilk Entry 

Advent sent a draft of their proposal this morning that needed a few changes before it was shared. They will have the updated version to me on Wednesday 

morning along with the associated budget options. I will send it along to you at that time for us to comment on and give them some direction for their 2nd draft. 

Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:16 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

SV: Tutoring schedule 

Thank you Jenn[ 

Fr~n: Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu> 

Skickat: den: 00:36 

Till: 

,~mne: Tutoring schedule 

Hi, 

Here is your tutoring schedule: 

H[ST with at 8:00 on Wednesdays (starting tomorrow!I) 

ECON with at 6:00 on Mondays 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

There will be additional ECON drop in appointments starting soon. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:36 AM 

Humphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne <chelsea.pemberton@unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 

<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting 1/24/13 

All, 
I apologize for the late notice however we are trying to make it work so that everyone would be able to attend the meeting. Who would be in favor of the lOam meeting or a 

meeting at l:30pm. Please let me know! Sorry for the late update! 

From: Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,               8:31 AM 

To: cpembert <cpembert@email.unc.edu>,_                         @live.unc.edu>,                             @live.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>, Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting tomorrow] 

Resent-From:                         @live.unc.edu> 

All, 
Attached is an updated flyer based on the information provided at the meeting yesterday. Please let me know of any additions/changes people would like made before 

we begin distributing. 

Thanks, 
Sarah 

Sarah Humphries 

Director of Marketing 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)962 5218 

>>>                             @live.unc.edu >         10:32 AM >>> 

Reminder tomorrow we will have a meeting to give an update on sponsors and information for the event. The meeting will be in Loudermilk conference room on the 

second floor at 11am. Please let me know if you are unable to make it as [will forward the information about the meeting to you. Thank you again for ever/one’s hard 
world 

See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:36 AM 

Humphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne <chelsea.pemberton@unc.edu>; 

#live.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 

<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 1/24/13 

All, 
I apologize for the late notice however we are trying to make it work so that everyone would be able to attend the meeting. Who would be in favor of the lOam meeting or a 

meeting at l:30pm. Please let me know! Sorry for the late update! 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, . 9:15 AM 

To: Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>, cpembert <cpembert@email.unc.edu>, ’                            @live.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>, Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 1/24/13 

All, 
I apologize for the late notice however we are trying to make it work so that everyone would be able to attend the meeting. Who would be in favor of the lOam meeting or a 

meeting at l:30pm. Please let me know! Sorry for the late update! 

From: Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday                8:31 AM 

To: cpembert <cpembert@email.unc.edu>,                          ~@live.unc.edu>,.                             @live.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>, Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting tomorrow] 

Resent-From:                          ~live.unc.edu> 

All, 
Attached is an updated flyer based on the information provided at the meeting yesterday. Please let me know of any additions/changes people would like made before 

we begin distributing. 

Thanks, 
Sarah 

Sarah Humphries 

Director of Marketing 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)962 5218 

>>> ’                            @live.unc.edu>         10:32 AM >>> 
Reminder tomorrow we will have a meeting to give an update on sponsors and information for the event. The meeting will be in Loudermilk conference room on the 

second floor at 11am. Please let me know if you are unable to make it as [ will forward the information about the meeting to you. Thank you again for everyone’s hard 

work! 

See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Humphries, Sarah <shumphries@unc.edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne 
<chelsea.pemberton@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 1/24/13 

What day is this for? Ask these emails are confusing me! 

........ Original message ........ 

From: @live~unc.edu> 

Date:           11:36 AM (G MT-05:00) 
To: Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>,cpembert <cpembert@email.unc.edu>,                            @live.unc.edu>,"Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>,"Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>,"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>,Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting 1/24/13 

All, 
I apologize for the late notice however we are trying to make it work so that everyone would be able to attend the meeting. Who would be in favor of the 10am meeting or a 

meeting at l:30pm. Please let me know! Sorry for the late update! 

From:, ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 9:15 AM 

To: Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>, cpembert <cpembert@email.unc.edu>,¯                             @live.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>, Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject; Meeting 1/24/13 

All, 
I apologize for the late notice however we are trying to make it work so that everyone would be able to attend the meeting. Who would be in favor of the 10am meeting or a 

meeting at l:30pm. Please let me know! Sorry for the late update! 

From: Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,               8:31 AM 

To: cpembert <cpembert@email.unc.edu>,                          ~live.unc.edu>,                             @live.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>, Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting tomorrow! 

Resent-From:                         @live.unc.edu> 

All, 

Attached is an updated flyer based on the information provided at the meeting yesterday. Please let me know of any additions/changes people would like made before 

we begin distributing. 

Thanks, 

Sarah 

Sarah Humphries 

Director of Marketing 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)962 5218 

>>>                             @live.unc.edu> :        10:32 AM >>> 

Reminder tomorrow we will have a meeting to give an update on sponsors and information for the event. The meeting will be in Loudermilk conference room on the 

second floor at 11am. Please let me know if you are unable to make it as I will forward the information about the meeting to you. Thank you again for everyone’s hard 
work! 

See VOU tomorrow! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"c}liveamc,edu~ 

Saturday, 3:30 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly academic meeting 

Yes, that works great. 

From: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday. 12:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: Weekly academic meeting 

Hi, 

Would you be available to meet on Monday at 10:00 am? Please let me know as soon as possible. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athietes 

University of Norti~ Caroiina, Cb, apel Hiil 

?_.Z_ 9___.9__6_.2___._9_.S__3_.8_. 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:06 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic schedule and update tbr this week 

.Jenn, 

What day and time are we meethsg this week? 

Thank you, 

Michelk! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent," Sunday,                 8:05 PM 
To: Hoots, Eric M, Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; McGrath, Colin B, Robinson, Steve A, Frederick, Brad 
Subject: Academic schedule and update for this week 

I am attaching the academic update for the semester so far and the schedule for the next two weeks. We are starting to enter the first round of tests and papers so 

we will have a better gauge of how each student is doing in his classes. 

I am concerned about right now. He did not turn in an assignment in his AAAD    class even though it was completed, printed out and ready to hand in right 

before he had class. His PORT    professor also provided feedback that he has been sleeping in class and has not signed up for his presentations yet. He has done 

okay on his first quiz and his assignments for COM M but his in-class participation is going to hurt him if he does not improve it immediately. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9 z__~__2 § 2___~__s_3 8_ 
9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E7~Ec88AE46~~BBc36AB6cE4~~~9E] 

9/16/2013 3:43:49 PM 

ASPSTutoring@unc.edu 

Undeliverable: RE: 

RE: 

Your message 

To: : ASPSTutoring@unc,edu 

Subject: RE: 

Sent: 9/16/2013 3:43:48 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

ASPSTutoring@unc.edu (ASPSTutoring@unc~edu) 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:44 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; ASPSTutoring@unc.edu 

RE: 

Hi, 

You will need to make sure that you make up the hours using independent study times. I will make sure that Beth ~.yons knows you will not be there. 

J ~:a F1 F1 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 
To: ASPSTutoring@unc.edu 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: 
Hi, 
I have a conflict with my guided study session tonight from 8-10 and my veteran leadership meeting tonight from 8:30-10. Is it ok for me to go to GS 
for 30mins then go to Veteran leaders? 

Reclards, 

Sent from my HTC OneTM X, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan,N@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:32 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

VaJsgelder, Ma~elle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, 

Lance M <markos@emaJl.unc.edtP- 

RE: New York Times subscription 

I-]l Jenn, 

What new NCAA legislation are you talking about? I have not come across anything on my radar that now states that we can purchase recommended materials, 

We can pay for required materials througl~ tl~e student assistance fund (e.g. art supplies for an art class) but cannot cover recommended items. 

There has been som~-_~ discussion with the overhaul o~ bylaw 15 (financial aid), which is currently ongoing, to be abie t:o purchase recommended materials but that 

legislation has not: been past, 

Let me know, and I will look in to iL 

Tom 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:14 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: New York Times subscription 

Hi, Tom: 

I know that we have not been able to have formal discussions yet about being able to purchase recommended materials for student--athletes given the new NC,AA 

legislations,                               SOCI    professor reached out to me in the email below to stress the importance of a New York Times subscription 

for their success in the class (1 am assuming that one subscription could be purchased rather than individual subscriptions). He stops short of saying it is required 

but I’H? strongly recommends they purchase it:, 

Would it be possible to pay for this subscription? 

Please let me know, 

Thanks! 

J I-:! n n 

From: Horowitz, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:29 AN 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
¢c: 
Subject: New York Times subscription 
Ms. Townsend: 

I am the instructor of SOCI/MNGT 
and to suggest that 

). I wanted to write to you briefly to clarify the role that the New York Times subscription plays in my course, 
purchase it as a text for the course. 

At several points through the semester, we use a class activity based upon a search through the New York Times archives. Students are expected to use a search engine to 
look through the New York Times archives for an article that is an example of a major concept day’s reading. 

This is actually a much more difficult assignment than it appears at first glance; students have to translate academic jargon from the day’s readings into everyday language 
that might appear in a newspaper article. So when a student needs to look up an article that shows an example of the "influence provision," they cannot simply plug the phrase 
"influence provision" into the search engine and expect to find an adequate article. Instead, they must translate the concept of the "influence provision" into language that 
might be used in a newspaper article and search on those terms instead. 

There are two ways to access New York Times articles; through Academic OneFile and through the New York Times native search engine. In order to use the latter, you need 
to purchase a subscription (it is doubtful anyone could complete even the first activity without exhausting the ten-article limit). 

Unless a student indicates a desire to obtain a PhD or has outstanding computer knowledge, I usually make a strong recommendation that they purchase the New York Times 
subscription. Academic OneFile is extremely technical and requires a strong prior knowledge of Boolean operators; students who use the native NYTimes.com search engine 
report spending far less time preparing for class than those using Academic OneFile. I only provide support for Academic OneFile primarily for those who cannot spend the 
money under any circumstances, or for those who plan to make academic literature searching a part of their career. 

To give you an idea of how rare it is that I recommend that students use Academic OneFile, there are only about 4-5 students in the class of 48 who I think would be better 
using Academic OneFile rather than the New York Times native search engine. I generally think that my class is difficult enough without having students wrestle with a 
challenging search engine when an easier option is available; I would strongly recommend that use the NY-iqmes subscription option, especially given their 
rigorous practice schedule. 

Please feel to contact me if you have any questions about these class activities, or other parts of the course. 

Best, 
Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you. 

Your infraction has been cleared. 

Ben Sheu 
¯ kssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

[) si~ e u @ erl~ a i i u PC. e d u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 11:45 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: FW: 

From: Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:43 AM 

To: 

Subject: Illness 

To the Academic Center, 
I’m sending this letter to verify that was 
tomorrow AM. 
I apologize for any inconvenience, 
Alain Aguilar 
Alain Aguilar, HA, ATC, LAT, HASH CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(f) 919-843-4982 
Office Hours: MWF 10-12pm Woollen 314 

tonight and was not able to make his tutoring session. He is schedule to see a Physician 

EXSS Fitness Professional Major website:-!~#--‘-‘-L/-e---x--s--s--#--n---c-~--e--c-~--u-~--u---~-d---e-.-r-g-r--a---d---u--a--te:-~r~gra-[nZbazj-£z#xss~[(tn-eisz2~Qfei&[Q£aji£y-ew!£w~ 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:24 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

FW: Econ tutoring 

FYI 

Ben Sheu 

¯ ~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~ eb @ erl~ii b pc.ed u 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: 

This is 

Jalen 

12:04 PM 

Econ tutoring 

I will be unable to attend Econ tutoring today because I am going to be attending a play for my Drama class. Thank you! 



FFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 2:33 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Canceling of clasps 

I would assume it’s safe to include GS right? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program ibr Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Canceling of classes 

7:19 PM 

Hello, 

My name is,             and I wuuld like to cancel my tutoring sessiun for Thursday, September 19. These include my Drama 
with the       team during these times 

Thanks. 

sessiun and tlistury sessiun. I wi]l be traveling 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:22 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

What section is in for Math ’ I can get him in on Sunday @ 8pm with 

B~n .Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:46 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: available Sunday 

Jenn, 

meets with    on Monday night.,, Will that one night make a difference for him if he has until Friday to turn it in? 

do*:_r;n’[: currently worl~ on Sundew; at all. I’d have to ask [or her to come in iust to worl~ with him. 

/.-:~ e n Sheu 
A’;sisl:ant Tutorial C.:_~ordinator 

L; N C Ac~ d ern ic S u ppo rt Progra rn for St u d en t--At hi et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Ceil: 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject:            available Sunday 

Could you please check and see if would be available on Sunday to meet with 

overwhelmed by it. 

Just let me know... 

Thanks! 

for HIST    ? He has a paper due on Friday and is feeling 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9.Z_9__.9__62__.25_3.8_. 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



8am 

8:15 am 

11am 

Notes" 

Bags on bus -TPS Team in charge of equipment -Tony will assign 

Depart for Alexander Central HS 

Arrive Alexander Central Softball Field, 161 Liledoun Rd, Taylorsville, NC 28681 

11:10 pm- 11:50 pm Georgia Hit-On the field and in the cages 

11:50 am- 12:30 pm UNC Hit-On the field and in the cages 

12:32 pm 

12:39 pm 

12:48 pm 

12:52 pm 

12:55 pm 

1:00 pm 

3:00 pm 

TBA 

10:30 pm 

Home Team Shuttle Defense 

Visiting Team Shuttle Defense 

Field Prep 

Umpire meeting at home plate 

Introductions and Anthem 

UNC (lb dugout, visitors) vs. UGA (3b dugout, home) - Beat those Bulldogs! 

UNC (lb dugout, home) vs. UGA (3b dugout, visitors)- Finish off the Bulldogs! 

Dinner after the game 

Arrive in Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday, September 20, 2013 2:15 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: GEOL tutoring tbr 

I saw the request. He is a MAP student, correct? 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent; Friday, September 20, 2013 2:14 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: GEOL tutoring for 
Hi, 
I just entered a tutor request for GEOL    for . He is struggling a lot and would really like to have help from a tutor. He actually has a test on Tuesday so 
if there is any help available before then, that would be great. The geol drop in is at the same time as his other tutoring. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919__~G.2___2.5_-:3.8_. 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Friday 3 2:41 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Abscences 

.Jenn, 

Can you do me a favor and give me the day!time!course/tutor for each of his sessions that he’ll miss? I don’t need to put in cancellations for his counselor guided 

study, bul: ev~-:~rything else [ do, 

/.-:~ e n 5:heu 
A’;sisl:ant Tutorial Coordinator 

L; N C Aca d em ic S u ppo rt ~rogra m for 31:u d en t--At h l et es 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 12:48 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: Tutoring Abscences 

This is I wanted to let you know that I will be gone from I am going home to so I will not be able to 

attend any tutoring or study sessions during that time, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 2:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE:       tutoring 

Awesome, thanks. 

Lea 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, 

Te: Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: RE:’ tutoring 

2:44 PM 

I was able to move CHEM to Thursday at 8prn and added her to a STOR session at 9pro on Thursdays. Please be sure she is aware. We currently 

don’t have an HIST session going. 

I added     to a second BIOl. session with her same group on Sundays at 8pm. 1 also added her to a PHYS    session on Wednesdays at 7pro. (1 saw this request in 

~:he systern for her as well) Please le~: me know if this is no h:mger neech:_~d. 

f hope this helps. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Friday, 2:32 PM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, _lenn 
Subject: tutoring 

Hi- 

from ’ requested an additional biology tutor session if possible and asked if there was any way to switch her 

Chemistry tutoring to any night but Monday because her class assigns homework on Thursdays that is due Monday before her session and then has extra credit 

opportunities that are assigned on Tuesdays and due Thursdays, so Mondays are the one night a week she doesn’t have anything really due or to work on in Chem. 

I directed both to drop in tutoring while we look to see if their requests can be fulfilled,      also asked about physics tutoring (Kym put request in and i know we 

are probably looking for someone) and asked for a tutor for STOR and HiST (I submitted requests). Thanks all. 

Les 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 2:47 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Abscences 

Agh. 

Can you give me actual dates? 

If I have l:o bounce back and forth through calendar and figure out his mon/tuesiwed etc. f’rn going to go nuts. 

Sorry... Trying to get the~.~e 45 infraction email; out too. 

Does he come back on that Monday? Or is it cancelled including thai Monday he comes back? 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

C)ffk>:~: 919-843-2328 

C~-:dh 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 2:44 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE: Tutoring Abscences 

Here you are.,. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 201_3 2:4:t PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Tutoring Abscences 
Jenn, 

Can you do me a favor and give me the day/time/course!tutor for each of his sessions that he’ll miss? I don’t need to put in cancellations for his counselor guided 

study, but everything else I do. 

B~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

I_i N C Aca d e r{~ i(: S u p po rl: Pro g r a r{~ fo r S~ u d ~-_~n l:- A [: h I e l: e s 

bsh,’-! E ~, :~rrtai . En :,edu 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 12:48 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: Tutoring Abscences 

This is . I wanted to let you know that I will be gone from I am going home to so I will not be able to 

attend any tutoring or study sessions during that time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@emailamc.edu~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:19 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Just FYI: the first email I sent.., apparently that went to the wrong 

Sorry for the double email. 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

!?.!!:~.~.~.~:~.!!:.~.~?.q,~ ~ ~ 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

-Some retiree who hasn’t been a student for 30 years! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:21 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Haha I’m just glad that he checks his ema[I still! [ definitely would not have caught that. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 3:20 PM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin 

Subject: RE: 

Well he was probably surprised that he was late for tutoring. 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 3:19 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: 
Just FYI: the first email I sent.., apparently that went to the wrong 

Sorry for the double email. 

B~’n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 929-843-2328 

Cell: 

-Some retiree who hasn’t been a student for 30 years! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:48 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Townsend, Jeml.pdf 

As mentioned, please see your attached schedule here. 

Thanks! 

Be,,:, Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLunc.edu 

0 ffic~:_!: 919-843-2328 
C ~-’J I: 



Tutor Schedule 
Townsend, Jenn 

Course 

COS 

COS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

CGS 

Student Sport Day TIME Room 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 2306 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 2306 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj anlin <bsheu@emailamc.edu~ 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 9:50 AM 

Ward, Ashley <arward@email.unc.edu~ 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re:          - Sunday AvaJlabilib~? 

Haha good point. Let’s say meet in the lobby @6. 

I’ve CC’d his counselor too so he will get notified. 

Thanl~s! 

Ben 
Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On Sep 21, 2013, at 9:45 AM, "Ward, Ashley" <~!2~..~!,,.;dfC~e.n~{!i:!:~3.c.=ed!:{> wrote: 

Hi Ben, 

Sounds good. Will he just walk around until he finds me or should we name a location to meet? 

Ashley 

Ashley R. Ward, PhD 
Lecturer, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Saturday, September 21, 2013 9:36 AM 
To: Ward, Ashley 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Re:          - Sunday Availability? 

Let’s say 6pm? You won’t have a feedback form printed so just grab a blank one and find an empty room. 

Thanks! 

Ben 

Sent fi~ma my iPhone 

Hi Ben, 

rve been thinking about since I left; Wednesday night. He seemed overwhelmed by what he needed to do. I’m happy to come help. What time 
is good? 

Ashley R. Ward, PhD 
Lecturer, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sheu, Benjamin 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:11 PM 

To: Ward, Ashley 
Subject:          - Sunday Availability? 

Hey Ashley, 

One of the students you work with feels overwhelmed by his HIST paper. Do you have any availability to meet with him 

on Sunday night? I know you meet with him on Monday already, but apparently he said he would really like the extra day’s help if you’re 

available. 
Please know that I don’t want you to feel pressured to say yes - I figured it can’t hurt to just ask. 

Let me know. Thanks! 

Ben Sh~’u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: ~ymail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:27 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: tutor cancel 

Hey Jerm my dad is coming in from     today and as a family we are wanktnfto go pick him up and spend time with him. I know I have guided study from 6-8 is there any way I can miss 
that and just make up those hours in independent stud?’ I’ve alrea@ emailed the tutor people asking the same thing 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:39 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: BUSI    tutoimg 

Good afternoon Jenn, 

Thank you ve~’ much. 

O11 at 11:34 AM, "Townsend, Jenn" %jlown~nd/tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, RJ: 
We were able to add you to a BUSI tutoring session @ 7pro on Monday night_~ with 

make it, please tel me know. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

Ph:,ase {}Ian on attending tonighL f[ you canF~ot: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers~email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:37 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofng@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

Hi all- 

has a PHYS tutoring session on Wednesday night at 7, but I guess she has a class that night at 7:30. The request was submitted on 9/6, so Kym would 

have submitted it, so I don’t know if maybe he didn’t put her correct times available. She would still like a session if possible, but Wednesday night doesn’t work. 

Thanks. 

Les 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:41 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@email.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE:     Tutoring 

That is the only day we have PHYS tuLoring --- He does Physics drop-in on Tuesday nights at 7pro. 

I will remove that session from her~ 

Ben Sheu 
¯ ~ssistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

b si~ e b @ erl~ii b PC. e d tE 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 

From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:37 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: Tutoring 

Hi all- 

has a PHYS tutoring session on Wednesday night at 7, but I guess she has a class that night at 7:30. The request was submitted on 9/6, so Kym would 

have submitted it, so I don’t know if maybe he didn’t put her correct times available. She would still like a session if possible, but Wednesday night doesn’t work. 

Thanks. 

kes 

also does drop--in for Physics on Mondays @ 7pm~ 



Overall APR - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hilt - 

Student Athlete ’ ~ Fall Spring 
| 

Points F,arnedi 
Points Possible 

l Elig Ret F_Jig Ret Reason Not Retained 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4/4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Yes Yes Yes Graduated This Term 4 / 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4/4 
5 
’Yes Yes Yes Yes 4/4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4/4 

IYes Yes Yes Yes 4/4 

!Yes Yes Yes Yes 4/4 

[Yes Yes Yes Graduated This Term 4/4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes "4"/4 

Yes Yes Yes Graduated This Term 4 14 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Points Earned: 56 Points Possible: 56 

Eligibility Points Earned: 28 Eligibility Points Possible: 28 

Retention Points Earned: 28 Retention Points Possible: 28 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:51 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: math tomom~w 

Hi .leon, 

Susan would like to keep those scheduled. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4(3 Network 

"Townsend, .lenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, :      ~: 

I know that last week you said that you would do the MATH    review in lieu of meeting with the guys for tutoring on Monday. We never talked again, so could 

you confirm that the MATH sessions at 10 and 11 tomorrow will be cancelled. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Advising 

Perfect, where is your office? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On 

> 

> I am here until 4:30 

> 

> Jenn 

> 

©riginal Message ..... 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 

> To: Townsend, Jenn 

> Subject: Re: Advising 

> 

> Does tomorrow sometime after 3 work for you? 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

> 

, at 2:33 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> ©n at 1:40 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I am here most days all day. If you let me know what time you have :tree, I can tell you when the best time to come in would be. 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

©riginal Message ..... 
>> [?rnlqq: 

>7, Sent: Friday, 9:22 PM 
>> To: Townsend, Jenn 
>> Sut2ject: Advising 
>> 
>7, Hi, 
>> I’m a on the team here at Carolina and I understand that you’re currently filling in for Kym ©rr right now as our team’s academic advisor I just had a few questions I 
thought you might be able to answer, if you could let me know if you’re free at kmdermi]k any time this upcoming week, I would appreciate it greatly 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>: 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu> 

Wedne sday, 5: 56 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

FW: ACC honor roll 

Hi ,}enn, 

I have an ACC honor roll award for 

missing something? 

Thanks] 

but I thought they had to have a 3.0 fall-spring...it doesn’t appear he had that for ...am I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:15 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: - Canceled Tutoring tbr Tonight 10/2 

Sent her an emaiL 

I’ll let you know as soon as we get a response, 

B~n .Shcu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Stu&:mt-Afl~h:H:es 

~!S ~t e U @ e m ,~Eii. U n~:, e o~ u 

Off:ice: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 20:13 7:08 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: RE:            - Canceled Tutoring for Tonight :10/2 

fu;s ~; HIS’I" test on Monch;y and would like! to know if be could meet with her ]bursday, Friday or Sunday? Preferably two day;,,. He does noL have 

practice on Thursday, so he could meet earlier in the day. 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 
Seat: Wednesday, October 02, 20:[3 :[:[:33 AM 
To: Townsend, .]enn; Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg; Overstreet, Tia; Yount, Tony; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Cc: Sheu, Benjamin; 
Subject: - Canceled Tutoring for Tonight :[0/2 

Hello All, 

is unable to tutor tonight due to a family matter. Please inform the following students that their session has been canceled: 

@ 7pm 

@ 8pm 

@ 8pm 

t @ 9pm 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy(?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 12:10 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutormg@unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Yep. I’m ashamed... 

On Wed, Oct 2, 2013 at 9:55 PM, Townsend, Jenn <itownsend(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

was here on Mondw night tbr ECON 
correct this? Thanks! 

tutoring. said that he made a mistake on the t}edback form and that 

Jelm 

was here. Could we please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Highland, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HIGH LAN D] 

10/3/2013 4:02:28 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jemarkey320], Clark, Fred M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fclark] 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns] 

Subject: Meeting up 

Location: Vance 316 

Start: 10/3/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fred Clark (fclark@email.unc.edu) 

CoukJ you meet Monday, October 7~-~, at 9:30? 

--Michael 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Highland, Michael 

Co: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject= RE: Meeting up 

6:30 PM 

Mr. Clark and Highland, 

Thank you for theemail, am currently at home because l was getting            but will be back in Chapel 

Hill on Friday. I am not entirely sure what classes I have an early warning in because I have made sure to keep 

up with all my work with my counselorJen Townsend. I would be able to meet with you next week at 

whatever time is convenient for you. Thank you again and I look forward to hearing from you[ 

From: Highland, Michael <michael highland@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:22 PM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting up 

Dear 

We are aware that you have an early warning about your performance in class so far this semester, and want to reach 

out to offer our support and guidance. 

Send us some days and times you are free to meet so we can schedule a meeting. We want to get to know you and hear 

about how your semester is going. We know that you can be successful, and want to do everything we can to help you 



achieve your goals. 

Sincerely, 

Fred Clark and Michael Highland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edtc, 

Friday, 8:43 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu); ~live. unc.edu> 

Townsend, Je~m <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

1~: Team managers 

@live.tmc.edu-~; kenaxl- 

Guys, 
Please respond to .lenn Townsend who is on this email regarding her note below. Jenn, we have four managers who will reach out. Thanks, 

Grant 

From: Townsend, -lenn 
Sent: Thursday,              4:59 PM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Negalha, .left, Porter, Grant 
Subject: Team managers 

We have to submit the application for priority registration very soon (Monday). 

Do you have any team managers who will need to be put on our list for priority registration in the spring? 

If so, could you please send me their names and PIDs? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:13 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: article 

Hahayes! 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 12:25 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <itownsend(?xbunc.edu> wrote: 

Do you think has a publicist? ._htt_p_;i/__e___s_p___n_:_g_Q:__c_o___mJ_m e _nscc__QJ_L_e_g_ez_ba_sk_etbaJ_lZstREyL/j_d/_9_806_5_Q_2/ 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

91.9 962 9538 

91.9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:50 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

under 

Thank You. 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Orr, Kym N 
Subject: 

Ijust put in an update for 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

._9__1__-_9_::_9___6__2__:__8__2___4_3 (fax) 

for this week’s reports. He met with me Wednesday morning while you were at 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:09 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <iaimielee@unc.edu> 

Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@tmc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@tmc.edu> 

RE: cancelation after 5pm this Wed? 

Correct~ 

We will be closed, Tutors will not be here, 

They do not need to cancel for Wednesday night and Sunday night, 

B~n 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academk: Supporl: Program for Stud~:_~nl:-A~:hh:,l:es 

~!S,"t e LE @ e~-~l a ii. LE n~:, e {,~ u 

Office: 919-8~13-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 10:06 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: cancelation after 5pm this Wed? 

Hello all, 

Just to make sure I am clear when communicating to my students, they do NOT need to follow the cancelation procedure for any sessions after 5pm this 

Wednesday, correct?! Since the building will be closed, they will not need to cancel sessions. I just want to make absolutely sure. This includes Sunday, correct? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lee, Jaimie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAIMIE ALEXIS SAMATHA LEE (JAIMIEL)] 

5/9/2013 7:27:34 PM 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns], Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)] 

meet with Jennifer re: schedules I 

office 

and others) 

5/10/2013 1:00:00 PM 

5/10/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

High 

(none) 

Townsend, Jenn; Bethel, Bradley Richard (bbethel@email.unc.edu) 

I wanted to try this! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRADLEY RICHARD BETHEL (BBETHEL)] 

7/29/2013 2:46:05 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Maloy, Susan B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Susan B Maloy 

(sbmaloy)]; Sheu, Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Benjamin Sheu (bsheu)58a]; Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns] 

Students with 

Loudermilk 2406/08 

8/16/2013 5:00:00 PM 

8/16/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence; 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JJTOWNS] 

8/15/2013 11:15:04 PM 

Put in book orders/ 

8/16/2013 12:00:00 PM 

8/16/2013 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

i/text Beth Lyonst 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JJTOWNS] 

8/25/2013 10:47:32 PM 

Text to get one card 

8/26/2013 I:00:00 PM 

8/26/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JJTOWNS] 

9/11/2013 12:35:43 AM 

presentation 

9/11/2013 6:00:00 PM 

9/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Highland, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HIGH LAN D] 

4:02:30 PM 

Highland, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Highland]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jemarkey320]; Clark, Fred M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fclark] 

Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns] 

Subject: Meeting up 

Location: Vance 316 

Start: 1:30:00 PM 

End: 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

: Fred Clark (fclarkOemail.unc.edu) 

Could you meet Monday, October 7th, at 9:30? 

-Michael 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Highland, Michael 
Cc: Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: RE: Meeting up 

6:30 PM 

Mr. Clark and Highland, 

Thank you for the email. I am currently at home because I was getting            but will be back in Chapel 

Hill on Friday. I am not entirely sure what classes I have an early warning in because I have made sure to keep 

up with all my work with my counselorJen Townsend. I would be able to meet with you next week at 

whatever time is convenient for you. Thank you again and I look forward to hearing from you! 

From: Highland, Michael <michael highland@unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:22 PM 
To: 

Subject: Meeting up 

Dear 

We are aware that you have an early warning about your performance in class so far this semester, and want to reach 

out to offer our support and guidance° 

Send us some days and times you are free to meet so we can schedule a meeting, We want to get to know you and hear 



about how your semester is going° We know that you can be successful, and want to do everything we can to help you 

achieve your goals. 

Sincerely, 

Fred Clark and Michael Highland 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mary Willingham 

Willingham 

Mary 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Henson 

Henson 

Matt 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lizzie Hibbard 

Hibbard 

Lizzie 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kym Orr 

Orr 

Kym 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kevin Lawrence 

lawrence 

Kevin 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Julie Townsend 

Townsend 

Julie 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jt Bruett 

Bruett 

Jt 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jonas Sahratian 

Sahratian 

Jonas 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Ennis 

Ennis 

John 

Home Address: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Blanchard 

Blanchard 

John 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Blanchard 

Blanchard 

John 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Holladay 

Holladay 

Joe 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: jholladay@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jerrod Haase 

Haase 

Jerrod 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jim Molinari 

Molinari 

Jim 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jen Ketterly 

Ketterly 

Jen 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jenn Holbrook 

Holbrook 

Jenn 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jaime Lee 

Lee 

Jaime 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Janet Huffstetler 

H uffstetler 

Janet 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jack Halperin 

Halperin 

Jack 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

George Mcdonald 

Mcdonald 

George 

1301 E Colvin Manley Field House, Fb Office Syracuse, NY 13244 United States 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Erin Swanson 

Swanson 

Erin 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @umn.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Eric Hootz 

Hootz 

Eric 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: Elaine Dieter 

Last Name: Dieter 

First Name: Elaine 

Business 9199299721 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Dr, Verka 

Verka 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dick Baddour 

Baddour 

Dick 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dan Woodside 

Woodside 

Dan 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cynthia Stone 

Stone 

Cynthia 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: Cricket Lane 

Last Name: Lane 

First Name: Cricket 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence ~ CB 3107 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 ~ USA 

Business (919) 843-2040 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: cricket@unc.edu 

Details updated 12/6/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Life Skills Director 
Department: Ath Academic Counselor 

office Location: Kenan Field House 
Business Fax: (9193 843-2327 
Mobile Phone: 
Business Phone: (919) 843-2040 8143305351 
Business Phone 2:8143305351 
Business Address street: Kenan Field House $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Details updated 3/24/2013: 
office Location: Loudermilk center for Excellence Kenan Field House 
Business Address street: Loudermilk center for Excellence $ CB 3107 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Kenan Field House $ CB 8550 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Coach Gutheridge 

Gutheridge 

Coach 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gwaltney 

Clint 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chris Hirth 

Hirth 

Chris 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Charlie Byrd 

Byrd 

Charlie 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Catherine Frank 

Frank 

Catherine 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cb Mcgrath 

Mcgrath 

Cb 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carolyn Cannon 

Cannon 

Carolyn 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Caroline Ewald 

Ewald 

Caroline 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brent Blanton 

Blanton 

Brent 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bobby Cooper 

Cooper 

Bobby 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: mrcooper@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Beth Lyons 

Lyons 

Beth 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Betsi Burns 

Last Name: Burns 

First Name: Betsi 

Business 8474918801 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Autumn Mccellon 

Mccellon 

Autumn 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Adam Schwartz 

Schwartz 

Adam 

Penninsula watershed properties 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

9195992000 

E-mail: @earthlink.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Adam Lucas 

Lucas 

Adam 

Mobile Phone 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dave Hobbs 

Hobbs 

Dave 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michelle Brown 

Brown 

Michelle 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Doug Halverson 

Halverson 

Doug 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jody Brown 

Brown 

Jody 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Erik Hunter 

Hunter 

Erik 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tori Casas 

Casas 

Tori 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Danny Gourley 

Gourley 

Danny 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mike Greene 

Greene 

Mike 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Greg Beatty 

Beatty 

Greg 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Andrea Caldwell 

Caldwell 

Andrea 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jeff Negalga 

Negalga 

Jeff 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carlos Somoano 

Somoano 

Carlos 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kelly Henriod 

Henriod 

Kelly 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Heather Duhart 

Duhart 

Heather 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ben Sheu 

Sheu 

Ben 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Su~n Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Oiher tutoring needs--Summer II 

,-ECON ? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:L9 962 9538 

.919::9_6 2_:_8 2_4Z (fax) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Hi, 

My name is Jenn Townsend and I am serving as the Academic Counselor for at UNC. We are excited that you are going to be coming here for 

Orientation next week. 

I have a couple of reminders for you before you arrive: 

1. Make sure you take your Foreign Language Placement Test: ._htt_p:/J__www:__u___nc__:_e___d___uJ_La___ng__ua__g__e_pJ__a__£e_n!#_Et~ 

2. Make sure you check your U NC email (heelmail.unc.edu) to find an advising module for Orientation. You M UST watch the module and complete the quizzes 

on it before Orientation. 

I also need the following information from you: 

1. SAT Writing Score or ACT English score: 

2. SAT/ACT Math score 

3. SAT Math Subject test scores (if taken) 

4. Any AP!IB tests taken and scores received 

S. Any College courses taken 

6. Possible major 

7. Foreign language placement test score and which class you placed into 

8. Do you have a documented learning disability or are you currently taking medication for attention issues? 

9. Any other important information that you feel I should know. 

PLEASE RESPOND WITH ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! 

Reminders of what you will need to bring to Orientation: 

1. Your Onyen and password 

2. Your PID 

3. Your SAT/ACT/AP scores 

4. Driver’s License 

5. Health Insurance Info 

6. Foreign Language Placement Scores 

7. Review the checklist for additional items; http~//nscpp:unc:edu/f!rst-year.-students/orientat!on!orientat!on2check!!s~ 

We will be meeting at 4:45 on Monday. If you are going to be in town on Sunday evening, please let me know, as we might be able to meet for a little bit then, 

also. 

You can contact me at jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu or at 919-316-0929 

I am looking forward to seeing you soon! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

.9_ 1__9__9 § 2___9__s_.3_ s_ 
9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: Om KymN<ow@email.unc.ed~> 

Subject: Hou~ng 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edn> 

RE: Incoming studenLs and Orientaiton 

[ think getting out by 11.:00 should not 

I ---3:30-4.:4.5 MW (.IOMC } and 5:00-6::1.5 MW (JOMC } 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:05 PM 

To: Townsend, .lenn 
Subject= RE: Incoming students and Orientaiton 

Jenn, 

[ wanted to make sure that our pitchers and catchers make sure that they are getting out of class in the fall by :1. the latest. We are trying to change tip how we do 

practices and would like to work with them earlier if possible~ 

Thanks 

Donna 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:j~wnsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 14, 2013 7:32 PPl 
To: Papa, Donna J; Boo Gillette 
Subject: Incoming students and Ofientaiton 

Hi, 

Here is an update on your incoming student-athletes... 

The following students have not yet registered for Orientation: 

(Happy to email her, but I don’t have contact info for her) 

(not admitted--missing admissions items) 

If students have not registered by May 22nd, they will have to pay a 550 late fee. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
9___1_9__:9_62::_82_4__Z (fax) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: @live.corn 

Subject: Orienta’6 on 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824.7 (fax) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: MATtt 

Hey, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: @us.army.mil 

Subject: FW: readmission application 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent-" Friday, 3:12 PM 
To"              @aol.com’ 
Subject; readmission application 

Hey, 

Here is the application to reapply to UNC: http:/iwww.admissions.unc.edu/Apply/Readmission Students/Deadlines Requirements.html 

Click on the first link for the online application and enter your onyen and password (you might need to reset your password first at onyen.unc.edu) 

1) Once you click on the link, next click on "Apply Online" 

2) Select "undergraduate program" on the first drop down menu 

3) Select "Readmit student" on the second drop down menu for entry type 

4) Select "First Year or sophomore" for current academic level" 

5) Select "Communication Studies" for major 

6) Select "Summer      "for term of entry 

7) Select "Rolling admission" for deadline 

8) Click on the confirmation box 

9) Click on start new application 

10) Fill out the application 

11) You will have to pay an $80 fee to reapply 

Let me know when you have completed the application so we can know when you are activated to enroll and we can get you signed up! 

Let me know if you have questions or need help, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9__1__9__:_%2::_8_2_4___7_ (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

FW: ~ciology    notes 

Sociology Exam Review.docx 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Townsend, ]enn 
Subject: sociology    notes 

@live.unc.edu] 
8:02 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JJTOVv’NS> 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 2:37 PM 

ttudley, Melissa O. <mohudley@unc.edu> 

RE: GEOL Upcoming Exam and potential problem... 

Thanks so much! I am trying to make sure that they all attend the review session, and 

From: Hudley, Melissa O. 
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2012 12:28 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: GEOL       Upcoming Exam and potential problem... 

Hi Jenn, 

The 1st GEOL exam is scheduled for Friday, February 17th. I wanted to put it on your radar, as I have a number of men’s BB players & managers in my course this 

semester. As you are aware, they are excused from class on Wednesday, 2/15, to attend an away game, and I wanted to make sure that the exam prep is part of 

their study routine this week. 

To help students prepare for the exam I will be posting a review sheet on the course Sakai site after class on Monday and will host a review session on Thursday 

evening from 6:30pm-gpm in Mitchell Hall 05. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me, if you have any questions or concerns regarding your students’ progress in GEOL : this semester. 

Thanks, 

M.Hudley 

Melissa O. Hudley 

UNC-BEST Lecturer 

Laboratory Coordinator 

UNC-CH Geological Sciences 

104 South Road, Mitchell Hall 

Campus Box #3315 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 

Telephone: (919) 966-4518 

Fax: (919) 966-4519 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

towns094@umn.edu 

Friday, August 14, 2009 3:56 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Academic Check list 

Academic Check List.doc 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Marisa <mosel017@umn.edu> 
To: "Jenn Townsend" <towns094@umn.edu> 
Subject: Academic Check list 
[)ate: P’ri, 22 May 2009 16:42:36 -05(X) 

Hey Jenn 

I have attached the academic check list let me know if you have any questions.thanks 

MM 

Marisa Moseley, Assistant Coach 

University of Minnesota Women’s Basketball 

612.626.7943 office 

cell 

612.625.2941 fax 

Emaih mosel017@umn.edu <mailto:mosel017(~unm.edu> 

"You’ve got to get up every morning with a smile on your face and show the world all the love in your heart"--Carol King 

"Intelligence plus character- that is the true goal of EDUCATION"-Martin Luther King 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend @gmail.com> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 10:45 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Academic Plan forspring2008.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:44 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Chart 

Jenn, 
Thanks. Thanksabout 
season. 

She is going to need all the help she can get, If she survives and I feel it is warrented, she has the possibility of returning to full status next 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514--2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-962-6002 
www.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6:25 PM >>> 
All of the women look correct. T sent e-mails to all of them advising them of their hours and have weekly meetings set up with almost all of them. 
I also have no problem with using the center. She has been in to see me a few times already. Do you know if she will rejoin the team next year? 
Jenn 

>>> Rich DeSelm 
Does this look right? 

Tab for Men, Women 

9:36 AM >>> 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514--2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-6002 
Cell: 
Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 
www.tarheelblue.com 
www.unc.edu 

(http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/) 

( http:/!www.tarheelblue.com ) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, ~ 7:45 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

~ci readings and summary 

Chapter 1 Summaly.docN Chapter 4 Summmy&leading notes.docx 

Hey Jelm, these are nay reading notes and summaries Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:38 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: (no subject) 

Ok I will try to stop in tomolTow. I was in the AC for three hours and the 
computer didn’t register my time. The lady at the front desk told me to 
email you and tell you I did three hours. 
Hopefully see you tomorrow, 

On Mon,            12:38:02 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi, 

> 

> It would completely depend on what type of counselor you would want to 

be. 

> Some are more psychology based and some are more education based Comm 

> might work for either, but ] would need to know more about exactly what 

you 

> are interested in. 

> 

> thanks, 

> 

> Jenn 

> 

>>>> @email uric edu> 8:00 PM >>> 

> 

> tli Jenn, 

> ] think that I want to become a counselor. Is a commumcauon degree as 

an 

> undergraduate ok? What would I have to do after college to become this? 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, 09:25:25 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

> <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi, 

>> 

>> I am just writing to let you know that you will be required to do study 

>> hours this semester because you have a cumulative GPA below a 23. 

>> 

>> You will be required to do seven hours per week. The hours will start 

> each 

>> Sunday night beginning this Sunday, ~           I would prefer that you 

>> complete your weekly hours by Thursday night-please let me noti~ me if 

>> you have trouble doing this. 

>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions or if you run into any problems 

>> logging in. 

>> 

>> I hope you had a good first week of school, 

>> 

>> Jetm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@y~hoo.com> 
Monday,, 11:46 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

My papers 

There is a God No God.docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

god paper # 1 .docx 

@gmail.com~ 

1:13 PM 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melissa Edwards <mredward@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:27 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [Fwd: 9th semester fonn] 

Hi, Jelm! 
These have been approved in the past, and are generally treated in the 
same way as the redshirt athletes The form is available on the 
Advising website at: 
http:/iadvising unc.edu/Forms (click on "Additional Semester Form"). 
The student will fill out the form and indicate in the bottom section 
his reasons for requesting the 9th/10th semesters. Since you are 
clearly vouching that he is indeed a team, no 
statement from the coaching staff would be necessals’. 

FYI: I happened to notice that ; fall classes were added 
back, but the second is still there. I still have a 
cop?- of the paperwork and can resubmit the cancellation form if the 
Registrar needs me to 

Thanks, and have a great holiday weekend! 
Melissa 

Carolyn Cannon wrote: 
> Please reply 
> 

> 

> ........................................................................ 

> 

> Subject: 
> 9th semester form 
> From: 
> "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
> Date: 
> Thu, 18:05:54 -0400 
> To: 

> < ccannon@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> To: 

> <ccannon@email unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> Hi, Carolyn: 
> 

> There is a who the coaches 
> would like to have around for a 5th year next year I know that he 
> will have to fill out a form for his 9th and 10th semesters. I tried 
> to locate the form but was not able to :find it on the UNC website Do 
> you know where I could find it? 
> 

> Also, I am assuming the student will have to write a statement, but 
> will the coaches also have to write a statement of support? 
> 

> Thanks for your help, 
> 

> Jetm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Acadcmic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

Melissa Edwards 
Assistant to the Associate Dean 
Academic Advising Program 
CB # 3110, 1010 Steele Building 
Univcrsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919)843-8651 
Fax (919)962-6888 
www. advising.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend ~gmail.com> 

Friday-, September 4, 2009 11:39 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

SAMPLE DEGREE PROGRAM FOR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINES3.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 5, 2009 6:39 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3enn: 
If you are not aware of it, had a bad accident on Thursday. She may be academically compromised. Could you touch base with her and then interface with her 
professors? You may have already done so, but I was out of town and am just following up. Thank you for embracing the team so quickly and so well. Have a nice weekend. 
Sincerely, 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-962-6002 
w~wv.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hill Taylor <hilltaylor@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 8:32 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re m~d ENGL 

Thanks for letting me know..this should be fine 

Best, 

Hill 

Hill Taylor, Ph.D 
hilltaylor@unc.edu 
http://english.unc edu/facultv/tavlorh.html 
w~-.archlvefever.com 
215 Greenlaw Hall 
Writing ProgralrdEnglish Department 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi, Professor Taylor: 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor at the 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. One of our women’s 
> swimmers, is m your ENGL class this 
> semester, had an accident Thursday night and was in the 
> emergency room all night. She was not able to attend class on Friday 
> because she was still recovering. She should be able to make it to 
> class on Wednesday. I will make sure that contacts you 
> about any classwork she may have missed. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’262-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

(aDomail.com on behalf of 

~email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 1:14 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Kenan-Flagler Assured Admission--Three Things 

file upload template(1 st year admitted) (2).doc 

Hello All, 

I hope that your semester is staVting out well and that lit~ is good! I want to contact you about three important things: 

BSBA Admissions: Modified 

As you should know, the application to the business maior and minor is currently active. Your application is necessaD’, but you have a modified process. Please go 

online and complete the data portion oftbe application. You are NOT required to submit a cover letter or response to the essay questions UNLESS you are applying 

for GLOBE. If you are applying for GLOBE, you ARE required to complete that essay. Attached is a template so that you can upload a cmTent resume with your 

application and add the optional GLOBE essay response. I expect to see your BSBA application soon. If your academic plans for your major have changed, please 

send me an email with that intbrmation. Please be advised that the application submission deadline is at 5:00pm. 

Undemraduate Business Symposium 

’][’he Undergraduate Business Symposium Core Committee would like to invite the Assured Admitted sophomore students to the    Ammal Undemraduate Business 

Symposium on As the premier event for the undergraduate business students, you will have the oppol~nity to learn from over 60 executives in 

various fields of work. Please peruse the website for information about the Symposium progranl and for the list of attending executives. 

We hope that you will attend this event. Complete the online registration foml by clicking on the "Jnnior/Assnred Admit Registration" form. You roll be able to select 

your top panel choices and RSVP for the keynote luncheon at the Carolina Club. The fee for attending Symposium has been waived for the Assured Admission 
students. You should complete the form by clicking the cash option tbr payment (we will take care of your payment); click on BSBA maior; choose class year as 

’junior", and click ’~yes" lbr Assured Admit status. You should include your preferences tbr bnsiness panels to attend. You are also invited to attend the hmch for no 

charge, but please attend if you RSVP yes, as we will have to pay tbr your lunch if you do not attend. Dress tbr Symposium is business protbssional. 

Assured Admission Sophomore Class Meeting SAVE THE DATE 

Please save the date for a meeting on begimfing at 5:00pro. Details will follow. 

Best regards, 

Lee May 

Lee Y. May, PhD ~ Associate Director for Advising & Admissions, BSBA Program 

UNC’s Kenml-Flagler Business School * Campus Box 3490 * McColl Building * Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.843.5708 * lax 919.962.6964 * Lee Mav(ahmc edu * www.kenm~-fl~Ier.lmc edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kbrazile <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 4:48 PM 

Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Math requirement 

No reEison to be sorry~ 

The pre-calc course works. If he wants to be competitive in our pool 1 would definitely urge him to take the AP Calc, or other AP courses his senior vear.,, 

-Kyle 

Kvle H~ Brazile 

Assistant Director of Undergri~duat~-:~ Admissions 

Ut~iversity of North Carolina at ChapeJ Hill 

9:19.9(1;6.3991 (work) 

9:1.9.952.304B (fax) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2009 10:39 AN 
To: kbrazile 
Subject: Math requirement 

Hi, Kyle: 

Sorry that I always seem to have questions about the math requirement, but here is another one. 

I have a student from 

He has taken the following math classes: 

Geometry (9th grade) 

Algebra II/Trig (10th grade) 

Pre calculus (llth grade in progress) 

Because his school is so small, the only math class remaining for him to take next year is AP Calculus which he is not comfortable taking for a variety of reasons. Could you let 

me know what alternatives would work? 

Is there any way that the Algebra I he took in 8th grade would count since his high school lists it on his transcript and count it as a high school course? 

Could he take a class through an online program? or could he take a math class at a community college? 
If you could let me know what his options are, I would appreciate it. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: @norfolkchristian.org> 

Sent: Friday-, 10:10 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: UNC 

Thank you so much---he will be SO relieved! We really appreciate you followhlg up on this, Have a wonderful weekend and enjoy the beautiful weather! 

From: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, I0:08 AM 
To; 
Subject: Re: UNC 

Hi, 

I finally ~eceived another confirmation e-mail from admissions,      can be done ruth math after he completes Pre-calc and will not have to do another math next 

year. His only remaiNng requirements atter this year will be a~other English and one additional core of aJly kind. Let me know if you have may oflaer questions. 

I hope you all enjoy your weekend, 

Jenn 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: ~nortblkclmstian.org> 
Date: Thu, 13:06:51 -0400 

To: jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Subject: FW: UNC 

,Jenn ---here is the email I rec’d frorn our guidance director 

From: 
Sent; Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To; 
Subject: UNC 

I spoke to an admissions rep in the office at UNC. She said they always take Algebra I for credit even if taken in MS. The WS!church history is another issue but 

seems less important at this time. Let me know if I can assist further. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 7, 2010 10:06 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligibility Center website 

Click the link below: 

https:!/webl.ncaa.org/LS D Bi/exec/homepage 
Username: (the 0 is the number, not the letter) 

Password: (case sensitive and the O is the letter, not the number) 

After you log in there will be an "Eligibility Center" tab along the top row menu click that and a new window should open up. 
After you get to that window, there is a "Reports" section with a "Search Student Details" tab that will take you to a search screen. 

For next year’s guys you’ll want to pick the sport and the 0910 Recruitment Cycle before you click "Go Search". 

if you have any questions, just let r’ne know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: Julie Bryant < 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2010 11:13 AM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc,edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hello .]enn, 

Thanks so much for checking on this. I had a moment of panic yesterday when T checked his transcript log and saw that we hadn’t sent any "official" transcripts to the 
clearinghouse. We recently went to a new system in the way we send out transcripts and 3[ just wanted to be sure it was there. I went ahead and requested his final transcripts 
be sent to both the clearinghouse and UNC so all should be good to go. 

Thanks again, 

]ulie Bryant 
Guidance Counselor 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailtolitownsend@uncaa,unc.edu] 

To: Julie Bryant [mailto~ 

Sent: Thu, 07 Jan 2010 09:21:15 0600 
Subject: Re: 

Hi, Julie: 

Steve Robinson forwarded me your e mail about I just checked the NCAA Eligibility Center’s website and he has already been preliminarily certified as a 

qualifier. This means they do have his transcript. He will still need to send his final high school transcript, but he should be all set for now. 

Thanks for checking in with us. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Julie Bryant < 

Good Morning Mr. Robinson, 

> 1/6/2010 10:31 AM >>> 

I just wanted to check with you regarding and the NCAA Clearinghouse, ] can’t find any record that we have sent them 

today but wanted to double check with you as well. 

Thank You, 

Julie Bryant 

transcript, ] will tall< to 

Julie Bryant 

Guidance Counselor 

"Prepare the child for the path, not the path for the child," 



Fi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Jones <shjones@emaJl.unc.edw, 

Thursday, January, 7, 2010 1:56 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and JOMC- -intbrmation needed tbr athletics 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Ms Jones: 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an academic counselor for 
> student-athletes. One of our                 players, 
> is graduating this May I wanted to double-check with you 
> about his status for graduation One the copy of the worksheet I have 
> for        , it shows his JOMC    class which he took in Fall : 
> as fulfilling his JOMC    requirement. This would mean that the only 
> class he needed t;ar graduation is his POLI    class he is taking this 
> spring. Could you please let me know if this is accurate? I need to 
> make sure we have the correct information for his athletic 
> certification and for his graduation application 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program fur Student-Athletes 
> University ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

Hi Jenn, 

According to my records, 
graduate in May: 

has the J2~llowing remaining to 

Poli 

JOMC -remove "IN" 

JOMC "IN" 

Hope this helps 

Sharon 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Jones <shjones@emaJl.unc.edw, 

Thursday, January, 7, 2010 1:58 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and JOMC--inibrmation needed tbr athletics 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Ms Jones: 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an academic counselor for 
> student-athletes. One of our i                players, 
>      , is graduating this May I wanted to double-check with you 
> about his status for graduation One the copy of the worksheet I have 
> for         it shows his JOMC    class which he took in Fall 
> as fulfilling his JOMC    requirement. This would mean that the only 
> class he needed for graduation is his POLI    class he is taking this 
> spring. Could you please let me know if this is accurate? I need to 
> make sure we have the correct information for his athletic 
> certification and for his graduation application 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
> Universi~’ ufNorth Carolina, Chapel IIill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

Jenn, 

One more thing - he hasn’t passed the spelling and grammar exam (which 
is part uf the degree requirements) 

Sharun 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: Fwd: Psyc    : Final exam: PSYCI .FAI,L 

........ Original Message ........ 
SubJect: PsTc : Final exam: PSYC .FALL 
Date: Mira, 07:53:46 -0500 (EST) 
From: Jeanme Hee-jm Loeb <loeb@unc.edu> 
To: "PSYC       .FALL     ’:; 

Hello, 

This is an email to remind you that you are scheduled to take the Psyc 
final exam on Monday,         8:30 AM in 347 DAVIE HAI,L. Please be sure 
to come on time, with a scantron & #2 pencil. 

If you are taking the cumulative :final exam, please be sure to email me 
~gmail.com) to let me know. 

Please use the same study guides as posted on Bb’s site (li’om Fall i ) 
Only concepts listed on the study guide will be tested upon. 

Thanks, 
Dr. Loeb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 8, 2010 8:35 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: and JOMC--information needed for athletics 

Perfect! Thanks Jenn!! 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 1/7/2010 2:45 PM >>> 

FYI regarding              . It looks like the JOMC    class does count for the 

done and discuss his incompletes. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

I am trying to get him in here today to get his graduation application for underload 

>>> Sharon Jones <shjones@email,unc.edu> 1/7/2010 1:56 PM >>> 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Ms. Jones: 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an academic counselor for 

> student athletes. One of our                players, 

>       is graduating this May. I wanted to double check with you 

> about his status for graduation. One the copy of the worksheet I have 

> for        , it shows his JOMC    class which he took in Fall 

> as fulfilling his JOMC    requirement. This would mean that the only 

> class he needed for graduation is his POLl class he is taking this 

> spring. Could you please let me know if this is accurate? I need to 

> make sure we have the correct information for his athletic 

> certification and for his graduation application. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

Hi Jenn, 

According to my records, 

graduate in May: 

Poli 

JOMC remove "IN" 

JOMC "IN" 

has the following remaining to 

Hope this helps, 

Sharon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 9:34 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Students in EXSS clasps 

I was able to add      and    to EXSS So the?, are set now I 
heard back from Dr. Cremades and he said for them to come the first day 
but there are no guarantees He has had several students requesting his 
class. Could they take the earlier section at all? Dr. Hedgpeth may be 
more willing to let them in. Let me know- and I will ask her Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 
> Hi, Ashley: 
> 

> Here are the students I just discussed with you who would like to get 
> into EXSS classes: 
> 

> EXSS --section 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> EXSS --sectiun 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> (not a high priurity) 
> 

> Thanks su much fur your help[ Anything yuu cuu]d do would be much 
> appreciated. 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
> University ufNorth Carolina, Chape] Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-;%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of iX,-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@emaiLunc.edu;, 

Friday, Jannary 8, 2010 10:38 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Students in EXSS clasps 

I just checked with Elizabeth and she is only allowing juniors and 
seniors in right now-. I’m sorry we couldn’t help you out on those. But 
the?- can go the first day and talk to Dr Cremades It’s wolth a shot. 
Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 
> Thanks so much for your help, Ashley. I know that has a class at 
> 10:00 M~VF so she can’t take the earlier section, ll’you wouktn’t mind 
> asking if      could attend the earlier section, that would be great. 
> He was supposed to have a class at 10:00, but I can find him something 
> else He would much rather take the EXSS 
> 

> Thanks again, 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@emaihunc.edu> 1/8,’2010 9:34 AM >>> 
> I was able to add      and to EXSS       So they are set now. I 
> heard back from Dr. Cremades and he said :[’or them to come the :first day 
> but there are no guarantees. He has had several students requesting his 
> class. Could they take the earlier section at all? Dr Hedgpeth may be 
> more willing to let them m. Let me know and I will ask her. Thanks. 
> 

> -Ashley 
> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > Hi, Ashley: 
>> 

> > Here are the students I just discussed with you who would like to get 
> > into EXSS classes: 
>> 
> > EXSS --section 
>> 

>> 

>>, 

>> 

> > EXSS .-section 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > EXSS 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > (not a high priority) 
>> 

> > Thanks so much for your help! Anything you could do would be much 
> > appreciated. 
>> 
> > Jenn 
>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>> 

> 

>__ 

> Ashley McCullen 
> Adlninistrative Support Specialist 
> Exercise al’id Sport Science 
> LTnlversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-2022 
> 

> 



Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 8, 2010 1:05 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Schedule Audit 

Will that document detail the fact the SOCI    may substitute for SOCI    in the major also? 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 1/8/2010 1:01 PM >>> 

Mary Willingham said that everything is all set but they just need Dean Woodard’s signature on the letter. She just sent an e mail requesting it on Wednesday, so I hope to 

have a copy very soon. I will let you know as soon as I do, 

Thanks, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/8/’2010 8:47AM >>> 

Hi Jenn, 
Thanks for the detail on this. Makes sense to me, but do you have anything in writing regarding the Math replacement and course substitutions? I can’t seem to find anything 

on file for and I know the Registrar will ask for this, If you can send me a copy of what you have, that would be great, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 1/7/2010 4:31 PM > > > 

Hi, Susan: 

Here are my notes on the audit: 

he does not need JOMC    per the e mail I forwarded you earlier, 

his SOC    will count for his Quantative intensive requirement and his SOCI, 

math replacement waiver for his disability, 
Let me know if you have any other questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

will count as the additional SOCI class (as a replacement for ) per his 

>>> Susan B, Maloy 1/5/2010 3:11 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn, 

Rocky in the Registrars Office has completed a Spring schedule audit for Please review and make sure that you agree with how things look thus far, 

Obviously some are currently below 12 hours and will need to add more hours before they compete on Jan. 13. But the timing of this is something that we are trying this 
semester. 

Let me knowwhat issues you see. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:49 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Soci 

Hey Jenn. Here’s the e-mail that I got back about Soci    She said she’s going to enroll me in the class, so that’s a good sign! I also e-mailed her back ruth my P1D 

like she requested. Do I just need to wait until the class shows up on my student central to come back to the ac to fill out the request for books? 

Thanks, 

Jenna 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: @unc.edu> 

Date: 12:17:32 PM EST 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Soci 

Hi 

The course currently has one open seat. 

Please let me know your PID so that I can ask the 

sociology office to add you. Even if we cannot set it up 

today (it’s Friday!), show up in the class on Monday. 

I’ll reserve the seat tbr you as long as you have a 

commitment to enroll in the course. 

I’ll go ahead and acid you to the course blackboard. 

You can check the course information and syllabus there. 

Best, 

On Fri, 11:57:01 -0500,. L(&emaii.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor 

AM 

My name is .., and I am a here at UNC. I aJn also a 

member of the I am having a ham time 

with my schedule this semester, because I have to organize my classes 

aroung my practice times. I just had a meeting with my athletic advisor, 

Jennifer Townsend, and she asked me to e-mail you to see if t]lere was any 

way that I would be able to enroll in your Soci class from 

on and . I am very, interested in taking this 

class mid would be thrilled if there was room in the class for one more 

student. I am a very hardworking student mid have been very successful 

thus far in my collegiate experience. If you could please let me know it 

would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you so much tbr your time mid help. 

Sincelely, 



Graduate Student 

The Department of Sociology 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:45 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Schedule 

Hi Jenn! 

I hope you had a great break! I was going over my schedule and thinking 
more over break about what I want to major in. I have a few ideas in mind 
and was wondering ifI could possibly switch out a class for another one. I 
know- this is short notice, but if you are in your office this weekend, 
could I possibly stop by and tl7 to work it out? 

Thank you for your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:13 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: Soci 

Hey Jenn. The Soci class is showing up oi1 s~udent central now. 

Thanks so much, 

On , at 3:20 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 

Yes, you will have to wait for it to show up on your schedule before you can get your books. Let me know when it does and I will drop you from the anthro 

class, Iwill keep myeye on it, too. 

I am glad that it all worked out, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > @email.unc.edu > 1:49 PM > > > 

Hey Jenn. Here’s the e mail that I got back about Soci She said she’s going to enroll me in the class, so that’s a good sign! I also e mailed her back 

with my P[D like she requested. Do [just need to wait until the class shows up on my student central to come back to the ac to fill out the request for books? 

Thanks, 
Jenna 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: (~,u nc.edu> 

Date: 12:17:32 PM EST 

To: ~email unc edu> 

Subject: Re: Soci 

Hi 

The course currently has one open seat. 

Please let me know your PID so that I can ask the 

sociology office to add you. Even if we cannot set it up 

today (it’s Friday!), show up in the class on Monday. 

I’ll reserve the seat for you as long as you have a 

commitment to enroll in the course. 

I’ll go ahead and add you to the course blackboard. 

You can check the course information and syllabus there. 

Best, 

On Fri, 11:57:01 0500 @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor 

AM 

My name is , and I am a here at UNC. I am also a 

member of the . Iarn having a hard time 

with my schedule this semester, because 1 have to organize my classes 

aroung my practice times. I just had a meeting with my athletic advisor, 

Jennifer Townsend, and she asked me to e rnail you to see if there was any 

way that Iwould be able to enroll in your Soci class from 



on and . ] am very interested in taking this 

class and would be thrilled if there was room in the class for one more 

student, I am a very hardworking student and have been very successful 

thus far in my collegiate experience. If you could please let me know it 

would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Sincerely, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:24 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: lfi 

Ok- do i show up to the one at 10am-10:50am mwf section    ? 
did you also find out whether pre-requisites for occupation therapy 
school can be completed in stammer school? 

thanks, 

Jem~ifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, 
> 

> I contacted the AFRI department and I thought the guy was going to put 
> you in the class, but he hasn’t done it yet and isn’t answering the 
> phone today. The best bet would be to show up to the class on Monday if 
> he still hasn’t added you and speak with the professor Let me know if 
> it does not and we will work something out. 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> ~email unc.edu> 9:35 PM >>> 
> Hi lien! 
> Thankyou :) I’m a little annoyed its 2996 because a 3.0 is so closet 
> ] hope you had a good Christmas[ and celebrate New Years liar me :( 
> 

> I also forgot to schedule a meeting with you about classes next 
> semester. So whenever you’re back on campus., do I just show up to Afri 
>     to have 4 classes? Or should ] try to get in one of those 
> pre-requisite classes i need liar occupational therapy school?/could ] 
> take those in summer school here and have it count [’or grad school? 
> 

> I’m not too worried about it so no real rush- just whenever you have 
> time before we start the next semester, any information you could give 
> me would be awesome[ 
> 

> See you soon-ish! 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ,7:34 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: th~mks! 

Hi again Mrs. Jen, 

In case I don’t get into that afri class, should I show up to a 
physiology class or some other class to make sure I have 12 hrs and am 
eligible to     ? 
the physiology classes are open right now.. except there are 3 
different teachers and I don’t know which one is the easiest 

Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, 
> 

> I contacted the AFRI department and I thought the guy was going to put 
> you in the class, but he hasn’t done it yet and isn’t answering the 
> phone today. The best bet would be to show up to the class on Monday if 
> he still hasn’t added you and speak with the professor Let me know if 
> it does not and we will work something out. 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nnrth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’262-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> @email unc.edu> 9:35 PM >>> 
> Hi lien! 
> Thankyou :) I’m a little annoyed its 2996 because a 3.0 is so closet 
> I hope you had a good Christmas[ and celebrate New Years for me :( 
> 

> I also forgot to schedule a meeting with you about classes next 
> semester. So whenever you’re back on campus., do I just show up to Afri 
>    to have 4 classes? Or should I try to get in one of those 
> pre-requisite classes i need for occupational therapy school?/could I 
> take those in SUlrm~er school here and have it count for grad school’.’ 
> 

> I’m not too worried about it so no real rush- just whenever you have 
> time before we start the next semester, any information you could give 
> me would be awesome[ 
> 

> See you soon-ish[ 
> 

> 



From: @email.unc.edt> 

Sent: Saturday, 6:43 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Schedule 

Sorry that i didn’t respond..but yes we had a meet and i was not able to 
meet with you. I want to minor in business (in particular, accounting). 
Should I take a business class this spring? business 100? I just don’t want 
to get behind. Thank you! 

On Sat 13:56:21 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa unc edu wrote: 
> Hey 
> 

> I will probably only be in the office for a little bit today from like 
> 12-1. I am not stare how- that will work with ur meet Let me know what u r 
> thinking about doing and I’ll see if I can help If not, we cari tly to 
talk 
> Monday. 

Original MesseNe ...... 
> Froln: 

> To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu 
> Subject: Schedule 
> Sent: 5:45 PM 
> 

> 

> Hi Jennt 
> 

> I hope you had a great break t I was going over my schedule and thinking 
> more over break about what I want to major in. I have a few ideas in mind 
> and was wondering ifI could possibly switch out a class fur another one. 
I 
> know this is short notice, but ifyuu are in your office this weekend, 
> could I possibly stop by and try to work it uut? 
> 

> Thank you for your help!! 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent frum my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:16 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

quick questions 

He?’ Jenn, 

I got a message from nay LFIT instructor that says that there’s a $60 
fee for the class for "online materials" If I am on book scholarship 
do I have to pay that fee? Also, is the AC open today to fill out 
book forms? 

Thanks, 



From: ~email.unc,edw- 

Sent: Sunday 6:11 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Schedule 

ok great! I have already taken econ and stor    ’. I’ll look for bus 
100! thanks so much! 

On Sun. 19:21:18 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 
> Hi 
> 

> I don’t have your schedule in front of me but you do need to take ECON 

> BUS and STOR as a prerequisite to apply to the business minor If 
u 
> can find an opening, I would try to get in. Otherwise, I would just try 
to 
> go and speak with the professor to see ifyuu can get in. Let me knuw 
> tumurrow ifyuu still need help. 
> 

> Jenn 
Original Message ...... 

> Frum: 
> To: jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu 
> Subject: Re: Schedule 
> Sent: 6:42 PM 
> 

> 

> Sorry that i didn’t respund .bmyes we had a meet and i was not able tu 
> meet with yuu. I want to minur in business (in particular, accounting) 
> Shuuld I take a business class this spring? business ~? I just don’t 
want 
> to get behind Thank yuu! 
> 

> 

> On Sat 13:56:21 + 0000, jtuwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrute: 
>> He?" 
>> 

>> I will probably only be in the office fur a little bit tuday from like 
>> 12-1. I am nut sure how that will work with ur meet Let me knuw what u 
r 
>> thinking about doing and I’ll see ifI can help. If not, we can try tu 
> talk 
>> Monday. 
>> ...... Original Message ...... 
>> From: 

>> To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> Subject: Schedule 
>> Sent: 5:45 PM 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi Jemx! 
>> 

>> I hope you had a great break[ I was going over my schedule and thinking 
>> more over break about what I want to raaior in. I have a few ideas in 
mind 
>> and was wondering ifI could possibly switch out a class for another 
one. 
>I 
>> know this is short notice, but if you are in your office this weekend, 
>> could I possibly- stop by and tly to work it out? 
>> 

>> Thank you for your help[[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

r >> Sent from my Verizon ~ ireless BlackBerry 
> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ~ 6:26 PM 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Schedule 

OK there is only one available busi    class and it is during 2 of my 
classes. Doesn’t look like i can take that. I just really don’t want to 
take wmst     is there anything else i can take? 

On Sun, 19:21:18 ÷0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 
>Hil 
> 

> I don’t have your schedule in front of me but you do need to take ECON 

> BUS and STOR as a prerequisite to apply to the business minor. 11" 
u 
> can :find an opening, I would try to get in Otherwise, I would just try 
tu 
> go and speak with the professor to see if you can get in Let me know 
> tomorruw if you still need help. 
> 

> Jenn 
Original Message ...... 

> ~’l" Oln i 

> To: jtuwnsend@uncaa.unc edu 
> Subject: Re: Schedule 
> Sent: 6:42 PM 
> 

> 

> Surry that i didn’t respond...but yes we had a meet and i was nut able to 
> meet with you. ! want to minor in business (in particular, accounting). 
> Should I take a business class this spring? business ~? I j ust don’t 
w ant 
> to get behind. Thank you! 
> 

> 

> On Sat, 13:56:21 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Hey 
>> 

>> I will prubably un[y be in the uffice for a little bit today from like 
>> 12-1. I am not sure how- that will work with ur meet. Let me know what u 
r 
>> thinking about doing and I’ll see ifI can help. If not, we can try to 
> talk 
>> Monday. 
>> ...... Original Message ...... 
>> From: 
>> To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edn 
>> Subject: Schedule 
>> Sent: 5:45 PM 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi Jctmt 
>> 

>> I hope you had a great break! I was going over my schedule and thinking 
>> more over break about what I want to major in. I have a few ideas in 
mind 
>> and was wondering if I could possibly switch out a class for another 
one. 
>I 
>> know this is short notice, but if you are in your office this weekend, 
>> could I possibly stop by- and try to work it out? 
>> 

>> Thartk you for your help! t 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry- 
> 
> 

> Sent Ileum my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: @email.unc.edtF- 

Sent: Sunday, 8:22 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Schedule 

I have class at 8, 9, and 10, but the 10 am class is the one i want to drop 

On Sun, 23:41:42 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 

> Hey 

> 

> I probably won’t be able to able to look at classes tonight. Can you come 

> in tomorrow morning? 

> 

> Jenn 

Original Message ...... 

> From: 

> To: jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu 

> Subject: Re: Schedule 

> Sent: ) 6:25 PM 

> 

> 

> OK there is only one available busi class and it is during 2 of my 

> classes Doesn’t look like i can take that. I just really don’t want to 

> take wrest is there anything else i can take? 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, 19:21:18 ~0000, jtownsend@uncaa unc edu wrote: 

>> Hi 

>> 

>> I don’t have your schedule in front of me but you do need to take ECON 

> 

>> BUS and STOR as a prerequisite to apply to the business minor. 

If 

>u 

>> can find an opening, I would try to get in. Otherwise, I would j ust try 

> tO 

>> go and speak with the professor to see if you can get in Let me know 

>> tomorrow if you still need help. 

>> 

>> Jenn 

>> ...... Original Message ...... 

>> From: 

>> To: jtownsund@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> Subject: Re: Schedule 

>> Sent: 6:42 PM 

>> 

>> 

>> Sorry that i didn’t respond...but yes we had a meet and i was not able 

to 

>> meet with you. I want to minor in business (in particular, accounting). 

>> Should I take a business class this spring? business ] ? I just don’t 

> want 

>> to get behind. Thank you! 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, ,13:56:21 +0000, jtownsend@tmcaa.unc.edu wrote: 

>>> Hey 

>>> 

>>> I will probably only be in the office for a little bit today from like 

>>> 12-1. I am not s~tre how that will work with ur meet. Let me know what u 

>r 

>>> thinking about doing and I’ll see ifI can help. If not, we can try to 

>> talk 

>>> Monday. 

>>> ...... Original Message ...... 

>>> From: 
>~ ¯ > To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> Subject: Schedule 

>>> Sent: 5:45 PM 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Hi Jeun! 

>>> 

>>> I hope you had a great break’. I was going over my schedule and thinking 
>~ ¯ > more over break about what I want to major in. I have a few ideas in 

> mind 
>~ ¯ > and was wondering ifI could possibly switch out a class for another 

> one. 

>> I 

>>> know this is short notice, but if you are in your office this weekend, 
>-> > could I possibly stop by and tiT to work it out? 

>>> 

>~ ¯ > Thank you for your help’.! 



>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerpZ 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent fi-om my Verizon Wire]ess BlackBerpf 
> 

> 

> Sent from ray Verizon Wireless BlackBelTy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject." 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 8:45 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Students in EXSS clasps 

She is now- in. Thanks 

-Ashley 

Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 
> Hi, Ashley: 
> 
> is now down to 13 credits. Would you mind adding her to 
> EXSS ? 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> I hope you had a good weekend, 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Ashley McCu]len <amccuHe@emai].unc.edu> 1/8/2010 10:39 AM >>> 
> So I think the only one we are still trying to register is 
> , correct? She is currently at 16 hours. Thanks. 
> 

> -A shl ey 
> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > Thanks so much :for your help, Ashley. I know that has a class at 
> > 10:00 R&VF so she can’t take the earlier section. If you wouldn’t mind 
> > asking if       could attend the earlier section, that would be great. 
> > He was supposed to have a class at 10:00, but I can find him something 
> > else. tie would much rather take the EXSS 
>> 

> > Thanks again, 
>> 

> > Jenn 
>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > >>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.mlc.edu> 1/8/2010 9:34 AM >>> 
> > I was able to add     and to EXSS     . So they are set now. I 
> > heard back from Dr. Cremades and he said for them to conre the first day 
> > but there are no guarantees. He has had several students requesting his 
> > class. Could they take the earlier section at all? Dr. Hedgpeth may be 
> > more willing to let them in. Let me know and I will ask her. Thanks. 
>> 

> > -Ashley 
>> 

>> 

> > Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > > Hi, Ashley: 
>>> 

> > > Here are the students I just discussed with you who would like to get 
> > > into EXSS classes: 
>>> 
> > > EXSS    --section 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

> > > EXSS --section 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

> >>EXSS 
>>> 



>>- > 

>>>- 

> > > (not a high priority) 
>>> 

> > > ’]’hanks so much for your help! Anything you could do would be much 
> > > appreciated 
>>> 

> > > Jenn 
>>> 

> > > Jenn Townsend 
> > > Associate Director 
> > > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > > University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > > 919-%2-9538 
> > > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>>> 

>> 

>>__ 

> > Ashley- McCullen 
> > Administrative Support Specialist 
> > Exercise and Sport Science 
> > Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-2022 
>> 

>> 

> 

>__ 

> Ashley McCullen 
> Adrainistrative Support Specialist 
> Exercise and Sport Science 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-2022 
> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Molly Bmlcroft <mbancrof@email.nnc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:08 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

@email .unc.edu> 

Re: in COMM 

Dear Jerm, 
I have added 
follow-up emaill 

Best, 
Molly 

to CON~/I section Thank you for the 

Jennit?r Townsend wrote: 
> Hi, Molly: 
> 

> I was forwarded your e-mai[ about being unable to add 
>           ) to NicoIe Mercer’s COMM    class because of his financial 
> hold I just wanted to let you know that his hold has been removed so 
> you should be able to add him. 
> 

> Thanks so much for your help, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

Molly Bancroft 
Communication Studies Department 

113 Bingham, CB 3285 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3285 
Telephone:91 9-%2-4981 
Fax:919-962-3305 

mbancrof@eraaihunc.edu 

http://conm~.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 1:59 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

He?’,      just dropped by our office to get a refund on the LFIT fees he 
had paid for on-line. I mentioned to him that we only allow students to 
take one LFIT class per semester. I know the?- can take a max of two 
their academic career. The material for the classes is the same as well 
as all the quizzes and tests which is why we ask that they only take 1 
per semester. I just wanted to give you a heads up in case he needs to 
pick up another hour. He said he was going to talk to his adviser which 
I thought may be you. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 3:01 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

I will check with the director and get back to you. We did allow one 
student to do it last semester, but they had to pay the fee twice which 
these guys would have to do as welh It’s not in the UG Bulletin about 
not taking two in the same semester It’s just it’s the same quizzes 
and tests for all of the classes (similar to \lATH    and those that 
have common finals). They- are just taking different activities. Thanks 

-Ashley 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> Hi, Ashley: 
> 
> Thal~ks for letting me know about the two LFIT class policies. I had 
> looked carefully at the undergraduate bulletin about the LFIT policies 
> and only- saw that two were allowed to COUl’it toward graduation and didn’t 
> see awthing about the one per semester policy. Do you know if there is 
> histolT of exceptions ever being made on this? The only reason I would 
> ask is that both      and ?              are both signed up for two LFITs 
> this semester and they are both in their last semesters before they 
> graduate and only need one credit electives to fulfill their 
> requirements     , in particular, has a very tough schedule and there 
> are no other one credit c]asses that would work. 
> 

> If you could let me know if there is anything that could be worked out, 
> I would appreciate it. If not, I wil] try to :find a way to make 
> something work 
> 

> Thanks for giving me the heads up, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chape] Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’262-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email uric edu> 1/11/2010 1:58 PM >>> 
> Hey,      just dropped by our office to get a refund on the LFIT :fees he 
> had paid for on-line I mentioned to him that we on]y allow students to 
> take one LFIT class per semester. I know they can take a max of two 
> their academic career. The material for the classes is the same as well 
> as all the quizzes and tests which is why we ask that they only take 1 
> per semester. I just wanted to give you a heads up in case he needs to 
> pick up another hour. He said he was going to talk to his adviser which 
> I thought may be you. Thanks. 
> 

> -Ashley 
> 

>__ 

> Ashley McCullen 
> Adrainistrative Support Specialist 
> Exercise and Sport Science 
> L-niversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-2022 
> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 11, 2010 3:02 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: - JOMC Underload 

Yes, this is it, I thought there was something, Interesting that they say he must enroll in 6 hours when Sharon says he only needs POLI 

straight with him. Now on to I and ....... Keep me posted as you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks for the fax. I guess we are 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 1/11/2010 2:52 PM > > > 

Hi, Susan: 

I guess they do have a form it’s not a graduation application but an approval form, I just faxed you over a copy, Let me know if that will work, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/11/2010 2:18 PM >>> 

Jenn, 

Is this what you were looking at earlier regarding the Underload in JOMC? 

http://w~arw._iomc,u nc.ed u/images/docu ments!forms underloadpolicy,pdf 
I can’t tell if their is an actual approval orjust "’receive word’ from a JOMC advisor that you need fewer than 12 hours" is enough. It does mention being approved for an 

underload, however. 
I do wish we could get something more than just this email. 

Let me know if you are able to come up with anything else. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: meeting 

3:07 PM 

Hi Jenn, 

I was wondering ifI could come in tomorrow around 12 to talk to you 
about signing tap for an online English class? I’d like to sign up tbr 
it as soon as possible, lt’you can’t meet then, could you explain it to 
me or direct me to the correct web site. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 4:25 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

She said it’s fine as long as I get a t-shirt. Just kidding. She will 
let them stay in, but we generally don’t allow it We will be making 
this change in the bulletin when the moratoriuna on changes will be lifted. 

On another note, maybe you have a suggestion of who I can contact about 
men’s b-ball tickets We have a faculty member who is being honored 
along with others across campus for an award at half-time of the Ga 
Tech. They have given his family two tickets but his wife’s parents are 
flying in to be there as well So they are needing two more tickets to 
the game Any suggestions? Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 
> Thanks for looking into it for me Just let me know. I am sure I can 
> come up with some solution if an exception can’t be made. 
> 

> Jeun Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program fur Student-Athletes 
> University ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email unc edu> 1/11/2010 3:01 PM >>> 
> I will check with the director and get back to you. We did allow one 
> student to do it last semester, but they had to pay the :fee twice which 
> these guys would have to do as well It’s not in the UG Bulletin abuut 
> not taking two in the same semester It’s just it’s the same quizzes 
> and tests [’or all of the classes (similar to MATH    and those that 
> have common finals). ’]’he?, are just taking different activities. ’]’hanks. 
> 

> -Ashley 
> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > Hi, Ashley: 
>> 

> > Thanks fur letting me know abuut the two LFIT class policies I had 
> > looked carefully at the undergraduate bulletin about the LFIT policies 
> > and only saw that two were allowed to count toward graduation and didn’t 
> > see anything about the one per semester policy. Do you know if there is 
> > history of exceptions ever being made on this? The only reason I would 
> > ask is that both      and               are both signed up for two LFITs 
> > this semester and they are both in their last semesters before they 
> > graduate and only need one credit electives to fulfill their 
> > requirements,      in particular, has a very tough schedule and there 
> > are no other one credit classes that would work. 
>> 

> > If you could let me know if there is anything that could be worked out, 
> > I would appreciate it. If not, I will t~" to find a way to make 
> > something work. 
>> 

> > Thanks for giving me the heads up, 
>> 

> > Jeni1 

>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-.o62-9538 
> > 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > >>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc edu> 1/11/2010 1:58 PM >>> 
> > He?-,      just dropped by our office to get a refimd on the LFIT fees he 
> > had paid for on-line I mentioned to him that we only allow students to 
> > take one LFIT class per semester. I know they can take a max of two 
> > their academic career The material for the classes is the same as well 
> > as all the quizzes and tests which is why we ask that they only take 1 
> > per semester I just wanted to give you a heads up in case he needs to 
> > pick tap another hour He said he was going to talk to his adviser which 
> > I thought may be you. Thanks. 
>> 

> > -Ashley 
>> 



>>__ 

> > Ashley McCul[en 
> > Administrative Support Specialist 
> > [~xercise and Sport Science 
> > University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> > 919-962-2022 
>> 

>> 

> 

>__ 

> Ashley McCullen 
> Administrative Support Specialist 
> Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-2022 
> 

> 

Ashley- _’vlcCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Underload applica6ons 

5:37PM 

Dear Student, 
The first week of classes is an extremely busy time in advising I will tly to respond to emails as quickly as possible; but, in the meantime, there are resources you can use that may help 
answer your question(s) 
If you have an urgent spring registration concern, come to the Steele Building between 8am and 5pm, Monday-Friday,              when we are seeing walk-ins only. 
Seniors graduating in May who are unsure of their remaining requirements can either see an advisor who serves their major, or they can see an advisor in the Graduation Division (lower 
level of Steele) during walk-in hours. 
For a longer conversation regarding academic planning, all advisors will have appointments available beginning Tuesday,           which you can begin to schedule on Friday, 

There are many resources available to you online: 
Academic worksheets for all majors are on the Advising website, www.advising unc.edu. Use GRADS and your transcript on Student Central as guides in determining what requirements 
you have remaining. Keep in mind, however, that GRADS is not 100% accurate. 
Both the Undergraduate Bulletin (http://wwwunc.eduiugradbulletin/archlvei) and the Course Search Engine list courses which fulfill specific GenEd requirements If you need information 
about on-line classes, see the Friday Center’s website: www.fridaycenter nnc edu. And, finally, the Academic Advising website is loaded with helpful information Be sure to check out our 
new format. 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder tbr email.unc edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email .unc .e du’- 

Monday, 9:50 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

He?’ Jenn! 
My classes were good today but I’m not in the CO~/E’d recitation How do I 
put myself into that recitation? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, 9:59 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Math 

He?’ Jenn, 

I definitely took the SAT math subject test last fall during my freshman 
fall semester I will talk to my parents and see if they have my records I 
never took the AP calc test, but I had to take the SAT placement test just 
to get into the MATH    class I took Thanks for looking into it. I’ll let 
you know- once I talk to my parents 

On Mop,,            13:24:49 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi, 

> 

> ]just double-checked on your math p]acement and it doesn’t look like 

they 

> have a record of you taking the SAT math subject test or the AP Calculus 

> test to place out of MA~flI Do you remember taldng either one of 

those? 

> You will need to have the scores submitted to get into the STOR classes 

> 

> If you don’t have the test scores, we could still get you into the BUS] 

> class this semester if you think you could handle it. Or you could just 
try 
> to fit all three prerequisites in during the summer and fall 
> 

> Let me know .... 

> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program ]br Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 @ax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 8:10 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Well if you are over this way and want to stop in just bring them by-. 
If not, I am plalming on walking down to the Smith Center ticket office 
on Wednesday to go get women’s b-ball tickets for Maryland, State, and 
Duke so I could stop in and get them. I just need to know where to go. 
Thanks 

-Ashley 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> Thanks, Ashley, I really appreciate your help I also found two tickets 
> for Saturday’s game against Georgia Tech Just let me know how you want 
> me to get them to you. I think I will have time to bring them over 
> tomorrow depending on how bust’ it gets around here 
> 

> Thanks again for your help. I am sure I could probably wrestle tap a 
> T-shirt one of these days too 
> 

> Have a good night, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Ashley McCuUen <amccuUe@email.unc.edu> 1/11 ,’2010 4:24 PM >>> 
> She said it’s fine as hmg as I get a t-shirt. Just kidding She will 
> let them stay in, but we generally don’t allow it. We will be making 
> this change in the bulletin when the moratorium on changes will be lifted. 
> 

> On another note, maybe you have a suggestion of who I can contact about 
> men’s b-ball tickets. We have a faculty member who is being honored 
> ahmg with others across campus for an award at half-time of the Ga 
> Tech They have given his family two tickets but his wife’s parents are 
> flying in to be there as welL So they are needing two more tickets to 
> the game. Any suggestions? Thanks. 
> 

> -A shl ey 
> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > Thaaks for looking into it for me. Just let me know. I am sure I can 
> > come up with some solution if an exception can’t be made. 
>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > Universi~" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (l~:) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > >>> Ashley- McCullen <amcculle@emaihunc.edu> 1/11/2010 3:01 PM >>> 
> > I will check with the director and get back to you. We did allow one 
> > student to do it last semester, but they had to pay tile fee twice which 
> > these guy-s would have to do as welh It’s not in tile UG Bulletin about 
> > not taking two in the same semester. It’s just it’s the same quizzes 
> > and tests for all of the classes (similar to MATH    and those that 
> > have comlnon finals). The?" are just taking different activities. Thanks. 
>> 

> > -Ashley 
>> 

>> 

> > Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > > Hi, Ashley: 
>>> 
> > > Thanks for letting me know about the two LFIT class policies. I had 
> > > looked carefully at the undergraduate bulletin about the LFIT policies 
> > > and only saw that two were allowed to count toward graduation and 
> didn’t 
> > > see anything about the one per semester policy. Do you know if 
> there is 
> > > history of exceptions ever being made on this? The only reason I would 
> > > ask is that both and are both signed up for two 
> LFITs 



> > > this semester and they are both in their last semesters before the?" 
> > > graduate and only need one credit electives to fulfill their 
> > > requirements      in particular, has a very tough schedule and there 
> > > are no other one credit classes that would work 
>>> 

> > > If you could let me l,mow if there is anything that could be worked 
> out, 

> > > I would appreciate it. If not, I will try to :find a way to make 
> > > something work 
>>> 

> > > Thanks for giving me the heads up, 
>>> 

> > > Jetm 
>>> 

> > > Jenn Townsend 
> > > Associate Director 
> > > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > > UniversiW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > > 919-%2-9538 

> > > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

> > > >>> Ashley McCullen <amcculle@cmail.unc.edu> 1/11/2010 1:58 PM >>> 
> > > Hey, just dropped by our office to get a refund on the LFIT 
> fees he 
> > > had paid for on-line. I mentioned to him that we only allow- 
> students to 
> > > take one LFIT class per semester. I know they can take a max of two 
> > > their academic career. The material for the classes is the same 
> as well 
> > > as all the quizzes and tests which is w-by we ask that they only- take 1 
> > > per semester. I just wanted to give you a heads up in case he 
> needs to 
> > > pick up another hour. He said he was going to talk to his adviser 
> which 
> > > I thought may be you. Thanks. 
>>> 

> > > -Ashley 
>>> 

>>>__ 

> > > Ashley McCullen 
> > > Administrative Support Specialist 
> > > Exercise and Sport Science 
> > > University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> > > 919-%2-2022 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>>__ 

> > Ashley McCullen 
> > Administrative Support Specialist 
> > Exercise and Sport Science 
> > University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-2022 
>> 

>> 

> 

>__ 

> Ashley McCullen 
> Administrative Support Specialist 
> Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-2022 
> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-%2-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 12, 2010 2:43 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Professor Kleinman 

urg..one of my fb had her last semester and had to drop_didn’t help he never went without competition excus 

Beth 

Bettn Bridger 

Assistant Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
e 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 1/12/2010 2:34 PM >>> 

Just wanted to let you know that if any of your students are ever interested in taking a class with Professor Kleinman in the SOC] and WMST departments, she does not allow 

students to miss class for any reason. 

She has asked that we make a note that she does not want student attnletes who will be missing any classes at all for competition to be enrolled in her courses. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm 

< richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu> 

Online Course - 

.pdf 

Carol, 
Amy is out but please find the attached approval form for one online course for, 

know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athle tics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ uncaa,unc.edn 

. If you have any questions while Amy is away, just let me 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Carol McDonnell 

Amy Herman .... ~ " 

Online Course for 

DATE: 

The Department of Athletics has approved one online course for 
ENGL    for Spring,      Please prepare an invoice for course and forward it to me 
for processing (please note that is a resident with regards to tuition). I will approve the 
invoice and will forward it to Cassandra Gregory in Student Accounts and University 
Receivables for processing. Ms. Gregory will submit an account adjustment request to Accounts 
Payable. Accounts Payable will transfer the appropriate funds from Student Accounts and 
University Receivables to Continuing Studies. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Rich DeSelm 
Jenn Townsend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

McDonnell, Casol B <cbmcdonn@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Amy tterman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Online Course - 

test 



From: @norfolkchristian.org> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:49 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ce: @yahoo.corn> 

Subject: FW: UNC 

Hey Jenn - Happy New Year - Hope you had a good Christmas season!! 

I have a question, actually a few.. - we are back to seriously considering having      enroll at UNC in the fall and I know he has to take English 12. With the adjustment of the Math 
(Algebra I being applied to his transcript evaluation form) can the math class that he is taking this year (Honors Pre-Calc) be applied to both the additional math credit needed for UNC AND 
the additional core req’t? In my mind (this is probably wrong but.) if we remove the Honors Pre-Calc from the math section can’t it be applied to the additional core and meet the additional 
math req’t also? 

If not, can you imagine that he would be able to take both of these classes (the English 12 and the additional core req’t) during the summer in order to be considered eligible for enrolhnent in 
the fall? If you feel like this is doable - he is very motivated- can you suggest both a good recommendation as to whom to take these courses from (I remember you saying that we need to be 
careful of the institution we use for NC?~% purposes) and suggest a class that would fill that additional core req’t should he still be in need of it. I am guessing it would need to be something 
like Spanish 4 - l was just hoping it could be something simple because he will have his hands full with the English 12. 

Also - is it imperauve that he recieve a high school diploma from                - I am meeting with the guidance counselor on ’Eaursday and with the administration of the school to 
e×plain our desire for him to be allowed to graduate early - I do not anticipate a lot of opposition but there are a couple of school requirements (like a tech ed course, government course and 
a Bible course) that he will not have fulfilled and I need to know from your standpoint if that is going to be a potential issue. 

’]?hanks so much and please feel free to call me if clarification is needed. 

8th grade Mathematics 
@norfolkchristian. org<mailto 

ext. 
cell 

"~noffolkchristian. or~> 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:09 AM 
To: j townsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
Su~iect: RE: L~(2 

Thank you so nmch he will be SO relieved! We really appreciate you following up on this. Have a wonderful weekend and enjoy the beautiful weather! 

From: jtnwnsend@uncaa.~mc.edu [mailto:itnwnsend(d~,,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:08 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: LqWC 

Hi, 

I finally- received another confirmation e-mail from admissions,       can be done with math after he completes Pre-calc and will not have to do another math next year. His only remaining 
requirements after this year will be another English and one additional core of any kind. Let me know- if you have any other questions. 

I hope you all enjoy your weekend, 

Jenn 

Sent iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolyn Cannon <ccannon@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 12, 2010 5:25 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

SOCI 

Hello Jen, 

I just talked with Barbara Lucido about Professor Kleimann’s concerns 
about whether SOCI    is an appropriate class for and     . She 
mentioned that the class is interactive and class attendance is vel5’ 
important tbr students to be successful. She implied that she is 
concerned about the students’ travel schedule. It is my understanding 
that she explained this to them. Have the?- discussed this matter with 
you? Please give me a call. 

Carolyn 

Carolyn C Cannon 
Associate Dean of Academic Advising 
The College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
Campus Box 3110, 1011 Steele Building 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3110 
(919) 966-5116 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Coach Jerod Haase 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete - 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition, I~ a student-athlete is not listed, he has 

not been cleared and may not compete or travel to/receive expenses ~or away competition until you 

receive approval. 

Eli.qible to Compete - Semester 

. 

4. 

7. 

10. 

. 

5. 

8. 

11. 

. 

6. 

9. 

12. 

Not Eligible to Compete - Semester 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athlete has been declared not eligible to 

participate in intercollegiate athletic competition. 

Students not eligible for the spring semester: 

MAY NOT participate in outside competition 

MAY NOT travel with the team to away competitions 

MAY NOT dress out for home matches 
MAY continue to practice 

MAY continue to receive athletically related financial aid 

MAY receive complimentary tickets to home and away contests but MAY NOT receive travel 

expenses 



MAY receive annual participation awards but MAY NOT receive awards for conference or NCAA 

championships 

MAY receive assistance from the SAOF 

CC: Larry Gallo 

Lance Markos 

Amy Herman 



From: @bellsouth.net> 

Sent: Thursday, l:lO PM 

To: stpeace <stpeace@ uncaa.unc.e&P 

Subject: please forward 

Hi Sherron-thanks for your help today. Could you please forwaard the below note to Jmm T. I don’t have her emaJl handy. Thmlks. 
Hi Jeml- I reviewed the NamM Disaster text at the book store and am comfortable with the material. It looks like an real interesting course. I would have to read the 
text mid attend the class (after getting OK from prof) if you need me to tntor. 
Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 14, 2010 3:45 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Underload apps 

Thank you. 

Susan 

is good. You can drop his courses, 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 1/14/2010 3:29 PM > > > 

Hi, 
I just faxed you and 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

; underload approval forms. Let me know when everything is set with so I can drop him out of his extra classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 15, 2010 11:13 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Reports 

Got it and she should be fine. Thanks so much. 

Susan 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 1/15/2010 10:45 AM > > > 
]just faxed you               underload form. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 1/15/2010 9:06 AM >>> 

Today’s 12 hour report. Please sift through the individuals who you know are no longer on the team. They should come off the report eventually. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc.edu 



From: ?}email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:20 PM 

To: .lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Subject: Re: Math    tutoring 

He?’ Jenn, 

I’m pretty busy this semester, but if my schedule works out, I’d love to 
work with the guys. The very best time for me to have sessions would be 
Monday or Wednesday in the early afternoon. I get done with class on 
Monday/Wednesdays at 10:50, and am free for most of the afternoon. The only 
exception is I have meetings every other Monday at 4:00. If the afternoons 
don’t work out, I also could do Monday in the evening. Let me know if we 
can work something out. I look forward to hearing from you 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 9:29 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <nchdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: CSCAA Scholar All-America Submission 

Agreed. We can complete the form. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
w, cw.tarheelblue,com 

>>> Rich DeSelm 1/15/2010 1:12 PM >>> 

Spencer, Jen: 

Could you let me know if you are able to complete this for us? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.tarheelblue.com 

www.u nc.ed u 

> > > Maureen Travers <mau reen@collegeswimcoaches.org > 1/15/2010 10:27 AM > > > 

Hello Rich, 

Fall 2009 CSCAA Online Team Scholar All America Registration is now available. Please submit your information by February 1, 2010. 

You can use the following link to reach the online registration form: 

http://cscaa.bloqs pot.corn/ 

Requirements are listed below. If you have any questions please contact Maureen Travers, Scholar All America Chair of the CSCAA. maureen@collegeswimcoaches.org 

1.    Only athletes who appear on the NCAA, NA]A or JC squad list 

during the current semester are eligible. 

2. All athletes who competed in any competition for the team, 

during the 2009 semester must be included. 

3.    The team must have a GPA of 3.0 or better (or the equivalent 

converted) on a 4.00 scale 

a.    Schools on a quarter system will qualify using either the 1st 

or 2nd quarter 

b. Schools on a trimester system will qualify using the 1st 

trimester 

4.    Please DO NOT round up your GPA. It should be submitted as is, 

two digits past the decimal, e.g. 3.25 

CSCAA 

http:iiwww.cscaa.orgi 

Powered by Club Assistant technology 

http:/!www.CI u bAssista nt.com 

This email was sent to richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ,2:03 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

macroo jawn.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: study hours 

OK thank you for the reminder. Also could I get a Math tutor’s number or 
email to stalt setting up for calculus help Thanks{ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:03 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Meeting 

I can come pretty much anytime on Thursdays, 9:30 would probably be the 
best time if that works for you. If not, any other time before 12:00 
works 

On Tue,           16:16:17 -0500, "Jelmifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> Just a reminder that you will still have a weekly meeting with me. Just 
let 
> me know what day and time would work best for you. 
> 

> Thanks{ 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:23 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting 

He?’ Jenn, 
Could we do the weekly meeting at around 11:45 on Wednesdays? 

On Tue,           16:15:39 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 
> Just a reminder that you will still have a weekly meeting with me. Just 
let 
> me know what day and time would work best for you. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 7:24 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Meeting 

Tuesdays or Thursdays at 10:45 or 11:30 would be ideal if those are open, 
if not let me know I can pick something else. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~(}email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:13 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Study hours and meeting 

He?’ Jenn, 

I can do my meetings on Wednesday’s at 11 if that works for you If it 
does, should i come today? 

Thanks, 

On Tue,           16:11:45 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hey, ¯ 
> 

> Just a reminder that you will have to complete 7 hours per week of study 
> table Hours start today Please try to complete your hours by Thursday 
> night, if you cannot do so, please let me know. 
> 

> Also, we do need to set up your weekly meeting. Please let me know what 
day 
> and time work best for you. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 



From: ~email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 

To: .lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Math    tutoring 

No problem! Mondays and Wednesdays at 1 : 15 will work great for me 
Should I plan on starting next Monday? 
>__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: PORT    tutoring 

Jenn, 

I would love to tutor him, however I unfortunately have class at that 
time. Let me give you my availabili~z in case you find another time 

Mondays: Free all day 
Tuesdays: Class 9:30-12:15, Tutoring Football 12:40-1:40, Class 
3:30-6:20, Tutoring Football 7:30-9:00 
Wednesdays: Free until 5:00, Meeting & Class 5:15-8:45 
Thursdays: Class 9:30-12:15, Tutoring Football 12:40-1:40 
Fridays: Free all day 
Saturdays: Free all day 
Sundays: Meeting 2:00 -3:00, Tutoring Football 7:30-9:00 

Let me know if there’s a time in there that he and I can work this out 
I’m pretty’ flexible Thanks for the request! 

All the best, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi, 
> 
> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am one of the academic counselors ]2~r 
> student-athletes. I am checking to see if you would be available to 
> tutor one of our men’s basketball players in PORT 102 on Tuesday and 
> Thursday mornings around 10? 
> 

> Please let me l,mow if that will work. 
> 

> thanks ! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jeun Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 3:06 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: PORT    tutoring 

One more thing! On Thursdays, I also have a meeting ticom 5:30-6:30, 
but seeing that the AC is usually closed at this time, I imagine that 
that wouldn’t be an issue. Thanks again, Jenn! 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hi, 
> 

> My name is Jerm Townsend and I am one of the academic counselors for 
> student-athletes. I am checking to see if you would be available to 
> tutor one of our men’s basketball players in PORT on Tuesday and 
> Thursday mornings around 107 
> 

> Please let me know if that will work. 
> 

> thanks ! 
> 
> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: @bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Wedne sday, 3:17 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Geol    tutoring 

Hi Jeml- Sorry but I sit in BIOL on Tues/Tlmrs AM 9:30-10:45am for my SI responsibilities. Let me know if there are some other times that would work for 

tutoring. 

Cheers. 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net 
Sent: Wed, Ii:28:01 AN 
Subject: Geo1105 tutoring 

Hi, 
SorD’ it has taken me so long to get back to you- -been hard to get all of the schedules situated this first week.. 

Would 10:00 on TuesdaystThursdays work for GEOL tutoring? Let me know iffllat roll work. 

Thanks! 

Je~m 

Jeml Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fa>:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: study hours 

No son5’ I never got an?- email about tutor times. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:59 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Math    tutoring 

Yeah. I can do that if they want. 

On 3:16 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 

Thanks for getting back to me. Yes, you should plml on starting on Monday. 

I am going to see if the gays feel like they need to have a ~ssion this Friday, though, so they don’t get too lhr behind. Would Friday at 1 : 15 work for you 

just for this week’? 

Jem~ 

Jenn Town~nd 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Cmolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

>>>                      @email.m~c.e&~->          2:45 PM >>> 

No problem! Mondays and Wednesdays at 1:15 will work great tbr me. 

Should I plan on staJ’ting next Monday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, January 20, 2010 10:16 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Players’ schedules 

Thank you very much. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 

From: Jenn Townsend <]townsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 20Jan 2010 15:02:18 -0500 

To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Players’ schedules 

Hi, Matt: 

Sorry it took me so long to get this to you... 

There will probably still be a few changes, but this is the most current set of schedules for the guys. 

Let me know if you need anything else, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/11/2010 12:05 PM >>> 

Jenn - 

Hey, good afternoon to you. 

I’m sure there are still some changes to be made in the guys’ schedules since the semester has just begun today. However, when the schedules are settled a bit 

could you please send me that Excel file with all the guys’ schedules like you sent me in the fall? That was extremely helpful in planning interviews and press 

conferences and would be kept private (not given out to anyone outside of our office). 

No rush, but is that possible at some point? Many thanks. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0622 (fax) 



TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 10:17 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Study hours 

He?’ Jenn, 
I went to the ac and got my 3 hours in tonight, but when I went to sign 
out it said 0 It also told me when I signed in that I would need 6 
hours per week, so I wasn’t sure if you could fix that. 
Thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 

> Just a reminder that you will have to complete 3 hours per week of 
> stu@ table. Hours start today. Please tly to complete your hours by 
> Thursday night, if you cannot do so, please let me know. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,. 10:55 AM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: BSBA Admissions 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Melton, Leslie" <Leslie Melton@kenan-flaqler unc edu> 
Date:, 11:41:43 AM EST 

To: ’ iArts & Sciences Dean’s Office)" < ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: BSBA Admissions 

Dear 
I write on behalf of the UNC Kenaal-Flagler Business School faculty to extend you admission to the business major effective with the fall semester. 
Congratulations! You have earned the opportunity to study in one of the oldest and most respected U.S. business schools. 

Please pay attention to the following important notes: 
Admission is provisional at this time. You must complete all business prerequisite courses (mid business core courses if" enrolled) with a grade of C (not C 
minus) by the close of’dlis semester to ensure final approval. Also, our expectation is that you improve or maintain ?,our overall academic performance. 
We have created a website for incoming BSBA students. To accept your invitation to the business major, go on-line to the BSBA Admitted Student Site at 

r http://www.kenan-flagler.unc~eduiprogrmns/bsba/admitted/index~ctin. Your password for the site is k ou must follow- the instructions to 
submit your acceptance materials. If you encounter technical difficulties please contact the Kenan-Flagler Information Technology HelpDesk 
athelpdesk@unc.edu or 962-0792. Please complete the on-line acceptance no later than Friday, 
If you decline this admission offer, please contact us at 962-2625 or by email to I.eslie Melton(a’,unc.edu. 
Please mark your calendar for the first series of orientation sessions, Friday,            5:00-7:30pm AND Saturday, 9:00am-l:00pm. 
Attendance is required. We will meet in Koury Auditorium in McColl Building for both sessions. Par’king will be available in the BD parking deck, adjacent to 
the business school. Attire for Friday,_          is business dress (suit or jacket mad tie for men; suit or skirt mad blouse for women). Attire for Saturday-, 

is casual. One additional spring session will be required on either or or or .5:00-7:30pm. You will receive your specific 
assigned date for this session on 
The BSBA staff mid I look forward to working with you as you continue your academic career here at Kenan-Flagler Business School. Best wishes for 
continued success. 
Sincerely yours, 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
BSBA Associate Director for Advising and Admissions 



From: Michael Lester       ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:16 AM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@nncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: GEOL    class 

Jenn, 

There is currently one open chair in lecture so that should work out fine. Have them meet me after class mad I’ll add them to blackboard so they cml have access to my 

power points and email announcements. 

- Michael Lesler 

On Thu. at 11:08 AM, Jennifer Townsend <ik~wnsend(~:nncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Professor Lester: 

My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. We have several student athletes in your GEOL 

course this semester and I wanted to ask your permission to have one of our tutors attend your lecture. The tutor wants to be familiar with the course material in 

order to work best with the students. 

The students will still attend lecture every day and will participate fully. The tutor is not allowed to share his notes with them or in any way give them any materials 

beyond what they have received themselves in class, 

Please let me know if this would be okay or if you have any questions, 

Thank you, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@norfolkchristian.org> 

Thursday, 6:55 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Core clasps/transcript evaluation 

Jenn, 

You are wonderful! Thank you so much for this information and for your diligence on following tap on this. Great news indeed’. I have visited the BYU website and spoken with 
guidance counselor about it also. He has agreed that the courses from BYU would be acceptable towards ~diploma. As we get closer to making a decision regarding him potentially 
taking online courses, we will be in touch. Thank you again tbr all your hard work. 

Go Heel!! 

8th grade Mathematics 
~)norfolkchristiun.org 

ex~. 
cell 

From: Jennifer Townsend ]jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 
To: 
Cc: Steve Robinson 
SubJect: Core classes/transcript evaluation 

Hi, 

I just wanted to let you know that I double-checked with the NCAA about whether 
that it actually could be. They just changed the rule within the past year. 

Algebra I class from the 8th grade could be counted as one of his core classes and 112)und out 

That means that as long as he passes all of his 1 lth grade courses, he would just need the last year of English for his core classes I’ve attached his new transcript evaluation also so you 
can see the SAT score he needs with current core GPA. 

I also checked with the NCAA about the Seven Stars Academy and they will be acceptable as long as the class he takes is listed on the school’s 48tl (I can double-check this for you). I’m 
attaching the link to BYU, so you can see those courses too: http:i/ce.bvuedu/is/site/courses/hi~hschool.cfm 
You will have to make the decision about which one would work the best 12~r       It will have to be accepted back into his high school, so make sure that it would be able to be placed on 
his transcript once he completes it. It also cannot have a course title similar to any course he has taken previously 

There are numerous other rules for taking online courses, but we can go over those once you decide if this is what you would like James to do and when you decide which course he would 
take. 

I hope this makes sense. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

I hope you are having a good week so far, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 7:47 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: French 

I went to him tonight and things seemed pretty okay I think things just 
get a little more hectic towards the end of the year when evewone starts 
struggling I think I might tl7 to let things take their course and go 
there regularly tbr now and let you know if I feel that isn’t helping 
anymore. I didn’t know if you guys had like french students that came in 
at all like the SI teachers last semester 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley 3ohnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               8:26 PM 

.Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa,un¢,edu> 

3-DL congrats letter.docx 

3enn, 
Cricket had asked that I provide you with some information about. achievement of being recognized as a . Attached is the letter of 
congratulations which she and the other award winners received. The criteria for this honor is based upon the 360-degree feedback process which all Veteran Leaders undergo 
as part of their participation in the program. In earning this honor,      had a 105 or better (on a 120-point scale) (i) on her self evaluation, (2) from her teammates and (3) 
from her coaches. If you have further questions about this, I would be more than happy to answer them. 
- Shelley 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:25 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: RRQ#1 .doc 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

May, Lee <LeeMay@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:20 PM 

@email.unc.edu’ 

De~lm, Richard <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennitbr (Ctr Stdnt Success-Acad Counsel) 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wical, Lora A <wical@unc.edu> 

Business School Orientation 

Hi 
Congratulations on your admission to the BSBA Program. We look forward to you being one of our students. Thanks Ibr the phone message regarding your conIlict with the orientation 
meetings on                 We understand your commitment to           and the upcoming important meet. What you should do is pick up your information packet in the BSBA 
Program office, 3122 McCol[, on In it you should review important information which will include your Kenan-Flagler account log in, assignment for a future career orientation 
meeting, and tips for preregistration Academic advising slides will then be posted to the BSBA intranet (accessed through your Kenan-Flagler log in) which you should review. ’]’he intranet 
will also show you who is your academic advisor for your next two years from our program staf[i After that, it would be a good idea for you to make an appointment wa the intranet with 
your new BSBA academic advisor in preparation for ]’all registration. As busy as you are as a student athlete, it will be very important for you to watch for all messages coming from the 
BSBA ol!fice. We are going through a curriculum revision right now and some of that will apply to you, so stay tuned Let me know if I can be of further assistance. 
Regards, 
Dr. May 

Lee Y. May, PhD ¯ Associate Director J2~r Advising & Admissions, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919843.5708 ¯ Jhx919.962.6964 ¯ Lee May@unc.edu<mailto:Lee Mav(~unc.edu> ¯ www.kenan-:tlagler.unc.edu<http://www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

May, Lee <LeeMay@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

@kenaJ~-llagler.unc.edu-~ 

Townsend, Jennit~r (Ctr Stdnt Success-Acad Co~msel) <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BSBA Orientation 

Hello 
Congratulations on your admission to the BSBA Program. We look forward to you being one of our students. I understand that you have a conflict with the orientation meetings on 

We understand your commitment to the               What you should do is pick up your information packet in the BSBA Program office, 3122 McColl, on              In it 
you should review important information which will include your Kenan-Flagler account log in, assignment for a tbture career orientation meeting, and tips tbr preregistration Academic 
advising slides will then be posted to the BSBA intranet (accessed through your Kenan-Flagler log in) which you should review The intranet will also show you who is your academic 
advisor for your next two years from our program staff After that, it would be a good idea for you to make an appointment via the intranet with your new BSBA academic advisor in 
preparation for fall registration. As bus?- as you are as a student athlete, it will be very important for you to watch for all messages coming from the BSBA office. We are going through a 
curriculum revision right now and some of that will apply to you, so stay tuned Let me know if I car1 be of further assistance. 
Regards, 
Dr. May 

Lee Y. May, Phi) ¯ Associate Director for Advising & Admissions, BSBA Program 

UNC’s Kenan-Flag]er Business Schuo[ ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3490 

919.8435708. fa× 919.962 6964. Lee May@unc edu<mai]to:Lee May~unc.edu>. www.kenan-fIagler unc.edu<http:i/www kenan-fla~ler uric edu> 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:22 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

"tutoring 

Does tutoring start this week? 

p.s. my classes are all hard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julia Nichols ~rnichol@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:46 PM 

~emml .unc.edu; j townsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Changing your major betbre 

Dear 

My name is Ms. Julia Nichols and I am the Student Services Manager for 
the Academic Advising Program here at UNC 

Dean Carolyn Cannnn asked me to email you (and to CC Jen Townsend) to 
remind you that             is the deadline to declare your major. 

You may do this by either setting up an appointment using our on line 
appointment system, https:i/apps3-college.uncedu/advsched/app, or by 
contacting me to make an appointment for you to met with Dean Cannon in 
person. 

If you do not declare your major by this deadline it will impact your 
abili~z to register for Fall classes. 

If you have any questions or concerns please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Ms Julia Nichols 

Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Sel~ices Manager 
Academic Advising, CB# 3110 
2016 Steele Bui]dmg 
http ://advisin g.unc, edu/ 
P: (919) 843-8909 
F: (919) 962-6888 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }Iill, NC 27599-3110 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Julia Nichols ~rnichol@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:54 PM 

@emsil.unc.edu 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Chmlging your major before 

Dear 

> 

> My name is Ms. Julia Nichols and I am the Student Services Manager for 
> the Academic Advising Program here at U J~x,’C 
> 

> Dean Carolyn Cannon asked me to email you (and to CC Jen Townsend) to 
> remind you that is the deadline to declare your major 
> 
> You may do this by either setting up an appointment using our on line 
> appointment system, https :i/apps3-culle~e.unc. edu/advsched/app, or by 
> contacting me tu make an appuintment for you tu met with Dean Cannon 
> in persun. 
> 

> I£you du nut declare yuur major by this deadline it will impact your 
> abili~ tu register [’or Fall classes. 
> 

> If you have any questmns or cuncerns please let me l<nuw. 
> 

> Thanl< you, 
> Ms. Julia Nichols 

Ms. Julia Nichuls 
Student Sel~ices Manager 
Academic Advising, CB# 3110 
2016 Steele Building 
http ://advisin g.unc, edu/ 
P: (919) 843-8909 
F: (919) 962-6888 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Julia Nichols ~rnichol@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, ) 1:58 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Chmlging your major before 

Dear 
>> My name is Ms Julia Nichols and I am the Student Services Manager 
>> for the Academic Advising Program here at UNC. 
>> 

>> Dean Carolyn Cannon asked me to email you (and to CC Jen Townsend) to 
>> remind you that is the deadline to declare your major 
>> 

>> You may do this by either setting up an appointment using our on line 
>> appuintment system, https://apps3-culle~e.unc.edu/advsched/app, or by 
>> contacting me tu make an appuintment fur you tu met with Dean Cannon 
>> in persun. 
>> 
>> ]l’you du nut declare your majur by this deadline it will impact your 
>> ability tu register for Fall ’ classes. 
>> 

>> If you have an?’ questiuns ur concerns please let me know. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> Ms. Julia Nichols 
> 

> 

Ms. Julia Nichuls 
Student SePdces Manager 
Academic Advising, CB# 3110 
2016 Steele Building 
http ://advisin g.unc, edu/ 
P: (919) 843-8909 
F: (919) 962-6888 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 2:03 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtownmnd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: maani.doc 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:21 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; ttolladay, Joe R <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT FROM ADMISSIONS 

bear ,}or and Jenn, 

Because we ar’e in our iir’s’f y¢~r" of wor’kir’.,g in the Universi’fy’s r’.,ew ~s’fem ~,nd because this is the fi,~st round of noti~icc~tior’.,s being deliver’ed vic~ 

this systelr~, we warIt to be extra cc~utious with the notificc~tions that ~viii impact the students you a..’~e recruitin9. Ever~ though you have been 

~eceivin9 weekiy Peports, it is extremeiy important that yo~.E ~eview the list below by noon on Tuesday,              Once yo~.E h~ve ~eviewed if, 

pie,~se r’epiy to this emc~iJ to Jet us know tha? "~i[ of the infor’mation is cor’r’ect of that ch~ges needs ?o be monde. ZI chcsnges ere needed, p[e~se be 

specific in those charlges~ It would also be helpful if you could update the list of students you a~’e rio longer r’ecruiting. In c~ddition, if ar~y names 

a~e missing from this list, Jet me know that as wee 

Zf a student appiied by             we must release his/her" decision notificatior~ on Sunday. Zf you have a student you ar’e not r’eady to commit 

a slot to but you aJso do not want that student denied, we will have to send tb, et student a defer~ed decision no±ifica±ion. 

I kr’..ow how bus}, you ar’e (:,nd appr’eci,~te your’ ef[or’ts to helps us pr’ov;de the best service possible to ou.~ r’ecr’uiled siuder’,t~athietes. 

Thanks, in advance, to.,’~ you~" quick r’esponse. 

Barbara 

PS: Please hole ll-mt this list r’ep.~esenls si~dents submitted to us io.~ ,~ ear’ly ev,~iu,~lion, not jusl those who c~pplied by b..iovembe.~ I. 
Slot requested 
Slot requested 
Slot requested 

Barbara Polk 
Senior Associate and Deputy Director 
Office of Under~raduete Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, ,12:30 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: RRQ #2.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

interview paper.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Monday, 5:30 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Meeting and Tutor 

I was wondering if I could schedule a time to come to meet with you to 
talk about some of my papers tbr some of my classes. Also I was 
wondering if I could get a tutor for my HIST    class? And also, do 
you have any letters that I could give my teachers regarding ACC’s and 
NCAA’s? My best times to meet are on Tuesday or Thursday after 10:45 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:25 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

and 

Can you give me the low down on them academically in terms of why they will need a 

hours they’ll need in the fall? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

term? How many hours they currently have, what their summer plans are, how many 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:30 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

english paper.doc 



From: Lyn Johnson @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:56 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: report 

Attach: finaJ.doc 

Hi Jenn 
Here’s ~ report. Let me know- if you have any questions. 
Lyn 

Lyn Jolmson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog?-, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 1:10 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: major GPA 

Hi Jenn, 

Could you explain that to me? I have only taken 4 JOMC classes and have 
received an A, A, B and B- which I got to be a major gpa of 3.425 What 
other classes do I need to add? 

Thanks, 

Quoting Jelmifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi, 
> 

> Your official Journalism major gpa is 2.907 based on JOMC classes. I 
> guess you could technically add in the POLI classes tbr your gpa, but 
> usually they ask about the major GPA to see how you do in your 
> department’s courses. 
> 

> Let me know if this doesn’t make sense or if you need any more information 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>>, @email.unc.edu> 10:39 PM >>> 
> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> I know I’ve emailed you once about this but [ was wondering if you 
> could tell me my maior GPA I am :filling out an application and I don’t 
> want to write down the wrong information. 
> 

> Thanks for your help, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

C ~.doc 

~@yahoo.com> 
1:50 PM 



From: @bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Wednesday, ,9:01 PM 

To: jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Geol    review summary 

Hi Jeml- here’s the review summary for the guys--the review got started late because of a room change. 

40 multiple choice question, 3 short answer questions and you have to pick 2 questions 

¯ Origin of the earth, moon created by mars like asteroid hitting earth causing nebula of dust which condense to create moon (1/4 size of earth). Resulting main 

body of the collision is the accretionary body- (earth) which is more dense than the moon (ie moon is less dense than earth). Main source of heat on earth from 

radioactive decay of isotopes. Half life equals time of radioactive material to loose 1/2 of it radioactivity. 

° Know figure on p29. Inner core of earth solid, outer core liquid, me,sphere stiffplastic, asthenosphere soft plastic, lithosphere solid. Probaby have to label a 

figure on the test. 

¯ 2 types of plates (continental, oceanic). Oceanic ~7km thick and most dense made of basaltic material, Continental ~-~35-60km thick less dense, made of granite. 
Ocean-Oces~l plate converse you get subduction with oldest, coldest plate subducting. Ocean-continental plate converge you get subduction of the the ocean 

plate. Continental-continental plates converge-no subduction but compression and mtn ranges form. 

¯ Transfonn boundexies--plates sliding along side each other (cause of Haiti quake) fig on 61 a good summary. 

¯ Hypocenter, focus origin ofqua£e at depth. Epicenter is location on the surface. 

° Pwaves-faster moving waves, able to go thur all material, hi frequency waves which cause more damage to shorter slructures (bldgs). S waves, slower, only able 

to move tJmr solids (ie won’t go thur the outer core of earth which is liquid). This info has helped scientist detemine that outer core is liquid (also referred to as 

the S wave shadow zone). Review notes on Ralyegh and Love waves. 

¯ Tall bldgs most efl~cted by low freq waves. 

¯ NOAA issued a tsnmani wanting after Haiti quake--not necessary because it was a transform fault (sliding) and no subducfion occurred therefore no uplifting to 

displace water to canse a tsumani. 

¯ Most common cause oftsumani landslides. 

¯ Debris is the killer in tsunamis. 

¯ Earthquake in Salt Lake City--most likely damage would be by liquification (sediments and water mixing causing bldg to sink unevenly). 

¯ New Madrid fanlt under the Miss. River---source of stress on the fault is due to the build up of sediments being deposited on it by the river. 

¯ Resonmlce-if EQ wave freq equals the natural resonance ofa bldg @e~ hard to determine) then major damage would occur ie-the resonance of the EQ and 

resonance of the bldg match. 

¯ Reverse fanlt-hanging wall moves up in relation to the footwall (compressional). Normal fault-hanging wall moves down in relation to footwall (extensional). 

¯ Ductile trsJlsformation- bending of rock layers but not breaking. Results in anticlines (bending rock layers upward with oldest rock in the center on the surface). 

Also results in anticline( bending rock layer downward with youngest rock in the center of the syncline on the surface. Brittle deformation is rock breaking (see 

pg 31) 

Hope this is useful. Good luck on the test and good luck with VaTech. No need to meet on Friday. 

Cheers. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emal.unc.edu 

Thursday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

notes 

.doc 

1:06 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:07 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

NOTES PRINT! gracias. 

fanners.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:42 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Major 

Jenn, 

I set up an appointment tbr        with q               because rm pretty 
sure he is my other advisor. I just wanted to check in and make sure that 

in order to declare my major he is the person I need to see / ifI need to 
make an appointment with someone else. Thal~k you! 



From: @charter.net> 

Sent: Friday, 8:30 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Hi Jen, 

I don’t know if you’ve met with      yet and what you may have found out but I just wanted to make you aware that yesterday (Thursday she didn’t go to an?- of her classes 
Unfortunately, you will have to discover this on your own. It is so important tbr both your relationship with      ~ and for her dad’s and mine, that she NOT know that we have been in 
touch with you. "¢,qaen she rea lizes that we are involved with something in her life - even if we are just trying to help her - she goes into a telTible downward spiral She will also push you 
away quickly if she thinks you are in contact with us. 

Anyhow, please let us know how your meeting with      went and also what she is doing to get the Incomplete removed from her transcript. As I said, we are trying to detelrnine if she is 
capable of staying in school. We know she has the intellectual capaci~z, we just don’t know if she can get her priorities in the correct order. We think what she really needs is someone to 

shake some fear into her 

Again, I am so sorry to be "one of those parents" and to also lay this burden on you but we are pretty’ much at wit’s end 

Thanks Inn, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 8, 2010 7:58 AM 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

9th Semesters 

Rich, 
[ believe you’ve talked to Jenn about ; and and their need for a 9th semester next fall. Given that needs 8 hours and 6 (but ones that 
aren’t available during the summer), we will certainly fund their 9th term in the fall. However, ] want to be sure that we are all on the same page as to how we proceed with 

advising our students in the future regarding doing all they can to finish in 8 terms (plus summers). [ know we are late in getting this message to this year’s seniors, but we 

have plenty of time to help the underclassmen plan accordingly. 

Let me know if you have any questions about this! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 8, 2010 10:34 AM 

J ennifer Townsend <jtownsend.u ncaa.u ncathletics > 

post 

Has the LSjob posted yet? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, ,10:36 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tutoring 

Heyt 
1 lam works tbr me on Wednesdays but not on Mondays. Considering that, when 
should i come in? 
thanks, 

On Mon,,           10:24:47 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> I am not stare ifI asked you before, but would tutoring at 11 work for 
you 
> on Mondays and Wednesdays with the ? 
> 

> If not, no worries. Just let me know when you get a chance. 
> 

> thanks ! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 12niversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Monday, 10:40 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

class stuff 

He?’ Jenn, 
I was wondering if we could meet sometime this week to talk about one 
of my classes.. Wednesday or Friday would be best, I have a break from 
9:30 to 12:00. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:16 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re:           m~d 

Ms. Townsend, 

Thank you very much tbr sending me this information. Also, should I have 
received a more general travel letter from listing all of 
the dates they will miss this semester? 

Thanks, 

UNC-CH Department of History 

On Mon,            14:26:51 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Professor 
> 

> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor in the Academic 
> Suppurt Prugram fur Student-Athletes Two of our 

> and are in vuur HIST recitation this 
> semester. I wanted to let yuu know that had to 
> unexpectedly miss class on Friday because the team’s travel plans changed 
> due to the weather in Maryland. Please let me knuw ifyuu have any 
> questions. 
> 

> A[su, if you cuu[d let me knuw uf any other cuncerns yuu have abuut 

> and       attendance, particlpatiun ur assignments so far, I would 

> appreciate it. 

> 

> Thanks very much, 

> 

> Jenn 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 

> University ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: IDeal JOb 

Attach: Ideal Job.docx 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From:] ~gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, at 11:26 PM 
Subject: IDeal JOb 
To ,%gmaJl.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 9, 2010 2:50 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

(1.91 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February 9, 2010 2:00 PM 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sherron, 
Got your reimbursement request for purchase of domain!server space for her JOMC class. Please let 

cannot reimburse her for this. We will, however, reimburse her for the Lynda.com subscription, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

know that this is a supply, not a required book, so we 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:12 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: class stuff 

Jen, 

10:30 is perfect, see you then! 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 

> Let’s try Friday because I might have to pick someone up from the 
> airport tomo1Tow morning. Do you want to try 10:307 
> 

> Jen 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

>n 

>>>> h)email uric edu> 10:39 PM>>> 
> Hey Jenn, 
> I was wondering if we could meet sometime this week to talk about one 
> of my classes...Wednesday or Friday would be best, I have a break from 
> 9:30 to 12:00. 
> Thanks, 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re:            m~d 

Thanks for attaching the travel letter. I would, however, also like to 
receive hard copies from them 

Thanks, 

On Tue,           16:06:28 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Yes, you should have received a separate travel letter from them. I am 
> attaching you a copy of it. However, if you would like for them to take 
the 
> responsibility of giving a copy to you, please let me know. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any other questions or concerns. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program ]k~r Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 8:16 AM >>> 
> 

> Ms. Townsend, 
> 

> Thank you veW much for sending me this information. Also, should I have 
> received a more general travel letter from listing all of 
> the dates they will miss this semester? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> o 

> UNC-CH Department of HistoW 
> 

> On Mon, 14:26:51 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, Profcssol 
>> 

>> 

>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor in the Academic 
>> SuDI~ort Program for Student-Atilletes. Two of our 

and i are in your HIST recitation this 
>> semester. I wanted to let you know that      and         lad to 
>> unexpectedly miss class on Friday because the team’s travel plans 
changed 
>> due to the weather in Mawland. Please let me know if you have any 
>> questions. 
>> 

>> Also, if you could let me know of any other concerns you have about 
> 

>> and attendance, participation or assignments so far, I would 
>> appreciate it. 
>> 

>> Thanks ve~ much, 
>> 

>> Jem~ 
>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu’- 

Wednesday,                 10:06 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: retx~rt 

doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: report 
[)abe: Wed, 09:15:17 -0500 
From: Lyn Johnson ~ @gmail.corn> 

To: tom brickner@unc edu 

H~ 
I’m attaching 
Lyn 

report Let me know if you have questions. 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Smte 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Ma~" Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-843-8698 



From: @charter.net> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Jen, 

Any- update on - especially the Incomplete? 

She is still not attending classes regularly - neither one today. Do not let her know that you know that from us. Have you received any information from her professors? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

public health final paper.docx 

I:17AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 11, 2010 1:59 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Very active participant in class. 

Has only missed 1 class (yesterday). 

9.5/10 on project and 8.5 or 9/10 on quiz. 

*Very good student! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 11, 2010 2:31 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Great you can train me.j BTW Kym needs the approval letter from Ann Penn faxed to her today or first thing tomorrow. I believe you have both copies, Thanks and stay 

awake in class, oh, and quit emailing and texting in class ;) 

> > > <jtownsend@u ncaa.unc.edu > 2/11/2010 2:28 PM > > > 

Thanks! I deserve overtime for this training session. Everything is exactly the same as my other schools; it’s like repeating kindergarten except I have computer illiterate 70 
year olds in my class with me. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Robert Mercer" <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 11 Feb 2010 13:59:28 0500 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: 

Very active participant in class. 

Has only missed 1 class (yesterday). 

9.5/10 on project and 8.5 or 9/10 on quiz. 

*Very good student! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 11, 2010 11:25 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

MATH 

He?’ Jenn, 
I’m thinking the guys don’t want an?- help tomorrow- afternoon betbre 
their test Monday since I haven’t heard anything The     test that was 
given to another section was much harder than the students were 
expecting/were prepared for and the instructor for that course is 
oIt’ering to allow test corrections because of the "general poor 
performance". This being said, if the guys do want extra review 

tomorrow-, I could come in at our normal time for about ari hour. (Or if 
you’ll see them for a few minutes, I could also just give you a copy of 
a review sheet I have that they can use to help study.) Let me know what 
you think 
Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Glvetings fiom the Depa~mnent of Dmmalic Art 

I cat1 test at rlOOR~ Or do we wart to move eve~’},oRe to r~ooR? 

From: .Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday. 9:55 AN 
To’, 
Subject: Re: Greetings from the Department of Dramatic Art 

Hi, 

I just realized that the is coming up on Monday. Do you still want the guys to take the test at 10? The only problem would be with 

10:00 (he would be free at 12). 

Let me know if this will work or if we need to figure outan alternative, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

who has a class at 

>>> @unc.edu> 3:29 PM >>> 

Hello, 

I can find a place for us on Monday the     If 10am works for them, 

lets schedule it. As far as the length, the tests are 25 multiple 

choice and 25 T/F. All the students I have had in my class with special 

test requests have been fine taking them with me, [ can give as much 

time as needed. I have never had a student go over 41 minutes. 

I will look into our conference room and get back to you tomorrow, 

On 2:51 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, 
> Thanks for getting in touch with me. You are correct, the 

>       will be missing the test on the     All of them have 

> relatively tight schedules but I think that 10:00 on Monday the 

> would work for everyone. Would that time work for you? 

> Do you know how long the tests usually take? The only student Iwould 

> have concerns about would be                 He has accommodations for 

> extended time, so he might need to start a little earlier. He usually 

> takes his tests in the Disability Services office, though, so it 

> shouldn’t impact when the other students might take it. 

> Let me know if you think that day and time will work and where the best 

> place would be for the students to take it. 

> Thanks again, 

> Jenn 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

> >>> @unc,edu> 3:24 PM >>> 

> Beth gave me your email, I have misplaced the schedule of the away dates 

> for 
> 

> My name I am the professor for Drama and I think 

> the student athletes from the team have a conflict for the first exam: 
> I have in my syllabus, I do those on a pre test arrangement. 

> rather than after. (] have attached the syllabus from DRAM       I 

> think I have the date correct. I can schedule a pre test here in the 

> CDA or somewhere else if you have a location. The review for the exam 

> is the class before, so they would be ready anytime after that class. 

> Let me know if you want to schedule it or if the students should 

> schedule it with me. If you can confirm the date, Ican send them an 



> email. Thank you. 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:35 AM 

~gmail.com 

Jenn Townsend <j townsend@uncaa, unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

KLEPTOCfLA_CYY.doc 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:51 AM 

Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Glvetings fiom the Dep~’~unent of Dmmalic Art 

That is fine. My office is on Lhe second t/oor of the CDA (where they have class} 208. I wilt schedule a room here. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:47 AN 
To 
Subject: RE: Greetings from the Department of Dramatic Art 

The other three have class at noon. Sorry that there isn’t one convenient time for everyone. Will it be okay to do the first three at 10 and then 
Just let me know what works best and where they should go on Monday. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

at noon? 

>>~- 

I can test 

Todd 

~unc.edu> 10:13 AM >>> 

at noon, or do we want to move everyone to noon? 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Fridav. 9:55 AN 
To 
Subject: Re: Greetings from the Department of Dramatic Art 

Hi, 
I just realized that the is coming up on Monday. Do you still want the guys to take the test at 10? The only problem would be with 

10:00 (he would be free at 12). 

Let me know if this will work or if we need to figure outan alternative. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

who has a class at 

> > ; J@u nc.edu > 

Hello, 

3:29 PM > > > 

I can find a place for us on Monday the     If 10am works for them, 

lets schedule it. As far as the length, the tests are 25 multiple 

choice and 25 T/F. All the students I have had in my class with special 

test requests have been fine taking them with me, [ can give as much 

time as needed. I have never had a student go over 41 minutes. 

I will look into our conference room and get back to you tomorrow, 

On 2:51 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, 
> Thanks for getting in touch with me. You are correct, the 

>        MII be missing the test on the     All of them have 

> relatively tight schedules but I think that 10:00 on Monday the 

> would work for everyone. Would that time work for you? 

> Do you know how long the tests usually take? The only student I would 

> have concerns about would be                 He has accommodations for 

> extended time, so he might need to start a little earlier. He usually 



> takes his tests in the Disability Services office, though, so it 

> shouldn’t impact when the other students might take it. 

> Let me know if you think that day and time will work and where the best 

> place would be for the students to take it. 

> Thanks again, 

> ]enn 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

> >>~ ~unc.edu> 3:24 PM >>> 

> Beth gave me your email, [ have misplaced the schedule of the away dates 

> for 
> 

> My name is [ am the professor for Drama and I think 

> the student athletes from the team have a conflict for the first exam: 
> [ have in my syllabus, I do those on a pre test arranqement. 

> rather than after, (I have attached the syllabus from DRAM     ] I 

> think I have the date correct, [ can schedule a pre test here in the 

> CDA or somewhere else if you have a location, The review for the exam 

> is the class before, so they would be ready anytime after that class, 

> Let me know if you want to schedule it or if the students should 

> schedule it with me. If you can confirm the date, Ican send them an 

> email. Thank you. 
> 

> 

> 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:59 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: RRQ#4.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frida? 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

DuBois.doc 

~yahoo,com> 

12:24 PM 



From: ~charter.net> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:15 AM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: 

Thmlks Jenn. The h~acdest part for us is knowing that she’s not attending classes regularly and yet I1o one is holdin~ her accountable because of the credible sounding 

excuses she’s giving. We will continue with the "life lessons" as she calls them and ~]so hope that will start making her pause before she 
makes poor decisions. We appreciate your help and concern. 

Please let us know what you find out about , We are anxious to get that settled, 

HopefullY, now that she’s settled on a major,      will settle down and get serious about her studies. Academica]lv. we know she’s capable of so much more but if 

this                major is what will make her get focused, "then we will support it for now. I know Professor,        ms been talking with her about using her 

academic abilities in a greater capacity so we’ll see... 

Awhow, thanks so much for helping us ruth our concerns mid for keeping up with 

On at 2:57 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 
I’m so sorry that I didn’t get back to you earlier; it has been a really busy week. I still have not had any response from the professor from last 

semester about the incomplete, If I don’t hear back by next week, I will contact the department to see what the situation is. 

I have heard back from all but one of       current professors and they all said that sine is a great student and that they do not have any concerns, A few 

of her classes have not had many grades yet, but there still weren’t any concerns about her attendance or participation, 

has seemed to be in really good spirits when I have seen her this semester. If I find out information from the    professor from last semester that 

contradicts what she has told me, Iwill definitely confront her on it, But, so far this semster, there don’t seem to be any major concerns at least as far as her 

professors are concerned. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, I know you are very worried and I will continue to keep an eye on 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @charter.net> 4:18 PM >>> 

Jen, 

Any update on especially the Incomplete? 

She is still not attending classes regularly neither one today. Do not let her know that you know that from us. Have you received any information from her 

professors? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:30 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.tmc.edtr 

(no subject) 

COMPARE CONTRAST.doc 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday ~:05 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Meetings 

Sorry just got your e-mail now, but I have ACC champs, later on in the 
week, but no other important news I didn’t get a good grade on my first 
philosophy paper a 3 out of 5 but it’s only worth 5% and I’m meeting with 
the TA today for my next paper so hopefully I’ll do better I haven’t 
gotten any other grades back yet and I’m staying on top of things to get 
them handed in before ACC’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meetings 

Jen, 

Lets be serious, you and I both know that I will be in your office at 
least 4 times before Friday Have fun at Georgia Tech and tell 
stop singing :) 

to 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 

> I am going to be gone at Georgia Tech tomorrow. Can we reschedule our 
> meetings? Just let me know if you have an?’ free time later in the 
> week. If you don’t, just e-mail me a quick update and let me know if 
> you need anything. 
> 

> Sor~’ for the late notice, 
> 
> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:23 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutor Schedule 

SPAN Thursday    7pro RE 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: histor) )aper 

Attach: bistor) paper.docx 

10:02 PM 

Hey Jelm, 

So this is a WAY rough draft of my paper I don’t really know what I’m 
talking about I’m just kind of bs’ing most of it and hoping for the 
best : ) Since I have ACC’s on Friday do you think it will be okay if I 
email my paper to my TA? I alrea@ told him that I wasn’t going to be 
in class on Friday and he said it was cool but didn’t tell me what to 
do about my paper If you could read it and just tell me if it makes 
sense enough to get a decent grade then I’ll be happy 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: meeting 

Jenn, 

It’s ok[ I can meet tomorrow at 8:45 if that works for you. 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 
> Sorry, I forgot to cancel our meeting yesterday Is there another 
> time that you could come in this week? 
> 

> Let me know, 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~’ 18, 2010 12:53 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Letter 

pdf 

Hi Jenn, 

Please find attached letter If you need a cleaner copy let me know. 

Are you able to access SIS now? 

Krn 

K~:n Allison 
Umversity Administrauve Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, 9:50 PM 

Jennifer Townsend Qtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my yoga class 

?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 19, 2010 9:22 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: corn m 

> > > ,       ~aol.com >          7:28 AM > > > 
(robert, can you forward this to jenn for me, please?) 
good morning 
hope that acc’s are going well. 
for your quiz that you’re missing today in comm please plan to either a) meet me about 45 minutes before class or b) stay 45 minutes after class on monday to take it. let 
me know asap which would work best for you. 
if neither of those times works due to your other classes, i’ll see if we can coordinate with jenn to see if she can administer it to you sometime later that afternoon, i would like 
to have you take it by monday. 

let me know, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Antonio Pettigrew <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday1 February 191 2010 11:18 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Learning Specialist search committee 

Jennifer 

Please let me know the day that would work for everyone, any of the days are good for me. 

Antonio Pettigrew 

Asst Head Track&Field 

Sprint& Hurdles Coach 

Recruiting Coordinator 

919 962 5234 Office 

919 962 4903 Fax Number 
www.tarheelblue,com 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 2/18/2010 12:01 PM > > > 

Hi, Even/one: 
First of all, thank you to all of you for agreeing to participate on the Search Committee for our Learning Specialist position. The job was finally posted this Monday. You 

should have all received a link from Kim Allison so you can view the posting and the applications. Please let me know if you did not. 

The posting is for internal university candidates only so we are only posting it for 15 days, I would like to meet close to the end time of the posting so we review applications 

and talk about the interview process. 

Please let me know your availability for March 1st, 2nd and 3rd [ am thinking either a meeting time of 9:00 or 2:00. Please let r’ne know if you would have conflicts with any of 

those days or times. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, i 11:58 AM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Missed BSBA Orientation Career Breakout Session 

From: "Wical, Lora" <wical@unc.edu> 
Date:                11:51:50 AM EST 
To: Undisclosed recipients:; 
Subject: Missed BSBA Orientation Career Breakout Session 

We missed you at last night’s BSBA orientation career breakout session for which you were scheduled to attend. 

As a result, we have rescheduled you to attend the session on Wednesday, March 3, 5:00 - 7:30 p.m. in Koury Auditorium. You will 

receive a reminder closer to the date, but please mark your calendars now. The reminder will be sent to your Kenan-Flagler email account, 

which should now be your primary email account or at a minimum linked to your campus email account for the purpose of forwarding email. 

We look forward to seeing you on March 3. 

Sincerely, 

Lora Wical 

Lora Wical :.: Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 .:. McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 .. tel 919.962.3170 .. fax 919.962.6964 

wicM@unc,edu :. w~v,kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From= Wical, Lora 
Sent= Thursday, ,2:11 PM 
Subject= Reminder: BSB~, orientation Career Breakout Session 

Importance: High 

This is a reminder that you are scheduled to attend BSBA Orientation Part I1: Engage, the career and professional development breakout 

session on: 

Monday, February 15, 5:00 - 7:30 p.m. 

3575 McColl 

Please take a moment to review this comprehensive Career Planning Guide, which is linked on the BSBA Career Services Intranet page 

and on the BSBA Admitted Student Site. You will receive your copy for AY 2010-2011 at the August Orientation session. 

¯ Attire: Business Casual**. 

¯ Please bring a copy of the resume you uploaded to the UCS Registration System. 

Immediately following this session from 7:30 - 8:00 p.m., Kenan-Flagler IT will hold an information session on Outlook Email & Calendar with 

Microsoft Exchange (highly recommended}. Pizza will be servedPlease bring your laptop. Your laptop must already be configured to the 

Kenan-Elagler network. 

**Dress or khaki pants and a button-down shirt, polo or sweater are fine for both men and women. 

We look forward to seeing you then! 

Lora Wical 

Lora Wical :.: Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 .:. McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 :. tel 919.962.3170 .: fax 919.962.6964 ._w__]~__a_]@_u__r_~__c__=~__d__u_... 

~=_k__e__r_La__~):!]__a_g_tgr_:_u__r_~_c__=#__d__u_" 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: @hotmail.com > 
Sent: Friday, 2:32 plVl 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: SOCI     tutoring 

Hi ]enn, 

I could possibly work out an 8:30-9:30 Tuesday morning. I currently tutor someone at 9:30-10:30 and then have an 11am class. 

Let me know if that would work, otherwise we can check different days/times. 

Thanks, 

Date: Fri,            14:14:15 -0500 
From: itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:       #hotmail.com 
Subject: SOCI    tutoring 

Hi, 
I wanted to check with you and see if you had any availability to tutor a student in SOCI He is unable to make the SI sessions. He would prefer 
to meet on Tuesday mornings if you have that time free. If not, please let me know if there are some days and times that would work better. 
Thanks! 

]enn 
]enn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. Siqn up now. 



From: "c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:26 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: and [,FIT 

Hi Jera~ 

I actually never received a travel letter from     at the beginning of the semester. I had asked him in class on Wednesday if he could get me a letter so I can match 
them to the dates I have him marked as absent. Those dates are as follows: Please let me kalow which of these were due to 
travel an&’or games. Thanks! 

at 4:20 PM, JenniI~r Townsend -jtownsend¢~uncaa.m~c.edu> wrote: 

MV name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. One of our 

is in your LFIT    course this semester. Would it be possible for you to send me a list of dates for which      has been absent for your course? We have 

changed our travel plans a few times from the times reflected on the travel letter from the beginning of the semester to accommodate the weather. I just wanted to 

make sure that     was not marked absent during a time that he was away for competition, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

Em~Jl: ))email. anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu 

Monday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

All My Sons.docx 

12:05 AM 



From: @aol¯com 

Sent: Monday, Februao~ 22, 2010 9:57 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi Jenn, 
Thanks so much for getting in touch with me; I’m sorry I’ve not taken the time to stop into the office to welcome you/greet you! Hope that your transition to UNC has been a 
smooth one - I know Robert is very happy to have you here with us. 
I’d love to sit and chat with you about them; attendance could be much better, neither has done any homework assignments, and it looks like     failed his second quiz (also 
failed his first). Sorry to be so bleak, but that’s where they stand right now¯ I’ve already written a note on quiz for him to make an appointment to see me, and likely will 
do the same with 
What would you like to do from here? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:      @ael.cem 
Sent: Mon, Feb 22, 2010 9:48 am 
Subject: COMM 

Hi, 
I am sorry it took me so long to get in touch with you¯ I wanted to touch base with you about and 
participation, assignments and overall grades would be appreciated¯ 
You can either e-mail me back or call me on my cell phone 

Also, said she was going to make up her quiz today¯ Please let me know if that is not the case. 
Thanks! 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-982 -9538 
919-96243247 (fax) 

¯ Any information you have about their attendance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:48 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

Drama Paper Review 

All My Sons Review.docx 

Attached! 



From: ~hotmail.com > 
Sent: Monday, 11 : 24 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: SOCI     tutoring 

Sounds good. 3[ will plan to be around your office tomorrow a little before 8:30am. 

Thanks. 

Date: Mon,            09:24:30-0500 
From: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:       #hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: SOC[    tutoring 

Hi, 
8:30 will work on Tuesday morning. 3[ will plan on it starting tomorrow.. The student’s name is 
how regularly he wants to meet. 
Let me know if anything changes. 
Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

You will have to talk to him tomorrow to see 

>>> @hotmail.com> 2:31 PM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 

I could possibly work out an 8:30-9:30 Tuesday morning. I currently tutor someone at 9:30-10:30 and then have an 11am class. 

Let me know if that would work, otherwise we can check different days/times. 

Thanks, 

Date: Fri,            14:14:15 -0500 
From: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

To        @hotmail.com 
Subject: SOCI    tutoring 

Hi, 
I wanted to check with you and see if you had any availability to tutor a student in SOCI He is unable to make the SI sessions. He would prefer 
to meet on Tuesday mornings if you have that time free. If not, please let me know if there are some days and times that would work better. 
Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Windows Live Hotmail Free. Sign up now. 

Hotmail: Powerful Free email with security by Microsoft. Get it now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu 

Monday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

All My Sons.docx 

ll:26AM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:08 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Print 

All My Sons Review.docx 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Monday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: COMM 

7:27PM 

Jenn, 
Yes, they both did their first project. Neither has done homework assignments, which count toward their possible 5 points attendance/participation grade. I explained at the 
start of the semester that those 5 points, though they seem insignficant, make a difference in many students’ grades. Unfortunately, they’re not taking that to heart. 
Anyway, I will wait to see if they approach me on Wednesday about talking about their grades. I’ll put in the effort if they do, but right now I’m not seeing much. Of course, the 
biggest point that I would stress to them would be reading the book and taking notes/participating in class. Between you and me....while both of them keep their laptops open, 
my guess is that there is very little note taking going on during the classes that they’re there... ;( 
We’ll do our best to turn it around for them. They have 30% of their grade done, but 70% left to earn, so I’m not counting them out yet. Hopefully, they’re not either. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~aol.com 
Sent: Men, 5:54 pm 
Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi, 
I’m sorry, but not surprised, to hear that and are not doing well. I asked to speak to you in class todnv, but he told me that he did not do so. I will definitely make 
sure that both of them contact to you to set up appointments. Did either of them turn in their first paper? I know had at the very least finished it because he briefly showed 

it to me. 
I guess you could let me know what you think the best course of action is outside of both of them meeting with you. I would be happy to do whatever you think would work 
best to get them back on track. If you would like me to be at your meetings with them or anything else that you think would be helpful, let me know. 
Thanks for getting back to me so quickly, 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> ~aol.com> 9:56 AM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 
Thanks so much for getting in touch with me; I’m sorry I’ve not taken the time to stop into the office to welcome you/greet you! Hope that your transition to UNC has been a 
smooth one - I know Robert is very happy to have you here with us. 
I’d love to sit and chat with you about them; attendance could be much better, neither has done any homework assignments, and it looks like    failed his second quiz (also 
failed his first). Sorry to be so bleak, but that’s where they stand right now. I’ve already written a note on quiz for him to make an appointment to see me, and likely will 
de the same with 
What would you like to do from here? 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ,~,aol.com 
Sent: Men, 9:46 am 
Subject: COMM 

Hi, 
I am sorry it took me so long to get in touch with you. I wanted to touch base with you aboul and 
participation, assignments and overall grades would be appreciated. 
You can either e-mail me back or call me on my cell phone             .. 
Also, said she was going to make up her quiz today. Please let me know if that is not the case. 

Thanks! 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

Any information you have about their attendance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:14 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Pinky and hnatation of Life.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 7:58 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Tutoring lbi 

Hi, just wanted to see if you got my voicemail about being available in the fall to tutor the guys 
in psychology 

-- Begin original message -- 

> From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Wed, 16:13:08 -0400 
> Subject: Tutoring Ibr 
> To: ~email uric edu> 
> 

> Hi, 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am the new Academic Counselor for Coach Holladay 
> Ibrwarded me your e-mail about tutoring for the team I would be more than happy to talk to you 
> or meet with you whenever you have some free time You can contact me through e-mail or call me 
> at 962-9538 (work) or cell). 
> 

> I look ]2~rward to talking to you, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

-- End origina] message -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 9:15 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Pinky and hnatation of Life.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:34 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Pinky and hnatation of Life.docx 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutor Schedule 

CHEM : Wednesday 7pro RE 

MATH Monday 8pro RR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February 23, 2010 11:01 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Learning Specialist search committee 

It does, but are really opening our search to the best candidates with only an internal search...just wondering your opinion or does he really have someone in mind already? 

Beth 

Bettn Bridger 

Assistant Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 2/23/2010 9:53 AM > > > 

Yeah, sorry if that wasn’t more clear. I don’t know if there was specific intent behind it but that was the only way to keep the posting to 15 days, so Robert thought that would 
be ttne best way. 

I think that 2 will work for everyone, but I will send out an e mail confirming that. 

Let me know if that makes sense, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Beth Bridger 2/23/2010 8:53 AM > > > 

2 is better for me on the 3rd 

So I guess I missed the boat this was for current university employees only was that ttne intent? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 2/18/2010 12:01 PM > > > 

Hi, Everyone: 

First of all, thank you to all of you for agreeing to participate on the Search Committee for our Learning Specialist position. The job was finally posted this Monday. You 

should have all received a link from Kim Allison so you can view the posting and the applications. Please let me know if you did not. 

The posting is for internal university candidates only so we are only posting it for 15 days. I would like to meet close to the end time of the posting so we review applications 

and talk about the interview process. 

Please let me know your availability for March 1st, 2nd and 3rd I am thinking either a meeting time of 9:00 or 2:00. Please let me know if you would have conflicts with any of 

those days or times. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: COMM 

11:05 AM 

Jenn, 
I need to stop by the office tomorrow after class to pick up a quiz from Beth. Do you want to sit down and chat for a few minutes? It should be around 12 or so. 
If this time doesn’t work out, no worries. I’ll wait to hear from them and let you know how our meeting(s) go. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:      @aol.com 
Sent: Men, 5:54 pm 
Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi, 
I’m sorry, but not surprised, to hear thai md are not doing well. I asked to speak to you in class today, but he told me that he did not do so. I will definitely make 
sure that both of them contact to you to set up appointments. Did either of them turn in their first paper? I know had at the very least finished it because he briefly showed 
it to me. 
I guess you could let me know what you think the best course of action is outside of both of them meeting with you. I would be happy to do whatever you think would work 
best to get them back on track. If you would like me to be at your meetings with them or anything else that you think would be helpful, let me know. 
Thanks for getting back to me so quickly, 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> ~aol.com> 9:56 AM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 
Thanks so much for getting in touch with me; I’m sorry I’ve not taken the time to stop into the office to welcome you/greet you! Hope that your transition to UNC has been a 
smooth one - I know Robert is very happy to have you here with us. 
I’d love to sit and chat with you about them; attendance could be much better, neither has done any homework assignments, and it looks like    failed his second quiz (also 
failed his first). Sorrv to be so bleak, but that’s where they stand right now. I’ve already written a note on I quiz for him to make an appointment to see me, and likely will 
do the same with 
What would you like to do from here? 

.... Original Message .... 
From" .l~nnifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To ~aol.com 
Sent: Men, 9:46 am 
Subject: COMM 

Hi, 
I am sorry it took me so long to get in touch with you. I wanted to touch base with you about and 
participation, assignments and overall grades would be appreciated. 
You can either e-mail me back or call me on my cell phone             .. 

Also, I said she was going to make up her quiz today. Please let me know if that is not the case. 
Thanks! 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

Any information you have about their attendance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Tuesday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: COMM 

3:02 PM 

Groat, see you tomorrow- 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtewnsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~aol.com 
Sent: Tue, 2:53 pm 
Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi, 
Yes, that would be great. I should be free around 12, so I’ll look forward to meeting you. 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> @aol.com> 11:04 AM >>> 
Jenn, 
I need to stop by the office tomorrow after class to pick up a quiz from Beth. Do you want to sit down and chat for a few minutes? It should be around 12 or so. 
If this time doesn’t work out, no worries. I’ll wait to hear from them and let you know how our meeting(s) go. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Jennifer Townsend <[tewnsend(i~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ~,aol.cem 
Sent: Men, 5:54 pm 
Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi, 
I’m sorry, but not surprised, to hear that and ate not doing well. I asked to speak to you in class today, but he told me that he did not do so. I will definitely make 
sure that both of them contact to you to set up appointments. Did either of them turn in their first paper? I know had at the very least finished it because he briefly showed 
it to me. 
I guess you could let me know what you think the best course of action is outside of both of them meeting with you. I would be happy to do whatever you think would work 
best to get them back on track. If you would like me to be at your meetings with them or anything else that you think would be helpful, let me know. 
Thanks for getting back to me so quickly, 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> .~,aol.com> 9:56 AM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 
Thanks so much for getting in touch with me; I’m sorry I’ve not taken the time to stop into the office to welcome you/greet you[ Hope that your transition to UNC has been a 
smooth one - I know Robert is very happy to have you here with us. 
I’d love to sit and chat with you about them; attendance could be much better, neither has done any homework assignments, and it looks like    failed his second quiz (also 
failed his first). Sorry to be so bleak, but that’s where they stand right now. I’ve already written a note on quiz for him to make an appointment to see me, and likely will 
do the same with 
What would you like to do from here? 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Jennifer Townsend <[tewnsend(i~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 9:46 am 

Subject: COMM 

Hi, 
I am sorry it took me so long to get in touch with you. I wanted to touch base with you abou 
participation, assignments and overall grades would be appreciated. 

and Any information you have about their attendance, 



You cmn ~ither e-mail me back or call me on my cell phone              .. 

Also, said she was going to make up her quiz today. Please let me know if that is not the case. 
Thankst 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-982 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 23, 2010 3:18 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: NCAA says Michigan football made 5 major rule violations 

> > > Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 2/23/2010 2:11 PM > > > 

NCAA: U-M football made 5 major rule violations 

By MARK SNYDER, MICHAEL ROSENBERG AND JIM SCHAEFER 

FREE PRESS STAFF WRITERS 

The NCAA has issued a notice of allegations to the University of Michigan alleging five major violations in its football program. University offidalsjust released the 

report this afternoon. (ncoming athletic director David Brandon said the school would be sticking with head coach Rich Rodriguez. 

~We view these allegations seriously,~ Michigan president Mary Sue Coleman. We will make all necessary changes. What we will not do is make excuses.~ 

Among the allegations, which stemmed from a Detroit Free Press report on alleged rules abuses by the program: 

From January" 2008 through this past September, the program exceeded the permissible limit on the number of coaches by five. The NCAA alleges that five quality 

control staff members illegally engaged in on- and off-field coaching activities. 

From January 2008 through at least last September, the school permitted football staff members to illegally monitor and conduct voluntary" summer workouts and 

impermissible activities outside the playing season. The NCAA also alleges that U-M required players to participate in summer conditioning for disciplinary purposes, 

and exceed time limits for countable athletically related activities during and outside the playing season. 

Graduate assistant coach Alex Herron provided ~,false and misleading information to the institution and enforcement staff~, during the investigation. 

Coach Rodriguez ~failed to promote an atmosphere of compliance within the football program and failed to adequately monitor the duties and activities of quality 

control staff members, a graduate assistant coach and a student assistant coach, and the time limits for athletically related activities.~ 

From January 2008 through at least this past September, the athletics department ~failed to adequately monitor its football program to assure compliance 

regarding the limitations on the number, duties and activities of countable football coaches and time limits for countable athletically related activities.~ 

These are tile first major violations ever alleged against the football program. 

Brandon said the issues have already begun to be assessed internally and corrected including the processes that led to the breakdowns. 

Brandon also said ~Rich Rodriguez is our football coach and he will be our football coach next year.~, 

Michigan may be subject under the ~Repeat violator~ rule, because these allegations occurred within the five years since the NCAA sanctioned U- M for violations 

within its basketball program. 

The university expects to go before the NCAA committee on infractions in August. That committee will determine what sanctions, if any, to impose. 

Michigan could self impose sanctions before then, but officials said at today’s news conference it was premature to talk about any resolution. 

In late August, the Free Press first reported that the Michigan football program consistently violated NCAA rules governing off-season workouts, in-season demands 

on players and mandatory summer activities under Rodriguez, according to current and former players. 

Players on the 2008 and 2009 teams described training and practice sessions that far exceeded limits set by the NCAA, which governs college athletics. The 

restrictions are designed to protect players~ well-being, ensure adequate study time and prevent schools from gaining an unfair competitive advantage. 

The players, who did not want to be identified because they said they feared repercussions from coaches, said the violations occurred the direction of Rodriguez~s 

staff. 

~We know the practice and off-season rules, and we stay within the guidelines,~ Rodriguez said in a statement issued at the time. ~We follow the rules and have 

always been completely committed to being compliant with all NCAA rules.~ 

U-M compliance director Judy Van Horn said at that time that that the athletic staffs and coaches are well-informed of the rules and that spot checks were conducted. 

She also stated that ~We have not had any reason to self-report any violations in this area with any of our sports.~, 

The school announced an internal investigation, and the NCAA followed suit, announcing it would conduct a probe in conjunction with the school. 

The Free Press reports prompted passionate responses, from die-hard supporters claiming a media attack on Rodriguez to others who said the allegations sullied the 

school,s reputation. 

At the regularly scheduled Monday press conference in the days following the Free Press articles, Rodriguez stood at the podium and gave an extended, 14-minute 



monologue to open the press conference. 

With tears on his face, he said he was @very proud of the way our players have worked.~ He praised strength coach Mike Barwis, who oversaw many of the off- 

season activities that were alleged to have violated extended hours. 

The investigation continued behind closed doors for the next six weeks, with veD’ few public comments. 

On Oct. 26, Michigan released the NCAA~s ~notice of mquinj’,~ a letter the school had received on Oct. 23, stating that the initial probe had gathered enough 

evidence to continue digging. 

In that notice, the NCAA wrote it hoped to conclude its investigation by Dec. 31. At that point, Michigan referred all queries to the NCAA. 

Coleman~s only public comments since came at a basketball game on Jan. 14. 

~I~m not anxious, I~m not anxious,~ she said. ~l~ve said all along I want to see what the issues are and we~ll deal with the issues. But I~m not anxious.~ 

STEVE I~RSCHNER 

Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 

University of North Corotino 

Direct Office: (919) 962-7258 

Emaih stevekirschner@unc.edu 

][nternet: TarHeelBlue.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 10:10 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

meeting time 

He?’ Jenn, 

I was hoping I could set up a time to meet with you tomorrow. I have some 
general questions about stammer school at home I am free all day tomorrow, 
so I can meet whenever is good for you. Let me know Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 10:12 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Meeting ! 

Hi Jenn! 

Can i meet with you to discuss summer school? And I also want to drop a 
class. 

Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dorothy verkerk "c}gmaJl.com~ 

Wednesday, February 24, 2010 1:14 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsend(~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and ART "all 2009 

I’m checking with my TAs about Will get back to you ASAP. 

On 2/24/10, Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Hi, Professor Verkerk: 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an academic counselor at the Academic 
> Support Program for student-athletes. One of our 
>        was in your ART    class last semester and received an IN grade. 

has told me that she has turned in everything she needed to in order 
> to receive a grade I wanted to check with you and see if that information 
> is COlTect If so, could you please let me know when a grade will be posted. 
> 1£ not, I would appreciate it if you could let me know- whal still 
> needs to do in order to complete the course. 
> 

> Thanks so much for your help, 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

Professor I)orothy Verkerk 
Associate Professor of Art History 
Director of Graduate Studies in Art History 
Hanes Art (;enter CB# 3405 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }{ill NC 27599-3405 
TELEPHON~;: 919-%2-0729 
FAX: 919-962-0722 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 3: 5 6 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Re: meeting time 

He?’ Jenn, 

Can we meet at 1:45? Thanks and see you tomorrow 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caitlin Q Mahoney <mahoney@umn.edu; 

Thursday, February 25, 2010 3:42 PM 

Je~mitbr Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

You are amazing, Jenn. I’m so sorry that you even have to worry about this stuff, but am so appreciative that you do. 

I just mentioned it to Coach Smith who read it:, at first he was like "huh?" but then read it and just kept: shaking his head because he knew all of that stuff was not even 

thought of. So, he wants to take it to Neal, but we want to keep your name out: of it so I’m going to summarize your email with bullet points on a separate piece of paper 

and then he’s going to take it to him and make sure it gets done. 

That game sucked last night! But, how are you holding up? I’m sure the guys are less than motivated to study after having a rough year. I hope you are holding up! It 

will get better!!! 

Caitlin Mahoney 

University of Mim~esota - 

mahoney@umn.edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 2:10 PM 
To: Caitlin Q Mahoney 
Subject: 

Hey, 

I meant to send this to you a long time ago, but I had a busy couple of weeks. Here is a list of things that MII need to complete in order to graduate: 

1. It is my understanding that he is now taking courses toward the BME major rather than Comm, He will need to apply to the BME major by March 1st (I know this is very 
soon). He needs a personal statement (3 5 pages) and an application. He should really address why he has done so poorly the last two semesters. He will also need to 

submit a change of college form by         to the Onestop office. I really hope that someone is on top of this already and that he has started his statement, AIso, I really 

hope that someone (i.e. Neal) already talked to Aden Telles in Education about letting admitted to the major. It is definitely not a sure thing that he will be admitted 

athletics has had a very mixed relationship with that department. If he isn’t admitted, he probably will not graduate on time, so Coach Smith might need to pull some strings if 

he is denied. 

2. He definitely will need to add an IDL class by March 31st in order to have a backup in case he fails one of his 15 hours that he needs this semester. I would not take any 

chance with this at all. He will have all summer to complete it, so it should be added no matter what. He can always drop it at the end of the semester if he passes all of his 

classes. He might not have a lot of choices for he can take because he has used up all of his elective room he will most likely have to sign up for a science. 

3. He absolutely 100% must take ASL     and     this summer! He needs to take these to fulfill his high school foreign language requirement. He cannot graduate without 

passing these courses. However, they will not count toward the BME major and if he takes them during the academic year, they probably will not count toward his eligibility. It 

is very important that he takes them this summer. 
Anyway, I really hope that all of this stuff is already known and being taken care of, but I wanted to make sure that nothing was "overlooked" or forgotten, You should 

definitely double check whatever needs to be double checked with Erin. I am sure she would be more than happy to give guidance on the BME application and IDL course. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Sorry about the loss last night; it looked like a good game. I am glad that they are playing hard. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erin Meier <meierl20@umn.edu> 

Thursday, February 25, 2010 4:34 PM 

Je~mit:er Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Caitlin wrote a li[tfe outline up ]:or coach smith to take to Neal with no trace of your" words on it at all. She showed Coach your" email and be was very dismissive when 

it came to if this stuff actually was filled out or happened vet~ This is good and hopefully will light a fire under neal’s rear. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 2:10 PM 
To: Caitlin Q Mahoney 
Subject: 

Hey, 

I meant to send this to you a long time ago, but I had a busy couple of weeks. Here is a list of things that will need to complete in order to graduate: 

1. It is my understanding that he is now taking courses toward the BME major rather than Comm. He will need to apply to the BME major by March 1st (I know this is very 

soon). He needs a personal statement (3 5 pages) and an application. He should really address why he has done so poorly the last two semesters. He will also need to 

submit a change of college form by March 1st to the Onestop office. I really hope that someone is on top of this already and that he has started his statement. Also, l really 

hope that someone (i.e. Neal) already talked to Aden Telles in Education about ~etting admitted to the major. It is definitely not a sure thing that he will be admitted 

athletics has had a very mixed relationship with that department. If he isn’t admitted, he probably will not graduate on time, so Coach Smith might need to pull some strings if 

he is denied. 

2. He definitely will need to add an IDI. class by March 31st in order to have a backup in case he fails one of his 15 hours that he needs this semester. I would not take any 

chance with this at all. He will have all summer to complete it, so it should be added no matter what. He can always drop it at the end of the semester if he passes all of his 

classes. He might not have a lot of choices for he can take because he has used up all of his elective room he will most likely have to sign up for a science. 

3. He absolutely 100% must take ASL     and     this summer! He needs to take these to fulfill his high school foreign language requirement. He cannot graduate without 

passing these courses. However, they will not count toward the BME major and if he takes them during the academic year, they probably will not count toward his eligibility. It 

is very important that he takes them this summer. 

Anyway, I really hope that all of this stuff is already known and being taken care of, but I wanted to make sure that nothing was "overlooked" or forgotten. You should 

definitely double check whatever needs to be double checked with Erin. I am sure she would be more than happy to give guidance on the BME application and IDL course. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Sorry about the loss last night; it looked like a good game. I am glad that they are playing hard. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caitlin Q Mahoney <mahoney@umn.edu; 

Friday, February 26, 2010 11:29 AM 

j townsend@uncaa, unc.edu 

RE: 

Ok I’ll be sure to mention that, too.. 

I’m glad you are hanging in there! Yes, l know you’ve been through much worse, so if they can just hang on and keep their heads up it will surely turn around.. Have a 

great weekend, Jenn! 

Yes, we’ll talk soon! }lave a good weekend! 

Caitlin Mahoney 

UniverMty of Minnesota -Men’s Basketball 

~umn.edu 

From: SRS0 =0nkgx3=Kl =uncaa.unc.edu =. 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 3:36 PM 
To: Caitlin Q Mahoney 
Subject: Re: 

~srs.bis.na.blackberry.com [mailto:SRS0 =0nkgx3 =KI =uncaa.unc.edu: ~srs.bis.na.blackberry.com] On Behalf Of 

Oh no problem. You know I just want to see the kids do well and graduate. Hate to get involved but I guess too many things have happened for me to trust that 

ever~lhing will get taken care of by itself. One mo~v thing I forgot, if he adds an IDL, he might be charged more tuition. So, you might need to check ruth Jim Praska to 

see if there is an?4hing else he needs to do. I can’t remember how it works. 

I am doing okay; been through worse seasons as you know. But it is draining and people around here are in shock. No idea what to do. 

Let me know if you need anything el~. I’ll definitely give you a call ~on.. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blacl~elD" 

From: "Caitlin Q Mahoney" <mahoney@umn.edu;, 

Date: Thu, 25 Feb 2010 14:42:22 -0600 
To: Jennit~r Townsend<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: 

You are amazing, Jenn. I’m so sorry that you even have to worry about this stuff, but am so appreciative that you do. 

I just mentioned it to Coach Smith who read it, at first he was like "huh?" but then read it and just kept shaking his head because he knew all of that stuff was not even 

thought of. So, he wants to take it to Neal, but we want to keep your name out of it so I’m going to summarize your email with bullet points on a separate piece of paper 

and then he’s going to take it to him and make sure it gets done. 

That game sucked last night! But, how are you holding up? I’m sure the guys are less than motivated to study after having a rough year. I hope you are holding up! It 

will get better!!! 

Caitlin Mahoney 

Univorsity of Mim~esota -Men’s Basketball 

~umn.edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 2:10 PM 
To: Caitlin O Nahoney 
Subject: 

Hey, 

I meant to send this to you a long time ago, but I had a busy couple of weeks. Here is a list of things that will need to complete in order to graduate: 
1. It is my understanding that he is now taking courses toward the BME major rather than Comm. He will need to apply to the BME major by March 1st (I know this is very 

soon). He needs a personal statement (3 5 pages) and an application. He should really address why he has done so poorly the last two semesters. He will also need to 

submit a change of college form by March 1st to the Qnestop office. [ really hope that someone is on top of this already and that he has started his statement. AIso, l really 

hope that someone (i.e. Neal) already talked to Arien Telles in Education about getting admitted to the major. It is definitely not a sure thing that he will be admitted 

athletics has had a very mixed relationship with that department. If he isn’t admitted, he probably will not graduate on time, so Coach Smith might need to pull some strings if 

he is denied. 

2. He definitely will need to add an IDL class by March 31st in order to have a backup in case he fails one of his 15 hours that he needs this semester, lwould not take any 

chance with this at all. He will have all summer to complete it, so it should be added no matter what. He can always drop it at the end of the semester if he passes all of his 

classes. He might not have a lot of choices for he can take because he has used up all of his elective room he will most likely have to sign up for a science. 

3. He absolutely 100% must take ASL     and     this summer! He needs to take these to fulfill his high school foreign language requirement. He cannot graduate without 

passing these courses. However, they will not count toward the BME major and if he takes them during the academic year, they probably will not count toward his eligibility. It 

is very important that he takes them this summer. 

Anyway, I really hope that all of this stuff is already known and being taken care of, but I wanted to make sure that nothing was "overlooked" or forgotten. You should 



definitely double check whatever needs to be double checked with Erin. I am sure she would be more than happy to give guidance on the BME application and IDL course. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Sore/about the loss last night; it looked like a good game. I am glad that they are playing hard. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
glg 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu 

Friday, 12:22 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting! 

Sure! Ill see you at 11 on Tuesday! 

Thank you! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 12:20:29 0500 

To: @email,unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: Meeting! 

Hi, 
Do you want to try around 11ish? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>: ~unc.edu> 6:18 PM >>> 

Jenn, 

Does next tuesday morning work? I have class until 10:45, but then f am free to meet! 

Thank you! 

Sent from rny Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc,edu> 

Date: Wed, 12:28:08 0500 

To ~email.unc.edu > 
Subject: Re: Meeting! 

Hey, 

Yes, we can definitely meet. Just let me know what day and time work for you. I am busy in a training all morning tomorrow, but should be available in the afternoon if you are 

free. Also, I am free most of the day on Friday. 

let me know what works for you, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UnN, ersity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>; @email.unc.edu> 10:11 AM >>> 

Hi Jenn! 

Can i meet with you to discuss summer school? And f also want to drop a 

class. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:02 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thesis Surveys/Data 

Hey, 

Hope all is better than well as i know you are busy busy..just wanted to ask you if you think you would be able to do those surveys for me regarding my thesis anytime 

before Friday March 5th as over spring break Iwill be here and wanted to be able to compile all my data and start writing chapters 4 and 5. 

Thanks sooooooooo much for all your help! 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Monday, 2:18 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: COMM 

Jenn, 

Wanted to let you knowthat they both came in on Friday to meet with me. I gave them both their current grades, homework, absences, etc. Asked each of them what their 
specific goals were from here to the end of the semester, but they didn’t have anything except "1’11 try harder." I suggested that they take better notes in class, (especially if 
they are having their laptops open during discussions), read the chapters, and do the homework - and to see me with their specific questions. Neither made excuses and 
both said that they wanted to do better and were committed to that end. Great... 

Fast forward to today and neither had done the homework for today’s class. Hmm. Not the great, fresh start that they’d said they wanted._ ;( 

FYI - Our third quiz is this Friday, covering Language and Nonverbal Comm. 

Have a good afternoon~ 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.com 
Sent: Tue, 2:53 pm 
Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi, 

Yes, that would be great. I should be free around 12, so I’ll look forward to meeting you. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-952-8247 (fax) 

>>> @aol.com> 11:04 AM >>> 
Jenn, 
I need to stop by the office tomorrow after class to pick up a quiz from Beth. Do you want to sit down and chat for a few minutes? It should be around 12 or so. 

If this time doesn’t work out, no worries. I’ll wait to hear from them and let you know how our meeting(s) go. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To       @aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 5:54 pm 
Subject: Re: COMM 

Hi, 

I’m sorry, but not surprised, to hear that and     are not doing well. I asked to speak to you in class today, but he told me that he did not do so. I will definitely make 
sure that both of them contact to you to set up appoJntments. Did either of them turn in their first paper? I know had at the very least finished it because he briefly showed 
it to me. 

I guess you could let me know what you think the best course of action is outside of both of them meeting with you. I would be happy to do whatever you think would work 
best to get them back on track. If you would like me to be at your meetings with them or anything else that you think would be helpful, let me know. 

Thanks for getting back to me so quickly, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-952 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



>>> < ’@,aol.com> 9:56 AM >>> 
Hi Jenn, 
Thanks so much for getting in touch with me; rm sorry rve not taken the time to stop into the office to welcome you/greet you[ Hope that your transition to UNC has been a 
smooth one - I know Robert is very happy to have you here with us. 

rd love to sit and chat with you about them; attendance could be much better, neither has done any homework assignments, and it looks like    failed his second quiz (also 
failed his first). Sorry to be so bleak, but that’s where they stand right now+ rve already written a note on luiz for him to make an appointment to see me, and likely will 
do the same witl 

What would you like to do fiom hero? 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtewnsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To ~,aol.cem 
Sent: Mon, 9:46 am 
Subject: COMM 

Hi, 

I am sorry it took me so long to get in touch with you. I wanted to touch base with you about 
participation, assignments and overall grades would be appreciated+ 

You can either e-mail me back or call me on my cell phone 

Also, said she was going to make up her quiz today. Please let me know if that is not the case. 

Thanks! 

denn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

Any information you have about their attendance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 1, 2010 6:29 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bjpolk@unc.edu; Pyecha, Missy <mpyech&@admissions.unc.edu> 

HI Jenn, 

2[ hope you’re well. 

3ust wanted to let you know tha* 

weekend of March 20-210 

Please let me know if I’m missing anyone or you anticipate any additional recruits~ 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barb~r~ Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Cerolina at Chapel Hill 

have all been admitted. They will all receive their official notifications the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 10:50 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Summer School 

Are there any that Ishould plan on for 6 hours during either session? 

Amy 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 3/2/2010 10:39 AM > > > 
Hi, Amy: 

Iwould count on all takincj at least 3 credits in the first summer session, Iwould guess that maybe three to four of the guys would also take a class in the second 

session. Additionally, all three will take six hours in the second session. 

Let rne know if you need anything else, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Amy Herman 3/1/2010 3:32 PM >>> 

Do either of you have any idea what the current plan is for the 

teams are looking at for both first and second session. 

Let me know what you know, please .... 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

for summer school? Trying to get a rough estimate of how many hours the current 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc,edu~ 

Tuesday 12:01 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

[Fwd: Your Academic Worksheet] 

Your Academic Worksheet.eml (118 KB).msg 

I can’t remember if I already sent this to you or not... I don’t think I 
did. Hope you’re having a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Friday, i 9:15 AM 

~Semail.unc.edu 

Your Academic Worksheet 

.pdf 

Hem is your new academic worksheet; if you have any questions, please 

feel free to contact me. 

Also, if you haven’t heard we will be using a NEW registration system 

tbr FALL (Summer is on the old system) ~mester. You will get emails 

about this next week, so be sure m read them when they come. 

Have a good day. 

Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 

Academic Advisor 
Academic Advising Program 

General College and College of Arts & Sciences 

Campus Box 3110 

G008 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Ph: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

kaplan@unc.edu 

http:i/advising.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 12:56 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: New eval tbr UNCI,ASSIFIED) 

@ 

I will forward this to his counselor, so that she can forward the grades. 
Thank you very much. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuc 9:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: New eval fol        (UNCLASSIFIED 

Ht 

You don’t have to officially send in         transcript until he graduates 
from high school. However, if you send in his first semester grades, the 
Eligibility Center will often certify students as final qualifiers early when 
they" are close as         is to completing all of his core requirements. It’s 
not a big deal either way, it just gets one more detail out of the way 

On another good note, admissions just let me know that should be 
getting his admissions packet on the weekend of I will follow up 
with explicit details about what he will need to do to register for 
Orientation. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of N()rth Carolina, Chapel Hil[ 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 @~×) 

>>> o 

<                  ~ 
Classi:fi cation: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: FOUO 

8:05 AM >>> 

I will call the clearing house and verify that they have everything they 
need, 
I submitted his transcripts back in June. Last time I checked I did not have 
to submit anything else until he graduates. Please let me know- if I missed 
something. I will follow up with the clearing house. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend,@,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-,                  5:26 PM 
To: C.B. McOrath; Steve Robinson 
Subject: New eval for i 

H~ 

Here is the new core evaluation for based on his first semester 
grades. He is in excellent shape and just needs to finish up his English 
class this semester. 

I checked the Eligibility Center website and they did not have an updated 
transcript recorded for him. His room is usually really good about sending 
stuff in, so it might already be there and just not in the system yet. 

Let me know if you have any- questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes Universi~z of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-%2-8247 (fox) 



Classification: UNCLASSIFII{D 
Caveats: FOUO 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:28 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: spanish 

Attach: spanish comp.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~charter.net> 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

An?- news on the Art Histol5’ grade? 

Also, she’s not going to Yoga - is she planning to drop it or is it past the deadline? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

Hopkin~ Cynthia ~cynthia hopkins@unc.edu> 

Jenn Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edw~; 

tes~t friday 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Cynthia, 
has an exam in SOC    at 11 am on Friday,          For 

some reason the test website would not allow him to log on even though 
he has completed the Academic Accommodation forms He will be speaking 
to his professor,           about the delivel7 and return on the exam 
and will contact you with the details. 

’]?hanks! 
B eth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 1:53 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

http://www,theacc.com/sports/m baskbl!spec rel/O3031Oaab,html 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919 843 2328 
weibom@uncaa.unc.edu 
wvcvv.tarheelblue.com 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

Townsend, Jeim <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: DRAM 

Hi JetltL 

We have only had one graded evel]t, exam I, 25°,<, of the grade. The mean for the exam was a 92, either I taught the material very well, or the exam was a bit easier 

than I thought. 1 say that, because the next one covers more hsformation, so if any of your guys didn’t do as well as they expected, the next exam is going to be 

harder, or at least cow-:~r mor~-:~ irff.:_~rnlati.:_~n. 

"74 

-76 

76 

- 82 

A few students had some trouble wiU~ U~e scantron. Make sure U~ey all understand- Last Name, First Name and the ID number is their PID. 

I will start discussing the paper in a few weeks, so each student is prepared for what we are looking for from them~ All information is in class and on the power 

points. Let me know if you need anymore information. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:05 AM 
To:l 
Subject: DR/(! 

Hi, 
I iust wanted to check back with you reqarding the test grades for the in your DRAM class. Would you mind letting rne know how 

did on the test and how they are doing in the class overall? Any information or concerns you have would be appreciated. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@charter.net> 

Friday, 8:58 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Thmlks Jenn. We’ll just wait this one out. 

Just FYI, she seems to get "sick" whenever there is a test or when something is due - and again, you don’t know that from us. She’s obviously not using her time wisely 

but I’m surprised that some of her professors haven’t seen that pattern yet. Are you in a position to require study hours in the AC from her? 

She’s in for a rude a~-akening from here on om as all of those English classes in her major are going to require nmch more reading and writing than she has seen so far. 
Of course, when she waa in high ~hool, she had so little free time because she had to keep up with her work, so maybe choosing this major is what she needs. 

Thanks again, 

On at 1:39 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 

did drop yoga this week. It’s too bad because we had hoped that it would help her out. 

The art history professor told me last week that she was trying to get more information from the TA’s. I contact her again yesterday and have not heard 

back yet. If I don’t hear back from her by tomorrow, I will contact the department to make sure that we can get it taken care of by the 

All of the other feedback from       professors has been very good this semester and she seems to be in a great mood. 

I’ll let you know as soon as I hear back from the art history professor. 

Let me know if you need any more information. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > >                          @charter.net>         9:15 AM > > > 
Any news on the Art History grade? 

Also, she’s not going to Yoga is she planning to drop it or is it past the deadline? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:31 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: 1N grades 

My apologies for the late response, my internet has not been working 
properly. I should have evewthing in before the ACC Tournament, and I may 
need you to contact them just to let them know- that I need them to get my 
grade in. Thanks for evelTthing 

On Wed               58:35 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> Do you have an?’ update on your IN grades? They will turn into F’s on 

>     unless a grade is entered. Please let me know where you stand and if 
> you need me to help you get in contact with any professors. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 8, 2010 2:58 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: - Academic Honor Society 

- Academic Honor Society (2.36 KB).msg 

Cynthia Stone 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com~ 

Monday, 2:53 PM 

Cynthia Stone <cs~tone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~gmaJl.com> 

- Academic Honor Socie~ 

Cynthia: Could you please forward this email to ~cademic Advisor? Thank you. 

has received an invitation for membership in the "National Society of Collegiate Scholars. (NSCS). It explains that it is an honor society for first and second year 

students. Do you feel that this is an honor society that he shonld join? There is a $75 membership fee. The primao~ advantage is to receive possible scholarships, but 

would not need that. I would like your input on whether he should pursue this. Please let me know. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:34 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting 

He?’ Jenn, 
I came in on Friday but you werent there .if you need to know anything 
specific let me know’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Honor society for 

Thank you for your response. That makes complete sense to me. I will let 

Tournament on Thursday’. Go Heels’. Thanks again. 

know that we won’t join this particular Honor Society. We will be at the ACC 

On Tue, 

Hi, 

at 10:30 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(~uncaa.tmc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks for sending me the e mail about the honor society. My advice is that any honors program that asks for money is usually not worth it. As you pointed out, 

doesn’t really need the scholarship money at this point for his undergraduate career. Also, I think that he is going to be recognized many more times for his academic 

achievements through the ACC, the NCAA and other groups. The ACC and the NCAA also have postgraduate scholarships if     does decide to continue on the grad 

school any time in the future also. Additionally, the business school also does a good job of recognizing its students and helping them find scholarship opportunities. 

Let me know if this makes sense. If you are still interested in pursuing it, I can check around and see if anyone else knows anything about the society. 

I hope you are finally getting some spring weather! 

Let me know if you have any other questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolyn Cannon <ccannon@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 9, 2010 4:13 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: question about double-majors 

It is quite nice and quiet. I will be here. An?’ students who need to 
drop a class need to come over this week Monday will be no fun!! 

Carolyn C. Calmon 
Associate Dean of Academic Advising 
The College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
Campus Box 3110, 1011 Steele Building 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(919) 966-5116 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> Thal~ks, Carolyn I am sorry to hear that you are working this week but I hope it is a little bit less chaotic without students around I might send your way this week--he needs to 
drop a class and he has been putting it offfor a month. 
> 

> Thanks again for your help, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> Carolyn Cannon <ccannon@emaiLunc.edu> 3/8/2010 4:12 PM >>> 
>>>> 

> Hello Jen, 
> 

> Regrettably, I am here working this week I am not actually having a 
> spring break since I will be "breaking" permanent in about 7 weeks. >) 
> Hope you are enjoying this nice spring weather in Marcht 
> 

> Students whose primary major is in the School of Journalism have 
> satisfied the Supplemental Education requirement by completing a 
> concentration outside the School of JOMC A second major in the College 
> of Arts and Sciences does not require them to complete a second 
> Supplemental Education requirement. 
> 

> Carolyn 
> 

> 

> Carolyn C. Cannon 
> Associate Dean of Academic Advising 
> The College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
> Canrpus Box 3110, 1011 Steele Building 
> The University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
> 019) 966-5116 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> 

>> Hi, Carolyn; 
>> 

>> I hope you are doing well and are enjoying spring break. I have a quick question about one of my students who is double-l~ajoring in JOMC and International Studies. Does she still 
have to fill the supplemental education requirement for her International Studies major’.’ I feel like maybe this was discussed at the meeting a few weeks ago, but I can’t find it in my notes. 
>> 

>> Thunkst 
>> 

>> Jema 
>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:58 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Schedule 

He?’ Jenn, 
I just learned that I received a 10.5 out of 20 for my lab report so I 
really dont think I will be able to take the course and pass it at this 
point What do you think? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, I 12:12 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: IN grades 

Jenn 

Hope all is well. Just spoke w/one of my professors and slle thought that the IN does not change until after 3 semesters, However, she said if need be she could turn in a 
grade for me by Monday if need be. Her name is Laura Ruel and she wants you to give her a call on her cell @             Take care,,. 

Thanks 

Sent on the Sprint@ Now Network from my BlackBerry@ 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 10:32:37 0500 

To: _~email.unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: IN grades 

Okay, just let me knowwhen you have even/thing complete. 

Thanks, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > ~email.unc.edu > 1:30 AM > > > 

My apologies for the late response, my internet has not been working 

properly. I should have everything in before the ACC Tournament, and ] may 

need you to contact them just to let them know that I need them to get my 

grade in. Thanks for everything 

On Wed,            11:58:35 0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.u nc.edu > wrote: 

> Hey, 
> 

> Do you have any update on your IN grades? They will turn into F’s on 

March 

> 15th unless a grade is entered. Please let me know where you stand and if 

> you need me to help you get in contact with any professors. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Zach Read <z~ead@email.unc.edtr-- 

Wednesday, March 10, 2010 2:49 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Article for Inside Carolina 

Thanks, Jenn. I’m meeting with Robert tomorrow- morning I may touch base 
with you sometime Friday or Monday, if that’s OK I’ll leave a message 
with my number in case you’re not available. 
Zach 

Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Zach; 
> 

> I would definitely think the best source to contact as far as getting 
> information about facul~ would be our director, Robert i~Iercer His 

> email is 1Tnercer@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:rmercer@uncaa unc.edu> and his 
> phone number is 962-9539 
> I know he also has a lot of information about student-athlete majors. 
> 

> I am actually out of the oftice the rest of this week at the ACC 
> tournament, but if you would like to speak to me, you can call me on 
> my cell at . I would be happy to answer any questions you have 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Assuciate Directur 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Zach Read <zread@emaihunc.edu> 3/8/2010 10:52 AM >>> 
> [)ear Jenn Tuwnsend: 
> 

> My name is Zach Read. I write for Inside Carulma. In November 2007, 
> published an article un the academic support staff and their rule in 
> assisting the men’s basketball program. We profiled Wayne Walden fur the 
> piece. We have always meant to do a fulluw-up in which we show the 
> academic/facul~" side of working with student-athletes--we wuuld discuss 
> the ubstacles faculty face, the scheduling difficulties, the majors 
> student-athletes are interested in, and an}’ other stories of interest, 
> [’rum their perspective. We wunder whether you might be able tu recommend 
> any sources fur us tu interview. As well, since you’ve taken over :[’or 
> Wayne, it would probably be good to get your approach to academic 
> support and a little bit about your background, if you have a few- 
> nrinutes this week. 
> 

> I appreciate your time and look forward to hearing from you. 
> 

> Best regards. 
> 

> Zach 
> 

>__ 

> 

> 

> Zachaly Read 
> Assistant Editor 
> University of North Carolina Press 
> 116 South Boundary Street 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
>Voice:919.962.0536 Fax:919.966.3829 
> Email: ZacharyRead@unc.edu 
> 

> Sign up to receive monthly e-alerts for new UNC Press books and 
> special web offers: http:/iuncpress.unc.edu/join 
> 

> 

Zachary Read 
Assistant Editor 
UniversiD- of North Carolina Press 
116 South Boundary Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Voice: 919.9620536 Fax: 919.966.3829 
Email: ZacharyRead@unc.edu 



Sign up to receive monthly e-alerts for new UNC Press books and 
special web oilers: http ://uncpress.unc. edu/i oin 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Jennifer: Our insurance company needs a copy of ~rades, so we cml ~et a "o~ood student" discount. Can you help us accomplish that’? The addless to send 

them to would be 1 Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, March 1 l, 2010 9:14 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Jenn, 

Lyn~ ¯ 

On Wed, Mar 10, 2010 at 1:23 PM, Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Dr. Johnson: 
> 

> I just wanted to check and see if you were able to write a report or come up 
> with a         for             yet She was asking about it, so I thought 
> I would check with you. 
> 
> If you could let me know, I would appreciate it. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropwchology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Smte 206 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 10:05 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: RE: (no subject)READ!’. FROM 

........ Original Message ........ 

Sut~iect: RE: (no subject) 

Date: Sat,             20:48:18 -0500 

From: "Andrea Caldwell" <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

To: ’                  @era ail unc.edu> 

perhaps you should contact Jenn Townsend, explain the communication 
you have received about the Academic Probation requirements, and respond 
accordingly. Dean Carolyn Cannon is your assigned academic advisor 

Best, 
Andrea 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: .1 ~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:00 AM 

To: andreac@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: (no subject) 

Hello, 

I l~ow this but, I have no idea who my advisor to give the contract is and 

I have completed steps 1-3. 

can you contact Jenn Townsend at jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu she handles all 
this and will be better suited to let me know what I need to do. 

thanks. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:45 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday/Thursday Class Schedule for and 

Hi Jen: 

Could you give me the class schedule for these three athletes for Tuesday/Thursday classes? 

Thanks so much! 

We may Inave committed a travel error without knowing it for NCAA’s. :( 

Ttnanks again! 

Christy 
....:...: ................ ¯ ................... ...........:: . .......... 

ii.::ii:..:: i:: S:.:II i:i :::i::: i if.:: ill :ii:i.i i::[i: i::.: i: :!i i..:!:i.i:i i:. C:: :i:: : i:: 
............... ....................... :........: ...........:.... :. 

:i :: i ~::~ :. :!ik :!i~::~ ::::. ~ i~::k:~: !: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 15, 2010 3:41 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Contact information 

email ~gmail.com 
Cell 

I will miss you all and keep in touch 

Sherron 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:31 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: 1N grades 

I texted u as well, bnt try this number 

Thanks 

:his should work. 

On Mon,            09:22:17 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> He?,, 

> 

> I called that cell phone number but there was a man’s voice on the 

> voicemai[. I left a message last week but haven’t heard back from her. Do 

> you have another way to contact her? 

> 

> Jenn 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-962-9538 

> 919-.’962-8247 (fax) 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc edu~ 12:11 PM >>> 

> Jenn 

> 

> Hope all is well Just spoke w/one of my professors and she thought that 

> the IN does not change until after 3 semesters. However, she said if need 

> be she could turn in a grade for me by Monday if need be Her name is 

Laura 

> Ruel and she wants you to give her a call on her cell @ 

Take 

> care 

> 

> Thanks 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent on the Sprint Now Network from my BlackBerry 

> From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.Lmc.edu> 

> Date: Tue 10:32:37 -0500 

> To: ~email.unc.edu> 

> SubJect: Re: IN grades 

> 

> Okay, just let me know- when you have everything complete. 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jetm 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> University of NolC.h Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 (fax) 

> 

> 

> 

>>>: ~email.nnc.edu> 1:30 AM >>> 

> 

> My apologies for the late response, my internet has not been working 

> properly I should have everything in before the ACC Tournament, and I 

may 

> need you to contact them just to let them know that I need them to get my 

> grade in Thanks for everything 

> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 11:58:35 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 

> <jtownsend@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

>> He?,, 

>> 

>> Do you have any update on your IN grades? They will turn into F’s on 

> March 



>> 15th unless a grade is entered. Please let me know where you stand and 

if 

>> you need me to help you get in contact with any professors 

>> 

>> Thanks! 

>> 

>> Jenn 

>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 

>> Associate Director 

>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

>> 919-962-9538 

>> 919-962-8247 (ihx) 



From: Becca Battaglini <bbat ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 9:32 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ce: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: LFIT - 

Hello Jenn, 
I am writing about and the fact that he is not performing well in 
either of his two LFIT classes. I am not sure if there is anything that 
you could say to him now that the season is winding down, but both his 

instructors have mentioned to me mamerous times 
that he has not completed the on-line assignments, participated in 
class, or even shown up to class for that matter. 

The break down for the class is: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quiyzes (9) 20% 

Final exam (1) 35% 
Attendance 25% 

I am most concerned that if he has not been doing his on-line qmzzes 
thus far that he will not do well on the :final IfI had to ~uess a 
letter grade for his classes, it would be a    in            and an 

in 

Please let me know if you would like to speak with the instructors 
directly about this, or if there is anything that you would like me to 
help with regarding this matter. 

Thanks, 
Becca 

Becca Battag]ini 
Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Acuvities Program 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fetzer Gym, CB ¢¢8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Williams <khwillia@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, i 6:47 AM 

jtown~nd@uncaa, unc.edu; ~email. unc.edu 

My mistake 

H 

I realized late this afternoon what you were talking about in terms of 
your journal 
When I turned in your grades to the athletic department I had not seen 
your journal and I DID mark on the sheet - it was missing. 
I am copying Jennifer on this e mail to let her know you had indeed 
turned it in. 
I apologize for any confusion this may have caused and wanted you to 
know you were right! 
remember the extra credit opportunities we talked about today and please 
participate in class discussions..we need your voice! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Becca Battaglini <bbat ~)emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday’, March 17, 2010 8:46 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: LFIT - 

Hi Jenn 
The instructor’s name is and his email is: 

~email unc edu 
I did speak with yesterday, (who then spoke with nd he 
said that as of lately he has started to "engage" a little more in class 
Thanks for your help, and let me know if you need anything else! 

Becca 

ps - the     istructor is                        ~email.unc.edu), but 
I thil~k you have her il~’O alrea@[ 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Becca; 
> Thanks so much for letting me know. I had been in contact previously 
> with his      nstructor about his absences but she did not indicate 
> anything about missing absences I just called      and spoke with him. 
> He said he is going to speak with both instructors tomorrow If you 
> wouldn’t mind forwarding me contact il~formation for the 
> instructor also, I would appreciate it. 
> 

> I know that has missed a lot uf classes too and have 
> alrea@ spoken to him about making sure he dues nut miss any more 
> 

> Please let me know if there is anything else I could do to help out I 
> really appreciate the information 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Becca Battaglini <bbatt@email uric edu> 3/16,’2010 9:31 AM >>> 
> tle[lo Jenn, 
> I am writing abuut       and the fact that he is not performing well in 
> either of his two LFIT classes. I am not sure if there is anything that 
> you could say to him now that the season is winding down, but both his 
>                             instructors have mentioned to me numerous times 
> that he has not completed the on-line assignments, participated in 
> class, or even shown up to class for that matter. 
> 

> The break down for the class is: 
> Lab assigrwnents (5) 20% 
> Quizzes (9) 20% 
> Final exam (1) 35% 
> Attendance 25% 
> 

> I am most concerned that if he has not been doing his on-line quizzes 
> thus far that he will not do well on the final. If I had to guess a 
> letter grade for his classes, it would be a    in            md an 
> in 
> 

> Please let me know if you would like to speak with the instructors 
> directly about this, or if there is anything that you would like me to 
> help with regarding this matter. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Becca 
> 

>__ 

> Becca Battaglini 
> Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Activities Program 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Fetzer Gym, CB #8700 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Becca Battaglini 
Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Activities Program 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fetzer Gym, CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 11:13 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and EXSS 

Hi Jenn, 

Thanks for letting me know about     situation. We have an 
out-of-class group assignment on Friday so will need to follow-u p 
with his group members via email to make sure he is contributing to the 
project. If there is any confusion on     ,,art about this project, he 
can come and see me during class next week. 

On a side note,     effort will need to change drastically if he is 
going to pass the class Following our Midterm Exam, I reached out to 
him about working to improve his grade but he did not respond to my 
email. He can pass the class, but he will need to show interest and 
initiative in the remaining classes to make up for the points he has 
lost I hope this helps’. Keep up the fantastic work Jenn! 

Coyte 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> Hi, Professor Cooper: 
> 

> l just wanted to let you know that will miss your EXSS 
> class on Friday because the: will be traveling 
> to Mississippi to participate I know that las not been 
> doing vet3’ weU in your class. Will he be missing anything on Friday 
> that he would be allowed to turn in early or that he could make up? I 
> will have    k~llow up with you also. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel }{ill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: ~email.unc,edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:05 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: and SOCI 

Jenn, 

Thanks for informing me about Friday. On Friday, in)’ students have a set of 
reading questions and a research proposal assignment due. I’d prefer that 

e-mail me these by the end of the class period (earlier is fine). 

I am concerned with      performance in the class. He received a on 
the midterm, and I estimate that his current grade in the class is a    I 
handed back the midterms and estimated mid-semester grades on Monday, so he 
should be aware of this. With regards to the midterm, he did very well on 
the scantron (multiple choice/true-false) portion, but poorly on the short 
answer portion. Other than that, one area he could improve is in doing the 
weekly homework regularly. So far, he’s only done about    , of it. Also, 
whereas he is ve~ respectful in class, I have noticed times when he is on 
the internet doing things not related to class (He’ll put things away if I 
ask him to, but I’ve noticed this on more than one occasion) 

On Wed,            10:31:47 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<j townsend~,uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> Ill, 
> 

> I just wanted to let you know that will miss your SOCI 
> class on Friday because the will be traveling to 
> Mississippi to participate I l~ow that has missed a lot 
of 
> your class and I wanted to make sure that he was still doing okay. Do you 
> have any concerns about his assignments or his current grade’? Will he be 
> missing anything on Friday that he would be allowed to turn in early or 
> that he could make up? I will have 2)llow up with you also 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 

@emaihunc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman <~stl~oman@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 1:39 PM 

Jennifer To~ ’nsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: and EXSS 

Hi Jenn. Thanks for your note. I witl review current evenLs appficable to Chapts. 6-9 and may have a pop quiz (optional extra credit). () 

l)~’BoraI~ ,~;trom:m, P}~.J)., CL[ r 

Expio~:e. }-’.~g:~ge. Km?o~’,,et’. 

9 i9,8,13,033(~ 

http:/’/’www.unc.edu/depts/exercise /’sport aclministration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. temley) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March :[7, 20:[0 :[0:34 AM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject:             and EXSS 

Hi, Professor Stroman: 
I lust wanted to let you know that trill miss your EXSS : class on Friday because the 

Will he be missing anything on Friday that he would be allowed to turn in early or that he could make up? I will haw 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

will be traveling to Mississippi to participate in 

follow up with you also. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:. mid and MATH 

The test has actually been rescheduled for next Monday. So as long as the?’ 
are back by Monday and do some studying over the weekend the?’ should be 
free. 

On Wed,            10:24:25 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend,@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi, i 
> 

> I just wanted to let you know that and will miss 
>your~LATH class on Friday because the 

~ ~ ~ 
willbe 

> traveling to Mississippi to participate          ’ I know that you are 
> scheduled to have a test on Friday and apologize about the short notice 
> for them missing it Will there be any way that      and i     would be 
> able to take it early before they leave or take it when they get back on 
> Monday? Please let me know what would be the best option Jk~r you. I will 
> also have both of them follow up with you today. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:48 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and ad ttlST 

Ms. Townsend, 

Thank you for the information In order to accept their responses, I will 
need them emailed to me before the scheduled class time. 

By the way, I’m not a professor. I’m a TA 

Thanks, 

Department of History 

OnWed,            10:39:04 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> I just wanted to !ol you know that will 
> miss your HIST    recitation on Friday because th, 
> will be traveling to Mississippi to participate in       . I know that 
> the?, have missed a lot of your clas and have not been doing very well. I 
> will make sure that they both turn in their reading response to you 
through 
> e-mail. Is there anything else that they could do to make up for their 
> participation points? l will have both "ollow up with 
you 
> also. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (i=ax) 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: md 

~:57 PM 

Hi Jenn, 
Yes, they both did a bit better on the Quiz 3 (don’t have their grades right here). We’ll be finishing our listening chapter and then for Monday, we’ll be starting Emotions 
chapter. No homework is set for Friday. 

Thanks, 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tc       @aol.cem 
Sent: Wed, 10:18 am 
Subject    and 

Hi, 

I apologize for not getting back to you sooner. I have had an e-mail half written out to you for at least a week and a half and never ended up sending it. I wanted to let you 
know that the team is leaving early for Mississippi on Friday to participate in the NIT on Saturday, so both will miss class on Friday. I know that is the last thing 
either of them need is to miss more class. 

Did either of them do any better on their last quiz? Also, do you have anything due on Friday? I will make sure they turn it in to you if you do. 

Thanks again for your help, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-982 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:22 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Summer Plans 

He?’ Jenn! 

I was wondering if we could meet tomorrow or sometime next week to discuss 
what classes to take over the summer. Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Friday, 10:10 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Summer Plans 

He?’ Jenn! I can stop by at 11:30 if that works %r you 

Quoting Jelmifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 

> I am here today until 12. Anytime next week will work also. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jeun Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (tax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email unc.edu> 5:22 PM >>> 
> 

> Hey Jenn! 
> 

> I was wondering if we could meet tomorrow or sometune next week to discuss 
> what classes to take over the summer Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu; 

Friday, March 19, 2010 10:33 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: report attached 

Thanks. On Fri, 19 Mar 2010 10:23:39-0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Thanks! I appreciate it I know is working on her impact 
> statement and I will try to have completed next week too 
> 

> Hope you have a good weekend, 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> willmgh <willingh@email.unc.edu> 3/19/2010 10:15 AM >>> 
> Hi Jenn, I am only sending you this spread sheet but maybe you could 
remind 
> the others who these students belong to --that the team will be meeting 
on 
> April 13th ]2~r the last time this semester -so reports with impact 
> statement and release forms will need to be turned in (at the latest) 
April 
> 9th for accoms this semester. Thanks,Mau 
> 

>__ 

> Mary Willingham 
> Assistant Director 
> (;enter for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
> 2206 SASB North 
> CB~3106 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
> 919-843-8698 

Malt Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Friday, ,11:05 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Appoin~nent 

He?’ Jenn, 

Would you be able to meet on Monday around 10:00 am to talk about 
classes for summer and next year? Hope you have a good weekend!! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday 11:54 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Bibliography 

I am not completely finished and i have to head towards the gym..I have 
sent this to myself so i will be sending it to her before we board the 
plane 

Annotated Bibliography: 



From: @aol,com 

Sent: Sunday 8:27 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: soci 

Hey Jen so I was checking which classes are offered online for summer and I didn’t see soci offered. If you can get back to me as soon as possible about this that would 
be great because I need to let Rich know by tomorrow. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:11 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: year end report 

Re year end report (21.9 KB).msg 

Report from Lyn on 

~)uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"c}email.unc.edu 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Summer School---registration this week! 

He?’ Jenn, 

Sorry to bug you again, but when I was on student central this morning 
and looking at my current advising sheet or whatever its called and it 
says that my ANTH    ~’ulfilled the communication intensive as well as 
the global issues requirement. This morning we decided that I’d be 
taking the comm    class but if I already have the communication 
requirement done do I need to take that? Again, sorry tbr being a pain 
but do you have an?- other recommendations for what I should take? I’m 
supposed to email Rich my class today so please let me know! 

Thank you so much’.! 

Quoting Jelmifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

>Hi, 
> 

> I accidentally gave some of you the wrong date J2~r summer school 
> registration. If you are a current sophomore, junior or senior who 
> would like to take summer school, your registration time is at 8:00 
> a.m. on Thursday,           . If you are currently a freshman, your 
> registration time is at 8:00 on Friday,            You will 
> register on Student Central the same way that you have ahvays 
> registered for summer school. 
> 

> If you are planning on applying J2~r summer school aid, please make 
> sure you are talking to your coaches 
> 

> If you are planning on taking summer school courses at another 
> school, please let me know so we can make sure the?" are approved 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: ~aol,com 

Sent: Monday, ) 2:08 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: soci 

Thans Jen I really appreciate it, but I think I’ll just get EXSS ’ out of the way. I was wondering though if maybe I can take the SOCI as one of my classes for next 

semester? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To @.aol.com 
Sent: Mon, ,1:39 pm 
Subject: Re: soc 

Hey 
I just talked to our financial aid person and there is an additional step to registering for classes through the Friday Center. If Rich does decide that it is okay for you to take the 
class, he will need to call Amy Herman and tell her he approves. Then she can authorize the payment so that you can register for the class. It is an online form and I can 
show you how to do it if you would like. Just let me know if he gives his approval 
Thanks! 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-982 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> ~aol.com> : 8:27 PM >>> 

Hey Jen so I was checking which classes are offered online for summer and I didn’t see soci 
be great because I need to let Rich know by tomorrow, 
Thanks! 

offered. If you can get back to me as soon as possible about this that would 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"c}email.unc.edu 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Summer School---registration this week! 

That sounds perI~ct! 

Thanks again, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 
> SalTy I missed that one. I had transferred all my information from 
> Wayne’s old worksheets but I should have done a better job of 
> double-checking. 
> 

> You still need the AFRI so I would do that for the summer and 
> then we can figure out another class that would be good in the fall. 
> Does that sound okay? It should be fairly easy 
> 

> Let me know if you want more suggestions, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> ,: ~emaiLunc.edu> 1:41 PM >>> 
> Hey Jenn, 
> 

> Sorry to bug you again, but when I was on student central this morning 
> and looking at my current advising sheet or whatever its called and it 
> says that my ANTH    fulfilled the communication intensive as well as 
> the global issues reauirement. This morning we decided that I’d be 
> taking the carom    class but ifI already have the communication 
> requirement done do I need to take that? Again sorry for being a pain 
> but do you have any other recommendations for what I should take? I’m 
> supposed to emai[ Rich my class today so please let me know! 
> 

> Thank you so much!! 
> 

> 

> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I accidentally gave some of you the wrong date for summer school 
>> registration. If you are a current sophomore, junior or senior who 
>> would like to take summer school, your registration time is at 8:00 
>> a.nr. on Thursday, March ~5th. If you are currently a freshman, yo~tr 
.... 9 z >> registration time is at 8:00 on Friday, March _6th. "~ ou will 

>> register on Student Central the same way that you have always 
>> registered for summer school. 
>> 

>> If you are planning on applying for summer school aid, please make 
>> sure you are talking to your coaches. 
>> 

>> If you are planning on taking sunm~er school courses at another 
>> school, please let rue know so we can make sure they are approved. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jetm 
>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Monday, 3:59 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Summer School---registration this week! 

Jenn, 
Do you have time to meet sometime this week before registration? I can 
meet Tues/Thurs anytime between 12:15-2 or Wednesday from 8-9 or 1-2. 
Thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

>Hi, 
> 

> I accidentally gave some of you the wrong date tbr summer school 
> registration. If you are a current sophomore, junior or senior who 
> would like to take stammer school, your registration time is at 8:00 
> am. on Thursday, If you are currently a freshman, your 
> registration time is at 8:00 on Friday,            You will 
> register on Student Central the same way that you have always 
> registered for summer school. 
> 

> If you are planning on applying tbr summer school aid, please make 
> sure you are talking to your coaches. 
> 

> If you are planning on taking summer school courses at another 
> school, please let me know so we can make sure they are approved. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: yunal -~vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Sent: Monday, 5:53 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.e&t; 

Cc: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: ENG 

~email.unc.edu 

Men: 

tells me you will be in AL tomorrow. I am very concerned about your 
multiple absences in my class and your inability to establish time for a 
conference. 

Since tomorrow will be an online class, it’d be great if you could 
participate, so I don’t have to ma~k you absent. You will have to post 
first draft of persuasive paper by 2 pm and peer review by midnight will 
you be able to do this? please let me know. 

Also, if you can’t make it to conference tomorrow (one hour each), you will 
have to schedule one Jf~r either this Thursday (12:15-1:15) or next Tuesday 
(12:15-1:15; 3:20-4:20; 4:20-5:20) Please let me know what works for you. 

best 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yunal %vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Monday, 7:13 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: n ENGI, 

Ms. Townsend: 

Thank you for your concern. 
is currently averaging ~ - for the course He has taken advantage 

of all opportunities to improve his essay grades. However, he has chosen to 
accept his oral presentation grade of although he was given a chance to 
redo (,too late now) He received on the midterm, but he submitted 
extra credit, so he will end up with a He was absent 2 times due to out 
of town games He seems to care about his performance in this class; he is 
all caught tap with assignments 

essay- grades average but has not made any effort to improve his 
grades; his presentation didn’t meet any of the requirements (scheduled to 
redo this Thursday); and has scored     on the midterm (failed to turn in 
extra credit). He has 4 absences, one of which was from his failure to 
participate in an online peer review session, tie is averaging for the 
course. 

is averaging for the course. His essay grades average a as 
he has made efforts to improve his grades; however, he has scored on the 
midterm and failed to turn in extra credit. He also has 4 absences, one of 
which was from his failure to participate in an online peer review session. 
He is missing plagiarism homework. 

It is critical that they post first draRs of persuasive essay on 
blackboard by 2 pm and post peer reviews by midnight tomorrow; their group 
mates depend on them to post on time. 

Lastly, I would greatly appreciate your help in setting up individual 
conferences with them. I’ve sent out multiple emails to no aw~il. 

Best, 
Yuna Lee 

On ?,/Ion,            15:29:07 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<j townsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> tli, Professor Lee: 
> 
> FAy name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor with the 
> Three of our student-athletes, 
> , will not be able to attend class tomorrow 
> because the team is traveling to Alabama to 
> 

> I know that they- must post their paper rough drafts to Blackboard but is 
> there anything that they will need to turn in before class tomorrow? I 
> will make sure they follow- up with you also. 
> 

> In addition, I wanted to check with you to see how 

> are doing in your class this semester. Any information or concerns you 
have 
> about their current grades, assignments, attendance or participation 
would 
> be appreciated. I know has really fallen behind and I have 
expressed 
> concern to him a nmnber of times about this. 
> 

> Please let me kamw if you have any questions. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jem~ 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> LTnlversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 

Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
Professor of Teaching 
Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 

CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diane Groff <groff~email,unc,edu~-- 

Monday, March 22, 2010 10:19 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: in RECR 

Hi Jenn, 

The?’ will be missing an assignment that the?’ are to be presenting in 
class tomorrow. Just have to get up with me to figure out a way for them 
to make it up 

In terms of general pelformance all of them have missed quite a few 
classes,      and       ~pend a lot of time on their phones/texting 
during class They are all good guys but probably not trying their hardest. 

Dr Oroff 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Professor Oroff: 
> 

> Mv name is Jel’m Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor with the 
> Three of our student-athletes, 
> and will not be able to attend class tomorrow 
> because the team is traveling to Alabama to 
> 

> Is there anything that they will need to turn in before class tomorrow? 
> I will make sure the?" follow up with you also. 
> 

> In addition, I wanted to check with you to see how and 
>       are doing in your class this semester. Any information or 
> concerns you have about their current grades, assignments, attendance or 
> participation would be appreciated. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Uinversi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

Dr. Diane G Grofl; LRT/C[[RS 
Associate Professor - Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Recreation and Leisure Studies Specialization 
Co-Director Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Prograln 
CB# 8700 26-G Fetzar Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0534 
groff@email.unc.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:35 PM 

To: .lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: and COMM 

Jennifer, 
) ) needs to do the reading for class and catch up with a classmates to get any notes that are not available on t owert oint slides. If he has queslions when he 

returns, he caJl let me know and I’ll fill him in. So, basically, if he does the reading and gets the notes, he’ll be fine. Thanks for checking in. 

On at 3:23 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Professor 

My name is Jenn Townsend and f am an Academic Counselor with the One of our student athletes, 
to attend your COMM :lass tomorrow because the team is traveling to Alabama ¯ 

Is there anything that needs to turn in before class tomorrow? I will make sure he follows up with you also. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

will not be able 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:42 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School---registration this week! 

He?’ Jenn! 

Sorry to bother you, but I was looking up two classes for the fall and 
I just had two quick qu estions For ART    it listed next to it lbr a 
prerequisite that preparation, an?’ introductory art history course or 
permission of the instructor is required. I have taken art history AP 
in high school and got a 5 on it, so I am thinking I am qualified to 
take this class. I was just wondering who I should email to double 
check that I am qualified for the class. Also, for PSYC it says 
that it requires teacher permission for the class It says the 
teacher’s name is Frederick Wiss. I have had a Charles Wiss for my 
abnormal psychology class and really enjoyed his teaching style. I 
believe they are the same people because I know his email is fcwiss, 
but I was wondering if you could double check before I send an email to 
the wrong teacher. Thanks so much! 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi, 
> 

> I accidentally gave some of you the wrong date %r summer school 
> registration. Kyou are a current sophomore, junior or senior who 
> would like to take summer school, your registration time is at 8:00 
> a.m. on ’]2aursday            If you are currently a freshman, your 
> registration time is at 8:00 on Friday            You will 
> register on Student Central the same way that you have ahvays 
> registered for summer school. 
> 

> If you are planning on applying %r summer school aid, please make 
> sure you are talking to your coaches 
> 

> If you are planning on taking summer school courses at another 
> school, please let me know so we can make sure the?" are approved 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Univcrsity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, i ~:29 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

hey’. 

He?’ Jenn, 

I was wondering when I should be signing up for fall registration? I 
also need to meet with you about what classes I have left to take. 

Thanks! 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday 10:40 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Meeting 

Hi! I just got back from NCAA’s so ive been trying to figure out classes 
and things without talking to you yet BUT I have a bunch of questions about 
it all Rich also wants to know about summer classes in 2 days. Can I 
possibly meet with you today at around 2:30? Thanks! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: and SOCI 

Jenn, 

Sorry for my delayed response There was no additional work due on Monday, 
and     did indeed e-mail me his annotated bibliography/lit review on 
Friday Thanks for keeping me updated regarding the team’s travel schedule. 

On Mon,            09:47:36 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
>Hi, 
> 

> I just wanted to check with you and see if turned in his annotated 
> bibliography and lit review" on Friday. He told me that he had e-mailed it 
> to you, but I thought I would double-check to make sure you received it. 
I 
> spoke with him about his perfimnance in class and also about his 
> participation, so he knows that he will have to step up his effort a 
great 
> deal the rest of the semester 
> 

> Unfi~rtnnately, the team is now traveling to Alabama this afternoon and 

> will miss class again today Is there anything that he needs to turn in 
> before we leave? I will make sure that     contacts you also to see what 
> he missed today. ] am sorry that traveling keeps on interfering with 

> attendance 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 1:04 PM >>> 
> 

> Jetm, 
> 

> Thanks for informing me about Friday. On Friday, my students have a set 
of 
> reading questions and a research proposal assignment due. I’d prefer that 
> e-mail me these by the end of the class period (earlier is fine). 
> 

> I am concerned with performance in the class. He received ~ on 
> the midterm, and I estimate that his c~trrent grade in the class is a 
I 
> handed back the rnidternrs and estimated mid-semester grades on Monday, so 
he 
> should be aware of this. With regards to the rnidtcrm, he did verj well on 
> the scantron (nmltiple choice/true-false) poltion, but poorly on the 
short 
> answer poltion. Other than that, one area he could inrprove is in doing 
the 
> weekly homework regularly So far, he’s only done about 30% of it. Also, 
> whereas he is very respectful in class, I have noticed times when he is 
on 
> the internet doing things not related to class (He’ll put things away if 
I 
> ask him to, but I’ve noticed this on more than one occasion.). 
> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 10:31:47 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, Professor 
>> 

>> I just wanted to let you know that will miss your SOCI 
>> class on Friday because the Learn will be traveling to 
>> Mississippi to participate I know that has missed a lot 
> of 



>> your class and I wanted to make sure that he was still doing okay. Do 
you 
>> have any concerns about his assignments or his current grade? Will he be 
>> missing anything on Friday that he would be allowed to turn in early or 
>> that he could make up’? I will have follow up with you also 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jetm 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
> 

>__ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> @eraail.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 



From: yunal %vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:21 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: players in ENGI, 

Thank you so much for your support’. 

On Tue, 18:14:37 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 
> Hi: 
> 

> I just wanted to let you know that all three guys just returned ficom 
> practice and are getting rea@ to post their papers. They told me that 
they 
> were confused about what time it should be posted because they thought 
they 
> could do it by 2:00 time in Alabama 
> 

> I apologize abuut the corffusiun and I will do lay best to make sure they 
> post their drains as soon as possible. ] will also try to make sure they 
> make their corrections to their peers by the deadline and set up meetings 
> with you alsu. 
> 

> ’]?hanks again fur getting back to me. I will do everything I can to get 
them 
> back on track with your class 
> 

> Jenn 
> Sent from my Verizun Wireless BlackBerry 
> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> From: yunal <yunal@email.unc.edu> 
> Date: Mon,             19:13:22 
> 37o: Jennifer Townsend<jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> 
> Su[lject: Re: players in ENGL 
> 

> 

> Ms Townsend: 
> 

> Thank you fur your concern. 
> is currently averaging a for the course He has taken 
advantage 
> of all opportunities to improve his essay grades. However, he has chosen 
to 
> accept his oral presentation grade of although he was given a chance 
to 
> redo (too late now-). He received on the midterm, but he submitted 
> extra credit, so he will end up with a He was absent 2 times due to 
out 

> of town games. He seems to care about his performance in this class; he 
is 
> all caught up with assignments. 
> 
> essay grades averag~ ~ut has not made any effort to improve 
his 
> grades; his presentation didn’t meet any of the requirements (scheduled 
to 
> redo this Thursday); and has scored    , on the midterm (failed to turn in 
> extra credit). He has 4 absences, one of which was from his failure to 
> participate in an online peer review session. He is averaging for the 
> course. 
> 

> is averaging for the course. His essay grades average a as 
> he has made efforts to improve his grades; however, he has scored on 
the 
> midtcrm and failed to turn in extra credit. He also has 4 absences, one 
of 
> which was from his failure to participate in an online peer review 
session. 
> He is missing plagiarism homework 
> 

> It is critical that the?, post first drafts of persuasive essay on 
> blackboard by 2 pm and post peel- reviews by midnight tomorrow; their 
group 
> mates depend on them to post on time. 
> 

> Lastly, I would greatly appreciate your help in setting up individual 
> conferences with them. I’ve sent out multiple emails to no avail. 
> 

> Best, 
> Yuna Lee 
> 

> 

> On Mon, 15:29:07 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 



> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> IIi. Professor I.ee: 
>> 
>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor with the 
>~- team. Three of our student-athletes, 
>> and , will not be able to attend class 
tomorrow 
>> because the team is traveling to Alabama to play m 
>> 

>> I know that they must post their paper rough drafts to Blackboard but is 
>> there anything that they will need to turn in before class tomorrow? I 
>> will make sure they follow up with you also. 
>> 

>> In addition, I wanted to check with you to see how and 
> 

>> are doing in yottr class this semester. Any information or concerns you 
> have 
>> about their current grades, assignments, attendance or participation 
> would 
>> be appreciated. I know has really fallen behind and I have 
> expressed 
>> concern to him a number of times about this. 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> That,s[ 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jetm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 

) >> Academic Support ]- rogram for Student-Athletes 
>> University- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (£nx) 
> 

>__ 

> Yuna Lee, PhD. 
> Professor of" Teaching 
> Department of English & Comparative Literature 
> UNC Chapel Hill 

> CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
> Phone: 
> Fox: (919) 962-3520 

Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
Professor of Teaching 
Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 

CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: summer ~hool 

Yes, I will see you then. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 7:57 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Summer School---registration this week! 

that works! see you then 

Quoting jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu: 

> Hey    : 
> 

> Do u want to tW 1 on Wednesday? 
Original Message ...... 

> From:       @email.unc.edu 
> To: Jennifer Townsend 
> Subject: Re: Summer School---registration this week! 
> Sent: 3:59 PM 
> 

> Jenn, 
> Do you have time to meet sometime this week before registration? I can 
> meet Tues/Thurs anytime between 12:15-2 or Wednesday from 8-9 or 1-2. 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <itnwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I accidentally gave some of you the wrong date f’or summer school 
>> registration If you are a current sophomore, junior or senior who 
>> would like to take summer school, your registration time is at 8:00 
>> am on Thursday           . If you are currently a l]0eshman, your 
>> registration time is at 8:00 on Friday, You will 
>> register on Student Central the same way that you have always 
>> registered for summer school. 
>> 

>> If you are planning on applying f’or sunnner school aid, please make 
>> sure you are talking to your coaches. 
>> 

>> If you are planning on taking sunnner school courses at another 
>> school please let me know so we can make sure they are approved. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate I)irector 
>> Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent fiom my Verizon Wireless BlackBerlT 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:04 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Can I meet with you a at around 10? It that’s ok please let me know, if not 
i don’t have practice this afternoon so I could come by later in the 
afternoon also. Thanks! 

On Tue, 15:41:04 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 
> Hey 
> 

> I am in alabama today but will be back tomorrow. Is there a time that 
would 
> work for u to meet tomorrow-? 
> 

> Jenn 
Original Message ...... 

> }groin: 

> To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu 
> Subject: Meeting 
> Sent: 10:40 AM 
> 

> 

> Hit I just got back from NCAA’s so lye been trying to :figure out classes 
> and things without talking to you yet BUT I have a bunch of questions 
about 
> it all Rich also wants to know about summer classes in 2 days Can I 
> possibly meet with you today at around 2:30? Thankst 
> 

>_ 

> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:15 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: and and AFAM 

Hello Jennifer 

Neither of them did well on the mid term, although score of was an improvement over his quiz score of midterm score of was less 

than his quiz score of 

Their attendance has been good. Except. IVly policy, which I made clear to them, is that it is their responsiNlib’ to notify- me whenever they are going to be absent 

because oftean travel. They did not do so in conjunction with two absences in Februaq,; therefore those roll stand as unexcused absences. 

As to their class participation, I don’t pay special attention to them (there are 57 in the class), but more than once I have noticed them interacting with each other, 

looking at a computer monitor, and obviously not paying attention. They are certainly not the only staden’Ls that do this at time~ but that observation does provide one 

obvious answer to the quefftion that students sometimes ask: "What caa I do to improve my grade.?" 

If you have further questions, please contact me. 

Perry’ Hall 

At 01:32 PM , you wrote: 

Hi, Dr. Hall: 

I wanted to let you know that both         and           will miss your AFAM    course tomorrow because the               team is traveling 

to Alabama to play in        I know that both of them did not do well on their fira quiz but they have not told me their midtenn scores yet. Did either of 

them do any better on the midtenn exanl? Any information you have about their current grades would be much appreciated. I also would like to know if 

you have any colEerns about their attendance or participation. 

Do either of them have an~hing they need to turn in before class tomorrow? I will make sure they contact you to see what they missed. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Jeml 

Jenn Townscnd 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Progran for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Caolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Antonio Pettigrew <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 24, 2010 12:08 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: interview tomorrow with 

I will be there at 11:30 am, ham sandwich would be fine for my lunch, 

Antonio Petfigrew 

Asst Head Track&Field 

Sprint& Hurdles Coach 

Recruiting Coordinator 

919 962 5234 Office 

Cellphone 

919 962 4903 Fax Number 

wvcw.tarheelblue,com 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 3/24/2010 10:00 AM > > > 

Hi, 
I am going to confirm that we will interview omorrow at 11:30, [ know that some of you might not be able to make it until 12:00, We will meet in our conference 

room at the academic center, 

We are also going to order in box lunches from Nantucket Grill, Please let me know if you would like a turkey, chicken salad, roast beef or ham sandwich, 

Thanks! 

Jennn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@vzw.blackberry.net 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Meeting 

That’s fine! Car1 1 come in at 4? 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:58 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

alcohol persuasive essay.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:54 AM 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Christy Garth < cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. We[born <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Schedule Change 

Rich, 
I’m hopeful they can rearrange the competitive schedule so that you can return home on schedule....however, I know that is totally up to the NCAA Committee and if alternate 

travel arrangements must be made, then just do the best you can to get everyone home. Once you find out the definite departure schedule, you can have the students work 

with Spencer and Jen to notify professors. Thankfully, none of our guys are ill and hopefully it will stay that way. 

Keep me updated. 

Thanks and good luck, Go Heels !! 

~Beth 

>>> Rich DeSelm 11:01 PM >>> 

Beth: 

An emergency meeting was called by the NCAA Swimming & Diving committee tonight and, at this point, the NCAA has moved the start of the Men’s NCAA Swimming & 

Diving Championships from Thursday at noon to Friday at noon, a one day delay. This is due to an viral gastroenteritis, an intestinal infection, that has impacted some 

members of some teams. Members of our team are not ill at this point. 

Many of the coaches expressed a desire to, as an alternative plan, have a timed finals session Thursday night for Thursday’s events and then proceed as normal with Friday 

and Saturday’s events with prelims and finals thus allowing us to remain on our normal/planned departure schedule on Sunday and to lessen the logistical and financial 

impact on teams and parents. I favor this idea, but don’t know if the NCAA will listen to the coaches input. 

[ had a meeting with our men’s team tonight and they are in good spirits and willing to go with the flow, but they are concerned about the negative implications of this on 

their being able to return to class Monday morning, f am copying Spencer Welborn, Jen Townsend, our advisors, and John Blanchard and Robert Mercer on this to give them 

a head’s up. 

Our men involved are: 

[ have asked the team members to hold off on contacting professors until [ get some input from you and/or the administration. I am sure they will want to contact them soon, 

so if any of you have any input, please let me know so ] can advise them. 

I will keep you posted. Thanks, 

Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue,com 

vcww.u nc.ed u 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:14 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: English Paper 

Attach: U2UP draftl .docx 

v d s l k stalks m c k l s a m lkmkc xng:l s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s 1 a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 1 cj a;lkmknmxkm, cm, m c m c l kc n c n d nnj nj nj d l~i d l!i k ndl~i nfnc, m c mk c nkks n lkd nkj fnj d j ij 94 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:15 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS for football 

thanks for checking! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 10:39 AM >>> 

Hi, 
Sorry forget to send this earlier. CTOPS was not super helpful about the football players who might not be admitted. They will release all seats and quit holding that section 

for us on        , If there are still seats open, they can still register for them, but will be charged a $50 late fee beginning        , If they are unable to get into that 

session, she will let me knowwhat their alternatives are, 
Sorry that this isn’t more helpful, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Course 

(VV Swim) - Summer.pdf 

Carol, 
See attached, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Carol McDonnell 

/:;! :; :i:~’:<,:~:~s! ........... 

FROM:      Amy Herman 

RE: Online Course for 

DATE: 

The Department of Athletics has approved one online course for                         ): 
unspecified course for Summer,      Please prepare an invoice for         course and 
forward it to me for processing (please note that       is a resident with regards to tuition). I 
will approve the invoice and will forward it to Cassandra Gregory in Student Accounts and 
University Receivables for processing. Ms. Gregory will submit an account adjustment request 
to Accounts Payable. Accounts Payable will transfer the appropriate funds from Student 
Accounts and University Receivables to Continuing Studies. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

CC: Rich DeSelm 
Jenn Townsend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 3:30 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: UNC admissions 

Hi Jennifer, 
Just wanted to follow-up with you that we did not receive a packet 
last weekend Was that mailed through the US Postal Service? 
Thanks in advance for your reply 

>Hi, 
> 

>I hope you are all having a great sprin!! 
> 

>I wanted to send all of you congratulations on being aNnitted to UNC 
>]2~r this upcoming school year. All of you should be receiving an 
>admissions packet this weekend. 
> 

>There will be three things that you need to do as snnn as possible: 
> 

>1. You will receive a reply form ]2~r admissions enrollment. Please 
>check the second box on the :[’arm which indicates that "yes, you 
>would like to enroll but you will be receiving a scholarship so you 
>are not sending in an admissions deposit" 
> 

>2 Send the form back and let me know as soon as you send it in so I 
>know when the cashiers o:[’fice receives the ]2~rm and we can sign you 
>up ]~r Orientation 
> 

>3 Please follow the directions in the admissions brochure :[’or 
>setting up your onyen (university username) and your e-mail. You 
>will go to a website (owen.nnc.edu) and enter your last name and 
>your PID (this number is in your admissions letter) 
> 

>These are the only three things that you will need to do right away 
>as far as admissions is concerned. The next step will be Orientation 
>and we will get started on that as soon as you send back your 
>enrollment letters. 
> 

>Please let me know if you have any questions at all. 
> 

>I am very excited about having you all here this surnmer as Tarheelst 
> 

>Jenn 
> 

> 

>Jenn Townsend 
>Associate Director 
>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>919-962-9538 
>919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 3:47 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <j mwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC admissions 

Okay, if we don’t have it by tomorrow, I’ll commct ruth you after April 2nd as we am leaving for the this Saturday. 

At 2:44 PM -0500 Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 

I believe the packet was sent through the tx~stal service. Admissions had told me that they would arrive last weekend, but 

on Monday. I am hoping that it is jufft taking a little longer to reach you in 

Please let me know if you do not receive it by Monday and I will check in again with Admissions. 

I hope you are all doing well, 

Je~m 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Atlfletes 

University of North Carolina. Chapel ttill 

919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (i:ax) 

j ust received his in 

>>> 3:29 PM >>> 

Hi Jennifer, 
Jufft wanted to follow-up with you that we did not receive a packet 

last weekend. Was that mailed through the US Postal Service? 

Thanks in advance tbr your reply. 

>Hi, 
> 

>I hope you are all having a great spring! 
> 

>I wanted to send all of you congratulations on being admitted to UNC 

>for this upcoming school year. All of you should be receiving an 

>admissions packet this weekend. 
> 

>There will be three things that you need to do as soon as possible: 
> 

>1. You will receive a reply tbnn tbr admissions enrollment. Please 
>check the second box on the form Milch indicates that "yes, you 

>would like to enroll but you will be receiving a scholarship so you 

>are not sending in an admissions deposit" 
> 

>2. Send the form back and let me know as soon as you send it in so I 

>know when the cashiers once receives the form and we can sign you 

>up for Orientation. 
> 

>3. Please follow the directions in the admissions brochure tbr 

>setting up your onyen (university usemame) and your e-mail. You 

>will go to a website (onyen. anc.edu) and enter your last name and 

>your PID (this number is in your admissions letter). 
> 

>These are the only three tlfings that you will need to do right away 

>as far as admissions is concerned. The next step will be Orientation 

>and we will get started on that as soon as you send back your 

>enrollment letters. 
> 

>Please let me know if you have any questions at all. 



> 

>I am ve~ excited abxmt having you all here this summer as Tarheels’. 
> 

>Jenn 
> 

> 

>Jenn Townsend 

>Associate Director 
>Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

>919-962-9538 

>919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 5:21 PM 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rm ercer@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Monday travel 

Guys: 

Good luck this weekend. 

Please let me know if this is causing problems for any of your classes. ]will be glad to reach out to your 

times. Please make sure that we are proactive in this situation and resolve any issue on the front end. 

Thanks and good luck! 

Spencer 

)rofessors if their is a scheduling conflict due to the altered travel 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Rich DeSelm ! 3:22 PM >>> 

Men’s NCAA TEAM: 

The NCAA travel group has put us on a very early flight Monday morning through Charlotte that is to arrwe at RDU at 8:40AM. Please communicate with your professors 

accordingly, remembering that travel can be unpredictable. Thanks for having a great attitude about all this. Let’s get ready to race tough Friday and through the weekend!! 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue.com 

www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, l h lO PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Next week 

Hey Jen. I haven’t met with you yet and would love to meet next week. If you can find a time tomorrow to meet and would rather do that then I can try to fit it around 

class and practice. I just want to learn how to use the new system and look at classes for next semester (not summer school!) 

Thanks, 

On , at 11:56 AM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Ladies: 
I wanted to remind you about summer school registration tomorrow (for sophomores and juniors) and Friday (for freshmen). Let me know if you need any 

help, 

Also, I will definitely be gone next week on Monday and Tuesday, There is a possibility that I will also be gone Wednesday and Thursday, so if you would like 

to talk about registration or if you need help with anything please try to see me this week, 

Hope you are all doing well, 

Jeon 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yunal %vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Friday, 9:19 AM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Yes, he was in class 
the doc he posted was faulty, so I sent him an email Tuesday- night 
instructing him to copy/paste the content of his essay to his email message 
and to send to his group mates--to which he failed to respond I discovered 
yesterday that his groupmates still haven’t received his essay        was 
to take care of this matter asap, so his groupmates can peer review-. Once 
this process is completed, he is to revise and post a final copy on 
bb--this was clue yesterday As of now, I don’t see it. Also, he only peer 
reviewed one of his groupmate’s essays; he is required to peer reiview two 
His groupmates’ performance is being affected by        inabili~ to turn 
in assignments on time I’d greatly appreciate your assistance .... 

On Thu, 21:51:10 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 

> Hi, 

> 

> I just wanted to follow up with you to see that the guys are stil] on 

> track. I particularly wanted to check with you about He told me 

his 

> presentation was postponed and that there was also an issue with his 

group 

> members not being able to edit his paper so he was unable to revise it 

Is 

> this accurate? Also, could you let me know if he was in class today? 

> 

> Thanks so much for your help, 

> 

> Jenn 

> Sent from lay Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: yuna[ <yuna]@emaihunc.edu> 

> Date: Tue,             16:21:02 

> To: <j townsend@uncaa uric. edu> 

> SubJect: Re: players in ENGL 

> 

> 

> Thank you so much for your support! 

> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 18:14:37 +0000, jtownsend@mlcaa.mlc.edu wrote: 

>> Hi: 

>> 

>> I just wanted to let you know- that all three guys just returned front 

>> practice and are getting ready to post their papers. They told me that 

> they 

>> were confused about what time it should be posted because the?" thought 

> they 

>> could do it by 2:00 time in Alabama. 

>> 

>> I apologize about the colffLlsion and I will do my best to nrake sure tiley 

>> post their drafts as soon as possible. I will also try to make sure tiley 

>> make their corrections to their peers by the deadline and set up 

meetings 

>> with you also. 

>> 

>> Thanks again for getting back to me. I will do everything I can to get 

> them 

>> back on track with your class. 

>> 

>> Jenn 

>> Sent from my Vcrizun Wireless BlackBerry 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: yunal <yunal(~email.unc.edu> 

>>Date: Mon,             19:13:22 

>> To: Jennifer Townsend<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>> Sul~iect: Re: players m ENGL 

>> 

>> 

>> Ms. Townsend: 

>> 

>> Thank you for your concern 

>> is currently averaging a for the course. He has taken 

> advantage 

>> of all opportunities to improve his essay grades. However, he has chosen 

> to 

>> accept his oral presentation grade of although he was given a chance 

> to 

>> redo (too late now-) He received on the midterm, but he 



submitted 

>> extra credit, so he will end up with a He was absent 2 times due to 

> out 

>> of town games. He seems to care about his performance in this class; he 

>is 

>> all caught up with assignments 

>> 

>> essay grades averag~    but has not made any effort to improve 

> his 

>> grades; his presentation didn’t meet any of the requirements (scheduled 

> to 

>> redo this Th~trsday); and has scored on the midterm (failed to turn 

in 

>> extra credit). He has 4 absences, one of which was from his failure to 

>> participate in an online peer review session. He is averaging for the 

>> course. 

>> 

>> is averaging for the course. His essay grades average a 

as 

>> he has made efforts to improve his grades; however, he has scored on 

> the 

>> midterm and failed to turn in extra credit. He also has 4 absences, one 

> of 

>> which was from his failure to participate in an online peer review 

> session. 

>> He is raissing plagiarism homework. 
>> 

>> It is critical that they post first drafts of persuasive essay on 

>> blackboard by 2 pm and post peer reviews by midnight tomorrow; their 

> group 

>> mates depend on thenr to post on time. 
>> 

>> Lastly, I would greatly appreciate your help in setting up individual 

>> cotfferences with thera. I’ve sent out multiple entails to no avaih 
>> 

>> Best, 

>> Yuna Lee 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, 15:29:07 -0400, "Jeimifer Townsend" 

>> <jtownsend@uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi, Professor Lee: 
>>> 

>>> NIy name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor with the 

>>> team Three of our student-athletes, 

>>> and will not be able to attend class 

> tomorrow 

>>> because the team is traveling to Alabama to play 

>>> 

>>> I know that they must post their paper rough drains to Blackboard but 

is 

>>> there anything that they will need to turn in before class tomorrow? I 

>>> will make sure they follow up with you also 

>>> 

>>> h~ addition, I wanted to check with you to see how- and 

>> 

>>> are doing in your class this semester. Any infoirnation or concerns you 

>> have 

>>> about their current grades, assignments, attendance or participation 

>> would 

>>> be appreciated. I know has really fallen behind and I have 

>> expressed 

>>> concern to him a number of times about this. 
>>> 

>>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>>> 

>>> Thankst 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jenn Townsend 

>>> Associate Director 

>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

>>> Umversi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

>>> 919-962-9538 

>>> 919-962-8247 (Ihx) 

>> 

>>__ 

>> Yuna Lee, Phi). 

>> Professor of Teaching 

>> Department of English & Comparative l,iterature 

>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>> CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

>> Phone: 

>> Fax: (919) 962-3520 
> 

>__ 

> Ytma Lee, Ph.D. 

> Professor of Teaching 

> Department of English & Comparative Literature 



> UNC Chapel Hill 
> CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
> Phone: 
> Fax: (919) 962-3520 

Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
Professor of Teaching 
Department of English & Comparative Literatme 
UNC’ Chapel Hill 

CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:37 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Monday travel 

Good morning from Charleston. 

I have asked all of the guys to send me an email or give me a call if there is a problem. A few of the guys have contacted me and ] have already been in contact with their 

professors,             will now miss a test in PSYC    but we have already worked out an alternate time with the professor. 

I will have my cell phone and access to email most all of today. The women are not traveling, so it is only the mens team that is put in a bad position. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 

www, tarheelblue.com 

>>> Robert Mercer 9:21 AM >> > 

Spencer, Jenn have you sent anything to the professors? RJM 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 5:2Z PM >>> 

Guys: 

Good luck this weekend. 

Please let me know if this is causing problems for any of your classes, ]will be glad to reach out to your 

times. Please make sure that we are proactive in this situation and resolve any issue on the front end. 

Thanks and good lucid 

Spencer 

)rofessors if their is a scheduling conflict due to the altered travel 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenen Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Rich DeSelm 3:22 PM >>> 

Men’s NCAA TEAM: 

The NCAA travel group has put us on a very early flight Monday morning through Charlotte that is to arrive at RDU at 8:40AM. Please communicate with your professors 

accordingly, remembering that travel can be unpredictable, Thanks for having a great attitude about all this. Let’s get ready to race tough Friday and through the weekend!! 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue.com 

www.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:52 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: RR #7.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:07 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

RR #7 new.doc 



From: @y~hoolcom~ 
Sent: Friday~ ] 12:15 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: RRQ #7! .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:32 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Cashiers’ holds for and 

Jenn, 
See below. 
Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email,unc.edu>           1:50 PM >>> 
owes $130.71 ( $122.50 housing danages from spring     & 

$8.21 SHS) 

frorn fall 

ows $530.10 ( $200 lost key, $20.00 alumni fee, $10.10 SHS 

, & $300 graduate library fine). 

Amy Herman wrote: 

> Can you check on these for me, please? 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> >>> Jennifer Townsend 10:32 AM > >> 

> Hi, Amy: 
> 

> Both ) and ) have 

> financial holds that are preventing them from registering for summer 

> school. Is there any way that you could let me know how much they owe? 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

Cassandra B Gregory 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 
Scholarship Billing Coordinator 

2215 SASB North CB#1400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 1400 

gregoryc@email,unc.edu 

phone 919 843 5384 

fax 919 962 1568 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman <~stl~oman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:36 PM 

Jennifer To~ ’nsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

RE: and EXSS 

Hi Jenrk Yes, I would pre[:er thaL he take the exam upon his return. Thanks. 

G,) } teals, 

Debora}~ Strom:m, Ph.D., CL[ J 

Expkxe. }".~g:~ge. }"..~!power. 

9 i9,8,13,0336 

http:/’/’www~unc~edu/depts/exercise /sport aclministration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. temley) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:02 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: and EXSS 

Hi, 
I just wanted to check with you to see if spoke with you about his exam tomorrow. I believe he thinks if he is going to take it when he gets back but if you would like a 

different arrangement, please let me know. 

thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 1:38 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn. Thanks fl)r your not£ I will review current ew?nt:s applicabh-:~ t.:_~ Cl’u~pts. 6-9 ~md fru~y have a pop quiz (option~l ~-_~>:tra credit). © 

C.,o } te¢is, 

gx21ore E~;g~gc Em’:~o~’~er. 

") I9.863,0336 

htt p:/’/’www.urtc.e Ju//c]epts/’exercise//spor t ~ dministration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: and EXSS 

Hi, Professor Stroman: 
Ijust wanted to let you know that will miss your EXSS    class on Friday because the Leam will be traveling to Mississippi to participate in 

Will he be missing anything on Friday that he would be allowed to turn in early or that he could make up? I will have follow up with you also. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Acadernic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 7:08 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and EXSS 

Hi Jenmt%r, 

I thil~k did quite a bit better on his final exam. He has also been 
putting forth a much better effort as well. I am willing to continue 
to work with him to help him pass the class. My hope is that he 
continues to follow up on his efforts. Thal~ks tbr checking in’. Have a 
great week[ 

Coyte 

Quoting Jelmifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Thal~ks so much for the information Did do better on the fina 1 
> exam? Has he talked to you at all about the travel plans for next 
> week? I hope he is showing more effort, but please let me know if he 
> is not 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel IIill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 11:13 ~’~\l >>> 
> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> Thanks for letting me know about situation. We have an 
> out-of-class group assignment on Friday so will need to follow-up 
> with his group members via emai[ to make sure he is contributing to the 
> prqject. If there is any confusion on     part about this prqject he 
> can come and see me during class next week 
> 

> On a side note, effort will need to change drastically if he is 
> going to pass the class. Following our Madterm Exam, I reached out to 
> him about working to improve his grade but he did not respond to my 
> emaik IIe can pass the class, but he will need to show interest and 
> initiative in the remaining classes to nrake up for the points he has 
> lost. I hope this helps! Keep up the fantastic work Jennt 
> 

> Coyte 
> 

> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
>> Hi, Professor Cooper: 
>> 

>> I just wanted to let you know that will miss your EXSS 
>> class on Friday because the team will be traveling 
>> to Mississippi to participate I know that has not been 
>> doing very well in your class. Will he be missing anything on Friday 
>> that he would be allowed to turn in early o1 that he could make up’.’ I 
>> will have follow up with you also. 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jetm 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

> 

> 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 



University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diane Groff <groff(@email,unc,edtr-- 

Sunday, 9:07 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: players in RECR 

Hijerm, 

talked to me about the teams travel to NY this week and provided 
me with the letter We are working on a time to make up their 
presentations. I am trying to avoid a situation where they just present 
to a group of themselves. I would rather they have to interact and lead 
others in the class (as I expect of everyone). I told them that after 
they get back from that we will work on a plan for them to make 
tap that assignment. 

Thanks, 
Diane 

Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 
> Thanks for the reformation. I spoke to them about their attendance and 
> behavior so I hope that they will improve in both areas. Did any of them 
> speak with you Thursday about a time to make up their presentations? 
> Also, did they let you know about our travel to New York this week? 
> 
> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> I)iane (3 rolt’<groff@email.unc.edu> l 0:19 PM >>> 
> Ill Jenn, 
> 

> ’]7he?" will be missing an assignment that the?" are to be presenting in 
> class tomorrow. Just have to get up with me to :figure out a way fur them 
> to make it up. 
> 

> In terms ufgenera] performance all of them have missed quite a few 
> classes,     and      spend a lot of time on their phunes/texting 
> during class. They are all good guys but prubably nut trying their hardest 
> 
> Dr Groff 
> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > Hi, Professor Groff: 
>> 

> > My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor witl-i the 
> > teanr. Three of our student-athletes, 
> > and , will not be able to attend class tonrorrow 
> > because the team is traveling to Alabama to play- 
>> 

> > Is there anything that they will need to turn in before class tomorrow? 
> > I will nrake sure they follow up with you also. 
>> 

> > In addition, I wanted to check witil you to see how and 
> >      are doing in your class this semester. Any information or 
> > concerns you have about their current grades, assignments, attendance or 
> > participation would be appreciated. 
>> 

> > Please let nre know- if you have any questions. 
>> 

> > Thanks! 
>> 
> > Jenn 
>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>> 

> 

>__ 

> Dr. Diane G. @of*; LRTiCTRS 
> Associate Professor - University of Nort2a Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> Recreation and Leisure Studies Specialization 
> Co-Director Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancel- Program 
> CB# 8700 26-G Fetzer Gym 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



> (919) 962-0534 

> groff@)em aiLunc.edu 

> 

Dr Diane G. Groff. LRT/CTRS 
Associate Professor - Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Recreation and Leisure Studies Specialization 
Co-Director Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 
CB# 8700 26-G Fetzer Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0534 
grotT@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, 7:58 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Orientation 

Hi! My dad said that he wasn’t able to get to the page to register. He called the number they gave and the person said to contact the coach. Yes [ have an account, Do you 

need to know the username and password? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 16:08:11 0400 

To: <, @gmail.com > 

Subject: Orientation 

Hi, 
Could you let me know exactly what the problem is with your account? Do you have an onyen and a password? 

Let rne know and [ will try to help you out. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email .unc .e du-- 

Monday, 8:38 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Next week 

He?’ Jenn, 

When is fall registration? 

On Wed,            11:56:22 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> I wanted to remind you about summer school registration tomorrow (for 
> sophomores and juniors) and t:riday (for freshmen). Let me know if you 
need 
> any help. 
> 

> Also, I will definitely be gone next week on Monday and Tuesday. There is 
a 
> possibility that [ will also be gone Wednesday and Thursday, so if you 
> would like to talk about registration or if you need help with anything 
> please try to see me this week. 
> 

> Hope you are all doing well, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, 9:57 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Orientation 

Hi! My dad was able to register me for 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

and . Thanks! 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 16:08:11 0400 

To: < @gmail.com > 

Subject: Orientation 

Hi, 
Could you let me know exactly what the problem is with your account? Do you have an onyen and a password? 

Let me know and I will try to help you out. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

meeting tomorrow 

So I have a doctors appointment tomorrow so I can’t make our meeting, but I 
feel like we haven’t met in forever :( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:32 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: List of iNcoming Freshman for Swimming... 

Ok, I’ll finalize the list and forward it on... with PID’s when I corral all of that information. :) 

1..:.:ii :.i "i ::i ":i:i’:.::::. "::2:1":.::: 

:.’:: .i 

: ~:): ~ :~.::?.::?~::~ i. ~::;~::~ :?i 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 

Hi, Christy: 

12:30 PM >>> 

I don’t have a list, but that would definitely be super helpful. 

Jenn 

Original Message 

From: Christy Garth 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 12:01:15 PM 

Subject: List of INcoming Freshman for Swimming... 

Hi Jen! 

This is a really random question, but just wanted to know if you have a list of our incoming freshman women for 

Christy Garth 

UNC Swimming & Diving, Asst. Coach 

(o) 919,96Z7262 

(c) 

(f) 919.962,6002 
GO HEELS! 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

yunal -%vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Jennit~r Townsend <jtownsen&~uncaa.unc.edu> 

post essay on Blackboard asap 

and 

Since you will not be here this week (assuming you will win), I plan to 
send you my edits via email, so you can revise and email it back to me; 
however, I don’t see your essays posted on Blackboard. I have looked at the 
paper version, and I’m requiring both of you to revise 

: To avoid reduction in your grade, add your reflection on the peer 
review session; don’t use second person pronoun "you" (don’t speak directly 
to the readers); add one more counterargument (required to present at least 
2); substantiate your refutation with more ]’acts and evidence; and 
summarize your main points in the concluding paragraph. Your arguments and 
refutation are mostly opinion based, which makes your paper weak. Also, 
distinguish between "too" and "to"; "whole" and "hole"; "benz" and "binge"; 
"there" and "their" You can make these correctmns and email the essay 
back to me. As it stands, you have a but if you make these changes, 
you’ll get a better grade--without having, factored into your final 
grade. 

: You did a good job of presenting two strong counterarguments, but 
your refutations are weak due to the lack of data/evidence. Present numbers 
and cite your sources to substantiate your opinion-based arguments. For 
instance, cite the story about the teen dying in a frat party; and 
substantiate your refutation about how other countries are not having probs 
with drinkig. First, you should cite the source that makes this claim and 
compare their numbers with that of ours: drinking age, fatality rate from 
drinking/driving, age teens can drive, how much access do teens have to 
cars, etc. so fair comparison can be made. Also, do NOT speak directly to 
your readers; write in 3rd person. Lastly, distinguish between "dramatize" 
and "traumatize"; "there" and "their." You’re also missing your reflection 
on the peer rcview session. As it stands, you have a    but if you make 
these changes, you’ll get a better grade--without having    factored into 
your final grade. 

Since you have to post first draft of problem/solution paper on Thursday, I 
would like this revision to be emailed to me within the next day or two if 
possible. 

All necessary docs relating to the next assigmnent is already posted on 
Blackboard. Please refer to the prob/solution essay structure, the rubric, 
and sanrple essays before you start writing. First draft should be posted no 
later than Thursday 2 pro. Refer to the atmouncements for instructions and 
due dates. Lastly, review the docs titled "THIS to Sunm~arize" and "-ing 
Clauses of Result," do the exercises and turn thenr in next tinre you’re in 
class. 

Okay-, good luck tomorrow!! 

On Sun,            16:45:12 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> I have told what he needs to do and will follow up with him 
tonight 
> I hope that they all talked to you about our travel this week. Am I 
correct 
> that they will need to have their feeder draft posted by Thursday 
morning? 
> If there is anything else that they need to do, please let me know 
> 

> thanks, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (ihx) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> yunal <yunal@email.unc.edu> 9:19 AM >>> 
> 

> Yes, he was in class. 



> the duc he pusted was faulty, su ] sent him an emai[ Tuesday night 

> instructing him to cupy/paste the content uf his essay to his email 

message 

> and to send tu his gruup mates--to which he failed to respund. ] 

discovered 

> yesterday that his groupmates sti]l haven’t received his essay. 

was 

> tu take care of this matter asap, so his gruupmates can peer review. Once 

> this process is cumpleted, he is to revise and pust a fina] copy on 

> bb--this was due yesterday-. As of now-, I don’t see it. Also, he only peer 

> reviewed one of his groupmate’s essays; he is required to peer reiview 

two. 

> His groupmates’ performance is being affected by inability to 

turn 

> in assignments on time. I’d greatly appreciate your assistance .... 

> 

> On Thu, 21:51:10 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to follow- up with you to see that the guy-s are still on 

>> track. I palticularly wanted to check with you about He told me 

> his 

>> presentation was postponed and that there was also an issue with his 

> group 

>> members not being able to edit his paper so he was unable to revise it. 

> Is 

>> this accurate? Also, could you let me know if he was in class today? 
>> 

>> Thanks so much for your help, 
>> 

>> Jetm 

>> Sent from tW Verizon Wireless BlackBerry_ 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: yunal <yunal@email.unc.edu> 

>> Date: Tue,             16:21:02 

>> To: <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 

>> Subject: Re: players m ENGL 

>> 

>> 

>> Thank you so much for your support! 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 18:14:37 +0000, jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 

>>> Hi: 

>>> 

>>> I just wanted to let you know that all three guys just returned licom 

>>> practice and are getting read?’ to post their papers They told me that 

>> they 

>>> were confused about what time it should be posted because the?’ thought 

>> they 

>>> could do it by 2:00 time in Alabama 

>>> 

>>> I apologize about the confusion and I will do my- best to make sure they 

>>> post their drafts as soon as possible. I will also try to make sure 

they 

>>> make their corrections to their peers by the deadline and set up 

> meetings 

>>> with you alsu 

>>> 

>>> Thanks again fur getting back to me. I will do everything ! can to get 

>> them 

>>> back un track with yuur class. 

>>> 

>>> Jenn 

>>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerpi 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: yunal <yunal@email.unc.edu> 

>>> Date: Mon,             19:13:22 

>>> To: Jennifer Tuwnsend<jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> 

>>~ Sublect: Re players in ENGL 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Ms. Townsend: 

>>> 

>>> Thank you for yuur concern. 

>>> is currently averaging a for the cuurse tie has taken 

>> advantage 

>>> of all oppurmnities tu improve his essay grades. Huwever, he has 

chosen 

>> tu 

>>> accept his oral presentation grade of dthough he was given a chance 

>> to 

>>> redo (too late now). He received on the midterrn, but he 

> submitted 

>>> extra credit, so he will end up with a He was absent 2 times due to 

>> out 

>>> of town games. He seems to care about his performance in this class; he 

>> is 



>>> all caught up with assignments 
>>> 

>>> essay grades average    but has not made any effort to improve 
>> his 
>>> grades; his presentation didn’t meet any of the requirements (scheduled 
>> to 

>>> redo this Thursday); and has scored ~ , on the midterm (failed to turn 
>m 
>>> extra credit), tie has 4 absences, one of which was fl~om his failure to 
>>> participate in an online peer review session. He is averaging for 
the 
>>> course. 
>>> 

>>> is averaging E’or the course. His essay grades average a 
> as 

>>> he has nrade efforts to inrprove his grades; however, he has scored    on 
>> the 
>>> midteml and failed to turn in extra credit. He also has 4 absences, one 
>> of 
>>> which was from his failure to participate in an online peer review 
>> session. 
>>> He is missing plagiarisnr homework. 
>>> 

>>> It is critical that they post first drafts of persuasive essay- on 
>>> blackboard by 2 pin and post peer reviews by midnight tomorrow-; their 
>> group 
>>> nrates depend on them to post on time. 
>>> 

>>> Lastly-, I would greatly appreciate your help in setting up individual 
>>> conferences with them. I’ve sent out multiple emails to no avail. 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> Yllrla Lee 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Moo, 15:29:07 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>>> <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> Hi, Professor Lee: 
>>>> 

>>>> \~z name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor with the men’s 
>>>> team. Three of our student-athletes, 
>>>> and , will not be able to attend class 
>> tomorrow 
>>>> because the team is traveling to Alabama to play 
>>>> 

>>>> I know- that the?- must post their paper rough drafts to Blackboard but 
> is 
>>>> there anything that the?- will need to turn in before class tomorrow? 
I 
>>>> will make sure they follow up with you also 
>>>> 

>>>> In addition, I wanted to check with you to see how- 
>>> 

>>>> are doing in your class this semester. Any information or concerns you 
>>> have 
>>>> about their current grades, assignments, attendance or participation 
>>> would 
>>>> be appreciated. I know has really fallen behind and I have 
>>> expressed 
>>>> concern to him a number of times about this. 
>>>> 

>>>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>>>> 

>>>> Thanks! 
>>>> 

>>>> Jenn 
>>>> 

>>>> Jenn Townsend 
>>>> Associate Director 
>>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>> University of North Caro[ina, Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>>> 

>>> -- 

>>> Yuna Lee, PhD. 
>>> Professor of Teaching 
>>> I)epartment ofEng[ish & Comparauve Literature 
>>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>>> CB # 3520, 422 Green[aw Hall 
>>> (Napel Hi]l, NC 27599-3520 
>>> Phone: 
>>> Fax: (919) 962-3520 
>> 

>>-- 

>> Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
>> Professor of Teaching 
>> Department of English & Comparative Literature 
>> L~C Chapel Hill 
>> CB # 3520, 422 Greetflaw Hall 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 



>> Phone: 

>> Fax: (919) 962-3520 

> 

>__ 

> Yuna Lee, Phi). 

> Professor of Teaching 

> Department of Hnglish & Comparative Literature 

> UNC Chapel Hill 

> CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw tlal[ 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

> Phone: 

> Fax: (919) 962-3520 

Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
Professor of Teaching 
Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 

CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:54 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: meeting tomorrow 

Ya except for we had a KILLER french test today, that I don’t think I did 
well on at all, but the entire class complained that we didn’t have enough 
time Hopefully, she will do something about it. Besides that, I been 
doing okay in there and else eye.thing seems to be decent Nothing new in 
philosophy or history. Have fun in New York! Just wanted to check in with 
you though!! 

On Mon,            12:46:11 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> He?- 
> 

> I know we haven’t met in forever I am actually in New York right now but 
I 
> might be back on Thursday IfPm not back, it would have to be next 
week 
> Is everything going okay in your classes? 
> 

> Jenn 
Original Message ..... 

> From:                @emaihunc.edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 10:23:03 AM 
> Subject: meeting tomorrow 
> 

> 

> So I have a doctors appointment tomorrow so I can’t make our meeting, but 
I 
> :[’eel like we haven’t met in ]k~rever :( 
> 

> 

>_ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:58 PM 

McGrath, Colin B <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Haase, Jerod A <jhaase@uncaa.~mc.edu>; ttolladay, Joe R <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

Robinson, Steve A <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Blanchard, John G <johnbla~lchard@unc.edt~-; Brazile, Kyle H. <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lmace M 

<markos@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

BasketbaJl - M 

Basketball - M - Missing Items.pdl, Basketball - M - Summau.pdf 

Attached is your Athletic Summary Report and Missing Items Report. Please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha~.admissions.u nc edu 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
62-9149 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 3:04 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Ok I will follow through with that. I left a SEA semester reference form 
under your door I thil~k that I’m going to do Semester at Sea this summer 
and your the only academic adviser that I know here. If you could just fill 
that out and then give it back to me that would be much much appreciated. 

:) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

yunal -%vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

~email.unc.edu; @emml.unc.edu; @email.~mc.edu; 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

make up work for missing class and Prob~Solution paper due dates (revised) 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Students: 

We have reviewed the structure/possible topics for your next paper and 
diagnosed 2 sample essays. Please refer to the posted docs and review 
Also, complete two exercises ("-ing Clauses of Result" and "THIS to 
summarize") and bring them to class next Tuesday to turn in 

Due to request, I’ve revised the due dates for the prob/solution paper as 
follows (copying/pasting announcements posted on Blackboard): 

Due SUNI)AY,         before 6 pm: 
Complete first draft of prob/solution essay and post on group pages--name 
the file"U3F1 draftl your name." 

Due MONDAY,         before 3 pro: 
Edit two of your group-mates’ essays by referring to the rubric and post on 
group pages. Summarize at the end by identil~’ing at least 2 weaknesses 
(specific constructive criticisms) and 2 strengths (not overly 
complementary nor vague). Post the edited docs on blackboard by naming the 
file"U3Fl author’s name revised by your name." 

Due Tues, 
Before Tuesday’s class, revise your essay based on peer reviews and include 
a paragraph at the end indicating how you revised your :first draft. Then 
post your revised essay on group pages with the file name "U3FI draft2 your 
name" and BRING A PAPER COPY TO CLASS. 

***bold thesis and topic sentences and don’t forget to include your 
reflection on the peer review session 

Persuasive paper revision due Tuesday, . I will only accept paper copy 
with your second draft attached (one with ray edits). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 5:08 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

impact statement 

impact.docx 

Hey Jelm, 

I attached my revised impact statement If there is anything that needs 
to be changed let me know and I’ll get right on it. Thank you so much 
for all of your help! Have a great week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: comm 

Alright, thank you! I looked around for a class online and I think I want 
to take AFRI Is that ok with you? If so i’ll go ahead and let Rich 
know and sign up Thanks! 

On Fri,            13:35:29 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> I finally heard back from the COMM department and I guess the CO2vE’vl 
> sections are listed correctly on the website I guess they are changing 
the 
> set up of the class 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Williams <khwillia@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:39 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and and DRAM 

Hi Jelm 
Sorry to be so late in getting back to you. 
have seen both of them in class a bit more but still has missed 9 
classes and     has missed 11. They get two passes. I am not stare if I 
have all there days from you so you might want to resend the excused 
days from UNC. 

has a but is missing his Journal from midterm and has a for 
that. He needs to turn it in again at the end of class. 

has a 
They both have some extra credit opportunities 
Both have turned in one paper and have one more remaining. 
Please remind them to read Mulatto by Langston Hughes ]~r tomorrow. 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Professor W1Hiams: 
> 

> Thank you for your e-mai] last week confirming thai turned i~ hi~ 
> journals I also wanted to let you know that, unfortunately, both i 
> and            will miss your ])RAN’    class tomorrow because the team 
> wil[ be traveling to Alabama to play i 
> 

> ] know that has struggled in your course Has his attendance been 
> any better? Any information you have about                 current 
> grades and their attendance/participation would be appreciated 
> 
> ]s there anything that either of them will have to turn in before class 
> on Tuesday? I will make sure that they both fol]ow up with you about 
> anything the?, missed 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 
> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:56 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Psyc 

He?’ Jenn, 

SO I emailed Dr. Wiss about Psyc and he wrote back: 

hi    , the class is actually for senior psyc majors who will be 
serving as recitation leaders (like TAs, but without the grading)tbr 
psyc     it will involve teaching 2 classes of 25 students per week, 
and then meeting with me once a week to talk about teaching, as well as 
attending psyc    lectures 2X per week. if this is something you’re 
interested in, let me know. 

I was just wondering what this means exactly. Will I have to write my own 
lesson plans and will I have to attend ever,), psyc    class to know what to 
discuss in class If you could ask around for me and :find out what exactly 
this class entails that would be much appreciated. I just don’t want to 
commit without knowing exactly what the class is about. Thank you :for 
everything ! 



From: @email.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday-, 9:32 PIvl 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: spanish 

Attach: spanish docx 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:18 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Cashiers’ holds for and 

Jenn, 
I would say that he should check with the Housing Office, since they are the ones that put those charges on students’ accounts. I’m copying the Cashier’s Office on this in case 

the charges have been taken off since we last checked,.. 

Cassandra, PID is 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 9:16 AM >>> 

Hi, Amy: 

swears that he paid the housing damages costs last fall. Is there any way that you could check on that or is there someone he could call directly? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Amy Herman 

Jenn, 
See below. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

2:32 PM >>> 

>>> Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>           1:50 PM >>> 
owes $130.71 ( $122.50 housing danages from spring     & 

$8.21 SHS) 

from fall 

ows $530.10 ( $200 lost key, $20.00 alumni fee, $10.10 SHS 

, & $300 graduate library fine). 

Amy Herman wrote: 

> Can you check on these for me, please? 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> >>> Jennifer Townsend 10:32 AM >>> 

> Hi, Amy: 
> 

> Both ) and ) have 
> financial holds that are preventing them from registering for summer 

> school. Is there any way that you could let me know how much they owe? 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

Cassandra B Gregory 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 
Scholarship Billing Coordinator 

2215 SASB North CB#1400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 1400 

gregoryc@email.unc.edu 

phone 919 843 5384 

fax 919 962 1568 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Monday, 9:20 AM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fw: in class essay postponed 1 week: SOC .SPRING: 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry [] 

From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Date: Mon, 09:08:29 -0400 (EDT) 

To: "SOCI .SPRING    ":;<Invalid address> 
Subject: in class essay postponed 1 week: SOCI 

in class essay #4 will be on    , not 

I hope yon enjoyed the weekend, 

Ted 

.SPRING 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:23 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: comm 

Through the friday center, ill let Rich know that too. Ive done it before so I know there is a little different process to sign up. 

On 9:26 AM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

That’s fine ruth me. Is it online or is it through the Friday Center? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Atllletes 

University of North CaJrolina. Chapel ttill 

919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (t:ax) 

>>> ~email.unc.edu~ 9:27 AM >>> 

Alright, thank yon! I looked around for a class online and I think I want 

to take AFRI    . Is that ok ruth you? If so i’ll go ahead and let Rich 

know and sign up. Thanks! 

On Fri,            13:35:29 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<itownsend(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> I finally heard back from the COMM department and I guess the COMM 

> sections are listed correctly on the website. I guess they are changing 

the 

> set up of the class. 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-962-9538 

> 919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: @gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Monday, 12:00 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: and [,FIT 

Hi Jenn, 

did speak ruth me about making up their absences. I teach an 8ran aerobics on Tues & Thurs and I told them that they can come to that class to make 

up some of their absences. They have both come to one class so far mid I think they plan on attending a few more before the semester is over. If they make up some of 

those unexcused absences, don’t miss the last lab and do well on the final then they should both be able to get a good grade in class. Hope this helps. 

at l 1:06 AM, Jennitbr Townsend ~jtownsend(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am just checking up on               who is in your LFIT    class. I know that he has had additional absences due to our travel for         .. Could you let me 

know if he has spoken with you about what he can do to make these up? Has he made up any of his other work that he was missing? Any information you could 

provide about where he stands currently in the class would be appreciated. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

En~Jl: @em~J.unc.edu 
@~maJl.com 



From: ~email.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Monday, 12:47 PM 

To: ,lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Subject: Re: and LFIT 

Jenn, 
is all set with his absence situation¯ I have been aware of the 

travel arid he has been in communication with me. He currently 
has not completed 3 quizzes, which I have given him until the end of the 
week to complete. He also hasn’t turned in a lab that I have reminded him 
about a few times¯ His grade is suffering because of these missed 
assignments¯ If you have an?’ other questions, please let me know-¯ Thanks 

On Mon,            11 : 13:28 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> I am just checking up un who is in your LFIT 
> know that he has had additional absences due to our travel fur 

class. I 

> Cuuld you let me know if he has spoken with you abuut what he can do to 
> make these up’? Has he made up any ufhis uther work that he was missing? 
> An?" information yuu could provide abuut where he stands currently in the 
> class would be appreciated 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Assuciate Directur 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas Carsey <carsey@unc.edtr-- 

Monday-, 12:49 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and POLI    class 

Hi Jenn, 

As I’ve told him, I’d be happy to meet with him an?’ time 
outside of class to talk about his performance. In terms of 
preparing for the exam, the textbook and lecture notes are 
the sources he needs to study I’d be happy to answer 
questions about the lectures (or the book) at an?- time. 
There is no review sheet. 

I always tell students that the best way to study is to make 
the process an active one. Take notes on what they read, 
quiz themselves and each other over the material, imagine 
questions that could be asked from each section of the 
material, etc. Just reading and just highlighting is often 
not enough. Those methods are too passive They help 
students get a general familiarity, with material, but not a 
detailed understanding. 

I hope this is helpful 

Tom 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> Hi, Professor Carsey: 
> 
> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am the academic advisor for our 1 

>           team. One of our student-athletes,                , is 
> concerned about his performance in your class due to his 
> related absences I know he is scheduled to take his make-up exam this 
> week Do you have any suggestions for how he should best prepare for 
> this exam due to his missed class time’? Do you have a study guide or any 
> suggestions for areas that he should study? Any suggestions you have and 
> any information you could provide about his current grade would be much 
> appreciated 
> 

> ’]7hanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel }{ill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (I=ax) 
> 

Thomas M. Carsey, Thomas J. Pearsall Distinguished Professor 
Dept. of Political Science 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
Phone: (919) 962-1207 
Fax: (919) 962-0432 
F>mail: carsey@unc.edu 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Monday, 1:19 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: and [,FIT 

Ms. Townsend, 

Thank you for contacting me regarding            has spoken with me in 
person regarding his absences. As for the work for the class,      has 
completed what has been required of him      has had a few extra 
absences, not due to games that were unexcused His unexcused absences 
at this point have not ait’ected his grade. He has had two absences 
that are not completely his fault as he came to class where we 
normally wait, but we had already lef for our            Ager these 
instabces he has informed me he was late and we had alrea@ leg, he 
was responsible in doing so and I appriciatete that. 

Overall      has done what is required of him for the class I 
understand the demands placed on as a student athlete at UNC, as 
I am a that works with our Men’s 

and I do not feel has taken 
advantage of his extra absences clue to ahletic comitment. My only 
request is that he do his best to attend the remainder of classes for 
the semester. 

Please contact me with any other questions. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina 

Sent from Barnett’s iPhone 

On           , at 10:58 AM, Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi, 
> 

> I am just checking up on who is in your LFIT 
> class I know that he has had additional absences due to our travel 
> for         . Could you let me know if he has spoken with you 
> about what he can do to make these up? }{as he made up any of his 
> other work that he was missing? Any information you could provide 
> about where he stands currently in the class would be appreciated. 
> 

> Thanks t 
> 

> Jetm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Acadcmic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universit’y of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:49 PM 

To: .lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: and BIOL 

Hi Jenn, 

missed lab on tuesday,         for a game, and he sent the 
assignment that was due on that day as an email attachment¯ He 
emailed me ahead of time to let me know he would be missing, and was 
planning on attending the make-up session held on monday, 
but he sent me an email the weekend before telling me that because 
they had won the game, the?, were going out of town again and he 
wouldn’t be able to make it to the make-up session 

Earlier in the semester, he missed two labs and didn’t make either of 
them up. The first was because he was sick, but he didn’t contact me 
directly about making up the material (but students in EIOL     get 
one free unexcused absence), and the second was for a game. Though he 
gave me the schedule of game dates at the beginning of the semester, 
he did not email me to remind me he would not be there or to make 
arrangements to attend the make-up session Consequently, though 
has not made up any of the labs he missed, he has not been penalized 
for any of his absences¯ He may have to make extra effort concerning 
the material he missed when stu@ing for the fina[ exam 

average in the class is currently     points out of a possible 
points¯ A curve may be applied at the end of the semester (but 

students do not know about the curve, so please don’t teU him). 

IIope this helps, 

On Mon,           at 11:14 AM, Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
>Iti, 
> 

> I am just checking up on who is in your BIOL class. I 
> know that he has had additional absences due to our travel for 
> Could you let me know if he has spoken with you about what he can do to 
> make these up? Has he made up any of his other work that he was missing? Any 
> irfformation you could provide about where he stands currently in the class 
> would be appreciated 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 
> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962- 8247 (i=ax) 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:30 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fall Registration 

When is our registration? and can we meet so we can go over classes for 
next semester and I can figure out the new system? basically when are 
you not going to be at the ac so I know when not to come thanks and see 
you this week! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@eln~Jl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:40 PlVl 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Classes 

Hey 

I was wondering if we could meet sometime in order to talk about my 
classes for next year, and I also have some questions about summer school 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cassandra Gregory <g~ego~c@emaikunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Amy Hemmn <aj schae@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Cashiers’ holds for and 

First let me say if housing does not know how to read a student account 
then they do not to need to say anything. 

Second, the charge was put on the account on spring      in the amount 
of $152.50 (      ), they took off $3000 (     ). Which leaves an 
outstanding amount due of $122.50 from housing. 

Third      tuition,fees, housing, & books were paid tbr on 
without any outstanding balance owed. So I do not know who you are all 
talking to over there but I am more then willing to show them how to 
read      account so that they could give out correct information. 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
>Iti, 
> 

> Sorry to bug you one more time, but we called housing and they said 
> the $122 was actually for tuition and fees for     . He said he does 
> not know why he would owe that. Would you mind letting me know why he 
> would be charged for tuition? 
> 

> Thanks again, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Amy Herman 9:18 AM >>> 
> Jenn, 
> 

> I would say that he should check with the Housing Office, since they 
> are the ones that put those charges on students’ accounts. I’m 
> copying the Cashier’s Office on this in case the charges have been 
> taken off since we last checked... 
> 

> Cassandra, PID is 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> >>> Jemfifer Townsend 9:16 AM >>> 
> Hi, Amy: 
> 
> swears that he paid the housing damages costs last fall. Is 
> there any way that you could check on that or is there someone he 
> could call directly? 
> 

> Thanks t 
> 

> Jem~ 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~¢ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (Ihx) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> ~ny Herman 2:32 PM >>> 
> Jelqn, 

> 

> See below. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> >>> Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc edu> 1:50 PM >>> 
> owes $13071 ( $12250 housing danages from spring & 
> $821 SHS) 
> 



ows $530.10 ( $200 lost key, $20.00 alumni fee, $10.10 SHS > 

> :from fall , & $300 graduate library free) 
> 

> 

> 

> Am?" Herman wrote: 
> > (;an you check on these for me, please? 
>> 

> > Am?" 
>> 
> > >>> Jennifer Townsend 10:32 AM >>> 
> > Hi, Amy: 
>> 

> > Both ) and ) have 
> > financial holds that are preventing them from registering for summer 
> > school. Is there an?" way that you could let me know how much they owe? 
>> 

> > Thanks! 
>> 

> > Jeni1 

>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>> 

> 

>__ 

> Cassandra B Gregory 
> Student Accounts & Universib" Receivables 
> Scholarship Billing Coordinator 
> 2215 SASB Nolth CB#1400 
> Chapel Hill NC 27599-1400 
> gregoryc@email unc .edu 
> phone 919-843-5384 
> fax 919-962-1568 
> 

Cassandra B Gregory 
Student Accounts & University Receivables 
Scholarship Billing Coordinator 
2215 SASB North CB#1400 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1400 
gregoryc@email.unc edu 
phone 919-843 -5384 
fax 919-962-1568 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu>; Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu > 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Course - 

(MBB) - Summer.pdf 

Carol and Jody, 

See attached, ] believe will be enrolling today, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a1 schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Carol McDonnell 

/:;! :; :i:~’:<,:~:~s! ........... 

FROM:      Amy Herman 

RE: Online Course for 

DATE: 

The Department of Athletics has approved one online course for           (          ): 
SOCI    for Summer,      Please prepare an invoice for      course and forward it to me 
for processing (please note that     is a resident with regards to tuition). I will approve the 
invoice and will forward it to Cassandra Gregory in Student Accounts and University 
Receivables for processing. Ms. Gregory will submit an account adjustment request to Accounts 
Payable. Accounts Payable will transfer the appropriate funds from Student Accounts and 
University Receivables to Continuing Studies. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

CC: Joe Holladay 
Jenn Townsend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <j mwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC admissions 

Hi Jennifer, 
has not received his admissions packet, but yeslerday we did receive notification of the CCI Laptop Grant. Would you mind checking ruth admissions to see 

if they can generate another acceptance letter? 

Thanks in advance. 

At 2:44 PM -0500 . Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 

I believe the packet was sent through the postal service. Admissions had told me that they would arrive last weekend, but 

on Monday. I am hoping that it is just taking a little longer to reach you in 

Please let me know if you do not receive it by Monday and I roll check in again ruth Admissions. 

I hope you are all doing well, 

Jem~ 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Cmolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

jusl received his in 

>>> 3:29 PM >>> 
Hi Jennifer, 
Just wanted to tbllow- up with you that we did not receive a packet 
last weekend. Was that mailed through the US Postal Service? 
Thanks in advance for your reply. 

>Hi, 
> 

>I hope you are all having a great sprin!! 
> 

>I wanted to send all of you congratulations on being admitted to UNC 

>for this upcoming school year. All of you should be receiving an 

>admissions packet this weekend. 
> 

>There will be three things that you need to do as soon as possible: 
> 

>1. You will receive a reply form for admissions enrolhnent. Please 

>check the second box on the form which indicates that "yes, you 

>would like to enroll but you will be receiving a scholarship so you 

>are not sending in an admissions deposit" 
> 

>2. Send the form back and let me know as soon as you send it in so I 

>know when the cashiers ott]ce receives the timn and we can sign you 

>up for Orientation. 
> 

>3. Please follow the directions in the admissions brochure tbr 
>setting up your onyen (mfiversity usemame) and your e-mail. You 

>will go to a website (onyen.unc.edu) and enter your last name and 

>your PID (this number is in your admissions letter). 
> 

>These are the only three things that you will need to do right away 

>as far as admissions is concerned. The next step will be Orientation 

>and we will get started on that as soon as you send back your 



>enrollment letters. 
> 
>Plea~ let me know if you have m~y questions at all. 
> 
>I am very. excited about having you all here tiffs summer as Tarheels! 
> 
>Jenn 

> 

> 

>Jenn Townsend 
:>Associate Director 
:>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>University of North Carolina, Chapel tlill 
>919-962-9538 
>919- 962- 8247 (tax) 
> 

email: 

email: 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:10 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: COMM 

hi jenn, 
they both did a bit better on the last quiz, but current final grade is still pretty low for both of them; they’d really been at a disadvantage by the time they started to apply 
themselves mid semester, but.i’m hopeful, too, that they will finish strong with the final three components of their grades: 
1) we’ve one more quiz, covering current chapter on climate and also next chapter on conflict, that will be some time next week. 
2) their second project is due this friday and they should be familiar with all the requirements of that, as i’d discussed that with them before they left for ny. 
3) final is cumulative, but with a heavy focus on the final two chapters (it’s as if the last two chapters’ quiz is rolled into the final). 

let me know if you have other questions, 
thanks 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:      @aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 11:46 am 
Subject: COMM 

Hi 
I just wanted to check in again about and . I hope they both touched base with you about their absences last week. They both are aware of the project due Friday, so 
I believe they should not have a problem turning that in on time. Do you have any estimates for their current grades and is there any work that is still missing? I really hope 
that they will finish out the semester strong. 
Hope you had a good Easter, 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:48 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

He?’ Jenn, 
I’m son5’ to bother you again. I know that you have a lot going on but did 
you get that form I put under your door? 



From: @email.unc,edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Schedule Mee6ng 

He)’ Jenn! 

Can I come in on Friday to have a meeting about my fall classes? I am 
available from 10-12 if that works for you ! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@aol.com > 

Tuesday, 5:23 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Cashiers’ holds for and 

Thanks Jenn, 

is planning on returning the book on Wednesday. 1’11 send the balance, less the book charge, plus the late fee. What’s the deadline for registering? 

Sent via BlackBerry from T Mobile 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 13:58:06 0400 

To: < @aol.com > 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Cashiers’ holds for     and 

Hi, 
Here is the details on what needs to pay so that his hold can be lifted and he can register. I am sure that if he returns the books to the library, that fee will be lowered 
significantly. I also told him to ask , the trainer, about the Student Health fee since those often should be charged to athletics and not the student. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Amy Herman 

Jenn, 

See below. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

2:32 PM >>> 

> > > Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >           1:50 PM > > > 
owes $130.71 ( $122.50 housing danages from spring     & 

$8.21 SHS) 

from fall 

ows $530.10 ( $200 lost key, $20.00 alumni fee, $10.10 SHS 

, & $300 graduate library fine). 

Amy Herman wrote: 

> Can you check on these for me, please? 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> >>> Jennifer Townsend 10:32 AM >>> 

> Hi, Amy: 
> 

> Both ) and ) have 
> financial holds that are preventing them from registering for summer 

> school, Is there any way that you could let me know how much they owe? 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

Cassandra B Gregory 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 



Scholarship Billing Coordinator 

2215 SASB North CB#1400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 1400 

g regoryc@email,u nc.,ed u 

phone 919 843 5384 

fax 919 962 1568 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:52 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Fall regismadon 

Also, should I sign up for a fall registration meeting? 

On Tue,            17:54:34 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> I am sending another friendly reminder about Fall registration which is 
> coming tap next week for most of you. If you have not already met with me 
> or set up an appointment, please make sure you do so as soon as possible. 
> If you are a current junior or a senior who is returning, you really need 
> to meet with me before Friday. 
> 

> Here are the registration dates: 
> 
> Current seniors: 
> 
> Current Juniors: 
> 
> Current Sophomores: 
> 
> Current Freshmen: 
> 

> To double-check your registration rune, you should log into "My UNC". It 
is 
> located at the top of the UNC homepage or at 
> http://accesscarolina.unc.edu/dt. Once you have logged in, you need to 
> click on the "Connect Carolina" link. The Connect Carolina site will have 
> your registration date on the right hand side. They have not yet put in 
the 
> morning times for priority registration, so your time will be off when 
you 
> check it but the date will be correct 
> 

> The Connect Carolina site is also where you can check and see if you have 
> any holds Please make sure you pay these off or get them removed before 
> your registration date so you can have the best class selection. 
> 

> If you think that you will not be able to register at your early morning 
> time because of class or other conflict, please let me know- so that I can 
> help you get registered. 
> 

> Please let me know- if you have any- questions. Again, if I have not met 
with 
> you, I will need to meet with you before your registration date. 
> 

> Hope you are enjoying the nice weather{ 
> 
> Jerm 
> 

> Jeml Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 9:41 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

spanish brochure 

spanish borchure.docx 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:00 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

online summer course 

He?’ Jen, 

The course I am thinking about taking online is through 
in                 and is the developmental psychology 

http://schedule.lonestar edu/tscrdxmlasp?subjdetvar PSYC&crsdetvar 2314&credvar 3&longtitle LIFE% 
2DSPAN+GROWTH~AND+DRVF;LOPMENT&L1 0&T102 I&W1 17&C1 09&$1 10SP 
thats the website 
and this is the main info 

Credit Course Easy Search - Spring 
This listing shows OPEN classes only. 

PSYC [3 Cre&t Hours] 
Locations Selected: All Locations Selected 
Instruction Types: Online (;lass 
Number of Weeks: All (;lass Lengths Selected 
Location Section# Reg# Class ~[}’pe Days/Time/Bldg. Instructor Weeks Start 
End 
MC Distance Learning 4W302 38406 I)istance Learning 

OK, anyway I’m not sure what I am supposed to do now to see if it will 
count Just let me know[ thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 10:41 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Fall regismadon 

Jenn, 
Can I meet with you thursday between 1215-2? 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> I am sending another friendly reminder about Fall registration which 
> is coming up next week for most of you If you have not already met 
> with me or set up an appointment, please make stare you do so as soon 
> as possible. If you are a CUlTent junior or a senior who is 
> returning, you really need to meet with me before Friday-. 
> 

> Here are the registration dates: 
> 

> Current seniors: April 
> 

> Current Juniors: April 
> 
> Current Sophomores: April 
> 
> Current Freshmen: April 
> 

> To double-check your registration time, you should log into "My UNC". 
> It is located at the top of the UNC homepage or at 
> http://accesscarolina unc.edu/dt Once you have logged in, you need 
> to click on the "Connect Carolina" link. The Connect Carolina site 
> will have your registration date on the right hand side. They have 
> not yet put in the morning times for priority registration, so your 
> time will be offwhen you check it but the date will be correct. 
> 

> The Connect Carolina site is also where you can check and see if you 
> have any holds Please make sure you pay" these off or get them 
> removed before your registration date so you can have the best class 
> selection 
> 

> If you think that you will not be able to register at your early" 
> morning time because of class or other conflict, please let me know 
> so that I can help you get registered. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions Again, if I have not 
> met with you, I will need to meet with you before your registration 
> date. 
> 

> Hope you are enjoying the nice weather{ 
> 
> Jerm 
> 

> Jeml Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 8:55 AM 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

EXSS Award 

Jenn and Beth: 

EXSS asked me if I could make sure that the email that was sent to 

Can you make sure they are aware of their students as well? 

Spencer B. Welbom 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa,u nc.edu 
vcv~,v.ta rh eel bl u e.co m 

and reached both Butch Davis and Roy Williams respectively. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@eln~Jl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Classes 

I’m available everyday after 2 but if it works better for you for me to 
come sooner i could make that happen. When would it work best tbr you? 

Thanks 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, 
> 

> Yes, I would be happy to meet with you. Just let me know when you would 
> like to meet 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> @email.unc.edu> 8:40 PM >>> 
> Hey 
> 

> I was wondering if we could meet sometime in order to talk about my 
> classes ]2~r next year, and I also have some questions about summer school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 11:44 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Fall registva’don 

sounds good, thanks! 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Yes. Will 10 work? 
Original Message ..... 

> From: <     @email uric edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 11:22:49 AM 
> Subject: Re: Fall registration 
> 

> Hey Jen, are you licee tomorrow- at all between 930-11? 
> 

> Thanks, * 
> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu>: 
> 

>> Hi, Ladies: 
>> 

>> I am sending another li’iendly reminder about Fall registration which 
>> is coming up next week :[’or most of you. If you have not already met 
>> with me or set up an appointment, please make sure you do so as soon 
>> as possible. If you are a current junior or a senior who is 
>> returning, you really need to meet with me before Friday. 
>> 

>> Here are the registration dates: 
>> 

>> Current seniors: April 
>> 

>> Current Juniors: April 
>> 

>> Current Sophomores: April 
>> 
>> Current Freshmen: April 
>> 

>> To double-check your registration time, you should log into "My UNC" 
>> It is located at the top of the UNC homepage or at 
>> http://accesscarolina.unc edu/dt. Once you have logged in, you need 
>> to click on the "Connect Carolina" link The Connect Carolina site 
>> will have your registration date on the right hand side. ’]’he?" have 
>> not yet put in the morning times %r priority registration, so your 
>> time will be offwhen you check it but the date will be correct. 
>> 

>> The Cotmect Carolina site is also where you can check and see if you 
>> have an?" holds. Please make sttre you pay these off or get them 
>> removed before your registration date so you can have the best class 
>> selection. 
>> 

>> If you think that you will not be able to register at yottr early 
>> morning time because of class or other conflict, please let me know 
>> so that I can help you get registered. 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have any questions. Again, if I have not 
>> met with you, I will need to meet with you before your registration 
>> date. 
>> 

>> Hope you are enjoying the nice weather{ 
>> 

>> Jetm 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of Norfll Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:06 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

reflection #2.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 1:03 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

springbreak! .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:04 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Fall regisWa’don 

Yes, that is fine How about we talk about classes then too? Does that 
work? 

On Wed.            09:19:44 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@nca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> Yes, I did receive the ~L)ITfl but I might not be able to fill it out until 
> Friday. Will that be okay? Also, you can definitely come in for a 
> registration meeting if you need help picking out your classes. 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program ]k~r Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu~ 6:51 PM >>> 
> 

> Also, should I sign up for a fall registration meeting? 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 17:54:34 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> tli, Ladies: 
>> 

>> I am sending another li’iendly reminder about Fall regmtration which is 
>> coming up next week J2~r most of you. If you have not already met with 
me 
>> or set up an appointment, please make sure you do so as soon as 
possible. 
>> If you are a current jnnior or a senior who is returning, you really 
need 
>> to meet with me before Friday. 
>> 

>> Here are the registration dates: 
>> 

>> C’~lrrent seniors: April 
>> 

>> C~trrent Juniors: April 
>> 

>> C’~lrrent Sophomores: @ril 
>> 

>> Current Frestmlen: April 
>> 

>> To double-check your registration time, you should log into "My UNC". It 
> is 
>> located at the top of the UNC homepage or at 
>> httD://accesscarolina.unc.edu/dt. Once you have logged in, you need to 
>> click on the "Connect Carolina" link. The Connect Carolina site will 
have 
>> your registration date on the right hand side. The?" have not yet put in 
> the 
>> morning times for priori~¢ registration, so your time will be off when 
> you 
>> check it but the date will be correct. 
>> 

>> The Connect Carolina site is also where you can check and see if you 
have 
>> any holds. Please make stare you pay these off or get them removed before 
>> your registration date so you can have the best class selection 
>> 

>> If you think that you will not be able to register at your early morning 
>> time because of class or other conflict, please let me know- so that I 
can 
>> help you get registered. 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have an?’ questions. Again, if I have not met 
> with 
>> you, I will need to meet with you before your registration date. 



>> 

>> Hope you are enjoying the nice weather! 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program %r Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (,fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:54 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

incoming Freshman Swimmers for 

Hey Jen! 

Here is your new crop of freshman swimming (and diving) females: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@eln~]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:08 PM 

Jemlifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Classes 

yeah that works fine with me thanks. 

Jem~ifer Townsend wrote: 
> do you want to tl7 2:30 tomorrow? 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (Ihx) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> .~email.unc.edu> 11:41 AM >>> 
> 

> rm available everyday after 2 but if it works better for you for me to 
> come sooner i could make that happen. When would it work best for you? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> > Hi, 
>> 

> > Yes, [ would be happy to meet with you Just let me know when you wuu[d 
> > like tu meet 
>> 

> > Jenn 
>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Associate Director 
> > Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
> > Umversi~ of Nurth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > >>> @emai[.unc.edu> 8:40 PM >>> 
> > Hey 
>> 

> > I was wondering if we could meet sometime m order to ta]k about my 
> > classes for next year, and I also have some questions about summer 
> school. 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence, Todd W <toddlaw@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 6:18 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and DRAM 

I do not have an email from him and my policy on the syllabus clearly 
states alTangements must be made in advance to pre-take the exam. If 
he does not take the exam he will receive a zero. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On           , at 6:06 PM, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi, Professor Lawrence: 
> 

> Did contact you about his test in your class tomorrow-? 
> He is gone in event and I wanted to make sure he 
> had made arrangements with you to reschedule the test. If you could 
> let me know if he has been in touch, I would appreciate it 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chape] Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edm, 

Wednesday, 7:07 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Trasl~ripts 

He?’ Jen! 
I had a quick question, I need a copy of my official transcripts to send 
with an application farm for this in-state scholarship for     , and I was 
wondering if you knew who I needed to contact tbr that Please let me know 

Thalzk You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Lawrence <tlawrenc@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:17 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and DRAM 

I got ml email from     at 7:05pm tonight, after you em~Jled me, mid with ml apology for the timing. That does not change the policy in the syllabus. When did he find 

out he was chosen for this opportunib,? 

Thanks 

Todd 

011 , at 6:01 PM, Jennitbr Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Professor Lawrence: 

Did               contact you about his test in your class tomorrow? He is gone in~                 event and Iwanted to make sure he had made 

arrangements with you to reschedule the test. If you could let me know if he has been in touch, I would appreciate it. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Lawrence <tlawrenc@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:43 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and DRAM 

I agree. I am surprised. Thank you t;ar bringing this to my attention 

Todd 
On , at 10:27 PM, JelmiIbr Townsend wrote: 

> I am pretty stare he found out on Sunday. That is when he told me he would be gone and I told him to make sure he contacted all of his professors. I thought he had but just wanted to 
double check with you when I could not get in touch with him today. I read your syllabus after your earlier e-mail and told him he would not be able to make-up the test and would have to 
concentrate on his paper and final. I did tell him to at least contact you and apologize for not being more responsible. I am really suprised he did not talk to you before he left; he is usually 
pretty good about taking care of things. 
> 

> Let me know if you have any questions, 
> 

> Jerm 
Original Message ..... 

> From: Todd Lawrence <tlawrenc@emaihunc.edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 10:17:01 PM 
> Subject: Re: and DRAM 
> 

> ] got an email from 
for this opportunity? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Todd 
> 

> 

> On , at 6:01 PM. Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> 

>> Hi, Professor Lawrence: 
>> 

>> Did contact you about his test in your class tomorrow? tie is gone in 
reschedule the test. If you could let me know if he has been in touch, I would appreciate it 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate I)irector 
>> Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 @ax) 
>> 

> 

> 

at 7:05pro tonight, after you emailed me, and with an apology for the timing. ’]7hat does not change the policy in the syllabus. When did he find out he was chosen 

event and I wanted to make sure he had made arrangements with you to 

Todd Lawrence 

tlawrenc@emaihunc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lawrence, Todd W <toddlaw@unc.edtc, 

Thursday. 10:24 AM 

@email .unc.edtr~ 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownseM@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: Also...: DRAM .SPRING 

Set up an appointment with me when you get back. 

Good Luck. Do you best. 

On 10:10 AM, " @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I understand, this           that I am at came up so quickly. Passing your class is important to me and to me graduating. If there is anything I can do 

to make this up please let me know. If you would like for me to come by your office and sit down and talk about something I can do, I will do that. I’m 

willing to do anything as I said passing is important to me. I apologize for contacting you so late. Hope to hear back from you. Thanks, 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: "Lawrence, Todd W" <toddlaw@unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 09:23:24 -0400 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Also...: DRAM .SPRING 

Good Morning, 

You should have contacted me as soon as you knew about the conflict. I gave 4 pre-exams on Tuesday and Wednesday. You could have been included. 

The syllabus is very clear on my policy for exams. I wish you the best of luck in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu’- 

Thursday, 12:22 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: impact statement 

RCIF.doc 

Jenn, She needs to sign a release form - see attached, thanks, m 

On Thu,            12:09:27 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Mary: 
> 

> Here is the impact statement from . I believe Dr. Johnson 
> already forwarded you her report. 
> 

> Could you let me know if there is anything else that she needs to do? 
> 

> Thanl<s t 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @emaihunc.edu> 5:07 PM >>> 
> Hey Jenn, 
> 

> I attached my revised impact statement If there is anything that needs 
> to be changed let me know and I’ll get right on it Thank you so much 
> for all of your help! Have a great week. 
> 

> 

Malt Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:26 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

reflection #2edited-2.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc,edu~ 

Thursday, 7:15 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

jomc classes 

I’m trying to schedule jomc classes., the 3 required are available, 
however most of the courses under the list i can choose from are not, im 
confused if its just the semester or if the system didnt register them? 
But almost all aren’t scheduled .. thanks! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:47 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: PIDs for incoming students 

Hi Jenn - 

i’m out of the office wiht a nasty bug. [ will ask Barbara to forward this info to you, Thanks 

From: Jennifer Townsend [jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: PIDs for incoming students 

Hi, Missy: 
Do you have the PIDs for the following incoming students: 

T have to fill out summer school aid forms for them and could not find their names in either system. 

thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 9, 2010 11:21 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Learning SpecMist 

He?’ Jelm, 

We will also need reference letters to accompany the recommendation 
letter. I have       letter of reference 

Thanks, 
K~ 

Kim Allison 
LTniversi~ Administrative Manager 
Center tbr Student Success and Academic Counseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill lX-C 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-%2-1046 

Fx: 919-843-5341 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheny Salyer <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: Question about EXSS requirement 

Biol    --EXSS    and    transfer questions.doc 

We don’t accept Biol    in place of our EXSS     and See attached 
for what I give students when the?’ talk with me about it. 

Hope this helps 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
>Hi, 
> 

> I hope that yuu are having a goud week I have a quick question abuut an 
> EXSS student. She transferred in BIOL    from anuther university--can 
> this class be cuunted toward the EXSS majur and, ifsu, fur which class 
> would it be a substitute? Thanks su much for yuur help. 
> 

> I hupe yuu have a good weekend, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
> L’niversity ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

Sherry Salyer, EdD. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department uf Exercise and Spurt Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

University uf NoAh Carulina at Chapel HIll 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Spring Advising Hours: 

Steele Building A&dsing Hours: 
Mondays 1 : 15-4:15 and Thursdays 11:15-1:15 2017-B Steele 

Depaltmental advising hours: Mondays 10:00-11:00 and Wednesdays 
1:00-3:00 in 211 Fetzer 



From: @y~hoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, 12:29 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: my rec paper 

Attach: justice.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu~ 

Friday, 1:43 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: release 

not for this semester, although we will meet immediately following 
graduation -the documents have already been sent to the team for Tuesday 
(yipee)-- 

On Fri,           11:11:25 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Thanks! I am still working on and , but I am not holding my 
breath 
> on them coming in today Would it still work ifI got them to you by 
> Monday? 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> willmgh <willingh@email unc.edu> 11:08 AM >>> 
> 

> never mind about the release ]2~rm - Jim took the paperwork without it - I 
> thought it was ’legally’ necessar)’ but it is not. m 
> 

>__ 

> Mar), W1Hingham 
> Assistant I)irector 
> Center ]2~r Student Success and Academic Counseling 
> 2206 SASB North 
> CB#3106 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
> 919-~g43-8698 

Mary Willmgham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 8:44 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: PIDs for incoming students 

Hi Jenn, 

I hope you are well. 

Please see below for the PID5. 

Have a 9rear weekend. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

,Senior Associate and Deputy’ Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Jennifer Townsend [jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 08, 2010 3:54 PM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: PIDs for incoming students 

Hi, Missy: 
Do you have the PIDs for the following incoming students: 

I have to fill out summer school aid forms for them and could not find their names in either system. 
thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
9i9-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:19 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

registration 

He?’ Jen, 
We got our schedule for next season and my group isn’t supposed to 

take an 8 am class Can we meet again? I just tried to play a little and 
switch things around, but it’s not really working. 
Also, I really want to take 15hrs so I can drop one if I need to On the 
prerequisites for the grad school at - sociology 
is on the list. Is that an idea for a prospective class? 
Thanks’. 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Ce: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: comm 

hey 
i’m writing out of concern; haven’t seen you in several class periods and haven’t heard from you either, are you okay? 
two important reminders for you: project two was due on friday and we have our final quiz today. 
hope to see you in class today[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ted Mouw <tedmouw@email.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and SOCI 

Hi Jennifer, 

I just checked his grades on Blackboald and he has missed a lot of points by not turning in the daily reading questions that I assign. He needs to email the class TA 
about making up an in-class essay. There are still a lot of points on the exam (50), paper (50), in-class essays (tomorrow and the makeup 40) + class participation. 

So far, though he has 2T62 points. 

On 1:59 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Protbs~r Mouw: 

I am the academic counselor tbr the men’s basketbeJl team and wanted to check in on one of our student-athletes, who is in your SOCI 

class this semester. I am concerned that he has fallen behind because of missing class last week ctue to basketball travel. Could you let me know how he is 

doing cunently in your class? Any infommlion you have about his essay¢/assignment grades, participatioIl/absences and his overall grade would be 

appreciated. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (ti~x) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com on behalf of 

Monday, 10:54 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Thanks tbr the reply! As of right now I am considering maioring in exercise science. 

Thanks, 

On 10:09 AM, "Jennifer Townsend" <itownsend~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

Taking the SAT 2 math test and getting a score above 520 will exempt you from having to take MATH 110 which is a prerequisite for many of our math, 

statistics and chemistry classes. The other way to be exempt from MATH 110 is if you scored at least a 2 on the AP Calculus exam. 

Is there any chance that you will be a business, math, Exercise Science or other science major? If you let me know anything you might possibly be interested 

in majoring in, I could let you know if it would be worthwhile for you to take MATH 110, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> 9:55 AM >>> 

Mrs. Townsend, 
My name is and I’m an in coming freshman and qoing to be on the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Williams <khwillia@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:34 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

grade 

So sorW- I did make a mistake 
as of now you have a C- 
I’ll send a copy of this to Jennifer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

waithera <waJthera(@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:45 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: and AFRI 

Hi Jenn Townsend, 

Thanks for the email, comes to class regularly and whenever he misses class he gives me mnple notice and a letter. Do not be concerned. He has a B- at this 

time. is a pleasure to have in class. Thanks again for your time. 

Kind Regm~ls, 

Dr. Waithem 

O11 Mon, 15:28:13 - 0400, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.anc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Professor Kalim- Sesay: 

My nanle is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. One of our men’s basketball playels, 

is in your AFRI    class this semester. I am concerned about how is doing since he missed so much class recently due to basketball. 

Could you please let me blow what current grade is? An5, other information you have about his assignment’test grades, attendance and participation 

would be appreciated also. 

Thank you so much, 

Jerm 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

University of Norfll Carolina, Chapel tlill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yunal %vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ENGL 

I’ve had length?- cont?rences with all of them to go over tests, essays, 
etc. Both                are doing fine: I gave them extra time to make up 
homework and extra credits       has agreed to revise all his essays to 
bring up his grade--I gave him until the last day of class to do so. 
Although he said he now has more time to dedicate to academics, he did not 
submit his final draft of the prob/solution essay last Tuesday. 

He posted his first draft of prob/sol essay on Blackboard which no one can 
open, so his essay did not get peer reviewed (this happened last time). I 
instructed him in class and via email to copy/paste the essay in the email 
message box and to send to his groupmates asap, but he still hasn’t done 
so. At this point, he should just get it edited by his tutor and turn in a 
paper cop?- tomorrow 

He has a number uf humework assignments and essay revisions to wurk on 
within the next twu weeks 

thanks 

On ]Vlon,            15:29:44 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<j townsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> I just wanted to check in with you and see if are 
> back on track in your class. Any informatiun you have about how the?’ are 
> doing and if there is anything that any uf them are stil] missing would 
be 
> appreciated 
> 

> Thank you again for your help, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Assuciate Directur 
> Academic Support Program ]l)r Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 @ax) 

Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
Professor of Teaching 
Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 

CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Phone: (919) 656-6814 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edtr; 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

"@email.unc.edtr~ 

Jenn Townsend <j townsend@uncaa, unc.edu> 

is registered with the Academic Success Program for 
Students with LD/ADHD and is entitled to receive 50% extended time on 
all exams. 
Please accept my apologies for getting this infblrnation to you so late 
in the semester. We notify all faculty of student accommodations within 
the first few weeks of classes but somehow this particular class never 
made it on the form. 
If you have further questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to 
contact me. 

Regards, 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

resolved 

@email .unc.edu-~ 

Hello, 
Mystery solved For some unknown reason was not officially 
"cleared" with Disability Set, rices and this is why you have not been 
able to schedule exams. This has been resolved so please use the system 
to schedule ALL exams. 

Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 9:56 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Welcome Carolina Swimmers! 

HeyJenn! 

You meet with the freshman when they are on campus anyway correct? Would you be able to respond to 

Thank you so much for helping us out with this! 

Christy 

.......................... ............... 
¯ :: ..: .. :.........: : .......: 

ilcli 
. . .......... . ........................... 

:.............. :....: .:. 

~ii:i:!iiiiCii i~::i~ ~i::iil i~iiiil iLi~!::il ~:i: 

directly and set up a time with her during her CTOPS session? 

>>> @earthlink.net> 7:26 PM >>> 

Christy, 

I talked to my parents and the best day to come down for the CTOPS is Would ] be able to meet with the swim academic advisors that day? 

Original Message 
From: Christy Garth 

Sent: 2:14 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Welcome Carolina Swimmers! 

Hey 

You and are all set to room together next year. We have to wait and see where you will be living, but you are definitely together! :) 

We are excited for you to get here as well! :) 

Keep swimming fast! :) 

Christy 

:,:~:: :: ? ::, :::i. :::i i: i .i!, i: ?::i::: :.i! 

..................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~:i:i ~i:i::k:~!ili:~:!~:: 

> > > @earthlink.net> 1:20 PM > > > 

Christy, 

I have been having trouble with my email...so I was just wondering if I missed the email about roommate assignments. Hopefully you received my email about 

and I rooming together, but I wanted to confirm, Thanks! 

I am so excited for next year!! 

Original Message 

From: Christy Garth 

Sent: 11:31 AM 

To: 

Subject: Welcome Carolina Swimmers! 

We’re getting closer to having you all officially begin your careers here at Carolina this fall and we are very excited to you have you here on campus! This 
email is the first of probably several that you will be receiving this spring from me regarding a few housekeeping items that set you up for a great experience 

here at Carolina! Please read the two following items and email r’ne when they are completed. Also, please let me know via email when you have scheduled 

your CTOPs training session. We would love to have you stop by the pool and have you get to spend some time with the team when you are here! 

Item #1: CTOPS 

In order for you to register for classes as a freshman, you are required to complete CTOPS. As a prospective student, you are now able to register for your 

CTOPS session at http:iinscpp.unc.edui. 

Student athletes who are on partial athletics scholarships are responsible for their own CTOPS charges and should proceed accordingly. 

However, for student athletes who will be recipients of FULL ATHLETICS GRANT IN AID, there is a certain process they will need to follow while registering so 

as to not have to pay the fee upfront to do so. Here are those steps: 

1) When asked for their payment option, they will need to select, "Pay with Check" and proceed normally through the remainder of the process. 

2) Following submission of their registration request, they will need to send an email to the following email address (orientationC~unc.edu) including the 

following information: 



[ (Insert Name and PID) just registered for the CIOPS session on (Insert Date). [ will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly 

and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 
3) After doing this, the student will receive a response email that will tell them how much payment they still need to submit (e.g., for parents’ charges, etc.). 

4) This amount will have to be paid, via check, within 10 days in order to secure the CTOPS slot. 

Please contact me Jf you have any more questions regarding CTOPS. Again, please let rne know which CTOPS session date that you will attend. 

ITEM #2 - Requesting Final Amateurism Certification 
Please read the attachment, follow directions to completion and let me know via email that this is completed. 

Thanks so much for your help with this! Please contact me if you have any questions and I am happy to help! Iwill be forwarding on rooming assignments 
tomorrow! 

We are looking forward to having you on the team this fall! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’(}email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 1:18 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Meeting Time 

He?’ Jenn, 

No WOlTies. Does tomorrow around 11 work for you? 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 
> Sorry, I just got in My went way too long Is 
> there another time that will work for you? 
> 

> Jen 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> k;mversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

>>>> ~emaiLunc.edu> 3:14 PM >>> 
> Yep! I am usually in the AC until around 11 so that should work great! 
> 

> 

> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <1 townsend@uncaa.unc edu>: 
> 

>> He?’, 

>> 

>> I have a at 9, so I don’t know ifI will make it 
>> in by 10. Will 10:30 or later work? 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
>> UniversW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (l?x) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> ~@email.unc.edu> 11:09 AM >>> 
>> Hey Jenn, 
>> 

>> Are you available to meet at 10:00 am tomorrow, Wed the to talk 
>> about classes and such? Hope this works and hope you are having a great 
>> day! 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: waiver 

I will turn it in to Jim tbr the conm~il~ee - we will be meeting again just 
after graduation...m 

On Wed. 13:17:56 -0400. "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jr ownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Ma~z: 
> 

> I know it is too late for this semester, but could you please take a look 
> at this waiver requ est for    Please let me know if he needs to ad d 
> anything or change anything 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> 
> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 

Mary wiHmgham 
Assistant Director 
(;enter for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 3:51 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: N again 

Yah’. Thanks! Have you heard anything about sports nutrition and if its 
really hard? A few of my friends said it wasn’t too bad but they are 
also really interested in nutrition so they enjoyed the class. I’m just 
worried it’s going to be a lot of bio/chem stuff which isn’t my 
strongest subjects. Anyway, any info would be great! 

Thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> He?-, 
> 

> Yes, you do have to be a Comm major to take 120 They will sometimes 
> let other students in if you call the department, but I am not sure 
> if they will do that until everyone has registered 
> 

> Does that make sense? 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> < ~email unc.edu> 12:42 PM >>> 
> Hey 
> 

> Sorry to email you twice but even i[’[ were to swap classes it says 
> that I can’t enroll because of reserved available seats. There are 
> still over a 120 seats available. Pm just curious ifI have to be a 
> COMM major to take comm 120? 
> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 6:39 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

advising apla~intment 

Jenn, 

I had scheduled an advising meeting for last week but had to cancel it do 
to a practice change. I just now- tried to sign up for another before 
registration but no one has an appointment before then What should I do? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc,edu 

Wednesday, 6:57 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: PSYC classes 

He?’ Jenn, 

Sorry I just got your email I tried again with my classes after lunch 
and they worked, but thank you for evewthing. Also, my phone number is 

in case you need it in the future Thanks! 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hey, 
> 

> I am sorlT, I had a dais morning and just got 
> in. I don’t have your phone number, so I couldn’t call you back 
> 

> Just call me on my cell phone when you get a chance. 
> 

> jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Assuciate Directur 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer (Ctr Stdm Success-Acad Counsel) <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Reminder: Business Internship Credit 

BUSI    and    (section 003-Summer ).pdf 

From: Murray, Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:29 AM 
To: Murray, Lawrence 
Sut~iect: Reminder: Business Internship Credit 

If you are planning to pursue the business internship credit f’or your paid or unpaid internship, please be sure to read through the attached syllabus and ]2~llow the detailed instructions. 
You’ll need to complete the Request f’or Academic Credit and Learning Agreement Form, as well as submit the appropriate verification documents to me via emai[. 

Once you’ve completed the online application (Request for Academic Credit and Learning Agreement) and I’ve received the appropriate verification documents, l will register you for the 
class. ’]’his particular course has controlled enrollment and you will not be able to register liar this course on your own The deadline for submitted all required documents (online application 
and verification documents) is May 15 

As a reminder: 

This must be a legitimate internship (no externship, observations, or errand running) 

You must work at least 200 hours between May 15 and the :first day of classes in the fall semester 

The internship can be paid or unpaid 

If you have additional questions, please let me know. 

LLXI 

Lawrence J. Mttr’ray II ¯ Director, BSBA Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919.962.3027 ¯ fax919.962-6964, lawrence raurray@unc.edu<mailto:lawrence murray(~unc.edu> ¯ Skype: lawrence.murray ¯ www.kcnan-flagler.unc.edu<http:i/www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 



UNC 
KENAN-FLAGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSI : Business Internship Credit 

Section 1: Course Objectives and Information 
The purpose of this course is to provide you with a format for reflection while you perform a professional 
internship that enhances your ability to achieve your career obj ectives. 

Section 2: 
Instructor of Record: 
Email: 
Phone: 
Office Location: 
Course Website: 
Windows Messenger: 

Contact Information 
Lawrence Mur’ray 

lawrence murray@unc, edu 
919 962-3027 

McColl 3115 
UNC Blackboard (h.t...t.p...s..]../.~b...~....a...c..k~b....~...g.r..@.Ln....c..:...e...c..~:.t.~) 

lawrence_murray@unc, edu 

Section 3: Course Procedures & Deadlines 
To ensure that you receive credit for your internship, you must follow the procedures listed below 

. 

2. 

. 

. 

. 

Be enrolled at UNC Chapel Hill in good academic standing (3.0 minimum GPA) 

Submit verification documents by 5:00pm EST on May 15 
a. Copy of internship offer letter and outline ofj ob description and responsibilities. 

Complete the Request for Academic Credit and Learning Agreement 
a. Upon receiving appropriate documentation, you will be registered for the appropriate section. The 

business internship credit can only be taken for 3.0 credit hours. 

Complete a minimum of 200 work hours by date final deliverables are due Hours worked prior to 
receiving approval of your internship do not count toward this requirement and hours worked after the date 
your documents are due do not count toward this requirement 

Submit all deliverables by the appropriate due date (see course requirements and grading). Course 
deliverables will be managed through Blackboard. It is your responsibility to understand how to manage 
these deliverables alongside your other academic work, as well as the functionality of Blackboard. LaW 
work will be penalized at 50% of the maximum value (e.g., if the maximum vahw of late assignment is 10 
points, even if perfect, a late submission will reduce the maximum value to 5 points). 
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Section 4: Course Requirements & Grading 
This course is graded on a traditional grading scale. All deliverables must be completed and submitted by the 

due dates outlined in Section 5. 

. 

. 

. 

Work hours: You must work a minimum of 200 work hours. Only those hours that occur after your 
internship is approved, and before the date your documents are due will count toward the course 
requirements. You are not eligible for the BUSI Internship Credit if you anticipate working fewer 
than 200 hours by the date your deliverables are due. 

Request for Academic Credit and Learning Agreement Form: This accounts for 10% of your total grade. 
a. Description: This form must be completed online. 
b. Content: The Request for Academic Credit and Learning Agreement provides verification of 

internship and lays the groundwork for how you will approach your internship experience from an 
applied learning perspective. Your Learning Agreement should outline learning objectives (what 
you intend to learn, what strategies you will use to reach your objectives and how you will 
evaluate achievement of these objectives) across three specific dimensions: career/occupational, 
technical skills/knowledge, and personal development. 

c. Format: The link to this form is available here. 
d. Due Date: 5:00pm ET, Friday, 

Journal Entries: Journal entries account for 20% of your final grade. 
a. Description: The purpose of the journal is to help you record what you learn about your job and 

your role as a worker for this company/organization. You can use the journal to explore your 
understanding of the world of work. This regular examination of what you are learning will make 
you more effective and employable, and will provide you with valuable information to help guide 
you through the career search. 

b. Content: You must complete three j ournal entries throughout the course (see dates below). The 
journal is a record of what you do and learn on the job. While each journal entiyT has a theme, you 
should also include information about the projects you are working on, interactions with co- 
workers, organizational culture, and any additional information you’ve found insightful. 

i. Themes: 
1. Journal #1: Company overview 

a. What business unit/division are you working in? 
b. What is the organizational culture? 
c. What is your role? 
d. What particular projects are you working on? How does what you are doing 

fit into the overall strategy of the business unit/division? 
2. Journal #2: Industry. overview 

a. Who are the major competitors/peers? 
b. What differentiates your organization from competitors/peers? 

3. Journal #3: Informational Interviews (each one page) 
a. Current supervisor 
b. Two people from outside of your business unit; in the case of a small 

business/entrepreneurial venture, you may interview- clients or vendors 

C. Due Dates: 
i. Journal Entry #1: due June 18 

ii. Journal Entry #2: due July 16 
iii. Journal Entry #3: due Aug 13 

If your internship start date conflicts with the 
date of the first deliverable, you must contact 
Mr. Mur’ray to arrange an alternate schedule. 
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d. Format: Each journal entry should be a minimum of 2-3 (no more than 3) full pages, typed and 
double-spaced with traditional font and margins (12-point, 1-inch margins). Please review and 
edit your work before submitting to Blackboard using the ’assignment’ feature. Poor grammar, 
syntax, structure and spelling will result in grade reductions. Please ma~e sure you~ full nam~ 
P Dan d~ 6 m p a n y n ~ m e app ~a ~!n t h~ fo ~ ~ ~ 6 ~a ~ p a g f y ~ u ~j~ u ~ n a 1~ u b mi~ i~ n 

. 

Final Paper (Reflective Essay): The reflective essay accounts for 50% of your total grade. 
a. Description: The final paper is designed to help you synthesize everything you experience and 

learn during your internship. It may also provide a document that future interns can examine in 
order to learn more about the company. Because this information may be seen by others, I 
encourage due diligence before including potentially confidential information about the company 
you’re working for. 

b. Content: At a minimum, the final paper should answer the following: 
i. What were your job responsibilities? In performing your duties, did you provide value to 

the company? If so, how? If no, why not? 
ii. Did you achieve your learning objectives (what have you learned)? Be specific. For 

example, if you analyzed an industry as part of your internship, describe what you learned 
about the industry. If you did not meet some of your learning obj ectives, why was that the 
case? Take care not to turn your paper into an industry report. 

iii. Was your internship a valuable experience as you look at your career exploration and 
development? If so, how? If no, why not? 

iv. What surprised you the most about your internship experience? 
v. If you could do your internship over again, how would you change or improve your 

performance? 
c. Due date: 5:00pro ET, Friday, 
d. Format: The final paper must be typed, double-spaced and 10-12 pages in length (no more than 

12). Please edit your work before submitting online via Blackboard’s ~assignment’ feature. Poor 
grammar, syntax, structure and spelling will result in grade reductions. Use one-inch margins and 
a font size of 12. Please make sure you have an appropriate cover page along with your name, 
PID, and company name in the footer of each page. 

. 

Internship Documentation Form: This accounts for 10% of your total grade. 
a. Description: This form must be completed by your employer at the end of your internship. 

Approximately one month prior to the end of your internship term, your internship supervisor will 
be sent an email directing them to complete this form online. In the highly unlikely event they are 
unable to complete the online form, please have them contact me directly. 

b. Content: The Internship Documentation Form documents/confirms the time you worked and the 
duties you performed. It also allows your employer to provide an optional, written assessment of 
your on-the-j ob performance. 

c. Due date: Wednesday, 
d. Format: The link to this online form will be sent to the primary supervisor listed on the Request 

for Academic Credit Form. 

. 

Internship Evaluation: This accounts for 5% of your total grade. 
a. Description: This information can help us better understand specific organization’s internship 

program, as well as students’ internship experiences. It also provides valuable information to help 
future students as they seek internships. 

b. Content: This is your opportunity to speak candidly about your internship experience. 
i. Did the internship experience meet your expectations? Why or why not? 

ii. What did like most about your internship experience? The least? What changes would you 
recommend? 
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C. 

d. 

iii. What advice would you give to a classmate who was interested in this particular internship 
program? 

Due date: 5:OOpm ET, Friday, 
Format: The link to this form can be found here. 

. 

Class Participation: This accounts for 5% of your total grade. 
a. While the majority of this course will be completed without physically meeting as a class, you are 

required to be actively engaged when appropriate. This includes, but is not limited to, completing 
surveys and responding (in a timely manner) to requests from the instructor. 

. 

Grading: All assignments will be graded on a traditional grading scale with a letter grade assigned (and 
posted online) at the end of the fall semester. A grade of"F" will be assigned to those students who do not 
fulfill the course requirements. Work will be evaluated on the basis of content, depth of thought, 
articulation of thought.., and grammar, punctuation, syntax, structure and spelling. LaW work will be 
penalized at 50% of the maximum value (e.g., if the maximum vahw of laW assignment is l O points, even if 
perfect, a late submission will reduce the maximum vahw to 5 points’). 

Section 5: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Deliverable Due Dates 
May 15: R__eqt~_est_f0__r__A__ca_d_e_n!ic Cre_d_i_La~d Lea_~g__Agg_ee~_e~t and verification documents 
June 18: Journal Entry # 1 
July 16: Journal Entry #2 
August 13: Journal Entry #3 
September 10: Reflective Essay, Internship Evaluation 
September 15: Internship Documentation Form 

If your internship start-date conflicts with the date of the first deliverable, you must contact me to arrange 
an alternate schedule. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the 
responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility 
under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Stuctent Judicial 
(~(_)v_~_J:~_a_~.c_:<4. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to 
the student honor system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:22 PIVl 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

regis~tefing 

hey jen. i’m sure you’re swamped right now, but jomc 141 is closed. 
would you mind helping me find an easy elective for 12:30 on T, Th? 
Or another journalism class, but I’ve been looking, and I can’t seem 
to find one that I need that would fit 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 2:46 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hey there, 

Did you ever track down 

Cynthia Stone 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 

coach’s email? Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@charter.net> 

Thursday, 5:14 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Jenn, 

I was checking on an invoice we received for (trying to get evelTthing settled for stammer school) and was told that a charge for about $135 was probably for books that they have not 
received the paperwork they need for yet says she doesn’t know anything about this charge. Would you happen to have any information about it? More than likely, it’s books she 
purchased earlier in the semester Sor~z to bother you with this. 

Also, if you have time,     and I are wondering how things are going with 
her accountable and keeping her moving in the right direction. 

lately. She has really shut down on us so we’re just hoping everyone she comes in cuntact with is holding 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@email,unc,edu~ 

Friday, 8:48 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: People ~Pt 

Hi Jenn, 
No, I have not done an?- Peoplesoft training yet Also, the deadline tbr 
accoms tbr finals is fast approaching- please make sure      has taken 
care of all of this; the Disability Office is getting VERY picky about 
last minute requests and I’d hate for him to have any issues right 
before graduation. 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Beth: 
> 

> I am tlying to work on getting you access to some of the systems we use 
> here. Have you done any Peoplesoft training at all or have you used the 
> system yet? Just let me know so I can find out which training sessions 
> you will have to do. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Prugram fur Student-Athletes 
> University ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <~emlyons@email.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 10:15 AM 

Stethnie Knauer <knauer@email.unc.edtv~ 

Hello, 
I understand there was some confusion about the return of test 
yesterday I spoke to him this morning and he states that after leaving 
Disability Services around 3:30 he walked to the Smith Center to get his 
car and drove over to Hamilton Hall. He put the test envelope under the 
door (Professor Area Hastings saw him as she was directly across the hall 
with a student). 
He is confident with the time frame because he left for an event from 
the Smith Center at 4:15pm 
I hope this clears up any confusion and that the test has been located. 
Please let me know if you have further questions      will be taking 
his finals at Disabili~ Services and he has been instructed to complete 
those tnfms today. 

Regards, 
Beth Lyons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:55 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: registering 

Hey. I just pm in EDUC    to at least have an option. I also put PORT 

you know if there’s any way I could get into that class? 

Thanks, 

today. I’d really like to get into JOMC at that time thougk but it says it’s closed. Do 

On at 10:25 AM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 
Sorry I was having trouble finding any good classes. There is EXSS 322 (Sport Marketing) where you can be put on the waitlist and probably get in. I saw 

that you were in EDUC though, Would you rather do that? Let me know if you want me to keep on looking. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>           12:22 PM >>> 

heyjen, i’m sure you’re swamped right now, but jomc    is closed. 

would you mind helping me find an easy elective for 12:30 on T, Tin? 

Or another journalism class, but I’ve been looking, and I can’t seem 

to find one that I need that would fit. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:59 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: registering 

SolD" to flood your inbox. I’m not 100% if that JOMC    class is what I wmlt, but I at least know that it will fulfill something for me. I’d rather take a class that can 

go towald my degree as opposed to an elective, because I know that I’ve don’t have many more electives left that I have room to take. 

Thanks, 

On at 10:25 AM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 
Sorry I was having trouble finding any good classes. There is EXSS 322 (Sport Marketing) where you can be put on the waitlist and probably get in. I saw 

that you were in EDUC though, Would you rather do that? Let me know if you want me to keep on looking. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>>                     ~email.unc.edu>           12:22 PM >>> 

heyjen, i’m sure you’re swamped right now, but jomc    is closed. 

would you mind helping me find an easy elective for 12:30 on T, Tin? 

Or another journalism class, but I’ve been looking, and I can’t seem 

to find one that I need that would fit. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 16, 2010 1:28 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Our new learning specialist 

Jenn, 
I have created her Novell and Groupwise accounts - we are requiring that users id’s for athletics are the same as the ONYEN ID’s so her login is 
username: 
password: 

email address: emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
Thanks, 
Christy 
Christy SuHts 
ITS Systems Consultant 
UNC Athletics 
Office: (919)843-5296 
Pager: (919)216-4460 

Email: Christy Suits@unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 4/16/2010 12:04 PM >>> 
Hi, Christy: 
Our new learning specialist, Beth Lyons, is starting on May 3rd. Do you have any time available that day to meet with her and set up her computer? She is already a UNC 
employee so she will have an e-mail address, but won’t have groupwise or other access. 
Please let me know if there are some times that will work. 
Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yunal -%vunai@email.unc .edu > 

Friday, 8:02 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: ENGL 

all’s good. They are great kids!! 

take care 

On Fri,            14:33:13 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, agam: 
> 
> has told me that he believes he is more caught up in your class 
> Could you let me know if this is true? Has he been following directions 
> about how- to post his essays and getting things to his classmates for 
> feedback? If you could let me know where he stands, I would appreciate 
it. 
> 

> If you have any other concerns about please also let me 
> know. 
> 

> Thanks so much fi~r all of the information 
> 

> I hope you have a good weekend, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi%, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> yunal <yunal@email.unc.edu> 4:43 PM >>> 
> 

> I’ve had lengthy conferences with all of them to go over tests, essays, 
> etc. Both are doing fine: I gave them extra time to make 
up 
> homework and extra credits,       has agreed to revise all his essays to 
> bring up his grade-I gave him until the last day of class to do so. 
> Although he said he now has more time to dedicate to academics, he did 
not 
> submit his final draft of the probisolution essay last Tuesday. 
> 

> He posted his first draft of prob/sol essay on Blackboard which no one 
can 
> open, so his essay did not get peer reviewed (this happened last time). I 
> instructed him in class and via email to copy/paste the essay in the 
email 
> message box and to send to his groupmates asap, but he still hasn’t done 
> so. At this point, he should just get it edited by his tutor and turn in 
a 

> paper copy tomorrow. 
> 

> He has a number of homework assignments and essay revisions to work on 
> within the next two weeks. 
> 

> thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, 15:29:44 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to check in with you and see if 
are 
>> back on track in your class Any information you have about how- they are 
>> doing and if there is anything that any of them are still missing would 
> be 
>> appreciated. 
>> 

>> Thank you again ibr your help, 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program ibr Student-Athletes 
>> Ul"iiversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (l?x) 
> 
>__ 

> Yuna Lee, Phi). 
> Professor of Teaching 
> Department of Hnglish & Comparative Literature 
> UNC Chapel Hill 
> CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw tlal[ 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
> Phone: (919) 656-6814 
> Fax: (919) 962-3520 

Yuna Lee, Ph.D. 
Professor of Teaching 
Department of English & Comparative Literature 
UNC Chapel Hill 

CB # 3520, 422 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Phone: (919) 656-6814 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emlyons <emlyons@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 9:03 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: 

Hi Jenn, 
I did not hear back from his professor today- I will assume that means she 
was ok with the explanation and she did receive the exam eventually If 

needs double time on his finals the change needs to made officially 
through our office- did he request that on the finals accoms form? 

On Fri,            16:21:07 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Beth: 
> 

> Did you ever hear back from Stefanie Knauer? went by her office and 
> left a note He was also supposed to e-mail her. 
> 

> We also completed all the test requests I do have one quesuon, though 
I 
> know he is only supposed to receive time and a hall; but there have been 
a 
> few essay exams where he has not been able to finish and the professors 
> have allowed him to have double-time. I)o you l~ow if he has needs to go 
> through your office to set this up or if his accomodations could be 
> changed? Unfortunately, the only class where he will probably need this 
is 
> fi~r SOCI    so I definitely don’t think it is a good idea for him to 
> directly ask the teacher 
> 

> Let me l~ow what you think. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nnrth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu; 

Saturday,             7:17 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

testing irdbmmtion 

Jerm,    went back to check the report for and there was only a reading 
and writing dx, not a math -he atually had over a 500 SAT on math - very 
good It will still go to committee per his request but just a ’heads-up’ 
- I thought that like so man?’ of the others, his dx was in all 3 areas, but 
I was mistaken, mw 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center tbr Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB Nolth 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 17, 2010 7:02 PM 

Jemlifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with new learning specialist 

Jenn, 
10 on Tuesday will work. I’ll put it on my calendar. V’,~en are you 
guys moving (and where are you moving to)? 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

On Fri, Apr 16, 2010 at 4:24 PM, Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Would 10 on Tuesday work? If that doesn’t work, maybe 1 or 2 on Monday. Let 
> me know what would work best. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jema 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> L;nlversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 4/16/2010 2:15 PM >>> 
> Jenn, 
> That’s great news. I had heard that she was a candidate, but not that 
> she had been hired. Either of those days would work. Just let me 
> know when. Have a good weekend, 
> l,yn 
> 

> On Fri, Apr 16, 2010 at 11:57 AM, Jennifer Townsend 
> <jtownsend@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, Dr. Johnson: 
>> 
>> I don’t know if you have heard, but we have hired a new learning 
>> specialist. 
>> Her name is Beth Lyons and she is starting on May 3rd Would you have any 
>> time on May 3rd or 4th to meet with her to go over our testing procedures? 
>> Let me know if eith er of those days will work for you and what times would 
>> work best. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (l?x) 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

>-- 

> Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
> 1703 Legion Road 
> Suite 206 
> ChapelHill, NC 27517 
> 919.918.1009 
> 

Lyn Jolmson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

C,B, McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:30 AM 

Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jerod Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian 
<jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Campus Visit 

Campus Visit (1.19 KB).msg 

Let me know if you guys will be around on April 26th and what time might work for you to answer a few questions about 
and he is wanting to do some research on one of our boys. Thanks. 

CB McGrath 

Doc Martin is with the Portland Trailblazers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.uuc.edu> 

Monday, 10:46 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Are you going to be in your office at 3? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:14 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: book charge for a student 

Jenn, 
If the only charge on her bill is $135.17, then she doesn’t need to pay anything. That’s the amount that we’re paying for her books from this semester. Those charges will 
disappear from her account soon. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2:15 PM >>> 

Hi, Amy: 

I received this e mail from a parent: 

I was checking on an invoice we received for      (trying to get everything settled for summer school) and was told that a charge for about $135 was probably for books 

that they have not received the paperwork they need for yet. says she doesn’t know anything about this charge. Would you happen to have any information about it? 

More than likely, it’s books she purchased earlier in the semester. Sorry to bother you with this. 

The student is from Would you mind letting me know what the charge is for so I can let her parents know? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@charter.net> 

Monday, 2:33 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Thanks Jenn. 

One other quick question - has 

Thanks again for all your help ruth 

registered for her Fall classes vet? and I have asked her numerous times but we’ve received no response so far. 

O11 at 2:16 PM, Jennii~r Townsend wrote: 

I just wanted to let you know that the book charges should go away soon, so you won’t have to pay anything. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @charter.net> 5:14 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn, 

I was checking on an invoice we received for      (trying to get everything settled for summer school) and was told that a charge for about $135 was 

probably for books that they have not received the paperwork they need for yet      says she doesn’t know anything about this charge. Would you 

happen to have any information about it? More than likely, it’s books she purchased earlier in the semester. Sorry to bother you with this. 

Also, if you have time,    and I are wondering how things are going with      lately. She has really shut down on us so we’re just hoping everyone she 

comes in contact with is holding her accountable and keeping her moving in the right direction. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:52 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

registration :( 

Hi Jenn, 
I am panicking! In attempts to register for my classes last week I 
received this message about HIST 142: (Error: You are unable to enroll 
in this class at this time. Available seats are reserved and you do not 
meet the reserve capaci~ requirements.) What does that mean? And what 
do we do? 
Help please when you have a spare minute’. Thank you! 



From-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

~hotmail.com > 
Monday,              9:03 PM 

jtownsend @u ncaa. u nc.ed u 
RE: Tutoring for 

Hi Jenn, 

Yes, Friday will work for me. I am available between 9am-lpm. Just let me know where and when. 

Thanks, 

Date: Mon,            18:42:30-0400 
From: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:       ~hotmail.com 
Subject: Tutoring for 

Hi, 
I am just checking to see if you have any time on Friday to meet with 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

again for SOCI tutoring? 

Hotmail is redefining busy with tools for the New Busy. Get more from your inbox.. See how. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@eln~Jl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:47 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

registration 

He?’ Jenn, 

I was just checking my classes before i register and the Exss 181 class 
is currently closed, so I was wondering, if i should look to pick up a 
different class, or if it would be possible to get into the class at a 
later time. 

Thanks in advance \ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 8:34 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Training for Beth Lyons 

Yes, the morning of the 6th should work for me. Say 10am? Would you like for me to come there or Beth to come to my office? I’ll see what I can do about access for her. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 4/19/2010 11:40 AM > > > 
Yes, her first day will be May 3rd. 

Here ONYEN is        and her PID is           She has completed the FERPA training and [just sent her the link to do the online Connect Carolina training, so she will 

have both of those done before she starts, 

Would the morning of the 6th work? Just let me know what times would work best for you,.. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Susan B. Maloy 4/17/2010 11:56 AM > > > 

Is May 3rd Beth’s first week? Twill inquire about the intro training as to when they plan to offer this again, fn the meantime, she should be sure to complete the FERPAand 

PeopleSoft Training online. I could possibly meet with her on May 6th. Do you know her ONYEN and PID? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 4/15/2010 6:17 PM >>> 

Hi, Susan: 

I am trying to set up things up for our new learning specialist, Beth Lyons, so that she will have a training schedule her first week, She will also be working as an advisor, so 
she will need all of the same access that we have, 

Do you know howwe can authorize her so she can sign up for Peoplesoft training? I am checking with her to see if she has had any training at all. I don’t think they have any 

of the beginning sessions that we went to, so do you know who we can contact to see if they are offering those trainings again? 

Also, if you can think of any other information you will need from her so we can work on getting her access to all of the other systems, let me know, 

Last, but not least, I definitely want to make sure that she meets with you to go over NCAA/ACC rules and eligibility information, She has never worked in athletics at all, Do 

you have any times that will work during the week of May 3rd? Also, do you think she will need to meet with Amy and/or Lance to get an overview of their areas? 

Sorry to bombard you with a million questions, 

thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Frorn-" 

Sent-" 

To: 

Subject" 

~hotmail.com > 

Tuesday,              8:40 AM 

jtownsend @u ncaa, u nc.ed u 

RE: Tutoring for 

great, 9:30 on Friday. 

Thanks. 

> Date: Mon,            22:12:44-0400 
> From: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 
> To:        @hotmail.com 
> Subject: Re: Tutoring for 
> 

> Great. Let’s try 9:30. You can use my back room in my office. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 
> Jenn 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                       ~hotmail.com> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 9:02:34 PM 
> Subject: RE: Tutoring for 
> 

> 

> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> Yes, Friday will work for me. I am available between 9am-lpm. Just let me know where and when. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Date: Non, 18:42:30-0400 

> From: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

> To:       @hotmail.com 
> Subject: Tutoring for 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
> 

> Hi, 
> 

> I am just checking to see if you have any time on Friday to meet with again for SOCI tutoring? 

> 

> Jenn 
> 
> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 
> 

> 

> Hotmail is redefining busy with tools for the New Busy. Get more from your inbox. 

> http:/!www.windowslive.com/campaign!thenewbusy?ocid=PID28326::T:WLMTAGL:ON:WL:en-US:WM_HMP:042010_2 

Hotmail is redefining busy with tools for the New Busy. Get more from your inbox. See how. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:55 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: registration :( 

Section 001--the TTh 1 lam 
Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 
> Which section were you trying to register for--the 11 or the 107 
> 
> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 

> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> ~email.unc.edu> 10:38 AM >>> 
> I called and got her voice mail--should I leave a message? Try again 
> later? Email? 
> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
>>He?’, 
>> 
> > ’]’he HIST department has some weird hold un the class, but they are 
> > trying to let students in I called over there last week and the?’ were 
> > trying to let students in Tpj to call 962-9822 and see if the person 
> > in the department can help you. Let me know if you can’t get in touch 
> > with them 
>> 

> > Jenn 
>> 

> > Jenn Townsend 
> > Assuciate Director 
> > Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> > Umversi~ of Nurth Carolina, Chapel }{ill 
> > 919-%2-9538 
> > 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > >>> @email.unc.edu> 7:51 PM >>> 
> > Hi Jenn, 
> > [ am panicking! In attempts to register for my classes last week I 
> > received this message about HIST     (Error: You are unable to enroll 
> > in this class at this time Available seats are reserved and you do nut 
> > meet the reserve capacity requirements.) What does that mean? And what 
> > du we do? 
> > Help please when you have a spare minute! Thank you{ 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 5:51 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Admissions packet 

Jenn, 
Yes, it was in the mail when we returned on Sunday. We tried to sign 
tap for e-mail, but it stated there was an error, so we are going to 
check it again tonight. His e-mail address is         ~email.unc.edu. 
I sent an e-mail to him today, it didn’t bounce back so I’ll have him 
check it tonight. Will get the acceptance form mailed tomorrow. 

>Hi, 
> 

>I just wanted to check and see if 
>admissions packet yet? 
> 

>Jenn 
> 

>Jenn Townsend 
>Associate Director 
>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>University ufNorth Carulina, Chapel Hill 
>919-962-9538 
>919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

had received his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:01 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

History Class 

Dear Jema, 

My name is        and i came in this morning to ask you about the History 
class since Kym Orr was not available. Were you able to get in contact 

with the History department by any chance? 

Thankt’ullv, 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID 

A ACTV 

MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

COMM 
COHM 

GEOG 
GEOG 

PWAD 

PWAD 

STOR 

STOR 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

JOHC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

AFRI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

EKSS 

STOR 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ECON 
ECON 

RECR 

RELI 

RELI 

CLAS 

DRAM 

ENGL 

SWAH 

Page No. 

CMPL 
CMPL 

COI~Z 

DRAM 

EXSS 
1 of 4 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START 

M W 

M W 

M W 

M W 

END HRS 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 3 

F 01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

T T 
T T 

T T 
T T 

T T 
T T 
T T 
T T 
T T 
T T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

09:30:00 Hi 10 45 00 Hi 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 ~Z 09 15 00 ~Z 3 

08:00:00 Hi 09 15 00 Hi 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 

T 

W 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

08:00:00 Hi 09.15.00 Hi 4 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 0 

T 11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

T    08:00:00 Hi 09.15.00 Hi 3 

F 10:00:00 ~ 10.50.00 ~ 3 

M 

M 

M 

T 
T 

W 

W 

W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 ~ 10.45.00 ~Z 3 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 ~ 09.50.00 ~ 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 0 

F 10:00:00 ~ 10.50.00 ~ 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 

T 

W 

T 

F 11:00:00 ~Z 11.50.00 ~ 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

W 

T 

W 

T 

11:00:00 ~ 11.50.00 ~ 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 0 

T    11:00:00 ~ 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

T    09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 3 

Run Date: 
Run Time: 10:05:58 AH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

12 

15 

16 

15 

12 

16 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

Page No. 

EXSS 

LFIT 

AFAM 

BUSI 

BUSI 

DRHZ 

ENGL 

SOCI 

SWAH 

CLAS 

CLAS 

C OHM 
CO~,@f 
COHM 
C OHM 

PORT 

PORT 

RECR 

RECR 

ASTR 

ASTR 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

FREN 

SOCI 

HIST 

SPAN 

CLAS 

COI~ 
CO~@~ 

PORT 

SWAH 

ENGL 

HIST 

2 of 4 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

M W 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 1 

M 
M 

T 

W 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

08:00:00 1@I 09.15.00 1@I 4 

05:30:00 PM 06.45.00 PM 0 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 

W 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 
M 

M 
M 

W 
W 

T 
T 
T 
T 

W 
W 

W 
W 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T 
T 
T 
T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

W 
T 

W 
W 

T 
W 

W 

T 

T 

T 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

04:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 1 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 4 

06:00:00 PH 07.15.00 PH 0 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M W 

W 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 4 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 
T 

T 

W 

T 

T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

W 

W 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

Run Date: 
Run Time: 10:05:58 1@I 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

12 

15 

17 

12 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

HIST 

PORT 

SWAH 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 
ECON 

EXSS 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

RELI 

RELI 

AFAM 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

CHIN 

AFHf 

AFRI 

EXSS 

PSYC 

PSYC 

AFAM 

HATH 

PSYC 

SPAN 

AFAM 

STOR 

Page No. 

DRH~ 

EXSS 

EXSS 

3 of 4 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M 

T 

W 

T 

F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 0 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AH 11.50.00 AH 3 

M 

T 
W 

W 

T 
W 

T 

T 09:30:00 AH 10.45.00 AH 3 

02:00:00 PM 04.50.00 PM 1 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 4 
0 

T 03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

M 

W 
W 

T 
T 

W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 

T 
T 

W 

T 

T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 4 

02:00:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 0 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

02:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 1 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

W 

T 

W 

T 
W 

03:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T    02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 

W 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 4 

T 

T 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

T 

T 
T 

T 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 10:05:58 AH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

11 

15 

11 

15 

13 

13 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 10:05:58 l@f 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

EXSS 
EXSS 

LFIT 

T T 
T 

M W 

12:30:00 PM 01.45.00 PM 3 

05:30:00 PH 08.30.00 PH 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

COMP 

T 
T 

M 
M 

T 

T 
T 

W 
W 

T 

F 02:00:00 PM 04.00.00 PM 2 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

03:30:00 PM 04.45.00 PM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 1.5 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

15.5 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ECON 
ECON 

RECR 

RELI 

RELI 

T 
T 

M 

M 

M 

T 
T 

W 

W 

W 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

15 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

M 

M 
M 

W 
T 
T 

W 
W 

T 
T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

M 

M 

T 

T 

M 

W 
W 

T 
T 

W 

F 02:00:00 PH 04 00 00 PH 2 

11:00:00 AM 12 15 00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 1.5 

11:00:00 AM 12 15 00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

15.5 

EXSS 

RECR 

SOCI 

M 

T 

M 

M 

W 

T 

W 

W 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

12 
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Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID 

A ACTV 

NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

DRAM 

EXSS 

COMM 

DRAM 

EXSS 

EXSS 
EXSS 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

HUSC 
MUSC 
MUSC 
MUSC 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

PSYC 
PSYC 

AFAH 

AFAH 

SOCI 
SOCI 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START 

M W 
W 

M W 

M W 

END 

T 

HRS 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 4 

01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T 12:30:00 PM 01.45.00 PM 3 

T 

T 

T 

T 

T 

04:00:00 PM 06.45.00 PM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 

08:00:00 AM 09 

08:00:00 AM 09 

05:00:00 PH 07 

05:00:00 PH 07 

02:00:00 PH 03 

02:00:00 PH 03 

45 00 AM 3 

15 00 AM 3 

15 00 AM 3 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

15 00 PH 3 

15 00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 
09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 
01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 0 
01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 0 

M 
M 

M 
M 

M 
M 

T 
T 

W 
W 

T 
T 

W 
W 

W 
W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 
09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F i0:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 
F i0:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

T 
T 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

M 
M 

M 
M 

T 
T 

T 
T 

W 
W 

W 
W 

W 
W 

03:30:00 PH 06.20.00 PH 3 

03:30:00 PH 06.20.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 3 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

M 

T 
T 

W 

T 
T 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 0 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

Run Date: 
Run Time: 11:25:50 AH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

13 

12 

15 

EXSS 
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Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

HIST 

HIST 

RECR 

AFAH 

EKSS 
EKSS 

HIST 

SPAN 

DR/dZ 

INTS 

HATH 

RELI 
RELI 

SPAN 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

ART 

EXSS 

LFIT 

NAVS 

PSYC 

EXSS 

EXSS 

JOMC 

SOCI 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

HIST 

HIST 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

T T 

M W 

M W 

T 
T 

M W 

M W 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

T 

T 

T 

W 

W 

W 

W 

T 

T 
T 

T 

T 

W 

W 

T 

T 
W 

W 

T 

T 
W 

W 
T 

W 

11:00:00 1@I 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 0 

F 10:00:00 1@I 10.50.00 1@I 3 

T 
T 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

T 
T 
T 
T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 4 

03:15:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 0 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

T 02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 1 

T    12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 4 

04:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 0 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 2 

08:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 11:25:50 1@I 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

14 

11 

12 

13 
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Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

Page No. 

MATH 

JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

PORT 

DRH~ 

SOCI 

SOCI 

STOR 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

HATH 

PORT 

SOCI 

EXSS 

JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

PORT 

SWAH 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

RELI 

RELI 

SPAN 

BIOL 

ENGL 

EXSS 

GERM 
GERM 
GERM 

SPAN 

3 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W    F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 3 

M W 
M W 

T T 
T T 

T 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 1@I 12.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 

T 

T 
T 

W 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

T 
W 

W 

W 

T 

W 

T 08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

M 

T 

W 
T 

T 

W 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

04:30:00 PH 05.45.00 PH 1 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T    02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 

M 

W 
W 

W 
T 

W 

T 

06:30:00 PH 09.30.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 4 

02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 1 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 0 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 

W 

T 

T 

W 

W 

T 

T 

06:30:00 PH 09.30.00 PH 1 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

05:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 11:25:50 1@I 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

12 

15 

13 

15 

10 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

GEOG 
GEOG 

JOHC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

RUES 
RUES 

SOCI 

SOCI 

ART 

ART 

C OHM 
CO~,@f 
COHM 
C OHM 
CO~,@f 

EXSS 

AFRI 

CHEM 
CHEM 

EKSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

SOCI 

Page No. 

BUSI 

BUSI 

INTS 

POLl 

POLl 

PORT 

4 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M 

M 

M 

M 

W 
W 
W 
W 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

F 02:00:00 PH 02 50 00 PH 3 

F 02:00:00 PM 02 

F 12:30:00 PM 01 

F 12:30:00 PH 01 

T 09:30:00 AM 10 

T 09:30:00 AM 10 

T 11:00:00 AH 12 

T 11:00:00 AM 12 

T 03:30:00 PH 04 

T 03:30:00 PH 04 

T 12:30:00 PH 01 

T 12:30:00 PH 01 

50 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 AM 3 

45 00 AM 3 

15 00 PH 3 

15 00 PH 3 

20 00 PH 0 

20 00 PH 0 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 
M 

W 
W 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

W 
W 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T 
T 

T 
T 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12 50 00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12 50 00 PH 3 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

W 

T 
W 

T 
T 
T 

W 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

T 
T 
T 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

M 

T 

W 

W 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 1 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

T 
T 

W 
W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

W 
T 

T 

W 

T 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 4 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 0 

T 02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 11:25:50 AH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

10 

12 

13 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

SPAN 

AFRI 

CHEM 

CHEM 

EKSS 

PHIL 

PHIL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

NURS 

NURS 

NURS 

AFRI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

DRAM 
DRAM 

AFHZ 

CHEM 

CLAS 

DRHZ 

MATH 

HATH 

PORT 

AFAM 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

RELI 

RELI 

SPAN 

EXSS 
EXSS 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

T 

T 
W 

W 

W 

W 

W 
W 

W 

W 
W 

T 
T 

T 

T 

W 

T 

W 

T 

T 

W 
W 

T 
W 

W 

W 

T 
T 

W 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AH 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 /dVl 10.45.00 /dVl 3 

01:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

10:00:00 HZ 10.50.00 HZ 3 

F 10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 0 

10:00:00 Hi 10.50.00 Hi 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

T 
T 

01:00:00 PH 04.00.00 PH 4 

09:00:00 AM 12.00.00 PH 8 

0 

T 
T 

F 10:00:00 HZ 10.50.00 HZ 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 HZ 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 HZ 10.45.00 HZ 3 

T 09:30:00 HZ 10.45.00 HZ 3 

02:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

T    11:00:00 HZ 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

09:00:00 HZ 09.25.00 HZ 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 Hi 10.45.00 Hi 4 

06:00:00 PH 07.15.00 PH 0 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 11:00:00 Hi 11.50.00 Hi 3 

T 
T 

11:00:00 Hi 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 Hi 01.45.00 PH 4 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 11:25:50 AH 

GRADE DEHq TOT IN PROG 

10 

12 

15 

13 

16 

10 

JOHC 
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Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 11:25:50 1@I 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

JOMC 
JOMC 

W 
T T 

04:00:00 PM 05.00.00 PM 4 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

BUSI 

BUSI 

JOHC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

M 
M 

T 
T 

M 
T 

W 

T 
T 

W 
T 

08:00:00 1@I 09.15.00 1@I 4 

05:00:00 PM 06.15.00 PM 0 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

16 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

RECR 

M 

T 

M 

W 

T 

W 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

N 

DRAH 

DRAM 

HATH 

AFAM 

DRAH 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

SOCI 

T 
T 

T 
T 

T 

M W 

M W 

T 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

15 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexandra Gather <adgarber@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

Jemfifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: and SPAN 

Jenn, 

has come to my office hours to talk about preparing for the 
final. I recommended that he look over the study guide and come back 
next week to review more 

Alexandra 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Thanks so much for the infonnntion. I just wanted to follow up with 
> you and see if      is doing any better and if he has talked to you 
> at all about how he can do better. 
> 

> Thanks again, 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nnrth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> adgarber <adgarber@email.unc.edu> 5:16 PM >>> 
> 

> Hello Jenn, 
> 
> My name is Alexandra and I am instructor in SPAN Though it is 
> impossible for me to give you an exact current grade for (because 
> there are still several grades pending including the final e×am for 
> example) I can bell you that he failed his midterm exam which was worth 20% 
> of his final grade in the class,      is almost ahvays in class but he 
> rarely participates of his own volition which will end up hurting his 
> participation grade which is worth another 10% of the final grade. He has 
> missed several homework assignments that have been graded which puts his 
> evaluation of participation grade (worth 10% of the final) at around 5(/%. I 
> plan on dropping 2 of these homework grades in the end which should boost 
> this but I am not sure how much it will help. tie has an oral interview on 
> Wednesday which wil[ be performed with a partner and in general students do 
> fairly well on this (worth 75% of the final). The final exam is worth 
> another 25% and sometimes can make or break a student’s grade in the class. 
> It is a comprehensive exam that covers grammar we have done throughout the 
> semester. I am more than willing to work with      to help him bring up 
> his grade even if he cannot make it to tW scheduled office hours which are 
> Mondays and Tuesdays 1100-1200. 
> 

> I hope this helps, let me know if you have any other questions. 
> 

> Alexandra 
> 

> On Mon, 15:25:40 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> 

>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I ant an Acadenric Counselor for the Academic 
>> Support Program for Student-Athletes. One of our 
> players, 
>: is in your SPAN class this semester, has let nre 
> l~low 
>> that he thinks his grade has slipped quite a bit since the midterm. Could 
>> you please let me know what current grade is? Any other 
> information 
>> you have about his assignment/test grades, attendance and participation 
>> would be appreciated also. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much, 
>> 

>> Jema 
>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grade update 

Thanks. 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 11:21 AM >>> 

Hi, 

Sorry for sending this so late--I was waiting to hear back from the Rec professor for 

from them. So, their grades in those classes are estimates. 

Let me know if you have any questions or if you need me to figure out their current GPA’s for you. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

DRAM teacher, butlneverheard 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: History Class 

Hi Jenn, 

Thank you so much for the help! I really want to get into this class as i 
am in need of the History requirement as well as the three connections it 
provides. I will keep checking on my registration site to see if i can 
enl-oll, but let me know if you find out any more information 

On Tue,           22:18:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 
> I sent your name and PID over in an e-mail but haven’t heard back yet. I 
> will call again tomorrow I am pretty confident that you will be able to 
> get into the class. 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                ~email.unc.edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 10:00:42 PM 
> Subject: History Class 
> 

> 

> Dear Jenn, 
> 

> My name is and i came in this morning to ask you about the 
History 
>    class since Kym Orr was not available Were you able to get in 
contact 
> with the History department by any chance? 
> 

> Thankfully, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:31 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: History Class 

Hi Jenn, 

Yes...That was the section i was originally planning to enroll in. I have 
room for both sections so just keep me updated on what the History 
Department prefers and i would take an?, section in a heartbeat[ 

Thankfully, 

On We&            16:27:16 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend~unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> tli, 
> 

> Would you be able to take the 11:00-12:15 Tu/Th section of HIST ? I 
> finally was able to get in touch with someone from the history department 
> and the?’ would really prefer to let students into that section instead of 
> the 10:00 section. Let me know if that would work. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nnrth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> ?))email.unc edu> 2:46 PM >>> 
> 

> tli Jenn, 
> 

> Thank you so much f’or the help[ I really want to get into this class as i 
> am in need of the History requirement as well as the three connections it 
> provides. I will keep checking on ray registration site to see ifi can 
> enloll, but let me know if you find out an?" more irffomlation. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 22:18:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I sent your name and PID over in an e-mail but haven’t heard back yet. I 
>> will call again tomorrow. I am pretty cortfident that you will be able to 
>> get into the class. 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:                ~email.unc.edu> 
>> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> Sent: 10:00:42 PM 
>> Subject: History- Class 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Jenn, 
>> 

>> My name is and i came in this morning to ask you about the 
> History 
>>    class since Kym Orr was not available. Were you able to get in 
> contact 
>> with the History- department by any chance? 
>> 

>> Thankfully, 
>> 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: COMM 

5:38PM 

Jenn, 
Please accept my apologies for not replying to you (or if I did, sorry for this duplicate!) 
Yes,      and I have talked and she’s fine. 

- their written projects were fine and hopefully they’ll shine in their upcoming presentations. Final will be very important for both of them - hopefully they will start 
their studying sooner rather than later and come prepared. The final class period is set up as strictly review and going over key concepts. It’s an optional class and set up for 
those who wish to have some help for the final. 
Hope this helps. Keeping my fingers crossed, on both hands, for both of them to come prepared for the final! 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @aol.com 
Sent: Fri, 2:20 pm 
Subject: cOMM 

Hi, 
Thanks for letting me know about She said she had everything straightened out with you. Is that correct? I just wanted to make sure she was back on track. 
Are            doing any better? Both of them seemed confident about their projects and think they will do a good job on their presentations. 
Thanks again for all of the information. 
I hope you have a good weekend, 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:45 AM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 

Cassa nd ra, 

Can you clear 

doing so). 

Thanks, 

Amy 

to register for 1st session? He’ll be getting a full from us. Please let me know when you’ve done so (or if there is something else preventing you from 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 

Hi, Amy: 

10:39 AM >>> 

had holds that prevented him from registering during the initial summer session ] window. Is there any way that he could be cleared so that I could 

register him soon? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:33 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: History Class 

Jenn, 

Thank you so much for all your help’. You don’t understand how- much this 
means to me[ I was worried that i wasn’t going to be a able to get in, and 
thus, i would have had to search for two classes that gave me the 
collective HistoW requirement and the connections that HIST    provides. 
Why was it that the histol7 department was blocking this class? Is it 
different from the first section? The first section has a recitation, but 
this second section does not. Anyway, I am just so grateful to actually be 
enrolled and not have to stress about having to sit in or constantly check 
the website to see if anyone had dropped it. 

I am so glad i actually came up to you that Tuesday morning to ask since i 
didn’t l~ow what to do as Kym Orr was not available at that tune 

Again, i cannot thank you enough! 

Sincerely, 

On Thu,            14:06:51 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<j townsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> I dropped your EXSS class and you have been added to ttlS[[’ So, you 
> should be all set, but please let me know if you have an)’ issues. 
> 
> ttave a good day, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @eraaihunc.edu> 12:13 PM >>> 
> 

> Hi Jetm, 
> 

> Yes...I just added the EXSS to have a class just in case i couldn’t 
get 
> into any others. But let’s drop that one nd add the Hlst Do you want 
> me to drop it or can you do that with my PID? 
> 

> Thankfillly, 

> 

> On Thu, 11:35:55 -0400, "Jermifcr Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> 

>> We can get you added to the class, but right now you are enrolled in too 
>> many credits because the?" count waitlisted classes toward your maximum 
>> credit limit. Would it be nkay to drop your EXSS class or another 
> class 
>> so that we could add the HIST ? 
>> 

>> Just let me know... 
>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> Jema 
>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> @email ulac.edu> 4:30 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Hi Jema, 
>> 



>> 

>> Yes...That was the section i was originally planning to enroll in. I 
have 
>> room %r both sections so just keep me updated on what the ttistor.i 
>> Department prefers and i would take any section in a heartbeat[ 
>> 

>> 

>> Thankfullv. 
>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 16:27:16 -0400, "Jem~ifer Townsend" 
>> <jtownsend,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>Hi, 
>>> 

>>> Would you be able to take the 11:00-12:15 TuiTh section of HIST    ’ I 
>>> finally- was able to get in touch with someone from the history 
> department 
>>> and they would really prefer to let students into that section instead 
> of 
>>> the 10:00 section. Let me know if that would work. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks! 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jem~ Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> Universi~" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-952-9538 

>>> 919-%2-8247 (i?x) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>>>> @email unc.edu> 2:46 PM >>> 
>>> 

>>> Hi Jenn, 
>>> 
>>> Thal~k you so much for the help! I really want to get into this class as 
>i 
>>> am in need of the History requirement as well as the three colmections 
>it 
>>> provides I will keep checking on my- registration site to see if i can 
>>> enroll, but let me know if you find out any more information 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Tue, 22:18:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>>> <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> Hi, 
>>>> 

>>>> I sent your name and PID over in an e-mail but haven’t heard back yet. 
>I 
>>>> will call again tomorrow. I am pretty confident that you will be able 
> to 

>>>> get into the class. 
>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> From:                .~email.unc.edu> 
>>>> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent: 10:00:42 PM 
>>>> Subject: t]istow Class 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> I)ear Jenn, 
>>>> 

>>>> My name is and i came in this morning to ask you about the 
>>> History 
>>>>    class since Kym Orr was not available Were you able to get in 
>>> contact 
>>>> with the History department by any chance? 
>>>> 

>>>> Thank[’ully, 
>>>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:03 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

They did let me know about the , but because I didn’t have an official 
form, I wanted to confirm it 

Thanks for your help, 

On Thu,            14:36:05 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> There is no athletic related reason that they should have missed on 
> . We did leave for Boston College on the we moved up 
the 
> original departure time so that is why it was not listed on the travel 
> letter, still should have let you know, though, that they 
> would miss class 
> 

> Let me know if you have any other questions, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’262-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> ~)email uric edu> 2:22 PM >>> 
> 

> Ms Townsend, 
> 
> are in my Recitation Section for 
> History They missed class on and 
> ’]?he travel letter I received does not mention these dates. Werethese 
> athletic related absences? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> UNC-CH Department of HistoW 
> 

> On Tue, 16:06:28 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Yes, you should have received a separate travel letter front them. I am 
>> attaching you a copy of it. However, if you would like for them to take 
> the 
>> responsibility of giving a copy to you, please let me know. 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have any other questions or concerns. 
>> 

>> Thankst 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jerm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Acadenric Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> @email.unc.edu> 8:16 AM >>> 
>> 

>> Ms. Townsend, 
>> 

>> Thank you ve~z much for sending me this information Also, should I have 
>> received a more general travel letter from listing all 
of 
>> the dates they will miss this semester? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> UNC-CH Department ofHistoW 



>> 

>> On M0n, 14:26:51 -0500, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>> <]townsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi, Professor 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor in the Academic 
>>> Support Program for Student-Athletes. Two of our 
>> players, 
>>> are in your HIST recitation this 
>>> semester. I wanted to let you know that had to 
>>> unexpectedly miss class on Friday because the team’s travel plans 
> changed 
>>> due to the weather in Please let me know if you have any 
>>> questions. 
>>> 

>>> Also, if you could let me know of any other concerns you have about 
>> 

>>> and attendance, participation or assignments so far, I would 
>>> appreciate it. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks vet?~ much, 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jenn Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> Univcrsib" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-962-9538 

>>> 919-%2-8247 (fhx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Thursday, 6:20 PM 

DSA NSCPP Orientation <orientation@unc.edu:~ 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

(No subject) 

I just registered for the CTOPS 
session on I will be receiving a tbll athletics 
grant-m-aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me know how much 
(if any) I still owe to complete my registration 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Monday, 2:19 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: PSYC 

Thanks! And Williams said the class is full but that’d she’d put me on the waiting list. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ~email.unc.edu 
Sent: Mon, 11:54 am 
Subject: PSYC 

Hey, 
I enrolled you in the PSYC class. Did you ever hear back from Professor Williams about the DRAM 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9536 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

class? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:06 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Loaner Computers... 

Thanks, Jenn! 
Amy 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2:55 PM >>> 

graduation dates look correct. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

is not planning on returning in the fall. I am not sure if he has a computer or not, 

>>> Amy Herman 2:34 PM >>> 

All, 
Please review the attached listing, I need your help identifying the expected graduation dates for those individuals whose graduation column is blank. And, for those filled in, 

please confirm that what I have is accurate! I need a correct listing so that I can notify the student athletes of when they will be required to return their computers. 

Please verify your sports and respond to me via email ASAP, 
Also, if you are aware of underclassmen in your sports that are departing UNC early (e.g., withdrawing, transferring, etc.), please email me their names so I can check to see if 

they have computers that need to be returned. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..",.~ ~ ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:49 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Apt question 

Sounds good. Thank you. 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 3:26 PM >>> 

Thanks! I will let you know once I find out definitively if he will pass or not. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Susan B. Maloy          3:08 PM >>> 

If he does in fact graduate this summer, we will get that point back one way or another. I am just not exactly sure, at this point, the appropriate way to do so, if that would 

need to be a waiver or not. But we should not be penalized for a student who actually graduates in 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2:10 PM >>> 

Hi, Susan: 
I have a quick APR question: There is a chance that.              will not pass one of his classes this semester (he is only enrolled in 3 credits), so [ know that we will lose an 

APR point for him not passing six credits. Would we still earn at least one point for him if he still graduates this summer? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID 

A ACTV 

NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

DRAM 

EXSS 

COMM 

EXSS 

EXSS 
EXSS 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

HUSC 
MUSC 
MUSC 
MUSC 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

PSYC 
PSYC 

AFAH 

AFAM 

MASC 
MASC 

HATH 

MATH 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Page No. 

COHM 
COI~£ 

EXSS 

HIST 
1 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START 

M W 
W 

M W 

M W 

END 

T 

HRS 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 4 

01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T 12:30:00 PM 01.45.00 PM 3 

T 

T T 

04:00:00 PM 06.45.00 PM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 

08:00:00 AM 09 

08:00:00 AM 09 

05:00:00 PH 07 

05:00:00 PH 07 

02:00:00 PH 03 

02:00:00 PH 03 

45 00 AM 3 

15 00 AM 3 

15 00 AM 3 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

15 00 PH 3 

15 00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

M 
M 

M 
M 

M 
M 

T 
T 

W 
W 

T 
T 

W 
W 

W 
W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

T 
T 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

M 
M 

M 
M 

T 
T 

T 
T 

W 
W 

W 
W 

W 
W 

03:30:00 PH 06.20.00 PH 3 

03:30:00 PH 06.20.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 3 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

M 

T 
T 

W 

T 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 0 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 
Run Time: 03:43:56 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

13 

12 

15 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

HIST 

RECR 

AFAM 

EXSS 

EXSS 

HIST 

SPAN 

DRAH 

INTS 

MATH 

RELI 

RELI 

SPAN 

DRAH 

LFIT 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

ART 

EXSS 

LFIT 

NAVS 

PSYC 

EXSS 
EXSS 

JOHC 
JOMC 

SOCI 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

HIST 

HIST 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

W 

T 
T 

W 

W 

T 
T 

F 01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 3 

11:00:00 1@I 12.15.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PM 03.15.00 PM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

T T 

T T 

T T 

W 

W 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

W 

W 

T 

T 
T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

T 
T 
T 
T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 4 

03:15:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 0 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

T 

T 

W 

W 

T 

T 02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 1 

T    12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

M 

M 
M 

T 
W 

W 
W 

T 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 

M 
M 

M 

T 
W 

W 
T 

W 

W 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 4 

04:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 0 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 2 

08:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:43:56 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

14 

11 

12 

13 

HATH 

Page No. 2 of 6 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

Page No. 

JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

PORT 

DRH~ 

SOCI 

SOCI 

STOR 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

HATH 

PORT 

SOCI 

EXSS 

JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

PORT 

SWAH 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

RELI 

RELI 

SPAN 

BIOL 

ENGL 

EXSS 

GERM 

GERM 

GERM 

HIST 

3 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

M W 

T 

T 

T 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

T 

T 

T 
T 

W 

T 
W 

W 

W 

T 

W 

T 

W 
T 

T 

W 

W 
W 

W 
T 

W 

T 

W 

T 

T 

W 

T 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.50.00 PM 3 

T 11:00:00 1@I 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 12:30:00 PM 01.45.00 PM 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

T 08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

04:30:00 PH 05.45.00 PH 1 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T    02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T 

06:30:00 PH 09.30.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 4 

02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 1 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 0 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

06:30:00 PH 09.30.00 PH 1 

T    02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

05:00:00 PH 07.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

T 03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:43:56 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

12 

15 

13 

15 

13 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

SPAN 

GEOG 
GEOG 

JOHC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

RUES 
RUES 

SOCI 

SOCI 

ART 

ART 

COHM 
C OMM 
C0]>@4 
COHM 
C OMM 

EXSS 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

AFRI 

CHEM 
CHEM 

EKSS 

PSYC 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

SOCI 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W    F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 3 

M 

M 

M 

M 

W 
W 
W 
W 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

F 02:00:00 PM 02.50.00 PM 3 

F 02:00:00 PH 02 50 00 PH 3 

F 12:30:00 PM 01 

F 12:30:00 PM 01 

T 09:30:00 AM 10 

T 09:30:00 AM 10 

T 11:00:00 AM 12 

T 11:00:00 AM 12 

T 03:30:00 PH 04 

T 03:30:00 PH 04 

T 12:30:00 PH 01 

T 12:30:00 PH 01 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 AM 3 

45 00 AM 3 

15 00 PH 3 

15 00 PH 3 

20 00 PH 0 

20 00 PH 0 

45 00 PH 3 

45 00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 
M 

W 
W 

T 

T 
T 
T 

T 
T 

W 
W 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T 
T 

T 
T 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12 50 00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12 50 00 PH 3 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 
09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

W 

T 
W 

T 
T 
T 

W 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

T 
T 
T 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

3 

3 

3 

M 
M 

M 

M 

T 

W 

W 

W 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

T 
T 

W 

W 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:43:56 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

15 

13 

12 
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Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

BUSI 

BUSI 

INTS 

POLl 

POLl 

PORT 

SPAN 

AFRI 

CHEM 
CHEM 

EKSS 

PHIL 
PHIL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

HIST 

HIST 

NURS 

NURS 

NURS 

AFRI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

DRAM 
DRAM 

CHEM 

CLAS 

DRAM 

HATH 
MATH 

PORT 

Page No. 

AFH{ 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

5 of 6 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

T 

T 

M W 

T 

M W 

M 

M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 
M 

M 

M 

M 

T 

T 
W 

W 

W 

W 

W 
W 

T 

W 

W 
W 

T 
T 

T 

W 

T 

W 

T 

T 

W 
W 

T 
W 

08:00:00 AH 09.15.00 AH 4 

05:00:00 PM 06.15.00 PM 0 

T 02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

T 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 0 

T 
T 

01:00:00 PH 04.00.00 PH 4 

09:00:00 AM 12.00.00 PH 8 

0 

T 
T 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

02:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 1 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

09:00:00 AM 09.25.00 AM 3 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 4 

06:00:00 PH 07.15.00 PH 0 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:43:56 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

13 

10 

12 

15 

10 

16 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:43:56 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

RELI 

RELI 

SPAN 

1838 H W 

10592 

6153 H W 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 0 

F 11:00:00 1@I 11.50.00 1@I 3 

EXSS 

EXSS 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

5347 T T 

4606 T T 

7793 M W 

7793 W 

7443 T T 

11:00:00 1@I 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PM 01.45.00 PM 3 

11:00:00 AM 01.45.00 PH 4 

04:00:00 PH 05.00.00 PH 4 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

10 

BUSI 

BUSI 

JOHC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

8547 H 
8588 H 

7346 

7451 

7500 

8384 

T 
T 

M 
T 

W 

T 
T 

W 
T 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 4 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 0 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

16 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

RECR 

1966 

5353 

5102 

6028 

3215 

5752 

5407 

T 

M 

T 

T 

M 

T 

W 

T 
T 
T 

W 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

05:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 0 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

12 

N 

DRAH 

DRAM 

HATH 

AFAM 

DRAH 

EXSS 

HIST 

HIST 

SOCI 

1117 

1145 

3350 

4416 

1145 

5059 

3197 

7552 

2176 

T 
T 

T 
T 

T 

M W 

M W 

T 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T 08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

T 12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

15 
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Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID 

A ACTV 

MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

COMM 
COHM 

GEOG 
GEOG 

PWAD 

PWAD 

STOR 

STOR 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

JOHC 
JOMC 
JOMC 
JOMC 

AFRI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

EKSS 

STOR 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ECON 
ECON 

RECR 

RELI 

RELI 

CLAS 

DRAM 

ENGL 

SWAH 

Page No. 

CMPL 
CMPL 

COI~Z 

DRAM 

EXSS 
1 of 4 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START 

M W 

M W 

M W 

M W 

END HRS 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 3 

F 01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

T T 
T T 

T T 
T T 

T T 
T T 
T T 
T T 
T T 
T T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09 15 00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 

T 

W 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 4 

05:00:00 PH 06.15.00 PH 0 

T 11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

T    08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

T 
T 

W 

W 

W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 

T 

W 

T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

W 

T 

W 

T 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

Run Date: 
Run Time: 03:13:12 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

12 

15 

16 

15 

12 

16 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

Page No. 

EXSS 

LFIT 

AFAM 

ANTH 

ANTH 

BUSI 

BUSI 

HIST 

HIST 

DRAIZ 

ENGL 

SOCI 

SWAH 

CLAS 

CLAS 

C OHM 
COHM 
COHM 
C OHM 

PORT 

PORT 

RECR 

RECR 

ASTR 

ASTR 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

FREN 

SOCI 

HIST 

SPAN 

CLAS 

C OHM 

COHM 

PORT 

2 of 4 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W 

M W 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 1 

M 
M 

M 

T 

T 

W 

W 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 08:00:00 AM 08.50.00 AM 0 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 4 

05:30:00 PH 06.45.00 PH 0 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 0 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 

W 

T    11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

M 
M 

M 
M 

M 
M 

W 
W 

T 
T 
T 
T 

W 
W 

W 
W 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T 
T 
T 
T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

M 

W 
T 

W 
W 

T 
W 

W 

T 

T 

T 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

04:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 1 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 4 

06:00:00 PH 07.15.00 PH 0 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M W 

W 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 4 

M 

M 

W 

W 
T 

T 

T 

T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:13:12 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

10 

12 

15 

17 

12 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# 

SWAH 

ENGL 

HIST 
HIST 

PORT 

SWAH 

BIOL 

BIOL 

BUSI 

BUSI 

ECON 
ECON 

EXSS 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

RELI 

RELI 

AFAM 

BIOL 

BIOL 

CHEM 
CHEM 

CHIN 

AFHf 

AFRI 

EXSS 

PSYC 

PSYC 

AFAM 

HATH 

PSYC 

SPAN 

Page No. 

AFAM 

STOR 
3 of 4 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

M W    F 01:00:00 PM 01.50.00 PM 3 

M W 

M W 

T 

M W 

T 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

F 12:00:00 PM 12.50.00 PM 0 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

M 

T 
W 

W 

T 
W 

T 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

02:00:00 PH 04.50.00 PH 1 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 4 
0 

T 03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

T 09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

M 
M 

M 

W 
W 

T 
T 

W 

T 
T 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 0 

M 

M 

M 

W 

W 

T 
T 

W 

T 

T 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 4 

02:00:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 0 

08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

02:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 1 

F 02:00:00 PH 02.50.00 PH 3 

M 

M 

W 

T 

W 

T 
W 

03:00:00 PH 05.50.00 PH 3 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

T    02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

M 

M 

T 

W 

T 

W 

T    09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 

T    08:00:00 AM 09.15.00 AM 3 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 4 

T 

T 

T 

T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:13:12 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

11 

15 

11 

15 

13 



Report ID: 
Term: 
Sport: 

NCSR028 

SESSION STATUS EMPLID NAME MAJOR 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Course Breakdown Report 

2nd (MAJOR) SUBJ CAT# SECT# CLASS# M T W T F START END HRS 

Run Date: 

Run Time: 03:13:12 PH 

GRADE DEAN TOT IN PROG 

DRAM 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

LFIT 

T T 

T T 
T T 
T T 
T 

M W 

09:30:00 194 10.45.00 194 3 

08:00:00 1@1 09.15.00 1@1 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PM 3 

12:30:00 PM 01.45.00 PM 3 

05:30:00 PH 08.30.00 PH 3 

10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 1 

13 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

COMP 

T 

T 

M 

M 

T 

T 
T 

W 
W 

T 

F 02:00:00 PH 04.00.00 PH 2 

02:00:00 PH 03.15.00 PH 3 

03:30:00 PH 04.45.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 1.5 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

15.5 

DRAM 
DRAM 

ECON 
ECON 

RECR 

RELI 

RELI 

T 
T 

M 

M 

M 

T 
T 

W 

W 

W 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

F 09:00:00 AM 09.50.00 AM 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 0 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 12:00:00 PH 12.50.00 PH 0 

15 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

M 

M 
M 

W 
T 
T 

W 
W 

T 
T 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

11:00:00 AM 12.15.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10.45.00 AM 3 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

M 

M 

T 

T 

M 

W 
W 

T 
T 

W 

F 02:00:00 PH 04 00 00 PH 2 

11:00:00 AM 12 15 00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 1.5 

11:00:00 AM 12 15 00 PH 3 

09:30:00 AM 10 45 00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01 45 00 PH 3 

15.5 

EXSS 

RECR 

SOCI 

M 

T 

M 

M 

W 

T 

W 

W 

F 10:00:00 AM 10.50.00 AM 3 

12:30:00 PH 01.45.00 PH 3 

F 01:00:00 PH 01.50.00 PH 3 

F 11:00:00 AM 11.50.00 AM 3 
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From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:47 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: I~RT Final Review tbr 

Hey, Jenn! 

As I’m sure you noticed with us not being there,      canceled today’s ,session because he said he wmlted to study for his first finals. His Portuguese    final is on 

Wednesday, . Therefore, I’d like to begin reviemng with him starting on Sunday and meet once q or twice, if need be) per day through Tuesday. I roll also be 

tutoring players on these days so here is my availability: 

Sunday: anytime up until 5:00 (tutoring    5:00-9:00) 

Monday: 4:00 would work best becau~ I am bus7 beIbre and I s~rt tutoring    at 5:00 until 9:00 agmn 

Tuesday: between 1:00 and 5:00 or after 9:00 (tutoring ti-om 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. m~d 5:00 to 9:00) 

Let me know what works best ruth his schedule when you get a chance. Thmlks so much for being so flexibl!! 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: ~hedule 

12:02 PM 

Hey Jen, 

I was wondering if you could call the EXSS department for me. I really want to get into a fifth class. This semester’s schedule was ok, but I would really like the option of being 
able to drop one of my classes next semester, as ] wasn’t able to drop any of them this semester. 

Thanks, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 4:23 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Our new learning specialist 

Monday at 9am is good for me, [will see you and her then :) 

Christy 
Christy Suits 

ITS Systems Consultant 

UNC Ati~letics 

Office: (919)843-5296 

Pager: (919)216-4460 

Emoib Christy Suits@unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 4/28/2010 4:10 PM >>> 
Thanks! I am assuming you still need to actually physically put all of these things on her computer? If so and if there is anything else you will need to do to get her set up, 

would you be able to meet with her Monday at 9:00? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Christy Suits 4/16/2010 1:27 PM >>> 

Jenn, 
I have created her Novell and Groupwise accounts we are requiring that users id’s for athletics are the same as the ONYEN ID’s so her Iogin is 

username: 

password: 

email address: emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thanks, 

Christy 

Christy Suits 
ITS Systems Consultant 

UNC Athletics 

Office: (919)843-5296 

Pager: (919)216-4460 

EmaU: Christy Suits@unc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 4/16/2010 12:04 PM > > > 

Hi, Christy: 

Our new learning specialist, Beth Lyons, is starting on May 3rd. Do you have any time available that day to meet with her and set up her computer? She is already a UNC 

employee so she will have an e mail address, but won’t have groupwise or other access, 

Please let me know if there are some times that will work, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 4:28 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting with Beth 

Are you seriously going to schedule this for PLAY DAY??? This is the day the ladies in the office all go out to lunch and get pedicures! 

Let me know what time... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb(.~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 4/28/2010 4:26 PM > > > 
Are you going to be there next Wednesday? If so, do you have time available to meet with Beth to go over ttne mentor program, football learning disability program, etc.? 

Let me know what time would work best for you. 

thanks 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ted Mouw <tedmouw@emaiLnnc.edu~ 

Wednesday’, 8:11 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and SOCI 

He is going to make it up tomorrow. 
Thanks, 
Ted 

On 6:13 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
>Hi, 
> I just wanted to check in with you again to see if    had made up all 
> of his missing work. He said he still had not made up the in-class essay 
> yet Is it too late for him to do this? 
> Jem~ 
> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (Ihx) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> Ted Mouw <te~nouw@email.unc.edu> 10:17 AM >>> 
> Hi Jennifer, 
> I just checked his grades on Blackboard and he has missed a lot of 
> points by not turning in the daily reading questions that I assign. He 
> needs to email the class TA about making up an in-class essay. There are 
> still a lot of points on the exam (50), paper (50), in-class essays 
> (tomorrow and the makeup 40) 4 class participation So far, though he 
> has 27/62 points. 
> 

> On 1:59 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
>> Hi, Professor Mouw: 
>> I am the academic counselor for the men’s basketball team and wanted 
>> to check in on one of our student-athletes,             who is m 
>> your SOCI    class this semester I am concerned that he has fallen 
>> behind because of missing class last week due to basketball travel. 
>> Could you let me know how he is doing currently in your class? Any 
>> information you have about his essay/assignment grades, 
>> participation/absences and his overal [ grade would be appreciated. 
>> Thanks! 
>> Jenn 
>> Jerm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (l?x) 
>> 

> 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, 11:44 AM 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: comm 

hey jenn, 
asked me yesterday after class what they’d need to get on the final to pass comm    . right now, has 47.6 points and     has 51.85. total point value for the 

class is 100. 
the final is worth 25 points, so they’ll need to do well (i..e., at least 15/16 - hopefully more in the range of 18/19) on the final to pass the class, ugh. sorry, but that’s where 
they stand, i’d love to say that they’ve earned some extra credit for their attendance and participation, but at most they’ve each only earned ~1 points from that as they had 
such a late start in getting it together, they both earned 14/15 on the project, so that certainly helped boost them both a bit. i asked how they intended to study, and they 
seemed like they knew what to do and didn’t ask any specific questions. 
if there’s something i can offer, it would be to be sure that they both work (especially , on answering the three final essays with more than one or two lines! 
sorry for the dismal report...wish it was more positive... 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:15 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: and SOCI 

Jenn, 

Blackboard is corl-ect,     did turn in the final research proposal that 
was due on April 26. However, on April 5 was clue a 2-3 paragraph 
description of the methods students were planning to use for the proposal 
I asked students to turn this in ahead of time so that they could get 
feedback before writing the full draft. He is also missing the assignment 
that was clue on April 14. This assignment is worth 10% of the course grade, 
so I suggest he get it in. I will need it bv Monday at the latest in order 
to have time to grade it. I estimate that     has a 49 in the class at the 
moment, so he is at risk of failing. This is including evelTthing except 
the proposal draft (I am still grading these) and the final. The proposal 
draft and final account tbr 45% of the course grade, so there is still room 
for impruvement. 

On Wed,            18:10:53 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<j townsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> I just wanted to check in with you one more ume abuut He has tuld 
me 
> that he thought all of his majur assignments were up to date. IIuwever, 
when 
> we checked his blackbuard, it [uoked like his proposa[ methuds and his 
> majur assignment were still missing. Was he being truthful when he told 
me 
> that he turned them in? I just want to make sure I have an accurate idea 
o[" 
> where he stands. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 4:06 PM >>> 
> 

> Jenn, 
> 

> Sorry for my delayed response. There was no additional work due on 
Monday, 
> and     did indeed e-mail me his annotated bibliography/lit review on 
> Friday. Thanks for keeping me updated regarding the team’s travel 
schedule. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, 09:47:36 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to check with you and see if turned in his annotated 
>> bibliography and lit review on Friday He told me that he had e-mailed 
it 
>> to you, but I thought I would double-check to make sure you received it 
>I 
>> spoke with him about his performance in class and also about his 
>> participation, so he knows that he will have to step up his effort a 
> great 
>> deal the rest of the semester 
>> 

>> Unfortunately, the team is now traveling to this afternoon and 
> 

>> will miss class again today. Is there anything that he needs to tUl~l in 
>> before we leave? I will make sure that contacts you also to see 
what 
>> he missed today. I am sorry that traveling keeps on intelfering with 
> 

>> attendance. 
>> 



>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate I)irector 
>> Academic Support Program :for Student-Athletes 
>> UniversiW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> ~@email.unc.edu; 1:04 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Jenn, 
>> 

>> Thanks for informing me about Friday-. On Friday, my students have a set 
> of 
>> reading questions and a research proposal assignment due. I’d prefer 
that 
>> e-mail me these by the end of the class period (earlier is fine). 
>> 

>> I am concerned with perfomlance in the class. He received a 62 on 
>> the midtetm, and I estimate that his current grade in the class is a 58. 
>I 
>> handed back the midterms and estimated mid-semester grades on Monday, so 
> he 
>> should be aware of this. With regards to the midterm, he did very well 
on 
>> the scantron (multiple choice/true-false) portion, but poorly on the 
> short 
>> answer portion Other than that, one area he could improve is in doing 
> the 
>> weekly homework regularly-. So far, he’s only done about 30% of it Also, 
>> whereas he is very respectful in class, I have noticed times when he is 
> on 

>> the internet doing things not related to class (He’ll put things away if 
>I 
>> ask him to, but I’ve noticed this on more than one occasion.) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 10:31:47 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 
>> ;jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi, Professor 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to let you know that will miss your SOCI 
>>> class on Friday because the men’s basketball team will be traveling to 
>>> . I know- that has missed a 
lot 
>> of 
>>> your class and I wanted to make sure that he was still doing okay-. Do 
> you 
>>> have an?’ concerns about his assignments or his current grade? Will he 
be 
>>> missing anything on Friday that he would be allowed to turn in early or 
>>> that he could make up? I will have follow up with you also. 
>>> 

>>> Please let me know ifyuu have any questions 
>>> 

>>> Thanks! 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jenn Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> University of North Carulma, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-962-9538 

>>> 919-962-8247 (li~x) 
>> 

>>__ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





From: @aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, 2:21 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: comm 

Believe me, you don’t need to apologize!!! 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @aol.com 
Sent: Thu, 2:12 pm 
Subject: Re: comm 

Thanks for letting me know. I will do everything I can to make sure they study. It’s a little hard with right now, but I will talk to him and see what I can do. 
Thanks so much for all of your efforts this semester. I am sorry that the two of them have not made more of an effort and that they have not been better students for you. 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> < .~,aol.com> 11:43 AM >>> 
hey jenn, 

asked me yesterday after class what they’d need to get on the final to pass comm right now, has 47.6 points and has 51.85. total point value for the 

class is 100. 
the final is worth 25 points, so they’ll need to do well (i...e., at least 15/16 - hopefully more in the range of 18/19) on the final to pass the class, ugh. sorry, but that’s where 
they stand, i’d love to say that they’ve earned some extra credit for their attendance and participation, but at most they’ve each only earned ~1 points from that as they had 
such a late start in getting it together, they both earned 14/15 on the project, so that certainly helped boost them both a bit. i asked how they intended to study, and they 
seemed like they knew what to do and didn’t ask any specific questions. 
if there’s something i can offer, it would be to be sure that they both work (especially = on answering the three final essays with more than one or two lines! 
sorry for the dismal report...wish it was more positive... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(~mnail.com on belmJf of 

@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, 7:15 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: on Sunday? 

I can do that. Thanks! 

On Thu, at 7:05 PM, Jennit:er Townsend <itownsend(&)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

Would you be able to meet with 

Jenn 

at 3:15 on Sunday? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:21 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: PORT Final Review fi)r 

Jenn, 

I’m actually not free Sunday anymore until 9:00 p.m. that night. My parents just told me that they planned a graduation pasty for that afternoon from 12:00 to 4:00. 

Would 9:00 be too late on Sunday evening? Or could we maybe do two hours on Monday, say 3:00 to 5:00? 

On Thu, at 7:08 PM, Jennit~r Townsend <itownsend(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would 4:00 on Sunday work to start with ? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @gmail.com> 9:46 AM >>> 

Hey, Jenn! 

As I’m sure you noticed with us not being there,      canceled today’s session because he said he wanted to study for his first finals. His Portuguese    final is on 
Wednesday, Therefore, I’d like to begin reviewing with him starting on Sunday and meet once (or twice, if need be) per day through Tuesday. I will also be 

tutoring players on these days so here is my availability: 

Sunday: anytime up until 5:00 (tutoring 5:00 9:00) 
Monday: 4:00 would work best because I am busy before and I start tutoring at 5:00 until 9:00 again 

Tuesday: between 1:00 and 5:00 or after 9:00 (tutoring from 9:00 a.cn. to 1:00 p,m. and 5:00 to 9:00) 

Let me know what works best with his schedule when you get a chance, Thanks so much for being so flexible! 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:22 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: PORT Final Review fi)r 

And Tuesday between 1:00 and 3:00 would work best (or after 9:00). Sorry for the updates... I missed a conflict on my schedule. 

John 

On Thu, at 7:08 PM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(~uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Would 4:00 on Sunday work to start with ? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @gmail.com> 9:46 AM >>> 

Hey, Jenn! 

As I’m sure you noticed with us not being there,      canceled today’s session because he said he wanted to study for his first finals. His Portuguese    final is on 

Wednesday, Therefore, I’d like to begin reviewing with him starting on Sunday and meet once (or twice, if need be) per day through Tuesday. I will also be 

tutoring players on these days so here is my availability: 

Sunday: anytime up until 5:00 (tutoring 5:00 9:00) 
Monday: 4:00 would work best because I am busy before and I start tutoring at 5:00 until 9:00 again 

Tuesday: between 1:00 and 5:00 or after 9:00 (tutoring from 9:00 a,m, to 1:00 p.m, and 5:00 to 9:00) 

Let me know what works best with his schedule when you get a chance. Thanks so much for being so flexible! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr; 

Thursday, 10:19 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Summer School Admissions 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~iect: Summer School Admissions 
Date: Thu, 22:17:46 -0400 
From: ~email. unc edu> 
To: <mpyecha@admissions.unc edu> 

Hello, 

My name is I am requesting that my admissions 

be moved to Summer Also I would like to attend the Second Session of 

Summer School. ’]’hank you for understanding 

Yours Truly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, April 30, 2010 10:38 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Overview Meeting Fall ’10 

Jen and Spencer, 

What date woul d the two of you like to schedule our annual meeting with Swimming and Diving this Fall.....the corresponding date for this Fall would be August 24. Let me 

know what works! 

Thanks! 

Michael Lifzi~ge~ 
Asst. Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina 

(o)919 843 9275 

(c) 

(t) 919 962 1603 

mlitzinqer@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Friday, 10:45 AM 

Pyecha, Missy <mwech~admissions.unc.edw~ 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

- updated information mid SS request 

Jema Thompson has asked that we email the following information to you to update enrolhnent data Ibr 

full name is He is requesting his enrolhnent date be moved from 
session. Thank you. 

He would like to enroll for classes for the Second Stammer 

"’]?his email message may contain cunfidential in]2~rmation. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please nute that reading, cupying or distributing this message is 
pruhibited. Ifyuu have received this message in error, please nutil}’ the sender immediately and delete this message" 



From: 

Sent: Friday, 11:02 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: bg in inti~ 

Hey Jenn 
My SAT log info is username: password: try this and let us know if it doesnt work 

"This email message may contain confidential int;armation If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message." 



From: 

Sent: Friday, 12:41 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

He)’ Hope the username and password worked,        and I completed the final amateurism website today. He has copies of his SAT username and password, the final NCAA page, and the 
email from UNC admissions. Trying to get him organized. Let me know ifI can do anything else 

"This email message may contain confidential infbrmation If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 12:42 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: log in inib 

Yeah You too! 

>>> "Jennifer Townsend" <’jtownsend@unca aunc edu>          12:18 PM >>> 
Yes, both the username and password work. Thanks so much for your help’. 

Have a good weekend, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-%2-8247 (fax) 

>>> 

Hey Jenn 
My SAT log info is username: 

11:02 AM >>> 

password: try this and let us know if it doesnt work 

"This emai[ message may contain confidential information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notil}’ the sender immediately and delete this message" 

"This email message may contain confidential information If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message." 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:04 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- updated intbrmafion aJ~d SS request 

Hi Jenn - 
Is receiving a scholarship? 

Missy ~zecha 
Assistant to the Director of LTndergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
ChapelHill, N(2 27599 
mpyecha@admissions.unc, edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 (l?x) 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Thompson, Jelmtfer C 
Sent: Friday, 1:52 PM 
To: Pyecha, iVlichelle Ann 
Subject: RE: -updated information and SS request 

Eli Missy, 

I cannot change tu 2nd summer session until he has paid or requested waiver(enrullment deposit) ...... 

Thanks, 
J T 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: FTecha, Michelle Ann 
Sent: Friday, 11:18 AM 
To: Thumpson, Jennifer C 
Subject: FW: -updated iN2~rmation and SS request 

Another SS request. Thanks 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the Directur of Undergraduate Admissions 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
mpyech a@admissiuns.unc, edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 @~×) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:45 AM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject:               -updated information and SS request 

Jetm Thompson has asked that we email the following itfformation to you to update enrollraent data for 

full name is 
session. Thank you. 

He is requesting his enrollment date be moved frora He would like to enroll for classes for the Second Sta~ner 

"This email message may- contain cotffidential information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender irmnediately and delete this message." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence, Todd W <toddlaw@unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 30, 2010 2:08 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student queslion 

I have a question about one of your players. Can you give me a call today or Monday? Thanks 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha~ Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; 

Friday, 2:13 PM 

Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ]:NV: - updated iIffonnation and SS request 

Thanks. We have not received his r’epfy form yet --.so we wer’e just double checking. Thanks 

Missy Pyecha 
Assi.,:;tant 1o the .Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University d North Camlira at Chapel Hili 

Campus Box 2200, ,Jackson i-iali 

Chapel Hill, NC 2~’599 

mpyecha@admissions unc.edu 

(919) 9.32..5292 

~ 
.32-9149 (fax) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:06 PN 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: Re: FW: - updated information and SS request 

Yes, he is on full scholarship and has already turned in a summer school aid application. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu > 

Hi Jenn 

Is receiving a scholarship? 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919) 962 5292 

(919) 962 9149 (fax) 

2:04 PM >>> 

Original Message 

From: Thompson, Jennifer C 

Sent: Friday, 1:52 PM 

To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Subject: RE: updated information and SS request 

Hi Missy, 

I cannot change to 2nd summer session until he has paid or requested waiver(enrollment deposit) ...... 

Thanks, 
JT 

Original Message 

From: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Sent: Friday, 11:18 AM 

To: Thompson, Jennifer C 

Subject: FW: updated information and SS request 

Another SS request. Thanks 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 



(919) 962 5292 

(919) 962 9149 (fax) 

Original Message 

From: 

Sent: Friday, . 10:45 AM 

To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: updated information and SS request 

Jenn Thompson has asked that we email the following information to you to update enrollment data for 

full name is 

Second Summer session. Thank you. 

He is requesting his enrollment date be moved from He would like to enroll for classes for the 

"This email message may contain confidential information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this 

message is prohibited, If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message," 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha~ Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; 

Friday, 2:18 PM 

Townsend, Je~m <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: I~NV: - updated iIffonnation and SS request 

Yes, we got it yesterday~ 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant 1o the Director of Undergraduate/:’,dmissions 

University d North Carelira at Chapel Hili 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 2;"599 

mpyecha@admissions unc.edu 

(919) 962--5292 

~ 
J2-9149 (fax) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Friday, 2:17 PM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: RE: FW: - updated information and SS request 

By the way, did you get a request from 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

to enroll for summer school? 

> > > "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu > 2:13 PM >>> 

Thanks. We have not receiv,-_~d his reph/form yet- so we were just doubh:~ checking. Th~nks 

Missy Pyect’a 

Ae’sistant to ti~e Direc[or of Ur~dergraduate ’&imissions 

University of Nalth Carolina at Chapel i-iili 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hali 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

rnpyecha@admissions unc.edu 

(919) 962.-5292 

~ 
.32..9149 (fax) 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Friday, 2:06 PM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: Re: FW: - updated information and SS request 

Yes, he is on full scholarship and has already turned in a summer school aid application. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu > 

Hi Jenn 

Is receiving a scholarship? 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919) 962 5292 

(919) 962 9149 (fax) 

2:04 PM > > > 



Original Message 

From: Thompson, Jennifer C 

Sent: Friday, 1:52 PM 

To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Subject: RE: updated information and SS request 

Hi Missy, 

! cannot change to 2nd summer session until he has paid or requested waiver(enrollment deposit) ...... 

Thanks, 
JT 

Original Message 

From: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Sent: Friday, . 11:18 AM 

To: Thompson, Jennifer C 

Subject: FW: updated information and SS request 

Another SS request. Thanks 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919) 962 5292 

(919) 962 9149 (fax) 

Original Message 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 10:45 AM 

To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: updated information and SS request 

Jenn Thompson has asked that we er’nail the following information to you to update enrollment data for 

full name is 

Second Summer session. Thank you. 

He is requesting his enrollment date be moved from He would like to enroll for classes for the 

"This email message may contain confidential information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this 

message is prohibited, If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:35 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

[Fwd: Re: Course Approval Form] 

Re Course Approval Folm.eml (18.4 KB).msg 

hii j en, 
hope youre having a good day! I’m just a little stressed for my finals! 
So i attached the email I received from the admissions. Why does it 

say that no semester hours transfer and why does it say that the course 
eqmvalent is psyc    when they do not oiler this course? 

Secondly, I talked to the journalism lady and she said that I could 
take JOMC    and have it count as my specialization in graphic 
design/multimedia So I’m currently signed up for the course sec 
offered on fridays 9:00-11:45 am. 

Lastly, yuu know how when we were talking yuu were saying sume of my 
courses that I need [’or EXSS majur are going to count as electives? Or 
maybe i just misunderstuod yuu.., but the Juurnalism cuunselor said if I 
have 2 separate sheets then thuse credits will go towards my 2nd major 

Thank youuu ]2~r tolerating all of my questiuns! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Course Approval Form (Admissions) <courseapprovalform@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:43 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Approva] Fom~ 

Dear 

Thank you for submitting a Course Approval Fore1 to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions. We have reviewed your fom~ and will approve d~e following transfer 

credit: 

COI.LEGE!UNIVERSITv OUTSIDE COURSE UNC-CHAPEL HILL EQUIVALENT SEMESTER HOURS 

psYc psgc 0 

Please consult with an academic advisor in your school to verify that the approved UNC-Chapel Hill equivalent(s) will fulfill curriculum!degree requirements, 

Please re~:ain a copy of INs e-ma{l, it is your responsib{li~ to keep it as proo[ of ¥our approval. 

If you have questions about your approval, please contact: 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jacl<son Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-220(} 

919-966- 362:[ 

Student first name: 

Student last name: 

Student PIE): 

Academk: Advisor"s signature 

From: ~email.unc.edu [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:14 PM 
To: Course Approval Form (Admissions); Course Approval Form (Admissions) 
Subject: Course Approval Form 

Date 

Name * 

Email * 

Phone * 

@email.unc.edu 

Local Address 

Perm anent Address * 

Major 

PID * 
School 
Advisor bill cloud 

During: Summer 

During: 

I plan to take courses at: * 

City., State * 

Is this coursework being completed as Study Abroad? No 

Course rifle 

Department/Course prefix psyc 
Course # 
Hours 3 

Course Description PSYC* Description A study of development from conception to death with 



emphasis on t~ctors which intluence gro~4h and development. Consideration will be given to 

~cial, emotional, cognitive, and physical growth and development at each period of the lit~-span. 

Students who hmTe "taken PSYC     must have instructor approval to enroll in PSYC 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

yunal -~vunal@email.unc .edu > 

Saturday, 4:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: lowered grade due to missing homework 

yes, after that round of homework you turned in, you failed to do the 
sentence revision homework--revising 15 of your own sentences (look on 
blackboard). ! can’t be reminding you to turn in missed homework all the 
time I was hoping you would take it upon yourself to do this homework 

season is over; you said you would have more time to since 
dedicate to this class. 

You have also failed to make up the first presentation, so I have just 
assigned you your intial grade, which was a D You have made no effort to 
redo this, and after 2 attempts on my part to pin down a date that is 
convenient J2~r you, I had no choice but to give up 

Your :[’ailing the second test didn’t help your case. 

On Sat, 15:05:08 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> tley Ms Lee. I remember me doing that homework and you giving it back to 
> us. I thought i made up all the work that i had to make up 
> On Thu,           23:10:11 -0400, yunal <yuna[@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> [ tried my best to give you a good grade in this class; however, as you 
>> have failed to turn in missing homework by this morning, I have no 
choice 
>> but to lower your grade. 
>> 

>> whatever your grade was, I am now forced to lower it. l£you had a B, 
> your 
>> new grade will be B-; if you had a C-, you now have a D+ and so on. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:43 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: Work 

Attach: play review.doc 



From: [@bellsouth.net~ 

Sent: Monday, 11: 51 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: text book 

Hi Jeml- Hope the ~ rallyed for the final. I enjoyed working with them. I’ll drop the text book next time I’m on campus. I’ll be happy to help you next semester if you 

need me. 

Cheers. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and SOCI 

Jenn, 

I have not heard from 

On Mort,            09:41:02 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Thanks for letting me know. Did ever contact you? 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’262-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc eduv 2:14 PM >>> 
> 

> Jenn, 
> 

> Blackboard is correct did turn in the final research proposal that 
> was due on April 26. However, on April 5 was due a 2-3 paragraph 
> description of the methods students were planning to use for the 
proposal 
> I asked students to turn this in ahead of time so that they could get 
> feedback before writing the full draft, tie is also missing the assignment 

o > that was due on April 14. This assignment is worth 10 ’A, of the course 
grade, 
> so l suggest he get it in. ! will need it by Monday at the latest in 
order 
> to have time to grade it I estimate that has a 49 in the class at 
the 
> moment, so he is at risk of failing This is including evewthing except 
> the proposal draft (I am still grading these.) and the final. The 
proposal 
> &aft and final account for 45% of the course grade, so there is still 
room 
> for improvement. 
> 

> 

> 

> ©n Wed, 18:10:53 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to check in with you one more time about He has told 
> me 
>> that he thought all of his major assiglmlents were up to date. However, 
> when 
>> we checked his blackboard, it looked like his proposal methods and his 
>> major assignment were still missing. Was he being truthful when he told 
> l~le 

>> that he turned them in’? I just want to make sure I have an accurate idea 
> of 
>> where he stands. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jem~ 
>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>: @email unc.edu> 14:06 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Jerm, 
>> 

>> Sorly for my delayed response. There was no additional work due on 
> Monday, 



>>~ and     did indeed e-mail me his annotated bibliography/lit review on 
>> Friday’. Thanks for keeping me updated regarding the team’s travel 
> schedule 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, 09:47:36 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi, 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to check with you and see if" turned in his annotated 
>>> bibliography and lit review on Friday-. He told me that he had e-mailed 
>it 
>>> to you, but I thought I would double-check to make sure you received 
it. 
>> I 
>>> spoke with him about his performance in class and also about his 
>>> participation, so he knows that he will have to step up his effort a 
>> great 
>>> deal the rest of the semester. 
>>> 

>>> Utffortunately, the team is now traveling to this afternoon and 
>> 

>>> will miss class again today. Is there anything that he needs to turn in 
>>> before we leave? I will make sure that contacts you also to see 
> what 
>>> he missed today-. I am sortti that traveling keeps on interfering with 
>> 

>>> attendance. 
>>> 

>>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks! 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jem~ Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-962-9538 
>>> 919-962-8247 (fhx) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>>>> ))email.unc.edu> 1:04 PM >>> 
>>> 

>>> Jem~, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks for informing me about Friday. On Friday, my students have a set 
>> of 
>>> reading questions and a research proposal assigmnent due. I’d prefer 
> that 
>>> e-mail me these by the end of the class period (earlier is fine) 
>>> 

>>> I am concerned with performance in the class He received a 62 
on 
>>> the midtelrn, and I estimate that his current grade in the class is a 
58. 
>> I 
>>> handed back the midterms and estimated mid-semester grades on Monday, 
s o 

>> he 
>>> should be aware of this. With regards to the midterm, he did very well 
> on 

>>> the scantron (multiple choice/true-false) portion, but poorly on the 
>> short 
>>~> answer portion Other than that, one area he could improve is in doing 
>> the 
>>~> weekly homework regularly’. So fi~r, he’s only done about 30% of it. 
Also, 
>>~> whereas he is very respectful in class, I have noticed times when he is 
>> on 
>>~> the internet doing things not rehted to class (He’ll put things away 
if 
>> I 
>>> ask him to, but I’ve noticed this on more than one occasion.). 
>>7" 

>>7" 

>>>~ On Wed, 10:31:47 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>>~> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
>>>~> Hi, Professor 
>>>> 

>>>> I just wanted to let you know that will miss your SOCI 
>>>> class on Friday because the team will be traveling to 
>>>> to participate in the I know that has missed a 
> lot 
>>> of 
>>>> your class and I wanted to make sure that he was still doing okay. Do 
>> yOU 



>>~>> have an?’ concerns about his assignments or his current grade? Will he 
> be 
>>~>> missing anything on Friday that he would be allowed to turn in early 
or 
>>>> that he could make up/I will have follow up with you also 
>>>> 

>>>> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
>>>> 

>>>> ’]2aank st 
>>>> 

>>>> Jenn 
>>>> 

>>>> Jeml Townsend 
>>>> Associate Director 
>>>> Academic Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>> 919-962-8247 (iEx) 
>>> 

>>> -- 

>>> 

>>> Ph.D. Student, Departrnent of Sociology- 
>>> Predoctoral Trainee, Carolina Population Center 
>>> University of Ninth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 155 Hamilton Hall C’J3#3210 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
>>> 919-%6-6835 
>>> ~email.~c.edu 
>> 

>>-- 

>> 

>> Ph.D. Student, Department of Sociology 
>> Predoctoral Trainee, Carolina Population Center 
>> Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 155 Hamilton Hall CB#3210 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
>> 919-966-6835 
>> ~email.unc.edu 
> 

>__ 

> Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Sociology 
> Predoctoral Trainee, Carolina Population Center 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 155 Haanilton Hall CB#3210 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
> 919-%6-6835 

> I      @email.unc edu 

PhD. Candidate, Department of Sociology 
Predoctoral Trainee, Carolina Population Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
155 Hamilton Hall CB#3210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
919-%6-6835 

@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Williams <khwillia@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:24 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and and DRAM 

i is good, needs to get his journal to my oftice by 12 PiVl tomorrow-. 

See you later’. 

K 
Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Professor Williams: 
> 

> I just wanted to check with you and make sure that 
> have everything turned in for you DRAM 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

and 
class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy <khmllia@email amc.edu> 

Monday, 11:56 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and L and DRAM 

needs to turn in his journal and second play review- before 12 PM 
tomorrow-, i will be turning in grades by 3 PM. 
Thanks 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Professor Williams: 
> 

> I just wanted to check with you and make stare that 
> ’ have evelTthing turned in for you DRAM 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

and 
class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy <khmllia@email amc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and and DRAM 

Jermifer Townsend wrote: 

> Hi, Professor Williams: 
> 

> I just wanted to check with you and make stare that and 
> have evelTthing turned in for you DRAM ’ class. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (Ihx) 
> 

Sorry but is missing his journal, and a review I thil~k he is 
bringing journal by today at 12 but it may be too late for the review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy <khmllia@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:19 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

jo~m~a] 

Good morning Jenn- 
Yesterd ay while reading ; journal, I came across a passage that was 
clearly not written by him. 
The syllabus for the class reads as follows 

Journals/Midterm 
Your journal should be used to record your questions and commentaW on 
all material. For evew reading assignment you should have a 
corresponding entl7. This is the place where you can view the material 
through your own personal lens, your own area of interest. (ie. 
academic major, ethnic or racial affiliation, gender, etc.) 

while there is no specific statement on citing references I am quite 
clear that    : entry is not solely his and that he simply cut and 
pasted material from the intemet or another source 

As a result I am givng him a 0 for the journal and this will bring his 
grade down to a D+. 

and ] have exchanged a few e mails regarding this and we had 
pIarmed tu meet tuday at 11:30 to talk but I want to include you m aW 
discussions su ] canceled the meeting with him. 
Let me know huw you’d like to pruceed. 
thanks 
Kathy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

)@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ~ 1:04 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [Fwd: Re: Course Approval Form] 

Ohl~ ok Haha thanks for the information. I did not know the course was 
here otherwise I would have just signed up for it for next semester 
Ok well I am leaving tomorrow, so just keep me posted. 
Have a great summer’. 

Jemaifer Townsend wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> Sorry it took me a bit to get back to you. And sorry, too, because I 
> still don’t have a 100% certain answer. 
> 

> First, the course approval fOlTn. PSYC ~ is actually a course here 
> called Child Development I believe that the reason it says 0 credits on 
> the form is because you have not actually taken it yet I have called 
> over to Admissions 3 times, but there is apparently only one woman who 
> knows the answer and she has a voicemail that says she is working on an 
> impoltant project and that she isn’t returning voicemails or e-mails 
> So, I am pretty sure it will transfer, but I can’t find out :for sure 
> until she answers her phone. 
> 

> As far as the EXSS courses go, ]2~r NCAA eligibility purposes, we can 
> only have you certi(y you as working on one major at a time. It is kind 
> of complicated, but basically we will only cer[il}, you as having a 
> journalism major and, therefore, all the credits in your second major 
> will need to count as electives in your Journalism major in order for us 
> to use them as eligibi]i~ credits Does that make sense? let me know if 
> it doesn’t or ffyou have any other questions. 
> 

> I promise l will get back to you right away next time[ 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nnrth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> ,@email unc edu> 12:34 PM >>> 
> hii j en, 
> hope youre having a good day! I’m just a little stressed for ray finals[ 
> So i attached the email I received froln the admissions. V~y does it 
> say that no semester hours transfer and why does it say that the course 
> equivalent is psyc    when they- do not offer this course’.’ 
> Secondly-, I talked to the journalism la@ and she said that I could 
> take JOMC    and have it count as ray specialization in graphic 
> desigrdmultimedia. So rm currently signed up for the course sec. 
> offered on fridays 9:00-11:45 am. 
> Lastly-, you know how when we were talking you were saying some of tW 
> courses that I need for EXSS major are going to count as electives? Or 
> maybe i just misunderstood you.., but the Journalism co~lselor said if I 
> have 2 separate sheets then those credits will go towards my 2nd major. 
> Thank youuu for tolerating all of my questions! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:05 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

[Fwd: Re: URGENT!] 

Re URGENT!.eml (1.88 KB).msg 



From: Ted Mouw <tedmouw@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, AM 

To: ,@emaJl.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: URGENT! 

Excellemjob on your paper...it was one of the top two in the class. I 

enjoyed having you in class this semester. Have a great summer, 

Ted 

On       ~ 3:38 PM,            wrote: 

> Protbssor Mouw, 

> I am mortified. In going to print out my paper to share with my 

> parents I realized that I sent you an earlier dratt of my paper! I 

> cannot apologize enough. I am completely embaxrassed. I hope you cam 

> forgive my mistalce. I have attached my actual paper with this email. 

> I am so, so unbelievably solD’. 

> Thank you and I will see you in the exam tomorrow-, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:27 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grades 

Thanks. Looks like and 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 11:04 AM >>> 
Hey, 
Here are the grades so far. told me he was going to call you to tell you he passed his class, so hopefully he did. He should be okay in his other classes. 

is going to be in rough shape and we will have to evaluate what he needs once all of his grades come in. He supposedly turned in more work in his 
RECR    class, so he thinks that grade will be changed. 

finally texted me this morning to ask what he needed to do for Jan Boxill’s class. He has known what he needs to do for at least a month now, so I 
don’t know when he is planning on doing it. 
Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:34 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: quesfons questions 

ok i have a question one of my friends needs help with. so she took English 
here and didn’t take    yet (it got messed up in the system), she got 

a 4 on her AP exam and that does not transfer here as a credit for    ? 
Shes going home and wanted to take    ( the equivalent) at a community 
college in her home town but her AP score gives her credit for that class 
at the community college, if she was to sign up at the community college 
and would receive credit for the class without taking it (cause her AP 
counts there) can she transfer that to UNC? 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:04 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: math first summer session 

i was trying to see if i could possibly pull it for daytime..] may end up only having 3 in the class .... 
prob after SI session as well_no morning 

Beth 

Beth Bndger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 9:37 AM > > > 

I think now that I will only have the one in the class, I will either do it at 8:30 in the morning or right after the SI session at 2:30. I 

he is not the brightest bulb so probably would not be a good match for someone who is really good at math. 

What time were you planning on having her work with your guys? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

should be fine working with anyone else; 

>>> Beth Bridger 9:49 PM >>> 

Do you plan to use for tutoring? What time? 

Any way we can combo up some of our guys? 

Beth 

Beth Bddger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lawrence, Todd W <toddlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: All My Sons 

Hi 

Honestly this is not much better than your first attempt. It is still 
missing way too many specifics It is re1T short. You have a lot of 
"filler" not related to the assignment. Your best section was the lighting 
section The new- grade on this paper got your class average to a C+. I 
hope that helps Good Luck next semester 

ToddLawrence 

On 7:39 AM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> ’]’hank you for allowing me to do the paper again I feel this work is more 
> of what you were looking :[’or m the first place. Please let me know if 
> there any issues with this piece. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, May 7, 2010 3:40 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

I’ve got 

Thanks, 

Amy 

is currently only enrolled in 3 1st session hours. I have her down for getting aid for 6 hours, Need to know what she is actually going to take. 

down for only 3 hours, but she’s currently enrolled in 6. What’s she planning to do? 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:33 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: meeting 

He?’ Jenn’. ! 

So I got an e-mail about how they approved my impact statement’. I was 
wondering if you were still able to help me try to get my political science 
class taken off of my transcripts? If you have any extra time maybe we 
could set up a meeting? Let me know! Thank you so much for eye.thing! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email .unc .e du’- 

Saturday, 4:01 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: New Location 

He?’ Jenn, 
The sea semester thing did not work out. Do you know if there is anyway I 
could sign up for a may-mester course? 

On Sat,           ,14:15:49 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> Hope you all survived your finals Aast a few- reminders for the end of 
the 
> year. 
> 

> 1. Please remember that if you are taking a summer school class at any 
> other school, it is important that you have checked in with me so that we 
> can make sure the course will transfer back to UNC ~fyou are planning 
on 
> taking a course elsewhere and have not yet spoken to me about it, please 
do 
> so as soon as possible. 
> 

> 2. [ just wanted to remind all of you that the Academic Center is moving 
on 
> Monday, so from that day forward I will be located on the 4th floor of 
the 
> Pope Box (this is the part of the J2~otbal[ stadium that faces Stadium 
> Drive). You can take the elevators located inside of the gates up to my 
> office. Since I am moving on Monday, if you need to get a hold of me, 
> please call my cell phone at 
> 

> 3 Remember that if you are taking summer session I and you are on book 
> scholarship, you will need to get a book form signed by me right away 
> 

> 4. Please let me know if you need a tutor for a summer session class 
right 
> away 
> 
> Thanks { 
> 

> Jetm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nol~h Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Saturday, 8:12 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: New I,ocafion 

He?’ Jenn, 
I just had one quick question regarding scholarship coverage for stammer 
semester. I’ve been covered past sun~’ners, but Dr. Brickner recently 
recon~’nended a "medical withdrawal" lbr me from He said that I 
will be able to keep my scholarship with this status, but it still has 
to go through compliance to become finalized. How do I handle this and 
can I receive coverage lbr this stammer session? 

Thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> Hope you all sulvived your finals Just a few reminders for the end 
> of the year. 
> 

> 1 Please remember that if you are taking a summer school class at 
> an?’ other school, it is impoltant that you have checked in with me so 
> that we can make sure the course will transfer back to UNC. Kyou 
> are planning on taking a course elsewhere and have not yet spoken to 
> me about it, please do so as soon as possible. 
> 

> 2 I just wanted to remind all of you that the Academic (;enter is 
> mowng on Monday, so from that day forward I will be located on the 
> 4th floor of the Pope Box (this is the part of the football stadium 

> that faces Stadium Drive). You can take the elevators located inside 
> of the gates up to my office. Since I am moving on Monday, if you 
> need to get a hold of me, please call my cell phone at 
> 

> 3. Remember that if you are taking summer session I and you are on 
> book scholarship, you will need to get a book form signed by me right 
> away 
> 

> 4. Please let me know if you need a tutor for a summer session class 
> right away 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 

> 919-962-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, 1:46 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Summer Class 

Hi Jenn, 

I thil~k I told you this, but I am planning on minoring in 
entrepreneurship and I got accepted into the program. Anyways, ECON 
is required t;ar that minor and they recommend that you take it before 
starting the minor so I was wondering if you think I should try to take 
that this summer instead of AFRI    and just take AFRI sometime next 
year? I know it is a little last minute, but it says there are still 
seats available t;ar ECON. Let me know what you think! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 6:03 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: New Location 

Umm ok How- do I see if any are open? Can I take COMM this summer? 

On Sun,            17:51:47 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi, 

> You can take a Maymester course, but I am not sure if there are that many 

> open that will work. Have you looked at what is offered at all? Also, we 

> need to talk about COX/E’~{    --since you received a C-, you will either 

have 

> to retake it or you will have to take COMM instead. 

> 

> Jenn 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Assuciate Directur 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-%2-9538 

> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> ~@emai].unc.edu> 4:01 PM >>> 

> 

> Hey Jenn, 

> ’]?he sea semester thing did not wurk out. Do you know if there is awway I 

> cuuld sign up for a may-mester course’? 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 14:15:49 -0400, "J ennffer Tuwnsend" 

> <jtuwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> tJi, Ladies: 

>> 

>> Hupe you all survived yuur finals. Just a few reminders for the end of 

> the 

>> year. 
>> 

>> h Please remember that if you are taking a summer school class at any 

>> other school, it is important that you have checked in with me so that 

we 

>> can make sure the course will transfer back to UNC. If you are planning 

> on 

>> taking a course elsewhere and have not yet spoken to me about it, please 

> do 

>> so as soon as possible. 

>> 

>> 2. I just wanted to remind all of you that the Academic Center is moving 

> on 

>> Monday, so from that day forward I will be located on the 4th floor of 

> the 

>> Pope Box (this is the part of the football stadium that faces Stadium 

>> Drive). You can take the elevators located inside of the gates up to my 

>> office. Since I am moving on Monday, if you need to get a hold of me, 

>> please call ray cell phone at 

>> 

>> 3. Remember that if you are taking summer session I and you are on book 

>> scholarship, you will need to get a book fom~ signed by me right away. 

>> 

>> 4. Please let me know if you need a tutor for a smnmer session class 

> right 

>> away. 

>> 

>> Thanks! 

>> 

>> Jema 

>> 

>> Jelm Townsend 

>> Associate Director 

>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

>> 919-962-9538 

>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 6:26 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: New I,ocafion 

Ok, I guess I will prepay. Will COMM and COiVK’~I count as two separate 
courses? 
Do you have any suggestions as to what class I should take? 

On Sun            p 18:08:40 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> You can look through the registrar’s page and look at the open May mester 

> courses: http://regweb.oitunc.edu/re~web/coursesearch 

> 

> You can take COMM    , but it is only offered for the full fil-st summer 

> session, not Maymester. Also, at this point, you do have to prepay to 

take 

> summer classes They won’t let you sign up unless you pay first, so you 

> will need to do it preferably by Monday. 

> 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> Universi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-962-9538 

> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> ~r)email.unc edu> 6:03 PM >>> 

> 

> Umm ok. ttow do I see it" any are open? Can I take COMM this summer? 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, ,17:51:47 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" o 
> <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi, 

>> You can take a Maymester course, but [ am not sure if there are that 

many 

>> open that will work. Have you looked at what is offered at all? Also, we 

>> need to talk about COiVkM -since you received a C-, you will either 

> have 

>> to retake it or you will have to take CO)~kM instead. 

>> 

>> Jetm 

>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 

>> Associate Director 

>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

>> 919-962-9538 

>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> @email.unc.edu> 4:01 PM >>> 

>> 

>> Hey Jenn, 

>> The sea semester thing did not work out. Do you know if there is anyway 

I 

>> could sign up for a may-mester course? 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, 14:15:49 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

>> <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi, Ladies: 

>>> 

>>> Hope you all survived your finals. Just a few reminders for the end of 

>> the 

>>> year. 

>>> 

>>> 1 Please remember that if you are taking a sunm~er school class at any 

>>> other school, it is important that you have checked in with me so that 

> we 

>>> can make stare the course will transfer back to UNC If you are planning 

>> on 

>>> taking a course elsewhere and have not yet spoken to me about it, 

please 

>> do 

>>> so as soon as possible. 



>>> 

>>> 2 I just wanted to remind all of you that the Academic Center is 
moving 

>> on 
>>> Monday, so from that day forward I will be located on the 4th floor of 
>> the 
>>> Pope Box (this is the part of the football stadimn that faces Stadium 
>>> Drive). You can take the elew~tors located inside of the gates up to my 
>>> ol!fice. Since I am moving on Monday, if you need to get a hold of me, 
>>> please call tW cell phone at 
>>> 

>>> 3. Remember that if you are taking summer session I and you are on book 
>>> scholarship, you will need to get a book form signed by me right away. 
>>> 

>>> 4. Please let me know- if you need a tutor for a sure.her session class 
>> right 
>>> away. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks! 
>>> 

>>> Jeml 

>>> 

>>> Jetm Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-%2-9538 
>>> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, ~7:17 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: New Location 

He?’ Jenn, 
I think I’m going to t~z to do the DRAMA class. Should I come into your 
ofi)ce tomolTow? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:26 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: New Location 

Jenn, 
Does she "need" summer school to stay on track to graduate in 4 years? Which I guess would be after next year? Generally, once a student becomes a medical, we only cover 

summer school if they really need it to graduate on time, since we anticipate them having more time to concentrate on their academics during the regular academic year. 

Let me know where she stands with her progress toward graduation and 1’11 get back to her about summer school aid. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 5:57 PM >>> 

Hey, 

Have you talked to Rich at all about this? Summer school aid is usually approved by the coach whether you are medical or on the team and the forms were turned in at the 

beginning of April, So, I believe you will have to talk to him about it. If you can’t reach him or if you just want more information about the medical non counter status (I assume 

that is what Dr. Brickner was talking about), the best person to talk to would be Amy Herman in Compliance. Her ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu or you can call her at 962 7853. Are 

you taking first session or second session? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 8:12 PM >>> 

HeyJenn, 

I just had one quick question regarding scholarship coverage for summer 

semester. I’ve been covered past summers, but Dr. Brickner recently 

recommended a                   for me from He said that I 

will be able to keep rny scholarship with this status, but it still has 
to go through compliance to become finalized. How do I handle this and 

can I receive coverage for this summer session? 

Thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> Hope you all survived your finals. Just a few reminders for the end 

> of the year, 
> 

> 1. Please remember that if you are taking a summer school class at 

> any other school, it is important that you have checked in with me so 

> that we can make sure the course will transfer back to UNC. If you 

> are planning on taking a course elsewhere and have not yet spoken to 

> me about it, please do so as soon as possible. 
> 

> 2. I just wanted to remind all of you that the Academic Center is 

> moving on Monday, so from that day forward I will be located on the 

> 4th floor of the Pope Box (this is the part of the football stadium 

> that faces Stadium Drive). You can take the elevators located inside 
> of the gates up to my office. Since I am moving on Monday, if you 

> need to get a hold of me, please call my cell phone at 
> 

> 3. Remember that if you are taking summer session Iand you are on 

> book scholarship, you will need to get a book form signed by rne right 

> away. 
> 

> 4. Please let me know if you need a tutor for a summer session class 

> right away. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:58 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Re: New Location 

@email.unc.edu > 

I think we should be able to help you out with a little bit of summer money. Before [ can figure out how much, though, I need to know how many hours you intend to take and 

what sessions? I also need to know if they are regular courses, online courses, Maymester courses, etc. 

Give me this info, please, and I’ll figure out how much money we can give you. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 5:57 PM >>> 

Hey, 

Have you talked to Rich at all about this? Summer school aid is usually approved by the coach whether you are medical or on the team and the forms were turned in at the 

beginning of April. So, I believe you will have to talk to him about it, If you can’t reach him or if you just want more information about the medical non counter status (I assume 

that is what Dr. Brickner was talking about), the best person to talk to would be Amy Herman in Compliance. Her aischae@uncaa.unc.edu or you can call her at 962 7853. Are 

you taking first session or second session’? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 8:12 PM >>> 

HeyJenn, 

I just had one quick question regarding scholarship coverage for summer 

semester. I’ve been covered past summers, but Dr. Brickner recently 

recommended a                   for me from          He said that I 

will be able to keep my scholarship with this status, but it still has 

to go through compliance to become finalized. How do I handle this and 

can ] receive coverage for this summer session’? 

Thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa,unc.edu>: 

> Hi, Ladies: 
> 

> Hope you all survived your finals. Just a few reminders for the end 

> of the year. 
> 

> 1. Please remember that if you are taking a summer school class at 

> any other school, it is important that you have checked in with me so 

> that we can make sure the course will transfer back to UNC. If you 

> are planning on taking a course elsewhere and have not yet spoken to 

> me about it, please do so as soon as possible, 
> 

> 2. I just wanted to remind all of you that the Academic Center is 

> moving on Monday, so from that day forward ] will be located on the 

> 4th floor of the Pope Box (this is the part of the football stadium 

> that faces Stadium Drive). You can take the elevators located inside 
> of the gates up to my office. Since I am moving on Monday, if you 

> need to get a hold of me, please call my cell phone at 
> 

> 3. Remember that if you are taking summer session ] and you are on 

> book scholarship, you will need to get a book form signed by me right 

> away, 
> 

> 4. Please let me knowJf you need a tutor for a summer session class 

> right away. 
> 

> Thanks! 



> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 9:1_9 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com~ 

Monday, 9:30 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Summer school classes 

ECON and Public Speaking sound perfect! 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi, 
> 

>I just wanted to run your summer school classes by you 
> 

>I usually recommend taking one slightly harder class and to balance it out with an easier class during your first summer. For your harder class, I am thinking you might want to try ECON 
It is definitely a more difficult class, but it is a prerequisite if you are planning on doing journalism. It would still fulfill one of your social sciences if you end up deciding you don’t want 

to do journalism The main reason I would recon~’nend taking it this first stunmer is because         will also be taking it and I this might be one of the only occasions you would have a 
teammate in the class with you as a stu@ partner We would also have a tutor for both of you to use to make sure you were understanding everything and to double-check your homework 
> 

>As f;ar your other classes, there are a few- choices for you. I would recommend taking either COMM ) or EXSS ,. Both of them are a little bit 
of a lighter load and would be a good balance to make sure you do well in ECON. If neither of those will work f;ar you there are a couple of other options, so let me know if you want some 
other options 
> 

>If’you also think that you don’t want to try ECON,, let me know and I will list the other options you have fbr your slightly harder class. 
> 
>Thanks! 
> 

>Jenn 
> 

> 

>Jenn Townsend 
>Associate Director 
>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>919-962-9538 
>919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr; 

Monday, 8:12 PM 

WyricK Mm-ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Summer School Enrollment 

Dear Ms. Wyrick: 

My name is i               and I am an incoming freshman who is entering 
UNC during summer session II. I would like to enroll in ECON    and COMM 

My PID is 

Please let me know if there is anything else I need to do to enroll in 
summer school. Thank you for your assistance and cooperation! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:42 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: math 

I’m not sure yet where we’ll be. I’ll let you know as soon as I find out from Beth. I’ll have the SI session every, day, and it’ll start at 1:30.      ~ more thma welcome to 

come to that session, or I can meet with him one-on-one at 2:30 when the SI session ends. I’ll stop by your office tomorrow to work out the details if that works for 

you. 

On 1:33 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Do you have any of the details yet for the MATtt    SI besides the time? Is it going to be everyday? Do you know M~ere it will be held? When will it 

start? 

I mn thinking that      roll just do tutoring fight aiter SI ifthat is okay with you. I am going to try to ~nd him to SI everyday too and then maybe do 
tutoring three times a week’? I think he will be okay going in the same group with football guys too. 

Anyway, when you find out more details, let me know. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (thx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, ,9:46 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: New I,ocafion 

He?’, 
I tried to call you and I left a message. 
Should I just go to the class tomorrow- early and talk to the teacher? 

On Mort,            10:07:40 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> We are actually moving today so I am not stare which office I will be in 
but 
> you can e-mail me or call me to see where I am 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc edu> 7:16 PM >>> 
> 

> He?" Jenn, 
> I think I’m going to try to do the I)RAMA    class. Should I come into 
your 
> office tomorrow? 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Monday, 10:16 PM 

Wyrick, Ma~ilyn J <wyfick@emaJl.unc.edu> 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dear Ms. Wyrick: 

My name is :                and I am an incoming freshman who is 
entering UNC during summer session II I would like to enroll in ECON 

and COMM . ~¥ PID is 

Please let me know if there is anything else I need to do to enroll n 
summer school. 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Monday, ~ 10:16 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Summer school classes 

done 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
To: @aol.com> 
Sent: Men, 5:09 pm 
Subject: Re: Summer school classes 

Okay, sounds good One more step for you and then you should be all set. 

I need you to send an e-mail to Marilyn Wyrick Her e-mail is 
~3~-rick@email unc.edu. Please copy me on the e-mail also 

The e-mail should say something like this: 

"Dear Ms. Wyrick: 

My name is :                and I am an incoming freshman who is 
entering UNC during summer session II I would like to enroll in ECON 

and COMM My PIt) is 

Please let me know if there is awthing else I need to do to enroll n 
s ummer school." 

Sorry for so many steps to get you rote classes, but this should be the 
last one 

’]?hanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 

&gt;&gt;&gt; &]t; @ao].com&gt; 
&gt;&gt;&gt; 
ECON and Public Speaking so~md perfec!! 

9:29 AM 

Jennifer Townsend &lt;jtownsend@uncaa..unc.edu&gt; wrote: 

&gt;Hi, 
&gt; 
&gt;I just wanted to run your summer school classes by you. 
&gt; 
&gt;I usually- recormnend taking one slightly harder class and to balance 
it out with an easier class during your first s~trmner. For your harder 
class, I am thinking you might want to try ECON It is definitely a 
more difficult class, but it is a prerequisite if you are planning on 
doing journalism. It would still fulfill one of your social sciences if 
you end up deciding you don’t want to do journalism The main reason I 
would recolrm~end taking it this first SUl~nTler is because         will 
also be taking it and I this might be one of the only occasions you 
would have a teanmxate in the class with you as a study partner. We 
would also have a tutor for both of you to use to make sure you were 
understanding everything and to double-check your homework. 
&gt; 
&gt;As for your other classes, there are a fcw choices for you. I 
would recommend taking either COMM                   , or EXSS 

I. Both of them are a little bit era lighter 
load and would be a good balance to make s~tre you do well in ECON. If 
neither of those will work for you there are a couple of other options, 
so let me know if you want some other options 
&gt; 
&gt;Ifyou also think that you don’t want to try ECON,, let me know and 
I will list the other options you have for your slightly harder class. 
&gt; 
&gt;Thanks[ 
&gt; 
&gt;Jenn 
&gt; 
&gt; 
&gt;Jenn Townsend 
&gt;Associate Director 



&gt;Academic S upport Program for Student-Athletes 

&gt;Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

&gt;919-962-9538 

&gt;919-%2-8247 (fax) 

&gt; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Summer school 

Jenn, 

Yes, I was planning on taking 6 hours this summer I just went to check my 
schedule for tomolTow however and GEOG    is no longer showing up. I 
wanted to at least tly to take 6 hours so that I could be ahead on credits 
needed to graduate. I will try to call you in the morning to get this 
sorted out. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edt> 

Tuesday, 8:05 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: New Location 

Its ok No WOlTies. rll go there early and talk to her 
Thank you! 

On Mon, 10 May 2010 23:40:03 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend~unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> SorW        . Our office was being moved so my office phone was 
> disconnected all day. Yeah, I would try to talk to the teacher before 
> class. 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                @email.unc.edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 9:45:45 PM 
> SubJect: Re: New Location 
> 

> 

> Hey, 
> I tried to call you and I left a message 
> Should I just go to the class tomorrow early and talk to the teacher’? 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, 10:07:40 -0400, "Jennifer To wnsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> We are actually moving today so I am not sure which office I will be in 
> but 
>> you can e-mail me or call me to see where I am. 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> ~@email.unc.edu> ~ 7:16 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Hey Jenn, 
>> I think I’m going to try to do the DRAMA    class. Should I come into 
> your 
>> office tomolyow? 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 11:24 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: 

>>> "Richard Bradley" <rbradley@email.unc.edu> 5/11/2010 8:21 AM >>> 

Hi Joe. Just an fyi that s account has been cleared. I apologize for 

the mix up. 

Rick Bradley 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Angle Davis [mailto:asdavis@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2010 7:42 AM 

To: Richard Bradley 

Cc: Gary Maynard; ’Angela S Davis’ 

Subject: Re: 

The S30 charge has been removed. 

Gary Maynard wrote: 

> I’ve taken the stop off but I don’t adjust charges ...... 

> 

> Richard Bradley wrote: 

>> Can either of you remove the hold and credit the $30 housing charge 

>> to account? 

>> 

>> Thank you. 

>> 

>> Rick Bradley 

>> Assistant Director 

>> Housing and Residential Education 

> 

Angie Davis 

Asst. Director, Accounting Office 

Student Accounts & University Receivables University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill CB# 1400, 2215 SASB North Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 

Phone: (919) 962-5848 

Fax: (919) 962-1568 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:41 AM 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Tutor! 

H~ 

i need a math tutor asap!!!!! Haha 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 2:43 PM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Incoming Frosh 

Can you clear the incoming frosh to register for 2nd session, please? Please reply all when they’re clear... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: New Location 

Got in 
The DRAM is a class I need for graduation right? 

SoT, 

On Mort,            23:40:03 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Sorry Our office was being moved so my ofi)ce phone was 
> disconnectect all day. Yeah, I would try to talk to the teacher betbre 

> class. 
Original Message ..... 

> From:                @email unc.edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtuwnsend@uncaa unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 9:45:45 PM 
> Subject: Re: New Lucatiun 
> 

> 

> Hey, 
> I tried to call yuu and I left a message. 
> Should I just go to the class tomorrow early and talk to the teacher? 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mun, 10:07:40 -0400, "Jennifer Tuwnsend" 
> <jtuwnsend@uncaa unc edu> wrute: 
>> We are actually moving tuday so I am nut sure which uffice I will be in 
> but 
>> you can e-mail me or call me tu see where I am 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Assuciate I)irectur 
>> Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
>> University of Nurth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (I?x) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>~ @email.~mc. edu> 7:16 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Hey JemL 
>> I think I’m going to t~" to do the DRAMA    class. Should I come into 
> your 
>> office tomorrow? 
>> 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:38 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Hey Jen, so I tlked to Rich and he was able to get me money for my classes so I am able to take both    and which is good. I was just wondering if I am on the book 
list now.. I’m not sure how it works he just gave me the amount of money and so I was just wondering if part of that is for books or what not. If you can let me know asap that’d 
be great. Thanks Jen! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:45 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: meeting 

Hey Jeml, 

Sor~ it took me a while to get back to you, I just got a new computer and had to figure om how to get intemet. But I can meet today if you are available or I can meet 

tomorrow or Friday too. Let me know’. I’ll be checking me e-mail fllroughout the day and I am pretb’ flexible. I do have class until 1:15 and then I am free. Thank you 

again for all your help! 

O11 , at 5:41 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 

Are you going to be around next week? We are moving offices on Monday and Tuesday is the first day of summer school, so Wednesday or later will work 

best. Let me know,,, 

Glad that you were approved for everything. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @email,unc.edu> 8:33 PM >>> 

Hey Jenn!! 

So I got an e mail about how they approved myimpact statement! Iwas 

wondering if you were still able to help me try to get my political science 

class taken off of my transcripts? If you have any extra time maybe we 

could set up a meeting? Let me know! Thank you so much for everything! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:48 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting 

He?’ Jenn, 

Sorry it took me a while to get back to you, I just got a new computer and 
had to figure out how- to get internet. But I can meet today if you are 
available or I can meet tomorrow or Friday too. Let me know! I’ll be 
checking me e-mail throughout the day and I am pretty flexible I do have 
cla ss until 1:15 and then I am free Thank you again for all your help! 

On Sun,            17:41:35 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi, 
> 

> Are you going to be around next week? We are moving offices on Monday and 

> Tuesday is the :first day of summer school, so Wednesday or later will 

work 

> best. I,et me know... 

> 

> Glad that you were approved :[’or everything. 

> 

> Jenn 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919-%2-9538 

> 919-%2-8247 @~x) 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> ’~emai].unc.edu> 8:33 PM >>> 

> 

> Hey Jenn!! 

> 

> So I got an e-mail about how the?’ approved my impact statement[ I was 

> wondering if you were still able to help me try to get my political 

science 

> class taken off of my transcripts? If you have any extra time maybe we 

> could set up a meeting? Let me know! Thank you so much for cvelTthing! 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 19:39 AM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

comm.doc 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 

l 1:20 AM 

ok thanks! and yes, I would really like to try to get into one more if possible. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:, @aol.com 
Sent: Wed, 9:35 am 
Subject: Re: 

Hey, 
I just heard from compliance and the money goes for your tuition first, so it won’t cover your books. 
Do you still need another class for fall? 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962 -9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> , I@aol.com= 7:37 PM >>> 

Hey Jen, so I tlked to Rich and he was able to get me money for my classes so I am able to take both and    which is good. I was just wondering if I am on the book 
list now.. I’m not sure how it works he just gave me the amount of money and so I was just wondering if part of that is for books or what not. If you can let me know asap that’d 
be great. Thanks Jen! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:41 PM 

Jemlifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor! 

I could do 1:30 Wednesday tlzru Friday 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

> wrote: 
at 9:52 AM, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend @nncaa.unc. edu 

> Are you available anytime from 1 to 3? 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> @emaihunc.edu> 
> Hi, 
> 

> I need a math tutor asap![!{{ Haha 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

,11:41 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:45 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: psych tutoring 

He?’ Jenn! 
1:00 might be a tough time for me on some days. What is his schedule like? 
Are there other times in the afternoon that would work? 

On Wed,            15:42:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am one of the Academic counselors in the 
> athletic department. One of my men’s basketball players needs a tutor for 
> EXSS .... It is a pretty’ easy class, but he really 
> needs to get a good grade. Do you know- if you would be available to meet 
> with him two or three days a week around 1:007 Let me what days would 
work 
> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know what would. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ 4:23 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 

Any of the exss class would be ideal, like or even a philosophy class, thanks again jen! 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.com 
Sent: Wed, 4:16 pm 
Subject: Re: 

Okay. I will try to look into it. Do you remember what classes we talked about? 

All my notes are boxed up. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: < l@aol.com> 

To: Jennifer To~vTlsen,t <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 

Si,j ect: Re: 

11:19:44 ~ 

ok thanks! and yes, I would really like to try to get into one more if 

possible. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jennifer To~T_send <Jto~,~lsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @aoi.com 

Sent: Wed, 9:35 am 

S~J~ject: Re: 

Hey, 

J just heard fron compliance and the money goes for your tuition first, so it 

wop~’t cover your books. 

Do yoLl still need another class for fail? 

Jei’~n 

Jep~n T o~±sei’~d 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Studep~t-Athletes 

Up~iverslty of North ~arolip~a, Chapel }{ill 

91@-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> @aol.com> 7:37 PM >>> 

Hey Jen, so I tlked to Rich and he was able to get me honey for my classes so i 

am able to take both aped which is good. I was just wondering if I am on 

the book list now.. I’n not sure how it works he just gave me the amoLmt o£ 

money and so I was just wondering if part of that is for books or what not.. if 

you can let me know asap that’d be great. Thanks Jen! 



From: @email.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 12:54 PM 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fw: Imtx~rtant 

...... Original Message ...... 
From:          @mindspring. corn 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: Important 
Sent:              9:14PM 

Dear AFAM/AFRI,    students: 

First of all, it was great to meet all of you today--or at least most of you. If you missed the first class, it is extremely important that you talk to me after class tomorrow 

Second, I wanted to give you written notice not to consume food or drink in the Stone Center The staff there takes this role seriously and enforces it vigorously 

Third, as all present today are aware, the May 13 class will meet at the Unsung Founders Memorial, NOT in the Stone Center 

Fourth, computer are not to be opened in this class. You simply have no need for them in this discussion based course 

Welcome to AFAM/AffRI 

Robert Porter 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBenT® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:23 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: psych tutoring 

No, I can swing 1:00 if that’s what is easiest for him. The only day I 
anticipate there being a problem is Tuesdays so if we could avoid them 
that’d be great 

On Thu,            13:17:30 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jr ownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> He has class from 9:45 until 1:00 and then he has basketball at 4. Are 
> there any days where 1:00 would work or is there another time between 1 
and 
> 4 that would work for you? 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel IIill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email tmc edu> 3:44 PM >>> 
> 

> tIey Jennt 
> 1:00 might be a tough time for me on some days. What is his schedule 
like? 
> Are there other times in the afternoon that would work ? 
> 

> On Wed, 15:42:14 -0400, "Jennifer To wnsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> w,rote: 
>> IIi, 
>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am one of the Academic counselors in the 
>> athletic department One of my men’s basketball players needs a tutor 
for 
>> EXSS                         It is a pretty easy class but he really 
>> needs to get a good grade Do you know if you would be available to meet 
>> with him two or three days a week around 1:00’ Let me what days would 
> work 
>> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know- what would. 
>> 

>> Thatlkst 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jetm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



Econ 101: Introduction to Economics 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Department of Economics 

Summer Session I, 

Instructor Information: 

Office: Gardner Hall 403 

Email: @~email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: MWF lpm-2pm or by appointment 

Lecture Schedule: 

Lecture: 

Classroom: GA 0308 

Course Materials: 

Required Text: Foundations of Economics, by R.Bade and M.Parkin; Pearson Publishing; 4th 

edition. 

Required Software: MyEconLab. This is an on-line interactive study tool and course 

management system. A student access code is available with purchase of the text from the 

campus bookstore. The course ID is You need to add this ff you purchase the book 

elsewhere, be sure that you have a Student Access code. Assignments, practice questions, 

readings, lecture notes, grades, and other important information will be posted on this site. 

MyEconLab will be the primau method of communication for this course, so please check it 

regularly. 

Scantrons: Students are required to bring a scantron to EVERY lecture session. 



Course Goals: 

This course is designed to introduce you to economic thinking. Upon completion you should be 

comfortable describing individual and firm decisions in a way that is consistent with rational 

behavior, and explain how actions by governments, actions of other individuals or firms, and 

external events might affect the incentives facing individuals and firms, and how they might 

respond. You should also have a basic knowledge of how the larger forces in the economy 

interact, and how we can or cannot use government policy to impact macroeconomic 

performance. 

Grading: 

Homeworks: There will be online homework assignments everyday upon completion of each 

chapter. Assignments will be posted on MyEconLab. 

Quizzes: There will be 5-minutes quizzes at the end of each lecture. These quizzes will cover the 

topic of the day. Quizzes will be designed in such a way that "paying attention to the lecture" 

will be enough to get full credit. The lowest 2 grades from the quizzes will be dropped when 

computing your score at the end of the semester. 

Midterms & l~;inal: There will be three exams: a midterm exam on Tuesday, May 26, a second 

midterm on Monday, June 8th and a final on Monday June 15lh . The final will cover material 

from the entire course. If you have to miss the midterm for any reason, there is no way to make 

up for that exam. Instead, the weight of the midterm will be added to the final. University policy 

applies regarding attendance for the final: you need the permission from the dean to take a make 

up a final exam. 

Attendance: Attendance is not required but it is strongly recommended. Do not forget that you 

will have a quiz at the end of each lectureT 



Class Participation." Students are encouraged to contribute to the lecture. I will frequently ask 

questions related to the topic being covered. I do not expect you to always give the right answer; 

I just want to gauge your level of understanding and economic reasoning. 

Grading Weights 

Class 

Participation 10% 

Homeworks 10% 

Quizzes 10% 

Midterm 1 20% 

Midterm 2 20% 

Final 30% 

Grading Scale 

A 95-100 

A- 90-94 

B+ 85-89 

B 80-84 

B- 75 -79 

C+ 70-74 

C 56-69 

D 40-55 

F 0-39 

Grading scale is approximate and it is subject to change. 

Honor Code: 

The Honor Code is in effect for all academic work at the University. You are expected to do your 

work in a manner consistent with the guidelines of the Honor System. If you want to learn more 

about it, go to h_~p_]i__h_o__~!o_r_:_t_Ln__c__:_e_d__u_!. 

Course Schedule: 

The tentative schedule is given below. It is strongly recommended to do the readings before the 

lectures. 



Date                               Date       Topic 
Thu. May 28 Chapter 15: Monopoly 

Tue. May 12 

Wed. May 13 

Thu. May 14 

Fri. May 15 

Mon. May 18 

Tue. May 19 

Wed. May 20 

Thu. May 21 

Topic 

Chapter 1: Getting Started 

Mathematical Preliminaries 

Chapter 3: The Economic Problem 

Chapter 4: Demand and Supply 

Chapter 4: Demand and Supply 
(con’t) 

Chapter 5: Elasticities of Demand 
and Supply 

Chapter 6: Efficiency and Fairness 
of Markets 

Chapter 7: Markets in Action 

Chapter 8: Taxes 

Chapter 10: Externalities 

Chapter 11: Public Goods and 
Common Resources 

Chapter 12: Consumer Choice 
and Demand 

Fri. May 29 

Mon. Jun. 01 

Tue. Jun. 02 

Wed. Jun. 03 
Thu. Jun. 04 

Fri. Jun. 05 

Mon. Jun. 08 

Chapter 16: Monopolistic 
Competition 

Chapter 17: Oligopoly 

Chapter 18: Markets for Factors 
of Production 

Chapter 21: GDP and the 
Standard of Living 
Chapter 22: The CPI and the 
Cost of Living 

Wed. May 27 Chapter 14: Perfect Competition 

Tue. Jun. 09 

Wed. Jun. 10 

Thu. Jun. 11 

Ffi. Jun. 12 

Mon. Jun. 15 

Fri. May 22 Chapter 13: Production and Cost 

Chapter 29: AS-AD and the 
Mon. May 25 HOLIDAY Business Cycle 

Tue. May 26 MIDTERM 1 

MIDTERM 2 

Chapter 26: Investment, Saving, 
and the Real Interest iRate 

Chapter 32: Fiscal Policy 

Chapter 33: Monetaw Policy 

FINAL EXAM 

Chapter 23: Jobs and 
Unemployment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, ,4:25 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: psych tutoring 

Monday is fine. Just next week tough, this one time, I can meet him on 
Tuesday. I have to travel to Philadelphia for a conference and I leave 
Wednesday morning. 

Where am I meeting him? Are we still allowed to tutor at the AC or has the 
construction already started? 

On Thu,            16:04:01 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Okay, let’s try 1:10 on Mondays and Wednesdays for now and see how that 
> works out. Can you start on Monday-? 
> 
> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 1:23 PM >>> 
> 

> NiL I can swing 1:00 if that’s what is easiest :[’or him. ’]’he only day I 
> anucipate there being a problem is Tuesdays so if we could avoid them 
> that’d be great. 
> 

> 

> On Thu, 13:17:30 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
>> He has class from 9:45 until 1:00 and then he has basketball at 4 Are 
>> there an?" days where 1:00 would work or is there another time between 1 
> and 
>> 4 that would work for you? 
>> 

>> Jeml 
>> 

>> Jetm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> ~email.unc.edu> ~ 3:44 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Hey Jcnnt 
>> 1:00 might be a tough time for me on some day-s, xh~nat is his schedule 
> like? 
>> Are there other times in the afternoon that would work? 
>> 

>> On Wed, 15:42:14 -0400, "Jemnfcr Townsend" 
>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi, 
>>> My name is Jetm Townsend and I am one of the Academic cotmselors in the 
>>> athletic depamnent. One of my men’s basketball players needs a tutor 
> for 
>>> EXSS . It is a pretty, easy class, but he 
really 
>>> needs to get a good grade. Do you know- if you would be available to 
meet 
>>> with him two or three days a week around 1:00? Let me what days would 
>> work 

>>> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know what would. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks! 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jerm Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-%2-9538 
>>> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 9:49 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Re: Registration for Orientation 

Jenn, 

Just registered I hit "Pay by check" and my morn and sister will be with me 
at orientation. Ready for the next steps. 

On Tu e,            16:00:20 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jr ownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> I think everything should be all set with your enrollment deposit, so you 
> can sign up for Orientation. 
> 

> Here is what you will need to do: 
> 

> 1. Go to http://my.unc.edui. Once you are on the page, you will need to 
> click the "sign in" button on the right hand side. You will then need to 
> enter the Onyen (username) you created and your password 
> 

> 2. A new screen appears and about halfway down the page in the middle, 
> there will be a section titled "Enrollment". Right underneath, that 
title, 
> it will have another subsection titled "Orientation". (;lick on the link 
to 
> "CTO~ S and TTOPS Orientation" 
> 

> 3 A new screen, entitled Carolina Orientation, appears. Hease read and 
> complete all information When it comes to picking a date to attend, you 
> should tpi to register for June 14-15. If those dates do not show up, 
pick 
> aW dates We wil[ move your date to June 14 after you register 
> 

> 4 You will have to fill out the irfformation complete]?, and also put 
down 
> the in]2mnation for anyone who will be attending orientation with you 
(ie 
> your morn or sister) and you should also include if the?’ would like to 
stay 
> on campus during your Orientation. 
> 5. After you have completed the final page of the registration form, you 
> will be presented with a page summarizing all of your registration 
> information. Please be sure to review the summary page for any errors 
that 
> need to be corrected. The surrm~ary page will also list the total fee due 
for 
> your SUlrm~er orientation registration. 

r > 6. The next step will be payment. "~ ou will need to click "Pay by Check" 
and 
> then proceed. Let me know when you have completed everything. If your 
> family members decide to attend the orientation with you, there will be a 
> next step you will have to take to arrange payment and I will give you 
the 
> details. 
> Let me l~mw once you have completed everything, I have one more step for 
> you afer that. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 
> Jerm 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:50 PM 

Jeun Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Orientation confirmation 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Orientation confirmation 
Date: Thu,            21:47:22 -0400 @;])T) 

From: newstudents@unc edu 
To:        @email unc.edu 

Thank you for registering for Your Carolina Summer Orientatio!! 

You are 
registered to attend Summer Orientation from 

The Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Programs must receive your payment of $323.00 
within 10 days If your payment is not received, your registration will 
be 
automatically deleted and you will need to re-register. 

P]ease make the check 
or money order payable to Office <):[’New Student and Carolina Parent 
Programs 
and send it to: 

Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

SASB 

South, Suite 3318 

CB#5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

Please note that you 
can always go to My U’2X-C Poltal 
(http ://my.uric. edu) to confirm your 
registration. 
A few days before your Summer Orientation session, you should 
visit the "Orientation Checklist" section of the Office of New Student and 
Carolina Parent Programs wcbsite at http ://orientation.unc. edu for updated 
information 
pertaining to your session. 

If you have any questions or 
concerns about your Summer Orientation 
please feel free to contact our office 
at (919) 962-8304 or by email 

at newstudents@unc, edu. 

Congratulations on 
being accepted to Carolina[ We look forward to seeing you at 
orientation[ We 
encourage your to visit http:/inewstudents.unc.edu/to checkout 
additional 
information related to extended orientation opportunities. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:48 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: 

is this possible for CTOPS? 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
w, cw.tarheelblue.com 

>>>CDMock 9:46 AM >>> 

Spencer, can you help? 

>>> ¯          @aol.com>          10:04 PM >>> 
I went on line to sign up for CTOPS on June 24 and 25 and it is unavailable. Would it be possible to get 
Please let me know. 
Thank you, 

in? 

Original Message 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.corn 

Sent: Thu, 10:19 am 

Subject: Re: 

Absolutely, no problem at all. If little bro. likes it and wants to come back next year he can just come and stay with 

getting those C tops dates. 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

at no charge. Let me know if you have any problems 

>>> < ~aol.com> 9:48 AM >>> 

Coach Mock, 
just received his acceptance letter in the mail the other day. We have sent in the $100 deposit and now need to sign him up for CTOPS. ] have already put a call into 

Spencer. 

We were hoping to come down for June 24 & 25 and were plannning to send out younger son to the team wrestling camp that runs from the 24th thru the 28th. He is a 

freshman in high school and he wrestled at 112 this year. Being he is coming down as an individual we were hoping he could be placed on a team that needs an extra 

wrestler. ]f that is possible we will qo on line and register him for that camp. 

Hopefully we can coordinate orientation along with the team camp. Please let me know if this is possible. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:32 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 1:05 PM > > > 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

I can check. Do you have a PID for him and should he be added to the list? He wasn’t on your original list for wrestling. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Spencer B, Welborn 

is this possible for CTOPS? 

9:48 AM > > > 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
www, tarheelblue.com 

>>>CDMock 9:46 AM >>> 

Spencer, can you help? 

>>> <          @aol.com>          $0:04 PM >>> 
I went on line to sign : up for CTOPS on June 24 and 25 and it is unavailable. Would it be possible to get 
Please let me know. 
Thank you, 

in? 

Original Message 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.com 

Sent: Thu, 10:$9 am 

Subject: Re: 

Absolutely, no problem at all. If little bro. likes it and wants to come back next year he can just come and stay with 

getting those C tops dates. 
CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PC Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

at no charge. Let me know if you have any problems 

>>> <. ~aol.com> 9:48 AM >>> 

Coach Mock, 
just received his acceptance letter in the mail the other day. We have sent in the $100 deposit and now need to sign him up for CTOPS. ] have already put a call into 

Spencer. 

We were hoping to come down for June 24 & 25 and were plannning to send out younger son to the team wrestling camp that runs from the 24th thru the 28th. He is a 

freshman in high school and he wrestled at 112 this year. Being he is coming down as an individual we were hoping he could be placed on a team that needs an extra 

wrestler. ]f that is possible we will go on line and register him for that camp. 



Hopefully we can coordinate orientation along with the team camp. Please let me know if this is possible, 
Sincerely, 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:04 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Your Academic Standing at UNC-Chapel Hill 

........ Original Message ........ 

Sut~ject: Your Academic Standing at UNC-Chapel Hill 

Date: Fri,             11:27:12 -0400 

From: cyndem <cyndem@email.unc. edu> 

To:        ~))emaiL unc.edu" <      @email.unc.edu> 

Dear i 

Your current academic standing is Ineligibility Pending l_[‘you do not meet 
the requirements for Good Standing (see below) by Monday, 
you will not be allowed to enroll in courses on campus during the Fall 
semester 

I strongly encourage you to attend Summer Session at UNC-Chapel For more 
information about Summer Session please visit http://summer.unc edu/. 

Stanmer Session I has alrea@ begun. If you are not yet registered for 
courses, I advise you to act quickly. It is a good idea to meet with your 
academic advisor to discuss your options. You can make an appointment 
online (https:/iapps3-college.unc.eduiadvschediapp) or go to walk in hours 
(http ://advising.~mc.edu&ours/summer2010-a dvising-hnur s). 

Please note: Some students are Ineligibility Pending because some of their 
final grades have not yet been posted. If you check your eligibilib" status 
and all of your final grades have not been posted, your eligibility- status 
may change after the grades are submitted. 

If your GPA is satisfactory- and your eligibility status is due only to an 
insufficient nmnbcr of academic credit hours passed, you may attend Summer 
Session or you may transfer credits from another college. Transfer credits 
are subject to approval by the U2x-C-Chapel Hill Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions and your advisor in the Academic Advising Program. Credit hours 
will be awarded only for courses in which you earn a grade of "C minus" or 
higher. Visit http:i/www.admissions.unc.edu/,0df/coursea,0proval.pdf for 
further information. 

Some students may improve their cmxent standing by converting an AB or IN" 
grade fiom the previous term to a passing grade. Before an AB grade could 
be changed with a make-up final exam, students must qualify tbr an exam 
excuse issued by the Campus Health Service or by one of the deans in the 
Academic Advising Programs in the College of Arts & Sciences and the 
General College. 

You must restore your eligibility’ by Monday, in order to 
avoid cancellation of your tall registration. Visit 
http://advising unc edu/Fall2010Eligibility or www studentsuccess.unc edu 
<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> for tiJrther information. 

The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 
success. Act now[ 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Requirements :[’or Good Standing: 



A 2.000 cumulauve UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the following 
number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

*     9 academic hours to enter a second semester (15 hours is 
recommended) 

*     24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is 
recommended) 

*     36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester (45 hours is 
recon~nended) 

*     51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is 
recorrmrended) 

*     63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester (75 hours is 
recon~nended) 

*     78 acadenric hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is 
recorrmrended) 

*     93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester (105 hours is 
recon~nended) 

* Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

,~email.unc.edtr; 

Saturday, 4:12 PM 

DSA NSCPP Orientation <orientation@unc.edw~ 

Jenn Townsend <j townsend@uncaa, unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hello, 

I,                          ) j ust registered :[’or the CTOPS session on 

June 14 I will be receiving a fall athletics grant-in-aid. Please 

recalculate accordingly and let me know how much (if" any) I still owe to 

complete my registration. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, May 16, 2010 3:57 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: 

Re_ (20.9 KB).m sg 

fyi 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:41 PM 

To: Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa. anc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Coach give me mrs Jen contact info I can explain anbrthing she wants to know and also send her a copy of my transcript!! 

Thanks 

O11 , at 4:27 PM, "Steve Robinson" <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jen 

fl~is kid wants to transfer here. He would be a 
Let me know what you can maJce of this. 

kid with 2 yrs. I am told. 

>>> ~gmail.com = 
Unofficial Transcript 

<mime- attacbinent.gif~ 

Name : 

Gender : 

Fee Residency : 

High School : 

Admission Status : 

Test Scores : 

2:32 PM >>> 





THANKSCOACH 



From: @email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 11:27 AM 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fw: paper 1: SOCI .1STSS 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry [] 

From: Maria W Vaa Ryn <ria.van.ryn@tmc.edu; 

Date: Mon, 09:43:35 -0400 (EDT) 

To: "SOCI: [1STSS    ":;<Invalid address> 
Subject: paper 1: SOCII       .ISTSS 

Hi students, 

It has come to my attention that the instructor’s emaJl link on the course webpage was giving an inconect email address. This may or may not be the reason why I am 

missing papers from quite a few of you - giving you the benefit of the doubt, if those of you who did not turn in lesson assignment 1 last night can emaJl your paper to 

the correct address (ria.vaa.ryn@unc.edu, should be corrected on the website now) by midnight tonight, I will accept them mthout penalty-. 

Thanks to those of you who alerted me to the problem! 

- -Ria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 6:36 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CTOPS 

Hey Jenn!! 

For some reason, [ still don’t have your cell number :(..I need that asap ! 

Anyway, I am trying to get the incoming football players enrolled for CTOPS, but I have some questions, it seems they must have their onyen’s and passwords to log in 

through connectcarolina in order to sign up for orientation. Once that happens, are you aware of the steps? [ know they will ask... 

Thanks, sorry for this randomness last minute! 

Jaimie 

ii~-~:i:~:~:~i~::: i.~: ~::: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <dchdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grades/roster 

Rich: 

I understand where you are coming from. The grade report is generated through a program called Admission Pro’s. AdmissionsPro’s is a program that the University uses 

for report distribution and we use this program for our grade reporting The squad lists are kept active in AdmissionPro’s through our compliance office. The grade reports 

only reflect students that are currently on the roster at the time that the grade reports are constructed. The program pulls all data for all students on the active roster and 

generates the grade reports that we forward on to you and your staff. 
The reports are automatically generated and we (Jenn and D have no control on who is included and!or left off of the grade reports. We can physically go into the missing 

student grade reports and manually adjust all of the numbers (Quality Points and Hours). This would give us an more accurate depiction of the roster of the semester. 

Sorry for the inconvenience, however compliance only keeps current rosters in the Admission’s Pro’s system. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support [or Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Rich DeSelm 7:03 PM >>> 

Jen & Spencer: 

I think I go through this each semester...should our team grade reports reflect some who were on the team but have since retired, moved on? 

In going through the roster, these two women and one male were active, on the roster, participating through the season... 

And, on the grade report but ]think should not be are: 

was never on the team this year....only getting your support if she chose to. And, she does not appear to desire to return to the team as I have not heard from 

her. 

was not on the team this spring, only afterward reinstated... 

Perhaps we can discuss and decide what the accurate grade report/averages should be. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
wvcw.tarheelblue.com 

www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:54 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Orientation e-mail 

Thanks a million! 
~:! ~::i;. :i ]i:iq~ i ~:!: ]i :::!:: ,~!:!: 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 9:35 AM >>> 

Here are the instructions for the e mail they have to send after they register for Orientation. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 4:32 PM >>> 

Hey, 

Here are the directions for the e mail you will need to send to Orientation to get the payment settled. 

Send the e mail to orientation@unc.edu, please copy me (itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu) on it also. 

Write the following: 

" I,                           just registered for time CTOPS session on (Insert Date). I will be receiving a full athletics qrant in aid, Please recalculate accordingly and let 
me know how much 0f any) ] still owe to complete my registration." 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

]hanks for taking care of this! 

By time way, have you had a chance to complete the NCAA Amateurism Final certification yet? I think I sent you directions, but let me know if I did not. 

Have a good weekend, 

Jenn 

Jenn lownsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program [or Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ,1:19 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

’I~vrlTTER.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:14 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 

Hello Jenn!! 
FYI, the following scholarship student athlete, 
Thank you! 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

e 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e do 

, registered for the CTOPS session 1 and needs to be moved to session 4. 

>>> @yahoo.com> ~2:07 PM >>> 

" l, ) just registered for the CTOPS session on (Session 1: ). I will be receiving a full 

athletics grant-in-aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: orientation registration 

Hello! FYI, the following student, 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

91%843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

,just registered for the CTOPS session on July 17. Please move him to session 4, June 14th, Thanks! 

>>> @yahoo.com> P2:29 PM >>> 
To Whom it May Concem: 

I, }just registered for the CTOPS session on July 17. I will be recieving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me 
know how nmch (if rely) I owe to complete my regis~tration. You may contact me at 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 6:19 PM 

J ennifer Townsend <jtownsend.u ncaa.u ncathletics > 

quick minute 

Jenn 

Sorry to have to ask could we get an update on guys who have registered for CTOPS tomorrow? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bd dgerb(.~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi Jenn, 
The following scholarship student athlete, 

Thanks, 

J 

.l::-q r~"~:i< .i...c,: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

~, just registered for CTOPS0 the 5/19 session. He needs to be changed to session 4. 

> > > ,#vahoo.com > 10:02 PM > > > 

" 1[, ) just registered for the CTOP$ session on ( 

and Jet me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration." 

). ~ will be receiving a fumJ athmetics grant-in-aid. Please recalcuJat~ accordingmy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:18 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

) Fwd: CTOPS 

Hi Jenn, 

The following scholarship student athlete, 
Thanks! 
J 

.l::-q re:i< .i...c< 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

)just registered for the CTOPS session on . He needs to be switched to session 4. 

> > -" @yahoo.com> 6:00 PM > > > 

I, ~just registered for the CTOPS session on. . I will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please 

recalculate accordingly and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

Thankyou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Orientation 

Hi Jenn, 

The following scholarship student athlete, 

Thanks!! 
Jaimie 

.l::-q re:i< .b:::< 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

,just registered for the 7/19 Ctops session. He’ll need to be switched to session 4. 

>>> :@yahoo.com> 12:54 PM >>> 

l, just registered for the CTOPS session on for the session. I will be 

receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my 

registration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sorry, Jenn, I emailed you about him but he had the wrong date for CTOPS, He put yesterday’s date, not the date of the session in which he registered, 

needs to be changed from the 7/15 session to session 4. Thanks. 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

> > > " @yahoo.corn > 2:44 PM > > > 

" I, just registered for the CTOP5 sessio~ on 

and met me know how much (if any) I stiil owe to complete my registration°" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

HeyJenn, 

just registered for the 7/29 session and needs to be changed to session 4 of CTOPS. Thanks! 

Jaimie 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

e 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc,e du 

>>> @aol.com> 5:03 PM >>> 

I, just registered for the CTOPS session on 
q I will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please 
recalculate accordingly and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to 
complete my registration 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emsJl.uuc.edu 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and COMM 

Hi Jenn, 

Yes,      told me about the        and we’ll work out an alternative 
to project 1 when he’s able to come back to class. 

thanks, 

Quoting Jelmifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi, Professor 
> 

> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. I wanted to check in 
> with you because , who is on the team, is 
> in your COi’v£’~I class this summer has told me that he has 
> been in contact with you about going home to have                I 
> just wanted to make sure that he made alTangements with you about 
> making up any work he missed Will he be able to make up Project 1 
> that he will miss tumorruw? 
> 

> An)’ information you could give me would be appreciated 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program :[’ur Student-Athletes 
> University u:[’North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 20, 2010 6:10 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hey 

Jenn, 
Here are links to a couple of home school programs that I’ve seen kids attend. They’ve been used primarily by tennis players. We haven’t actually had any kids enroll at UNC 

from Laurel Springs or Keystone but I saw of ton of them for Women’s Tennis earlier this year. We have actually had a kid enroll after spending his senior year at 

and he’s done fine academically and we didn’t have any issues with his course work being questioned by either UNC or the NCAA. 

http:iila u relsprinqs.comihome 

http:!/keystonehig hschool.com/ 

http://wvwv.homeschoolacademy.com/ 
I think it would be a matter of having get his transcript from his current HS transferred in to a school like this and then complete whatever requirements remain for him 

to graduate, per the requirements of that high school. If he can get in to a situation that is satisfactory to both time home school and admissions, he should be able to pull it 
off, 

Once you find out about his SAT scores, let me know and we can figure out if we’ll have any issues with the Eligibility Center or not. ff you have any other questions, just let me 

know, Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 7:33 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fw: 

?}yahoo.com> 

..... Forwarded Messacje .... 

From,, 

To: orientation@unc.edu 
Sent: Thu, 7:31:48 PM 
Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

I ,                                  just registered for the CTOPS session on                              . I will be 
receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to 

complete my registration." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: ’orientation registration 

Hi Jenn! Since I haven’t actually been in the system to see the step by step instructions, can you help me answer this kid’s question? Is the normal amount 210 dollars or do 
you think he may have signed his parents up for orientation??? 
Thanks. 

.} ~~i ::~:~i::.: I ~:.:,.-.~ 
Academic Counselor, LINC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

e 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc,e do 

>>> ~yahoo.com> 9:33 AM >>> 
Mrs. Jaimie, 

I was sent an email that said that said my orientation payment has been submitted in the amount of $210.00. (does that mean that I do not owe anything?) 

I did not mark on my orientation regislration that I needed hotel accomadations betbre or after the onentation. What will I need to do for the night of the 14th since 

orientation is both days - is that my responsibility to find ~)mething? 

Do you know who I would talk m about moving into the dorms - because I roll be in summer school when would I move into a dotal? 

Thanks, 

From: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thu, 2:56:07 PM 
Subject: Re: orientation registration 

Ok and you may not receive another confimmtion email, just be here by first thing that morning on the 14th, and you’ll be fin!! 
Jaimie 

J;<il::~ic i ~:!’:. 
Academic Counselor, U2qC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel }till 
919-843-6566 w 

c 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~yahoo.com> 1:52 PM >>> 

Mrs. Jaimie, 
Are you going to change the orientation date to June 14th? That date was not available when I filled out the registration. IF you do change the date, do I need to do 

anything else? Will they give me a new confirmation? 

Thanks, 

From: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Wed, 3i00:16 PM 
Subject: Re: orientation registration 

Perfect! Thanks, 

Academic Counselor, U~’C Football 
Academic Support Erogram for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel [{il] 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee~ uncaa, unc.edu 

>>~ @yahoo.com> 2:29 PM >>> 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I, just registered for the CTOPS session on July 17. I will be recieving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me 

know how much (if any) I owe to complete my registration. You may contact me at 

Thank you, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:36 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: step by step instruction for ctops orientation 

Sorry, another question: to send in payment for parents, do they just send that exact amount and wait for the rest to be covered? 
Last year, they simply had to bring the check with them the day of orientation... 

ii:-d:~:~:~ic i.~:~: ~::: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimJelee@uncaa.unc.e du 

> > > Beth Bridger 10:32 AM > > > 
advice? 
I thinkjust send the check for the parent amount... 
Beth 
Beth Br)dger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(w) 919 843 5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > ~yahoo.com > 

Hi Beth, 

7:06 AM > > > 

I’m not sure how long I should wait to hear from Orientation regarding payment for CTOPS. It states that we will be dropped if payment is not 

received within 10 days of registering. I don’t want to send the check for the whole amount ($310) as it may not be refunded, however, if I only pay 

for my portion we might be dropped anyway. Please advise. 

Thanks, 

--- On Wed, , Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fwd: step by step instruction for ctops orientation 

To: @yahoo.com > 

Date: Wednesday, ,10:21 PM 

Yes, you will pay for the parent registration...they should contact you soon. 

As per the "no" answer--we will double check..will probably be fine. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridqerb@u ncaa.unc.edu 

> > > @yahoo.com > 6:16 PM > > > 



Hi Beth, 

[ sent in      CTOPS registration as instructed, however, I checked "no" on the "experiential language" question because I didn’t 

understand the question. This may need to be changed,     does not speak Spanish fluently and English is his native language. 

!’ll just wait for further instructions as directed by your email. I’m hoping that "Orientation" will contact me soon so I can send a check for 

whatever amount. I’m assuming I will pay for my registration. 

Anyway, please let me know how to proceed. 

Thanks, 

--- On Wed, 5/19/10, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Fwd: step by step instruction for ctops orientation 

To: ’ @yahoo.com > 

Date: Wednesday, ,3:14 PM 

CTOPS DIRECTIONS: 
Here is what you will need to do: 
1. Go to http:flm¥.unc.eduL Once you are on the page, you will need to click the "sign in" button on the right hand side. You will then need to enter the 
Onyen (username) you created and your password. 

*if you do not have your usemame and password, visit onyen.unc.edu and follow instruction to Dcreate your onyen/passwordD 
2. A new screen appears and about halfway down the page in the middle, there will be a section titled "Enrollment". Right underneath, that title, it will have 
another subsection titled "Orientation". Click on the link to "CTOPS and TTOPS Orientation". 
3. A new screen, entitled Carolina Orientation, appears. Please read and complete all JnformatJon. When it comes to picking a date to attend, you should 
try to register for June 14-15. If those dates do not show up, pick any dates. We will move your date to June 14 after you register. 
4. You will have to fill out the information completely and also put down the information for anyone who will be attending orientation with you (i.e. your morn, 

dad, sister, brother, whomever) and you should also include if they would like to stay on campus during your Orientation. 

5. After you have completed the final page of the registration form, you will be presented with a page summarizing all of your registration information. Please 
be sure to review the summary page for any errors that need to be corrected. The summary page will also list the total fee due for your summer 
orientation registration. 

,6. The next step will be payment. You will need to click "Pay by Check" and then proceed. Let me know when you have completed everything. If your family 
[ members decide to attend the orientation with you, there will be a next step you will have to take to arrange payment and I will give you the details. 

**Let me know o~ce you have completed everythi~g I have one more step for you after that*** 

ONCE YOU REGISTER YOU MUST SEND THE FOLLOWING EMAILT to Orientation to clet the payment settled. 
Send the e-mail to orientation@unc.edu, please copy me (jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu) on it also. 

just registered for the CTOPS session on (insert Date). 1 will be receivir~g a furl athNetics grant-in-aid. Please 
recalculate accordingmy and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration." 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
[ bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, May 21, 2010 11:00 AM 

Gregory, Cassandra B < gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Jackie Copeland <jackiecl@email.unc.edu > 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

is going to drop 1 of his 2 courses this session. [ know that we’ll still have to pay for it since he’s dropping it so late. 

He will also be taking 1 course 2nd session, and he will receive full GIA for that. See below for his 2nd session line on the spreadsheet. 

Coach Holladay, you will need to contact housing and inform then that      will remain in Ram Village for 2nd session. 

Jenn, needs to turn his book in to you ASAP (if we purchased one for the course he’s dropping). He’s not allowed to keep it/sell it back since he’s dropping the course. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

l Sport ILast Name 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

IF#st Name IPID Session R/NR AY Equiv Hours Tuition Fees Room Board Books Total 
2 R 1.00 3 396 174 763 800 120 2253 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:16 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: orientation registration 

Great! Thanks for the clarification. I’ll let him know, 
Also, did you get an email from ??? He might have sent an email to you instead. Thanks 

ii,d :<~ k:: L::: ~:" 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimJelee@uncaa.unc.e du 

>> > Jennifer Townsend 11:28 AM >>> 

Hey, 

$210 is the amountjust for the kid, so it sounds like this was covered by his scholarship when he sent the e mail. So he shouldn’t owe anything. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Jaimie Lee 10:13 AM >>> 
Hi Jenn! Since I haven’t actually been in the system to see the step by step instructions, can you help me answer this kid’s question? Is the normal amount 210 dollars or do 
you think he may have signed his parents up for orientation??? 
Thanks. 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel tiill 

919-843-6566 w 
c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

>> > @yahoo.com> 9:33 AM >>> 
Mrs. Jaimie, 

I was sent an email that said that said my orientation payment has been submitted in the amount of$210.00. (does that mean that I do not owe anything?) 

I did not mark on my orientation registration that I needed hotel accomadations betbre or after the orientation. What will I need to do for the night of the 14th since 
orientation is both days - is that my msponsibilib~ to find something? 

Do you know who I would talk to about moving into the dorms - because I will be in summer school when would I move into a dorm? 

Thanks, 

From: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Thu, 1:56:07 PM 
Subject: Re: orientation registration 

Oh, a1!d you may not receive another confirmation emaJl, just be here by first thing "that morning on the 14th, and you’ll be fin!! 

Jaimie 

Academic Counsc’lor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athlc’tes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>:*> @yahoo.corn> 1:52 PM >>> 

Mrs. Jaimie, 

Are you going to change the orientation date to June 14th? That date was not available when I filled out the registration. IF you do change the date, do I need to do 
an:4hing else? Will they give me a new coafirmalion? 

Thanks, 



From: 3aimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wed, 3:00:16 PM 
Subject: Re: orientation registration 

Perfect! Thanks,    ! 

Academic Counselor, LyNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 
]aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~yahoo.com> 2:29 PM >>> 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I, just registered tbr the CTOPS session on July 17. I roll be recieving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please recalculate accordingly m~d let me 
know how much (if any) I owe to complete my registration. You may contact me at 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: ORIENTATION 

Hey! The following student athlete, 
Jaimie 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program ][’or Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa,unc.e du 

, registered for session 1 and needs to be changed to CTOPS session 4. Thanks![ 

>>> @yahoo.com> 11:49 AM >>> 
" m,, j~st registered for the CTOPS session 1 on i ), 1 wilm be receiving a fuli athmetics grant4n-aid, Please recalculate 
accordingly and let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@y~hoo.com> 
Friday, i 2:11 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

draft steroids.doc 



From: @ .org> 

Sent: Friday, 2:12 PM 

To: Je~mit;er Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: SAT scores 

Here is the unofficial result: 

Also---we are actively pursuh~g the homeschool diploma.. 

.............................................. 
Critical Reading 56% 

[v~st h 55% 

Wri~Ea9 63% 
M ultiple Ciloice 

Essay 

Cileck back on May 25 for your fuii score report, with detailed analysis! If you took the SAT Reasoning Test you’ll also be able to view a copy of tile actual essay you 

wrote 

From: 3ennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:41 PM 

To: 
Subject: SAT scores 

Hi, 

Do you know when will receive his SAT scores? I think that we will definitely be able to work out an option with the NCAA for getting him to qualify, but it would be 

helpful to get his SAT scores, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 21, 2010 2:23 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: SAT scores (Out of the Office) 

I am cun-ently out of the office and will not be returning until Monday, May 24th For immediate assistance, please call 962-6000 and ask to speak to a member of the Compliance Office 

Thanks and have a great day! 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 
University of Nolth Carolina 
p: (919) 843-7259 
f: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc edu 
>>> Jennifer Townsend 05/21/10 14:23 >>> 

Hey, 

Here are SAT scores: 

Test Date 
Test 
Score 
National Percentile 

05/2010 
SAT Reasoning Test 

Critical Reading 

56% 

Math 

55% 

Writing 

63% 

Multiple Choice 

(score range: 20-80) 

Essay 

(score range: 2-12) 

Hopefully-, this will help us with both the early certification and the adrnissions office. I will let you know whel~,’if we are ready to move forward with reclassifying him as a 2010-2011. I think 
they want to have one more conversation with the coaches. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universib" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday 3:16 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: psych tutoring 

He?’ Jenn! 
I’m traveling back from my conference on Monday- is there anyway we can 
push back my time wit2a      to something like 2 or 2:30? 

On Fn,            16:33:57 -0400, "Jelmifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> Construction has already started but I am still over here at the Academic 
> Center, so I might need you to come over here on Monday. My office is in 
> the back comer. I am the only one here, so you should find me. I will 
let 
> you know if I end up going to the Pope Box 
> 

> Thanks t 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @emaiI.unc.edu> 4:25 PM >>> 
> 

> Monday is fine. Just next week tough, this one time, I can meet him on 
> Tuesday I have to travel to Philadelphia [’or a conference and I leave 
> Wednesday morning 
> 

> Where am I meeting him ? Are we still allowed to tutor at the AC or has 
the 
> construction already started? 
>. 

> 

> On Thu, 16:04:01 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Okay, let’s try 1:10 on Mondays and Wednesdays for now and see how that 
>> works out. ~an you start on Monday’ 
>> 

>> Jem~ 
>> 

>> Jetm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 1:23 PM >>> 
>> 

>> No, I can swing 1:00 if that’s what is easiest for him. The only day I 
>> anticipate there being a problem is Tuesdays so if we could avoid them 
>> that’d be great. 
>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, 13:17:30 -0400, "Jemaifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> He has class from 9:45 until 1:00 and then he has basketball at 4. Are 
>>> there ant’ days where 1:00 would work or is there another time between 1 
>> and 
>>> 4 that would work for you? 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>’>¯ > Jema Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-%2-9538 
>>> 919-%2-8247 (lhx) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 



>>>>>> ~)email.unc.edu> 3:44 PM >>> 

>>> 

>>> Hey Jenn! 

>>> 1:00 might be a tough time for me on some days. What is his schedule 

>> like? 

>>> Are there other times in the afternoon that would work? 

>>> 

>>> On Wed, 15:42:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 

>>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi, 

>>>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am one of the Academic counselors in 

the 

>>>> athletic department. One of my men’s basketball players needs a tutor 

>> for 

>>>> EXSS It is a pretty easy class, but he 

> really 

>>>> needs to get a good grade. Do you know- if you would be available to 

> meet 

>>>> with him two or three days a week around 1:00? Let me what days would 

>>> work 

>>>> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know what would. 
>>>> 

>>>> Thanks! 

>>>> 

>>>> Jenn 

>>>> 

>>>> Jeml Townsend 

>>>> Associate Director 

>>>> Academic Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes 

>>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

>>>> 919-962-9538 

>>>> 919-962-8247 (I~x) 



F]l~om.¯ @ 

Sent: Friday, 3:25 PM 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

has an unusual opportunity to move on to UNC next year He is only in need of one course to be 

eligible to enroll at UNC, . We realize that in order to be considered a graduate of he would need 

We have done some investigating and have found online courses for both :through These courses are acceptable by UNC’s 

standards (rigorous) and yet are considered doable in regards to the time constraints we are facing (he needs to complete them during the summer break in order 

to be able to enroll at UNCin the fall). 

If the courses are acceptable by    standards we would like to investigate the possibility of      completing these courses and then being allowed to graduate 

early from . We would like to know if there is any flexibility in the requirements for the course and if would accept these online courses 

from as full credit courses for transcript. 

We do have another option and that is for to complete just the course through and graduate . We are under some 

fairly tight time limits as we need to move forward very quickly. We would greatly appreciate hearing from you as soon as possible. 

Thank you for your consideration of this and we look forward to speaking with you. 

and 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.org~~ 

Friday~             3:43 PM 

.lennifer Townsend ~jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

compliance with NCAA standards 

Jenn -would it be helpful for us to contact the NCAA directly in regards to making certain we are in compliance as we look at taking this homeschool route or 

should we allow you (UNC) to handle this through your compliance people? 

I am writing the Notice of Intent (homeschool form) this weekend and will get it in the mail by Monday. I will send you a had copy. I will also enroll      in the 

course next week. 

I sent his SAT scores -let me know what else you may need. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~norfolkchristian.org> 

Friday, 3:44 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

F~T: 

oF, ---here is our answer so we move forward from here .... 

From: Joel Uecker 
Sent: Friday, 3:40 PM 
To: 
Cc: Jane Duffey; Steve Doyle 
Subject: RE: 

Since our     requiremenL is that      take     WHILE he is here, we can waive that. However,                remain necessary for his diploma. After 

speaking with Jane, I agree with her’ decision to disallow credits frorn    . It is simply too contradictory to our rnission. If you wish t:or him to graduate t:rorn here, 

he will have to receive those credits from somewhere else. l’ll keep it short for now since I’m leaving the building, but I know you wanted a quick 

answer. I’m available more on Monday~ 

In Christ, 

Joe~ T. Uecker, /4.A. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:25 PM 
To: Joel Uecker 
Cc: Jane Duffey; Steve Doyle 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Joel, 

has an unusual opportunity to move on to UNC next year . He is only in need of one course to be 

eligible to enroll at UNC, . We realize that in order to be considered a graduate of he would need 

We have done some investigating and have found online courses for both and through . These courses are acceptable by UNC’s 

standards (rigorous) and yet are considered doable in regards to the time constraints we are facing (he needs to complete them during the summer break in order 

to be able to enroll at UNCin the fall). 

If the courses are acceptable by    standards we would like to investigate the possibility of     ; completing these courses and then being allowed to graduate 

early from We would like to know if there is any flexibility in the requirements for the course and if would accept these online courses 

from as full credit courses for transcript. 

We do have another option and that is for to complete just the course through and graduate We are under some 

fairly tight time limits as we need to move forward very quickly. We would greatly appreciate hearing from you as soon as possible. 

Thank you for your consideration of this and we look forward to speaking with you. 

.and 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc,edu~ 

Friday 7:10 PM 

Key Contacts <orientationpresenters@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oriemationpresenters] Ofentation Schedules 

Greetings, 

Thank you so much for your support and participation in Summer Orientation. We are very excited to welcome our newest members of our Carolina community to campus this 
summer. As we make our final preparations during the next two weeks, I wanted to share that the Student and Parent/Family Orientation schedules are available at the New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs webpage, ._h_!_tp_2/_{_r_!_s_’__c_pp_:__u___n__c_’_=#__d__u_. or by accessing the following links: _F__[[2s_!_-__Y__##__r____O__[j__e_!?_t_’_a__t_Lo__r_!___P__r__o_.g_r__a__Ln (CTOPS) and _T__r__a__[!Af_gr____O__!~i_&n__La__t_Lo__[! 

(TSOP). 
Beyond attending Summer Orientation all new students are encouraged to take advantage of additional orientation-related programs designed to help with the transition to 
Carolina and facilitate success. We are pleased to present an on-line .__Q_r_[gr_!_~A_~j_9__n____a__[!__d____B___e_y_9__n___d_. brochure that details information regarding Apples Service Learning Initiative, 
Carolina Kickoff, Pre-Orientation (Pre-O), Minority Student Recruitment Committee, and WAFFYS-Wildemess Adventures for First-Year Students (and Transfers). The 
brochure is a collaborative piece by New Student & Carolina Parent Programs, Apples Service Learning, the Campus Y, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, and Campus 
Recreation. We encourage you to review the brochure and share the link with new students and family members. 
Thank you again for your support and participation! 
Shandol 
Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 

919-962-4725 (fax) 
http:/h!sc£p.unc.edu/ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 
orientationpresenters as: <a hre~"maJlto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu">jtownsend@~mcaa.unc.edu<4’a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ4 to <~a href "mailto:leave-27030546-26768180.28555d55bd31929cd7e60fed0d2bdb64@listserv.unc.edu">leave-27030546- 

26768180.28555d55bd31929cd7e60tbd0d2bdb64@listserv.unc.edu</a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 9:26 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: SAT scores 

Excellent!! That means that the graduation issue will be something for Admissions to consider. Keep me posted. 

Lance 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 5/21/2010 2:23 PM > > > 
Hey, 

Here are      SAT scores: 

iii#~@iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~i~i~ii~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Critiea~ Reading 56% 

Math 55% 

Writh~g 63% 
M uiLiple Choice 

Essay 

Hopefully, this will help us with both the early certification and the admissions office. I will let you know when/if we are ready to move forward with reclassifying him as a 2010 

2011. I think theywant to have one more conversation with the coaches. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@norfolkchristian.org> 

Saturday, 11:51 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: SAT scores 

Jenn - I went online to register      for the      course and I ran into a bit of difficulry - they are asking for an ACT code Because      will not be graduating from 
I am reluctant to use their ACT code. I have filed the Notice of Intent and will send you a copy of that. Do you think I should still use                        ACT code or 

should I use ACT code? 

Here is what the website says: 

An ACT code is only required for high school students. By supplying an ACT code, you give BYU Independent Stud?’ permission to communicate with your High School concerning your 
activity’ and grades in the course(s). You can get this number from your high school’s counseling ofi)ce or from the ACT website. 

Thanks! 

@; 

ext. 

cell 

org<mailto: ~ or~> 

From: Jennifer Townsend [jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: SAT scores 

Thanks so much I am glad he did so well since this will definitely help us if we have to ask admissions for special consideration 

Let me know as soon as you hear back from the school or know more abuut humeschouling. I think at this point, the NCAA Eligibility Center issues will must likely be worked uut so we 
need to concentrate on how we can certify some sort of graduatiun. Obviously, it would be best if he could do it through                 so I hope that they end up working with you 

I hope you all have a good weekend 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Suppurt Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 

>>> ~noffolkchristian.org> 
Here is the unofficial result: 

Also we are actively pursuing the homeschool diploma.. 

Test Date 

Test 

Score 

National Percentile 

2:11 PM>>> 

SAT Reasoning Test 

Critical Reading 

56% 

Math 

55% 



Writing 

63% 

Multiple Choice 

(score range: 20-80) 

Essay 

(score range: 2-12) 

Check back on May 25 lk~r your lhll score report, with detailed analysis! If you took the SAT Reasoning Test youql also be able to view a copy of the actual essay you wrote. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend(£uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:41 PM 
To: 
SubJect: SAT scores 

Eli, Janet: 

Do you l~ow when 
SAT scores. 

will receive his SAT scores? I think that we will definitely be able to wofl< out an option with the NCAA lk~r getting him to qualify, but it would be helpful to get his 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.org> :/ 

Saturday, 4:24 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: compliance with NCAA standards 

Got it! 

@ org 

ext. 

cell 

From: Jennifer Townsend [jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Saturday. 1:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: compliance with NCAA standards 

I thilzk we should be able to handle the communication with the NCAA through our compliance office. I will let you know- if there is anything you need to do. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From:                     @1             org> 
To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 3:43:06 PM 
Subject: compliance with NCAA standards 

Jenn - would it be helplia] for us to contact the NCAA directly in regards to making certain we are in compliance as we look at taking this homeschool route or should we allow you (UNC) to 
handle this through your compliance people? 

I am writing the Notice of Intent (homeschoo[ form) this weekend and will get it in the mail by Monday. I will send you a had copy ] will also enroll 
week 

in the course next 

I sent his SAT scores - let me know what else you may need 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, i 5:54 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownmnd@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: SOCI- -WK-2-Paper 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: SOCI- -WK-2-Paper 
Date: Sun.             17:47:52-0400 
From: Ria Van Ryn <ria van pjn@unc.edu> 

To::                @email unc.edu> 

Got it , thanks[ 

On , at 5:41 PM. wrote: 

> I)r Ryn, 
> tlere is lay paper :[’or week two 
> 

> 

> SOCI- -WK-2.rff> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Draft #1 Speech..doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:20 AM 

;@yaJ~oo.com 

Jennii~r Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

public snaking 

Hi 

We will try to fit you in tomorrow Thanks for letting me know, and please make stare to attend and by on time for the remaining classes this session 

On ’, at 9:57 AM, @ahoo.com wrote: 

> Hey how you doing, this is                I’ve was suppose to be doing Henry Grady "The New South" today and seem to have not correctly used the CCI printing service so l have to 
go back to my room to resend it I told my academic advisor immediately and she would try to reach you about the situation. I was wondering could I be sqeezed in on tuesday or 
wednesday. As soon as I can get back to me room I could send you the copy of my speech to show proof I’ve did it. 
> 
> ’]’hank you for your time 
> Sent from my Cellular South BlackBelTy(~ Srnartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 11:25 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Hey 

Try this one out. If the original high school is looking to just bring in the last course, then Penn Foster might work for one course. And of course, we’d need to make sure 

Admissions is ok with the course. Let me know what you think... 

http://www.pennfoster.edu/index.html 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 5/24/2010 9:24 AM > > > 
Thanks, Lance. I looked at all of these and the only issue seems to be that I don’t think they really offer self paced courses he could finish this summer. Do you know of any 

other q            p schools that offer self paced online courses? I think the original high school might be willing to work on dropping the religion class requirement but they 

won’t budge on not accepting    courses. If you know of any other courses he would be able to finish this summer, please let me know. I have been looking everywhere. I 

think they will definitely home school if I can’t find something soon. 

Thanks! 

jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Lance Markos 5/20/2010 6:10 PM > > > 

Jenn, 

Here are links to a couple of home school programs that I’ve seen kids attend. They’ve been used primarily by tennis players. We haven’t actually had any kids enroll at UNC 

from Laurel Springs or Keystone but I saw of ton of them for Women’s Tennis earlier this year. We have actually had a kid enroll after spending his senior year at 

and he’s done fine academically and we didn’t have any issues with his course work being questioned by either UNC or the NCAA. 

http:iila u relsprinqs.comihome 

http:!/keystonehig hschool.com/ 

http://wvwv.homeschoolacademy.com/ 
I think it would be a matter of having get his transcript from his current HS transferred in to a school like this and then complete whatever requirements remain for him 

to graduate, per the requirements of that high school. If he can get in to a situation that is satisfactory to both the home school and admissions, he should be able to pull it 

off, 

Once you find out about his SAT scores, let me know and we can figure out if we’ll have any issues with the Eligibility Center or not. If you have any other questions, just let me 

know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Weiborn <weiborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:44 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: CTOPS 

Can we still do this since our request was before today? 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
wvcw.tarheelblue,com 

>>> @aol.com> 1:03 PM >>> 

Hello Spencer, 

] spoke to you last week regarding CTOPS for my son who will be attending UNC in the fall. ]went forward and signed him up for Session 10, July 15 and 16 as 

you advised. Coach Mock had advised me to speak to you to get into the June 24 and 25 session, since we would like to be there during camp and as our other son will 

be attending the camp as well. Please let me know as soon as you can as ] need to plan accordingly. 

Thank you for your assistance with the orientation process you help is much appreciated. 

Sincerelv, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Monday, 2:02 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: and COMM 

Hi Jenn, 

Is there any idea when      will be back? rm worried that he is 
missing a lot of class given the compressed nature of summer school. 
If he’s back in the next day or so, I can work with him to catch up 
If he’s out for too man?’ more days, he may need to consider taking a 
medical withdrawal and picking up the course in second sunzmer session 
or in the fall. 

thanks, 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

>Iti, 
> 

> I just received word from mother that he is still 
>                and so he did not return from          last night 
> as expected He said that he has been in touch with his group 
> members. At this point, I am very concerned about his ability to be 
> successful in the course. If there is anyway that you could let me 
> l,mow if he will still be able to make up the work, I would appreciate 
> it. 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> @cmail.unc.edu> 5:35 PM >>> 
> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> Yes, told me about the and we’ll work out an alternative 
> to project 1 when he’s able to come back to class. 
> 

> thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi, Professor 
>> 

>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes I wanted to check in 
>> with you because i , who is on the team, is 
>> in your COMM class this stormier, has told me that he has 
>> been in contact with you about going home to have,            . I 
>> just wanted to make sure that he made arrangements with you about 
>> making up any work he missed. Will he be able to make up Project 1 
>> that he will miss tomorrow? 
>> 

>> AW information you could give me would be appreciated 
>> 
>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jerm 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> Uriiversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 





From: @ .org> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:47 AM 

To: Je~mit:er Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeling mid transcript 

has ag~eed to consider waiving the Govemmen[ course if we would make certain that 

freshman year at UNC--does that seem doable at this point? 

enrolled in a government type class during his 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 AM 
To" 
Subject: Meeting and transcript 

Hi, 
I just wanted to let you know that we are trying to set up a meeting with admissions for Wednesday or Thursday at the latest so we will have an answer from them on the 

home school diploma. If, for some reason, they won’t accept it, I will have an alternative to    ready to go that hopefully               will accept. 

In the meantime, is there anyway that you can have most recent transcript faxed to me? I just want to make sure I have the most up to date information ready for the 

admissions meeting. 

Thanks! 

.lenD 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: ~ .org> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:12 PM 

To: Je~mif:er Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting mid transcript 

Great--we are meeting with Admin and asking them if they wiU approve this and      taking English :[2 here this summer ---we ( 

grad~-:~ teacher here to do an independent studies course- t:hat way he woukt graduate flom 

} would pay the :1.2~-h 

From: 3ennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting and transcript 

yes, that would be very doable. They have a couple of intro courses in the political science department he could take either fall or spring and there are also political science 

freshmen seminars, 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > @ .org > 11:47 AM > > > 

: has agreed to consider waiving the Government course if we would make certain that 

freshman year at UNC- does that seern doable at tMs point? 

enrolled in a government type class during his 

From; 3ennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 AM 
To: 
Subject: Meeting and transcript 

Hi, 

I just wanted to let you know that we are trying to set up a meeting with admissions for Wednesday or Thursday at the latest so we will have an answer from them on the 
home school diploma. If, for some reason, they won’t accept it, I will have an alternative to    ready to go that hopefully               will accept. 

In the meantime, is there anyway that you can have ’ most recent transcript faxed to me’? [just want to make sure l have the most up to date information ready for the 

admissions meeting. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scaflett JoMan <sljoMan@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 3:22 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Athletic Starches (if possible???) 

When can we get the names of the 4 football guys that received decision yesterday? 

Scar]ett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Pa~ent Programs 

The University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scar]ett@unc.edu 

Jeimitbr Townsend wrote: 

No, you don’t have to give a spot to The other counselors were aware the seats were being released. They just wanted me to check anyway. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (ti~x) 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <slioldan,@~emml.unc.edu> 5/25/2010 2:59 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn, 

Unfortunately, we released all seats in all sessions yesteMay at noon. The only seats we held for you were the 4 requested football seats in session 4. Do 

you want to use one of those for    ? If so, I need to get the names of the other three by this afternoon to smtch them into session 4 as well. Please let 

me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks. 

Scaxlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Scarlett: 

already, but if he hasn’t, would it still be tx~ssible to do so? 

Also, would it be possible to switch 

Just let me know if these roll work or not. 

Thanks ~ much for all of your help, 

Jmm 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

show session 7 as his preference, bm he registered for session 10. I don’t lmow if he has been switched 

from session 11 to session 4? 



From: @ .org> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1 : 15 PM 

To: Je~mit:er Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Admissions 

}-lope to know something bV end of day toda% 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 12:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: Admissions 

Hi, 

We are meeting with UNC admissions today around 4:30. Thanks for sending the transcript! Did you have a chance to meet with the administration yet and get clarification on 

whether the?,, will work with to graduate from ? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

9::[9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

draft steroids.doc 

~yahoo.com> 

1:58 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scaflett JoMan <sljoMan@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 2:54 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Hoover, Shandol Christine <schoove@email.unc.edu>; Mann, April Selena <a,smann@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Athletic Smtches (if possible???) 

Hi Jenn, 

I wanted to follow up on the three seats for your students. How long will it take to get them enrolled in the ~’stem so that they can register for orientation? Are we 

looking at Friday, or more like Wednesday of next week? Please let me know the earliest it can get done. 

Thank~ 

Scarlett 

Scariett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The UriJ ve rs i ty of Nor th Carol in a a t Chapel Hi 11 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scariett@unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Scarlett: 

Here are there PIDs; 

Honestb; I am not sure how they can get registered today. They were just approved by the admissions committee yeffterday, so I don’t think they could 

have had their enrollment forms received and processed by now in order for them to be able to register. I have tried getting in touch ruth the football 
counselor to see if she knows when they will have their enrolhnent forms in, but wasn’t able to reach her. 

Is there any solution to this? Just let me know how you think we should procede. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic S upport Program tbr Smdem-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <sliordan,@~emaJl.unc.edu> 5/25/2010 4:16 PM >>> 

Hey Jenn, 

Actually, I do need more intbrmation. I will need their PIDs to confirm registration in our system. Also, we will need those three students to register today 

so that we can get an accurate roster for all sessions. I know I gave you guys until today Ibr those last three seats, but I can hold offreleasing them ~mtil 

tomom~w morning if you need me to. Just let me know. 

Thales, 

ScMett 

Scarlett L. dordan 

New StkldeER: and CaroliEH~ Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #549@ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 

Jennit}r Townsend wrote: 



I guess they will only need 3 spots: 

Let me know if you need more information, 

Jetm 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

>>> Scarlett Jordm~ <s[iorda~@emml.~mc.edu> 5/25/2010 3:21 PM >:~> 
When can we get the names of the 4 football guys that received decision yesterday? 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carol Jna Parent ProgiEans 

The UnJveiEsity of North Carolina at Chap~’l Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 

Chap~’l Hill, NC 27599 

(919)     962-8304 

scar lett@unc, edu 

Jennit~r Townsend wrote: 

No, you don’t have to give a spot to . The other counselors were aware the seats were being released. They just wanted 

me to check anyway. 

Thaxflcs! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 

>>> Scarlett Jordan <s[iordan@emaJl.unc.edu> 5/25/2010 2:59 PM >>> 
Hi Jetm, 

Unfortunately, we released all seats in all sessions yesterday at noon. The only seats we held for you were the 4 requested 

tbotball seats in session 4. Do you want to use one of those for    ? If so, I need to get the names of the other three by this 
afternoon to switch them into session 4 as well. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thmfics, 

Scarlett 

Scarl~’tt L. Jordan 
New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3318 SASB South 
CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-8304 
sca2 ] ~’t%@urK]. edu 

Jennit}r Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Scarlett: 
) show session 7 as his preference, but he registered for session 10. I don’t know if 

he has been switched already, but if he hasn’t, would it still be possible to do so? 

Also, would it be possible to switch from session 11 to session 4? 

Just let me know if these will work or not 
Thin,ks so much lbr all of your help, 

Jenn 



Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program tbr Smden’t-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



From: @ ors> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

To: Je~mit:er Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Admissions 

Just talked to admin .-- my gut feeling is that they are not going Lo bend however, they would like until Friday noon to make a final decision. 

I suppose this means that we are leaning most strongly toward the o~tion while we wait until Friday for a response. 

Th a n ks ! 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Admissions 

Great. Well, we just present all possible scenarios to admissions and see what they say. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @ org> 1:14 PM >>> 

H.:_~pe to know something by end of day today. 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :[2:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: Admissions 

Hi, 

We are meeting with UNC admissions today around 4:30. Thanks for sending the transcript! Did you have a chance to meet with the administration yet and get clarification on 

whether they will work with to graduate from J? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:24 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Draft #1 Speech..doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Weiborn <weiborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 11:01 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New 

k F 



From: @email.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:31 PM 

To: Jemlifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: MATH    Update 

He?’ Jenn., 
I got grades from yesterday and so far he seems to be ok If his 
current patterns keep up, he should pass. (Then again, there’s a lot of 
room for improvement.) 
So far he has 6 Xs, 2 checks and one slash on the quizzes. (Checks and 
Xs are both full credit- a slash is a 50) 
He made an 8/25 on the first hw, but does well when he comes to me in 
the afternoon. 25/30, 27/30, 25/30, 25/35, 18.25/25, 13.5/30. The last 
couple of homework grades were from afternoons where he had to leave 
early and didn’t finish on his own. 
He made a 54/80 on the first Test 

The second test is Wednesday, so he should definitely be working with me 
in the afternoons and at the very least trying to finish the homework 
problems we don’t get to. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:00 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: psych tutoring 

He?’ Jenn! 
I left the Blind Side on ?’our desk this morning for to use over the 
weekend. I texted him to let him know that you have it. 

And I think we’re going to meet on Monday but I’m not exactly sure what 
time yet. I’ll let you know as soon as I figure it out with him! 

Have a great weekend!!’. 

On Sun,            16:11:58 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> Yes 2:00 or 2:30 should be fine 
Original Message ..... 

> From:                ~!email.nnc.edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa umc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: ~:15:36 PM 
> Subject: Re: psych tutoring 
> 

> 

> tIey Jenn! 
> I’m traveling back from my conference on Monday- is there anyway we can 
> push back my time with to something like 2 or 2:30? 
> 

>. 

> 

> On Fri, 16:33:57 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, 
>> Construction has already started but I am still over here at the 
Academic 
>> (;enter, so I might need you to come over here on Monday My office is in 
>> the back comer I am the only one here, so you should find me I will 
> let 
>> you know if I end up going to the Pope Box. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jetm 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> @email.nnc.edu> 4:25 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Monday is fine. Just next week tough, this one time, I can meet him on 
>> Tuesday. I have to travel to Philadelphia for a conference and I leave 
>> Wednesday morning. 
>> 

>> Where am I meeting him? Are we still allowed to tutor at the AC or has 
> the 
>> construction already started? 
>>. 

>> 

>> On Thu, 16:04:01 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>> <jtownsend@uncaa nnc.edu> wrote: 

r >>> Okay, let’s try 1:10 on Mondays and ~ ednesdays for now and see how- that 
>>> works out. Can you start on Monday? 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>>> Jenn Townsend 
>~. > Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-%2-9538 
>>> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>>>> @emaihunc.edu> 1:23 PM >>> 



>>> 

>>> No, I can swing 1:00 if that’s what is easiest lbr him. ’l’he only day I 
>>> anticipate there being a problem is Tuesdays so if we could avoid them 
>>> that’d be great 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Thu, 13:17:30 -0400, "Jen nifer Townsend" 
>>> <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> He has class from 9:45 until 1:00 and then he has basketball at 4. Are 
>>>> there any day-s where 1:00 would work or is there another time between 
1 
>>> and 
>>>> 4 that would work for you? 
>>>> 

>>>> Jenn 
>>>> 

>>>> Jeml Townsend 
>>>> Associate Director 
>>>> Academic Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>> 919-962-8247 (l%x) 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 3:44 PM >>> 
>>>> 

>>>> Hey- Jenn! 
>>>> 1:00 might be a tough time for me on some days. What is his schedule 
>>> like’.’ 
>>>> Are there other times in the afternoon that would work? 
>>>> 

>>>> On Wed. 15:42:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>>>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>> Hi, 
>>>>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am one of the Academic counselors in 
> the 
>>>>> athletic department. One of my men’s basketball players needs a tutor 
>>> for 
>>>>> EXSS It is a pretty easy class, but he 
>> really 
>>>>> needs to get a good grade Do you know if you would be available to 
>> meet 
>>>>> with him two or three days a week around 1:00? Let me what days would 
>>>> work 
>>>>> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know what would. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thankst 
>>>>> 

>>>>> JePA~ 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Jenn Townsend 
>>>>> Associate Director 
>>>>> Academic Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>>> Universi~z of "qorfl~ Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: ~email.unc.edt> 

Sent: Friday, 2:00 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: EXSS 

He)’ Jenn, 
I was just checking out the classes rm registered for in the fall and the 
EXSS class you said I was in is not among the classes listed Do you know 
why? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com > 

Monday, 9:55 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Re: 

Ms. Townsend, 

I’m coming for CTOPS this week and it said that the athletes meet with an athletic advisor during it and I didn’t know if that meant I would be meeting with you or 

with an advisor who gives us an overview of everything. If I’m not meeting with you I was wondering if there is going to be a time within the next few days (before 

Thursday afternoon, because that’s when I set my schedule) that I could meet with you? 

Thanks, 

-1- Original Message .... 
Er6 Jennifer To~a 
To: 
Sent: Monday, 3:31 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Hi, 
You will probably definitely want to take the SAT 2 test then (if you are not taking the AP calculus test). There is a stats course you need to take for the EXSS major which will 

require MATH    as a prerequisite. 

Let me know if you have any other questions, 

]enn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > @windstreamlnet> 10:53 AM > > > 

Thanks for the reply! As of right now I am considering majoring in exercise science. 

Thanks, 

On 10:09 AM, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaalunc.edu > wrote: 

Hi, 
Taking the SAT 2 math test and getting a score above 520 will exempt you from having to take MATH    which is a prerequisite for many of our math, 

statistics and chemistry classes. The other way to be exempt from MATH    is if you scored at least a 2 on the AP Calculus exam. 

is there any chance that you will be a business, math, Exercise Science or other science major? if you let me know anything you might possibly be interested 

in majoring in, I could let you know if it would be worthwhile for you to take MATH 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @wndstream net> 9:55 AM >>> 

Mrs. fowr~send, 
My name is and I’m an in coming freshman and going to be on the 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: \ 

Attach: 113SeltEwJs.doc 



From: ~@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, ,11:14 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: Blind Side.doe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June I, 2010 12:06 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsendQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Correct, though the course needs to be completed by no later than July 31st to be safe, 

more schools to come but definitely goes away then. 

Just keep me posted on . Thanks!! 

Lance 

goes away after this summer for folks using it for the EC. I’m sure there will be 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 6/1/2010 11:09 AM > > > 

Am Icorrect in looking at the new rule concerning courses that a student can still use them if they are completed by August 10th? I realize it might be a non issue for 

if he is certified as an early qualifier but I wanted to make sure I was interpreting the ruling correctly just in case. 

They still haven’t fully made up their minds yet, but I will let you know as soon as they do. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fw: new discussion board deadline: SOCI .ISTSS 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry [] 

From: @tmc.edu~ 

Date: Mon, : 02:13:37 -0400 (EDT) 

To: "SOCI ]STSS    ":;<Invalid address> 
Subject: new discussion board deadline: SOCI: .1STSS 

Hi students, 

First. thanks foragreatldck-offtothe course!I’vereally enjoyed reading yourpapers and discussionboardpoasandheafingfrom suchabroadrange of 

perspectives. 

Second, I’m going to make a change to the discussion board deadline - the first stays the same (original posit, with quotations from primary sources, by Wednesday 

night at midnight), but I’m going to move the second one (two responses) back to Saturday at midnight rather than Sunday. I will also encourage you to post earlier 

(pretbrably by noon-ish on Satarday), though I want to keep the deadline at night for those of you working around traditional work weeks. 

Reason being: What I see happening, especially given the laqe size of this class and the condensed summer schedule, is that you all are rushing to both write your 

essays and post responses, and hence it’s easy for you to taJk past one another on the boards. It’s also easy tbr me to miss any comprehension or other issues you have 

about the readings and/or essay prompts until it’s too late for you to really do anything about it in your written work. 

Recap: SATURDAY MIDNIGHT deadline for your two response posts, SUNDAY MIDNIGHT deadline for lesson assignments. 

Have a wonderful week. everyone! 

P.S. For those of you who might be confused (I aJways tbrget to announce this online, as I do it in person in nay ’real live’ classes), my last name is - like 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 3:33 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Jenn: 

Any word on 

were released, 

? The mother is driving me up the wall. ] put a confirmation on your desk on Friday to prove to CTOPS that he registered the Friday before the seats 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support [or Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa,u nc.edu 
vcww.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 3:33 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

AFAM Sources 

the stoW of nelson mandela 
http://search.lib.unc edu/search?R U2x-Cb4775935 

African National Congress of South Africa 

http://search lib.unc.edu/search?R U~’Cb4775935 

Black liberation US and South A£cica 
http://search.lib.unc edu/search?R U2x-Cb2761640 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~windstream.net> 

Wednesday, 1:10 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: advising meeling 

Thursday a~:oand 4:30 works for me. 

Thanks, 

On 11:27 AM, "Jennifer Townsend" <itownsendJ~uncaa.unc.edu~; wrote: 

Hi, 

I just wanted to introduce myself and welcome you to UNC. My name is Jenn Townsend and I am the academic counselor for the 

team. I know you are coming here to go through Orientation tomorrow and I wanted to see if we could schedule a time to meet. There are three 

opportunities to meet before you register on Friday. You will have time to come over on Thursday around 4:30, or we could meet later on Thursday evening, 

or we could meet early (like around 7:00 a.m.) on Friday, Let me know which day/time will work best for you. You can e mail me or call me on my cell phone 

at 

I’ll look forward to seeing you soon, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

draft steroids done.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:36 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: CSCAA News - Scholar All-American applications/new website 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
w, cw.tarheelblue,com 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 3:49 PM >>> 

nope, What is the deadline again? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Spencer B. Welborn 

Did he ever respond to this? 

3:39 PM > > > 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

Kenan Field House 

919 843 2328 

welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Rictn DeSelm 9:33 AM >>> 

can you two do this? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 6002 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

vcww.ta rtn eel bl u e.co m 

www.unc.edu 

>>> Bob Groseth <r groseth@northwestern.edu> 9:11 AM >>> 

Hello Rich, 

Applications for Scholar All American can be found at: 

cscaa.blogspot.com 

Application deadline is 

Note: No applications will be accepted after that date, If you have a problem because of a late grading period notify me in advance at: 

r groseth@northwestern,edu 

Links to time application can also be found on the CSCAAwebsite. 

We are in the process of launching an exciting new website that has many new features to provide services to the CSCAA members, Stay tuned it should be coming on line 

very soon. 

Thanks in advance for getting your Scholar All American applications in on time. Be alert for the new website when it is launched, 

Thanks again for all those that made the 2010 Convention the biggest and best ever. San Diego next year. Weekend before Memorial day. Plan now. 

CSCAA 



http:!/www,cscaa.org! 

Powered by Club Assistant technology 

http:/!www.CI u bAssista nt.com 

This email was sent to richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:26 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: psych tutoring 

Heyt 
I never heard from about what time he could meet this afternoon and 
I had to schedule a meeting with one of my prot’s. I just texted him and 
told him that, if he wanted, I could meet with him tomorl-ow afternoon and 
that I would leave that open until I heard from him. 

Just letting you know[ 

On Sun,            16:11:58 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jr ownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi 
> 
> Yes 2:00 or 2:30 should be free. 

Original Message ..... 

> From                ~@email unc edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent 3:15:36 PM 
> Sut~iect: Re: psych tutoring 
> 

> 

> Hey Jenn! 
> rm traveling back from my corfference on Monday- is there anyway we can 
> push back my tune with Dexter to something like 2 or 2:30? 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, 16:33:57 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> IIi, 
>> Construction has already started but I am still over here at the 
Academic 
>> Center, so I might need you to come over here on Monday. My office is in 
>> the back comer. I am the only one here, so you should find me. I will 
> let 
>> you know if I end up going to the Pope Box 
>> 
>> Thaakst 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jerm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> @email.unc.edu> 4:25 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Monday is fine. Just next week tough, this one time, I can meet him on 
>> Tuesday. I have to travel to Philadelphia for a conference and I leave 
>> Wednesday morning. 
>> 

>> V~’nere am I meeting him? Are we still allowed to tutor at the AC or has 
> the 
>> construction already started? 
>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, 16:04:01 -0400, "Jem~ifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Okay, let’s try 1:10 on Mondays and Wednesdays for now and see how that 
>>> works out. Can you start on Monday? 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>’~¯ > Jem~ Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-962-9538 
>>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>>>> "@email.unc.edu> 1:23 PM >>> 
>>> 



>>> No, I can swing 1:00 if that’s what is easiest for him The only day I 
>>> anticipate there being a problem is Tuesdays so if we could avoid them 
>>> that’d be great. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Thu, 13:17:30 -0400, "J ennifer Town send" 
>>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
>>>> He has class from 9:45 until 1:00 and then he has basketball at 4. Are 
>>>> there any days where 1:00 would wofl~ or is there another time between 
1 
>>> and 
>>>> 4 that would work for you? 
>>>> 

>>>> Jeml 
>>>> 

>>>> Jenn Townsend 
>>>> Associate Director 
>>>> Acadcmic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>>>> @email.unc.edu> 3:44 PM >>> 
>>>> 

>>>> Hey Jcnn! 
>>>> 1:00 might be a tough time for me on some days. \Xrhat is his schedule 
>>> like? 
>>>> Are there other times in the afternoon that would work? 
>>>> 

>>>> On Wed, [ 5:42:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>>>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>> Hi, 
>>>>> iVly name is Jelm Townsend and I am one of the Academic counselors in 
> the 
>>>>> athletic department One of my players needs a tutor 
>>> for 
>>>>> EXSS . It is a pret~# easy class, but he 
>> really 
>>>>> needs to get a good grade. Do you know if you would be available to 
>> meet 
>>>>> with him two or three days a week around 1:00? Let me what days would 
>>>> work 
>>>>> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know what would 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thanks{ 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Jenn 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Jelm Townsend 
>>>>> Associate Director 
>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>>> Unlversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>>> 919-962-8247 (flax) 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2010 5:07 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fw: paper 2 grade: SOCI 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry [] 

From: Maria W Vma Ryn <ria.van.ryn@tmc.edu~ 

Date: Thu, [6:45:12 -0400 (EDT) 

To: "SOCI: ’:;<Invalid address> 
Subject: paper 2 grade: SOCI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday 11:10 AM 

McGrath, Colin B <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Haase, Jerod A <jhaase@uncaa.~mc.edu>; ttolladay, Joe R <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

Robinson, Steve A <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jeml <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Blanchard, John G <johnbla~chard@unc.edt~-; Brazile, Kyle H. <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<markos({bemail.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: pdf 

Attached is your Athletic Summary Report. Please let us know if you have questions. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha~.admissions.u nc edu 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
62-9149 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday ,3:17 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS 

Please take off for football they are not attending UNC at all. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bndger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa,u nc,edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 12:01 PM > > > 

Hi, 

I am attaching the updated list as of 11 a.m. today for all student athletes registered for CTOPS. The list also has the group numbers for sessions land 2. Please let me know 

if you see any discrepancies or have students who are not included on time list, 

Here are a few other items just to make sure we are all on the same page: 

1, Even though we have the group numbers, please be very clear that these are set in stone and students will not be allowed to change groups or skip any CTOPS activities, 

2, If you know of any potential issues about students asking for special accommodations or wanting to leave early or arrive late, please make sure that you tell rne and that 

we notify CTOPS. Even if we are very clear with a student and his/her parents that they will not be allowed to make changes, we need to make CTOPS aware of the request, 

That way we will all be communicating the same message and there will be no misunderstandings, 

3, Since we will not be sending over an advisor to the union on Day 1 of CTOPS, please make sure you are communicating to your incoming students and coaches for your 

teams when you will be available to meet with a student before they arrive on campus. Students will be expecting some contact since it is on their schedule that they will be 

able to meet with an athletics advisor on Day 1, 

4. Just a reminder that we all need to be careful in any comments we make about CTOPS to students, parents or coaches, Sometimes these comments might be repeated and 

distorted or taken out of context, If you have an issue with how something has been handled regarding CTOPS, please let me know and I will make sure it is addressed, 

I know that there have been a few adjustments this summer and frustrations, Please let me know if you feel that are any issues that are being overlooked or any other way that 

we can make this process easier, 

Thanks for all of your help, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFOB" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 10:41 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownscnd@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Summer school 

Hey - 

When you get a chance, could you please send me a list of which players will and will not be in Chapel Hill for the second session of summer school? 

Thanks. This is for my information and planning of some interviews, not for the media or anything like that. Hope your summer is going well thus far and that 

you’re getting at least a little bit of a breather from the grind. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Saturday, 6:42 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fw: discussion board FAQ: SOC 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry. [] 

From: Maria W Van Ryn <ria.van.ryn@tmc.edtr-- 

Date: Sat, 17:48:50 -0400 (EDT) 

To: "SOCL ’:;<Invalid address> 
Subject: discussion board FAQ: SOCI 

Hi theoly students, 

Since several of you have sent questions about your discussion grades, I want to reply to the whole class to clarify. 

QI: When do you grade the posts? 

AI: I grade posts twice - once halfway through the course (after week 5) and once at the end of the course (after week 10). All weeks are weighted equally. 

Q2: How many points are posts worth? 

A2: Original posts are worth one point, and responses are worth .5 point each. You’re welcome and encouraged to post more frequently, but you must post one 

original post and two responses per week. No extra credit points are available, nor may you make up points ti’om weeks gone by. 

Q3: How do you grade the posts? 

A3: Remember from the course webpage: "The participation grade will be determined not only through the number of times you posit but also through the quality of 

your remMcs (citing authors, staying on topic, not being repetitive, interacting with other students, using encouraging and mindful language, and so on)." In general, I am 

very liberal with discussion board grades. You receive full credit if you follow the directions and make substaxltive contributions. 

Q4: I missed the Weds night and/or Sat night deadline, do you accept late posts? 

A4: I do have a grace period (mthin spitting distance of midnight) before I take off points for lateness. Posts after that grace period receive half credit until the week is 

over. Sunday night at midnight. After that time, posts receive no credit. 

Q5: Do I need to respond to eve~one who responds to me? 

A5: Not necessarily, though it’s a good idea to answer any questions that come up or to detEnd your original position. Think of what you might do in a ’real’ discussion - 

if the topic seems closed, that’s fine, but if someone asks you a question, it would be a little strange not to answer it. 

And a concluding note: I have been vely impressed with the quality of most of your poffts and the way you have interacted with and encouraged one another! ’][’hat 

being said, we are now almost halfway through the course, and some of you need to ramp up the effort a bit, especially in your responses. Saying that you 

like/appreciate someone’s perspective is always a nice start but you need to push further than that now that you axe all adjusted to the course. If you’re at a loss for 

how to craft an appropriate response, you might pose a new question (with an explanation of how you came to think of that question), give another exmnple, give a 

counter-argument, etc. Again, think of how a regular in-class discussion would work - you probably wouldn’t raise your hand just to thank someone for his/her opinion 

without also adding on something more substantive. 

Thanks tbr all of your hard work so far, and keep up the good work! 

- -Ria 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday: 10:5 5 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtownmnd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: \ 

Attach: SelfEvals.doc 



From: < ~aol.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:03 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: Foreign language test 

Thanks for the info. Just wondering, do we absolutely HAVE TO take a foreign language? 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi, and : 
> 
>There are a few things that you will need to do this week before you get here for Orientation The biggest item you have to do is take your foreign language placement exam When you 
know- you have some free time (it should only take an hour, but give yourself more just in case), use this link; 
>http :/ /www. unc. eduilanguag eplacement/ 
> 

>You will need to log in with your onyen and password and choose Spanish. If you can, print out your results and bring them with you. 
> 

>Let me know if you have any questions, 
> 

>Jenn 
> 

>Jenn Townsend 
>Associate Director 
>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>919-962-9538 
>919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Weiborn <weiborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 8, 2010 8:32 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fee 

Thanks Jenn. 

I will follow up with and his family. 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 6/7/2010 11:31 AM > > > 
] guess if he was on the list of accepted wait list students, the fee will be waived. Do you know if this is the case? 

He will still be able to register online. 

Let me know if you need any more information, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 8, 2010 8:36 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS 

Jenn: 
I just had a student call me late last night (8pm) to ask if he could move his registration time this afternoon. The student and his family have a 5pm flight and he does not 

register until B:B0pm. 

Iam 100% sure he will not be able to change this time, but thought Iwould pass this along. Should Iget him to speak to someone to ask if he can move the time? The 

students name is 

I am actually leaving the office to go but if you could give me a call on my cell phone I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 
Spencer 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/4/2010 12:01 PM >>> 

Hi, 

I am attaching the updated list as of 11 a,m. today for all student athletes registered for CTOPS. The list also has the group numbers for sessions 1 and 2. Please let me know 

if you see any discrepancies or have students who are not included on the list. 

Here are a few other items just to make sure we are all on ttne same page: 

1. Even though we have the group numbers, please be very clear that these are set in stone and students will not be allowed to change groups or skip any CTOPS activities. 

2. If you know of any potential issues about students asking for special accommodations or wanting to leave early or arrive late, please make sure ttnat you tell me and that 

we notify CTOPS. Even if we are very clear with a student and his!her parents that they will not be allowed to make changes, we need to make CTOPS aware of the request. 

Ttnat way we will all be communicating the same message and there will be no misunderstandings. 

3. Since we will not be sending over an advisor to the union on Day 1 of CTOPS, please make sure you are communicating to your incoming students and coaches for your 

teams when you will be available to meet with a student before they arrive on campus. Students will be expecting some contact since it is on their schedule that they will be 

able to meet with an athletics advisor on Day 1. 

4. Just a reminder that we all need to be careful in any comments we make about CTOPS to students, parents or coaches. Sometimes these comments might be repeated and 

distorted or taken out of context, If you have an issue with how something has been handled regarding CTOPS, please let me know and I will make sure it is addressed, 

I know that there have been a few adjustments this summer and frustrations. Please let me know if you feel that are any issues that are being overlooked or any other way that 

we can make tlnis process easier. 

Thanks for all of your help, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: < ~aol.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:43 AM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Subject: Re: Foreign language test 

Ok sounds good to me Ill probably chose too start over in another language if that is ok 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Yep SorlT, but you have to take at least through the third level of a language in order to graduate. It’s a general education requirement and not specific to the major you are in. The good 
news is that if you place into level 203 of Spanish, that would be the only Spanish class you would have to take. You also can start over with a new language, but you still have to take the 
placement exam in Spanish. 
> 

>Does that make sense? 
> 

>Jenn 
> 

>Jenn Townsend 
>Associate Director 
>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>919-962-9538 
>919-962-8247 (,fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> < ~aol.com> 7:02 PM >>> 
SIhanks for the irffo Just wondering, do we absolutely HAVE TO take a foreign language’? 
> 
>Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>>tli, : an~ L: 
>> 

>>There are a few things that you will need to do this week before you get here J2~r Orientation. The biggest item you have to do is take your foreign language placement exam When you 
know you have some free time (it should only take an hour, but give yourself more just in case), use this link; 
>>http://www. un c edu/lan~ uageplacement/ 
>> 

>>You will need to log in with your onyen and password and choose Spanish. If you can, print out your results and bring them with you. 
>> 

>>Let me know if you have any questions, 
>> 

>>Jenn 
>> 

>>Jenn Townsend 
>>Associate Director 
>>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>919-%2-9538 
>>919-%2-8247 @ax) 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hello! Please change the following student to session 4 of CTOPS if possible: 

PID: 

Session 

Thank you! 

ii :..~ i i"~"~:<-: i.<<~. 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thanks so much! Here’s 
ONYEN: 

password: 

’info: 

Thanks!! 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 5:15 PM >>> 

I sent it to CTOPS, so keep your fingers crossed they will change it. If you can get the Onyens and passwords for the other two (especially 

are in the enrollment/registration process, that would be great. 

Thanks! 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

) so we can see where they 

>>> Jaimie Lee 4:43 PM >>> 

Hello! Please change the following student to session 4 of CTOPS if possible: 

PID: 

Session 

Thank you! 

ii~-& :<~ k:: L::: ~::: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Awesome! 

Please change the following incoming student athlete to session 4 of CTOPS: 

PID: 

Session 

Thank you!!!! 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 5:26 PM >>> 

Okay, it looks like his CTOPS registration is activated. So, if you go ahead and register him, I will try to get them to change him. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Jaimie Lee 5:21 PM >>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

can’t come in today 

He?’ Jenn! 
I’m not really feeling that well and I don’t thil~k rll be able to make it 
in this afternoon. I’ll text       and let him know and then plan on 
seeing him at some point either tomorrow or Friday? I can do any time. 

I’ll let you know what we come up with. 
Sor~! 

On Sun,            16:11:58 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jr ownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 
> Yes 2:00 or 2:30 should be free. 

Origina[ Message ..... 

> From: " <~      ~email unc edu> 
> To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> Sent: 3:15:36 PM 
> Sut~ject: Re: psych tutoring 
> 

> 

> Hey Jenn! 
> rm traveling back from my corfference on Monday- is there anyway we can 
> push back my tune w,ith to something like 2 or 2:30? 
> 

>_, 

> 

> On Fri, 16:33:57 -0400, "Jennifer Tow,nsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> w,rote: 
>> Iti, 
>> Construction has already started but I am still over here at the 
Academic 
>> Center, so l might need you to come over here on Monday. My office is in 
>> the back comer. I am the only one here, so you should find me. I will 
> let 
>> you know if I end up going to the Pope Box 
>> 
>> Thaaks[ 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jerm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University- of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>> < @email.unc.edu~ 4:25 PM >>> 
>> 

>> Monday is fine. Just next week tough, this one time, I can meet him on 
>> Tuesday. I have to travel to Philadelphia for a conference and I leave 
>> Wednesday morning. 
>> 

>> V~qlere am I meeting him? Are we still allowed to tutor at the AC or has 
> the 
>> construction already started? 

>> 

>> On Thu, 16:04:01 -0400, "Jemaifer Townsend" 
>-> ¯ <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Okay, let’s try 1:10 on Mondays and Wednesdays for now and see how that 
>>> works out. Can you start on Monday? 
>>> 

>>> Jenn 
>>> 

>’>¯ > Jema Townsend 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> 919-962-9538 
>>> 919-962-8247 (lhx) 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>>>> <~ Nemail.unc.edu. 1:23 PM >>> 
>>> 



>>> No, l can swing 1:00 if that’s what is easiest for him The only day I 
>>> anticipate there being a problem is Tuesdays so if we could avoid them 
>>> that’d be great. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Thu, 13:17:30 -0400, "J ennifer Town send" 
>>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
>>>> He has class from 9:45 until 1:00 and then he has at 4. Are 
>>>> there any days where 1:00 would wofl~ or is there another time between 
1 
>>> and 
>>>> 4 that would work for you? 
>>>> 

>>>> Jeml 
>>>> 

>>>> Jenn Townsend 
>>>> Associate Director 
>>>> Acadcmic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>>>> < ~email.tmc.edu> 3:44 PM >>> 
>>>> 

>>>> Hey Jcnn! 
>>>> 1:00 might be a tough time for me on some days. What is his schedule 
>>> like? 
>>>> Are there other times in the afternoon that would work? 
>>>> 

>>>> On Wed, 15:42:14 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
>>>> <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>> Hi, 
>>>>> iVly name is Jelm Townsend and I am one of the Academic counselors in 
> the 
>>>>> athletic department One of my players needs a tutor 
>>> for 
>>>>> EXSS ). It is a pret~# easy class, but he 
>> really 
>>>>> needs to get a good grade. Do you know if you would be available to 
>> meet 
>>>>> with him two or three days a week around 1:00? Let me what days would 
>>>> work 
>>>>> and if that time doesn’t work, let me know what would 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thal~kS { 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Jenn 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Jelm Townsend 
>>>>> Associate Director 
>>>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>>>>> Unlversiry of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>>> 919-962-9538 
>>>>> 919-962-8247 (thx) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Here is             5 info: 

ONYEN: ,L 

password: 

Iwill go ahead and try to enroll him for CTOPS... 

Thanks, 
Jaimie 

ii~-~:i:<~i<: i.~: ~:" 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:34 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hello, 
Please change the following student athlete to session 4 of CTOPS. Thank you! 

PID: 

Session 
Jab’hie 

ii~-~:i:~:~:~i~::: L::: ~::: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shandol Hoover <schoover@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 1:09 PM 

’Jennit:er Town~nd’ <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu>; sljordan@email.unc.edu 

re: CTOPS sessions 

HiJenn, 

Thanks for checking in about session 4. Unfortunately at this point we cannot accommodate any more students in Session 4 as we are at capacity. As such, both 

and will need to remain in their current sessions. We do have seats left in the last July session available and I can also work with you on the August session-I just can’t 

plan anymore students in Session 4. 

On a related note, we’ve received a few more requests from athletes about moving up their registration times as they need to leave early for some other activities/events. 

Unfortunately, we are unable to request/change registration times as all registration and advising times are pre-set and require coordination from several personnel across 

campus to ensure that students can indeed register during the program. 

If a student should need to leave CTOPS early, the student should contact me at the Orientation Help Desk (located next to the Union Information Desk) and I will work to get 
them in touch with Barbara Lucido in Academic Advising. Barbara can help students register over the phone on the next business day following CTOPS. However, please note 

that the course availability for registering on an "off-CTOPS" day is extremely limited (more limited compared to the assigned registration time) so the student has a much 

better chance of getting the classes they would like to take during their assigned registration time. We are more than happy to assist athletes in this way as we utilize this 

procedure for any student who runs into a situation in which they need to leave the program early without registering at CTOPS. 

Last, we’ve had a few athletes indicate their coach requested that they come meet with them during CTOPS. The best times for students to meet with coaches and/or 
advisors during CTOPS is during the following times: 

Lunch on Day 1 : 12:15pm to 1:00pro 

Dinner on Day1 : 6:15pm to 7:15pm 

Breakfast on Day 2: 7:15am to 7:50pro 

Lunch on Day 2 (depends on their group assignment) 

It tends to work best if the student lets their OL know that they will be meeting with staff during the meal time so that the OL can let them know where the next session is 

after meal. 

Thanks so much for checking in Jenn and for talking with me on the phone the other day. I very much appreciate your communications and coordination with your colleagues 

on these details. Please let me know if I can provide any additional insight. Please never hesitate to call me on my cell phone at as it’s the best way to reach 

me in the summer. 

Thanks, 

Shandol 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 6:07 PN 
To: sljordan@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Shandol Hoover 
Subject: Re: ctops sessions 

,,just registered for session 12. If there is any way that he can be added to session 4, please let me know. 

Thanks again, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu > 6/8/2010 2:02 PM > > > 

Hey Jenn, 

Two things: 

1. It didn’t take that long to update the athletics list, and I have it 

attached here. 

2. I was able to speak with Shandol about that email you forwarded from 



Spencer. He doesn’t need to tell the student to come to the help desk 

at orientation, because we wotYt be able to switch his schedule, Now, 
if the student needs to leave before his computer pick up session, he 

can come back to CCI at any time and request to have it set up then, 

Please let me know if you need anything else, 

Thanks, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L, Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962 8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> Thanks so much. 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 

> Associate Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 9538 

> 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> > > > Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.ed u > 6/8/2010 1:39 PM > > > 

> Hi Jenn, 
> Here are the students and their registrations: 
> 

> Session 13, all paid 
> Session 13, still owes $260.00 
> not registered 
> Session 4, all paid 
> 

> Let me know if there’s anything else you need. [ will send the updated 

> athletics roster later this afternoon. 

> Thanks, 
> Scarlett 
> 

> Scarlett L. Jordan 

> New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 3318 SASB South 

> CB #5490 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> (919) 962 8304 

> scarlett@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> Jennifer Townsend wrote: 
> 

> > Hi, Scarlett: 
> > 

> > When you get a chance, could you please look at the students listed 

> > below and let me know if any of them have registered for CTOPS and, if 

> > so, which session they are in? 
> > 

> > Thanks! 
> > 

> > Jenn 
> > 

> > Jenn Townsend 

> > Associate Director 

> > Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> > University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

> > 919 962 9538 

> > 919 962 8247 (fax) 
> > 

> > 



> > 

> > >>> Kym N. Orr 6/8/2010 12:03 PM >>> 
> > Could you check on the status of these students in terms of 
> > registration for CTOPS: 
> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > 

> > Thanks, 
> > 

> > Kym 
> > 

> > 

> > Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

> > Academic Counselor 

> > Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> > Office (919) 843 2425 

> > Fax (919) 962 8247 
> 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:04 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: ceremony speech.doc 



From: ~ @yahoo.tom> 
Sent: Thursday, 12:5 8 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: pape12.....doc 



From: ¯ ~ @yahoo.tom> 
Sent: Friday, 12:57 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: pape12.....doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmaJ.com-’- 

Saturday, 8:34 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Second Session 

JeIln, 

No womes! After 1:15 works great. What day would you like me to start coming in? Do I need to go to the finance dept. to sign any paper work? (I know I am 

already on the pay roll wifll football). 

O11 Fri, 

Hey, 

at 2:58 PM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am sorry I am such a flake about returning e malls. The guys are in class from 9:45 until 1, so I won’t need help until after 1:15 anyway. Will that work for you? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> <1 @gmail.com> 2:27 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn, 

[just wanted to check in with you about working second session. My schedule has changed just a little bit because I am taking some summer courses at NCCU and they 

are in the mornings so I wanted to make sure that we can both still be on the same schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, June 12, 2010 3:23 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: HIST 1257 

i’ve never had anyone take it...i think i have a soph signed up for it for fall, but i think he is transfering 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/12/2010 3:20 PM >>> 
have you ever had a student take this class: http:/!historv.unc.edu/courses/fall 2010 syllabi/Hist%20125 Brundage.pdf? It doesn’t look bad at all I just wanted to make sure 

that we haven’t been burned by it before. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: dlohse z<tlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, June 12, 2010 11:44 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Majors 

Jenn: 

Hope all is well, I have posted the updated 
bios. No rush. Whenever you get a chance. 

roster online and was hoping to get an updated list of majors to include in their 

Thanks. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office Phone: 919-962-7257 

Cell Phone: 

Email Addresses: davelohse@unc.edu ~gmail.com 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: Athletic Communications Office, Maurice J. Koury Natatorium, 300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 10:13 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Ctops ?? 

Yes,       keeps asking about                                          getting into the next session since they can’t get into session 4, Yes, they have English class 

from 1130 lpm. 

if there is any way to beg/plead or something, i’m willing,just let me know. Thanks for your help!!!! 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

e 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc,e du 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/13/2010 6:39 PM >>> 

Do you mean and ? I will call, One question, though: will they need any time off from CTOPS to attend their summer school class? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Jaimie Lee 6/13/2010 4:33 PM >>> 

I am now familiar with 125 unfortunately, but beth might. 

Also, Beth got a message from Coaches requesting our last two guys get into session 5 of ctops, Any way you or I could try to urge them to allow them in session 5 on 

Thursday, I believe, Just wondering, Here is her message below: 

Could you "try" (as though I think we already know the answer) to call CTOPS on Monday to see if those two would let them attend the CTOPS on Thursday/Friday? 

Pleasejust try per request of 4th floor, 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Original Message 

From: Jennifer Townsend 

To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 6/12/2010 3:20:12 PM 

Subject: HIST 125? 

have you ever had a student take this class: http:/!history.unc,edu!courses/fall 2010 syllabi!Hist%20125 Brundage,pdf? It doesn’t look bad at all Ijust wanted to make sure 

that we haven’t been burned by it before. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:25 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

~.doc 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 11:16 AM 

McGrath, Colin B <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Haase, Jerod A <jhaase@uncaa.~mc.edu>; ttolladay, Joe R <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

Robinson, Steve A <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Blanchard, John G <johnbla~lchard@unc.edt~-; Brazile, Kyle H. <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<markos@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Report 

.pdf 

Attached is your Athletic Summary Report. Please let us know if you have questions. Thank you. - Missy 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpyecha~..admissions.u nc edu 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
62-9149 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 14, 2010 12:02 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Cool, Thanks! 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 6/14/2010 12:01 PM > > > 

Sorry, I just put him in a class. He had some sort of hold that was preventing him from registering. Iwas going to wait until you were back to see what it was, but it looks like 

it is gone now anyway, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Amy Herman 6/14/2010 11:58 AM > > > 

He’s still taking 2nd session? Is he enrolled yet? He’s not on the report Susan ran for me on Wednesday. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 12:43 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: HIST 125? 

FYI, this class was something I was going to try with some of our more mature student athletes in hopes this would be a good fit, I don’t know much about the prof, but sure 
seemed interesting to me! It looks like he gives a lot of B’s to most students according to blinkness.com... 

ii~-~:i:~:~:~i~::: i.xc 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 6/12/2010 3:20 PM > > > 
have you ever had a student take this class: http:i/histow.unc.edu/courses/fall 2010 syIlabi/Hist%20125 Brundage.pdf? It doesn’t look bad at all I just wanted to make sure 

that we haven’t been burned by it before. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 1:00 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Ctops ?? 

ok, thanks for the update 

ii:-&:~:~ie :i ,~.~e 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 6/14/2010 12:48 PM > > > 
I haven’t heard back from them yet, I will let you know as soon as i do, 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UnN, ersity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Jaimie Lee 6/14/2010 10:13 AM >>> 

Yes,       keeps asking about                                          getting into the next session since they can’t get into session 4. Yes, they have English class 

from 1130 lpm, 

If there is any way to beg/plead or something, I’m willing,just let me know. Thanks for your help!!!! 

1:3i m:k .i...~:::~.: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.e du 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/13/2010 6:39 PM >>> 

Do you mean and ? I will call, One question, though: will they need any time off from CTOPS to attend their summer school class? 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Jaimie Lee 6/13/2010 4:33 PM >>> 

I am now familiar with 125 unfortunately, but beth might. 

Also, Beth got a message from Coaches requesting our last two guys get into session 5 of ctops. Any way you or I could try to urge them to allow them in session 5 on 

Thursday, I believe, Just wondering, Here is her message below: 

Could you "try" (as though I think we already know the answer) to call CTOPS on Monday to see if those two would let them attend time CTOPS on Thursday/Friday? 

Please just try per request of 4th floor, 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Original Message 

From: Jennifer Townsend 

To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 6/12/2010 3:20:12 PM 

Subject: HIST 125? 

have you ever had a student take this class: http:/!history.unc.edu/courses/fall 2010 syllabi/Hist%20125 Brundage.pdf? It doesn’t look bad at all I just wanted to make sure 

that we haven’t been burned by it before. 



Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 2:51 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS sessions 

Thanks so much for your efforts! We are going to discuss these options and I’ll hit you back asap!! 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimJelee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/14/2010 1:23 PM >>> 
Hey, 

Here is what CTOPS said about session 5. Let me know what you would like me to tell them: 

Unfortunately, we are at capacity in session 5 as well You have three 

students that need to be placed, but I don’t have any sessions coming up 
that have seating for all three. Here is what I can do: I have one seat 

available for each of the next three sessions, starting with session 6 
(so, 6, 7, and 8)~ I can put      in session 6,      in session 7, 

and       in session 8. If this works, let me know and I can take 

care of it today. If not, and they will need to be in class during 

those sessions, the only thing I can do is place them into session 16 

(August 19 20). Please advise. 

Thanks, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962 8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jairnie Lee <jairnielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 3:01 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS sessions 

HeyJenn, 

Here’s an idea...could we by any chance just put them in session 13, J uly 26th 27th?? It says it is open online and that way it will not interfere with their summer school class. 

Before I try to enroll them in that session, do you think they could accommodate all 3 in session 13. 

Sorry to keep bothering you. Just trying to avoid them missing class :/ 

.l::-~i r~"~:i:~: .i...<::.: 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/14/2010 1:23 PM >>> 
Hey, 

Here is what CTOPS said about session 5. Let me know what you would like me to tell them: 

Unfortunately, we ere ot capacity in session 5 os well. You hove three 

students that need to be pieced, but I don’t hove any sessions coming up 

that hove seating for all three. Here is whet I con do: I hove one seat 

available for each of the next three sessions, sterling with session 6 
(so, 6, 7, and 8). I con put,     in session 6,      in session 7, 

end       in session 8. If tl~is works, let me know end I con take 

care of it tode)< If not, and they will need to be in class during 
those sessions, the only thing I con do is piece them into session 16 

(August 19 20). Please advise. 

Thanks, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962 8304 

scadett@unc.edu 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 3:36 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: CTOPS sessions 

Let’s go for it!! We would like for them to be enrolled in the 3 different sessions and we’ll make it work! thanks!!!!!!! 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/14/2010 1:23 PM >>> 
Hey, 

Here is what CTOPS said about session 5. Let me know what you would like me to tell them: 

Unfortunately, we are at capacity in session 5 as well You have three 

students that need to be placed, but I don’t have any sessions coming up 

that have seating ]:or al! three. Here is what I can do: I have one seat 

available ]:or each o]: the next three sessions, starting with session 6 
(so, 6, 7, and 8). I can put,      in session 6,      in session 7, 

and       in session 8. I]:this works, let me know and I can take 

care o]: it today. If not, and they wil! need to be in class during 

those sessions, the only thing I can do is place them into session 16 

(August 19 20). Please advise. 

Thanks, 

Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962 8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 4:53 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: CTOPS sessions 

Depending on when they register, i plan to have them in class the whole time and then send along thats what CTOPS gets for doing this! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 6/15/2010 11:37 AM > > > 
FY[....[ know on the first day, they should be able to make it to their class for at least an hour, but [ am not sure what the best arrangement should be for the second day. Let 

me know if you need help in figuring out what their schedule is. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu > 6/15/2010 8:26 AM > > > 

Hi Jenn, 
The following students are in the following sessions: 

Session 7 

Session 6, Group 15 E 

Session 8 

I am also sending an updated athletics roster your way. Please let me 

know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 

CB #5490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962 8304 

scarlettQunc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmaJl.com> 

Wedne sday, ,7: 52 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Second Session 

Sounds great! See you then. 

On Tue, 

Hi, 

at 3:52 PM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s have you come in on Friday so you can at least get familiar with the students and their classes. I think you should be all set with payroll, but I will ask to make sure. 

I’ll see you on Friday, Let me knowif anything comes up, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> <1 ~gmail.com> 

Jenn, 

8:33 AM >>> 

No worries! After 1:15 works great. What day would you like me to start coming in? Do I need to go to the finance dept. to sign any paper work? (I knowI am already 

on the pay roll with football). 

On Fri, at 2:58 PM, Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

I am sorry I am such a flake about returning e mails. The guys are in class from 9:45 until 1, so I won’t need help until after 1:15 anyway. Will that work for you? 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > <j ~mail.com > 2:27 PM > > > 

Hi Jenn, 

I just wanted to check in with you about working second session. My schedule has changed just a little bit because I am taking some summer courses at NCCU and 

they are in the mornings so Iwanted to make sure that we carl both still be on the same schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

¯ < @earthlink.net> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation 

Jenn, 

I will be at orientation on Monday and Tuesday On the schedule for those days they have us meeting with an adviser the morning of the second day. Is this when I 

should meet with you? My cell number is in case you need to call me. 

I have a couple of questions before I come - the worksheets and class info. are confusing ..and I am trying to get a list together of course options for the fall. 

I plan to major in some type of math or science field (Biomedical Engineering/biochemistryimath.. etc) so if you could look at my questions below and let me know what the best options 

are for me .. 

1) English: I got a 690 on the writing section of the SAT. From what I read I think I am exempt from the English 101 and 102 classes (6hours credit) ..am I correct? If I am exempt do I 

need to take any other English if my major doesn’t require it? (I would prefer not to if I don’t have to) 

2) Foreign language: I took the online Spanish test - the results said I placed into Spanish 204. I believe I have to take 204 and when I pass I also get credit for 203 (3 hours)..? (please 

confirm) Am I required to take Spanish 204 for math/science major? I am not that interested in continuing Spanish if it is not required., although getting 6 credits for one Spanish class is 

a good thing 

3) Math: I scored 760 on math section on SAT. I scored 770 on Math 2 subject test. I took AP Calc AB and got a 5 last year. I took AP Calc BC this year and although I don’t have results 

yet I am pretty sure I will get a 5 on that as well. I took AP statistics last year and got a 5. 

Again, my understanding is that I would get credit for Math 110P Math 231 and Math 232 for a total of 6 hours and would place into Math233..correct? 

Also, I would get credit for Statistics 155 (3 hours)..correct? 

Please let me know if I am on the right track here and what your advice would be as far as appropriate courses and how many hours credit I will actually start out with .... 

On a different note, I sent UNC my SAT scores (including subject tests)., do I need to send something for AP tests or just bring results that were sent to me? 

Sorry for the long email, but I am just trying to come to orientation prepared! 

Thanks!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jennifer Townsend 

Sent: 5:27 PM 

To:, @earthlink.net 

Subject: Orientation 

Hi, 

Christy forwarded me your e-mail about Orientation. I would definitely be happy to meet with you during CTOPs to help you pick out your classes. Probably the easiest thing for 

you to do would be to e-mail me or call me the week before you come here so that we can set up a time. 

Also, make sure you are following the Orientation checklist about taking your placement exams and making sure you bring the appropriate materials with you. 

Hope you are having a good last couple of months. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Wednesday, 12:36 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Orientation 

Hi Jennifer! I actually just landed! I’ll talk to rny Dad and let you know when would be best for rne to meet with you! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 12:11:05 0400 

To: < @gmail.com > 

Subject: Orientation 

Hi, 
I hope you are having a good summer so far. [ don’t know if you remember, but I am the academic counselor for the team. I wanted to see if we could set 

up a time to meet when you are here for Orientation. You have a couple of choices for when we can meet. We can either meet during lunch tomorrow or Friday. Or we can 

meet during your dinner tirne tomorrow or at 7:15 on Friday morning. Let me know which would work best for you, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 16, 2010 12:56 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Scott Amato <samato@email.unc.edu> 

Laptops for Students in 2nd Summer Session 

Jenn, 
For our incoming student athletes who are not attending CTOPS until later sessions but need their laptops to start 2nd session, we have been told to have them contact Scott 

Amato directly to figure out a time for them to pick up their laptops. Scott is our contact with the RamShop, and his email address is samato@email.unc.edu. 

So can contact him directly to figure out a time that works for him to get his laptop, i’m copying Scott on this email so that he will be expecting ~ email. 

Did order a laptop through the CC] program? I’m not sure if Scott is the appropriate person for him to contact, so ] would suggest that he contact the 

CCI folks directly to find out how he can get his computer in advance of his CTOPS session (http:/!cci.unc.edu/contact cci.html). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: < @aol.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:41 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: econ class: ECON 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sul~ject: econ class: ECONI 
From: i < 
To: 
CC: 

.~email.unc.edu> 

Hi Guys, 

I wi 11 be teaching your Econ    class. I have attached LAST SUK4MER’s syllabus above You may have an idea about the structure of the class It would be great if you can have the book 
as soon as possible. We are going to use www coursecompass com. [ am going to post the assignments and grades there So, make sure that the book you purchase has coursecompass 
subscription. I will provide the course code as soon as possible, so that you can register to coursecompass 

see you soon, 



From: < @aol.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd:i - PLEASE READ: COMM 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From: 
To: 
CC: 

- PLEASE READ: COMM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Hello Comm    students, 

In anticipation of our first chss on Thursday please download and read our syllabus. It can be found on Blackboard under Course Infurmatiun 

Also, please print and fill out the Student Survey, available un Blackboard, and bring it to our first class on Thursday. 

If you have any questions, :feel free tu emai] me. I luok furward tu meeting all ofyuu un Thursday! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~aol.com~ 

Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Reminder: Assignment tbr Tomorrow: COMM 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Reminder: Assignment for TomolTow: COV]M 
From: < @email.unc.edu> 
To: 
CC: 

Remember to print out the Student Survey from Blackboard and bring it to class already filled out tomorrow We will use them in class. 

Also, print the syllabus so that you can :follow along as we discuss it. 

Do not bring laptops to class (I’11 explain why tomorrow!) 

See you soon, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Michelle Ann <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi All- 

Below is the FedEx tracking number for the final transcript for 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director d Undergraduate Admissions 

University d North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpvecha(i~,admissions.u nc.edu 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
62-9149 (fax) 

Thanks! 



From: @email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fw: Grade 

4:37 PM 

Sere on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBen7® 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Diane Groff <groff@emaihunc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 16:29:55 
To: < .~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Grade 

Hi" 

I am glad that you contacted me. Looks like there was a miscommunication 
between myself and someone who works up in the office Your change of 
grade form had not been submitted yet. I just completed another one. It 
will go in early tomorrow morning 

:lust so that you know you earned a 
late so that dropped it to a 

on your paper but then it was 

With the addition of those points your final grade in the course went 
from a 

P]ease ]et me know if you have other problems with the grade being 
changed. Hope your summer is going well 

Dr Groff 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> I)r. Grolt. 
> Hello, we haven’t talked in a while and I just wanted to inform you that my grade has not been changed yet on student central I heard it takes a long time to change that is why I haven’t 
bothered you about it, but my academic advisor feels it should have been changed by now I hope we can work this out, because I really need to figure in my grade with my GPA to calculate 
what my goal needs to be for a class I’m in now to be eligible this falh Sorry for the inconvenience and thank you if you understand. 
> 

> 

> Sent on the Sprint(~¢ Now Network from my BlackBerry® 

Dr Diane G. Grof[; LRT/CTRS 
Associate Professor - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Recreation and Leisure Studies Specialization 
Co-Director Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 
CB# 8700 26-G Fetzer Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0534 
groff@email.mlc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com 

Wednesday, 8:58 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Orientation 

I can meet with you tomorrow- during lunch! I think tomorrow night the girls on the team are golma take me to dinner! 
...... Original iVlessage ...... 
From: Jelmifer Townsend 
To:             @gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Orientation 
Sent:             8:55 PM 

Okay. I am glad you got in safely. 

Jenn 
..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: <, @gmail.com> 
To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
To: <             @gmail corn> 

Sent: 12:36:10 PM 
Subject: Re: Orientation 

Hi Jelmifer! I actually just landed’. I’ll talk to my Dad and let you know when would be best for me to meet with you’. 
Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
][)abe: Wed, 12:11:05 
To: < ~gmail.com> 
Sulzject: Orientation 

Hi, 

I hope you are having a good summer so far. I don’t know if you remember, but I am the academic counselor for the_                    team. I wanted to see if we could set up a time to meet 
when you are here for Orientation. You have a couple of choices for when we can meet We can either meet during lunch tomorrow or Friday Or we can meet during your dinner time 
tomorrow or at 7:15 on Friday morning. Let me know which would work best for you. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Smdent-Ath]etes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (Jhx) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com 

Thursday, 6:50 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Orientation 

Ok! What’s your phone number? 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Jelmifer Townsend 
To:             @gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Orientation 
Sent:             10:45 PM 

Okay. Just call me when u get out of the last morning session and I will tell you where to go to meet with me 

Jenn 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: <, ~gmail.com> 
To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
To: <             2~gmail corn> 

Sent: 8:57:32 PM 
Subject: Re: Orientation 

I can meet with you tomorrow- during lunch! I think tomorrow night the girls on the team are golma take me to dinner! 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Jennifer Townsend 
To:             @gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Orientation 
Sent:             8:55 PM 

Okay. I am glad you got in safely. 

Jenn 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: <~ @gmail.com> 
To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
To: <               ~gmail corn> 

Sent: 12:36:10 PM 
Subject: Re: Orientation 

Hi Jennifer! I actually just landed! I’ll talk to my Dad and let you know when would be best for me to meet with you! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> 
[)ate: Wed, 12:11:05 
To: < @gmaii.com> 
Sut~iect: Orientation 

Hi,    r: 

I hope you are having a good summer so far. I don’t know if you remember, but I am the academic comlselor for the                  team. I wanted to see if we could set up a time to meet 
when you are here for Orientation. You have a couple of choices for when we can meet. We can either meet during lunch tomorrow o1 Friday. Or we can meet during your dinner time 
tomolTow or at 7:15 on Friday molTling. Let me know which would work best for you. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBertsz 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBetrj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<~] ~aol.com~ 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: how to enroll: ECON 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: how to enroll: ECON 
From: < 
To: 
CC: 

’@email.unc.edu> 

Guys, 

I have attached a document showing how to enroll in our course on coursecompass. Our course ID is 

Let me know if there is a problem 

see you soon, 

¯ Just follow the instructions on the document attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

afcamero@emaJl.uuc.edu 

Thursday, 5:29 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: , and COMM 

Hi Jenn, 

I left a message for you this afternoon and I’ll call again tomorrow, 
but I just wanted to give you a heads tap      completed his make-u p 
work and did a nice job Alas, he has not turned in his take-home exam 
which was due to me via e-mail by 5pm yesterday (Weds.) I e-mailed 
him, but haven’t yet received a response I’ve given      an 
Incomplete for the course which, as I understand it, officially gives 
him 8 weeks into the next semester to turn in the missing work before 
his grade turns automatically to an F. However, continued lateness 
will bring down his exam grade He needs to get this to me ASAP. 

Also, we used our scheduled exam periode on Monday the     to do final 
performance projects,      called me the night before to ask if his 
group could go first, because he was flying out in the middle of the 
scheduled exam time to be present at a press conference. Part of the 
point of the pert;armance proj ects is not just to perform your own work 
but to watch and critique the other students work While I am 
ordinarily inclined to be lenient when circumstances appear to be 
beyond a student’s cuntrul, given       previous extended absence, I 
am forced tu question his engagement in and cummitment tu the cuurse 
In any event, his participation grade did suffer as a result of his 
early departure. 

Sorry tu bear bad news so late in the game, but if] gets this to 
me innnndiately, he can still pass the course. 

thanks and I’ll be in touch with you tumurrow, 

Camerun 

Quoting Jennifer Tuwnsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

>Iti, 
> 

> l just received word frum 
>              ,’ and so he did not remm frum          last night 
> as expected-He said that he has been in tuuch with his group 

> members. At this puint, I am very cuncerned about his ability to be 
> successful in the course. If there is anyway that you cuuld let me 
> knuw if he will still be able to make up the work, I would appreciate 
> it. 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> 

> Jetm 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nolth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> <afcamero@crnail.unc. edu> 5:35 PM >>> 
> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> Yes, : told me about and we’ll work out an alternative 
> to project 1 when he’s able to come back to class. 
> 

> thanks, 
> 

> Cameron Ayres 
> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi, Professor Ayres: 
>> 

>> My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. I wanted to check in 
>> with you because , who is on the : team, is 
>> in your COMM __ _ class this sun~mer has told me that he has 
>> been in contact with you about going hometo I 
>> just wanted to make sure that he made arrangements with you about 
>> making tap al’iy work he missed Will he be able to make up Project 1 
>> that he will miss tomorrow? 
>> 
>> AW information you could give me would be appreciated 



>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Jenn 
>> 

>> Jenn Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program %r Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: afcamero@emaJl.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 8:55 AM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: and COMM 

Hi Jenn, 

paper was in my inbox this morning. 

Cameron 

Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>: 

>Hi, 
> 

> I just received word from : that he is still recovering 
> from last night 
> as expected He said that he has been in touch with his group 
> members. At this point, I am verb, concerned about his abilit5’ to be 
> successful in the course. If there is anyway that you could let me 
> know if he will still be able to make up the work, I would appreciate 
;>it. 

;> 

> Thanks so much, 
;> 

> Jenn 
;> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program fur Student-Athletes 
> University ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.’262-8247 (fax) 
;> 

;> 

;> 

>>;>> <~fcamero@email.unc. edu> 5:35 PM ;>>> 
> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> Yes, told me about and we’ll work out an alternative 
> to project 1 when he’s able to come back to class 
;> 

> thanks, 
;> 

> Cameron Ayres 
;> 

> Quoting Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi, Professor Ayres: 
;>> 

>> *iy name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. I wanted to check in 
>> with you because who is on the team, is 
>> in your COMM class this sutnnler, has told rue that he has 
>> been in contact with you about going hometo                   . I 
>> just wanted to make sure that he made arrangements with youabout 
>> making up any work he missed. Will he be able to make up Project 1 
>> that he will miss tomorrow? 
>;> 

>> Any information you could give me would be appreciated. 
>;> 

>> Thaaks[ 
>;> 

>> Jenn 
>;> 

>> Jerm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (,fax) 
;>> 

>;> 

;> 

;> 

;> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net 

Monday,, 1:49 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw* 

Re: Orientation 

Jennifer - 
This is . Your email came through on her phone and she asked me to get back to you and see if lunch on Thurs. would be OK. You can 
get back to her on this email and she will get your reply. 

Thanks, 

..... Original Message .... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ¢b.comcast.net 
Sent: Monday, 10:16:58 AM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central 
Subject: Orientation 

Hi, 
I hope you are having a good summer so far. I don’t know if you remember, but I am the academic counselor for the team. I 
wanted to see if we could set up a time to meet when you are here for Orientation. You have a couple of choices for when we can meet. We can 
either meet during lunch or dinner on Thursday (unfortunately, I will be gone on Friday). Let me know which would work best for you. 
Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edw* 

Re: Orientation 

Jenn, 
Just wanted to let you know that we have had to reschedule orientation time to We received word last night that her 

tomorrow instead’Chapel Hill. If that date changes I will let you know. I was concerned that beinq that 

late would make it more difficult for her to sign up for classes but they assured me they block classes out for each session. I was telling      that 
in retrospect the one thing we blew on our part was her missing the SAT math subject test. We didn’t catch that she needed it and was actually 
going to have her take it for practice but attempted to sign up to late to take it in the area. She had to drop Calculus this past fall because of her 

and recruiting schedules. She ended up having to miss several days each week which then made it impossible to keep up with the 
classwork. She scored something like 710 on the regular SAT and is prepared to take the subject test next Oct. in Chapel Hill if necessary to get 
the math she needs. We may even look into her taking something here second session this summer if that helps. Will keep in touch on the date - 

..... Original Message .... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:~ @comcast.net 
Sent: Monday, 2:19:12 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central 
Subject: Re: Orientation 

Lunch on Thursday will be fine. Just call me at 
my office. 
Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

when you get done with your morning sessions and I will direct you how to get back to 

>>> < @comcast.net> 1:48 PM >>> 
Jennifer - 
This is . Your email came through on her phone and she asked me to get back to you and see if lunch on Thurs. would be OK. You can 
get back to her on this email and she will get your reply. 
Thanks, 

..... Original Message .... 
From: "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @comcast.net 
Sent: Monday, 10:16:58 AM GMT -06:00 US!Canada Central 
Subject: Orientation 

Hi, 
I hope you are having a good summer so far. I don’t know if you remember, but I am the academic counselor for the team. I 
wanted to see if we could set up a time to meet when you are here for Orientation. You have a couple of choices for when we can meet. We can 
either meet during lunch or dinner on Thursday (unfortunately, I will be gone on Friday). Let me know which would work best for you. 
Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 24, 2010 5:55 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Assignments for Friday and Monday 

Go have a Great time. Win a 1,000,000 and retire to St. ThomasJ 
I think          and have houses there. HA 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/24/2010 5:51 PM >>> 
Here are the assignments for the guys on Friday and Monday when I am gone. 
Friday and Monday and       and          ECON tutor will also be there. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
Have a good weekend, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

will be there to supervise the freshmen at 1:30 on both 



FFom: < 

Sent: Sunday, 8:36 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

~ymail.com> 

Hi Jen! 

I accidentally scheduled a class from 8-8:50 a.m., since my practice ends at 81 need to switch out of that class. I didn’t get into biology 101 or either of the 

sociaFbehavioml sciences: EXSS 050 or Sociology. Is there any way I can get into those classes? 

Thanks! 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jmwn~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Subject: just a couple of things 

Hi Jenn, 
I hope your summer’s going well and you’re staying cool in this terrible 
heat[ I have two questions when you get a chance. One: I guess my 
reimbursement for my summerschool books hasn’t gone through yet because the 
charge is still on my card as of right now. Do you know when that will 
clear or do I need to do anything to expedite that process? And two: Is it 
possible to get a copy of my fall schedule on university letterhead or a 
"certificate of enrollment" from you that basically validates that I’m a 
Ihll-time student here--we need one or the other for insurance purposes 
Thanks Jeun and I’ll hopefially talk to you soon! 

p s-~-any word from the academic all-ACC people? 



From: < ~earthlink.net~; 

Sent: Monday, 12:37 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: ~hedule 

Hi Jen! 
Pretty’ much the only classes that I got that I want are Math     and that Drama class. Here is my schedule: 

Math , Drama ................ 
LFIT SOCI , NIASC 

The MASC    is a marine science course Is there any way you would be able to help me get into Chem 101 on Tu/Th from 2 to 3:15 and Spanish 204? Those are the classes I am yew 
interested in taking along with Math I am not as concerned with the electives. Also, am I allowed to take Chem 102? I think my math scores may place me into it but I’m not sure. 
Thanks for all of your help! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @gmaJl.com’- 

Monday, 3:03 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw* 

Re: A ssignments 

Update.docx 

Hi Jenn, 

Attached is an update on file guys. Every�]ling went well. 

On Thu, at 5:41 PM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

Here is the list of assignments for Friday and Monday.        t will be gone Monday and both he and        will be working with the ECON tutor on Friday. Iwould 

make sure to ask them, though, how their outline drafts are coming for COMM    . They are due Monday. 

already hasagood start on hJsoutline for his speech. He does need to create a works cited page. He needs five sources ] belJeve we found at least three 

today (he is also supposed to interview his grandmother which should count for a source). I think he needs a periodical article for his last source. 

My office door should be unlocked. Please feel free to call if you have any questions or problems. 

Thanks so much, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: L< @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Class: COMM 

Attach: schedule.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Class: COMM 
[)abe: Sat, 22:57:08 -0400 (EDT) 
From: <~ @email unc edu> 
To: "COMM .... 

I made a small adjustment to the class schedule that only impacts the next 
three days or so. I have attached the up-to-date schedule in this email We 
will read chapter 4 for Tuesday instead of Monday, and chapter 5 for 
Wednesday instead of Tuesday. See the schedule for full details 

Also I’ve had a cra~" busy weekend, but ! think I will have your quizzes 
ready to be returned on Monday If not Monday definitely Tuesday Also, 
please remember the first papers are due Wednesday Check the syllabus for 
details. And also don’t hesitate to email me with questions. Peace. 

;,M.A 
Doctoral Student 
Department of Communication Studies 

The University o17 North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: < @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:24 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: 1NLS 

Hi, Jenn 

is in the range now. 

missed class Monday, for which he admitted he had not excuse. He missed the test today, he said because his __                               . We will 

talk about this tomorrow. His class participation is good, and his homework is good, when he tams it in. He missed the laser one. Again1, I will get on him for it, 

because he is a very capable young man. 

, on the other hand doesn’t say much, though when he does it is quite valuable. He obviously doesn’t stud)’, because he did "terribly on the last quiz. He never 

made arrangements to make up the quiz (the first) he missed. On the other hand, his homework is good. 

On Tue~ at 11:33 AM, Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend(Fbuncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi, Professor Hassell: 

My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Program for Student athletes, Three of our n              alayers (’ 
) are in your INLS    class this summer, I just wanted to check in with you and see how they are performing so far. Any 

information you have about their attendance, participation, assignment grades and overall standing in the class would be appreciated, I also wanted to check and see if 
made up the quiz he missed last week. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: Lew Hassell < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:24 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: 1NLS 

Woops, sorry, I didn’t "sign off’ ... bad manners 

Cheers 

Lew 

On Tue, 

tti, Jenn 

is in the range now. 

at 1:23 PM, Lew ttassell < ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

missed class Monday, for which he admitted he had not excuse. He missed the tesl today, he said because_                                _                                    . We will 

talk about this tomorrow. His class participation is good, and his homework is goo& when he turns it in. He missed the last one. Again~ I will get on him for it, 

because he is a very capable young man. 

on the other hand doesn’t say much, though when he does it is quite valuable. He obviously doesn’t stady, because he did terribly on the last quiz. He never 

made axrangements to make up the quiz (the first) he missed. On the other hand, his homework is good. 

On Tue, at 11:33 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Professor Hassell: 

My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Program for Student athletes. Three of our               players ( 

) are in your [NLS    class this summer. I just wanted to check in with you and see how they are performing so far. 

Any information you have about their attendance, participation, assignment grades and overall standing in the class would be appreciated. I also wanted to check 

and see if      made up the quiz he missed last week. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:28 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: Comm Paper.doc 



From: Lew Hassell < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:32 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: 1NLS 

Oh, and by the way, I emailed my individual comments to each of the students. It is not that I do not trus~t you to lepresent what I said, but it is a matter of ethics with 

me ... I never mention someone in an email unless I CC them. (Of course, I couldn’t CC them because they would have seen what I said about other s~ldents, so I just 

sent them the quote about them.) 

Cheers 

On Tue,            at 1:24 PM, Lew ttassell < 

Woops, ~rry, I didn’t "sign oil~’ _. bad manners 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Cheers 

On Tue, at 1:23 PM, Lew Hassell < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, Jenn 

is in the range now. 

missed class Monday, for which he admitted he had not excuse, tte missed the test today, he said because_                                _                                    . We 

will talk about this tomorrow, ttis class participation is good, and his homework is good, when he turns it in. He missed the last one. Again, I will get on him tbr 

it, because he is a very capable young man. 

, on the other hand doesn’t say much, though when he does it is quite valuable. He obviously doesn’t study, because he did tembly on the last quiz. He 

never made arrmlgements to make up the quiz (the first) he missed. On the other hand, his homework is good. 

On Tue, at 11:33 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Professor Hassell: 

My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Program for Student athletes, Three of our               players ( 

) are in your INLS    class this summer. I just wanted to check in with you and see how they are performing so far. 

Any information you have about their attendance, participation, assignment grades and overall standing in the class would be appreciated. I also wanted to check 

and see if      made up the quiz he missed last week. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 2:38 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Thanks Jen, I spoke to yesterday and no grades as of then. he thought he had maybe a b and c going into the finals. How was vegas? 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 6/30/2010 1:54 PM >>> 

Here is an e mail from INLS    instructor: 

is in the     "ange now, 

He received an on his first test for his EXSS i class, He has turned in other assignments but has not received grades for them yet. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<       ~emal.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             2:57 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

main point and outline template 

Man Point 1.docx; OutlineTemplate.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lew Hassell < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 1NLS 

Jenn 

I had lots of studems around me today. Just for your reference, besides the PhD and being 60, I use to be a competitive power lifter, an avid wreck diver, and a 

martial arlist forfllelast25yeaJ:s. I can talk to these kids on their own terms. I’llbe administering     missed quiz tomormw (I didn’t realize he was so famous._ my 

son and wife told me).      . though less famous, will also get a "spanking" from me. They are both really nice kids. I’ll help them in whatever way I can. 

I’ll be in touch. 

Cheers 

Lew Hassell 

On Wed, at 5:03 PM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks so much for the information. I really appreciate it. I spoke with both and      about their missing class and missing work. 

quiz tomorrow. Did      speak with you today about his missing quiz grade? 

Thanks again, 

told me he is making up his 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Lew Hassell < @gmail.com> 1:31 PM >>> 

Oh, and by the way, I emailed my individual comments to each of the students. It is not that [ do not trust you to represent what I said, but it is a matter of ethics with 

me ... I never mention someone in an email unless I CC them. (Of course, I couldn’t CC them because they would have seen what [ said about other students, so [just 

sent them the quote about them.) 

Cheers 

On Tue,            at 1:24 PM, Lew Hassell < 

Woops, sorry, I didn’t "sign off" .,. bad manners 

~mail.com > wrote: 

Cheers 

On Tue, at 1:23 PM, Lew Hassell < @qmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, Jenn 

is in the range now. 

missed class Monday, for which he admitted he had not excuse. He missed the test today, he said because                                      . We will 

talk about this tomorrow. His class participation is good, and his homework is good, when he turns it in. He missed the last one. Again, I will get on him for it, 

because he is a very capable young man. 

, on the other hand doesn’t say much, though when he does it is quite valuable. He obviously doesn’t study, because he did terribly on the last quiz. He never 

made arrangements to make up the quiz (the first) he missed. On the other hand, his homework is good. 

On Tue, at 11:33 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Professor Hassell: 

My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Program for Student athletes. Three of our players 

) are in your INLS    class this surnrner. [just wanted to check in with you and see how they are performing 

so far. Any information you have about their attendance, participation, assignment grades and overall standing in the class would be appreciated. I also wanted 

to check and see if made up the quiz he missed last week, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @gmaJl.com~ 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Update 

Update.docx 

Hey Jenn, 

Evelything went great today. I let the guys go early cause eveD~one worked well and there is not much going on tomonow or Tuesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

<        ~windstream.net> 

Sunday, 2:48 PM 

Jen Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP exams 

Jen, 
I just got my AP exam scores and I was wondering ify’all had gotten them to and what classes I would place into/out of with my scores. My scores are: 

Calc AB- 3 

French- 4 

Psych- 5 

Thank~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmaJ.com~ 

Tuesday, 9:05 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw* 

Re: Update 

Okay...see yon on Frida!! 

,.2 

On Tue, 

Thanks, 

at 11:40 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

. I appreciate your help. 

You also won’t have to come in tomorrow because the guys have to go their passport photos taken at 2:00, So, they won’t be having study hall, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> < ~,gmail.corn> 2:38 PM >>> 

Hey Jenn, 

Everything went great today. I let the guys go early cause everyone worked well and there is not much going on tomorrow or Tuesday. 



From: < ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: major 

I was thinking of doing National and Internatiunal Defense and Security 

Jemait?r Townsend wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 

> It is fine if you want to change your maj or, but you will have to change 
> most of your fall schedule. Really, the unly class that you will still 
> need is PORT    . You will still need a math class, but you won’t have 
> to take the business calculus if you don’t want You can keep all of the 
> other classes, but the?- would only count as electives Do you know what 
> concentration you want to do in the major? If you let me know, I can 
> make some suggestions of other classes that might work. 
> 

> Jerm 
> 

> Jeun Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of Nnrth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> < a)email unc edu> 5:35 PM >>> 
> Hey Jeunt 
> 

> So I decided that I want to change my major to peace, war, and defense 
> I know that is kind of random, but I don’t really see myself doing 
> anything with my current major. So since I want to change my major, I 
> was wondering if I should make some adjustments to my class schedule for 
> the fall! Let me know what you think!! 
> 

> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lew H&ssell < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 7:06 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 1NLS 

Hi, Jenn 

Yup. We’re all good. Especially A very sharp kid. (Yeah, I know, "young man" ... but I’m 60, so ...) 

Cheers 

On Fri, at 2:39 PM, Jennit:er Townsend ~jtownsend(a)uncaa.unc.edu:~ wrote: 

Hi, 

I hope you had a good holiday and that this week went well. I just wanted to make sure that 

in your class. Any information would be appreciated. 

Thanks again! 

Have a good weekend, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

have caught up with their assignments and quizzes 

>>> Lew Hassell < 

Jenn 

@gmail.com> 6:12 PM >>> 

I had lots of students around me today. Just for your reference, besides the PhD and being 60, I use to be a competitive power lifter, an avid wreck diver, and a martial 

artist for the last 25 years. I can talk to these kids on their own terms. I’ll be administering     missed quiz tomorrow (I didn’t realize he was so famous ... my son and 

wife told me).      , though less famous, will also get a "spanking" from me. They are both really nice kids. I’ll help them in whatever way I can. 

I’ll be in touch. 

Cheers 

Lew Hassell 

On Wed, at 5:03 PM, Jennifer Townsend <’townsend uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks so much for the information. I really appreciate it. I spoke with both 

his quiz tomorrow. Did speak with you today about his missing quiz grade? 

Thanks again, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

about their missing class and missing work. Will told me he is making up 

>>> Lew Hassell < @gmail.com> 1:31 PM >>> 

Oh, and by the way, Iemailed my individual comments to each of the students. It is not that I do not trust you to represent what I said, but it is a matter of ethics 

with me ... I never mention someone in an email unless I CC them. (Of course, I couldn’t CC them because they would have seen what I said about other students, so I 

just sent them the quote about them.) 

Cheers 

On Tue,            at 1:24 PM, Lew Hassell < 

Woops, sorry, I didn’t "sign off" ... bad manners 

@gmail.com > wrote: 

Cheers 



On Tue, at 1:23 PM, Lew Hassell < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, Jenn 

is in the range now. 

missed class Monday, for which he admitted he had not excuse. He missed the test today, he said because I                                        . We 

will talk about this tomorrow. His class participation is good, and his homework is good, when he turns it in. He missed the last one. Again, I will get on him for 

it, because he is a very capable young man, 

", on the other hand doesn’t say much, though when he does it is quite valuable, He obviously doesn’t study, because he did terribly on the last quiz. He 

never made arrangements to make up the quiz (the first) he missed. On the other hand, his homework is good. 

On Tue, at 11:33 AM, Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Professor Hassell: 
My name is Jenn Townsend and I am an Academic Counselor for the Academic Support Program for Student athletes. Three of our 

) are in your ]NLS    class this summer. Ijust wanted to check in with you and see how they are 

performing so far. Any information you have about their attendance, participation, assignment grades and overall standing in the class would be 

appreciated. I also wanted to check and see if made up the quiz he missed last week. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

players 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday,, 12:03 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fw: WK 7 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: 
Sul~iect: Re: "¢~,~<2 7 
Sent:             2:26 PM 

Got 6 and 7, thanks 

On , at 11:54 PM, wrote: 

> 

> <SOCI- WK-7.rtf><SOCI- WK-6.rtf> 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBenT® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Opinion paper..doc 



From: < ~email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Monday, 1:13 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtownmnd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: Fwd: Re: (no subject) 

Attach: Opinion paper..doc 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:37 AM 

To: Jen Town~nd <jk~wnsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: lhll 

He?’ Jen! 

I hope you’re summer is going well! I was actually in Chapel Hill last 
week and saw the tear down of the AC! How sad. 

Anyway, I was looking at my fall schedule and it says I’m in 15 hours 
but my print making art course is not showing I thought that was kind 
of weird and was wondering if you had any intbrmation about that. 

Thanks, i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com on behalf of 

¯ <         @windstream.net> 

Saturday, 9:39 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: AP exams 

Jenn- - 

If you wouldn’t mind going ahead and dropping French    for me I would appreciate that. As far as the other classes I need to get add, I am on the waitlist for EXSS 

[ and would like to add EXSS " if that is possible. In addition to the EXSS    I would also like to add Biology 

I understand that it is getting late in the process, however I am wondering what is the best way to go atxmt changing nay class when the system reopens. Is there any 

way that you could help me out? In my ideal world, this semester I would be taking Biol         ,, Engl    , Dram    , EXSS    , and EXSS    . I know that as 

a freshman I am the last to register, but I would greatly appreciate any help that you could provide as my current schedule does not truly meat may of my needs as I am 

in 2 classes that I already have credit for (Engl 101 and FREN 204) and 2 Drama classes (115 and 160) and I would pret}r to not use up 2 electives on drama in my 

first semester. What is the best way for me to go about getting the best possible schedule for next year? 

Thank You 

On Tue, at 10:40 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, i: 

Congratulations on your scores. All of them will give you credit, 

Here are your placements: 

Calc=you will receive credit for MATH 231 (Calculus) which is 3 credits and you will have your MATH ZZ0 placement waived which means you will be able to take any 

math class you would like. 

French=you will received credit for FREN 203 and 204 (6 credits) and will be done with your foreign language requirement. 

Psyc=you will receive credit for PSYC 101 (3 credits) 

We will need to drop your FREN    class for fall. Do you want me to go ahead and do that for you? We should also try to find two more classes. Do you have any 
thoughts on what you would like to take? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> <. @windstream.net> 2:47 PM >>> 

Jen, 

I just got my AP exam scores and I was wondering if y’all had gotten them to and what classes I would pJace into/out of with rny scores. My scores are: 

Calc AB 3 

French 4 

Psych 5 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com on behalf of 

] < @windstream.net> 

Sunday, ~ 8:20 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fall Schedule 

Jenn, 

Sorry about sending nmltiple emails this weekend. I was just looking over the schedule that I sent you last night and I came up with one that I tJlink would work better 

with my         ,schedule. 

My ideal schedule would be ENGL,                     ), EXSS                 ;), EXSS    ,                ), CHEM                                                             ,                ), and 

DRAM               :). I don’t know if you can do this for me or ifI need to do this when the system reopens. IfI do need to do it I was wondering if you could 

give me a)me hints on how I should go atxmt getting my ideal schedule. 

ThaJlks tbr all your patience m~d help!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Monday, ~ 1:47 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fw: WK 10 Les~m Assignment 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: 
Subject: Re: ; WK 10 Lesson Assigmnent 
Sent:            12:29 Pivl 

Got it, thal~ks 

On ), at 11:40 PM, wrote: 

> Here is my week 10 lesson assignment. 
> 

> 

> [<SOCI -WK-10 rtf> 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network fl-oltq my BlackBenT® 



From: ~< ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:59 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jmwn~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Subject: book report 

Attach: new book report.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, ,12:14 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fw: paper 9 re-writes: SOCI 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry [] 

From: < @tmc.edtr~ 

Date: Mon, 19:26:14 -0400 (EDT) 

To: "SOCI ’:;<Invalid address> 

Subject: paper 9 re-writes: SOCI 

Hi students, 

As I’m sure most of you have noticed, paper 9 was not your stronges!! An overwhehning number of you missed the mmk and earned uncharacteristically low grades. 

Because I’m concerned that you learn the material before the final, and because the grades were so much lower than your other assignments, I’m going to offer a one 

time only re-write opportunity for this assignment alone. 

Ifyoffd like to make corrections to paper 9, yon may submit a new draft by Wednesday at noon. I will average the old and new grades for your final grade. I know 

that’s not a lot of time, but given that you have my comments and we’re so close to the final exam, I hope you are able to produce work that is more indicative of your 

abilities. 

Please feel t?ee to let me know if you have any questions, though I won’t oiler tEedback beyond what I’ve already sent you via email. 

Hope this helps, 



From: <1 ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Subject: work cited 

http://res earchnews, osu. eduJ archiveicrimsur~, htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fw: Week 9 Rewrite 

12:09 PM 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: 
Sul~lect: Re: Week 9 Rewrite 
Sent:            12:02 PM 

Got it, thanks ’. 

On , at 1 l:59AM, __     wrote: 

> Here is my week 9 lesson assignment rewrite. Thanks for allowing us 
> this 
> opportunity. 
> 

> <SOCI-    WK-9.rff> 

Sent on the Sprint@ Now Network iicom my BlackBelay® 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:43 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Study Guide 

COMM    studyguide.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edt> 

Wednesday, ,5:21 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: incomplete 

He?’ Jenn, 

The only thing I was missing was an evaluation from my supel~’isor at my 
internship I asked her to fax it in almost a week ago, but I think she 
just did it yesterday. Hopefully my grade will be changed by the end of the 
week Thanks for checking in’. 

On Wed:           12:07:16 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hey 
> 

> I was just checking on your IN grade in your JOUR class Do you still 
have 
> work to do for the class? Do you know when the teacher will change the 
> grade? 
> 

> Hope you are doing well, 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program ]k~r Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @charter.net> 

Friday, 12:25 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Books tbr S ummer School 

Hi Jenn, 

I’m so sorl7 to bother you during the stammer but rm tlying to get our bill sorted out and there is a lingering charge from the bookstore for $90.21 that appears to be summer school books 
I’m thinking that      is not purchasing her books correctly or bringing you the receipts or something since this is the second time we’ve had this issue (the other time was spring 
semester, if you remember). Anyhow, can you get with ~ : please to see if you all can get this resolved? We’ve asked her to take care of it all summer but she obviously hasn’t. 

Thanks so much, 



From: ~ < @me.com> 

Sent: Sunday-, 9:45 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtownmnd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: 

He?’ Jenn’. I never recewed Lesson 1 back with a grade??? Did you get anything back?? 

Sent from my iPhone 



|:~ ~." ~" ~, ~ ’T .~ :~i~ "|" O~~ 

~H~’P~Ft i~O°’~iL~t~S l~il~.~ ~i~7~.1~i~’} 

’~" !>¸ f~o~.~ {i~ ~ (~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Coach Joe Holladay 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete - Foreign Tour Summe= 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

to participate in a Foreign Tour this summer. I~ a student-athlete is not listed, he has not been 

cleared and may not compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you receive 

approvaL 

Eligible to Compete - Summer Semester 

. 

4. 

7. 

10. 

. 

5. 

8. 

. 

6. 

9. 

CC: Larry Gallo 

Lance Markos 

Amy Herman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 12:14 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

GroupWise target path 

Hello everyone, 

There has been a little confusion with GroupWise so I hope this is helpful information. 
If you modified the properties for your GroupWise icon on your desktop you may also need to modify the icon in your taskbar and in your startup folder. 

To do this for your icon in the start menu under ’All Programs’ then down to the ’Startup’ folder (not everyone will have GroupWise in this folder), rt click on the icon then go 
to properties and then you can copy or compare to what I have written below to be in the target field. 

Also if you hit the start button and you see the GroupWise icon there you may check to see if it also needs to be modified by right clicking on it and choosing ’Properties’ and 

looking at the Target path 

Target: (you may copy the below path and paste it into your target fields) 

"C:\Program Files\Novell\GroupWisekgrpwise.exe"/@u ? iipa gw.uncaa.unc.edu/ipp 1677 

If you have a GroupWise icon in your task bar area next to the start button then you may need to unpin the icon and then drag and pin from your GroupWise icon on your 

desktop that has already been modified with the new target path information. 

I hope this helps, I realize it can be confusing. 

Thanks, 

Christ~/ 

Christy Suits 
ITS Systems Consultant 
UNC Athletics 

Office: (919)843-5296 
Pager: 
Emaib Christy Suits@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 2:01 PM 

Christy Oarth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: QQ 

Christy: 
]t appears that we have: 

15 on ACC Honor Roll 

22 on ACC Honor Roll 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2125, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > Christy Garth <cgarth@u ncaa,unc.edu > 8/19/2010 12:28 PM > > > 
Jenn and Spencer: 

Do you know many of the 262 UNC athletes named to the ACC Academic HR were ?- # of men # of women please .... 

[ would be greatly appreciative! 

Christy 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Richard Southall <soutlaa]l@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:28 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

jtown~n@uncaa.unc.edu; Atkins, Cynthia D <’atkins@email.unc.edtr~ 

class selection and registration 

Hope your weekend was enjoyable and that you’re getting settled in. I wanted to drop you a note to remind you to check with Ms. Atkins to finalize your 

registration for courses. If you have any questions about the courses for which you should register, feel free to give me a call, come by, or email. While we suggest 

you take three SpAd grad courses (You also need to take the undergrad stats course EXSS 273 with Dr. Blackburn), you do have the final say on which three courses 

you want to take. We have suggested you take the EXSS 740, EXSS 744, & 746; if you want to substitute the Sport Law course (EXSS 748) for EXSS 746 you sure can. 

Thanks, 

Dr. S 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Wollen Hall 203D 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emaikunc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: www.unc.edu!depts!exercise!sport_administration!index.htm 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu!csri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 10:20 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Weekends for Swimming... 

Hey Folks! 

Just checking in ahead of schedule (Holy cow!) to talk to you both about our recruiting weekends. We are bringing people in on: 

Friday, September 17th 6 men / 5 women 

Friday September24th 4men/4women 

Friday October 8th 2 women 

Friday October 15th 2 women 

Clearly, our largest (with regards to numbers) and most power packed weekend is 9/17. Just wanted to nail down a couple of items: 
1. Can we set up a time for you to meet with the men and women some time during the day on Friday? ] know that the AC closes down at noon for most of these weekends 

and ]just want to be sure that we can reserve you some time after noon. Perhaps setting up a meeting in our team room? ] know that you all are going to be really busy soon 

(] may have already missed the boat) but ]just want to make sure that we get you ahead of time. :) 

2. We will also be hosting dinners at the Carolina Club for the first two Friday nights (9/$7 and 8/24) would you all be able to attend a recruiting dinner at the CC from 7PM 

9PM? ]’m also going to be inviting a few professors to join so that the recruits can talk to them in a more relaxed environment. Free food! :) 

If you could let me know about dates and then if you’d like to come to dinner, that would be great! 

Thanks so much for all that you all do for us! We really appreciate it! 

Christy 
....:...: ................ ¯ ................... ...........:~ ¯ .......... 

ii.iii~..:: ri: :i:i::.~ii i:i :~:i~:: i ir:: ill ~ii~i.i fill: i~:.: i: :!i i..:!:i, s i i:. C:: :i~: : i~: 
............... ....................... 

:........: ...........:.... :. 

~=::i!?~:?~= ~i~i i~iiii ~i~iiii ~L:~!::I; i~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 27, 2010 8:21 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

2010-11 UNC Athletic Dept. Staff Manual 

Colleagues, 

The updated 2010 11 UNC Athletic Department Staff Manual is now available online for Athletic Department staff. You will not receive a hard copy this year. 

I want to thank Stacey Harris for her work in updating this website for our staff manual. It is easy to access and we are being environmentally friendly. You can find the manual 

at: 

http:iistaffman ual.athletics.u nc.ed u 

There is also be a link on www.uncaa.unc.edu 
All the best for a successful year. 
Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

The Universib, of North Casolina 
P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 30, 2010 1:08 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: SBJ 

yes 

email/Iogin 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

password 

Beth 

Beth Bddger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bndgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 8/30/2010 10:43 AM > > > 
Hey, 

Did you guys get a subscription this year to the Sports Business Journal? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 5:44 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

Just Sent it in to her 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 13312bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/3cc5a4a2e279f0513583aedb03cc251f 
File Name: DE~A~R EDITOR.doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 16:44:01 -0500 
Size: 13312bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:12 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd:                    ) 

) (6.47 KB).msg 

Hi Jenn, 
It appears that you agree with ineligibility for Fall 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

correct? And that there is no new information to come for i, right? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ho~m, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:31 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lineberry, C~staJ Nolan <dineberry@unc.edu> 

) 

Hi Susan, 

It looks like will be ineligible due to a GPA of 

Rocky James Horton 

Degree ,audit mid NCAA Compliance Specialist 

O~tice of file University Registrar 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 2100, SASB NortJa, Pan. 3127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 

lL~II imageO02        ] 

ki.+ Secul°eStol° Stored: total 5773bytes; 

irnageOOl.pn.q [:.:e, 12;30;50 -0500 5773b’/’er: 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday 9:07 AM 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson 

< srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Waiver... 

... has been approved he’s eligible immediately! Great work on this one, all. Coach Rob, please share the word with your crew and, of course, witk 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:38 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Waiver... 

No problem! Yours, too! 

>> > Jennifer Townsend 10:37 AM >>> 

Great! That’s a huge relief. Thanks so much for all of your hard work. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>>AmyHerman. .          9:06 AM >>> 

... has been approved he’s eligible immediately! Great work on this one, all. Coach Rob, please share the word with your crew and, of course, with 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C.B. McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 2:15 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Questions 

Any update on the answers to the questions? Just checking. 

CB McGrath 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2:50 PM >>> 

I think I should be able to find out most of that information and get back to you by Friday. Let me know if there is anything else you want me to find out. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-824-7 (fax) 

>>> C,B. McGrath 10:44 AM >>> 

Jenn, 

We are recruiting a kid that has been in the Do you know where to get info on 
our number of ? What is our minority number for the university? Graduation rate for minority 
players? Those sort of things. We go into his house on Monday~ Is it possible to get me this info by Friday or at least shoot me a point person to ask? Thanks. 

CB McGrath 



From: L< ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:12 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 13312bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu,be7766~85e2fa423d0dc39a40015e35 

File Name: :feeder 1 l.doc 

Expiry Date: Sat, 18:17:27-05(X) 

Size: 13312bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:44 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Meetings for the Next Four Recruiting Weekends...And Areas of Study for This Week’s Recruits 

Hi Jen and Spencer: 

I just wanted to make sure that we were all set for our academic meetings for the next four recruiting meetings to be at 5:30PM at the Carolina Club with drinks and hors de 

oeuvres. (If drinks and hors de oeuvres tnelp to make ttnis situation remotely enticing.). After the academic meetings, you are more ttnan welcome to stay for a free dinner at 

6:30PM at the club, or if you have a life outside of your job (WHAT?!), then you do not need to stay. We do realize that you have a life. I will say that next weekend is 

another really important weekend for recruiting. After that, the star caliber tapers off. 

Would you both be able to commit to atleast the 5:30PM sessions for the following dates: 

We would be eternally grateful. 

As for this week’s recruits, here’s a list of who needs wlnat academically when you meet on Friday night at 5:30PM 

Men: 

1 General 

Business 

Business 

Pre Med (Biology) 

Biology 

Women: 

Journalism 

I Biology 

’. General 

BusinessiSpanistn 

Pre Dental 

Mattn 

Thanks so much guys! 

You are ttne best! 

Christy 
....:...: ................ ¯ ................... ...........:: . .......... 

ii,::ii:,,:: r:: S:,:II i:i :::i::: i ir:: ill :ii:i,i i:::i: i::,: i: :!i i, A,I:I i:, r:::: :i:: : i:: 
............ .... ::.:..: .: : :..:.:..:. : .:.:..: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

May, Lee <Lee May@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 3:18 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer (Ctr Stdnt Success-Acad Counsel) <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Murray, Lawrence JaJnes II <Lawrence Murray@unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

AAP Fall 2010 Session Outline.docx 

Jenn, 
The fall schedule J2~r the Assured Admission Program is attached. Events with an * are optional but encouraged All others are required. Thanks for encouraging to be at each of 
these. Also, he should be checking his email for messages from the BSBA Program and Lawrence Mur’ray He missed a StrengthQuest assessment that he will need to do online before the 
next workshop. I believe that Lawrence will be sending instructions today for that. 
Bests, 
Lee 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:itownsend~uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2010 5:50 PM 
To: May, Lee 

Sul~iect: 

Hi, Lee: 

I hope you have had a good start to your semester so far. I talked to          and he said that he thought he had missed a meeting ]2)r the Business Pre-Admit students Could you let me 

know what the schedule is for any meetings or events for that group so I can mal<e sure that          ttends? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~" of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday 10:30 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 23552bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 un caa.unc, edu/a 1 eScfTb84e9643 f697caa4dcf6c6cbb 

File Name: Annotated BIB doc 

Expiry Date: r~hu, 09:30:15 -0500 

Size: 23552bytes 



From: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subject: FF 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

9:12 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

did yew well tonight’. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51200bytes; 

Attachment Link: httr~://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/97a0122db50546674634b693f432172e 

File Name: Ft ’.DOCX 

Expiry Date: Sat, 20:12:04 -0500 

Size: 51200bytes 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

8:47 PM 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 18269bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/da3b25fc70067ec9f277786c7fe7b9a7 
File Name: 4Page docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:47:28 4)500 
Size: 18269bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 11:57 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

His~ 

Jerm this paper is so terribly written if you can edit it in study hall in 
the morning that would help a lot thanks’. 

Thank You, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 15742bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/e5f54ba9570e361fad98a0bef65145f5 

File Name: Sheet Music EssayPop MusicBrundage docx 

ExpiD’ Date: Tue, ~ 22:57:14 -0500 

Size: 15742bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 9:15 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

His~ 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 1691()bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/035345e4a2c6ca2e4d966d080952d558 
File Name: Sheet Music EssayPop MusicBrundage docx 
Expiry Date: Wed, 08:15:31 -0500 
Size: 16910bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 3:00 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Paying for ]-ranscript 

Jenn, 
The interp below allows us to pay the expenses, including those associated with the sctnool, to get a transcript sent to us, Technically the interp applies to prospects, wtnich 

is no longer considered for us, but if we can do that for a kid we’re recruiting, we’re fine doing it for them once they are here. If you have any questions, just let us 

know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Staff Interpretation 

Expenses to Receive Prospect’s Transcripts and Express Mail Charges 

Date Published: December 9, 1994 
Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Expenses to Receive Prospect’s Transcripts and Express Mail Charges: The legislative services staff confirmed that it is permissible for an institution to pay the expenses to 

receive a prospective student athlete’s transcript, including any fee charged by the high school, An institution also may pay for express mail charges to have time transcript 

sent to the institution by the prospective student athlete’s educational institution. The staff noted that such an arrangement is not precluded because receipt of such materials 

is necessary to certify or evaluate the academic standing of a prospective student athlete. 



Froln: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: FF- 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

10:16 PM 

~uncaa.uuc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@uucaa.unc.edu> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 102826bytes; 

Attachment Link: htt~://archive02.uncaa uric edu/11 ac7ad4084938a0ed93ad4c9425dlec 

File Name: t:[ DOCX 

][~;xpiry Date: Wed, ;1 : 15:58 -0500 

Size: 51257bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/42808017cac08c388c8237cc93eb2caa 
File Name: [~t," I)OCX 
Expiry [)ate: \Ved, 21 : 15:58 -0500 
Size: 51569bytes 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Friday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

12:47 AM 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 18707bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa, unc edu/2b3b257e137cbe62ffe2a030413b001 c 
File Name: Feeder 1B &~cx 
Expiry Date: Wed: 23:47:41 -0500 
Size: 18707bytes 



From; 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subject: FF- 

~email.unc,edtr; 

9:38 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51622bytes; 
Attachment Link: httr~://archive02.uncaa unc eduJab4a062albfc43ce5a5t~)53299e9081a 
File Name: FF .DOCX 
ExpiD’ Date: Sat, 20:37:35 -0500 
Size: 51622bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murray, Lawrence <Lawrence Murray@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 11:32 AM 

Townsend, Jennifer (Ctr Stdnt Success-Acad Counsel) <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Infimnation For 

Hello Jennifer! 

I hope you are well. Here is a message I sent out to our BSBA Assured Admits regarding tomorrow’s session. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lawrence 

Lawrence J, Mar’ray II ¯ Director, BSBA Program " UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 " McColl Bldg. " Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 91%9~2.3027 
~ fax 919.9!52 15954 ~ !a__w___rs.,_[]_c___e _m___u__r__r__a_y___C_~___u_[]_c_:_~_.,__d___u- ~ Skype: lawrence,mumW * _w__~v__w__:J_~__e_[]fl__[Lf_La__~!_e__[:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_. 

Shapi[R~ I..ead~_rs I Drivi~g Resales 

~ Piease ,:.,3R!;i,xler the eliVirO:Hh~!!it I)~!for~! grii!th~F; trii!; e-maii 

From: Murray, Lawrence 
Sent; Tuesday, September 28, 2010 11:30 AN 
To: Murray, Lawrence 
Cc; IVlelton, Leslie; May, Lee; Vaughn, Kim 
Subject; TomorroWs BSBA Assured Admit Session 
Tmportance; High 
Good morning! 

Vm writing to remind you about tomorrow’s BSBA Assured Admission session with Dr, Peter Romanellm If you haven’t already done the pre-session homework, 

ph?ase make sure you do this prior to the session. 

As a reminder, we start at 5:00pro and will be in McCol13250. 

Urffortunately, I will not be able to attend tomorrow’s session because I will be out of the country. Ms. Kim Vaughn from the BSBA Program wilt be there to make 

sure everything is set up. At the beginning of the session, you will be introduced to a select group of 2nd Year BSBA Assured Admits who are serving as Program 

Management Assistants (TAs). They will join you for dinner and will talk a bit about what they are doing and how they can be a resource for you. 

[ have a reas.:_~nable expectation that you will be on-time and prepared for tomorrow’s session, tf you have any questi.:_x~s, please let me know ([ will be checking 

email). 

UM 

From: Murray, Lawrence 
Sent; Thursday, September 23, 2010 7:51 plVl 
To: Murray, Lawrence 
Cc; Melton, Leslie; Nay, Lee; Romanella, Peter 
Subject: Attention Required: Preparation for upcoming BSBA AAP Workshop on September 29 
Importance: High 

Good evening! 

I am writing to remind you about ne×t week’s session (Wednesday, September 29), If you haven’t already done so, please complete the Strengths Deployment 

Inventory ~ our the sesskm. 

Dr. Romaru:_~lla has assigned pre-workshop homework for you to complete in addition to the inw?nLory. Please be sure to read the attached chapter from the 

StrengthsQuest book. In the section, Using Your Talents as the Foundation of Strengths, identify 9.n..e...s[{ggest!.c2[3 that you can use to develop .e.g.c~z.c2~..g£uL.~ 

&!A[!~~:.Y££.)~3£r!L~# and bring them to class---- the activity you choose will require you to acl:.[~,Le!.y.develop the strength and include what you witl specifically do to 
implement a plan for each one. 

This is in addition to the gathering of written stories and your summaries as discussed at the end of the last class session. 

ff you have specific questions what you need for the upcoming session, ph?ase feel free to reach out to D,r, Romanella via email. 

UM 

Lawrence J. Mur’ray II ¯ Director, BSBA Program " UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 " McColl Bldg, ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 

91.9.9f;2,3027 ~ fax 919.9f;2 f;964 ~ lawrence murray@ unc,edu ¯ SKype: lawrence, murray ~ www,kenan flakier, unc.edu 

Shapiag LeadeFs ) Drivi~g Results 

~ Phrase cor~d~: the eHppi~o:l~e:-~[ befo:e priRti:l,v: thi~ e-:-r~;~il 

~,’i-~ SecureSt.:>r Stored: totai Sm271894.bytes; 

Strenqths Quest [nsiqhts into Development.pdf Ni)n~ ,.:7 De.::: 20.10 J.0:32 .,~ -0S00 .,27J.8’:~4bv~c-!!; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 26112bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa, unc edu/cfSdl ae7fl a528f3d5c6955a2f7e0d04 

File Name: Annotated BIB doc 

Expiry Date: Mort, 11 : 18:00 -0500 

Size: 26112bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:30 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: degree plan for 

perfect, yes he’s a 

Cynthia Stone 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 1:06 PM >>> 

Here you are,..Iam assuming he is a senior so I have it for graduating in May 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

but let me know if that is not the case. 

> > > Cynthia Stone 11:17 AM > > > 

Hey there, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. Could you please put together a degree plan (general no interest yet) for 

Thanks, 
Cynthia 

Cynthia Stone 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 

We just need by later this afternoon if poss. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:12 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Updated eval 

got it but make sure you don’t send this to finley golf course 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 2:07 PM >>> 

Here is an updated evaluation with ACT scores. He looks like he is in really good shape with his core classes, core GPA and his ACT scores. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C.B. McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Eva1 

Thanks. I am on the road. We don’t have any kind of computer science major - do we? I think that might be what interests him. 
He is going to take both the ACT and SAT in October Or at least he is planning on doing that 

CB 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jennifer Townsend 
To: C.B. McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:22:53 PM 
Subject: Eval 

I thought I would send you 
are no grades on an?- of it 

evaluation even though a lot of it is just guesswork at this point. Lance is sending the stuff from th~ to be informally reviewed since there 

We won’t know anything for sure until the figure out the            zourses and grades, but I am guessing he is going to have to change the classes he is taking in the spring to add 
another science class. And he will most definitely want to take the ACT again. 

Let me know if you have an?- questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:13 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

hours 

He?’ Jenn’., 

I was in study hall today and the computer was working so i was gonna let 
you know that i was in study hall from 4 to 5:15 today! 

Thank you!, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hello Jenn: 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 5:53 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lerea, Leslie S <lere~emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

By way of copy I am asking associate dean Leslie Lerea to give you a call for an update on 

Leslie -here is contact information: 

Jenn Townsend and her number is 962 9538. Her email is ~_t__o___w__r_!_s__o___L~_C_!_@__u__r_!_c__a___a_:_U__L~__c_~_d___u_.. 
Steve 

Steven W. Matson, PhD 

Professor of Biology 

Dean of the Graduate School 

CB# 3280, Coker Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-0005 (research office) 

(919) 962-2275 (lab) 

(919) 962-6311 (Dean’s office) 

I am hoping to hear something by October 10. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday 5:53 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Hey~ 

I did 2 hours and 30 minutes on Sunday and a hour with you yesterday :) 
Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 7:40 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: summer books 

did not get book scholarship for the summer, so those charges are their responsibility. She got a portion toward tuition only, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 9/28/2010 4:07 PM > > > 
Hi, Amy: 

Do you mind checking and seeing if was charged for her summer books. Her mom just e mailed me about it. [ am not sure why she would have 

been charged because I believe that she was on book scholarship this summer. Could you let me know when you get a chance if she actually does have book charges for this 

summer? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:30 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

Swhili tutor 

Hi Jen, 

Hope you are doing well I did VERY poorly on my first Swahili test this 
semester. I really need some help to get my grade up before it is too late 
Is their a Swahili tutor that I could schedule to meet with? Let me know 
what I need to do. 

Thank you, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Tomorrow’s BSBA Assured Admit Session 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Tomorrow’s BSBA Assured A&nit Session 
Date: Tue,            11:30:06 -0400 
From: "Murray, Lawrence" <Lawrence~4urray@unc.edu> 
To: "Murray, Lawrence" <Lawrence Murray@unc.edu> 

Good mornin!! 

I’m writing to remind you about tomorrow’s B SBA A ssured Admi ssiun sessi on 
with Dr. Peter Romanella. If you haven’t already done the pre-session 
homework, please make sure you do this prior to the session¯ 

As a reminder, we start at 5:00pro and will be in McColl 3250¯ 

Unfortunately, I will nut be able to attend tomorrow’s session because I 
will be out of the country. Ms Kim Vaughn from the BSBA Program will be 
there to make sure everything is set up At the beginning of the session, 
you will be introduced to a select group of 2nd Year BSBA Assured Admits 
who are serving as Program Management Assistants (TAs) They will join you 
for dinner and will talk a bit about what they are doing and how they can 
be a resource for you. 

I have a reasonable expectation that you will be on-time and prepared :[’or 
tomorrow’s session I_[’yuu have any questions, please let me know (I will 
be checking email) 

From: Murray, Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, 7:51 PM 
To: Murray, Lawrence 
Cc: Melton, Leslie; May, Lee; Romanella, Peter 
Subject: Attention Required: Preparation for upcoming BSBA AAP Workshop on 

Importance: High 

Good evening t 

I am writing to remind you about next week’s session (Wednesday, 
¯ If you haven’t already done so, please complete the Strengths 

Deployment Inventory before our the session¯ 

Dr. Romanella has assigned pre-workshop homework for you to complete in 
addition to the inventory. Please be sure to read the attached chapter 
from the StrengthsQuest book¯ In the section, Using Your Talents as the 
Fotmdation of Strengths, identify one suggestion that you can use to 
develop each of your 5 signature themes and bring them to class~he 
activity you choose will require you to actively develop the strength and 
include what you will specifically do to implement a plan for each one. 

This is in addition to the gathering of written stories and your stulmlaries 
as discussed at the end of the last class session¯ 

If you have specific questions what you need for the upcoming session, 
please feel free to reach out to Dr. Romanella via 
email<mailtn :peterromanella@tmc.edu>. 

LJM 

Lawrence J Mur’ray II ¯ Director, BSBA th-ogram ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler 
Business School 
Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg¯ ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919¯9623027 ¯ thx 919962-69(>4 ¯ 
lawrence murray@unc.edu<mailto:lawrence murray@unc.edu>, S19-pe: 
lawrence.murray ¯ 
www.kenan-flagler unc.edu<http ://www kenan-flagler uric edu> 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-marl 



iX/It SecureStor Stored: total 1271894bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/ce6abe42239608757c3b7907a317a6a1 
File Name: Strengths Quest Insights into Development pdf 
Exptry [)ate: Tue, ] 1:34:47 -0500 
Size: 1271894bytes 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vaughn, Kim <Kim Vaughn@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 12:46 PM 

Townsend, Jennifer (Ctr Stdnt Success-Acad Counsel) <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Jenn, 
Thal~kS so much for letting me know’. This will not be an issue as the students will be eating/socializing from 5:00 5:30 p.m So, t2ae fonnal session will begin at 5:30 p.m Please have him 
arrive as close to 5:30 p.m. as possible so he doesn’t miss the initial overview for the evening. 
Thanks for your assistance! 
Kin 
Kim Vauglm ¯ BSBA Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.9621650 ¯ thx 919.962 6964 . kimvaughn@unc.edu ¯ wv~v.kenan-flagleruncedu<http://wwwkenan-fla~ler.uncedu/> 
Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 11:53 AM 
To: Vaughn, Kim 
Subject: 

Hi, Kim: 

I just wanted to let you know that               will be at the Assured Admits program tonight, but he will not be able to make it there until 5:30 because of 
coaches have assured me that he can be there right at 5:30. I hope this is not too much of an inconvenience. 

zommitments The 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate I)irectur 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 @ix) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Richard Southall <soutJlaJl@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 2:04 PM 

Lerea, Leslie S <lere@email.unc.edu> 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; ’Ed Shields’ <shield@email.unc.edu>; jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu; Matson, Steve 

< smatson@bio .unc .edu> 

RE: 

Leslie, 
in response to Dean Matson’s request, I wanted to provide VOU with feedback from faculty working with, 
inserted below are comments from our faculty related to        class-room performance to date. As you can tell, some of the courses have had fewer 
opportunities for "grades" than others. I am mostly concerned about        performance in EXSS    which is a pre-requisite for next semester’s EXSS 
have also spoken with Jenn Townsend (Associate Director Academic Support Program) in UNCAA (She has also been cc:d on this email) to make sure she is 
aware of        class performance to date. 
if you need anything else, feel free to contact me, I look forward to speaking on the phone at your earliest convenience. 
Take care. 
Richard 

EXSS (Dr. ToyBlackburn) Pre-requisite for EXSS 
~Pre-req is a grade of at least a 

We’ve had two graded assessments thus far. scores were on a quiz (class average = 76%) and 

average = 84%). 

Troy 

EXSS.                         (Dr. Fred Mueller) 
~as a little slow getting involved in discussion early in the class, but has since been more involved. He will have a 

number of presentations during the next month and that will give me a better idea concerning class work, 

Fred 

EXSS (Dr. Coyte Cooper) 
I think has done a decent job so far this semester. He struggled a little on the Midterm Exam yesterday, but I still 

think he will be alright in the course. I plan on talking with him about his exam results tomorrow. I will let you know if I 

anticipate there being a problem. Thanks for checking in! 

Coyte 

EXSS Dr. Richard Southall) 
At the present time is done an adequate job of developing his marketing plan. Since his grade in this course is 

totally dependent on his final marketing plan and presentation, it is difficult to give him a grade to date. However, based 

on the first benchmarking portfolio turned in, I am concerned he may be falling behind on the completing the necessary items 

listed on the established timeline for completion of the marketing plan.          still is not as vocal in class as I would 

like. That being said, I think he is putting forth the effort. I just think he’s a bit overwhelmed with the level of 

intensity of grad school and our program. This was a concern from the start and it has - to a certain extent - occurred. 

Dr, Richard M, Southall 

Assistant Professor- Sport Administrati.:_~n 

Graduate Program C.:>:_~rdinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Wollen Hall 203D 

O ffi c~-_~ .- 919.9(?2-.?;507 

(::ell - 

Fax -. 9:19.962-6235 

southafl@emaif.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: www.unc.eduidepts!exercise/sport...administrationiindex.htm 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu!csri 

From: Matson, Steve [maito:smatson@bio.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2010 5:25 PM 

To: Southall, Richard Michael 
I:::c= Lerea, Leslie S 
Subject: 

Hello Richard: 

By way of copy I am asking Associate Dean Leslie Lerea to give you a call to check in on I would like to hear something by October 10. Thanks. 

Steve 

on an exam (class 

Steven W. Matson, PhD 

Professor of Biology 

Dean of the Graduate School 

CB# 3280, Coker Hall 

University of North Caroling 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-0005 (research office) 

(919) 962-2275 (lab) 

(919) 962-6311 (Dean’s office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 2:39 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

HIST    tutor 

I have scheduled a HIST :utor session with 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 

on Wednesdays @ 9 PM. This will begin next Wednesday, October 6th. Please make an effort to attend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 2:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

schedule change 

pdf 

Change in your schedule for J See attached. 

Jen; Please let~    know. Thanks! 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



TUTOR SCHEDULI~ 

COURSI~ 

ENG[ 

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii~ lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
ENG/ 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

ENG[ 

STUI)ENT DAY TIME 

Tuesday 08:30 PM 

PA~E 1 (IF 1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 

Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Swhili tutor 

He?’ Jenn, 

That sounds great. I cannot do Sundays or Tuesdays. Thanks for ?’our help. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:16 PM, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> He?,, 
> 

> We actually just hired a swahili tutor and I think she should be almost done with all of her training. I will put ?’our request in and let you klmw when the tutoring time is set up. Do you 
have an?’ days that wouldn’t work for tutoring? 
> 

> Jem~ 
> 

> Jeun Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> >>> l@email unc.edu> 11:30 AM >>> 
> 

> Hi lien, 
> 

> Hope you are doing well I did VERY poorly on my first Swahili test this 
> semester. I really need some help to get my grade up before it is too late. 
> Is their a Swahili tutor that I could schedule to meet with? Let me know 
> what I need to do. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~charter.net> 

Wednesday, 4:23 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re Books lbr Summer School (Out of the office until Augusl 16th) 

Thanks Jenn. We didn’t realize about the books this summer. Actually, we’re just vely grateful for what we do receive. 

Thanks, also, for checking in with the professors and for helping us try to keep ~n track. 

On at 11:05 AM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, 
I am still waiting to hear back from professors although I know there are a couple of classes where she has not had any graded assignments or 

tests yet, 
As for the books, I heard back from the compliance office and      was actually not on book scholarship this summer. They sometimes distribute the aid a 

little differently for students in summer school so her scholarship went toward her tuition and not her books. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I will let you know as soon as I hear anything back from her professors. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > @charter.net> 7:17 AM > > > 

Jenn, 

We’re still trying to get       billing sorted out and this charge is lingering even though the business office has closed out summer billing just wondering 

if you have any knowledge oT whether or not summer books were paid for. Again, we’re not sure if she ever provided you with a receipt or the 

proper paperwork. 

Also, we’d like you to check in with      and her professors about how the semester is going so far. Some things are on our mind: usually about 1/3 of the 

way into even./semester,      starts to feel overwhelmed because it’s time for the first round of papers, projects, and tests and in the past, because she 

hasn’t been keeping up with her work, she begins using the "sick" excuse. She’ll also conveniently schedule doctor’s appointments during class time. Early 

last week, we started hearing her say how tired she was and that she wasn’t feeling well and thought she’d go see the team doctor. Naturally, our red flags 

went up and that’s why we’d like your help, In defense, she was in late July but both her doctor and 

the team doctor (according tc ) have given her the all clear as far as th~ is concerned. She did tell us that the team doctor said she 

brewing so she was given, Unfortunately, our gut feeling, based on the tired and feeling sick excuses we’ve heard, is 

that if she hasn’t already, she might start using the      excuse as a reason to miss classes and/or turn in her work late. Hopefully, we’re wrong on this 

but her history and our parental intuition is presenting a pretty strong pull here. 

We are so sorry to burden you with this and, as always, we ask that you NOT let      know that we have been in contact with you it makes our 
communication with her next to impossible when she thinks we are "in her business". Like we’ve said before, we’re trying to surround her with a "village" to 

help her so that she doesn’t fall through the cracks or become another statistic. 

Thank you Jenn. As always, please feel free to contact us either by return email or a phone call. 

On at 12:25 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

> I am out of the office starting July B0th and will not be accessible by phone or e mail until August 16th. If you need help, please contact teh Academic 

Support Program for Student Athletes at 962 9537. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> > > > @charter.net> 12:25 > > > 
> 

> Hi Jenn, 
> 

> I’m so sorry to bother you during the summer but I’m trying to get our bill sorted out and there is a lingering charge from the bookstore for $90.21 that 

appears to be summer school books. I’m thinking that      is not purchasing her books correctly or bringing you the receipts or something since this is 

the second time we’ve had this issue (the other time was spring semester, if you remecnber), Anyhow, can you get with please to see if you all can get 

this resolved? We’ve asked her to take care of it all summer but she obviously hasn’t. 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 9:47 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Group advising sessions 

Heyt 

I just did an hour in study hall and it didn’t log me in again. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i 10:05 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jmwn~nd@uncaaImc.edu> 

hjjbkj 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 27136bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu17a5e53bb24d199a5290f7ca9e5b89ac3 
FileName: Here are the questions[1].doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, ~" 09:05:02 -0500 
Size: 27136bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boo Gillette < bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:29 AM 

Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Gallo 

<cgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kidn 

Kumar <kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>;                            Daol.com >; 

_~aol.com >; 

_~email.unc.edu) 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu > 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu >; 

@yahoo.corn > 

Unofficial Visit itinerary 

Unofficial Weekend final.docx 

_~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu: 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; I 

Demail.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu > 

~email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Demail.unc.edu >; 

~yahoo.com > 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

Dem ail.u nc.edu > 

.~email.unc.edu >; I 

_~email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Attached is the itinerary for the weekend. Please pay attention to times and locations, Let me know if there are any issues, Thank you for your help in the recruiting process. 

Have a nice day! 

Boo Gilleff~,, Assistant Coach 

University of North Carolina Softball 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Email: booqillette@unc.edu 
Office: 919 962 5224 

Fax: 919 962 5105 
www.tarheelblue,com 

http://www.active.com!softball clinic/chapel hill nc/carolina softball fall clinics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C.B. McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:50 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Eval 

Jenn, 

Can you look into computer science classes or program info we can give to him on the visit? It is the last weekend in October. Maybe he can ao to a class? Thanks. Also did 
you ever hear back from anyone on international students? I can make contact with the organization to see if they might be able to meet     on the visit. Thanks. 

CB McGrath 

>>> Jennifer Townsend 3:50 PM >>> 
Yes, we have a computer science degree and we also have information science which covers a lot of areas that are similar but it is not quite as intense in the math and 
sciences. The journalism school also has graphic design. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> C.B. McGrath 2:56 PM >>> 
Thanks. I am on the road. We don’t have any kind of computer science major - do we? I think that might be what interests him. 
He is going to take both the ACT and SAT in October. Or at least he is planning on doing that. 

CB 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jennifer Townsend 
To: C.B. McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:22:53 PM 
Subject: Eval 

I thought I would send you,      evaluation even though a lot of it is just guesswork at this point. Lance is sending the stuff from the 
since there are no grades on any of it. 

to be informally reviewed 

We won’t know anything for sure until the figure out the          courses and grades, but I am guessing he is going to have to change the classes he is taking in the spring 
to add another science class. And he will most definitely want to take the ACT again. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:11 PM 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj~thll@emml.tmc.edu-~; Je~m Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Assignment #1 

Sorry I had to email it, but thanks for allowing me to turn it in 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22528bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/92aSea0e6769870cldaedlae5887ecb5 
File Name: EXSS #1 .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 12:11:26 -0500 
Size: 22528bytes 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

2:04 PM 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 34030bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu,5246492975ed6a2036e5bb2e87962c19 
File Name: UNIT 1 FINAL.doc× 
Expiry Date: Wed, 13:04:49 -0500 
Size: 18492bytes 

Attachment [,ink: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/1245babSb195dael 5efb1591 [’3792 lca 
File Name: Advertizement Paper.docx 
Exptry [)ate: \Ved, ] 3:04:49 -0500 
Size: 15538bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 4:43 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

meeting 

Hey~ 

Can I come in to meet with you next week regarding underloading next 
semester and what I need to do to graduate/classes and stufll Since I got 
so screwed tap this semester I want to be ahead haha. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 4:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu > 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: tutoring 

)dr 

will discontinue her SPAN session with you from now on. [ will be assigning someone to her slot soon. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247> > > Kym N. Orr 9/30/2010 3:01 PM > > > 

your 7 PM SPAN session will not attend tonight because of a leadership meeting. Just a heads up. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



TUTOR S(,HLI)ULI~ 

STIJI)|~NT I)A¥ TIME 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

PA~I] 1 OF 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 9:01 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: SWAH 

The tutor’s name is Her email ] @email.unc.edu. Telephone: Her availability: 

Monday 7, Sandg. 

Wednesday 7, 8 and 9. 

Kym 
Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247> > > Jennifer Townsend 10/1/2010 8:54 AM > > > 
[ have all of my Olympic sport requests in. Can [just have the tutor’s contact info so [ can contact her to arrange tutoring for men’s basl<etball? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > Kym N. Orr 10/1/2010 8:44 AM > > > 

Jen: 

Go ahead and put in your requests for SWAH tutoring in the database, [will fill them today. The earliest they can start is on Monday, 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:52 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu-~ 

(no subject) 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 26624bytes; 

Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa uric edu/b341e02a37945b0 ldffb2 d5ca23d8 dSf 

File Name: intro para doc 

Expiry Date: r~hu, 09:51:52 -0503 

Size: 26624bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email,unc.edu> 

Monda" 8:00 AM 

Jenn Townsend <jtown~nd@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

Tutor liar Chemistry? 

He?’ Jenn, 

Is there an?- way that I can get a tutor for Chemistry? I am really 
struggling in that class. 

Thank you, 



From: @email.tmc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 9:24 AM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: (no subject) 

He?’ Jenn, 

I can’t make my tutor tonight because I have a creed mentor meeting If 
there is any way we can reschedule it that would be great, or I will just 
wait until next week[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:53 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Jema, 

I am sorry to be the bearer of bad news on a Monday morning I am writing to give you a progress report for i                 as a 66 in English     He has 4 tardies (3 tardies are the 
equivalent of 1 absence) Of the daily work, he has not turned in 3 of 11 daily assigmnents. Of those he did tuna in, 1 was late and another was veW poorly done. He rarely arrives in class 
with the handouts specified on the course schedule and is not often engaged in class discussions He had significant difficulty with the first unit project, but did not seek feedback or help 
from me or the Writing Center, although my written comments suggested that he needed to increase his class preparation and engagement. I have asked him to schedule a meeting with me 
and plan to speak to him after class today I have emailed studentscucess@unc.edu on his behalf and him and hope to speak to him after class today. I would like to see him turn is semester 
around, but he has to take the responsibility to do so 

Sincerely, 



From: @email.unc.edt> 

Sent: Monday, ,10:02 AM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jmwn~nd@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: wstd 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 16574bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/5ce28d47b209ce3232eb9704862867f2 
File Name: women study ~uide 2nd 8.docx 

Expiry Date: Sun, 09:02:24 -0500 
Size: 16574bytes 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Monday, 1:55 PM 

To: jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 21873bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/45e4dfaff85 fB513a3915f7911 cc2dad 

File Name: UNIT 1 FINAL.docx 

Expiry Date: Sun,, 12:55:13 -0500 

Size: 21873bytes 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ketterly <ketterly~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 3:54 PM 

jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thurs 

Hey Jenn 

I have on my schedule for Thurs at 11am. Let him knew I’ll meet him here at Stallings-Evans. 
Thanks! 
Jen 
Jen Ketterly MS, RD, CSSD 
Director of Sports Nutrition 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9355 
ketterl¥(@email.unc,edu 

"Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipients(s) and mav contain confidential and 

privileged inforTnation. An),, unauthorized rewiew, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 

by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message." 

F iiii~iiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~ii~iii~iiii~)i~~~~~~~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 4:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

BUSI    tutor 

I have scheduled a BUSI tutor for you on Sundays @ 7 PM. The tutor’s name is 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 

Please make an effort to attend. 



From: ~hotmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:15 PM 

To: Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@ uncaa, unc.edu > 

Subject: Wednesday tutoring 

Jenn- 

Any reason for me to come in this Wednesday? 

Let me know. 

is set, and and are still at the movies,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:58 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: (no subject) 

Wednesday at 6 would be great! Thanks!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jmwnsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting ruth 

Hey Jenn, 

Thafs fine by me. 

On Tue, at 9:05 AM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

Would you be able to meet witt~ for Math    on Wednesday at 6? Let me know if that will work. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 9:19 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: tutoring on Wednesday 

I will take care of it. Thanks for letting me know. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 
Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247> > > Jennifer Townsend 10/5/2010 9:17 AM > > > 
Hey, Kym: 

The            has a game on Wednesday night at 7:30, so there will be several missed tutoring sessions. 

EXSS with 

MATk with 

SPAN Nith 

BIOi with 

EXSS: with 

BIOL with 

SPAN : with 

SPAN with 

Let me know if you need any help contacting the tutors. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:41 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

evaluation 

Hello 

[ received a copy of your recent evaluation from Dr.Johnson. When you can you meet with me to discuss the results and plan next steps? 

[ look forward to hearing from you, 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919 843 6029 

emlyons@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 12:48 PM 

Passwords 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boo Gillette < bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 2:39 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shell]o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro 

< soliaro@u ncaa.unc.edu >; mtbiker@u ncss.unc.edu 

Unofficial Recruit Monday, October 11th 

Hello All 

1 hope you are having a nice Tuesday. [ am emailing to check your availability for next Monday, October 117 We have an unofficial recruit on campus. 

Scott Can you meet with her during practice? 

Steve Can you meet with her at2pm before 2:15pm strength and conditioning? 

Shelley Any openings? 

Jen Any openings? 

Thank you all so much for your help with recruiting. Please let me know your availability, Have a nice night, 

Boo :) 

Boo Gillette,, Assistant Coach 

University of North Carolina Softball 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Email: boogillette@unc,edu 

Office: 919 962 5224 

Cell: 

Fax: 919 962 5105 

www.tarheelblue,com 

http://www.active.com!softball clinic/chapel hill nc/carolina softball fall clinics 2010 



From: ~email.unc.edt> 

Sent: Tuesday, ? 2:46 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: in COMM 

HiJe~m: 

Apart from the fact that      turned in his paper late, he has been perfornling adequately in class. He is exceptionally well behaved and has been absent only two days 
(students are allotted a total of three unexcused absences without their grade being negatively impacted). Becmlse the paper was late he was deducted one full letter 
grade, but he is still safely within the realm of passing tlae class. 

The majority of the grade in the class will be detemained in the tbllowing weeks Maen the students begin their debates, so I will be able to get a better handle on his 
performance at that point, bnt so thr I have nothing to complain about and he is doing all of the work he needs to do - with the exception of haJading the paper in late, 
everything else has been on time. 

Hope that helps, 

On at 2:36 PM, Jennifer Townsend wrote: 

Hi, Professor 
My name is Jenn Townsend and l am an academic counselor in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. One of our i 

is in your COMM class this semester, [ acn concerned about how s doing since he just told me that he did not turn his paper that was 

due on Monday in on time. He has also not able to tell me any grades he had received in the class so far. Any information you could provide about 

attendance, behavior and grades so far would be appreciated. 

Thanks so much, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 3:50 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Eligibility sheet 

Can I come in tomorrow at like 11 ? And I can talk to you about my classes 
then if thats ok with you too? 

On Tue,           15:43:19 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Hey, 

> 

> I need you to come in and sign your eligibility sheet when you get a 
> chance. Is there a day and time this week that would work for you to come 
> in for a few- minutes? 
> 

> I.et me know 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Eligibility meeting 

he?’ Jen! 
I can come in tommorow at like 12:00 after my class if flaat works? Is my 
eligibility okay? I also need to talk to you about my five classes, im 
feeling overwhlemed with the 5 and wanna drop down to 4 and want to make 
stare thats okay. Im gonna be trying to take an extra semester after this 
year to finish my hours and summer school. 

Thanks! 

On Tue,           15:36:50 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> He?,, 
> 

> I need you to come m and sign your eligibility sheet when you get a 
> chance Is there a day and time this week that would work fur you to come 
> in fur a few minutes? 
> 

> Let me know... 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program fur Student-Athletes 
> University ufNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-.%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

2}gmail.com on behalf of 

~emal.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 3:29 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: eligibili~ meeting 

Hi Jeral, 

What is this eligibility sheet? I can come in at 1 or so tomorrow? 

On Tue, at 3:44 PM, Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

I need you to come in and sign your eligibility sheet when you get a chance. Is there a day and time this week that would work for you to come in for a few minutes? 

Let me know... 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:l0 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Eligibility sheet 

Hi Jen, 

I don’t mymore so I am no longer eligible Do I still need to sign 
something? 

On Tue,           15:42:32 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@unca a unc.edu> wrote: 
> He?-, 
> 
> I need you to come in and sign your eligibiii~ sheet when you get a 
> chance. Is there a day and time this week that would work for you to come 
> m liar a few minutes? 
> 

> Let me know 

> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jenn 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

t}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:35 PM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Eligibility sheet 

Ok I can stop by on Thursday. 

n Tue,           18:19:32 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
> Yes, we still have to make sure you meet the eligibility standards since 
> you are still on aid. It is just a quick form we need to have on file for 
> eye.one. It is more of a fbrmality fbr seniors, but we just want to make 
> sure we have eye.zone’s signature. 
> 

> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program lk~r Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-%2-9538 
> 919-%2-8247 @ax) 
> 

> 

> 

>>>> ))email.unc.edu> 6:09 PM >>> 
> 

> Hi lien, 
> 

> I don’t mymore so I am no longer eligible. Do [ still need to sign 
> something? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 15:42:32 -0400, "Jennifer Townsend" 
> <jtownsend@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 
>> Hey, 
>> 

>> I need you to come in and sign your eligibility sheet when you get a 
>> chance. Is there a day and time this week that would work for you to 
conle 

>> in for a few minutes’.’ 
>> 

>> Let me know... 
>> 

>> Thatlks{ 
>> 

>> Jenil 

>> 

>> Jetm Townsend 
>> Associate Director 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9538 
>> 919-962-8247 (.fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behJf of 

~em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:47 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: eligibiliF meeting 

Hi Jeml, 

I have class until 12:50 and usuJly go down to 

at 12:55. Does that work? 

early, but I can t~y to run from class as fast as I can. IVly class is on main campus, so I could probably be there 

On Tne, 

Hey, 

at 6:18 PM, Jennifer Tow ~send <jtownsend@~uncaa u ~c e& > wrote: 

It is just a really quick sheet. We just need to have a signed one on file for everyone. I have another appointment at 1, but you can come in at 12:50 or 1:30. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 5:29 PM >>> 

Hi Jenn, 

What is this eligibility sheet? I can come in at I or so tomorrow? 

On Tue, at 3:44 PM, Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

I need you to come in and sign your eligibility sheet when you get a chance. Is there a day and time this week that would work for you to come in for a few minutes? 

Let me know... 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 11:18 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Reimbursement for Camera Equipment 

Jenn, 
Hey there. Got the reimbursement request for camera equipment, Since this is not a book charge or a required course fee, the only way we could pay this is through 

the SAOF, and she doesn’t qualify for supply funding, since she’s not on Full GIA and I don’t believe she’s a Pell recipient, either, 

Please notify that we will not be able to reimburse her for this $50 charge. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:17 PM 

Demail.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

excused tutee 

Unfortunately, Nill not be in attendance for her HIST 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 

session tonight, She has a game. I know it’s your first meeting but everything should be a go for next week, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boo Gillette < bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tentative Itinerary for Unofficial 

Attached is the tentative itinerary for Monday, 

i:l:l::~ l~ :i::i:::~::: ::i~ir!~1 i::? :ii?~: l~ ::illicit: iiiii~’~:~il:: 

Bee Gilleffe, Assistant Coach 

University of North Carolina Softball 

P.O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Emaih boogillette@unc,edu 
Office: 919 962 5224 

unofficial visit for 

Fax: 919 962 5105 
wvcw.tarheelblue.com 

http:!/www.active,com!softball clinic/chapel hill nc/carolina softball fall clinics 

Please review and confirm that it works. Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:17 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Eligibility meeting 

How early do you get there oi1 Friday? Can I come in at around 8:15? 

On Tue, at 3:42 PM, Jennifer Townsend <itownsend~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

I need you to come in and sign your eligibility sheet when you get a chance. Is there a day and time this week that would work for you to come in for a few minutes? 

Let me know... 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:10 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

reschedule 

I have changed your MATH Lutor session with 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (959) 952-8247 

to Sunday @ 8 PM instead of Monday @ 8 PM. 
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